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TRACHEOTOMY IN CROUP
WITH REMARKS ON

The Pathology, Diagnosis, Prognosis and Treat-
ment OF THE Disease, anb the Causes of

Death in Fatal Cases ; with a Report
OF Thirty-five Operations.

By JOHN H. EIPLEY, M.D.,

BURGEON TO CHARITY HOPITAL: PHYSICIAN TO ST. FRANCIS'S HOS-
PITAL, NEW YORK CITY.

Part I.

The article lierewitli presented is designed to illus-

trate some of the more important facts in relation to

croup. The subject is an important one. Hundreds
of children in this city alone annually perish from
this dread malady, many of them without a final ef-

fort being made to rescue them from death by suf-

focation ; and this, too, in spite of the fact that

tracheotomy is the most successful method of treat-

ment hitherto devised. The accompanying histories

of cases are full, but uncolored. They exhibit the
different tyi:)es of membranous croup as it has pre-

vailed in this city during the last few years, and
especially the course it jjursues when the lives of its

victims are prolonged by tracheotomy. To those in-

terested in the subject, the details will not, I believe,

be considered unimportant. The labor required in

compiling these notes can only be api^reciated by
those who have done similar work. The remarks
following have been suggested by clinical obsen^a-
tion. It will be a satisfaction to know that the paper
contrilnites, in any degi-ee, to the better undei'stand-

ing of this terrible disease.

Case I.—M. M , female, Irish, three and a half

years old
;

pre\'iously healthy. Had been sick

three days with hoarseness and crouj^y cough. Un-
til last night the mother did not consider the child

in danger. During the night she got very much
troubled for breath, and has since been getting
worse. .Emetics had been tried with negative re-

sults. I foimd her with flushed face, head thrown
back, and labored, stridulous respirations. There
was supracla^•ic^^lar and epigastric depression with
each inspiration. Her pulse was 120 ; respiration,

40 ; temperature, 103^. No swelling about the neck.
The fauces presented nothing abnormal on inspec-
tion ; no congestion, no membrane. The lungs were
generally tympanitic on percussion, and all asculta-

tory sounds masked by the laryngeal. Tracheotomy,
under chloroform, was at once performed, Drs A. C.

Gi-aham and E. A. Maxwell assisting. No membrane
was seen during the operation. The relief was com-
plete, and evei-ytliing remained favorable during the
following twenty-four hours. The respirations and
pulse became less fi-equent, and the temjierature fell

to 101.5 \ Forty-eight hours after the oi^eratiou the
temperature had risen to 102.5° ; the resijiration had
become somewhat sawing in quality and more rapid.

There was a profuse discharge of muco-ijuitxlent,

though not bad-smelling matter, through the tube,

and the inner canula needed frecpient cleansings.

Occasionally, a teaspoonful of warm water was
jioured into the tube, wliich gave temporary relief

by exciting violent coughing, and thereby expelling
small pieces of membrane and other obstructing ma-
terial. The disease slowly progressed downward,
and she died eighty-two hours after the operation,

dyspnoea being the most prominent symi)tom during
the last day of life. There was no swelling of the
tonsils nor lymjihatics of the neck, and no membrane
was seen either on the wound or in the j^haiynx
during the progi-ess of the case. The treatment
consisted in the internal administration of a solution

of five grains of chlorate of potassa eveiy two hoiirs

and the free use of stimulants and nourishment. The
temperature of the room was kept at about 80° F.,

and the atmosphere impregnated with steam. No
case of dijihtheria or croup had preceded this (which
was in a tenement-house), and none followed it, at

least for several weeks, although two young children
of the family were in the same rooms while the sis-

ter was sick.

Case II.—L. F——, two and one-half years old,

of Irish parentage, had been sick two days. Loss of

appetite, fever, sore throat, gradually increasing

hoarseness with dysjanosa, worse at night, had been
the symi^toms noticed. I saw her in the evening
with the attending physician. Dr. Burton. She had
a flushed countenance, dry, bai-king cough, stridu-

lous breathing, and moderate dysimrea. Tempera-
ture, 103°

;
pulse, 120. No membrane to be seen

either in the throat or nares ; no swelling of the
glands. General appearance not indicative of syste-

mic poisoning. Traclieotomy was performed at once,

and afibrded complete relief. No membrane seen
during the operation. The following moraing there

was some swelling of the neek, so as to render it

necessary to loosen the tajjes, and a portion of the
wound gaped. The temperature was 103.5°', and the

pulse 130. Both tonsils were covei-ed with a grayish

membrane, and the child's general condition unfavor-

able. In the evening of the same day the neck had
become enormously swollen ; there was a thin, fetid,

acrid discharge from the anterior nares ; the surfaces

of the wound and both the hard and soft palate were
covered with a thick, blackish-gray membrane. Her
extremities were cold and the jjulse was very rapid
and feeble ; there was also internal strabismus of the
left eye, the conjunctiva of both being injected and
swollen. The countenance had a leaden hue. Du-
ring the night she had several convulsions, in the last

of which she expired, thirty-six hours after the opera-
tion. No other children in the family. The treat-

ment consisted in the administration of a solution of

chloi-ate of potassa and the muriated tincture of ii-on,

and stimulants. The temperature of the room
varied. Steam was constantly evolved from a kettle

of boiling clothes in the room during the child's

sickness.

Case III.—Jacobs, male, four years old ; a pre-

\'iously strong and healthy cliild ; was first seen by
me April 29, 1874. He had been sick four days
with slowly progi'essive croup symptoms. No vom-
iting, and no marked constitutional disturbance.
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Thirty-six lioun* before I saw him, in the ovening,

lio l">>^m to suffor from ilvspnuMi, which had lioi-n

8t«'ik.lily p'ttiiij? wor.s«». He was wi«ll ttdvaiiccd in

tlu' s»v'<»nil stag!' wluiii I siiw him. L'ure pal*', cold,

auil perspirinK : hps and tiu«ci-s bhic ; great dysp-

ncva. No swi'lHiig of the neck, and no mcnibrano

to h« seen. Pnlso rapid and feeble ; temperature,

1().J . Drs. V. P. (libnoy, Jiu'ob D. llogers, anil N.

(i. McMaster assisted nut in jH>rforming tracln'otomy,

abt>nt an hour later. The operation was simph- antl

bloodle.s.s, and gave eomi)leto relief. T»mi hours

later he seemed to be doing well: pulst;, i:{(t; res-

piration, ;<2 ; ti'mjierature, 102^. The following

morning (Ai)ril :5(lth). twenty-fi>ur hours after the

operation, lie had more fever: jml.se, 150; respi-

ration, M ; tempeniture, UKJ'. Evening: pul.se, 140;

respii-ation, 42; temi)erature. 102 . Some erysipi-las

around the lower i)ortion of the wound. May 1st. lo

A.M.: pulse, 140; respiration, 40; temjieratun' 102 .

Erysipela.s m>w involves the whole of tht> ui>i)er sur-

face of the chest. 10 p.m. : pul.se, 140; respiration,

40 ; temperature, 103. Erysii)elas about the .same.

The child is very restless, the cough constant and
harassing, and the respiration " sawing." As I

thought there might be less imtation if the tube

were out, I removed it, and cut out a piece of

the trachea about half an inch sijuare. About 2

o'clock the following moi-uing I was .sent for. be-

cause the child was supposed to be dying. I found

him pulseless, with face livid, eyeballs turned up-

ward and pui)ils widely dilated, and resj)iration

nearly suspended. The cau.se was apparent. He
had turned his head half around, so as to twist the

ne.'k and so bring together the lii)s of the external

wound in tlie neck, almost completely shutting olf

the ailmission of air to the lungs. By simply un-

twisting the neck the respiration soon became re-

established, and all of these terrible symptoms rap-

idly disappeare.l. As no improvement had followed

having the tube out, ami as this accident might
again hajjpen, with only stupid people to watch
the child if it remained out, I replaced it. The
cough was so harassing and the dyspnoea so great,

that I resorted to various pkns for the ijurjiose of

modifying them. V-'ater poured into the trachea

would temporarily relieve, but the exhaustion fol-

lowing the violent cough excited by this procedure
more than counterbalanced the good obtained.

Clearing the tr.ichea and primary 1)ronchi, by means
of a sm ill sponge fastened to a delicate pair of laryn-

geal forceps, was discontinued for the same reason.

The only satisfactory i-elief was obtained from the

direct inhalation of either simple or lime steam.

lu spite of all eUorts, however, he died in the after-

noon of the same day, seventy-six hours after the

operation, dyspmea remaining the most prominent
symptom to the last. Four other voting children in

the family were constantly by his crib during his

sickness, but did not subse.juentlv suffer from the

disease. Chlorate of potassa and the muriate of

iron, and .stimulants, made up the constitutional

treatment in this case.

C.vsE IV.—This was a delicate male infant, one
ye.u- old. He had been ill of uaso-i)haryngeal diph-

theria for several dius, Imc the laryngeal symptoms
haA been observe 1 only twenty-four hours preceding
the time that I saw him with Dr. IJurton. Al-

though suffering from grave systemic poisoning, we
thougiit it right to give him the chance of an oper-

ation, as laryngeal dyspno?i was, at that time, the

pre.loaiina.it symptom. Drs. Burton and J. D.
Kjgers assisted me in doing tracheotomy. Twice

during the operation resiiiration became suspendeil,

and was again restored by the method of Marshall

Hall. Several pieces r)f membrane were removed
from the wound in the trachea before introducing

the tubij. He came out (piickly from the chloroform,

and was doing well when we left. Three; hours later

he suddenly stopjx'd breathing, and his face became
livid. His motlier attempt«;d to remove thci tiibe,

but did not HU»-ceed— being too mm-li frightened,

and imin(>diately .sent for th(> doctor; when l>r.

liurton arrived the child was dead. On removing
the tube he found it completely occluded by a piece

of membrane.
Case V.— P. T. Tj., age seven years, comjdained

of sore throat on Friday night. On Saturday he had
some fever, and during the night the mother noticed

that he breathed hard. Sunday he was in bed, and
for the lirst time was observed to be a little hoarse.

Mt)nday he was about the room, though still hoarse,

and at night his breathing was more obstructed.

Tuesday morning I saw him. He was then breath-

ing with great effort, and was somewhat cyanotic.

No swelling of the neck or glands, no congestion of

the fauces, and no membmne to be seen. PuLse,

140 and strong ; temperature not taken. I pro-

posed tracheotomy. Emetics of various kinds had
been given without result. A consultation was held,

at the request of the parents, with Drs. M. Herzog
and H. F. Walker, who fully agreed with me in

regard to the case, and kindly consented to assist in

the operation. No accident happened duiing its

performance, and the relief was complete. Four
hours after the operation the temperature was 102^,

and the pulse 140. The following day the respira-

tion became hun-ied and sawing, the pulse steadily

increased in frequency, and, although several large

pieces of membrane wei'e exiJcUed through the tube
during the day, no relief followed. \\'ednesday
night there was some nausea and vomiting, great

restlessness and dyspntta. The anxious, cyanotic
countenance, and terrible struggles for air, were veiy

l^ainful to witness. Death took place at 5 a.m.,

Thtirsday morning.
No memljrane apjieared above the larynx during

the jjrogress of the disease, and there was no swell-

ing of the cerWcal glands. A solution of chlorate

of potassa was given after the operation. Either
steam, or the vajjor of lime, was perseveringly nsed
until a few hours preceding death. A young child

of the .same family escaped infection, although al-

lowed to remain with its sick brother.

Case VI.—G. D , aged six years, was taken sud-
denly ill in the evening with fever, sore throat, nau-
sea, and vomiting. During the night he was restless,

and at times would comi)lain that he coi;ld not get his

breath. In the morning following there was some
hoai'-seness, and the attacksofdy.spno?a became more se-

vere and prolonged. In the afternoon he suffered con-
stantly with exacerbations, during which the parents
several times thought him to be dying. I saw him
at four P.M. He then had labored, whistUng inspira-

tion, accomi)anied with iufi-asternal and suj)raclavi-

culai* depression, while exijiration was comi^aratively
easy and noiseless. Both tonsils and the soft palate

were very much swollen, and of a dark mahogany-
color, but I saw no membrane. The temperature
was 102 , and the jjulse 120. I did not think it .safe

to await the trial of medicine, and did tracheotomy
at once, Drs. W. A. Hawes and W. A. Fanning assist-

ing. Chloroform, as u.sual, diminished the dyspnoea.

No membrane was seen during the operation. Kes-
piration became easy, slow, and noiseless soon after
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the tube was iiitrodncod. The next morning the pa-

tient was bright and doing well, but the siiturea had
all given way, aud the parts about the wound were
inliltrated aud red. On the second day after the
opei'ation the temperature was 101% respiration 21,

pulse 110. Wound was covered with a thick yellowish

white membran(^, a si)ecinien of Avliich was e.xamined

by Dr. Delatield. There was considerable cough aud
expectoration throiigh the tube, but, otherwise, the

patient was doing well. Swelling of the throat dimin-
ishing. [Stenosis of the larynx about the same as

before the operation. From this date the case i)ro-

gressed favorably. The tube was removed on the

fifth day. Membrane remained on the wound until

the seventh day, and while it remained, there was no
attempt at cicatrization. But as soon as it disap-

peared the opening closed rajjidly, so that by the

twelfth day resj^iration was can-ied on entirely

through the larynx. Chlorate of potassa, iron, and
stimulants were given internally. No local treatment
except a pad of oakum over the wound after the re-

moval of the tube.

Case YII.-—T. E , a delicate boy, twenty-three

months old, was seen first on the 8th, and had then
been sick two days. Had had some fever, but had
refused food because it hurt his mouth. He lay list-

less in his crib, the saliva dribbling from his unclosed
mouth, and a profuse discharge of muci;s from the

nose. The whole buccal membrane was studded
with small ulcers, the pharynx was entirely covered
with membrane, and a small patch was observed on
the left tonsil. Temperature 100 '.

9th.—Membrane has extended over both tonsils,

and there is growing hoarseness, with croupy cough.
10th.—The laryngeal symptoms have steadily in-

creased, and there is now urgent dyspnusa. Trache-
otomy was suggested to the parents as atibrding the

only chance of saving the child, but it was not urged.

The mother said :
" If it will save suffering only, do

it." Before the operation the respirations were 48
per minute. Chloroform was given, and a tube in-

troduced without delay. Membrane could be seen

lining the trachea after it was opened, but was too

soft to strij) ofi". The breathing immediately became
easy and noiseless, but remained rajjid— -l-l j^er min-
ute—although there were no physical signs of lung-

infiltration.

11th.—Very little change in the patient's condition

until this afternoon, when the neck and face began
to swell, and the respirations to become noisy. The
temperature rose to 102.5^ and the pulse to 160 jjer

minute. Refuses food and medicine.

12th.—The swelling of the neck increased from
yesterday, and life terminated in a convulsion at

noon to-day. Chlorate of potassa and iron were
given freely as long as the patient could be induced
to take anything. An elder brother had a mild at-

tack of diphtheria aud recovered.

Case VIII.—K. McK , three aud a half years

old, had been sick with naso-iiharyugeal diphtheria

four days when croup developed, and I saw her still

a day later. The croup was then far advanced in the

second stage. Chloroform was given by Dr. W. A.

Hawes, with his usual care and excellent judgment.
Everything jjrogressed favorably with the operation

until a moment or two after the tube was uitroduc'ed,

when, the aniesthetic having meantime been with-

held, the patient's respiration suddenly ceased, her

pupils dilated, and the body became limp and mo-
tionless. The head was immediately lowered, and
artificial respiration resorted to ; but, although we
continued our efforts some fifteen or twenty minutes.

we did not succeed in restoring animation. Permis-
sion was given us to prolong the tracheal incision

and examine the interior of the larynx and trachea.

Both were lined with a soft, adherent, grayish white
membrane, but no detached ])ieces wtu'e seen.

Cask IX.—On the 8tli of December, Kate L , a
fair-haired, slender litth; girl, u't. six and a half vear.s,

was sent to St. Francis's Hospital by Dr. Schlereth, my
house physician. She had then been side eight days.

The earlier symptoms had been loss of api)(!tite, fever,

vomiting, and i)aiuful deglutition. On the third day
of her sickness white sjjecks were obsei'\'ed on the
tonsils by the mother, and the family barber was
called in. December 5th, the throat sym2)t()ms had
become much worse, and a croupy cough with dysjj-

ncea was developed. Free emesis by means of scjuills

afforded temi)orary relief, but the following day (De-
cember (Jth) the difficulty in resi^iration had become
alarming, and Dr. S. was sent for. He found the
patient with a pulse of 150 and temperature of 103°.

The face was cyanotic, breathing labored and stridu-

lous, neck swollen, and soft palate, and tonsils par-

tially covered with a whitish membrane. He ordered
an emetic of sulphate of copper, which resulted in

the expulsion of a firm, tough, cylindrical piece of

membrane, two inches in length and one-quarter of

an inch iir diameter. Marked relief followed, and for

several hours the child continued to do well, but
during the night the laryngeal symjitoms became ag-

gravated. December 7th, her pulse was IGO, res-

piration 30, temperature 103i°, and she suffered

much from dyspnoea. Emetics were again re-

sorted to, but with negative results. Temporary
relief was afforded by giving chloroform and vapor
of lime by inhalation. When broiight to the hospi-

tal the following day, there was complete aphonia,

labored respiration, with the usual supraclaviculi.r

and ejjigastric depressions during inspii-ation. Her
face was jjale and anxious, and lips livid. There was
nothing abnormal to be seen in the anterior nares,

but both tonsils were swollen aud partly coated with

a yellowish white membrane. There was tympanitic

resonance on percussion over the greater part of

both lungs. Conveyed sounds from the larynx, and
large mucous and sonorous nlles, were all that could
be heard on auscultation. Chloroform was now ad-

ministered preparatory to tracheotomy, which imme-
diately modified the labored breathing. The trachea

was reached without difficulty. On opening it and
introducing the dilators, a large amoiint of frothy

muco-puvulent matter welled np through the wound,
and, a moment later, a large semicyliudrical piece

of membrane was coughed up into it, but before it

could be caught it was sucked back by the inspii-a-

tory act, and the breathing siiddenly stojjped. A
violent cough followed, the membrane was agaia,

thrown into the oldening, and this time seized witk.

a pail' of dressing-forceps and removed. Several,

smaller pieces were subsequently expelled, and when,
all was clear the canula was substituted for the di-

lators, and the wound of the soft parts closed. Tha-
breathing soon became tranquil, aud all cyanosis dis-

apjjeared. Vesicular respii-ation could be heard,

over all parts of the lungs, accompanied with large-

mucous rales. Six hours later, in the evening, tlie

temperature was 101', pulse 120, respiration 30..

She had a severe suffocative attack an hour later,

which terminated on the expulsion of a poiiion oL
detached membrane through the tube. The case

progressed favorably till December 12th, when the

respirations became somewhat hurried and noisy,

although the temperature and pulse were not mate-
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rially altoi-wl. Dr. Edel, oar curator, who was pres-
\

ont lit this timo, snK'Kost«>(l Hpmying tlie air-pas-

Haf^>s with A w«'»ik Hulntion (^tt. xv., ml aij. ;j.) of

tho spirit** of tnrpi'iitin«>. Tliis was don*', and tlio

hn'.ithin-^ hjmmsUIv iinprovt'd. Its uso, ten minutes

at a tini«'. at intrrvuls of two lumrs, was rontiimcd

for two days. iiUhon;{h thoro was no special indica-

tion aft<M- tho Hrst trial.

lVf«>ndu'r KUIj. Patient has l>een doinpfwoll sinoo

last report. I'rino has been cxaininod chcniically

anil fotuiil to contain a small amount of ulliniiicn.

Spherical Inictoria were seen on microsi'oi>ic ex-

amination of i»ortions of niemhmne. Removed
the tube temporarily, and placed a piece of oiled-

silk over the wounil. when it was found necess:irv

to replace it as there was still too much laryngeal

obstruction.

December 18th.—The lamix was examined to-day

with the mirror, and, altlu>ut^h considerably congested,

was fo'.ind free from membrane. Tube remove<l.

Some dilliciilty experienced at tirst in breathing

through the larynx, but after a few hours it became
much lessened.

' The wound closed i>erfectly in about

ten days, and the child was discharged from the

hospital. No paralyses were noticed during two
weeks following the removal of the tube. Five gniins

of chlorate of pota.s.sa even- two hours were gi\ en dur-

ing the first three days, and the same with five drops

of mur. tinct. of iron for two days more, and then, no
medicines.

C.KSE X. —K., male, let. five years, was thought to

have a cold in the head a week ago (Oct. 'iH, ISTo).

Dr. Hawes was called yesterday and found the child

hoarse and also slight laryngeal obstruction. To-day
(Nov. 'Id) there is great dyspntea with complete
aphonia. No glandular swelling nor cellular infiltra-

tion. A small patch of membrane adheres to the

left tonsil
;
pulse, 140 ; respiration, 30 ; temperature,

10:^°. Tracheotomy at once performed, Drs. Hawes
and S. S. Jones assisting. Trachea deep ; no hem-
orrhage or other accident. The boy rallied well from
the chloroform and breathed easily and noiselessly.

I dill not see him again, but learned from Dr. H.
that the respiration became noisy and difficult on
the second day after the operation, and that death
took place on the third day after the operation,

with the same train of symptoms as that which
usually accomjianies a case of unrelieved croup.

This iron and potash mixture was given regularly

by Dr. Hawes during his attendance on the case. No
steam.
Case XI.—LottieG , .'ct. three and a half years,

was said to have had a cold in the head, for four

days when I saw her, Oct. 6, 1875. On examina-
tion, membrane was seen in both nares and on both
tonsils. There was also some engorgement of the
cervical glands. She had slight fever, was a little

hoarse, but still Wivs playing about the room with
other children. 7th.—She had a great deal of dys-
pnoea during the night, l)ut this morning there
is not sufficient obstniction to deter her from en-

gaging in her customary amusements. There is also

a diminution of the glandular swelling and also of

the membrane on the tonsils. Sth.—Was sent for in

great haste at 9 .\.m. I found the child moribund.
The respiration was irregular and gasping, the pulse
almost absent, the extremities cold, the face dusky.
Dr. Hawes had also been sent for, but had not yet
arrived, and so I began the operation of tracheotomy
with the assistance of the father. Dr. H. arrived a
moment later and gave chloroform during two or
three inspirations ; but, as the child did not struggle,

it wan entirely withheld during the remainder of tho
operation. No time was lost, and we were soon
within the trachea. Tiie dilators were immediately
intnuluceil, but respiration stopped, and wo were
compelled to induce it artificially and continue it for

several njinntes bi'fore it became voluntary. Mean-
time uuicli mucopurulent matter had been removed
from tin- tracliiMi. The tube was then introdu<-ed

but accidentally slipped out again as we were apply-

ing the tapes, and again respiration ceased. The di-

lators were then reintroduced an<l artificial res])ira-

tion a second time resorted to successfully. Finally,

after the lapse of half an hour or so, the tube having
been rei)laced and stimulants given, voluntary breath-

ing was established. Two hours later the child was
conscious and had taken nourishment. There was
considerable er^•thema of the neck in the region of

the wound, and the surface of the body and limbs

was hot ; pulse, lt»M ; respiration, 5(5. 9 p.m.—Pulse,

160 ; respiration, ()2 ; temperature, 103". The lungs
are clear excejit a few mucous rales, and there is

not much discharge from the tube.

9th, 10 A.M.—The patient has slept well during
the night and coughed little. She is bright and
cheerful. Pulse, l-t'J ; respinition, 40 ; temperature,
102| '. P.M.—Still looking well

; i>ulse, 144 ; respira-

tion, 36.

10th.—The neck began swelling last evening, and
this morning there is gi-eat tumefaction, esj)ecially

about the throat and upper ])art of the chest, and
these parts are also red. A few bullje have formed
in the neighborhood of the wound. There is consid-

erable cough, and a thick, sanguineo-])urulent mat-
ter, containing also shreds of membrane, is l>eing

expelled through the tube. The respirations are

free and 24 per minute ;
pulse, 138 ; ttmiperature,

102°. The child is still quite comfortable and takes
nourishment well. Five drops of the tincture of

chloride of iron, to be taken every two hours, were
ordered, and a solution of carbolic acid to be applied
over the erysipelatous parts. 5 p.m.—The redness
has extended, but the swelling remains about the
same. Child playing with pennies

;
pulse, 126 ; res-

piration, 28.

11th, 10 A.M.—Redness has extended upward,
especially on the left side, where it reaches the ear

;

j

but it is less intense than yesterday, and the swelling

I is generally less. The patient had a comfortable
• night, and still looks well. Ccnigh moderate. On
removing the tube and closing the wound, the larynx
is foutid im])ermeable. 9 p.m.—Some increase of

the swelling ; otherwise the same.
12th, 10 a.m.—Redness still extending. Some dis-

charge of bloody matter through the tube, and a
little from the mouth. Larynx slightly permeable.
Pulse, 140; respiration, 20; temperature, 101i°.

9 p.m.—Redness has reached the ears on both sides,

and involves the roots of the hair posteriorly. Child
still bright. Pulse, 128 ; respiration, 28.

13th, 10 a.m.—Child playing with her doll. Dis-
charge of ptis and blood from tube rather profuse.

i Pulse, 144 ; respiration, ^8 ; temperature, 100^".

i
6 p.m.—The respiration is noisy and difficult, and the

i child looks weary and anxious. The cough is very
I troiiblesome, and the Ijrouchial and tracheal secretion

!
profuse. Respiration, 36.

I

14th, 10 A.M.—The respirations are rapid and saw-
' ing. The usual signs of bronchial obstniction— de-

pression of the supraclavicular and infracostal

spaces during inspiration—are present. The poor,

doomed little girl is still trying to play with her pen-

I nies and doll, not^^dthstanding the face is becoming
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dusky and the extremities cold. It is a sad picture
and a very discouraging one !

15tli.—Died at 11 o'clock last night.

Case XII.—N , a feeble boy, twenty-three
months old, who had a small, nnsynimetrioal head,
syphilitic teeth, and had not yet learned to talk, had
been suffering from crouj) two days. At the time I
saw him (Feb. (5, IcSTN), the usual signs of laryng(>al

obstruction in an advanced stage were welLmarked, al-

though no membrane was to be seen in any of the air-

passages. Pulse, 15-1 ; resi)iration, 32 ; temperature,
101°. The lungs were tympanitic on percussion.
Little true respiratory murmiir could be heard, only
the laryngeal stridor and a few moist rales. Dr.
Milne, the attending physician, and "Di-. Daniel
Lewis assisted me in doing tracheotomy. Oidy a
small amount of blood was lost during the operation,
and this was black and thick. Eight hours aiter tlie

oi^eration (5 p.m.) the breathing was still rapid, al-

though comparatively easy. By pouring warm, di-

lute lime-water into the tube and immediately turn-
ing the patient on his face, a considerable quantity
of muco-iJiiiiilent matter and shreds of soft mem-
brane was coughed up and the breathing rendered
less frequent. The lungs were clear. Pulse, 170 ;

respiration, 50 ; temperature, 105°. The internal
treatment is to consist of small doses of calomel and
iodide of potassium three times a day, given sepa-
rately, and the free use of milk and brandy.

7th, 10 A.M.—Had some diai'rhoea during the night,

but otherwise was quite comfortable. At six o'clock

this morning the breathing became very much ob-
structed, and Dr. Milne was sent for, but before his

arrival the ])atient got relief, after coughing up
"phlegm and some hard, tough pieces." Piilse, 15t!

;

respiration. 48 ; temperature, 102|°. The si^ecitics

to be omitted on accoiint of diarrhoea, and a single

dose of six grains of quinine to be given. G p.m.—
Breathes noiselessly and easily, and has been playing
some during the day. Iodide of potassium has been
resumed. Pulse, 150 ; respiration, 48 ; temperature,

102i°.
8th, 10 A.M.—The cough and expectoration have

been excessive, but otherwise his symptoms are
rather favorable. Pulse, 132 ; respiration, 38 ; tem-
perature, 101°. Medicine discontinued. Tempera-
ture of room, 80°. Steam is being constantly evolved
from a kettle of boiling clothes. 9th.—Symptoms
remain about the same ; larynx impermeable. Pulse,
140 ; respiration, 32 ; temperature, 101°.

lOtli, 6p.m.—A change for the worse. The promi-
nent symptoms are : difficult In'eathing, restlessness,

and great weakness. Wound looks bad. Profuse
tracheal discharge. No membrane to be seen except
what is expelled through the tube. Tube changed
for a longer and larger one, but without much bene-
fit. Pulse, 140 ; resi^iration, 44 ; temjjerature, 103°.

Lungs mostly tympanitic, but some areas of dulness.

Breathing asthmatic.
11th, 10 A.M.—Boy steadily getting worse. His

countenance is very pale, and his cough feeble. Re-
fuses food. Pulse, 160 ; respiration, 68 ; tempera-
ture, 101 J°.

12th.—Died at 1.30 this morning.
Case XIII.—D , male, five years old, was taken

sick Januaiy 25, 1878, with fever and vomiting. Dr.
Milne saw him on the second" day of his illness, and
foiind both tonsils covered with membrane, but the

constitutional symptoms so slight as not to compel
the patient to take to his bed. After three days' at-

tendance the doctor discontinued his visits, at tlie

request of the parents, they beUeving the child out

of danger, although membrane still remained on
the tonsils. The patient continued to do well until

February 4th, when a croui)y cough was developed.
FebriTary Gth, Dr. M. was again called on acc(mnt of
supervening dyspnoea. He at once advised traclieo-

tomy, and, the parents consenting, he asked me to do
the operation. At this time dyspncea was extreme
and aphonia complete. Membrane on both tonsils.

Pulse, 128 ; I'espiration, 3() ; temperature, 90^". The
operation was unusually difficult, the trachea lying
deep, the veins numerous and engorged, and the
isthmus very large. The hemorrhage was incionsid-

erable. A consideraljle (juantity of muco-pus welled
tip through the wound after incising the trachea, and
two large, semicylindrical pieces of tough menil)rane,

half an inch long, were expelled through the opening
after introducing the dilators. Soon after tlie tu])e

was in place, the breathing became easy and noise-

less.

February 7, 10 a.m.—Pulse, 152 ; respiration, 44
;

temperattire, 101^°. Has had a good night, and is

bright and playful. Respiration noiseless. 6 p.m.—
Pulse, 132 ; respiration, 44 ; temperature, 102|°. Veiy
little discharge fi'om the tube, and the skin is hot
and dry ; otherwise, condition favorable. A diajjho-

retic mixture was ordered.

8th, 10 A.M.—Pulse, 138 ; respiration, 38 ; tempera-
ture, 101^°. The boy has passed a restless night.

There is a good deal of inflammatory oedema over
the upper part of the sternum and anterior aspect

of the neck. The skin is moist and breathing quiet.

As the tube was not freely movable, it was resolved

to replace it with a smaller and shorter one. ^yhile

making the change, several pieces of membrane were
coughed up, one of which was bifurcate. Child gets

much exhausted after any little exertion, becomes
pale, and persi^iration breaks out over the body.
6 P.M.—-The swelling of the neck has so much increas-

ed that the tube does not reach through the tracheal

opening, and serious dyspnoea is the result. The
original tube is again inserted with some difficulty

;

more membrane is exi3elled, after which the breath-

ing is again easy.

9th, 10 A.M.—Pulse, 132 ; respiration, 28 ; temper-
ature, 1014°. Anotherrestless night ; neck and chest

still swollen, and the wound covered with a thick,

yellowish membrane. There has been a profuse ex-

pectoration of muco-jjus and some blood, through
the night. Chlorate of potassa, in ten-grain doses,

has been given every two hours since the operation,

and is still continued. 6 p.m.—Pulse, 140 ; respira-

tion, 40 ; temperatui'e, 104°. Local symjitoms un-
changed. The cough is frequent and dry, but respi-

ration is not harsh, and a physical examination of

the chest gives negative results. Ordered five grains

of quinine, to be repeated after an hour.

10th, 10 A.M.—During the latter part of the night

the dyspnuja became very distressing, and was not

relieved by cleansing the inner tube ; the parents,

therefore, as they had been previon.sly instructed to

do, removed both eannuUp, and left them out until

our arrival. The breathing was still difficult when
we saw him, but on reintroducing the tube, violent

coughing was excited, a quantity of loose membrane
and pus was expectorated, which afforded much re-

lief. 5 P.M.—Pulse, 130 ; respiration, 38 ; temper-
ature, 1021°. Local swelling diminished. Mem-
braAe still on tonsils. Fifteen grains of quinine, in

three separate doses, have been given to-day. Steam
from a croup-kettle has been constantly breathed
since morning, with apparently good effect, and is to

be continued.
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nth, 10 A.M.—Pnlso. 1M8; roRpimtion, .T2 ; tcm-
p««r»itnr«>, 10•Jf^ (f(>iu'nil appcnnuico of jjiiticiit is

uiifrtvonil>lt«. Ho lioH listh-ss uj>(»n Iuh Imck, unci

offers of j»onnioH or toys, wliich Imvo liorotofori' px-

cite.l his intiTt'st, now product* no oflVct. Th«> one
fnvonil>l«> syniptonj is unohstrnctotl n'sj>iration. The
olilonitr of potassn is to lie tornponirily discontinued,

and a solution containinj; a ^;^lin of hroniinc to oucli

doH»» is to h»> f^ivi'n ov«>rv two fiours instead. 5.30

P.M.—("<indition unchanged, lironiine and steniu to

bo contiimcd.

12tli, 10 .\.M.—Pulso, I'iO; rospii-ation, 40; tom-
ponitiiro. 10J\ Tlio brcathinj^ still froo, althoiipth

thcro has l)oon a profu.so oxpcctonition of bloody
mattor <lnrinj? tho night. Tho tuho is perfectly mov-
able within the tracliea. Membrane still on both
tonsils.

(> r.M.—Redness has extended over tho whole of

the infraclavicular and left .sca]>ular regions, btit tlie

Bwelling about tiio wound is less, as shown by the

puckering of the integuments. His general appear-
ance is bettt>r, and his api)etit« is returning. Bro-
mine to be given every three, and Hve drops of tinc-

ture of iron everv two hours, and steam continued.
l;Uh, 10 A.M.—Pulse, IMO ; tem))erature, 101"

; res-

piration, 40. Erysij)elas subsiding. Considerable
hemorrhage through the tube during the night, and
this morning an attack of dysj)na'a due to jdugging
of tube with a large clot, which was e.xpelled by
coughing. After cleansing the canala, the re.spira-

tious fell to 'IS per minute.
14th. 10 A.M.—Pulse, 124 ; respiration, 40 ; tem-

perature. 101;°. Membrane has disappeared from
tonsils. The tube was temporarily removed, and a
piece of oiled silk stretched over the tracheal open-
ing. Asphyxia immediately supervened, as hardly
any air could be obtained through the larynx. Lungs
clear. 5.80 p.m.—Pulse, lUi; respiration, 3G ; tem-
perature, lOOi^. Complete aphonia.

loth, 10 A.M.—Pulse, 120; temperature, 100; res-

pir.ition, 20. An attempt to make a laryngoscopic
examination failed.

irith, 10 A.M.—A tolerably satisfactory examination
with the mirror discovers no membrane in the larynx.

Tnbe removed, and oakum applied over the wound.
Boy can sj)eak aloud. Temperature, 100."

17th.—Wound looks well. Patient does not eat so
well to-dav. Breathes mostly throig'.i tracheal
wound. Punilent discharge profuse. Temperature,

April 19th.—I did not see the patient again after

the above report, but learned from Dr. M. that his
recovery was i)erfect, and that the tracheal wound
was completely closed in about a week after the re-

moval of the tube.

To 6e rontlnufd.

EVDOR-STNO HlOHER MeDICAL EDCCATIOy.—At the
last meeting of the Michigan Medical Society, the
following resolution was unanimously adopted :

" R-'sn/rt'd, That we, the members of the Micliigan
Medical Society, pledge ourselves, individually and
collectively, to support only such schools as require
for admission a preliminary examination, and for
graduation at least a three term gi-aded course of
le.^tures in three years of study, and tliat we wiU use
our influence to prevent students from attending any
college with an inferior standard of preparation and
gradu ition

"

All the medical schools of Michigan have adopted
a three term graded course.

RELATH)N OV NKRVK-I.KSIOXSTO MUS-
CULAR SPASM AND HH; II )ITV.

By THOMAS W. POOLE, M.D.,
I.INnSAr, OXTAHIO, CANADA,

KXAMi.^vR IN riirtiini.nor, iitxToi.or.r, anp botamt run Tin mkdi-
CAL Cornell- OF TUB PROVIXfr. OK OKTAHIO ; ACTIIO*

or " rilTSIOLOGICAI. TIIBKAPEl'TICa."

Tm? freqiK»nt association of motor-nerve incompe-
tency, or ]iaraly.sis, with muscular s])asm and rigid-

ity, cannot for a moment be called in question. CV^r-

tain lesions of tlie lirain an<l cord may exist without
jtroducing either, and certain other lesions, or rather
lesions of certain special tracts, as certainly are at-

tended by both m<»tor i)aralysis and mu.scular rigidity.

To di.scuss tho relations of such lesions to the mus-
cles, and their character—whether "iiritating" (in

the sense of evoking increased nerve-power) or par-
alyzing—is the object of this paper.

M. Charcot attributes " the relative benignity"
and usually temporary character of the hemiplegia
resulting from lesions of tlie gi-ay ganglia of tlie

brain (cori^ora striata, thalami, etc.) to the fact

that, owing to peculiarities of their blood-supply,
an entire ganglion is rarely affected, and also to the
manner in wliich each of these ganglia aid or sup-
plement the functions of the others ("Local Dis.

Brain," p. 7H). The same reasons serve to account
for the absence of spasm or rigidity under similar
conditions. When, however, hemorrhage or other
destructive lesion occurs in the peduncle, where mo-
tor fibres from a large area converge to form the
isthmus, or " internal capsule," a smaller lesion may
work much greater mischief, because in this case
nervous communication is seriously interrupted or
cut off between tlie gray motor ganglia and the peri-

phery, so that, although "the patient survives, there
will remain pt^rsistetii jxtralifsis and permanent con-

tractions (lb., p. 7).

It is to "truly destructive lesions of the internal

capsule"—that is, "to those which either by la-

cerations or necrosis produce an irreparable loss of

substance" (p. 79)—that allusion is here made. Such
lesions can hardly be other than of an essentially

paralyzing character ; and the " paralysis " and " con-
tractions " whii'h follow are fairly assignable to a
common cause : that cause being absence of motor-
nerve intiuence, at once releasing the muscle from
the control of the will (paralysis) and setting it free

from nervous restraint, thereby permitting the free

exercise of its inherent property of contractility, and
so inducing rigidity.

Is there any mode of escape from such a conclu-

sion as this ? Will it be said that, while it is true that

normal nerve-force is here arrested, the lesion is the
source of an abnoi'mal or morbid ner\-e-force, which,

acting as the alter ego or substitute for nerve-force

proper, " stimulates " the muscles to contract unduly?
Such a su])i>osition reciuires us to believe that there

are two kinds of ner\e-force, and that the spurious
variety is not of a simply negative character, but that

it is a jiositively acting or etfective force, and that

it may be evoked and disjilay its activity under con-

ditions which are fatal to nerve-force proper. Surely
there is nothing in j^hysiology to justify such a hy-
pothesis !

Or will it be said that at the distal extremity of

the destructive lesion an "imtation" is set up in

the adjacent healthy nen-e-tissue of the peduncle,

from which increased energy is transmitted to the

cord and thence to the muscles, as the stimulus to

occasion muscular spasm or rigidity ? Perhaps the
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best answer to this is to be found in the fact that the
lesion under consideration is a tyi)e of those cranial

lesions which result in atropliy, degeneration, and
destruction of certain nen'ous fasciculi of the spi-

nal coi-d by the process known as consecutive or
secondary sclerosis, as a consequence of which " the
cord loses both in the ability to transmit and to gen-
ei'ate nerve-force." In this fact, then, is a fiirther

bar to any supposed excitation reaching the muscles
from the hypothetical " irritation " referred to. Be-
sides, such a soiirce of a (jua^l nen-e-power would
be necessarily too transient and too feeljle to produce
the effects witnessed, for, accoreling to M. Charcot,
" these lesions produce a motor jiaralysis almost ne-
cessarily accomjianied by late contractions " (p. 78),

which often continue for months and years.

Then, again, early rigidity often occurs very
promptly as a result of large lesions of the brain,
" seriously implicating some extent of the cortical

gray matter and destroying a considerable area of the
subjacent white substance." This rigidity may even
occur "while the patient is still in a state of apo-
plectic or epileptiform stupor " (Bastian :

" Paral.

from Brain Dis.," p. 154). Now, it cannot be claimed
that here the muscular rigidity is due to "irrita-

tion " of the cerebral motor centres, because the
"stupor" refen-ed to is itself presumptive eWdence
of paralysis ; and besides. Dr. Ferrier holds that this

l^ortion of the brain is insensible to mechanical irri-

tation, even when applied in the actual cautery. If,

then, muscular rigidity thus occurs in one form of

brain-lesion, where a hypothetical "irritation" is

necessarily precluded, and is the outcome of an es-

sentially i^aralyziug process, it is fair to infer that
when muscular rigidity follows similar processes de-
structive of important motor tracts, as in the case of

the inner capsule, the same condition predominates,
and that, in one case as in the other, there is an ab-
sence and not an excess of nerve-action. Indeed, M.
Charcot himself, while insisting on the " irritating

"

character of brain-lesions, finds occasion to interpret

the effects of certain "lesions," "hemorrhages," and
" tumors " as of a jsaralyzing character. Thus, he
finds numerous examples of such cases, implicating
the optic bands, the effect of which is to ''paralyze

"

the corresi3onding portions of the retina, pi-oducing

hemiopia ("Local," p. 98). Another example of a
similar kind is to be found in the same work. In
referring to destructive lesions indirectly implicating
the peduncular fibres of tlie internal capsule " in

consequence of a lesion limited to the gray ganglia
which surround the capsule," these ganglia being
the corpora striata, thalami, lenticular, and caudated
bodies, M. Charcot says :

" Thus, the distention of

one of these ganglia in case of interstitial hemorrhage
might compress the nerve-fibres that compose the in-

ternal capsule, and so suspend theirfunctions. But, as

the nerve-fibres in such cases are only compromised,
and not destroyed, tJie j:iaralytic jiheiiomena resulting

from that compression (excepting cases of tumor)
would always be temporary" Q). 80).

Why is not the same interpretation applied to

other lesions of a still more "paralytic," because
more " destnictive," character?—such, for example,
as a copious hemorrhage into the lateral ventricles,

in which (usually fatal cases) spasm and rigidity of

tha muscles are of very frequent occurrence (Bas-

tian), and in which contractions set in early (C'har

Here, surely, there is ami)le occasion for the display

of " paralytic ijlienomena ;
" and it is safe to say that

the id( a of an excitation of nerve-centres so condi-
tioned is solely due to the exigency of the theory of
the day, which demands increased " nervous dis-

chai'ges " in order to account for the muscular con-
tractions, which it has been supposed could not occur
in the absence of such a "stimulus "—a sujiposition

to which accumulated facts give a decided negative.

Again, in acute, chronic, and tubercular inflamma-
tion, and in hemorrliage of the meninges of the
brain, we have twitchings, con\nilsions, and contrac-
tions of the muscles. Have we not here, in the effu-

sion of blood, serum, or pus, pressing on the psycho-
motor centimes and damaging or destroying the
medullary fibres, a sufficient cause for " the susjien-

sion of their function " l)y these several parts, and
the consequent absence of neiwe-force, which has
been elsewhere shown to be a condition most favor-

able for the free exei'cise by the muscles of their

innate property of contractility ? The same consider-
ations apply to sujipurative encephalitis, with its

purulent collections and disintegration of brain-
tissue, and the tonic or clonic spasms which accom-
pany that disease.

Diffused cerebral sclerosis is attended by marked
flexions of limbs and other distortions from rigidly

contracted muscles. We have here " a condition
which essentially consists of a disappearance of that

part of the hrain-tissue capable of producing or trans-

mitting nerve-force, and the substitution of another
histological element which is of secondary impor-
tance " (Dr. W. A. Hammond: "Dis. Nerv. Syst.,"

p. 275). Under these conditions is it not plainly to
an absence of nen^ous action, and not to an excess of
such action, that we must look as the cause of the
spasm and contraction referred to ? Surely, if vio-

lence is not to be done to jiliysiological principles

and to the legitimate dediictions to be drawn fi-om

pathological conditions, this conclusion is inevitable.

Let us now glance at lesions affecting the spinal
cord. Consecutive or secondary sclerosis, the result

of primary brain-lesion, especially implicates the
lateral white fasciculi. M. Charcot, in drawing a
parallel between this and primitive spinal sclerosis,

writes :
" We have established, in an anatomical

point of view, that there exists a very considerable
analogy between primitive and consecutive forms of
lateral sclerosis ; that assimilation can be followed
upon the clinical field. It is known, indeed, that
motor loss, contraction of the limbs, at first transient,

then permanent, with spontaneous or provoked trep-

idation, provide a symptomatic grouj? which reveals

during life the existence of primitive fascicular spinal
sclerosis that is independent of any cerebral lesion.

Now, all the essential characters of these symjitoms
are reproduced in sclerosis arising from a lesion in
the brain—the clinical jjicture, in fact, of common
permanent hemiplegia. It may be said, then, that
there exists a relation betircn the phenomena of ' per-
manent contraction ' and ' lateral sclerosis,' the physio-
logical reasonfor u-hich. at present completely eludes us

"

(" Local, in Brain Dis., " p. 129). (Italics mine.)
This is a remarkable admission, and reveals at once

the failure of the theoi-y of the day to account for the
relations of nerve and muscle. Nor is the extract a
garbled one, for the context has liecn fully quotec'.

Now, if M. Charcot ^^•iIl accept a hint from an obscure
cot). Here, of course, the corpora striata and tliala- quarter, and recognize the fact that contractility is an
mi, occupying as thev do the floor of these ventricles,

I

inherent property of the muscle; that the muscle
are both, as well as the other adjacent gray ganglia, needs no stimulus from the nein-ous system to enalile

more or less seriously compressed and damaged. ' it to contract ; that, on the contrary, the role of the
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nen-ouH force is to restrain, or inhibit, muwular con- ! and that, bo far as they are concerned, their relation

tnM'tih> jKUvor, iiowill find the luiHsin^ " phvhiolof^- ' to the nmsclcs in thiit of nn almeiire of nervo-uction?

ml rouMun " at once B|)i>ur«'iit. "Tlw imiwjt to m-n- I
TIjohc wlio ure roHolvt-d on tiiidinK a Hourco for a

enitv or to tmn.sntit nenf-ft)rt'o " in tlu' cord in iit an stimuhiH tt) tluj niusch', may urge thut th«' motor
end, owin^ to the tttn)i)!iy, dc^^encnition. iiml de- ih-IIh of the ant<'ri(jr K^'^y cornua are irritatt'd and
Htructi«>n of nervo-tiHsuo; and ncr>e-forct' hcin^ con-

; excited \>y the sclerotic process taking phu-e in the
HCipicntly ah.sent, the ninM4des arc no loiijfor normally ' contiKiious lateral fascii-uli, which pass down the
rcstniincil. and jhus-s into ti'mporarv or j)ern»anent c-ord in near i)roxiniity t() the anterior cornna, and
contnu'tion in proporticm to their fn-edoni. i have terminal Hhres in the latter; and that to Hnch

M. t'haivot, iiowever, seems to have felt the neces- I an irrit^ition and excitation of the motor cells of these

sity of oth'rinK some hypothesis in solntion of the anterior ffray corinui, the spasmodic contraction of
" n'hition "' hetween lateral selerosis and the late con-

|

the mnseles is to be attributed,

tnu'tions of must'les. Acconlui^'lv, aft4'r disavowing
l)r. Tothl's liy)H)thesLs as to these eontractions hav-

in^j their sonrce in " retraction of the cerebral cica-

trices," and that of " ven.' many authors" who have
referre«l the i-anse to " encephalitis snj)en"enin{< in

])roximity to the lesion," he states as his t)wn " ojun-

ion" that " it is more reasonab/e to attribntc it to a

chronic myelitis in the lateral fasciculus resultinj?

from tlie lerebnil lesion." He refers to liouciiard

The following considerations may be urged in

reply:

1. Such a view is inconsistent with the history and
course of the disease, which begins in the most im-
portant motor tracts of the brain as " a destructive

lesion—that is, one cajjable of inteiTupting the course
of the medullary fibres " (Charcot, "Local.," j). l"-i4),

and thence extends into the cord, producing atrophy
and arrest of function as it descends. Consistency

lor '• all the proofs that can be adduced in favor" of requires that it should exercise a similar injurious
tliis opinion. Nt»w if M. Charcot were himself satis- influence over the terminal motor cells, depriving
tied with these " proofs," why should he have impli-

citly stated in the next i)receding j)aragmph that " the
physiological rea-son " exjjlanaton' of this sttite "at
jiresent completely eludes us?" It is evident that he
))erceived here "a missing link," and was eonscious
that neither the opinion he expresses, nor the argu-
ments which could be advanced in its favor, were sat-

isfa«"torv'.

Let us glance for a moment at this sclerosis of the
lateral white fascicidi of the cord, which has " a rela-

tion " to abnormal musctilar contraction. M. Char-
cot, in his " Lectures on Disea.ses of the Nervous
System," describes the process veiy elaborately. It

consists es.sentially in degeneration of the nerve-ti-

bres, wliich results in their disintegration and atro-

phy—a result wliich is accelei-ated by the contempo-
raneous excessive proliferation of the reticulum of

connective ti.ssue or neuroglia surrounding and inter-

lacing the nerve-tubules, which, in the words of M.
Charcot, are " compressed on all sides, and strangu-
lated." There is a substitution of connective tLssue

for the proper nerve-ti.ssue, and even where the axis-

them of their functional a<-tivitv rather than exalting

it.

2. According to "Weber, as quoted by Prof. Kuss,
"thirty excitations a .second are u.sually re(piired"

on the i)art of a nen'e-centre to produce continuous
contractions of muscle. Now, the hypothetical exci-

tation of the motor cells of the anterior comua,
;

under the conditions shown to exist, would surely be
inadequate to maintain such a rate of nervous dis-

;
charges, often during long periods of time.

I 3. Even were incrt^used morbid (tction shown to bo
present in these motor cells, tliis would not imply

i (lugvienti-d functional activity. A splinter under the
uaU produces increased morbid action, but it is

' attended by loss of tactile sensibility. A di.seased

i

eye, from sympathetic irritation, displays increased

j

morbid action, but proportionate loss of vision. A
I too rapidly beating heart, in asthenic cases, lias, with
the appearance of increased action, lowered func-

1
tional power, and only accomplishes at two beats
what it ought to effect with one. It is neetlle.ss to

miUtiply examples. Even in the liighest forms of
cylinders persist for a time, they become attenuated irritation—inflammation—our leading English au-
and shrunken (Chjircot)

The.se results are so nearly identical with what
takes place in myelitis proper, that for brevity the
two conditions may as well be discussed together.
Dr. Hammond says of the latter :

" Microscopical
examination shows the existence of congestion, and,
as an essential featiu'e, an increase in the amount of
connective tissue or neuroglia of the cord. The evi-

dences of this hypertrophy are seen in the increase
of fusifoinn cells and in the production of multinu-
clear cells and free nuclei. These formations take
place at the expense of the proper nerve-tissue of the
cord, the anatomical elements of which undergo
atrophy and degeneration. The nervous tubules are
thus often disintegrated and their contents dissemi-
nated through the extraneous tissue. The axis-cyl-
inders are entirely surrounded by oil-globules, or are
altogether broken up and rendei'ed unrecognizable.

. . . When the lesion is in the gray substance,
the microscope shows the ner\ous cells to be broken
up, etc." (p. 461). Even in the chronic form of mye-
litis (as in sclerosis), the changes are still " charac-
teristic of hypertrophy of the neuroglia '// the e-rpense

of the proper nerroH!< ti.-mun'' (lb.). Is it not appar-
ent that nerve-tubes so conditioned are utterly inca-
pable of transmitting their proper motor impulse,

thority, Dr. W. B. Carj^enter, assures us there is a
lowering of function, and it has never been a.sserted

that nerve-tissue furnishes an exception to the rule.

This fact supplies an insiiperable objection to the
hypothesis that during myelitis the nerve-centres are
discharging increased nerve-force, and in consequence
stimulating the muscles to contrs^ct.

4. The objection is further fully met by the fact

that abnormal muscular contractions, both transient

and permanent, are found present in cases w here the
motor-cells of the anterior gray comua are atrophied
and destroyed. Ca.ses of this kind have been reported
by MM. Charcot and Joffrey, typical examples of

which are quoted by Di-s. Hammond and Bastian in

thP works referred to -above. The same motor-ceUs
undergo a destructive process in progressive muscu-
lar atrophy ; in every one of the twenty-nine ca.ses of
which, observed by Dr. Hammond, fibrillary contrac-
tions were present " in the paretic mu.scles." A similar
degeneration of the cells of the anterior gray comua
occurs in infantile sjjinal paralysis, which is " similar

in several respects to progressive muscular atrophy,"
and in which " contractions and distortions are much
more common " (Hammond). The occuirence of

muscular spasm and rigidity during the atrophy,
disintegration, and destruction of the motor-cells of
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the gray cornna themselves is sufficient proof that

the abuormal muscmlar contraction in (inestion is not
due to an irritation or excitation transmitted to tlicsc

cells as a result of the contiguous lateral sclerosis,

wliich is the view of the case now under discussion.

5. Lastly, any such hyi)othetical irritation or exci-

tation of the gray substance of the cord is incon-

sistent with the fact hero stated on the authority of

Dr. BrowTi-Scquard, that, like the nerve-fibres of the

cerebral lobes, "the gi-ay matter of the cord" is not

excitable, and " when iiTitated it does not transmit

anything, because it is not itself impressible " ("Lec-
ti\res Cent. Nerv. 8yst.," pp. 18, 134).

Dr. W. A. Hammond offers his readers a singidar

illustration of the inconsecpience of tli0 theory of the

day in this connection, wliich may not be passed over

in silence. " Several authors," he says, " have laid

great stress on the occurrence of v'iolent tonic con-

tractions of the limbs" in sclerosis of the antero-

lateral (or motor) fasciculi. Dr. H. will not admit
this very natural view of the case, but charges the

said contractions to "the meningitis which is often

an attendant condition" ("Dis. Nerv. Sys.," p. 482).

Now, the meninges of the brain do not generate nerve-

force, even when inflamed ; and as the effect of

sclerosis, according to the same author, is such that
" the cord loses both the ability to transmit or to

generate nerve-force," it is difficult to see from
whence can be derived the extra stimulus to urge the

muscles to "violent" contractions. The "physiolo-
gical reason " for such " a relation " between the cord
and the muscles most certainly " completely eludes

us."

In his "Lectures on the Diseases of the Nervous
System" (Sigerson : Lea, Phil., 1879) M. Charcot de-

fines the phrase "irritative lesions" to mean "le-

sions which determine in the nei'\'es or nervous cen-

tres an exaltation of their j^roperties, an ii-ritation,

or an inflammation" (p. 9). These lesions give rise

to a variety of peripheral nutritive distui-bances, for

example : in the skin, to herpes, bulla;, and bed-sores
;

in the viscera, to ecchymoses ; in the joints, to rheu-

matoid afiections ; in the muscles, to paralysis,

spasm, and rigidity, and more rarely to muscular
atrophy and degeneration.

It has been attempted in the foregoing jjaragraphs

to show that the character of these lesions is quite

incompatible with their being the occasion of an ex-

altation of nervous function ; and M. Charcot him-
self furnishes additional evidence that the perijjheral

effects of these central lesions are of an ad^Tiamic,

ataxic, and pai'alyzing tji^e. He shows "that in a

considerable number of cases, at least "—and he
mentions among them partial myelitis (pp. 92, 93)

—

there is an absence of hyperasmia and of increased

temperature, both of which accompany and charac-

terize tissue-changes of an active kind. Indeed, he
\vithdraws these periplieral nutritive disturbances

altogether from the influence of the vascular system,

declining to follow " the wanderings," or to be
bound by " the inanity " of the vaso-motor tlieory

at present in vogue (pp. 3fi-90). He finds that
" congestive and ecchymotic lesions form a separate

order " (p. 86)—the latter being the perii)heral tissue-

change Meeting the \"iscera. In nephritis and cys-

titis, which "are very common complications of iiTi-

tative spinal affections," he finds symptoms and
conditions, parallel to those resulting from "trau-

matic paraplegia," occurring during " spontaneous
acute myelitis and in hematomyelia," conjointly with

eschars on the sacral region and a diminution of

electrical contractility " in the paralyzed muscles

"

(pp. 87, 88). These, as well as other jjeripheral mor-
bid changes, M. ('harcot attributes to the " direct

action of the nervous system," exerted through the

agency of the sensory and motor nerves, in both of

wliich he claims impr(;ssions produced at any point
" are propagated at once and simultaneously in cen-

tripetal and centrifugal directions" (pj). 89-103).

Such an exposition of the mode of production of

peripheral nutritive disorders of a consecutive; kind,

by direct nerve-inflnence, without the intervention

of the vascular system, and occurring, too, in numer-
oi;s instances, in the absence of hy2)er:f'mia, while
" the skin is generally pale and bloodless, and at the

same time the local temjierature is manifestly low-

ered from the very beginning "
(p. 36), can hardly be

regarded as implying other than defective, rather

than exalted, vital action.

It is in singular contrast to the alleged " exalta-

tion " of nerve-function that we find associated with

this such phrases as "fatal irritation in p(tr((pl*'{jId ;
"

and the introduction of a quotation from Dr. li.

Bright, in which, while discussing spinal lesions, it

is suggested that " the connection V)etween iiitir-

rvpted iierroKS (iction and the formation of bullie

"

might be found to throw some light on the nature of

herpes zoster" (note, p. 59). Sincte both the bulhfi

and the herpes are among the peripheral changes
elsewhere attributed to exaltation of nerve- force, the

words "interrupted nerve-action" are not without
significance in such a connection.

Again, infantile spinal paralysis is said by M.
Charcot to be " the most perfect type of the affec-

tions which compose " one of these groups of central

"irritative" lesions. He states: there is here "a
profound alteration of a large number of motor-cells

in the region of the cord whence the nerves emanate
which supply the paralyzed mi;scles. In the vicinity

of the atrophied cells the connective network almost

always offers manifest traces of an inflammatory
process. Judging from the general aspect of the

phenomena, we are induced to admit, as a highly

probable hypothesis, that in infantile paralysis a

sujieractive irriUttive action suddenly seizes on a large

number of nerve-cells and makes them promjjtii/ lose

their motor fnnctions " (p. 47). Surely M. Charcot
does not seriously regard such a resiilt as due to
" an exaltation of the properties " or functions of

the motor- cells referred to, when the condition of

the nervous centres and his own naive admissions

as to " loss " and "interruption" of nervous action

point iinmistakably to i)aralysis and the absence of

the proper influence of the nervous system. Besides

the "paralysis," sjiasms and contractions resulting

in muscular distortions are also among the results

of this condition, and are fairly attributable to the

same cause—loss of motor-nerve action, occur-

ring in varying degi-ees of intensity ;
" paralysis

"

being the result of a separation of the muscle from
the influence of the will, and si:>asm and rigidity en-

suing when the nervous filaments in the muscle are

dead, down to their finest ramifications and moto-
rial end-plates, so that the molecular state of the

ultimate nerve-fibrils ceases to inhibit the ultimate

fasciculi of tlie muscle. ^Yhen this occurs, the mus-
cle passes into a state of rigidity, which, when it is

present during life, is simply the counteri^art and
anticipation of i-ir/tr mortis. AVhen this rigidity

gives place to relaxation, in exceptional cases, the

nervous centres have either in jmrt regained control

over the muscles, or, owing to atrophy and degenera-
tion of structure, the muscle has lost its property
of contractilitv.
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Especial reference has hero been mode to M.
Chiiri'iit's vuluul)l(» expoHitioiiH, in order to sliow

that rtuthiMitir i-linicul f»u'ts t«'iiil stnuiKly to •onfinn

tlio «'ouchisit)ii arrived at liv Dr. C. IJ. liailclilVe and

others, aH tlie result of phvhioloKit'al experiineiitu-

tion. tliat niiis<'iihir oontraetinn taken i)luee to tlie

best adviiutn^fe ill the iihseiiee of the iiifhieiiee of

the nervous centres. It is lielievod thut the faets

liere adduced tentl also to estuhlish that tlie latest

and hif^hest authorities are (iiivoluiitur\) witnesses

to the truth of the theory advocated in the ante-

cedent articles in the liiuoiU), "on the relations of

nervo and muscle."

TiiK sriirrTANKors rsK of iivduo-
r.KoMlDK OK CINCliONIDlA IN 'INK
iJLMMKi: DIAHIUIUIA OK (lIli.DKKN.

By S. henry DESSAU, M.D.,

PnTSICIAH TO TUB OCT-DOOB D«PAIIT1IKST OK TUK MCW YiiRK

rOCSDLI.IO ASYLUM.

A ooNTrsTKO high temperature, in conjunction witli a

low barometric piessine during the summer months,

is certainly the most imi>ortant factor in the cau.sa-

tiou of a rapidly fatal form of diarrhua in children in

this country. A study of the statistics of infantile

mortality from diai-rhieal complaints during the hot

season, in our large cities, together with close obser-

vation of the disease, has led pediatricians to adopt
this view.

The direct effect of excessive heat and low baro-

metric pressure upon the infantile nervo\i.s organi-

zation is analogous to the insolation and heat fever

produced by the same caiises iu the adult. In tlie

former, however, the pathological action is expended
upon tlie intestinal tract. It is not denied that other

elements, such as putrefactive fermentation, foul air,

and improper food, are also prominent aids iu the

causation of summer diarrha-as in children, but in

that form accompanied with livjierpyrexia and severe

and rapid prostration of the vital forces, these latter

factors take only a secondary rank in imijortance.

•It is in reference to this form, or the cholera in-

fantum, as it has l>een commonly called, that I wish
to biiug to the attention of the i>rofession the sul)-

cutaueous injection of hydrol>romide of cinchouidia,

as a powerful means of assisting in reducing tem-
I)erature and restoring the vital forces. I was led to

employ this method of treatment after reading a re-

l)ort of the successful treatment of cases of heat apo-
plexy, or sunstroke, by the subcutaneous injection of

quinine by Surgeon A. R. Hall, of the British Army
(The Pnwtitioner, Mai'ch, 187G, p. 190). Recognizing
the similarity of cause that existed between sun-
stroke and this particular form of summer diarrhoea

in children, it occuiTed to me that the same treat-

meTit might answer a like useful puq)ose in the latter

trouble. Instead of using quinine, which frequently

jn'oduces abscesses when hypodermically injected, I

substituted a solution of hydrobromide of cinchoni-

dia, as a more concent rattul and harmless prepara-
tion, on the authority of Prof. Gubler (Journal de
tfiernj).. No. I., ISTW), who states that three grains of

hydrobromide of cinchoniilia, subcutaneously admin-
istered twice daily, has the same effect as lifteen to

thirty grains of (piinine taken bv the mouth. The
hypodermic method of using the remedy is advan-
tageous iu avoiding the vomiting incident to the in-

testinal diseases of children, thus securing a speedy
action of the remedy without disturbing the alreadv
hypersensitive stomach. After vomiting has ceased,

however, the good effects of the remedy may be
inaintiiiiii'd by iMlmiiiiHtering it by the m<mt}i.

1 snlijoiii tlie following cas(}s to illustrate the effect

of the treatment. Tlii'y have been copied from the

regiHt<»r of the Out-door Dei)artment of the New
York Foundling Asylum.
Cask I. -.Juno 14, lH7i). Adele, two months old

;

bowels loose for two days; passages expelled with

force in a stream, are watery and yellow, veiy fre-

quent ; vomits, moans, ami contracts the brows.

Temperature, WM,' t\ in rectum. Injected about

one grain of hydrobromide of cincdionidia over nates,

subcutaneously. dave hydrarg. c. cret., tr. ojjii deod.

and bismuth snbnit. in a mixture ever}' three hours
;

ordered hot bAths and fomentations to abdomen.
July Ist.—Nurse reported that the cliihl had a

convulsion on June l.")th. The l)owels im])roved

the second day after last note and are now regular.

This case is rej)orted because it was the first one in

which I used the hydrobromide of cinchouidia hyjio-

dermii-ally. The temiierature was not so very high,

and the same result would most likely have occurred

with the otlier j)art of the treatment alone.

Case II.—June 2«, 1879. Robt. Woods, one year

old ; bowels liocame loose, thin and yellow, the same
morning, about tive o'clock; no vomiting; bowels
moved frequently. Temi)erature, 10.') F. in rectum.

Injected J gr. hydrobromide cinchonidia, hypoder-
mically over nates. Gave a mixture of carbolic acid

gtt. ^, tr. opii deod., gtt. } and mist. cret. 3 j. every
two hours.

Died the next day. The negative result in tliis case

was due, in a gieat measure, to the local surroundings
and imiuoper care in executing medical instructions

on the part of the nur.se.

Case III.--.June 28, 1879. Willie, five months
old ; diarrhoua for four days ; convalescent from an
attack of croupous pneumonia. Looks very pale

and dejiressed by the heat ; is vei-y thirsty. Tem-
perature, lOV F. in rectum. Four passages a day,

dark brown and thin ; no vomiting. Gave i gr.

hydrobrom. cinchonid. hyjioderm., injection over
', nates. Gave mixture of hydrarg. c. cret., tr. opii

deod. and bis. subnit. every three hours. Ordered
cold baths every three hours.

j

July Ist.—Bowels moved only twice since last note,

thin and yellow. Had two cold l)aths. Temiierature
to-day, 9'J} F. in rectum. Nurse reported that he
began to imi)rove immediately after the Iniiodermic

I

injection. Bowels remained loose for awhile, but

[

were finally cheeked.
1 Case IV.—July 15, 1879. Arthur, seven months
old ; no teeth ; sick twenty-four hours ; dianhoja
and vomiting ; twenty jjassages so far, yellow and
wateiy ; refuses the breast. Temperature, 105^° F,

in rectum. Gave hypodermic injection of f gr.

hydrobrom. cinchonid. over nates. Ac. carl)olic, tr.

ojiii deod. and mist, cret., every two hours; cold
bath every three hours ; brandy and toast-water as a
drink.

' July 17th.—Slept to-day for the first time in two
' days ; bowels not moved .since last night ; is very

I
restless now, tossing the head from side to side and

I
screams out suddenly at inten-als

;
pupils contracted.

Temperature, 102 1' F. in rectum. Repeated the
hypoderm. injection ot cinchonid. and gave a mix-
ture of ferri et ammon. tart, and tr. opii. camph.

: everv' three hours. Ordered apidications of cloths

! wet in hot water to be made to the head.
I July 19th.—Sleeps well ; two passages from
I bowels since last note, were thick and black. Tem-
i perature, 99|° F. in rectum.
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Case V.—.July 15, ISTO. Tliomas, two months old,

has dianluea ; looks very sick
;
passages from bowels

green and slimy, very large in quantity. Tempera-
ture, 106^^" F. in rectum. Injected f gr. hydro-
bromid. cir.chonid. into nates

;
gave a mixture of

hydrarg. c. cret., tr. ojaii deod. and bis. subnit.
every three hours ; ordered cold baths, brandy and
toast-water as a drink. Died the next day.
As life was undoubtedly jirolonged in this case by

the reduction of temperature, induced by the hydro-
bromide of cinc^honidia, it is reasonable to suppose
that, had the injection been repeated, the slight im-
provement gained might have been increased and a
successful result secui-ed.

Case VI. — July 29th. John James, nineteen
months old, began vomiting the day before, at 4
o'clock P.M., followed by diarrhu^a

;
j^assages yellow

and watery. Temj^erature, 10)ir F. in rectum. In-
jected f gr. hydrobrom. cinchonid., subcutaneously,
over nates

;
gave a mixture of carbolic acid, tr. opii

deod. and mist. cret. eveiy three hours ; ordered
cold baths, brandy and toast-water as drink.

Aug. 6th.—Bowels now moved three times a day
;

passages thick and yellow. Tempei-ature, 100° F.

in rectum.
Case VII.—July 29th. John, two months old, has

diarrhoea and vomiting one day ; looks sick
;
jjas-

sages green and watery ; vomits greenish fluid.

Temperature, 101,^ F. in rectum, f gr. hydrobrom.
cinchonid., subcutaneously, over nates; ac. carbolic,

tr. opii deod. and mist. cret. every two hours ; cold
baths, brandy and toast-water.

Aug. 5th.—Bowels improved ; vomiting checked
;

lias now thrush and some cough. Temperature,
102 .r F. in rectum. Gave the hydrobromid. cincho-

nid. one grain four times daily, by the mouth. Af-

terward did Avell.

Bemarkfi.—The result of the method of treatment
as above described, though, perhaps, not as brilliant

as could be wished for, is nevertheless highly satis-

factory to one ha"vdng a large experience in the sum-
mer diarrhoeas of children. In both fatal cases, the

temperature was 105° F. and 1061" F., resi^ectively,

and the general prostration severe. In the remain-
der, the temperatui'e was never below 103° F., and in

the case showing the most brilliant result, it was
105r F. It may be said that as much credit was
due to that jjart of the treatment outside of the hy-

podermic injections of hydrobrom. cinchonidia as to

the latter. Be this as it may, I feel satisiied that,

unless the temperature can be reduced and the pros-

tration of the ners'ous centres restored ])roniptly in

the severer form of summer diarrhoea in children,

that there will not be much time left to allow other

remedies to exert any effect. Especially is this view
aU the more correct, if, as Binz has stated, in ex-

plaining the antipyretic action of quinia in sun-

stroke, the overpoweiingeffectof excessive heat upon
the nerve-centres is due to a jjoisoning of them,
through a decomposition of the niitritive material

of the blood. Quinine, according to Binz, who is

perhaps tlie highest authority upon the therapeuti-

cal action of tliis remedy, even in relatively small

quantities, acts directly uj^on the protoplasm, and
prevents any putrefaction of nitrogenous substances.

It even neutralizes the poisonous action of many
putrid fluids ujion warm-blooded animals, as far as

certain symptoms are concerned, and checks activity

of cells, decreasing the oxidation and disintegration

of the tissues.

Unfortunately the injections in the cases reported
could not be repeated as often as they .should have

been, which would be at least once, if not twice, in

the twenty-four hours. Binz states that (]uinia re-

mains in the circulation for many hours, and when
given once a day in not too small a dose, circulates

through the tissues, keejiing them constantly under
its influence. In future cases, I intend to use not
less than one grain of the hydrobromide of cincho-
nidia, hypodermically, at one dose, where there is no
ojjj^oi'tunity to rejjeat the injection daily. This, it

must be remembered, is a full dose for an infant. I

use a ten per cent, solution, giving eight minims at

an injection.

75 Wkst Fifty-fifth Street.

Ikports of C)O5pltal0.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
Notes of Practice and Items of Treatment.

dysentery—sudden development of peritonitis.

The patient, a female, a)t. 38, who gave the following

history, had just entered the hospital. Her case

was interesting chiefly with reference to diagnosis.

She had had dysentery for six months, but which had
not interfered with her to such an extent as to pre-

vent her from performing nearly her u.sual amount of

work. The dysentery came on, gradually gi-ew worse,

the passages getting more and more frequent, until

she had a large number, 20 to 30, in the course of

twenty-four hours, and she was positive that the dis-

charges contained mucus and pus. She had had a

slimy, bloody discharge since admission to the hosj^ital.

Three days ago an entirely new set of symptoms was
developed. She was seized with a different kind of

pain in the abdomen, and for the first time noticed

that her abdomen was swollen. She then began to

vomit, and the vomiting had continued, the swelling

of the abdomen had increased, and she had steadily

gi'own worse. Her temjierature was lOOf° F. ;
pulse,

quick and rather hard, 132. She had had chilly sen-

sations, but no distinct chill. There was nothing
specially noticeable about the countenance. Her
respiration was frequent, and mostly thoracic. The
limbs were not flexed upon the trunk. The abdomen
was tymijanitic and generally tender. There was
no sensation of fluctuation. The pain was most
severe uj^on the left side, along the course of the

colon. A murmur was heard Avith the first sound
of the heart, at its base, and with greatest inten-

sity along the course of the vessels in the neck.

Ai'ea of cardiac dulness was normal ; and apex was
in normal jjosition. Pleuritic friction-sounds at

lower portion of right side of the chest anteriorly,

probably not of very recent origin. Neither the

clinical history nor the physical signs sustained the

suggestion that it might be intestinal troul)le de-

pendent on pidmonary disease. The vomiting was
rather characteristic of peritonitis ; being for the

most part "a regurgitation of greenish fluid. The
characteristic sj^inach vomiting of peritonitis does not

occur as a prominent symptom in peritonitis until the

inflammation has reached that portion of the serous

membrane covering the stomach. It was believed

that her recent disease was a localized peritonitis

from ulceration somewhere along the course of the

descending colon, and from that point it had become
general. Prognosis was gi'ave, though not necessarily

fatal. The treatment was opium in full doses, so as
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to brinK the patinnt into a B«iiui-narcotizotl oouuition

iLs rupiilly lis possildt', consistt'ut with Hiifi'ty. JJut

Kiipposf tlu' |mlH«' iliil not full l>«'l(»\v Tin, or tin;

rcMpirution lu-low 17, uiul yrt it was witli »lillifiilty tliiit

th«( patiiMit ooiiM \w ai-ous«><l, wouM it Ik- jiuliciouH

to Htill push thi' opium V Tli*' answer was tliat thno

are p.xtii'uts upon wliom opium ai-ts luully, ami tliat

tho physician was oldi^cil to fcfl his v.ay rarffully.

Unilor Kuch ••in-umstuncoH it was thou^'lit jtropcr to

a(lmiiUHt<>r voratnim viri.lr to assist in ri'tluciiiK tlie

pulso. Milk ami lime water was onltTHtl for food.

Objection was mad*' to usiiif; h«oclu»s on at-t-ount of

th«> patifiifs anninii- contlition. Hot applications

wtTO made to the alHloinen.

ualahial fevek of Tire remittent type—devel-
Ol'MKNT OF C0N80UX>ATI0N AT THE AI'EX OF THE
RIOHT LrNO.

The followinf» case was es))ecially interostinp with

reference to the rapid <leYeloi>ment of ])nlmoiiarv

consolidation. The diat^nosis. when the j)ati<'nt lirst

came into the hospital, was remittent malarial fever,

and the jaundice, which was marked, was suppo.sed

to he the residt of chanRe.s produced by the tevor,

with, j>erhai>s. slif^ht catarrh of tlie hepatic ducts. At
first his U'mperature was KM" ¥. ; it raiif^'ed between
104" and Hi;i F. for several days, and tinally fell to

100' F. ( )n the day following tlvat <m which the tom-

peniture fell to lOi) F., it rose to Hi.}' F. ; in the

morniuf? of the next day was 100" F., and in the after-

noon 10:V F. There were regular exacerbations and
remissions. His temperature, at the time this note

was made, was 100^ F., and had fluctuated between
1(K»°, 101", and 102^ F. for several tlays. Within two
weeks the physical signs of eon.solidation at the apex
of the rij?ht lun^ liad developed, and the question

arose, wjis phthisis developing? There was jihysical

evidence of pulmonary consolidation, both anteriorly

and j)osteriorly, and the signs did not appear until

the fever had mther sj)ent its force, and they had in-

creased somewhat. Although his general condition

seemed to l>e improving, it was believed that it was
a case of a low type of catarrhal pneumonia in which
resolution would probably occur, and recovery. The
case was interesting as showing that when patients

were in a broken down condition, from any cause,

pulmonary consolidation might be developed at the

aj>ex of one or other of the lungs, and give the physi-

cal signs of phthisis. Not infrequently, such cases

terminated as fully develojjed phthisis ; yet, while

they were not promising, it was remarked, recovery

in a large proportion took place, even if the physical

signs were quit« positive.

EMPYEMA—SPOKTANEOCS OPENIXG IMPOBTANCE OF
EARLY ASPIRATION.

Two cases were seen in contrast. The history of

the first was as follows :

April USth. A male patient had been sick since the

second day of January, when ho had what his jihysi-

cian called pneumonia. He was out on the lirst day
of January, and on the next day was taken with pain

in tho left side, without chill, had a cough, and ex-

pectomted a white phlegm, wliich, during the first

week, was scarcely streaked with blood, but subse-

quently was so markedly. He had some fever, and
was confined to his bed during the entire month of

January.
Subsequently a bunch appeared in his side, which

broke and disc-harged a large ijuantity of yellowish

fluid, and the discharge hail continued up to date.

The opening was about two inches below the left

Dipple. He could sleep only when lying upon his

back.

Tho history of tiie sfcntxl cuho was as follows : A
male ]>atient had been nu'k since last .Se]jtend)er,

when lie was taken with pain in the left side, witlumt
chill and witiiout cough, whi<'h continued two weeks.

He couhl sleep only when lying upon the left side.

He lia<l lost llesh, and latterly had had night-sweats.

Physical examination in the first <rase made the

diagnosis very clear, and it was, that the patient hail

em])yeiaa, with spontaneous oj)ening. Tin- opening
was rather lower than usually occurs in sj)ontjineou8

thoraccMitesis, which may be behind or in front, but
in the majority of cases at the latter point. The
heart was ])ush«Hl over to the right side considerably.

The left side was retracted.

Physical examination in the si'crmd case revealed

that the left side was enlarged ; upon full in.spiration

there was loss of motion ; tliere was entire absence
of all respiratoi-y sounds, and there was complete
flatness on percussion. The heart was pushed over

to the right so that the ajxix-beat was foiuid a little

beneath the right nipple. There was bulging of the

intercostixl spaces. For a few days he had night-

sweats. Pulse 1:54. The left i)leural cavity was com-
pletely filled with fluid.

The two cases illustrated two conditions or stages

in the same di.sease. In both cases was shown, in a

striking mamier, a change in the position of the heart.

In one case the spontaneous opening occurred
early ; but why in some cases such opening occurred
early while in others it occurred very late, was not
well understood, yet it had been noticed that the

younger the sul)ject the more likely was spontane-
ous opening to occur early ; whereas in the older sub-

ject it occurred late, if at all. In some cases, also,

the general ])rocess is slower than in others. It was
believed that if the fluid had been drawn from the

chest in December or January, in the second case,

the patient would have been nearly well, perhaps en-

tirely so ; and the case iUustrated the impoi"tance of

removing the fluid from the pleural cavity early in

its history, with a view to preventing a change of the

product of the inflammation into a purulent collec-

tion.

With so much displacement of viscera as was man-
ifested in the second case, it was believed to be im-
portant to remove a poi-tion of the fluid from the

pleural cavity promptly, as the man was in constant
danger, if unrelieved, of sudden syncope, from which
he might not rsMy.

A Costly Fossil.—Those who in their college

days knew, and more or less loved, that interesting

fossil, the archicopteryx, will be pleased to learn that

the finest specimen in the world has just been pur-
chased for the University of Berlin. The sum paid
was ??20,000, which seems trifling when we consider
how few archajoi)ter\ces there are in the world, and
how many wealthy people. It may be remembered,
but more probably will not, that the arch£eopter\-x

sang and flew during the Jurassic period, of which it

has been considered the nightingale, by those who
think tlie creature a bird. Those who think that it

is a reptile, deny it, of course, that title. We hope
that the question as to which it is, will be decided soon
by the authorities at Berlin. There are hundreds of

liberally educated young men who every year leave

college without any well-defined idea on the subject.

Yet the market price of the archieopteryx ranges
from $10,000 to $20,000.
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|Droi,)rc33 of iHctiical Science.

On Peksistent Priapism not Connected wmi
Lesion of the Central Nervous System.—A very in-

teresting case of priapism, probably duo to a leucoc-y-

themic condition of the blood, is narrated by Dr.

G. L. Peabody, of this city. The patient, a coach-

man, twenty-eight years of age, had had fever and
ague in 1874, and again in February, 1879, when he
also sufiered from epistaxis. AVhen first seen by Dr.

Peabody, he complained of priajjism, Avhich was un-
accompanied by seminal emissions, or sexual desires.

He could urinate without difficulty, as the erection

was only confined to the corpora cavernosa. His kid-

neys were affected, as was shown by the general anae-

mic condition, the swelling of the feet, and the pres-

ence of albumen and hyaline casts in the urine. The
spleen was enlarged, as were the cervical and inguinal

glands. As he suffered from great pain in the peri-

neum, when he attempted to sit down, he was kejjt

in the recumbent position, and his penis protected
from the bedclothes. Quinine, and later cinchonidia,

was given internally, and ergot injected hypodermi-
cally over the site of the spleen. At the end of a

month his penis was of the usual size, and during
this time the temperature often rose to 101° F. in

the evening to fall to 99° F. the next morning. The
blood was examined and found to contain white cor-

puscles in large quantities, being in the proportion
of one white to two, three, four, or six of red blood-
cells. He still had epistaxis, but his health had im-
proved under the internal administration of iron.

The spleen continued of the same size, and there were
imperfect erections of the jjenis. Iodide of potassium,
given internally, together with the local ai^plication

of tincture of iodine, failed to prevent the increase in

size of the glands. In the beginning of the year

(1880) he was in the same condition. This is said

to be the seventh case on record, where priapism oc-

curred in a leucocythemic patient.

—

}f. Y. Med.
Journ., May, 1880.

Periarthritis—A Study of Forty-seven Cases.

—Dr. Gibney, of this city, employs the above term
to designate an inflammation of the loose cellular

tissue suiTounding the different articulations. He
says that the object of the paper is to popularize the
name and to show that it is a more common affec-

tion than is generally supposed. It differs materially

from diseases of the joints, whether primary or sec-

ondary. The symptoms are generally acute, there

being pain, heat, and infiltration, and, if in a late

stage, there is fluctuation about the joint, which
may end in suppuration. Of the forty-seven cases

on which the article is based, the average length of

time from the commencement of the disease, or when
the pain was first noticed, until the limb was restored

to its natural condition, was from five to six months.
Ten of the patients were cured in one month from

• the time of the first pain, thirty in four months, and
in one the disease lasted three years, although the

joint was not involved. Suppuration took place in

thirty-five of those affected, in the following locali-

ties : 18 at the hiii-joint ; 8 at the knee ; 4 about the

ankle ; 3 in the vicinity of the sacro-iliac articula-

tion, and 2 over the spine. The disease existed at

the hip-joint in 20 of the cases ; at the knee in 18

patients ; near the ankle in 4 instances, the sacro-

iliac joint was involved in 3 cases, and the remaining

2 had their spine affected. The ages of tlie patients

wei'e as follows : 3 under one year ; 26 under four years

;

and 2 over seventeen, the oldest being fifty-seven years

of age. The ages of tlie remainder are not given.

There were 28 males and 19 females ufi'cct(>d. In 7

instances the disease was caused by a fall ; 2 pro-
duced by a strain ; 2 by vaccination ; 1 each by ru-

beola, hei'editary syphilis, and thrombosis ; in 33
there was no ascertainable cause. The i)rognosis is

good, both in reference to recovery and a comj)leto

restoration of the functions of the limb involved.

—

N. Y. Med. Jour., May, 1880.

Erysipelas Affecting Successively the Pharynx,
Mouth, Breast, Face, and Lungs.—M. Luc reports

this remarkable case, which was observed at La Sal-

p(?tri&re, service of Dr. Temer. The patient, eighty-

three years old, was first seen on the 18th of Febru-
ary, presenting then the following appearance

:

tongue considerably swollen ; could scarcely be ex-

truded ; buccal mucous membrane intensely red,

swollen, and offering a characteristic glazed asi:)ect

;

painful swellings about the submaxillary and retro-

maxillary regions ; isthmus faucium same color, but
less swollen ; marked difficulty of speech and deglu-
tition, embaiTassed respiration, but heart and lungs
normal. Sternal region shows erysipelatous redness.

The disease was ascertained to have set in with re-

peated initial chills, followed by violent throatache
and vomiting of biliary matter. The i)atient im-
proved, under appropriate treatment, until the 2l8t

of February. At that time she again grew worse

;

there was a marked febrile movement, and physical
examination now revealed a pneumonia of the lower
third of the left lung. In a few days the patient ral-

lied, and finally completely recovered. The author
also alludes to two similar cases. One was observed
by M. Stackler. A young woman was attacked by an
erysipelatous inflammation jiroceeding from the pha-
rynx to the face and back, and finally producing
pneumonia of the right lung. The other came under
the notice of M. Straus, and related to a man who
died of erysipelatous pneumonia. At the autoi^sy

characteristic redness and swelling were still found
on the surface of the tracheal mucous membrane and
in the bronchi of one lung.^Za France Medicale,

March 31, 1880.

On the Partial Metabolism by the Liver op
Leucin and Tyrosin into Urea.—As a result of the
examination of the urine of several patients affected

with various diseases, such as emphysema, Bright's

disease, hemiplegia, etc.. Dr. Edward C. Anderson
has been able to determine the presence of leucin

and tyrosin, either separately or together, accom-
panied by a relative diminution in the quantity of

urea excreted from the kidneys. Tyrosin was found
to be absent in nineteen out of the thirty-three cases,

contraiy to the prevalent opinion, which is, that

leucin and tyrosin are generally found together. As
the leucin disappeared fi-om tlie urine, the urea in-

creased in quantity. He believes that the leucin

and tyrosin take the place of the urea. In cases where
there is increased formation of urea, together with
the formation of leucin and tyrosin, it is produced
by the great destructive metabolism, which is shown
by the fact that as convalescence progresses, although
the amount of urea excreted has diminished, there is

also a diminution of the leucin and tyi-osin and a

final disappearance of them. This transformation
of urea into leucin and t-vTOsin is well shown in acute
yellow atrophy of the liver.

—

Lancet, April 17, 1880.
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THE NIGHT MEDICAL SPJRVICE.

The bill for the creation of a ni{j;ljt medical service

Laving passed the legislature, and Laving been

signed by the governor, Las now become a law

wLic'L will soon be put to a practical test. It will

be remembered that, several months since, Dr. Henri

Nachtel, of Paris, read a paper before the Academy
of Medicine, giving a detailed account of the work-

ings of the system of night medical service in his

native city, and urging its adoption in New York.

Although, from what we had already learned con-

cerning the benefits of the system in Paris and other

cities in which the service had been tested, there

was little doubt that New York could, by the same

means, be likewise V)enefited. Dr. Nachtel's paper

drew renewed attention to the subject, and gave a

thoroughly practical t\irn to the whole matter.

After the favorable reception of the paper by the

Academy of Medicine, and by the profession r^ener-

ally, in this city, a bill was prepared, in which the

system of service in Paris was adapted to the wants

of this city.

At the time of the presentation of the bill we gave

a synopsis of its provisions, and took occasion to

urge its passage. As might liave been exijeoted,

there was some show of political ojiposition in the

legislature, but the bill finally passed by a large

majority, and then came l)efoiie the governor for his

signature. Here the greatest difiiculties api)eared

to present themselves. The heads of dejiartments

were to be consulted, and not until an influential

representative from each was rea«ly with his en-

dorsement, did the governor take upon himself the

responsibility'of affixing his signature to the docu-

ment. Considering the small amount of money
(three thousand dollars) required as an ap])ropria-

tion for carrying oiit the provisions of the law, it is

somewhat remarkable that any opposition whatso-

ever should have been offered. If any reflection,

from a political standpoint, is to be cast upon tin

real merits of the law, it is that so much good ser-

vice can be rendered tlie public by sucIj a small out-

lay of money.

Aji will be remembered, the liill, which has now

become a law, provides, in su1>stance, that there

shall be kept at each j)olice station a list of physi-

cians approved by the He.ilth IJoard, and who shall

be ready to roisjtond to night calls, for the sum of

three dollars j)er capita. In case the patient is too

poor to jjay for the service, a certificate of attend-

ance is issued by the officer having charge of the

station, which certificate is duly cashed by the

treasurer of the service fund. In order that no

partiality may be shown to any i)ra(:titioner, and

that no valuable time may be lost, it is provided

that, under all circumstances of emergency, aid shall

be obtained from a source as near as possible to the

patient.

There has never been a doubt as to the utility of

a night medical service in New York, or in any

other large city. No ol^jection has ever been urged

on that score, even by those who at first opjjosed the

passage of the bill. All the arguments brought

I

to bear against it were centred in the difficulty

under the existing form of municipal government of

making it effective. As it is, however, its working

is simplified by attaching the l)ureau to the Health

Department, where it very properly belongs. By
such means the public is guaranteed that'none but

well-qualified jiractitioners of medicine will be rec-

ognized as volunteers for the service, and none others

will have their names uj)on the official li.sts. And of

no less importance is the fact that i)rompt attend-

ance is insured to all who may be in emergency. It

is fair to presume that there will be no lack of vol-

unteers. In fact there is a chance of having more

than is really required ; but this wiU work no harm
in any direction.

Taking a purely professional view of the .situation

the creation of a night medical service is of impor-

tance in that it will tend to relieve many practitionei-s

who are luiable to respond to night calls, will protect

them from being unnecessarily disturbed by chance

callers, and will give the younger practitioners a

chance to be paid for work which would otherwise

I be entirely gratiiitous with the loss of sleej} besides.

Again, small as is the appropriation, it is made upon

the principle that the jiublic is willing to pay the

private physician for services he may render to.

the needy pauper. It is a recognition on a small

scale of the obligation of the municipality to provide

for medical services to its poor, in the i)roper way
by paying for them.

As such it may have a significance as a precedent

which will overshadow the particular object for which

it has been established.
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THE SANITARY CONDITION OF JtEMl'HLS.

The fii-st Annual Report of the Board of Health of

the Taxing District of Shelbv County, la based, to a

considerable extent, upon the sanitary survey of

Memphis made last winter by the National Board of

Health. The results of this survey were presented

some months ago and were referred to at the time in

The Recoiid. The report now before lis supple-

ments that made to the National Board, and from the

two an excellent idea of what is being done for the

sanitary improvement of Memphis can be gained.

During the two epidemics of yellow fever in 1878

and 1879 two thousand and seventy-two persons died

within the corporate limits of the city of Memphis.

This loss, taken with the paralysis of business it

occasioned and the extra drain upon the taxpayers,

might well be expected to have ruined the once

thriving city. It has shown, however, a wonderful

elasticity ; its present population is now greatly

diminished, and, if no epidemic occurs during the

present summer, there will undoubtedly be a contin-

uance of its former prosperity. The jjresent Board

of Health was organized in February, 1879. It has

worked indefatigably ever since and has at last initia-

ted or completed sanitary reforms which promise to

make the city a model one. In the beginning, there

was scarcely any direction in which some sanitaiy

work was not needed. The streets were covered

with decaying pavements, the sewerage was imper-

fect or absent, the water-closets were holes in the

ground and often near the wells and cisterns. There

were accumulations of filth in many places. The

drinking-water was bad, the schools and other pub-

lic buildings poorly ventilated and incompletely

drained ; in fact, Memphis had been going along in

a slip-shod kind of way, almost inevitable perhaps

to a struggling city with a large colored population.

"Work has, however, been begun which will in time

remedy nearly all these defects ; and as much as

could possibly be expected has ah-eady been accom-

plished. A comi^lete system of sewerage and sub-

soil drainage is now being introduced ; coincidently

with this, privy vaults are being emptied, disin-

fected, and filled up. Three thousand of these were

in a dangerous condition ; and at date of the report

over 1,400 had been filled. Earth-closets or water-

closets are substituted for them. Of dangerous

buildings, 112 have been torn down. Much of the

old Nicholson pavement has been taken up and re-

placed with stone. The use of cisterns and wells

containing impure water has been discontinued ; all

buildings within fifty feet on each side of Bayou

Gayoso have been removed. Finally, a thorough

system of local sanitation has been introduced

;

part of this consists in the appointment of a corps

of eight inspectors who make daily inspections and

report to the Health Office.

The report before us, besides thus detailing the

work now being done, gives a history of the epidemic

of 1879, and makes recommendations regarding the

water-su})i)ly, the public schools, and the latrines.

On the whole an encouraging view of the future of

Memphis is given. Every one will symi)athize in

the hopes of prosperity expressed, and will watch

with interest the result of the past winter's work upon

the pestilential influences of the summer.

THE INCREASED RANGE OF DOSAGE AND THE LAW OF

.SIMILARS.

No one can fail to have noted the increased thera-

peutic range which has of late been given to many

standard drugs by simply varying their dosage. We
have, indeed, had our materia medica eidarged almost

as much in this way as by the actual addition of new

remedies. This extension has been made both by

increasing and by diminishing the ordinary dosage,

and in each case new effects have been produced. It

is perhaps in calomel, strychnine, and the j^otash salts

that a different or a greater power in very large doses

is best illustrated. The employment of minute doses,

on the other hand, has been much more extended

and has produced more striking results. Thus the

use of podophyllin in infantile diarrhoea, of arsenic

in gastric irritation, of ipecac as an anti-emetic, of

pilocarpin and Dover's powder, and Turkish baths in

night-sweats, of cautharides in urethral irritations

and haimaturia, are all notable exten.sions of the

therapeutic range of the particular drag.

Of course, such examples as these are eagerly

held up by enthusiasts as proofs of a grand thera-

peutic law. It hardly needs argument, however, to

show that they do not indicate either a law or even

a uniform series of facts. There are but few drugs

which have even this jieculiar range we have de-

scribed, and these do not, as a rule, show their best

results in their minimum doses. We doubt if arsenic

ever becomes popular in gastritis, or pilocarpin in

night-sweats, w'hile ipecac is a most unreliable anti-

emetic. We need not look for any great therapeutic

triumphs therefore in the similia similibiis action of

the di-op i^osology. There is a physiological law that

substances which at first initate inhibitory centres,

when more energetically given, will paralyze them
;

or what at first constringes a tissue, may, later, relax

and destroy it. There is nothing very new in this

law ; the only novelty is that we are learning of more

agents which, when given in a certain way, illustrate

it. These new facts, in regard to minute dosage, are

suggestive and often useful, but they indicate no

mysterious nor universal law.

The Small Fee System in Boston Dispensarie.s.—

The plan of charging a small fee for medicines, which

may be remitted at the discretion of the superinten-

dent, has been adopted by the Boston dispensaries.
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Uruiciuo ant) Uoticro of Oooho.

TifK I'haitition'er'h Kkkkuf.nce Book. Ily IIkmaru
J. Di'Xdi.isoN, A.^r, M.IX S»«con(l Kilition, ro-

>'iso(l ami onhirKOtl- riiila4leli)biu : LindHav A:

Blakistou. hSSO.

W'k ran hoartily comiuond this hook as ono that must
prove ven' ii«cfiil to tlit» fjonoral jinictitioiuT. Tliis,

th«> seootul iHlition, i« hll•^J^•r, uhiiost by imlf, than tho
first, and tlio book is imu'li more satisfactory and
conipleto. Tho athlitioHH that have lM>on made in-

rhide chapters on How to Write Metric Prescrip-
tions ; Directions as to tlie Use of the Hyixxh-rniic
Syrinfje ; How t<» l\so a (Jalvnnic Battery ; How to
Apply Trusses in Heniiie ; How to Use the Clinical
Tlieruionieter ; How to Prejjare Stjiined Sections of

Animal Tissues ; Reference Tables of Size. Wei^^ht,
and Specitic Gravity of all the Orf^ans of tlie Body

;

C'elebrated Prescrii)tions or Remedies ; Therapeutics
of the liowel Affections of C!hil<lren ; Diafinio^tit^

Tables of the Principal Fevers ; also of Acute l^ul-

nionary Diseases ; of Diseases of the Larynx, and
Vaso-pharynx, and of Tumors of the (Jroin ; Ready
Reference Table of Antidotes, on a new plan. Rules
of Medical Etiipiette.

The above list will show how the book has been
enlarged and will also give an idea of the general
character of the work to those unacquainted with the
first edition.

Ox THE Relations of the Medical Profes.sion to
THE Trade Interests of the Materia Medica, and
A Note on Pepsin. By Edward R. Syrmn, M.D.

Lv this valuable pamjihlet, Dr. Scpiibb relates cer-
tain (X'curreuces, in the Kings County Medical Society,
which came very near to being di.screditable. He
also gives us some interesting facts in regard to the
value of tho different kinds of pepsin now in the
market.

It seems that a gentleman read a paper before the
above Society " On a Ready Method of Testing Pep-
sin," by which it was apparently shown that the pep-
sin of a certain manufacturer was much .superior to
all other kinds. The paper was refen-ed to the Com-
mitt<>e on Publication, and came very near being
printed in the Society's journal, to the great advan-
tage of the manufacturer of the particular pepsin in
question.

Dr. Squihb shows the questionableness of the per-
formance on any ground, and then proves that the
test proposed was not a reliable one, and that the
pepsin so much lauded is not any better than other
kinds. From experiments, which' he made, he con-
cludes that the pepsins of the market are not pepsin
at all, but rather concentrated peptones. Thev do,
however, excite digestive fermentation, and prac-
tically may be regarded as i>epsin. Another practical
deduction is that by giving the pepsin with hydro-
chloric acid and a little nitrogenous fond, half an
hour or more before meal-time, a quantity of active
peptone may be produced sufficient for the larger
mass of the apjjroaching meal.

A System of Medicixe, Editetl by J. RrssELL Rey-
NOLD.S, M.D., F.R.S., with numerous additions and
illustrations, by Henry Hartshorne, A.M., M.D.,
in three volumes. Vol. III. Philadelphia : Henrv
C. Lea's Son & Co. 1880.

We have already presented the chief features of this

work in a review nf tho first and second volumes.
The present and lust volume is known to tiic ])rofe8-

sion tliroiigii tlie English edition, and docs not now
need ext«;n(lcd n<itice. It embnu-es diseaseH of the
digestive, blood gliindnlur, urinary, and cutaneous
system. In diseases of the digestive system, the
work Ins been done by Wilson Fox, Scpnirey, Wardell,
Bristowe, Begbie, (ioodeve. Curling, Anstio, and
Maclean. Dr. Hartshorne has added chaj^ters on
cholera morbus and cholera infantum. ])isettHe8of

the blood-glandular system are treated of l>y Wardell,
Gowers, Wilk, Beigel, and T. Lauder Brunton. Dr.
Hartshorne adds bronchocele and ])rogiessive per-

nicious an.-emia. Most of the chapters on tlio dis-

eases of the urinary organs are by Dr. Robert.s, but
Drs. Basham and Peck, and Sir H( nry Thomson,
contribute each a chapter. Dr. (Jrailly Hewett writes

two chaptej-s of those devoted to di.sea.ses of the fe-

male rej)roductive organs. Drs. Priestley and John
Williams finish the section. Dr. Hartshorne, at the
close, gives a chaj)ter on sjiermatorrho a. Dr. J.

Balmanno Scjuire writes of diseases of the cutane-
ous system.

Ufports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meetinff, Mm/ 12, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Sattertitw-aite, President, in the Chair.

KUPTtJRE OP aneurism OP AORTIC VAL^'E, WITH AMY-
LOID degeneration OP LrvEB, kidneys, antj intes-

tinal MUCOrS ME5IBRANE.

Dr. G. L. Peabody presented specimens of the
above, with the following history :—The patient was
a laborer, fifty-four years of age, whose history is

unsatisfactoi-y. He was under observation only
three hours. He was admitted to the New York
Hospital on May 8th, at 6 p.m. Immediately after

admission he had a convulsion. His urine was
loaded with albumen. He was treated by the hot-

air bath, and was given pilocarjiine subcutaneously.
He had repeated con\"ulsions, and died at 9 p.m. on
the same day. His wife said that he had been com-
plaining for four months.
The autopsy was made fourteen and a half hours

after death. He had cicatrices over both shins, and
there was slight oedema of both legs. The chief

point of interest was the heart, which I .show you
here. The left ventricle was slightly dilated, and
one of the segments of the aortic valve was found
almost entirely covered, on its ventricular aspect,

with a thick layer of fibrine. It forms a much larger
pouch than does either of the other segments.
About midway between its free border and its at-

tached border is seen a rupture, large enough to

allow a No. 2 English urethral sound to pass through
it. At this point the elastic tissue is entirely de-
stroyed. The muscular ti.ssue of the heart was pale
and flabby, but, microscoijically examined, was nor-

mal. I regard the case as one of acute endocarditis.

Both kidneys presented the complex lesions of

amyloid degeneration, as did also the liver. The
mucous membrane of the ileum was similarly de-
generated. The lymphatic glands were nowhere en-
larged.
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Dr. Peabody next presented a 8i)ecimen of

CYSTITIS, WITH STRICTtTRE OP THE TTlETinU, AND FIS-

TULA OF URETHBA OF LONG STANDING, TOGETHER
WITH NEPHRITIS AND BOITENING OP THE URAIN.

The patient \vas a moelianic, a native of Germany,
unmarried, tifty-tive years of age. He was admitted
to the New Yoi-k Hospital on May 4tli. Said he had
had headache, not kicalized, for fourteen days. Tlie

day before admission he fell in the street. On ad-

mission his temperature was 101°. His tongue devi-

ated to the right side. Right pupil was contracted,

left dilated. No dilTerence in strength of hands, but
both feeble. No paralysis. Some difficulty in swal-

lowing. Speech was thick. Understanding good.

Denied venereal disease. He soon grew stui)id.

His urine contained a large percentage of albumen,
together with hyaline, granular, and epithelial casts.

Difficulty in swallowing increased. His urine had
to be drawn by catheter. He died with oedema of

the lungs, on May i)th, live days after admission.

Autqp.^i/, twenty-one hours after death.—The in-

terest centred in the brain, and in the genito- urinary

tract. The brain I cannot present to you, so that I

will describe its condition very briefly. There was
marked atheroma of the vessels at the base, even of

small arterial branches. There was no thrombosis or

embolism in any of the branches so far as they could
be traced, but there was distinct softening, without
discoloration, of the left corpus striatum. The ven-

tricles were not larger than usual. The kidneys
were pale, cortex thin, markings of cortex obscure,

cai:)sules adherent, and surface granular. Micro-
scopically, the lesions of diffuse nephritis were found,

the interstitial element i^redomiuating. The ure-

ters were not dilated. The penis, which, together

with the bladder, I show you here, displays a close

stricture at the bulbo-membranous junction, which
admits, with difficulty, a No. 2 English urethral

sound. In the floor of the urethra, to the right of

the frsenum in the corona glandis, is a circular, fis-

tulous opening, whose diameter is about one-quarter

of an inch. It is lined by mucous membrane, and
presents no sigTis of inflammation.
The bladder was tightly contracted, and shows

very marked hyi^ertrophy of its muscular wall.

Db. Post exhibited a calculus removed by bilateral

lithotomy, from a boy, aged nineteen years. The
patient recovered without an unfavorable symptom.

RHTNO-CHEILOPLASTY.

Dr. A. C. Post next exhibited a water-colored paint-

ing rei)resenting an almost entire deficiency of the up-
per lip, with a loss of the columna nasi and of a por-

tion of the right ala nasi, with the following history :

Charles Gardiner, ict. 65. Twenty-two years ago he
had !i wart on his u^jper lip which remained station-

ary for many years, and gave him no trouble. Four
years ago he applied an acid to it, after which it be-

came sore and increased in size. On the 81st March,
a female cancer doctor, whom he had consulted, ap-

plied a paste or ointment which was reapplied four

times at intervals of one day each. After the fourth

ai^plication a jioultice was applied and renewed for

several days, when, on the 11:th Ajjril, a slough came
away, invoh-ing aU the disease, and with it nearly

the whole of the upper lip, and portions of the nose.

He applied at my clinic, on the 21th April, when
cicatrization had taken place, leaving a deficiency of

the upper lip, excepting a narrow strip about a

centimetre in width toward the left angle of the

mouth. There was no trace of the columna nasi,

and there was a deeij notch about fifteen millimetres

in breadth at tlie lower part of the right ala nasi.

I sent the patient to the Presbyterian Hospital,

where I performed the following ojjeration, on the

1st of May

:

I first made a flap of the narrow strip of the Up,

which remained near the left angle of the mouth, ex-

cising its vermilion border and its cicatrized margin,

and leaving it attached at its upper extremity, and

raised it so that its cutaneous surface looked uj)-

ward toward the nose, and its mucous surface down-

ward. This flap was made to replace the lost columna
nasi, its cutaneous surface being denuded, and aiJ-

plied to the denuded inferior margin of the nasal

septum, and its extremity to a denuded margin of

integument at the tip of the nose, and the flap was

secured by fine sutures to the jaarts to which it was
applied. In its new situation, the transplanted flap

formed a good substitute for the columna, whicdi had

been destroyed, except that its position was oblique,

its posterior attachment being considerably to the

left of the median line. The rectification of this ob-

liquity was necessarily left for a subsequent opera-

tion.

I then made a flap of skin and subjacent tissues on

the right side of the mouth, extending through the

whole thickness of the cheek, wide enough not only

to form the right half of the upper lij) which was to

be constructed, but also to fill up the notch in the

right ala nasi. The two horizontal lines which
bounded this flap above and below, were carried

back over the anterior edge of the ramus of the jaw,

and were then curved downward and forward over

the base of the jaw, approaching each other so as to

leave a sj)ace of about twenty-five millimetres be-

tween them at the narrowest part. A transverse in-

cision was made at the anterior part of the broad

portion of the flap, separating the part designed to

fiU up the notch of the ala nasi, from that which

was to be used in the construction of the lip. The
part designed to repair the notch of the ala nasi was

then trimmed to the proper shape, and the margin

of the notch denuded to receive it, when the parts

were secured to each other by sutures. A flap of the

breadth required to construct the left half of the

upper lip was then made by incisions through the

left cheek, following in the main the same directions

as those which had been made through the right

cheek. The right and left flaps were then drawn
together so as to meet in the median line, and con-

stricting bands within the mouth were divided for

the relief of tension. More resistance was encoun-

tered on the right than on the left side, and it was

deemed necessary, in order to overcome this resist-

ance, to divide the mucous membrane by a vertical

incision about five centimetres behind the anterior

margin of the flap. The flaps were then joined in

the middle by two pin sutures, and a number of fine

silken sutures. The margins of the wounds in

the cheeks were also united by fine sutures, except-

ing that a small space was left to granulate be-

tween the flap used for the ala nasi and that for the

lip, and a larger space, about thirty-five millimetres

in length and twenty-five in breadth, behind the i)e-

duncle of the flap, taken from the right cheek. These

spaces were covered with ravellings of lint smeared

with coUodion. The mucous membrane of the

newly constructed lip was then drawn forward and

attached to the skin by numerous fine sutures, form-

ing a vermilion border. When the operation was

completed, the patient was greatly improved in ap-

pearance.
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Since the ;
i. the wounds have hoiile<l

tliroii^'liout ti Kr»>Ht piirt <if tli.«ir oxfoiit. Thoncwly-

f<iriiH'<l «'i)lunuift has unitod witli tht»noMt>. 'I'lio ii(>t<'li

of tlu' rif^'ht nhi iiRsi is ttlloil tip with tlie flaj) wliich

wiiM iv<hipt«vl to it. ami whicli is R<>curo in its n.'W

I)OHition. Tlio h'ft lialf of the newly ronstru-'tcd

up|)«>r lij) is pprfoct, ami its vormilion honh'r is a<l-

h»'r«'iit throuf^liont. Tlio vrrniili<in horih>r of the

ri>fht luilf lias slonghod thnMipIiont its wlioh'ext«'nt,

and a small portion of tho tffjiinnMitarv rtaj) hiisalso

slon^rhod. The open womitls, which woro drt-ssod

with lint and collodion, aro in a Htiito of hi'iilthy

grannlafii>n. The f?on«>ml appoaranof of the face is

pood. The oicatrires are not eonsjiiciums, anil the

nltiinato snccj'.ss of tht» oj'eration is sprnr«><l hovonil

reasonable donht. A snpi)h>nientary oj)oration will

he roijuired to snjji^ly tho dftieionoy of tho right side

of the lip, and to readjust the columnft nasi.

OSTBO-SABC'OMA OF SUPERIOK UAXLLLABV DUNES.

Dr. Post also eshihited ft specimen of ostco-sarco-

ma, involving the superior maxillary bones and the

left cheek, with the following history:

Fungous-growth from the alv«>oiar and palatine

portions of both sujterior maxillary bones, involving

also the mucous membrane and sub-mucous tissues

of the left cheek.

Henrietta Johnson ; set. 52 ; man-ied : admitted

into the Presbyterian Hospital, April IH, ISSO. She
was not aware that there had been any case of can-

cer in her family. She had generally enjoyed good
health, but had Inst many of her teeth, and had
worn a i)late with false teetii for fifteen years, and
she thought that the jdate had irritated her mouth.
Fifteen months before her admission she had noticed

several small white spots on the inside of her right

cheek. As they ai>peared disposed to spread, she

had them cauterized, and they healed. They after-

ward reappeared, and increased in size. During the

last winter they had occasioned so much irritation

that she was obliged to remove her false teeth.

They were painless at first, but during the winter

they had become painful. Three months before her
admission, they began to discharge a small quantity

of odorless fluid.

At the time of her admission, an extensive fungous-
growth occupied the alveolar and palatine portions

of both superior maxillary bones, and a large portion

of the mucous membrane and submucous cellular

tissue of the left cheek. There was also a similar

growth, but less extensive and more superficial, oc-

cupying a portion of the mucous membrane of the
right cheek. The superficial fnngous-growth from
the right cheek was treated by the application of

strong sulphuric acid, three times a week, and within

a fortnight it nearly disappeared. On the -ith of

May I removed the tumor, whicli occupied the two
superior maxillary bones and the left cheek. The
patient was prepared for the operation by the ad-
ministration of half an ounce of brandy, with a little

water, followed by a hypodermic injection of eight

minims of Magendie's solution of sulph. morphiap,
and the atlmini.stration of ether as an anaesthetic. I

began the operation by jierforniing tracheotomy,
which was attended with some difficulty, in conse-
quence of two large veins over the trachea, requiring
to V>e tied in two i)laces ami di\-ided, and also in con-
sequence of the trachea being displaced backward
and to the left by an abnormal-giowth of the consist-

ence of tibro-cartilage, which seemed to be attached
to the isthmus of the thyroid-body. When the
trachea had been freely opened by an incision

throngh its Anterior wall, I did not introduce a
tube, but I adopted the method of Dr. Martin, <tt

Boston, atta<-hing, by suture, each lip of the tracheal

wound to the corresponding lip of the cutuiieouH in-

cision, and to the doubled end of a iHrip of lulhesive

plaster, and then drawing the two strips of adhesive
plaster in ojjposite directions around the neck, thus
keeping the edges of the tracheal incision widely
separat(Ml from each other.

Having r-ompleted the tracheotomy, the ether was
administered tiirough the tracheal incision, and the
mouth and nose were left free for the further stejis

of the operation. To i)revent blood from flowing
into the air-passages, a large sponge with a strong
thread tied around it was crowded into the fauces.

An incision was then made through the median line

of the upjier \^^, and extended on each .side through
the upper lip at its junction with the nose, through
the cheek at its junction with the nn.sal jiyramid
nearly to the inner cnnthus, and then parallel with
the infra-orbital brim to a point near the outer can-

thus. On the left side, as more room was required

for the removal of the portion of the tumor which
involved the cheek, two additional incisions were
made, each about five centimetres in length, extend-
ing downward and outward from the external com-
missure of the lii)s, and from a point near the exter-

nal commissure of the eyelids. The extensive flaps

bounded by these incisions were then dissected up
from the subjacent parts, and the interior of the
buccal cavity was thus fully exposed to ^^ew. The
tumor was then separated from its attachments by
means of bone-forceps and .scissors, the portion of

the morbid growth occupying the mucous and sub-
mucous layers of the left cheek being dis.sected off

from the subcutaneous layers, there being a distinct

boundar}' of healthy adijjose tissue between the tu-

mor and the skin. In prosecuting the dissection

between the tumor and the ramus of the lower jaw,

a large artery was divided, supposed to be a branch
of the internal maxillary. The hemoiThage fi-om

this arter}' was controlled by pressure with a s])onge,

while I prejiared to secure the vessel with a ligatiire.

, I succeeded in passing a curved needle armed with a
: double ligature through a mass of tissue enclosing
' the artery, and by tying the threads on each side I
succeeded in arresting the hemonhage. A small
portion of the morbid growth was left behind in this

region, and I thought it most prudent to postpone
its removal by the actual cautery to a subseipient
operation, as the present ojieration had been (piite

protracted, and the patient was somewhat e.xhausted.

In the course of the operation, I had occasion to

secure a number of bleeding vessels by ligature, and
by the application of the Pacquelin cautery. To-
ward the close of the operation, when the jmlse be-
gan to flag, I directed a hypodermic injection of
thirty minims of brandy, which was repeated after a
short interval. I also directed an enema of an ounce
of brandy with tliree ounces of warm milk. I washed
the extensive wound with carbolic acid, one to forty,

and united its edges with tine sutures. After com-
l>leting the closure of the wound upon the face, I

placed a roll of lint within the mouth, to supjiort the
upper bji and the cheeks. I also withdi*ew the su-

tures from the tracheal incision, and allowed the
edges of the woiind to lie in contact.

There are several points in connection with this

case which I deem worthy of si:)ecial notice. The
preparation of the patient for an operation, which
was foreseen to be long and bloody, by the adminis-
tration of brandy, and by the hypodermic injection
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of morijhia before the inhalation of ether, appears to

nie very important to the safety of tlie patient, and
to the comfort of the operator. The brandy helps to

maintain the force of the circulation, and diminishes
the tendency to extreme i)rostration in protracted
operations. The morjdiia keeps the patient in a
more cpiiet state of anicsthesia than can be easily and
safely maintained by ether alone. In the i)resent

case there were very considerable intervals in which
tlie patitmt slejjt quietly during the operation while
the inhalation of tlie ether was discontim;ed.

The performance of tracheotomy as the initial stej)

of an operation in which extensive incisions are made
in the deeper parts of the nasal and buccal cavities,

seems to me to add greatly to the safety of the pa-

tient by preventing the flow of blood into the air-

passages, and it greatly facilitates the operation by
allowing the uninterrupted inhalation of the aiues-

thetic as long as it is required.

The maintenance of the opening in the trachea,

without the introduction of a tube, appears to mo
to be a vast improvement ui)on the old method whicli

requires the introduction of a tracheal tube. For
this improved method of maintaining the opening in

the trachea, the profession is under great obligations

to Dr. Henry Austin Martin, of Boston. The ad-

vantages of this method are that it maintains a larger

oi3ening for the entrance of air, and for the escape
of blood and mucus than can be maintained by a

tube ; that it occasions much less irritation ; and
that the trachea is very much less liable to be clogged
than when a tube is inserted. The flow of blood into

the trachea is more readily and more effectually

prevented by crowding a sponge into the fauces than
by the use of a Treudelenberg's tube. In the course
ofmy operation a little blood escaj^ed into the trachea,

but I found it a very easy matter to swab it out
with a small piece of sponge held in the grasp of a

forceps.

The condition of the patient 'since the operation,

has been in all respects satisfactory.

SAKCOMA OF OKBIT.

Dk. C. S. BuijL presented a siiecimen of the above
with the following history :

James Hoey, set. 22. Dec. 15, 1879. Ptosis and
exophthalmus of left eye for two weeks, steadily in-

creasing. Convergent squint in left eye since child-

hood. Motion of eye limited in all directions, but
mostly outward and inward. No bruit, or pulsation,

or thrill of any kind. V=;',t. No limitation of held,

and no abnormality in the retinal circulation. No
pain.

Dec. 22d.—Constant dull pain for two days in orbit.

Chemosis of ocular conj. over ext. rect. muscle. Nar-
rowing of arterial calibre on disk ; some signs of

perivasculitis. Heart examined, and faint regurgi-

tant murmur at ajjex heard, also murmur at the base
with each sound.

Dec. 21:th.—On floor of orbit, reaching from infra-

orbital notch to canthus externus, can be felt a hard,

resisting growth, which presses the lower lid for-

ward, and this can be followed for some distance
l)ack into the orbit. Very sensitive on pressure, and
the seat of a constant dull pain. Y= ^'^,",,, and with

+ 14:—'j;\\. Operation for removal of the tumor ad-

vised and declined, and iDatient disappeared from view
till Feb. 26, 1880. Exophthalmus then very marked.
Eye shoved upward and inward. Lower half of

cornea opaque and necrotic ; upper half anaesthetic.

Dense iuliltration of palpebral and ocular conj. be-

low horiz. meridian. Lower lid comjjletely everted,

and eyeball immovable. V= faint perception of
light. Orbital growth very prominent at external
angle. Pain very severe and constant, ^^'ell-marked
signs of orbital cellulitis. Patient very aniemic and
exhausted. Enucleation of tuni(jr the same day with
comparative ease. It was loosely adherent to orbital

tissue, and somewhat firmly, at one jjoint, to sheath
of oi)tic nerve. After its removal orbital tissue

found so densely inliltrated, and signs of cellulitis

so well marked, that it was deemed best to enucleate
the eyel)all.

March 2Uth.—Orbital tissue and conjunctiva so in-

flltrated as to project between the lids, and a i)lastic

oiieration was necessary to restore the tissue to its

place, and make room for an artificial eye.

April 5th.—AVell-marked signs of recuiTence of tu-

mor in tissue on floor of orbit, the lower lid being
pushed forward.

April 13th.—Second oi^eration for removal of
growth. External canthus incised, and inferior tar-

sal ligament divided. Growth found to be closely
adherent to ijeriosteum of lower margin and floor of
orbit, and reached back to aijex. Very vascular and
not encapsulated. Patient lost a great deal of blocnl.

Orbit was completely cleansed, and periosteum
stripped up from margin and floor of orbit for some
distance backward. Orbit then washed out by solu-

tion of carbolic acid (1 to 20), but hemorrhage was
c-ontinuous, and orbit had to be plugged. Violent
reaction followed in skin and subcutaneous tissue of
lids, cheek, and temple. On third plug had to be
removed, and on washing out the cavity the hemor-
rhage returned. This was checked with hot-water
thrown in with a syringe. The jsatient passed safely

through an attack of cellulitis of the coiTcsj^onding
side of face, and at date of present writing (May 23dj
there are no signs of a recurrence of the tumor, and
the orbit is granulating well from the bottom.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.
One Hundked and Fourteenth Annual Meeting,

Held in Princeton, May 25 and 26, 1880.

(Special Keport for The Medical Record.)

Tuesday, May 25th—Fiest Day.

The Society met in the lecture-room of i^hysics, in
the School of Science building, at 8 o'clock xmi., and
was called to order by the President, Dk. A. W. llo-

GERS, of Paterson. Vice-presidents Drs. A. N. Dough-
erty, L. W. Oakley, and John W. Snowden, and
others, were in their respective seats. Prayer w'as
offered by the Hev. Dr. Murray, of Princeton.
The President of Princeton College, Dr. McCosh,

and other members of the faculty, the resident clergy,
and all physicians who were present, were invited to
seats during the sessions of the Society, as corre-
sponding delegates.

The Committee on Organization reported the list

of delegates. Notwithstanding the intense heat of
the day, there was a large attendance of members.

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

The President read the annual address, the subject
of which was the personal ethics of the jihysician,

embracing his asi)irations, motives, habits, and affini-

ties, which clothe him as an atmosphere, and make
him what he is and hoi^es to be.

The various committees were announced by the
President.

S. WicKES, M.D., offered his resignation as Chair-
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man of the Rtandinfir Committee, stating; that he had
held ihr otTwo for twnity vt-nrH, iiiul that hi- hix»l

tukt'ii nuu'h ]>U'Hsuro in tlu' dis<-hftr^o of its dntifs,

but felt tliiit till* tini(» luul oonio when lio shoiild

withdraw from tlio position. Aftor the <»xj>n'ssion of

warm appn'ciation of liis K<•r^i^•os l>y intMiilM-rs of tlio

Society, his n'si^^nation was a<'c«'jitod. iiikI, on mo-
tion of 1>K. 1>. S. Smith, the following n»Molution was
a<lopt«'d :

IJV/rTC'/.s". Dr. S. Wickps havinj? resipned his ])osi-

tion as Cluiirnuin of tlio Stunding ('<»nimittfo. a jxisi-

tion whirh ho has hold for twenty su<'<'ossivo years,

discliar^rin^ its duties with delicate Uu't, aecurato

knowh'dge, and untirini; ener^- ; tlierefore, be it

Hesolrt'ti, Tliat the tlmnks of this Society aro

markedly due to him, and are her«d»y tendered to

him, for the manner in which he held himself in that

imjiortiint position.

Db. M<'lV>sH, the President of the CoUcf^e, ex-

tended an invitation to the niend>ers of the Society

to call at his house so<'ially, after the adjournment,
which was accepted. Adjourned.

Wednesday, May 26th.—Second Day.

The President in the chair.

Delegates from eorresj)ondinR societies : Dr.

C'harles O'ljary, from Rhode Island Medical Society,

Dr. Robert Newm.<\n, from the Medical Society of

New York, and Dr. John C. Penninj^ton, from the

Medical Society of Massachusetts, on their presenta-

tion, duly responded, and in return were cordially

welcomed by the President.

The Corresponding Sei-retary read letters of rep^ret

at inability to attend from Drs. Ferris Jacobs, of New-

York, Prc'f. J. C. Hutchison, of Brooklyn, and Dr.

Oscar Allis, from Philadelphia.

Drs. S. Wickes and Joseph Parrish, honorary mem-
bers, were i)resent.

THE MEDICAL HISTORY OF THE PAST YEAK IN NEW
JERSEY.

The report was read by Db. Wickes, the chairman

of the committ-ee.

In the review of the reports, the medical history

of the year may be summed up as follows :

First. An unusual freedom fi-om diseases of the in-

testinal canal.

Secon'f. Less scarlatina, diphtheria, and other con-

tagious and infectious diseases, than for a long series

of years before.

Third. A moderate amount of the diseases of the

air-pas.sages, without marked fatality.

Fourth. Small-pox is reported in one town only,

viz.. Salem, where ten cases occurred, supprsed to

have been imported from Philadelphia. Two proved

fatal.

And lastly, an almo.st universal prevalence of fevers

of malarial origin, generally mild in type, amenable

to treatment and seldom fatal. This statement is

vers- suggestive, conti-asted with the report of the

standing committee twenty years ago, when, after

carefully collating information obtained from all parts

of the State, the committee reported thus :
" There

is a general subsidence of miasmatic diseases every-

where, and in almost all the counties of the State

noticed .... intermittents may be said to have

ceased to exist."

Dr. Condit, of Morris, reports gi-eat success in the

treatment of intluenza with jaborandi to the produc-

tion of free diaphoresis.

In Essex County, cresylic acid has been found val-

uable in the treatment of pertussis, by Dr. Love, while

j

Dr. Wilmarth uses u ith Buccess in the same diaeaaes*

oxalate of cerium, iMUninistering a single daily done

t

of two to four graiiiH.

I Db. Hint enti-rs a protest against so-called "new
!
remedies" in the following N-igorous language :

j

"New remedies follow eiudi other with tin; painful

I
haste of the jilagues in Kg>pt. As a rule the newest

is less usefid than the predecessor it displaci's. The
druggists jiKurp the methods of the (juaeks, and with

a cool audacity prey u|»on tlie profes.sion. Instead

of issuing abiiamus they print journals, with a meagre
)>allast of stale medical information «-oj)ied from re-

putable sources, nuil pages of self-laudatory adver-

;
tisements and certilicates from bogus or pliant doc-

tors, of this or tliat imjtossible prejjaration .... A
publicati(»n of this class just received contains an iii-

' famous advertisement of medical .scholarshij) certifi-

cates, transferable, for sale by parties in Philadel-

phia. So these nu'n assist in aspersing the character

of medical di])lomas in that city."

The questif)ns offered by the committee for the

consideration of our medical men were :

Ist. The therapeutics of aconite.

2d. The relief of the headaches of the menstrual

period.

Replies to the first question show that, though not
in general use, aconite is emjdoyed by a very consid-

eraiale proportion of jihysicians the record of whose
experience furnishes (luite a satisfactory estimate of

its claim to general adoption.

A summary of its ))roperties shows that it is useful

in pneumonia and other inflammations of the respi-

ratory organs, i)articularly when of sthenic type; in

fevers of high gi-ade and with inflammatory action
;

in eruptive fevers with high temperature ; in all mu-
cous inflammations of a tonic character, and in facial

erysipelas. It is an arterial sedative, and allays

nervous irritability, is useful in neuralgia locally, in-

creases the action of the skin and kidneys ; but its

special value is to reduce the force and frequency of

the heart's action, and lower the temperature.
The answei-s to the second question have been full,

and have ably met the puqioses of the inquiry. But
the complex nature of the various pathological con-
ditions involved prevent the committee formulating
these opiniims without extending its report to too
great length.

The committee called the attention of the Society
to the report of the semi-cemtennial anniversary of

the Burlington District Society ; to the circular of
the Dejiartment of the Interior regarding bogus
medical diplomas ; and to the act, passed at the last

session of the State legislature, regulating the i>rac-

tice of medicine and surgery, which forbids any per-

j

son to practice medicine in the State unless he or

I

she be a graduate of some regularly chartered insti-

: tution, who shall tile a copy of his or her diploma

I

with the clerk of the county of residence, paying to

i
him ten cents therefor, with penalties for noncon-

' formity to the requirement. It further makes the

j

offer of a diploma issued to another, or a dijiloma

j

issued or obtained fraudulently, a high misdemeanor,
with heavy peiialties upon conviction.

The necrology of the year is as follows :

Dr. Samuel Lilly, of Lambertville ; Dr. Zachariah
Read, of Burlington ; Dr. I. S. English, of Mon-
mouth ; Dr. Marshall Paul, of Burlington ; Dr. Ste-
phen Personette, of Essex ; Dr. W. M. Woodrutf, of
Elizabeth ; Henry Ward, of Newark.

Delegates to con-esponding societies read their
reports : Dr. S. H. Pennington, to Rhode Island

;

Dr. Townsend, to Pennsylvania.
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Drs. J. C Hutchinson, of Brooklyn, aiul Prof.

Brafkett, of Princeton, were elected honorary mem-
bers of this Society.

The Corresponding Secretary read his annual re-

poi't.

The Committee on Treasurer's Accounts reported

that it had examined the accounts of tlie Treasurer
and found them correct. Also recommended that the

assessment for next year be two dollars per cajjita

for members of district medical societies.

The following persons were proposed for honorary
membership : Prof. T. A. Emmett, of Js'ew York, by
Dr. L. W. Oakley ; Dr. Isaac Taylor, of New York,
bv Dr. H. G. Tavlor ; Dr. Janewav, bv Dr. Beard

;

Prof. T. G. Thomas, by Dr. A. N. Dougherty.

THE ABUSE OF THE OBSTETRIC FORCEPS.

Dr. Snowdex, of Camden, read a jiaper entitled,

"The Abuse of the Obstetric Forceps." After jjor-

traying the dangers to the perineum and cervix uteri

from tlie too early and rash use of forceps, and quot-

ing many eminent authorities in support of his views,

the doctor concluded as follows :
•' It is not the aim

of this essay to oppose the proper use of the forceps,

but it is the unnecessary use in the hands of the skil-

ful operator, and the misuse and its fearful conse-

quences under the management of the unskilful,

which should be deprecated by the thoughtful mem-
bers of the iH'ofession."

SOME OF THE PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH ANAES-

THESIA.

Dr. p. v. Hewlett, of Newark, read a paj^er
" Upon the Peculiar Hallucinations incident to the

Production of Artificial Anaesthesia, and the Persist-

ence of their Effects upon the Minds of those sub-

jected to its Influence, and uj^on the Question how
far this Condition should affect the Credibility of any
Person as to the Events transpiring during the Inha-
lation, with its Medico-legal Bearings." The doctor
considers the physiological effects of ancesthetic

agents, and divides the stages into three, which he
describes as follows :

The first stage, that of inebriation, which is usually

agi'eeable ; consciousness is impaired, vision is slight-

ly affected, though sensation is but .slightly blunted.

In this stage a person's testimony is reliable, but
there is sufficient power of resistance to violence.

The second stage. Here the mental functions are

imi:)aired, but not entirely suspended ; consciousness
is imperfect ; a sort of dreamy state supervenes ; the

subject is intoxicated, not dead-drunk, but in the

condition described by the law as drunk and inca-

pable.

The third stage, where all voluntary motion is

paralyzed, the mental faculties in complete abey-
ance, etc.

In the second and third stages, the mental func-

tions are so impaired as to render them incomj^eteut

to act as reliable witnesses.

The doctor quotes many instances of prosecutions
for rape made by women who have been anaesthe-

tized, against the administrators of the ansesthetics,

and after analyzing them draws the following con-

clusions :

First. That if a person be fully aniesthetized, she
cannot be a competent witness, as no one can give

credible testimony who is unconscious and insensi-

ble at the time she professes to describe her sensa-

tions and feelings, whether these sensations are

painful or pleasurable.

Second. That if the person is not fuUy aujesthe-

tized, she is not a credible witness, for if she is in the

second stage or degree of aiuiisthesia, she may be

laboring under the delusions and hallucinations com-
mon to this stage ; and,

7'/iird. If she is in the first stage, and claims she

was conscious but unable to offer resistance, the as-

sertion is so inconsistent with the tlioroughly weU-
known facts and phenonu^na uniformly attending the

administration and use of these agents, it should be
looked upon as false—for all authorities agree that

during the first stage the intelligence is not affected,

and consequently the power of resistance is not lost.

MECHANICAIi TREATMENT OF ABNORMAL CONDITIONS OF
THE ANKLE-JOINT.

Dr. C. F. Stillman, of Plainfield, gave a very in-

teresting and instructive address on the mechanical

treatment of abnormal conditions of the ankle-joint,

which he fully illustrated by diagrams and apparatus.

OFFICERS FOR 1881.

The followdng were elected as the officers for the

ensuing year

:

For President.—Dr. A. N. Dougherty, of Newark.
For Vice-Presideyits.—Drs. L. W. Oakley, JohnW.

Snowden, and S. Wickes.
For Corresponding Secretary.—Dr. Wm. Elmer, Jr.,

of Trenton.
For Recording Secretary.—Dr. Wm. Pierson, Jr., of

Orange.
For Treasurer.—Di:^."^. L. Phillips, of Trenton.

For Standinf/
Committee.—Drs. Josej^h Parrish, C.

J. Kipp, and S. S. Clark.

For Delegates to jhnerican Medical Association.—
Drs. J. S. Cramer, F. W. Miller, David Warman, J.

H. Love, J. D. Heratage, J. S. Long, J. A. Currie,

D. S. Hardenburg, Thomas Ryerson, J. S. Whitaker,

and N. Williamson.
For Delegates to Massachusetts Medical Society.—

Drs. C. F. Stillman, Thomas Eyerson, and D. C.

English.
For Delegates to Connecticut Medical Society.—Drs.

H. G. Wagoner, H. C. Buckingham, and H. A. Hop-

i

V^^-
Fen- Delegates to Rhode Island Medical Society.—

' Drs. D. Benjamin, F. W. Miller, and W. M. Baiid.

For Delegates to Pennsi/lrania Medical Society.—
.
Drs. E. P. Townsend, I. H. Griffith, and G. H. Dick-

I

inson.
' For Delegates to New York Medical Society.—Drs.

I. S. Green, D. A. Currie, and A. C. Hoffman.
It was voted that the next place of meeting should

be at Long Branch.
The following resolutions were adopted :

I
" Whe}-eas, The Salem County District Medical So-

\
ciety has for many years failed to maintain a com-

j

plete organization, and has not been represented in

the State Society by its delegates, and in conse-

quence thereof the Society has been dropped
from the roll of societies represented in the State

[

Society ; and whereas the said Society has reorgan-

I

ized, adopting a constitution in accordance with the
I constitution of this Society ; therefore,

I ''Resolved, That the Salem County District Society

be restored to the roll of societies in connection with

,
the Medical Society of New Jersey.

"Resolved, That' the accredited delegates of the

Salem District Society be admitted to .seats as mem-
bers of this Society upon conforming to the usual

rules regulating the admission of delegates, and
uiion condition that Article 2 and Article 12 of its

constitution be altered according to the suggestion
of the Standing Committee."
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IKKJrS Dn'L.OMAH.

Thf> follnwinsr wr.h ndoptod :

*' W/ifrrii.<, P lifts i'otu<« to tlio notioo of tlii« So-
pioty timt spurious diplomas oiiiixtmtinrc from IMiilii-

(lolphia, Ponn., from (•ollpvr''s wliidi Imvc no li^al

existoncp. Imvo Ix'pn ofTcrPil for snlc in forii<,'ri coun-
trips, to tliP uTpftt <lis<;nicp of tlio United States of
Ampriea ; and wlipreas tlip State of New Jersey, at
thp last annual session of its lecrislature, has deempd
that noonp shall jiraetise nipflieiiip or sur^,'ery within
its bounds pxpppt undi»r a dijiloma from a lef,'ally

authorizpil poUepe or medical society ; therefore,
" /?'' // ;-csV(/r('7. That the members of the several

district mPdical so<'ieties solicit the county clerks in

their respe -tive counties to carefnllv inspect all di-

]>lomas submitted to them for rcfristration. to see
whether they are in accordanco with the liiw, and
that district medical societies be rerjuested to secure
the record <if all physicians in their resjx'ctive coun-
ties, as re pi ired bv law. and rp))ort to this Society,
to thp end of ]>urifyin{T the profession and protect-
ing tlip ])ublic from imposture.

" Remlretl. That a copy of these resolutions l)e

transmitted to the Hon. John Eaton, of the ]iureau
of Education at Washinrrton.and that he be request-
ed to send to the Recording Secretary of this Society
a list of such collcf^es as are reco^niizpd at tlie Bu-
reau of Education at the seat of government."

Pl{ELI>nX.\RT EDrC.KTION'.

Dr. E. V. TowNSEXD oflFered the following, which
was adopted :

Ep<n!r''il. That it shall be the duty of each county
society of this State to appoint a committee of three
of its members, who shall examine all ai>i)licants for

the study of medicine, as to their mental and moral
fitness for the profession, and no member of such
county society shall admit a student into his office,

unless he possesses an acceptable certificate from
said committee, or a diploma or certificate of ^n-adu-
ation from some respectalile institution of learning.
On motion of Du. G.vvxt, it was
Re<:olrP(L That the reporters of the district medical

societies, res]iectively, shall issue the following to the
members of their respective societies :

1st. —Wliat do yon consider the ca'ise of intermit-

tent fever? 2d. —Wlnt do you consider the cause of
malarial fever ? 3d.—Wliat do you consider the cause
of typho-malarial fever? -ith.—What do you con-
sider the cause of typhoid fever?

THE NEW JEItSEY ST-RCJKONS IN' THE R^BELLIOX.

On motion of Dr. OakIjET, the following resolu-

tions were adopted :

Wlipren.f, In the History of the ^Medical Men and
Medicine in New Jersev, by Dr. S. Wickes. in his

sketch of Dr. James deBenneville is found this pa.s-

sage :
" He w.is a surgeon in the war of the rebellion,

and one of those brave men who refused to desert his

hospital when captured before Richmond, though
many did "

;

And irhcrean, The statement not being in keeping
with the facts, and being unsupj^orted by any relia-

ble evidence, is calculated to do injustice to the med-
ical officers of the army, to those from this State

who did their dntv conscientiously and fearlessly,

and if uncontradicted, would leave a stain in liistorv

upon the memory of those now living, as well as

upon that of their dead professional comrades

—

therefore.

Resolved, No facts have come to the knowledge of

this State Mpdi<'al Socipty, in regard tf) any Hurgeon
from New Jersey, which can in any way authorize the
above staU'ment.

Jirsiilm/, That a copy of this ))reaml)le and these

I

resolutions be i)lftced uj)on the minutes of this So-

,
piety, to counteract, as far as ))OHHil)le, any eiToneous

: impressions which may be left by the jjassage re-

feiTPd to.

On motion, it was agrped to continue the publica-

tion of the old records of the Societv. Dr. VVickcs

was a|)pointed on the Committee of Publication.

Adjourned.
^ fc

MASSACHUSKT'I'S .MKDKWL SOCIETY.

Ni)U'ti/-»iutli Annind Meeting.

The ninety-ninth annual meeting. of this .society

was held in Horticultural Hall, Boston, on Tuesday
and Wednesday, June S and 'J, IKKO.

As usual, the tirst day was wholly occupied in the

reading and discussion of medical papers.

PXEITMOXITIS.

The first pajier, on pneumonitis, by Dr. C D.
Hnnking, of Haverhill, was largely devoted to the
consideration of whether the disease in question was
of a constitutional or local character. The writer's

conclusions were :

First.—In regard to its character. Croupous pneu-
monitis, according to high authority, is considered
to be an acute, non-contagious, but infectious dis-

ease.

Second.—As to treatment. This consists mainly
in sunporting the action of the heart, and controlling

the fever by anti-pyretic remedies and stimulants.

Attention shoiiM be given to the nutrition of the
patient, and pain and insomnia relieved by appro-
priate remedies. In convalescence chalybeates are
indicated.

In an animated discussion which followed the
reading of the ])aper, one member remarked that
much of the ti-eatment of pneumonia of late had been
with the view of its being an infectious disease.

The disease will sometimes follow eiysipelas of the
face, seeming to be a continuation of the disease by
the mucous surfaces from the nose and pharynx
downward, rather than from a septic poisoning of

the system. The evidence of croupous pneumonia
being followed by jjhthisis is said to be small, yet
the speaker knew of a case where the pneumonic
dulness di'l not clear up, and post-mortem examina-
tion showed soliditication of the lung, and even
ca\'ities formed.
Another speaker referred to the importance of

sustaining jjatients from the beginning of the dis-

ease ;
give nourishment and tonics ; avoid anodynes

as much as possil)le. The tl. ext. of jaborandi, ten
drops, with two grains of quinine, given every two
hours, has been a favorite form of treatment.
Another member said he recollected when it

would have been considered criminal not to bleed
patients suffering from pneumonia, although the
fashion has passed away. He thought fully as large
a percentage of patients recovered then as under the
modeni treatment.

A jjaper on

PY^.^UA OF DOriJTFUIi ORIGIN, APPARENTLY .SPOX-

T.\XEOlS.

was reatl by Dr. C. H. Cook, of Natick. It was
ba.sed upon a case of a lady under the care of the
reader, in whom symptoms of pytemia develoi^ed
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without any discoverable traumatism. The post-

mortem examination sliowecl abscesses of the thigli,

bnrrowinfj in between its muscles. In the pos-

terior and middle portion of the lower lobe of

the rip:ht hinp: there was found an abscess contain-
!

ing 3 i- of pus, and the i^ulmonarv arteiy con-

tained an embolus corresjiondinj^; to the location

of the abscess. The left kidney contained a wed{?e-

shaped abscess at its u]iper extremity. There
•was also a larj^er abscess in the right kidney, near

one of the pyramiils. The liver, on microscopic

examination, showed extreme fatty infiltration, and
some fatty degeneration of the hepatic cells. The
right buttock was found to be a bag of pus. No
source of pus was found.
The subject of the third paper, by Db. A. T. Cabott

of Boston, was

ANTISEPTIC TREATMENT OF EMPYEMA.

The reader held that the use of the spray in ope-

i*ating for empyema is of value—though denied by
some—and gave the details of his method of opera-

ting, and the history and results of cases observed
by him.
Dr. H. F. Borden, of Brockton, read a paper on

CEDEMA OF THE LUNGS, WITH ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.

The cases reported were those of sudden death,

seemingly from acute pulmonary a>dema. The
reader discussed the pathology of such cases, and
summed up his views as follows : In acute non-in-

flammatory cedema of the lungs, the conditions for

its i^roduction are twofold. I. A cause or causes

which tirstlead to accumulation of blood whose local

pressure becomes greater than normal, varying in

intensity according to the agents in its production.
II. A loss of natural -vdtality and power to resist

serous transudation in the walls of the vessels,

brought about by a change in their nutrition, due to

some abnormal condition, recognizable or not.

THE RELATION OF BACTERIA TO DISEASE,

was the subject of a paper by Dr. W. F. Whitney,
of Boston. The paper gave a brief sketch of the

classification and mode of development of these or-

ganisms, together with a consideration of the points

in favor of regarding them as the originators of the

diseases with which they ai'e found associated. The
disease, the parasitic origin of which is best estab-

lished, is known as gangrene of the spleen—charbon.

When communicated to men it has received the name
of malignant pustule. The mode of develojiment of

the bacillus anthracis in this disease, as observed by
Kock, was described. Another disease with which
bacteria are intimately connected is recurrent fever.

The natural history of the parasite in this disease is

not as well known as is that of charbon. Septicaj-

mia in mice, progressive necrosis of tissue (gan-

gi'ene) in mice, progressive abscess-formation in

rabbits, pyjemia in rabbits, as the result of experi-

mentation, were also described. The occurrence of

micrococci in the memV)rane of diphtheria, in the

blood of x)ersons suffering from erysipelas, were al-

luded to.

Dr. a. F. Eeed, of Holyoke, read a paper enti-

tled,

DIPHTHERIA, AND THE RESULTING PARALYSIS.

Its object, as stated, was to call attention to the

nature of the poison of diphtheria, and also to some
of the points relating to the origin and jicculiarities

of the resulting paralysis.

Dk. C. p. Putnam, of Boston, illustrated the

AMBULATORY TRE.A^TMENT OF HIP-DLSEASE,

by the exhibition of a large number of patients,

most of whom were wearing a R])lint of his own in-

vention. This exhibition concluded the exercises of

Tuesday.
The Society reassembled at nine o'clock a.m. on

Wednesday, to enter upon the anniversary exercises.

After tlie reading of the records of the last annual

meeting, and of the Treasurer's rei)ort, a paper on

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY RECOGNITION OF EAR DIS-

EASE

was read by Dr. J. O. Green, of Boston. The va-

rieties of trouble resulting from inflammation of

the mucous memln-ane of the tymi)anum were re-

ferred to, and the pathological processes resulting

from originally slight and neglected causes, were

mentioned. Many of the primary inflammations of

the tympanum come on so insidiously, and with so

little' inconvenience to the patient, that the mild

symptoms are ignored or forgotten, and too often

relief is only sought when the functions of the ear

have become greatly impaired, and pathological

clianges which cannot be cured, and perhaps but

slightly alleviated, have resulted.

Dr. Peter Pined, of Hyannis, presented a paper

entitled

CAPE COD AS A HEALTH RESORT,

and some remarks pertaining to sanitaiy science.

On the southern shore of this jjeninsula, from Fal-

mouth to Chatham, a distance of forty miles in a

straight line, there is a climate whose temperature is

lower in summer and higher in winter, and less vari-

able than elsewhere in New England. The sum-
mers, as a rule, are exceptionally dry. The soil is a

light, thin, saudy loam ; vegetation being scanty, is

not sufficient to excite fears of malarial poison from

its decomposition. The zymotic diseases were stated

to be of rare occurrence, and the cases of diphtheria

and enteric fever which had been seen by the reader

I

had invariably been traced to a filth origin. The

I

jmper also enforced the importance of cleanliness in

person and surroundings as the price of health—the

great duty of life.

I

A demonstration of litholapaxy by its orinator. Dr.

i
H. J. BiGELOw, of Boston, was witnessed with gi-eat

j

interest by the Society. Dr. Bigelow stated that the

dogma taught by Civiale and the lithotritists who
succeeded him, that the danger of irritation and in-

, flammation of the bladder in the operation of lith-

i otrity was in proportion to the time that the instru-

j

ments were left in the bladder, had been held and
taught by Sir Henry Thompson and others. But the

I true cause of the vesical iiTitation is the angular

I fragments of stone which are left in the bladder after

I

crushing. Hence the importance of removing them
at a single sitting. The urethra, as demonstrated

]

liy Otis, will tolerate a much larger instrument than

\

those made by the old English scale. The success

:
of the new jjrocess is due to the substitution of a

larger tube than was used by Clover in his evacuat-

ing instrument. Dr. Bigelow exhibited his ingenious

and effective lithotrite and evacuating apparatus.

Delegates from New Hampshire, Rhode Island,

Connecticut New York, and New Jersey, were intro-

duced to the Society.

The annual discourse, by Thomas H. Gage, M.D.,
of Worcester, was upon the "Possibility and the

, Practicability of the Prevention of the Spread of
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Tvphoitl Fpvor." TIuh ho would iicooinplish ]>\ tlio

(lisiufoc'tion of tlio iutcstiiml ilisfliarK*"* of fever i>ii-

titMiU. Alhulinj? to tlio \v«'ll-kiiowM fiK-t tluit the
\

(liscnso, oiicc> introduced into n lionschold m- com-
mnnity, often iittiieks many of its inomhors, lie held

to the <h»ctrin»< that the niiiliidy often not>d not ox-

tend hoyond the individual first attiiokod. and brin;?-

iiif^ the disease, provided his alvii\o disehiirj,'es were
j>roi>orly disuifoetod. Keferenee was made to ejii-

deniies of tyjilioid fever arisin^f from the «'ontamina-

tion of tlie wat<>r HUi)ply with typhoid oxoretions

whieh had not heen disinfeetod. The views of Dr.
liuild on the suhject of disinfection and jjroventive

inedieine were ipioted at louf^th, and with ajjproval.

lieferenee was also made to the prevalence of ty-

jihoid fever and its ravages in this State during the

j)ast forty yeai-s.

At the eh)so of the discourse, a vote of thanks was
presented to the orator for his able and interesting

address.

After the introduction by the retiring president,

Dr. Lyman, of the president elect. Dr. "Williams, the

Society ])rocoeded to the ^fusic Hall to enjoy the

festivities of the annual dinner.

The following otlicers were chosen by the council-

lors for the ensuing year :

Prfsit/^tit—DT. Henry W. Williams, of Boston.
Vice-President—Dr. Asa Millet, of East Bridge-

water.
Orafnr—Dr. J. Collins "Warren, of Boston.
Anuirersari/ Cfiuirman—Dr. James C. Whit«, of

Boston.
The next annual meeting will be held in Boston on

the second Wednesday in June, 1881.

Corrcspoutirnce.

BENZOATE OF SODIUM IN PNEU-
MONIA.

To TUB Editor or Tbs Mkdical Record.

Sm :—I take the liberty of writing to you in regard to

my ex])erience with benzoate of sodium in scarlet

fever, diphtheria, and a peculiar epidemic form of

pneumonia which has prevailed in this vicinity (and,

as I understand, in various parts of the State) for

the past three mouths.
I think I never used a drug with more satisfactory

results, and am desirous that it be thoroughly tested

by others.
*
I am soiTy to say that I have kept no record of my

cases, as I had no thought of publishing or other-

wise using them until quite recently ; conseiiuently,

can only relate circumstances from memoiy. Just

about a year ago (July 17, 1879), I read an article in

the Boston Medicul and Sioyiciil Journal relative to

the use of benzoate of sodium in diphtheria and other

diseases dependent on blood-poisoning, which im-

pressed me so favorably that I deteiouiued to use it

at the first opportunity.

I first used it in a case of puerperal fever. Under
its use the fever soon subsided and the patient con-

valesced. The next case in which I used it was a

case of diphtheria and scarlet fever combined, occur-

ring in a boy ten years old. When first called to

this case, I recognized it as a severe case of diph-

theria, with no indications of any complication. The
temperature was 104° F., profuse perspiration, and

nnich prostrntion, with fauces pretty well filled with
diphtheritic deposit.

Treatment was at once commenced with benzoate
of Hodium, in such ilosos as t(j u.se Z ij. every twenty-

four hours. My jjreHcrij)tiou waw as follows :

9. Hodii benzoat 3 ij.

Acpia montha ]»ii> 5 88.

Syru]i aurantii 5 ss.

A(|ua dost 1 iij.

M. Sig.—Dose, tablespoonful every three hours.

At the same time that I commenced with the ben-

zoate, I pre.scrilu'd tonic doses of ijuinine every four

hours, and made use of a gargle, conjjiosed of tan-

nin, gr. iv. ; mor])hia sul])hate, gr. j. ; vinegar, frmr

tablesi)oonfuls, and water, eight tablespoon t'uls, al-

ternating it with a gargle of satnrate<l solution of

potas.sa chlorate. The temperature fell half a de-

gree during the first twenty-four hours, at which
time the eniption of scarlet fever began to make its

ap])earance. Contrary to former observations, the*

fever kept coming down at the same time the erup-

tion and tumefaction of the skin progres.sod, .so that

when the eniption was at its height the temperature
stood at KfJ". The dejiosit in the fauces came otf

about the time the eruption had fully faded, the

patient convalescing and gaining fuU strength much
sooner than I exi)ected.

Since then I have treated three other cases of un-

complicated di)ihtheria, with just as good results.

In the beginning they were all bad cases, a malig-

nant type of the disease being then prevalent in the

community.
About six weeks since we commenced having

pneumonia in an ei)idemic form. In some instances

two and three cases would come down in the same
family at the same time. There was in many cases

much nausea, aiid often vomiting in the beginning
of the difficulty ; and in nearly all cases they com-
plained early of a " bad feeling " in the region of the

stomach and upper bowels. Moderate fever seemed
to precede the Inng trouble which soon followed,

and was ushered in with high fever, the temjierature

often reaching KIG", and in some instances 107"'.

My first cases were treated with large doses of

quinine, to control fever and relieve congestion ; ex-

pectorants and anodynes to relieve the cough.; ton-

ics and supi)orting measures to sustain the patient.

Notwithstanding, aU so treated were saved ; most of

them were terrible cases. I soon came to the con-

clusion that the inflammation of the liuig was not
the primary di.sease, but that it was dejiendent on
some poison in the system, which, in being elim-

inated through the lung, or acting upon it in soi:

way through the blood, jjroduced congestion au
inflammation. As soon as this conclusion wa.s

reached I felt that benzoate of sodium promised more
than anything else, and immediately commenceil
using it.

Since then I have been called in all stages of the
disease, fi'om the initiator*' fever, which has marked
the cases in this vicinity (though some have com-
menced with a chill, like ordinaiy pneumonia), to

the stage of softening and ex])ectoi-ation, and in

everv' instance its use has been followed 1)y the same
results. The temperature soon begins to fall. The
tongue exchanges its brown coating for a white one,

and a dangerous case has soon changed to a hojieful

one.

I will give you the history of a case that I was
called to see, Friday, May 7th, 4 p.m. Patient, a
man-ied man, about forty years of age, had been
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feeling badly for about a week previous ; complained
of loss of streng'th ; "bad feeling" in the region of

stomach and ui)2)er bowels, and much pain through
j

lower part of right lung. Had a severe cliill at 'i

P.M. the day before. Temperature, 1UG° Falir.

Tongue brown, cousideral)ly furred, put out with
difficulty, and very tremulous. Much tremor of the

hands. Lower half of right lung engorged and iise- I

less. Body covered with perspiration, and every '

indication of great i)rostration. Prescribed soda
beuz. 3 ijss., syrup aurantii 3 ss., atpia mentha i)ip.

ss., aqua dest. 3 iij. ; mix; dose, tablespoonful

every three hours
;

quinine in tonic doses every

four hours ; milk and beef-tea every thi*ee hours ; I

mustard poultice to chest, to be followed by flaxseed-
|

meal i)oultice ; cold water sjionging every twenty '

minutes, until the fever began to come down. With
the exception of the cold sponging (Avhich was only

kept up for a few hours), this treatment was con-

tinued until convalescence was established. Satur-

day, May 8t]i, 3 p.m.—Temperature, lOif^ ; tongue,
,

about half of it covered with white fur
;

patient's

general appearance much better. Sunday, May ilth,

11 A.M.—Tempin-ature, 96^" ; tongue covered with
white fur

; i:)aticut comfortable, but very weak. Mon-
day, May 10th, 11 a.m.—Temperature, 99^ ; ordered
enema, to move bowels. Tuesday, May 11th, 11

,

A.Ai.—L^lng very sore, which is felt when attempting
to move, but free from pain when keeping still.

Wednesday, May 12th, 11 a.m.—Temperature, 97°.
i

As a result of its use in pneumonia I have ob-

served the temperature to lower, coming steadily

down. The brown coating of the tongue disappears,

and a white coating, very much like that produced
by the use of turpentine in enteritis, makes its aj)-

pearance ; the cough softens and expectoration is

free, and in a very few days the patient is left with
simply a sore lung and weakness to recover from.

The duration of the attacjk having been much
shorter, of course recovery is more rapid. The dose,

as given in the journal, is, for children between one
and three years of age : 5 ij. of the sodium dissolved in

three and a half ounces of the vehicle, given so as to

use all in twenty-four hours, in half to tablespoonful

doses. Infants may use 3 j. in the same way, only

in smaller doses, given more frequently, but so to

consume the whole in twenty-four hours. Children
between three and seven should use from two to

two and a half drachms. Those over seven take

from 3 ij. to 3 iv., and adults from 3 ijss. to 5 vj.

daily.

The author states that " an unpleasant after-effect

has never been observed, not even in young infants."

This accords with my experience. The diphtheritic

membrane was treated with powdered benzoate of

sodium, applied through a tube.

I desire to call the attention of physicians to this

diTjg, and sliould be glad to have them test its

merits and report. Yours tnilv,
"
C. B. Cady, M.D.

Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, May 12, 1S80.

1^ ^^^

MEDICAIi SoCIETy OP THE CoUNTY OF WeSTCHEISTEK.

—The Eighty-second annual meeting of the Medical
Society of the County of Westchester was held at

White Plains, Tuesday, June 15th. A large number of

the profession of the county were jiresent and the

meeting was one of unusual interest and profit.

Reports of delegates to the National and State So-

cieties indicated that they had been faithfully at

tended and with signal benefit.

POISONING BY CORNED BEEF.
To THE Editok of The Medical Recobd.

Sir :—On the morning of June 15th I was asked by
a messenger to visit Port Lee and attend to some
pcoijle who, as he statt'd, had been vomiting aU
night, and were thought to have been poisoned.

On arriving at Port Lee, I found that during the

past night, l^etween twelve and one o'tdock, about
eight or a dozen ijcojile, mostly emi)loyees, had J>een

seized with viohmt nausea, vomiting, and 2)urging,

preceded by a bitter metallic taste in the mouth. The
character of the vomited matter in color was "green
as grass" and in taste very bitter.

Of course, this history led me to suspect })oison-

ing, and in further pursuing my investigation I
learned tliat for dinner the night l)efore these people
had eaten largely of corned beef and lettuce. Hav-
ing read not long ago a case of poisoning ]jy lettuce,

I was led to look at that, or the parasitic poison
which might have been connected with it, as the

possible cause ; but my mind was soon disabused of

this idea on learning that they had long eaten of this

article of food, and that those who had eaten of the
lettuce and not of the corned beef had escai)ed en-

tirely, while all who had eaten at all heartily of the
V)eef were invariably att'ected. The connection of

these symptoms so closely with the last meal led

me, without doubt, to connect them with it. On
making inquiry of the cook concerning the corned
beef, I was told that it could not possibly be due to

the corned beef, as it was very nice and had been,

prepared by himself, remarking that had it been
pressed beef it would have been diti'erent. I subse-
quently learned that the beef Jiad been prepared by
the cook, and that in copper vessels. This, of

course, immediately cleared the case, and put it

lieyond all doubt in my own mind. Most of these
persons were convalescent, with consideraljle ner-

vous exhaustion and gastro-intestinal irritation.

Although this meat has not yet been chemically
examined, no doubt could exist in the matter, and
this article of food was requested to be discontinued
from the bill of fare. The lesson to be derived from
these cases is that copi^er vessels should not be used
in prei^aring food, because no matter how clean they
may be kept, there always exists a possibility of

danger; and if j^eople will not learn this lesson
themselves, it would be well to make it a criminal
matter.

JuDSON C. Bkown, M.D.
20s Wkst 125th Street. N. Y., June IG, ISSO.

INCOMPETENT DRUGGISTS.
To THE Editor of The Medical Ukcord.

Dear Sir :—I have seen in your jjaper sundiy arti-

cles on druggists, with hints how to remedy the evil.

That the incompetency of certain druggists is a
source of great trouble to some physicians cannot
be doubted. The physician orders a certain com-
bination from which he expects certain results ; the
druggist misreads the prcscrii^tion, and the doctor is

disappointed with the action of the medicine. While
the medicine may do no harm, it doc>s not do the
good intended. I call to mind a case in my practice,

where I ordered a mild, unirritating mixture. What
the dniggist jjut up I know not, but every time the
medicine was given to the child, what little escaped
the mouth raised a blister wherever it touched. The
result was, the mother took the child to another doc-
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tor ; he proscribod (according to tho njotlii'r'H stute-

iiHMit) about tho Hunio tiling ; sho hud th«> iii<>iliciiio

iui\«*d by tlu' siiiiio dnig>,'ist, and it, too, u<'tt'd tho

8uine. }i(' tlu'ii giivo the Hiiiiin jin-scriiitioii iwid sent

her to aiK)tln'r ston>, wlim' tin* nu'ilu'iiw! wiis i-om-

poiiiidi'd (^)rr«M'tly, and olitiiinod tlio result desired.

Lutor she broiij^lit tlic ituticnt buck to nie, convinced
thut I wus not to l)lunK>, l)Ut the drngg^i.st. Dnriiiff

tho night of Muy Mist, 1 sent the followinj^ prescrip-

tion to a dru;,' store on liroadwuy, ubovo Sciventy-tirst

street

:

3 . Tr. opii cumph ; iv.

Potus. nitnitis I i., ^iv.

8yr. toIntan,

Aq. cinnamon, 53 ad « iv.

M. Sig.—Tablespoouful every two hours.

I asked to see the medicine tlie next day, and was
dumbfounded to find an eight-ounce mixture. I
learned, on iuipiiry, tliut the druggist refused to get
out of bed, and his wife i)ut up tho medicine. I

called on the druggist ami remt)nstrated with him
for his error; he said to me: " Wlmt does that ud.

stand for? we have no itd. in Gorman." He tried to

convince mo tliut I liud written for an 3 viii. mixture,
and when I insisted thut it read plainh" an 5 i^'- niix-

ture, he kindly informed me tliat I was a fool. He
said: "What is it for?" I told him, "None of your
business." " You i^rescribe nitre for a cough, you're
no doctor," etc. And when I in.sisted he had made
an error, he ordered me out of his store. The rem-
edy for all this has been suggested in j'our journal,

viz. : to pnt up your own meilicine. I can attest the
value of this, for I have been i)roparing my own
di'ugs for nearly two years. I lind that patients like

it much bettor, and I have obtained bett(;r results.

In mixing your own medicines, you know that
patients receive what you want them to have, as

also the full quantity. The trouble is no excuse.
Let the physician furnish the laboratory, and, if too
busy to mix the medicines himself, hire a com2)etent
man, and know what the 2)atient is taking. Any one
who will try this i)lan will be more than gratiiiod

with tho results. It is now time that physicians take
this matter in hand, antl render all fui'ther com-
plaints against druggists unnecessary.

Kespectfully, * * *

ARMV NI-:\VS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from June 20 to June 26, 1880.

The following promotions and appointments are
published :

Lieut. -Colonel W. S. King to be Surgeon with the
rank of Colonel.

Major JoHS E. Susimebs to be Surgeon with the
rank of Lieut.-Coionel.

Asst. Sargonns Wm. E. "Water-s, Edwin Bentley,
Geo. a. Otis, and Geo. P. J.^qvett to be Surgeons
with the rank of Major.
EruoLi'H G. EiJEKr, of Oregon, Robert J. Gibson,

of Connecticut, Robekt B. Benham, of Pennsylvania,
Wm. C. Gokgas, of Alabama, Norton Strong, of

Michigan, and Arthur W. Taylor, of New York, to

be Assistant Surgeons, U. S. Arm v.

O'ltEittLY, R. M., Capt. and AssiHtant Surgeon.
Granted leave of absence for one month on Surgeons
certificate of disal)ility, with ptMiiiissinn to leuve tho

department. S. (). 7.1, L>ept. of tho South, June 18,

1880.

DeTjOFI're, A. A., Cajit. and Asst. Surgeon. Re-
lieve<l from duty in ])i'j>t. of the South, and upon
arrival in l)ept. of the Mis.souri under i>resent orders,

to report by httt^r to Comd'g (Jen'l of tliut ])ei)t. lor

assii^nment to dutv. S. O, i;J7, A. G. O., June 22,

1880.

iWct«icnl 3tcm3 nnti tlciug.

CoNTAOious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of ca.seH of contagious diseases

reported to tho Sanitary- Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending June 26, 1880.

WeeJc Ending

June 19, 1880.

June 2G, 1880.
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They recognize the debt wliioh the in.stitution

3wes to his h)ng ami laborious and faithful senictis.

Besolret/, That tlie board respectfully offer to his
family the assurance of their true syniijathy, and
that they share in their bereavement.

Bcsn/rcii, That a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the family of Dr. Allin, after being duly attested

by the secretary and president, and be recorded on
the minutes.

BE^f.T. H. Field, Vice-President.

liicHAKD H. Derby, Secretary.

Rhode Island Medical Society.—Ajs'nual Meet-
ing, June 9, 1880.—The Society, to the number of

eighty, convened Wednesday morning, June 9th, at

Lyceum Hall, Providence. Dr. E. T. Caswell pre-

sided. Dr. IJullard, of North Attleboro, was present
as delegate from the Massachusetts Medical Society.

The rei)ort on the Fiske fund showed that a prize

of ."?'209 had been awarded to Dr. Charles V. Chapin,
of Providence, at present " house lihysician " in

Bellevue Hospital, New York, whose essay on " The
Sympathetic Nerve and its Pelation to Disease " was
pronounced to be of unusual merit. For 1881, a

prize of SloO is ofiered for the best essay on either

of the following subjects :
" The Action of Medicines

in the Cure of Diseases," and " Uterine and Ovarian
Diseases as a Cause of Insanity." The Library Com-
mittee reported favorably as to increase in number
of volumes and amount of money subscribed. It is

hoped that au annual subscription of .^600, and a

building fund of ^20,000 may be obtained. Nearly
one thousand volumes have been collected. The
report of delegates to the New York convention of

the American Medical Association was highly com-
mendatory. The committee appointed at the last

quarterly meeting to consider the protection of phy-
sicians in the matter of "Expert Testimony," and
also '* The Regulation of the Practice of Medicine
and Surgery, ' reported unfavorably so far as legisla-

tive action is concerned. Charles V. Chapin, M.D.,
George L. Wood, M.D., and Charles D. Albro, M.D.,
were made fellows of the Society.

The following officers were elected : President,

Charles O'Leary, M.D., Providence ; 1st Vice-Presi-

dent, Job Kenyon, M.D., Providence; 2d Vice-

President, O. C. Wiggin, M.D., Pro\adence ; Record-
ing Secretary, V. O. Hardon, M.D., Providence;
Corresponding Secretary, E. M. Harris, M.D., Provi-

dence ; Treasurer, C. H. Leonard, M.D., Providence.
Dr. W. O. Brown, of Providence, read a paper en-

titled " A Study of Atmospheric Changes, as Influ-

encing Health," in which it was claimed (1), that the

lower animals are manifestly sensitive to atmospheric
conditions

; (2 ), chronic diseases, esi^ecially those of

a neuralgic nature, are directly modified by the

same, and that most pain is suliered on the fall of

the barometer, or iViHt preceding ii ; (3), epilepsy and
chorea are most severe at certain seasons; (4:), that

the relationship of ozone to disease, whether causa-

tive, curative, or preventive, affords an interesting

field for investigation ; {'>), that the inhalation of

oxygen gas has unmistakable therai)eutic value, eight

gallons per diem being a safe quantity ; and (6), that

electricity is an important fai;tor in modifying health.

The annual address of the retiring president, E.

T. Caswell, M.D., on the subject of "Public Health
as Provided for by Legislation," was excellent in

every particular. It embodied an earnest plea for

the establishment of State Boards of Health, which
should not be mere figure-heads, l)ut comprise men
thoroughlv educated in sanitarv science. The annual

dinner was served by Mr. G. ]SI. Ardoene, at the
Hotel Dorrance. Dr. George H. Kenyon, of Provi-
dence, was master of ceremonies. Hon. Abraham
Payne, President Robinson, of Brown University,
and Rev. Dr. E. G. Taylor, were present as invited
guests. The occasion was in every way enjoyable.

Death of Dr. James C. Hall.—Dr. Hall died at
his residence in Washington, D. C, June 7th. He
was born in Alexandria, Va., July 10, 1805. Gradu-
ating in letters at Jefferson College, and in medicine
at the University of Pennsylvania, he went to M'ash-
ington in 1828 and began the practice of medicine.
He had considerable means, and took an active in-

terest in the affairs of the city. In 1830 he was ap-
pointed professor of surgery in the Columbia Uni-
versity. He became a member of all the medical
societies of the district, and before many years stood
at the head of the profession in that locality. Dr.
Hall was a man of wide knowledge and ri])e culture.
His acquaintance with the classics was remarkablv
thorough, and was kept up till his old age. During
the latter part of his life his failing health ol)liged
him to give up very active practice, Imt he alwavs
kept himself thoroughly informed on the advances in
medicine, and his services as a consultant v\ere in
great demand. Dr. HaU had the social qualities
which win friends, and he leaves many to mourn his
loss.

A Remarkable Case of Gastkoto.-«y.— Dr. G. H.
Boyland, of Baltimore, relates, in the Boston Medical
and Suryical Journal, a very novel case of twin preg-
nancy and gastrotomy. The patient, aged twenty-
two, was pregnant, for the fourth time, with twins.
She had three living healthy children. She was con-
fined in normal labor April loth. From the ajjpear-
ance of the child, and the statement of the mother,
it was believed to be born about one mouth before
its time. The child lived. Subsequent to this. Dr.
H. P. C. Wilson, who attended the case, by physical
examination, concluded that there was another child
in the abdominal cavity. Exactly three weeks and
five days after the birth of the first child, he delivered,
by abdominal section, the second child, a healthy boy,
still living. The operation was that of gastrotomy,
in technical distinction from Ciesarian section, the
incision beginning three inches above the imibilicus.
It was jjerformed under Lister, and carried out in
every detail. The child was found in a sac filled with
about half a gallon of serous fluid. The placenta
occupied the left half of the brim of the pelvis, and
was composed of three distinct portions, being at-

tached to the left side of the uterus, the left I allo-
pian tul)e, and the top of the left broad ligament.
The woman lived ninety hours after the operation.
There w-ere no sj-mptoms of pyiemia, septicemia,
or peritonitis. The woman had"^ been cheerful and
comfortable. She asked the nurse to raise her in
bed ; this was done, when she suddenly turned livid
and died. The cause of death was probably embo-
lism. Nothing was found to explain it at the au-
topsy.

Commencement at Long Island College Hospi-
tal.—The twenty-first annual commencement exer-
cises of this college took place at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, June 2.3d. Forty-five students
were gi-aduated. The president of the collegiate de-
partment presided and conferred the degrees. IMr.
R. W. Ropes, of the Board of Regents, opened the
exercises, and in doing so said that the Long Island
College Hospital had now reached its majority—its
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twentvfirst annivorsai-y. Tlio city wns «loej)l.v in-

delttoil to those who ori^^iimtod tliis folh'K<». wliicli is

now one of the tiiiest in tlu- eountrv. Only once in

the history of tlie institution had a larper dasH lieen

(;ra<liiate»l. Prayer was tlien oflered liy Kev. .John

1). Wells, D.l). The names of the ^'radnutes were

rend l)y l>r. .Tarvis S. Wi^^ht. After eoiifeniiiK tho

de<,Tees, an addri'ss was delivered liy Hev. .James M.
]{nekley, D.l)., who was listened to with marked at-

tention and was repeatedly apjilanded.

The prizes were awardeil l>y l>r. Samuel (I. Armor,

Dean of the Taeulty, after which a jtopulnr air was

l)erformed hy the Uand. The exercises of the even-

ing were brought to a close l>y Gleu K. lintler, M.D.,

who delivered the valedictory. *

A C<»NV.\.LEscENT HosriT.\ii is to be established in

connection with the Mas.sachusetts Cleneral Hospi-

tal, savs the llimtun Mfdiful aud Siiri/i'-nl Jnnrn'tl.

Thi-ouf^h the energy of a Bo.ston lady. ]Miss Mary
linssell, a fund has been started which is already

large enough to authorize the trustees to begin the

erection of a suitable building in the suburbs of

Boston.

Hyoiene and Hot'se-Plaxts.—According to Dr. J.

M. Anders, in the J'/iil<iiMj>/ii<i Mi-<UraI 'J'im'-s, the

popular idea that house-plants are unhealthy things

for sleeping and sick rooms is not correct.

The chemical changes which they caxise in the air

are insignificant. Their princi])al etiect is to throw

off moisture which is often beneticial. As a result

of a number of inquiriesamong gardfeners and florists,

Dr. A. considers it probal>le that living in a room
where there are plenty of plants has a certain ])ro-

phylactic effect against phthisi.s, for those jiredis-

posed to it.

In a room of average size, say 20 x 16 x 12 feet, a

dozen thrifty plants are enough to keep the moisture

at a healthy standard. These plants should not bear

flowers with hea\y perfume, but shoiild have soft,

thin leaves, with extensive leaf-surface.

Drug-Stores in Phil.\deli^hta.—There are over

seven hundred drug-stores in Philadelphia, says the

Reporter, and not one of these could exist on its legiti-

mate business of compounding prescrilotions. The
superfluity of drug-stores is due to the profits of

patent medicine and counter-prescriV)ing.

Yellow-Fever at Qr.A.RANTiNE.—The second in-

stalment of yellow-fever cases reached this city June

24th, on an Austrian Vi.irk. The vessel had come
from Port de Paix, Hayti, and was bound for Boston.

The entire crew were attacked \nth the fever, how-

ever, and were obliged to put into this port. When
the vessel reached New York only the mate and a boy

were well enough to navigate the ship. The cajjtain

and one of the crew had died ; six others of the crew

were rejjorted to be in a precarious position.

Dr. E. J. Jexxings of Arkansas. — The name
Dr. R G. Young, of Arkansas, on page 640 of The
Medical Record, should have been Dr. R. J. Jen-

nings, of the same place.

A Plea for Chloroform.—Dr. A. G. Smythe, of

Baldwyn, Miss., writes : Will you be so kind as to

permit a backwoods general practitioner, and regular

reader of the Record, to protest against the sum-

mary conviction and capital execution of chloroform

as proposed in a recent number of the Medical
Record, by your Milwaukie, Wis., correspondent.

While I arn and have all my life been only a general

practitioner, most of the time in the country, and

cannot marshal surgical cases by the thousands, yit

I propose to ort'er a few facts that have come within

my own knowledge.
At the outset it will be admitted that chloroform

is a potent agent, ami should be used with the utmost

caution and prudence, the routine description of

which will bo supposed to be well known to your

readers.

Immediately after the publication of the success

of the administration of chloroform by Sir James
Y. Simpson (say, as early as January, 184M;, I i>ro-

cured a snuill quantity, with which 1 experimented

upon my.self in all the ways that 1 could without an

assistant, ami discovered tliat it almost invariably

caused nausea and vomiting if taken a short time

after eating. As early as l-'ebruaryin the same year

(1«4H), I administered it to a small boy, aged eight

years, without any assistant or any jjerson being

present, and sucessfuUy i>erformed a tedious and
painful minor oi>eration in the mouth, entirely free

from pain or any untoward circumstances. (Will not

give it in ojierations upon the nose, mouth, or throat,

at present— it is not safe. ) From that day to the jiresent

time have used it—as all thera])eutic agents are used

by myself, with pnidence, paying but little attention

to the host of so-called contraindications, except in

the operations parenthesized— in a large number of

capital, and a host of minor operations in surgery,

also in general practice ; in at least one thousand
and four hundred, out of two thousand and six hun-
dred cases of obstetrics, without a failure in a single

case. Only in four cases were there any symp-
toms to cause alarm on the jjart of those present,

and but two that caused solicitude to your contrib-

utor. There is no agent in the whole materia

medica with which your eontiibutor has had such
uniform success as that of chloroform, having at

no time in thirty- two years failed to obtain all that

was anticipated when it was given. No mortality

(not a single case), where ^ chlorofoi-ni could be
charged with any agency in causing a fatal result.

There is no other remedy (not even quinine, and I

have but few charges against it), which has been given
to the same extent, that has given such entire satisfac-

I

tion as the one in question. And now, at this late

I day, to presume to summarily dismiss a remedy
which has jjassed through sucli an ordeal, and that

j

can muster an an-ay of friends and vouchers who, in

point of character, skill, and numbers, would strike

consternation to the enemies of chloroform, the
proposition as made by your contributor is, to say

I the least, summary and premature. Give chloroform
and its friends a hearing ; raise a committee or com-
mission of investigation. The friends of chloroform
do not fear a fair investigation.

In the future there may be discovered (I trust
there will be) a safer and more pleasant anaes-

thetic than chlorofoi-m ; but that it has been done
up to the present time is doubted by a very large
and respectable number of the profession throughout
the civilized world.

Did time and sj)ace permit, much might be urged
in this article as to the mode of administering cLdo-
rofoiTu, as compared with other remedies of the
same class. Being more active in its action, it should
be gnen slower, is all that will be said at present.
As an apology to your readers, will say that your

contributor is by no means as young as he has been,
and is at present almost blind ; but was determined,
to come to the rescue of chloroforai ; not, however,
that he had any fears that it would be dismissed from
the JIateria Medica.
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Part II.

Case JilV.—Isabella McG , a strong and pre-

viously healthy girl, six years old, returned from
school Dec. 21,"^ 1871, complaining of a severe chill,

which she attributed to sitting by an open window
during the afternoon. In the evening she had high
fever, which continued through the next dav (Dec.

'22d).

I saw her in the evening about five o'clock. She
was able to be about the room, but prefeiTed to lie

on the sofa most of the time. Her countenance was
flushed, neck swollen, and a profuse, offensive, purii-

leut discharge was issuing fi-om the anterior nares,

which, the mother said, began the pre\dous aftei'noon.

On examination, I found the fauces and tonsils con-

gested and swollen, but no membrane was seen on
these parts or in the anterior nares. Temperature,
103°

;
pulse, 162 ; respiration, 40. A solution of

chlorate of potassa and tincture of iron was ordered.

Dec. 23d. General appearance better. She arose

at her iisual hour and has remained u-p. The tonsils

are still large and red, and on the internal face of

either is a large patch of loosely attached membrane.
In fact, that on the left side hangs only by a border,

and is easily removed -with dressing-forceps. Pul.se,

152 ; temperature, 100.5° ; respiration, 22.

24th, 10 A.M.—The swelling of the neck has gi-eatly

increased since yesterday, especially on the right side,

and the child sits in a low chair with the head thrown
back, mouth open, breathing laboriously and showing
little disposition to talk or notice objects about her,

although she is not cyanotic nor drowsy. The nasal

mucous membrane is so swollen as to nearly close

the passages, and the ichorous discharges therefrom

have produced erythema and tumefaction of the

central portion of the upper 11}^. The isthmus of

the fauces is nearly obliterated from infiltration of

the soft parts bounding it, and both the uvula and

tonsils are encased in tliick, dirty grayish membrane.
Pulse, 140 ; temijerature, 10o|° ; respiration, 22.

7 P.M.—Child has been drowsy all the afternoon,

and gi-eat difficulty has been found in administering

food and medicine. She is now Ijang on the sofa

asleep, breathing noisily through the widely opened
mouth, fi-om which also the saliva is constantly

drivelling. I syringed out the nasal passages with a

solution of salt and water, but it did not afford much
relief to the respiration, and some bleeding followed

from the left nostril. The patient was quite ex-

hausted after the operation and immediately fell

asleep.

25th.—Patient is up again and looks quite bright.

Her mother says she began to improve about mid-

night. Her pulse, however, is very rapid—150—and
she has vomited her food and " medicine several

times sinc^e my last visit. She has also a slight cough
of a perceptibly metallic quality. 4 p.m.— Laryngeal
o})struction is now manifest. The respiration is

stridulous, and there is recession of the ejjigastrium

with eacli inspii-ation. There is yet no visible cyanosis,

})ut the girl is veiy drowsy. Pulse, 120 ; respiration, 18.

Tracheotomy was proposed and consented to by the

parents, lieturning an hour later and finding the

breathing better and the child brighter, the operation

was postponed. At 10 o'clock in the evening the

croup symptoms had become so gi-ave that it was
decided to wait no longer. With the assistance of Dr.

A. C. Graham and the late Dr. J. D. Pogers, trache-

otomy was performed. The gi-eat tumefaction of the

neck, the toxiemic and asthenic condition of the

patient, combined to make the operation one of

gi-eat difficulty and danger. Several times during its

progi-ess respiration became suspended, and we were
compelled to stop proceedings and devote ourselves

to restoring it. Finally, after the tube was in place,

this movement had to be excited for several minutes
by irritating the mucous membrane of the trachea

with a feather before it l)ecame re-established. "We
left her breathing regularly and quietly.

26th, 10 A.M. — Swelling of the ne<^k has increased

and now involves the face, and the child is very

lethargic. Several large pieces of loosened mem-
brane were removed from the soft palate.

Beef-tea and champagne sulistituted for brandy
and milk, as the latter are not retained by the

stomach. Pulse, 144 ; respiration, 26 ; temperature,
101.°

27th, 10 A.M —Parents report that last night she

rallied, was very bright, took nourishment well and
retained it, and' subsequently passed a comfortable

night. During the early part of this morning slie

seemed to be still better, and was playing with her

father, sitting up in her crib. About an hour ago

her mother noticed a marked change : her lips were
blue, her extremities cold, and she was very restless.

These symptoms were present when I .saw her,

and, in addition, tJie radial pulse could not be felt.

I gave an enema of half an ounce each of brandy and
strong gi-een tea. The pulse rallied again for about
half an hour, then disappeared, and she died qiiietly

at 1 P.M. A brother and sister, the one younger and
the other older than she, were attacked with a mild
form of naso-pharyngeal diphtheria about the time

of her deatli, and both recovered.

C.\SE XV.—French girl, three years and four

months old, had been sick five days with naso-plia-

ryngeal diphtheria, when I first saw her with Dr.

Milne, the attending physician, April 19, 1878. Croup
had set in on the 17th. and was now in an advanced
stage. There was loud stridor, frequent sufibcative

attacks, cold extremities, livid face, and commencing
coma. The swelling of the neck was slight ; mem-
brane in the anterior nares and on both tonsils.

Respiration, 42 ;
pulse, 160 ; temperature, 100.5°. A

full dose of brandy having been given, tracheotomy
was at once done, under chloroform, Drs. Milne
and Daniel Lewis assisting. .Just as we reached the

trachea, the respirations suddenly became shallow

and then ceased. An opening was at once made and
the tube introduced, when voluntary l)reathing imme-
diately began, and continued without further acci-

dent.

April 20th, moniing.—Child has an anxious counte-

nance, is veiy irritable, and the discharge of puru-

lent matter from the tube is profuse. Pulse, 100 ;

resjiiration, 40; temperature, 101*\ Evening.—No
marked change.
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'21st, morning.—Ptilne, IHH ; respiration, li*^ : t^Mii-

j)t>nitun', 101 . Evening.— Pul.se, l."»(( ; le.Hpirution,

44. (icnrnvl iippeiinince worse. Tlie HurrouiulingM
of tiii.s piitient iiro hail. The people are very p(K)r,

unil the fjithor takes no interest in the chihl, wliile tlie

mother ha.s two other small childreti to care for, the
yoinigo-st also sick with tliplitlieria.

'i'Jd. — Better. Breathing free, countenance good,
ami a disposition to eat. Pulse, 12 1 ; resjiiration,

oS ; temi>erature lUl!;''. Tul)e was changed for a
clean one of the same size. While the change was
IxMUg made tlie permeal)ility of the larynx was test^ul

hy i)Iacing the linger over the external wound. The
cliihl immediately got blue in the face and struggled
for hreatli, while little, if any, air waw inhaled.

2.M.—The patient is still improving. Tlie cough
and expectoration are (juite moderate, hut there has
J)een some free hemonhage from the tracliea since
yesterday, although not sulhcient to demand treat-

ment. Temperature, Qy.-l" ; pulse, 130 ; respiration,
•3H.

25th.—Convalescent. Temperature, 1)8.5° ; respi-

i-ation, ;{2 ; pulse, 124.

2!»th.—Child playing about the room. An attempt
was made to permanently reniove the canula, but
there was still so much stenosis that it was con.sid-

ered safer to wait. A younger sister has died of

diphtheria since my last visit, aiul an older sister is

still sick of the same disease, but not dangerously.
May yOth.—The tube was left out ou i\Iay 2d, and

the wound treated Avith a little balsam and oakum.
Kecovery complete, and no secondary paralyses.

C.\SE XYI.—Dr. F. B. Strickland sent for me No-
vember 22, 1870, to operate for croiip ou a little boy
three years and nine months old, who had been sick

a week. The symi)toms, until two days previous, had
been those of an ordinaiy naso-bronchial catarrh.

On the evening of the 2')tli there was a little hoai'se-

uess. but the next morning it had mostly disajjpeared,

and the child played alioTit the house as usual. In
the" evening again it became worse, obstructive

lannigeal stenosis developed during the night, and
steadily progi'e.ssed until I saw him. "When first

seen by me he was lying with head thrown back and
mouth wide open, breathing stridulously and with
great difficulty. The characteristic sujiraclavicular

and epigastric retractions took place during inspira-

tion. Pulse, 130 ; temperature, 100\ The internal

surface of either tonsil was covered with a grayish-

white membi*ane. No swelling of neck. The trachea
was opened at once, Drs. Strickland and Hawes as-

sisting. Nothing noteworthy occurred during the

operation. No membrane was seen in the trachea.

The relief from dyspnuoa was complete.

23d, 3 P.M.—Tlie boy has had a quiet night and a
comfortable day, but dot.-s not take nourislmient

well. The membrane on the tonsils is partially de-

tached, and there is no new deposit. There is a
free muco-purulent discharge from the nose, but we
are unable to see any membrane in the passages.

21th, 11 A.M.—General appearance good. Tongue
moist and natural, and less membrane on the tonsils.

The neck in the region of the woimd is red and
somewhat swollen, and the discharge from the tube
is promse. Pulse, 138 ; 'respiration, 28 ; temperature,
100 . Urine examined with negative results.

25th, 11 A.M.—The boy is playing with his toys,

but the increased intiltration of the neck, gaping
wound and "sawing respiration ' do not look en-

couraging. Membrane has almost entirely left the
tonsils, and the tongue is moist and clean. Several

large pieces of membrane have been coughed up

since yestenlay. I'lilse, I3<i ; respiration, 20 ; temper-
attire* 1 (»((.-'

2t)th, 11 A.M. -Tlie neck is enormously swollen, the

wouud of a dark red color, except certain portions

which are covered with a tliick mend)rane. The
resj)iration Ls sawing, the face cyanotic, and there is

a constant harassing cough which is evidently ag-

gravated by a loosened j)iece of membrane either

far down in the tracliea or in one of the larger

bronchi The lungs are clear. Attempts were made
with forceps, witli jtrobang, and l)yi)ouring lime-water
into the trachea, to relieve the dysj)nu'a and dislodge
this membrane, which tlui)ped to and fro witli each
respiration ; but we did not succeed, and only ex-

hausted the child. Finally, the tube was left out
altogether, and the i)arents instructed to see that

the boy tlid not get his neck twisted and thereby
produce asphyxia by do.sure of the wound. Some
slight amelioration of symptoms temjtorarily followed,

but death took ])laee about midnight, tl;e tempei^a-

ture rising, meantime, to 103'. A little brother was
taken about the time of his death with croup symj)-

toms, but recovered. The doctor attributed the fav-

orable termination to fre(iuent spraying of the parts
with a twenty-grain solution of acetic acid. A solu-

tion of chlorate of potassa an<l tincture of iron was
given internally to the other child, and no local treat-

ment, except a moist .sj)oiige kei)t over the opening.
Case XVII.— Sei)t. 7, 1877, I saw, for the first

time, M., a boy four years old, who had been taken
sick in the country three days before, while tempo-
rarily residing with a family where several children
were sick with sore throat. His 8ym])toms were
at first attril)uted to a cold, luit the day before I saw
him he developed a croupy cougli, which so alarmed
the father that he at once started for the city witli

him, arriving late the same evening. During that
night the symjjtoms progressed, and he had .'everal

sevei^e attacks of dyspno-a. In the morning he had
a severe suft'ocative attack, and I was .sent for. When
I reached the house the attack had sul)sided, but the
symptoms were still urgent. The voice was husky,
the lijjs cyanotic, and the veins of the ne(;k turgid.
Each stridulous iiisjiiration was accompanied by
marked sui^raclavicular and ej^igastric retraction.
The boy was drowsy. Pulmonarj' percussion was
generally tympanitic. The glands of the neck were
of normal size and the fauces of natural ajipearance,
except a small patch of membrane on the left tonsil.

Temi)erature, KUJ ; pulse, 92.

Tracheotomy having been consented to by the
father, Dr. Hawes administered chloroform without
delay. The operation was especially easy, and the
hemorrhage trifiing; vomiting occurred soon after
the tube was in i)lace—i)robalily from the effect of
an emetic of squills and ipecac, which had been given
just before my seeing the child—and respiration
ceased. After irritating the trachea through the
canula with a feather, the breathing started again
and all went on well. The breathing was pei-fectly

free and noiseless, and auscultation of the chest, a few
hours afterward, showed that air entered the lungs
freely at all j)oints. The following morning I left

the city and did not see the child again until the
14th. Dr. Hawes, with whom I left the case during
my absence, removed the tube on the 12th, although
there was still a good deal of stenosis of the larynx

;

but the wound of the soft parts leading dowTi to
the tracheal opening was gaping and covered with
membrane, and he thought that before this would
close the larynx would have become sufficiently

patent. The temperature had remained at about
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100° during the week of my absence, and the resj)!-

rations nearly normal. The bad temper of the boy
had prevented the doctor from getting him to take
any medicine ; in fact, he was witli difficulty induced
to take nourishment. On my return I found his

general condition good, but tlie wound was still un-
healthy, sloughy, and covered with a thii-k, dirty

yellow membrane, and the odor from the i)arts was
very offensive. This membrane—portions of which I

showed to Prof. Delafield and Dr. S. Whitall—con-
tained little Idcnncp, apparently formed by tlie

breaking down of its structure, in which were
myriads of both the spherical and rod-shaped
bacteria, the latter form most numerous.

19th.—The wound to-day, for the first, presents a
healthy api)earance. Since my last note the mem-
brane has been peeled off daily, but as often re-

formed ; now, however, there are only a few small
patches, and the red, swollen appearance has given
place to healthy, rose-colored granulations.

21st.—The child is rapidly improving, and has a
good appetite. Respiration is earned on entirely

through the laiynx, and the voice is clear.

23d.—Only a small granulating surface now exists,

which is on a level with the surrounding healthy
integument.

Oct. 13th.— The patient was discharged two weeks
ago, having only a little general bronchitis, for which
cod-liver oil was ordered. If any i>aralysis of the

vocal cords occurred in this case, it must have been
present during the second and third weeks of the

disease, and was the cause of the hoarseness ; cer-

tainly, none was observed later.

It is remarkable how small a cicatrix remained
after so large and protracted a wound, especially as

there was considerable loss of tissue.

Case XVIII. —August 18, 1878, I was called to see

F. S , two years and foui" months old, who had
been ten days under the care of Drs. Burton and
Spor for naso-pharyngeal diphtheria. There had
been a slight degree of hoarseness for a week past,

but no laryngeal obstruction until the day before I

saw him, when croup developed and had been stead-

ily jjrogressing since. The symptoms now were

:

flushed face, toneless voice, epigastric depression on
inspimtion, which act, as well as expiration, was ac-

companied with stridor ; drowsiness, membrane in

pharynx and nose, etc., a sanious discharge from both
nostrils, absence of respiratoiy sounds on auscultation.

There was no infiltration of the tissues of the neck.

Tracheotomy. Drs. Burton, Spor, Milne, and Cren-
shaw present and assisting. No complication or ac-

cident dui'ing the operation. No membrane seen in

the trachea. Complete relief. Air enters the lungs

freely. Seven hours later, temperature, 102f °
; res-

piration, 40 ;
pulse, 150. There was ordered bromine,

gr. ]'., every two hours, alternating with milk-punch.
19th, 8 A.M.—Boy has rested well throiigh the night

and looks bright. Temperature, lOOf" ; resjairation,

36; pulse, 114. 10^ p.m.—Cough has been trouble-

some during the day, but I find nothing abnormal in

the lungs but mucous nlles. Several pieces of mem-
brane have been exjjelled through the tube since my
last visit, one of which about a quarter of an inch

square is shown to me. He has taken only three

doses of the bromine, " because he don't like it."

20th, evening.—Child has been playing with his

toys nearly all day. An abrasion of the chin is cov-

ered with meTubrane. Temperature, 101J° ;
pulse,

120 ; respiration, 32.

21st.—The tube was temporarily removed this

morning, when great dyspnoea immediately ensued

and the child became cyanosed. The cause of this

was evident when I saw within the trachea a large

piece of detached membrane being forced into tl e

tracheal slit with each expiration, and again drawn
downward, obstructing the entrance of air with the
succeeding in8i)iration. It was easily extracted with
my forceps, and measured one and one-half inches in

length, was cylindrical and bifurcate at its smaller
extremity. Several smaller jjieces were also coughed
up. Little air could be obtained through the larynx,

and no voice-sounds. About mid-day, after jdaying
with his toys for an hour, he suddenly fell back upon
his bed, his breathmg became slow and gasping, and
his face assumed a deathly pallor. I was sent for at

once, but before my arrival the danger was past

and the boy sleeijing. I gave him a full dose of

brandy, after which he again slej^t for foiu- hours and
remained listless the remainder of the day. Morning
temperature, 100' ; respiration, 26

; pulse, 126. Even-
ing temperature, 99j°

; resjiiration, 30 ;
pulse, 1(X).

Bromine has been given with tolerable regularity every
four hours, and is to be continued at intervals of

six hours. No local applications have been made
and no steam used.

22d.^—Boy bright and symptoms favorable. Tem-
perature, 99^°

;
pulse, 120 ; respiration, 30.

23d.—The perviou.sness of the larynx is not yet
sufficient to do away with the tube. The wound ol

the soft parts has healed throughout by first inten-

tion. Temperature, 99i ; respiration, 24 ; pulse, 120.

From this time on, the progress to recovery was un-
inteiTupted. The canula was permanently removed
on the 26th, and the wound of the trachea closed a

few days later. No paralysis of any kind followed,

so far as I know.
Case XIX.—February 14, 1877, Dr. S. S. Jones

asked me to tracheotomize B , a little girl two and
a half years old. The case was all but hopeless at the

time of the operation—a complication of scailet fever,

diphtheria, and broncho-pneumonia, with a temjjera-

ture of 106°. The stenosis was not very gi-ave, ex-

cept during certain sjDasmodic attacks, when her
efforts to get air were very distressful. It was to re-

lieve these painful symptoms that we consented to

do the operation ; for, in this instance, the parents
insisted on having tracheotomy done. Drs. M'hitall

and Jones assisted, the former giving ether. This
anaesthetic gave us much troiible in its administra-

tion, aggravating the laryngeal trouble to such an
extent that we could only let her iuliale a few whiffs

consecutively, and then withdraw it for a few seconds.

Fortunately she was quickly antesthetized and the
operation a very simple one. The suftbcative attacks

were relieved, but the pulse and respiration con-

tinued frequent, and she died about .'•ix hours after

the ojjeration. Another child of the family had un-
complicated naso-pharyngeal dij^htheria the same
week, but recovered.
Case XX.—W , set. three years and one month,

complained of stiff neck, Nov. 1, 1878, but the fol-

lowing day was better, and continued apparently

well untU the 5th, when croupy cough was observed
by the father. On the 6th he ate and played as

usual, and the hoarseness had disappeared. On the

7th hoarseness was obseiwed in the morning, con-

tinued through the forenoon, and became worse in

the afternoon, after his noonday naj). At 3 p.m.,

when I saw him, there was croupy cough, flushed

face, and some little dyspnosa. The glands at the
angle of the jaw, on both sides, were enlarged, and
the neck a little swoUen ; the tonsils large, red, and
covered with membrane. No nasal discharge, nor
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aiiT niomhrano to hf> seen in the passages. Pulse,
IKt; teiniienituiv, lol' ; n'S|iimti()ii, 'JS. Hot i>oul-

ti •cs \v*>n> onlereil to l)0 ii]>|)licil to the neek, iiiul a
^'laiu of bromine to he tiiken intcrimllv rvciy two
hoin-s. IJv 1) I'.M. the ilysijunn Inul (^roatlv inrn-ased

mill the cliihl was heeoniiu^ resth'ss aiul eyanotic.

TiiuTit'otoniy was jx-rfornied half an iionr later, Drs.

(ieo. F. Shnitly and I has. ]\Iiini> assisting'. Owiiij^ to

our havin^c insunicient li^'ht, i\ nieilinni-sized vein was
neci.h'ntally out ilurinj< the operation, and required
li^:;ature. Marked relief followed tlu' introduction
of the eanula, Imt the resj)iration continued rajiid.

Sth, 12 M.—Temperature, KW ; respiration. "jS
;

pulse, 1()0. Breathinf^ noisy. Boy lies with closed
eyes, and does not like tt) be disturbed.

9 P.M.—Pidse, 1-14 (weak) ; respiration, 5(3 (and
noiseless) ; steam from a croup-kettlo has been
constantly inhaled since noon to-dny, and has cer-

tainly improved the breathing. A peculiarity of

this case is that there has been very little secretion

from the air-jiassat^es, and ven.- little cough. The
swelling of the tonsils has diminished and the mem
brane nearly all disapi)earetl. Infiltration of cervi-

cal tissues remains about the sanu».

•••th. morning.—Child has had a good night, and
looks somewhat Vietter. Temperature, 101"

;
pulse,

144 ; respiration, 38. While changing the eanula
for a longer one. spasmodic cough was excited, dur-
ing which a small, tubular piece of meml)rane, over
an inch long, and having a circular opening about
midway between its extremities, evidently from one
of the bronchi, was expelled through the tracheal

opening. In the afternoon the breathing grew more
harsh and rapid, and the pulse more frecpient and
feeble, although the temperature still remained at
1<>1°. A physical examination revealed almost entire

absence of resi)iratory sounds—in fact, there was
comparative absence of all sounds, while the per-
cussion note was generally tynijianitic.

lOtli, 10 A.M.—Throughout the night the jiatient

suffered much from dyspmea, "clutched at his

throat" in vain etlbrts to get relief, and was only
prevented from pulling the tube out by continuous
watching. The face is now cyanotic, and the usual
signs of obstruction to the entrance of air into the
lungs are \-isilile on inspection. Temperature, 97^^

;

pulse, loO ; respiration, •42. Steam has been cou-
stantlv inhaled and liromine regularly given since

the 7th. Died at 1.30 p.m.

Case XX.I.—G , a nursling, eleven months old;
rachitic, large fontanel, no teeth, "i)igeon breast,"

bow legs. Had been sick three days, with what at

first was thoTight to be an acute laryugo-brouchial
catarrh. On June 24, 1878, she developed a croupy
cough. On the morning of the 25th, when I saw
her with the attending physician Dr. Geo. Schle-
re!:!i, there was some htiskiness of voice, moderate
dyspncea, and a rectal temperature of 102° ; no swell-

ing of the sulimaxdlary or cervical glands, no abnor-
mal appearance of tonsils or fauces, and no membrane
visible anywhere. We ordered hot poultices to be
applied over the larynx, and agreed to see the pa-
tient again in four hours. When we returned grave
dyspmea existed, and the voice was entirely lost.

With the assistance of Dr. S., I i>erformed trache-

otomy ; easily and without accident. A large piece of

membrane, a partial cast of the trachea, was coughed
uj) through the tube soon after the operation. The
relief was only jjartial.

20th.—Temperature, 103i°; respiration, 60 ; dysp-
mea as great as before the operation. Limgs gener-
ally tympanitic on percussion ; mucous and dry

rftles lunird on auscultation ; loss of ros])ij-atory

murmur. Died tlic sann' day. Permission was
granted to examine the trachea and larynx only.

Both Wfp' complct4'ly lined with a tougii, adherent
menibraiic. about onc-sixtct-nth of an inch thick.

The treatment of the case consisted in the int<'mal

administration of muriate of ammonia and chlorate
of potassa, and the iidiaiation of .steam.

Cask XXJl.— l>r. \V. .\. Haw(!s .saw Hanlon, a boy
four years old, who had had a loose, hoarse cough
for tliree days. An examination of the lungs and
throat gave negative results. A mixture of chlorate

of potassa was ordered. He was sent for early the
following morning because the breathing had gotten
so much worse through the night. He found urgent
laryngeal obstruction. The face was livid, the ex-

tremiti(!s cold, and each insj)iration was accompanied
with a loud, whistling sound and deep ei)igastric and
supraclavicular depression. No membrane could be
seen. The rectal temperature was 97

' ; pulse, 100

;

respiration, 02. After obtaining the consent of the
parents, he came for me to do tracheotomy. The
thyroid body was large and the veins turgid, but
we did not meet with any accident, and, after the
eanula was secxired in place, the resjuiation be-
came tranipiil. although it remained rapid. The
temperature was 91) v, and the pulse 120, ten mimites
after the operation. The respiratoiy murmur was of
low i^itcli and vesicular. At H p.m., eight hours aft«r

the operation, the temperature was 104.5"
; pialse,

130; respiration, 00. Bronchial respiration was
heard over the whole of the left lung i)osteriorly,

and the percussion note was markedly dull. There
were also signs of beginning consolidation of the
right lung. The child was delirious. Poultices were
applied to the chest and a febrifuge mixture ordered.
He continued to get rajndly worse, however, had sev-

eral convulsions, and died the same evening.
Case XXIIL—Thomas N , age three years and

five months ; liaN-ing been sick several days with
diphtheria, developed croup symptoms Dec. 18,

1878. Grave laryngeal stenosis rai)idly supervened,
and on the 19th Dr. Burton, the physician in charge,
asked me to perform tracheotomy. At the time of

the oiieration membrane was present on both tonsils,

and a large strip on the i)osterior wall of the pharynx.
There was no swelling of either the cervical or max-
illary glands, and the boy's general condition was
good. Temperature, 102 V ; resinration, 54; jmlse,
172. Drs. Burton and Milne assisted me in the op-
eration, which was uncomplicated. The relief was
complete. Five hours later the respiration was 60,

and temperature, 104 . Quinine, in tive-gi-ain doses,
every two hours, was ordered.

20Ui, 10 a.m.—Passed a bad night. Breathing
rapid and noisy ; temperature, 103" ; child apathetic.
6 P.M.—Temperature, 101.2"

; respiration. 40; pulse,

130 ; respiration is noiseless and secretion from air-

passages scanty. Child very thirsty. Quinine to be
given eveiy three hours, also milk and brandy. 21st,

10 A.M.—Slept well through the night. General con-
dition good. Breathing easy. Temperature, 103^

;

respii-ation, 38 ; pulse, 118. 10 a.m.—Temperature,
101 i ; respiration, 38; pulse, 126. Has taken medi-
cine and nourishment regularly through the day, and
looks bright. His cough, however, is frequent and
dry, and pouring tepid water into the trachea, with a
view of expelling irritating matters from the air-pas-

sages, is unsatisfactory. Steam, evolved from a croup-
kettle, was now constantly used until death. Mu-
cous rfdes are heard on auscultation over the lower
lobes of the lungs, but the respiration is vesicular
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and tlie percussion extra-resonant. The urine lias

been examined with negative results. The moin-
brano has disappeared from the tonsils and jiha-

rynx. 22d, 10 a.m.—There is a marked chanf;e for

the worse. The neck and submaxillary glands avo

swollen, the face cyanotic;, the breathing rajiid and
labored, the cough frecpient and feeble. Mucous
rrdes are heard over both lungs, while over circni in-

scribed areas on both sides there is comparative ab-

sence of all sounds—no bronchial breathing.
Percussion over certain portions is tympanitic,

over others dull. Temperature, 102.5°. Several
large pieces of membrane were pulled out of the
trachea by means of long, curved forceps, but with-

out relie^•ing the jjatient. Died at 4 p.m. An older

brother was just recovering from naso-pharyngeal
diphtheria when this patient was taken ill.

Case XXIV.—M. H , a delicate girl, three years

and eleven months old, who had suffered much from
malaria for two years, was seized with a chill on the

afterijoon of November 2H, 1878. This was soon fol-

lowed by higli fever {lO-l"), lasting several hours,

which termmated in profuse perspiration. A full

dose of quinine (10 gr.) was now given, and the fol-

lowing morning (29th) another dose of five grains.

In the afternoon she was drowsy and had some eleva-

tion of temperature, but no distinct paroxysm. Dur-
ing the ensuing night she took thirty grains of

quinine and remained well the next day.

Dec. 1st.—She had slight fever in the afternoon.

2d.—In the morning she complained of sore throat,

but on examination no evidence of local trouble was
noticed. In the afternoon, however, while the father

was giving lier a pill, she became nauseated and had
slight retelling, during which the tonsils were fully

exposed, and a patch of membrane was seen on the
l^osterior siirface of each. These j^arts were then
thoroughly cauterized with nitrate of silver, and a

grain of bromine ordered to be taken internally eveiy
two hours. 3d.—I was called to see her, and foiuid

her symptoms generally favorable. A small patch of

membrane was present on each tonsil, that on the

left being already loosened. The temperatiire was
101°, and there was no swelling of the neck or

glands. The bromine was continued, but not with
regularity, on accoimt of its producing serious gastric

irritation. 4th.—Symptoms still favorable. 5th.

—

Tonsils nearly free from membrane, but the uvula
completely encased in it. Constitutional disturb-

ance slight. (jth.—Membrane on uvula loosened,
and a part easily removed with forceps. Some nasal

obstruction, but no discharge, and no membrane to

be seen. 7th.—Still appears to be doing well. 8th.

—

Last night, at midnight, she bego.n to be hoarse and to

cough croupy. The atmosphere was at once satu-

rated with lime-steam supjilied by means of several

kettles filled with a mixture of quicklime and water
and kept boiling. This treatment, however, did not

appear to stay the progress of the laryngeal compli-

cation, for by 7 a.m. the following day the respiration

had become continuoiasly difficult, and attacks of

sutfocation frequent. At the reqiiest of the father,

tracheotomy was done, Drs. Schoonover, S. S. Jones,

and D. w! Perham assisting. The trachea was
small, but easily reached, and without hemon-hage.
No membrane was found within. The relief was
complete. Eight hours after the operation she was
doing well. Pulse, 120 ; respiration, 28 ; tempera-
ture, 100.2\ All medication discontinued except

the steam.
10th.—Pulse, 96 ; temperature, 99°. Considerable

muco-purulent discharge fi'om both nasal passages,

and membrane seen in the left nostril. A supposi-

tory of ten grains of quinine was given, but it m as only

retained half an hour, when the same quantity was
administered l)y the mouth. 11th.-—Tempin-ature,
99°

; breathing free. No membrane on the fauces,

but it still remains in the left anterior naris.

12th.—Tube changed. Substantially, no air can
pass tlnough the larynx. Some bloody mucus
coiighed up during the day. Temperature, 98^".

13th.—Small piece of membrane expelled from tra-

chea. Doing well. 14th —A severe attack of mala-
rial fever began about! p.m. yesterday, and continued
all night. The respirations became frequent, the

pulse rapid, and a harassing cough set in, accompa-
nied with a i)rofuse discharge of pus and blood from
the tube. Membrane has reappeared on both ton-

sils, and is also present in both nares. The i)atient

is very feeble, and great difficulty is met with in ad-

ministering food and quinine. The latter is not re-

tained well, either by the stomach or rectiim. The
most successful method is found to be, to give large

pills (10 gT.) at long intervals.

15tla.—Improvement. No fever. Less secretion

from trachea, and mostly mucus. She has had thirty-

five grains of quinine since yesterday.

16tli, evening.—Tube has been left out all day,

but is to be replaced for the night. Membrane dis-

ap]:)earing.

18th.—Tube was permanently removed yesterday.

Some paralysis of the soft palate, and fiuids occa-

sionally fall into the trachea while the patient is

drinking.

20th.—Wound in the neck is nearly closed.

From this time her recovery %\as rajjid.

Case XXV.—M., a boy, four years and eight months
old, had a chill Aug. 17, 1879, which was followed by
fever and delirium. The next day the constitutional

symptoms were slight, and he was engaged in his

plays as usual ; but in the afternoon his mother saw
" a white patch " on the right tonsil. Aug. 19th I

was sent for, not because the child did not feel well,

but the patch on the tonsil api^eared to the mother
to be a little larger, and, having lost a child the year

previous from croup, she thought she would attend

to this in time. I found the general symptoms mild,

some nasal catan-h, but no membrane ; maxillary

glands a little swollen. Membrane was found on
both tonsils. No laryngeal symptoms. In the evening

hoarseness and a croupy cough developed. Large
flaxseed-meal poultices, as hot as could be borne,

were ordered to be applied over the larynx.

20th, 9| a.m.—Pulse, 126 ; temperature, 100.8%

Cough croupy ; voice husky. No apparent laryngeal

obstiTiction. A three-gi-ain quinine pill to be given

everv three hours.

21st, 10 a.m.— Better. Temperature, 100;2°
;
pulse,

120. Voice clear, but cough still croupy. The
membrane on the right tonsil has increased, that on

the left has disappeared. No discharge from the

nose. Aijpetite poor.

22d, 2 A.M.—I was sent for because the child had been
suffering from attacks of dyspncea during the previous

two hours. I found him sleeping, the resi)iration3

being accompanied with a rattling sound as of mucus
in the larynx. On awakening him the breathing

became noiseless, but the cough was metallic and
the voice-sounds quite muffled. There Avas slight

depression on inspiration in the suprasternal and
epigastric regions. Temperature, 101.2°. The pulse

was hard and wiry. There was also some catarrhal

dysentery, which I attributed to the efiect of a solu-

tion of clilorate of potassa and iron, which he had been
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taking in regular and largo doHes since the inception
of tho sifkues,s. This I dirofU'd to l>o diHcontintu^d,

and ordon-danometio of Kididiatc of copper. 10 a.m.—
I'ulst', ll'l ; tiMiipcniture, 1(M).'.>" ; respirution, IH.

Tho f(>i)pi'r i)rodii('od froo \\\n\ ropoatod i-mcsis, but
no rt'licf, tho ohstrui-tiou roIuaini^^^ ulxnit tho saino.

A woll-dofiuod milk-wliite nioinbr.iuo now linos Itoth

antoriiir niiro.s; thoroinusmull wliito fmnrntion on the

l)harvnx, wliilo tluit on the riglit tou.sil has inoroa.sod

in SVM-'. ',\ P.M.—Sinco luy last visit tho l»oy has liad

two vorv sevoro attacks of asphyxia, tho face g«>ttinf^

livid, and the patient " clutching at hi.s stomach." Tho
dyspna'a is now continuous and the countenance is

flushed and anxious. Pulse, 140; resiuratiou, 20;
temperature, 101.8".

As tho symptoms became more and more urgent,

tracheotomy was performed at -i.'M) p.m., Drs. Koht.
Milbank, Milne, and Sjmr a-ssisting. A small vein

was nicked during tho operation, from which two
drachms of blood, perhaps, were lost. A small

piece of membi-ano was soon in the trachea after

opening it, but it wa-s sucked back into the air-pa.s.sage,

before it could be caught, and did not again appear.

After the operation tho breathiiig was free and
noiseless. Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 2(3 ; temperature,
101.9°. 9 P.M.—Child looks well and takes food
freely. A croup-kettle has been erected by the side

of his crib, and is kept constantly boiling. Quinine,
in two-grain doses, every two hours, is the only drug
given.

23d, 10 x.M.—Pulse, 126 ; respiration, 26 ; tempera-
ture, 102.9''. Patient was restless and sleepless

through the night, and was also very thirsfy. Had
frequent desire to go to stool, but has passed only

small quantities of urine and ficces. Chloral and
liaregoric were ordered for the sleeplessness, which
was thought to be due to ur:omia.

9.30 P.M.—Pulse, 120 ; resiiiratiou, 32 ; temi^era-

ture, 103°. The child is restless and the breathing a

little noisy, but not labored. There is a moderate
amount of secretion from the air-passages through
the tube. A careful physical examination of the
lungs discovei-s no lesion of their sub.stance.

24th, 10 A.M.—Pulse, 120 ; respiration, 22 ; tempera-
ture. 103". Sleeplessness was a prominent symptom
through the night, although he took several doses of

chloral and paregoric. Ho has frequent desire to go
to stool and also to urinate, but the passages from
the bowels are small, and consist mostly of partially

digested food, while the urine is scanty and albu-

minous. His general appearance is good and he
takes food well. The membrane neither increases

nor diminishes.

10.30 P.M.—Pulse, 132 ; respiration, 26 ; tempera-
ture, 105.5°. Has passed no urine since morning, and
there is none in the bladder. The countenance is of

a leaden hue, the intellect clouded and the patient

very restless. A bath (temperature, 70") reduced
the temperature one degi*ee and imijroved his api>ear-

anee for a little while, but he soon relapsed. Uu-
stimulating diuretics were given and counter-irritants

and hot poultices applied over the kidneys, but the

suppression continued until death, which occurred at

4 o'clock the following morning.

(To be continued^

Sea-water is to be furnished the inhabitants of
London by the Great Eastern Railway Co. It is to be
brought in in cans, and sold at the rate of sLxpence
for three gallons.

HALLUX VALGUS,

Wrru A Rkport of Two Successful Cases.

By ALIJEUT N. ULODCIETT, M.D.,

DOHTON, MAWI.

A 'ouEAT deal of HufToring among all classes of peo-

ple is caused by the continuous and unvan'ing irri-

tation and pain produced by coini)aratively trifling

cau.ses, which is Itorne without conqilaint, either be-

cau.so it s(>emH to() insignificant to be considered a

disea.so and to be treated as such, or because there is

comi)aratively little prospect of permanent relief from
any treatment wliicli can be employed in the case.

No part of tlio body is more frequently the .seat of

the.se affections than the foot and the lower part of

the leg, and i)robal)ly no class of diseases is more
rarely brought to tho notice of the surgeon for treat-

ment. The excessive degrees of these diseases are

sometimes .so serious in their character that the pa-

tient is brought into a frame of mind to on<lure any
operative interfcsrence rather than suffer a contin-

ual martyrd(jm with no prospect of relief. It is one
of the diseases of this nature which forms the subject

of this paper.

The conq>laint to which I ask attention con-
sists in the anatomical element of extreme abduction
of the great too, which, instead of forming a contin-

uation of the luie of the foot, is turne<l outward, is

rotated tipon its axis to a gi-eater or less degree, and,

in very marked cases, is found lying either idkIkv the

other toes, or compressed into an iiTogular, deformed,
member, and crowded with the other toes, forming
a conical i^rojection from the Hne of the metatarso-
l)halangeal articuhvtion. The other toes are ad-

ductod, that is, are inclined toward the middle Line

of the body, and therefore move in an oj^posite di-

rection from the great toe. All the toes are there-

fore brought closeh- together and crowded one upon
another, are altered in shajje, and sometimes so con-
strained in their cramped position that they become
anehylosed. The great toe sliows a decided tendency
to he under the remaining toes, being found in the
depression beneath the first jihalanx, with the other
toes closely folded down over it and turned down-
ward, so that their points and the toe-nails rest upon
the bottom of the shoe.

The degi-ee of deformity which is produced by this

disease is much greiiter than would be expected, and
the disability which it occasions, both from its me-
chanical hinderance to locomotion, and from the in-

tense pain with which it is often attended, is surpris-
ingly gi'oat.

In connection with the distortion and dislocation
of the great toe, there is generally nmch swelling and
protrusion of the tissues about the hea^l of the ca-
pitulum metatarsi, which is often the seat of intense
suffering from pressure upon the iirominent joint,

which tends to aggravate tho disea.se, and sometimes
induces acute inflammation of the joint itself.

Prof. Hamilton considers the condition of the ar-
ticulation to be that of subluxation, in which the first

phakinx, instead of being simply dislocated outward,
has partially rotated, so that its proximal end rests
upon the outer surface of the eapitulum. He also
observes that the articulating surface is prolonged
outward to a gi-eater or less extent, to form a joint in
the new position of the phalanx, and that the syno-
vial cavity becomes obliterated at its internal border,
both of which facts I was able to verify in the case I
shall first report.
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Here the articulating surface was displatied out-
ward and downward, and was limited to an area of
about six mm.

In regard to the causation of the disease in ques-
tion, there can be no doubt that by far the larger
number of cases are in-oduced in a })urely mechanical
way, by the wearing of ill-fitting shoes. This eftbct

may result from two cavxses : from shoes which are
too narrow, and also from those which are too short.

Of these two elements of causation in this jjarticular

disease, it would seem that pressure upon the ends
of the toes, princijjally, of course, upon that of tlie

great toe, would be the most freipient cause of the
deformity in question. The great toe would be ab-
ducted to a powerful degree, while the other toes
would be adducted, though to a much smaller de-
gree. Tlie continued action of a short shoe would
serve to increase the dispLacement, and at length
would crowd the gi-eat toe beneath the other toes
and fold them down upon it, so that the ends of the
.smaller toes might rest upon the sole of the shoe.
This is the condition called " hammer-toes," and is

almost always present, to some extent, in cases of
abduction of the great toe. Of course, the fashion
of wearing high heels, now unfortunately in vogue
among the ladies, has a continual tendency to produce
or to perpetuate this disease, from the tendency of

the foot to slide toward the toe of the shoe ; and as
if to furnish no chance of possible escape from
trouble, many ladies' shoes are made with a so-called
" box-toe," which does not yield to the foot, but com-
presses the toes as in a vise, so that some degree of

deformity is nearly always induced by their continu-
ous use.

Another cause which sometimes tends to produce
abduction of the toe is any affection of the muscles
which would shorten them, or in any way interfere

with their functional integrity, thereby rendering
them unfitted for their normal office. In some such
conditions, abduction is the inevitable and necessaiy
result, and in all there is great probability of its oc-

currence, as the consequence of an interference with
the motor apparatus of a small and distant member,
which is exposed to a continual tendency in the di-

rection of the displacement. Of course, the primary
disease of the muscles may be due to many causes
which may be omitted here, since it is with the me-
chanical effects that we are now dealing. A third

and freqiient cause of the disease, is some lesion

located in the joint itself, which causes a change in

the shape of the capitulum, and often in the head ®f

the phalanx as well. The articulating surface be-

comes displaced, so as to present no longer upon the

end of the metatarsal bone, but rather upon its outer
and inferior aspect, corresjionding to which, the toe

is swiing around as on a pivot, and comes to lie in

a dii-ection nearly transverse to the line of the foot.

This condition may be caused by a periostitis, due
to pressure of the boot, or to an injury to this region

by an accident, and in either case forms a bursa, the

so-called hunioyi, in which there is always swelling

and pain in the tissues about the joint, and often a

thickening of the bone in the vicinity, sometimes
even an ostitis, ('hronic arthritis is also a fretpient

cause of deformity in this joint, from the distortion

of the articulating surfaces and thickening of the

capsular envelopes which so often accompanies it.

AVhen the diseased condition is once established, the

motions of the feet in walking, and the weight of tlie

body, tend to jjerpetuate and increase the deformity.

The' muscles, when the toe is out of its normal line

with the foot, draw upon the toe at an angle, and

every contraction of the muscle tends to make this

angle greater, thus, of course, increasing the distor-

tion.

The distress occasioned by so painful a disease in

a part continually exposed to pressure and weight,

and the disability produced by the distortion of a
part of the foot so important in locomotion, as well

as the unsightly deformity which is produced by the

displacement of the toes, all render any measure for

the relief of this condition a boon to be eagerly
sought for.

Various methods of ti-eatment have been tried with
varying degrees of success, but most of these have
been discarded as impracticable or useless. Rest in

bed will sometimes relieve the inflammation about
the h^ad of the bone, but will do nothing toward re-

lieving the deformity, and the first attempt at wear-
ing a shoe provokes the whole trouble anew.
Tenotomy is often resorted to as a means of re-

ducing the deformity, but the conditions of the cajji-

tulum and the jihalanx are often such as to preclude
any result from this means, and at best its effect is

only imperfect and transitory.

Recourse is often had to amputation, which cer-

tainly relieves the abduction of the toe, but is sub-

ject to grave objections from the greater deformity
inflicted upon the foot, the unprotected position of

the remaining toes, and the disturbance to the efjui-

librium of the body. The diseased head of the meta-
tarsal bone would necessarily be removed, an osseous
structure thus be opened, and a risk of greater or

less degree to the life of the patient would thus be
incurred.

A few years ago. Prof. Hueter, in his " Clinical

Treatise on Diseases of the Joints," discussed the

disease of which we have been speaking, and stated

that the head of the metatarsal l)one had been ex-

cised for caries with such success as to recommend
the operation, and he advises it also in extreme
cases of abduction of the toe from other causes, to

which condition he gives the name of " lidlUi.r val-

gus." The operation, as Hueter performed it, con-

sisted in an incision upon the inner surface of the toe

in the direction of its axis, which is carrietl to some
distance on either side of the joint. The capsule is

opened, the ligaments are cut, and a subperiosteal

dissection of the head of the metatarsal bone is

made, the capitulum is removed by bone-forcei^s or
a saw, the toe is brought into a line with the fodt,

and the wound is left to heal by granulation (Hiieter,

p. 341 et seq.).

So far as I know, attention was first called to this

method of treatment in America, by a paper, de-

scribing the operation and accom2Janied by a report

of eleven cases, which was read before the Buffalo

meeting of the American Medical Association, by
Prof. Frank H. Hamilton, of New York. The eases,

with two exceptions, were simply those of deformity
either from mechanical causes or from rheumatic or

other diseases. Of these eleven cases, six were ojjer-

ated ui)on by Prof. Hamilton, and all resulted in

cure, with the relief of deformity and restoration of

the functions of the foot. Five cases were reported
from other surgeons with a flattering result in four

cases, and one death. The fatal case was that of a
gentleman seventy-five years old, who had had ex-

tensive disease of the joint with caries and suppura
tion for three years. Esmarcli's bandage was ajJjjlicd

and the resection was made with a chain-saw. The
foot was enveloped in a warm-water compress. Gan-
grene of the toe, foot, and leg ensued, and the patient

died on the eleventli day. The surgeon who oijerated
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in this ctt.se iist-ribos the fiital result to tlio use of tlie i

Esiniiivh biirnlrtjfe, which is thou^^ht to hiivo delaved !

or even HusiHMulfil tlic juojut imtritiou of tlio part
|

for a, time suflicient to dcstruv the vitality of tlio tis-

sues, thus iiiiluciu^ piuj^rene. Tluit this disastrous
result sometimes follows the use of the Esmarch
liaiuhif^e in tlebilitated subjects, there can be no
doul>t, and it nu\v easily have been tiie cause of the
fatal result in this case. l*rof. Hamilton takes j^eat

caR> to .secure the most favonible conditions for the
healing of the wound by ai)i>lyint^ no lij^atures or
sutures after removin;^ the head of the bone, but by
simply immeixiuf? the foot in a bath of hot water,
where it is kept continuously for a period of from
live to seven days, wiien he says " fomentations may be
substituted, or the foot may be taken from the bath
at ni^ht and wrai)ped in wet lint covered witn oil-

silk." This treatment could bo more easily carried

out in a hospital than in jmvate jiractice, where the
appliances for a continuous bath of a certain tempera-
ture are not always easily obtained. l*rof. Hamilton
adds that " nearly but not ijuite the same immunity
to inflammation and other accidents may be obtained
by continuous warm-water fomentations, and without
the use of the bath at any period." In any ca.se he
advises the use of fomentations for two weeks, when
they may be replaced by other suitable iliv.ssiugs.

Tiie incision was varied in direction by Prof. Hamil-
ton, so as to form a tlap 4| l)y 2 cm., thus ojiening the
joint moi-e easily and completely than was the case
with the straight incision. The operation was thus
rendered easier, and the result was equally favoi-aV)le.

The cases which I present were of the right and
left foot resi)eetively of the same person. The
l>atient, a middle-aged lady, had long been confined
to her room, jind often to her bed, on account of the
p:\in and disability occasioned by the iutiamed state

and distorted coDLlition of the heads of the first

metatarsal bones. The history was that of a chronic
rlieumatic arthritis, no doubt aided materially by
wearing improiJerly shaped shoes, though, as is

usually the case, the patient denies that the .shoes

were ever at fault. She was much emaciated from
long contine'iient and suffering, appetite poor, the
strength greatly diminished, weight between eiglity

and ninety pounds. Thei'e was a great degree of

abduction of both great toes, so that they lay under
the bodies of the other toes.

As before stated, there was great jjain and almost
entire inability to walk ; the distal end of the first

metatarsal bone was very prominent and knobby,
and the articulation between it and the first phalanx
was removeel fi-om the end of the bone to a point on
its outer side. The tissues were stretched over the
bead of the metatarsal bone ; they were red, abraded,
and sore. Patient could not wear a shoe, she could
scarcely get about the house, and was generally mis-
erable.

Feb. 2fith.—Bight foot was operated upon l)y an
incision extending 2. .5 cm. along the axis of the first

metatai-sal bone, and connecting with another in-

cision transverse to the courae of the bone, thus
forming a right-angled flap. This was turned back
and the head of the bone exposed. The joint was
oi)9ned and the head of the bone freed from its at-

tachments to such a degree as to allow a thin steel

watchspring saw to be pas.sed behind, when the bone
was quickly sawed off at a point about 2 cm. from
the distal extremity. There was but little bleeding.

The wound was washed in carbolized water, and
three silk sutures were applied by which the flap

was retained in place. A light carbolized compress

and bandage were applied. No ligatures were ne-

cossarj'.

Feb*. 2Mtlj.—Doing well. No 8Ui)i)uration. All

HTiturea rcmoveil t<)-day. Patient is kept (puet, suf-

fers but little i)ain, rctjuircs no opiate. Api)etite

good. March Hth.- Eleven days after the operation,

wound fully dosed. Not much tenderness and no
pain. Patient is beginning to walk upon the foot.

March 2()th. - Left foot operate<l upon in the same
manner as the right. Wound closed with four

sutures. No ligatures were re(piircd. The bone
was removed a little farther l)ack than in the opera-

tion uj)on the right foot and the wound dres-sed with
carbolized comjiress and bandage. March 23d.—All

sutures remove<l. No discharge or signs of retained

fluid. Pain very .slight. No swelling. A])ril 3d.

—

Fourteen days—wound fully healed. Patient is

walking without any ]>ain or discomfort. There are

no signs of irritation in tlie cavity of the joint, and
motion of the toe is not acconqmnied by ])ain. The
patient is much relieve<l. Can wear a close-titting

boot, which she has not been able to ]iut on for seven
yeai-s. (Joes up and down stairs without difliculty.

The api)earance of the feet is much improved. The
great toe of each foot is brought into proper line

and the other toes are resuming their normal shajie

and position.

In regard to the method of treatment advanced by
Prof. Hamilton, it may be proper to notice a few
points. He n.ses no ligatures or sutures, does not
make any effort to approximate the edges of the
wound, and is (juite urgent in his advice that the
foot be placed in a bath for some time after the
ojieration, for the purpose of preventing sloughing,
etc. He strongly insists that no bandage be used,
as being likely to induce gangrene, and his cases are
invariably left witiiout trying to unite the lips of the
incision, for the reason tliat .such a wound should be
left to flU up by granulation. These objections are
aU, doubtless, well giouudcd, and in some instances
fully applicable, but they would seem to be more or
less dependent ui)on the age and general condition
of the individual i)atient and the condition of his
suiToundings. They were none of them observed in

my cases, and the result was certainly all that could
be desired. Union was in both cases entirely by
first intention ; there was no effusion into tlie cavity
left after removal of the head of the metatarsal bone,
and the recovery was veiy rapid and comjilete. The
only treatment ob.served other than that mentioned
above was rest in bed and a modei-ate diet.

I do not know why Prof. Hamilton considers it

necessary to obsene so many details in the jjer-

formance of this oi)ei-ation and in the subsequent
treatment, or rather the subsequent lack of treat-

ment, of the patient. The operation is certainly not
more difficult to execute than many other o])erations

upon the extremities, and if the two cases in which
I have had opportunity to study it form any indica-
tion, the recovery is not subject to more than the
average amount of risk and peril. The attempt to
follow the explicit directions given by Prof. Hamil-
ton would rob the operation of what, to me, is one
of its greatest a<lvantages— its simplicity and conse-
cfuent ease. To i)rovide the means for constant im-
mersion of an extremity in a bath of a certain tem-
perature, with the obsenance of other unavoidable
conditions, would render the extensive apjjlication

of this operation outside of large ho.spitals impos-
sible, and by just so much tend to limit its useful-
ness ; for many, if not most of the sufferers from the
disease we are Seating, are found in the humbler
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walks of life. If these inconvenient and costly ar-

rangements can be safely avoided, it certainly is a
gain to surgery and to every patient who sulfers the
operation.

That this may be judiciously ad\ased is proved, I

think, by the result of my cases, and I consider tliat

this operation recommends itself in all proper con-
ditions as easy, safe, and satisfactory.

June 1(), 1880.—Examination of both feet of this

patient to-day shows the great toes in normal hne
with the foot, not sensitive, with extensive motion,
the joints not tender, nor in any way causing her
any trouble. The other toes have come into ex-

cellent position, and the ajipearance of the feet is

much improved. In fact, both feet are in as good
shape and proportion as is found in the majority of

so-called healthy feet. Patient is out walking every

day, and does a great part of the housework in the

family, wearing a close-litting shoe, and being on
her feet several hours each day. Her general health

is benefited in almost a similar ratio, and she is loud
in her commendation of the operation.

THE ACTION OF THE VISUAL PURPLE
IN THE EEL.

By HOEATIO R. BIGELOW, M.D.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The announcement of Boll of the sensitive purple
color of the retina, and its more recent elaboration

by Khiine and Ewald, have resulted in many scien-

tific deductions as to the actual part taken by the

"purple " in the \'isual function. The fact that many
frogs appear to see perfectly well in " spite of the

absence of any store of it in their retinas, and that

many animals, which never at any time seem to pos-

sess such a store, have nevertheless respectable

vision," together M^ith the useful hint thrown out by
Dr. Michael Foster, in his excellent translation of

Khiine, " On the Photochemistry of the Retina and on
the Visual Purple," that "it would be very interest-

ing to ascertain the behaviour when their retinas are

bleached, of those animals, if there be any which
possess no cones, or rather in which all the terminal
organs of the retina are covered with purple," led

me to institute some experiments founded upon the

general plan of Kliiine, as to the action of the visual

purple in the eel. The investigation was stripped

of some measure of embarrassment, as the idea which
naturally suggested itself that frogs, with bleached re-

tinas, though not blind as to the amount and inten-

sity of light, might still be unable to distinguish col-

ors, had already been fully discussed by Kiiiine, who
proved satisfactorily that the jjresence of visual pur-

ple in the rods was not essential to the appreciation of

ditfereuees of color. Schultze has observed that the

retina of the eel contains rods, no cones. Kliiine

writes : "I have found the retina of both fishes (the

loach and the eel) purple ; in the loach only faintly so,

but in the eel more intensely jJurple-colored than in

any other animal, with the exception of the owl,

which in this resjject slightly exceeds it. When ex-

posed to light the retinas were often very intensely

yellow ; to this fact may probably be referred Ley-
dig's statements in reference to the loach ; there are,

however, ditferences to be noted. I saw, for inst^ce,

in an eel which had died in darkness, the purple

pass, when exposed to the light, into a deep orange-

yellow which did not bleach for two days, and tlien

did not bleach fully, whereas in another specimen

the yellow came o\it very faintly and disappeared
after being exposed for an hour to a dull light. As
the retina of an eel, being free from cones, contains

no pigment-globules, and the rods, being of a con-

siderable length, are uncommonly rich in jiurple, a
certain agreement with the arrangements in the owl's

eye is evident." There seems to be an especial sig-

nificance in the fact that the store of visual jmr-
ple is largest in those that inhabit dark j)laces, or

whose vision is peculiarly well-defined at night. In
the badger, the owl, the eel, and the loach, the (pian-

tity is in excess. The deduction from my exjjeri-

ments is not absolute, since it is not improVjable that

a bleaching process, sufficiently long to ensure suc-

cess, may interfere with vision itself, and in some
cases perhaps destroy it. Two eels which had been
kept in thick, muddy water in a dark room for

twenty-four hours, and who manifested no want
of alacrity in finding the pabulum dropi)ed in for

them, were exposed on the second day to a bril-

liant sunlight from nine in the morning until noon,
when they were put back into the tank. They sank
to the bottom and exhibited no signs of life for some
hours. At five o'clock in the afternoon they were
squirming aimlessly about, and only a])sorbed nour-
ishment as they were brought into immediate con-
tact with it. Particles of prepared food, which i)re-

viously they had taken with avidity, were passed by,

unless aiDpreeiated by the sense of touch. Twenty-
four hours after the bleaching they were as active as

they had been before the exi^eriment, and seemed to

recognize the food which had tempted them before.

This return of vision I thought due to a redevelop-
ment of the purple from some untouched epithe-

lium. The experiment was repeated on the sixth

day with a similar result : when taken from the dark
tank and put into one filled with clear water, through
which the rays of sunlight were allowed to pass, they
again seemed to be guided more by a sense of touch
than by sight, although the effect was not as great
nor as lasting as when exposed directly to the sun-
Hght.
The eye of one eel, which had been kept in a dark,

mTiddy pool, was then extirjjated, and the retina ex-

posed to sunlight, wiien it immediately jjassed in a
faint yellow which persisted for half an hour, but
reappeared in four hours after its enclosure in a

dark box. It was then re-exposed to the rays of the
sun and was thoroughly bleached in three hours.

Again it was shut up in the dark, but the purple
failed to reappear. The same re.sult on another
eye was obtained with the sodium-light, though the
time required was much longer, and the bleaching
was not as perfect. I then took two other eels from
the dai'k tank, and placed them in such position

that isolated absorption colors of different intensity

should fall separately into each eye, using Geissler's

tubes and the spectroscope, and in this position

kept them for half an hour. Upon examining the

retinas I found that a dark blue ray had bleached
almost entirely, while the green and the red had ex-

erted but little influence. Although prepared for

this result by similar exi^eriments of Khiine, it was
and still is difficult to understand its significance.

For believing, as I do, that the purjjle is that part of

the visual action which intensifies the power of

sight in dark places and at night, I had supposed that
the dark blue ray would exert but little if any bleach-
ing power, and I can only account for it upon the as-

sumption of a chemical antagonism, and the rapid
absorption of these rays by the purple. In order to

procure a good monochromatic light, I made use of
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coiniuDn Hftlt in the Hamo of ii IJuiimom Iturm-r for tho

yollow ; and for th«i red, ordinary liKlit was tniiis-

mittt'd tlirouph a ^l^'^s colored with the .suboxide of

copper; tho l>hio was obtained bv transiuittinff or-

dinary li{?lit throuf^di a kI'I"*** trou^^h with i>arallel

siih^s e<intftininj^ an anmioniacal sohition of tlie sul-

l>hate of eopper, as suf^^rested by ( Janot. In using

the speetnnn, it is imjxjrtunt to reniend)er tl»e calori-

tic and chemii-al dianj^es whieli it may effect. The
action of tlie jdiosphorof^enic rays of lieciinerel upon
tlie visual jmrple are i)ecunar, and of great intere.st

in connection with tho ])hotoclieniistrv oi tlie retina.

An eel which had ])et^n i)laced in tlui dark tank, so

that its eyes sliould be tixed upon .some alpja* that

were clin^i^ing to a rock, was taken out and the eye
extirpated as speedily as ]>os.sible. Tho retina was
dampened and i)laced upon an iodized silver plate,

and exposed to blue light for four minutes, when a

faintly reproduced imjiression of the rock and algie

was seen, which became greatly intensified as the
yellow or red ray fell upon it. That the vi.sual pur-

ple has the power of fixing the image upon which the

dioptric apparatus may rest is now a settled fact, and
this image remains for a variable length of time.

DEATH FROM KETf:NT10N OF URINE
IN A CASE OF PERI-RECTAL AB-
SCESS.

By CHAELES B. KELSEY, M.D.,

gCRGEOS TO THE EAST SIDK ISKIPMARY FOH DISEASES OF
i^
THE

RKCTOM, NEW YORK.

The following notes of a case in which I was con-

sulted after the death of the patient, and in which I

made the post-niim-teiu examination, may be of inter-

est as showing a danger which always attends acute

disease in the region of the I'ectum, and the sad re-

sults which may follow a disregard of the ordinary

precautions of surgery. The history will speak for

itself, and comment on my part is unnecessary.

A gentleman, aged thirty-six years, who had previ-

ously been in jjerfect health, was attacked with an
abscess in the right ischio-rectal fossa. After a week
of suftering it was oj^ened and a large quantity of

pus evacuated, and at the time of his deith, which
occurred suddenly about a week after the incision, it

was gradually closing uj). From the first of his at-

tack he had complained daily of pain in the region

of the bladder. He passed urine very frequently and
in small quantities, and only once obtained any re-

lief, wliich was when his nurse, on her own responsi-

sibility, put hot compresses over the abdomen. As
a result of this application, he passed a very large

quantity of urine, and for a few hours was free from
suffering. For the relief of this pain opium was pre-

scribed and freely administered up to the hour of his

death. A few hours before the end he expressed

himself as feeling verv* well and hopeful, expected to

be about his business again in a few days, and com-
plained only of constant pain over the bladder, and
desii-e to urinate, wondering why he was obliged to

pass his water so frequently, and why it only came
away in such small quantities. He died, without

warning, in a conNiilsion.

The post-mortem examination was made by myself,

at the request of the family, who were not quite sat-

tied with the diagnosis of apoplexy which was made
by the physician in attendance.

" The cerebral sinuses were veiy full of blood, veins

of the dura mater distended vd\h. black blood, and the

ventricles tilled with serum. Tho bladder readied
to the umbilicus, and must have been nearly at the

l)ointof rui)ture. The kidneys wore slightly enlarged

and gorged with blood, but not otlierwise diseased.

With these exceptions and that of the al>scess which
I have mentioned, the viscera were as healthy as I

have ever seen them at an autopsy.

A CASE OF MIXED ASTIGMATISM,

Supposed to have been Caused bt the Suckino of
THE Eve by an Infant.

By DAVID WTiBSTEK, M.D.,

HEW YORK.

On May 20, 1873, Dr. C. R. Agnew was consulted by
a lady thirty-six years of age, on account of imijair-

ment of vision of her right eye. The commence-
ment of her trouble dated back al)out eight years,

w^hen she first noticed a straight black line running
obliquely across the right visual field. This line

soon became crooked, and was broken up into nu-
merous transparent sjjecks. These floating, trans-

parent globiiles eventually mostly disappeared, and
the eye, after many months, settled down into a con-

dition in which all objects seemed "distorted" and
everything was "double lined." " The gas-flame," she
obsened, " had a halo with radii about it." She has
not now, nor has she ever liad, any external appear-
ances of inflammation or irritation.

At the time the trouble was u.shered in the lady
was weaning her babe, and, curiously enough, fell

into the habit of allowing the little one to suck
her right eye as a substitute for her nipple. She
positively affirmed that almost every night for six

months she allowed the child to go to sleeji resting

on her right arm, and with his mouth applied to her
right eye. This gave her no pain, and she indulged
the child in it, not thinking it would do her any
harm. She now believes that the trouble in her eye
was induced by the long continued and often re-

peated suction exerted upon the eyeball by the
mouth of her child. Examination with the ophthal-
moscope reveals nothing abnormal except astigma-
tism. Without a glass the Wsion is jJtj, but is raised

to ^S with — ,V c. axis 70'C + A c. axis 160". The
fellow eye has vision jf!, and is emmetropic.
Whether the fi'equently repeated and long con-

tinued suction applied to the eye had anything to do
with the change in its shape is a difficult problem to

solve. For my own part, I am inclined to think that

it did. It is certain that the astigmatism was devel-

oi^ed duiing the period in wliich the eye was habitu-
ally subjected to suction. It may be objected that

the traction would affect only the loose and yielding
eyeUds. It seems to me probable, however, that the
hps of the child would often make more or less pres-

sure upon the eyeball anterior to its equatorial region.

This seems to be borne out by the history of the
case, for there seems to have been a slight hemor-
rhage into the vitreous, probably caused by inter-

mittent pressure upon the globe.

Vebatrum Vibide as an Antidote to Opium Ine-
bkiety.—Dr. J. S. Haldeman claims that as veratrum
viride is a dii-ect antidote to acute cpium-poisoning,
it will also act antagonistically in chronic opium-poi-
soning. Some ca.ses illustrative of this are referred

to.

—

Lancet and Clinic.
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Bcpovts of Ijospitals.

THE PHILADELPHIA HOSPITALS.

Notes of Pkactice and Peculiakities op Treat-
ment.

saccharine diabetes.

In the liygienic treatment of this disease at the Uni-
versity Hospital, Dr. Pepper's first effort is directed

toward cutting off the supply of all the starchy ele-

ments of food. If the urine becomes less abundant
under this exclusive regimen, some hope of ultimate

cure is held out. In some very obstinate cases, even
after excluding all starchy matter from the diet, the

urine still continues to contain a large proportion of

sugar.

The best diet for a diabetic patient, in Dr. Pepper's
opinion, is, for breakfast, eggs and any kind of meat
except oysters, gluten bread and tea, or coffee, with
milk and without sugar ; for dinner, tomatoes, let-

tuce, onions, spinach, string-beans, meat, light sour

wine, and lemons, or perhaps oranges, but none of

the sweet fruits ; for supper, about the same diet as

for breakfast. None of the starchy foods, no alcohol

and no sugar are allowed.

Among dnigs opium is regarded as the most valu-

able ; of this an immense amount has been taken
daily in several instances without producing any of

the symptoms of poisoning. A boy lately under
treatment for this disease took seven gi'ains of opium
per diem. In liis case the only bad effect was the

production of obstinate constipation. Cases have oc-

curred whei'e even this was unnoticed. The opium,
either directly, by diminishing the amount of the

secretions, or, more probably, by its action on the

nerve-centres, reUeves the excessive thirst and vora-

cious appetite, and reduces the amount of urine and
the quantity of sugar in the urine. In one case the

amount of urine secreted daily was reduced fi-om

twenty-eight pints to eleven pints, and the total

amount of sugar in the urine decreased in proportion.

Ergot, M'hich has been found to act almost like a

specific in simple diuresis, has also been employed
in saccharine diabetes with much profit. The dose
commonly given is one fiuid drachm of the fluid ex-

tract four times a day. AVhere the skin is rough and
dry, jaborandi has been shown to be of value by rea-

son of its great powers of diajihoresis. When jaborandi

is employed, the opium and ergot are discontinued.

HYPODERMICS OF ERGOTINE FOR FTBROID TUMORS.

The results of the hyjiodermic injections of ergo-

tine in cases of submucous fibroid tumors of the

womb have been very good in Dr. Goodell's wards of

the University Hospital. The womb contracts under
the influence of the ergot and forces the tumor into

the uterine cavit}^ thus converting it into a polypus.

The habit is to inject daily ten minims of a solution

containing ninety gi-ains of ergotine to the fluid

ounce of distilled water, under the skin of the pa-

tient's abdomen.
Three difterent results have followed this use of

ergot in such cases : 1. The fibroid has been simply

diminished in size. 2. The fibroid has been con-

verted into a polypus, by being forced into the cavity

of the womb, whence it has been removed by forceps ;

or, 3. Necrosis has followed. This necrosis has been

brought about by the diminution in the blood-supply

following the contraction of the womb substance ;
as

a result of this, the tumor first atrophies, and then
breaks down in the direction of the least resistance.

ENDARTERmS.

Dr. Bartholow has great confidence in the value

of small doses of oinum as a cardiac and nervous
sedative. His patients in the Jeflerson Medical Col-

lege Hospital, receive five drops of the deodorized
tincture of oi)ium eveiy four hours. To aiTest the
usually accompanying condition of chronic arteritis,

the hypophosphites, cod-liver oil, and quinia are em-
ployed. One fiuid drachm of tlie lactophosphate of

lime and three minims of Fowler's solution are given
thrice daily, in addition to the opium. When any im-
provement is visible in the condition of the patient,

quinia is given in energetic doses. It has been
shown to have a good effect upon the coats of the
arterioles.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS.

According to the same authority, the therapeutic
indications in these cases are the carbonate and the
iodide of potassium. Five gi-ains of each of these

salts are ordered three times a day, before meals.

From half a fluid drachm all the way to one fluid

drachm of the syrup of the iodide of iron is given
after meals.

ASTHMA,

Dr. Bai'tholow has succeeded in affording great

relief to suflerers from this distressing comi)laint by
the administration of fifteen grains of the iodide of

jjotassium and twenty grains of the bromide of pot-

assium four times a day. This combination has been
found to be particitlarly useful where there is any
spasm of the bronchi.

SCLEROSIS OF THE LI\Tai.

The watery purgatives—the so-called hydragogue
cathartics—are the chief means employed of getting

rid of the ascites. Dr. Bai'tholow orders from one
to two drachms of the compound jalap powder eveiy
morning. With a view of acting upon the liver, and
stopping the sclerosis he orders the one-twentieth of

a grain of the chloride of gold and of sodium thrice

daily in pill form. Chloride of gold acts on the
hepatic cells and retards the hyperplasia of connec-
tive tissue.

SCIATICA.

In a case of chronic malaria, with chills and fever,

followed by neuralgia. Dr. William Pei^iJer's treat-

ment consists in the use of quinia, iron, arsenic, and
belladonna. In many cases, he has found that more
reUef is afforded by large doses of arsenic than by
any other remedy. Occasionally he has injected

the arsenic under the skin. When there is distinct

local inflammation, he is accustomed to treat the case
with large doses of the iodide of potassium and with
minute doses of the bichloride of mercury. When
he desii'es to bring about absorption of the inflam-
matory matters inside the sheath, he has found the
best treatment to consist in severe blistering, or in the
use of the actual cautery.
The actual cautery, in particular, has been shown

to possess great absorbent power, and powerfully re-

lieves over-sensibility of the nerves. Another excel-

lent jjlan of treatment sometimes i>ursued consists

in the hypodermic injections of morphia and atropia
right down into the adjacent muscular structure.

For this purpose the habit is to employ from the one-
sixth to the one-fourth of a grain of morphia, and
from the one-ninetieth to the one-sixtieth of a grain
of atropia. As the disease subsides, care is taken
that the morphia-habit is broken up. In still other
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cases, whoro tlir lo<-ali/<Hl pain lias bt'cn intonsc, tlie

most satinfiw-tory results havo Ihmmi tlcrived from tlio

hyixxlcrniic injoetion of from oi^lit to t.-ii iniiiinis of

chloroform into the adjacent tissues, f^roiit run- iM-ing

hml to keep tlie nee<lle otitof the way of the arteries.

Tliouf^'li incomparable as a temporary destroyer of

pain, tlie effects of the chloroform are not permanent.
Galvanism has l»een employed with success in some
cases. The mode of application is with the ))ositive

pole at the seat of pain, and the nej^ative jtole alon^j

the nerve-trunk. Wli(>re the muscles have wasted to

any great ext<^nt, the faradic current is the one wliioh
is generally the l>est to employ.

CHRONIC DIARnniE.A. AND PERrTONITTR.

The routine treatment of this condition, in Dr. Da
Costa's wanls in the Pennsylvania Hospital, has con-
sisted in the use of a strict milk diet, together with
from the one-fourth to the one-third of a grain of tlie

nitrate of .silver, administered every two hours in pill

form. At the same time iodine ointment is apjilied

to the patient's ahdomen, twice daily. Lately, how-
ever, Dr. Da Costa has adopted a new plan of treat-

ment, which has greatly improved his patients' con-
ditions. This treatment has consisted iu the injec-

tion of five minims of Magendie's solution of morphia
into the abdominal walls every morning and evening.
This method of treatment has given great relief to
the patients. It was first tried a number of years
ago iu some very obstinate cases of chronic diaiThu^a,

with very good results, better results than Dr. Da
Costa has ever been able to obtain from the hypo-
dermic injection of morphia into other parts of the
body.

CHRONIC HYTERTROPHT OF THE TONSrL.S.

Dr. Penrose's treatment of these eases is lioth gen-
eral and local. He regards the general or constitu-
tional treatment as very important, particularly as
such patients are generally cachectic. Unless this

general treatment is rigorously carried out, the local
treatment is of no avail. The first thing to be done
is to remove any bad hygienic snrroundings which
may exist. He then begins with mercurial purga-
tives and revulsives. He gives from the ono-twelfth
to the one-half of a grain of calomel every two hours,
in a little sugar, until the child has from three to six

movements every day. This calomel treatment is

continued every two or three days for .several weeks.
At the same time, as a stimulant to the system, the
child's whole body is thorotighly rubbed with hot
whiskey before going to bed. If the patient is de-
cidedly weak, one fiuid-drachm of brandy, well
diluted, is given internally from three to six times
daily. Patients have been kept upon these daily ra-

tions of stimulus for weeks at a time. Rubbing the
body with hot whiskey has been followed by the most
excellent results. The other items of the constitu-
tional treatment consist in the u.se of from three to
six grains of quinia daily, and from five to ten drops
of the tincture of the chloride of iron, from three to
four times daily, in water. At the same time, the
cliild is fed up well \*ith plenty of good soup, milk,
eggs, and extract of malt. Tiie object is to rebuild
the whole fabric of the body, at the same time that
all the diseased products are being removed in the
alvine evacuations.

The local treatment is regarded as very impor-
tant, but the local treatment is of no avail \inless the

• constitution is regenerated by means of the remedies
.already indicated.

If the inriammation and hypertrophy are consid-
vcrable, Dr. Penrose is in the habit of applying a

solution of the nitmte of silver (sixty grains to the

fluid ounce of dihtillecl vaton to the parts, by means
of a brush. The ajijdicution is made carefully and
thoroughly. A Hnuili l)ruhii is used, and care is

taken not* to cat<-h uj) too much of the a-stiingent

solution on the brush. The effort is made to secure

;

the child's co-optiration, and gn^at care is taken that

the bnisli is properly Kecured to its handle.

Powdered ahim has been found to be another very

excellent api>lieati<m in the.se cases. The following

formula is ordered :

I^ . Pulv. alum 3 ij.

Sa<-char 4- s.

M. et in chart. No. xx. div,

8ig.—One ])owder even.' two hours.

The child is taught to take a jiinch of the powder
every now and then, and not to swallow the whole
thing at once—this with a view of prolonging the

I contact of the medicine with the di.seased tonsils.

When the child is large enough, lozenges of the

chlorate of jiotassium are often very efficient.

Another milil l)ut excellent local application is the

tincture of the chloride of iron with glycerine—one
fluid ounce of each being ajijilied by brush, once or

twice a day. But very few cases resist this com-
bined treatment. The constitutional treatment is

kept up until the tonsils have been reduced to

their proper size.

If the child is pigeon-breasted, a great deal has
been accomj)lished l)y careful g;s'mnastic training.

Dr. Penrose is veiy much in the habit of recom-
mending the u.se of three-wheeled velocijiedes for the

purpose of develojiing the chest, or, as a systematic

item of treatment, he has the child stand with its

back against a wall, tells it to take a full breath, and
then, when its lungs are thoroughly expanded, insti-

tutes firm i)ressure against the sternum.

AMENOKUH(EA.

In cases of this nature, due to torpid action of the ov-

aries, Dr. Goodell orders the following prescription :

5 . Ex. aloes 3 j.

Ferri sulph. exsic 3 ij.

Assafcet 3 iv.

M. et in pil. No. C. divide.

Sig.—One pill to be taken after each meal. This
number to be gradually increased, first to two and
then to three pills after each meal.

If the bowels are at any time over-affected, the
patient is to stop and begin again with one pill.

Where the amenorrhuea is due to arrested devel-

opment. Dr. Goodell has derived the very best re-

sults from the constant use of Blot's pill, as recom-
mended by Niemeyer

:

5. Pulv. ferri sulph.,

Potas. carb. pune RS. 3 ij.

Mucil. trdgacantli q. s.

M. et iu pil. No. xlviii. div.

Sig.—To be given daily, in increasing doses, until

three pills are taken after each meal.
This gives the large quantity of twenty two and a

half grains of the dried suljihate of iron jjer diem.
If these i^ills give rise to constipation. Dr. GoodeU

uses this formula

:

5. Pulv. glycyrrh. rad.,

Pulv. sennse 5a 5 SS-

Sulphur subUm.,
Pulv. feniculi 55 3 ij.

Sacchar. purif § jss.

M. Sig.—One teaspoonful in half a cupful of water
at bedtime.
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Where the suppression is duo to change of habits

and loss of health, tonics are emijloyed. When the
suppression comes on suddenly, from cold or ex-

posure while in the midst of the menses, and is ac-

companied by severe lumbar pains, the patient is

placed in a mustard hip-bath, a Dover's ])owder is

administered, she is put to bed and hot drinks are

given to provoke copious diuresis and diaphoresis.

TUBEKCULAK LAKYNGITIS.

Dr. William Pepper's general treatment of such
cases is the same as that for phthisis. Locally he
applies pure nitric acid, or strong solutions of nitrate

of silver are brought into contact with the ulcers.

Extreme care is had in maldng these strong applica-

tions, and a delicate brush holding the caustic is

guided carefully to its destination, by the aid of the
laryngoscope. For the cedema astringent solutions,

such as the sulphate of zinc, copper, or alum are

recommended. Gargles and inhalations are used
for the cough.
The foUoAx-ing formula has been found to be of

particular value :

5 . Tr. benzoic! comp f• 3 ij.

Glycerinfe f. 3 ss.

Aquae f. 1 iv.

Sig.—To be used as a gargle.

Inhalations of steam vapor of hops, or conium,
ai'e very often found useful as palliatives. In many
cases counter-irritation is applied externally to the

larynx in the shape of small blisters. To relieve the

sense of fulness lozenges or hfematoxylon, krameria,
or tannic acid are i^resoribed. In desperate eases

tracheotomy is performed, and a metal tube worn,
thus putting the much-worn larynx to rest.

Addison's disease.

Rest is the chief indication, according to the same
authority, with good hygienic influences and whole-
some food. In some cases an exclusive milk diet

has been found to do great good. The bowels and
other excretions are carefully attended to. No long
journeys are allowed. The system is sustained upon
arsenic, iron, and cod-Kver oil. Coiinter-irritation

over the seat of disease has been found useful in

early stages, so also with regard to fai-adization with

mild cun-euts or general principles, nitrate of silver

and iodide of potassium are administered. The former
drug has shown itself to be of great use where there

is irritability of the stomach and intestines present.

Where the vomiting is violent and otherwise uncon-
trollable, chlorodyne or temporary enemata are

used. Where there is palpitation and dyspnoea,

digitalis is given freely.

The following prescription, originally recommended
by Greenhow, has been employed very satisfactorily

in a number of cases :

9 . Ferri sesquichloridi,

Chloroformi aS tt^xv.—xx.

Glycerinie f- 3 ij-

M.
Sig.—To be given three times a day in water.

The form of iron which Dr. Pejjper has lately em-

ployed in this affection is dialyzed iron. He does

not place much confidence ^ phosphorus, which was

formerly much used in Addison's disease. Alcohol

is given in small quantities and in whatever form

is best assimilated by the stomach. Strychnia seems

to do good in some cases.

progress of illctiical Science.

Elementary Tubercles and Giant-Cells.—Some
time ago, M. Kiener communicated a paper on this

subject to the SociHe de biologie of Paris. At a

recent meeting of the same society, Malassez com-
mented on this paper, corroborating some points of

Kiener and disputing others. The following is a

brief resume of liis observations : The simi^lest tuber-

cles are utterly devoid of giant-cells, being composed
solely of lymphoid or embryonal corpuscles. Tubei -

cles with ei3ithelioid bodies and giant-cells are not

of this simple kind, and should not, therefore, be
regarded as belonging to the elementary' form of tu-

berculosis. True giant-cells represent neither cro.s.s-

sections of obliterated vessels, nor are they accumu-
lations of degenerated elements. They are cellular

bodies ol perfect vitality, but as yet incompletely de-

veloped, probably corresponding to fragments of the

vaso-formative networks of Kiener. These reticula

were discovered by Kiener in the tubercles of serous

membranes, and are not destined to be transformed

into capillary blood-vessels. Arrest of development in

these capillary new growths, together with structural

alterations in the pre-existing vessels, explains the

tendency toward degeneration of tubercular tissues.

Such tissues receive less blood on account of the ob-

structed vascularization, and in addition, the blood-

supply may fail of ultimate distribution, owing to the

arrested development of the new formed capillaries.

—Gaz. med. de Paris, April 10, 1880.

A Case of Spina Bifida.—An interesting case of

this rare affection is reported by Dr. J. E. Blake, of

this city. The patient, a female, aged eight years,

has spina bifida in the lumbar region. At the time

of birth the sac was about the size of a pigeon's egg,

having an opening leading into the vertebral column,

about the size of the nail of the forefinger. The sac

is covered by a lipoma of which the bulk of the

tumor is composed. A striking feature of the case,

and which could be demonstrated until the fontr-

nelle closed up, was the existence of a free communi-
cation between the sac and cranium ; this was shown
by exerting pressure on the sac when a bulging up of

the fontanelle occurred. At first there was difficulty

in retaining the urine, owing to weakness of the

sphincter vesicpe, but this was to a certain extent

overcome by efforts of the will. There is an arrest

of development of the bones in the vicinity of the

ankle. The muscles of the anterior aspect of the

leg are paralyzed, and there is a lack of development

of them; the circulation of this part is somewhat
enfeebled. The posterior muscles of the lower ex-

tremities are fully developed, as is the upper i)ortion

of the body. With these exceptions the child is in

perfect health, but, on account of the paralysis of the

legs, is compelled to go about in a wheel-chair. To
protect the sac from injuries of any kind, pressure

was brought to bear on it by means of elastic web-

bing applied in such a manner as to cause ftilness of

the fontanelles.

—

Reprint from Am. Joiirn. of Obstet.,

April, 1880. M«— ^

CiTBATE OF Caffein is gaining favor as a diuretic.

In several cases of cardiac drop.sy in which the

remedy was tried by Assistant Surgeon W. H. Heath,

at the New York Marine Hospital, the increased flow

of urine was very marked and rapid.
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WHETHER VIVISECTION PAYS.

Ix the July number of Scribner's MonthUf is an article

bv Mr. All)ert Leffingwell entitled, "Does Vivisec-

tion Pay?" The writer takes the ground that it

does not pay, at least not verj- well, and he argues

the point with an apparent candor and moderation

which must make his article very effective with read-

ers not especially informed upon the subject in ques-

tion. The great importance—the \-ital necessity, in-

deed—of vivisection to the progress of scientific

and practical medicine, needs no demonstration to

physicians. There are, however, many of the laity

who, without knowing much regarding the facts,

have yet a good deal of .sympathy with the aj^peals to

their humanity made by anti-vivisectionists. For
this reason we venture to comment upon some of

the points made by Mr. Leffingwell, in the ai-ticle to

which we have referred.

The writer freely admits the necessity of vivisection.

He asserts, however, that it should not be performed
for the i>urpose of class demonstration, when the

point to be demonstrated involves jjain to the animal

and is one already well established. He also claims

that, to use his own words, " in ^'iew of the slight

gain to practical medicine resulting from innumer-

able past exjieriments of rliis kind, a jjainful experi-

ment upon a living vertebrate animal should be per-

formed, by law, solely for purposes of original inves-

tigation, and then only under the most rigid suneil-

lance, and preceded by the strictest j)recaution8."

These precautions are the obtaining special per-

mission from a State board, the applicant being

obliged to state the object of the proi^osed investi-

gation, the nature and method of the operation, the

kind of animal to be experimented on, and the short-

est period during wliich jjain Mill probably be felt.

An officer of the State must also be given an oppor-

tunity to be present during the experiments. Mr.
Leffingwell fiu-ther insists that those purely physio-

logical oxperimonts hhoiUd not be permitted, which,

though not ]iftinful in themselves, lead to mutilation

and Hul).si'(pient Huffcring in the animal.

These are the main j)oints which are advocated.

But, in leading \\\i to tliian, tliere are a number of

statements made which, if not entirely false, are very

misleading.

We are informed, for instance, that the more bru-

tal methods of physiological experiment, so current

on the continent of Eurojie, are tho.se followed in our

New York schools ; and again, that the results of

vivisection upon practical medicine have been really

almost nothing. As evidence of the first assertion,

a number of exjieriments, annually performed in the

medical colleges of this city, are described. The fact

that these experiments are all done under anaesthet-

ics is not brought out at all, and the average reader

would gather that our physiological professora are

hardened creatures who annually Ijrutalize their pu-

pils by unnecessary demonstrations of well-estab-

lished laws. These charges, we believe, from all the

evidence we can gather, are neither more nor less than

silly exaggerations. There is no place in the State

or countrj' where more physiological experimenta-

tion is done than at the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, of New York. In all the class demonstra-

tions annually made at that place, however, there is

but one experiment in which there is any exhibition

of the infliction of pain. This is one in which the

animal is made to utter cries for a short time in order

to show the motions of the vocal chords in sj^eech.

The idea that there is anything l^rutalizing in the

physiological lecture course will certauily appear

novel to the medical student, and is absurd to every

one who knows anything about the facts.

Class demonstrations of known physiological laws

are almost, without exception, i:)ainless. They are

of the gi'eatest possible help in impressing facts and

in elucidating clearly what is obscure in the human
mechanism. The history of the development of

physiological teaching at Harvard illustrates this.

The introduction of physiological experiment revo-

lutionized the study at that college, and turned a dull

routine into enthusiastic apphcation.

In regai'd to the other kind of experiments—those

conducted in the interests of physiological science

alone—the impression conveyed by ]\Ir. Leffingwell

is equally unfair. Among the many experiments per-

formed during the jiast few years at the laboratory in

Twenty-third Street, there has been only one set that

has been attended with pain. This is the series un-

dertaken for the purjjose of locating the cerebral

functions, especially those of the cortex. Here some
pain, though not a great deal, had to be inflicted.

But the scientific results^ttained are more than com-
mensurate with the suffering that was caused. The
brute must regularly suffer that man may eat and en-

joy himself. Society acknowledges this. He must
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also suffer occasionally tliat man may increase his

knowledge. But that unnecessary suffering is in-

flicted, that anaesthetica are not given whenever pos-

sible, is untrue.
^

Upon the question of the practical results of vivi-

section, our writer is particularly emphatic, and, we

may add, particularly narrow and ignorant. He did

once, he says, believe that vi\'isection had contrib-

uted much to practical medicine. But he has seen

a new light, and now he knows he was mistaken.

To support this view, that practical medicine has

not been advanced, he quotes a number of opinions

of eminent men. The quotations are short and are

some of them from documents nearly ten years old.

Furthermore they ai'e not to the point, for this is a

question of facts, not opinions. We are aware that a

great deal of reproach still hangs around jihysiologi-

cal therapeutics. It has, they say, found us no

specifics, it has not furnished us with any of our

most reliable drugs, but has given us only a mass of

questionable theories. This is in a measure true.

Physiological laws must be practically applied with

great caution in administering drugs, and the physio-

logical therapeutist must be a man of great good

sense or he will be unsafe. For all that, we believe

it impossible to place too high a value on the physio-

logical method in therapeuticsi No stronger argu-

ment, in the first place, for this view can be given

than by contrasting the old text-books on therapeu-

tics with those of Wood and Bartholow. The study

of materia medica and therapeutics was formerly a

mechanical routine, which exercised only the mem-
ory. Now it is one of the most interesting branches

of medical science. It claims at once the attention

of the student, it calls into exercise his best reason-

ing powers and introduces him to the most recondite

X'hases of physiological law.

As for the direct practical results, it should be re-

membered first, that empiricism is four thousand

years old, and physiological therapeutics hardly

more than thirty. With this in mind, no sane man
would condemn the possibilities of the latter, from

v.'hat it has already done. It has certainly produced

results large enough to justify our encouraging fur-

ther work in every way.

We have not space to go into many particulars.

We would recall the fact, however, that, by vivisec.

tion, Galen discovered that the arteries contained

blood, Harvey discovered the circulation, and Aselli

the lacteals. In later times Hunter discovered, by

the same method, the use of the ligature for his

treatment of aneurism, and the laws of collateral cir-

culation. The use of the narrow ligature came also

from experiments on living animals. By the same

means, our knowledge of fractures and their mode of

healing has been practically enlarged. Sedillot justi-

fied and introduced gastrotomy by his vi^dsections ;

nephrectomy was introduced in the same way. Oilier

and Heine showed through it the periosteal repro-

duction of bone. Vivisection has given most valua-

ble and practical information upon the healing of

wounds of all kinds. The transfusion of blood is

due to vivisection entirely. We have learned from it

the mechanism of the heart-sounds, normal and

pathological. Before the time of Fothergill, digita-

lis was used but slightly and hesitatingly. The

knowledge of its physiological action which he gave

us has greatly extended and defined its usefulness.

Half a century ago, gelatine was a very popular arti-

cle of diet, especially in France. It was thought to

be extremely nutritious ; one pound of it was alleged

to be equal to six pounds of meat. The investiga-

tions of Magendie and the French Commission showed

the falsity and danger of these ideas about the food.

The experiments made to determine the functions of

the liver and glands of the intestinal tracts have fur-

nished data that are of immense practical value.

Witness the extended use of pepsin and pancreatin.

Rutherford's experiments have given us a new chola-

gogiae and throw much light upon the action of old

ones. Without Liebreich's vivisections, we might

never have had chloral. Nitrate of amyl comes to us

through the same channel ; so do many of the uses

to which we now put atropia. The antagonism of

medicines, as of strychnia to chloral, of atropia to

physostigma and opium could never have been defi-

nitely known without practical experimentation.

Finally, there have been few contributions to practical

medicine which have a higher value than those upon

the nature of fever. The experiments of Burdon

Sanderson and others, which showed that many of

the symptoms in the various fevers were due to the

heat, and were not a necessary expression of the spe-

cific poison in the system, would go far of themselves

to negative the charge of the inutility of vivisection.

We have qiioted enough, therefore, and believe it

has been shown that the past usefulness and future

promise of vivisection cannot be ignored or belittled.

Vivisection is a real necessity to science, and it

should not he hampered by any close legal restric-

tions. Our physiologists are not brutes, who need

constant watching to curb their inhumanity. The

amount of suffering that takes place in the physio-

logical laboratories of this city is immeasurably less

than that inflicted every day in our streets by impa-

tient drivers and mischievous boys. We hope there-

fore, that these laboratories will be let alone. There

is little enough scientific research in this country

without putting checks on what already exists.

CABDIAC HTPEKTBOPHY IN BELATION TO RENAIi DISEASE.

In a recent issue we alluded to the pathology of

granular kidney, and this naturally suggests the pres-

ent subject. Hypertrophy of the heart and renal

disease, especially granular kidney, are frequently
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found to be associated. The fact has long since been

recognized that tliis wa.s no accidental coincidence.

But precisely whiit was the nature of the intcrrehitioos

bt>t\veen tliene i)athoh>^cal states has never been
satisfactorily shown, so that in i)hu*e of accurate

knowledge we have only a multitude of various the-

ories in cxplanotion of the matter. Dr. Robert
Saundby (reprint from the liinniuij/utm Mt-d. Keriew,

January, ISMOi, V)y combining and coinparing patho-

logical, clinical, and exiierimeutal data, has reached
several conclusions, which seem to deserve some at-

tention in this connection. He finds that " in chronic

Bright's disease the augmentation of the cardiac

function is compensator}- to the renal defect,"— a view
•which in his ojiinion " confirms the i)roi)riety of the
practice of administering digitalis in these cases."

But he adds that, "as far as possible, elimination
should be favored by»the skin and bowels, while the
diet should consist of elements containing as small
an amount of urea-forming substances as the general
condition of the patient may warrant." It is further
stated that "the high tension pulse indicates a high
degree of toxnemia and relative failure of the kid-
neys." Blood impurities, he believes, are early and
important phenomena in granular kidney. This we
may at once a.ssent to, since it is well known that
urea and various extnictive matters of the blood, are
largely present in this fluid after the inhibition of the
secretory activity of but a single kidney, AVitness
the cases of nephrectomy. The interesting experi-
ments of Growitz and Israel (Vircliow's Archir, vol.

Ixxvii., p. 315) are also adduced by the author in sup-
port of this view. These writers, it will be remem-
bered, found that unilateral artificial nephritis, or
the removal of one kiilney, was invariably followed
by cardiac hv-pertrophy, and they also concluded, from
accurate measurements, that this hypertrophy was
actually compensatory for tlxe renal defect, inasmuch
as it bore a definite proportion to the amount of renal
substance eliminated.

Moreover, Bright (Gui/'s Hosp. Eep., vol. i., p.
397) had already intimated some such hajmic origin
of the enlarged heart, for he distinctly says : "This
naturally leads us to look for some less local cause
for the unusual efforts to which the heart has been
impelled ; and the two most ready solutions appear
to be either that the altered quality of the blood
affords iiTegular and unwonted stimulus to the organ
immediately, or it so affects the minute and capillary

circulation as to render greater action necessary to
force the blood through the distant sul)divisions of
the vascular system." Thus, it seems that after many
years of observation and experimental investigation

with the aid of all our modern improved methods,
we are once more reverting to the explanations given
by Bright over forty years ago.

According to Dr. Saundby, then, we are to regard
the cardiac hypertrophy as " directly dependent on

the state of the blood," and hence the characteristic

rise in bUxxl-jiressure associated with Bright's dis-

ease, must bo int»Ti>retcd as its effect instead of as

its cause. .\ii inc-rease in the capillary resistunce, com-

bined with the increased vigor of the heart's action,

will therefore l)e the det«'rmiiiing factors of the pecu-

liar pulse observable in Bright's disease. But, "as

the toxic material in the blood stimulates the heart

and probably the kidney.s, without raising the blood-

pressure," we may observe increased secretion of

urine or albuminuria liefore there is any perceptible

modification of the patient's pulse.

These somewhat theoretical considerations are not

entirely devoid of practical bearings, if only to teach

us again the great importance of repeated and careful

examinations of the urine. For it is only in this way
than we can hope to diagnosticate the condition of

granular kidney in its incipiency, and thus institute

an effectual, because early treatment.

Ucuicius mitj notices of Cooks.

The Art op Perfumeby and the Methods op on-
TAiNiNO THE OixiRS OF Plants : The Growth and
General Flower Farm System of raising Fragrant
Herbs, with Instnictit)ns for the Manufacture of

Perfumes for the Handkerchief, Scented Powders,
Odorous Vinegars, and Salts, Snuff, Dentrifices,

Cosmetics, Perfumed Soap, etc. By G. W. Sep-
timus PIE.S.SE. Ph.D., F.C.S., Analytical Chemist,
Author of " Chemical, Natural, and Physical Magic,"
" The Laboratory of Chemical "\Vondei-s," etc.

Fourth Edition. Philadelphia : Presley Blakiston,
1012 Wahiut Street. 1880.

IVIr. Piesse's work on perfumery is in the fullest

sense comprehensive. It treats of the subject from
a technical as well as from a scientific standpoint.

After considering the history and i^roperties of
odors, it passes on to the philosophy of them, and,
under the head of " Gamut of Odors," says :

" Scents,
like soTinds. appear to influence the olfactory nerse
in certain definite degrees. There is, as it were, an
octave of odors like an octave of music ; certain odors
coincide, like the keys of an instrument."

" The analogy is completed by what we are pleased
to call semi-odors." "If a perfumer desires to make
a bouquet from primitive odors, he must take such
as chord together."'

" The perfume will then be harmonious."
After describing the different methods of extracting

the odorous principles, asenfleurage, distillation, etc.,

there follows an exhaustive article on each of the
agents which go to make up the perfumer's armamen-
tarium. A fuU list of forms for perfumes and toilet

preparations is given.

The portions of the work most important to the
physician are those devoted to medicated soaps.

The manner of combining such remedial agents as
sulphur, ifx/ive, mercun/, etc., is described, and the
important point noted that the absorbent vessels of

the skin are very active during the lavatory process.

It may be here stated that a medicated soap may be
made, either by adding the agent to the melted soap,
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or beating it up with soap-curd and by expression
forming it into the conventional cake.

Under the head of preparations for the hair, dyca,

washes, and dejiiUxtories are considered. Two forma
for the latter are given :

Slaked lime 3 parts.

Orpiment i part.

Quicklime 10 parts.

Suli^lmret of sodium 3 "

Starch 10 "

The chemical portion of the work is important, and,

in an appendix, methods are given for detecting adul-

terations in the ditierent perfumes, and for the prep-
aration of artificial finiit-essences.

There is also an article on the application of organ-

ic chemisti-y to perfumeiy.

KocKY Mountain Health Resorts : An Analytical

Study of High Altitudes in Relation to the Arrest of

Chronic Pulmonary Disease. By Charles Denison,
A.M., M.D., etc., etc. Boston : Houghton, Osgood
& Co. Riverside Press, Cambridge. 1880.

Doctor Dexison, who has devoted much study to

chmatic influences in pulmonary disease, has pre-

sented us with a ven' readable, exliaustive treatise,

as may be inferred from the title. It abounds in in-

formation of a character which is incapable of being
reproduced in a review, and we therefore content oi;r-

selves with recommending it asrfi conscientious con-

tribution to the literature of the subject. Even as a

guide-book its value cannot be too highly estimated.

A chest-examination chart, contained in a pocket-

cover of the book, is intended to stimulate thorough-
ness in observations and a greater attention to im-
portant details.

Pathogenetic Outlines of Homceopathio Drugs.
. By Dr'. Med. Carl Heinigke, of Leipzig. Trans-

I

lated from the German by Emil Sietze, M.D., of

) Philadelphia. New York and Philadelphia : Boe-
ricke k Tafel. 1880.

The author of this book has sought to fill an existing

hiatus in the literature of homoeopathic materia
medica by producing a work without the bulky re-

pertories of the text-books of Drs. Noak, Trinks,

Clotar Mueller, and Jahr, authors who published about
thirty years ago. He considers that the topical

registration of pathogenetic symptoms renders diffi-

cult the understanding and easy survey of the drug-
provings, and he therefore has in the jjresent work
aiTanged the registration of symptoms according to

the anatomico-pliysiological schema. Dr. Heinigke
states that the repertory to be added is merely to

serve the purj^ose of presenting to the reader a group
of remedies standing in specific correlation to cer-

tain organs and tissue-symptoms, and to direct the

attention to the comparison of the characteristic

pathogenetic features of a definite category of drugs,

without, however, giving rise to the impression that

their special study woidd thus be rendered sujjer-

fluous.

In the author's introduction he claims that " the

consideration and practical adai:>tation of the dis-

covery that cei-tain substances—which, as unprepared
(crude: matter, are unable to produce a medicinal
eflfect of any kind upon the organism—in a homteo-
pathically prepared state, afiect certain organs and
tissues of the body in a definite manner, so thut

truly ' specific effects ' must be ascribed to them, have

remained to this day the exclusive property of the

homoeopathic school." However correct this asser-

tion may be when applied to the German jjrofession,

it certainly has no application here, where it is not
unusual to find upon a physician's shelves the works
of Hughes and other writers alongside those of

Ringer, Phillips, and Bartholow, while his medi-
cine-chest contains many of the favorite remedies
of the so-called homcjeoi^athic school. AVhatever
the judgment of individual memljers of the profes-

sion may be as regards the value of the drugs a])ove

alluded to, or of other preparations who.se actions are

homoeopathic, as aconite and pulsatilla in small doses
for neuralgia, or ipecaciianha for vomiting, certain it

is that the number Mho find it profital)le to investi-

gate remedies of all kinds, when of imputed value, is

steadily increasing.

A more special study of drugs can but still further

relieve the homceopathic materia medica of inexac '.

and verbose literature ; and when provings are made
to a greater extent than now by well-trained observ-

ers, the pathogenetic outlines of driigs will be apt to

attract the attention of a gi'eater number of educated
medical men than heretofore.

The Student's ^Ianual of Venereal Diseases
;

being the University Lectures delivered at Charity
Hospital, B. I., during the AYinter Session of
1879-80. By F. R. Sturgis, M.D., Clinical Lec-
turer on Venereal Diseases in the Medical Depart-
ment of the University of the City of New York,
etc., etc. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1880.

An unpretending volume of no little merit, in which
italics, by way of emphasizing facts and propositions,

are used ^ith a rare judgment. The scope of the
work is elementary, its style concise, and, as the
author states in his preface, its aim j^ractical. We
bespeak for this little venture a well-deserved suc-

cess—at all events, we are assured that there wiU not
be imposed upon the purchaser much useless reading.

The Watering-Places and Minkral Springs op
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland ; with Notes
on Climatic Resorts and Consumption, Sanitariums,
Peat-, Mud-, and Sand-Baths, Whey- and Grape-
Cures, etc. A Pojjular Medical Guide. By Ed-
ward GuTMANN, M.p. With illustrations, com-
partive tables, and a colored map, etc. New York

:

D. Appleton k Co. 1880.

A MEDICAL Baedeker, quite complete, red cover and
all. A novelty to be seen, not without some of the
defects incidental to such new books by new authors,

but a very' welcome novelty nevertheless. This work
of 331 pages, we are told, is not intended to be a
"learned discourse on the physiological effects or

chemical compositions of the sj^rings, but a poi^ular

medical guide," for the jjurpose of making Americans,
"unacquainted with the continental mode of living,"

somewhat " familiar with the arrangements, manners,
and customs of living at the principal watering-ijlaces

of Central Europe."
Dr. Gutmann has certainly performed a creditable

task, and although his little book is not, strictly

speaking, a medical essay, still the practitioner will

not fail to find useful information scattered through
its pages. For the annually increasing exodus to

Europe will doubtless include some of his patients,

and quite likely these have questioned him concern-
ing the choice of their summer residence. All such
questions he will be better prepared to answer after

having glanced over Dr. Gutmann's book, and so far

it forms a desirable acquisition to the physician's

library.
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It is ovitloiit lit once, from thn luithor's fiiinilirtrity

with ull theilotails cliumftoristicof the jikmIus vivciuli

ftt the various ])liu-es deserilMMl, that \ni lias liiiiiself

repfatfiUy visitoil tiieiu. In fact, lie t«'lls us in lii«

preface that lie has " for the last ten years freijuented

all the important \vatc^riiij<-placcs of (roniiany, Aus-

tria, and Swit/erland, partly as a patient, partly for

the purpose of obtaining a thorough knowledge of

the same."
He has divided the book proper into four parts,

and has annexed to these a few notes on eliniatiu

health-resorts. A map showing the position of

the principal springs is added, thus indicating the

nature of the work, which is that of a guide-hook.

This map, however, presents certain peculiarities

attesting the author's knowledge of languages, it is

true, but, on the other hand, marring somewhat the

harmonious eilect which geographical ai)i)eIlation3

are expected to produce. For behold, we tind the

German names of cities, rivers, lakes, etc., in the

good oKI Teuton idiom; we tind, however, some
Belgian and Italian names paraphrased into German,
but certain well-known islands are called Sicily and
Sardinia in plain Engli.sh, and certain familiar seas

are called North Sea and Tyn-henian, and the Medi-
terranean and Adriatic glory in English names. On
the other hand, some French towns are still recog-

nizable as such even to the i)urely Gallic eye. We
notice an isolated attempt to anglicize Coin into a

familiar Cologne, but here the author's eflbrts ap-

parently ceased and he relapsed at once into confusing

German. It is to be hoped that the next edition of

this book will see a map constructed on a uniform

system of geography, and governed by monolinguis-

tic principles.

Part I. is confined to some general remarks on
watering-places and the use of mineral waters. In

the second part we are given a topographical review

of the watering-places. Then comes a section on the

chemical composition and therapeutical ai)plication

of the mineral waters, followed by the last part, which
treats of climatological and balneological matters.

The authors style is pleasing, often sprightly, and
creditably devoid' of clumsy and puzzling German-
isms, which are so apt to creep into American books
emanating from Teuton pens. Patients intending to

go abroad may be advised to pro\'ide themselves with

Gutmann's guide-book, and physicians will do well

to glance over its pages for useftd information.

Pastecb's Theory of Vaccik.\tion-.—Says a cor-

respondent of The Lancet : " The last two meetings

of the Academy of Medicine have been rendered in-

teresting by communications from M. Pasteur. Re-

cent experiments with the ^-irus which gives rise to

the cholera of fowls have led the eminent biologist

to conclusions respecting the variola and vaccinia

which are of the ver^- highest importance. Vaccine

matter, says M. Pasteur, is nothing else than attenu-

ated or diluted variolous virus, and it is unnecessary

that it should pass through intermediate organisms.

The experiments tend to prove that a weak dose of

specific virus gives rise to a mitigated form of dis-

ease, which, however, is protective against the occur-

rence of the disease in its ordinary evolution. Should

these views be justified by future research, and should

their application be extended to other diseases, a

new light will be thrown on the pathology of zymotic

affections, and their prophylaxis rendered a matter

of certainty, "jj

Urports of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY
OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meethig, Mmj 24, 1880.

Dr. A. E. M. PimDT, President, m the Chair.

The Society was called to order at 8 p.m., and the

minutes of the last stated meeting were read by the

Secretary, Dr. F. A. Castle.

THE CLINICAIi HISTORY OF A CASE OP LEPROSY, WITH

REALrVRKS.

Dr. SrrRGis read the notes of a case, which had
been under the care of Dr. H. G. Piffard and himself.

A male patient, past middle age, with negative family

history, resided, previous to 18*32, in Mexico and Tex-
as. He returned to the State of New York in 18G5.

In 1874, the jjatient first noticed an eruption, macu-
Ite, varying in size and of a reddish color that disap-

peared upon treatment, and he was not again trou-

bled until 1876, when the macuhe reappeared and re-

mained about one year. At some time during that

period the jmtient's eyebrows fell out. In 1878, a tu-

bercular eruption appeared upon the forehead. The
legs had been swollen very large. He was admitted
to Charity Hospital m October, 1878, where he sub-
mitted to a variety oi treatment ; took arsenic, mer-
curials, and also (juite freely of gurjun balsam, but
all remedies seemed to be ineflectual. In December,
1879, the tubercles had increased very much, had
appeared upon the chin and the neck ; the fi'ont part
of the body was free, the uinjer two-thirds of the back
were free e.xcept from melanotic stains. The skin on
anterior aspect of the arms was thickened and con-
tained numerous tubercles, varj-ing in diameter from
1^,- to i of an inch, elevated, completely insensible.

Neither hemori-hage nor jjain followed the insertion
of a i^in the whole length into these thickened and
tuberculous i^arts. The skin of both knees was
thickened—extending down to the ankles, and the
feet and hands were purple. The use of chaulmoo-
gra oil was then begun, TTi^vi. t.i.d., internally, and
on ointment (25 per cent.) was used externally. The
patient improved under its use, the noteworthy
point being that the suljcellular infiltration dimin-
ished and the tubercles were not so prominent as
heretofore. There being no disturbance produced
by the oil, it was continued, and the dose internally

increased to TT^viii., with the ointment as jirevious-

ly applied. About the 20th of January, 1880, the
jjatient had diarrhcea sufficient to cause the discon-
sinuance of the oil, but it was resumed on the 22d,
and soon after increased to Tfl.x. t.i.d., internally,

and early in February the ointment was discontin-
ued, and the clear od applied externally. On March
15th the analgesia seemed to have returned, and
again a pin could be run into the thickened por-
tions of skin to the distance of half an inch without
producing any sensation. March 29th.—Treatment
continued. Tubercles over body softer and smaller

;

infiltration of skin less. Numbness still i^re.sent, but
less than at the last note. No disturbance from the
use of the medicine. May Ist.—The tubercles stiU

getting smaller and softer. On the 15th the freedom
in motion of the skin almost normal ; local anaes-

thesia had nearly disappeared. Treatment contin-
ued up to present date. (Patient exliibited.)
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Dk. H. G. Piffakd i-emarked that one interesting

feature in the t-liuical history of the case was that

while the patient was not taking the medicine last

used, the disease began to return. One of the char-

acteristics of this, as of other cases, was the cutane-

ous anaesthesia, complete in some parts. For in-

stance, at one time the jjatient could mn a pin into

his hand nearly up to its head without jiroducing any
sensation, and the anaesthesia, which had disappeared
while using the chaulmoogra oil, began to retura
while the oil was discontinued. [The supply in the

hospital at oue time gave out, and Parke, Davis & Co.

of Detroit, Mich., forwarded three pounds for special

use.]

Dr. Piffard then made some remarks concerning
leprosy, with special reference to its history, morbid
anatomy, etiology, symptoms, and treatment. The
disease was of ancient origin. It was, however,
probable that the term leprosy, used in the Bible, in-

cluded a number of diseases besides that illustrated

in the joatient presented. The first to give a distinct

account of leprosy, one by which it could be recog-

nized, were the Greeks, but they did it under the name
elephantiasis. The Arabians of the tenth, eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth centuries gave a description of

the disease which they called lepra. They have an en-

tirely different disease which they call elephantiasis,

consequently the term elephantiasis is likely to lead to

confusion. The elephantiasis of the Arabians, charac-

terized by great hypertrophy of the skin, is an affec-

tion quite different from true leprosy, which presents

three marked varieties, known as the maculse, the an-

aesthetic, and the tubercular. Occasionally cases oc-

cur which for many years exhibit the same character

of lesion ; for instance and by preference the maculie,

while in other cases the anaesthesia will be the lead-

ing feature ; and in yet other cases there is slight

maculation, i:)ossibly some anaesthesia, and a good
deal of the tubercular element developed. As a rule

all the varieties are illustrated in one case—as in the

patient exhibited.

The morbid anatomy, briefly stated, consists in

connective-tissue proliferation which affects the skin

and the nerves. The tubercles are the result of the

same change. The nerves and the skin are infiltrated

with small round cells. The first jahysical sign is en-

largement of the nerve-trunk affected, that most fre-

quently involved being the ulnar nerve, and after

that the nerves of the lower extremities. The ulnar

nerve usually becomes very much enlarged by the

infiltration, with small round cells everywhere with-

in the sheath. Pi'essure upon the nerve-fibres is

produced in that manner so as to cause j^ain, and
pain is one of the earliest among the symptoms of

leprosy. After a time the pressure is so great that

the nerve-fibres are destroyed, the first change doubt-

less being a fatty degeneration of the white substance

of Schwaan, finally the axis-cylinders, and at last, in-

stead of a nerve-trunk, there exists a mere cord of

sclerosed tissue, the ulnar being reduced in size from

that of the little finger to that of a crow-quill. The
changes are : first, proliferation, second, atrophy and
disappearance of nerve-matter. The symptoms, there-

fore, are readily exjalained : first hyperesthesia, sec-

ond, anaesthesia. But leprosy does not always pre-

sent the same symptoms at the beginning. It is a

disease which may not appear until long after it has

been contracted. In the case reijorted the disease

did not appear until several years after the patient

travelled in countries where it exists endemically, and

where doubtless he contracted the affection. The
first symptoms are not distinctive, the patient hav-

ing, perhaps, some malaise, etc., later maculae, or the

maculae may appear first upon any i)art of the body,

usually upon the back part of the chest ; or instead

of macula; he may have biillie, and those cases, as a

nile, are the ones in which the ana-sthesia is most
marked subsequently ; or the disease may first ex-

hibit itself as tubercles upon the face and other

parts of the body. The disease, as a rule, gradually
progresses until the three varieties mentioned can be
seen in the same case. The tubercles are frequently

stationary for some time, perhaps two years, and then
gradually siibside. In some cases supjiuration oc-

curs, abscesses form, and the tubercles disapjiear in

that manner ; but as a rule they disappear gradually

and through the process of fatty degeneration and
absorption. At the same time that some of the tuber-

cles are disappearing others may be forming in the

immediate neighborhood.
During the stage of hyperaesthesia the pai-ts af-

fected swell enormously, a limb reaching, jjerhaps,

twice its normal size, the integument is stretched

and shining ; but the pain gi-adually disappears, the

swelling gradually diminishes, the skin becomes
whiter, and a little furrow occurs, perhajis across the

dorsum of the distal phalanges of the fingers, not at

the joint, but at some other point, and the furrow
deepens, until after a time the j^atient some day no-

tices that the tip of his finger is gone. The same
changes may occur upon the toes. The gradual ab-

soi^ition of the bony tissue is more like the process

of caries than necrosis, and may result, as in one case

seen (illustrated by photogi-aphs), all the fingers and
a portion of the metacarpal bones on the left hand
were removed, the toes and a portion of the meta-
tarsus on the left leg, and the right foot and leg were
diseased still more than the left. The disease does
not seem to be directly fatal in a majority of cases.

A.S a rule, death is caused by some intercurrent dis-

ease, such as pulmonaiy, gastro-intestinal, etc. The
average duration of life, as stated by Professors Dan-
ielssen and Boeck, is from twelve to fifteen years.

"With reference to etiolog}', the history of leprosy

in the Sandwich Islands leads one to the oi^inion that

the disease is contagious. There are several thou-

sands of lepers there, where the disease, several years

ago, was not knowTi.

The late Dr. Bulkley reported one case occurring
in a ijerson who had never been out of the State of

New York, and in his diagnosis he was sustained by
Boeck, of Christiana, Sweden. But the disease is

not contagious from simple contact or through ema-
nations from the body. Quite a number of cases

have been traced to vaccination. It is believed to be
hereditary, and there is considerable reason to suj)-

pose that such is the case. However, the etiology of

the affection is decidedly uncertain.

With regard to treatment, the tubercles can almost
always be caused to disapjiear by the application of

some instating substance, such as iodine ointment,

chaulmoogra oil, etc. Cardol has been used on the

anaesthetic patches with good results, as well as on
the tubercles. Cleanliness is imjiortaut. The three

drags which seem to have been of some service in

the treatment of leprosy are nitrate of silver, as re-

commended in the " U. S. Navy Reports," nux vom-
ica, which has aj^peared lateh' in a Tonquin remedy
called hoang han, and chaulmoogi-a oil. If the dis-

ease is chiefly an affection of the nen'ous system, the
use of nitrate of sUver and strj'chnia prejjarations

seems to promise the most benefit. Specimens of

hoang han, hyrocolyte Asiitica, cardol, chaulmoogra,
were exhibited, together with several photogi-aphs.
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Du. Samikl, Sjieijwkll, of Brooklyn, rofi'ircd to a

case under Ins euro, aiid wliieli Inid lu't'n reported in

tljo Arcfiin-s of Dt-rmntuhxni for April, IHSO. An in-

tcrostin^r itom in tho clinical liistorv of the case was
tho occnrrenco of measles while the leprosy was
steadily prof^ressing.

Dh. G. H. Fox oxhibitod some photographs of

cases of leprosy occurring in the Sandwich Is]an<ls.

He thought the prognosis in cases of tubercular lej)-

rosy was not at all favorable. The duration of the

life of a leper varied considerably, according to the

predouiinating variety of the disease ; the average

was about twelve years, but with tho macular variety

the patient might live fifteen or twenty years ; while

with the tubercular variety he rarely lived more than
nine years. With reference to the patient exhibited,

Dr. Fox did not feel sanguine concerning a cure be-

ing eflect«d.

Yiw. Sxiuciis remarked that bis expectations were
not very great with reference to ])rognosis in the

case V)rought before the Society. There had been a

marked imjirovement, but as to its being permanent
he was very doubtful.

Du. SnEUWELL remarked that the manifestations

of the disease were very much less than they were
six months ago. The question of the occunence of

eye lesions in leprosy was raised, and Dr. Sturgis re-

ferred to Hanson and Ole Bull, who had descril>ed

diseases of the eyelids and iritis associated with lep-

rosy. The larynx, also, was sometimes entirely de-

stroyed by the disease. Of other internal lesions he
had no knowledge.
Dr. J. C. Peters presented a report as delegate to

the National Pharmacoisueial Convention.
The Comitia Minora was authorized to appoint the

allotted number of delegates to the American Medi-
cal Association.

Dr. C. E. Agxew called from the table the portion

of the report of the Comitia Minora concerning the

application of Mrs. Clara L. Black for membershii),

and after some discussion the recommendation of the

Comitia, that she be admitted to membership), was
adopted by a vote of ayes 38, nays 11.

The Society then adjourned.

THE NEW YORK SURGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, March 9, 1880.

Dr. H. B. Sands, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton presented specimens of

supposed

FRACTURE OF THE HUMERAL EPICONDTLES,

received from Dr. ZuckerkantU, prosector in the
University of Vienna.
The President refeiTed to illustration of fracture

of the external condyle and remarks upon two cases

made in Gurlt's " Surgery." In one of the cases the
fracture was spoken of and illustrated as fracture of

the epicondyle not involving the lesser head. The
other was spoken of as extending a shoi-t way through
the articular sm-face, therefore not an example of
pure epicondyloid fra<'ture.

Dr. Hamilton remarked that the point which he
had made was that it was so small it would escajje

observation clinically, and further, that it had not
been shown by autopsy that it ever occurred.

Dr. L. a. Stimson remarked that he could not un-
derstand how fracture of the external epicondyle

could be produced except in a person under sixteen

years of age.

Both the external liiteml ligament and the muscu-
lar attachments extend beyond the limits of the ejii-

condyle, and fracture could occur only l)y tearing off

these firm attachments to tho bone.

Dr T. M. Mahkok ha<l no dcmbt that fracture of

the internal ejticondyle could occur, but with regard

to the external epicondyle, he had always had the

conviction that it could not be broken off by extenial

violence. It was an eminence sinjply rather than a

prominence, and it seemed to him to be simply im-
possible to fracture except by exceedingly violent

action of the ligaments and the muscles.

Moreover, in the bone of the young child the

eminence or elevation known as the ejucondyle was
not only less than in the adult bone, but it was even
dome-like almost, and the bony part which united
the capitulum was exceedingly small, and it was
very late in uniting with the remainder of the bone.

Of course, it was only an impression, but he was not
able to conceive how in either a child or an adult
this fracture could take place, and he did not think
the specimen exhibited was at all conclusive upon
that point.

Dr. Lanoe referred to a case in which there was
complete separation of l)oth ei)icondyles as the re-

sult of injury. The jiatient was a boy ten years of

age, who received a comjDOund fracture of the elbow-
joint.

There was almost complete separation of the ar-

ticular part of the epijjhysis, it being thrown almost
completely out of the joint, and was held only by
some small fibres. The epicondyles were in connec-
tion with the diajjliysis, through the periosteum and
the ligamentous structures, yet separated. He re-

moved the lower end of the diajjliysis and the ar-

ticular part of the epiphysis, and the imtient made a
good recovery. The specimen did not show the

! epicondyles as they were left in connection with the
periostenm, and assisted in giving shape to the
newly formed extremity of the humerus. He thought
it was a case which showed clearly that it was pos-
sible for the epicondyles to be seijarated in a young
person, that is, before bony union had taken \A&ce.

Dr. Hamilton said that he had not understood
that its possibility had been denied, but simply that
the occuiTence had not been proven.
Dr. Markoe thought that, in estimating all these

anatomical points with reference to fractures, we
should exclude from our study such cases as that to

which Dr. Lange had referred. Certainly he could
conceive that in a compound fracture the bones
might be so broken that both eijicondyles might be
separated ; and a musket-ball might have done the
same thing ; but the occuiTence of fracture by (any
other known ?) violence was not exjilained by such
cases. He thought that way of looking at the ques-
tion should be borne in mind.
Dr. Hamilton remarked that that was preci-sely

what was demanded, namely, the evidence of siini^le

uncomplicated fracture, the occurrence of which he
thought had not yet been proven.

Dr. Lange remarked that in his case there was no
injury of any of the bones of the joint except as men-
tioned, and the surfaces in the si^ecimen were smooth,
showing that there had been a sei^aration in the con-
necting cartilaginous structure.

Dr. Stim-son remarked that he had an epicondyle
imossified at the age of sixteen.

Dr. McBurney referred to a dissecting-room speci-
men to which a student directed his attention. It
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iv:is a movable fraymput over one internal condyle,

111(1 ui)on examining the other arm a jirecisely sina-

;u movable fragment was found at a corresponding
[11 lint. In dissecting both arms it was found that

'i.y were fragments of bone, and that they corre-

P'uded precisely in a])pearance to the epicondyles,

iii.l gave origin to the tlexor nniscles of the forearm.

tie could very readily understand that if the person

lad received an injury aliout the elbow, followed by
tenderness, it very probably would have been re-

jai'ded as a case of fracture. It was evidently an

3ld condition, and he thought it quite i^robablo that

t had existed during the man's life.

X)iU'Ol'ND DISLOCATION OF BOTH BONES OF THE FOEE-

AEM UPWARD.

Dr. Erskine Mason reported two cases of complete
dislocation of both bones of the forearm outward.
In one case the i)atient was a girl, seven years old,

who, while climbing u}) into a closet, fell and re-

ceived the injury, which, when Dr. Mason arrived a

few hours afterward in consultation with Dr. Dew,
was clearly marked. How she struck, the patient

was unable to say.

Tiie other case occurred in a boy twelve years of

age, wh(T came into Roosevelt Hospital on the 25th

of February, 187G. The only kistory obtained was
that he fell over the rocks, received the injury, and
was brought at once to the hospital. The palm of

the left hand was covered with dirt, while the right

hand was clean. There w^as no difficulty in reducing
the dislocation in either case. These were the third

[ind fourth cases of the kind with which he had met.

The first was in Belle^nie Hospital a few years ago,

and occurred in a young man. The second was an
old dislocation which he saw in Dr. Hamilton's office.

ABSCESS IN THE UPPER PORTION OF THE TIBIA.

Dr. L. a. Stimson reported a case as follows

:

The i^aiient was a boy fifteen years old. ^\lien thir-

teen years of age he was attacked by severe })ain in

the right tibia, which lasted several weeks, sub-

sided, recurred at the end of six months, again sub-

sided, and again recurred six months later, Avhen Dr.
Stimson saw him for the first time. The upper part

erf the leg was then swollen, the swelling extending
downward along the central part of the til)ia, and
the soft parts gave the sensation of false tiuct nation.

The bone was evidently enlarged in its circumfer-

ence, and there was localized tenderness and a ridge

about the site of it. After rest in bed and the appli-

cation of cotton and a bandage, the pain disappeared

and the boy went home. Five or six months after-

ward he was again seized with pain in the same
bone, and all the previous symptoms returned.

There was a distinct localized point of maximum
tenderness upon the inner surface of the tibia, about

tki'ee inches below the articular edge. Although he
f»u.spected central disease he temporized and put the

boy in bed, covered the liml) with cotton, made
pressure by means of a ^^andage, and awaited further

development. At the end of three or four days the

pain upon the inner side of the tibia had diminished,

and aboiit a week after he w-as first seen he was
taken with severe pain on the outer side of the tibia,

at the same level. A distinct swelling was then

found iietween the tibia and fibula, at a con-esi^ond-

ing point.

On the following morning he cut down upon the

bone, foimd the periosteum loosened and very much
thickened, fully one-quarter of an inch thick, soft

and gelatinous, very much like the tissue about a

stnimous joint. A cnicial incision was made and the

})eriosteum strijjjjed up, and a trejjhine made to en-

ter the tibia about three-fourths of an in<Oi, where
a cavity was encountered, from whicli came tw<j or

three drachms of pus. The boy went on to rai)id

recovery.

The point of interest in the case was the follow-

ing : Might not abscess of that kind be the stai-ting-

l)oint of many of the cases of bone disease, which
come under observation in dispensaries and hos-

pitals?

In looking through text-books on surgery, he had
not found any testimony on the subject ; but in

reviewing some special writings, particularly Prof.

Markoe's book on diseases of the ])ones, he had
found the subject thoroughly discussed, and the jjos-

sibility of caries arising in this manner seemed to be
perfectly well demonstrated. If that was true, early

trephining in bone disease should, perhaps, be em-
ployed, much more than it is at present, as a pre-

ventive of the obstinate and deforming diseases which
follow if the disease goes on unchecked. Some of

the best results had also been obtained when no pits

was foimd, and the operation, with antiseptic pre-

cautious, was certainly not a dangerous one.

Dr. Morgan Smith, of Connecticut, had re})oi'ted,

in Haif\Joum<d, in 1838, three or four cases of what,

at the present time, would be described as acute

osteomyelitis, in which he perforated the bone with

a drill, giving exit to jius, and thereby giving relief

immediately to all the symptoms. In every case re-

covery took place withoiit necrosis. The possil)ility

of spontaneous evacuation of the pus had been dis-

cussed by Chassaignac in a ijosthumous work pub-
lished in the Bulletin, of the Soa'eti/ of Siir;pn\ii, in

1879, and the cause which produced it was attributed

entirely to the jjerforation of the periosteum from
without inward, and not from within outward.

Dr. Stimson thought that the abscess, in his case,

was in the medullary cavity, and presumed that there

was a diaphragm which cut the pus olf from the

lower part of the canal.

Dr. Hamilton asked, Why should not the same
method be adopted long before the existence of pus
was expected, in cases of impending destruction, for

example, of the epiphysis in so-called white swelling?

AYould not an early oiieration prevent a certain pro-

portion of cases of chronic osteo-myelitis of the

opijihysis ?

The President remarked that the French had al-

ready resorted to the early treatment by means of

the Pacquelin cautery.

Dr. Stimson remarked that Bryant had rejioi-ted

several cases in which he trephined in the early

stages, and with good results [Guy's Hoi^pitdl Re-
ports, 1879).

Dr. Lange remarked tliat the plan had been
recommended by Kocher, of Berne. It was also

adopted, when he was Prof. Esmarch's assistant, and
lie had seen him treat a number of cases of white

swelling in that manner. It seemed to Dr. Lange
that it was a method that could be resorted to with

gi'oat benefit in the early stages, esjiecially with re-

gard to pain, which disappeared almost instantly on
making the i,gni])uncture.

Yolkmann and Luecke had practised and recom-
mended opening the epiphyseal part of liones with-

out opening joints by making the oi^eration extra-

articular, and .so remove all the diseased parts. The
intention was to eftect a cure without disturbing the
joint, and they liad been successful in several cases.

Db. Stimson thought that abscess did not occur
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with such freqiiencv in the epiphysis as in the ex-

panded portion of the l»ont».

l)u. HAMir/roN said thiit wlicn ho used the trrm
ei)ii>h_V8is, it was in the stMise in wliirli it was t-oiu-

inonlv oinidoyod ; hut ho ninint to sjicak of the more
expiind«'d ui)per portion of thf tiliiii or lower portion

of the femur.

FAVTS OF THE PRNIS.

The PiiESiDEST reported a case as follows: About
a week ago ho was consulted hv a ])hysi<'iaii, who
came from Connecticut, to obtain his opinion with
regard to what he called two ulcers upon his penis,

for the existence of which ho could give no explana-
tion. He was a married man, and said that if he
had contracted anv disease it must have l)een from
his wife, whom ho had no reason whatever to sus-

pect. He said the sores were upon the outer smface
of the foreskin, near the glans, and that they had
appeared about a month after connection, and three
weeks previous to his visit to Dr. Sands. At tirst he
thought nothing of them, but as they persisted and
increased in size he became alarmed and sought an
exjjlanation. At first, when (piestioneil, Ik^ had no
recollection of having received any injury, but soon
recalled the fact that he had received a slight scratch
upon his penis from a i)et cat which was in the habit
of getting into bed with himself and wife evei-y morn-
ing. Upon examining the penis Dr. Sands found
two well-marked patches of fams, about a tpiarter of
an inch in diameter, which had been mistaken for
xilcers. A portion of one of the crusts was removed
and placed under the microscope, when the nature
of the disease was clearly revealed. The crusts were
removed and a solution of bichloride of mercury
applied.

DIPHTHERIA OF THE PENIS.

Dr. L.iKGE gave the following history of a case :

About one week jireviously he was called in consul-
tation to see a Jewish child three weeks old, which
had been circumcised. At the time the oi^eration
was performed there was another child suftering
from a grave type of diphtheria of the throat, soon
after terminating fatally, and yet another child was
subsecpiently attacked by the disease. In the case
he was called to see he found a diphtheritic mem-
brane covering the cut preputial surface, and two
patches upon the scrotum, apparently due to coming
in contact with the glans. The surface had already
been cauterized several times, and Dr. Lange api^lied
the actual cautery, as strong as was admissible, with-
out much effect. There was no evidence of the for-

mation of a line of demarcation. To be sure the
process was essentially at a standstill, but the penis
remained a swollen and infilti*ated mass. The child
was not very badly nourished, but was somewhat
weak, had much trouble in urinating, and the iliph-

theiitic process was going into the urethra, causing
slight adhesions of the lips of the meatus and great
pain. He thought such operations should not be
done dui'ing the prevalence of diphtheria in the same
house, and asked the Society if further cauterization
would be beneficial, and also for fiu'ther suggestions
regarding treatment.

THE riiKwoo (;ynp:cological
SOCIKTV.

Me»'(h,</ uf Mutt 21, 18H0.

THE MANActRMENT OF THE ITERITS AITER LAIlOR.

Prof. J. H. Ktiu-.hiimje read a paper on this subjin-t.

Ho wa-s cert^iin the eondition of the uterus aft^'r labor

was too little studied. As a consecpienco much
permanent ut<'rino disease resulted, much more,

in fact, than was usually supposed by the profes-

sion. He had tabulated the last hundred consecu-

tive gA-nocologieal cases which had o«'cun-ed in his

dispensary- i)ractico, with a view to a.scortain the

causes of* tlie ailments. There were excluded only

virgins and women suffering from malignant and ve-

nereal diseases. The result of this enumeration, with

the diagnoses, was as follows :

Causes.
I

Diagnoses.

Confinements TiO Hvjiertrojihy 34

Miscarriages 2K

Hard work 5

Unknown 17

100

Uterine catarrh 53

Lacerated cervix 9

Prolapsus 2

Metroirhagia 1

Retroflexion. ....'.... 1

100

Dr. Rjbert H. Chase has been ajipointed resident
physician at the Xorristown State Hospital for the
Insane. Miss Mary H. Stimsom was elected female
house phvsician, but declined on account of her
health.

Thus, 78 per cent, of these cases followed closely

gestation, partial or comjjlete.

The duty of the obstetrician to his lying-in i)atient

did not end tiU involution of the uterus was com-
plete. This required a period of six to eight weeks.

The process was fatty degeneration and absoi-jjtion.

Interference with this process led to uterine disease,

in fact anything that lowered the normal health-

standard. Faulty nutrition did it ; diathesis did

it ; e. (/., the rheumatic, stnimous, and gouty. He
spoke with confidence on this point from having
cui'ed many patients with anti-rheumatic, anti-

gouty, or anti-stmmous remedies. Anitania from
loss of blood at confinement often interfered with
the process of involution. Subinvolution was common
in women whose autemia dated from confinement.
Constipation interfered with involution ; laceration

of the cervix did so likewise. Other causes were bad
hygiene and depressing emotions ; another still W"as

too early resumption of the sexual act, and another

I

was the condition generally known as neurasthenia.

I

The treatment of such cases should be general and

I

local. Dyspejjsia and constipation must be reducetl

I

to a minimum : the diathetic state corrected, if possi-

1 ble ; ana-'Uiia relieved. For the neiirasthenia, massage,
good diet, and all the elements of good hygiene, with

j

perhaps electricity, were the best measures.

I

For local treatment, lacerations should bo closed,

prolapsus relieved by well-titting mechanical sup-

I

ports ; ergot should be given in small and repeated

j

doses by mouth or rectum {<'. [/., 10 to 15 drops, four to

j

six times daily, by the mouth )^ hot-water injections per

I

vaginam—one to two gallons of very hot water two
(

or three times a day ; and when impossible per

I

vaginam, then fewer and smaller injections per rectum.
Another measure of benefit was, for subinvolution in

chronic cases, the use of tents for rei:»eated distention

of the uterus ; the slippery elm, sea-tangle or tupelo

I
might be used. Uterine massage, he thought, was a

i valuable remedy.
In the fliscussion which followed. Dr. E. said it was

claimed that hot-water injections produced temporary

[
anaemia, followed by increased tiirgescence. This
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as true only when tliey were resorted to infrequently.

f taken three or four times a day, the blanching
iVi'ct of one injection remained till the next.

l\)v the constipation accompanyiufx dys])epsia in

> luiiny cases, he thought nothing better than laxa-

vc doses of mineral waters. A woman should be
ori/.ontal and resting most of the time after con-
ii.'iuent till after the fundus uteri ceased to lise

hove the pubes.

Corvcs|Jonticncc.

DOES CHLOROFORM EVER CAUSE
DIABETES ?

A Question to the Medical Pkopession.

To THE Editor op The Medical Record.

ear Sir :—I wish to lay before you, and the medical
rofession generally, the facts of a case occurring in

ly practice which is of great interest to myself, and
hich I hojie may be so to others, as it is, so far as I

now, unique.
On the tenth day of April last, I was called to see

[. C, a healthy boy, three years and nine mouths of

^e, who had the misfortune to tumble from a fence

ad injure his elbow-joint. He was very much fright-

aed, and the slightest manipulation of the affected

L'm seemed to cause him great pain, and at the

slicitation of his mother I administered a little

Liloroform—not enough to produce complete uncon-
ciousness, but just sufficient to render him a little

uiet so that I could make the necessary examina-
, The external condyle of the right humex'us

ks broken off, and for lack of a proper sj^liut I did

; up temporarily in one of pasteboard. I did not
isturb it again until the thirteenth, at which time I

gain found it necessary to resort to the anajsthetic.

'his time the administration of the chloroform was
itrusted to the father of the child, and for about
i\-o minutes near the close of the ojieration, he was
retty thoroughly under its influence, though he ral-

e<I quickly, and there were no worse symptoms sub-

2quently than a considerable degree of gastric irri-

ition, as evidenced by vomiting during the night

)lIowing. From this time the child seemed to be

oing well, and I removed the splints, for the purpose
f mmipulafcing the joint to prevent stiffening, on
10 21st, eleven days after the injury, and again re-

laced them. At this time the child's mother re-

larked to me that Harry seemed to be passing an
nusual amount of urine. Otherwise he seemed well,

laying about as usual, and with a toleraldy good
ppetite. I made some inquiry as to the chaz'acter

f the urine voided, and as he ai^peared to be in a

Dmewhat nervous condition, I atti-ibuted the in-

reased flow of urine to that circumstance. I next
iw him on the 28 th, when I again removed the

plints and manipulated the arm as before, replaced

lem, and instructed the mother to remove thorn

rery day and use i)assive motion. At this time the

iiild, to all appearance, was doing well, except that

e was somewhat constipated and still passing too

reat a quantity of water. I left some simple reme-
ies for him. The arm was gaining nicely and I saw
im no more until May 8th, upon which day his

Lther called at my office and requested me to visit

is child, remarking that his wife seemed to be great-

, and as he thought, needlessly alarmed about him. I

I accoi'dingly went and found a great and decnded
change in his condition. He was restless, had evi-

dently l)eon losing flesh and color, respiration shoii;

and sighing, liut there were no nlles or other i)hy8i-

cal signs of j)neumonic trouble. The tem])eiature

was normal, and the jmlse, though excessively weak,
was in other respects natural, liowels obstinately

constij)ated ; thirst considerable, and urine still veiy

abundant. I now, for the first time, suspected the real

cause of the excessive secretion of urine, but as none
of it was at this time procurable, I could not v«u-ifv

}ny diagnosis. I prescribed such remedies as seemed
indicated to relieve his constipation and the otlier

symptoms, and did not see him again until alxjut 3

o'tdock the next morning, at which time I was called

in great haste, as he a])peared to be dying.

I found him very restless, frequently screaming as

if in great agony, with cold extremities, pulse scarce-

ly percejitible at times, respiration short and sighing,

and he was evidently fast passing into a state of col-

lapse. His mind was clear, and remained so to the

last. I saw the utter hopelessness of his condition,

and to allay his evident agony, administered morphia
at sufficiently frequent intervals to keep him quiet.

At this time I procured about 4 oz. of his urine,

which was frothy, light colored, and of slightly acid

reaction.

The specimen examined sTibsequently showed a sp.

gi-av. of 1084:, and with Luton's test—kindly applied

for me by Dr. Edward H. Parker, of Poughkeepsie

—

abundant evidence of sugar. The child lingered un-

til about eleven o'clock the foUowing night, when he
qiiietly expired.

The mother—a lady of more than ordinaiy intelli-

gence—had told me previously of the case of an
aunt who had died in 8t. Luke's Hospital, New York,

after operation under ether, not from the effects of

the surgical procedure, but, as she expressed it, from
" her blood turning to water" as a consequence of

the anaesthetic. My friend. Dr. W. Washburn, has

kindly examined the hospital record of this case, and
ascertained that she never fully recovered from the

shock of the operation, had suppressimi of urine, and
died comatose two days after, autopsy showing
clironic i)arenchvmatous degeneration of the kid-

neys. So the mother had evidently received a wrong
impression, but when her child's condition became
apparent, very naturally reverted to the clilon>/orm

as the cduae of the trouble. I have questioned her
minutely and repeatedly in regard to the state of her
cliild's health, and especially as to the condition of

his urine, its quantity, etc., previously to the anes-
thesia ; but she persists in declaring that he had al-

ways been healthy, and had never shown a symj)toni

of diabetic trouble until after the use of chloroform,

l)ut, on the contrary, she had noticed on several occa-

sions (and she is a close observer, and had been al-

ways most solicitous concerning her child's health),

that his urine was a little .lao/ti/, and had adminis-

tered some simple remedies for it. She says, also,

that the increased flow of urine commenced imme-
diittely nflm- tlip hiM (Khninistrutiim of rh/nr<>f<>nii, so

that she was oldiged to take him up several times
during the following night to allow him to urinate, a
thing which uevfr had occurred before.

And now for the question of interest in the case.

Has the an;nsthetic use of chloroform ever been
known to cau.-^n iliahefus mellituit? I can find no al-

lusion to such in any of the books to which I have
had access, nor have any of my jirofessional brethren
to whom I have made known the facts of the case

found a pai-aUel, either in theii- experience or their
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readinp:. Ditl the chloroform in mv case cuui^fi the
diftlu'tos? 7ni(/h( it hnvo cannoil it? or did it merely
precipitate ivn nlreudy exi.stiuj^ disease ?

The disease, in my case, certainly run a mostra))id
course, even for so yonnj? a Rubjeet, for. from the
time of the last administration of the cldoroform,
from which date the u/isi-rntfilf sijjfns of the disease
cfr((iiuh/]u\i\ tlieir l>ej,'inninpr. to the time of his death,
was only twenty-six days. " Sit lux."

Ko.si)ectfnlly,

Geo. Hi'NTiNOToK, M.D.
La GnAHOEviLLE, N. T., June IS. ISSJ.

PROVIDENT DISPENSARIES.
To THB Editob or Thb Medical Rkcobd.

Sir—There is a yonnjjf lady in this city, a doctor of
medicine, who has recently displayed much enter] )rise

and energy of character. ' These (jualities had previ-
ously bi'cn trained by a honneopathic education, and
they now ai)pear t.) be leavened, as it were, by i)hilau-
thropic aspirations.

Influenced by a desire to relieve the i)hysical, and
particnlarlv uterine, troubles of her own sex, she has
established a dispensary, where, iov the small sum of
twenty-five cents, her .sernces will l)e rendered to
women and children. It is not distinctly stated
that this sum rei)resent3 the value of the service
given, l)ut it is all that will Ije asked. This lady,
though thus bold and unselfish in her i)eculiar i)hil-

anthropv, is not alone or the tirst in it. From Lon-
don and from Halt Lake City similar notices of low
fees and lofty endeavor have startled the profession.
Indeed, the plan of small fees and many of them
is evidently spreadin.y; and deserves attention.

Twenty-five cent dispensaries are the oti'shoot of
medical competition, and the abuses that have become
a part of the regrilar dispensary system. That they
degrade the practitioner without' elevating the pa-
tient or improWng the sy.stem of charity, goes with-
out saying. Undertaken, as a rule, l»y irresponsible
parties, they sen-e to cloak incompetency and pecu-
niary ambition under the mantle of philanthropy.
They are liable to innumerable abuses, and on this
account alone can never, even under res])onsible
management, help to solve the problem of the proper
application of meilical charity. Nevertheless, they
are the legitimate outgrowth of the present dis-
pensary .system, and are liable to crop out as long
as that remains unchanged. It is found, in dis-
pensary practice, that a mimber of jiatients are
willing, perhaps anxious, to pay fifteen or twenty-
five cents, becixuse they do not wish to be tliought
beggars, while a small sum is all they can afford to
give. This class is a large one ; added to those who
could i)ay more or less, but will not, it amounts to
more than half of those who visit dispensaries.
The i)roblem, then, is how to utilize such contri-

butions as these patients are able to make, so that
they can receive medical treatment in a way satisfac-
tory to themselves and not degi*ading to the medical
l)rofession.

I am of the opinion that the only pi-actical solution
of this i^roblem is in the establishment of provident
disi)ensaries. These should be muti\al health asso-
ciations, and should be adjuncts, and supplementai'v
only to the regular dispensaries.

I am perfectly aware of the difficulties in the
way of establishing such institutions. These diffi-

culties, as well as the details of organization, have
been often discussed in vooi" columns. I am aware,

too, that Rtt4>m))t.s have already been made, withi '

HUccesH, toestablish jtrovideiit disj)ensaries in thiscit

Nevi-rtldess, tliis is the only plan having tlie li-astcla

at ])nicticabihty. by whii-h it is ))ossil)leto relieve ii

terially tlie iinmcnsi* aliuscs in our njedical (diantii

Besides, the ))roHj)ects of success are better now than
several years ago. Such institutions have l)een in

troduced into England, and liave, after much tron'

and oj)positioi), attained a wide ])revalence and po|

larity tliere. Wit!i us the exi.stence of gross abn
in the bestowal of cjiarity is now better known u

more deeplv felt. Tiiere is a ])Oi)ulation of ft-i -
.

100,(100 to 200.000, at the lea.st, now reh-ing mostlv
on dispensaries, which could very well j)ay for its

medical relief by tlu? provident system. It rerpiires

only a niendx'rship of from 8,000 to 5,000 to make
a jn-ovident disjiensarv self-supi)orting. There is no
reason, therefore, in the nature of things, why these
associations cannot be successfully organized.
We should not expect too much of them, however,

at first. There is a certain imi)rovidence among
Americans, a fixed idea with each one that he will

soon be richer and above the need of help, that will

be hard to figlit against. In England it is the old-

style dis]iensaries tliat have been the worst enemies
of the new ; and much op])o.sition, direct or indirect,

must 1)6 ex])ected ft-om them here. Considerable
money, therefore, would bo needed to start the first

ones.

Finally, allow me to say that I cannot insist too
strongly on the suggestion already made, that all

such disj^ensaries bo under the control of the reg-
ular medical societies. Without this they would
become rank witli abuses and demoralizing alike to

the profession and tlie imblic. With them, however,
imder such direction, we could hope in time for

a gi'eat imi)rovement in the tlistribution of medical
charity.

( Gentsial PRACTinoyEIl.
New York, July 6, 1S80. M

|

^•--..^

OLEO-MAKOARrS'E T'NFAVORABLT CONSIDERED IN

France.—M. Riche has just presented a repoi-t to

the Paris Academy of Medicine on the substitution

of oleo-margarine for butter and lard in the i^reiiara-

tion of food. The substance had been so highly
praised that the French Minister of Commerce asked
the Academy to investigate it. Numerous exjieri-

ments were tried, chiefly upon patients in insane
asylums. M. Riche's report shows that neither the
attendants nor the patients bore well the substitution

of oleo-margarine for butter ; that the change of diet

was injurious, beeaiise vegetable oils are more diffi-

cult to digest than animal oils.

The Nioht Medical SER-sacE of Pabls.—Now
that the night medical ser\-ice has been established
in this city, the statistics of this service in Paris,

just published, may be of interest. They cover
the first quarter of the present year. During that

time 1847 visits were made, being an increase of 4G2
on the preceding year. The proportion of patients
visited was : women, 48 per cent. ; men, 35 percent.

;

children under three yeiars of age, 17 i)er cent. The
diseases and accidents recpiiring assistance were

:

throat affections, 143 ; croup, G4 ; bronchitis, 143

;

intestinal demngements, 116 ; hepatic and nephritic
colic, 55 ; strangulated hernia, 19 ; retention of urine,

22 ; hemorrhage, 78 ; wounds, 67 ; fractures and dis-

locations, 36 ; con^-ulsions, 88 ; emptive diseases, 57

;

confinements, 133.
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iHetiiral 3tcm3 aiiti Hcius.

CoNTAOious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
C<:>m2Jarutive statement of cases of contagions diseases

rejHU-ted to the Sanitary Bni'eau, Health Depai-tment,

far the two vreeks ending Jnly 3, 1880.

Week Ending
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time witliont any incouvonitMicc. The first time Mr.
FleiisH iiiiiih' iin experinu'iit with liis invoiitiDii, ho
reni!iin»ul urnlor water for over an hour.

Tin; Ukoisthation t>r Nkw Youk Physicians.—The
books for registrntion under the new hiw of this

State will ho opened about the middle of July. As
there will prolKiMy he about ;{,(KM) persons to register

in this eounty, within tlu^ ninety sub.seipient days,

it would be well for physicians not to put the matter
off too long.

Change in the Ditir.s of the C'ensoks ok the
Coi'srv SotiETV —The new registration law takes

away most of the duties heretofore belonging to the

censors of our County Soeiety. In order not to Lave
the oiTice a sineeure, as well as for otlier reasons, it

is pro])Osed that the by-laws bo so amended that the

censors may be given the (bitv of watching the

county registration books, and seeing tlnit registra-

tion is ]>roperly earned out. The proi)osed aetion

might well be imitated by other eounty societies.

Heidenhain's TnEt>KY OF Mesmeuism.—The distin-

guished physiologist. Prof. HeiiUnihain, has been in-

vestigating the subject of mesmerism, so called, and
gives the following view of its pathology. The gray
matter of the cereVinim (gray niatt<>r of the convolu-

tions) is exhausted by certain fatiguing jn-ocedures,

and thereby consciousness and will, as well as the

regulation of reflex action are suspended. As a conse-

quence, certain habitual motions (walking, speaking,

writing) take place upon peripheral irritations, and
sensual impressions in general, the excitation pass-

ing inward to the vasal gangUa and thence, avoiding
the cortical region, to the periphen- again. Natur-
ally, through these channels, will such responses be
obtained as are most frequently traversed by im-
pulses, centripetal and centrifugal ; hence, many will

readily exhibit special movements in imitation,

which in the case of others will not appear, or at

least will be imitated with difficulty. Prof. Heiden-
hain finds three or four persons out of ten who are
" mediums ; " these do not necessarily belong to the

class of hysterical, ana'mic, or nervous.

There are certain special regions, such as the nape
of the neck and the epigastrium, if these are stroked

or excited with electricity, the jjatients begin at

once to speak.

The Rot in Sheep has been veiy prevalent in

England during the past few mouths. Sheep have
died by thousands fi'om it. Measures have been
taken to investigate its cause and means of preven-
tion.

The Free Swimming-Baths of New York.—These
baths, which number half a dozen, are having an im-
mense patronage. About ltJO,OOU persons per week
use them, one-third being females. The boys are

l)articularly hajjpy over their opportunities of free

ablution. They at first made numerous attempts to

go from one bath to another. These attempts devel-

oped the interesting jihysiological fact that bathing
l^roduees a prolonged tetanus of the peripheral cir-

culation of the nose ; if a boy is found to have a cold

nose, therefore, he is at once rejected as being a
" rounder."

Vacation.—This is the time for physicians to re-

member Sir Henry Holland's theory, that a doctor
will increase his practice if he takes a month's vaca-

tion every year.

Co-operative Stores and Providkn-t Dispensaries.

—One of the Co-operative Store Associations in Lon-

don has united a i>rovident dispensary, a sick, bener

olent, ami burial fund to its other work, also a saving*

bank.

A New Moiujue.—I'kns for a new morgue at Belle

vue Hospital have been drawn, and the erection ol

the building is probable.

D«. ( I KANT Bey.—Dr. (Jrant, an English physiciaB

who has for some years been jiractisiiig in C'airo, anfl

who has doiK! much to give Egypt a reputation as a

health resort. Las been given tlie rank of miralaY, oi

bey.

A Hi-SToi/xiiCAii Laror.ktory is to bo established

in thi! Medical School of Paris under the direction,

probably, of M. Cadiat, who is well known in France

for his microscojiical laiwrs. This new laboratory is

intended to bt; a substitute for the ijrojjosed chair of

pathological anatomy which met with so much oi>po-

sition.

The Chian Ti'rpentine Cure for Cancer.—Mr.
John Clay rei)oits that he continues to get very sat-

isfactory results from the Chian turpentine. The
drug is being tried in some of the London hospitals.

The trouble seems to be that no one but Mr. Clay

is able to get hold of the right kind of Chian turi)eu-

tine.

Another Pair of "Siame.se Twins."—At Instow,

North J^evon, England, a woman has given birth to

two females joinetl, or rather iucorjioiated together,

from the maminie down to the abdomen. They are

healthy, and perfect in every other re.si)ect, having
each a head, a trunk, and two ujjper and lower ex-

tremities.

Seats for Shop-Girls.—Ninety houses in Dublin,
witliin the past year, have jnovided .seats for their

shop assistants.

Llster.—The Degree of D.C'.L. has recently been
conferred on Joseph Lister, F.li.S., by Oxford Uni-
versity,

Hospital Sunday in London.—The annual collec-

tions for the hospitals and dispensaries of London,
were taken ujj on June 12th and 13th. These hos-
pital Saturday and Sunday collections have now been
made for seven years, and form an imi^ortant means
of support to many of the 128 institutions for which
they are intended. The depression in trade has em-
barrassed the work of many London hospitals, so
that there are at present only 8,232 beds in daily

use and availal )le for the indigent sick. This gives
but one bed to 1,237 of the ijojjulation. The actual
number of beds in the London hospitals, benefited
by the Hospital Sunday Fund, is 5,531.

Dr. Amidon's Essay on C'erebral LocAiiizATiON,
in which he endeavored to locate cortical motor
centres by recording the rise of tempeiature over
the skull during voluntary muscular exertion, has
been discussed by the Paris Biological Society.
M. Paul Bert complimented the author, and referred
to his own researches upon the subject. Emploving
a thermo-electric pile with aU necessaiT precautions,
he found that talking in a loud voice caused an ele-

vation in the tenqierature in the left anterior frontal
region. lie also found a rise in temperature in
chililren, in the frontal region, at the moment of
waking.
In examining the lateral regions of the skull over

the motor centres, he was never able to observe any
change in the temiserature on muscular exertion. He
suggested that the muscular exertion in the limbs
may have been accompanied by contractions in the
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iiuscles of the head sufficient to cause the local rise

11 ti'm})eratui-e.

It will strike the reader tliat M. Paul Bert, in dia-

•iissing Dr. Amidon'.s paper, talked more of wluit

\[. I>erfc had done than of anything else. His expla-

1 it ion of Amidon's results is very far-fetched, to use

the mildest term.

ISIrLK AS A Cause of Tcbkrculosis is the subject

low being discussed among pathologists and sanita-

nans. The possibility of danger from tuberculous

jows was first brought prominently forward by Mr.
Fleming, in IfST-i. He then gave evidence to show
;hat the milk of tuberculous cows could jiroduce the

iisease in other animals, such as pigs, to whom it

ivas given. This gentleman has recently read a paper
3n the same subject, l)ringing fresh facts to bear

ipon it. He stated that tuberculosis is on the in-

jrease, and that nearly live per cent, of cows are af-

'ected by it. It is esi^ecially prevalent among dairy

;ows.

According to Cohnheim's latest views and experi-

nents, endorsed by Friedleinder, the intestinal tract

s liable to direct infection through the agency of

liseased cow's milk. This leads to phthisis mesen-
«rica, so frequent in children. Adding thus the the-

)retical views of Colmheim to the facts given by
^'leming, and there is good cause for paying close

ittention to the svibject, and perhaps keeping sujjer-

dsion over our dairies and slaughter-houses.

Medical Refokm in Fkance.—The doctors of Mar-
seilles and the surrounding districts have sent a pe-

-ition to the National Assembly asking for a number
)f changes and reforms. They beg that the distinc-

ion between doctor and '
• ofiicier de santc " be now kept

ip, but that anv " otiicier " be allowed to have the de-

cree of doctor of medicine after seven years' prac-

;ice, and the presentation of a thesis. They also ask

'or new regulations regarding the licensing of for-

eigners to practise medicine ; they assert that medi-

jal exjiert testimony should be better psxid. Finally,

ihey urge the creation of a medical council of dis-

npiine, to be intnisted with maintaining: the tradi-

;ion, honor, and dignity of the profession.

Remarkable Course of a Bullet in a Gunshot
^'ouND OF THE Chest.—Dr. W. C. Morse, of Eldora,

[owa, sends us a curious history under the above

lead. He was called last December to see a young
[ady who had attempted suicide by shooting herself

nitii a revolver. A wound was discovered 3 inches

ibove the left nipple and 2j inches to the left of the

iternum. There was no wound of exit ; a probe,

passed in for two iliches, showed that the direction of

the bullet was upward and inward, so that the

point of exit should have been, if the ball had con-

tinued its course, about the middle of the spine of

the scapula. There was much dyspnoea, but only

a little hemoi-rhage. The patient continued in tol-

eraVdy good condition until the fourth day. She

then complained of pain in the left side. Examina-

tion revealed the jiresence of the ball between the

Mh and 10th ribs, and about 7 inches from the spi-

nous process of the 9th dorsal vertebra. It was easily

removed by an incision, and the patient made a good

recovery.

Red Perspiration in the Axilla.—The same wri-

ter, Dr. Morse, says in regard to red perspiration in

the axilla, that the cases of this condition are veiy

common. Few, if any, fleshy people are exempt,

although it is not by any means confined to this

class. The axilla is seldom inhabited, he adds, with-

out the hairs of the pubis being similarly afTected.

Its chief cause is lack of cleanliness, and tli(> trouble

is easily cured ])y means of mercurial ointment, com-
pound zinc ointment, or carbolic acid soajj and water.

The Lithoi'Hone is a new instnimont recently

presented by Dr. Jonathan Langhbert, at the I'aris

Academy of Medicine. It is constnicted somewhat
on the plan of .Sir Henry Thomson's instrument.

By it the slightest hard deposit in the bladder can be
at once distinguished.

The Fasting Man.—Mr. H. S. Tanner, of Minne-
apolis, Minn., began a forty days' fast in this city

June 28th, at 12.;5() p.m. He failed to make arrange-

ments with tlie Neurological Society, considering

their conditions too exacting. He jjlaced himself

under several eclectic physicians, who undertook to

watch him and keej) account of his i)hysical condi-

tion. On July 7th, the eighth day, he was said to

have eaten nothing, and had apparently only gar-

gled his mouth at intervals with water, drinking
none. He had lost about fifteen pounds of flesh ; his

pulse was 77, and had been, at times, faster. It was
pretty strong. The temperature and respiration were
normal. The general physical condition a])peared

good. Mr. Tanner walked about the room occasion-

ally, and conversed freely. Assuming that he had not
taken any food, his condition was remarkable. It is

unfortunate that under jjresent circumstances the

results will probably not be accepted by scientific

men.

The Anglo-Indian Medical Servk^e.—Much alarm
was created last winter by the issuing of an order

which cut oflfthe heads of the Indian Medical Service,

and seemed the beginning of an attempt to destroy it

as a separate dei^artment. Indian and English jour-

nals were filled with protests against the possible in-

justice and calamity. The Indian Government, after

keeping its medical otlicers in suspense for four
months, has at last issued another order by which,

in deference jjerhaps to public sentiment, the Medi-
cal Service has been partly reorganized. It makes
the Service distinct and indejiGndeut as before, but
changes the classes of oflicers. On the whole, the
order is a tolerably satisfactory one and greatly dif-

ferent from what had been expected. There is peace
again.

Sanitation in Fashion.—A number of drawing-
room lectures, on subjects pertaining to health, have
recently been given to select audiences in Mayfair,
London. Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Richai'dson, and other
prominent men, have delivered the lectures, which
have been received with much interest. The last

lecture was by Mr. Ernest Hart, on the subject of
" The Doctor in the Kitchen." Mr. Hart condemned
strongly the excessive " meatiness " of the Engli.sh

diet, and advocated the use upon the talile of more
vegetables and fish. He condemned " roasting," in

the English fashion, as an extravagant process, and
advocated the use of ventilated closed stoves. He
referred, of course, to the American stoves, which
English housewives are too stupid to see the advan-
tages of, or too consen'ative to adopt. Mr. Hart said
that English bread is the best in the world. A num-
lier of other ci-iticisms and suggestions were given,

all of which seemed to please very much the Mayfair
ladies.

As to this matter of the " Doctor in the Kitchen,"
it seems as though the functions of the jjhysician

was being extended a little too far. In the endeavor
to make us cover every field of usefulness, the med-
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icftl mind may bo spread out too thin for ntility.

The pMioral pructitioner is now rxjiectod to l>e a
good physiciiin iind Hurfjcon, n coiiiju'U'ut Hiiiiitarian

and a disi»ens(^r of all kinds of mcdiral rliarity. It

begins to hj ik like crui-lty wlien In; is told that he
ought to keep an eye on the kitrhen, and know more
coneerning its dishes tlian tlie eook. A jihysician

ought to see tliat liis patients are j)ropeily fid, and
be shouhl know the (h'lieaeies that will du for invalid

stomaehs. lint his ])rovinee is tlie siek-rooni, not
the i>antry or tlie kit<'lien. Let liini keej) out of tlieae

except for purposes of private and j)ersonal satisfac-

tion. The staff of -lr^seuh\i»ius is bound by two
BDakes—not by the con/im lilcn.

The THrnTV-FouitTH Annual Mektino of the Ohio
Medical Simiety took pkce at Cleveland, i).: Dr.

John A. Murphy, President, in the ehair. The ses-

sion was opened in the afternoon with i>rayer by Kev.
Dr. Ci. L. Robertson. !Mayor Heniek delivered an
address of welcome, in which he sjjoke of the great

advances whicli medical science had made during the
present century. After some routine l)usiness had
been transacted, and a few papers reail, the Society
adjourned to visit the Cleveland Hospital for the In-

sane. A number of speeches were here made, inclu-

ding an address of welcome by the medical supiriu-

tendent, Dr. Strong. On the second day, the regular
committees were aj^ijointed, and forty-eight new
members were enrolled, including one woman.
The Committee on Obituary reported the deaths

of seven members during the past year.

Reports of the Si^eeial Committees on Progress of

Medicine were presented. Eighteen i)apers were
read. The following are their titles :

" Diseases of

the Nervous System," by Dr. D. A. Morse ;
" Thera-

peutics, Past and Present," by Dr. E. H. Hyatt

;

" Insanity," by Dr. J. C. Kennedy ;
" Drinking AVaters

of the Cities of Ohio," by Dr. \V. J. Scott ;
'' Cystic

Degeneration," by Dr. J. X. Snyder ;
" Heredity," by

Dr. J. H. Clark ;
" Physiological Action and Therapy

of Gelseminum Sempernrens," by Dr. C. E. Beards-
ley ;

*' Eijidemic Diseases of Ohio," by Dr. A. Hurd

;

"Gynecology," by Dr. T. A. Kenny; "The Possibil-

ities of Perfecting the Human Species," bv Dr. C.

Smith; "Post-Nasal Catarrh," by Dr. J. H. Low-
man ;

" Non-Malignant Tinuors of the Female Breast,"

by Dr. C. S. Muscroft ; "Dysmenorrluea," by Dr.
M. C. Cuvkendall; " Larvngeal Phthisis," bv i)r. G.
T. Whitt'jiker: "Syphilis," by Dr. J. H.'Pooley;
"Idiopathic Chronic Catarrhal Laryngitis," by Dr.
Bernard Tauber ;

" Progress of Ojihthalmologv," bv
Dr. H. G. Corawell.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year : Pi-esident, Dr. E. H. Hyatt ; Vice-Presidents,

brs. C. Falconer, J. C. Hubbard, H. J. Donahue, and
K. L. Sweeney ; Secretary, Dr. Baldwin ; Assistant

Secretary, Dr. A. C. A. Kirkley ; Treasurer and Li-

brarian, Dr. T. W. Jones.

The annual address by the President was a very
able one. He refen-ed to the prosperous condition

of the Society, and urged the i)assage of laws estab-

lishing a State Health Board, and regulating the
practice of medicine. On the third day considerable

business was transacted ; the most imi»ortant meas-
ure was the appointment of a committee to diaft a
bni for regulating the practice of medicine. The
same committee will present it to the State Legisla-

ture and large its passage. The Society was tendered
a reception in the evening by the staff of the Cleve-

land City Hospital. The Society adjourned to meet
at Columbus the second Tuesday in June, 1881.

ARMY AM) NAVY NEWS.
Ojfffci'il List of ("htimjes nf Statirnis iwtl Dutiex nf Offl'

earn nf the MftUoil [>ppitrtmfn(, United States Anuy^
from J 11)1 f 21 to Jill'/ '^f lH8(t.

Bkeweh, J. W., ('apt. ami Asst. Surgeon. Hia
leave of absence, on ac<-ount of sickness, further ex.

tendeil three nionths, on surgeon's certificate of dis-

ability. S. O. 142, A. (i. O. June 2H, lHK(t.

Bahtholp, J. H., ('a]>t. and .\s8t. Surgeon. Hav-
ing reported at these head'juarterB., assigned to duty
at Fort Coeur d'Alene, Idalio T. S. O. KW, Dept. of

the Columbia. June l!», 1880.

Official List rf Chnntjes rf Stutitmit and Duties nfM<'<1-

ical Offfcrx nf thf Marine Hospital Surrif' nf i

United States. April 1, 1880, to June 30, 1S80.

BAiLHAfHE, P. H., Surgeon. Detailed as Chaii-

man of the Board for the Physical Examination of

Officers of the Bevenuo Marine Sen'ice—April 'Js,

1880. Detailed as Chairman of Board for the Physi-

cal Examination of Candidates for Appointment as ( u-

dets in the Revenue Marine Senice—May "21, IH^^K

Detailed us Medical Oflicer Revenue Bark "Chas<','

during practice eniise—June 1, 1880.

MiLLEK, T. W., Surgectn. Detailed as Chairman
Board of Examiners, to convene in New York June
21, 1880—June 4, 1880.

LoNo, AV. H., Surgeon. Granted leave of abseni >

for ten days from Apnl 16, 1880—April 14, 18sn.

Detailed as member of Board to select a site for a

Marine Hosjntal at Memphis, Tenn—May 12, 188(i.

Fe.ssexi>en, C. S. D., Surgeon. Detailed as mem-
ber Board of Examiners to convene in New Yoik,
June 21, 1880—June 4. 1880. Granted leave of al.-

sence for eight davs from June 13, 1880—,Jun(^ '.',

1880.

Sawtelle, H. AV., Surgeon. Detailed as Recorder
of Board to select a site for a Marine Ho-spital at
Memphis, Tenn—May 12, 1880.

DoERiNfi, E. J., Surgeon. Detailed as Recorder of
Board of Examiners to convene in New York June
21, 1880—Jime 4, 1880.

FiKHER, J. C, Passed Assistant Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for thii-ty days fi-om May 0, 1880
—April 21. 1880. Detailed" as Recorder of Board for

the Physical Examination of Officers of the Revenue
Marine Service—April 28, 1880.

Godfrey, John, Assistant Surgeon. To report to

Board of Examiners for examination for promotion
—June 4, 1880.

Brown, F. H., Assistant Surgeon. To act as in-

spector of unsei-riceable hospital pj-opertv at Bo.ston,
Ma.ss.—April 13, 1880. To report to Board of E
aminers for examination for promotion—June 4, IS-'^.

1880.

GoLD.siiORorr.H, C. B., Assistant Surgeon. De-
tailed as Recorder of Board for the Physical Examina-
tion of Candidates for Appointment as Cadets in the
Revenue Marine Service—May 21, 1880.

Kete-s, H. M., Assistant Surgeon. To act as in-

spector of unsen-icealile hospital projiertv at St.

Louis, Mo.—April 13, issO.

Me.u), F. W., Assistant fsurgeon. To act as in-

spector of unservicea1)le hospital proi^erty at San
Francisco, Cal.—April l!t, 1880.

PoBTEK, F. D., Assistant Surgeon. Granted leave
of absence for fourteen davs from Julv 2, 1880—June
29, 1880.

Promotion.

Fisher, J. C, Passed Assistant Surgeon. Promo-
ted to be Passed Assistant Surgeon—April 2, 1880.
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OruviuU Commuuicatiou*

TRACHEOTOMY IN CROUP:
WITH RBMARKS ON

The Pathology, Diagnosis, Prognosis and Tkeat-
MENT OF THE DISEASE, AND THE CaIJKES OF

Death in Fatal Cases ; with a Report
OF Thikty-fhe Opakations.

By JOHN H. RIPLEY, M.D.,

S0RGBON TO CnABITY HOSPITAL; PHYSICIAN TO ST. FRANCIS'S U01<-
PITAL, NEW YOUK CITY.

Part ni.

Case XXVI.—R., male, five years old ; had been sick

and iiiider the care of Dr. S. S. Jones for five days.

At the time I was called by Dr. J. to do tracheotomy,

the dyspnoea was extreme ; the face and lips were
blue and cold, and covered with a clammy jjerspira-

tion ; the pupils contracted ; the intellect dull. The
veins of the neck were engorged, but there was no
glandular enlargement, and no cellular infiltration.

No membrane in the nares. The tonsils were small

and rather pale, the left being partially covered by
memlirane. The lungs were everywhei'e tympanitic on
percussion, while the conveyed laiyngeal sounds ob-

scured all others. Temperature, 102.8°
; respiration,

40
;
pulse, 152. Drs. Jones and C. J. McGuire assisted

in the operation, the former giving ether. This anac's-

thetic, as always happens in my observations m these

cases, increased the dyspncea, and we were compelled
to administer it very sparingly. The trachea was
opened qxiickly and easily, and without accident. An
abundance of tough, thin membrane was found lining

the trachea, which was stripped off and extracted by
means of forceps. When the trachea was freed from
obstructing suljstances as much as possible, the tube
was inserted and the external wound closed. The re-

lief was only partial, there being still some epigastric

and supraclavicular depression on inspiration, and
the respirations remaining a little labored. Half an
hour after the operation the piilse was 160, and tem-
perature, 102.4°. I did not see the boy again during
life, but heard fi-om Dr. Jones that he died at 7 p.m.

the same day, nineteen hours after the operation. His
respiration and pulse became accelerated, and his

temperature rose to 105°. He lapsed into a drowsy,
semi-unconscioTis condition, in which he remained,
breathing with labored effort, until he died. Speci-

mens of the tracheal exudative membrane were seen,

under the microscope, to be swarming with micro-

cocci. The urine contained bacteria, granular and
hyaline casts, and was thirty per cent, albumen.
Many of the hyaline casts were exceedingly small,

and twisted and doubled upon themselves. The al-

bumen was as white as a washed fleece.

Case XXVII.—Van W., a fine boy, five and a half

years old, complained of sore throat and loss of ap-

petite, Wednesday morning, Nov. 5, 1878. He was

sufficiently well, however, to spend the forenoon in

visiting \\"ith a neighbor's child li^^ng on the floor

below. In the afternoon he was too ill to sit uii, and
the parents sent for Dr. C. J. McGuire. The doctor

found him feverish and nauseated, and both tonsils

were covered ^ath diphtheritic membrane. He at

once instituted an orthodox ijlan of treatment, spray-

ing the throat frequently with a solution of carbolic

acid and lime-water, and giving quinine and iron and

stimulants internally with regularity. No special

el ange in the symptoms was noticed until Saturday
morning (tin* 8th), when the boy was observed to be
a little hoaise. The same morning he had several

mucous stools, which were accomi)anied with tenes-

mus. During tlu' day the laryngeal sym])toms rap-

idly augmented, with occasional si)asniodic attacks

of dyspn<i'a intervening. At 4 o'clock p.m., when I

saw him, dyspiKi'a was continu<uis and urgent. There
was little cyaiuisis, but complete aphonia and a tone-

less cough. The usual suprasternal and epigastric

recessions occurred dxiring inspiration. The lym-
phatics of the neck were not enlarged, nor the cellu-

lar tissue infiltrated. No membrane could be seen
in the anterior nares, although epistaxis of moderate
severity had occurred on the same day. The ton-

sils were congested, and partially covered with a

well-defined membrane, as was also the visible jior-

tion of the pharynx. The whole chest was tympani-
tic on percussion ; tracheal and large bronchial rfdcs,

both moist and dry, obscured the vesicular murmur
on auscultation. Pulse, 130 ; respiration, 24 ; tem-
perature, 100^°. Dr. McGuire having obtained the

assent of the parents to the operation, we proceeded
at once to tracheotomize the boy, Dr. Lf^on having
charge of the chloroform. Dr. W. M. McLaury was
also present in consultation, at the request of the

family. The anaesthetic acted very slowly, but, as

usual, modified the distressing dyspnoea almost im-
mediately. The operation was easy, and all Init

bloodless. No membrane, and comparatively little

muco-purulent matter was found in the trachea.

Comj^lete relief. Five minutes after the tube was
adjusted the pulse had fallen to 90, the resi^iration

remaining at 24. Vesicular breathing could now be
heard over all the chest.

November 9th, lOi a.m.—Breathing easy and noise-

less. Little inflammation about the wound. No
swelling of the neck. Membrane on both soft palate

and uvula. Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 24 ; tempera-
ture, 101J\ Urine acid and non-albuminous. Takes
nourishment well. No medicine is being given. The
atmosi^here of the room is kept at a temperatiare of

80°, and impregnated with steam. 8 p.m.—Pulse,

130 ; temperature, 103'.

10th, 10 A.M.—Boy bright and playful. Pulse, 128
;

respiration, 24 ; temperature, 101.7°. 6 p.m.—tem-
perature, 103°.

11th, 10 A.M.—Has had a bad night. Cough has

been very harassing, and he is quite feeble and ex-

hausted. Pulse, 130 ; temperature, 103°.

6 P.M.—Pulse, 120; temperature, 103°. Water con-

tains a small percentage of albumen.
12th, 10 A.M.—Passed a poor night. Cough per-

sistent, although sedatives were given to control it.

Same general bronchitis exists, but no fine rfdes

and no change in pei'cussion sound. Membrane has

mostly disappeared from tonsils and soft palate.

Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 30 ; temijerature, 103°.

13th.—Patient looks quite cheerfiil, and only com-
plains of frequent cough, which is accomiianied
with an abundance of muco-purulent expectoration.

Urine sixty i^er cent, albumen. Pulse, 140 ; res-

piration, 3fi ; temperature, 103°.

14th.—His general appearance is still encouraging,

although the other sym])tom8 are less so. The wound
is widely gaping, and its edges thick and of an angry-

red color, and the odor from it very oft'ensive. The
breathing is easy. The urine to-day contains no al-

bumen. Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 36 ; temperature,

103i°.
15th.—Still looks well. Wound begins to look

healthy. Had a little free tracheal hiumorrhage last
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nif?lit. Coui])liiins of his mniitli bein<^ torn, wliicli, on
exiiiuination. is tViniid t.) I>»« tlic scut of fi)lliiMilur in-

fliiinnmtion, ainlclilomtt'of potiissais ])rescril»t' 1 1'orit.

The Iniif^.-i nvo f^cucmllv tyiiiimiiitic on ])orcu8-

sion, l)nt ausiMilt.ition roveiih soiuo suiivll arean, es-

l>o -ially of the vij^Ut luni^, ovor wliicli tlioro is ab-

stMU'o of all sovitids. At tlio haso of the ri^lit Inng,

jiosteriorly, hroiichial hreatliinf^ can bo heard witliin

a ciirumscribed space. Toinperutiire, 104^; respira-

tion, 50; pulse, lo!.

l(ith.—Is remarkably brifjht. Expectoration of

nmco-i)urulent matter rather profuse. Temperature,
1< •! '

; respiration, IS. Tiio condition of the larynx was
tested yesterday by removiii}^ the tube and ])lacing

oiled silk over the tracheal wound. It was found prac-

tically imnermoable, and the canula was replaced.

17th.—Condition of the i)atient very unfavorable.

He looks anxious and discouraged, and has refused
to take food during the night, and liis mother says

tliat what little he has attemjjted to swallow came
out through the tube. A teaspoonful of milk, given
fiir the purpose of testing the reliability of this state-

ment, immediately ran out through the tube without
exciting the least cough or other irritation. On ex-

amining the soft i)alate, it was seen hanging down in

a helpless condition, and apparently lost to sensa-

tion. Having removed the tube, a second trial with
milk was had, and this time the greater jiortion

l)assod into the air-pas.sages, but without exciting

cough. Pricking the mucous membrane of the tra-

chea—a large surface of which was exposed to view
—with the forceps was not felt by the patient. The
respirations are superficial, often sobbing, and very

rapid—')() per minute. Pulse. 140 ; temijerature,
104'. To be fed only by the rectum.

18th.—Boy still in a de"?perate condition. He is

restless and drowsy by turns, and slowly failing.

Medium-sized liquid rales are heard over both lungs,

but the percussion note is not materially changed,
except over a small area at the apex of the right

lung jjosteriorly. During insi)iration there is epi-

gastric and intercostal recession, which is evidently

not due to extension of membrane into the bronchi,

as there is no other symptom of such a complication.

As agreed upon yesterday, the patient has been fed

exclusively by the rectiim, but the si^hincters are be-

coming relaxed and the enemata are not well re-

tained. Urine still hig'.ily albuminous. Pulse, 160
;

temperature, 105 ; respiration, 90, and still often

sobbing.
19th.—Patient is deathly pale, but quite bright.

The canula was perman(mtly left out yesterday, and
the large, ragged, oi>en wound enables one to look
into the trachea and examine its interior surface for

a distance of an inch with great ease. Several of the
rings are very distinct ; the mucous membrane is red
an I swollen, and sensation is nearly lost. Water
swallowed escapes i)artly at the opening, and partly

trickles down the trachea into the bronchi without
producing irritation. As the sphincters had become
so relaxed that enemata were not retained, an at-

tempt was made by Dr. McGtiire and myself to pass
a small catheter into the stomach, through which to

introduce food. Although this was done with the
greatest care and gentleness, the instrument had
hardly passed the base of the tongue before the boy
coughed violently, mxde an effort to vomit, then the
pupils suddenly dilated, the eyeballs rolled ujiward,

the radial pulse disappeared, and respiration ceased.

Mmipulation and stimulants resuscitated him, but
we did not renew the attempt. Dr. MeGuire made
faithful efforts to prolong life, resorting to hyjjoder-

mic injections of brandy, and giving small rectal

eneiueta, but death from exhaustion occurred about

midnight, a termination sad and unsatisfactory to all.

Case XXVIH.- P , nnde nursling, one year

and ten months old; had been sick ten days with

intermittent croup symj>toms when I tir.st saw him,

and had been treated' with a solution of chlorate of

potassa and muriated tincture of iron during this

time. At this visit [ ol)served that his voic»^ was
clear and that the lar\-ngeal obstniction was slight.

There was no glandular enlargement about the neck,

the tonsils were small and pale, and the fauces gen-

erally normal. There was no nasal catarrh. A few
moist rales were h(>ard on auscultating the lungs.

Pulse, I'iO ; respiration, 'M) ; temperature, 101^'. The
following day (Nov. :}Oth) the symi)toms were more
pi-onounced and continuous, and in the evening the

dyspnoea became severe.

Dec. 1st, 8 A.M.—The condition of the child is now
very grave, and the parents are willing to have any-

thing done that will give it a chance. There is still

no membrane to be setm, and the fauces are substan-

tially normal. The lungs are generally tympanitic,

except a small area over the left jiosteriorly, which
is dull. Over this space no sounds are heard on
auscultation, l^ut over the other jiortions of both
lungs vesicular and tracheal sounds are both heard.

Pulse, 180; re.spiration, 40; temperature, lOr.
Drs. Jones and Hawes assi-sted me in doing

tracheotomy. The child was quite fat, although
markedly rachitic, and conseipxently the trachea was
deeply situated. Substantially no bleeding occurred
except from the tracheal incision, but from this it

was quite profuse. Much purulent matter also welled

up from the opening and several small pieces of
meml)i-ane were removed fi-om the trachea. The re-

lief was only j^artial, i-espiration remaining rapid and
labored, and the epigastric and suprasternal retrac-

tions during inspiration occurring, to some extent,

after the tube was inserted and everything cleared.

11 P.M.—Pulse, 150 ; respiration, (iO ; temperature,
104". Discharge from the tube profuse ; nurses well.

2d, 6 P.M.—Pulse, IGO ; respiration, 80 ; temj^era-

ture, 105 . Respiratory murmur is normal in i)itch,

but mucous riles are heard all over both lungs.
Resonance on percussion is still exaggerated. The
discharge through the canula is still profuse.

3d, 10 A.M.—13aby had several convulsions during
the night, and its appearance is very unfavorable this

morning. The respirations are still frequent and dif-

ficult, the pulse rapid, and the temperature remains
at about 105". Has had some diarrhoea and several

attacks of vomiting since yesterday. While both
tubes were temporarily removed for the puri)ose of

having them cleaned, the mother, who was holding
the baby, allowed its neck to get twisted so as to

close the opening, when rapid and nearly fatal

asphyxia ensued.

4th.—Baby died at 1 a.m. to-day, suffering greatly
from dyspncjea to the end. No membrane was pres-
ent in either the fauces or nasal jjassages duiing the
entire sickness, neither was there any infiltration of
the cellular tissiie or glands of the neck. Steam from
a croup-kettle was used almost constantly from the
first day that I saw the case, and the iron and chlo-

rate of i^otassa mixture was continued throughout the
whole course of the disease.

Ca.se XXIX.—Burke, a remarkably fine boy, two
and a half years old, after having had "a cold" for

two weeks,develoi)ed hoarseness Jan. 4,1879. Jan. 5th,

at 4 A.M., he had an attack of dyspnoea which lasted

a few minutes, subsided without treatment, and the
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boy then fell asleep and remained easy until morninj^.

During the day he was hoai-se, but about tlio room
playing as i;snal. At night, after falling asleep, his

mother noticed for the first time that his breathing
was noisy. On the following morning (Jan. Gth), be-

fore daylight, he had another suftbcativo attack,

which, like the previous one, terminated after a few
minutes, without medication. Through the day he
was about the house, although the breatliing was
continuously noisy and the hoarseness more marked.
As the evening advanced he began to be restless and
fretful, and dysi)n(ea slowly developed. After mid-
niglit he slejjt little, being kept awake by frecpicnt

paroxysms of diysi)n(Ea.

Jan. 7th.— I was sent for at 8 a.m., and, arriving

soon afterward, obtained from the mother the fore-

going history. The patient was in an extreme con-

dition ; the dyspnnea was painful to ^^^tness ; the face

was pallid and covered with a cold sweat, tlie eyes
partly closed and the sclerotic of a bluish color, the

extremities cold, and the senses l)lunted. Both
nares w^ere plugged with inspissated mucus. The
respirations, carried on through the open mouth,
were 40 per minute ; the temjierature, 97. 1". The lungs
were generally tympanitic on percussion, while on
auscultation little could be heard except the con-

veyed sounds from the larynx. No mem])rane was
seen in the throat or nares. The tonsils were large

and congested and the neck appeared a little swollen.

With the assistance of Drs. Milne and Hawes, I at

once tracheotomized the j^atient. The ojjeration was
simple and bloodless. Although the trachea con-

tained a large amount of muco-purulent matter, we
did not find any membrane. The relief was complete.
The respirations immediately fell to 28 per minute.

10 p.5t.—Eesi^iratiou, 26; pulse, 124; breathing
noiseless. Secretion from tube moderate. To have
a milk diet and no medicine.

8th, 10 A.M.—The child has passed a fair night,

and is looldng well. There is a free purulent dis-

charge from both nostrils, and membrane is seen

lining the left ; still none in the throat. The breath-

ing being harsh, I poured a teaspoonful of warm
water inio the tube, which excited violent cough,
expelling large shreds of membrane, after which the

breathing was easy. Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 38 ;

temperature, 100.8°.

7 P.M.—Breathing harsh, but not sawing. Neck a

good deil swollen and face congested. Does not take

food well, but ajjpears not to be suffering. A few

mucous rPdes heard on auscultation, otherwise the

pulmonary sounds are normal. Pouring water into

the tube temporarily relieves the liai'sh breathing.

Pulse, 136 ; respiration, 38 ; temperature, 100". A
sister two years older has pharyngo-tonsillar dijjh-

theria.

9th.—Some improvement. Neck less swollen.

Child takes food well and appears bright. Pulse,

160 ; temperature, 100.4°
; respiration, 28.

10th, evening.—The prominent symptoms to-day

have been gi-eat swelling of the neck, harassing cough
with profuse, offensive expectoration, drowsiness,

high temperature (104°), rajjid pulse (160), and fre-

quent respiration (44).

11th, evening.—This morning the symptoms were

a little less unfavorable, the boy ha^^ng passed a

comfortable night, and being bright and disposed to

play with his toys ; but, later in the day, the respi-

rations became harsh, and "sawing," and labored,

and signs of exhaustion were apparent. He is now
failing rapidly. Temperature, 105°

;
pulse, 160 ; res-

piration, 44.

12th.—Died this morning at seven 'ibVdock. Au-
topsy eiglit hours after death. Pre^ei^t, Dr. 8. Whit-
all. The swelling of the neck, which had existed

before death, had partly disapjieared. On cutting

through the soft parts of the neck and chest in the

median line, consideralde senim oozed from the di-

vided surfaces into the gash. After removing the

sternum, a notew^orthy amount of emi^hy.sema of the

cellular tissue of the anttu'ior mediastinum was ob-

served. The lungs were hyperinflated and bloodless,

and did not collapse on exposure. A dejjressed,

horizontal, reddish strjjpwas seen in the ui)per lobe

of the right lung, near the fissure. The laiynx, tra-

chea, and lungs were then taken out entire. Several

large depressed portions of the i^arenchyma, similar

to the one just described, were found in the right

lung, particularly in the upper lobes, and a few in

the left lung, mostly at the borders ; one of consid-

erable extent in the upjier lobe—all posterior. By
means of a mouth blow-jiipe, these parts were easily

inflated, so as to be indistinguishable from the ad-

joining tissue. The lining membrane of the larynx

and trachea was slightly congested, not more marked
at those i3oints in contact with the canula. A long,

tough, tubular piece of membrane was found hang-
ing loosely in the interior of the trachea, attached

only to the left vocal cord. On slitting the l^ronchi,

membrane was found lining those of the right lung
as far as the sixth division, and those of the left

lung as far as the fourth. It was for the most jjart

loosely attached, some j^ieces lying free in the tubes.

Wherever this membrane was found, the mucous,
membrane of the parts was intensely congested..

Very little mucus or purulent matter was found irii

the smaller ramifications. The spleen was paler thani

normal. The kidneys were congested, and the left-

contained two small, recent, siiperficial infarctions^

The liver was apparently healthy. The other organs
were not examined.
The sister recovered without croup complications,

and without medicine.

Case XXX.—N , a puny girl, two years and
six weeks old, had been sick three days with croup

when I saw her with Dr. Isaac Oppenheimer, Nov.

18, 1879. She had no swelling of the neck or glands.

There was membrane on the soft palate and pharynx
—none in the nasal passages. She was very drowsy,

and rapidly becoming unconscious from carbonic

acid poisoning. Her respirations were rapid and la-

liored, and accompanied by the usual signs of laryn-

geal stenosis. The pulse was feeble ; the temjiera-

ture 101°. The lungs were tympanitic on percussion.

With the doctor's assistance I performed tracheotomy

at once. The trachea was reached without difficulty

and without hemon-hage, but it Ided profusely after

being divided, and, at the same time, the child i^ar-

tially returned to consciousness, and began to twist

itself about on the table. To these complications

was added that of an exceedingly poor light, so that

we came very near losing the child from sufibcation

before getting the tube in. After this was accom-

plished, the breathing became easy and noiseless.

The following morning, November 19th, nine hours

after the operation, there was some swelling of the

neck, but otherwise the symptoms were favorable.

Temperature, 101.5°; pulse, 120; respiration, 32.

20th. —Child died about 3 a.m , having suffered

much from dvspnoea since midnight.

Case XXXL—J. G , four years and four months
old, had been subject to attacks of spasmodic croup

since he was a year old. Six weeks ago he had croupy

cough and some dyspnoea for several days, apijarently
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duo to UA'ut« catarrh of tho larynx. For tlio lant two
wcoks lio lian not fflt wuU, hut notliin^^ «l»'linito wa«
notii-ed until iiliout 4 a.m., Moijilay moniing, March
l.")th, when he awoko witli a j-nmpy c(M><^h. Dr.

tSpor waa at onre sent for an«l ^avc an cnii'ti*- of tur-

jR'th mineral. Althou^ch thi.s wa.s n-jx-atiMl Hcveral

times ilurin^^ tho ilay, with eiuetie eir'ct, the synip-

toni.s jiroj^re.s.so(l and dyspim-a HU|)ervene(l.

Tuesday morning ( Itith) a larj^e piece of membrane
was cou};hed u{). and the hreathin^j at once berame
eaay. Two or three hours lat^-r, liowevcr, it was
worse af^ain, and continued to ^^^'i more and more
embarra.s.sed till 3i p.m., when I was sent for to do
tracheotomy. The respirations at thi.s time were
very dillicult, the half conscious diild rising uj) in

bed and throwing itself into diH'erent postures, vainly

Beeking .some relief from the terril)le dyspnoa. The
cougli was dry and t<jnelc!ss, and tho voice gone.

The face and coujum-tivie were blue, and the extrem-

ities cold. Tho lungs were tympanitic on percussion,

and only laryngeal sounds could V)e heard on auscul-

tation. Temperature, KK)"
;
pulse, IMO; respiration,

30. Drs. Milne, Spor, and Judson were present.

W)ule we were preparing for the operation, the boy
\f&:i .seized with a tit of coughing so violent that

I feared suffocation, and hurried him to the table

;

but as I placed him upon it all struggling ceased,

and I looked into his face to learn the cause. He
very quietly leaned over the table and spit out a

large tubular piece of membrane three and a half

inches long. It was sufiieientl}- e.xijlanatory. The
operation was, of course, posti^oned. He continued

to breathe freely until 7 o'clock that evening, when
the difficulty again returned.

The following morning I was sent for and found
him moribund. Dr. Hawes assisted me in a rajjid

tracheotomy. After the trachea was opened, a large

amount of tough membrane was pulled out, which
looked like a bunch of t.ipe-worm links. When the

tube had been inserted the features raj^idly assumed
their natural hue, and his mind became clear. But
although the breathing was free and the lungs clear,

the respirations remained rapid (i'l). In the evening

the respirations were still 42, but labored
;
pulse,

180 ; temperature, 103°. He had had several green
passages from the mercury, and had vomited a num-
ber of times. Great diffifulty was met with in get-

ting the stomach to retain any kind of food. He
died on the morning of the 18th, the dyspnoea during
the last hours of life being almost as great as before

the oi^ei-ation.

C.1.SE XX.X.II.—K., a fine girl, four years old, had
been sick tive davs wlien Dr. Hawes first saw her,

Apiil 3, 1S7G. He found her with pharyngeal diph-

theria and a croupy cough. April 4th. She began to

sutfer from laryngeal obstruction, which had in-

creased to such a degree the following day as to de-

mand tracheotomy. The glands of the neck were
somewhat enlarged, but there was no cellular infil-

tration. The tonsils were congested and partially

covered with mambrane. Temi)erature, 102". Dr.

H. gave chloroform, and assisted me in the opera-

tion, which was attended with no accident. No
membrane was seen during the operation. Complete
relief followed, and nothing of special interest oc-

curred until the second day (April 7th), when the

temperature suddenly rose from 101' to 103^°, with-

out any ascertainable cause.

Aprd 8th. Temperature still 103°, but no local

troulde.

9th. Eruption of measles has appeared, and child

doing well.

11th. Eruption fading, and child bright and idayful.

12th. Chihl still doing well. Tiie hirynx is toler-

ably pernie.il »le, but it is thought safer to wait till

the morrow Ix'fori' pennanently removing the tube.

13th. Dr. Haw»!S was sent for early this nujrning,

becau.se the «-hihl couldn't get her breath. He f<jund

her tlead. The inner canula was comj)letely plugged
with inspis.sated jmrulent matter. The stupid pa-

rents, although cautioned against leaving the child

witliout a watcher, had gone to bed and to sleep, and
left it tiirough the entire night witluuit any atten-

dant. They awoke in the morning, saw the child

stniggling for breath, and sent for the doctor. No
other cause of death could be assigned than that of

mechanii-al ob.stmction of the tube. There were
two other cases of uncomplicated diphtheria on the

same floor, that occurred a few days later, and both
recovt^red.

Case XXXIII.—M., four years old, had not been
feeling well for nearly two weeks, and had had a

supposed nasal catarrh during that time. On March
14th he l)egan to cough croupy, and Dr. E. A. Max-
well was called to see him the following day. At
that time there was no laryngeal obstruction-. On
the Kith he was about the same. On the 17th there

was some dyspmea in the moniing, but it did not
call for surgical treatment. A small white patch
was seen, at this time, on the right tonsil. In the
evening Dr. M. asked me to see him, as he thought
tracheotomy might ultimately be recpiired, although
he himself had not seen hint for several hours. Much
to our astonishment, we found the boy gasj^ing for

breath, extremities cold, face pale, except the lips,

which were blue, and covered with sweat, and it

looked as though we should not have time to operate
before death would ensue. Besides, it was a ques-
tion as to how much of this condition was due to

apnfjea. The child seemed to be dying quite as much
from exhaustion. I hastened for my instniments
while Dr. M. made ready the table. Although I was
away only about five minutes, the boy was far gone
when I returned. The mouth remaining partly open,
the lower jaw was, occasionally, at the rate of from
four to ten times a minute, jerked downward by a
spasmodic inspiration. The eyelids were unclosed,
the pupils contracted, and the eyeballs turned up-
ward and insensiljle. The pulse was still beating
feebly and irregularly. The whole body was cold
and cadaver-like. Should we attempt the operation ?

Dr. M. hesitated, and so did I. Both parents were
absent, and while we were huniedly stripping the
clothing from the neck, the grandi>arents savagely
warned us not to cut "that dying child." Dr. M.
suggested and gave a hypodermic injection of brandy.
Dr. M. said, "If that were my child, I would have it

ojjerated on, wouldn't youV" I didn't know. At
this juncture the father came in, and Dr. Maxwell
said» "Your child is dying; wiU you have us at-

tempt an operation ? " Without a moment's hesitation

he repUed, " Yes." With Dr. Maxwell and Dr. J. J.

Delany, who was also present, assisting, I cut rapidly
through the superficial tissues, until I came upon
several large veins lying directly in the track of the
incision ; these wei-e held aside by the doctors, and
the trachea was opened without further dissection.
Meantime the child had been gasping as though every
breath were his last. The dilators being introduced,
some muco-jjurulent matter escaped through the
tracheal wound with a feeble expiration. By lower-
ing the heatl and manipulating the abdomen we got
an inspiration, then an expiiation, and so, by slow
degrees, respii-ation became ii-regularlv established.
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The pulse, too, remained irregular for several hours.
Dr. M. had meantime given more brandy hypodcr-
mically. After the child returned to consciousnc^ss,

which occurred about three-quarters of an hour after

the operation, an incessant cough set in, and con-
tinued for a long time, without ajjparent cause.

18th.—Passed a comfortable night, sleejjing several

hours. Pidse, 120 ; respiration, 26 ; temperature,
101 2°.

5 P.M.—Sleeping. Has been rather restless during
the day, aud coughed and expectorated a good deal.

Pulse, 118 ; respiration, 20. Takes food well.

19th.—Urine examined by Dr. Maxwell, but neither
casts nor albumen found. Child doing well. Had a
good night. Temperature, 100^""

;
pulse, 116 ; respi-

ration, iii.

20th.—Patient still improving. No membrane in

the fauces, but there is a free mueo-purulent dis-

charge from the nose, and the nasal jjassages are re.l

and swollen and the central jiortion of the upper lij)

is the seat of an irritative eczema. The glands of

the neck are not swollen. On removing the tiibe for

cleansing, the larynx was found to be slightly per-
meable. Pulse, 120 ; temperature, 100.5° ; resjura-

tion, 26.

21st.—Some bloody expectoration. Temperature,
101°

; respiration, 28.

23d.—An attempt was made to-day to permanently
remove the tube, Ijut the lai-ynx was not sufficiently

patent. Temperature, 100^'.

26th.—A prolonged attempt to leave the tube oiit

was again made to-day by Dr. M. and myself, but
severe dyspnoea supervened after closing the opening
for a few seconds.

April 2d.—Prof. Louis Elsberg examined the
larynx to day and found the aryteno-ejiiglottidean

folds and the superior vocal cords so swollen as to

form a double cushion on either side, nearly meeting
in the median line. There was no membrane seen.

He recommended the using of some astringent sjiray,

and Dr. Maxwell subsequently applied a solution of

tannic acid, glycerine, and water.

April 11th.—Tiibe removed to-day. Some spas-

modic dyspncea occurred immediately after taking it

out, but this soon subsided, and before we left, the

wound had so closed that respiration was carried on
almost entirely through the larynx.

5 P.M.—Boy suddenly developed a temperature of

103i° without i^remonition. Dr. M. and myself find-

ing no local lesion to account for the fever, sus-

pected malaria. This was rendered the more prob-

able, as other members of the family had reeently

sufifered from it. Quinine, and, subseqaently, War-
burg's tincture was given, with good result. The
fever was entirely under control by the 16th, and the

patient discharged cured on the ISth. No medicines

were given to this boy after tracheotomy was done,

except a sedative cough mixture during the first

twenty- four hours. He pretty constantly inhaled

simple steam from a croup-kettle during the first

few days, and took stimulants and nourishment
freely. An older sister was attacked with diphtheria

while he was sick and made a good recovery.

Case XXXIV.—D., twenty-five months old, al-

though a markedly rachitic boy, had always lieen

fat and healthy, except that he sometimes suffered

from attacks of malaria. A week ago the parents

noticed that he had a severe coryza, and at the same

time he lost his apj^etite and became peevish.

Last evening (April 8, 1880), about 5 o'clock, croupy

cough set in so steadily that the father consulted

Dr. Malcolm McLean, at the latter's office. Dr.

McL., not being well himself, sent a prescription for

an emetic of s(][uills and ipecac, which, having been
given, afforded tem])orary relief. About 3 a.m. the
following morning, however, the cough got worse,
the breathing l)ecame difficult, and Dr. McL. was
sent for. On his arrival, recognizing the case as one
of true croup, he ordered an emetic; of turpotli min-
eral, and sjjrayed the throat with lime water. After
the action of the emetic, which resulted in the ex-

imlsion of some shreds of membrane, the breathing
was easier. At 11 a.m., when I saw him, the cough
was metallic and the breathing slightly noisy, so as
to be heard when sitting close to the child. There
was slight larj'ngeal obstruction. The child was
drowsy from having been awake during the night.

The glands at the angle of the jaw were little en-
larged. The voice was pretty clear. Both tonsils

were covered with a grayish, gauze-like membrane.
No nasal discharge and no membrane in the pas-
sagos. The lungs were clear. The spleen was en-
larged. Pulse, 136 ; temperature, 102.5°

; respira-

tion, 36.

As the child had had previous attacks of malaria,
twenty gi'ains of quinine, in divided doses, were or-

dered to be given during the succeeding twenty-four
hours. Also poultices to the neck, and spray and
steam inhalations, and brandy and milk by the
stomach.

5 P.M.—The boy has slept nearly all day, but the
breathing has become more noisy, and the usual
signs of laryngeal obstnictiou are jDresent. The
membrane has nearly disappeared from the tonsils.

With the mirror we were enabled to see a small i)atch

on the aryteno-epiglottidean fold, and that the inte-

rior of the larynx and the epiglottis were much con-
gested, the latter so swollen as to resemble the uvula.

10th, 2.30 A.M.—Stenosis has progi-essed to such
a degree as to imperatively demand an operation.
Child very restless ; flushed face ; loud, stridulous
breatiiing, which can be heard in the hall below,
and hacking cough. The voice is not lost, but
husky. Lungs tymijanitic, but no vesicular murmur
can be heard, only lar^Tigeal whistling. Pialse ir-

regular ; temperature, 99° ; respiration, 48.

Dr. McLean being too ill to be present at the
operation, Dr. Hawes assisted me, giving chloroform.
The hemorrhage was trifling. Quite a large strip of

limj> membrane came into the upper angle of the
wound after the trachea was opened, but I did not
succeed in getting it. No membrane lined the
trachea. Five minutes after the tube was in, the
respirations were easy, biat 45 per minute ; tempera-
ture, 100°. Not much cough.

10.30 A.M.—Boy restless and does not take food
well. Breathes easily. Pulse, 120 ; respiration, 48 ;

temperature, 101°. ^lembrane again on both ton-
sils, and a small strip on the right anterior pillar.

9.30 P.M.—Asleep, breathing easily, but respira-

tions 60 per minute. Very little cough, and scanty
discharge from tube. Lungs clear. No nasal dis-

charge. Less membrane on tonsils. Does not re-

tain quinine well, which is the only medicine given.

Steam from a croup-kettle has been constantly used
from the first.

11th, 11 A.M.—During the night the temperature
rose to 102i°, and the respirations to 60. There
has also been .some dvspncea, which cleaning the
tube mostly relieves. The membrane on the tonsils

is now about a line thick, and of a yellowish white
color. Wound looks well and there is no swelling
of the neck. More discharge from the tube than
yesterday. Breathing a little harsh, but lungs res a-
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nant. His ^enerul ii|)|)<-ariin«-o in ^(hh\ bnt ho dcx'S

n<.>t tukf fodil woU. TciiiiuTiituri', lUl^ ; n'siiinition,

46; ]mlso, 121. Tu huvu nix gi°aiu8 of tiuiiiinu at

one ilosf.

(5 p.Ji. —Tlio (|uiniiH> wus rotaino<l. AIHioukIi tiie

liov hiu< l)(.>(>n |iliiyful iiiul has taken tioiirislinitMit

well sint'i! \n\ lust visit, liis l>ri'utliin>^ lias ln-cn noisy

ami ra|ii(l. After rlcanin^j tlie tuln's anil ^'iviii^,' a

lnoiu'liiul oniotii- of waini linio-watt-r tim hn-atliiiif^

hi'oanio noiseless, ami reniaintsl so dnrinf^ tlie lionr

that I n^maiiiticl with hitn. He also f.;ot hri^'lit and
playful, auil waveil a eh«'erfnl gooil-hyo when I left.

Temperature, lOJ" ; respiration, 'jH ; j mist', 124. A
small speeimen of urine whieh 1 e.vamineil eontained
ten per cent, of alhumen.

12th. —The baby has had a ])retty fair ni<?ht and
is lookinj^ as well as ho did ye.stc'rday. Tempera-
ture, 1(12.5' ; respiration, IW.

G I'.M.—Child ui a hoi)eles.s condition. Respira-
tion sawinjj; ami labored, eo\intenauee dusky, coni-

meucinj^ drowsiness. Homo areas of dulness on
perenssion. Tracheal and moist and dry broncliial

rfdes heard on au.sciiltatiou. Temi)erature, 1(1,15 ;

respiration, (iO. Aft<'r all other means of relief had
failed, wo gave him small dosos of morphine, which
])roved a most satisfactoiy remedy in controlling,' the

harassinjjf cough, ami in inducing <pii<'t and i)eaceful

sleei). He died the following morning at 4 o'clock.

Past-znortem examination twelve hours after death,

the body, meantime, having been on ice. Present,

Drs. McLean and Hawes. After opening the thoracic

cavity, it was noticed that the anterior portion of the

left lung in view was distended and bloodless. The
right was j)artially collapsed and of a rose color.

Transverse markings of interlobular emphysema were
noticed in this lung, some a line in width and nearly

an inch long, and others of less extent, mostly in the
lower lobes. A few were observed in the other lung
also. The lungs, trachea, and laryn.x were now re-

moved entire. On insjjection, the upper and middle
lobes of the right lung were of a bluish-red color

generally, some iiarts being of a brighter red. These
lobes were firm to the feel and did not crepitate.

The lower lobe was greatly distended with air and
comjjaratively bloodless. The whole of the left lung
was hyper-intlated and pale. A blow-pipe being in-

troduced through the tracheal opening, the upper
and middle lobes of the right lung were inflated per-

fectly, and without very much force being required.

The larynx and trachea were then slit down poste-

riorly, when the internal face of the epiglottis was
found covered by a thick, milk-white membrane, the
interior of the larynx congested, and membrane ex-

pending from the vocal cords, to which it was rather

lirmly attached, the entire length of the trachea, and
forming nearly a complete lining of that organ. At
some points it had become detached, at others it was
loosely adherent, while at others, again, it was so

tirmly ailherent that it was difhcult to peel it oH'.

The same was true of the bronchi of the right lung
to about the tifth division generally. In the left

lung the membrane was not so uniformly present in

the smaller tubes, but extended equally far in some
directions. The mucous membrane of those parts

invaded by membrane was much congested, but very

little muco-i^urulent matter was found in the lungs.

The thymus gland was large. The spleen nieasunnl

3^x2i inches, and was very hard. The kidneys
were slightly congested. The liver appeared normal.

The pericardium contained about two drachms of clear

serum. Nothing abnormal was discovered with the

lieart. The other organs were not examined.

Cask XXXV.— K., a Gemian boy, four and one-

half years old, jilayeil in a puddle of water in the

street on tlie third inst., an<l in the evening was
hoarHo, and had a profuse nasal discharge. Tiio fol-

lowing morning tlie lioar.sene.^s was niu<'h worse, and
a doctor was j-alled, wlio said the boy had diphther-

itic croup, and onlered emetics of turix^th mineral.

During tile succeeding twenty-four hours he took

three emetii- jKiwders. which jiroiluced fnte vomiting,

but gav(wio relief. .\t l<t..'J(» A.M., June 5th, 1 saw
him, iJrs. Robert .Millliank and Clements being also

l)re.sont. He was a tjiin, delicate-looking boy, and,

his parents said, was much subject to lironchitis, and
had once had pneumonia. Uo had also sutiere<l

much from ejimche, and once or twice had had pu-

rulent discharges from tlie right ear. At the time I

saw him he had two suppurating onychias on one
hand ami one on the other—the first two being of

traunnitic origin. There was a jnindent discharge

issuing from both nares, the parts were red and
swollen, and a small, grayisli patch was seen in the

left nostril which looked like membrane. Its ]mlta-

ceous quality, howevt^r, ascertained by removing it,

made its nature doubtful. The cei'vical glands Were
not enlarged. The fauces were normal, liy depres-

sing the tongue the most of the epiglottis could be
seen, which was red and swollen. No membrane
seen. The dyspno-a was marked, and on .stripping

the chest and abdomen, each inspiration was seen to

be accompanied b\ well-marked supra-clavicnlar, in-

tercostal and ei)igastric retraction. The deformed
pigeon-breast jiroved antecedent rachitis. Inspira-

tion and exj)iration were alike obstnicted, and ac-

conii)anied witli stridor. The voice was hoarse, and
the cough dry and ringing. Percussion over the left

lung was rather dull ; over the right tympanitic.
The true respiratory murmur was lost, and the expi-
ratory sound prolonged. Moist nlles were heard
at the base of Ijoth lungs. Pulse, 1-48 ; resi)iration,

26 ; temijerature. 101.5". As there was yet little cy-

anosis, I ])roposed to wait a couple of hours before
resorting to tracheotomy which had already been
consented to by the parents. But, after watching the
boy for a few minutes, I was satisfied that the sten-

osis was rapidly increa.sing, and decided to return
in an hour. This proved to be a wise decision, as,

at the expiration of the hour, the breathing was veiy
difficult, and the lips blue. Drs. Milne and A. M.
Vance assisted me in operating. Dr. M. giving chlo-
rofoi-m. No accident happened. No membrane was
found in the trachea, but careful search was not
made. Immediately after the operation the breath-
ing became easy and noiseless. Pulse, 120 ; respi-
ration, 2S

; temperature, lOl". Vesicular breathing
over both lungs. A few mucous and sonorous rales.

5 P.M.—Breathing a little labored, but lungs clear.
Patient ver^- thirsty. Pulse, 140 ; respiration, 30

;

temperature, 103.2°.

10 P.M.—Pulse, 128 ; respiration, 40 ; temperature,
103.4° (Milne).

June Gth, 11.30 a.m.—Patient was quite thirsty
during the night, but otherwise comfortable. Had
several loose ])assages, proba1)ly from the mercurial
emetics which he had ])reviuusly taken. Discharges
from tube jirofu-se, also increased nasal discharge.
Some small flakes of membrane seen in the nostrils,
and what looks like a small deposit on the left tonsil.
Some swelling around the wound. Boy still thirsty
but looking well. Pulse, IIG ; resi)iration 42 ; tem-
perature, 101.4'. Urine contains five per cent, of
albumen.

4.30 P.M.—More membrane on tonsil Pulse, 116

;
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respiration, 8(5 ; temperature, 102.4°. Dry and moist
rSles in left Inng.

7.1(1 A.M.—Sleep was disturbed last night by fre-

quent conglunp:. Less nasal discharge. Parts abont
the wound swollen and hard. Membrane gone from
tonsil. Looks well. Pulse, 114 ; resjjiration, 3iS

;

temi3erature, 102". Removing the tuljes in order to

clean them excited cough, and a very large quantity
of thick, tough membrane was expelled, twt) pieces
of which each measured one inch and a half in

length and a quarter of an inch in width. No air

could be got through the laiynx, in spite of this ex-

pulsion of membrane, thus showing that it came
from below.
4 r.M.—Boy has lost his cheerfulness, and is now

inclined to sleej). Breathing is not harsh, lungs res-

onant, mucous and sibilant rules heard on ausculta-

tion. Thirst continues. Discharge from tube scanty.

Pulse, 124 ; respiration, 52 ; temperature, 103.6°.

8.10 A.M.—The boy is no worse this morning. He
slejjt pretty well during the night. Takes nourish-
ment well. Still some nasal discharge. Some mem-
brane on the wound and a great deal daily ex]ielled

through the tube. Pulse, 138; temperature, 102.2"

;

respiration, 52.

4 P.M.—Several small, tubular pieces of membrane
expectorated since morning. None to be seen in the

fauces. Urine albuminous, and contains also a few
epithelial casts. Boy about the room.

10 P.5I.—Pulse, 108 ; temperature, 101.4° ; respira-

tion, 46 (taken by Dr. Milne).

9th.—Much improved. Passed a good night.

More membrane expelled. The whole wound and
contiguous abraded surfaces covered with soft, gray-

ish membrane. Larynx still occluded. Pulse, 80

;

temperature, 100.5° ; respiration, 48. Drs. Milne
and Millbauk present.

5 30 P.M.—Still about the room, looking well. Pro-

fuse expectoration of bloody, purulent matter.

Wound looks angry. Pulse, 120 ; temperature,
102.2" ; respiration, 30.

10th, 10 A.M.—Has a good appetite. No membrane
expelled since yesterday, that on the wound loosen-

ing. As the breathing is pretty easily carried on
through the lai-ynx, I remove the tube for the day.

Pulse, 106 ; temperature, 100.5° ; respiration, 52.

The breathing is shallow.

6.30 P.M.—Father says the boy has been playing

about the room most of the afternoon. There is di-

minished respiratory murmur over the left apex,

which is temporarily improved by forcible coughing.

Skin hot and dry. Temperature, 103'; respiration,

54 ; pulse, 114. Dr. Milne, who is attending the case

with me, is to see the boy at 10 p.m., and, if the tem-

perature has fallen at that hour, qainine is to be given.

June 11th, 10 a.m.—Dr. M. found the temperature

101.2% and ordered three grains of quinine to be given

every three hours. Boy looks better. Tissues about

the wound puckering. No membrane has yet ap-

peared in the fauces. The mucous membrane of the

trachea, as seen through the wound, looks red and
swollen. The tube, which was replaced last even-

ing, is to-day again left out, probably permanently.

A pad of oakum is placed over the wound. Quinine

to be continued. Pulse, 98 ; temperature, 101° ; res-
|

piration, 42.
j

6 P.M.—A small area of ervsipelatous redness over

the right temporal region. Pulse, 110 ;
temperature, i

101.5^ ; respiration, 48.

12th, 10 AM.—Erysipelas has extended, and now ,

involves the lower part of the ricrht ear. and the af- i

fected parts are elevated above the adjoining skin. '

The wound still .shows no sign of granulating. Boy
looks l)right. No recent change in the pulmonary
signs. Pulse, 120 ; respiration, 80 ; temperature,
104 .

5.30 P.M.—Boy catching flies. Has been taking
five drops of tincture of inm every hour since morn-
ing. Quinine discontinued Pulse, 112 ; resjjira-

tion, 48 ; temperature, 102.2°.

13th, 10 A.M.— Erysi])elas now involves the scalp

of the jiarietal region, l)ut is fading. Expectoration
profuse. Over the lower two-thirds of the left lung,

posteriorly, the respiration is Ijroncho - vesicular.

Temperature, 103.2 ; respiration, 80
;
pulse, 114.

6 P.M.—Bronchial breathing over nearly the whole
of the left lung. Erysij)elas unchanged. Boy still

appears to suflfer very little, sits up in the bed, and
plays most of the time. Temperature, 104 ; respira-

tion, 80
;

pulse, 120. Oil-silk jacket and febrifuge

mixture ordered.

14th, 10 A.M.—Expectoration of purulent mat-
ter has been profuse since yesterday. Erysipelas

fading out. Liquid rfdes heard all over both lungs,

esiiecially over the left. Very little bronchial breath-

ing to-day. Late last evening the temperature was
101.4°, this morning it is 102.4'.

6.30 P.M. — Temperature, 103° ; respiration, 52
;

pulse, 104. Urine still albuminous. Since yester-

day morning he has taken 3(5 grains of quinine on
the su^Dposition that there might be malaria compli-
cating the other affections.

15th, 10 A.M.—Boy about the same. Wound of a

dii-ty yellowish color—cadaveric. Pulse, 100 ; tem-
perature, 103'

; respiration, 88.

6 P.M.—Lungs full of liquid rales ; bronchial breath-

ing again marked over left lung, but disaj^pears to a

great extent after coughing and free expectoration.

Respiratory paralysis evidently explains some of

these anomalous and changeable symj^toms. Pulse,

98 ; temiieratnre, 102.8° ; respiration, 44.

16th, 10 A.M.—Appearance is very bad. At two
o'clock this morning he was attacked with a sharp
pain in the left chest, just above the nipple, and has

suffered with it ever since, being unable to slee}) or

even to take a deej? inspiration. A distinct, moist,

friction-sound, is heard over the ])oint indicated,

while bronchial breathing is very distinct over the
rest of the lung anteriorly and ))osteriorly. Percus-
sion is generally dull over the whole lung. Exagge-
rated breathing with litjuid r'des is heard over the

right lung. Temperature, 104 ; respiration, 102
;

pulse, 140. I directed the parents to envelop the

entire chest with a hot flaxseed-meal poultice, and
renew it every six hours.

4.30 P.M.—Poultices were apidied i)ro])erly, and
have given much relief. Erysijjelas, which had
nearly disapjieared, is bright again. For the first

time the boy does not care to sit up. Pulse, 120

;

respiration, 74 ; temperature, 103.5.'^

17th.—Much the same, but weaker, at 11 a.m.

Pulse, 140 ; respiration 74 ; temperatui-e, 103°.

10 P.M.—Temperature, 102.3'
;
pulse, 124 ; respira-

tion, 80.

18th, 10 a.m.—The patient has been veiy restless

and feeble during the night, and has had several at-

tacks of vomiting. He is now unable to sit up longer

than a minute or two at a time. His countenance is

of a leaden hue, and the capillaiy circulation very

poor. The pulse is very feeble and remitting, beat-

ing at 60 ; temperature, 102 ; respiration, 70. All

medicines to be discontinued, and brandy, in drachm
doses, to be given every hour, and the boy to be kept
in a reclining position.
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6 P.M.—Pulse, 140; respiration, 60. The }mUe is

ro^ular, ftnd .ntronf^cr than in tlu- nmniiiij^. llroin-hiul

breathing is still i>n»s(>nt ovor tlu> It'ft lung, Imt a fow
moist. fim» nlles aro also hoard.

IWth, 10 .\.M.

—

hoy looks i-heerfiil again. Had a

pood ni;^ht. Oidy a small aroa of orvsijtdas n'niain-

iuii over the frontal roj^ion. Tho trarlieal wound lias

a ))iiikish ajuu'aranre to-day for tlu> fu><t. IJroncliial

l>r<>uthing still i)n*sont ovor left lung. Respiration,
5<l; tomperature, 102'; i»ul.se, 140.

t> P.M.—Wound covereil with creamy pus. As the

brandy now luiuseates hin>, it is to bo given los.s fro-

quently. Poultieos to be removed, as the lung ap-

])ears to bo resol\-ing, and the tenij)eniture is low.

I'ulse, rjO ; respiration. 44; temperature, lOl.S''.

Urine still contains a few epithelial costs, but uo al-

bumen.
20th.—Patient now ha.s some appetite, and slept

well during the night, still ho does not look as well

as he did yesterday. Tongue is much coated, and
skin is hot, but I have no thermometer. Pulse, 120;
respiration, .")().

4 P.M.—Pulse, 144 ; temperature, 104°
; respiration,

64. No new physical signs. AVhat next? 10 p.m.—
Temi)erature, 104.5".

21st.—The boy looks pale and feeble, but otherwise
liis condition is better than yesterday. The wound
looks well, and is beginning to granulate and con-

tract. Fine sul>crepitaut riles are heard all over

the left lung. Pulse, 140 ; temperature, 102" ; respi-

ration, 44.

6 p.m.—About the same. PuLse, 120; respiration,

42 ; temperature, 101. H°. 10 p.m.—Pulse, 120 ; re.spi-

ration, iU; temperature. 101°.

.Tuly 9th.—This boy died June 26th—three weeks
after the operation. From the date of the above re-

port (June 21st ) until death, the more prominent symp-
toms were : high, remitting temperature, not con-

trolled by (juinine ; i^hysical signs of beginning lung
infiltration; diaiTha?a ; rapid emaciation. In the ab-

sence of a po^t-mortem examination, which was curtly

refused, I think the immediate cause of death was
acute tuberculosis, and have so tabulated the case.

The subjoined table exhibits the results in the pre-

ceding cases :

AGES?.
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M ish to operate immediately, but, owing to the ab-
sence of liis friends, I was delayed until (>.;30 p.m. He
was ah-eady beginning to pass into a comatose con-
dition ; i^ulse vei'v slow and full, showing signs of

congestion. He was etherized ; the wound enlarged
and a button removed from in front of the fracture.

It was then with the greatest difficulty that I could
remove the impacted fragment, part of it having
gone through the membranes into the brain-sul)-

stance itself. The i-emoval of the bone was followed
by such an extravagant gush of blood that death
seemed inevitable. The patient lay unconscious
some ten or fifteen minutes, and then opened his eyes
and was able to recognize fi-iends. The bone which
was removed was exactly the size of a silver dollar,

and the shape of the bolt which drove it into his

brain. The wound was dressed with carbolized
water, and the jjatient made to lie in a position to

favor drainage. His room was darkened, and the ice-

bag applied to his head. What shall I say of the
treatment? This and nothing more! The ice was
kept to his head night and day, and whenever there
was the slightest symptom of congestion he was given
a good full dose of Ilochelle salts. Not another drop
of medicine was given him, and to-day, ten weeks
from the day of injury, he is in as apparent good
health as he ever was.

Both these patients recovered without a single

bad sym^jtom, and when I say I do not agree with
Ashhur-st when he makes the assertion: "Hence,
in impacted fractin-es, though comisomid and de-

pressed, I would not advise an operation even if

symptoms of comjiression were present," I think
there are others who will uphold me. There are a

few points in the after-treatment of trephining cases

to which I shoidd like to refer.

1st. Never, under any circumstances, close the

wound. If it is small and you have removed any
fi'agments of bone, better enlarge rather than close

it. Leave a large opening for drainage, and keep

the jjatient in a position to favor that drainage.

2d. Ice to the head. I think m both the above
cases the patients' lives were saved by the cold appli-

cations. If jjossible, have it a diy cold. It retards

and oftentimes completely wards off the inflammation.
3d. Absolute rest. And lastly, don't, just because

they are in danger of having con\iilsions, coma, etc.,

dose your patients with i)roi3hylactics. Let them
alone ndth the ice to theii- head and a good free

drainage, and there will be better results fi-om the

operation.

.Tune T, 1880.
^m- » ^

NECROSIS OF POPLITEAL PLATE OF
FEMUR.

Suppuration of Knee-Joint—Passage of Drainage-
TlTBE THROT'OH THE JoiN'T—RECOVERY

WITH Motion of Joint.

By Prof. GEO. E. POST, M.D.,
BEIBDT MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Mariaji, aged 17, Wadi Shahrur, Mt. Lebanon. Ten
months since, there aj^i^eared an inflammatoiy swell-

ing of the lower part of the thigh, involving the

knee-joint, aceomi:)anied with gi-eat pain. The girl

says that the abscess opened of itself on the inner

and lower asi:>ect of the knee-joint, and was after-

ward punctured on the outer and ujjper aspect of

the joint, opposite the exterior border of the pop-

liteal space. She savs that much matter came out.

On the 15th of November, 1«79, she came to St.

John's Hosjjital with a swollen and stiff knee, and
sinuses in the positions mentioned aljove. The
joint was tender on pressure, and a i)ro))e passed
from one sinus to the other traversed the joint,

touching dead lione in its ])assage.

Soon after her entrance the two sinuses were en-
larged by incisions siifficiently to allow of the intro-

duction of the tiuger and setpiestnim forceps. The
tinger, introduced into the inner sinus, passed freely

into tlie joint, and came in contact with the jjos-

terit)r surface of the patella. Two large fragments
of l)one, constituting the whole of the jjopliteal

plate of the fennir, with a part of the cancellated

stricture adhering, were removed through the ex-

terior sinus. Two ipiarter-inch diainage-tul)es were
then passed from sinus to sinus, traversing the
joint, and, during the sul)se(pient treatment, injected

several times a day with carbolic solution, one to

twenty. The wounds wt're dressed with lint wet
with the same solution. The constitutional symp-
toms were slight and the discharge moderate. Her
condition, which was one of gi'eat feebleness at lier

entry, imi^roved steadily under the use of citrate of

iron and (piinine. Several months after the opera-
tion she had a slight attack of cutaneous eiysipelas

in the affected lindj. Six months from the com-
mencement of treatment she was discharged cured,

with the sinuses quite healed, and able to flex the
joint fifteen degrees, walking witli a slight halt, and
in a i^erfect state of general health. There was no
jjain or tenderness aliout the joint, and little swell-

ing.

I have long believed that the chief advantage of

the elaborate antiseptic system of Lister consists in

drainage and cleanliness. I am accustomed to re-

sults as good as those ensuing fi'om the more
troublesome j^rocedure. with relief from the fa-

tiguing details, which become impossibilities in cir-

cumstances such as those which are inherent in

practice in S^Tia.

Pyieinia and septiciemia are so rare in ou» hos-

pital, where the essentials of antisepticism (not

Listerism) are observed, that our students often

finish their studies without having seen a case. In
fact, we have had but half a dozen in twice as many

Dr. J.\.mes McC'rea, of Philadelphia, committed
suicide by cutting his throat with a razor, on June
'21st. Dr. McCrea was an active member of the C'ity

Board of Health and highly esteemed as a physician

and a man. He had for some time, however, acted

pecuUarly, an<l had been urging that the sessions of

the Health Board should V)e in secret.

Phlegmasia Alba Dolens following Ovariotomy.

—G. C. Smythe, M.D., of Greencastle, Ind., writes :

" Under the head of ' Medical Items and News.' in

the number of your journal of April 10, 1880, you
make mention of a case of ovariotomy, pulilisheil in

th§ Brilish MeiUad Journal l\v Dr. Alfred L. (ndabin.

which was followed, upon the fifteenth day, l>y

phlegmasia dolens, in which he claims that this is

the first case of the kind ever rei)Oi-ted. On the

ninth day of Febniary, 1880, I removed an ovarian

tumor fi-om Mrs. Julia Hostetter, at Ten-e Haute,

Ind., whirh was followed ui)on the twelfth day by
phlegmasia all)a dolens, from which the i)atient

made a good recovei-y. The details of this case are

pulilished in the American Pracfi/ioner for "May, ISSO.

I call attention to this case as being the second one
of the kind reported."'
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Ucpovto of l")ocipitnlG.

lUFFALO (iKXKKAL HOSPITAL, lU'F-
FALO. N. \.

Indolent Ui/CERk and thkik SnuwcAi. Tukatment
—Bromide of Ethvi-.

(Elxtnwt frtim n Clinii-al I^Tture delivcrol iit tlio BulTnIo (ioneral

Hcmpital.)

By (CHARLES C. F. GAY, M.D.,
ATTHNniNQ SrBOKON.!

(lENTUiMEN :—No better proof of the intmctalnlity to

inedifjil troatniont of indolent or rhronk- iilcers coiUd
he affordetl than by the several patients oeeupying
beds in the surprical wards of this liospitalat the pres-

ent time. There are under treatment nleers upon
one or both lower extremities, var^-ing in duration

from three months to twenfcy years. Lotions and
unguents have faile«l to eure them.
The duration of these ulcers would be regarded as

a reproach to surgeiy did I not believe that patients

refuse to yield fnll assent to such surgical measures
of relief as are deemed ])rc»per and \Wse.

In the majority of cases you will find these chronic

ulcei-s associated with varices. Vari\ holds the rela-

tion to them as cause and etieCt ; if we expect to cure

them we must treat the veins, and in this hospital

varicose veins have been treated for the past few
years almo.st exclusively—and I may add successfully

—by eschars produced by the potassa cum calce.

It is found, if the ulcei-s be not too inti-actable, that

they heal simultaneously with the'^iealing of the es-

chars.

But these ulcere are not always dependent upon
diseased veins ; therefore other methods of relief

mast be practised. Pla.stic operations have long
been in vogue, but we cannot always induce jiatients

to accept the alternative of an operation that appears
to them at aU formidable. Skin-gi-afting has been
tried with varying results ; but I am sorrA' to be
obliged to say. that in my own experience it has been
more fruitful of failures than of siiccesses.

John (niy. E.sq., Surgeon to the Great Northem
Hospital. London. England, published, in 1H5'}, a mo-
nograph entitled, " A Memoir on Indolent Ulcers

and their Surgical Ti'eatment," which I have read
with plea-sure and. I trust, profit. The author's

treatment consists mainly of incisions, and since so

good an opportunity has recently been afforded us,

this method has been ]nit somewhat to the test.

This man. J. W , a-t. 4:0 yeai-s, had an ulcer of

fourteen yeai*s" duration upon his leg, one inch by
three inches in diameter, beginning near and above
the internal malleolus, and ninning over the leg

anteriorly, which is well represented 1iv the accom-
panying figure.

The ulcer has been two or thiee times closed vnih-

in the fourteen years, during warm weather. The
ulcer is associated \*ith varices. Tlu-ee weeks ago
to-ilay I applied the potassa cum calce over the veins,

causing thi'ee e.schars which have not yet Jiealed. At
the same time I made a curved incision, three inches

in length and three-fourths of an inch distant from
the posterior border of the ulcer, cutting through
the indurated integument and .subcutaneous fascia.

The principle involved in the treatment is the same
a.s that of the plastic operation, since the incised

wound gapes open, and the Isthmus of skin is par-

tially drawn over the ulcer. The ulcer of this pa-

tient's leg is now cloKed up in its entire extent, and
the (juestion arises as to how much of the cure is at-

tributable to the tliree eschars, and how niUf-h to tlie

incision. So rapid a cnrc of so large an ul<-er could

not fairly be phu-ed Ut the credit of the es<'hars.

Other cases are. at jjresent, under tre^itment by
incisions alonts an<l thus far are jjrogi-e.ssing well,

and jironiise the liest results.

Incisions, when practicable, tmght to l>e ma<le

upon either side of the ulcer, and of prf)per distance

froni the border. In one case under treatment, the

incisions were nuule too near the border of the ulcer,

and the strip or isthmus of integument, which was
only one-fourth f)f an inch in width, sloughed away.

The incision should be made fartlier from the ulcer's

border. Thr«'e-fourths of an inch distant is probably
too far away, since the incised wound would be less

likely to ga])e. Incision, ])robably half an inch from
the border, would l)e about right.

HROMTOE OF ETHYL.

In the case of J. W. the new ansesthetic was ad-

ministered. It required eleven minutes to ])ringthe

patient iinder its influence, and nine drachms were
used. Its odor was ver^- disagreeable, its effect was
evanescent. Two drachms ha<l pre\iously put the
house physician asleep, and during its administration
to the i)atient. the doctor—who appears to be unu-
sually suscei>tible to the effects of ansesthetics

—

came near falling asleep.

Another patient, a very strong man, just as he was
coming under the influence of the same anaesthetic,

became excited, violent, and unmanageable, sprang
from the table, and escaped to his bed.

proavfss of iUrtiical ^ficncc.

The (xnxEA "Worm.—A very large number of at-

tacks from the parasitic disease kno^wn as Guinea-
worm ( ffr(iiii,)ciili(s .\[f'li/i''nsis) has lately been offi-

cially reported by Mr. Dutt, assistant surgeon in
Chonda, Central I'ro^•inces of Imlia

(
Tlf Ilrii. Med.

Jonrndl, March 27, 18S0.) 178 cases came under Mr.
Dutfs notice from one \-illage alone. At the date of
the report, 137 of the.se had been cured, one had
died, and 41) remained tinder treatment. All those
who obtained water from a certain muddy well suf-

fered more or less from the disease, while those that

I

were not allowed to touch the well were almost to-

tally exempt from it. According to Mr. Dutt, the
worms gained access to the bodies fi-om the habit men
had of going to the well and dipi)ing their hands and
feet in it. thus allowing,' the /.oosperms of the infected

I

water to come in contac tArith the skin. Tims the
hands and feet are the parts attacke<i V)y the worm,

' and these were the members affected in all the pa-
tients but one. in wliom the worm apjieared in the
abdomen. The reporter a<lds that in England there
need be no fear of this foi-midable jjarasite ; but in
the tropics its ravages are well known and gi-eatly

dreaded. As to tlie treatment, the time-honored
method of extraction is still tlie one most successful-
ly employeil at the present day. This is done by

' winding the exposed or proti-uded end of the para-
' site round a small stick of ivory, bone, or wood, or
\

even round a portion of adhe.sive-plaster, cardboard,
or stout ijaper. Rupture of the worm during extrac-
tion must be carefully avoided. From this statement
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of the mode of infection it will be seen, that the luitlior

has taken no cognizance of OobbokVs views regarding
tliis subject. Cobbold, it will be remembered, at-

tributed to Fedschenko the discovery of th(» true

source of the guinea-worm. On page '223 of his able

treatise on parasites, we find the following: "Fed-
schenko showed that the embryos of dracuncnli,

after quitting the human host, succeed in effecting

an entry into the bodies of entomostracous crusta-

ceans belonging to the genus cycloids. Within these

intermediary bearers, after twelve hours' sojourn, the

embiyos undergo a change of skin, attended with

subseciuent growth. Here they remain to complete
their larval development, which takes place within a

period of live weeks. At length, as perfected larvjc,

they are, together with their crustacean hosts, trans-

mitted to the stomach of the ultimate or human
bearer. It is probable that sexual maturity is next

acquired within the human stomach, copulation fol-

lowing. After this, the females migi-ate to the situa-

tions in which they are found beneath the skin of the

liuman bearer, whilst the males perish and pass out

with the fieces." Hence, it appears that infection

takes place by direct transference of infested ento-

mostraca to the stomach by water used as drink.

From this it follows that the filtering of water before

use would suffice to secure immunity fi-om attacks

of the guinea-worm disease.

Treatment of [Constitutional Syphilis by Sul-

phate OF Copper.—Drs. Martin and Oberlin gave a

brief report on this subject at a late meeting of the

Paris Academy of Medicine. The authors treated

50 patients, who showed various manifestations of

syphilis, by the copper sulphate. The results were

quite satisfactory, the 50 patients all being cured.

A comparison of this method was made wdth the or-

dinaiy mercury methods, and it was found that the

copper salt jiroved more efficacious and required

less time for its beneficial action than did the mer-

cury salts. The copper was also well borne by most
patients ; in only one case it i^roduced initial vomit-

ing, followed, however, by permanent tolerance of

tlie cb-ug. In a case of veiy grave sypliilis, when
mercury had proved useless, the administration of

copper effected a rajjid and complete cure. In a

few patients, the gums became affected, a gieenish

tint appearing at their fi-ee border. But this cupric

gingivitis yielded more rapidly than the analogous

mercurial affection ordinarily does. Actual spongi-

ness of the gums was not observed. The salt was
exhibited by the mouth in doses of gi-. i^g—gi". h per

day. An aqueous solution was employed. External

application was also made by adding 5 drachms of

the salt to a fidl batli.

—

(raz. m,'-d. </« Paris, April 10,

1880.

The Obs:"etri(' Treatment of the Perineum.—
In the above paper Dr. Garrigues, of this city, gives

a description of tlie perineum and external organs

of generation, at the same time coml)ating many
errors that prevail in reference to the anatomy of

the jjarts. In speaking of lacerations, he says that

ergot should not be given until after expulsion of

the placenta, as it hastens the delivery before there

is sufficient dilatation of the oljstetric canal, and

may result in laceration. He also advises, as a

means of lessening the chances of this a<'cident

occurring, that the rectu)u shall be thoroughly evac-

uated by an'enenia of warm water. He advoi>fttos tlie

support of the perineum, but not until the presenting

part lias commenced to dilate the vulvar orifice. In

the intervals between tlie pains a kind of enucleation

may be i)erfornied by passing the index and middle
finger of the left hand into tlie rectum and prcsssing

against the forehead of the child, thus aiding in the

expulsion of the fcetus. When the shoulders are

passing through the external orifice, he claims that

if the i)ostorior one be jiushed backward, or the an-

terior jmlled forward by means of the index finger

hooked in the axilla-, jjcrineal laceration may, in

many instances, be avoided, as he has many times
examined the perineum before delivery of the body,

and found no laceration, whereas it existed after-

ward. When the vaginal orifice is too small, he re-

commends episiotomy, which can be performed by
cutting the constrictor vagime muscles (jn each side.

All these methods of procedure, according to the

circumstances existing in each case, are recommend-
ed by GaiTigues, to avoid, if jjossible, a perineal lac-

eration. If a laceration takes place which is slight,

he employs sei-res-fines, one to three being used.

They are applied as follows : the lips of the wound
are raised \\]) by means of the thumb and index fin-

ger of the left hand, and the seiTefines applied with the

right, commencing with that i)ortion of the laceration

near the anus. They are allowed to remain about
four days, when they are removed. He sjieaks very

highly of them, because of the ease with which tli(\v

may be applied, and also on account of the small

amount of pain octtasioned by their ai)plication. In

extensive lacerations, sutures must be applied, and a

description of different methods of suturing is given.
—Reprlxtfrnm Am. Jonrn. of Ohstet., April, 1880.

Ethyl Bromide.—Dr. Lawrence Wolff, of Phila-

deljihia, has recently published a paper on bromide
of ethyl as an anaesthetic, which, in view of the re-

cent discussions as to its properties, possesses more
than an ordinary degi-ee of interest. In describ-

ing the manner of preparing the dnig, mention
is made of a brown acrid li(|uid remaining after the

bromide is distilled off, and which possess<^s an

unpleasant and pungent odor. Twenty drops of this

latter liquid was administered to a rabbit, causing

symptoms of irritation of the gastro-intestinal tra<-t,

and death in eighteen hours. At the post-morteiji,

the brain was found to be congested, the abdominal
viscera were also congested and irritated, and the

odor of the liquid was given off. On the other hand,

30 grains of tlie \mYe In-omide of ethyl had been

given to the same animal, pre\aons to this, and no

unpleasant symjitoms were ])rodnced. Several ex-

periments were made with similar results. In one

instance in which the rabbit died while under the

infiuence of the pure bromide of ethyl, th» brain was

found to be in an ananiic (!ondition, and the odoi- t>f

the ethyl could not lie detected in the organs. W.
is incUiied to believe that death in Dr. Simss rase

was due to the presence of the heavy distillate above

mentioned ; in su]qKirt of this view he says that, ethyl

bromide being a volatile substance, its odor woiihl

not probably be detected forty-one hours after admin-

istermg it.
"^ He docs not believe that it is unstal)le

in its composition, as some say, he having failed to

separate the bromine from the ethyl, after repeated

attempts. The following conclusions are an-ived at :

rabbits, which are with ditficult> an:estlieti/-ed, can

be ethylized with success and without danger to life.

When "emi)loyed hyiiodermically the; ethyl causes an

increase in the number of resi»irations. No gieater

toxic effects are produced on the system by its use

than would result fi-om the administration of ether

or alcohol, so that danger from this soni-ce nee«l not

be apj)rehendeil. .Also, tliat wliile it cannot be posi-
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tiv(>ly stated that pure ethyl bnmude is jicr se an
ahsolutely safe aTiM'stlietic, yet it is us safe as ether,

and more so than eliloroforin. He recoiiiiiieinls that

the dnif^ slionld have a phwe in the new i>liarinae()-

puMa.— li'jiriii/ from Aiiifrirnv .Innni. of Phnrunti'ti,

May, 1880.

Caries df the AnkIiE in Childken.—Tke Kesults
OF EXPKCTANT TkKATMKNT FKOJI A StT'DV OF THIltTY

Cases. —Dr. V. P. (iil)iiey has tabulated the results

of exi)eetant treatment in thirty cases of the altove

disease. In fourteen cases the disease manifested

itself previous to four years of age ; in eleven iu-

stane(!s the patients were from fom* to nine years

old, and in live from nine to thirteen years. In

fourteen i)atients the lower epiphyses of the tibia

and fibula, as well as some of the bones of the tarsus,

were invohed ; in ten cases the tarsus alone was im-
plicated ; in four, the tibia and fibula only ; and in the

remaining two, the os caleis was invohed. As to

supi)m*ation, in nineteen cases it was (piite profuse,

in six moderate, and in five no jjiis was formed. The
length of treatment averaged one year and three

months, the shortest being less than six months,
the longest nearly three years. The duration of the

disease was fi"om one to six years. Several cases

were examined at varying intervals after the ciu'e,

and in all, the joint ati'ected was found to remain
in a state of health. Of those cases, and there were
five, in which .shortening of the liud) was found to

exist, it was not more than one inch. The shorten-

ing of the foot was as follows : half an inch in six-

teen cases, less than one inch in four, none in tliree

instances, and in seven it was not ascertained. In
two-thirds of the cases there was no lameness, in

seven it was slight, and only in one case was the
lameness at all marked. In live cases the mobility

of the joint was jjerfectly restored ; in the other pa-
tients there was a slight impediment to ijerfectly fi-ee

motion in certain directions ; in two of these the
tibio-tarsal joint was ancdiylosed, but this was com-
pensated by an increased degree of mobility at the
medio- tarsal articulation. The conclusions ib-awn

from the jsaper are as follows : If a conservative

course of treatment be adopted, the joint atiected can
be saved. Excision of a joint, in children, is rarely

ever justifiable. No advantages are offered by jjar-

tial excision, or passingtentsthrough the joint, more
than can be obtained by the expectant plan of treat-

ment. By this method of treatment, although tliere

mar be some anchylosis and deformity, the limb is

rendered more seniceable than in any other way.

—

Reprintfrom Am. Journ. of Ohatct., April, 1880.

The Inflttence of VakicoceIiE on the Xutrition
OF the Testicle.—In a recent clinical lectxire. Dr.
J. C. O. Will, of Aberdeen, presented a case of vari-

cocele, which had residted from an injury to the left
'

testicle. The varicocele was of gi'eat size, and the
nature of the swelling could be diagnosed wi'chout

even the slightest maniiJulation of the parts. The .

testicle of the affected side was so wasted that it
|

had entii'ely lost the form usually presented by that
]

organ, and it seemed to be a mere ajiijendage to the
\

diseased veins to which it was attached. After giv-
|

ing some of the oiiinions advanced by eminent sur-

geons, Dr. AVill said that in all the cases he had met
with, where the varicocele had been large, the his-

'

t«ry had pointed to a traumatic origin. Concerning the
therapy, he believed, that in the gi-eat majority of

,

cases, the best mode of treatment was the establish
i

ment of pi'oper sexual relations. Yet he felt satisfied \

that cases did frequently occur, for whose relief radical I

treatment was absolutely called for. The extent of

the disease must form otir guide in this matter.

Ojjerative interference, after palliative treatment ha<l

been given a fair and prolonged trial, was recom-

mended under the following conditions : 1, if the

varicocele be very large, or increasing; 2, if the

testicle be atrojdiied ; ;J, if acute pain be com-
plained of; 4, if the patient be disqualified from
entering the public service; o, if the stability of his

mental facidties l)e endangered. This last condition

was not a mere fancifid one, and was met with often

enough. But he would not adWse an oi)eration

unless there be real and well-marked mischief. The
mere desire of a patient, who suft'ers from slight

varicocele, ior an operation should not influence the

surgeon in this respect, (ireater latitude in the direc-

tion of operative interi'erence might be allowed in

those cases, where the thoughts of the patient are

concentrated—often to tlie exclusion of all others

—

up(m the sujtposed .serious nialatly from which he is

surt'ering, than in those where the patients are will-

ing to accept the physician's assurance that slight

varicocele is an affection of but little significancp

or importance.

Thrombosis AiiTERLE Coronaelt: Cordei.—Dr. A.

"Wislizenus, of St. Louis, reports the following case

of obliteration of one coronary artery of the heart :

The jjatient, a German, thiriy-four years old, of strong
constitution, had had, a year l)efore, an attack of acute

rheumatism, and a second attack one month ago.

From the latter he was just recovering, his pulse
duiing convalescence beating at the rate of eighty in

a minute. Suddenly, while sitting in a rocking chair,

he was seized with collap.se. The extremities became
cold, the pulse sank to forty per minute, and was
feeble but regular. He had no jjain, and his inteUt'c-t

remained clear. Examination of the chest showed
no sign of exudation either in the heart, lungs, or

jileurie. nor any organic cardiac disease. The pulse
gradually feU to eight in a minute. Examination of

the heart in this condition revealed first a feeble,

but still distinct systole and diastole lasting one
second, then a clonic cai-diac spasm, with a vibrating
sound lasting five seconds, then a quiet jiause of
two seconds, and so on in the same regular man-
ner. In the absence of all other organic defects, one
of the attending physicians, Dr. Hammer, by the
method of exclusion, came to the conclusion that

such a sudden collaj^se and gi-adual sinking could
only be explained by a sudden obliteration of one
of the coronary arteries of the heart. The jjatient

died on the third day. The post-mortem examina-
tion was allowed only on condition that the heart
alone should be examined. In the jiericardium about
a sjioonfid of semm was found ; in the ventricles,

quantities of fibiinous coagula ; the endocardium and
valves were normal, the muscles aniemic. On examin-
ing the semilunar valves of the aorta, which were
themselves sound, a large thi-ombus of fibrinous
clots and excrescences was discovered in the right
sinus Valsalvie, that extended to the outlet of the
corouaiy artery and completely obliterated it. This
complete obliteration in all probability oceuri'ed very
suddenly.

TrnERCuiiAR Toiors of the Majimakv Gland.—
M. Prichet recently observed^ a case of tubercular
mammary tumor, at the Hoiel-lHeu [Gaz. des hop..

May 13, 1880), the patient being a woman, aged
fifty yeai"s. On admission the left mamma was enor-
mously swollen ; the appearance of the skin was
masked by fonner applications of tincture of iodine.
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It presented numerous small elevati(ms, Avliicli

had been treated with irritant lotions for the ])ast

eighteen months. There was eczema below the
breast on both sides. Beneath the integnment of

the mamma a hard, elastic tnmor was felt. It cx-

liibited two principal prominences, which were situ-

ated at the external portion of the gland, and com-
l)rised about one-lialf of the whole organ. The in-

fiamniatory plK^nomena rendered the natures of tlie

tumor (piite obscure. Antiphlogistic remedies Avere

emi)loyed to put tlie breast into a condition favor-

.able for diagnosis. Several abscesses were ojiened,

.and creamy pus escaped. After the inflammation
had subsided, the appearances were found to liave

become considerably altered. The external i>ortion

of the left mamma was now the seat of a Urm, elastic-

tumor, about as large as a turkey's egg, and showing
three cliief lobules, two of which had been incised.

Pressure here no longer gave rise to the escape
of ptis, but was followed by the appearance of a

yellowish, somewhat A-iscid substance, resembling
thick lymph. " The tumor is not painful, and pre-
sents about the same size it had two years ago. The
patient believes it is rather smaller, and this cer-

tainly sjieaks against the cancerous nature of tlie

tumor. The manifest tendency to cicatrization like-

wise militates against the correctness of such a
• diagnosis." Sypliiloma of the mamma was likewise
• excluded, on account of the stability of the tumor
during anti-syphilitic treatment. Adenoma mamma'
was also an improbaljle diagnosis, and so, finally,

caseous tubercular tumor was the only remaining
possibility. It was only the rarity of such affections,

which justified some hesitation in regard to the ac-

ceptability of this diagnosis. In this jiarticular

case, however, the strumous condition of the patient,

the existing chioro-auicniia, and the physical chest-

symptoms, clearly pointed to a disseminated tuber-

citlosis. Mammary tumors of this kind, ]\I. Ricliet

added, resembled tubercular orchitis and cheesy
swellings of the epididymis. Removal of the breast

was always necessary, and having been iierformed
in tliis case, a subsequent examination verified the

cHnical diagnosis.

R.tPID LriHOTKITY WITH EVACU-VPION.—Dr. E. L.

Keyes gives the results of the exjierience of himself

and Dr. Van Buren with this operation. From the
1 numerous cases that are being reported in the medi-

cal journals, and from the increased sales of litho-

trites by surgical instrument makers, he concludes

that the oi^eration is becoming widely adopted, and
has already become a part of general surgery. Dr.

Keyes believes that this is as it shoidd be, and that

litholapaxy is destined to supplant slow litbotrity

and lithotomy to a large extent. Litholapaxy is an

operation which can be undertaken by the general

surgeon, biit never until he has performed lithotrity

at least once or twice, and thus accustomed himself

to the feeling of a hthotrite in a sensitive blad-

der.

Dr. Keyes bases his opinions on the new operation

iipon nineteen cases performed in males past the

middle age. The following points are discussed :

Injuries to the bladder and urethra.—Injury to the

bladder is not of gTeat importance if the bladder is

left empty afterward ; injury to the urethra, especi-

ally its prostatic portion, is much more serious.

Origin of, the operation.—The credit of originating

the operation is given unconditionally to Professor

Bigelow. The tolerance of the bladder to long sit-

tings, and the benefits secured by an early removal

of fragments had been understood, but the operation
of litholapaxy itself is exclusively the property of
Bigelow.
The record of cases operated on by Dr. Keyes

shows a mortality of one. In this case the patient
was in a bad condition, being sixty-seven years old,

and liaving pyelitis already. The oldest ])atient was
seventy-three^ the youngest forty-six. Tlie stones
were generally phosi)]iat.ic. The greatest length of

time at any one sitting was eighty-five minutes, the
shortest ten minutes. The average yield was four
and one-half grains of detritus to the minute ; a
higher average -will undoubtedly be obtained in

future. In most cases large tul)es were not em-
ployed, Nos. 18 and 16 (English) being tlie usual
size.

The complications of the operation were unimpor-
tant. Retention of urine occuiTed in one case, chill and
fever in another. There was always a slight fever,

and the urine was bloody, as a nile, for several days.

There are no contraindications to the operation,

except li(^i)eless maladies of any kind, distortions of

the uretlira preventing tlie introduction of instru-

ments, and possibly a very large and hard stone.

Preparation of the patient for operation is veiy im-
portant. If the patient has atony, and his urethra
is accustomed to the use of the catheter, nothing
more is absolutely necessary, although it is better to

put him to bed for a few days, and wash out the
bladder with borax and water. In other cases the
occasional passage of a sound is advantageous ; the
free use of some bland diuretic is adAdsable in all

cases. Ten grains of quinine two hours before the
ojieration, and ten minims of ]Magendie's solution

just before the operation, may be given. At the
time of the o^Deration the meatus and anterior

strictures may be cut, but not dee]) strictures.

In the operations the Tliompson washing-bottle

and a Keyes' lithotrite were used.

In the after-treatment, aside from meeting symj)-

toms as they arise, washing out the bladder with a
saturated solution of borax is to be recommended.
Borax is ])refeiable to carbolic acid, being as anti-

septic and less irritating.

Statistics show that ui^ to the jiresent time one
hundred and seven cases have been operated on,

with six deaths, maldng a mortality of about five

per cent.

The limit of time of a single sitting is placed by
Thompson as thii'ty minutes ; Keyes, however, lays

down no rule except that the ojieration should be
done as rapidly as possible.

—

American Journal of
Medical Sciences, April, 1880.

NoKTHAA'ESTERX DisPENSAKY, N. Y.—The twenty-sev-

enth annual report of this dispensary states that 22,469

patients have been cared for in 187it, or 400 less than
in the previous year. Of this number, 4,016 were
treated at their homes by the Aasiting physicians.

In those classes where there is a decrease, it has

been slight, except in the vaccination dei)artment,

which shows a decrease of thirty per cent. There
has been an increase in the classes of surgery, skin,

and eye and ear of twenty-six, forty-three, and sixty-

five per cent, respectively ; the list of new patients

in the last service being '917. A Diet Kitchen Asso-

ciation, under the control of ladies, is attached to

the institution, to which the visiting physicians refer

as of gi-eat aid in the care of sick children and con-

sumptives. Donations to the amount of $2,613.50

have been made during the year.
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MEDICAF, LKlilSLATlON DURKS'O THE
PAST SPJASOX.

^\'I; ha\ e referred at various times, during the past

wiut-er, to the medical le^slation undertaken or ac-

comph.shed in the State and National As.semblies.

A jmrtial reWew of thi.s may be of value now, as show-

ing the es])erial objects which our profession is seek-

ing from the lawniakei-s, and also the measure of in-

fluence which meilical councils have in securing such

laws.

There are two ilirectious in which the energies of

medical men and medical orgajiizations have been

especially directed. These are the establishment of

State Boards of Health and the regulation of the

pi-actice of metlicine. Concerning the former, there

is but one opinion as to its desindiilitv. and that is a

favorable one. We liave ah'eady sho^\^^ how the be-

lief in the value of these organizations has found ex-

pres.sion practically in the action of State Legislatures.

Health boards have been created in Maryland, Xew
York, and Iowa. In addition to this, the laws in re-

gard to the Health Boards of California. Mississipju.

Kentucky, and New Jersey, have been amended, so

that the powers and duties of those boards, espe-

cially of the latter three, are now much enlarged. In

Ohio alone, a bill to establish a health board failed.

The })rofession is aroused ujjon the matter, however,

and such failure will not be likely to occur another

^\Tnter.

Laws regulating the i)raetice of medicine concern

us even more nearly than those establishing health

boards. That the profession is beginning to feel veiy

strongly upon the sul)ject is shoMTi V)v the earnest at-

tention i)aid to it at nearly all the State medical soci-

eties, whose ann\ial meetings have recently been held.

From these meetings there ajjpears to be a substan-

tial agreement that the i)ractice of medicine should

be regulated by law. in some way. But the exact

moile is not .so easily .settled. There are manv com-

plicatiouH, ai-iiiing partly from our defective system

of medical etlucatjon. and ]>artly from tlic fact that

the dirtcrcnt medical scliools must he re<-ogni/.ed, no

math'v how low tlieir .scicntilic standing or how futile

their theraiu'Utic methods. It is a fact, also, that

sucli laws as are desired must be framed with great

care and earned out witli unweaning vigor and watch-

falne.s.s; otherwise they fail, as they have done in

Kan.sas.

During thf past winter. l)ills to regulate the prac'-

tice of medicine have been introduced into the legis-

latures of Massachusetts, Maiyland, Iowa, and New
York. They failed in all these States except the Inst.

We can say of these failures, however, as of that in

Ohio, that they are oidy temporarv. Our medical

orgaiii/jitions have for the most part taken up the'

matter energetically, and we believe that proi>er laws

will, before a great while, be enacted.

There were attempts last winter, in Maryland, Vir-

ginia, and Kentucky, to secure a law giWng a certain

precedence to doctors' bills in the settlement of es-

tates, or the disposition of the projierty of the defunct.

These all failed ; in Kentucky, in particidar, the bill

not only received no favor at all, but was defeated.

The idea of enacting suc-h a law is a good one ; that

is to say. it is founded tm a sense of justice to med-

ical men. There is no reason why the undertaker

and the landlord should be paid in full, and the doc-

tor be left without a fee. There is, however, a deeply-

rooted feeling that the doctor's services establish not

so much a monetar\- as an emotional claim, which can

be discharged to a large extent by explosive expres-

sions of gratitude ; and until this feeling is much
changed we douV»t the possi])iIity of biUs for medical

sei'vices ever rising above the legal status of bills for

cofl&ns or bills for board.

The subject of the relation between druggists and
physicians has been much discussed of late, but it

has only reached one legislature, that of California.

Here an unsuccessful attem2>t was made to i^rohibit

druggists from giving or physicians from receiving a

percentage on prescriptions. We have before refer-

red to the ina(h-isabihty of attemiiting to regulate bv
law a matter which is immoral only when viewed in

a pi'ofessional and not in a business light.

The State of Iowa has enacted a law regulating the
practice of pharmacy. The same legislature refused

to regulate the practice of medicine. Theii- new law-

is an experiment, and appears like a piece of super-
fluous legislation. AMiether it succeeds or not, otlier

States will profit by the exiierience.

There have been a number of minor matters before
our legislatures, of more or less medical interest.

These need only be briefly alluded to. The estab-

lishment^of a night medical ser\-ice in this city is a

measurejwhich will be wat<ihed with much interest,

since its success will lead undoubtedly to its wide
adoption.^The sami» may be said of the law enacted
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in (Connecticut, compelling railroad employees to be

examined for color-blindness. There has been, also,

some legislation in regard to pleuro-i)neumonia, and

to the adulterations of food, which we need not par"

ticularize.

The work of Congi'ess has been conspicuously bar-

ren in results. The bill to establish a Veterinarv

Bureau failed ; so also did that to place the Marine

Hospital Service on a liigher basis. The National

Board of Health received about ^100,000, which is

not so much as it wanted, though more than it at

fii'st seemed likely to get. The Board wUl be enabled

to caiTy on its work, but must give up some of its

special ipxarantine stations. An appropriation for

printing the catalogue of the Medical Library was

made. The other scientific results of the recent ses-

sion of Congress must be represented chiefly by an

appropriation of 87,500, to investigate the value of

sorghum as a sugar-producer ; and a somewhat larger

sum to enable the country to show i:)laster-casts of

fishes at Berlin.

Our 8tate legislatures have, however, done some
verv good work. Doctors are learning better every

year how to get their influence recognized and tlieir

bills made laws. There is strength in organization
;

this has become appreciated. And there is a sur-

jmsing efficacy in the knowing just how to manage

things, as was show^^ by the able manner in which

the bUl to establish our State Board of Health was

gotten through the legislatxire last winter.

As regard s political methods, doctors may be class-

ed isith the children of light, but they are beginning

to learn some of the wisdom which is so potent with

the children of darkness.

THE POSITION op THE DENTIST.

C<:)NSiDERABiiE feeling has V)een excited in England

over the \iews which the Lavcet lias expressed in re-

gard to the professional position of the dentist. That

conservative journal has taken the ground that the

dentists, or those who hold, as the bulk of them do,

a diploma in dental surgery, are not to be considered

in any sense members of the medical profession.

Fui'thermore, it is not permitted them to contribute

to the columns of the Lancet, because they are j^ro-

fessionaUy inferior. This last prohibition was brought

about thi'ough an invitation which the editor issued

to his readers to furnish information upon the sub-

ject of the exti-action of teeth and putting them back

in the jaw. None but medical men, or dentists who

had a medical degree or license, were allowed to con-

tribute to the discussion. It appears that the den-

tists of England have, of late years, become a body

of (.'onsiderable scientific attainments and promi-

nence. A good many write themselves " surgeons

I^ractising dentistry," and are rather above the old-

fashioned dissvilable which their fathers used.

There has been much effort made to show that den-
tistrv is no longer a meclianical trade, but a branch
of medical science, which deserves to rank with otlier

specialties, like ophthalmology or dermatology. Al-

though these efforts to elevate the art desei-ve every

encouragement, it will be acknowledged, we think,,

by most, that the Lancet is right in refusing, as yet,

to recognize dentistry as a medical specialty. No
class of persons has any right to claim membership
in the medical i^rofession, or to presume to form any
branch of it, untU such jjersons are doctors of medi-
cine themselves. It is in this respect that dentists

differ fi'om oculists and gynecologists, etc. The
latter must first get their regular medical diplomas.

If dentists would also first get such a degree, they

could justly claim every equality with other mem-
bers of the profession ; and such equality is, indee<l,

already gi-anted everj-where. It is a fact, however,
that the demand for highly educated dentists is not

yet gi-eat enough to justify more than a small pro-

portion of that i^rofession from getting a medical
degi'ee. The degree of dental surgeon which so

many do get in this country insures a good educa-

tional training and a fair amount of medical knowl-

edge. It is making the dental profession one which
is much more respected, and which is doing excel-

lent scientific work. This diploma in dental sur-

gery, however, is not enough to entitle him to the

claim of practising a surgical si^ecialty.

The attemjjt, in England, to elevate the standard

of dentists by law has led to a rather curious result,

if we may believe the statements of Dr. Archibald

H. Jacob, of Dublin, in the Medical Press. He as-

serts that by this law, recently enacted, -4,800 per-

sons became admitted to the profession of dentistry,

of whom only 5.31 jjossessed any recognized medical,

surgical, or dental qualification. The law gives them
the privilege of calling themselves surgeon-denti.sts,

and puts them, officially and legally, on a par witJi

surgeons. Considerable dissatisfaction has naturally

been felt.
^^.-..^

—

Report of St. John's Guild for the te.\es 1877,

1878, and 1879.—The St. John's Cudd has had the
misfoi'tune to get under a cloud during the past few
years. There are said to have been " irregidarities,"

and there certainly has been bad taste in some of its

methods of doing business. There can be no qiies-

tion, however, that in sjiite of this the Guild has
done very good work. In the summer of 1870 it

took 27,818 children and mothers out on its excur-
sions. An excellent featiu'e of its work is a sewing
department. The Guild is trying now to establish a

seaside nur.seiy at Staten Island, where, in the lan-

guage of the report, " the lives of infants may be
saved by giving them nature's wonderful remedy for

cholera infantum^the ozone of sea-air." This same
"ozone of sea-air "has about as much to do with
checking diarrhoea as the " dollar of our daddies."
Nevertheless the nursery will be a most useful insti-

tution, and it is to be hoped that it wUl be well suj)-

ported.
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UfuiriuG anti Uoticfs of (looks.

•OiisEBVATioNS ON Fatty Hf.art, cnnipiisirif,' Honifirks
on the Morbid Anatomy, Syiui)tonisiinil Diaj^iiosis,

PrognosLs, Etiolofjy, and Treatment. By Hen icy

Kennedy, AM., M.B. Dublin: Fannin iV Co.
London : IJaillii'^re, TyndiiU it Cox. 1HS(».

The first opinion that one forms of this book is that
the author is a very i)oor writer and a rather wihl
pathologist. But with further study these facts

grow less ])roniinent and we have to ailniit that Dr.
Kennedy has worked over his subject long and ear-

nestly, both at the bedside and in the (lead-house.
He writes, therefore, from extensive knowledge, and
has really made a contribution to medicine which
has a good deal of value as well as originality.

We believe it worth while, therefore, to jn-esent

some of the facts and conclusions which the author
has given. The task is not an easy one, for the
author has an exasjieratiug tortuosity of style and
d(4irium in arrangement. We do our best, how-
ever.

The book, in the first place, shonld be entitled
"On Fatty Degeneration" rather than Fatty Heart,
for the former is the subject which is really dis-

cussed. Beginning with lunrhid firidtrniii/, the sub-
ject is diWded into that of Fatty Growth and that of
Fatty Degeneration : most of the observations bear
upon the latter division. When fatty degeneration
begins to afi"ect the system it is to be found in nu-
merous organs. Thus it appears in the arteries,

where its secpience is bony deposit ; in the nerves,
coi-d, and brain, where a not unfrequent seijnence is se-

rous infiltmtiou, a condition sometimes found in gen-
eral paresis of the insane ; there is sometimes a fatty

degeneration of the ganglionic centres and of ceiiain
nerves. It is suggested that such aflfection of the
cardiac ganglia may be one of the causes of fatty

heart ; the author has also found fatty degeneration
of the pneumogastric in connection with fatty hearts.
There is a rather preposterous suggestion that the
cause of the slow pulse in fatty heart may be a de-
generation of the right pneumogastric. which Ma-
soin has shown to have the gi-eater inhibitoiy power.
Fatty degeneration may be obsei^ed in the voluntary
muscles of those who cease to exerci.se and of the
young who are given to drink. Fatty degeneration
of the diajihragm is a fi'equent accompaniment to
that of the heart ; the intercostal muscles may also
be thus affected. Ogle's statistics show that in 100
cases of fatty liver there are 68 ca.ses of fatty heart.
With reference more pai-ticularly to the heart, the
author speaks of the coexistence often of fattv

gi'owth and fatty degeneration. He insists strongly
that in/affi/ diseasf of the Jieorf ralni/ar diseax>^ /.s e.f-

<eptinnal, there being such comi^lication only in
about one case out of five. When there is valvular
disease, it is generally with fatty gi'owth, and is con-
fijied to the aortic valves. These are thickened and
pulpy fi-om dejiosit of fat. but are smooth and water-
tight. Fatty gi-owtli on the heart rarely occurs
withoiit a deposit of fat elsewhere. Fatty degenera-
tion is a disease of lean ]>ersons. It is most marked
in the left ventricle where the niptures occur, and
begins on the internal surface, as a nile. The arcus
senilis accompanies this sometimes, but is not a sure
index of it. There is generally a bony deposit in
three places—the coronary arteries, the arch of the

aorta, and the cartilages of the sternum. The latter

is an imjjortjint fact, and may often help in diag-

nosis.

The author discourses at great length upon the

Hifmptoms. From out of liis discursiveness there niay

be gatlier(>d the conclusion tliat f<ilti/ fironlli can be
positivj'ly diagnosed when, 1st. there is a large, full

pulse, beating at the natural standard of fre<iuency

;

2d, when jien-ussion shows the area of canliacdulness
is increased, this being due to the deposit of fat ; •"Ul,

by the possible jjresence of a soft niunuur over the

aortic orifice, occui)ving the first sound of the heart

only; ith. }»y tlie condition of the indi\idual as to

his being fat, or becoming so.

As symjitoms iii/ulii/ ili'iifni-ratldn of tlie heart (the

whole system being generally involved at the same
time), there are found a large number of nei-vous

phenomena due often to serous etfusion. The best

known of these is the ])seudo-aiJOplectic attacks. This
is absolutely jiathognomonic, but it does not occur
in a large i)roi)ortion of cases. The patient is gen-

erally older than when fatty gi'owtli occui*8. He is

apt to be thin also ; indeed, loss of flesh is sometimes
a symptom. The arcus senilis, flabby muscles, dimin-
ished power of keeping up the animal heat, muscular
weakness, jiains close to the diaphragm or over the

heart, dyspntea, puerile respiration, are all symptoms
indicating fatty degeneration. The pulse in this con-

dition is slow in a certain proportion of cases—about
1 in 10 ; it may be intermittent ; it has also the

quality known as " sedateness." Physical examina-
tion wiU show the impulse and heart-sounds to be
weak ; occasionally the latter have a distinctly mu.sical

character. The heart sounds have also sometimes a

character of " smallness "" which is very noticeable.

The author is confident that the disease can almo.st

always be recognized, and the two forms of fatty af-

fection be distinguished.

In some general remarks, which conclude the au-

thor's description of the symptoms, he makes the

suggestion that peraicious antemia and general paral-

ysis of the insane have sometimes fatty degeneration
as jiart of their pathology.
The treatment which is recommended for fatty

gi'owth is that for obesity in general : exercise with
heavy clothing, a limited, diy diet (and the author
considers milk more dangerous than alcohol), fucus
vesiculosus and jjotash in certain classes of cases,

and setons, form the basis of the therajjeiitic measures
to be canied out. For fatty degeneration, a careful

tempei*ate life, tonics, with alcohol for emergencies,
are indicated.

We have given in the above an abstract of only
part of tlie book, which contains much that is in-

stnictive and suggestive, together with some things
that are veiy crude.

Lessons in Gtxecologt. By Wili,l\m Gk)ODELL,
A.M., M.D.. Professor of Clinical Gynecology in

the University of Pennsylvania, etc. With ninety-
two illustrations. Svo, pp. 454. Philadelphia:
D. G. Brinton. 1880.

This book, its author informs us, is " not a treatise

upon the diseases of women, but mainly the out-
come of clinical and of didactic lectures delivered to

the advanced students of the Medical Department of
the University of Pennsylvania." In whatever light
Dr. GoodeU chooses to regard his collected lectures,

the profession vn\\ doubtles.s find in them the able and
scholarly digest of matured ojjinions on many sub-
jects of interest and importance in his departrnent.
How very readable a volume we have before us is
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conchisivelj slio^-n by the call for a second edition,

scarcely six months after the publication of the first.

The work is divided into thirty-three lessons,

treating successively of g^-necological instruments,
the modes of examination and the various disorders
of the sexual apparatus. Lesson IV. contains a good
exjiose of the vesical troubles so frequently com-
l^lained of by women who have borne children. The
following lesson gives a rather inadequate account of

fistuhe of the female genital organs. After some re-

marks about closiire of the sidva for incurable vesico-

vaginal fistula, tumors of the vulva, and other affec-

tions of these parts, we come to Lessons ^'III. and
EX., which are devoted to a consideration of the
causes, the prevention, and the cure of laceration of

the female peiiueum. Metritis and endometritis are

next taken up, and then come several lessons on the
various uteiine versions and flexions. In Lesson
XV., on the use of the closed lever-pessars' and of
the intra-uterine stem-iDCssary, Dr. Goodell states

that, " take it all in all, the very best pessary yet
devised is Hodge's closed lever-jjessary, or such a
modification of it as Smith's." To this we cannot
assent. No one pessary is or can be " the very best

"

for every given case.

Prolapse of the womb and laceration of the ceiTix

iiteri are next discussed, and then follows a rather
short but interesting chaijter on uterine cancer. In
si>eaking of Freund's method of extirpation of the
womb, the author admits the small percentage of

recoveries thus far reported, but he adds that " in so

cruel and so hoj^eless a disease it is large enough
to justify further trial of the ojaeration."

Vegetations of the endometrium, polypus, and fi-

broid tumors form the headings of the three follow-

ing lessons, and then comes a good chapter on
ovaritis and prolapse of the ovaries. Other ovarian

diseases are then descriljed, and their iisual treat-

ment explained. Lesson XXX. clearly shows the inti-

mate relation existing between certain neivous dis-

orders, so fi'equeutly the subject of complaint on the

l^art of our American women, and ordinaiy, some-
times very slight, diseases of the womb. The book
closes with chajsters devoted to j^ractical matters,

such as faulty closet accommodations and the like.

The final lesson is devoted to a bold and intelligent

statement of the author's \aews concerning " the

sexual relations as causes of uterine disorders."

On the whole the book contams but little to criti-

cize. If we should have preferred fewer scriptural

quotations, others might, with perhai)s equal ])vo-

priety, have wished for more ; if we find more ques-

tions suggested than solved, this is probably oidy

owing to the author's judicious abstention from use-

less theorizings. and pseudo-explanations. There
have been, and still are, certain vexed matters in

gynecology, as well as in other sciences, which seem
to recede from, rather than approach satisfactoiy

solution, as additional light is throwTi on them by
advancing experience. Dr. Goodell seems to have

recognized this fact, for where science fails to give

us the key to certain unexplained and, perhaps, inex-

plicable phenomena, he does not seek to supply the

missing link by the substitution of personal dogmas.

CoJEviox Mind-Troubles, and the Secret of a Clear
Head. By J. Mortimer Granville, M.D., M.E.C.S.,

etc. Edited, with Additions, by an American Physi-

cian. Philadelphia : D. G. Brinton, 1880.

The author of this little work, we are told by the

nameless American editor, " has devoted more atten-

tion than most physicians engaged in the specialty of

treating deranged intellect to the earliest and faintest,

symptoms of that terrible malady." Notwithstand-
ing this praiseworthy surplus of attention, Dr. Gran-
ville has not, in our opinion, succeeded in presenting
to the general readmg public a very desirable book.
Some unsusijecting mortal of perhajis somewhat

j

eccentric habit of mind or body will, by reading this
i volume, suddenly discover that his jjeculiarities of

character are early symptoms of a deranged intellect.

: By thus havmg his attention forcibly drawn to some
[

utterly harmless personal peculiarity or confirmed
habit, he may at length convince himself and others
that his mind is in truth deranged. This will not be
reassuring, and may prove positively injurious.

We can feel no sympathy with this and similar

premature attempts to popularize sulijects which
stand in such need of more extended and more exact

I

knowledge.

1 Brain and Mind ; or, Mental Science Considered in

Accordance with the Principles of Phrenologj% and

j

in Kelation to Modern Physiology'. By Henry S.

I

Drayton, A.M., and James McNeill. Illustrated.

12mo, pp. 334. New York : S. K. WeUs A: Co.

This work upon phrenology, a pseudo-science which
has ah'eady j^assed its gTaud climacteric, contains
much that will address itself to the popular fancy.

It is a curious example of Aristotelian reasoning,
abounding in rules with many exceptions, and yet

written withal in a fascinating style.

Heports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, May 20, 1880.

Fordyce Barker, M.D., LL.D., President, in the
Chair.

Dr. Fr.ank H. Hamilton read a paper entitled

a new remedy for chronic CYSTinS, AND OTHER
CHRONaC INFLA5IMATIONS.

In August, 1875, Dr. Hamilton was consulted l)y

a lawyer. Judge G., aged 63, for chionic cystitis.

The patient had always been a man of temijerate

habits, except that he used tobacco excessively. He
had, however, for a long time worked extremely hard,

neglecting the care of his health. About a year 1 »e-

fore consulting Dr. H., he had been obliged to give

up his work on account of the cystitis, and to devote

himself to its cure. He had tried a large number of

remedies, but with no success. When seen by Dr.

Hamilton, he was emaciated and weak. He could
scarcely travel at all. He had to pass his water every

half hour or hour. At times he suffered intense

l^ain in the bladder. His appetite and digestion

were impaired. An examination showed that he
had no stone nor enlarged jsrostate. His urine con-

tained about 25 per cent, of i)us, with renal casts.

He was advised to drink flaxseed tea for its aperi-

ent and diuretic effect ; to take a hot bath e\ery

night, and to ride horseback eveij day. The flax-

seed tea was soon given up, as it disturbed his diges-

tion ; the hot baths were soon discontinued also.

The plan of horseback riding was at first protested

against, as the slightest jolting always gave him gi-eat

pain. It was, however, undertaken. At first the

horse was walked veiy slowly. At the end of a month
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h»' wiiK al>le t*> ride two inileH ; iit tlie end of two
Uioiiths the pus luul disuppeanMl fmin tlie urine,

and in six months lie was oom])letely well.

Dr. Hiiniilton snid tliut this was not tlie (mly ease
whirli lie hatl seen benefited liv the same kind of

tn-iitment. A pliysician of Ne\vYork(!ity had suffered

for a lonf< time from ehnmie eystitis and ])yelitis.

Medicines and rest liml l»een faithfully tried, hut
with no etieet. He finally hef^ui drinkinj^ flaxseed
tea and ridinj,' horseback. He was comi)letely cured,
but a.scribed some of the ^^ood to the thixse<'d tea.

.Vnother physician with whom he was accjuuinted

bad sutJered in the same way. and had been cured
in much the same manner, tluuigh in this case the
])atient had <lriven in a carriage more than he had
ridden.

Dr. Handlton was aware that the value of consti-

tutional treatment in chronic cystitis was well-known
and had been insisted upon by others. He did not
think, however, that the particular form now recom-
mended had been ever before brought forward.
From some remarks made by Dr. (iouley he had
inferred that that gentleman was aware of its im-
jjortance, but it was not mentioned in his book.

Dr. HamUtou \ri3hed to lay stress on his belief

that constitutional causes lay at the bottom of a
great many chronic inflammatoiy conditions, and a
knowledge and remembrance of this fact were neces-
sary to suecessfiil treatment. An«'niia and disturb-

ances of digestion were often a part of this constitu-

tional vice. Such diseases as clii-onic conjunctivitis,

otitis, bronchitis, jiharmgitis, laryngitis, urethritis,

and arthritis are examples of inflammations depen-
dent generally on constitutional causes. Not one of

these can, as a rule, be ciu"ed by local measures.
Even a chronic congestion and displacement of the
uterus may be relieved by riding in tlie sadiUe and
attention to general hygienic measures alone.

Dr. Hamilton would not deprei-iate the value of

other forms of exercise and recreation, Imt he was
inclined to consider hor.seback riiling as the best.

In reply to an inquiry whether horseback riding
was contraimlicated in cystitis \rith enlarged pros-
tate, he stated that he believed it was.
The jjaper being oj^en for discussion.

Dr. E. C. H.utwooD said that, as a personal sufl'erer

from cy.stitis, he could coiToborate Dr. Hamilton's
^•iews as tf> the value of constitutional treatment.
Several years ago he was working veiy liard, and liad

neglected ])roi)er exercise. His ui-ine was exandned
at that time by a friend, who told him he coidd not
live six months. His treatment, though not exactly

like that suggested by Dr. Hamilton, consisted in

attention to hygiene cliiefly. He ate very fi-eely of
gi-apes, dranli a glass of sweet cider even- day. and
took cod-liver od. This resulted in a cure. He be-
lieved in the horse and saddle, and thought tliat the
opinions in regard to their value, expressed l)y Dr.

Hamilton, were correct.

THE REPORT OF DEIiEGATES TO THE NATIONAL I'HAKMA-
f-ErTirAL f"ONATINTH >N

was read by Dr. Laitreni.e Johnson, and accepted.
[A fiiD account of the convention has appeared in a
l)revious number of the Reookd.]
A i)aper Avas then read by Dr. Wm. A. Thomson on

THE PROl'HyLACril" CSE OP" C01>-I>IVER OIL.

Dr. Thomson began by remarking that next in im-
portance to discovering a new remedy was the ascer-
tainment of how it acted. This latter, indeed, mav
^sometimes be of more importance, for such discover}-

may add to our knowledge of the pathology oi the

diseawe. Thus, if we knew how mercury relieved

syjjhilis, we shouhl know what syjihilis is. There is

one class of remedies, however, whose action we are

beginning to learn something about. These form
the claHH knf»wn as restoratives. They are really oidy

a kind of fo(»d. and as starvation is a very (unnmon
condition, esj)e<ially aft«r felirile conditions, such

kind of me<licines is very often neede<l.

The way iu which iron acts may be studied as an
illustration of the rest. Iron enters into the conijio-

sition of the red blood-cor])Useles, and is essential to

their functional activity. These coiimscles can-A-

oxygen through the .system. Iron is therefore a

respiratoiy food. Now, muscular strength and ac-

tivity is in proi)ortion to respiratory activity, and the

extent of respiratoiy surface. Insects have more
proportionate mu.scular strength than mammals, 1 >(•-

cause they have a larger res])iratorv surface. And so

it is throughout the animal kingdom. "When the

blood corjmscles, the oxygen earners, are not sultici-

ently fed with iron, musciUar wealiness ensues. Tlius,

an.emia is a cause of musciilar weakness ; and the
rationale of iron lelieving the symptom is quite an
evident one.

Our knowledge of the action of restoratives leads

us to believe that they are the only dnigs which can
act as 2)rophylactics. We cannot understand how ii

purely foreign body can enter the system and ]>re-

veut disease. We know that we cannot jn'eveut

syphilis by giving nit*-cury. We can see, howeAer,
that a sul)stanc-e which is a normal constituent of

the economy may be given at a time when then- is

an esjjecial drain on that i)riuciple, and thus ])revent

jjathological changes which its diminution or ai>-

sence might cause. The study of the use and a<ttion

of cod-liver oil may lead us to conclude that tliis

supplies a i)roximate juinciple to the economy, and
may be used both to supply and prevent a diminished
amount of that substance in the body.

History .shows that cod-liver oil lias been nst-il

from a very ancient date. Its extensive use, how-
ever, dates fi-om IHlit, when Bennett introdu<-ed it as

a remedy for phthisis. Jieing a very conqilii-ated

body, it was at first thought that its value was due
to some of its peculiar cliemical constituents. Tiiis

is, however, hardly i)OSsible. Sevei-al of its organic
constituents, such as the fatty acids, ai-e the result

of the chemist's manii»ulations. The inorganic con-
stituents are so small in (piantity that we should have
to use homueopatiiic theories to sujjjtose them to

have any pra<!tical effect. .Another theory is tliat

the special action of the oil is due to its gi-eater dif-

fusibdity. this being caused by the presence of Itili-

ary salts in it. This, however, is a false inference
;

for, in the first place, absoiption is only one element.'

and we must explain the action aftenvard. Further-
more, it has been shown that emulsions of sweet-oil
with ox-gall do not act as well as cod-hver oil. al-

thoiigh ven,- diflFusible ; and finally, it has been also
sho\sTi that the lightest and jmrest ods, those freest
fi-om V)iliary constituents, are the be-st. The most
satisfactory theory, therefore, is to supi)Ose that tlie

oil is allied in its composition to the Idghly complex
fat of the blood, and that if suimplies a natural con-
stituent of that fluid. Tliis theory is sni'ported by
the fact that cod-liver oil increa.ses the iiundier of
the red blood corjiu-scles. Now, it has been >hown
that the con>uscles contain the gi-eater pax-f. of the
fat of the blood, the i>roitoition as given >>y <iome
chemist*^ being thi-ee in the coiiuiseles to two in the
jdasrua.
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IVom analyses of the blood of the portal and he-
})iitic vein it would aj^pear that in the passage of the
i)li)od through the liver, some of the fat of the serum
is incorporated into the eorimscles, and it may be
•one of the functions of the liver to do this. The
relative imi)ortance of fat in the blood is shown l)y

analyses. There is donble the amount of it that
there is of iron.

The next question is, what is the business of the
fat in the coifjuscles ? And here physical laws come
to our help. J3y these, fat is shown to contain a very
great amount of stored-up energy. A jjound of or-

•dinaiy tallow, for instance, has more stored-up energ}'

tlian a jsound of coal, or a poiuid of gunpowder.
It contains more energy than albumen also, in the
proportion of 38 to 18. The great business of fat,

tlierefore, is to supply force. In the embryo a gi-eat

amount must be reqiiired, and the late Mr. George
Lewis was even led to propoiuid the preposterous
theory, that the sole function of the spermatozoa was
to furnish to the ovum a highly organized form of

fat. He based this idea on the fact that spermatozoa
are dissolved by ether. Fat liears much the same
relation to the tissue-cells that steam does to the
steam-engine.
With this view of the function and importance of

fat, we turn to see what tissues contain the most of

it in their composition. These we find to be the vol-

untary muscles and the brain. The brain, for ex-

ample, contains 75 jjer cent, of water and 25 per cent,

of solids, of which latter, 15 parts consist of fat. The
nervous tissue uses more fat than all the other tissues

put together. Of course, adipose tissue is not to be
reckoned in this connection, for it is practically

stored-up fat and not a iiser of it.

Now, in view of this demand for fat on the part of

the nervous system, we may study with si^ecial inter-

est that ijeriod of childhood when the nervous system
is growing most rapidly and when the demand for fat

is greatest. Between the end of lactation and the

sixth year, the brain grows faster than at any other

time. By the seventh year the head has often attained

nearly its full size. Mothers are sometimes alarmed
at the big heads of their children, and think that

there must be something vvi'ong about it. During
these years the child acquires more than at any other

period of his life. His i^ercej^tions are (piickeued,

his memory taxed ^\'ith the acquirement of language
and all kinds of knowledge. The brain works better

than it ever will again. All this puts a drain upon
the system which renders the child peciiliarly sus-

ceptible to certain diseases. After the ninth year,

the musciilar system takes a start and its devehip-

ment becomes verv rapid.

Now the rapid growth and great functional ac-

ti\-ity of the nervous system makes a demand
ui)on the food-supply, and especially the fat. These
special demands may lead to the imjjoverishment

of other tissues. And those tissues will suffer tirst

which are tlie least highly organized, and receive

the least vasmlar nourishvnent. Thus we have re-

sulting the corneal ulcer ; tlien the cartilages de-

generate, the epithelium of the skin and mucous
membranes develops a de^jraved or diminished vi-

tality. Scrofulous sores appear. Once establish a

sore" and the lymphatic glands become enlarged.

For it is probable that the scrofulous enlargements

of glands are caused by some previoiis sore with

which the lymphatics connect them.
If the above views are con-ect, then the utility of

giv-ing cod-liver oil at tliis period of life is shovsai to

liave a logical basis. And we ought not to wait until

the symptoms of starvation appear before giving the
oil. Th(! speaker liad Ixien in the habit of giving
cod-liver oil to healthy children between the ages of
two and seven, and he believed wth benefit.

The usefulness of cod-liver oil in nen'ous diseases
is also very api)arent.

The paper being open for discussion.

Dr. S. C.u«) said that he agreed with the reader of

the paper in thinking that cod-liver oil is of value as

a prophylactic, aad that it is to be regarded as a food
rather than a medicine. He had known a poor family
who were suj^plied with c-od-liver oil through the
kindness of a druggist, and wlio lived upon this to a
large extent for a time. A girl in this family, which
was a tuberculous one, had been sutlering from cho-
rea. While taking the oil she had recovered froui it.

In tlie speaker's native country olive oil was much
used as an article of food, and it was very nutritious.

In the monasteries it was much used by the monks,
especially in times of fasting, and the monks are, as
a rule, quite fat.

Dk. Sell refen-ed to the value of olive oil. He
thought that this and butter ranked next to cod-liver
oil in nutritive i)roijerties. He related the case of a
female jjliysician who had suffered for a long time
from constipation and a whole train of attendant
evils. She became too A\eak and emaciated to study
or work. Finally, a diet, of which olive oil was a
large part, cured her. Just liefoi'e the siege of Paris
one c^uld see how much olive oil was taken to su]*-

plement the scarcity of other food. Dr. 8. had found
the external use of cod-liver oil with children of

value. He also sj^oke highly of the emulsions of
oil with nialtine and pepsiue or 2>ancreatine.

Dk. Thomson said, in rei>ly to a question by Dr.
White, that the best time to take the oil was about
half an hour or an hour after meals.
Dk. Rich.\ri)s spoke of the necessity sometimes of

having a cheajj substitute for cod-liver oil. He had
known whale-oil to have been taken with good
eftects.

Dr. F.\rnh.\m si^oke of the v alue of cod-liver oil in

lupoid afiections, especially when it was taken in

large quantities—as much, for instance, as two
pints a day. He had known of cases which did
not get any better undei- a pint a day, but showed
marked imi)rovement when the quantity was doubled.
He had himself taken nine or ten ounces a day with-
out any digestive distui"l)ance. It increased his

weight very much.
At the close of the discussion, it was announced

that .S500 had been turned over to the Academy from
the estate of Dr. White.

It was voted that the next regular meeting l>e

omitted, and that the .\cademy adjourn to the thii'd

Thursday in June.

The English Conjoixt Examining Bo.\kd Schemi:.

—For some years the medical press and a number
of the medical colleges of Great Britain have been
trving to secure a Conjoint Board of Examiners be-

fore which all medical gi-aduates shall appear to ob-

tain their licenses to practice. The delay and un-
certainty regarding the establishment of this board
has finally led the Koyal College of Surgeons to pass
a resolution withdrawing from the .scheme. It now
will endeavor to secure the voluntary- organization of

such a l)oard among as many colleges as possible.

This action of the college is regarded as a sevei'e

blow to the original i»roject, and as being unMi.se and
hardlv wananted.
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NEW YORK SURGICAL SOCJIETY.

Stated Meeting, Mnrdi 23, 1880.

Dk. U. H. Sands, Prehident, in the CuAUt.

THE TTBE IN TRACHEOTOMY.

Dr. Jas. L. Littlk reported a case, witli reinnrk.s,

of tnicheotomv for croup, in wliich the tnl)c conld not
he removed until four months iiftcr the opcnition.

Dr. Ct. a. PirrERs rcnuirkcd that he had been un-
able to see any aihantapcs ari-sin^ fr(uu the use of

the fenestrated tube : therefore, hatl not used it. He
could understand its disadvantages.
The President remarked that the great advantage

claimed for it was that it enabled the patient to

speak.

Dr. Feter-s thouirht the disadvantages were so
gi-eat that they could not be overcome by tliat single

advantage.
Dr. Majjkde remarked that tliat advantage was

considerable when the jiatient was compelled to wear
the tube permanently. That when the operation was
done, for example, for ulcerative laryngitis, it tilled

so nearly all the ti"achea that the patient could not
si)eak without clo.sing the external oritice. That,was
the theory upon which it was n.sed : but he could well
see that it might be a soTirce of inntatiou both by
stranguLiting the gi-anulations in the opening, and
by the nibbing backward and forward of the tube.
He thought Dr. Little's suggestion was desii-able and
practicable.

Dr. Peters asked Dr. Markoe if he desired to use
a tube as large as the trachea.

Dr. Markoe rei)lied that he had not paid special

attention to that i)oint. but had supposed the tubes
nearly tilled the calibre of the trachea. He did not
wish to have the tube till the trachea entu'ely.

Dr. Ma.son—If they do till the calibre of the trachea
entirely, are they not more likely to produce ulcera-

tion V

Dr. Markoe—Quite probably.
Dr. L. a. Stimson asked Dr. Little if he thought

that the presence of a fenestrated outer tube was suf-

ficient to excite the growth of gi-anulations.

Dr. LriTLE replied in the affirmative. He also re-

feiTed to a ca.se in which a fenestrated tube produced
erosion sufficient to open a vein, and the jiatient died
fi-om hemoiThage.
Dr. F. H. Hamilton remarked that he remembered

the report of the case refeiTed to by Dr. Little, and
his impression was that a careful autopsy was not
made. His suspicion at the time was that it was
uncertain whether hemonhage- came from tissues

pressing into the fenestra, or fi'om the extremity of

the insti-ument producing some excoriation at a
jjoint lower down.
Dr. Keyes referred to two ca.ses in wliich the

patients wore the tubes permanently. Neither tube
had a fenestra, and both patients could speak with-
out closing the external oi^ening. One i^atient was
a child three years of age, who wore out three or
four solid, heavy tubes. The other patient was an
adidt male.
Dr. M.ARKOE remarked that he did not wish to

favor the fenestrated tube esjiecially, but simply
mentioned the abiUty which it gave the patient to
S2>eak as the great reason assigned for its use in

cases in which the tube was to be worn jjermanently.
He then referred to a patient who was operated upon
in the New York Hospital, wore the tiibe perma-

nently, and who was made to speak so as to be under-

stoofl, until he close<l the opening with his finger.

Dr. Hamilton remarked that he had always sup-

posed there was more tiian one puqxfse in the use

of a fenestrated tube ; tliat it was not entirely for tiie

purixwe of enabling the patient to speak, but that

it oflFered an outlet, occasionally, for sjmtum, when
it might have becr)me lodged in the external oi)en-

ing. In other wonls, it was an additional means of

escape, which the i)ati«'nt could avail hiui.self of in an

emergency. He also thought there was another

possible advantaf^'f!, and that was with reference to

the jireservation of the integi-ity of the vocal cords,

80 that future ])lionation would not be so much em-
barrassed by complete disuse of the cords, render-

ing the voice feeble and husky, as it might be by

u.sing other tubes. He supposed'that the fenestrated

tube had a somewhat double function, and he thought

that its advantages were (piite erpial to its disadvan-

tages, which were somewhat .speculative. He agreed

with Dr. Little, that, if we could use a small tube, a

fenestrated one was entirely imnecessary, but he
could not see the special disadvantages of the instrti-

ment.
Dr. Markoe raised the question : Is there not an-

other use contemplated in the fenesti-a in tlus.

respect ? In most cases the operation is perfonned
for obstiiictioii of the lar%Tix which has come on .sud-

denly and rapidly, and which we hope will disapi)ear

if the j)atient can be kept alive long enough for the
removal of the morbid condition ui^on which the ob-

struction depends. The fenestra enables us to ascer-

tain whether or not the opening of the glottis is.

clear, so that the patient can breathe through it.

thus affording an indication as to when the tube c-an

be removed. He then referred to a case now in the-

hospital, in which the i)atient had been wearing a

tube for several months, and every time any attempt
was made to remove it there was at once manifest

danger of strangulation.

The President remarked that Dr. Little's case pos-
sessed special interest because of the existence of

granulations which rendered the removal of the tube
I not only difficult, but dangerous. He had had a
I .similar expeiience in one case, a case also of success-

j

ful tracheotomy for diphtheritic croup, occuiTing in

a child three years and eleven months old, the
daxighter of Dr. Westcott. Ti-ue dijjhtheritic croup

j

attacked the tonsil, extended into the laiynx, and
i when he saw the child in consultation, he found the
'' chances of recovery so .slight that he did not recom-
mend the operation, and declined to perfoi-m it. < )u

the morning following the consiiltation. the father of

the child came and asked him to go and open the

I

child's trachea at once and at aU hazards. Dr. Sands
went immediately, foimd the child moribund a})-

I parently. but lost no time and opened the trachea

}

below the isthmus of the thvi-oid gland, and inserted

! a tube which was not provided ^\'ith a fenestra. The
! relief was, as usual, prompt and complete, but at

I

that time he did not expect more than temporary
benefit from the operation. The child was exceed-
ingly ni, apart from the tracheal disease, and was
not removed from the table for several days. There
was no fui-ther tracheal obstniction, however, nor did
the disea.se extend into the smaller tubes. There
was scarcely any hojie of recoveiy for ten days. The
chiLl took three ounces of brandy every twenty-four
houi-s. for a number of days in succession.' The
opei-atiou was done on the ilth of May, and on the
1st of June the child seemed so well that Dr. Sands
ventured to remove the tube, without suspecting the
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trouble which was to follow. Within a minute of and successfully. In that case the mass could he

the time when the tube was removed, syiuptonis of seen distinctly as a large ball or flap as the tube was
asphyxia showed themselves, each attempt at iuspira- removed
tion being accompanied with marked depression
of the edges of the tracheal wound, and the
situation was so threatening as to call for an im-
mediate replacement of the cannla. On the follow-

ing day the tube was removed, with the same result.

The obstniction was seen to be due to the i^resence

of an abundant exuberant gi-anulation which was
closely attached to the upper semi-circumference of

the wound in the trachea, and the mass was suffi-

ciently large to act as a ball-valve when the tube
was removed. The nature of the obstniction having
been recognized, it was advi.sed to treat the granula-

tions by making a local application of nitrate of silver

in solid stick. The granulations gradually melted
away under the effect of the caustic, and finally, on
the 20th of June, one day less than five weeks from
the time when the operation was performed, the
tube was permanently removed. Even then the
child's breathing was embarrassed, and the face

became a trifle blue ; but jiresently respiration

became more tranquil, and the tube was not reinsert-

ed. He had no doubt that in the case I'elated the
granulations were efi*ectually disposed of by the solid

stick of nitrate of silver ; because, although some
time elapsed between the first and the final removal
of the tube, there was a manifest improvement every

time it was removed after the use of the nitrate of

silver was begun ; it could be observed that the mass
of gi'anulations was smaller and smaller as ex-

amination was made.
The case showed that the gi'annlations might prove

to be a serious obstruction when a non-fenestrated

tube was used.
As regards the size oi the tube, he would say that

a small tube was better than one that would fill the

trachea. An English surgeon had taken pains to

measure the sectional areas of the rima glottidis and
the trachea, and had found that the former was
always less than the latter ;

proving that, j^hysiologi-

cally, it was unnecessary to have a tube of maximum
size in order to allow sufficient air to enter the lungs,

and the disadvantages of a large tube certainly were
very great.

With regard to the proper time for removing the

tube after the operation for croup, he thought atten-

tion shoiild be paid to its removal at the earliest

moment practicable, for granidations did not begin

to grow immediately after the operation—possibly

not until two or three weeks had elapsed. Recently

he performed an operation upon a child, seven or

eight years old, on account of membranous croup.

At the time when the operation was performed suff^o-

cotion seemed imminent, but afterward the child

did so well that on the fourth day the tube was re-

moved, its removal not being followed by dyspnoea.

Dr. Sands thought that if the tube had been allowed

to remain some days, perhaps a week longer, proba-

bly the same trouble on account of granulations

would have been experienced as occurred in Dr. Lit-

tle's case, and in the recorded cases of some other

observers. Dr. Sands had no doubt regarding the

efficacy of nitrate of silver in disposing of the granu-

lations, and of the early removal of the tube in pre-

venting their formation.

Dr. Keyes asked if any member had seen such

granulations occurring in an adult.

Dr. Markoe referred to Dr. Buck's case in which

the same trouble occurred in an adult, and the granu-

lations were treated as Dr. Sands had mentioned,

Du. Stimson referred to a case of rupture of the

aorta into t^e tracrhea, in which a ])unch of granula-

tions an inch long, and fully one-third of an inch

liigh, was found at the edge of the ulcerated opening.

The case illustrated how raijidly such masses might

be formed.
The Prestoent remarked that it seemed i>rol)able

the trachea was a place where exuberant granula-

tions were very likely to form. He recalled a case

occurring in Bellevue Hospital in wliich tracheoto-

my was performed above the isthmus. The patient

was an adult woman. A tube was inserted, but no

respiration occun-ed through it. The situation Vje-

ing very alarming, and the patient l)eing likely to die

at once, he took a ])ro])e-pointed bistoury, and, intro-

ducing it into the opening, cut directly downward
through the thyroid isthmus and two or three tra-

cheal rings, and then there was free respiration. The
edges of the wound were held apart, and, inserting

his little finger, he passed it upward into the larvnx,

which he found completely filled with granulations

that had formed about a syphilitic ulcer below the

level of the vocal cords and the level of the first

opening.
Dr. J. C. HuTcrasoN remarked that he uniformly

used Diu-ham's tube, and the great advantage it had

was its shape. The end did not impinge ugainst the

trachea, and it could be made to change its position.

Instead, however, of using the lobster-shaped inner

tube, he used a modification, which was much less

oV)jectionable than that part of the original instm-

ment. The modification consisted simjjly of a piece

of silver wire so wound that it could be easily intro-

duced.
The President remarked that the tube had a mov-

able collar so that it could be moved, not only in an

antero-posterior direction, but it could be rotated,

and thus the position of the instniment could be

clianged, thereby preventing ulceration from pres-

sure. The liabihty of the tube to escape in conse-

quence of the short length of the vertical piece was

perhaps one of its objectionable features.

Dr. Hutchison remarked that he had not experi-

enced any inconvenience in that particular, for he

had always watched it very carefully.

PUNCTURED WOUND OF THE SKULL.

Dr. G. a. Peters presented a button of bone re-

moved by a trephine from the skull of a boy 17

years old,"who gave the following histoiy : Wliile pass-

ing under the elevated railroad something dropped

and struck him upon the top of the head. He
thought it was a bolt. He was able to walk to the

Chambers Street Hospital, a distance of about half

a mile from the place where the injury was received,

and from there he was sent to the New York Hospi-

tal where he came under Dr. Peters's observation. He
presented no symptoms, and said that he felt as well

as he ever did." On examination a small punctured

wound of the scalp was found, so small that it would

not admit the end of his finger. It was situated near

the crown.
On introducing a probe and making careful manip-

ulation, he felt certain that he recognized a depres-

sion in the bone. The patient was etherized and

Dr. Peters made a cen-ical incision, expo.sed the

skidl, and found a spot where the bone had been

driven bodilv in front of the weapon by which he

was struck. 'The external table was depressed over
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a sjiace nbont one-third of an inch in diamotor. Tlie
tn'pliino was used, tlic skull wan vcrv tbiii, tin- dura
niatiT was not injured, hut in eh-vatiu^^ tin- Icitton a
Kinall portion was left ludiiiul. That was n-adily re-

iiiovfd. and ronsistoil of a portion of fin' internal

tal)!o. aliout tlio sizo of a tiuKfr-nail, tliat liad lic«'n

scaled off and lay loo8t> upon the ilura uuiUt. April
IMtli, Dr. IVt<?r8 reported that tlie case had proj^^resscd

favoralily, that no aeeident had occurred, and that
the patient was about ready to be discharged from
the hospital as cured.

1)k. Mvukoe referred to a case, closely allied to
that of Dr. Peters, which hati the following history :

About seven weeks ago he vras summoned in gre.it

bast« to see a young man who had shot himself.
He was twenty-six years old. and told Dr. Markoe
that, some hours before, he shot himself by holding a
pistol near the side of his head and tiring six times.
After the shooting he called a waiter, tohl him that
he had shot himself, and also told him to go for a
doctor. On examination six openings in the integu-
ment were found, all above the zygoma, and witliin

a sjKve of the size of a silver half-dollar, excei)t one
which was a httle l)elow the zygoma. He exi)lored
them all, and found that only one of the shots had
implicated the skull, and that was one nearly in the
centre of the cluster. It had evidently perforated
the skull about half an inch from the edge of the
temporal muscle, and just below the temporal ridge.
The opening was precisely like that seen in Dr.
Petei-s's si)ecimen, and was made by a i)istol-ball,

calibre 22. In exploring the wounds, he laid open
all the space invaded by the dijferent balls, traced
them, and removed three.

Another he accounted for by the ecchymosis of the
eyelid, and supposed it had lodged in the liack part
of the orljit. There were, however, no symptoms of
injury of the eye. The fifth ball he found just within
the muscular substance and just V)elow the coronoid
process of the lower jaw, but it was perfectly inno-
cent and gave him no pain. The sixth was the one
which he made out had perforated the skull.

The points of resemblance in the two cases were
these : after exposing the skull and cleansing the
wound, he could see at its bottom the edges of such
a piece of bone as seen in the specimen presented
Of course, it was impossible to remove that little

piece through the hole already made ; so, with the
rongeur, he gnawed the bone away sutiiciently to en-
able him to get beneath the edge of the depressed
fragment and lift it out. It had sharji edges, but,
happily, they had not been pressed against the dura
mater so as to cut it. The patient had no symp-
toms at the time, no symptoms afterward, and made
an apparently perfect recovery.
Dr. Peters recalled a c.ise in which he trephined

by gnawing the bone away, and removed several
pieces of depressed bone, both the internal and ex-
ternal tables l>eing involved. He then searched as
far as he thought it .safe about the edges of the open-
ing with a probe, and could not find anything.
Within a few days after the operation the man de-
veloped grave symptoms and died.

Autopsy revealed a portion of the internal table
about as large as the thumb-nail, and nearly an inch
from the apparent fracture. It had been knocked
off, had turned up on end, and had sawed into the
brain. He removed everything which was appar-
ently fractured, and yet a jjiece of the internal table
an inch away was depressed, and caused the man's
death.

Db. Hamtltox remarked that it was a rule, with

bnt few oxceptionB, that in gunshot fracture of the

hUuII till' inner table was more extensively bn^ken
than the outer. The law was ho gentiral, if not uni-

versal, that lie (li'enied it unsafe to attemi)t to ele-

vate the inner table without resorting to the trephine.

He ])resented the; rule as an argument against the
use of a mngeur.
Dr. Maickoe ri'inarkiul that the incisions through

the temporal nmscle in his case were neces.sarily

(juite ext<'nsive, and must have been much more
liberal had he wished to use the trephine.

Moreover, in reply to Dr. Hamilton's argument, he
thought as large un opening could be made with a

rongeur as with a tre])hine. and, as he thought,

quite as saft'ly. The suggestion with regard to the

size of the o))ening he thought was a good one, but
he did not thuik that Dr. Hamilton's criticism with
regard to the instrument was (piite sound.

Dr. Peters jneferred a rongeur to a trephine

when the edgiis of the oj)ening in the bone could l)e

elevattnl .sufficiently to enable him to begin. He could

make a cleaner opening with the rongeur than with
the trephine.

Dr. Hamilton said that that answered his objec-

tion to the rongeur, if it could be done.

Dr. Markoe remarked that he was very careful to

go beyond the piece depressed before attempting to

elevate it.

The President asked: What became of the bullet?

Db. Markoe replied that he supposed it entered

the cranium and became encapsulated. He thought
it went between the dura mater and the skull. With
regard to that point, however, another case was
suggested. He was called some years ago to see

the son of a ]ihysician who had accidentally been shot

with a pistol carrying a ball of 22 calibre, in almost
exactly the same situation as in his ease just related.

The fracture was veiy nearly similar to the one ex-

hibited in Dr. Peters's specimen. About one-third

of the Ijullet could not V)e accounted for. He sup-
posed that it had penetrated the bone. Moreover,
the dura mater was penetrated and he could i>ass a
jjrobe into the brain-substance for a certain distance

—say one-third of an inch. He felt perfectly sure
that a certain pumber of grains of the bullet were im-
bedded in the brain ; but the boy never had a single

bad svmptom.
Db. Stim-son referreti to a case obsen-ed by Dr.

Van Buren, in which a boy was struck upon the head
with a piece of plank through which a nail had been
driven. One end of the nail was buried in the boy's
head, and when he presented himself it was sticking

out and required considerable force to extract it.

There was not the slightest symptom jiroduced.

Db. Peters referred to a case seen in the New
York Hos{)ital, where a fragment of wood had been
driven into the brain about one inch through the
bones of the skull and was firmly imbedded, but by
gnawing away with a rongeur the bone surrounding
it, he removed the splinter. The patient recovered.
Db. HfTOHisoN refeiTed to a specimen which he

presented to the N. Y. Pathological Society. It was
the brain of a child who upon the fourth of July
was shot with a toy cannon, the ball entering the
head just behiml the right ear. A probe passed in,

without hinderance. two inches. The child had no
bad symptoms at all. It subsequently died from
scarlet fever, and at autopsy it was found that the
ball had traversed the posterior lolies of the cerebrum,
but he was not able to find the bullet.

Six months subseqiiently, the brain was examined
more carefiilly, when the ball was found about two
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inches in front of the ijoint at which it emerped from
the brain u]nni the left side. It had struck tlie skull,

glanced forward, and biiried itself in the brain.

Dk. Hamilton referred to the following; case :

Some five or six years a<<o he was called to Hartford,

Conn., to see a man who had shot himself, or had been
shot with a Wesson pistol, and, after receiving the

ball in his forehead, walked home, and subseiiuently

began to sulfer very moderately from cerebral symp-
toms. When sitting iiuietlv the activity of the brain

was undisturbed. He had slight vertigo, and was
unable to walk. The opening in the bone was still

free, and he was able to carry a probe, witliout resist-

ance, into the cranial cavity fully three-fourths of

an inch beyond the margin of the opening in the
skull. The ball was not discovered. A year subse-

quently the man was well and attending to business.

COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE ELBOW.

Dr. Lange i^resented the specimen, illustrating

the separation of both epicondyles of the humerus,
and referred to at the last stated meeting. He also

presented the patient from whom the specimen was
removed.
Dr. Hamilton remarked that the case should not

go upon record as a simple fracture of the external

epicondyle, but as a separation of the lower epijihy-

sis accompanied by separation of the external epi-

condyle, and a compound fracture.

With reference to the question, Why a resection ?

he woirld say that success in resection depended some-
what ui)on the extent to wliich the bony surfaces

were removed; for allowance must be made for con-
traction of the muscles. He thought the boy would
not have had so good motion at the elbow if resec-

tion had not been practised.

Dr. Lange remarked that another fact which in-

duced him to resect was the contused condition of

the jjortion of bone removed.
The President remarked that, evidently, not too

much bone had been removed, because there was no
gap between the extremities of the bones.

The Society then proceeded to the transaction of

miscellaneous business.

CONNECTICUT MEDICAL SOCIETY

Eighty-ninth Annual Convention, held at New Haven,
May 26 and 27, 1880.

Wednesday, Mat 26

—

First Dax.

The eighty-ninth annual convention of the Con-
necticut Medical Society was opened May 26th, at

three o'clock, when the fellows' meeting was held.

About sixty fellows were present. The attendance

upon the convention is by delegates or fellows, who
are appointed by the respective subordinate societies.

The convention holds its sessions in the Common
Council chamber, City Hall, New Haven. Dr. A. R.

Goodrich, of Vernon, presided, his health being

sufficiently restored to permit the discharge of the

duties of the office. His presence -and improved
health was a source of great pleasure to the Society.

The attendance, though not large, was a fairly repre-

sentative one, all sections of the State being repre-

sented.

The President in his address expressed his gratifi-

cation at being able to officiate, and invited attention

to the past, present, and future relations of the So-

ciety. He referred to the important sanitary rela-

tions the Society bore the State, and pointed to

highly valuable work the Society had done for the

State in the i)ast ; a i)art of this work l)(;ing the shap-

ing of sanitary legislation for the ])rntecti()n of the

])Owerless and the development of the Aveak-minded ;

and another part being the origin and jjroniotion of

legislation regarding the coUection of vital statistics.

The address proceeded :
" In determining the de-

gree and extent of fostering care and kindly criticisms

which may i)roi)erly be exerted in these directions,

we need no volunteer aid and cannot tolerate; any

foreign influence with our domestic affairs until our

own incompetency is clearly demonsti-ated." Aid or

cotintenance, it was advised, should V)e withheld

from all schemes of douljtful ex])ediency or (picstion-

able philanthropy. "The State Board of Health,

still in its infancy, deserves to receive the active

sympathy and support of every intelligent citizen.

It has hopes of a brilliant future in the possibility of

conferring tipon the commonwealth benefits of in-

estimable value, and it should at all times receive the

hearty co-operation of the Society in its wise efforts

to promote, by all lawful means, the public health,

and thus increasing, as no other agency can, the value

of life and with it the great working capital of the

State.
" The progress already made in this country in san-

itary science is very pleasing ; twenty-three States

have already established State boards of health.

Iowa, New York, and North Carolina have since our

last meeting fallen into line.

" In view of the facts which have transpired in the

State the past year, I would call your attention to

the free and unlimited sale of poisons, especially those

most commonly used for suicide and criminal pur-

poses. This indiscriminate sale should not be

allowed in the State. Every safeguard that the law

can provide for the protection of life and the pre-

vention of crime should be furnished.

"Preventive medicine, like consen'ative surgery,

will be considered in the near future as affording the

highest possible illustration of professional skill.

He commended the action of the legislature in

placing the department of vital statistics under the

care of the State Board of Health, but mentioned the

carelessness in keeping the registers, which are under

the charge of town officials, and condemned the man-

ner in which they were sometimes used to give

publicity to facts "in the history of individuals or

families that were recorded strictly for statistical or

genealogical purposes, or for the maintenance of

inherited rights.
" It should be remembered that these records con-

tain the private histories of all persons who are, or

may be, born, married, or dead, in the State, infor-

mation which the public has no right to possess,

and which the State even has no right to publish.

"The present status of medical expert testimony is

a reproach to the i)rofession, and it is high time

some steps were taken to remedy the most glaring

evils connected with this subject. Either con-

sciously or unconsciously the expert becomes the

medical advocate of the person by whom he is

called, instead of an im])artial witness of the facts

as best known to medical jurisprudence ; and it

is to be feared that too often the fee is made contin-

gent upon the amount of damages secured through

the testimony of the expert. It too often happens

that men are summoned as experts who have no

special fitness, either by position or acquirements,

upon subjects that require the devotion of a life-

work to comprehend and elucidate, much more to

decide ex cathedra."
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The atlilross. in its concltKlinf^ pftK*-**. a«k<*«l atten-
tion to tlu> " iniliHcriuiin;it(» j»nictii*<' of iiiciliriiic hy
tlio ij^'iionmt iiiul lUKiualiticd. terms applicil to iin-

j)OHtoi-s liiid uiiciliu-ateil piTHoMs/'in rcKiinl V* wiiioh
a bill wii-s l»'fi)n> a recent lef^JHlutive Ixuly, and wliieh
it was thoMtriit wouM have passed iiad it been suit-

ably amended.
He |»aid a fittin<^ tribute to Dr. H. M. Knitrlit. late

8Ui)erint<>n<lent of tlie Seliuol for Imbecile CliiUlren
at Lakeville. This institution was orij^inatetl and
e.stablished by Dr. Kni^'ht, who devoti'd liis life to
the cause of these unfortunates. He lived to demon-
strate the truth of his ideas and the value of his
metlnids, and had become a recop^nized authority in

that dopavtinent. His last public work was in

superintendiuf^ the establishment of a similar insti-

tution in one of the Western States. He died .sud-

denly, away from home, at a health resort, from a
spinal afTection. His death was a loss not only to
the State, but to the country as well.

Allusion was also made to' the death of Dr. B. H.^
Catlin, of Moriden, a prominent member of this So-
ciety, formerly its president. He had also been a
vice-president of the American Medical Association.
Also to the death of Dr. A. B. Haile. of Norwich, an
influential ami prominent member of the Society, al-

ways zealous for it.s welfare.

The several jjoiuts included in the President's ad-
dress were briefly discussed, and committees were
appointed to report at the next convention, as fol-

lows :

Oti Expert Testimoni/, its Uses and Abuses, (he

Rem"d>i, etc.—G. W. Russell, of Hartford; S. G.
Hubbard, of New Haven ; William Deming, of
Ldtohlield.

On Vi/<il Sfafistics.—M.. C. White, of New Haven ;

W. A. :\r. Wainwright, of Hartford ; A. M. Shew, of
Middletown.

0» Sale of Poisons.—Kufus Baker, of Middletown;
William Deming, of Litchfield ; S. H. Bronson, of
New Haven.
The committee appointed last year to report ripon

a set of resolutions wliich recommended the ap-
pointment of commissioners for the insane in this

State, defining their duties and powers, and also a
change in the law of the State which rerjuires a
sworn statement of in.sanity from one reputable phy-
sician only, as requisite for the commitment to an in-

sane asylum, re2>orted as follows :

Whereas, We consider that our information ni)on
the questions involved in the resolutions refen-ed to
is not sufficiently extensive to enable us to recom-
mend any decided action at present; we submit the
following resolution

:

Ri^solred, That a committee of three, conversant
with the history of insanity, should be apjjointed
by the State Conventton to investigate the subject of
lunacy commissions in other States as well as in

foreign countries, their history, aims, and results for

the information of the next anniial convention.

Moses C. White, New Haven,
N. NiCKEitsoN, Meriden.
GuRDON W. RcssELii, Hartford,
C. A. LiNDSLT, New Haven,
C. W. Ch.\siberla.ix, Hartford.

The report was accepted without debate. The ex-
pediency of a change in the law regarding commit-
ments for insanity was unanimously conceded. The
following were ajjpointed by the President as mem-
bers of the committee recommended in the i)receding
resolution

:

A. M. Shew. Middletown ; H. P. Steams, Hart-
ford ; D. A. C^eaveluiid, .Mi<ldl'town.

Drs. A. N. B(^ll, of (iarden City, and E. C. Seguin,
of New York, were elected honorar}' members.
The committee a]>poiiit*>d last year on the recom-

mendution of President (!iirleton, on the metric sys-

tem, reported the following resolutiim.s, after a brief

but favomlile revirnv of the subject:

Ist. That the Connwticut IVIedieal Society adopt
the int<'rnntional metric system, and will use it in its

transactitms.

2d. Bequests that those who jtresent piij)ers at its

future meetings will emjdoy this system in their

communications and reprints thereof.

3d. Bequests the medieal boards of State hospi-

tals and asylums to adoj)t the metric system in pre-

scribing and reporting cases, and that the faculty of

Yale M<' lical College adopt it in their didactic, clini-

cal, anil dispensing dejiartnients.

4th. Beipiests the physicians to familiarize them-
selves with the system, and help the druggists in its

application.

E. B. Lyon, New Britain,

C. J. Fox, Williinantic,

E. C. Bjnxey, Norwich.

The resolutions were taken up separately, and the

first, second, and third rejt-cted after considerable

discussion. Tlie fourth was jjassed.

Report was made by the committee on the medical
examiner system, in place of the coroner, the com-
mittee being Dr. Wainwricrht, of Hartford, Dr. W^or-

den, of Bri(ic;eport, and Dr. Chamberlain, of Hart-

ford. The report stated that the committee visited

Boston, being present at the annual meeting of the

State society. Massachusc^tts has the medical ex-

aminer system, having su]>stituted it for the coroner
system. Its working was pronounced eminently sat-

isfactory, and a gi-eat improvement over the old; but
as the result of consultation made with eminent law-

yers of this State, etc., it was deemed advisable not
torecommend thesuVistitutitmin this State at present.

The report of the Treasurer showed a better condi-
tion with reference to the tax laid in \H1^.) than in any
year since he had been in oftice, and it is doubtful if

any year previous can present an equally good show-
ing ; with money in hands of clerks ready for trans-

mission ; but little over thirty dollars remain uncol-
lected. This is due to the zeal and acti\-ity of the
county clerks. The Treasurer commended especially

Drs. C. W. Gaylord, of New Haven County, and F. M.
Wilson, of Fiiirlield, for their efficiency in a hitherto
difficult field. This leaves a balance of about tliree

hundred dollars in the treasure'.

The following officers were chosen for the ensuing
year: Presiilent, G. L. Piatt, Waterbury ; Vice-Pres-

ident, Wm. Deniinj?, Litchfield ; Treasurer, F. D.
Edgerton, .Middletown ; Secretary, C. W. Chamber-
lain. Hartford.

Commit'i-e on Matters of Professional Intei-est: W.
A. M. Wainwright, M.D., L. S. Wilcox, M.D., W. L.
Bradley, M.D.
There were four members to be chosen on the Com-

mittee of Examination, as there had been three new
professors api>ninted at Y'ale, and there was one va-
cancy caused by the death of Dr. .T. E. Barbour, of Nor-
walk. The Society has a member on this committee
for each professor in the Medical School, and this com-
mittee errant diplom.as. The President of the Society
is ex-oflicio President of this committee. The fol-

lowing were elected : G. H. Preston, Tolland ; J. A.
Qeaveland, Middletown; H. S. Fuller, Hartford;
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C. E. Hmnmond, Portland ; E. Baldwin, South Can-
terbury.

Cmniniltee to Nornindle Pro/easoi's at Yale Medical
Dispartmelit: ii. W. lluasell, Hurtford ; C. H. Pinny,
Derby ; R. S. Goodwin, Thomaston.

'Coinini.ti.'e on Public'ition : (J. W. Cliamberlain,

Chairman ex-otlicio ; F. D. Edgerton ; G. W. Iviis-

sell.

Dissei-tator : J. W. Lyon, Hartford. Alternate,

N. Nickersou, Meriden.

TimtsDAY, May 27

—

Second Day.

The Convention assembled at 9.30 a.m. A. R.
Goodrich in the president's chair, C. W. Chambkr-

}

LAIN at the secretary's desk. First in order, the Sec-

retary, Dr. Chamberlain, jji-esented his rejjort, show-
\

ing the membershii) to be 440, a net gain of twenty. I

The zeal and activity of the county clerks have been
j

marked, especially those in New Haven and Fairtield

counties. During the last four years there were forty-

nine deaths, one loss by expulsion, and twelve by
removal and dismissal. This year the new members
are thirty-tive, nine in Hartford County ; twelve in

New Haven County ; eight in Fairfield County ; one in

Windham County ; one in Litchfield County ; two in

Middlesex County ; and two in Tolland County. The
deaths were : Hai'tford County, one ; New Haven,
two ; New Loudon, two ; Fairfield, three ; Windham,
one ; Litchfield, one.

There has been a steady gain in membership du-
ring the last five years, notwithstanding an unusually
high death-rate. The Society has lost fifty-two by
death during the last five years, most of them old

men, average age sixty-one, three years above the

general average as given in the Massachusetts tables.

The oldest ninety, the youngest twenty-nine ; eight

were eighty and over ; thirteen, seventy and over.

The accessions of new members have made good the

loss and given a steady gain ; the total gain in the

five years, sixty-five.

Owing to the illness of the President, the usual

annual address was omitted.

Dr. a. M. Wadojvright, of Hartford, Chairman of

the Committee on Matters of Professional Interest,

next re])orted that the health of the jjeoijle of the

State had on the whole been very good the past year,

and there were no epidemics to report. At his re-

quest, the reading of his reports from the several

counties was delayed until a more favorable occasion.

Prop. W. H. Carsialt presented a very interesting

dissertation on " Some Limits in the Use of the 0])h-

thalmoscope," in which he endeavored to save the

instrument fi"om its injudicious friends, who, by
making such extravagant claims for its powers as an

aid to diagnoses of cerebral, and, indeed, of almost

every disease, by showing its true field, and the

limits within which it was useful. Undeserved dis-

credit had already been thrown upon a veiy valuable

and indispensable instrument by these extravagant

claims. While it has almost unbounded limits in

determining ocular disease, it has no power to dem-
onstrate the condition of the circulation in the brain,

whether congested or anasmic, nor in the diagnosis

of cerebral disease, as these abnormal conditions do

not affect the intraocular circulation, in which there

is no arterial laulsation. Considerable discussion

followed.

,

Introduction of business, cases of interest and dis-

cussion, was next in order. Dr. F. Waylaxd Broavn.

of Woodbury, introduced the case of a boy, who,

while playing about a bonfire, feU into it, receiN-ing

serious burns about the lumbar, gluteal, and post-

femoral regions. When the accident hai)pened, the
child was but three and a half years of age. In
treating him. Dr. Brown stated that 2,000 grafts of
skin from other persons were made. The lad was
closely examined by the physicians present, who
seemed to be greatly interested in the case.

Prof. Carmalt exhibited a i)erimeter of his inven-
tion, to take the place of the more exjjensive instru-

ment of Foerster, to show the actual limit of the
visual field. The instrument was very warmly re-

ceived when exhibited at the meeting of the Oj)!!-

thalmological Society at Newport, and attracted
considerable attention from all the oculists present,
and all interested in ophthalmic work.
Dr. H. p. Stearns presented a very valuable essay

on the Insane Diathesis, in which the border-lands
of insanity were treated and discussed in a masterly
manner, and the causes that are at work in i^roducing
the great increase in nervous diseases and insanity

were, to a gi-eat extent, presented and discussed

;

prominent among these he placed the faulty edu-
cational system now in vogue, the high-pressure sys-

tem demanding attention to so many diverse and
intricate subjects, overtasking the brain—often under
the most unsanitary surroundings that could be de-
vised. Not only was the l>rain overtasked, but the
eyesight strained by imperfect or ill-adjusted supply
of light, until nervous irritability, as well as im-
paired vision, were the resultants. The effects of

too many hours of study, a rigid mechanical disci-

pline, treating flesh and blood as if it were wood
and steel, and the unsanitary surroundings and un-
hygienic regulations associated with school-life, were
well presented. The resultant of insanity from ill-

managed peculiarities and freaks, and other idiosyn-

crasies that are associated with the border-land of
insanity, were well presented.

A veiy interesting essay en "Functional Diseases of

the Nervous System " was then read by Dr. J. B. Kent,
of Putnam, in which he discussed the effect of over-

work and mental strain, more especially as occurring
in brain-workers, literary men, newsj^aper writers,

business men with the responsibilities of a large and
complicated concern resting ujjon them. The re-

sulting insomnia, the resorts to stimulants and hyp-
notic drugs, and the resulting nervous irritability,

brain-exhaustion, insanity and other nersous dis-

eases, and brain-softening, were presented and dis-

cussed.

Dr Frank Hamilton, an honoraiy member of the
Society, who was j^resent by invitation, discussed the
treatment of CoUes's fracture in his inimitable manner.
He recommended light dressings, but one splint un-
derneath the arm, padded so that there should be
nothing immediately underneath the ends of the
fractured bones, and then loosely bandaged. The
hand should be left free and early motions encouraged.
Where the patient could be trusted, the dressings

should be removed at the end of the third week.
The description of the fracture and its treatment
were illustrated with specimens of fi-actured radii

finely mounted.
Dr. J. P. C. Foster then read a carefully prepared

paper on the " Hereditary Transmission of Syi)hilis,"

in which he presented a thorough rcsumf; of all that

is now known upon the subject, also illustrations

from his own practice and obser^-ation. Among the
views advocated was that the child may be infected

from the father without any infection of the mother,
either prior to or during gestation. The paper was
very well received.

Dr. D. a. CiiKAVELAND then read an essay, in
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whicli the i^^orance of the profoosion K«Mi«»nilly con- 1 by the backwanl-poiiitotl arrow, Hhowinpf that
cerninj^ nervous ami espoi-ially mental diseuscs and thnmj^'h it the air panHcs intotlic imnip. The ))unip,

insanity wen^ strongly condemned. As it is j^'ciier- I M|Min l»einK tlicn worked, will produce a vucuuni in

ally uiliuitted that insanity is most anicimMc to

treutuient in th«> acut^ stiij^es, and as it falls to the
lot of the general practitioner to treat it in its in-

cipiency, and too often through theovercrowilrd con-
dition of our lunatic asyhuuH, especially those for

j)auper jtAtientti, to whom health is the indispensa-
ble reipiisite for t)btiuninjf a livelihood, the impor-
tance of a better kuowleilpe of tlie H\ibj<'ct liecomes
evident; moreover, many of tliese cases have to be
treated in almsh(mses, where they remain until all

hope of cure is lost, even if there were any at the
outset, through tht' lack of skill of the attendant aa

well as the lack of api>liances. Tiie i)ower lodged
in the hands of one ])liysi(ian in this State, of de-
priving a fellow-being of his liberty and of all civil

and testamentary power, by declaring him insane, also

demauils a more thorough knowledge on the part of
the jirofession, lest abuses should occur.
The i)aper was followed by considerable discus-

sion, and, as before stated, a concun-ence in the desir-

ability of a change in the law conceniing Cf)inmit-

meuts to insane asylums, although no ca.ses of abuse
of this power have ever l)eeu brought forward in this

State.

Several other essays were read by title only, as

the hour for dinner had arrived :
" Anomalies of the

Eye as Aiding Diagnosis of Extra-ocnlar I)isea.se,"

N. E. Wordea, Bridgeport: "Chrysophanic Acid," C.

J. Fox, Willimantic. Six or eight voluntary ])aper8

were read by title only, and refen-ed to the Commit-
tee of Publication. The convention then adjourned
to au excellent dinner given at Redclifte's, and
keenly enjoyed that and the social houi-s with in-

vited guests that followed.
The next convention meets at Hartford, fourth

"Wednesday in June, 1881.

liciD 3u5triinicnt3.

A NEW FORM OF ASPIRATOR AND
NEEDLE.

By a. M. THELPS, M.D.,
CHATEiCGAT, S. T.

This instrument, whiclLis a modification of Potain's,

has been devised with a view to facilitate, as mnch
as possible, the operation of aspiration. It is ])ro-

vided with a pump with two ends—one for aspii-a-

tion, the other for injection—so constructed that

either can be done without any i^reliminary piejiara-

tion other than attaching it at the proper end, to

accomi^lish what is desired of the two.

As the figure shows, three tubes emanate from the

top of the bottle, one of which passes only through
the cover of the bottle, and the other two to its bot-

tom. The former is to be connected with the jnimp,

and serves as a channel for air to be forced in or out
of the bottle. Of the two tubes reaching to the bot-

tom of the bottle, one is for conducting liquids into,

the other for conducting them from, the bottle. Each
tube is provided with a stopcock.

This arrangement forms an instrument which an-

swers its puii^ose more readily than any other.

Sui>posing that an aspiration is to be made : the
stopcocks L and J should be closed, the pump
attached to the tubing D, at the end, designated

the receiver F. When this is achieved, the stop-

cock H should be «-loK«'d and L ojjened, after the
netnile lin.s been introduced. As sfion as the bottle

is filled, it can be eni]iti(tl by attaching the jiump
at its end B, closing tlu* stopcock 1j and o))ening N.

Upon working th<* ]uimp, the contents of the bottle

will pass out through P. By reversing this jiro-

ceetling, an injection can be made without disturbing

the screw ca]) it of the receiver—the receiver tilled

through P and emjtticd througli K into the abscess.

f^m^

It consists of three part.<i, as seen in Fig 2. Tlie

part 7 is slid over and O slid into the canula 8, the
aspirator being attached to the lateral tube 9—7 is

the cutting needle furnished with a rubl)er packing
at 5, being shorter than H

; after its introduction 8 is

pushed forward through it and the jjoint is ])rotected.

The obturator is to dislodge obstniction in the
needle during asjiiration, and passes through a tight

rubber packing at 4A. During asjuration it is drawn
out beyond the lateral tube U. The needle attached
to the tuV>e K shows it ready for the operation. In as-

pirating pus and c-ffusion loaded with flakes of fibrin,

I have not been disaj)pornted in its use.

EXHimi'l.N'O P.\THOLOOIf AL SPECIMENS BY C.VRD.

A year ago the Pathological Society of London un-
dertook a new feature in the conduct of their meet-
ings. It consi.sted in allowing some specimens to be
exhibited "by cards "' on which short descriptions of

the cases were written. Mtich valuable time was in

this way saved. The society now reports that the
plan, which was a tentative one, has been very sue-
cessftd. The hint might well be taken by 'other
societies.
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ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Chnngea nf Staiions (vul Duties of Offi-

cers of the Mediad Department, United States Army,
frcm, Juhj 4 to July 10, 1880.

Byrne, C. C, Major and Surgeon. Assic^etl to

duty as Post Surgeou at Angel Island, Cal., relieving

Asst. Snrgeon Hubbard. 8. O. !)3, Div. of the Paeiti"

and Dept. California, July 1, 1880.

HmiBARD, Van B., Cai)t. and Asst. Surgeon. As-

signed to dutv as Post Snrgeon at Alcatras Island.

Cal. S. O. i»3, C. S , Div. Pacific and Dept. Cali-

fornia.

IviMBAiiii, J. P., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for tweutv-one days. S. O. 63,

Dept. of the Platte, July 7, 1880.

WrNfNE, C. K., Ca])t. and Asst. Surgeon. To re-

port in person to Commanding General, Dejjt. of the
East for assignment to duty. S. O. 148, A. G. O.,

July 6, 1880.

DeLoffre, a. a., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to duty as Post Surgeon, Camp on White
River. Colo. S. O. 144, Dei)t. of the Missouri, Julv

5, 1880.

CoMEGYS, E. T., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Re-
lieved from duty in Dept. of Texas, to jjroceed to

Cincinnati, Ohio, and report arrival there by letter

to the Surgeon-General. S. O. 148, C. S., A. G. O.
Reed, W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. His leave of

al>sence extended one month. S. O. 146, A. G. O.,
July 6, 1880.

The following named Assistant Surgeons, recently

api^ointed, will report in i:)erson to the Commanding
Generals of the Departments set opjjosite their re-

spective names :
'\

R. G. Ebert, Department of the Columbia.
R. J. Gibson, Department of the Missouri.
R. B. Benham, Department of Dakota.
W. C. Gorgas, Department of Texas.
Norton Strong, Dei^artment of the Platte.

A. W. Taylor, Department of the Missouri.
S. O. 149, A. G. O., July 7, 1880.

iHctJical 3tcms aiiti llcins.

Contagious Diseases — Weeicly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,

for the two weeks ending July 10, 1880.

Week Ending
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hftH nntlertakon to initiate thp movempnt for or^rani-

zatioii, iin<l liny who wish to assist it, or know more
about it, hIiouKI writ^j to John riiin, 11 Dt'\ Ktrt'et,

New York City.

TuK LinuAUY OF TitK N. Y. Academy ok ]Srr.nirr>fK

will luM'lost'il (hirinf^ tlie evoniug in July ami August
of the present Kunnuer.

AMEiiirAN OPHTHATiMoiiOoirAL Soi^iETY.—The six-

teenth Annual Meeting of the American Oplithal-

mologieal Society will ho held on Tlmrsday, July

22(1, at the Masonic J^uihling, corner C'hurch and
School Streets, Newport. The morning session be-

gins at 10 o'clock.

Richard H. Derby, Secretary.

Chian TfurENTiNE IN Cancer.—Mr. Alex. ^lars-

den, Senior Surgeon to the Cancer Hosj)ital, London,
states that Chian turpentine lias been extensively

used in his hosjiital, in cancer of the utenis, breast,

tongue, etc., but without l)enefit in any instance.

Of the samples used only two i)roved to be pure,

but the i)atients who took this kind did no better

than the others.

—

Brit. Meil. Journ.

The New York State Board of Health at a

recent meeting passed the following resolution :

—

Resnlre'l : That in the best interests of the peojile

at large, the State has made it the duty of the State

Board of Health, now for the first time authorized

by law, to call attention to whatever may secure sani-

tary improvement l)y better syst<?ms and methods of

drainage, sewerage, and ventilation, vaccination, the

supply of pure water, the prevention of tlie adultera-

tion oi food and of the pollution of wells, and the

prevention of filth diseases and other destroyers of

health and life, to the end that discussions, informa-

tion, and the best sanitary measures may l»e had to

avert danger. When it is understood that scarlet

fever may be communicated by the breath in a second

of time and fiom infected clothing not worn for a

year, and that diphtheria often results from contact

with impurities in earth, air, and water, i)arents and
school-teachers will see the necessity of excluding
children atllicted with or exposed to either disease

from entering schoolrooms and all places where
othei-s woidd be endangered. All good citizens will

also realize the danger from exjjosure to decayed
vegetables, fruits, and other sources of sickness,

especially when surface or subsoil wells communi-
cate with water polluted by proximity to drains,

cess-pools, and other tilth. The State Board looks

first of all to an enlightened and healthful puljlic

opinion to aid it in the important and responsible

duties imposed upon it by the State.''

The above resolution is excellent in spirit and cor-

rect in the facts. As a si^ecimen of EugUsh com-
position, however, it is an agonizing piece of work.
Another resolution was jjassed requesting the

various county officers in the State to call general

attention to the pro\'isions of the law creating the

Board of Health.

Impure Bromide of Ethtl.—Dr. Carl Jungk, in

the Therapeutic Gazelle, has given the results of an-

alyzing a large number of samples of hydrobromic
ether. Among the samples examined were specimens
of the ether used by Dr. J. Marion Sims and of that

used by Dr. Le^•i3 in their fatal cases. The reactions

of these demonstrated conclusively their entire un-
fitness for purposes of inhalation.

Prof. Lister is to receive the honorary degree of

LL.D. from the University of Oxford.

Under
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(E^ii^iual Coimmmications,

TRACHEOTOMY^ IN CROUP:
WITH REMARKS OS

The PATHotiOGY, DiAGVOsts, Proonosis and Treat-
MEXT OF THE DlSGASE, AND THE CaUSES OP
Death in Fatatj Cases ; with a Report

OP Thirty-five Operations.

By JOPIN H. RIPLEY, M.D.,

BURGEON TO CHAnlTY HOSPITM, : PHYSICIAN TOST. FRANCIS'S HOB
PIXAL, NEW YORli CriY.

Part IV.

During tlie past few yeai's I have met several prom-
inent i)hvsicians wlio, after having performed trache-

otomy for croup a number of times without success,

were inclined to look upon it as an operation of

doubtful efficacy. I had myself nearly reached that

conclusion, when I was unexpectedly cheered by a

recovery. Since that time I have never lost faith in

its power to save life, although I have sometimes
thought that the instances in which it would do this

were rare. Now, however, after a more extended
experience and observation, I am satisfied that it is

not only often successful, but that, as a general rule,

it is the only resource which does offer any hope in

cases of grave exudative croup.

Dlttgnoi^ls.—Some time ago I was jiresent at the

examination of a candidate for one of our city hospi-

tals, when this question was propounded :
" AVhat

is the pathognomonic symptom of membranous
croup?" The trembling young doctor gave it up.

"Seeing the membrane," instructively remarlied the

professor. Well, if by that assertion be meant " see-

ing the membrane in the larynx," then I fully agree

with it ; but if it be meant that when yoii have a pa-

tient with a croupy cough and membrane in the

fauces, you necessarily have exudative crou]}, then I

know that you will sometimes be mistaken. I have

already seen two such cases, in which the lai\vngo-

scope showed entire absence of membrane in the

larynx. And, if we may judge from the subsequent

I^rogress of cases, there must be quite a large num-
ber exhibiting these conditions, that either have no
membrane in the larynx, or, if they have, it is of a

thin, non-developmental character, so that it keeps

up a slight laryngeal stenosis for one or more days,

and then disappears without causing grave symji-

toms or demanding special treatment. Every phy-

sician who has had much experience has seen such

cases. Some, that linger in this way for several days,

ultimately develop into the gravest form of croup.

The laryngoscope only can decide which are jjseudo-

membranous and which simply inflammatoiy. Dur-
ing the last few years I li'ave devoted considerable

time to the study of the earlier manifestations of this

disease, in a comparative way, in order, if possible,

to find some one symptom, or set of symptoms, by

which it could be ditferentiated from that affection

which so closely simulates it at times, catarrlml luriju-

gitii^. But I do not believe it is always possible to

tell which you have to deal with, even after two or

three days' watching. In fact, I am forced to the

conclusion that, occasionally, the intiammatorv lede-

nia of a laryngeal catarrh may go on to fatal obstruc-

tion. We know that it occurs in the a lult, and I,

myself, have seen two cases which would, undoubt-

edly, have terminated fatally, had they not beeii

saved by traclieotomy. Tliey are referred to elso-

wliero in this i)ai)er. I have also seen a cliild with
this form of laryngeal obstruction in consultation

with Dr. (leo. M. Edebohls. 'J'lie symjttoms \HiV-

sisted after a fair trial of Vxitli local an(l constitutional

treatment, got worse, and traclieotomy was ])erroniied.

The following morning resjjiration could Ite carried

on freely thnjugh the larynx. This condition, how-
ever, I believe to be of exceedingly rare occurrence

in children, and that those reported cases in which
the autopsy did not dis(;over membrane, were mostly
undeveloped pseudo-membranous croup. The i)itch

and character of the coiigh, tlie quality of the i)ulse,

the temperature, the presence or absenc:e of catarrh

of other organs, are the nuxin points to lie considered

in making an early diagnosis, if uo membrane be
visible.

In catarrh of the larynx the cough is usually more
or less moist, lower in pitch, and often changes its

tone, owing to the expulsion of sticky mucus, etc.

The pulse is frequent, but soft and compressible.

The temperature is usually low, elevated only from
one to three degrees F. It is more frequently asso-

ciated with coryza and catarrhal conjunctivitis, and
sometimes also with diarrho'a, bronchitis, or cystitis.

The fauces may, or may not be congested. A his-

tory of similar attacks, if obtained, is also to be taken

into consideration. Especially something like this :

" Doctor, he always coughs croupy when he gets a

cold."

In primarr/ croitp the cough is dry, high-

pitched, ringing, and unchangeable as a rule. The
voice, too, is generally hoarse from the first, where-
as in the milder complaint it is often unchanged.
The temperature is of a higher grade, 102'"-l(l3\

It is not often associated with catarrhal symptoms
of other organs. The condition of the fauces

is no guide. Time is often of great imjiortance in

arriving at a diagnosis. Forexamiile, if the histoi'V

obtained is that the child has been sick three or

four days wi^h croujiy cough and coryza, and is no
worse at the time of your visit, the iirobabilities are

that it is simple catarrh ; and every day added with-

oiit supervention of graver symptoms strengthens
your ojjinion.

There is a class of inflammatory cases in which,
after a few days of catarrhal symptoms, there is early

and persistent dyspnoea, lasting sometimes for a
week or even longer. Slight amelioration takes

place during the day, V)ut, as evening advances, the

dysputt'a liecomes again more marlced. One nho
had not seen such cases would be almost certain to

make a diagnosis of membranous croup. To avoid

error in diagnosis it is only necessary to watch and
to wait. It will soon be seen that, although the

symptoms are severe, they do not progress ; here
again, too, the temjierature is hnv.

]My observation would lead me to believe that retro-

pharyngeal ahscet^s is also sometimes mistaken fortnie

croup. The alisence of fever and the characteristic

craning of the neck should lead one to susjiect, and a
digital examination of the jiharynx demonstrate, the

true nature of the disease. Yet, I have known an in-

stance in which a child was allowed to die of a sup-

posed croup, when a simple jjuncture with a scalpel

would have saved its life.

Spasmodic lan/ngitln, or false n'oup, as it is gener-
ally called, with its sudden, nocturnal, and severe on-
set, and its short duration, does not much resemble
the more dangerous disease. But, after all, I have
been able to find but a single iJathognomonic symp-
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tDin of tnio cronp : cnuti7iitn>ix mid prnyrrxxirr hnyn-
t/fitl sirnnsis. \Vlit>u onc»> it hiis 8i»t in, like tin- tcin-

jn'raturo of the first iluys nf typlioiil ft-vcr, fich
HiU'ctM'iling i>vtMuii<^ finds it nion- iitlvuiict'd tliiiii l»o-

foro, ulthuugh it luuy lull the feurH of the puiouts by
diiv.

The question whether tliero bo a primary non-
contii.i,'it)U.s, HDU-infov'tiouH disoaso, chiiraotcri/fd by
a tihrinous exudation upon ilw niuoous intMnlirniic of

the liirynx an«l contiguous parts, and which kills only
by niofhanical obstruction, is still luMug disc\isscd.

lioforo my experience with tliese eases I was strongly

with the aflirmative. Now, I am ecnisi-iously and
eonscientiously nndccidcd. It has always seciued

to me to lie a strong argument in favor of the exist-

ence of a uon-contagious crouj) that physicians in

this country generally, until rcc(>ntly, since the j)rev-

alenee of dii)iitlieria, have recognized such a disease.

One would expect that, from time to time, cases of

contagion would have occurred sufficient to excite

8Usi»icion at least. Now, since diphtheria has been
epidemic, inflammatory diseases about the throat

partake more or less of the diphtheritic nature, just

as certain febrih» diseases in a malarious district are

often eomiilicated with malaria. Hence, a physician
of but a few years of experience, and having obstuved
croup only as it occurs in this city, or in j)laces where
dii)htheria has at the same time extensively ]>re-

vailed, would be very likely to conclude that it is

simply an extension of the latter di.sea.se into the
larynx.

.Such, therefore, have been the circumstances under
which most of these cases have been observed—nearly
all of them having occurred since 1875. C'ases I.,

III., v., and XXVill. present those characteristics

which belong to the local di.sease. The children all

died, as I believe, from bronchial croup, without i)lood

poisoning and without infecting others, although there
was sutticient time and opi)ortunity for both. Case
XX. was pretty clearly one of diphtheritic crouj), and
yet the boy died as the others had, and also without
communicating the disease, although there were sev-

eral children about him during his entire illness.

Case II., at the outset, and until several hours after

the opei'ation, presented no symptoms of constitu-

tional disturbance, and yet it terminated as the most
terrible case of systemic poisoning of all.

Case XVI. was like pseudo-membranous crouji un-
til the last hours of life, and, apparently, infected an-
other child. Now if there be an exudative croup,
distinct in its nature and manifestations from dii)li-

theritic croup, a careful observation of these and
many other cases has not enabled me to diderentiate
it either at the outset of the attack or at any time
during its progress or after it has terminated. In
this dreadful disease "no man can predict what a

dav will bring forth." "What aj psars to-day as a lo-

cal, inflammatory disease may, by to-morrow, pre-
sent the gravest constitutional symptoms.
The microscopical examination of the membrane

has not added any differential points. This is more or
less well organized, according to the severity of the
case and the rapidity with wliich it is formed, those
specimens taken from the trachea and bronchi gen-
erally lieing the toughest and most tibrillated. And
this is true of all cases, whether occurring ))riniarily

in the larynx or not. In regard to the presence of

micrococci, I have found them in all the specimens
which I have examined, whether taken from the fau-

ces or air-passages ; the more severe the disease the
more numerous the organisms. The so-called nests
seemed to be nothing more than little lakes and in-

lets formed by the breaking down and liquofnction

of small areas of the jiurulcntly infiltrated membrane
in which the.se l)r)dies wen? crowdeil. In some cases

the niemlirane peeled ofV easily and withotit hem-
orrhage, and in others the reverse was true, liut

neither charactc^risfic belonged especially to any par-

ticular form of the disease.

Tr^*//w>(/. - The nieilical treatment of this disease

is in the highest degree unsatisfactory. Inasmuch
as we know of no mediciui? which seems to have any
influence on the poison of di])htheria, so we cannot ex-

pect to accoin|)lish much by internal treatment.

"Stimulants and nourishment are our main reliance

in the treatment of (lijththeria," said Prof. Alonzo
Clark, twenty years ago. It was true then and it is

equally so to-day, notwithstiinding the numerous
crops of ejihemeral s])eciiics which have sjirung up
from time to time since then. Medicated sprays and
steam, emetics of various kinds, and the internal

admini.stration of large and small doses of <-alomel,

have generally faile<l to dissolve or to dislodge the
membrane when located in the air-passages. Indi-

vidual instances there are of chihlreu recoveiing from
grave crouj) in all stages of the disease and under all

forms of treatment, but these instances are so rare

and exceptional as to render the efficacy of any given
cause of medication exceedingly doubtful. The
plan which I should recommend, if the case were
.seen early, before dangerous and exhausting dysjintEa

had set in, would be the following : Apply large,

wann jioultices over the laj-ynx and reacliing two-
thirds of the way around the neck. Have them fit

as closely as j)ossible, without obstructing circulation

or resjjimtion, and changed as often as they become
cold. I know, from both ol)servation and exjierience,

that they give comfort, and, at least, temporary
relief. Keep the temperature of the room at from
70' to 80 and the atmosphere charged with .steam.

Use, in addition, if the child can be controlled, the
more direct ajiplication of steam from some form of

croup-kettle, not continuously, but at short intervals

of, say, fifteen minutes, five minutes at a time.
When the ]>atient is sleejiing a gentle stream may be
kept up all the time if care be taken not to give it too
warm. ^lany times the children are burned with it

from carelessness of the attendants and then cannot
be induced to inhale it ; but, if carefully managed,
they soon learn to ajqireciate its ameliorative influence
over the difficult breathing, and become voliin-

tary as.sistants in administering it. In a few cases it

has .seemed to hold the obstruction in check until the
disease exhausted itself. Such a one was that of a
boy five years old who had a very severe form of naso-
l)harA-ngeal dii)htheria, with infiltrated cer\ical glands
and cellular tissue, couq)licated with a nephritis
which, at one time, yielded urine containing 80 per
cent, albumen and large and small hyaline and epithe-
lial casts. For six successive days and nights the
patient had laryngeal obstruction, which, at times,
was so severe that I prepared to tracheotomize, but he
finally recovered without an oi)eration. He had
double vision, paralysis of soft palate and paresis of
the lower extremities for several weeks following the
attack. Dr. Clark saw him with me in consultation.

A frequent repetition of so successful a result, in
equally bad cases, would give a specific character to

the remedy ; but, unfortunately, this is not the case,

for, although I have used it (juite constantly during
the last two years, and have seen it used repeatedly
by others, the rule has been that the obstruction pro-
gressed to a fatal degree in spite of it. Nor has the
substitution of lime vapor seemed to be any more
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efficacious, wlietlier evolved from slackening lirae or
projected from a spraying apparatus. Finally, as a
last medicinal remedy, some emetic may be given
one or two trials, but not more. Of these I considt^r

either the sulphate of coi)per or the yellow sulphate
of mercury as the most prompt and sure. But I

cannot too strongly deprecate the custom of re-

peatedly exhibiting these depressing and exhausting
agents in the vain hope that they may ultimately

succeed. They only jeojiardize the last chance to be
given the patient by the operation of tracheotomy.

Tradieotomi/.—Premising that the case has been
seen early, and that the medical treatment has failed

not only to relieve, but also to hold the progress of

the disease in check, and that the child is now be-

coming cyanosed and exhausted, tracheotomy should
be performed without further delay. And just here

I desire to state, -without fear of contradiction by
those who have had a large experience in these cases,

that there are few operations in surgery attended
with more immediate danger to life, or requiring

greater coolness on the part of the operator, than
that of tracheotomy for croup in young children.

Statistics on this point are ditHcult to obtain. I have
personal knowledge, however, of eight children who
have died on the table during the operation, and sev-

eral of them were in the hands of experienced ojje-

rators. In a certain class of cases it is simple enough

;

but, when done on a child with thick, infiltrated

neck, sull'ering from profound, systemic iioisoning

and exhaustion, it becomes an exceedingly difficult

and dangeroiis ojieration. In order to do it carefully

and safely, certain jareparations are necessary.

1. Two assistants should be had when practicable.

2. A firm table, covered with an old quilt or blanket,

with a pillow placed upon it, should be made ready
to receive the child. 3. A hard, cylindrical body,
three to four inches in diameter, and six or more
inches long (generally an old bottle can be found to

answer the purpose best), rolled up in a piece of

flannel or other soft cloth, should also be at hand.

4. A small bottle of chloroform, a coujile of soft

sjionges, and two or three large goose-feathers, with
well-vaued and flexible tips. 5. Two French double
silver caniilas, threaded with suitable tajses, a jjair

of dilators, a couple of retractors, a couple of scal-

peLs, and a sharp-pointed bistoury ; a pair of scis-

sors, artery and dressing forceps, a director, thread-

ed needles and ligatures, should be within reach of

the operator or his assistant. 6. A basin of water in

which to cleanse the sj^onges or other things. While
these preparations are being made, the child should
be given a teaspoon ful or two of brandy. Now place

the child on the table, with the jjillow under its

head, having previously unclothed the neck and
chest, and let chloroform be carefully, but not tim-

idly, given by the most experienced of the assistants.

As soon as sensibility is lost, the bottle, or other

body used, should replace the pillow by being put
under the back of the neck, well against the shoul-

ders, so as to throw the head back and bring the

trachea forward and superficial as far as possible.

See that the body and neck of the child are in line,

and kept so. Standing on the right side of the

child, make the primary incision in the median line,

beginning at the lower border of the thyroid carti-

lage, and extending it to within half an inch of the

sternal notch.

Having divided the skin and superficial cellular

tissue, a nick in the deep fascia wiU enable the oper-

ator to i^ass a director under this tissue, and it shoiild

be done, and this and all the subsequent layers di-

vided on the director whenever the knife is used,
except little touches now and then which can bo
made with perfect safety. The l)est gui(l(!s to the
median line, which should always be kcijt, are the
storno-hyoid and sterno-thyroid muscles—(specially

the latter, whoso whitish and firm inter-muscular
fascia can generally be easily distinguished. In ad-
dition to these aids, the left ind(!X linger can, from
time to time, be introduced into the wound and the
trachea felt, so as to make sim^ of its relations.

After the division of the deei) fascia, the thyroid
veins are seen ramifying in the deep subcellular tis-

sue, often large and numcroiis, and lying more or
less in the track of the incision. Now, it is better
to take the scalj^el-liandle or director, or both, and
cautiously tear away the cellular tissue from the
median line, taking care to avoid the veins and to

draw them aside when necessary. Much aid will be
afforded to the deei^er dissections by having the as-

sistants hold apart the edges of the parts already di-

vided, with the retractors. Often, after the deep
fascia is opened, the remaining layers covering the
trachea can be torn away with the handle of the
knife or with the fingers. Sometimes the trachea
lies very deep, and the wound, which was long enough
at the outset, is allowed to get shorter and shorter
in the deeper dissections, until, when the trachea is

reached, it is found that there is not sufficient of
the latter exj^osed for the necessary oiieuing. In
that case, unless the deeper cut can be lengthened
without danger of wounding the vessels, it will be
better to begin superficially at either the uiijier or
lower angle of the incision and divide the tissues

again, layer by layer, as extensively as necessary.
Having clearly exposed the trachea to a sufficient ex-

tent, say half an inch, the soft parts should be held
away with the retractors, being careful not to pull
too hai'd on them lest the trachea be flattened, and
thereby not only respiration impeded, but the i)Oste-

rior tracheal wall endangered when the opening is

made. Now, having the dilators and one of the
tubes where they can lie immediately picked up, wilh
the sharp-pointed bistouiy open the trachea (iJref-

erably just below the isthmus of the thyroid), cut-

ting either from below upward or from aboAS
doMTiward, it matters little which, if carefully done.
The eye is the best guide as to how large this open-
ing shoiild lie, but it is better to make it too small
than too large at first, for it can easily be enlarged
subsequently. Great care should be used also not to

thnist the jioint in too far. It will be felt free as

soon as it has jierforated the anterior wall. UsuaUy,
as soon as the wind-jiipe is punctured, the fact is an-

nounced by the hissing of the air as it rushes in

through the opening. Occasionally the resjiiration

is for the moment suspended, and no sound is emit-

ted. The dilators should lie introduced as soon as

the opening is made. A violent cough, with the exjiul-

sion of large quantities of pus, blood, and sometimes
membrane, immediately ensues. These matters
should be caught with a sjjonge as they ajipear, and
not allowed to be sucked back into the bronchi. As
soon as the con^nilsive coughing subsides, the inner
surface of the ti-achea, as far as can be seen through
the opening, should be examined for membrane. If

any is seen that can be removed with forceps or by
other means, it is better to remove it. In some cases it

may not be practicable to delay introducing the tube
after the trachea is opened ; but generally, if the child's

breathing be safe and hemorrhage not troublesome,
there is no hurry, since the dilators keep the wound
open and admit plenty of air, and the way can be
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made cloar before jnitting in the canulii. As soon
|

as tluH is (lono, tlii> t-hli)roftinn sliouM lie witliluld,
j

tlio tapes fasteiu'd, iiiul the wound stitflii'd \vliil<> the
|

child is recov«'rii»^ eonsciousm-ss. It is licttcr not

to floso tlu' educes of the soft parts tightly around
the tubes, but to Knive a little space abitvn and bo-

low of a ijuarter of un iueh or njore, so tliat iLs niove-

ments nuiy ln> free, and also to avoid tiin tendency
to eniphysenm of tlic nei^hborin;^ cillular tissue, o»-

pei'ially if the tracheal opening be lar^o. A (juiot

sleep of one or more hours us\ially follows the oper-

ation, and durin<^ this period it is just as well to

let tlie patient remain on the table, taking eare to

make him comfortable with pillow and covcrini:^,

and havinjj some competent person sittin^^ by with

a moist sj)onge, ready to sop uj) the secretions as

the\' are coughed ui) from time to time through the

tube.

The following method of operating is practised by
my friend, Dr. John J. Rcid :

" The o))eration con-

sists in making the usual incision in the middle of tlie

neck and dissecting up the skin. The strong supcu--

ficial fascia in the median lino which connects the

sterno-hyoid muscles is then soparatml, and subse-

quently the knife is dispensed with till it becomes
necessary to incise the trachea. The remaining part

of the operation is performed by two tenai-ula, and
consists in tearing the deeper fascia and drawing the

thyroid veins to either side in such a manner that

the trachea is thoroughly denuded. To such an e.x-

tent may this be done that the whole of the trachea,

from the cricoid cartilage to the thymus gland, may
be separated from the thyroid gland and veiu'^, and
leave a free surface for incision. After the o{)('ration

has proceeded thus far, a tenaeiilum is inserted into

either side of the trachea, and slight traction made.
A bistoury is then carried through the rings, when
immediately the trachea bulges oi)en and is so main-
tained by the tenacula." There are several points

connected with this operation which, I believe,

should be considered more particularly.

1. The question of aniesthetics. I have twice seen

the operation performed on a conscious, struggling

child, and I do not wish to add to that exjjerience. If

the child be sufliciently con.scious to suffer pain and
to struggle, I believe it is both safer and more humane
to give an aniesthetie ; and, if the choice is left to

me, I much prefer chloroform. In my opinion it is

at least equally as safe as ether in these cases, more
rapid in its action, while its effects are less prolonged,

and it is less disagreeable to inhale and less likely to

be followed by depressing nausea. Besides, what I

consider very important, it almost always has a ten-

dency to relieve the dyspnica while being inhaled,

whereas ether, especially at the beginning, has the

opposite effect. If it be dangerous to give these

toxicmic children, with feeble hearts, chloroform,

would it not be quite as dangerous to allow them to

struggle and suffer pain and fright during the opera-

tion, to say nothing of the additional risk of acci-

dents ? Of course, it is of the most vital inqjor-

tance to have a competent administrator.

2. The dilator, as Trousseau has truly said, is

indispensable. It is easily introduced, and it not

only makes the introduction of the tube into the

trachea a simple procedure, but it enables the opera-

tor to examine thoroughly the interior of the wind-

pipe in the neighborhood of the wound, and to ex-

tract any visible false membranes before fixing the

canula in place. Various forms of this instrument

ar3 in use, but the most satisfactory is that which
bears the name of Hutchinson. It is bivalvular,

with slender ])la<leH, slightly dubbed at the extremi-

ties. Trousseiiu's instrument is not quite so easy of

introduction, but preferable to any of the others that

I have seen.

U. The question as to the form and sizo of lanulu

to be preferred is an inq)ortant one. In my opinion

the best form is th(! doul>le silver tube with movable
plate. As to si/,<!, although I have sometimes used
larger, I have found that one tlie diameter of whose
outer rim is about five -sixteenths of an inch is sufli-

cieutly large for any child, while it has twice served

for a child iiiider f>ne year of age. And, per contra,

I have twic«' had it in an adult with occluded larynx,

and fouml it supplied all the air recpiired. The ob-

jection to using one mucli smaller, even for a very

young infant, would be tiiat wiiere the calibre is very

small it becomes easily occluded. Still, I have u.sed

one sure ^ssfully whose diameter was only three-six-

teenths of an inch. The Iruijth required is not ordi-

narily more than two to two and a <iuarter inches,

unless the neck be much swollen. Again, the tube
should not \h\ too much curved, otherwise it endan-
gers the anterior tracheal wall by its pressure, does
not adnnt air as freely, and gives the patient pain.

In short, a tube should be perfectly movable both
outside and inside the traclioa. The hard nibber
instruments are objectionable on account of their

brittleuess and the relatively small size of the lumen
as compared with their diameter.

When one has been introduced suitable to the
ca.se, it fulfils all the indications for which it was de-

vised, and better than any other inventio)i that I

know of. It is ])ainless, non-irritating to the 2>arts,

not easily displaced, and keej^s the way ojien as far

as it reaches.

AccideiU.t and complications during tJie operation.—
1. Hemorrhage to any alarming degree usually

arises from the unintentional division of one or more
of the deep cervical veins. By careful, deliberate

dissection it can generally be avoided, and, in a ma-
jority of cases, there is time for this painstaking. If,

ho .vever, it occur, it should at once be an'ested by
ligaturing the bleeding vessel, unless asphyxia be
extreme. Holmes, in his excellent article on trache-

otomy (" Surg. Dis. of Children "), speaks of the
danger of wounding the innominate artery in low
oiJerations, when that vessel crosses the trachea at

an unu.sually high ])oint, and quotes a case in which
this accident" actually occun-ed. In two of my own
cases I fully exposed this artery, and, had I not been
carefully dissecting, might have injured it. In both
instani'cs the children were under two years of age,

and the vessel abnormally high in the neck. 2. Ces-
sation of resjiiration sometimes occurs suddenly,
either during the operation or just after the tube is

inserted. In the first instance, if it does not begin
again after withholding the chloroform and giving
the child a few shakes, the head should be lowered a

foot or more below the level of the hips by raising

the foot of the talde, and artificial resjiiration re-

sorted to. Freijuently, the change of position alone
will succeed. The resting, as it were, of the respi-

ratory muscles after their terrible labor which some-
times succeeds the introduction of the tube, must
not be mistaken for that paralytic condition charac-
terized by blanched face, dilated pupils, and feeble

or absent pulse. In the one case there are no con-
sequential symptoms, and, if closely observed, it

will be seen that there is some slight respiratory
movements. It needs no treatment. In the other,

one of the most successfiU plans is to pass one of the
feathers down through the tube and initate the
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tracheal mucous membrane. Tliis failing, lowerinf?

of the head and artificial respiration shouhl he faitli-

fully tried. 3. Dilhcnlty of introducing the tube is

occasionally met with. If the trachea bo well ex-

posed before being opened, the dilators introduced
as soon as the opening is made, and the retractoi's

held in position until the tube has been inserted,

this complication will not often arise. If the ojien-

ing become dis])laced and lost sight of in attempting
to get the caniala in, and the symptoms be not too
urgent, s(^arch should bo made for it before iucising

the trachea a second time, although I have no reason
for sapj)osiug that a second incision would imperil
the result. The dilators sometimes stretch and flat-

ten the traclioa, or do not open sufficiently wide to

admit the trachea tube between the blades, because
the set-screw has not been proi)erly fixed beforehand.
Sometimes the blades are pushed down too far

into the windpipe, and hence the difficulty of pass-

ing the canula. Disi)lacement of die prop under the

neck is another cause. With jn-oper ju-ecautions I

do not see how tlie tube can be mistakenly jjushed
into the cellular tissue in front of the trachea, unless
the operator become very much confused. In any
event, if air does not pass through the tube, it should
at once be taken out and the exi^lanation sought for,

no matter how serious the difficulty of replacing it.

4. Mediastinal emphysema. In a certain propor-
tion of cases, in which the neck is short and thick,

and the difficulty of reaching the trachea thereby in-

creased, the anterior mediastinum may be ojjened

and air sucked in during the operation. This ceases,

if not before, as soon as the trachea is o^jened and
the cause of the vacuum removed. I have shown
the result of this in one of the autojjsies. It pi-olia-

bly does little harm and would soon disappear if life

were prolonged, as it does in the superficial cellu-

lar tissue when the cause is removed.
Afler-treatment.—How great an amount of time is

.necessary in the management of these cases during
the first few days following the operation, if we would
hope for success, can only be realized after personal
clinical experience. They should be seen at least

every eight hours, and there are almost always little

things to do at these visits which consume time.

The mute, helpless condition of these little ones ex-

cites our .sympathies, too, and we linger about tlieir

cribs, lest something be left undone which miglit add
to their comfort or im^jrove their chances of recov-

ery. But, in spite of our best efforts, a very large

majority die, sometimes more painfully than if we
hal abandoned them to their. fate before doing
tracheotomy ; and, in such cases, the only consola-

tion is that we tried to do our duty. Usually, during
the first twenty four hours, the case progresses favor-

ably, and everybody is thankful. If the l)reathing is

perfectly free, a large, moist sjionge may be fastened

over the mouth of the tul^e by attaching strings to

its extremities and carrying them around the neck be-

hind and tying them. This is a much ])etter arrange-

ment than Trousseau's ci-avat, which is soon saturated

with the secretions, gets dry and stiff and foul-smell-

ing, and, if not watched closely, adheres to the tube-

plate and becomes a source of obstruction. The
sponge accomplishes the double purpose of warming
and moistening the air to be inspired just as well as

the cravat, can be easily kept clean, and need only

to be raised a little in order to manijnilate the tul)es.

If the breathing be at all harsh the direct inhalation

of steam fi-om the croup-kettle should be kept up.

Wliatever the condition of the child, I think it is

better to keep the atmos^jhere of the room moist,

by means of kettles of boiling water in which, if ne-

cessaiy, may be placed certain articles of bedlinen or

clothing. An e(pia])le teni])crature of between 70*^

and 80', regulated by a thermometer, should be
n)aintained. The inner tube should be taken out and
cleaned as often as it becomes ol)structed, but not

on the owurrcmce of every little rattle of mm-us. On
the second day it will be, well to remove })oth tubes

and clean them thorougldy and api)ly new tapes. At
t'.ie same time the Wound can be cleaned and the

l)ermcability of the larynx test(;d. A washer made
of several thicknesses of muslin, oiled-silk, or other

suitable material, and smeared over with a bland
ointment, when i)laced between the plate and the

wound, adds comfcn-t to the patient. If the first

tube be of i)roper size and length, I cannot see that it

is necessary to change it.

If the swelling of the parts diminish, making it

too long, or the reverse occur, making it too short,

or if it press injiiriously at any point, substitute

another. But, if adults can W(^ar the same tube for

months, I do not see why children cannot for days

or weeks. The woi^nd does not need any special

treatment other than that suggested above, unless

extensive cellulitis or emphysema occu). It is com-
mon to have the wound covered with membrane,
and I think it should be treated as the majority

of i^ractitioners treat membrane on the tonsils—let

it alone. If cellulitis be extensive and severe, hot
poultices are indicated, after cutting the stitches

loose. "When the tube is })roperly in the cavity of

the trachea, the subse(iuent occurrence of emphy-
sema will be rare unless the tracheal incision has

been much too long, and the w'ound closed too

tightly around the canula ; in that case, each expi-

ration of violence forces air into the cellular tissue

through the opening between the angle of the wound
and the tube. This has never hapjjened to me but
once, and that was in the case of an adult. Cutting

loose a couple of stitches relieved the cause, and the

effect disappeared in a couple of days. Ery-sipelas,

starting in the w^oiind and extending more or less

over the neck and chest, cannot be checked by local

treatment. For want of something more efficacious,

I still use the muriate of iron internally. I cannot
see that removing the tube would accomi)lish any-

thing, even if such a procedure were safe, although

it is recommended by Cohen; for, at this period

of the case, the tube usually hangs loose in the

trachea, neither the j^late nor the tajjes coming in

contact with the wound, which can as easily be kejit

clean as when the instrument is out. Hemorrhages
occurring in consequence of abrasions or ulcerations

of the mucous membrane of the trachea have not

proved sufficiently alarming, in my exjierience, to

demand any other treatment than the careful avoid-

ance of disturl)ing the parts by changing tubes,

passing probangs, etc. If I had a case in which the

hemorrhage was ])rofuse and jiersistent desi)ite the

application of styi)tics by means of a bit of sponge fast-

ened to a pair of curved forceps, I should resort to

Trendelenburg's obturator, as suggested to me by Dr.

McBride. If there be nasal diphtheria, jn-oducing

a sanious, irritating disci large, the jjarts should be
kept as clean as ])Ossil)le by wiping the nose and
upper lip with a silk handkerchief or a soft moist

sponge occasionally. Since the respiration is earned
oh through the openetl trachea, it is tmnecessary to

syringe out the nasal jiassages with a solution of salt

and water, as is sometimes indicated 7)?v?r/o'<.s' to the

operation, especially in those cases in which the

pharynx and fauces are very much swoUen, and we
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wish to keep open oU the avennes for the admis-
sion of iiir. Altlioupfh nasnl diphtheria in soni«>tiino9

aasofiuti'd with tlic {^'ravcr forms of tli(> coiiHtitution-

al infootion, it is »iuito as oft4'n, in my «'xpori('nce,

found in mihl coses. Nor is there any more con-

stunt rehition hetween nusiil diphtheriii and inliUra-

tion of the cervical f,'lands. S«'vere cases Iiave swol-

len cervical j^lands, whether the nasal |>assa^'<s are

involved or not, as a rule, antl vorv mild cases do
not, even thou<ih the nares he involved.

Any theory hased on the real or sui>posod anatomi-
cal relation of the ah.sorhents of these ]>arts must
bear the test of clinical observation, or fail, no matter
how plausible it may be. Inflammations ami ulcera-

tions of the na-sal caviti(\s exist for months and even
years without markedly involving the cervii-al glands,

whether the causes are scrofulous, specific, or malig-

nant. Of co\ii-8e, in many cases of oz(ena and
chronic catanh, all the lymjdiatics are more or less

involved because the disease is of scrofulous origin.

In what form or by what avenue the diphtheritic

})oison first entei-s the system is not known. 15ut it

is known that children sometimes suffer for days
from severe constitutional symptoms, while the most
careful search fails to discover any true local mani-
festation until later. In fact, the rule is, where in-

telligent, close observation has l)een made, that con-

stitutional symptoms precede local. Neither is it

at all necessary that the tirst localizjxtion be in the

throat or nose ; many cases have been observed in

which the first deposit was as far removed as i}ossil)le

from these parts. There is no constant relation

between the local and constitutional manifestations.

Some patients being struck tlown, overwhelmed with
the poison, and dying before any considerable dejiosit

of membrane or any marked infiammatory changes
have, as it were, had time to take place in the fauces ;

and, on the contrary, nares, fauces, and i)harvnx may
be covered with membrane and yet the constitutional

disturbance be slight. Jacobi said in ISGO :
" Diph-

theria is a general disease ; it has local dei>osits, it

is true, but in the same manner that scarlatina will

localize itself on the skin, mucous membrane of the

Bellinian canals, etc ; measles on the skin and the

mucous membrane of the respiratory organs ; or ty-

phoid fever on the mucous membrane of the intestinal

tract" {Amerkan Medical Times, vol. i., p. 95). This
is a clear, perspicuous, and, I believe, tnie statement.

Hence the folly of expecting to cure the disease by
any local application ; or of trv-ing to prevent auto-

infection in a system already charged with the poison.

One might as well attempt to cure small jiox by fre-

quently washing the pustules with a " disinfectant."

But, even on the theory that these children die of

septiciemia, and that the poison is absorbed from
the nasal cavities, which seems very improbable, is

syringing out these cavities several times an hour,

as advocated by some authorities, indicated ? Who
thinks of washing out an infected uterus, or abscess

of the i^leural cavity or other organ, witli any such
frequency ? If carried out as recommended, it must
prove a most exhausting plan of treatment.

(To be continned.)

A HoxTE Hospital, which admits patients and al-

lows them to continue under the care of tlieir family

physician, has been opened in London. It is some-
what on the plan of the French Maison de Sante,

and is a kind of institution much needed in this

countrv.

TIIK CON'l'AniON OF CONSTIMPTION.

JJv JAMES T. WlilTT.UvEK, M.D.,
raoristoK tukubt and rsACTrcR or mcdicisb, mkdical colliob

or oiiiu.

Thk most important (piestion now engaging the at-

tention of the medical world is the contagion or tlte

communicability of cortsumption. Clinicians here

and there, have from time imnx-morial lield the view

that consumi)tion was contagious. The authorities,

from age to age, who hav«; matle themselves such by the

close study of the disease, have died of it. Such was
the fate of Hayle, Voting, Laennec, and many others.

Kiverius made the observation as long ago as 1G(J8,

that meudiers of a family have on*^ after another suc-

cumbed to the disease. Contagion he declares to be
the " chiefest " cause of phthisis ;

" for this disease

is infectious. Wt; may ol)serve women to l)e infected

by their hu.sbands and men by their wives, and all

the cliildren to die of the .same, not only from infec-

tion of their parent's seed, but from the comi)any of

him that was first infected." Similar observations a

have been made in every deca«le since, and yet any
general acceptan<"e of the infectiousness of ])hthisi8

never obtained until the disease was inoculated in

lower animals, tirst of all 2()(t years later by Villemin, «

18(55. The value of experimentation on the lower I
animals has never been so con(;lusively demonstrated •

as by the conlirmation thus afforded of the sijecificity

of the tuberculous virus.

It is wortli while, however, to notice the force of

the convictions of some of the clinicians from mere
bedside observations.

Before his death, nearly fifteen years ago, Budd,
one of the shrewdest clinicians who ever lived, wrote

:

"The following are the principal conclusions to
which I have been led regarding phthisis or tubercle

—

"Jurat.—That tu1)ercle is a true zymotic disease,

of specitic nature, in the same sense as tv'phoid fever,

scarlet fever, tyi)hus, syphilis, etc., are.

'^Secmul.—Tliat, Uke these diseases, tubercle never
originates spontaneously, Ijut is peri)etuated solely

by the law of continuous succession.

"T/iird.—That tbe tuberculous matter itself is (or
includes) the specitic morbific matter of the disease,

and constitutes the material by which phthisis is

propagated from one person to another, and dissemi-
nated through society.

"Fnio'lh.—That the deposits of this matter are
therefore of the nature of an eruption, and bear the
same relation to the disease, jdithisis, as the yellow
matter (the stools;, for instance, of typhoid fever.

"i'V/7//.—That by the destruction of this matter on
its issue from the body by means of jjroper chemi-
cals, or otherwise, seconded by good sanitary condi-
tions, there is reason to hope that we may eventually,
and possibly at no very distant time, rid ourselves
entirely of this fatal scourge."— 7V/t; Lojtdon Lancet,
Oct., 1867.

Dr. W. H. Webb, of Philadelphia (who enter-
tained the idea " which came into his head unbidden,
so to speak, while walking on Observatorv Hill near
Clifton, in the .second week of August, 1850 "), in a
paper, " Is Phthisis Pulmonalis Contagious, and
does it belong to the Zymotic Group ? " read before
the Sydenham Medical Coterie of that city in 1878,
quotes from Hii)pocrates, Galen, Riverius, Morton,
Van Swiet^'n, Baume, Cullen, He])erden, E. Darwin,
Goode, S. G. Morton, Bright and Addison, Laennec,
Hastings, Drake, Walshe, Copland, J. Frank, Hufe-
land, and Hildebrand, in support of this view. Dr.
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E. Hoklen, in the same year, in response to inquiries
adilressecl to 250 leadinf? physicians of the United
States, obtained from I'iG an (»xj)ression of belief in

the commnnioa])ilitv of consumption. Yet, notwitli-

standinp; this array of autliority, physicians generally
are so little convinced of the infectioiisness of tuber-
culosis as to experience and express surprise when
the statement is made anew from time to time.

What has especially i)revented the general acce])t-

ance of the infectiousness of tuberculosis is the \vide-

spread belief in the almost exclusiyely hereditary
transmission of the disease. Of this transmissibility

there is no shadoAv of doubt, but, fortunately for the
human race, heredity does not accoimt for even the
majority of cases. Because members of the same
family succumb to the disease, is not so much proof
of the influence of heredity as of contagion, for a like

implication is seen in all kinds of infectioiis disease

among individuals in close association. And it is

the observation of every practitioner of experience
that a large contingent of cases develop entirely in-

dependent of heredity. To invoke the possible ex-

istence of the disease in the remote ancestry or dis-

tant relationship is a safe refuge, of coiirse, because
no generation escapes in all its members; but such
an explanation savors too strongly of the metaphys-
ics of the middle ages to satisfy the more accxirate

demands of modern times. That phthisis is acqiiired

oftener than inherited is a fact which becomes more
patent every day.

The pathologists finally reached the same conclu-
sion in the slow evolution of their investigations. At
first eonsumijtion was an ulceration of the lungs.

Then solid masses were encountered, nodules or tu-

bercles. The nodules were observed to be of smaller

and smaller size, even down to gi-aniile«. So, Hip-
pocrates and Galen speak of ulcerations and sujj-

IDurations. Sylvius, 1640, first found tlie nodules
which he believed to be pulmonary glands. Bonnet,
1679, speaks of small tubercles which Mangetus,
1700, compared to millet-seeds. Baillie, 17i)3, dis-

tinguished tubercles from pulmonaiy glands, and
Bayle, 1810, recognized them as developed indepen-
dent of ordinary inflammations. Laennec, ISIO,

shows that the different kinds of tubercle, which
are new formations, represent different ages of the

same products. *' The recent progress of anatomy," he
says f'De I'auscultation mediate," etc., i>. 10), "has
shown that these cavities are due to the softening

and consecutive evacuation of a pdrtkidar kind of
accidenitd productinn (italics ours), to which modern
anatomists have applied especially the name of tu-

bercle, a term used in general, hitherto, for eveiy

land of tumor or abnormal protuV)erance." Boki-
tansky, 1842, like Louis before him, adopted the

view of Laennec, that tubercles are neoplasms, and are

consequently specific and, t^ui generic, a support, as

Ruehle remarks, which " seemed to at last definitely

prove the specific nature of phthisis."

Such was the prevailing doctrine regarding tuber-

culosis up to the time of Virchow, 1847. This dis-

tinguished pathologist claimed to demonstrate the

develoi)ment of tiibei-culosis from any caseous mat-

ter, and caseous matter in turn from any necrobiosis

of tissue. The view so clearly presented by Cars-

well, 1813, that consumption might result from any

ordinary inflammation was tiius reinstated, and at

the hands of Niemeyer, 1867, a clinician of the cellu-

lar pathology school, so plausibly elaborated as to set

back the specificity of tuberculosis for several decades.

According to Niemeyer a catarrhal pneumonia devel-

oping in a healthy constitutionhas its effused products

undergo fatty degeneration and absorption, with res-

olution of the disease ; but, develojiing in a so califd
"vulnerable" constitution, the inflammatory prod-
ucts undergo caseous degeneration and remain. The
disease is now known as caseous ])nenmonia (phthi-

sis). The absor])tion of the casef)us matter in turn
produces a ])eculiar blood-i)oisoning which is known
as tuberculosis. So, tuberculosis was a tertiary fac-

tor incident to the absorption of caseous matter, it-

self a secondary factor incident to a catanliul in-

flammation in a \Tilnerable constitution. These
conclusions, as consecutively j)ut as the chain of

catastrojdies in the liou.se that Jack built, jiassed

into general favor at once and were quoted on every
hand. But they were fatal to any further progress

in the domain of tuberculosis. A tuberculous pa-

tient was doomed from the start, because he had al-

ready in his original construction a " vulnerable con-
stitution," and he was hurt in the vulnerable part.

As might be well imagined, clinicians generally

could not rest content with this gloomy outlook

ui^on a disease which destroys, according to Kirsch,

two-sevenths of mankind. We may, therefore, read-

ily appreciate the thrill which was occasioned every-

where by the fii'st exjieriments of Villemin in 1865,

demonstrating that tuberciilosis, in any of its jirod-

ucts, was inoculable. Tuberculous matter intro-

duced beneath the skin of a rabbit or guinea-jng

produced tuberculosis. So-called control experi-

ments were generally instituted at the hands of

numerous obsei-vers. From these experiments it

seemed to be proven, first, that the disease thus in-

dxiced in lower animals was not the tuberculosis of

man ; second, that other noxious agents, like de-
composing meat, or even innocuous .substances, like

elder pith or india rubber, would produce the same
symptoms ; and, third, that the so-called tuberculo-

sis thiis induced was the result simply of the ab-

sorption of caseous matter produced in any way.
The death-blow seemed thiis to have been dealt to

the infection theory, and the theraj^y of tuberculosis

was left in the same deplorable state as before. It

remained now only for the pathologists, as a ques-

tion of purely scientific interest, to develop caseous
matter in the lungs. Given the caseous matter and
the problem of tuberculosis was solved. Soon it

came to be observed, however, that croupous ])neu-

monia, that is, our so-called frank pneumoniiif—in

our nomenclature lobar pneumonia—never termi-

nated in caseous degeneration. Since the publica-

tion of the remarkable paper by Juergensen, lobar

pneumonia, far from being a frank, typical inflam-

matoiy disease, has become an acute infectious dis-

ease of cyclical course, with a crisis, a typical tem-

perature curve, and a definite duration. Croupous
pneumonia had therefore to be ruled out of the eti-

ology of tuberculosis. Next it was seen that cataiThal

i:)neumonia, our lolmlar pneumonia, or sometimes our
capillary bronchitis, seldom or never furnished the de-

sired caseous matter for further infection. So it was
left then for Buhl to invent or discover a new form
of pneumonia, to wit, the desquxmative pneumonia,
whose object it was apparently to develop the case-

ous matter.
The subject of tuberculosis stood now about as fol-

lows : According to the views of the pathologists,

with Buhl at the head, phthisis or tuberculosis was a

resorptive disease. It resulted from the absorption

into the blood of caseous matter. This resorjition

might occur at any time, and when it did occur, it

was necessarily fatal in its effects. According to the

clinicians, with Niemeyer at the head, there was no
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thonipy for t)ie diseoae beyond a general buiUIiu^ up
of tlu« hoilv, in«>liu1iu({ ever^'tliinK tliat iH mcai.t by
a umro jxTlVct li_vf,'iciH'. iJad uir luul biul food, Imd
s«>waK'', oviTiTowdiiig, any ilffci-tivo li\>fit'iu', luight

niusi' tlio ilistni.st', ami the only hope fur niuukind
luy ill siiiiitation.

Si) i)lithi.si.s w.is u disease without u tluTajiy. Symp-
toms mi^lit lip mot ayd prostration relicMil for the

time beinj^, but there was no future for the vietim of

the disease. True, elinic-ians had oceasioually ob-

served that most individuals recover from the dis-

ease ; that post-njortem examinations ui)on individu-

als dead from other alH>etions, or killed by aeeideut,

showed the presence of eiieysted or dej^enerated tu-

bereles at the apiees of tlie lungs, sometimes iinsus-

l)eeted durinijj life ; that it was excejitional, in fact,

to liiid lungs free from nil tiibereulons deposit. The
view now began to prevail that phthisis was a self-

limited disea.se ; it might run a detinite course, of

indelinite duration, and then be expelled from the

body, provided the body could be in the mean time
sustained.

Some inexplicable cases of basilar meningitis be-

gan to be observed. For the mo.st part, hrain tuber-

culosis had been considered as a tyj)ical illu.stratiou

of tlie heredity of the disease. In every case, or in

eveiy suspeoted case, the practitioner would make
anxious iutpiiry reg.irding ancestral ])hthisis. But
cases were encountered where no such antecedence
ajipeared. Thus, Reid reported ten cases in the

JWIin. Woch'^nsrhri/l, Sopt. 18. 1878, to all of which
the disease had been clearly communicated by a

phthisical midwife, who subsequently died of the

disease, and in none of which could there be traced

any history of hereditary phthisis. Tubercular men-
ingitis, like bone tuberculosis, had hitherto been re-

garded as an invincible argument against any recep-

tion of the disease from without, and the occurrence
of cases of either among individuals free of its in-

heritance con.stituted a stumbling block in the pa-

thology of the disease, which could only be sur-

mounted by the theory that tubercidosis might residt

from any ordinary catarrhal or traumatic inflamma-
tion. A little later came the observation of Tappeiuor,

to the etfoct tliat dogs shut up in a box whose air

was impregn.xted with atomized phthisical sputa,

inevitably died of the disease. Jacobi had long ago
repoj-ted the case of a dog who had died of tubercu-

losis from eating the sputa of his phthisical master,

and occasional cases of like import have found
their way into medical journals from time to time
since, the last in a recent number of the British

Medical Journid. Here was now a new insight

into the nature of tuberculosis. Cohnheim and
.Solomonsen now made their famous experiments
U2J0U rabbits, and found that tuberculous matter

introduced into the eye or otlier organ invariably

])rodueed first local and afterward general tuber-

culosis, and that tuberculosis could be produced
in no other way. What made these experiments e.s-

l)ecially valuable was the fact that they were under-
taken in the spirit of scejiticism. For Cohnheim was
himself the most authoritative opponent of the sjie-

cificity of tiiberculous virus when the theory was
first ]>romulgated by Villemin. Cohnheim found
that the introduction of the smallest particle of tu-

berculous matter through a lineal incision into the

eye of a rabbit was followed, alter a ])eriod of incu-

bation of about six weeks, by an erujjtion ui)on the

iris of minute nodules " which increase to a certain

size, and then undergo caseous degeneration, to be
lollowed, in turn, in the course of months, by a more

or leHs general tuberculosis of the lungs, peritoneum,
and various otlier organs." Cohnheim is so convinced
of the inoculaltilily of tlio virus that he projjiiseH to

utilize it us a <iiagnostic critt-rion of tulH-rculouH

pro«luctH. We are unable, he says, to dill'erentiate

tuberculous matt<'r witli certainty in any other way.

"Neitlierthe nodular form, the histological stnic-

ture, tlu! occurrence of giant cells, cas(!ati(m, nor all

the.se circumstanc«;s tugetlier, are ab.solutely charac-

teristic of tuberculosis. 'lite utdif (d/ii(tliit(;h/ jin-fi'ct

and curttiin critinutni is the cajxtriti/ of itifevtioti." The
products of local tubercuhjsis are just as inoenlable

as thos(> of general tub(!rcnlosi8, hence the di.sea.so

process is essentially tlie same. Phthisis pulmona-
lis is a local tuberciilo.si.s. The ingestion of its jno-

ducts, or the ingestion of tuben-uhjus virus with the

food, as in the milk of tuberculous cows, begets in-

testinal tuberculosis. Scrofula is a more or less lo-

cal tuberculosis, the virus being still confineil to

the lymi)h gliJids in the vicinity of the ])IacQ of its

absorption. The caseous swellings of the cervical

lymph-glands are tlius ex])lained. According to

Weigeit, the virus may reach the brain by inspira-

tion through the cribriform jilate of the ethmoid
bone, and thus induce basilar meningitis first. Pri-

niaiy b(me and joint tuberculosis i)resuj)pose the

existence of tla; virus in the blood, and the extrava-

sation of it in greater quantity at the alfected regions.

The implication of the jnilmonary veins or thoracic

duct—conditions encountered in iiost-mortem exam-
inations of such eases—lead to a profuse inundation
of the juicy organs with tuberculous virus, and ac-

coimt for the cases of raj>id and universal dissemina-
tion, the cases of so-called acute miliary tul)erculosi8.

The whole question of the contagion of con.sumijtion,

i. e., of the specificity of the tuberculous virus, hinges
upon its inoculability, and of this capability there
is now scarcely room for doubt. Harnsell (Graefe's

Archir., 25, jjart iv., bS7!J) mentions cases of tuber-
culosis iridis, as rejjorted by Perls, Manfredi, Koester,
Leber, Samelsohn, Sattler, and Angelucci, and adds
three cases from his own (Gottingeu) clinic. He thus
establishes the fact of infection of the iiis. After
mentioning the ex])eriment3 of others in direct and
indirect inoculation of the eye with tul>erculoiis mat-
ter, the author then proceeds to detaU his own. He
found that the insertion of tuberculous matt€>r into
the anterior chamber of the eye invariably inoculated
the iris. The cornea and conjunctiva, moreover,
could be inoculated diiectly, and in all cases the
tubereuhms matter inserted "disappeared by the
third day, and after from fifteen to twenty-thi-ee days
of incubation tuberculous collections showed them-
selves."

The fact that these collections or masses were tuber-
cular was proven after the method of the chemists in
recognition of the action of a i>oison, that is, by in-

sertion into the bodies of other animals. Particles
or portions were put into the abdominal cavities of
dogs and guinea-i)igs. The dogs died of sujiijurative

I)eritonitis. The guinea-pigs were kept under obser-
vation for three months and then killed, when "all
the internal organs and tlie skin were found, with-
out exception, t ) be filled with deposits of miliary
tubercles." (Cohnheim tried in vain to excite tuber-
cles in the iiis " by introducing into the anterior
chamber portions of non-tuberculous animal tissues

of the most varied kind," and Harnsell failed to inoc-
ulate tubercidosis with fresh trachomatous matter.
"On the other hand, the tuberculous matter used,
when introduced into the peritoneal cavity, excited,

in turn, general tuberculosis of all the organs."
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" So 171 tuhercu/(/siii," as Cohnheim concludes,
!

*^ ereri/tldng depends iqi'in tlie rirmt. ]Ve discorer at
\

all poiids the closest andlogies hetireen tidiercidosis and
si/pkilis. Both require, dboce <cll things, infeetio)i,

^

triatsinissihilili/ of the diseasefrom person to person."

This comparison between tuberculosis and syph-
ilis is exceedingly happy. The contluct of no other
infectious disease so closely resembles that of tuber-

i

culosis, or so completely clears ujj the perj)lexities

which beset the disease. To compare tubt>rculosis
j

with small-pox, for instance, would be fatal to our
.

understanding of either, while tuberculosis and syi)h- ;

ilis present so many analogies as to have even led

some pathologists to regard one as a form or a product
;

of the other, a concejjtiou which is, of course, radi-
j

cally wrong. i

Tuberculosis, like syphilis, depends then upon a

specific virus which must reach a mucous membi-ane
\

or a broken surface, to be absorbed and induce the
|

disease. Laeuuec was convinced that he had in-
j

oculated himself once with tuberculosis, just as

many an unfortunate practitioner has since inocii-

lated himself with syphilis, by a wound from a saw I

in making a post-mortem examination ;ipon a phthis-

ical patient. But more fortunate than they, he sue-
,

ceeded in destroying the tuberculous nodule at the ,

start with the butter of antimony.
;

Syphilis, for the most i)art, reaches tlie body
through the organs of generation, while tuberculosis

is breathed, for the most purt, into the lungs, or is

swallowed with food, as Avith milk, the most frequent
cause of tuberculosis in childhood.
The tu-st symjjtoms of each affection are local ; in

syi^hilis, at the genital organs, in tulierculosis, at the

lungs or in the intestinal canal^ From the point of

absorption the disease next invades the lymph glauds
in the nearest vicinity ; in syphilis, the glauds in

the groin, in tuberculosis, the bronchial and mesen-
teric glands. Passiug these glands, or being ab-

sorbed into the blood, both diseases become general.

Both diseases maybe transmitted by heredity, and
both diseases, thus transmitted, may lie latent for a

time, for a longer time in tuberculosis, to develop
at a later period. During the latent stages, both
diseases impair the processes of nutrition, and de-

form the development of the body. The victim

of latent syphilis has notched teeth, falling hair, de-

rangements of digestion, etc. The victim of tuber-

culosis shows the aspect of scrofula, or has the

sunken, elongated chest, ossified ribs, the thorax

paralytica ; he has also clubbed fingers, and the

other well known signs which constitute the phthisi-

cal habitus. This habitus is therefore an effect and
not an inviting cause of the disease. An individual

thus affected is said to have the tuberculous dia-

thesis, just as an individual once syphilized has the

syphilitic diathesis. Either disease may manifest

itself in its well known symptoms at any time. But
latent or manifest, the disease is present, just the

same, all the time.

There is, then, no such thing as a predisposition to

either disease. Either a man has syx^hilis or he has

it not. Either a man has tuberculosis or he has it

not. One man is not more predisposed to either

disease than another. Syphilis affects one individual

more than another, because its vinis finds a better

lodgment upon his mucous membranes. Tubercu-

losis finds also, fortuitously, a better nidus in one

case than another. The virus of tuberculosis is

lodged in one case and not coughed up, just as in

syjihiUs the virus is secreted and not washed off.

Both diseases may disappear from the body en-

tirely, and a ])erfect cure may result, but it is im-

possible to state when such compkite eradication

has taken place. In syi)hilis the cai)ability of ro-

inocnlation furnishes the oidy delinite information

in tills regard, a method of trial not so likely to be

undertaken in tul)('rculosis. As a rule, however,

neither dist'ase does disappear from tlie body entire-

ly. What Eournier said of .syjjhilis is true also of

tuberculosis, viz., that the diathesis is a period of

health interrujjted by explosions of the disease.

Cazenave said long ago that one docs not recover

from the syphilitic diathesis, but lives with it as with

the lymphatic temperament, and an older writer ob-

served that syphilis strikes with its victims " a trace

oftener than a peace."

Both diseases may, and for the most part do leave

in the body centres of future infection. From any

chancre, ])iaque, gumma, or other deposit of syphilis,

reabsorption may take i^lace at any time, and rein-

fection with syphilis, or, better, reapi)earance of ex-

ternal signs. So, from any caseous nodule wherein

the tuberculous vu-us is locked up in temporary inno-

cence, absorption may take place under favoring cir-

cumstances and a new outl)reak of tuberculous

symptoms api^ear, the quantity of the virus thus set

free, determining to great extent, perhaps, the viru-

lence of the symptoms. While the viras is thus lucked

up the disease is latent, when set free, it is manifest.

While it is true, therefore, of both diseases that

they may be inherited, that is, that both syijhilis and
tuberculosis may affect the ova and spermatozoids as

well as evei-y other organ and tissue of the body, it

is also true of both diseases that they are in the vast

majority of eases not inherited, biit actpiired. A
th )rough sifting of the cases will show this state-

meat to be as notoriously true of tuberculosis as of

syphilis. So soon as the inoculability of tuberculosis

is established, the fact is also estabhshed that the

disease is acquired oftener than inherited.

With the general recognition of these views, we
shall cease to hear of bad air and bad sanitation as

direct factors in the disease. The writer of this arti-

cle once went so far as to develop tuberculosis from

depressing mental emotions. Bad air, food or drink,

are productive of tuberculosis only when they contain

the virus of the disease. In other respects they are

no worse for tuberculosis than for any other disease.

Drinking water contaminated with sewage does not

produce typhoid fever unless the sewage contain the

typhoid germ. So, contaminated air is productive of

tuberculosis only when a cause of its contamination

is tuberculous Virus. Drs. Cotton and Edwards, of

the Brompton Hospital for Consumptives, object to

the contagiousness of consumption on the gromid

that but one nurse and one servant died of phthisis

in that institution in a period of twenty-one years.

Dr. Cotton went so far as to say that " a residence in

the consumptive hospital and long continued work-

ing in its wards is a very good way, indeed, 7iot to

catch the c//.s«a.se. " It must be remembered, however,

that few institutions were in such perfect sanitation,

especially as regards ventilation, as Brompton Hos-

pital. Anyhow, the statement does not count for

much else than to show how close an association is

necessary to contract the disease. For the same ob-

i

servation has been made with reference to typhoid

i fever, an infectious disease beyond a doubt. Lieber-

i

meister states that up to the year IHGo he had never

j

seen in the hospitals which he visited (Greifswald,

Berlin, Tiibingen), "a single hospital patient, jjhy-

sician or nurse, attacked with tyi)hoid fever, although

I
such cases are placed in the general wards. And the
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Rftmo nnthor (piotes from >riirrhis(tn to tho effect

thiit "(lurinj^a jwrioil ol' fonrUNMi nnd a Imlf ycnra

in the Lon.loii Fevcr Hospital, 2.."»<m; jmtients were
treated with typhoid fever, and diiriiif^ that time
only ei^lit eases orij^finated in tlie hnsjiital."

The specitieity oi tlie taherenlous virns is de-

termined in a lii^her sohool, and l>y means more in

aecord with tlie i>rincij>les of science tliaii clinical

oliservation. And the recoijnition of it clears the

tielil for i>roj)liylaxis and opens jip a new and more
promising outlook for the therapy of the disease.

CONVERGENT SQUINT.

Cause, Re-sclts, and Treatment.

Bt C. a. BUCKLIN, M.D.,
erRGKOM TO THE SIEW TOHK EVE, BAR, A!«D TIIltOAT ISSTITCTR.

(Continued from tliu Mrdical Urcorp, No. 21, V.<l. xvii.)

The cause of " 77 i)er cent." (Donders) of all cases of

converojent 8(piint has been explained. W'n will now
give our attention to cases of sijiiint where retractive

errors are not the cause, then j)ass to cases of cou-

rei-ffeut sipiint which are sometimes associated with,

and dependent upon, myopia (uear-si^ditcdness). A
person who, from an injury or other cause, h ;s one
muscle inriamed and contracted ibo the vision good
or had) presents the same muscular condition as one
who has simple hyperopic sijuint.

In the first case, the contraction of the muscle de-

viates the eye when at rest. If the muscle .still pre-

serves its natural cojitractility, the normal amount of

inervation necessary to produce the usual accommoda-
tion and associated convergence for near objects will

increase the deviation of the eye inward exactly as in

hyperopic squint.

In hyperopic s(piint the eye is deviated inward at

first by an abnoi'mal inervation of the internal rectus

for the puri)ose of obtaining distinct \ision in the

fellow eye, as already described.

In the other case, the increased deviation of the

squinting eye has no effect on the amount of accom-
modation in the fixing eye, or. on the other hand, the

amount of accommodation required in the tixing eye

would not necessitate any deviation in the other eye
were the muscle not contracted, which is an impor-

tant fact and will be considered under proynosis and
irentment.

The majority of blind eyes (although having no in-

centive to tix upon the observed object) do not wan-
der or deviate from their normal position. Should
such an eye have one abnormally powerful m^^scle,

I do not think it strangr or especially interesting if

the eye .should wander from its uormal jjosition in

the ilirection of this muscle.

It cannot be denied that a muscle during a con-

vulsion may become thoroughly contracted and re-

main so permanently. No other cause is found for

the strabismus, and the history positively states that

the eye became turned during a convulsion. If these

cases exist they aiv? very rare, and it is somewhat
difficult to prove that there is not another element in

the case which caused the squint. The accommoda-
tion having been reduced from sickness, it is urged
that during the convulsion the child discovered for

the lii-st time the advantage derived from strongly

converging one eye, and therefore continued to sqiiint.

I think, however, that I have seen cases where sim-

ple contraction of the muscle during a convulsion
caused the squint.

Another rather rare but interesting cause of mjnint

is ex])lained by tin- foiidwing (uise.

A young man was brought t<j mo to be o])erated

on fur stnibiHuius, who showed this interesting pecu-
liarity. He was highly astigmatic and hyjx'rojjic.

The vertical curve (if his cornea was normal, while
the hori/.ontal curve was too Hat. His father said

he could not make out a live-dollar bill witlwmt
rolling the right eye strongly t«)ward the nose ; then,

holding the bill straight in front of him, he would be
uncertain of its denomination till he carried it far to

one side. He overcame the «litliculties of having a
short eye by strong convergence. He increas<'d the
refracting ]>ower of \\\o. hori/.ontal meridian of his left

eye, by looking ui)li(piely through the lens. How
tins is brought about will be .seen by looking
obliquely through a magnifying-glass. Tlie ten-

dency of the eyes to deviate vanished as soon as a
gla.ss was given with which he could see witliout

going thnnigh this mano-UM-e. Several, without
any idea as to the cau.se of this peculiarity, were
anxious to o])erate on it.

Myopia (shoi-t-sightt'tlness) is supposed generally

to be connected with strabismus divergens. But it

not unfrequently happens that the highest degrees of

strabismus convergens are found in myopic persons.

I have observed this condition five times in my
private ])ractice iluring the i)ast year. While, on
the other hand, during a somewhat extensive clini-

cal experience, I never was fortunate enough to ^ee
a case of the kind. Horner, of Ziirich, told of a
case he had observed, which had been treated at

Guy's Hospital, London, for six months with iodide
of potassium, as a ca.se of paralytic squint.

This exi)lains win* there is so much variance of

opinion as to the frequency of this form of squint.

As there is no satisfactory- literature upon myopic
sqiiint, you wiU excuse me for oniitting what I con-
sider to be unsatisfactory reasoning, and detailing a
few interesting cases. AVe will exclude all cases where
con\-ulsions could have been the starting-point of
cortical cataract, and at the same time produced a
contraction of the internal rectiis, and also all cases
where inflammatory action could have affected the
muscles. We will simply try to demonstrate that
there are high degices of convergent strabismus ex-

isting in myopic persons, who never would have had
it had they not been myopic.

Graeie descrilied a form of strabismxis convergens
caused by the far point of distinct vision being so
near that the constant efforts to produce tlie veces-

sary amrn-fjt^ice led to an abnormal development
of the internal rectii muscles. At all distances be-
tween six and twelve inches both eyes were directed
at the object. As the object was removed beyond
this distance there was doixble vision, and one eye
then deviated inward. Mauthner says he never has
observed a case of the kind, but has seen strabismus
convergens where one eye was normal and only the
deviating eye was iie<ir-si[/f/te,i, but he also adds it

was amblyopic, therefore the connection between
strabismus and myopia is not clear to him. I have
never seen a case like his, and I doubt veiy much,
from his descrijjtion of the case, if there were any
connection between the myopia and the squint. If
there was a connection in his case between the myo-
pia and the squint, I am sure there is no man in the
world to whom this connection is clear.

He says the eye is myopic and amblyopic. I am
therefore inclined to believe that the eye wanders in
the direction of an unusually powerful muscle as a
result of its amblyopia, or Las been drawn over by
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inflammatory shortening of the muscle. Some will

say it deviated as the result of "inechnnical" causes,

the gradual lengthening of the globe resulting from
the myopia.
The following family history is, however, sufficient

to make one look upon the theory of mechanical
causes resulting from a lengthening of the globe
with mistrast

:

The fatluu- is far-sighted, and has been operated
upon in both eyes for strabismus couvergens. The
mother has myojjia | ; does not squint, and has
hardly a normal amount of mobility in the direction

of tlie internal roctii.

The first child is eighteen months old, has about
the same amount of myopia, and has strong conver-

gent squint. The internal muscles of both eyes are

shortened, and their inward mobility is greatly in-

creased. He can direct both eyes at a given near
point. If this point is removed, he fixes upon it

with either eye. The convergence, as a matter of

course, increases in the deviating eye in the same
proportion as it decreases in the fixing eye. When
the observed object is brought nearer than a certain

point, the eye with the greatest convergence ap-

l^ears to be the fixing eye, which never is the case in

any other form of strabismus. This case corresponds
well with Graefe's description. He says, however,
that beyond a certain point objects were seen double.

Owing to this child's age, I acknowledge my inability

to say whether he sees double or not. Judging
from the statement of an adult who was in exactly

the above " fix " and did not see double, I doubt his

seeing double.
The second child is nine months of age ; very my-

opic in the right eye ; less so in the left. Eight eye
converges decidedly ; left eye only slightly. There
is a point where both eyes fix. Beyond this point

she fixes with the left, and nearer than this point she
fixes with right eye. As she is only nine months
old, she cannot answ* questions regarding double
\asion, and I cannot answer them for her.

These questions very naturally follow : If the

mother is as near-sighted as the children, why don't

she squint? "What is discoverable in the children

that is not found in the mother? The mother was
myoi^ic from earliest childhood. The mobility of lier

eyes inward is rather less than it should be. Her in-

ternal recti have never been sufficiently strong to tevtpt

her to try and converge for objects two inches dis-

tant. She has not learned to exclude one eye by
turning the head and cutting it off with the nose

;

neither has she learned to close one eye when she

observes near objects. We must therefore conclude
that she converges both eyes at the nearest conve-

nient distance, and contents herself with seeing ob-

jects through circles of diffusion or indistinctly.

The point at which she observes an object is farther

away than her far point of distinct vision. The chil-

dren have extensive mobility of both eyes inward.

They are provided with muscles which are suffi-

ciently powerful to enable them to converge for the

point where they see most distinctly. By bringing

these muscles into constant use they have become
hypertrophied, and they can no longer relax them
sufficiently when the eyes are at rest to allow the

optical axes to become parallel.

There is no uniisual lengthening of the globes of

the children's eyes as comi^ared ^nth the mothers. I

think this factor has been given a much more impor-

tant place, than it deserves, in the production of stra-

bismus iu myopic subjects. A aqxint due to paral-

ysis of one of the recti muscles presents (so long as

the paralysis is present) a very different picture from
any forui of squint caused by contraction, liypeitro-

l)hy, or sliortening of one of the recti muscles. The
patient either sees double or gives a history of having
seen double for a long time.

In convergent f-tral)ismu3 due to the shortening or

contracting of a mus<>le, you do not get any history

of double vision. If one eye " fixes " ujwn a dis-

tant object, the other eye has a given convergence.

If the observing eye be covered, the converging eye
will assume a normal jiositiou, will fix U])on the ob-

ject, and the covered eye wiU make a corresponding
convergence.

This is not the case in paralytic Kqvint. When the
fixing eye is covered, tlie scpiinting eye does not

assume its normal position, and the fixing eye does
not make a corresponding convergence.

In cases of paralytic squint the same conditions

may finally exist which are found in simple stjuint.

The paralyzed muscle may nearly recover from its

paralysis, so that there is only a slight preponderance
of the internal over the exteriial muscle. When tliese

conditions are developed, this form of squint may be
operated with the same advantage as simple squint

But if one ojierates while paralysis is present, he wi 1

only do harm.
There stiU remains a possible form of squint. If

the visual sj^ot should, during development of the

eye, become situate unTisually near the nasal side or

on the nasal side of the opti(! nerve, it is plain to see

that the eye must converge before it can fix upon a

distant object. Graefe reports a case of the kind
Archiv fur Ophthalmolngie, Band I., Abth. I., p. 43.5).

I never have seen a case of the kind, and never

have seen any one who had. However, should con-

vergent squint dej^end upon incongruence of the re-

tinas, it is easily diagnosed. Cover the eye which is

apparently the fixing one. If paralysis is not present

and the other eye does not assume a normal jiosition

when obsen-ing a distant object, asymmetry of devel-

opment or incongruence of the retinas miist be pres-

ent. That being pre.'^ent, ojieration is out of the

question, as double vision would immediately fol-

low if any change in the relative position of the eyes

were attained.

Having considered the causes of squint from a

purely mechanical stand-point, we will next consider

it from a purely clinical point under the head of Re-
sults, Pro(/)i()sis, (111(1 Trcdtment.

247 East Fiftieth Street.

(To he continued.)

Coi~rections of ei-rors in Kecokd, No. 21, vol. XA^i.

—Conditions removed which prevent (not present)

squint. Anterio-posterior (not anterior jiosterior)

diameter.

A Spray of PERCHiiORiDE of Iron in Epistaxis ia

recommended c? often avoiding the necessity of

1
plugging the nares.

! ANTE-CoLFsnuAN ExisTENC-E OF Stphilts. — Dr.

Gustav Briihl, of Cincinnati, has lately presented
i some new evidence of the ante-Columbian existence

I

of syphilis in America. It consists in the discovery
i among old Mexican manuscripts of certain epithets

I
which were ajiplied to the Mexican deities. Thus

j

one of them is called Tepeu, or syphilitic. Another
I god was called El Buboso, or the syphilitic. Dr.

;

BrlUil thinks also that he has discovered evidence of

syi)hLlis in prehistoric bones.
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Ufports of Cjoopitnlo.

CHAMBERS STRKET HOSPITAL, N. V.

Repobw of Practice and Pecumaiuties of Theat-
MENT.

Service of Du. W. T. IU'LL.
Rp)V)rU«d bT Quo. E. MoonK, M.I)., Hmi-ic t^iirtfcHin.

DISLOCATION BACKWARD OF LEFT CARITS.

A HEvvr weii^ht fell on P. M 's w-rist, which was
on the prronnd. Tlie deformity was marked, and jiist

the nnerso of the "silver fork" of CoUes, tliere

l)eiag a marked swelling; over th(> anterior lower snr-

face oi the forearnj at the situation of the lower end
of the radius. The liand was much displaced to the
ulnar side, the dej)re.ssion beinj? on tlie ])o.st(!rior

surface of the forearm. All voluntary' uiov»>meut8 at i

wrist were abrt>p:ated. Manipulation showed that the
the lower articular end of the radius was tirm on the
shaft ; all its prominences could be majjped out.

The lower end of the ulna could not be felt, owing
to displacement of the hand. No crepitus on local

mobility ; on the contrary, the joint was .stilT. After
[

reduction of the dislocation, the landmarks about
|

the wrist were all in a normal relation to eacdi other
and all ])erfectly tirm.

Under ether the hand was carried well backward
and then brought rapidly forward, while tirm trac-

tion was made. This reduced the dislocation, and
ithere was no tendency to reproduction.

Recovery rapid ; in twenty days a slight stiffness

at the wrist was the only reiiiain.s of the accident.

SKIN-ORAFTIXG.

T. B , a!t. 32, ai)plied for treatment February
13, 1879, sulfering from erysipelas of tlie leg and foot

thirteen days old. The disease rapidly advanced,
and by the middle of March the destructive clianges

denuded the leg of its superticial structures from
the malleoli below on each side to the patella above,
the entire circumference of the leg being deprived of

covering. From the lateral aspect of this raw sur-

face a long strip of granulations ran up to the greater
trochanter of the femur, the site of a sinus which had
been split up. At this time the jiatieut's genei-al

condition was very l)ad, and it was not until about
the first of April that the granulating surface was in

good enough condition to promise success from graft-

ing. From this time skin-graftmg was regularly per-
formed up to the middle of September, and on Octo-
ber Ist the skin had completely covered the leg and
thigh, 1,200 and odd gi-afts being used. The largest
number planted at any one time being 228, and the
smallest 5.

The grafting was commenced from above dowTi-
ward along the anterior surface of the tibia. On May
»16th there was a strip of new skin one inch wide
which united the skin at the patella with that over
the ankle. Grafts were planted on each side so as to

siu-round the leg. June 17th the strip was six inches
wide. July 13th all of the outer, anterior and inner
surfaces of the leg were covered with new skin, except-
ing two circular oj^enings one inch in diameter on
the inner surface. This left a narrow striji on the
posterior surface of leg one and a half inch Viroad

and ten inches long, all that remained of the former
large granulating surface. October 1st found the en-
tire surface covered with new skin—six months after

the grafting was first commenced. On November 15th
the jjatient was dischai'ged cui'ed.

The grafts were taken by picking up the RU])erfi-

cial skin, down to and including tlic pai)i]larj' layer,

so as just to show ilottings of blood on the i)oint of

a lialfcurved needle, and sni]ii)ing itottwitli sharp
scis-Hors. Size of graft about as larg«! as tlie head of a
two-inch pin. Tht» raw surface of the graft was lai<l on
thegranidating surface ami covered with rubber tissue

diiiju'd in solution of thymol, of which the dressing
consisted.

A uumlter of the grafts were taken from iiatients

in tlie hospital, some being fi-om a colf)red man, and
it was found that these at first lost color, then grew
darker again, but finally lost all pigment. Grafts

were taken from amjJTitated arms and legs as long as

four hours after oj»eration, and invariably took well.

Two hundred and twenty-eight were taken from a leg

amputated for compound fracture, and of these only
five did not take.

The gi'afts had a wonderfully stimulating eflfect

upon the edges, wliich, when sluggish, would, vmder
their infiuence, spring uj) to a new life.

The grafts ai)i)arently grew from a proliferation of

their own cells, as seen in tiie black gi-afts mentioned
above in which the black patches actually grew
longer. The grafts near the edges grew mo.st rapid-

ly ; each graft has a maximum of growth, usually
about the size of a five-cent .silver juece, then the
edges grew sluggish and ceased to advance. The
new skin has very little tendency to contraction as
usually seen in cicatrices.

FRACTURE OF POSTERIOR LIP OF THE ARTICULAR SUR-
FACE OF THE KADH'S, WITHOUT FRACTURE OF STTLOID
PROCE.SS

—

"]jarton's fracture."

That such a fracture is ever seen is doubted by so
many, the particulars of the following case may prove
of interest.

I. M , falling, struck on the palm of the hand
which was over-extended, twenty minutes before exam-
ination. At the latter time there was but slight swelling
about joint. No deformity and no ecchymosis. Volun-
tary movements at wrist painful, especially over exten-
sion point. On manipulation by grasping posterior lip

of the articular extremity of tlie radius, and making a
lateral sawing motion, a distinct mobility of a fi-agment
of bone could be felt. This was made the more api>ar-
ent by a softened condition of the tissues, due to the
contusion. The mobility was aj^preciable on an up-
and-down motion, as well as on a lateral one. The
crepitus was long and marked. There was at the
point of fracture a considerable local tenderaess. The
styloid process of the radius was normally firm, and
could be moved only with shaft of bone. Patient did
not return for treatment.

FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA AND 08 CALCIS FROM Df-
r^IKECT VIOLENCE.

While "W. B was carrying a heavy load down-
stairs he felt his knee give way. Two'vears before
he had had the same patella fractured. It united well
and caused no lameness. On examination a trans-
verse portion of the right patella was found, the upper
and larger fragment being drawn up two inches.
There was also fracture of the os calcis of same side,
the tuberosity being chipped off and drawn up by
the muscles of the calf.

7^-ea/Tn«>»/.—Adhesive straps held fragments of
both fractured bones in position. Plaster-of-Paris
splint applied at once from toes to upper part of
thigh, limb, and foot being elevated in an extended
position. Second splint three weeks later.
iJesu^.—A ligament one inch long united fragments
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of patella. Firm union in the os calcis, with consider-
able thickening about the point of fractiire. Motions
in anldo and knee perfect. Discharged thirty-seven
days after the accident, and ordered to wear posterior
splint of leather, while walking, for one month.

DISLOCATION OF BOTH HUMEKI.

A. W was seized from behind by two thieves,
his forearms being flexed, his arms being drawn up-
ward, outward, and l)ackward. On examination
a sub-coracoid dislocation of each humerus was
found. An interesting point in the examination was,
that, on each side, both before and after giving ether,
Dugas's dislocation-test jn-oved unreliable ; for, the
hand of the dislocated arm being on the oi)posite
shoulder, the elbow could easily be made to touch
chest-walls. The patient, it may be stated, was
jieither stout nor thin. Both bones had been dislo-
cated before this accident, but never at the same
time. Keductiou was easily accomplished under
ether by drawing the arm away from body to a right
angle, and then making direct pressure on the head
of the bone toward the glenoid cavity.

|Llroi3rcs3 of ilUtiical Science.

OpERATrvE Treatment of Pyo-nephbosis Calcu-
LOSA.—Dr. Petersen (Berlin, kim. Woch., April 5,

1880) reports a case of this kind, which terininated

favorably, the patient being restored to health. A
woman, thirty-mne years old, had suflfered pains in the

right hypochondriac region for about eight years.

Her appetite and digestion had remained satisfactory
;

her menstruation and other functions were not dis-

turbed. In the fall of 1877 the pains became more
severe, sometimes intense colics came on, and ab-

dominal enlargement was also noticed. Tlie urine

was generally turbid, and showed a deposit; some-
times, however, it ajipeared normal. Febrile action

•was now developed, her appetite was lost, a harassing
cough supervened, and the patient became rapidly

emaciated. Examination revealed fluctuation in right

side, and a large tumor could be distinctly palpated.

The symptoms, together with the results of examina-
tion, pointed to the right kidney as the probable seat

of the aifection. An exploratory jiunctui-e with a

hyi^odermic syringe, armed with a long canula, was
made, and a thick yellowish fluid was found. Tbe
microscope revealed epithelial cells in a condition of

fatty degeneration, crystals of uric acid, red globules,

and numerous pus-corpuscles About a quart of this

matter was then withdrawn by means of the aspira-

tor. The canula on being pushed inward came in

contact with a hard body, and the presence of renal

concretions was thus made apparent. Owing to the

unpromising sun-oundings of the patient, and the in-

ability to remove her to a hospital, a radical ojiera-

tion was deemed inadmissible. It was determined,

tlierefore, to create a fistula and then practise gradual

dilat.ition of the same. The aspiiating canula was
allowed to remain in situ, and laminaria tents of

gi'adually increasing calibre were successively intro-

duced Antiseptic precautions were employed during

all these j^rocedures. After some time the finger was
introduced through the opening, but the concretions

could not be removed by this means. With the aid

of a strong dressing-force^js, fragments of the calculus

were readily removed. This operation was repeated,

and after the renal pelvis was found to be cleared of

aU remaining debris, drainage-tubes were inserted.

and the wound irrigated witli carbolic acid solution.

Tlie subsecpient course of events was cpiite satisfac-

tory, the punilent discharge at first ve]-y profuse,
gradually grew less, the wound slowly closed, the
drainage-tubes were removed six weeks after tlie

operation, an<l the fistula was at length allowed to
heal. The urine, however, still remained turl)id, and
several weeks later some pain was again exjierieiiced.

This induced the patient to thrust a knitting-needle
into the newly formed cicatrix, and some i)us was
said to have escaped. The patient, a])in-elieiisive of
a return of the pains, insisted on keeping the fistula

artificially o|jened. Eighteen montlis have elii])sed

and she continues in good health, discharging all her
domestic duties without the slightest discomfort.

Diabetes Insipidus Treated with Ebgot.—In tl e
Jtritixh M'id. Joiirn., Dec. 25, 187.1, is recorded the
case of a man who suffered from diabetes insii)idus,

and was successfully treated with ergot, after tlie

failure of jaborandi and other remedies. Half a
drachm of the liquid extract of ergot, every tliree

hours, reduced the urine in twenty-four days from
twenty pints to a pint and a half ; increased its sjieci-

fic gi-avity from 1,002 to 1,017 ; and removed the ex-
cessive thirst and other distressing 8ymi)toms from
which he had suffered for two years. A few days ago
the reporter of the case, Dr. Mnrrell, accidentally
met the patient and was told that he had never had
a day's illness since he left the hospital, four and a
half years ago. His urine was normal in quantity
and he did not suffer from thirst. He was strong and
well in eveiT way, and able to do a good day's work.
The ergot cured him comj^letely, and Dr. Murrell
adds that it is to be regretted that this mode of treat-

ment is not more commonly emploved in these cases.— The Brit. Med. Jour., May 8, 1880.

FoLLICUIiAR AdEN(jMA OF THE CoN.TFNCTrVA.—M.
Gosselin {Gaz. des hop., April 29, 1880) describes
what is called by him a new variety of conjunctival
tumor, of benign character: A youth, IG years old,

was subject to repeated attacks of the common affec-

tion known as hordeolum. These would sometimes
end in slight suppuration, or would pass oft' by res-

olution. The formation of the tumor in question
was attributed by the patient to the prolongation of
one of these hordeola, which, failing to undergo sup-
puration, became chronic, as it were. J^or about a
year there existed an uncomfortable swelling on the
free border of the right lower eyelid. Redness and
induration also became manifest, but the tumor never
bled, and at no time presented ulcerations. It was
jiainful on pressure. It kejjt up a continual conges-
tion of the inferior lid, but never gave rise to bulbar
conjunctivitis or corneal affections. Notwithstanding
its small size, it became the occasion of considerable
discomfort. It did not present the appearance of a
conjunctival polypus, nor did it at all resemble epi-

thelioma. Sarcoma or fibrous tumor was thought
of, but the histological examination proved other-
wise. It was found to consist of the hypertroijhied
follicles of the Meibomian glands, presenting glan-
dular vesicles with heaps of epithelial cells. The
etiologA' of this follicular adenoma of the conjunctiva
appeared from its minute structure. The repeated
inflammatory attacks led to an abnormal develop-
ment of the jire-existing gland follicles, an<l quite
probably also to « their new formation. Treatment
by compression and astringent collyria was deemed
too tedious. Accordingly the projecting n a>s was
snipped oft' with curved scissors and the desired ef-

fect obtained.
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STUDYING PHTHISIS.

These are troublous times to the student who wishes

to gain clear pathological ideas on the subject of

phthisis. As regards this i>articular question, the

educational \-icis.situdes of the physician who be-

gan his studies, say, a decade ago, have been some-
thing like the following: He was probably first

brought to believe the views of Virchow and Nie-

meyer, that chronic phthisis is a scrofulous inflamma-

tion of the lung, with which tubercles might or

might not be associated. He distinguished catar-

rhal and fibroid types, according as cheesy pneumo-
nia or connective tissue proliferation predominated.

There was no such thing as chronic tuberculosis

properly so called ; and acute tuberculosis was rare-

ly a s}-nonym for acute phthisis, excejit among chil-

dren. Tubercle was put quite in the background.

Being well groimded in these \-iews, he could

scarcely escape some confusion upon learning, from
Ruehle, that clinically and i^athologically, chronic

phthisis has tliree different types, these being the

fibroid, the broncho-pneumonic and the bronchitic.

The scrofulous diathesis is at the bottom of the sec-

ond and third, and perhaps also of the fii-st ; but the

tubercle is still ignored as a primary factor. Hav-
ing mastered the distinctions of Ruehle, he turned

perhaps to Rindfleisch. Here he learned that phthi-

sis begins generally with a bi-onchitis. This, acting

upon a scrofulous system, excites a crop of tuber-

cles at the entrance to the air-vesicles, and these

form a tubercular infiltration which is the anatomi-

cal basis of the disease. The future progress is, in

part, that of a cheesy pneumonia, but the whole pro-

cess is essentially a tuberculous one, and that name
should be used.

As if to still further demoralize the investigator,

a place in Reynolds's system of medicine is given to

the views of Dr. Bennett. This acute pathologist

believes in tubercle with all his heart, but not in I

German tubercle. It is not a cellular neoplasm, but

a coagulation of the molecular bhisti'ina transuded

from the lilood. Tliis ciau.ses all the anatomical ap

pearauces found in the phthisical lungs. There is, ac-

cording to him, no such thing as cheesy pneumonia.

Very recently Professor Colinheim has announced

that tubercular i)]ithiHiH, as well as what has V>een

known as catarrhal i)hthisis, is the result of a si>e-

cific infection, the tubercular virus ; that phthisis is

closely analogous to syphilis in its pathological his-

tory. We have reached ag.iin the apotheosis of tu-

bercle, and the anxious learner is more than ever in

despair. A little more darkness is turned upon the

subject in a recent lecture by Dr. W'm. Pejjper. He.

gives us an additional form of phthisis, the croupous.

This with the tubercular, catarrhal, and fibroid, makes

four in alL It is a classification that is entirely un-

warranted and can only add to the student's per-

plexity.

We advise the student to stick to his Niemeyer

and give cod-liver oil, while waiting for the better

settlement of the pathology and classification of

phthisis.

THE PHYSICAL INJUBT TO SHOP-GIRLS.

The subject of the injury done to shop-girls by their

long hours of compulsory standing has been agitated

with some good results in Dublin, London, and

other English cities. It is an old question, and has

been often and fruitlessly discussed in New York.

There is no reason why it should be allowed to rest,

however, until some result is accomplished here,

and we therefore bring up the matter now.

There are two ways in which some reform can be

brought about as regards this form of cruelty to wo-

men. One is by appealing to the humanity of the

shopkeepers and of the ladies who shop ; the other

is by enacting a law limiting the number of hours

per day in which shop-girls shall be compelled to

stand upon their feet.

We have but little faith in the appeals to humanity.

They have been often enough made ; but " business

is business " with the heads of the houses, and indi- •

viduals must adapt themselves to the inexorable

laws of profit and loss. As for the ladies, they must
know and see every new thing.

It is possible, however, for the State to come to

the rescue and to regulate the matter by law. And
in this way alone is there hkely to be any relief ob-

tained. From various communications made to the

press in this country and England by the shop-girls

themselves we gather that they do not hope for re-

dress except in this way. In order that any legal meas-

ure may be enacteti, however, it will be necessary to

have positive statistical evidence from ijhysicians.

We cannot put the matter better than by quoting
part of a joint letter from several shop-girls to the

Kew Yofk Herald of recent date :
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" In answer to the ' Shop-Girls' Wrongs,' I would
state that an efibrt tending to ameliorate their con-

dition was made some time ago, and has not lie* n

given up, although hindered very much by the young

ladies themselves, as they are unwilling to give any

information for fear of losing their jjositions. After

considering the subject, we are convinced that the

only way to reach the root of the matter is by law.

Proprietors who are blind and deaf to the sufferings

of their own emiDloyees cannot be reached by sympa-

thy, but by law.

" In order to arrange the matter in a legal form,

it must be proved that the standing of saleswomen

for nine and a half hours is an injury to the com-

monwealth. Statistics proving the sad elTects that

have arisen from continued standing in a small space

in our own stores is the basis upon which the whole

agitation of the question dejiends. It is with the

view of obtaining such information from physicians

and saleswomen for use in preparing and advocating

the jiassage of a law remedying these evils that I

write this letter."

There are probably hundreds of physicians in this

city who could give positive evidence upon the above

points. We should be glad to have the subject dis-

cussed and to receive all the facts that might be

contributed.

This is eminently a matter for the medical profes-

sion to take up ; and if the evils are anything lilce

what it is currently believed they are, it is due that the

profession lend its help to see that they ai"e righted.

THE ASSOCIATION FOB THE PROTECTION OF THE INSANE.

At the Annual Conference of Charities and Correc-

tion, held in Cleveland a short time ago, an entire

day was given up to discussing the subject of the

care of the insane. The regular committee made its

report ujion the question, and half a dozen other

papers were read, two of them being by asylum

sui^erintendents. The general tenor of the papers

and discussions was toward a reform in many of the

methods now used in caring for the insane. The

various evils which have been pointed out from time

to time in this and other journals were acknowledged

and condemned. Suggestions of the line in which

improvements should be made were embodied in a

series of resolutions, unanimously adojited, of which

we shall j^resent an abstract hereafter.

Fiually, a national association for the protection

of the insane was organized. Such an association

has been contemplated ever since last fall. It has at

last begun an actual existence, and under promising

circumstances. It is endorsed by those who have a

scientific knowledge of the matter in hand, as well as

by those whose inteUigent and generous philanthropy

has already done so much for the unfortunates. The

society will make the question of the care of the in-

sane a national one, and will form a centre for

united and persistent action in the cause of reform.

We could M'ish that the name of the association w as

not so aggressively suggestive. It is understood that

the special object is to secure reform in the care and

treatment of the insane, not to be the palladium of

this class against rapacious superintendents. The
two points are not absolutely identical ; and it is not

necessary to antagonize the superintendents by a

pretentious nomenclature.

The ijrominence given to the subject of insanity at

the recent conference indicates how widely the belief

in its importance has extended. The conclusions

arrived at and the organization effected show that

the merits of the question are beginning to bo proj)-

erly apjireciated, and give promise of a certain im-

provement in the future.

PAPERS VERSUS DISCUSSIONS.

There has been a great deal of debate at various

times as to which is the more valuable, the papers

read before medical societies or the discussions which

they excite. The one, it has been said, gives us the

results of closer study, the other of wider expe-

rience. In the former, opinions are more Hkely

to be warped ; in the latter they may be loosely and

carelessly given.

A contribution to the settlement of this question

was recently furnished at the session of a State medi-

cal society, not a thousand miles from a Hoosier

centre. The contribution, which comes in the form

of a historical incident, occurred as follows ; The
president opened the meetings with a weU-considered

speech, in which he forcibly depicted the superior

value of discussions over papers. We will not say

whether it was a jmat hoc or a propter hoc, but at pre-

cisely thirty minutes past ten that morning, Dr. A and

Dr. B entered into a discussion, disjjensing entirely

with the hackneyed conveutionahty of a prehminary

pajDer. The discussion speedily jiassed from purely

scientific to practical, and at last to entirely personal

matters ; and it became conducted with that Marmth
of language and freedom from iJarliamentary and

grammatical restraints which occasionally animate

the interchange of thought upon the rich prairies of

the glorious West. The fact is, or it is related, that

Dr. A and Dr. B used very violent language, and fi-

nally Dr. A knocked off Dr. B's hat and then kicked

him doMTi-stairs. On motion, the matter was referred

to the Committee on Ethics.

Upon similar occasions, in other cities, wo have

known the matter to be refeiTed to the justice, and

the actors to the station-house. But this new plan

seems a better one, as it is pleasanter for the doctors

and enlarges the scope of our various Codes of

Ethics.

In this case the committee promptly rej)orted
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that Dr. A tloHorved a jmblio reprimnnd from the

])rosi(l«>nt, as liavini^ irn'roftsod tho iiittMvst, ])t>ilm|is,

but loHSfTiod the vahie of <liscus.sion. At tho iiu-

jH)int<^il time Dr. A Htpi)i)0(l jftiintily up ti) tho i)hit-

forui and Raid that ho wa.s i-eady. Ho wa.h infonnod

by tljp President that he wa.s a bad man ; not very

batl, perhaps, but bad enmiffh. The (h)ctor reeeivod

the annonnecnient with cheerfnhioss and self-jxisses-

sion. At it-s conchision he thanked tlie President

for h^ttinf.^ him otV so easily, thanked tljo society for

tho interest it hotl taken in hi.s recent j^olemieal

efforts, and in his snbsequent ethit;al condition, and

finally thanked the mayor of tho city for finini? him

BO larfTp a snm as .<"51.'2(), showincf as it did that he

was no ordinary man, and disturbed the peace in no

ordinary way.

Thus ended that particular discussion. As for tho

lit^ht it throws on tho question at issue, it tends to

fix us in the belief that discussions are, as a rule,

non-exj)ert affiiii*s, and are liable to have more of a

dramatic and personal than of .scieutitic or practical

value. And if di.scussions must constitute a promi-

nent feature of State Societies, we recommend a

closer study and a more rigid ajijdication of Cush-

ing's Manual and the Code of Medical Ethics.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stilted MeeHng, May 26, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Sattebthwaite, Pbe-sident, ik the Chair.

report of microscopicaii committee.

Dr. Peabodt presented a specimen for a candidate
for admission to the Society.

EXCISION OF astragalus.

Dr. Mason presented an astragalus which he had
removed from a man aged 57 years, who had sus-

tained in January last a compound fracture of the

tibia and tibula just above the ankle, and a disloca-

tion outward of the astragalus. The jjutient came
under the observation of Dr. Mason at the Roosevelt
Hospital on the 20th of March last. The fractures

had united, but the astragalus still remained dislo-

cated outward. Over the prominent portion of this

bone was a granulating surface two and a half inches

in circumference, through which bare bone could be
detected. The astragalus was completely turned
upon itself. The foot was entirely useless to the

man, he being unable to bear any weight upon it,

and it was in the jjosition of equino-vanis, the sole

looldng inward. The oi^eration for tlie removal of

the bone was performed on the 27th of March. The
limb was placed in a plaster-of-Paris splint and a

drainage-tube inserted. Complaining of jjain at the

end of the thii-d day, the limb was slung. At the end
of three weeks the patient was able to walk on his

crutches, and for a week before the time of the pres-

entation of his case the patient was able to get

about with a cane. After the wound was healed

there was a tendency to cvi'rsion of tin- foot. This
was couiitenictcd by nil)ber l)and8 suitably applied

to loops of adhesive plaster.

RUPTURE OF AN OLD CICATIUX OF THE (JOLON—SUD-
DEN DEATH.

Die. Ilr.iNi'.MANN presented a small j)ieceof the de-

scemling colon of a ])atient who died from shock,

within eight hours, from the rupture of an old cica-

trix. Tho ])atient, a spinstc^r, aged 40 yeai-s, was
taken ill <in the ev<Miing of May 14th with an ordi-

nary attack of diarrlwca. The discharges continued
from Friday until the Tuesday evening following,

when they ceased. On Saturday evening she became
restless, and on Sunday the 2.'{d there was a tem-
perature of 102 ' F., and a jMilse of 100. On Sunday
evening tlu^ temi)erature fell to 100° F. On Sunday
night she bec.ime a little more restless, but no other
sym])toms presented themselves. On the morning
of the 2tth Dr. H. saw the patient. The jmlse was
then 140, and she was somewhat delirious. At noon I
the countenance had changed com])letely ; the ^

features wej-e pinched, the pulse was IGO, and the
respiration ^i'^. At 4 r.M. the ])atient was somewhat
more delirious, but still rational, and within one
hour afterward she lost consciousness. She con-
tinued to Hink, and died at half-past eight.

On Monday moniing the symptoms looked like

those belonging to masked t^'phoid, in which the
rupture of an intestinal ulceration had occurred.

At the autopsy, Peyer's patches were found to be
slightly swollen, the solitary follicles a little en-
larged, but there was no enlargement of the mesen-
teiic glands.

In the descending colon there w-ere cicatrices of
old ulcerations. In many places the miicous and
muscular coats were destroyed, leaving only the
peritoneal. In the middle third of the descending
colon there was a ]iatch the size of a three-cent
silver piece, and another the size of a ten-cent sil-

ver piece, both of which had rujitured into tlie peri-

toneal ca\'ity. The peritoneal cavity itself was
empty.
The interest in the case centered in the fact that

the patient died from a rupture of an old cicatrix,

and that the accident was entirely unconnected with
the last illness. The patient had during her lifetime

suffered many times from attacks of diarrhoea ; in
fact, she had. according to her own statement,
learned to look upon her bowels as her weak part.

Dr. A. Clark, who had seen the case in consultation,

and who had diagnosticated the condition, informed
Dr. H. that he (Dr. C.) had seen a similar case last

November, in which also the symjitoms of collapse
came on quite suddenly. In that instance, also, a
diagnosis of rupture of intestine was made before
death.

FIBRO-CYSTIC tumor of VELUM PENDULUM PALATI.

Dr. Alfred C. Post presented a tumor removed
from the soft i>alate, with the following history :

Margaret Cadwell, set. 4.j ; admitted into Presby-
terian Hospital May 20, ISSO, with a tumor occu-

j

pying the right half of the velum palati. She had
only noticed it about a month before her admission.

I

It was not painful, and it did not give rise to anr
:

serious inconvenience. She attributed it to the

\

irritation arising from false teeth. Before the oper-

;

ation I did not come to any definite conclusion as

I

to the benign or tnalignant character of the morbid
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growth. I operated on the '22(1 of May, being pre-
pared to make a free use of the Pac^quelin cauterv,

if I had found the tumor firmly adherent to tlu^

vehim in whieli it was imbedded. The patient Ixiiig

etherized, I prieil the mouth widely oi)en, and made
a free incision through the buccal mucous mem-
brane covering the interior surface of the tumor.
I ascertaineil at oaco that the tumor was loosely

attached, and I succeeded, without difficulty, with
the aid of a blunt tissue-separator, in enucleating
it. The tumor was of a firm texture, apparently
composed of fibrous tissue, with a .small cyst of the
size of a pea at .one extremity. The length of the
tumor was about four centimetres, and its breadth
about three centimetres. I believe that tumors
originating in the velum are of rare occurrence.

Dr. Post also exMbited a specimen of

ENORMOUS EXL.IBGEMENT OP THE UPPER END OF THE
TIBIA,

with the following history :

Frederick Lenckel, jet. 25. Admitted into the
Presbyterian Hospital Nov. 13, 1879. He had had

|

disease of the upper end of the tibia for eight or

nine years. On the 15th of November I removed
a large amount of soft bony tissue infiltrated with
pus, and soon after that date reported the case to

the Society.

Since that time, the large cavity which was left in

the bone has diminished in size, being partly filled

with healthy granulations. But the patient has, for

many months, been confined to his bed, his knee is

flexed at an angle of about 140'', and his general
health is delicate. He has a protracted cough, with
a certain aaiount of dulness on percussion beneath
the clavicle, and the expiratory murmur is prolonged.
Under these circumstances I called a consultation

of the surgeons of the hospital, and it was decided
that the limb should be amputated. I performed
the operation May 25th. I ami^utated at the knee-

joint, making an oval incision, descending much
lower at the posterior part of the liml:) than at

the anterior. I was induced to oi:)erate in tliis

manner by the fact that there was no healthy in-

tegument in front, extending much below the up-
per extremity of the tibia. Having dissected U2} the

integument, I opened the joint, divided the crucial

and lateral ligaments, and severed the leg from the

thigh. Tliere was some difficulty in accomplisliing

this jjart of the operation, owing to the very limited

mobility of the knee, and to abnormal osseous de-

posits in the fibrous tissues. An unusual number
of vessels required to be tied. The wound was then

thoroughly washed with a carbolic lotion, 1 to 20.

A long drainage-tube was then inserted across the

limb, behind the condyles of the femur, having

several large eyes within the limits of the wound,
and the edges of the integument were accurately

adjusted by numerous fine sutures. Three layers of

carbolized gauze were then apj^lied over the stump,

perforated to allow the transit of the two ends of

the drainage-tube, and a gauze roller was ajiplied

over the whole, allowing both ends of the drainage-

tube to project two or three inches beyond tiie

dressings. Carbolic lotion, 1 to 40, was then inject-

ed with a syringe through the tube, until it came
out clear. This injection was directed to be re-

peated three times a day. The dressing of the

stump was in accordance with the admirable mevhod
suggested by Prof. T. M. Markoe, and described by

him as " thi-ough drainage."

EPITHELIOMA 01^ CHEEK—"EXTIRPATION—VERY EXTEN-
SIVE PLASTKJ OPERATION.

Dr. Post also presented a sj)ocimen of epithelioma

of the cheek, with drawings and diagrams, and with
the following history

:

Michael Kerns, set. 61. Admitted into the Presby-
terian Hospital May 18, 1880. He had an extensive

epithelioma of the left cheek, extending from the

ala nasi to the border of the masstiter muscle, and
from the lower lid down to a horizontal line midway
between the nostril and the angle of the mouth. The
jiatient first noticed a tumor on the cheek tliree

years ago. The surface has l)cen ulcerated during
the last nine months. I removed the diseased mass
on the 15th of May. The patient having had a hypo-
dermic injection of mori>hia, and being etherized,

I removed a square flap of integument about six cen-

timetres in diameter, including the disease, and ex-

tended the vertical incisions down to the base of the

jaw, thus forming a large flaj) to cover the denuded
parts. I then dissected up tlie flap from the subja-

cent parts, and curved the incisions below and behind
the base of the jaw, toward the lobe of the ear, so as

to take off the tension from the flaj), and to allow it

to be drawn up to the level of the lower lid. In the

course of the operation several arteiial branches of

considerable size were divided, and were secured with
ligatures. After securing the vessels and thoroughly
washing the wound with a carbolic lotion, 1 to 40, I

introduced a drainage-tube from the ui)iier to the

lower part of the wound, and then brought the edges
of the wound together with fine sutures. The edges
of the wound, including the borders of the peduncle,

were brought together at every point, except where
they were separated by the drainage-tube. Before I

applied the sutures I jerked off" the ligatures from
the arteries which had been tied, and apparently

without any immediate injurious result. But I would
not recommend this practice to be followed, for

secondary hemorrhage occurred after the lapse of a

few hours, and it became necessary to remove a large

number of the sutures and to reapply ligatures to

three of the wounded arteries. The lips of the wound
were again secured with sutures, Imt not with as

much ease as at first. The drainage-tube was re-

moved at the end of three days. Some separation

took place at the junction of the flap with lower lid,

and at thelower part of the peduncle. Biit the greater

part of the wound united by the first intention, and
there is reason to believe that the face will be very

little disfigured by the operation. Some inconven-

ience will be likely to occur from the growth of hair

from the flap in the vicinity of the eyelid, but the

occasional plucking of the hairs, one by one, will

remedy this evil.

In conclusion, Dr. Post stated that Dr. Shrady
had, a year or more before, performed a similar oj^er-

ation upon the cheek of a man with epithelioma.

In Dr. Shrady's case, however, the growth was ui^on

the prominence of the malar bone.

Dr. G. r. Shrady remarked that in his case the

entire thickness of the cheek was excised, with the

morbid growth, by means of a quadrilateral incision.

This deficiency, which measured two and a quarter

inches in one direction and one and a half inches in

another (vide Medical Record, vol. xv., p. 82), was
supplied by continuing the vertical incision directly

downward' to a sufficient dei)th, and then curving

the peduncle rather abruptly Imckward until it ter-

minated on the jjosterior aspect of the neck, and be-

hind the mastoid process. The flap was brought up
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witli the f^rofttost onso ; tluTo was no h'nsion at nny
point, iiixl tliorc was union by Hrst intention tlironj^'li-

ont tlio t'Utire extent of tlie wound, iiiul nodcfonnity.
Dh. Tansky presented a Hpecinien of i)elvic cellu-

litis and peritonitis, tlie result of ovor-disteution of

tlie n'<'tuni in ii i)Uorpend woiuiin.

Dk. IlAiiiEK, of Allmny, hy invitation of the So-
ciety, exliil)iteil and explained his microtome. liy

this apparatus it was shown to he possil)lo to make
the most ])erf"ect microscopic sections of any api)re-

ciahle thinness with the prt'atest ease and rapidity.

^See p. l(»i>, Art. "An Inii)roved Microt<tnio.")

Dr. Peahouy remarked that the .sections which he
bad seen were ver^* perfect, l»einf? of extreme thin-

ness, and of exact conformity throuphout.
Commendatory remarks of the metliod and its re-

sults were also made by Drs. Sattertliwaite and Car-
penter, when, <m motion of Dr. Uriddim, a vote of

thanks was tendered to Dr. Hailes for the presentation
of his beautiful and useful api)aratu8.

ANEURISM OF ARCH OF AORTA.

Dr. Delavan exhibited two specimens of aneu-
rism of the aorta, with the following histories :

F. B., age 32 ; English ; married ; coachman.
Patient presented himself for treatment at the
clinic for diseases of the throat, at the Demilt Dis-

pensary, July 20, 1879, and gave the following his-

tory :

Family history good. Habits temperate. Denied
venereal. Had never suffered ft-om rheumatism.
Had always enjoyed good health till five years ago,

when he had an illness which lasted for six weeks,
in the course of which he suffered with precordial

pain, shortness of breath, palpitation of the Jieart,

and inaV»ility to lie down. From these symptoms he
never entirely recovered. During the past winter
he suffered from short, hacking cough and night-
sweats, but no expectoration, and ]irogressively de-

teriorated as to his general condition. One week
ago he was suddenly seized with incomplete a])honia,

accompanied occasionally by a sensation of choking.
At the same time he began to com])lain of pre-

cordial pain, cough, dyspnoea, great weakness, and
anorexia. When first examined at the dispensary
he complained of the above general sym]>toras ; he
appeared fairly nourished. His expression was
anxious ; his voice hoarse and rough at times, but
generally reduced to a whisper. The laryngoscope
revealed a condition of hyperiemia throughout the
larvnx and vocal cords. Tliere was complete jiar-

alysis of the left vocal cord, while the movements
of the right cord appeared to be limited. Examina-
tion of the chest revealed dulness, with increased
vocal fremitus at the apices of both lungs, together
with prolonged harsh respiration and friction rales.

Pain and tenderness in dorsal region. Heart im-
jjulso strong and full. Frfemissement cataire very
strongly marked. Loud bruit over sternum and
transmitted all over precordium and upper part of

the right side of chest. Diagnosis : stenosis ami in-

suflicieucy of the aortic valves of the heart, large

aneurismal dilation of ascending and transverse sec-

tions of arch of the aorta. Pressure upon left

rocuiTent laryngeal nerve.

As the patient lived out of town, it became neces-
sary for me to place him in tlio hands of a friend, to
whom I am indebted for the subsequent history of
the case.

Daring a period of five weeks his condition be-
came i-apidly worse, the most distressing symptom
being dyspnoea, which frequently became paroxysmal,

e«]»eciallv at night. Ho complained of ))ain and
a tingling sensation extentling down tlie right

arm and liand. The left railial j)nlH(! wiis mnch
stnmger than the rigiit, and the veins in the right

arm mudi ilisU-nded ; there was also considerable

dvHplj.igia, almost comph'te insomnia, respiration

loud and crowing, cough very troublesome, with ex-

pectt)nition of considerable amoiint of bloody s|mta.

Action of diaj>hragni spasmodic ; was obliged to

bond forward tolircathe, veins all distended, marked
bulging of u|)])er ]>art <if .stenium.

Sept. 12tli.—Patient was suddenly seized with a

severe attack of dysjJiKL'a ;
pulse feeble and irregu-

lar ; marked i-yanosis. He rallied and ])ecame com-
paratively comfortable, but six hours afterward the

dyspntjea returned and the i)atient died.

Aulojiai/, IS hours after death.—Body well nourish-

ed ; rigor mortis well marked ; ujdema of both legs;

abdomen normal ; diai)hragm : right side, fourth rib,

left side, fifth rib ; thorax : there are a few adhesions
at each apex, elsewhere none at all ; no fluid in

either side ; the aorta is obviously much dilated at

the summit of the arch, the thoracic viscera being
removed entire, the following conditions are found :

The heart is somewhat enlarged, chiefly at the ex-

pense of the left ventricle ; the aoita is atheromatous
throughout,there Ixdng l)ut few small patclies of sound
tissue ; it is nowhere calcareous, but is ulcerated in

places ; the aortic valves are stiffened, and the edges
thickened ; the other valves are normal ; about two
inches above the aortic valve the aorta becomes sud-
denly dilated, forming a sac, which is nearly spheri-

cal in shape, with a diameter of about 3i inches.

This sac presses ui)on the trachea so as to materi-

ally lessen its caliljre. It involves the whole of the
arch of the aorta, and about 3 inches of the de-
scending aorta is dilated, forming a fusiform sac,

whose diameter is about 1^ inch. The liosterioT

wall of this latter sac is firmly adherent to the bodies
of the sixth and seventh dorsal vertebrie. It has
eroded both their bodies to the depth of about -,^i of

an inch and over an area of 1 by lA inch.

Lungs congested and oedematous ; old fibrous in-

duration at both apices. Brain and membranes,
spleen, stomach, and intestines, normal. Liver fatty.

Kidneys intensely congested.
Microscojticitl exinninntifm of kidnei/s.—They are

found to contain many hyaline casts. No miliary
aneurisms found in vesicles of the brain.

F. F., age 35 ; single ; United States ; coachman ;

family history good ; hard drinker ; denied syphilis.

For fourteen years patient suffered from caries of

the spine, which increased in severity during the past
five yeai-8. Two years after commencement of the
disease patient began to sufler from cough, night-
sweats, anorexia, pain in the chest, and occasionally
oedema of the feet.

One month before admission to the New York Hos-
pital cough became more troublesome ; there was also

marked dyspncea and occasional slight haz-moptysis.

On admission to the hospital the patient was weak and
somewhat emaciated. Examination revealed marked
cyi^hosis, the most prominent point being the ninth
doreal \ertebra. There was also rude respiration,

and dulness at the apices of both lungs. The voice
was husky, and at times reduced to a whisper. Deep
inspiration was accompanied by a peculiar crowing
noise. The radial arteries were atheromatous.

For four weeks following admission to the hospi-
tal the prominent symptoms were severe paroxysmal
attacks of coughing, w-ith, at times, expectoration of

blood, dyspnoea, stridulous breathing, and pain in
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the dorsal region.- A plaster-of-Paris jacket was at

this time applied, with the result of affording some
relief ; six weeks following admission the attacks of

dyspmna began to grow alarming, coixgh very dis-

tressing, and voice husky and indistinct. Eight
weeks after admission patient was suddenly seized
with a violent spasm of the glottis, became deeply
cyanosed, and suddenly died.

^4 Ktojx'o/.^-Tiody well nourished. No oedema

;

marked c^^jhosis both in dorsal and in lower cervical

regions, as well as double lateral curvature. Head,
brain, and membranes normal ; abdomen normal

;

diai)hragm : right side at level of third rib ; left side

at level of fifth rib. Thorax : old adhesions every-

where on left side, none on right side. Heart : valves

normal, muscular tissue good. A few patches of

atheroma in aorta. Lungs : right lung normal, ex-

cept some oedema, some reddish mucus in bronchi

;

left lung intensely congested and oedematous. Two
old patches of fibrous tliickening in uj^per lobe ; near
ajjex a small cavity about the size of a chestnut, con-
taining cheesy pus ; bronchi contain reddish mucus.
Si)leeu normal. Kidneys intensely congested, hard
and firm ; markings good. Stomach : mucous mem-
brane slightly thickened. Liver and intestines nor-

mal. Other organs : tongue, larynx, trachea, oesopha-

gus, arch of aorta, descending aorta, removed en
masse. Just before the origin of the left subclavian

artery is reached, an opening is seen in the aorta

which is irregularly circular in shape, with a tliame-

ter of about three-fourths of an inch. A firm red c^lot

projects fi'om this into the aorta. On removing this

clot a sac is disclosed, which is about two inches in

diameter and nearly spherical in shai)e. On opening
larynx and trachea, this is found to communicate with
the trachea just above the bifurcation by two smaU,
irregularly shaped ojjenings, through which a proVie

passes freely. Just above these are two small ulcera-

tions in the mucous membrane of the trachea which
do not reach the aneurism. There is some pinkish
mticus m trachea, but no blood. The rings of

trachea in contact with aneurism are calcareous.

Microscoiaic examination : Kidneys show numerous
fatty tubes.

CAUCINOMA OF THE STOMACH, LIVEK, AND MEDIASTINAL
GLANDS—ABSCESS BURSTING INTO (ESOPHAGUS AND
LUNG, CAUSING GANGKENE — DEATH FROM PULMONARY
HEMORRHAGE.

Dr. Satterthwaite i^resented the following case

as a ciu'ious instance of the way in which death may
be caused in carcinoma of internal organs.

J. K , set. 43 ; German ; laborer ; entered the

Presbyterian Hospital April (3, 1880. His previous

history, so far as gatheretl, was unimportant, and had
no bearing upon the disease which ushered in the

fatal symptoms. The first marked derangement of

his health was observed in September, 1879, when he

had repeated attacks of vomiting, first expelling the

contents of his stomach, and then clear mucus. These
expulsive efforts gave him no pain. Diu-ing the latter

months of his life there was cough and muco-puru-
lent exiiectorations, or something which was so

regarded. Particular attention was not directed to

this point, as the case exhibited many of the promi-

nent symptoms of phthisis. During the early

months of the year he hatl afternoon fever, followed

by sweating, but the vomiting had stopped. His

appetite was now good, although digestion was
poor. Starchy and fatty foods were most acceptable,

but albuminoids gave distress. Examination of the

urine yielded nothing abnormal. In April last, just

prior to death, he had haemoptysis, as was .sui)posed,

but he was never confined in bed. One day, wliile in

the surgical ward, he was overtaken by a sudden
liemorrhage. He then fell upon the floor, the blood
filling his mouth, throat, and nose. Cyanosis was
comi)lete. Though efforts wore immediately made
to rally him, they were unavailing.

At the post-mortem examination, the contents of the
thoracic cavity, together with the tongue, pharynx, and
larynx, were removed eri masse. On opening the usoph-
agus from behind, it was seen to be ulcerated at two
l>oints, one on a level with the auricular ventricular

oi3eninga, and therefore in the horizontal ])laue of

the third costal cartilages, the other a half-inch above.
Both openings were about three-quarters of an inch
in diameter, and had ragged edges. They were man-
ifestly cavised by the breaking down of degenerate
glands. Though in both cases the lumen of the
oesophagus had been destroyed, in the case of the
iipper ulcer, the gland, or its remains, i^ressiug into

the opening, occluded the opening, so that no food
coiild escape. The lower ulcer, however, had estab-

lished a communication with the lung by a fistulous

passage which i^assed forwautl, downward, and to the
right. This track, which barely admitted an ordinary
lead-jDencil, passed immediately behind one of the
two pulmonary veins which carried the blood into

the auricle from the right lung. It also lay close to

the main division of the bronchus, which leads to

the right lower lobe. In this situation it had exca-

vated for itself a large cavity the size of one's fist.

At first glance it was thought that the case was sim-
ply one of ordinary fibrous phthisis in connection
with carcinoma. On closer obsei"vation, however,
it was seen that the 'cavity was gangrenous, and that

there were in reality none of the fibrous sej^ta that
belong to fibrous phthisis. Nor were there any mil-

iary tubercles or caseous collections or consolidations

of any kind in this lung. The cavity was similar to

those found in the lung when foreign substances,

such as food or solid matters, have accidentally made
theii- way into its texture. Owing to progressive
gangrene, there had been iilcerations into a small
pulmonary vessel, whence the hemorrhage, which
mainly, if not wholly, passed into the oesophagus,
and from thence downward into the stomach, and
upward into the mouth and nose.

Surrounding the trachea and bronchi were numer-
ous other enlarged and softened lymphatic glands.

On removing the stomach it was plain that this or-

gan was the seat of the primary disease. At the py-
loric extremity, evenly involving the whole cucum-
ference, was a cimhous infiltration, which gave the
walls a thickness ranging from one-half to three-

qiiarters of an inch. The orifice was so naiTowed as

to admit only the little finger, and that with diffi-

culty. The stomach also was dilated, and its lower
margin reached to the level of the umbilicus. The
liver was filled with cancerous nodules, ranging
in size from a pea to a large marble. The spleen
was soft, but otherwise normal. The heart was
small, flabby, and its valves atheromatous. The left

lung was normal.
The most reasonable explanation of the case was

that the disease first appeared in the stomach, as

indeed the clinical history indicates ; that later the
liver and mediastinal glands were infected. A large

gland becoming enlarged and softened, discharged
both into the oesophagus and lung. First these
readily gained access to the lung, causing gangi-ene,

which in turn, encroaching upon the calibre of the
pidmonary vessels, gave rise to the hiemoptysis.
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and imleed, secondarily, to hirraatoniesiH. Casos

similar in umay respoots are on record, and von

ZiiMusseu ftnd Zucker record one in their clmpter

on diseivses of tlio u-^-iopliagus, in Zienisseu's C'ydo-

piedia.

Tlie daily exacerbations of fever accord with this

view, and the sputa luigiit, in ordinary clinical lan-

guage, be described as "mnco-i)nrulent."

AMERICAN LAHVXlJOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Second Annual Convention, held May 31, 1880.

First Day—Mornixg Se.ssion.

The American Laryngological Association convened
at Delnionico's, Parlor No. 10, in New York City,

May 31, ISSO, and was called to order at 11 a.m. by
the' Secretarv, Dis. Geouue M. Leffekt.s, of New
York.

In the absence of the President and Vice-President,

on motion of Dr. Knight, Dr. J. Solis Cohen, of

Philadeli)hia, was electtetl Chairman.
Tlie Secretaiy, GEtntoE M. Lei'i-ei{ts, of New York,

then read his Address of Welcome. He spoke in

clieeriug terms of the jjrospects of the Association

and its c-ause for self-congratulation.

The address of the President, Dr. LEw^s Els-

berg, of New I'ork, was read by the Chair.

The lirst pajier in order was that of Dr. Ephraim
Cutter, of Boston, entitled

THROAT SYl'HILIS AN*D TCBERCLE, ACCORDING TO
S.VLISBURY;

The paper was intended to show, first, how throat

syphilis was distinguished from tubercle according

to Salisbury ; second, what syphilis was on the Salis-

b.irv [)Ia:i ; third, what tuberculosis was on theSalis-

bixi'v plan ; fourth, ditferential diagnosis ; fifth, mode
of eonductiug the physical exploration.

Dr. Caul Seiler, of Philadelphia, inquired as to

the size of the spore.s, both in .syphilis and tuber-

culosis, as weU as to size of the filaments developed
from these spoi\?s.

Da. CiTTEU replied that he had not made accurate

measurements of these, for he did not consider it

necessary. All that was necessaiy for a dill'erential

diagnosis was to be familiar with the appearance of

these in the two instances.

Dr. E. L. Shcrley, of Detroit, next read a paper
upon

THE TREATMEXT OF PH.VR»sOmS SICCA.

Of about two hundred patients, of all ages, under
treatment for various diseases, both hospital and pri-

vate, whose pharynges he had examined, nearly one-

half presented the objective symptoms of pharyngeal
or naso-pharyngeal catarrh, or follicular pharvngitis.

Of these there were only three with well-marked ap-

pearances of pharyngitis sicca. Most of these cases

were chronic, and occurred in persons of middle or
advanced Hfe. Therefore, Dr. Shurley thought that

this morbid condition was neither always an ulti-

mate stage of chronic ijharyngeal catarrh, or follicu-

lar pharyngitis, nor an accomijaniment of old age,

nor a condition de^jending upon so-called scrofula,

but a local change which depended not only upon
previous disease of the mucous membrane, but iipon

some peculiar constitutional defect. He thought,

therefore, that before any plan of local treatment was
instituted, a very careful investigation of the vital

status of the patient should be made, particularly of

the i)rimii' viii-, and a proper Hystemic treatment at

once adopted. As iuiIh to digestion, he had found

coruin and xanthoxylin, alone or combined with an

acid, to a<'t the l)est. The tincture of calumho and
Fowler'H Holufion were also highly benolicial in some
cases ; while in the sul)jects of iniilanal toxjemia the

sulphate or i)hi)Hphate of (piinine was indicated. In

those cases chanicteri/.ed by a constant deliciency or

perversion of the hejiatic and intestinal secretions

ho had found, in a4ldition to general tonic treatment,

the use of several largo doses of ammonia mur. or

8)lo p'i)^i)liite to yield excellent results. Cod-
liver oil and iodine were, of course, indicated in

some instances, but great care was necessary in their

use, lest by an unfavorable etl'ect upon the stomach
the greatest desire was defeated. Hygienic treat-

ment and avoidance of all impure air was, of course,

to be enjoined. Thougli the effects of local treat-

ment were too often tran.sient, it was not without

benefit in almost all cases. .Applications of iodine, i

nitrate of silver, suli)hate of coi)per, ])etroleum oil, ^
and the galvanic cunent had proved most beneficial

in his hands.

Dr. Posworth remarked that he had found this

condition to frecpiently affect cigarette makers, and
thought occn))ati(m had much to do with its causa-

tion. He ha<l not found the condition to depend
upon disturbances of the general health or stomach.

He had never used galvanism in the treatment of his

cases. He had been well satisfied with the use of

drugs, especially with powdered blood-root.

Dr. CrrrER considered the disease due to improper
nourishment.

First Day—.Afternoon Se.ssion.

The Association was called to order by the Chair-
man at 3.3U p. M.

80M£ practical SUGGESTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE
USE OF THE LARYNGOSCOPE IN CHILDREN.

Dr. George M. Lefferts, of New Y'ork, read a
paper up(Hi this subject. He called attention to the
special importance of the diseases of the larynx in
children. The difficulties to l)e encountered were
both moral and physical. With children, laryngos-
copy was an art l)y itself, and required a special
training of both manner and method. The most dif-

ficult cases to manage were those which had been
subjected to unscientific and unskilful treatment. In
cases where it was found necessaiy to jjroceed vi et

a7-mis, the best way was to enveloj) the child's body
and arms with a strong towel, pinning it closely
about the patient, and then i)lace it upon an assist-

ant's lap, the physician securing the child's legs be-
tween his knees. In this way an examination covdd
readily be made.
The fii-st es.sentials of success were, in children, a

small lan-ngeal minor and a perfect illumination.
The first introduction of the glass, at a given sitting,

was always the most successful. Acutely inflamed
laryngeal parts and largely hypertrophied tonsUs
would often completely prevent examination. Scream-
ing and crying, contrary to what may be supposed,
was not a disadvantage. To see beyond or over the
epiglottis it was nece.ssary for the observer to stand
or at least throw the child's head far backward and
to carry his miiTor well upward into the pharynx,
and finally, if possible, to induce the child to phonate
the vowel-sound " e " as loudly and quickly as pos-
sible. In the majority of cases of acute laryngeal
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disease in small children, a complete and satisfactoiy

result was unfortunately seldom attained.

Dr. C'Ohkn lielieved tliat in the majority of cases

in which he had seen the larynx in veiy yonn^ chil-

dren, it had been the result of a happy accident i-atlu i-

'

than skill. He generally allowed the nurse to hold
the child. 1

Dii. Ck'TTER cited a case in which he had diagnos-
ticated an iiitra-laryngeal growth in a child two and
a half years old.

The paper was further discussed by Drs. INIynter,

Lincoln, Smith, Rumbold, Knight, Bosworth, and
Lertbrts.

The next paper was by Db. Beveeley Robinson,
of New York, entitled,

SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE THERAPEUTICAL VALUE OP
BEST IN THE TREATMENT OF LARYNGEAL DISEASES.

Rest had been api^licd to laryngeal diseases in a
somewhat im})erfect and casual way. As specialists

we were too apt to consider the vocal organ as some-
thing apart from the other organs of economy, and
to overlook the first elements of theraiieutical science

in our efforts to relieve our patient, when in a painful

state, from lesion of its tissues. In acute laryngitis

the voice should be kept absolutely still, the respira-

tion should be as quiet as perfect repose of body and
mind would permit, and there should be no injudici-

ous attemjit made by the patient to use the voice,

even for the smallest home concerns. In chronic
laryngitis a problem of a different sort was offered.

The main thing to be kept cf)nstantly in view was to

change the static engorgement of the tissues into a

more active circulatory condition, and then to watch
and guide this to a normal state. The last traces of

chronic congestion and thickening were slow to dis-

appear, but here again physiological rest was almost
tlie only reliable means of ciire.

In nervous affections of the larynx rest by itself

might be curative. Again, ulcerative i^hthisical laryn-

gitis has been cured more than once by wearing a

tracheal canula during several months, thus giving

rest to the laryngeal tissues. In morbid growths of

the larynx there was reason to believe that the rest

afforded by tracheotomy would be serviceable. In
cases of traiimatic injury to the larynx, with or with-

out subsequent cedematous intiltration, it was marvel-

ous to note the good effects of tracheotomy, and con-

sequently of rest to the larynx, and of freedom from
irritating contact with air.

Physiological rest was often attainable by the em-
ployment of medicines toj^ically applied within the

laryilK.

Whenever and wherever we were called upon to

treat laryngeal troubles, we should bear in mind that

the production of physiological rest was the curative

principle upon which most of the good effects at-

tributable to other means, medicinal, .surgical, hy-

gienic, in the main depended, and we should then

be AWlling to give to it its genuine value.

Drs. Smith, Shurley, Bosworth, Knight, and Roe.

concurred in the main with the views expressed by

Dr. Robinson.
Dr. Seiler thought there should be a distinction

made between those cases in which tlie vocal chords

alone were affected, and those in which the muscles

were affected. There was another class of cases in

which real pain in phonation existed, and in these

cases alisolute rest was necessai-y.

Dr. Cohen agreed with Dr. Robinson in all except

the performance of tracheotomy, with which he had

very Little experience.

Dk. Cutter inquired of Dr. Robinson if he jier-

formed the oi)eration of tracheotomy without an
aniesthetic.

Dr. Roi'.tnson re])]ied tliat he did when possil)]e.

The jiajier was still fu7-ther discussed by Drs.

Knight, Allen, Roe, Cusliing, and Robinson.

Second Day—Morning Session.

The Association was called to order at 11 a. m.,

Di". Cohen in the chair. The Secretary read the

minutes of the business meeting of the last annual

session.

By vote of the Association, Drs. "W. Gleitsman, of

xYsheville, N. C, S. M. Langniaid, of Boston, E. W.
Cushing, of Boston, Harrison Allen, of Philadelphia,

C. E. 15ean, of Louisville, C. E. Sajous, of Philadel-

phia, Wm. H. Daly, of Pittsburg, Pa., and AVilliam

C. Jarvis, of New York, were elected active fc^llows.

Dr. Manuel (larcia, of Ijondon, was elected to

honorary fellowshii), and Dr. Carlo Labus, of Milan,

was elected to corresjionding fellowshij).

The Committee on Nomenclature, Drs. J. Solis

Cohen, P. I. Knight. Beverley Robinson, and Ephraim
('utter, was reinforced by two additional members,
Drs. J. H. Hartman and AndreAV H. Smith, and re-

(piested to continue in office for another year, in

order to comjilete their work.

As the members of the American Laryngological

Association had received an invitation to attend the

first International Laiwngological Congress, to be
lield in Milan the first week in September, 1880, it

was resolved that the President should appoint thi-ee

members as delegates to rejiresent the Association in

that Congress, and the Secretary be instructed to

furnish said delegates with ])roper credentials.

Drs. Elsberg, Hartman, and Seiler were appointed

delegates in accordai-ice with the above resolution.

Upon motion, the Archives of Lnr;ingology was
made the official organ of the Association.

Dr. Thomas F. Rusibold, of St. Louis, exhibited

an improved instrument for the removal of intra-

laryngeal growths, after which the Association ad-

journed.

Second Day—Afternoon Session.

The Association was called to order at 3.30 p. m.,

and, at the request of the Chair, Dr. F. I. Knight
presided, Avhile Dr. J. Solis CJohen, of Philadelphia,

proceeded to read his paper on

PRIMARY tuberculosis OP THE LARYNX, WITH SPECI-

MENS and microscopic SECTIONS.

A detailed clinical history of a very interesting

case of this rare affection was given, together with
the carefully recorded results of the i^ost-mortem
examination of the same.
Dr. Seiler remarked that about three weeks be-

fore the death of the patient he had seen him at the

dispensary, and altliough there were slight indica-

tions of lung disease, it was the veiy great change in

the laiynx which caused him to give a bad progno-
sis.

Dr. Gushing remarked that he had seen two cases

of tuberculosis in the larynx, where he and other

more competent observers could find no evidence of

tuberculosis in tlie lungs.

Dr. Seiler thought that phthisical lesions could
1)6 detected in the larynx l)efore there was any evi-

dence of their existence in the lungs.
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Dr. Roe instanced two cases which came under
liis notico last fall.

A soimnvlcit ItMitrMiy find intorostinfj dis<'iission

followc I, ill wljicli Di-s. Asfh, Roi>, Hcilor, Itohinson,
Kiii^'lit, ftiid Colii'ii ]>:irtici|>iit(>d.

Till? next imi)t'r was bv Dit. ruvNU H. 1 5i lswohth,
of New York, ujMm

NAaA.Ii STENO.SI.S.

It was gcMiomlly recdfrnizoil tlmt tlio snrfossfiil

troatiuoiit of nasjil catarrh lay in the total al)olitiou

of that thickoncd or hyiit'rtroi>hi««d incniliraiio which
forin:>d so proniincnt a fi'.itnro of the disease; and
by nasal catarrh in this connection he desired to
limit himself to tho onliiniry clironic nasal catarrh,
in wliich the i>roniinent and characteristic feature
was a hypertrophy of the niucons nnMnlirane lininj^

th" nasal cavity. In the vault of the ])h:irynx the
hypertrophy involved mainly the glamlidar struc-
t'lre. The characteristic api)earance8 of all th«> parts
involved were de.serihed in detail. The local ajipli-

cation of nitric acid was a very j^ood means of de-
stroying^ the diseased tissue. The use of nitrate of
silver was somewhat limite.l. The best method of
applyinii: it was by means of a flat probe, on one side
of which had been fused a small liit of caustic. The
doctor thought that acetic acid offered marked ad-
vanta-^'es. in its use, over most chemical aj^ents. He
hid used this remedy in a lar^^e number of ca.sos, and
had rarely been disappointed in obtaining excellent
results. Two or three applications were all t'lat was
necessary. It should always be borne in mind that
the result of irrit:itinc( loc.il applications miiiht be
excessive inH inrnation, with the danger of its ex-
t4?ading to the integument without. The galvano-
cautery was thought to be least liable to cause ex-
cessive intlanimation.

Dr. riiMijoLi) remarked that he had for years used
the scissors to remove the diseased tissue.

Dr. SHURiiEY had not been satisfied with the use
of chemical agents.

Dr. Allen allude 1 to the occurrence of ei-ysipelas

in hosi)ital cases, but he had never known of its oc-
currence in private i)ractice.

Dr. Lefferts protested against the prevalent use
of the terms "stenosis" and "stricture" as applied
to the nasal passage. Stricture was the narrowing
of the calibre of a tube by contraction of its fiVires,

while 8teno.si.s was the narrowing of the nasal jjassage
by relaxation of the mucous membrane.

Dr. D.vly was in the habit of removing the hypcr-
trophied mucous membrane with a galvano-cauterv
electrode at cheiTv-red heat.

Dr. Lincoln spoke in praise of the local applica-
tion of cliromic acid.

FRArrrBE of the lartnt.

An interosting history of a case witli the post-

mortem of the same was given.

Tijere being no disctission upon this pai)er, the
Secretary i)ro<-eede»l to read the j)aijer of Dii. E.
Fletxheh Jnoalh, of Chicago,

ON THE WM'ALLEl) .SWALrx»WIN(J OF TIFE TONGUE.

This occuiTed most commoidy in children.

Dtt. CtniKN considered the expression "swallowing
of the tongiK* " an impro]>er one. He cited a case

which had come under his noti<'e, where the ])atient

complained of Ids tongue tlopjiing up against tlie

roof of his moutli, and which was relieved by a drink
of brandy.

Tiie ])rescribed programme for the morning ses-

sion having been completed before the hour of ad-

journment, upon motion. Dr. LAN(;MAn), of l^oston,

was reipiested to read his pajier whicli proved to be
an exceetlingly interesting, able, and important dis-

sertation on

THE TREATMENT OF CERTAIN FORMS OF VOCAL DISA-

BILITY liY THE APPLICATION OF THE PRlNCll'UiS OP
VOICE ClLTlRE.

Attention was especially called to two pointB : one
was that artists de])eiid (piite as much ujjon flexion of

tone as upon any other means for the ])roduction of

effect ; the otlier was that the force of blast in voice
would .surely give out.

Dr. Seiler expressed his great gratification with
the paper, inasmuch as he had done a great deal of

work in the same direction since iSoH. He had
demonstrate<l anatomically that there was such a
thing as marginal vil)ration of the cords. He could
not coincide with Dr. Langmaid in saying that the
so-called false register was a false voice. The chest
voice had a full sound ; the falsetto had a weak
sound. In falsetto the margins of the vocal cords
were relaxed, and, with jjroper cultivation, a sound
could be produced by these marginal vibrations
which would favorably compare with the notes of the
chest, and l)y the laity could not be distinguished
from them.

Third Day—Morning Session.

The Association was called to order at 10.30 a.m.
by the Chairman.

Dr. Carl Seiler. of Philadelphia, proceeded at
once to the exhibition of some imj)roved instruments
for the removal of intra-laryngeal growths, after
which he read his paper, which consisted of the his-

tory of a case of

PAPILL.ART GRO^VTH OF THE LARYNX.

Th? ]iaper was discussed by Drs. Glasgow, Lang-
maid, Cohen, and Seiler.

The next paper was by Dr. J. O. Roe, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., entitled

Third Day—Afternoon Session.

The Association was called to order at 2.30 p.m.

by the Chairman, Dr. Cohen.

NASAL POLYPUS.

Db. William H. Daly, of Pittsburg, Pa., read an
interesting jiaper upon this subject, which was dis-
cussed bv Drs. ,\.llen and Knight.
Db. William C. Jarvis, of New Y'^ork, read a paper

on

THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF HYPERTROPHIC NASAL
catarrh.

He began by stating that chronic nasal catarrh

I

had for its invariable concomitant an hypertrophy of

I

the tissues over the turbinated bones. " That hyper-
' trophy was found to involve the posterior much
j

more frequently than the anterior extremities of the

I

turbinated tissue. He adduced several histological
and pathological specimens to illustrate this ten-
dency. Stenosis was divided into anterior and pos-
terior varieties ; the latter being of gi-eater impor-
tance, its treatment was detailed without reference to
the former. A new wire snare ecraseur. devised for
the removal of the hypertrophied tissue, was ex-
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hibited, as well as several other new instruments
used in the treatment of tlie«e cases.

Dr. Anijkew H. Smith brought a patient before
the Association who presented a well-marked sub-

sternal tumor wliich had been diagnosticated as such
by Dr. Clark tive years previous. Its nature was not
kiiown.

Dr. BE%Ti:KLEY EoBiNSON presented the history of a

case in which great dyspnoea seemed to bo attribut-

able to hyiiertrophy of the tonsils.

Dr. S. H. C'hatman, of the Yale School of Medi-
cine, exhibited a portion of tlie body of the third

cendcal vertebra which he had removed from the

throat of a male patient in January. The cause of

the necrosis was unknown.
At the private business session which followed,

the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year : J're.'iid'iiif, Dr. J. Sol is Cohen, Philadelphia ;

Vtce-Presi(k>7f, Dr. W. C. Glasgow, St. Louis ; Sec-

retary and Treasurer, Dr. Geo. M. Lefterts, New
York.
The Association adjourned to meet in Philadel-

plua in 18rfl, on the Monday following the meeting
of the American Medical Association.

Corrcspouticiicc.

CONTINUOUS ELASTIC DILATATION OF
UTERINE CAVITY.

To THE Editor of The Mrdical Record.

Sir:—I have just been reading your report of the

meeting of the American Medical Association, and
there I find a brief note of a " New Uterine Dilator,"

by Dr. Marey, of Massachusetts. As ijriority of pub-
lication in such matters is sometimes of importance,

I think it well to point out that many months ago I

published in the Lancet, and showed to the 01)-

stetrical Society of London, an instrument for dila-

ting the utei'us by continuous elastic pressure. The
apparatus is fully described in my book on "'Dis-

eases of Women," recently published by Messrs.

Wood & Co., of your city, and it will be found to su-

persede entirely all kinds of tents for every purpose

of uterine dilatation. I am, etc.

,

Lawson Tait.
BiEMiNGHAM, Eng., June 23, ISSO.

PHYSICIANS AND DRUGGISTS.

To THE Editor of Thk Medicai. Record.

Sir :—I do not agree with your correspondent in his

strictures on incompetent druggists. It is, iu the

first place, impossible to go back, in large cities at

least, to the old plan of compounding your own med-
icines, and, in fact, it would be a greater evil than

that now complained of, unless the prescriber in-

tends to depend on homoeoi)athy. No one but a

thoroughly trained apothecary can properly make
up compound prescriptions.

The remedy, it strikes me, lies in this : let every

physician pick out a reliable druggist in certain sec-

tions of the city, where his practice lies, and inai^t

on his patients going there and nowhere else. He
has a right to prescribe the aj)othecai'y as well as the

medicine. There are plenty of reliable druggists.

Then it would be better that physicians should be

moie careful about writing their prescriptions—the

Latin, the abbreviations, and the chirogi-aphy—and
not abbreviate too much. Now I contend that * * *

might have written his prescrii)tion more plainly, if

not more correctly, as thus :

IJ , Tinct. opii camph 3 iv.

Potassii nitratis gr. cxl.

Syr. tolutan 3 ij.

Aquie cinnamomi q.s. ad 5 iv.

M.

Th(u-e could then be no room for doubt as to the

meaning of the directions.

It would be almost as reasonable to contend that

people should be their own physicians, because there

are so many cpiacks, and the law draws no distinct line

of demarcation between the regulai- and the irregular.

But, as a general rule, there is a way of distinguishing

the one from the other. Generally speaking physi-

cians pay too little attention to the character of their

druggists and the purity of the drugs they use. By
dealing with two or three only in a large city, or one

in a snuill town, the physician can gradually ascer-

tain the degree of his competency, his prudence in

his intercourse with patients, and the reliability of

his drugs. " Suum Cuique."

SANITARY MATTERS IN JAPAN.
To TUB Editor or Thb Medical Record.

Sm :—The National Health Board reports the reaj-

pearance of cholera iu several sections of the empire
within the last month. As the number of cases has

been not more than three (3), even in those sections

which suffered most last year, I am disposed to think

that few, if any of them, are true cholera, as I have

seen two cases of congestive malarial fever within

the last week, which might be easily mistaken for

cholera, by even better diagnosticians than nine-

tenths of the Japanese doctors. The wonder is that,

with the sharp lookout kept for the return of the dis-

ease, there have been no more reported.

Be this as it may, we have every reason to congrat-

ulate ourselves with this next to complete exemp-
tion from the scourge so far, as last year, by this time,

several hundred cases had occurred in each of the lo-

calities of its subsequent greatest prevalence.

Preparations on a large scale have been made for its

exjjected return, however, especially in the purchase of

carbolic acid, the customs returns showing that over

1,000,()(>0 pounds have already arrived from Europe
and elsewhere. As it is, for the most part, in one-

pound bottles, and of fairly good quality, it necessa-

rily represents a no inconsiderable sum. It is to be

hoped the speculators in the article wUl be disap-

IJointed in their expected gainS) based on the repe-

tition of the calamity of last year. The lesson of the

last three years, though a severe one, has been pro-

ductive of mucli good, in awakening the whole coun-

try to the necessity of adopting sanitary measures of

all kinds, public and private. The great ipiestion of

a pure drinking-water sujiply is recei^•ing its share of

attention. It will take many years, however, before

any great changes can be brought about in the habits

and customs of the mass of the people, so long en-

tirely ignorant of many of the most primitive hy-

gienic laws. We are safe in saying, however, that

more progress has been made in sanitary science

during these three years of epidemic; cholera than
could have been attained in a quarter of a century of

the best directed efibrts under less disastrous cir-

cumstances.
Every prefecture throughout the empire has now
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its sanitary bnrenn, nndor tho dirpotion of intoUiRont
oftlcers, lis a part of its oi^jaiii/atioii, wlioreas, three
years iv^n, only oiie c'xistcd at tln> capital.

Tlu> ipii'stion of fluMvp aiiil i|iiickly availaMo disin-

fectants is one of vast importance to tln> country, as

the tinn^ reipiired to brinK tlieni from Kuroi)e, added
to the fxreat expense, has not only lieen a serious ob-

stacle to their use in (piantities sullicient to be elTec-

tive, but is likely to b«' a^'ain in any sudden outbreak
of tho disease. As caHiolic acid cannot lie made
ln»re exeej)t in vei-y small (piantities, because of the
few pis-works in oj)eration. I have HU^ft^ested to the
government the use of suli>liurous acid (sulphuric
acid beinj^ manufactured here in considerable (juan-

tities), so hif^ldy recommended by licbcrt "Ziems-
sen's Cyclopedia," in vol. i., ])a'^e i'rl.

This suK!^estion was ado]»ted by tliis ]>refoctnre

durini^ the epidemic of 1877, when carbolic acid
ranircd from Sl.'2'> to ^.").()() per jiound. It was given
a fair trial bv its exclusive use in one of the worst
se^'Mons of Yokohama, as to its hyj^ienic condition,
with appar>>ntly the best re.sults, as it almost entirely

escaped the disease raging elsewhere.

1). B. Simmons, M.D.,
Chief Surg<^n to Ken HoKpitnl.

Y0KOIIAU.\, Japax.

ttfui ^nstriinicnts.

SOME NEW AURAL INSTRUMEN'J'S.

By SAMUEL SEXTON, M.D.,
ACRAL SCR'EOS TO TUB .SEW YORK KTE ANU KAU ISFIRMAl;Y.

The writer, requiring for his own use some aural
instruments of much lighter make tlian usually to
be found in the cutler's collection, the following were
maniifactured at his recjuest. Their continued u.se

for some months has satisfied him that their delicate
construction has not been at the exjjense of their
usefulness, a fact of no little importance when it is

considered that in many operations on the ear (esj)e-

cially for the removal of foreign bodies from the
meatus exteruus) one is prone to resort to more
vigorous efforts than the case requires.

Tlie cut shows two kinds of forceps about one-
third smaller than the instniments themselves.

These forcej^s have a very firm bite and close with
nnicli ]n"ecision — jioints that are obtained from the
accurate workmanship, and from the shortening of

that i)art of the instniment held in the fingers when
in use. One of them has broad and smooth ends,

not liable to injure the meatus or membrana tym-
pani, and is suitable for the removal of foreign

bodies ; the other has fine points, with sharp teeth

set at a right angle, and is of service in removing
smaller objects. Being more slender it can some-
times be inserted so as to gi-asp an object where

other forrepn would push it fnrtlier into the meatun.

Tliese forcci)s have but little or no claim to original-

ity in shape, but tlmv are recommended espcrially

for their light and delicote couHtruction.

The oroHcope hero figured is, so far as it is known
to me, new in design. It is especially adopted to

aid in explorations of the moutli and throat; for the
former it seems tf> be all tliat is <lesii(d, and for pur-
poses of toni'ue de])ression it is u.sually (juite effec-

tive in afibrding a good ins])ection of the throat,

althou'^h, for the latter i)urj)ose, it is not intended to

tike tlie place of tlie more elaborate instruments in

use when the case requires their enii>loyment. Tlie

bui^al cavity can be tlioroughly examined by the use
of tho oroscoj)!' ; and ilaily experience teaches me that

reflected neuralgias are so freipiently a cause of aursd

disease that a careful examination of the teeth, etc., is

necessary in all cases. Either end of the oroscopecan
be used in the mouth, thus ])roviding a suitable tonprne

depressor for the examination of children, the smaller
end being ada)>ted to the smallest mouth. I have
observed that children do not object so much to its

use as they do to that of spoons or the formidable
tongue depressors in ordinaiy use. The instniment
is inexpensive, easily cleaned and ijolished ; it is less

than fifteen centimetres in length and at the larger

extremity two centimetres wide. It is well adapted
to a pocket-case.

This nose speculum is very light, and unlike many
others is provided with liandles through which the
thumb and forefinger can be thrust, giving it more
precision than when held loosely, and jiennitting of
the distention of the nares to the required extent in

a gradual manner, the sjieculum opening as the
handles are sejjarated. This natural niotion of the
fingers, acquired Jjy every one in using scissors, seems
to me a better one than the contrary movement
generally recjuired by other instniments.
Specula opening by a spring are i)ainful if by

cliance they are allowed to exjiand suddenly, thus
alarming children and the more sensitive adults.
The instniment is made of steel, is very light, and
can be packed away in a small space.

The aural powder insufflator consists of a vulcan-

ite barrel which is composed of two jiarts, one of

which is used to scoo]i up the powder, the other is

provided with a small soft-nibber bull) for dri\-ing

out the powder, and has a valve that prevents the
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powder being drawn back into the instrument after

its expulsion. When these two ])ortions are fitted

together their ai)i)earauce is as shown in the figure.

I much prefer to ])utl' powders into the external

auditory meatus in this way to blowing them out of

an instrument with the mouth. The instrument is

about twelve centimetres in length. These instru-

ments were made by (ieo. Tiemann & Co., to whom
much credit is due for their excellent quality.

AN IMPROVED MICROTOME.

Two Hundred Sections a Minute, each -t/otj of an
Inch in Thickness.

By WM. HAILES, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF HISTOLOGY AND PATnOLOGICAL ANATOMT, ALBANY
.MBOIUAL COLLEGE.

I %\asH to present to the notice of the jirofession

an instrument designed especially for use in the
working laboratories of our medical schools and col-

leges, where large numbers of sections are required
for microscopical examination.

It occurred to me several years sincfe that a micro-
tome could be devised, combining, in a single in-

strument, many of the advantages existing in other
instruments, and I published an article entitled

"Sections and Section Cutting," in the Auierican
Journal of Insittiitif, April, 1<S79.

This instrument, greatly improved, together with
examples of its work, I present for examination.

It may be employed as a simple instrument or as

a freezing microtome, arranged either lor ice and salt,

ether spi'ay, rhigoline, etc.

The employment of ice and salt (coarse) is pre-

ferred, because it costs but little and freezes the

mass solidly and quickly, and, if desired, 500 or 1,000
sections can be obtained in a few moments.
Time of freezing is about seven minutes, excejjt

in very warm weather, when it requires a few mo-
ments longer.

The instrument does not work quite so satisfacto-

rily in very warm weather, owing to the I'apid melt-
ing of the surface of the preparation.

It is absolutely necessary tiiat the mass should be
fi'ozen solid, or the sections cannot be cut smoothly.
An extra freezer may be employed, and while one

specimen is being cut the other is being frozen, and
by exchanging cylinders (they being interchangeable)
no delay is necessary to its continuous operation.

The art of cutting is readily acquired, and when
the prei^aration is frozen it is the work of a few mo-
ments to obtain several hundred sections. Two hun-
dred or two hundred and fifty sections can be made
each minute, and of a uniform thickness of t/itti of

an inch (or thinner). The delicacy, ease, and rapidity

with which they can be cut must be seen in order to

be ai^preciated It is not necessary to remove the sec-

tions from the knife every time, but twenty or thirty

may be permitted to collect upon the blade. They
lie curled or folded wp upon the knife, and when
placed in water, straighten themselves out perfect-

ly in the course of a few hours. The knife I em-
ploy is an ordinary long knife, from an amputating
case.

Perfectly fresh tissues may be cut without any
previous preparation, using ordinary mucilage (aca-

cife) to freeze in, but most specimens requu'e special

preparation.

If preserved in Miiller's fluid alcohol, etc., they

require to bo washed thoroughly for several liours,

and then, according to the siiggestion of my friend,

Dr. David J. Hamilton, IMi.C.S.,* etc., of the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, Scotland, the s])ecimen is

placed in a strong syru}) (sugar, two ounces; water,

ono ounce) for twenty-four liours, and is removed to

ordinary mucilage acaci;e for forty-eight hours, and is

then cut in the freezing microtome.
These sections may be kept indefinitely in a pre-

servative fluid recommended by Dr. Haiiiilton : IJ.

Glycerine, aqua destil. afl 5iv.; acid, carbolic, gtts.

iij. Boil and filter. The addition of alcohol, 1 ij., is

advisable.

T]ig. l.—roly-microtonie (without freezing apparatus). A, small well
fitting on pyriiniidal bert-plate; B. pyramidal bed-plute coniaining
different fizi;.s ; C, micrometer screw ; D, ratchet-wheel attached to
screw ; E, lever actuating the micrometer screw by means of a pawl
engaging in teetli of ratchet-wheel ; K, arm carrying a dog. which
prevents back motion of screw; U, regulator for limiting the throw
of lever, and consequently governing the micrometer screw ; H, lever
nut for fi.xing regulator ; I, index, with pointer and graduated scale,
from ^-^^j-, inch to -i- inch ; K, knife for cutting sections ; L. knob
to turn micrometer screw direct when pawls are detached; M, table
clamp ; T, table of microtome, with glass top to facilitate cutting.

Fig. 2.—A, B, tube contnin'ng specimen which is surrounded by
freezing mixture in tin receiver C, ]) ; E. F. revolving hopper with
wings ; W, W, for stirring the ice : G, outlet for melted ice.

Ethtdene-dichloride has been given by Dr. J. T.
Clover 1,877 times without a fatal resiilt. In his
1878th case, however, the patient died. Autopsy re-

vealed a fattv heart.

* See '• A New Jlethod of Prejiaring Large Sections of Nervpns Cen-
tres for Microscopical Investigation,"' Journal of Anatomy and Phyniol-
ogy, vol. xii.
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AIJMV NKWS.
Official List of C/i<t»;/''s i\f Slntifnui timl Ihitif^^ of Offi-

cers itf t)nf Meiliail Itfp'irlumtt, L'riilfd Slutcs Armi/,

frwnJuUj 11 Ut JnUj 17, 1««0.

Simons, J., Ijimit. Col. nml Surgoon. Gmntecl
loavo of fthscnce for one montli. S. (). IIX, l^opt.

of tiu" Eiist. July 15, ISSO.

WiNNE, C. K., C'lipt. ttiul AhsI. Siir<;eon. AHsiguoJ
to teini»orArv <lutv ut Ft. Bnnlv, Mich. S. O. IIG,

Dept. of the*E.ust,'July I'J, 1H80!

Pku'e, ('. K., C';i[>t. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of ahsonee for two months witli ])ermi.s.sion to

applv for two month.s' extension. S. O. 154, A. G. O.,

July" 15, l.S.S(».

C'oxiEoYs, E. T., Capt. aiul As.st. Surgeon. Granted
lt»ave of ali!«iM»'e for one month, on Surgeon's cer-

titicate of disaltility, with permission to go beyond
limits of the Department. S. O. 1:55, Dept. of
Texas, July 8, ISSO.

illctiirnl Sterns auti Ucius.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statemvut of cases of contagious iliseasea

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health D^^partment,

for the two weeks ending July 17, 1880.

Week Ending
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Sir William Hamilton a few honrs before. JukI a/frr

the full moo)i.—Thomas Parr died, aged 152, two Jay.s

after the full moon ; John Etlingham, aged Hi, two
days after; also Elizalx'th Hilton, aged 121; Luther
in 154:(), three days after ; C'alvin in irAii, two days
after ; Shakes2)eare in KJK!, one day after ; Vandyke in

1()41, two tlays after ; also Oliver (.'romwell ; also

Queen Anne in 1714 ; (ieorge II. in 17(50, one day
after; Lord (luilford in 1722, three days after; and
Washington, three days after. A I fl/e full 1110071.—
Swedenborg in 1772, on the day of the full moon

;

also the Earl of C-hatham in 1778 ; Burke in 17'J7,

on the very instant of the full moon. Jjisf (/lauier.—
Copernicus died in 1513, on the day of the last

quarter ; also Queen EUzalieth, in 1603, while Bacon
died in 1()7(), one day after.

Dr. Mosely says :
" Here we see the moon, as she

shines, like tlie sun, on all alike while living, so she
makes no distinction in her influence on the dying,

a few millions of whom i)ass away every day in the
year, some before, or after, or at every change of the

moon."

A Successful Case of Lithol.vpaxy, followed by
Adherent Stone.—Dr. K. F. Dyer, of Ottawa, 111.,

sends us notes of the following case : A patient,

aged thirty, had suffered from stone in the bladder
for several years. He was operated on last August
by Dr. Dyer. Chloroform being given, the Bigelow
lithotrite was passed, and a stone, measuring one and
a quarter inches, was at once seized and crushed.

The oi^eration lasted one hour and three minutes,
reckoning from the time when the ansesthetic was
administered. Several small stones were passed
through the catheter. The patient resumed his

work in a few days, and continued it until May 2,

1880. He then presented himself again, and was
discovered to have a small stone adherent to the left

side of the Ijladder, about two inches from the internal

orifice of the urethra. The stone was after some
effort detached. A few days later the patient was
again etherized, the stone crushed, and the debris

washed away. The time consumed was just twenty
minutes. The patient resumed work two days later

and has not complained since. The stone last crushed
was one-quarter of an inch in diameter. Dr. Dyer
queries whether it was not a splinter of the first

operation.

A Case of Htdaitform Mole.—Dr. AV. H. Shari?,

of Volcano, W. Va., writes to us of a case of hydati-

form mole occumng recently in his practice, which
had some peculiar features. The jjatient was a deli-

cate woman, single, and twenty-one years of age.

For three years she had not been well, but had suf-

fered from scanty menstruation, and eighteen months
before had had hysterical convulsions. For the pre-

vious year she had felt a lump in her abdomen ; four

months before, after exj^osure to cold and wet, she
became dropsical. On seeing her January 16th she

was extremely anaemic and dropsical, passed but
little urine, and that was one-fourth albumen. There
was scanty menstruation at the time. Under diu-

retics, cathartics, and jaborandi, the dropsy disap-

peared, but a slight metrorrhagia continued. .No

casts were found in the urine. February 3d, the pa-

tient i^assed per vaginum a large mass of hydati-

form moles.

The areola; of the nipples were noticed to be en-

larged and darkened. Ergot and iron were given.

On February 20th a vaginal examination showed the

uterus enlarged, os patulous, some hemorrhage, and
a discharge of glairy mucus and cysts took place.

Tr. iodine co. was freely ai)])lied to the cavity. Twelve
days later a large amount of the cysts was scraped
away with a coi)per wire curette. During the suc-

ceeding weeks the comi)ound tincture of iodine was
frequently ai)plied. The uterus gradually returned
to its natural size. For the past two months the pa-
tient has been restored to health, and has menstru-
ated freely.

The case is curious from the long retention of the
mole— probably over two years— and the profound
impression its presence made upon the system.

The Ages of Physicians in New York City.—
Dr. S. A. Hills, of this city, sends us the following
interesting note :

In looking over your notice of the "Medical Regis-
ter," by Dr. Wm. T. White, I was led to examine the
list of physicians in New York City there given. Per-
haps the result may be of interest to some of your
many readers, who may not have the "Kegister"at
hand

.

Of the 1409 names there given, I find the i)atri-

arch of the j^rofession to be Dr. James Anderson, a
graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of New York in 1820, and nine others whose gradu-
ation antedates fifty years, viz. : Dr. Geo. Lindsay,
Joseph W. Richards, James O. Smith, in 1825 ; Dr.
Joel Foster, 1826 ; James O. Pond and A. C. Post,
1827; Oliver P. Hubljard, 1828; Jared Linsly and
Ovid P. Wells in 1829.

In the next decade, from 1830 to 1840, I find 61
names, among whom are found some of our New
York's best known and honored physicians, viz. : Drs.
Parker, Flint, Clark, Hamilton, Detmold, Wood,
Sims, and many others, Drs. Parker and Detmold
being graduates of 1830. The next ten years, 1840
to 1850, 97 names, and here, too, we find the names of
many well known to fame. Between 1850 and 1860,
198 names whose hairs do not indicate life's work
done. The next decade, 1860 to 1870, 371 names,
all supposed to be in prime working order. From
1870 to 1880, 599 names, and 48 of the newly made
graduates of 1880.

It will be seen that the last ten years has added
largely to our numbers, and the last half of this pe-
riod, nearly one-third of tjie entire number.
There are a few names whose date of graduation

is not given.

The list contains the names of 15 female physi-
cians. Dr. Emily Blackwell leads in priority,

having graduated in 1854. All but two, graduates
since 1870, and mostly from the Woman's Medical
College of New York.

Foul Air in the Public Schools.—One of the

teachers in the Twenty-fourth Ward died recently,

it is said, of malarial fever, contracted by her in the

school-house. The same disease has prostrated or

seriously weakened nearly all the teachers in the
Ijrimary department of the same school, and some
of the children are suffering from it.

Ner^'e-Stretching as a Remedy for Sciatica.—
Dr. Jas. P. Bramwell reports, in the British Medical
Journal, five cases of sciatica successfully treated by
stretching the nerve. Dr. B. considers that when
sciatica is due to a rheumatic inflammation of the
nerve itself (which is its most frequent cause), stretch-

ing will be quite sure to relieve the trouble. His
theory is that there is often an adhesive neuritis

which binds the sheath to the nerve. The stretch-

ing breaks uji these adhesions. The counter-irrita-

tion jiroduced by the oi)eration is also of benefit.

The oijeration sometimes has to be reijeated.
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Mehkai. Collection Agency FuArn.—A I'orre-

spoiiilfiit from I'roviJonce, Uhoilo Islaiul, writes

:

" IVnnit luo to in>iuiru if others bosiiles physicians
in Pi-ovi(li'nr«» hav*- not heon wlicctUeil out of a inoil-

enite nuMubcrslup fee in what has jirovod to bn a
hogus collection a;?cncv, bv the very plausible and
modest Mr. , who visited this city last fall and
winter, showinff large lists of physicians who had
subscribed to join such an aj,'en<'y, provich-d others,

to the number of a hundred or so, would join, and
jiromisiuf^, in return for the membership fee, to keep
them i)crmanently siijjplied with the combined de-

limiuent lists of the membership, and to collect all

bills placed in his hands for a very fair percentage.
He issued one list here, and decampeil. leaving i)art

of a large lot of bills with an attorney here, wlu) was
wheedh'd into taking them, ami leaving other bills

for large amounts unaccounttnl for. I must ad«l, for

my own credit, that the bills of mine that he took
wore of little worth ; but the i)oint is that he kept
them. He showed us a list of New Haven pliysicians

who were delightt>d with the plan, etc., and I am in-

formed th;vt he left that place without even furnish-

ing a single list of delinquents. He had also estab-

lished agencies in Hartford, Portland, and other
cities, and their names on his paper gave liim a quasi
endorsement that ijuite deceived us. As your i)aper
goes eveiywhere, it may circumvent his further
fraud."

Dr. BrcH.\KAN .\t Libertt.—The notorious Dr.
Buchanan, of Philadelphia, of bogus dijjloma fame,
of whose arrest mention was made in a recent num-
l)er of the Record, has been released from prison,

after furnishing bail, to appear for trial, in the snm
of Sl"2,()(>0. The bail originally required was .?;},000

in the United States Courts, and 6i»,0(K) in one of the
County Courts, but when this was finally obtained
he was obliged to give §1,000 additional bail on ac-

count of two indictments, wliich were found against

him some yeai-s ago, and on wliich the bail was for-

feited by his disappeai-ance. It looks at i)reseut as
though the successful career of the Professor was to

be brought to an untimely end. Still this prompt
and efficient action of Justice may be followed by a
period of inertia, of which the wily diploma seller

will doubtless make good use. If any one of the in-

corporated medical bodies of Philadelphia woTild

devote a few hundred dollars to retaining a legal ad-
^^ser to keep watch upon the matter, the conviction

of Buchanan would now be insured.

Health of the Citt.—The temperature in the city,

although still high, has ceased to be excessive, and
the mortality lias in consequence gradually dimin-
ished, as the following table shows :

Deaths. Infants. Max. Temp.

July 13 127 52 87°

Julv 14 117 73 89^

JulV 1.-, 98 70 81°

Julv U? 116 61 87°

Julv 17 07 52 81°

July 18 07 53 80°

July 19 70

July 20 122

Total 853

Tlie total mortality for the pre\-ions week was 91.5.

The total mortality among infants for the week end-
ing July 3d was 804 ; that for the week ending July
17th, was 450.

Dr. Tannku'h Fa.st.—The li.'ld day of Dr. Tanner's
alleged fast was completed on July 21st. The ex-

perimenter was tlu'U in excellent condition and suf-

fering Very little. On the sixteenth day he began to

drink water freely, and his conditicm at on<-e greatly

improved. The physiological fa<'ts connect<Ml with
the ])ast week, so far as they can be ol iiiiied, are

presented in the accompanying table :

Amonnt XJrino

I>ay W<-I«ht. rif water jKiSht-d. Bp. (fmv.
of PaKt. Lb*. einiiik. Fl. or. of urine.

i\. ou

10th 132 32 ri9} 1022
17th VV.li 00 2H 1018-20
18th 137^ 58 301 1023
lOth 13(4 30^ 21 1011-12
20th 13r> 43i 40 10*2-10
2lHt 135 4Hi 42^ 1005-0
22d 134 34i 38i 1001-10

Total 319 220i

Dr. Tanner has had no passage from the bowels
since the first day of his fast. His temperature,
pulse, res])iration, and skin have l)een noiinal. As-
suming tlu'u, the fact given by Valentin and other
physiologists, that as much water is lost by the
lungs and skin as by the kidneys, we reach the
following interesting paradox : During the first

four days after the faster began to take water,

he took into his system 192^ fluid ounces of water;
he lost, by the kidneys 100} tiuid ounces, and by the
skin and lungs (assuming the usual physiological
changes) an ecpial amount, or about 200 fluid ounces
in alL Yet he gained in bodily weight during that
time 4i pounds ! Calculating upon the data for the
seven days, above recorded, a similar ditficulty is

found. The sujiposition that the whole thing is a
farce is at once suggested. There are, however, three
set« of watchers with him all the time ; a regular
physician, a I/i^m/t/ reporter, and an eclectic. One
estimate of the urea in the urine gives : on the first

day, 29 gramnies ; the fifth day, 16 grammes ; 18th
day, 14 grammes.

Ice for the Sick.—An excellent charity has been
initiated by the St. John's GuUd. It consists in sup-
plying ice to the sick poor. Tickets are given out
to the Assistant Sanitary Insj^ectors and the doctors
at the dispensaries for tUstribution.

Db. Lyon Playfair, M. P., leaves England for this
conntrv August 12th.

Books Received.

Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors :

Female Pelvic Organs, etc. Bv Henry Savage,
M.D. (Lond.). Tliird IZdition. 'New York : Wil-
Uam Wood <!c Co.

OBTHOP.EDIC Surgery. By Jos. C. Hutchison, M.D.,
etc. New York : G. P. 'Pctnam's Sons. 1880.

Cablsb.ad: Its Healing Agents. By J. Kraus,
M.D., etc. London : Trabner k Co. ' 1880.

State Bo.vrd of Health, Rhode Island.

Tbans. Auer. Gynecological Society. Vol. IV.
Boston : Houghton, Miflin ic Co. 1880.

Chirurgie Antiseptique. Par Db. Ju.st Luc.as-
CHAMPioxNitiiE. Paris: J. B. BaiUiere et Fils.
1880.
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TRACHEOTOMY IN CROUP

:

WITH REMARKS ON

The Pathology, Diagnosis, Prognosis and Treat-
ment OF THE Disease, and the Causes op

Death in Fatal Cases ; avith a Report
of Thirty-five Operations.

By JOHN H. RIPLEY, M.D.,

SURGEON TO CHARITY HO^PITAL: PHYSICIAN TO ST, FRANCIS' HOf-
PITAL, NEW YORK CITY.

Part V.

General Treatment.—Some authors recommend the

discoiitiniianoe of all medication as soon as traclieoto-

my has been performed ; but I siii)poKe this advice is

intended to ai^ply to those cases only in which there

is no serious constitutional disturbance ; for, if tliere

be any remedy which exerts a curative influence

over the disease, it should certainly be continued
after the operation. Is there any such remedy ? I

have already expressed my own belief to the contrary.

Whenever any treatment of real value is discovered,

the profession are not slow to adopt it. Indeed, the

majority of physicians are only too willing to follow

the advice of Dr. Clark to his students in regard to

new remedies: "Gentlemen, use them while they
cure." The best proof that no one plan of treatment
now in iise is very much superior to many others, is

the fact that among jDractitioners there is no uni-

formity of ti-eatment.

By a large and intelligent vote the profession have
decided to pretty much give up the use of calomel in

diphtheria, except as a cathartic, and yet there are

a few who still believe it to be a specific in this

disease, and furnish, from time to time, their quota

of well attested cases which have been cured by its

early and free use. Bromine, which was highly re-

commended for its su^jposed specific effect on the

poison of diplitheria by a distinguished teacher of

medicine in this city twenty years ago, was subse-

quently abandoned by its advocate as of no special

value. His partner said to me a few months ago :

"We found, after a more jjrolonged trial of this driig,

that we lost just as many cases with it as without it."

More recently it was again brought to the notice of

the profession as a specific in diijhtheria by a promi-

nent therajjeutist, but it has not now many advo-

cates. If given in the large and freqiiently repeated

doses deemed necessary in order to get its full bene-

ficial etFect, it will not long be tolerated Viy most
stomachs, and this is a serious objection to its use

;

for, when once the stomach is disordered in this dis-

ease, it often remains weak and irritable throughout
the sickness, and nutrition cannot thereafter be main-

tained. Still, if it would cut short the disease, this

objection should not prevent its being iised. I have

given it a pretty fair trial, with negative results.

Friends of mine have resorted to its use with the

same unsatisfactory experience. Quite an amusing
incident connected with this subject occurred in a

hospital a few years ago. It shows the danger of

attributing to drugs eftects for which they are not in

the slightest degree re.sponsible. A young man was

admitted into my wards suffering from a severe at-

tack of diphtheria. His pulse was 150 and tempera-

ture 105^°. His tonsils, soft palate, and pharynx

were covered with a thick, dirty-gray membrane.
Both nares were plugged with m(!mi)rane, so that he
was compelled to breathe entirely through the mouth.
He had been sick two days, and had not been under
treatment. I said to the house staff: "We will give

this man bromine and see whether we observe any
marked etrect from it." The following prescription

was given to the apothecary :

5. Brominii,
Potassii bromidi . . . .ail 3 ss.

A(i. cinnamomi q.s. ad 3 iv.

M. S.—Teaspoonful, in milk, every two hours.

The progi-esa of the patient towai'd recovery was
most rapid and satisfactory, and began at once. On
the third day after his admission I saw him a second
time. The membrane had nearly disappeared iVom
the fauces and nose — although no local treatment
whatever had been used—his temperatiire and i)ulse

varied little from normal, and his appetite was re-

turning. I called for the bottle which was " curing"
him. It contained an almost colorless fluid with a

whitish sediment. The odor of bromine was exceed-

ingly faint. A simple explanation followed. The
dniggist, not l)eing acquainted with the physical

properties of this medicine, had opened the tin can
containing the bromine bottle buried in i)laster-of-

Paris, and had mistaken the packing for the " specif-

ic." As there was no indication for changing the treat-

ment, it was continued for a couple of days longer,

when the j^atient was discharged " cured."

"The chlorine mixture " (made by putting eight

grains of chlorate of 2)otassa into a strong pint bottle,

pouring upon it a di'achm of strong hydrochloric acid,

corking the bottle until the -s-iolent action ceases,

and then adding water, ounce by ounce, corking and
agitating after each ounce, until the bottle is full),

had at one time a gi'eat reputation for curing both
scarlet fever and dii:)htheria. My first knowledge of

it was obtained from a professor of surgery of this

city, nearly twenty years ago. He spoke of hav-

ing seen it used with great success in his native

town diiring a terrible ej^idemic of diphtheria, in

which no other treatment seemed to be of any avail.

Having myself just come from a village where this

dread disease had prevailed with fearful mortality,

even in some instances sweej^ingoff' whole families,

I treasured up the knowledge of this wonderful mix-

ture for future iise. My first experience with it, a

few years later, led me to believe that it was, indeed,

a sovereign remedy. Nearly all the jiatients that I

treated with it recovered. If now and then one died,

an explanation was easy and ])lausible. Either I did

not see it early, or my directions were not carried out,

or some inconsequential complications changed the

result. I remember well a family of four small chil-

dren that I treated successfully with this mixture.

;

They all had naso-i)haryngeal diphtheria and swollen

necks. Wherever there occurred a little abrasion of

skin or mucous membrane, there also soon appeared

a diphtheritic membrane. They lay listless and apa-

thetic for several days, breathing only through the

i mouth. Great difficulty was experienced in inducing

them to take medicine or nourishment. Brandy,

milk, beef-tea, and the mixture were given internally.

The noses were syringed out twice daily with a solu-

tion of salt and water. All recovered, and all were

subsequently more or less paraly/ed. Was it the

specific that cured them ? I thought so then, but I

do not now. After using this prejiaration for nearly

two years, I came to the conclusion that, as a spe-

cific,' it was a failure. Fatal cases occun-ed under its
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us»>, t'vt'u \vlu>n ubuiidiuit tiiin' was f^iv<'ii for it tdiict,

ftiul thoro wiis IK) spt'i-ial ri'usoii wliv it shoulil not

euro. I saw miually good results with otluT drii'^s in

the hands (»f otlior doi-tors. It was a stioiif^ and iin-

Iileasitnt n'medv. I gavo it up.
Tiuvtura o/ chloride of iron was a favorite rtMncdy

in ervsijudas and scarlet fever, and many otlier in-

fei'tious dise.xses, and seemed to he indicati'd in

diplitheria. Chlorntr. of j>nlii!<'«i was very jusMv lield

in lii.^h reput*! in the treatment of the dirteront

forms of stomatitis, besides havinfX eertiiin other clini-

i-al recommendations. I thon^jcht tlie coiiibiiiiition of

tli.'se two drujjs on<jht to make an etlicient retni'dv in

diphtheria. For over ten years I have been using

either the combination, or one or the other of the

drugs, si'parat4?ly, in large and in snmll doses, fre-

quently repeated and at long intervals. I have tried

to asi-ertain whether any sjjccial eflects followed tjieir

lis*' in diphtheria. Certain i)atients have taken them
for weeks without any api)arent etTect wli.atever on
the ]jrogi-ess of the disease. One young woman in

St. Francis's Hospital, took ten grains of chlorate

of ])otassa every two hours for eleven days, and still

the disea.se i)rogressed. We then gave her half-

drachm doses of the muriated tinctiire of iron for ten

days more, when she died. The membrane, which
only occupied a portion of one tonsil when we began
treatment, gradually extended over the jjharynx, soft

jmlate, through the nasal i)assagos, larynx, and
trachea, and was found at the autopsy lining the bron-

chi as far as the tifth or sixth division. Cases equally

illusti-ative of the neg.itive effects of these medicines

have repeatedly come under my observation. Of
course, it is not common for the di.sease to last as long

as three weeks ; at least the membrane, what(>ver the

treatment ; but such cases show that it vuii/ last three

weeks, in spite of any power which these drugs pos-

sess. Many of the croup cases re]iorted above had
the full benefit of these remedies, but without

marked result, so far as I could see. We know that

quinine sometimes fails to cure intermittent fever
;

but, as a rule, it does not, and we 'prescribe it with

confidence. But, with regard to drugs in diphtheria,

I believe, as I have said before, that none of those

now in u.se have any controlling influence over that

disease. The only i-atioual i)lan of treatment, in my
opinion, is a symptomatic one. Stimulants and
extra feeding are always indicated in grave cases.

The siayical/erer following tracheotomy, ordinarily

is slight, and does not demand quinine ; l)ut, if a ma-
larial influence be present, it should be given in

sufKeiently large doses to destroy it at once. The
tendency to canliac par/ili/.^ii^ can best pe combated
with digitalis, strong infusions of green tea given, if

necessary, liy the rectum, and cham]nigne. I ha%-e

tried strychnine, with negative results. Diphtheritic

vphritis does not call for any sjiecial treatment, un-
less the urine become scanty, or ura-mic symptoms
be developed, or both. In case special treatment is

indicated, large, hot, flaxseed-meal poultices, mixed
with foxglove leaves, may be applied over the lum-
bar region, and sweet spirits of nitre given internally.

Diaphoresis may also be promoted by the use of

exti-a clothing and Viottles of hot water rolled up in

flannel, and placed around the patient. My experi-

ence with active diuretics in acute inflammatory dis-

eases of the kidneys has led n>e to believe that they

do positive harm. I have seen the qiiautity of iirine

voided steadily diminish with their use. When
persistent vomiting depends on ura?mic poisoning,

small doses of morphine (given hypodermically if

need be) seem to control it better than anything

else that I have tried. In some cases there is com-
plete suppression of urine, and the children then

generally die in a few hours. The silly ntatement that

this invasion of the kidney will not often occur if the

disease be properly treated, is too absurd to re(piire

contradiction.

When once the membrane has seriously invaded
the bronchial tubes, as evidenced by increased fre-

quency of pulse, hurried l>reathing, rise of tem])era-

ture, labored, "sawing"' respiration, and harassing

ccmgh, a fatal termination is foreshown. Then steam,

sj)rays, ]irol)angH, and Inoni-hial emetics seem equally

powerless to acc(»nq)]ish more than temporary miti-

gation of sutlering. Finally, when all hojie of recov-

ery has been abandoned, small doses of morphine
render the (-losing hours comparatively ])ainles.s.

J'riM/niisis. — My experience in tracheotomy for

croup in this city, as well as my observation, would
lead me now to believe that an average of not more
than twenty or twenty-five per cent, of recoveries

can be expected, if based on any considerable num-
ber of operations. The prognosis is always unfavor-

able ; more so in some epidemics than in others
;

more so at some periods of the .same epidemic than

at others. During a lull in an epidemic, and also

near its close, ca.ses seem to be of a milder type and
less i)rotracted. In 1875 Jacobi saiil :

" Since 1HG8 I

have savctl but a very small percentage of sulTocating

children, and still I cannot but stand l»y my fonner
indication for the operation. It must not be omitted
when obstniL'tion in the lan-nx threatens to be the I
cause of death by suffocation." In ISflH he published

a series of sixty-seven cases with thirteen recoveries

—a good percentage when we know that he consid-

ex's " no complication of disease or ejiidemic influ-

ence ought to be a contra-iiulication ;
" and, further-

more, that he is not likely to operate on a case unless
the indication for it l)e clear.

My tirst ten cases were all fatal.* Dr. J. L. Lit-

tle, of this city, had a nearly similar experience.

Other surgeons with whom I have conversed on this

subject have also had, at times, many successive fail-

ures. Success and failure do not alternate in regular
order, from the very nature of the conditions. Gen-
tlemen whom I have mentioned could probably make
a very brilliant showing if they chose to select a

small number of cures from some ]iarticular season
or seasons. Again, some statistics are not reliable ;

not because the comi^ilers had fraudulent intent,

but from enors of judgment, and in diagnosis, and
occasionally a treacherous memory has been at fault.

Age is universally considered to have nn important
influence on results. Very young children—those
under two years— rarely recover. Trousseau and
others have attributed the increased mortality at this

early age to traumatic fever. The cases herewith
reported do not sujiport that theory. My experience
in the surgical diseases of children convinces me that
chilib'en bear even the graver operations well ; that
tracheotomy produces little or no shock, and only
slight, temporary, consecutive fever. If a tempera-
ture of 103°— lO-j^" should follow the operation— and
this is giving the extreme limit—and continue for a
day or two, it would not prove fatal. Infants, even,
bear a nuich higher temperature for a more pro-
longed period, in other diseases, without serious

danger. But at this tender ape resistance to inflam-
matory diseases of the respiratory organs is compara-
tively slight. Tracheitis is always pre.seut after

tracheotomy, and generally some little bronchitis.

• These cjimk are not reported in chronological order.
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lu consequence of tliia, pings of iJartially dried muco-
purulent matter and shreds of membrane are sucked
into the delicat*^; bronchi, the expulsive cou}^h of the
child is too feeble to drive them out, and little by
little they are drawn farther in, until the obstructed
bronchi are C(nnpletely occluded and collapse of

the air-cells supplied by them is the result. Again,
the extra strongtli required to carry on respiration

through narrowed aii'-passages cannot long be fur-

nished by these little ones, so that a limited bron-
chial croup, wliich might not j^rove fatal in older
children, will soon exhaust them.
The foregoing ai)pear to me to be the tw^o main

reasons why tracheotomy is so unsuccessful in very
young children. A more extended experience may
change or modify my views ; but, so far, both a clin-

ical observation of symptoms and the pofit-moitem.

examinations which I have made, support them. I

have had no experience in tracheotomy for croup in

young persons between seven years and adult age ; I

have no doubt, however, but that the opinion gener-
ally held, that the chances of recovery steadily dimin-
ish after about the ninth year, is correct. The ex-

planation therefor, is substantially the same as that

given by Trousseau for the uniform failure of the

operation in adults, viz. :
" As the adult has the

larvngeal orifice proportionally larger than the child,

and the calibre of the trachea also projjortionally

greater, the air finds sufficient passage even when
the walls of these conduits begin to be covered with
false membrane; and, by the time that the symjj-

toms of croup declare themselves, the diphtheria has
had time seriously to compromise the ramifications

of the bronchial tubes." In other words, laryngeal

crouiJ in the adult does not often prove sufficiently

obstructive to demand tracheotomy; asphyxia super-
vening only when the membrane has extended to the

smaller bronchi, and this latter condition is not re-

lieved by an operation. This is tiiie in a modified
way of older children and youth. It would be repre-

hensible, I tliink, in either case, to allow a patient to

die of asphyxia without the chance aftbrded by an
operation. No man can tell beforehand how far the

membrane extends, and accompanying inflammation
of the parts may dangerously close the glottis, if not
the membrane alone.

I have seen three cases of croup in the adult. One
has ah'eady been referred to in this pajier. I assisted

Dr. Leroy M. Yale in tracheotomizing a married wo-
man thirty-five years old, for secondary croui^ com-
plicating general diphtheria. The relief was not
marked, and she died in about twelve hours ; no post-

mortem examination was made. I attended a woman
forty years old, for primary croup, the membrane
first ajjpearing on the vocal cords and secondarily

on the pharynx and soft palate. This patient was seen

by Drs. Louis Elsberg and Beverley Kobinson. The
constitutional symptoms were mild. No local treat-

ment except steam and poultices was used. She re-

covered.

Is the so-called membranous croup more favorable

for tracheotomy than diphtheritic croup ? Or, in

other words, is that form of the disease in which the

larynx is first invaded, or invaded coetaneously with

the aj)pearance of membrane on the tonsils, and ac-

companied by slight constitutional symptoms, more or

less likely to terminate by recovery after tracheotomy,
than a croup developed duiing the progress of an

attack of severe diphtheria? It is imi^ossible to

answer this question by yes or no, except condition-

ally. It will generally be conceded, I presume, that

diphtheria is a self-limited disease ; that, after run-

ning a course of from a few hours to several weeks,

according to the character of the ei)idemic and tlie

idiosyncrasy of tlie patient, it may end in tlie re-

covery of the jjerson discascul, even without medi-

cine. Now, the longer the disease has lasted before

croup sets in, the shorter the time remaining Icfore

it (the dii)htheria) will exhaust itself. IJcnce, a later-

developed crouj) would b(» more favorable for ()])era-

tion than one setting in early in the disease, if the

causes of death should be f(mnd to dej-end miiinly

on a prolonged duration of tlui constitutional ai'i'ec-

tion after tracheotomy, and not on accidental com-
plications. Again, if, as many believe, pscnido-mem-
l)ranoiis croup be simply laryngeal diphtheria, then

1 the above argument would still hold g<Jod. If it be
a disease sui generis, then clinical observation alone

must decide the question. Now, I believe that a

majority of the unavoidable deaths after tracheotomy
for true croup are due to extension of the mem-
brane into the bronchial tubes. It follows therefore,

that, as a rule, unless the constitutional symjitoms
be very grave, a secondary croup coming on late in

the disease is less dangeroiis than a primary one. In
short, the longer tlit; disease has lasted before croup
sets in, the less likely the membrane is to travel l)e-

yond the larynx. Of the thirty-five cases herewith
reported, eighteen apjieared to be primary croup and
seventeen secondary croup. Of the eighteen j^ri-

maiy, two recovered ; of the seventeen secondary, six !

But this is too small a number on which to base a
positive opinion ; besides, most of these cases of pri-

mary croup w'ere not fair types of the so-called mem-
branous croup as described by authors. Occurring
sijoradically they might be less unfavoralile.

Dekuied operations.—Cohen, of Philadelphia, in

his excellent and comprehensive monograph, " Croup
in its Relations to Tracheotomy," speaking of the ill-

success attending the operation in that city, gives as-

a principal reason therefor that, "probably, as a
rule, the operation is postponed too long." Still, he
says, farther on : "The indication for the operation

exists whenever it is apparent that death from sufib-

cation cannot be averted by any other means." This
is explicit, and perhaps as good a guide as any
verbal rule that could be given. The only diffi-

culty with rules is, that W'e do not all see through
the same spectacles. Those with a limited ex-

perience are apt to exaggerate the urgency, while

those who have seen more of the disease some-
times wait too long. Those who favor early opera-

tions will no doubt have the better results, because
they will occasionally tracheotomize unnecessarily

and will lose none by delay. No experience, how-
ever great, can predict with unerring certainty the

changes which may take place in a few hoiirs, and
hence, croup patients should be seen often. Inflam-

matory cedema may set in and nin a very rapid and
fatal course, ^yith my views as to the causes of

death after tracheotomy, I cannot believe that the

mortality is so much increased by delayed operations-

as is generally supi)osed. Now and then a child dies

on the table that would not have so died had the

operation been performed earlier. Possibly ei'\"sii)ela*

and cardiac jjaralysis are somewhat more fieipient

when an extreme condition of asjdiyxia and exhaus-
tion is allowed to take place before operatuig. But
the more common causes of death will i^revail,.

whether the operation be done early or late.

Time for oper<Uinrj.—The indications should be,

as a rule : continuous labored resjjii-ation, with its-

accompanying recessions of the epigastric and supra-

sternal walls during inspiration ; commencing as-
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jihyxift, as shown by reMtlessness, pale or fon^t'sted

Im-t', Itluish lips and fonjnnotiva, and mi)i<l, ffcblo,

perliaps irri';,'iilar piils«>. l'ri)f<)nn<l sy.sttMiiic pi)ist)n-

iug, or otluT roinplicatiou, may niako it more jiuli-

cions to operate earlier.

Contnt-iiilic Uioiix.— If a child bo dyinp of croup,

and the family, after hearinif the case fairly stat<'d,

consent to the i)peration, and eHjjecially if tlicy desire

it, I believe it is ri^lit to make the attemj)t, no mat-

ter what the complications. I once operated on a

young man, at his own and friends' retpiest, who at

the same time was satrerinj? from waxy kidney, hip-

joint disease, and general dii)htheria. He lived

twelve houitj—lon:< euoiigli to whisper his thanks for

the relief which had been given him.
Cdusi-ii o^d' tlh.— It is the general belief that pneu-

monia is a very freipieiit, if not the most freiptent

cause of death after tracheotomy for croup. This

belief is based on : 1, tiie theory that cold air ad-

mitted tlire^'tly to the lunjfs through the opened
trachea has a tendency to excite pulmonary in ilam-

mation ; '2, that the presence of the disease in the

larynx and trachea has a tendency to produce ))aren-

chymatitis by continuity of tissue ; 3, that certain

physical signs, occurring some time diiring the lirst

three days after the oi)eratiou, are best explained

by a diagnosis of pneumonia.
1. So far as I know, the cold-air theory has no

foundation in fact. On the contrary, attempts to

produce pneumonia in traeheotomized dogs by com
pelling tnem to inspire both very hot and very cold

air alternately, did not succeed ; because, as was
claimed, by the time tiie prepared air reached the

smaller ramitications of the bronchial tubes, it had,

in accordance with well-known laws, become oi the

same temperature as th'j r(;.^erce dir of the Inuga.

Again, in the few cases in which I have seen the

operation done in the adtilt for laryngeal stenosis, no
pulmonary trouble whatever has followed. A young
man was tracheotomi/ied b}- me in St. Francis' Hos-
pital for chronic laryngeal stenosis of several months'

duration, depending on chronic laryngitis. At the

time of the operation the symptoms were very ur-

gent, and pulmonary percussion was very tympa-
nitic. The relief was complete, and no pulmonary hy-

penemia or bronchial catarrh resulted, although he
was allowed to breathe the ordinary air of his ward.

After wearing the tube several weeks it was taken

out and the wound allowed to heal. Some weeks
later stenosis had again become so great that death

from asphyxia w.is imminent, and tracheotomy was
again perform3d, with a like result. A similar case

with a similar result was alsojunder my care several

years ago. Both of these patients were seen by Prof.

Louis Elsberg. It is not an uncommon thing to see

patients who have worn tubes for mouths, and even

years, outdoors and indoors, and in all kinds of

temperature, without detriment. But, in the case of

these croup children, the air, as a general rule, is

kept both warm and moist, and yet these poal-traclie-

otomi/ sym^jtoms are developed just the same.

2.'St'einer quotes fi-om Niemeyer ( Ziemssen, vol.

iv., pp. '2'jO-l), in discussing the question of the

causation of bronchial catarrh in croup, as follows:
" Wueu the thorax expands and the pulmonary
alveoli enlarge without admitting a i^roportiouate

qiiantity of air, the air in the bronchi and alveoli

must become rareded, and must act upon the bi'on-

chial mucous membrane and inner wall of the alveoli

in the same way as a cupping-glass does upon the

skin, prodacing hypencmia and increased transuda-

tion from the vessels in conse.|ueuce of the dimin-

ished pressure upon the walls of the vessels." If it

were true, as Steincr asserts, that " lironcliial catarrh

is an almost constant accompaniment of croupous
laryngitis," we niigiit discuss the cpiestion of its

causation. But if we except those cases in which it

precedes the crou]), and those in which it depends
either on ura-mia or the actual presence of memi)rane
in the airecteil bronchi, I do not think it is ]nesent,

ns a rule, to any extent. I base this o])iniou on quite

a large number of ca.ses carefully examined—exam-
ined, too, at a time when this condition should be
found, if it b(! a conse(pU'ntial conqjlication—just

after tracheotomy was performed. There is laryngo- i

tracheitis in all post-tracheotomized cases, and gen- I

erally a few bromrhial riles may i)e heard on auscul-

tation ; but they are neither small nor numerous,
nor have they a tendency to increase excejjt from
otiier causes than th(> simple extension of the original

inflammation. I therefore discard this second theoi-y.

3. The pliysical signs which, in fatal ca.ses, gi'adu-

ally develop after the operation, are said to indicate

pneumonia. I
These are referable, for the most part, tojthe pulse, ,

the temperature, and the respiration, and are gener-

ally first observed about the beginning of the second
day after the operation, and continue to become
more and more marked iintil the close of the third or

the beginning of the fourth day after the operation,

when death ensues.

The piil.'ie, although it increases in frequency in

these cases, has no uniform quality, being sometimes
hard and wiry, at others soft and compressible. It

indicates, in a general way, that the ^.patient is not
doing well, but it does not jioint to any particular

lesion. The t-mpernture, if carefully watched, will

be found to dilTer from that of pneumonia in several

respects. It does not generally run so high ; it rises

gradually and irregularly, and ])ursues no uniform
course ; it may even fall below normal at a period in

the disease at which, if the cause were pneumonia,
it should be at its highest point.

The rospira/i'jus are hurried and labored, and ac-

companied by sujira-sterno clavicular and epigastric

depressions during inspiration. The only points of

resemblance betwecii the resjnrations in these cases

and those of pneumonia are, that in both instances

they are luirried, and in both accom])anied by cough
and expectoration. In this connection I desii-c to

correct the very common error into which writers on
croup have fallen in stating that in the advanced
stage of the disea.se the number of respirations is

diminished. Even Riegel, in his article on " Bron-
chial Asthma," says: "I must recall the analogous
and long-known reduction of the number of respira-

tions in croup, laryngeal stenosis, and the like

"

(Ziemssen, vol. iv., p. 5G3). It is only necessary to
count the respirations in any given case of croup to
prove that the reverse of this statement is true. They
appear to be infrequent because we see the whole of
the painful process and hear the long-drawn f^tridor.

In the condition now imder consideration, however,
the air, passing to and fro through the obstracted
ti-achea and bronchi, produces a sound which, if

heard at a little distance from the patient, closely
resembles that made by slowly sawing a thin board
with a small saw. Hence the'gi-aphic phrase, " saw-
ing respiration," which has been applied to it. Unless
due to some temporary and easily removable ob-
struction, as partial plugging of the tube with in-

spissated matters or a loose piece of membrane in

the trachea, it is an almost certain precursor of a
fatal issue. It is the most depressing sound to me
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that I have ever hoard from a chiUl suffering from
croup. It is a si^n of exteusive In-onchial croup. In
addition to this dirt'erence between the respiration of

l^neumonia and tliat under consideration, there i.s

usually the all-important symptom of obstruction to

the entrance of air into the deejjer recesses of the
lunpfs—the su])ra-clavicular and ei)iffastric recessions

during insjjiration. This is precisely Avhat takes

place when the lar^nix is obstructed, although not
often to the same degree. In the former case, by
opening the trachea and freely admitting air, these
recessions no longer recur. But, unfortunately, in

this secondary invasion no means of relief has yet

been devised. Niemeyer, in discussing the mechan-
ism of this symptom in primary crou]), remarks:
" If the air can enter the air-passages with freedom,
the dia2)hi"agm, upon contracting, causes its jxtrti ten-

dinea to descend, but produces no incurvation of the
ribe, for their resisting power is far greater than
that encountered by the diaphragm in the elasticity

of the lung or in the feeble jjressure of the abdom-
inal viscera. If, however, the tendinous centre be
dra'wn \\]i by the rarefaction of the air in the lungs,

or if it be only fixed and hindered from moving
downward, the inspiratory contractions of the mus-
cles of the diaphragm must then, of necessity, cause
the arch of the ribs to curve inward." But when the

obstruction is very great, not only the epigastrium
and tissues at the root of the neck sink in, l)ut also

the intercostal muscles. The cohimn of air entering
the lungs being smaller than normal, the bronchi are

only partially filled, and to a certain extent collapse.

To comijensate for this diminution of the size of

the lung and thereby prevent a vacuum, the above
changes in the relations of the diaphragm and chest-

walls seem insufficient, and the deficiency is made
up by a hyper-inflation by rarefied air of the easily

distended air-cells. This abnormal dilatation of the

aii'-vesicles I believe always exists in laryngeal or
bronchial obstruction (if not complete), and is recog-

nized by percussion during life. It was this vesicu-

lar dilatation during attacks of asthma, as recognized
by percussion, that led Wintrich to believe that that

disease could not dej^end on bronchial s]»asm ;
" for,"

he said, "the limits of the lungs should be rather

rendered smaller by the asserted muscular spasm, as

it is not to be supposed that it would always obstruct

the exit of the air during expiration, and, on the con-

trary, would admit it into the vesicles during inspi-

ration." The exi)lanation above given of this condi-

tion in croup will apply with even greater force in

asthma, because we have in the latter disease, in ad-

dition, a forcible reduction in size of the bronchi.

It may be, however, that in bronchial croup ftho

there is sometimes consequential bronchial asthma
;

there certainly is sufficient ground on which to base

that theory. At all events, tliere is the strongest

positive proof that we generally have associated with

it more or less collapse of the lung, which make's an

additional demand on the distensibility of the jjuI-

monary alveoli.

The results of a^^/zys^ca/ errn«?!?ja//ow of the chest

in these cases do not point to pneumonia as the

cause of the trouble. Percussion is usually more
tympanitic than normal ; but it may be very little

changed, or there may be areas of dulness alterna-

ting with areas of normal or tympanitic percussion.

This sign is not always a trustworthy one in young
children, on account of rachitic deformity or conger-

ital asymmetry of the chest-walls ; so that, if the de-

viations from normal be not very marked, thev will

need confirmation.

The auscultatory signs likewise vary in diffeient

cases, and belong to one or more of these tliree

diseases, viz., bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma.
Sometimes no true resinratory murmur can bo heard,

nothing but conveyed sounds from the trachea and
l)ronchi. Generally, when the ease is far advanced,
the nlles are dry and muffled and the ex] >iration i)ro-

longed. Over the didl areas there is often silence.

Now, if any consideral)le })ortion of the lung were
the seat of pneumonia, I think auscultation would
reveal the bronchial breathing despite other morbid
sounds.

Again, if this condition depended on pneumonia,
would it so uniforndy kill? And, if it did, would it

always do it in about the same time—from 48 to 00
hours after the operation? My exi)erience with
pneumonia in children leads me to believe that a

large majority recover from both the croupous and
the catarrhal forms. Some of these croup-children,

then, should, if pneumonia is what they die of. But,
when " sawing resjnration " is once established, death
is inevitable. No exception to this rule has yet fallen

under my notice either in my own cases or among
those that I have seen under the care of other jdiy-

sicians. Finally, six pm^t-vutrtem examinations on
the bodies of children that have died in this condi-
tion—all that I have been able to see—confirm me in

the opinion that bronchial croup, and not jmeumo-
uia, is the cause of death. Two of these autopsies
are herewith reported and are si^ecimens of all.

Now, I do not wish to be understood as denying
that a child occasionally dies of pneumonia after tra-

cheotomy. I have myself given what I believe to

have been an example. But what I do deny is that

it is a common cause of death, or that it is the cause
in a majority of those cases in which it is assigned
as the cause. Steiner, in seventy-two autojjsies,

found lobular pneumonia only eight times and lobar

diffuse pneumonia only six times. He does not state

that in these cases, ever, it was the caiase of death,

although he does not state the contrary. I believe

that a certain number of cases of collapse are called

i:)neumouia, even at the autopsy, because no test of

the permeability of the air-cells is made. As Juer-
gensen says :

" Inflation is the best means for distin-

guishing truly inflamed from simi:)ly collapsed por-
tions." There can be no doubt but that many of

these children irould develop catarrhal pneumonia
in the collapsed portions, if they could live long
enough.
The sad, avoidable death of the little girl Kelly

(No. XXXII.), from ol)struction of the tube after all

danger from the disease was apparently over, emjiha-
sizcs the remarks of Cohen on this point :

" It is

therefore of the greatest imi)ortance that a compe-
tent attendant—by jireference, a medical man of some
judgment and familiar with the nature of the acci-

dents which follow tracheotomy and the use of a
tube—be at the side of the patient, or, at least, within
immediate call, until all danger from this source has
jjassed." Unfortunately, in a large number of cases

this is impracticable. I have no doubt but that, with
a competent nurse to take charge of the after-treat-

ment, our percentage of recoveries might be consid-
erably increased.

Diphtheritic nephritis is, I believe, more often a

controlling cause of death than is genei*ally svip-

posed. Other causes of death foiind in the preced-
ing tabulated statement need no special comment.

The following are some of the conclusions anived
at from the study of these and other cases of croup :
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1. Tlmt tho opomtion of tnicliootomy on yoiuiK

cliililroii for iToup, in its iniiniiicnt j)i'ril to lifts is

one of tho niont (lunj^erous o|icriitions in Hurj,'i'i y.

2. Tlmt wli«>n tho oporation itself is mifoly ooui-

jiloti'tl, itH seooniliirv otTi'cts nro not to he foiiiod.

3. That from 20 to 'M per cent, of tho eases oper-

iitotl on recover.

4. Thiit triU'hootoiny >vill permanently relievo tho

distressing ilyspnu;a in more than half of the cases

operated on.

f). That of those who Rubseqnently die of bron-

chial croui>, a consideraltle nniulier suffer less than

if they had l>een abandoned to their fate without an
operation.

G. That it is always a justifiable procedure in

croup, if the paramount factor in causing death be
apnu-a.

7. Tiiat the imi)ortance of operating early in the

diseas.' has been greatly exaggerated.

8. That early operations are sometimes needless

ojienitions.

9. That, as a rule, any prognosis based on the con-

dition of tho child befoi-e the operation is unreli-

aMe.
10. That nasal diphtheria, per se, does not add

gravity to the prognosis.

11. That having a specially skilled nurse to attend

the patients during the after-treatment would in-

crease the number saved.

12. That, if thei-e be an inflammatory' exudative

croup in contradistinction to diphtheritic croup,

clinical observation has not enabled me to differenti-

ate it.

18. That the medical treatment must be conducted

on general i)rincii)les, none of the pet drugs now in

use being in any degree specitic.

1-1. Tliat the tube should be permanently removed
as soon as respiration can be carried on through the

larynx—the only certain test for this being to tem-

porarily remove hnt/i amnuUp, and prevent the admis-

sion of air through the wound by stretching a piece

of oiled sLlk or other im])ermeable substance over the

opening.
15. That the tracheotomy wound, as a rule, needs

no special treatment. If it be the seat of large and
troul)lesome granulations, the.'^e may be destroyed

with any of the stronger caustics—preferably nitric

or acetic acid.

Doctor of Electricity (I).—The American Electro-

pathic Institute recently ap])lied to the courts in

Philadelphia for a charter giving power to confer the

Doctorate of Electricity. The charter was refuse<l on

the p^-ound that the instruction was to be limited to

the subject of electricity and its properties, while

the public would be apt to look upon its graduates

in the light of qualitted practitioners of medicine

and surgeiy ; hence there was a source of danger to

the community. The opinion of the Court contains

the following well-ba~sed conclusions :

Wliatever may be the value of electricity and mag-
netism as curative agents, a kno\yledge of their

principles in their api)lication to disease does not

-c v.upreheud the degree of learning which the law

a ul the interests of society as well require in a prac-

titioner of medicine.

The corporation sought to be created would sus-

tain, in its relation to the public, the character of a

medical college, and it is this character, while its

course of instruction is thus limited, that is without

authority of law and liable to become a source of

danger to the community.

FHAcrrKK OF THK INTKKN.XL CON-
DVI.K OK 'I'llK lir.MKHL'S WITH 1>IS-

l-0(\'riO.\ OF TIIF HKAD OF THE
H.\l)ir.-<.

By THOMAS M. M.\KKOE, M.D.,

NRW TOHK.

(Ilrnil Ix-f.irp tho N.-w Vork Siir),'i<»I .SociPty.)

FBAcrrnRS of the internal con<1yl(» of the humerus,
embracing the whole or nearly the whole of the tro-

chlea, are alluded to by all the systematic writers.

The sym])toms which ch.iracterize it are given by
very few writers with any fulness of detail, and by
none of them with any attempt at differential diag-

nosis ; most of them being content with a bare state-

ment of the injury, leaving the signs to be inferred,

rather than attempting even an enumeration of them.
Dr. Hamilton, however, in his latest edition, gives a
very full account of the signs of this fracture, but does
not dwell on diagnosis, and indeeil, does not allude

to the clo.se Rimilarity wliieh the displacement .some-

times i>resents to that of a dislocation of the fore-

arm backward, though he quotes Sir Astley Cooper
as s.iying that this injurs' is frequently mistaken for

a dislocation. Gurlt also gives the signs of fracture

of the internal condyle quite as fully and indeed
rather more in detail than Dr. Hamilton, and both
writers allude to the fact that the fracture of the con-
dyle is sometimes connected with a dislocation of

the head of the radius backward. Neither writer,

however, gives any details as to the peculiar features

of this last condition of the injury, exce])t as quot-
ing from a paper which I published in l.S.5.') on this

subject. At the time of ])reparing that paper my
attention was chiefly occu])ie(l with the study of dis-

location of the radius, and the article was intended
to show the dei)endence of the dislocation upon the
fracture ; my contident belief being that a disloca-

tion of the radius backward can never take place
without one of three conditions being present, viz.:

either, 1st, such a bending of the forearm on the arm
that an angle of nearly 45' will show on the radial

side of the joint ; or, 2d, such a bend of the hand to

the radial side as must be produced by drawing the
whole radius at least an inch upward, while the po-
sition of the ulna remains unchanged ; or, 3d, a frac-

ture of either the shaft of the ulna or of the inter-

nal condyle. In following this idea the i)aper alluded
to was piiblished in the Xnc i'ork Journdl of Medi-
cine, in May. 1H55, and it is upon the cases and de-
scriptions of this paper that both Dr. Hamilton and
Gurlt chiefly found such remarks as they offer on
this sul>ject. I know of no other author who has
given special attention to this injury, and I therefore
have considered that I might fairly claim to be the
first to direct attention to its practical imjiortance.

On the more common form of fracture of the inter-

nal condyle it is not my i)uriiose to dwell. All the
writers who sj^ecially mention it agree in saying that
it is accompanied with but Uttle displacement, and
that in a backward direction, increa.sed during exten-
sion and diminished during flexion of the forearm on
the arm. At the .same time crejutus is mentioned, and
local mobility of the separated fragment when firmly
gra.sped. The.se injuries are stated to be always pro-
duced by direct violence, as by a fall on the elbow,
and veiy httle is said about "the ultimate effects on
the motions of the joint.

I have no fault to find with this account of the in-

jury, and nothing to add to it. I consider that it
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gives a fair picture of the accident in a certain num-
ber, perliaps a majority, of its exam])les. I Lave
long been convinced, however, that there are a cer-

tain number of these cases which have a different
cause, take a different coiirse, present some very
different features, and tend, if not recognized, to a
miich more serious im))airmeut of the usefuhiess of
the elbow-joint than the statements in the books
would lead us to anticipate.

In these exceptional cases the original lesion is

the same as that described as belonging to fracture
of the internal condyle, viz., a breaking off of the
condyle in such a way as to include a considerable
portion of the trochlea in the
broken fragment. If now the
injury has been received in

such a way that the force has
been a])plied directly to the
elbow, there is no mechani-
cal reason why any marked
disjjlacement should occur.

If, however, the force has
been received on the hand
and transmitted through the
ulna to the internal condyle,
then it seems manifest that
if the force be great, and
if it be continued in action
after the bone has given way,
the tendency to displacement
will be in the line of the act-

ing force, and the whole fore-

arm will tend to be thrown backward, precisely as

happens in an ordinary dislocation. This is the con-
dition of the injury to which I wish to ask the atten-

tion of the society.

And here it seems to me that a more just apprecia-
tion of the points involved will be gained if we con-
sider a moment the physiology of the elbow-joint. A
glance at the diagram will remind the Society that,

of the two l>ones of the forearm, the ulna is the one
which is really articulated with the humerus. The
radius, though toiiching the capitellum, to which it

is loosely attached, being chiefly articulated with the
ulna, to which it is bound by three sets of ligaments,

is so arranged as to allow the radius to roll around
the ulna in the movements of pronation and supina-
tion, at the same time that it is so firmly attached to

it that any separation of the two bones can only be
accomplished by extraordinary violence, and is in

point of fact one of the curiosities of surgery. Phys-
iologically speaking, the radius may be regarded as

an elongated carpal bone, its shape and attachments
being such as to give it the movements of pronation

and supination, which are truly movements of the

hand, and not of the forearm. It is also evident that

the connection of the radius with the humerus is not

a physiological necessity. While we must acknow-
ledge that the movements of flexion and extension

of the forearm on the arm are steadied and strength-

ened by the increase of the base line at the ]>oint of mo-
tion, it is at the same time evident that all the move-
ments of the forearm and hand can be supposed to be

executed by a radius which does not reach the capitel-

lum. This comparative independence of the radius

in its relation to the humerus has, in the study in

which we are engaged, this practical significance : it

shows how force transmitted through the forearm is

received principally on the trochlea, and it also

shows that, if the trochlear sii2)port is in any way
lost, the radiiis can do but little to prevent complete

displacement of the joint-surfaces, and this chiefly

by reason of the looseness and weakness of its at-

tachments to the cai)itelluni. These remarks I

thought it desirable to make, that we may more in-

telligently appreciate some of the points in the his-

tory of the fracture which I wisli to dcsciil)e. The
following case will serve to l)ring the sul)ject definite-

ly before us. I copy from my case-book the notes
as taken at the time, now more than twenty years
ago.

" Michael Lee, ret. 10, was admitted to the New
York Hospital, Oct. 11, 1850. Five days before he
liad fallen from a horse, striking on his left side,

with his arm twisted behind liim. Gi-eat swelling

and ecchymosis took place immediately, and at the
time of his admission had not subsided sufficiently

to justify us in making a tliorough examination of

the injury. The arm was laid in a comfortable po-
sition, and evaporating lotions a]ip]ied. On the 17th
the swelling had so far subsided as to give us a
chance to examine the fracture. The internal con-
dyle and the olecranon were in proper relation to

one another, while the head of t1ie radius had left

the external condyle, and was easily felt rotating be-
hind and to the outside of it. The wliole asjiect of
the elbow was that of dislocation backward, the
end of the olecranon projecting about an inch back-
war<l, and the end of the humerus making a rounded
])rojection on the anterior face of the joint. The
))art8 were so easily movable that it could further
be distinctly made out that a considerable fragnu nt
of the intern xl condyle, broken from the shaft of the
bone, remained attached to the olecranon and moved
with it. The wliole displacement could be easily re-

duced and the deformity removed, while on letting

go the limb it was immediately reproduced. Dr.
Van Buren saw the case with me and recognized tlie

facts as above stated, and without hesitation agreed
with me in the diagnosis of fractui*e of the internal

condyle, involving so much of the })asis of support of

the olecranon as to allow of its displacement back-
ward to a sufficient extent to permit the head of tlie

radius to be also pushed backward, as in ordinary
luxation. The displacement was reduced, and the
arm placed at an angle less than a right angle, and
so retained by an angular tin sjjlint. a firm i)ad be-
ing placed on the prominent end of the humems to

keep it in place. On the 3()th the apparatus was re-

moved without my knowledge, and the young man
reported that union of the detached fragment was
firm and the joint in good shape. He was disdiarcrd
the next day, Dec. 1, 1859, without my having bad
an opportunity of examining the arm."

It will be noted that the leading feat ires here pre-
sented are : 1st, a close resemblance to an ordinary
dislocation of the forearm liackward ; 2d, while the
head of the radius has left its usual relation to the
external condyle and can be felt below and behind
it, that the olecranon, though thrown behind its nat-

ural ]iosition, has not left the internal condyle, but
remains in its normal relation to it. The inter-

nal condyle can be felt to have followed the backward
movement of the olecranon, and a sharji projection

about an inch above the joint shows where the con-
dyloid ridge of the humerus has been interrupted by
the fracture ; 3d, seizing the fragment thus displaced
and moving it liackward and forward, it can be felt

to move independent of tlie external condyle, and in

this maniiiulation crepitus is easily produced ; 4th,

on the anterior aspect of the joint a somewhat sharj)

protuberance can be felt, w Inch is the end of the hu-
merus from which the internal condyle has been de-

tached. These are the signs which are derived from
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iiKiimal exftiuiniition of tlu' bony promiiu'iuvs of the

joint. If rlt'iiily nuido «mt tln-y uro sulliriciit to

rstublish tho natiiro of tlu' injury. Anotlirr si^'n,

lu»w«'ver, is not less imjxn-tunt, iinti that i.s thr fiicil-

ity with wliii'h tho di.splaci'njent i.s rt'duc<'il. Tliis

ea.sy reilurtion ami t>a.Hy disphu'tMuont uri.se.s from
tho frti't that tlio reiluction is mrrdy tlio n']>huiMinMit

of tho hoiul of tho radius in its normal i)()sition. with

tlio rostoration of tho fracturod surfaoos to their

jiropcr apposition ouo witli anothor, and from tho

furtluT faot that wliou tlnis roplacod thoro is nothiug

to liold tho fra^nionts to;<othor, exoejjt tho h(';id of

tho n\dins with its .shallow ouj) in oontat-t with the

oapitoUum, whioh it doos not o!ul)ract>, and wlioso

lii,'.vmonts aro alroady torn thiou;^li by tlio injury.

Th(> slij^htost mo.omont is sulKi-iont to displaoo tliia

hoad of the nv4lius from its unstable i)osition ou the

oai)iti>llum, and, when thus displaood, there is no
lonj^er anvthing to restrain the fnictured internal

I'ondylo from b.iokward disidaooniont, and the origi-

nal deformity is thus easily reproduced.

The diagncsis lies cliioHy between tho injure- in

question and tho dislocation backward of tho fore-

arm. The reseml)lanco between these two injuries is

so striking, particularly after swelling has taken

l)laco and has somewhat ol)scured the anatomical

jioints, that a mistake is easily made—a mistake, as I

shall show hereafter, fniught with very serious danger

to tlie ultimate usefulness of the joint. Tho diagno-

sis is founded upon three points : 1st, tho changed
relations of the bony prominences around tho joint

;

•2d, facility of reduction and marked tendency to

reproduction of displacement when unsupported

;

3d, sharpness and smallness of anterior i)romiueuce

of the lower end of humerus.
With regard to the first, we must note that the

whole humeral e.xtremity in tho dislocation retains

its relation to the internal condyle, and this latter

can be felt forming the termination of the condyloid

ridge, and placed far in front of its proper relation

to the olecranon, which is projecting strongly back-

ward and upwanl. In the fracture, on the other hand,

the condyloid ridge is felt to be interrupted an inch

or more above the joint, and the olecranon has not

quitted its normal attachment to the internal condyle,

which has followed it in its backward displacement.

The change in the position of the head of the radius

is the same in botli injuries, and therefore, taken alone,

will not assist us in their discrimination.

2d. Facility of reduction and redisplacement. In

dislocation the i^rominent edges of the articular cav-

ities, the untorn portions of tlie uniting ligaments,

and muscular tension all combine to oppose obstacles

to the return of the dislocated bone ; but, when once

the bine is back again in its proper place, some
considerable force and some considerable extent of

movement is required to reproduce the deformity.

When once a dislocated elbow is reduced, wo feel

sure that by properly sujjporting the limb, and not

allowing any moWng'of the elbow-joint, we shall re-

tain all that we have gained, and we sliould feel con-

fident, with these precautions, if wo did not see the

limb again for many days, that it woiild be found in

perfect position. In the fracture, on the contraiy, the

easy reduction is followed by easy displacement, so

that, as has happened in several of the eases I have

seen in consultation, the surgeon has been astonished,

after a perfectly satisfactory reduction of the sup-

posed dislocation, to find on his next visit the origi-

nal deformity exactly reproduced. This feature is

not only strikingly characteristic of the injury in

question, but is itself the explanation of the impor-

tance which should attach to thtj accurate recogni-

tion of its nature.*

This brings us to tho jjrognosis. It may be very

briefly stated : it is good if the injury bo accurately

recogni/ed ; it is very bad if it bo misunch'rstijcjd. A
moment's roHection on the mechanical principles of

an onlinary hinge will suggest the dangers which are

likely to follow a fracture through the articular sur-

faces of the elbow-joint ; tljo i)ost example is the

skeleton of a true ginglymoid articulation. If any
portion of tho receiving or rec(Uvod parts of an ordi-

nary hinge l>e bent out of line, the movement of the

hinge is impaired or destroyed. If tho bent portion

be restored to line, tlie niovonionts of the hinge are

again i)erfect. In tlie comi)lex liingo of the elbow-
joint any doviation of tlie arti(mlar surfaces from the

lino of motion of tho joint, if once consolidated, will

impair that motion, or make it imjjossible. Of
course a total destruction of the motions of the joint

from this cause can hanlly be supposed to be ))Ossi-

ble ; but siu-h a degree of impairment as permanently
to restrain and diminish the ability to flex and ex-

tend the forearm has actually occurred in several of

the cases I have seen. On the other hand, if the

natiire of the injury be clearly made out, and the
surgeon be careful and watchful, as well as skilful

in a])i)lying his dressings, we may with confidence
promise a perfect restoration of all tlie functions of

the joint. This, in my mind, is what makes this

fracture one of so gieat a i)ractical interest, viz. :

that it is extremely liable to l)e misunderstood ; that,

if so misunderstood, it entails permanent damage
upon the joint, and, what gives crowning interest to

the study, we may by intelligent management en-

tirely neuti-alize the threatened dangers.
The treatment is directly deducible from what has

been said of the nature of the injiuy. It consists,

first, of reduction, and second, of retention. The first

indicatioQ is usually very easy of accomjilishment. It

is the second that demands the surgeon's vigilant at-

tention. The constant tendency of the forearm to

slip backward is, I have thought, best counteracted
by bending the elbow at least to a right angle after

the reduction has been completely accompUshed,
and then binding the limb to a grooved tin splint,

which accurately fits the dorsal surface of the arm
and forearm down to the wrist. This alone would
doubtless be sufficient to steady the fragments in

many cases ; but wlien, as is occasionally the case,

the tendency to displacement is very gieat, a slightly

concave splint on the anterior surface of the arm,
extending from the shoulder nearly to the elbow,
acts directly to keej) the upper or humeral end from
pushing forward, and very much improves the re-

tentive power of the entire api)aratus.

Reasoning theoretically, I have thought that the
joint line could be most securely preserved by bend-
ing the forearm to something less than a right angle
with the arm. This idea occurred to me on noti-

cing how tho head of the radius mounts on the capi-
tellum in the fiexion of the forearm, untO in extreme
flexion it almost touches the anterior surface of the
humei-us al>ove the articulation. On glancing at the
skeleton it will be seen that the head of the radius,

thus rising upon the caijitellum, prevents backward

I

The third diagnostic point needs not to be dwelt uixin. The ul-

nar half of the artii-ular extremity beitis gone, the remaining radial
half makes an anterior prominence, whioh is smaller and sharpf-r than
in the dislocation, and the prominence is situated on the radial side of

the joint, a manifest vacuity bein2 felt, whtire in the dislocation we
should have the prominence of the trochlea making its part of the for-

vrard protrusion of the humeral extremity.
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displacement more and more iierfectl_v,as it rises,

until it reaches an angle, say of 80% with tlie Immeriis,
where I have thought its supporting jjower was
greater than at any point of either greater or less

flexion. If this be trne, then, to secure all the ad-
vantages of position, we should aim to keep tlie

elbow bent to about this angle, and tliis theoretii-al

idea has been confirmed by quite a number of trials

I have made in the few cases I have had an op-
portunity of treating. The imjiortant point in tiie

treatment may be stated to be constant, watchful
care that the original deformity be not reproduced.
This secured, the future of the joint is assured.

As in all cases where fracture involves joints, early

passive motion should be employed. In the third

week, I think, slight movemeuts of the joint, made
by the surgeon himself, with all due care to prevent
any yielding of the fragment which has not yet been
solidly united to the shaft, and repeated every day,
will prevent, as far as it is preventable, the stiffness

which always follows this accident, and these pas-
sive movements should be supplemented in the
fourth week by some voluntary exercise carefully in-

creased as it is better and better borne.
In conclusion, I think I may state that, even when

much bony deformity has resulted, and as a conse-
quence much restriction of the movements of the
joint, something can still be accomplished, if the
union be not too solid, by persevering and coura-
geous efforts, both on the part of the surgeon and of

the patient, to overcome the resistance bj' the steady
application of force. This, in slight cases, may be
accomjjlished by the surgeon foremg the movements
beyond the point of arrest, by steady and firm pres-

sure with his unaided hand. If this be done daily,

and particiilarly if these efforts are cordially sec-

onded by the jjatient's own voluntary exertions,

much can be accomplished. The jiatients are almost
always young ; indeed, I have never seen a case over
twenty, and as the obstruction arises not from rigid-

ity of muscle or ligament, but from inequality of

hinge-surface, in these young bones considerable de-

formity, in the early weeks after the healing, can be
ovexcome by patient perseverance. In one rather bad
case I had Mr. Tiemann make me an instrument by
which forced flexion and extension could be made
aad maintained, and in this instance, although on
his recovery from the fracture much imj^airment of

motion existed, I finally succeeded in gaining per-

fectly every movement of tlie limb.

The number of cases in which the peculiar condi-

tions noted above prevail, will not be large in any
one man's exjjerience ; but it seems to me that one
elbow-joint, cripi^led by the nature of its injury

being misunderstood, would make any conscientious

surgeon feel that want of knowledge of the simple

facts I have rehearsed would not exonerate him
either in f»ro conHcienti(p, or before the tribunals of

this wicked world, where a suit might be brought for

viaUipriLcis.

Opii^i Smoking.—A Prize of S250 has been offered

by an English gentleman, interested in the matter,

for the best essay on the medical means of counteract-

ing the effects of opium-smoking in China. This essay

should contain suggestions as to the best method of

conducting an opium refuge (or hospital) in that

countiy. Dr. Eisdon Bennett, Dr. Sieveking and Sir

Joseph Fayrer will act as adjudicators. If thought

advisable, a second prize of ??125 will be given.

A CASE OF EPITHKLIO.MA OF THE REC-
TUM,

In which the Operation op Proctectomy was Per-
formed.

Reported by ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL.D.,

NKWr YOIIK.

Joseph Mowett, jet. 53 ; Scotland ; widower ; ma-
chinist. Admitted into Presbyterian Hospital,

Aiiril 1, 1880. Family history good. Enjoyed
good health until last summer, wlicm he had an at-

tack of yellow fever. Eight weeks before admission

he began to lose flesh and strength. Three weeks
later he began to have frequent fluid passages from

his bowels, with severe bearing-down pain, which
continued to the date of his admission, with slight

intermissions. The loose evacuations contained mu-
cus and blood. At the time of his admission he

had seven to ten jjassages in twenty-four hours.

Examination with a finger revealed an irregular, in-

durated, cock's-comb shaped tumor an inch aljove

the anus, at the junction of the left and jiosterior

wall of the rectum, about two inches in length, and
involving two-thirds of the circumference of the

bowel. Chalk mixture with camphorated tincture

of opium was ordered to relieve the diarrhcea.

April 5th.—Passages more nearly normal in ap-

pearance, less frequent, and less painful.

April lOtli.—Continued improvement ; three to five

passages in twenty-four hours, veiy little jjain, no
mucus, but occasionally a little blood. A consulta-

tion of the surgeons was held, and the operation of

proctectomy was advised.

April 12th.—The patient was etherized, and the

operation performed in the following manner : Two
semi-elliptical incisions were made, one on each

side of the anus, an inch from its margin, meeting

in the perineum in front, and near the coccyx behind.

These incisions were earned down to the muscular

coat of the rectum above the sphincter, the rectum
being dra-ttTi down by a -s-ulsellum. The fibres of

the levator ani were divided, and the incision was
extended upward, until a line was reached corre-

sponding with the upper extremity of the neoplasm,

as felt liy the introduction of a finger within the gut.

The moVbid growth occupied the left side of the

rectum, from near the median line jjosteriorly to

the junction of the left with the anterior wall of the

intestine. An incision was made through the rec-

tum, a third of an inch on the right side of the

median line posteriorly, and another through the an-

terior wall of tiie bowel near the median line, leaving

between the two incisions a strip of healthy tissue,

including about two-fifths of the circumference of

the gut. The left side, including the diseased

growth, was then drawn down and divided trans-

versely above the diseased portion, little by little,

each bleeding vessel being tied in the progress of

the operation, until the whole mass was removed.

The portion of the sphincter connected with the

sound flap on the right side being regarded as su-

perfluous and interfering with drainage, was re-

moved, and the remainder of the flap secured by

sutiu-e to the skin. Toward the close of the opera-

tion the circulation became quite feeble, and the

pulse at the wrist imperceptible. Two liyjiodermic

injections were administered, each containing thirty

minims of whiskey.
6 p. M.—The patient has recovered from the effects

of the ether, but he has a haggard look and a feeble
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jmlse. Half an ounce of wbinkey was given to him,
and the dose was repeated after an hour.

10 r. M.—Cirenlatiou mueh improved. Patient
does not rom])lain of any i)ain.

A]inl l.Uli, '2 A. M.—Xo urine has been i)assed since
the <>p(.ration. A eatheter was introtlnced, and seven
ounces were drawn off. As there was some oozing
of Mood from the wound, a uiixtiire was i)repared,
containing' forty minims of liquor ferri sulisulpliat
with an ounce of water, and the patient was di-
rected to take a draclim every three hours. In the
middle of the day, as the quantity of unne drawn off
by the catheter was scanty, infusion of dij^italis wu.s

ordered, half an ounce three times a day. In the
afternoon he had a movement of the bowels without
l>:\in. The stool was clay-colored and cylindrical.
Tl'.e woiuid was dressed with lint, moistened with
carbolic oil, 1 to 10. Tlie patient was directed to
coutine himself to a licpiid diet.

April l.')tii.—Patient continues to do well. He
takes his food regularly. He has two or three semi-
solid stools in 24 hours. The wound is rei)acked
with lint, moistened with carbolic oil after each
stool.

April 17th.—Urine is regularly drawn off with a
catheter. The secretion is more fi-ee, and the in. us.

digitalis was directed to-day to be discontinued.
Tlie wound is granulating, and is in a healthy condi-
tion.

Aiiril 20th.—In passing the catheter, some diffi-

culty is experienced, there being an ai^parent ob-
struction in the membranous portion of tlie urethra.
A steel sound of ;^0 mm. was passed into the bladder,
stretching, and probably divulsing the urethra.

April 21st.—Since the i)a.ssage of the sound, the
l>atieut urinates without a catheter. He has occa-
sional cramps in his bowels, which are always re-
lieved by sulph. morphia, gr. i.

May 15th.—There has been steady improvement in

the condition of the patient. The right side of the
rectum, which was attached by sutures to the integ-
ument, united with the skin by the tirst intention.
The left side, which was widely separated from the
skin, has come down within half an inch from it, and
the intervening space is tilled with healthy gi-anula-
tions. There have been occasional attacks of diar-
rhuea, always relieved by bismuth, in five-grain doses,
combined \rith suli)h. morphia, gr. ^. The patient's
mind is a little confused. He has a singular hallu-
cination, that the members of the house staff have
conspired to chlorofoi-m him and cut him up. Tliis

hallucination probably originated in the fact that
there was a case of secondary hemorrhage in the same
ward, in which the house-surgeon was obliged to re-

oi)en a wound to secure suine bleeding vessels.

June 3d.—The patient has for some time past
been able to put on his clothes, and to walk about
the ward ami the corriiiors. He continues to be
troubled wiih his old hallucination, and to-day he
absconded from the ho.spital.

In reviewing this case, its most remarkable feat-

ure seems to be the very moderate amount of local
distress, or of constitutional disturbance, following
so grave an operation.
Un the 13th of Ajiril, the day after the operation,

the highest rate of the pulse was 96, and the highest
temperature 100". On the lith, pulse 98 ; tempera-
ture 101"'. On the 15th, pulse 100 ; temperature,
101'. On the IGth, pulse Utj ; temperature, 101.2°.

On the 17th, pulse 90 ; temi^erature, 101\ On the
18th, pulse 92 ; temperature, 100.7'. On the 19th, i

pulse 92 ; temiierai-ure, 100.6". On the eveumg of

the 20th, the t^'mperature descended to 98.5°, and
from that time pulse and tempi'niture were normal.
Tlie local symiititms, from the day after the opera-
tion, wiTc equally mild. There was scarcely any
complaint of pain, and the healing process went on
without interruption. The i)rogress of the case in

all respects, exct-pt the mental condition of the pa-
tient, was entirely satisfacton.'.

It is a matter of regret that the patient could not
be induced to remain longer in the hospital, and that

the opjiortunity of watching the result of the opera-
tion for a more extended j)eriod was lost. The pa-
tient was under observation for a little more than
seven weeks after the oi)eration, and during this time
the very extensive wound had nearly healed, and
there was reason to ho})e that he might enjoy a
long reprieve, if not a full immunity from a return
of the di.sease.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAE.

Notes of Pr.\ctice .^xd Pectliakitees rs Treat
.MENT.

LABTKGEAL SPASM—GEXERAL COXVUL.SION.S—RACHtnE

—

SUDDEN' AND THREATEMSG A.SrHYXIA—CATHETER-
IZATION OF THE LARYNX—RECOVERY.

The following case was interesting with reference to
several points. A baby, a few weeks old, had the
ajipearauce of being in a healthy, well-nourished
condition. It, however, had ]>ersistent general con-
vulsions and attacks of laryngeal spasm. On making
a careful examination the evidence of rachitis was
found in the beaded condition of the ribs and soft

spots in the cranial bones. It was believed that the
general convulsions and the spasms of the larynx
deijeuded ujion the general conditions included in the
term rachitis. On examining the pharynx a laryn-
geal spasm was i)romptly produced, and the baby
suddenly became asjjhyxiated to an alarming extent.
Bespiration ceased at once, and the face was livid.

Artificial respii-ation was resorted to at once, but
neither Schutze's nor Marshall Hall's, nor Syl-
vesters method did the least toward restoring the
child. The tissues of the larvnx were comijletely re-
laxed ; but there was not sufficient life in the child to
enalde it to breathe. The heart continued to beat.

A male silver catheter was quickly introduced through
the larynx, and respiration was immediately restored.
The general convulsions were subsequently con-
trolled by the use ot chloroform. At the end of a
week the laryngeal spasm had not returned, nor had a

the general convulsions ; and the child seemed to be
better for having passed through the dangerous ^

ordeal. The jjractical point was the catheterization
of the larynx in preference to tracheotomy in a case
demanding extremely prompt action, in order to
prevent death from sudden asphyxia.

PHIiEGSXASIA ALBA DOLEXS.

The following cases exhibited features worthv of
note : A woman, let. 42, was confined Feb. '3d.

The labor was tedious, the breech presented, and the
child was not saved. She then had a fever tliat lasted
for some time, accompanied by sweating and exhaus-
tion, and finaHy she was broVight to the hosi^ital.
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Seven weeks after parturition, an exceptionally late

period, plilef^masia alba dolens developed. The
treatment adoijtinl was leeching and poultices for

the pain and tenderness, and it was believed that
probably they had some eflfect in shortening the du-
ration of the active stage. The limb was kept at rest.

After the acute symjitoms had subsided, agents to

promote absorption were indicated, and that upon
which chief reliance was placed Avas the flannel roller

bandage for the toes, upward to the upper portion
of the thigli. The patient should be encouraged to

move about some, as motion stimulates the circula-

tion and thus favors absorjjtion. So long as any
hardness remains in tlie course of the veins friction

should he aroidfd ; for, in a sufficient number of

cases to give warning, a portion of the thrombus has
been detached, and, entering the circulation, has done
irreparable damage. A second case of phlegmasia
alba dolens was seen, which was exceptional in that it

was double, and was interesting in comparison with
the other case in that it began on the eighth day
after a tedious labor.

SECONDARY HEMORRHAGE AFTER TEDIOrS LABOR.

A woman was confined on March 28th. Labor
was tedious, but uncomplicated. Five days after

parturition, and while making a good recovery ap-

parently, she was moved from the Maternity Hospital
because of the appearance of puerperal fever in the
wards. At twelve o'clock on the night following

the day on which she was removed, she began to

bleed from the vagina ; the discharge continued un-
til six o'clock in the morning, and, although pro-

fuse, did not cause any serious constitutional disturb-

ance. On searching for the cause of the hemor-
hage, it was learned that the placenta was said to have
been partiaUy adherent, and the suspicion arose that

a portion of it still remained, although it was sup-
posed, at the time of labor, that it was completely
removed. The .suspicion was confirmed by passing
the curette carefully over the internal surface of the

uterus, and removing one or two small jjieces of pla-

centa that had been retained. The operation was
followed by ergot and the hemorrhage was at once
arrested, and had not returned. There was no lacera-

tion to account for the hemorrhage. Objection was
made to the use of the tampon in such cases, even
five days after labor.

PNEUMONIA—VALVULAR DISEASE OF THE HEART— SUD-

DEN DEATH.

The following is a complete history of a case that

terminated fatally 14 hours after admission to the

hospital : A middle-aged m9.n was taken sick five

days previously. Vomiting was the first symptom,
and the material vomited had a yellowish color. In

the afternoon of the same day he began to throw
up blood with coughing, and he thought that he
raised about a pint, which was of a bright red color.

Afterward, the vomiting returned, independent of

the cough, and he threw up dark colored blood.

He did not have a chill. He had, besides the vomit-

ing and raising of blood, pain in the left side below
the ribs, pain at the pit of the stomach, and over

the latter region there was a good deal of tender-

ness on pressure. When admitted to the hospital,

his cough was harassing and was attended by ex-

pectoration, viscid and colored, but prune-juice

rather than brick-dust. He coughed and vomited

and raised blood more or less during three days, in-

cluding that on which the attack began. He had

had articular rheumatism. He had been in the habit

of going on sprees, but had not drank alcoholics

steadily and regularly. His arm was ami)utated at

the shoulder in 1873. His family history was un-
important.

I'lit/siccd examination.—Cheeks flushed, and of a
dusky color. Alidoniinal resi)irati()n : Pulse, 110,

regular, and of fair strength ; temperature, 102^' F.,

in the mouth ; respiration, 40, and somewhat pant-

ing. Tongue moist ; countenance not notably anxious.

The apex of the heart was ])eating in its normal
jiosition ; no evidence of cardiac hypertrophy ; no
sinking under the clavicles ujion taking a full inspi-

ration.

On percussion in the infraclavicular region, reso-

nance was found to be more marked upon the left

than upon the right side. On anscultatim), vesicular

resj)iration was heard on both sides. A murmur was
heard with the first sound of the heart, having its

greatest intensity at the junction of the second rib

with the sternum on the right side, and was not con-

veyed toward the apex.

Posteriorly, vocal fremitus was more marked upon
the left than upon the right side in the infrascapu-

lar region. On percussiim, there was dulness, almost
flatness over two-thirds of the left side of the
chest, and a gTeat deal of tenderness. On ausc>dt( -

tion, expiration was more marked than inspiration

over the left lung, tubular breathing from the top to

the bottom of the pleural cavity, at the end of the
inspiratory act a distinct friction sound was obtained,

but no rales in any locality. Over the right lung
was exaggerated respiration. The diagnosis was
pneumonia, and the points specially interesting were,

first the vomiting, which seemed to take the place

of a chill at the onset of the disease, and second
the hemorrhage, which, when it usliei's in an attack,

indicates that a large amount of lung will be involved,

usually the whole lung, and also that the patient's

general condition is bad at the time of the occurrence.

Such cases do not resolve well, it was remarked ; and
gangrene of the lung is veiy liable to occur under
such circumstances. The cardiac complication was
unfavorable, but an aortic was regarded as more
favorable than a mitral lesion under such circum-
stances. From an examination of the patient's toes

and fingers it was evident that he had a gouty dia-

thesis, but if, so far as the urine could indicate, the
kidneys were in good condition, the prognosis was
tolerably fair. The iirine had not been examined,
as the i^atient had just been admitted. The treat-

ment was chiefly to allay the harassing cough which
was wearing out the strength of the jiatient, and, ac-

cordingly, a hypodermic of Magentlie's solution of

moriDhia, TfLviij., was given. The patient was to be
kept well covered in bed and put upon a nourishing
diet, consisting of all the milk he could drink, all

the cold water he wished. In the evening of the

same day he was feeling quite conifortal)le, and had
rested some under the influence of the morphine. At
about 3 o'clock on the following morning he died.

At autopsy, made twelve hours after death, cc nsol-

idation of nearly the whole of the left lung was found,

together with a moderate amount of 2)leuritic exuda-
tions. Red hepatization just began to pass into

gray, as shown by microscopical examination. Right
lung normal. Heart-thickening and retraction of

the aortic valves and stenosis, so that the orifice

barely admitted two fingers. Modeiate hyi)ertroijhy

of the left ventricle. Mitral valve thickened and
orifice naiTowed so as to admit scarcely more than
one finger. The tricuspid valve was also thickoi;td,

and the orifice would not admit three fingers. There
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were no vofrotfttions, ami the muscular tissue pre-

seutt'd a healthy appearance.

ANEl-RISM OF THE AORTA AND THE INNOMINATE—OPERA-

TION SrOOESTED.

A middle-aged woman had been sick seven months ;

has had a tluttering about the heart, and pain in the

priHTordial region, especially after excitonicnt of any
kind. 8he had also occasionally had a peculiar

sensation of weakne.s.s come over lier, referable to

tlie cardiac region, and so marked as to oblige

her to sit down at once when it aj)peared, and those

8i>ells were as apt to come on without as with ])hy8i-

cal exertion and excitement. Two days previously

she noticed, for the first time, that her voice was
changed, and also discovered a lump in her neck.

On physical examination, a marked pulsation in the

neck was noticed over the entire region between the
scaleni mu.scles and above the sternum. On jjalpa-

tion, a distinct tumor was felt that had a dilating

impulse, and extended about an inch above the ster-

num on a line with the junction of the clavicle with
the sternum. When the tingei's were passed behind
the sterno-clavicular articulation, the pulsation could
be felt very distinctly. On jDercussion, dulness was
found to extend downward into the chest cavity be-

low the sternum about three inches, upward into the
neck and over toward the right side of the trachea.

The right radial pulse was feebler than the left. On
auscultation, a double murmur was heard over the
heart, and it increased in intensity until the base of

the organ was reached, when it was heard with its

maximum intensity, although nearly as loud above
the sternum. There was some cardiac hypertrophy.
The diagnosis of aneurism of the innominate artery

and of the aorta was made, and ligation of the car-

otid and subclavian arteries suggested.

HYDROCEIiE OF THE SC!BOTUM.

A patient, a man somewhat advanced in years,

was seen, who had had his hydrocele treated with an
injection of absolute alcohol. Dr. (rouley removed
fourteen ounces of fluid with the asj>irator. The
same quantity was removed at his second visit, and
then three drachms of absolute alcohol were thrown
in before the needle was withdi*awn. The result was
a cure, as shown by an examination made nearly
two months after the operation.
The multiple puncture was practised on a con-

genital hydrocele, and the case was progressing fa-

vorably,

EXTEUNAL UKETHROTOiTY—KECONTUACTION—CONTrNTJ-

OrS DILATATION.

The case was interesting in the following particu-
lars : External urethrotomy had been performed suc-
cessfully eight years i)reviously. liecontraction had
occurred to such an extent that he came for treat-

ment within the last month. Continuous dilatation,

instead of cutting, was practised, and the stricture

had been dilated from two to fourteen inches in
three weeks.

ACUTE BRIGHt's DISEASE.

The following cases were noted, because of certain
peculiarities which they pi'esented :

Case I.—Mr. , jet. 4:6 ; a printer ; native of
United States ; was admitted to the hospital on the
8tb. Family history unimportant. He had l^een ac-

customed to drinking strong dnuks moderately. His
Jiealth .wjiS^ood up to three yeiirs ago, when he had

chills and fever, and, at that time, was told that he

bad kidney disease. He recovered, and no symp-

toms of renal disease manifested themselves until

about four weeks j)revious t<i his admissicm. The
question arose, did he fully recover, or did he have

a latent kidney aHection during all the time he be-

lieved him.self'to be in i)erfect health? Probably the

latter. One month before admission Ik; began to

sufTer from pain in his back, and his feet and legs

began t<» swell ; his a1)domen was slightly enlarged,

he had headaclie, and passed a smaller (quantity of

urine than usual, (^n admission, he had some oede-

ma of the lower extremities, the quantity of urine

discharged was less than normal, somewhat smoky,
had a specific gravity of 1(»U), and contained albu-

men and small liyaline casts. Two weeks after ad-

mission, the date in which this note was made, his

urine was still somewhat smoky. The indication

was to increase the quantity of urine discharged

without irritating the kidneys. The acute symptoms
had passed away. He was put on the free use of

milk, and half an ounce of the infusion of digitalis

with twelve grains of acetate of ijotash were given

every three hours. On the day following his admis-
sion, he i)assed 3 xvi. ; on the second day, 3 xxxiv.,

and the (edema had almost entirely disappeared. On
the '28d the urine had an acid reaction, specific

gra\-ity 1012, and contained alluimen ; but the
oedema had disappeared, the patient's ajipetite was
good, and his general condition was so fair that he
regarded himself as about as \sell as ever.

Case II.—A man, set. 73, native of Ireland, and a

laborer, was admitted to the hospital on the 20th.

His family history was unimj^ortant. He had used
liquor and beer moderately. He had enjoyed good
health up to nine years ago. At that time his feet

and legs were swollen, his abdomen increased in

size, he had shortness of breath, passed a small
quantity of urine during his sickness, which lasted a
month, but he was not confined to his bed during
the whole period. He made an apparently complete
recovery. From the history, it was concluded that
the man had acute desquamative nephritis nine yeais
ago. If so, it was exceptional ; because at that age
he had no right by rule to have the affection. About
three weeks before admission he began to pass
bloody urine, and his feet and legs began to enlarge.
In this ca.se there was suspicion that nine years ago
the patient was left with the chronic form of the dis-

ease. When admitted, his lower limljs were ojdma-
tous, also his scrotum and penis, there was sKght
oedema of the face, and a small quantity of uiine in

the alxlominal cavity. He had some dyspnoea and
cough. His bowels were loose and his appetite was
good. His urine was smoky, had a specific gi-avity

of 1014, and contained albumen and small hyaline
casts.

The treatment was conducted upon the same prin-
ciple as in the first case, but different remedies were
used.

5 . Potass bicarb gi-s. xxx,
Infus scoparii = gg,

S. To be given every three hours.

On the second day after admission the oedema
was less, cough less, and his general condition was
notably improved. On the foUo^^ing day his uiine
was yet slightly smoky, had a specific' gravity of
1011, was alkaline, and contained albumen. His
general condition was impro\-ing, and the treatment
was continued. Milk was an important factor in his
diet.
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In Case III. phonomena similar to those j^ivon

were observed, and the j^atient was taking acetate

of potash, with marked benefit. The urine had in-

creased in quantity, and the patient's general condi-

tion had improved.
In Case IV. the indication for treatment was sub-

stantially as in the foregoing cases, and the infusion

of triticium repens (dog-grass) with bicarbonate of

potash was used with very satisfactory results.

RECT.\L ALIMENTATION.

In a case of severe and persistent vomiting, with
pain, dependent on subacute gastritis, the patient, a

male, tet. Si, was received. Day and night nutritive

enemata were administered every three hours, com-
posed of the following articles :

Milk, f ij.; half an egg; whiskey, ^ij-. and Mc-
Munn's Elixir of Oi^ium, gtt. x. The vomiting and
pain were at once relieved. Two days jirevions to

taking this note deflbrinated blood was substituted

for the above mixture, and 3 iij., every three hours,

were employed with satisfactory i-esults.

ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM, TAL^^TLAR LESION OF THE
HEART—EXCEPTION WITH REFERENCE TO BOTH.

A male patient, fet. 47 years, and a laborer, was
admitted on the 13th. Family history Tinimportant.

He had been accustomed to the use of both liquor

and beer, yet said he never drank to excess. He had
always had good health until two years ago, when he
had his Jir^it attack of articular rheumatism. The
case was exceptional in that the first attack of rheu-
matism occurred when the patient was foi'ty-tive

years old. If rheumatic, it was believed to be sub-
acute. He recovered and went on with his work as

usual. Three months before admission he had cough
with frothy expectoration, and soreness under the

lower end of the sternum. One month later he be-

gan to suffer from shortness of breath. He had not
at any time noticed any diminution in the daily

quantity of xirine discharged. On admission he
complained of dyspnoea, cough, and soreness in the
region of the xyjihoid cartilage. Physical examina-
tion revealed a murmur with both sounds of the
heart, and heard with greatest intensity over the
aortic valves. The area of cardiac dulness was in-

creased. The urine was acid, had a specific gi'avity

1020, and did not contain albumen.
The question arose whether or not the cardiac le-

sions found depended upon endocarditis occurring
two years ago. If so, it was exceptional—for cardiac

lesions, sufficient to develop marked physical signs,

originating in as recent an attack of endocarditis,

were regarded as rare.

Projiotions and Appointments in the United
States Marine Hospital Service.—At the regular

examinations held by the Marine Hospital Ser\-ice, in

New York, June 21st to 25th, the following promotions
and admissions were made :

Assistant Surgeon John Godfrey, to be Passed
Assistant Surgeon ; Assistant Surgeon F. H. Brown,
to be Passed Assistant Surgeon.

Dr. John Guiteras, of Philadelphia ; Dr. Wm. A.

"Wheeler, of Evansville, Ind. ; Dr. J. A. Benson, of

Hoboken, N. J., and Dr. C. E. Banks, of Portland,

Me., i^assed the examinations, and were admitted to

the service as Assistant Surgeons.
Dr. Benson has been ordered to report at Balti-

more, for temporary duty. Dr. Wheeler is ordered

to New York Citv ; Dr. Banks to San Francisco, and

Dr. Guiteras to St. Louis.

progress of iHctiical Science.

Abdominal Section for Pitrposes of Diagnosis.—
Dr. J. H. Stallard (S(tn Fnnicinco Western Jjoicet,

May, 1880) relates a case of rapidly growing tu-

mor in a man 41 years old, where an exploratory lap-

arotomy was performed. Antiseptic niles were scru-

pulously observed. An incision five inches long was
made in the linea alba, terminating an inch lielow

the umbilicus. The stomach, slightly distended with
flatus, appeared at the uj^per part of the opening,
and the omentum below. The latter was of a deep
]jort-wine color. There were no adhesions. The
hand readily passed between the tumor and the
stomach and liver above, and the intestines and
omentum below. The gi'owth was attached dee^jly

to the root of the mesentery in front of the great ves-

sels. Thei'e was no distinct pedicle. The tumor
was firm to the touch and smooth upon the surface.

A thorough examination was made by the assisting

physicians, and it was unanimously decided that an
attempt at removal would prove immediately fatal.

The wound was therefore carefully sponged, and
closed with silver sutures. The dressing was that of
Lister. The patient recovered without a bad symp-
tom. At no time did the temi^erature exceed 100^

F., and on the third day it was normal. The wound
was found dry and well united on the fifth day. On
the ninth the ligatures were removed. On the four-

teenth day he sat up and took his usual food. He
was now quite as well as before the operation.

Dr. Stallard adds that, although unsuccessful as a
curative proceeding, the above case at least suggests
the adoption of abdominal section as a means of di-

agnosis in a number of cases, where the nature of the
internal disease cannot be determined by ordinaiy
means. Under sprav and "with proper antiseptic pre-
cautions, there would seem to be little or no danger
in making exploration for internal herniae, intussus-
ceptions, impacted gall-stones, fibro-cystic and other
growths. We may incidentally mention the fact that
Dr. Stallard's idea is not a new one. Similar ex-

ploratoiy incisions have for some time past been in
vogue, especially in Germany, where the number of
such operations is already quite large. In our coun-
try, however, cases of this kind have not hitherto
been frequently reported. Perhajis they were not
successful. At any rate the sTirgeon is justified in
undertaking this operation in certain exceptional
eases, and when we have gained more experience
in this matter, the death-rate may be appreciably di-

minished.

Pustular Rash from Shkep-washino.—M. Steel
{Brit. Med. Jour., May 8, 1880) relates the following
case. In May, 1879, a gentleman, fair, tall, robust,
a A'ery distinguished athlete, presented himself to

Mr. Steel, with the front and inner side of his left

arm from the shoulder to the wrist, and the left side
of the chest and upper part of the abdomen, covered
with a pustular rash, the cliaracter and localization

of which puzzled him considerably. It was at length
elicited that, about a fortniglit before, he had assisted

as an amateur in a day's sheep-washing. In the
course of this operation the sheep is grasjjed by the
left hand and supi^orted on its back against the left

side of the washer, standing nearly to the middle in
water, while the right hand is engaged in rubbing
awav the clay and dung with which the wool of the
bellv is often clotted. It was also ascertained that
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V.xo slu'ep ImJ voceutly btnin dipjx'J iu a alu-cjj-ilii)-

])iiv: «'.»mpositi(m, probubly cDiituininf^ luovcurio bi-

chloritl « or iirsoiiii-, for tho (Icstructioii of tick iiiul

oMicr ]>;irnsitos. TIu» ciuisc of the cniiition was now
rl(':ir, thouijli tlic i>iitit'ut hud no sns]iii-ion of its ori*

f,'in. Ho won* a thin tlanncl shirt and duck trowscrs.

The sliirt becanio Haturutcd with water from tlie wot
sheep, but was not otherwise immersed. Tlie rif^ht

liund. beiu'^ constantly washed with fresh water, es-

o.vi)ed. His feUow-laborers, wearinj^ their usual thick

dothini^, also remained unalTeeted.

AciTK MiiiiAiiY TriiniicrriOSis in the AiniiT.

—

FiMir cases of this kind were recently observed at the

Kin.r's C'ollec;e Hospital, and the fciUowinp; remarks
co:ulade the account fjriven of them in the Ilrif. M<'(1.

.Jiiiir.. May S. ISSO. These eases are of considerable

interest as illustrations of tlio difficulty which sur-

rounds the diairnosis of acute tuberculosis in the

a lult from other febrile affections, more especially

fioni typhoid fever. Thus the more or less ol)scure

hisiory, the absence or eijuivocal ehara-ter of the

pilmonary jjliysical si^^ns, the presence of abdominal
symptoms or diarrluea, the absence of marked dysp-

ucea (in one case at least), united in greater or less

decrree and iu varying combination to render exact
diagnosis exceedingly dilHcult. Although dilfering

individually in the precise groi;ping of their symp-
toms, all the cases presented one common salient

feature: their pulse-temperature ratio was markedly
disturbed. For example, in one case, with a tem-
l)er.iture which never exceeded 102° F., the pnlso va-

ried from 110 to 186 per minute. Again, in another
case, while the temperature varied from 101.4^ to

I'M , the pulse ranged from 130 to 15(5 per minute.

A similar condition was observed in the other two
cases ; and it was noticeable that althoupli, in one of

these, the temperatxire took a somewhat higher range
(lOi"" to 105 ), thejiulse also varied disproiK>rtionate-

ly, varying from 130 to 150 per minute. Wun<lerlich
had especially insisted on thi.s jjoiut in the diagnosis

o' acute tuberculosis ; and it seems evident, from tlie

cases described, that it might prove of great value in

the recognition of the more obscure cases of this dis-

ease.

Fatal Herxiotomy.—Two cases of herniotomy,
fatal iu consetpience of hemorrhage from abnor-
m;dly distributed obturator arteries, are rei)orted to

have been obser^'ed at the Sussex County Hospital
(/>'///. Med. Joiini., May H, 18S0). Case l! was that

of a woman aged 62, who had a swelling in the left

groin for four months. "When first seen she was in

a ollapsed condition, with dry, brown tongue, and
frequent stercoraceuus vomiting

;
j^ulse 100, feeble.

Her exi)ression was anxioiis ; she complained of pain
at the umbilicus ; there was a small, hard swelling at

the left femoral ring, without imiKilse on coughing.
A few hours after admission, herniotomy was per-

formed. A small knuckle of intestine was found
very tightly consti-icted at (iimbernat'a ligament

;

the ligament was incised, but, befoi'ethe bowel could
be reduced, a second stricture, formed by the sac it-

self, had to be divided. When Gimbernat's liga-

m:'nt Avas divided, free bleeding occurred, but this

was apparently controlled without difticulty. The
day after the operation, some hemorrhage was de-

tected from the wound, and, as it could not be con-

trolled, the wound was again opened and the bleed-

ing point searched for, but without success. The
patient gradually sank, and died on the third day
at'ter the operation. At the necropsy the neiglibor-

hood of the wound of incision was found infiltrated

with blood, which extended IxMieath the i)eritoneum,

as higli as the umbilicus. The hemorrhage was found
to proceed from tlie complete divi.sion of the obtu-

rator artery, whicli arose from the external iliac in

common with the ejiigastric, and crossed over the

femoral sheath and along the inner margin of the

cniral ring.

Case II. was that of a woman aged ()4, who had
had a rujiture five or six years, Vnit had always l)een

able to return it herself. S'.k; had never worn a

truss. On admission, four days after her inability

to return it, there was a hard swelling, about the size

of a walnut, in the ])osition of the femoral ring,

witho\it impulse, and irniducible. Soon after admis-

sion, she vomited a nuiterial exiictly resembling thick

licpiid f.ices in appearance and smell. Herniotomy
was ])erformed under ana;sthetic jnixture. A small

knuckle of bowel and a piece of omentum, whicli

were found in the sac in a somewhat congested con-

dition, were returned without difliculty, only a very

slight nick in (rimbernat's ligament being needed to

relieve the .stricture. No hemonlipvge occurred at the

time of optn-ation. She was a])]mrently much re-

lieved by the operation, ami pas.sed a good night, but
the following evening .'^he l)egan to complain of a fre-

rpient desire to micturate, and of some tenderness of

the abdomen, and cm the day but one after the oper-

ation she showed signs of severe collapse, and vom-
iting recommenced. The collapse increased, and
she died early the following morning. There was
no hemorrhage from the wound after the operation.

At the necropsy, eight hours after death, the wound
was found healthy in aipearance externally, without
any ecchyniosis of the suiTouuding skin, but on
opening it out some clotted blood appeared, and on
tracing this back, a large mass of clot was found in

the subperitoneal tissues surrounding the wound, and
in the neighboring parts of the pelvis. It was found
that the obturator artery, which arose from the ex-

ternal iliac in common with the ei)igastric and passed
over the crural ring on its course to the ]>elvis, had
been partially divided, jirobal ly at the tin)e when
Gimbernat's ligament was niclced. The obtui-ator

artery on the oiijjosite side did not arise from the
external iliac, and was probably normal in origin.

The rei>ort<n- added that the interest of the two cases
centered, of course, in the abnormal distrilmtion of

the obturator artery, in each case the cause of death
being its accidental division, which was in the one
case partial, in the other comijlete.

Sterility in Women.—Dr. Harry L. Sims read an
interesting paper on the al)ove, at a recent meeting
of the San Francisco Obstetrical Society {Weslern
Lancet, May, ISSO). Mcintosh was said to have been
the first to begin proi)er treatment by dilating the
cervical canal with bougies. Then came Sir James
Y. Simjison, who followed the same idea, by incising

the cervix to make the canal permanently open. But
these procedures did not often lead to the cure of

sterility. Tlie sterile condition, according to Sims,
may be caused by one of many things, such as poly-
pus, fibroid tumor, some malposition, a painful dys-
menoiThrea, a contracted cervical canal, a tlexed cer-

vix, abnormal utero-cervical secretion destroying the
vitality of the spermatozoa, etc.

Three ipiestions must lie determined at the outset,

in order to secure scientific treatment : 1. Does the
semen contain spermatozoa ? 2. Do they obtain ac-

cess to the utero-cervical canal ? 3. Are there any se-

cretions in the canal which will poison the sperma-
tozoa ? If no spermatozoa are found in the semen,
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the uterine condition needs no treatment. If sper-

matozoa do exist in the semen, but do not enter the

cervical canal, then arises the question of the pro-

priety of an operation. If, however, the sj)ermatozoa

do enter the canal, then, as a nile, no surgical inter-

ference will be necessary. Dr. Sims is in the habit

of examining microscopicallj' small quantities of the

secretions found in different parts of the genital tract.

For this purpose he employs a small rubber syringe,

with a long glass nozzle, the point of which is in tlie

shape of an inverted cone.

Sometimes repeated examinations become neces-

sary. The normal secretion of the cervix, he says,

should be as clear and translucent as the white of

an uncooked egg ; when this secretion is full of

little snow-white specks, it is always inimical to the

viability of the spermatozoa. "While treating the

patient, he always examines the cervical mucus every

few days. At the beginning the spermatozoa are all

found to be dead. Some time afterward, some will

be alive and the rest dead ; then, later on, nearly all

will be alive ; and when, finally, the sjiermatozoa are

all found alive, the case may be pronounced cured.

A gi'eat deal of jiatience, however, will be necessary

before such a result is obtained.

Dr. Sims emphasizes one indisputable fact, and
that is that the si^ermatozoa must reach the uterine

cavity in order to produce pregnancy, and they must
there find a secretion which will not be inimical to

their viability. His method of incising the cervix,

which is essentially that of his father, Dr. J. Marion
Sims, is described, and several cases related. The
paper closes with the statement that Dr. Sims has

operated, during the past seventeen months, on nine-

teen cases of uterine flexions, for sterility. Of these

cases, thirteen have already resulted in pregnancy.

Tapping Pulmonary Cavities.—Dr. Thompson, of

London, in a paper on this subject (Virginia Med.

Monthhi, June, 1880), makes the following remarks :

Pulmonary cavities may be broadly classed into two
groups : i, those which are found in the upper lobe

of the lung, and which may be denominated pl/tJiisi-

cal ; and 2, those which are formed in the base of the

lung, and which are generally pneumonic. The first

grouj)—apicial or phthisical cavities—occupy pref-

erably the upper lobe, secrete (?) matter of a iieculiar

nature, non-fetid, septic, but seldom distinctly puru-

lent, although under the microsco])e degenerated

pus-cells may be found. The peculiar characteristic

nature of the matter is shown by its property of pro-

ducing tubercular infection, when locally applied to

l^ulmonary tissue. The second group—basic or

jmeumonic cavities—occupy only the lower i>arts of

the lung, secrete a purulent, often a gangrenous

mattei-, of overpowering fetor, which, when trans-

ferred to other parts of the lungs, results, not in

tubercle, but in pus. The first kind of cavity is in-

variably associated with firm and complete adhesions

of the pleural surfaces in the neighborhood of the

cavity. With the second form of cavity the ad-

hesions are by no means so comjilete ; bands of

fibres may only tie down the opposite pleural

surfaces, or the cavity may be associated with

an emijyenia and absence of adhesion—a condition

by no means rare. An illustrative case is then cited,

and after some further considerations the following

conclusions are presented : 1. Except for the intro-

duction of local remedies, the puncture of an apex

cavity can hardly be expected to lead to any good

result. 2. The pvmcture of a basic cavity is de-

majided if the secretion be fetid, provided there are

reasonable grounds for supjiosing that the pleural

surfaces in the neighborhood of the cavity are suf-

ficiently adherent to i)revent artificial pneumo-tho-
rax. 3. The advantages to be gained by the o])era-

tion are the ventilation of the cavity and the diminu-
tion of fetor, and esp(>cially the jirevcntion of matter
passing over to, and infecting the soiuid lung.

Statistics of 250 Cases of Cancer of the Breast.
—Dr. Oldekop publishes an extended report of 250
cases of carcinoma of the mamma, which were tieated

in Prof. Esmarch's wards in Kiel between the years
1850 and 1878. Of these cases, 21 were not operated
on. Of the remaining 229, 23 died in consequence
of the operation ; in 109 the tumors returned ; in 43
the tumors did not recur, some of these ]iatients l)e-

ing still alive, while others have died of intercun-ent

diseases ; in 54 the patients were lost sight of after

they left the hospital. The majority of the patients

were between 46 and 50 years of age ; the average

age at which the disease first made its ajipearance

w-as 48.4 years. Of the patients, 208 were married,

and 30 single. Of 103 who had borne children, 36
had suffered from puerperal mastitis. In 9 cases the

tumor developed from nodules left by i^revious mas-
titis. The statements with regard to previous injury

were uncertain. The cancer affected the right lireast

in 123 cases, and the left in 102. The up]ier and outer

half of the gland was most frequently affected. In 11

cases hereditary predisposition existed, and in GO cases

it could be positively excluded. In 31 cases in which
the axillary glands were not involved, the average

duration of life after the operation was 45.1 months
;

period of freedom from relapse, 6 months. In 57
cases in which the glands were involved, the average
duration of life after the ojieration was 34.8 months

;

period of freedom from relapse, 2.5 months. The
average duration of life from the first appearance of

the disease was, in the cases not operated on, 22.6

months, and in the cases operated on, 38.1 months.
On 225 patients, 287 operations were performed, with
23 deaths. Out of 184 operations j^erformed before

the introduction of Lister's method, there were 16
deaths, a mortality of 8.7 per cent.; out of 77 per-

formed under antiseptic precautions, there were 7

deaths, a mortality of 9.1 i^er cent. Tlie average pe-

riod of convalescence was formerly 5.2 weeks, but
after the adoption of Lister's methed it fell to 4.6

weeks. In 40.9 ;? of the patients the entire mamma
with the glands was removed (mortality, 13 ^). Of
the 23 deaths from the operation, 12 were due to ac-

cidental surgical diseases, 4 to collapse and secondary
hemon-hage, 1 to jmeumonia, and G to causes that

could not be clearly ascertained. Eiysijielas oc-

curred 15 times, and proved fatal in 5 cases. In
4G.4 ^' of the cases the recurrent tumors apj^eared

within the first three months after tlie o])eration

;

I

after that period the recurrences diminished steadily

in frequency, and after one year they only occurred
in 18 cases, or 16 '?. A reai)i)earance of the tumor
after three years' interval was only observed in one

I

case, and in that there was some room for doubt.

Hence three years may he regarded as the limit for

the appearance of recurrent tumors. If this be ac-

cepted as correct, 23 of Esmarch's cases may be re-
' garded as definitely cured. The seat of recurrence
was far more frequently the cicatrix than the axilla

;

\

and when the operation was limited to the removal
of axillary glands, the recuiTent tumors generally &]}-

peared in the axilla. Dr. Oldekop concludes his pa-

l)er with brief synopses of the histories of the 250
! cases.

—

Langenbeclc's Archiv., vol. 24.
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PHYSICIAN AND DRUGGIST.

The relations which ahouhl exist between phy.sician

ami pharmacist will always interest both parties in

the discussion. More especially will this be the

case so long as there appears to be such a wide di-

vergence of opinion as to mutual rights. It would

seem, considering the amount of ventilation which

the subject has received, that there would be some

line of demarcation agreed upon that would separate

the two professions ; that Avould mark the limits of

the functions of each, and would show where one

commenced and where the other ended. But we

seem as far as ever from a settlement of respective

claims. The reason for this probably is that there

is not much disposition on either side for that spirit

of compromise which would allow of a calm and iin-

prejudiced adjustment of dififerences. It is quite

necessary that we should come to this point as

speedily as possible, inasmuch as there is developing

on both sides a belligerent attitude which is ominous

of much trouble in the future.

With a view of fostering a better understanding of

the question, and of reconciling apparently contend-

ing interests, we propose to throw out a few sugges-

tions in that spirit of impartiality which must invite

a calm consideration of the points at issue. We
must start with the assumption that the physician

and pharmacist have so many interests in common
that they cannot afford to quarrel. They are natur-

ally helpers of one another, and require mutual sup-

port. The real question should be how the latter

end can be best accomplished. All discussion

should bend in that direction.

In order to understand the true position of affairs

it is necessary, in the first place, to look at the diffi-

culties which appear to be in the way, and, secondly,

to find the means of overcoming such obstacles.

In olden times physician and apothecary were

combined, and the doctor's saddle-bags were as in-

diHpcnHa1)le to his outfit as was the horse he strode,

or the lancet ho wielded. He was dispenser as well

as prescriluir, and was hai)i)y in being the facto-

tum in the sick-room. Except for the veritable

grandma, who so constantly beset his pathway with

her favorite teas, there was no one to interfere with

his just prerogative, none to question the means
used for the cure of the patient. The progress of

the healing art, ami the necessities of the .situation

which grew out of it, gradually separated the func-

tions of pre.scriber and compounder until they be-

came respectively associated with two distinct pro-

fessions. The cultivation of each of these professions

has progi-essed to such a degree that they are be-

coming more and more widely separated, the prac-

titioner in each requiring a special and independent

training. If the representative of each is contented

to attend to his duties, there would be no possible

troi;ble, no question whatever regarding individual

rights. But that the contrary' is the case no one can

deny, and hence the discussions which have ensued

regarding mutual relations.

Without any danger of being charged with par-

tiality toward the physician, we feel warranted in

saying that in regai'd to individual rights he is more

sinned against than sinning. Although he cannot

be entirely exonerated from all l)lame, he is, as re-

gards ojjposition to tlie claims of the i)harmacist,

more on the side of the defensive than on that of

the offensive.

In discussing the difficulties in the way of a proper

undei-standing of mutual dei)endency we may com-

mence with those more dii'ectly chargeable to the

dniggists themselves. First and foremost of such

is the practice of counter-prescribing, now becoming

so common among a large class of these gentlemen.

This is so clearly trenching ujion the legitimate prov-

ince of the physician that no argument is needed to

prove it. We are aware that it is stated, on apparently

unquestioned authority, that counter-prescribing is

not a prevalent practice ; but we know to the con-

trary. In fact, every physician can point to two

or three so-called respectable pharmacists in his i

neighborhood, who not only deliberately prescribe J
over the counter, but encourage the practice with

their subordinates. It is impossible to estimate the

abuse to which such methods of prescribing are liable,

the iniiiry they inflict upon the patient and the dam-

age which they cause the physician. In fact counter-

prescribing is such an important element of antago-

nism against the physician, that it can safely di\-ide

the honors with the indiscriminate prescribing at the

clinics. There are dniggists in this city who have as

large a consultation for venereal diseases as many of

our specialists, yet have no further qualifications

for practice than are comprised in a license to

compound prescriptions and in the enjoyment of

. the very questionable title of " Doctor " among their
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customers. And yet thei3.atients of these prescribers

are abundantly satisfied to pay exorbitantly for

cubebs, copaiba, mercury, and iodide of potash, in

consideration that advice is given gratis. By some

uncharitable young practitionei's of medicine this

may be styled cheating the doctor of his fee, but by

the enterprising counter-prescriber it is generally

looked upon as a stroke of business.

Another abuse of the prescription business, and

one which may be looked upon as a phase of counter-

prescribing, is the offering of gratuitous advice con-

cerning the contents and uses of the in-escriptious of

l^hysicians. The self pride of the compounder is

attacked Mhen the messenger with a prescription

asks him if such remedies are proper for such a

disease as the patient is sui>posed to be sufiering

from. The evasiveness of the answer not uncom-

monly resolves itself into an injunction that the

messenger shall not repeat the opinion expressed

concerning the writer of the prescrij)tion. We do

not wish to say that this is a very common practice,

but it is indulged in with sufficient frequency to

waiTant notice in this connection.

The same may be said of the practice of substi-

tuting one drug for another in a prescription, or of

omitting altogether what is considered by the pre-

scriber as an essential element in his recipe. Dimin-

ishing the dose of a drug without consulting the

physician, on the possible supposition that the latter

has made tai error, is another method of unfair deal-

ing on the ijart of the compounder. But worse than

all is the recommending of a patent medicine in

place of that duly prescribed by the family medical

attendant. Not a few respectable pharmacists have

preparations of their own, which range in importance

from tooth pastes, and proprietary perfumes and ex-

tracts, to cough mixtures, pile cures, fever and ague

remedies, and kidney teas. Human nature scarcely

expects that these articles will be modestly placed in

the background until they are sought for by the

customer ; and hence the druggist, very innocently,

perhaps, interferes with the prerogative of the legiti-

mate prescriber for disease.

These are, however, little abuses in the business

of compounding which the physician and prescriber

is expected to condone, as otherwise he might, in the

opinion of some advanced innovators, interfere with

the legitimate business of the ordinary pharmacist.

We name these as a type of the abuses for which the

druggists themselves are to blame, but we are hap25y

to say that there are many pharmacists who are above

suspicion in those respects, and consequently beyond

criticism. We would that they were more numerous.

As it is, they are hardly sufficient in number to make

more than exceptions to the general nile, and give to

us a tangible foundation upon which to build our

hopes of reform. In a succeeding number we shaU

continue the discussion of this subject.

HUMAN AND HOVINE TUnEBCULOSIS.

The question of the relation which the bovine tuber-

culosis holds to the human, is one that is again de-

servedly aM'akening general attention. When it is re-

membered that in some places nearly five per cent,

of cattle are affected with tuberculosis, the ju-actical,

as well as the scientific importance of studying the

subject will be readily acknowledged.

There are two points which need special investiga-

tion and definite settlement. These are, first, the

identity of tuberculosis of cattle with that in man
;

and, second, the possibility of man's being infected

with the bovine disease by using the flesh or milk of

cows affected with it.

Bovine tul)erculosis (the pearly sickness of the

Germans) has always appeared to have pathologico-

anatomieal characters considerably different fi-om the

human disease. The tuberculosis eruption, in the

former case, affects by preference serous mem-

branes, especially those of the jjleura and perito-

neum. It has been called, on this account, a serous

tuberculosis. There is, furthermore, a breadth and

pedunculated arrangement to the serous nodules

which is quite characteristic. They are sometimes

arranged along the membrane like strings of pearls.

The French call the disease "iJommeliJire," from the

potato-like clusters in which the nodules group

themselves. The bronchial and abdominal glands

are also characteristically enlarged, each containing

several distinct, round tuberculous masses. The

tubercles, when they have thus appeared, have a ten-

dency to calcify, rather than soften, as in human tuber-

culosis. Microscopically, they are said h\ some to

be identical with human tubercles. Klebs, Schiij)-

pel, Fuchs, and others, take this view. Yirchow, how-

ever, asserts that the pearly nodules are little lympho-

sarcomata, and considers the disease essentially dif-

ferent from genuine tuberculosis.

The eAidence that the diseases are identical comes

more from experimentation by inoculation and feed-

ing than from histological study. Thus it is now
positively ascertained that inoculating bovine tuber-

culous matter in lower animals, such as sheep, swine,

rabbits, and dogs, or feeding the same with the flesh

or milk of diseased cows, will jjroduce tuberculosis

in these animals. And most authorities are agreed

that this is a genuine miliary tuberculosis, like that

obtained from inoculating human tubercle. Schiip-

pel, Ziirn, and Klebs are very positive on this latter

point. Furthermore, Klebs asserts that by inoculat-

ing calves with human tubercle he has produced the

characteristic pearly ei-uptions of the bovine disease.

All this points jjretty strongly to an identity between

the two diseases. There are some facts, however,

which oblige one to hesitate before adoi)ting a posi-

tive opinion.

Gerlach fed twenty-seven animals upon the flesh of

tuberculous cows. Of these, only eight presented
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lesions which coiiltl be considered hiberciilous.

Virchow f«»d fourteen small animals, of different kinds,

upon the milk of a cow sujjposetl to he tuherculous.

A large numUer of these animals showed the tuber-

culiir eruption upon autopsy. When the cow was

killed, however, its lungs were found tilled with echi-

nococci cvsts, but had no tubercles at all. Finally, a

series of cases has recently been reported in Tlie

Lnucel, by Dr. Charles Creighton, which have an im-

I)ortiint bearing upon the subject. These cases,

during life, were considered to be those of ordinary

acute miliary tuberculosis. On post-mortem exami-

nation, however. Dr. Creighton describes them as all

having the peculiar appearances of the pearly sick-

ness of cattle. He infers, therefore, that the two

diseases, V>ovine and human tuberculosis, are not

identical, but that they are iutercommunicable. The

endence is not sufficient to settle the point, and we
must leave it here for future investigation. But

the i^robabilities of the whole are that bovine tu-

berculosis, whether identical with human, or not, can

be communicated to man. This probability should

furnish every stimulus to i)hy.siciaus and pathologists

to investigate the subject further.

Ucuicius antr Uoticrs of Cooks.

Atl.^s of Hoian An-atoiiy, containing 180 large

plates, and arranged according to Drs. Oester-

reicher and Erdl, from their original designs from
nature, etc., etc., with full and explanatory texts.

Bv J. A. Jean '.ox, M.D. Cincinnati: A. E. Wilde
.t'Co.

On the appearance of Part I. of this admirable atlas

we took occasion to sjjeak in the highest terms of

jiraise concerning the accuracy and artistic elegance

of the tigure represented. Since then we have re-

ceived Parts n., III., and IV. of the series, contain-

ing a collection of life-size dissections. The jjlates

be lore lis represent the superficial arterial supjily of

the head, neck, and also of the deep arterial supply

of the same regions, together with the thorax and the

bi-anches of the pojjliteal as they i-amify over the knee-

joint. The nerves of the neck and thorax are repre-

sented in another life-sized outline drawing, which,

like the figures already ineutioned, is a marvel of

artistic beauty, a rare example of anatomical accuracy,

and a wonderful exhibition of detail work.

In the same series of plates is seen the arterial

supply of the upjier extremities, showing the deep
and sui^erficial palmar arch and the anatomical re-

lations of the same.
Osteology is also represented—the base, floor, and

vertical section of the skuU are shown with tv|)ical

vertebrie ; also a section of the lower jaw, the bones
of the hand and of the foot, and, lastly, sectional

views of the shoulder and elbow joints.

As we have already said, all these representations

are life-size. The plates alluded to— of the arteries

and nerves—could hardly be more perfect, but in

those of the bones, ligaments, and joints, there is

room for much improvement in detail th-awing. For
the most part, the bones are very coarsely drawn,

and do not pvc the reader an accurate idea of the

fa<"ets, grctoves, and i)n>niinen('es wliicli play such an
important role in the anatomical relations of these

part".

pHoToonAi'Hic Ilij-.strations of Skin Disea.ses. By
Gw). Henhv Fox, A.M., M.D. New York: E. B.

Treat \- Co. 1«7H.

The <()in]»letion of this atlas in twelve parts gives us

ail ojiportuiiity, in a general way, of speaking of the

faithful and painstaking manner in which tlu' author

hivs jierformed his work. On former occasions we
have noticed the different parts as they appeared,

and our readers have already an idea of the plan of

repi-esenting the different typical forms of skin dis-

ease. "We say typical, for the reason that Prof. Fox
has succeeded, in almost everk' instance, in jjresent-

ing the leading features in each class of cutaneous
erujition. The opportunities for making selections

have been very great, and he has certainly improved
them in a way that will be eminently satisfactory to

the .student and tlie practitioner.

The time has gone l)y for prosy descriptions of

skin lesions, and ijhotography comes to our aid in

presenting the actual appearances. When we add
to this the effect of color we have nothing to wish
for in the way of making the study of skin diseases

a jjleasant and profitable pastime.

As a whole, the work is an invaluable contribution

to the specialty, and is especiaUy adai)ted to the

wants of the general practitioner.

The Throat and its Functions in Sw.4.llowing,

Breathing, and the Prodiction of the Voice.

By LoLis Elsberg, A.M., M.D. New York : G. P.

Putnam's Sons. 1880. 8vo, pp. 60.

This book contains a lecture delivered by the author
in the course of popular scientific lectures under the
direction of the New Y'ork Academy of Sciences.

The subject is treated of in a popular style, being
chiefly intended for non-jn-ofessional readers. The
book is gotten up in good style, but would have been
rendered more valuable had there been an index.

Students' Aids Series. Aids to Chemistry. Part I.

Inorganic—The Non-Metallic Elements. Part II.

Inorganic—The Metals. Part III. Organic. By
C. E. Ahm.vnd Semple, B.A., M.B., Cantab.,
M.R.C.P., Loud. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons. 1880.

These three little books consist of abstracts of lec-

tures delivered by the waiter to his pupils. As aids

to those commencing the study of chemistry, they
will be of advantage ; but we would strongly depre-
cate the use of such books by advanced students, or
those who intend passing an examination on the sub-
ject, as it is only treated of in a cursoiy manner, and

' larger works should be made use of, in order to ob-

j

tain a thorough knowledge of chemistry.

I
Bible Htoiene or Health Hnrrs. By A Physician.

Philadelphia: Preslev Blakiston. "^1880. 12mo,

I
pp. 249.

I

The object of this work is to render popular the
subject of hygiene. The Bible is largely quoted

! throughout the work, mainly to shgw that the sub-
' ject of sanitary science is treated of there, and also
that a great many of the ideas contained in that book

j

are carried out at the present day. The book can be
! read with benefit even bv medical men, as it contains
I much valuable information.
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tUports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stdted Mivthig, June 9, 1880.

Dk. T. E. Sattekthwaite, President, in the Chair.

cheloid growth op ear.

Dr. Post presented a s^iecimen of clieloid groAvth of

the ear following the perforation of the lobe of the
ear for an ear-ring. A small growth of the same
character existed in the lobe of the opposite ear and
was also excised. After the ear-rings were inserted

a number of years ago there was a considerable
amount of inflammation of the parts.

In the present instance the ear-rings were of the
finest gold, purchased of a leading jeweller, who
made the necessary jierforations. In answer to a
question from Dr. Satterthwaite, Dr. Post stated

that cheloids in the ear were not liable to return
after thorough extirpation.

Dr. Satterthwaite referred to a case in which he
removed a cheloid fi'om each ear three years ago, and
in which the disease returned within a year.

rupture of the bladder from a FALIi.

Dr. Peabody exhibited a specimen of iiipture of

the bladder. It was removed from the body of a

man twenty-three years of age. Three days before

his death he fell down-stairs, striking ujjon his back.

From this time on he had severe pain in his abdo-
men and frequent vomiting. The next day he enter-

ed the New York Hospital with all the symptoms of

peritonitis. His temijerature varied between 100^

and 102.8\ and his pulse between 112 and 120. He
sank steadily, and died three days after the accident.

All the time that he was under observation he suffer-

ed from retention of virine. When drawn by the

catheter it contained much blood.

Autopsy, twenty-two hours after death.—There
was general peritonitis, which was most intense in

the neighborhood of the ctecum. The peritoneum
contained 350 c.c. of reddish fluid, with many tiakes

of lymph. This condition was fully explained by in-

spectmg the specimen. About half an inch to the

right of median line was a rent in the bladder. It was
two inches long and extended to within an inch of the

anterior abdominal wall. Its edges w-ere gi-anulating.

Thei'e w"as nothing else of interest in the autopsy.

The case was interesting as showing how slight in-

ternal violence could rupture a bladder which pre-

sumably was full.

acute UliCERATTVE ENDOCARDITIS.

Dr. Peabody i^resented a specimen of the above
with the following histoi-y :

The jjatient was a woman, 43 years of age. Three
weeks before death she twisted her foot while going

uj^stairs, and caused a fracture of the left tibula, 1*

inch above the ankle-joint. For this trouble she

entered the New York Ho.sjjital six days after the in-

jury. On admission she had jmeumonia in the uj}-

per part of the right lung, and soon becoming de-

lirious, she, by constant tossing about, converted her

simple fi'acture into a compound one. The pus

bun'owed in both directions and finally involved the

ankle-joint. During the next ten days she had
symptoms of septicicmia and died exhausted two

weeks after admission.

Atttnim/, twenty-four hours after death. — The
wound was as descril)(>d a])ove. There was men-
ingitis, with extensivfi ininilent exudation over both
base and convexity of brain. The upper lobe of the
right lung was in condition of gray lu'i)ati/ation.

The liedvt, which was shown you here, was normal in

size. The muscular tissue was normal. The valves on
the right side were normal. On the auricular surface

of both segments of the mitral valve, running along
their free border, was a loss of endotheliiim sufficient

to make distinct ulcerations. A similar condition
existed on the ventricular surface of two segments of

the aortic valve, except that the ulcers were irregularly

circular and rather more extensive. One of them was
at the junction of two segments of the valve, and
both ulcers had loosely attached to them, at the time
of making the autopsy, large masses of firmly coagu-
lated tibrine, upon whose roughened surface, in places
recently coagulated, blood was to be seen.

Each kidney and the spleen contained a recent
hemorrhagic infarction whose centre in each case was
purTilent.

Ul)on microscopic examination of the kidneys a
few colonies of micrococci were found in the vessels

and some aj^parently loose in the kidney tissue.

Teased specimens, removed from the ulcers in the
heart and also from the coagula attached to some of
the ulcers, showed large colonies of micrococci.
Sections of the anterior flap of the mitral valve,

which you obsei-ve has been cut away, showed the
condition of the site of the ulcer to be that of re-

cent inflammation, and also showed numerous col-

onies of micrococci in the tissue of the valve. In the
lungs, also, micrococci were found in a large vessel.

There were no micrococci found in the brain.

fat embolism IN LUNGS AFTER FRACTURE ; ITS SIG-

NIFICANCE AS A PATHOLOGICAL LESION.

Dr. Peabody lastly exhibited a microscopical
specimen of fat embolism in the lungs after fi-acture.

The patient from whom the si^ecimen was removed
was a young man, aged 22 years, who fell down a
hatchway, sustaining a simple fracture of the right
tibia and extensive fracture of the skull, causing
intra-cranial hemorrhage from middle meningeal ar-

tery, and death on the third day. In answer to a
question from the Pi'esident, Dr. Peabody stated

that sometimes fat emboli would of themselves cause
death, but as a rule their presence was not of much
clinical importance.
Dr. Howe referred to a case of transfusion of

milk in the St. Francis' Hospital, in which death at

the end of live hours after the operation was charged
to fat emboli in the heart and lungs. About seven
ounces of milk were injected into the long sai)henous
vein about 11 a.m. The patient walked down to the

ward, took his dinner without trouble. About three

o'clock, became comatose, and died an hour after-

ward.

RUPTURE OF THE BLADDER FROM STRAINING.
'

Dr. L. Bolton Bangs presented a sijecimen of

rupture of the l)ladder.

The patient from whom the sijecimen was taken,

was a male, 42 years of age, of temperate habits, and
with the exception of his genito-urinary troubles was
usually well. Al)Out fifteen years ago, while on horse-

back, he was thrown forward upon the pommel of

his saddle, and his ui'ethra sustained an injury, which,
within two years after, caused frequent and jiainful

urination and marked diminiition in the size of the
stream. He went to Edinburgh and sought relief at
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the hniuls of Prof. Syine. Tho lfttt<»r fomid the

urotliru to bo imrmwly stiicturnl at iilxuit 4.^ iiiflios

from tln> external meatus, ami tr«'ateil it hv dilatation.

The iMlil)re of the urethra at the time of hegiiining

treatment was not stated, but the patient was dis-

eharj,'ed with directions to pass a nearly straif^ht me-
tallic instrnnu-nt of the size of IH Freiicli, at frequent

intervals all the rest of his life. During the .suc-

ceeding^ years he had occasional attacks of retention

of urine, which were always relieved by the catheter.

His condition gradually grew wors<>, and in the year

or two preceding his death he had had several hem-
orrhages, presumably from the bladder; his urina-

tion was accomplished in a small stream, with great

straining, the urine being mixed with stringy mucus,
and he had frecpient attacks of retention of urine,

wiiich sometimes were relieved by the catheter, and
at others by hot baths and opium For a month
previous to his death no instrument could be made
to i)ass the stricture; and a /ort)ii;///f before, he

had a hemorrhage which lasted a week. He had
c >me to look upon tliese attacks of retention and
hemorrhage with inditierence, and being a man of

consideral)le fortitude, had treated them himself, or
'• waited till they passed otf." He had had no surgi-

cal attendance since that of Prof. Syme. The writer

was summoned to him in great haste about H.^M) a.m.,

with the statement that while he was straining to

urinate as usual, " something in his bowels had
given way, and he was now in great pain." When seen

an hour after the accident, his face was pallid, ex-

tremities cold, and drenched in sweat ; he was
lying on his back with his knees drawn up, and com-
plaining of great i)ain in his abdomen, which was
tender on ijalpation. His pvilse was 120 and very

feeble. Temperature (axilla), 102i'. Under the free

use of stimulants and morphia he rallied .sufhciently

to give, with the aid of his wife, the foregoing mea-
gi'e history.

Examination of his urethra showed an imiJass-

able stricture at 4^ inches from the external meatus.

Aspiration of the bladder failed to withdraw any
urine.

He continued to fail, and died ten hours after the

accident. At the autopsy, which was made three hours
after death, the abdomen only was opened. There
were the usual evidences of general peritonitis, and
the fluid, in which were flocculi of lymph, had a

very slightly urinous odor. The intestines were
agglutinated to the summit and body of the bladder,

and on lifting them, a pouchin;/ of the posterior

wall of the l)ladder was seen. This pouch was to

the left of the median line, beneath the line of re-

flection of the peritoneum, and at its apex was a

minute irregular oiDening communicating with the

cavity of the bladder. At and around the ojiening

the jjouch consisted of peritoneum only. The blad-

der was removed and opened by an incision from its

summit to and including the prostate gland. In its

cavity was about half an ounce of purulent, bloody
urine. Its several coats were notably hypertro25hied,

being three-fourths of an inch in thickness. The mu-
cous coat was of a brownish color, soft, and everywhere
covered with a layer of miico-pus. In the posterior

wall of the body, an inch to the left of the median
line and midway between base and summit, was an
in-egular circular ulceration, with comj^lete destruc-

tion of the mucous, submucous, and muscular coats.

The peritoneal coat at this locality was thickened,

except at the inferior segment of the cavity where it

was of extreme thinness, and here was the opening
alluded to forming the communication between the

bladder and pelvis. On the same plane, in the me-
dian line, and extending to the right of it, was an-

other irregular loi> of tissue, forming a cavity in the

muscular coat of an inch in circumference and con-

taining a little i)>is, which Howed into thc^ bhuhleron

pressure from without. At the base of the bladder

were five small calculi, the largest not bigger than, a

hemp-seed, each in a depression in the thickened

mucous membrane of corresponding size. On the

floor of the prostatic urethra, to the left of the veni

montanum, was an opening .'J mm. in diameter, com-
municating with a cavity in the left lobe of the i)ro.s-

tate gland, containing pus and two or more calculi.

In the right lobe of the prostate was a similar cavity

containing ])us and calculi, and opening into the

urethra by two minute holes.

The urethra and kidneys could not be obtained for

examination.
I)h. Howk suggested that in such cases, when a di-

agnosis could be made, it would be good practice to

cut down upon the bladder, sew up its rent, washout
the pelvic cavity, and take the chances.

BULLET IN HEAD OF TUJIA SE^^ENTEEN YEABS.

Dr. Delayan presented a l)ullet removed by Dr.

Markoe from the upper portion of the tibia of a

soldier who had been wounded at the battle of Chicka-

mauga, seventeen years ago. The ball entered the

l)osterior aspect of the leg, about an inch and a half

below the head of the tibia. Shortly after the recep-

tion of the wound, a sini:s formed upon the anterior

aspect of the leg and continued to discharge np to

the time of the operation. The genei'al symptoms
were tho.se of chronic disea.se of the bone. In the

neighborhood of the ball a small quantity of gun-
powder was found, as, also, the remains of some
clothing. The ball itself was encnisted with a cal-

careous dei)osit from the pus in which it had been
bathed for so many years.

BUCKSHOT IN HEART OF A DOG.

Dr. Delavan also presented the heart of a setter

dog, in the muscular substance of which there were
nine large-sized buckshot. As the dog had not
hunte<l for a number of years it was fair to i)resume
that the shot had been earned for a long period.

THROMBOSIS OF PULMONARY ARTERY.

Dr. Heisemann presented a specimen of thrombo-
sis of the right pulmonary artery. The case was one
of erysijjelas of the face, followed by abscess of the

left side, giving rise to phlebitis of the left jugular

vein, and i)luggingup of the same with thrombosis
of the right i)ulmonary artery, and consequent in-

farctions of the lung.

excision of ankle-joint.

Dr. Howe presented a i^atient wpon whom he had
performed subjieriosteal excision of an inch and a
half of the tibia and tibula, and the upjier portion of

the astragalus. The shortening was two inches, but
this was compensated for by the wearing of an extra
pad under the heel. The motions of the new joint

were qiiite jierfect.

DIAGNOSIS OF VAGINTTLS AND METRITIS, BY MICRO-
SCOPIC examination OF URINE.

Dr. C. Heitzman-n called the attention of the society

to the diflferential diagnosis between urine of the male
and the female. In the latter, he stated, that by the
micro.scope almost always vaginal ejjithelia were seen,

except in urine oi virginal persons. The presence of
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pus-corpiiscles, with a larger amount of epithelia of tlio

vagina, both tlie upper flat and the deeper (;ul)oidal,

which latter often exhibit endogenous formation of

jius-corpuscles, admitted of the diagnosis of niijlnilis.

Larger caudate and sharply angular epithelia were
Ijresent on the vaginal portion of the uterus ; if such
epithelia were i)resent in the urino, together with pus-
corpuscles, the diagnosis cenv'citis cou id be made. Col-

umnar, ciliated epithelia, either in toto or broken
apart into smaller elongated pieces, some of which
also may be ciliated, appeared in the urine, whenever
metri/is was present. Pus-corpuscles discharged from
the uterus were often ciliated. Care should be taken
to guard against errors due to the presence of thin

pseudopodia or of attached bacteria. Such ciliated

pus-corpuscles were quite characteristic in the urine,

in cases of metritis. The presence of connective-

tissue shreds always indicated ulceration ; and to-

gether Av-ith the occurrences, as mentioned above,

allowed of a determination of the seat of the ulcera-

tion.

NEW FORMATION OP EPITHELIA IN CANCER.

Dr. C. Heitzmann also drew attention to the fact that

epithelia were invariably surrounded and separated

from each other by a narrow layer of the horny
cement-substance, and that the rim of the cement-
substance was always traversed by delicate cervical

threads, the so-caUed thorns or prickles. He first

pointed out in 1873, that these thorns were formations

of living matter, which unite the reticulum of living

matter of one epithelium with that of all its neigh-

bors. Thus the living matter formed an uninterrupted

layer throughout all epithelial formations, both in

normal and morbid conditions. Dr. Louis Elsberg
had found that in papilloma of the larynx, and that

of the penis in many i:)laces, especially in the layer

of cuboidal epithelia, the thorns became thickened,

coalesced, and produced first solid roundish, oblong

or spindle-shaped lumps of living matter, which
afterward became transformed into a reticulum, and
supplied with nuclei. These newly formed epitheha

were wedged in between the old ones, which were
pushed apart or exhibited corresponding bag-like

excavations. Epithelia of cancer grew from connec-

tive tissue, as first asserted by R. Virchow, and five

years ago corroborated by W. Hoeber, in H.'s labor-

atory. This mode of new formation he thought unist

be admitted against the views of Thiersch, Billroth,

Waldeyer, and others, who claimed that epithelia of

cancer could originate from former normal epithelia

only. Besides, there were visible, especially in rap-

idly growing cancers, lumps of living matter in the

cement-substance, exhibiting the whole series of

changes toward the formation of new epithelia, ex-

actly like papilloma. Two sources of epithelia, he

claimed, should therefore be admitted : one was tlie

connective tissue ; the other the thorns or prickles

in the cement-substance, which thorns thus were

claimed to be formations of living matter.

Dr. Heinemann did not understand how some forms

of bladder epithelia could be distinguished from those

found in the cervix uteri.

Dr. Heitzmann replied that the double caudate

epithelial, such as was found in the cer\-ix, did not

occur in the bladder.

Dr. Heinemann could not distinguish the double

caudate epithelial, described by Dr. Heitzmann as

belonging to the cervix, from those found in the

bladder.

Dr. Peabody remarked that all the different varie-

ties of epithelia were found in the bladder ; in fact,

he was accustomed to use that organ for the i)ur-

])oses of demonstrating the different varieties to stu-

dents. He conf(!ssed his inability to make any diag-

nosis from the ei)ithi'lia alone.

Dr. Satterthwaite remarked that he believed

specific statements made as to the jirecise hjcality

from which eiiithelial cori)uscles came, when occur-

ring as urinary dejjosits, should l)e received with

much caution. In the matter of making dift'erential

diagnoses as to the location of a disease from such
(•orpuscles, it was doubtful if we had gained much
of late years. He, personally, was inclined to be more
conservative than when his attention was first direct-

ed to these matters, and he thought that most of his

colleagues in microscopic work occupied the same
position. In a general way we were reasonably sure

of l)eing able to make a diagnosis between the epi-

thelium of the mouth, bladder, vagina, and tubes of

the kidney. The former and latter were probably

the most certainly detected—epithelia in the form

of casts were i:)erhaps absolutely unmistakable when
occurring in urine. Beyond these limits there was
great ojiportunity for en-or, and this arose from the

most natural reasons. In the first jilace, the epithe-

lium varies according to its position in the organ,

then often as to its depth from the surface. Again,

where the epithelium of one part is exchanged for a

different variety, there is almost invariably a certain

amount of transitional epithelium which in form
and shape assumes all sorts of gradations loetween

the two. Then, also, the corpuscles undergo pecu-

liar changes, if inflammation happen to be present, or

in passing through some physiological act, such as

menstruation.
In this connection he wished to call attention to a

point in urinary pathology that had some clinical im-

portance. In Ebstein's article in " Ziemssen's Cyclo-

paedia " he states that a diagnosis of pyelitis can be
made with certainty when the characteristic epithe-

lial cells of the renal pelves are found m purulent

urine. These bodies he describes as flattened, lam-

inated, caudate epithelial cells. Dr. P. L. Creedon,

who looked into this matter in Dr. S.'s laboratory,

somewhat over a year ago, found, both in the ure-

ters and urethra, corpuscles corresponding to this

same description, and after comparing drawings of

those which he made with the camera, practical dis-

tinction seemed to be impossible. Dr. S. also stated

that he had as yet failed to see that epithelial Ixnlies

were uniformly united to one another by the delicate

processes called "prickles" just described. This

condition, which had been recognized for many years

in the Malpighian layer of the skin, he had often

seen in papillomas and epitheliomas ; he had not

been able to see it in scirrhous and medullary car-

cinomas. He was not now prepared to state that

" prickles " did not exist in other instances. It

should be remembered, however, that in dealing

with these topics most modern microscopes are un-

able to give us much aid, for many of the highest

lenses give illusory appearances. He would say the

same thing of the'intra-cellular networks already al-

luded to and beautifully figured by Klein in his re-

cent atlas. Dr. S. stated that he was still unable to

convince himself that such a network existed in nor-

mal epithelial corpuscles. He had seen appearances

of this nature imder pathological or artificial con-

ditions.

Reference to the illustrations in some of the best

and most recent works on microscopical subjects

would also show that these views have not yet ob-

tained much sanction.
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THE CAVITY or THE TYMPANUM AND TIIR OSSICLES OP
THK KAlt.

Du. RrooLF Tai's/.ky ])n'S('ntt'(l two H]i<»cimons

ro]in's«Mitiii^( tlit» fii\ uiu tynipani, the bony jioitioii of

the Kustiicliian tiilu', tlic rclls of tin' riiiistoiil jnoi-oss

of tlii> tcnponil Itouc witli tht> inovinj? iippanitus of

tho ossiclt's of t\u) miildle ear, ami also domonstratc'd

the m<Miil)riin:\ tyiupani.

TIii'SH preparations were prosontod to him as a mfl-

mfii/" hy his t'oriiKM' .srhoohuat**, Prof. Adam Politzer.

Ho also showed tlie articulations fxistiuf^ hotween

the head of tlie haininer and tin- anvil, and the Ioniser

or descemlin;^ ])rocess of the latter witii the stirni]),

of the stirrup with the fenestra ovalis. Anchylosis

of the haiu-ner and anvil articulation -adhesion of

the descending: process of the anvil with the ineni-

brana tynipani —so also adhesion of the stirrup with

the border of the feni'stra ovalis. Even dislocations

between the anvil and the head of the stirrup were

found, according? to Hyrtl, by Troltsch, in his ])ost-

mortem examinations of deaf jjcrsous, as causes of

deafness.

NEW STAINING FIAIDS FOR >UCROSCOPIC SECTIONS—SIE-

THYL-OKEEN and BISMARCK BROWN.

Dr. Satterthwaitf. presented, on behalf of Dr.

W. H. P(n-ter, a number of microsco))ic slides

which exhibited the action of some new reagents

that had come into u.se for histoloixical work. He
first exhibited a normal human kidney, injected in

two colors, but which had subsequently l)een stained

in Bismarck brown. The method was practically

the same as that given by Weigert {Arrhir /. mi-

kroak. AiKit., XV., p. 2r)'.>). A concentrated aqueous
solution is made by boiling and adding of the dye,

gr. iij.. to distilled water, r j. The liipiid is then
filtered. Sections are immersed from half an hour to

half a day. The longer period is found the most de-

sirable. After removing from the bath th(\v are

placed for five minutes in a five per cent, solution of

acetic acid. They then are })assed through alcohol

and oil of cloves, after the usual methods, and finally

mounted in Dammar varnish. The color affects

chieily the epithelial elements which are clearly

differentiated from the surrounding connective tis-

sues. The borders of the corpuscles take a bright

brownish-yellow, the nuclei an ochre brown. This
coloring material aj^pears to be the best we have at

present for epithelium. It was observed that in the

convoluted tubes of the kidney the striations of

Heidenhain were unusually distinct.

A s])ecimen of waxy liver was then exhibited.

In this case the amyloid substance was beautifully

differentiated by methyl-green. The color is at most
precisely the same as that produced by the r/r/A7 de

Pdrifi of Cornil. The merit of drawing attention to

it seems to belong to Curschmann, of Hamburg (Ar-

chir f. path. Aiiat., Ixxxix., :$., p. S'jfi). A solution

of about five grains to the ounce of water is used.

The specimens are then bathed in the fluid over

night. Acetic acid is not u.sed to set the color, and
the sections are immediately mounted in glycerine.

The waxy portion assume a brilliant violet, the

normal tissues a dull green.

A specimen of waxy liver prepared by the method
of Cornil was also shown. This color, known as the

riol'^f d" P<iri!s, is also the methylaniline de Poirier,
•' 3oO X." The specimen had been prepared about a

year and a half previously, and though it has passed
through the regular method employed for mo^inting

in Dammar varnish, the color was as bright as on
the day of preparation.

NKW YORK COrXTY MEDICAl. SO-
CIETY.

Sdtted Mr,-tin'i, June 28, 1880.

Db. a. E. M. Puudy, President, in the Cuaib.

The first paper of tlie evening was by Pbof. J. 0.

Dalton, and was entitled

A ready method of makino iujain section for post-

moutkm examinations.

Dr. Dalton sjioke of the im])errections in the
present methods of making brain sections. They
have this objection, that, after having ojjcned the
ventricles, if anv lesion is found in the white or gray
matter, it is dillicult to tell exactly what its relations

are. This is especially true if oblique sections are

made. In order to prevent this difficulty, it is ne-

cessary, first, to have some contrivance which will hold
the brain firmly and allow the knife to go in a cer-

tain i)lane every time, l-'or this purpose Dr. Dal-

ton had devised a kind of oj)en box in which to hold
the brain. An idea of its shape may be gained by
taking a large cigar-box, removing both ends and the

toj), then cutting down the two sides at each end,

leaving the highest ])art in the middle, which is con-

nected by a bar of wood. Through this elevated

middle portion of the two sides are vertical slits,

and through these the knife is passed when the sec-

tions are made. The dimensions of the box are of

much importance, as it should not be too large for

the smaller-sized brains, nor too small for the large

ones. The bottom is formed of a board 38 mm.
thick, 357 mm. long, and 128 mm. wide. The sides

are formed of pieces of wood 22 mm. thick, and are

140 mm. high. The slit for the knife is 2 mm. wide.

In the centre of the wooden liar connecting the two
sides is a hole. In this is jilaced the tube that leads

from the lubricating fluid (glycerine and water).

This lubricatiiig fluid is turneil on while the sections

are being made. The whole contrivance is placed in

a shallow jian. The knife used is a very long one,

with a broad blade. Its dimensions are 46 cm. by
2i cm.
When the .sections are to be made, the brain is

placed on its base, to the left of the vertical slits. It

is then pushed along with the hand until the place
where the first section is to be made is opposite the
vertical slits.

The brain must slide easily, and, in order that it

may do so, the bottom of the box is fitted with a

plate of glass w!iich is covered with the lubricating
fluid. The knife must also be moistened with the
same fluid, glycerine and water. After the brain is

placed in position, it must be held firmly there.

This can be done by laying a piece of raw cotton
upon it and holding on with that. The first cut may
be made just about the anterior edge of the corpus
callosum. The brain is pushed along until this part
is about opposite the slits. The lubricating fluid is

then turned on, the knife drawn through the .slits,

and the section made with a single cut. It is most
desirable to make all the sections of exactly the
same thickness. The thinnest sections easily ob-
tainable are 8 mm. In order to have them all of
this thickness, a plate of glass is made which just

fits the right half of the floor of the box. It is laid

in loosely and can lie raised up. After the first cut
is made and the end of the brain removed, this glass

plate is lifted up and placed directly against the cut
surface of the lirain.

The distance between the surface of the glass next
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the brain and the slit througli which the knife pas.s(^s

is just H mm. The knife is then drawn through
the brain again, and the first thin section is made.
By tipjungbaek the gkss plate, the new section falls

uiDon it and may be lifted away. It is then i)laced in

a shallow dish and covered with water to preserve its

freshness and keep oi)en the ventricles. A number
of sections were then made, which showed the various

structures very i)erfectly.

One of the advantages of the method is that, know-
ing the width of the sections, the examiner can easily

tell exactly whore the lesion is, if any be found.

Another advantage is that there can easily be made
tracings of whatever it is wished to record. The s(>c-

tion is placed in a shallow dish containing glycerine

and water. A piece of ground glass is then i)laced

over the section, and with a i)encil exact tracings can
easily be made of both normal and morbid condi-
tions. These tracings can be transferred to white
paper, and these in turn very easily and cheaply pho-
tographed.

Dr. Dalton did not claim for this method that it

gave absolute scientific accuracy, but for ordinary

examiualions it would be amply satisfactory.

The second paper of the evening was by Dr. J. G.
KiERNAN, entitled

THE PSYCHOSES OP THE SECONDARY FEVER OP SYPHILIS.

Dr. Kiernan said that he had not been able to find

any literature upon this subject, and presented it

now as something deserving study.

Four cases were related illustrating the disease.

The first case was that of a man who, six weeks be-

fore admission to the asylum, had contracted the

initial lesiou of syphilis. On admission he had a

fever ( 103 ) and mental excitement with delusions.

He was given quinine and sedatives, but they did

little good. On the third day the syphilitic history

was obtained. The patient was then put under mer-
curial treatment. His temperature at once sank and
his mind became quieter. On the fifth day a roseola

appeared on the skin. The mercurial treatment was
then neglected by the nurse ; the patient began to

get wild again, and his fever returned. He had to

be covered with cloths smeared with mercurial oint-

ment, and put under restraint. He gradually im-
proved, and in the course of a month was discharged
cured.

Case II. was much like the first. The jiatient, twen-

ty-five days before admission, contracted the initial le-

sion of syphilis. On admission he had mental excite-

ment, was very talkative, and had a high fever (10-4°).

He had delusions, and thought he saw ants, lions,

wolves, etc. Quinine and sedatives had little eflect.

On the fourth day a roseola ajjpeared on the skin.

Mercurial treatment speedily relieved all the symp-
toms, and the patient was discharged cured.

Case III. was that of a man with criminal antece-

dents. On admission he had mental excitement and
fever. His delusions were very marked. He had
signs of a recent chancre on his penis. He was
wrapped in a sheet smeared with merciirial ointment,

when he immediately began to improve, his mental

condition changing to that of quiet insanity and his

fever disappearing. It was then learned that he had

been discharged from a Massachusetts asylum, where

he had been a quiet i^atient for years. He was taken

to New York by some official and dropped in the

streets with 82 in his pocket. He wandered into a

dance-house, wl; ere he probably contracted the chancre

found upon him. He subsequently continued in a

condition of harmless insanity.

Case IV. was that of an old man, aged 75, who
contracted the initial lesion of s>'})hilis while a quiet

patient in the insane asylum. Several weeks later

lie began to show much mental excitement. He had
hallucinations and delusions, together with a high

fever. The symptoms improved somewhat under
merciiiy, but the patient became weak and eventual-

ly died.

From the study of these cases Dr. Kiernan drew
the following conclusions :

1st. That the secondary fever of syj^hilis gives rise

to certain psychoses.

2d. That it produces a species of raptns melancJio-

licKs allied to the delirium of alcohol, narcotics, and
the essential fevers.

3d. That in pure cases no changes, either macro-

or microscopical, are likely to be detected on post-

mortem.
4th. That the fever of secondary syphilis has an

allied action on the brain to the essential fevers, al-

cohol, and the narcotics.

r)th. That heredity appears to exert a predisposing

influence, age not seeming to have an effect, Viut

that conclusions cannot be drawn decidedly on the

latter point, from the paucity of observations.

()th. That the mercurial inunction treatment yields

the best results, and is best applied in the excited

state of the patient by his being wrapped in a sheet

smeared with mercurial ointment.

7th. That asylum treatment is not advisable if it

can be avoided.

Upon this latter point Dr. Kiernan said :
" Exam-

ining carefully the facts that the superintendent in

nearly all asylums leaves the metlical treatment to

his assistant's while he contents himself with receiv-

ing visitors, assuming the duties of steward and mat-

ron, while the assistant physicians, burdened with the

niedical treatment, had, in addition, notunfrequently

to look after the green-house, the patients' clothing,

the patients' friends, and the admiring crowd of fe-

male relatives of the superintendent who visit the

asylum ; when we find two superintendents appointed

for marrying tnistees' daughters—one as a punish-

ment for treating a criminal with influential friends

too leniently when in charge of a penitentiarv,

another after having been relieved of a similar posi-

tion because of his relations with corrupt paving con-

tracts ; when we find superintendents so ignorant of

their patients as to notify the friends of living pa-

tients years in the asylum, that they are dead, it

seems very safe to conclude that asylums are not hos-

pitals. Since we find superintendents endorsing

])hrenology, and others finding the moral nature in

the great sympathetic, while a third performs phreno-

logical experiments in reproduction on his female

patients, for which he is removed by one legislature

and replaced by another, it is safe to conclude that

superintendents are stewards chiefly remarkable for

the presence of a medical diiiloma."

At the conclusion of Dr. Kiernan's pa])er.

Dr. Piffard gave an account of the action of the

committee appointed to secure the ])as^sage of a biU

regulating the practice of medicine in New York.

The Society then adjourned to the fourth Monday
in September.

SAUCYiiic Acid in Iritis.—Salicylic acid is gain-

ing some repute in the treatment of iritis and irido-

cyclitis. It acts best in cases having a marked
rheumatic character. It does not appear to be a

very reliable remedy, however.
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TllK M:\V \()\IK SURGICAL SOCIETY.
N/.j/.v/ M,'eting, April 13, ISSO.

DiL H. ]i. Sands, Puesident, in the C'uaih.

ANErmSM OP THE INNOMINATE AKTEUY.

Dh. L a. SriMsoN ])r(»sont<>(l a jiationt witli the fol-

lo\vin'4 historv : An Irishmtin, 34 yours of ii.((>, pre-

soiitcil himself at li ^llevuo Hospital about the 1st of

Janaarv, 1SS(», for treatment for pain in the right

shouldrr, that had boLcnn in tho precodiu'/ March,
had f^radnally increased in severity, and finally be-

come so severe as to cat\se him to stoj* his work.
Diai^nosis of innominate aneurism was made. Treat-

ment by simultaneous li<i;ation of the common carotid

and subclavian arteries was su'jfcfested, and the op-
eration was i)erformed on the 22d of Janiiary. The
wound healed promptly and kindly, and no accident

occuiTed in the course of the recovery. For two or
three weeks the tumor remained unchanc^ed exter-

nally ; then itbeij^an to diminish in size, the murmur
disa])[)eared, and it solidified. Previous to tlie op-
eration the lateral diameter of the tumor was tliree

inches, and its heipfht above the clavicle one and one-
half inches. Its reduced diameter was about one
inch, and its heiijrht above the clavicle half an inch.

A ilistiuct pulsation remained. Whether it was from
within or was communicated. Dr. Stimson did not
feel certain, and asked the opinion of the Society
upon that point. There had been no recurrence of

pain in the shoulder except once, two weeks after

the operation, and it disappeared promptly after the

application of a blister. In the progress of the case

there was an extremaly rapid pulse, reaching 115 to

120, without fever or jjain to explain its occurrence.

So far as he knew, it was the seventeenth complete
case.

Dr. a. C. Post suggested that it was unusual to

liave after operation such a diminntion in the vol-

ume of an aneurism with so much fluidity as still ex-

isted in the tumor.
Du. Makkoe thought that, by pressing his fingers

into the neck Viy the side of the tumor, he recognized

a distinct pulsatiou from the aneurismal cavity.

FRACTURE OF THE INTERNAIi CONDYLE OP THE HUMERUS.

Dr. T. M. Markoe presented a patient who had
received an injury of the elbow-joint, and the follow-

ing was the history of the case : On the 11th of No-
vember, 1879, a young man 16 years okl, fell, reached
out his right arm to save himself, but in some way
not well understood, he received the entii-e force of

the injury uj^on his elbow. A dislocation back-
ward was susiject«d, and it was reduced. About
six weeks ago the patient was brought to Dr.
M.irkoe by Dr. Field, of New Jersey, and at that time
the elbow presented easily recognized features of

fracture of the internal condyle. The result was
union of the fragment with a restricted degree of

motion.

DISLOCATION OF B0T3 BONES OF THE FOREARM BACK-
WARD WITH FRACTURE OF THE OLECR.^NON.

Dr. M.arkoe presented a second patient, under
treatment, who twelve days previously fell from a
bicycle, striking upon both hands and forearms and
the end of the right elbow struck the floor with
great violence. Two hours after the injury. Dr.
Markoe saw the patient, and found a dislocation of

the elbovv backward. Both bones of the forearm,
retaining their relation the one to the other, were

thrown bm-kward and tho olecranon process wns
broken. In consulting all the authorities accessible

he had been unalile to firul any reference to the

possibility of the occurrence of such an injury. It

seemed more than jtrobaldo that the same force

which caused thi; dislocation became concentrated

ui)on the olecranon ])rocess, and i>roduceda fracture.

J'ortiinately, the fil>rous coverings were not sejtar-

ated, and the fragment was not withdrawn from its

attachment to tlui shaft of the bone. At once it be-

came an important (pmstion as to what position the

limb should li" ])laced in when dressed. When the

limb was straightened he found a tendency to slip-

ping forward ; so much so. he feared, that if disloca-

tion did not occur the forward disjilacement would
be a serious matter with regard to the ultimate use-

fulness of the arm. On the other hand, when he bent
the forearm uj)on the arm ho feared a too gieat sepa-

ration of the fragment of the olecranon ; for, if the

fragment had been separated and carried up as much
as an inch by the action of the triceps, the question

of treatment would have been a somewhat difficult

one to answer. He therefore made a compromise,
dressed the limb in the semi-tiexed position, and the
separation of the fragment was only very slight.

Dr. Buiodon asked Dr. Markoe if he had seen the
fragment of the olecranon drawn up to the distance

of one inch.

Dr. ]\Iarkoe replied that he had. The present

case was the second of fracture of the olecranon
without sejiaration that he had seen, altliough he
thought it occurred not infrerpiontly. In the other
case the patient recovered perfectly.

Dr. Sabine mentioned a case seen in Bellevne
Hospital, in which there was fracture of the ole-

cranon without separation of the fragment.

Dr. Po.st suggested that wide sepai'ation of the
fragment was, in many cases, due to manipulation.
In examining an injured elbow he always looked
first for fracture of the olecranon, so as to avoid
flexing the forearm if it chanced to be present.

The President remarked that the inteiest in Dr.
Markoe's second case turned ujjon the mechanism of

the injury, which did not seem to be explained. It

had been taken for granted that two forces acted

upon the limlj ; one upon the olecranon itself, and
the other upon the hnnd, pushing the forearm back-
ward and ])ro luciug a dislocation. It occurred to

him that possibly ])oth lesions might have been pro-
duced by the action of a single force. It had been

1
said that the olecranon i)roce3s could be broken by

j

hyperextension of the forearm, the olecranon pro-

I

cess being violently driven into the olecranon fossa,

i

and fractured near its middle part. If that was true,

it was just possible that, in the case reported by Dr.
' Markoe, a fall upon the jjalmar surface of the hand
I
may have pi-odiiced liyi^erextension to such a degree
as to cause the fracture.

Dr. Sabine remarked that the tip of the olecra-

non does not dip into the olecranon fossa so closely

as to become a point of resistance to over-extension
of the forearm. The lateral ligaments would be the
parts first injured in such circumstances.
Dr. Markoe then read a paper

ON FRACTURE OP THE INTERNAL CONDYLE OP THE
HUSIEBU.S, EMBRACINO THE WHOLE OR NEARLY THE
WHOLE OP THE TROCHLEA. See p. 118.)

Db. Briddon remarked that he had always adopted
the method of resorting to pasai%-e motion long be-
fore union of the bone occurred, in all cases of fi-ac-

i ture involving the elbow-joint, and it never appeared
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to interfere with union. AJl cases which he had seen
had occurred in children, and he had begun passive
motion at the tenth or twelfth day.

Dr. Markoe recognized the importance of Dr.
Briddon's statement, and remarked that upon the
question of passive motion, two views were enter-

tained : First, that it should be begun early, and
second, that it shoiild be delayed until the parts
were quite tirinly united. He thought the safer plan
was between the two. After the lapse of fourteen
days, he usually recommended passive motion. He
did not tliiuk it was wise to resort to it before the
material whic^h was to unite the fracture had been
thrown out and begun to organize, although the re-

sult i)ossibly might not be aflected by an earlier

adoption.
Dr. Geo. A. Peters remarked, concerning Dr.

Markoe's ])osterior angular splint with a straight

splint on the anterior aspect of the humerus, that,

until his last case of fracture of the elbow-joint came
under observation, he had used a posterior angular
splint and an anterior angular sjilint, and had been
well pleased with the results obtained. In his last

case, which occurred more than a year ago—

a

case of fracture of the internal condyle—he put
the limb in tlie position of strong flexion, and
held it with plaster-of-Paris, and secured an exceed-
ingly satisfactory result. The dressing gave the pa-

tient great comfort, and the control over the frag-

ment was very perfect. He began jiassive motion as

early as the twelfth or fourteenth day ; made it fre-

quently and faithfully, and the result was scarcely

any perceptible deformity, and no loss of motion
whatever. He favored early passive motion. In the

case in which the plaster splint was used, it was bi-

sected so that it could be removed and readjusted at

any time without special inconvenience.
Dr. Mason remarked that he had used plaster-of-

Paris in fracture of tlie external condyle, and it had
given very satisfactory results.

Dr. Markoe thought that in a case of ordinary frac-

ture of either the internal or the external condyle,

without special tendency to displacement, the jilas-

ter-of-Paris splint might answer a very good pur-

pose. He, however, should be unwilling to leave so

delicate a displacement encased in a plaster-of-Paris

splint for fourteen days, and preferred to employ an
apparatus that enabled him to watch the exact con-

dition of things, and gave him timely opportunity

to correct whatever of displacement jjossibly might
arise during the progress of the case. In ordinary

cases, where there was no tendency to serious dis-

placement, the jjlaster dressing doubtless was very

good, but, in the class of cases under consideration,

when it was the displacement that made the arm
more or less useless, he j^referred a dressing that

enabled him to daily inspect the parts involved in

the injury.

Dr. Keves remarked that, in anchylosis following

injuries about the elbow-joint, the child, as a rule,

could not be trusted to make such passive motion as

was necessary. He then referred to a case in which
the joint became so stiffened in a boy twelve years

of age, who would do nothing of his own accord

toward restoring motion, that the case was nearly

given lip, when it was suggested that a row-boat be

furnished him and he be allowed to spend as much
time on the river as he washed. The result was that

he worked his elbow-joint free in about two months

without knowing why he should be allowed to in-

dulge so freely in the recreation.

The Society then adjourned.
,

Corrcsponticucc.

" WHETHER VIVISECTION PAYS."
To THE Editor or The Medical Reccbd.

Sm :—The editorial review of my article in Scrib-

nur's on vivisection, in the Medical IIecord of July
10, seems to have included me among " the laity who,
without knowing much regarding the facts, have yet
a good deal of sympathy with the ajjpeals to their hu-
manity made by auti-vivisectionists." Permit me to
coiTect this error by reference to the July number of
Proceedingi^ of the Medical iSuciety of the County of
Kings (Brooklyn, N. Y.), p. 1V)G. As a member
of the medical profession, I trust you will accord me
space not only to indicate some inaccuracies in your
criticism, but also to suggest that in the positions
taken in my article, I have hardly disjslayed that
lamentable ignorance which you infer. Tlie (question

of unfairness in my treatment of the subject, or of
mental obliquity in other directions, I am qiiite will-

ing to leave to the candor of such professional men
as may do me the honor to read my i)aper.

1. My critic affirms at the outset that, regarding
vivisection, " the writer takes the ground tliat it

does not pay, at least not very well." This is a mis-
take. I distinctly affirmed that " to the practice of
vivisection we are indebted for nearly all our present
knowledge of jjhysiology ;

" that, " as a means of teach-
ing physiological facts, vivisection is unsurpassed ;

"

and even that " no experiment, however atrocious and
cruel, if performed to illustrate some scientific point,

was ever without any beneficial result." In no jjart

of my paper did I take the ground that vivisection

—

as a whole—does not pay.

2. Referring to my description of experiments,
which you admit are "annually performed in the
medical colleges of this city," you assert that " the
fact that these experiments are all done under anaes-

thetics, is not brought out at all." I do not under-
stand this. When Prof. Flint states in his " Physiolo-
gy," in regard to the formation of a pancreatic fistula:

"it is generally better not to employ an aniesthetic
"

(p. 270] ; that in one of Bernard's experiments, "it
is not desirable to administer an anaesthetic" (p. 470) ;

that " we should avoid the administration of anaesthetics

in all accurate experiments on the glycogenic func-
tion ;

" that " we have lately been in tlie habit, in class

demonstrations, of dividing the fifth pair in the

cranium witltout using an ancesthetic,^' upon what
grounds does my critic allege of these same experi-

ments that they are all done under anaesthesia—and
charge me with " unfairness ? " Is this scientific

criticism ?

3. Do I correctly understand the Record to allege

that, with one exception, all class demonstrations at
Twenty-third Street are at present performed uijon
animals in a state of complete aniesthesia from einer
or chloroform ? Is curare or woorara never used to

avoid the " exhibition of pain," or regarded there as
an antesthetic ? Are no animals poisoned to show the
action of drugs—as by strychnia, tor instance—a de-

monstration pronounced by Dr. Taylor (i-i years Lec-
turer on To.xicology at "(jruy's") as "unjustifiable"
and " a purposeless cruelty y " And if this uniform
painless experimentation be the rule at Twenty-third
Street, is it also alleged of the other medical col-

leges in New York? The experience of recent
graduates hardly confirms whjit the Record appears
to allege.
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4. Of luv citntiou from vftrious nuthoritioH you re-

murk : "Tlie (|Uut:itious are briof, and soiuf of tlu'ni

from jlofiiiuMits iie.irly ten yeiirs oM." lu my arti-

fle tliirty-nino reforoiices or (luotutions we e made
to stat^jmcuts by various scieutitic ami meilifal au-

thorities. I'lri of these were from Dr. Elliotson's
" l'liysiol<igy "— tlie testimony of an eye-witness t > the

cruelty of .Maufendie and Hraeliet. 0)te otiier was
dated li^ll. Oi tue reinaininif thirty six, none are

from doeuinonts of earlier date than isTH. Whether
these (i;iot.itious or reierenees were " to tlie point " I

leave to the reader.

As a pliysician I decidedly object to being classed

among tiiat extreme school of humanitarians who
patroiU/.o the shamltles and advocate the abolition

of vivisection. On the other hand, I believe that the

oi)p>)sition to it will never cease until some such
systv'in o»" St.\te supervision exists in this country as

obtains in England. iMy paper was an attempt, from
this standpoint, ti) indicate a "via media" in vivi-

section which should satisfy both humanity and sci-

ence. If. in this endeavor to state the limitations of

justiliable experimentation, I have done injury to

the legitimate demands of scientilic imjuirv, no one
will more readily acknowledge the error than my-
self. Are the positions taken in my article supjiort-

ed by reliable scieutiric testimony and ojiinion V Per-

mit me to restate them :

I. '• The hiffh-'st scientific and medical opinion is

cu/ainxt the repetition ofpainful e.rperiinenta for chiss

teachimj." In support of this, I gave the opinions of

Sir Thomas Watson, SirJames Paget, Sir George liur-

roughs (President of the Royal College of Physicians),

Prof. Huxley, and Prof. Darwin. I might have add-

ed that of Prof. Kutherford (to whose exi^eriments

you refer) : '"I do not think it at all necessary that

any higher animal, x>icli (ts a dog or <i j-nh/jit, should be
subjected to pain for the education of medical stu-

dents ; " or that of Dr. Shai'jjey, jjrofessor of jihysi-

ology for thirty years in a London medical school

:

" Such experiments as those of Magendie on the

nerves owjht not to he repeated." This is my ground
;

is it that of the Maoic.vL Kkcord, and of the physi-

ologists of this country whose A-iews it advocates ?

li. •'Habitual familiarity with the infliction of

pain upoa animals has a decided tendency to engen-
der a sort of careless indifference regarding sulfer-

ing." Is this seriously denied ? Can it be necessary

to bring forward, in addition to the evidence ad-

duced regarding Magendie, the opinions of Sir James
Paget, of Sir George Burroughs, of Drs. Sibson, Shar-

pey, and Anthony—men who studied in Paris forty

years ago V Must we detail the experiments of Man-
tegazza, of Spalanzani, of Paul Bert, of Jimchet, of

Bouillard, of Brunner, of Wertheim, and of others, in

proof of this proposition ? You tell me that my po-
sition is "absurd." It is, then, an absurdity shared

by physiologists and physicians who are quite able

to judge. Dr. Abernethy, in his j^hysiological lec-

tures, said : "I know these experiments tend to hard-

en the feelings." Dr. Rolleston, Oxford Professor

of Physiology, declared that he would consider the

exhibition of pain in a lecture-room demoralizing to

pupils, that the " sight of a li\-ing, bleeding, quiver-

ing organism moat iindouhtedly does act on tliat lower
emotiono-motor nature which we possess in common
with carnivora." " Watch the students at a vivisec-

tion," says Dr. Bigelow, of Hars-ard University. " It

is the blood and suffering, not the science, that rivets

their breathless attention. Viriaection deailens their

humanity and begets indifference to it." These ojiin-

ions mav be " novel to the medical student ;
" does

that make them absurd, and unworthy considera-

tion V

III. In reganl to the inHuence of vivisection over
therapeutics, the Kkcouo lias misapi)rehended my
position. You admit, as in a measure tnie, that

vivisection lias furnislxvl no Hjjecitics, and has only

given us "a mass of (luc^tioiiable theones." I as-

serted nothing strongtT. My tliesis was, that " f/u-

rin;/ the last ifuarter of a century," painful experimen-
tation " has not resulted in the discovery of n simjU:

rfmedy of acknou-leil'ii-d a)id r/cnerally accepted raluc

in the cure (f disease." Particular care was taken to

acknowledge not only the value to therai)eutics of

physiological knowledge, but also the po.ssii)ility of

future benefit from vivisection. The proposition

conhned to the cxperi(;nce of the past twenty-five

years is a very delinite one. How is it confuted ?

My critic begins with the discoveiies of Galen (a.d.

lyO-'iOl) ; cites those of Ambrose Par^ (about 103!))

;

of Harvey (KU'.t) ; of Aselli (l(JtJ2) ; of Hunter,

(1785) ; of Magendie, who died in 1855 ; and so,

covering almost the entire Christian era, comes to

our own time. Is this refutation ? Did space per-

mit, I should certainly ciiallenge the inferences you
suggest regarding the debt due to vivisection, even
in tlie other cases mentioned in your summary. But I
fail to see how they toucli tlie one proi)osition I

laid down. If my critic, omitting reference to past
ages, will indicate which of the discoveries men-
tioned meets and disproves every jjarticular of my
proijosition, adducing at the same time references

to the original series of experiments, I will not only
esteem it a favor, but will hasten to acknowledge
my eiTor.

It is uo object of mine to ignore or belittle the
true value of \-ivisection. But, on the other hand,
the interests of science can never lie truly advanced
by extravagant and uusui)i)orted claims of utility or
potency in its behalf. Above all others, our age is

distinguished for its attachment to scientific tnith.

We may not always agree regarding the methods by
whicli nature is to ha interrogated ; there can be no
difference of opinion as to the value of truth itself.

Albert J. Leffixgwell, M.D.
Daksville, N. Y., July 15, IbbO.

[We are very hajipy to give Dr. Leffingwell a hear-
ing ujjon the important subject of wliich he ASTites.

We can assure him that we have every wish to give
full credit to him for sincerity in his opinions, and
we would add that our oiuisriion of his medical title

was entirely unintentional. We do not doubt that
Dr. Leffingwell is equally desu-ous with us for the
advancement of medical science. We must emphat-
ically reaffirm our ojjinion, however, that ijhysiolo-

gical experimentation should not be hampered by
legal restrictions, and that Dr. Leffingwell gave an
exag'gerated view of the cruelty and inutility of vivi-

section. We must reassert also our i)revious state-

ments that the amount of pain indicted uijon ani-

mals in class-demonstrations in this city is insignifi-

cantly small, and is limited to less than half a dozen
experiments in all the colleges throughout the course.
It should be added also that even in these cases the
pain is of short duration ; and the idea that it

" brutalizes " the student is, we feel sure, an entirely
erroneous one.

We do not hesitate to take the position that it is

right for a few animals to suffer briefly once a year,

in order to impress a physiological tnith. As to the
pains inflicted in the lalioratory, they are not caused
needlessly or unintelligently. Our physiologists are
humane men, and there has been no good reason
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shown by Dr. Leffingwell why their science should
be cripijled by legal restrictions. These are tlio

grcHinds we took in our editorial review, and we do
not lind anything in Dr. Leilingwell's criticisms

which weakens the position. We have not si)ace to

answer these criticisms in detail. We should say,

however, that the general inijjression given Ijy the
article in Scribner's, is, that vivisection does not pay
very well ; and tliis impression would be particularly

strong with the laity, who could appreciate the ex-

tended testimony to the cruelly and uselessness of

vivisection, much more than the brief and isolated

assurances of its scientitic value. As regards Dr.
Leffingwell's citations of authorities against the
practical value of vivisection, we can only repeat
again that it is facts, not opinions, which are wanted
on this point. It is a fact that vivisection gave us
strychnine and chloral. To offer in rebuttal the
selected opinions of certain eminent men, that vivi-

section never gave us anything, is no argi;ment,

excejit perhaps with the laity, to whom Dr. Leffing-

well's article particularly appeals. In regard to the
value of vivisection to therajieutics, v/e did not say
that it had given us "only a mass of qiiestionable

theories," and the putting such opinion so directly

into our mouths savors of a carelessness which we
had, 23erhaps, a right to expect, but which is hardly
the more excusable on that account. Dr. Leffing-

well's i^roposition to the effect that j^ainfiil experi-

mentation in the past twenty-live years has furnished
the profession u-ith no pojiular remedy for disease,

it seems to us, is neither ingenuous nor to the point.

If the in-oposition were true, it would not follow that

painful experimentation was of no theraj^eutical use.

The question that it is desirable to settle, is, whether
vivisection, painful or painless, has been, or is likely to

be of practical therapeutical value. That it has been,
and is to be of very great value is what we asserted,

and what we believe was sufficiently proved in the

editorial under discussion. It certainly is a fact that

vivisection has in the past twenty-five years contrib-

uted important remedial agents and methods to

medicine and surgery. Even a slight acquaintance
with other documents than those furnished by anti-

vivisection societies would have informed our es-

teemed correspondent in this regard.

We beg, in conclusion, to assure Dr. Leffingwell,

again, of our full confidence in the honesty of his

purpose. If we have spoken too emphatically on
any point, it is because we feel so strongly that any
law to regulate vivisection is uncalled for, and would
l^rove here, as it has in England, an injury to the

progress of physiological science.

—

Editor.]

ON THE RELATION OF FOOD TO LIFE.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

SiK :—When Dr. Tanner announced his ability to

fast forty days he was called a monomaniac ; when
he undertook to give a practical demonstration of

his assertion he was denounced as a charlatan. Now,
when there is no reason to think that he is an impos-
tor or fool, his experiment is called l>arbarous, i^rov-

ing nothing and belonging to the class of exhibitions

that should be suppressed by civil authorities. These
are the only comments so far advanced by the medi-

cal profession on the subject of Dr. Tanner's "Star-

vation Exhibition." The last one strongly reminds
us of Henry Bergh's argument against %-ivisectiop,

and proves only that the subject is not i^rojierly un-

derstood by the party who expressed it. There is

no doubt that the present experiment is honestly

conducted, and that tlie period of fasting will exceed

all expectations. That the present case is not a

unique one is i)roved by a number of well authenti-

cated cases in the past, but this does not renujve the

unnatural character of such a prolt)nged abstinence

from food, which stands in an api)arent contradiction

to our current ideas of life. As there is nothing so

provoking as to see the i)orson persisting to live

when condemned by the whole faculty to die, as is

the case with Dr. Tanner, let us examine where the
miscalculation was made, and wliat is to be learned

by the present experiment and similar ones to come,
as there is a fair i>rospect of a fasting boom. The
main argument against the success of Dr. Tanner's
strength is the same which is used to disprove the
possibility of perpetual motion. To live moans to

consume. During fasting, consumption is cairied on
at the expense of the tissues, which can go on but a
limited jjeriod of time, much shorter than that

already covered by Tanner, when death results from
exhaustion of the resources of life. This reasoning
has a grain of truth, but essentially is a false one.

Although life is intimately connected with the con-
sumption of food, or of tis.siies in case of fasting, the
mistake consists in assuming that life is the result

of consumption, while in reality consumption is only
the manifestation of life. If the former were the
case how will we exj^lain the fact that hfe ceases

when the material of consumption is still al)undant,

as is always with animals that die from starvation.

The generation of heat, development of secretions, re-

pair of tissues call for a supply which is present in the
form of blood, lymi^h, and tissues, but their quantity

is far in excess of the amount that is to be consumed
in the course of the time the animal lives when de-

prived of food. W^e must look for the cause of death
from starvation in some diiection other than the fail-

ure of materials to satisfy the above-named needs. It

is sufficient only to notice that partaking of food has
a stimulating effect; that the symptoms of starva-

tion show themselves in so-called nervous disorders
;

that various means having the tendency to stimulate

the nervous system make us less dependent upon
food ; that various individuals require different quan
titles of nourishment, the conditions of work, etc.,

being the same. All this would tend to indicate that

death from starvation results primarily from the col-

lai^se of the nervous system, resulting from its de-
ffcient nutrition and stimulation, and not from the
cause above mentioned. When food is withdrawn,
the length of hfe will depend upon how long the
ftervous system can retain its vitality with the mini-
mum of nutrition or stimulation. To properly un-
derstand this subject we have also to examine the
relation of rest and work to the nervous tissue. Rest
is just as necessary to life as food. If the amount of

work is pushed beyond a certain limit the same re-

sult is produced as when food and rest are with-

drawn, namely the function of the nervous system
becomes altered or entirely suspended, and its stnic-

ture breaks down. On the other hand, there exists

an intimate co-relation of these three factors— food,
rest, and work, as the amount of one determines the
amounts of the other two. Is the extent of food and
rest required, and of the work that can be accomjilish-

ed, identical in every given case ? E^•idently not. As
the result of eveiy-day experience we have average
quantities for each ; but they belong to an ideal,

average per.son which does not exist, and is only a
mathematical conception. On both sides of these
averages there exists most variable (quantities. Re-
cent pedestrian matches showed us how, in some
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cases, the amount of fnnptionnl activity of the ner-

vous system can f^reatly exi-eed tlic iiveriif,'»! level to

which it can be puslied with safety. They sliowed
also tliat the rest reciuiretl by it can be unnatu-
rally less than that compatible with tlie life of an
average person. Mnie. Anderson's exliil>itions were
exi'eetlin<^ly instructive in <lemonstratiii<; the possi-

bility of the nervous system not losin<^ its vigor

under the most unusual relation of rest to work. If

then the nervous system can in some cases retain its

vitality under the conditions of rest and work, so

unnatural that they would jirove fatal to an ordinary
individual, why should we wonder if cases jnesent

themselves where the usual relaticm of nutrition and
stimulation to the nervous system is similarly ilevi-

ated from the standard ? The latter is too closely

allied to the former to doubt its jx siil>ility, and the

object of Dr. Tanner is to prove it by actual experi-

ment. We can explain such a tolerance to these

dilferent extraordinary con<litions, by assuming that

the functional activity of tlie nervous tissue of such
individuals is followed by the results peculiar to it in

a lesser degree than we are accustomed to see in

every-day experience, permitting a wider range of

activity whicli is followed by a lesser exhaustion and
wear-out, consequently demanding less rest, stimula-

tion, or structural restoration. It is to be regrt^tted

only that the profession did not avail itself of such a

valuable ojiportunity to study a question entirely

new, and which cannot be studied so well in the

laboratory or at the bedside.

Etiesne Evetzkt, M.D.

ittctiical 3tcms auti Ucius.

CJoNTAGious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending July 24, 1880.

Week Ending

July 17, 1880.

July 24, 1880.

m
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©r'uVntal Cectures.

I

LACERATION OF THE CERVIX UTERI.

Twenty-fifth Lec^ture of the Couuse of 1880 at
Rush MEDicAii College, Chicago.

By R. STANSBURY SUTTON, A.M., M.D.,
PITT9B0RO, PA.

(Stenographic-lily leixirted for The Medical Record.)

Gentlemex :—In entering upon the discussion of

lacerations of the cervix ixteri, I stated that to Emmet
was due the credit of having i)ointed out the impor-
tance of the injury, and of having devised the treat-

ment for its repair. Based upon the correctness of

his tables, we stated that nearly thirty-three jjer cent,

of fruitful women, complaining of uterine disease, had
laceration of the cervix uteri ; that about one-third

the labors followed by the discovery of this lesion,

were tedious, but that rapid labor (whether it be
spontaneous or produced by ergot) would also pro-

duce the injury. I cautioned you against the repre-

hensible practice of irritating the cervix during labor

—by rubbing its surface with the finger, or pushing it

back over the fuital head, or of resorting to early rup-
ture of the membranes to save time. I said this ac-

cident occurred with rich and poor alike, in the ab-

sence of an accoucheur, and in the hands of the most
skilful ; in cases with forceps and without ; and that

it was highly probable that laceration in first labors

was the rule—spontaneous union of the tissues, in the

majority of the cases, occiirring during the lying-in

period ; and that lacerations occurred at the time of

miscarriages and criminal abortions. I also called

your attention to three points in reference to the sub-

sequent menstruation of women who have unhealed
lacerations of the cervix.

If recent, the flow will be " more profuse and irre-

gular;" if the injury is old, and cystic degeneration

and atrophy of cervical tissue have occurred, the flow

will be " diminished in cpiantity and be as to time
irregular." In cases whei-e the injury is slight, no
change in " quantity or time may occur."

Your attention was called to the fact, and the

reason why lacerations occumng in the median line,

either anterior or jjosterior, usually heal during the

lying-in period ; and also in our lectures on vesico-

vaginal fistula, to the fact that anterior laceration of

the cervix, which is most likely to occur in women
with " pendulous abdomens and anterior obli(piity of

the uterus," might be followed by urinary fistula,

when the lacei-ation has extended through the sep-

tum and into the bladder. Your attention was also

dii'ected to an intractable form of retroversion, due
to adhesions, the result of posterior laceration in the

median line ; also to the importance of cellulitis, a

constant result of deep lacerations. The indications

of lacerations of the cervix at the time of their occur-

rence, or during the lying-in period, were also fully

discussed.

To-day we have to deal with the subsequent changes,

the diagnosis, and the treatment of the injury. Tlie

forms of laceration in the median line, whether an-

terior or posterior, as a rule, heal up, leaving hardly

a trace of their former existence. When the lacera-

tion is unilateral, as is often the case, it is usually

upon the left side, and marks the position of the oc-

ciput at the time of the labor. The laceration may
be and frequently is bilateral, splitting the cervix

from left to right, and extending from the os externus

to a point above the vaginal attachment.

Another form is that in which a number of fissures

have occurred, and where the healing has not been

complete. It is styled by Emmet the stellate variety

of the injury. Instead of many fissures, you n)ay

have three : two fissures upon one side, and one upon

the opposite side. When a laceration of the cervix,

bilateral in character, or unilateral either, has gone

below the vaginal attachment, nature, unaided, will

rarely if ever entirely repair the injury.

In the event of a deep bilateral laceration occun-ing

in labor, what are the changes which take place in the

condition of the uterus'? Let us trace them. Imme-
diately after the laceration, the Hps of the wound
spread apart, and the attachment of the vagina slides

up on the lateral walls of the cervix ; considerable of

the support of the vagina to the uterus is destroyed.

When the woman gets upon her feet the uterus is

yet heavy ; it drops out of its iDroper plane, descend-

ing in tiie vagina ; its axis no longer corresi)onds

to the axis of the superior strait, but deviates

toward that of the inferior strait. The split cervix,

still soft, becomes flattened out against the posterior

vaginal wall, while the posterior lip of the cei-^ix is

being crowded into the cul-de-sac of the vagina, and

the anterior lip is projected forward toward the os-

tium vagina.

Fig. 1.—V anri V repvpscnt the margins of n recently Incerated cer-

vix. V, the posterior lip, is crowding backward into the po-terior

cnlde-snc; V. the nnterior lip. furwar i in the axis of the viijrina. 1

represents the site of the temporary intra-cervical os at the bottom or

angle of the laceration.

As the subinvoluted uterus descends more and

more, its fundus drops backward under the promon-

tory of the' sacrum, and we have a retroversion. Its

axis now coiTesponds with that of the outlet of

the vagina. If the perineum be lacerated, and

its support destroyed, the yet subinvoluted va-

ginal walls will T)egin to drop, and, being followed

by the heaA'y uterus, a complete procidentia may
result.

This extreme result of the coincidence of these

lacerations happily is not frequent. With the change

in position, and the impingement of the split cenix

on the posterior vaginal wall, the glands of the cer-

vical canal, now exposed to friction, become irritated
;

they fill up, fuU of their peculiar secretion, a-ad, burst-
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injf, tmt)io the cervix wtli a tenncionfl mnroid nud
ttll>iiincii(»i<l socretiim. As this swrlliii),' jnoKrfssf'H,

the irritution exteiitlH to th»' suhiimcons tissiw of tho
ctTvix, which nipiiUy lMf<>im>s swoUcit, mul fohl after
folil i>f it is rolled out of the cervix. dniK^riii>< lower
and aft<'r them tiHsues fnun hiKlicr i)f)iiits in the
cervical canal. Tims fold after fold of the lining
nienilinine is l)roiif;ht forward, until the intra-ci-rvi-

cal OS now occui)ies a j)ositi(>n about c(»ini'ident with
the original position of the i-xternal os. See this

Fig. 2.—Thu> flgnre represents the fnUe cervix rompo=e1 of re-
floated vnpiii^tl tis.Mie iind oiitrollcd or oviTtod intm-uterinf tissue;
this iiiitrnlling han tnken placf. as rt-presj'nted by the curved linos
forminj.' the nnplcs 1. 2. :i. A, and .5. These linns indicate th'- pradiial
process of ever-ion. The intra cervical os, point 1, has been rolled
out to (xiint 5, where it appears to be the external tis ; the va^^lnal at-
tachment, X iinil /.. now appears by a reduplication t i l>e at poinis X
and Z, so that the cervi.x appe.irs lunger and larger than it actually is.

diagi-am. The curved lines represent the advancing
folds of everted tissue, and their union in the median
line designates the changes in position of the intra-
cervical os.

As the secretion rolls over this surface and irritates

it ; as the os now becomes so large that the tissues

posterior to it become a constricting band, the cervix
is kei)t in a constant state of violent congestion.

All these agencies unite to produce a rapid shed-
ding of the eijithelial covering, and finally leave
tlie cervix in a state of erosion. The nerve-tila-

ments which supply the i)ai-t are also left ex]>osed,

and become the source of an irritation which is re-

tiected through the nerve-centres and to various ])arts

of the body, and the patient begins to experience
grave nervous disturbance.

Supjjosing that the uterus has not descended to

any great extent, the fact that a laceration exists,

does, in many cases, become the cau.se of sterility. <

The mucus which phigs up the cervical canal acts i

as a mechanical barrier to the spermatozoa, and, i

as Goodell says, the siirface, denuded of e]iithe-

lium, is to the advance of the spemiatozoa like a
desert to the advance of an army. Irritating dis-

charges from the vagina also pour out in immense
quantity and kUl the spermatozoa. Occasionally,
however, a woman having received a laceration of
this kind will go on bearing children for a time.

j
Cervical atroi)hy is another of the resultH of the in-

i
j'lrr. Ah tln'.xe giandn till up and bniKt, the Ka«'S

j

contnu't. You will feel tiie rt'mains of these con-

I

tructeil sacB like shot situated under the tissues of

I

the <'ervix. Owing first to the j)resHure uj)on the
' cervix which the distended glands jiroduce, then ow-
ing to the subsetiuent contraction of the glands

1 themselves, y«»u luive atrophy of the cervix, so that

the anterior lip, most lial)le to be thus afl'ected, may
bo found aluiimt entirely gone.

In a deep bilateral laceration from the subsequent
erosion you have more or less bleeding. The men-
ses have become iiTcgular, the woman may bleed
l)rofusely, often bleeding prior to her regular time.

Her l)lood is l>eiiig reduced in this way, and also

through the immense amount of cervical discharge
which is ))reseut. Her digestion is interfered with
by the reflex nervous influence, and she will gradu-
ally ai>i>r()ach a condition of " profound anaemia."

If she l)e l)y here«lity inclined to plitlii.sis, now is the
time when it will develoj) itself. The.se are some of

the unfortunate results of lacerated cervix. There
is another grave result. Tiie erosion l)ecomes a
nidus for a form of disease fatal in character, and
which comes uninviteil by heredity. I refer now to

epithelioma. In an old and large erosion, when the
patient is a])i)roaching the climacteric period of life,

epithelioma is very apt to develop.

This erosion of a laceratt^l cervix was w^hat the
profession throughout the world treated for ulcera-

tion of the uterus before the time of Emmet's dis-

covery. The changes which occur in bilateral lacera-

tions occur also to some extent in unilateral lacera-

tions. If you will let this jdate from Emmet's book,
Fig. HI,

J).
HVii, represent a unilateral laceration, we

will trace the ditierence in change which takes place
after it luis occurred. As I told you l)elore, when the
laceration extends l)eyond t!ie vaginal attachment,
whether it be a unilateral or a bilateral laceration,

cellulitis will occur. If it is unilateral, the cellulitis

will be located ui)on the con-esponding side between
the folds of the broad ligament. As the broad liga-

ment .shortens as a result of the inflammation, the
fundus of the utenis is drawn out of the median line

toward the disea.sed side. As the intracervical tis-

sues bulge out between the lii>s of the lacei-ation

against the lateral wall of the vagina, the cervix is

pushed to the sound side ; thus obliquity of the
uterus is establi.siied. lint the vaginal attachment
has, you will obsene by the diagnim, slid uj), so that
now, when you look into the vagina, you would
suppose that there was the same length of cervix
upon the sound as ujjon the unsound side. When
but one side is torn open, you have the rim of
the circle of the cervix Itroken down at that point,

and, as Emmet has said, it is much like knocking off

the third leg of a stool. There is a tendency to drop
down on the wall of the vagina, and thus increase
the existing oViliquity of the uterus. Now nature al-

ways makes an effort to heal these lacerations. In
the cleft of a unilateral, as well as in the cleft of a
bilateral laceration, granulations are thrown out ; as
they contract, cicatricial tissue is formed; and thus in
every case of laceration you wiU find in the cleft a
plug of cicatricial tissue. This plug acts just like a
neuroma, producing an irritation which is spent upon
the spinal cord an<l brain ; and thus you have an ex-
planation for the great nenous disturbances which
often occur in these cases. How are you to diagnose
a case of lacerated cervix ? The patient complains
of a series of symptoms which I will denote ra-

tional symptoms : she has depreciated health;
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she has great nervous distiirbauce ; slie has baek-
ache ; she has dragging sensations ; she has an irri-

tated bhiddcr ; she has ])robably some rectal dis-

turbance ; a line of symptoms which will warrant a

physical exploration. Placing the jnitient ni)on the
back in the lithotomy position, you will pass the
index linger of the left hand up to the cervix. You
will have the evidence there of a clelt, unilateral or
bilateral

;
you will have the evidence of a large

amount of dischai-ge from the cervical canal
; you

will have the evidence of au enlarged cervix. If you
will now place the right hand above the pubic sym-
phisis, and over the fundus of the uterus, you will be
able to determine that the cer\-ix is larger than the
body of the uterus, whereas, in simple hypertrophy,
the body and the neck are usually developed .symmet-
rically. In this case the cervix is flattened ; it is

spread out ; it is larger than the fundus or body.
You will now introduce the specuhim. What sort

of a speculum should you use V If you introduce a

cylindrical speculum, you will not be able to dis-

cover anything except the probable discharge and
erosion. If you use a bivalve speculum, you may
probably be able to make a diagnosis through it

;

but it is better to use a Sims sjieculum, i^utting the

patient upon her side ; then with a pair of small

tenaciila, reach first for the posterior lip, then for the

anterior ; drawing them together, try to api^roximate
them. If you are successful, you will see the cenix,
which has been large, aj)proach its proper size, and
the fissure across its face will be seen. Y'our diag-

nosis is now complete in a case of bilateral lacera-

tion. Suppose, however, that you have a unilateral

laceration to deal with.

You have detected the rent with your finger in the

vagina. But through the speculum the two sides of

the cei-\axare apparently of the same length, a condi-

tion already explained by the diagram. How are

you to positively determine the vaginal attachment ?

Put your patient in the knee-elbow or knee-chest po-

sition. As the perineum is elevated, the air rushes into

the Vagina, the uterus recedes, thus disclosing the

attachment of the vagina. Y"ou wiU also see the fis-

sure extending down to the vaginal attachment, or

possibly extending out upon the vaginal wall. This
procedui-e, taught by Emmet, v^ill also enable you
always to determine whether you have a case of elon-

gation of the cervix uteri.

Suppose, then, that you have completed the diag-

nosis, what \\'ill be the treatment preparatoiy to the

repair of the injury? If the cellulitis which origin-

ally existed still remains in latent form—a condi-

tion evidenced by tenderness ujjon pressure made
with the linger in various directions, and sometimes
evidenced by the presence of nodules of lymph in the

cellular tissue, which can be felt through the vaginal

walls—if such a condition exists this must demand
your first attention, for if you perform the operation

prior to the removal of all this condition you will

wake up the original inflammation. The uterus has

fallen dowii, it is heavy, it is dragging, its very posi-

tion is an interference to its circulation. So you
must elevate the uterus, elevate it upon a proper pes-

sary, can'ying it up to the normal line, up to that

point where the patient no longer comijlains of back-

ache. If she cannot wear a pessary, you may sup-

port the uterus with proper cylinders of cotton,

placing one in the cul-de-sac above the cervix and
the other below the cervix, having first antevert-

ed the uterus with your finger, and having medi-

cated the cotton, yoA may, by doing this from day

to day, coax her along until she can wear a pes-

sary, when you must feel for the tender i)oint8,

and, with reference to these points, alter your pes-

sary in such a way that it will not boar u])on them.
The ne.xt thing is to insure 2)erfect cleanliness, and
also to relieve the vess(>ls which now engorge and
constrict the cemx. To accomplish this your best

reliance will be the vaginal douche of hot water. Use
large vaginal douches two or three times in the twenty-

four hours, putting the i)atient upon her back and
her hips up(m a bed-pan. To relieve further this con-

dition of the cervix, jnincture tlui glands with a small

tenotomy blade, making a little stab over the surface

under which they lie, and then, with the dull wire cu-

rette, or a hair-pin held in the dressing-forcei)s, press

out their contents. Having thiis emptied the vessels

and distended glands, your attention will be directed

to the healing of the erosion. Paint its surface once

every four or five days with Churchill's tincture of

iodine, and in the meantime dress the cervix with
glycerole of cotton or tannin, or w'ith an astringent

such as powdered alum or powdered jjersulphate of

iron. You \\-ill gradually contract and limit the area

which it covers. It may be that this erosion holds on,

and, in spite of your best efforts, will not be healed.

Then you may resoi't to the trick which Emmet notes

in his book—that of drawing together the lips of the

laceration, and ixniting them temporarily, thus sav-

ing the surface from friction. You will go on -with

these remedies, at the same time giving your patient

tonics, regulating her bowels, having her get a mod-
erate amount of rest in a recumbent position, until

your case is ready for operation. How shall you
operate ? You will need instruments and assistants.

The night before the oiseration your woman should
have had a purgative. In the morning, an hour be-

fore the operation, she should have a copious hot
douche, in order to drive the blood out of the cervix

as thoroughly as possible. Y''ou may place her in one
of two positions : either that of Sims, or in an ex-

aggerated lithotomy position—that of Simon. She
should be etherized in bed before being jjlaced

upon the table. You will require some one to ad-

minister the ether, a nurse to hold the specu-

lum, another to assist you, and au extra person
to take care of the sponges. An additional assist-

ant is never in the way should he be convenient.

It is true that there are many of these cases which
you can operate on without ether, but, as a rule, you
will find it an advantage, and in all your early oj^era-

tions you will find it a decided advantage to have
your patient under the influence of an anivsthetic.

The instruments which you will require are these : a

Sims speculum, 'with a wide blade ; a jmir of smaU
tenacula, with long handles ; two pairs of .scissors,

one with a long curve and one with a short curve ; a

long-handled bistoury, with a small blade ; a niimber
of sponge holders and sponges ; a small uterine tour-

niquet ; a doul)le tenaciilum, such as this one of

Emmet's, for steadying the cervix during the process

of denudation.
A pair of needle-forceps such as this, a pair of

twisters for twisting the siitures, a pair of rough wire

scissors to cut the wire. Having placed your jiatient

in the left lateral position, and having passed the

speculum which is held by the nurse, your assistant

wiU steady the cervix with the double tenaculum.
Dragging the utenis shoidd be avoided, as the

operation, if possible, ought to be done with the

uterus in situ. You will then take u]) a small tenac-

ulum, and picking up the tissue carefully, denude, with
the scissors, the surfaces to be brought together on
either side to restore the cervical canal.
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Then Imvinpr donuded the snrfnees alike, nnd re-

niovt'd tho ficiitrifiul tissue in the cloft. tlu' cfutnil

siirfiii'o undemulctl will reini'sciit thu iii-w (tiviml

fiinal. Tlii'ic is the os : iidw when yon l>rin;^ the do-

nud«';l surfufos over, one upon the otiier. tliev shonld

forresj)ond. Having the snrfiires alike, you will take

the needle, threaded with a double thread, and
seeured hv a half knot, eateh it in front of the eye a

short distance, seiziuf^ the lip of the eervix witli a

tenaeuluni to steady it. and to luake eounter-pressure

you jmss the needle throu<(h the lip, piekinf^ up all the

breadth of tlie nude surfaee.the needle eoniiuf^ out upon
the denuded surface just at the edge of the i-ervieal

tissue. Ke-enter the needle and i)ass it throujj;h

Oriaiiuil Coimmiiufatioiis.

EXTIHl'ATION OF KIDNEY.

Death on the Fouhtii Day Afteb the Opebation.

Bv FJIED. LANGE, M.D.,

NKW YOnK.

(The KpcclmcM wivs presented to the New York Surgical Society.)

This specimen belongs to a case, in which, after a

^^^ ^ _ long observation and due consideration of the synip-

the "opposite lip at the corresi.onding point ; vou
\

toms, I felt waiTunted in i)erforming nephrotomy.

vrill tlien attach the silver wire in this manner, The patient died on tl-e fourth day, without a drop of

and pull the silver wire into the line of the silk "rine being discharged after the operation, and the

thread, and leave it there; vou wiU then make a ^.
post-mortnn proved that tliose symjjtoms, which led

simple hiteh of the silver wire ui)on itself in this

manner, and i)assing down the loop toward the

cervix, give the free end of the wire to the niirse, who
will catch it under her hand as she holds the specu-

lum ; thus you will pass the stitches at short inter-

vals, less than the eighth of an inch ai)ax't, until all

the stitches are jiassed. Before you attempt to close

the wound, wait for all oozmg of blood to cease, or

control it with hot water or ahim water, applied \\\\h.

the sjjonges directly to the denuded surface. The
oozing having ceased, or nearly so, you will now
seize the hitch loop ui)on the suture in this manner,
then with the wire scissors you will cut away the free

wire close to the twister. You will now i)ass down
the shield over the wire ; as the shield comes down it

approximates the lips of the wound, just as it brings

together the arms of the wire suture ; now you will

begin to t^^"ist. Twist down in this manner, until

me to conclude that the otlier kidney was healthy,

induced me to perform an absolutely deadly opera-

tion. The case, therefore, despite its unfortunate

course, is of great clinical value, besides its patho-

logical interest, and may show that it is more dithciUt

to state that the other kidney is intact, than to as-

certain the disease of that organ which we are going
to subject to our surgical j^rocedure, the former
point being, I think, of decidedly more imjiortance

than the latter. The history of the case is the fol-

lowing :

Mrs. K., 47 years of age, a na^ve of Hungary, and
from a healthy family, had enjoyed good health until

three years ago. SJie went through seven normal con-

finements, the last of which was fourteen years ago.

Her menses, since that time, have always been regular,

though somewhat abundant. Three years ago, when
walliing on the street, she was attacked bv a severe

Tou see that the turn has gone to the lower edge of
]

pain in her right lumbar region, so that she had to

the shield. If you twist below this point you will |
be carried home. Vomiting and nausea accompanied

" '.
- ' tiiis attack, which was repeated twice on the same

day. She was confined to her bed for four weeks,
during which time, every one or two days, these

cut through or strangulate the tissues so that the

sutures will cut out later. Having thus twisted the

suture you will carry it over in this manner, at right

angles with the tenaculum which replaces the shield.

Again place the heel of the tenaculum on the

suture a half inch from the wound, and turn the

suture, to which the twister is still attached, short

across the tenaculum in that way. Now with a pair

of wire scissors you will cut the suture just precisely

in this angle, and it will lie smoothly uj^on the surface

as you leave it. It will not turn up from the surface

upon which you have placed it. In this manner you
will introduce the stitches and t-^-ist them and leave

them. Having twisted all the sutures and closed up
the rent completely, the next point is to put the

litems in projjer ijosition ;
you will therefore antevert

the uterus again with your tiuger. Your jiatient

may now be i)ut to bed.

You will have taken the precaution to hare a

number of hot bottles between the covers of the bed,

in order that your patient may not run the risk of a

chill ; subdue the light of the room, and leave her
with the nurse. In the event of vomiting following

the opei^ation, you can usually control it by giving

small pieces of ice, or by small doses of lime water.

When the effects of the ether have passed off. your
patient should begin to take a light but nutritious

diet, given in small quantities frequently repeated.

The catheter may be required for forty-eight hours,

after which time the jiatient will i^ass her urine over a

bed pan, and after each relief of the bladder the
nurse wiU throw a little warm water into the vagina
to remove any drops of urine that may have trickled

toward the cei-rix.

attacks returned, sometimes w ith such intensity that

she fainted. The trouble, by her phy.sician, was
taken for a climacteric one. She then enjoyed good
health until the beginning of last year, when pain
in her right lumbar region ajipeared again, to-

gether with trouble in urinating. This pain apjieared

in paroxysms, w ith vomiting and nausea in the be-

ginning, of short duration, and daily or every other
or third day. Gradually those i)aroxysms lasted

longer, from two to three hours, and were often of

labor-like character. Every slight concussion of the
body was apt to i)roduce this pain. The patient was
obliged to walk slow ly and carefiilly, and had often

the feeling as if her right thigh might be drawn
against the belly. She did not consult a physician
until eight months ago. He thouglit her trouble ti)

be caiised by an enlarged uterus, and treated her ac-

cordingly, with some success, but without giving her
entii'e relief.

In July, 1879, the patient was taken by a long and
severe disease, attended with high fever, which con-
tinued several weeks, and there was almost peiqjetual

intense pain in her right lumbar region, which occa-
sionally became quite unendurable. She had to lay

quiet on her back, because every motion or etfort to as-

sume a lateral position exaggerated her pain. There
were again often-repeated attacks of vomiting, pre-
ceded mostly by a chill and followed by intense heat
and perspiration. The jjatient lost flesh rapidly until

about six weeks after the beginning of this disease,

when a sudden relief occurred during one such attack
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of special intensity. She hail the feelinp; as if some-
thing biirsted in her right side. From tliat time the
intense pain began to cease, her ajjpetite returned,
and her general condition improved. Moderate pain
set in now and then, bnt at longer intervals, and
gradually disappearing for weeks. The examination
of the urine was made after that sudden relief, and a

large amount of pvis was found in it. I saw the pa-
tient in consultation with Dr. Bo]7p in October, 1879.

She then had regained considerably in general health,

had no fever, had a fair appetite and suiTered no pain
if she kept (piiet. Every motion, however, caused an
uneasy feeling in her right lumbar region, sometimes
with pain toward the right thigh. Discharge of urine

occurred without pain, and at normal intervals. Urine
was of about normal quantity and color, moderately
acid reaction immediately after being discharged, but
very soon iindergoing amraoniacal decomposition. It

was uniformly turV)id, and had an abundant sediment,
mostly consisting of pus. There were also a few red
blood-corpuscles, which, however, disappeared a short
time afterward and never appeared again. Tliere were
numerous epithelia of the bladder, a few epithelia,

probably belonging to the pelvis of the liidney, but
very constantly numerous epithelia of the liidney,

similar to white blood-corpuscles, but a little larger

than these, presenting a distinct nucleus ; and finally

cells still larger than these of epithelial type, but
spherical. They had a sharp contour, presented a

large and distinct nucleus. I did not find them every

time when examining the urine. Sometimes they
were found in groups, and I took them for epithelia

of the tubuli recti in a state of soakage ; j^erhaps ele-

ments of a new gi'owth. I never found concretions

or crystals. After being filtrated the ui-ine contained
a slio-ht trace of albumen. The specific weight was
not taken.

The examination of the bladder showed no abnor-
mity. The uterus was a little enlarged and some-
what prolapsed, its vaginal portion being hypertro-
jihied and lacerated ; abdomen high, integument of

the belly redundant and fat. In the right lumbar re-

gion, and in the sjiace between the short ribs and the

crest of the ilium, a deep-seated tumor could be de-

tected by bimanual jjalpation. It seemed slightly

movable, so as to allow a slight ballottement between
the hands imposed in front and in the lumbar region.

Its consistency seemed mostly resistant, and it re-

mained doubtful whether a part of it, near the crest

of the ilium, might not present fluetiiation. The
surface was irregular, with several flat, hilly promi-

nences. The size of the whole mass, which extended

toward the middle line in the depth of the abdom-
inal cavitv, was about that of the head of a new-born
child. There was apparently no direct contact with

the liver, while in front of the tumor the presence of

intestines could be made out by percussion. The
tumor was oblong ; its greatest diameter directed

from the border of the sacro-lumbar miiscle toward

the umbilicus. It did not immediately touch the

crest of the ilium, but was at the distance of about

an inch from it. If the patient was lying half

way on her left side, putting her right arm above

the head, while a pillow was placed under the oppo-

site lumbar region, the tumor caused the walls of the

belly to protmde slightly, so as to make a flat promi-

nence in the elongated line. No other abnormity

could be detected on palpation or percussion, esjie-

ciallv nothing which might have raised the suspicion

that' the left kidney might be aft'eoted. Theformer
history also by no means justified that suspicion.

Eegarding the diagnosis, there was no doubt that

the tumor just described belonged to the right kid-

ney. That the latter furnished the amount of i)us

contained in the urine. The slight mol)ility of the

organ seemed to exclude the existence of an exten-

sive perinei)hritic inflammation, while it pointed, to-

gether with the inegular, flat, hilly surface and the

shape of the tiimor resembling a kidney, to the as-

sumption that the whole ])rocess was located witliin

the tissue of the organ itself. In fact, the proba-

bility that we had to deal with pyonephrosis, was
corroborated by the former history of the ca.se as

well as by the sym})toms now in existence. The
presence of stone seemed improbable as a cause of

this i^rocess, since stones had never been found in

the urine nor were they present in the bladder,

though those colicky attacks mentioned pointed to a

periodical obstruction of the urinary passage on the

right side.

For the present, there being no urgent symptoms,
and the patient being in a state of convalescence,

I proposed to wait. I then observed the jmtient

through the five following months, seeing her about

every two or three weeks. She kept in bed almost

constantly, since every exercise was apt to cause

severe pain, and at intervals of two or one week one
of those colicky attacks occurred. In the mean-
time there was often a feeling of intense burning in

her right side, for which she liked the application

of an ice-bag. Altogether the tumor within the next

few months became decidedly smaller, the distance

between it and the crest of the ihum growing larger.

But during those attacks of severe pain it seemed
again a little increased, the i^atient having the feel-

ing of tension and the jiain projecting into the right

hip and thigh. The urine at those times con-

tained decidedly less pus, but still a considerable

amount of it. A partial obstiiiction at those times

seemed therefore to exist. The qiiantity of urine or

the quality of the sediment, as far as its microscopical

elements are concerned, never showed any essential

alteration.

From about the middle of February those attacks be-

came more frequent, and about the middle of March
the patient fell into a feverish state, had severe, per-

sistent i^ain, extreme tenderness on pressure against

the tumor, which seemed to her to be larger, and
the first time, heretofore observed, the urine became
quite clear, containing only a trifling quantity of sedi-

ment. Nothing was more probable than to assume
that the ureter now was completely or almost com-
pletely obstructed, and that the urine was discharged

from the other side. It was furthermore probable,

that from the right kidney essentially but the sedi-

ments might be iurnished, and that it might not

have any imi^ortance for secretion of urine, because

the mine secreted during this attack, like those be-

fore, presented the same quantity as in the fi-ee

interv'als, and finally it was probable that the

kidney assumed to secrete the urine during this at-

tack must be essentially healthy, because the urine

did not present any considerable abnormity. The
attack of pain just mentioned ended in a very typical

and characteristic manner. First, somewhat more
sediment appeared in the urine. The following day
the patient felt a little relieved. Twenty-four hours

later a considerable mass of pus was discharged and
the patient felt again entirely relieved.

She now wanted something decisive done. She
had been almost continually in bed during the last

year, and I did not think that a spontaneous re-

covery was within the limits of probability.

I, therefore, proposed an exploratoiy incision, and
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in ease I hHouM find the orphan disoasod in Hurh a
way thiit its fnithcr jnesonro niif^lit incliulc dim^cor

t<) lifo, I liad in view its romoval. in the siijiposi-

tion thiit its contlition was snch as to allnw t'xtirjja-

tion. Otlicrwise, I i)rui>osod to open tlio orj^'un snp-

posod to 1)0 in a stat«> of ovstic do^cnoration, and to

estal>lish a tisfula of tho pelvis of tlio kidney. 'I'lie

operation was ]n^rfornied on the 'iltli of ^^a^(•ll. The
putient was of short, stout livrnre. and the interval

betwei'n last ril) and crest of ilium was very narrow,

and I did not ehoose the usual lumbar ineision as

recommended by Simon. An ineision be^'inning

from the edge of the sacrodumbar nniscle, ami ex-

tending about eight incnes in length, about one inch

and one-half above the crest of the ilium in oblicpie

direction toward the umbilicus, ending about on the

edge of the rectus alulominis. The jiatient was ly-

ing on her left side, with a pillow placed under the

lumbar region of that side. After the retroperito-

neal sj)ace had been laid oi)en I removed a part of

the fat, pushed forward tlie iieritoneum and intes-

tines, and ])roceeded toward the capsule of the

kidney. This was opened with the tinger, and
then a part of the renal substance appeared. Its

surface was occupied by Hat prominences, withi)retty

sharp ridges between them, but the tissue ottered

about normal resistance. I now tried to trace the

hilus, and for that pnrjiose I had to pass through a

number of strong adhesions, which I loosened slowly

and carefully. luunediately underneath it the kid-

ney presented itself in a state of cystic degeneration.

The pelvis was apiiarently not enlarged, nor could I

distinguish any calculous matter by the touch. The
whole organ seemed to have been somewhat dis-

placed, its lower edge being too near the miildle

line, while the upper ])ole was directed outward

;

perh:\i)s also it was situated alt(^gether a little lower
down than normal. The uppermost jiart I had not
laid open yet, it being particularly tixed by adhe-
sions. From that I concluded that it was espei-iully

diseased, and being under the impression that the

other kidney was healthy, and that the right kidney
was accessible to extiiijation, though with ditticulty,

I decided to choose the radical way and to remove
the organ. To incise the cystic ]jart and to estab-

lish atistula of the pelvis of the kidney I regarded as

being too dangerous, on account of the deep seat of

the cystic cavities near the vertebral column. It

would have been impossible to secure free discharge

of the purulent matter and urine from that spot, and
to px-eveat it from infiltrating the retro-jjeritoueal tis-

sue. On the other hand, it was rendered doubtful,

whether the abnormities in the upper part of the

organ, the latter being left, might not be apt to

cause trouble by themselves. Finally, there was sug-

gested by one of the colleagues ])resent, that we
probably had to deal with a new gi-owth, and in as-

suming the possibility I ho])ed to give the jiatient the

best chant^e at all events in removing the kidney,

always being confident of the integrity of the other

kidney. The former was slowly and carefully loos-

ened from its environs, mostly liy the fingers, here
and there stronger adhesions had to be separated
with scissors. Almost the whole hand had to be
introduced into the wound, to reach the extreme
edges of the kidney. Finally the pedicle was tied

in four portions by double ligatures, and the organ
removed. The wound was thoroughly waehed with
antiseptic fluid, drainage-tubes were introduced, no
sutures appUed. and a large antiseptic dressing con-
cluded the operation, which had lasted about one
hour and a half. The loss of blood was quite insig-

nificant. The (pi.'ulratuH lumborum had to be cut

across half way to allow a free outlet to tho secre-

tions.

The patient, after several hours of a colla])sed ap-

pearance, presented a good condition, complaining
merely of jtain in her i)ack and right liij). In tho

afternoon nausea and vomiting occurred .several

times. I'ldse became full and strong, face flu.shed,

slight perspiration all over the body. Not a dro]) of

urine was fu\ind in the bladder until her death, which
occurred on the fourth day, eighty-four hours after

the operation. Temjieratine never exceeded 1(K)..")"

F. in ano. Her i)ul.se on the .second and part of the

third day was abnormally full and strong, mostly 70

i

to8() in number. -After the third day ])atient became

j

restless, a little soporous, witlnmt losing conscious-

ness. The ))ulse became more frequent and weak,
and finally she died rajiidly in a state of coma, the

! face being congested until a short time before her
I death. Vomiting, which had been frecpient within

I

the first two days, gradually sto])ped, and only nausea
' remained. Ik'sjjiration became deep and noisy.

I Bf^lieving that tlie case was one of simple anuria,

j
I tried to stimulate i)erspiration, but the ])ost-niortem

I

on the fifth day after the operation proved that the

i

removal of the kidney had deprived the patient of

her only means of existt nee.

I lay before you both kidneys. The left one, which

j
was removed i)y autop-sy, consists of several cystic

cavities, two of which contained a fluid-like urine ;

one of about the size of a hen's egg was filled with
thick, cheesy matter. There is no trace of tis.sue of

;

the kidney left. The pelvis of the kidney is entirely

!
obliterated, and so is the ureter. Probably, for a

]

number of years, no urine has been secreted fioru

this organ. The di.sease which caused this degen-

I

eration might have occurred in the patient's ear-
' liest childhood, at least she could not remember
ha\"ing had any trouble in this side. The organ was
at its normal i)lace, and although cystic, it was
only slightly increased in size, and its shaj^e was
not materially changed from the normal. The other
kidney, the right one, which had been removed by
oi^eration, was about double the size of a normal
one, and is now much smaller than at the time of the
operation when it was filled with blood. It has been
pre.sen'ed in "SVickersheimer solution, and shows
pretty well its original coloring, but has become de-
cidedly softer.

In a longitudinal section you see that it consists

essentially of two })arts : one, embracing about the
upper two-thirds, is solid, presenting tissue of the
kidney in a state of hypertrophy, measuring from
two to three centimetres in height. The upper-
most edge has a very iiTegular surface, and here the
tissue is scattered with small knot-like infiltrations,

measuring from several millimetres to one centimetre
in size. A jiart of this tissue has been removed for

microscopical examination. All those spots seem to

1)6 beginning abscesses. Some of them present a yel-
lowish ])urulent appearance ; others a more recent
infiltration. Tho pelvis of the kidney, as far as it

belongs to these upper two-thirds, presents a nonnal
appearance. The lower third of the kidney is com-
posed of a number of cysts, the largest having about
the size of small hen's eggs. Those cysts contained
urine and pus, and seemed not to have any connec-
tion with the i^elvis. But a careful examination
shows that there exist several nan-ow canals leading
to the pelvis. You see one here. It seems to be
covered with mucous membrane, and contains a
number of small, irregular-shaped concretions. A
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large number of these concretions wore )^-eHent in

the cysts themselves, the largest having abont the
size of a small i)oa. E%'i(lentiv, those cystic cavities

represent the snbstitiite for the tissue of the kidney
itself whicli has ])eon destroyed by suppuration. The
calices of the i)elvis belonging to the ijyramids af-

fected in that manner are shrunken or obliterated,

leaving here and there those narrow communications
with the other part of' the pelvis. The spot whore
the ureter starts from the pehas is also abnormally
naiTowed, apparently by formation of a cicatrix, but
it seemed to have been sufficiently wide to secure a
perpetual outlet for the urine discharged, since its

quantity never presented any considerable changes.
The alterations in the upper part of the kidney may
be due, I think, to the same process whicli has so

far changed the lower third into a cystic one, but in

an earlier stage.

I omitted, in making the diagnosis before the op-
eration, to palpate for the other kidney through the
rectum. The result of this examination might prob-
ably, have corroborated my opinion aboiit this organ,
since it was present at its normal place, and in about
normal shape and size. I had it immediately under
my linger at the moment of the autopsy, and still

was not able to decide about its diseased state before

I had removed it.

I am, however, sorry not to have tried the cathe-

terism of the iireter. Post-mortem was allowed
only with reference to the Iddneys, and the bladder,

therefore, was not seen ; so I am unable to say

whether or not the ureter was obliterated at its en-

trance into the bladder as it was in its upjiermost
part near the pelvis. In a future case I would not
omit to try this means of diagnosis, though I think
that some expeiience in its execution must be neces-

sary to have it so sure as to make the whole surgical

procedure dependent upon it.

In my case I think an exploratory lumbar incision

on the left side would have been the safest way to

make out the diagnosis as far as the kidney of that

side was concerned.
Regarding the attacks of pain in the right side,

there is, I think, no doubt that they were caused by
retention of the purulent fluid within the cysts

;
per-

haps in conseqixence of obstruction of their out-

lets by those small concretions. The latter I never
foimd in the sediment of the urine.

The Horhors of Vivisection:.—The total mimber
of vivisections in England and Wales, during the

year 1879, was 270. Of these the number of experi-

ments " in which," to use the langiiage of the report,
" there is reason to believe that some material suf-

fering was caused," was aljout twenty-ftve. Of these

twenty-five, fifteen were cases in which disease fol-

lowed the inoculation of infectious matter, but in

which no painful oijeration was performed ; and ten

were experiments upon as many frogs, in wliich an
incision of the skin was required for the introduction

of a medicinal substance.

To endeavor to abate the barbarities indicated

above, a meeting of the International Association for

the Total Sui^preasion of Vivisection took place a

short time ago. Earls, and knights, and marquises

and like nibbish, who spend their summers mnning
foxes out of breath and then shooting them, met and
passed various resolutions for the furtherance of

their caiise. It is beautiful to think how much ten-

derness the sulfeiings of tea frogs can awaken.

THE LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDAL
TUMORS.

By WILLIAM BODENHAMER, A.M., M.D.,
NEW YOUK.

The great antiquity of this operation, antedating as

it does the birth of the Saviour of the world four
hundred years, tills us with surjjrise, and claims our
admiration in that it has come down to us witli the
exjierience of at least twenty-three centuries, with so
little subsecpient changes ; and this fact alone is a
sufficient i^lea for presenting its early history here.

Among the multitudinous therapeutic measures
which have been devised and adopted from time to
time during this long jieriod for the treatment 6f
hemorrhoids, all of which have had their ups and
downs in pei'petual fluctuation of commendation
and condenmation, ligation has stood the test of

ages, and still maintains its superiority over all other
methods for the removal of internal hemorrhoidal
tumors, as being more simple, safe, rational, and ef-

fectual, and as having, at the present day, the recom-
mendation, the advocacy, and the endorsement, with
but few exceptions, of all the leading surgeons of
Europe and America.
The use of the ligature as a therapeutic resource in

the treatment of hemorrhoidal tumors I have dated
back to the dawn of the Grecian era, or time of Hij)-

pocrates, the great physician of antiijuity, who used
it as one of his measures for removing such tumors.
He directs that hemorrhoids should be transfixed by
a needle and tied with a very thick woollen thread,
for thus, says he, the cure will be the more certain.

Whether the meaning of Hippocrates is that the
needle traversing the tumor was to he armed with
the ligature and the two halves of it tied separately,

as is now sometimes the practice, or whether the
needle was to be iised unharmed, merely as a pin to

transfix and hold the tumor in place, in order to

facilitate its ligation, has given rise to some doubt.
It seems, however, evident enough that Hii^pocrates
in his description of the operation for trichiasis

directs that in that operation the needle mTist be
armed with the ligature, and then concludes by say-

ing that hemorrhoids should be treated in like manner
—that is, as must be inferred from his language,
that the tumors should be transfixed by the needle
armed with the ligature, as in the operation for

trichiasis.* Galen particularly recommends the liga-

ture in the treatment of hemorrhoidal tumors. After
the tumor has been ligated as directed by Hip-
pocrates, he advises that it be excised outside of tlie

ligature. t Paulus ,^ginetae recommends the liga-

tion of hemorrhoidal tumors. Previous to the ojier-

ation he directs that the bowels should be evacuated
by repeated clysters, in order to irritate the anus and
render it disposed to eversion, and the rectum to

protriTsion. He then directs the patient to be jjlaced.

upon his back, in a clear light, and a very thick
thread to be passed round the lijis of each hemor-
rhoidal tumor, leaving one as an outlet to the super-
fluous blood, for so Hipj^ocrates directs.J Celsus
advises the use of the ligature in certain cases. He
says : if the head of the varix or hemorrhoid be

• De Rutione Victim in Morbus Acntis. Libor.—HippocratJR Opora
Omnia, (rrnpce et Latind. ab Auutlo File«lo. Tome 1, p. 4^^i^. Gene-
vac. U)57. Folio,

t Llbri Isagocici, et Decomposltione Merticamentorum Lo«'aliun:.
Ii'b. ix. Cialeni, Opera Omnia Graced et Latine, a Kiilin. Lipsiae,
1838. In 8vo.

t Libri Scptem. Graece et Latine. Lib. vi., can. 79. Basilae, 15.';2.

FoUo,
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Hmall ftnd have a sl«>niler liaso, it hIiouUI l)e tiod or
li^'atfd a littlr al>()Vt» tli«' i)ait wIut*' it is atta<'ln'(l to

tilt' anus. Wlu'U tin' ht-murrlioiil is vcrv lai^'c, witli

a l)ioj\d baso, (Vlsns advisos that it In- taken hold of

l>y one or two hooks antl excised a little al>ove the
Itaso; neither must au\ jjart of tho Iieud be left, nor
any part of fj>e anus lio taken away. This may ho
aeconiplished hy not dmwin^' the hooks either too

j

nuieh or too little. When the excision lias heen
made, a needle must he i)assed throu^jh the oritiooof

,

the vein or amputated varix, and helow this a li^ft-
I

ture must he ai)i)lied.* Celsus doubtless has refer- .

enee here to the entero-externnl hemorrhoids, tlio.so

situated ahiuit tlie verjjje of tho anus, partly within
i

and i)artly without, and covered hy muco-cutaneous
:

tissues. His f^raphic directions for ligating and ex-

cising such tumors, and his precautionary advice in ,

order to avoid unnei-essary pains, subse(iuriit cicatri-

cial contractions of the anus, and hemorrhage, are .

most strikingly i)roi)er and judicious. Albucuisis, in i

the treatment of hemorrhoiihil tumors, preferred ex-
}

cision and burning; but if the patient objected, he
then had recoui-se to ligation. The ba.se of the

|

tumors was to be transfixed by a needle armed with
a ligature and securely tied, f Khazes, the great '

Arabian physician of the tenth century, advocated '

the ligation of hemorrlioi(h\l tumois. X Haly Abbas,
\

another great Arabian physician, approved of either i

the excision or the ligation of hemorrhoidal tumors,
according to circumstances.?

I

I could here multiply the ancient authorities who
I

employed and recommended the lig-ature for the re-
j

moval of hemoiThoidal tumors, but deem it unneces-
sary. I will now cite a few authorities nearer our
own time.

Heister always employed and recommended the
ligature for the removal of hemonhoidal tumors.

||

Mr. Pott always prefeiTed ligation to any other
method of remo\-ing hemorrhoidal tumoi-s.*! It is

well known how decided Sir Astley Cooper was in
his condemnation of excision, and in his advocacy
of the safety and stiperiority of ligation, for the re-

moval of hemorrhoidal tumors.** Mr. Howship says

:

'•A strong circumstance in favor of the ligature I
consider to be the following : by tho ligature a
certain degree of inflammation is sure to take place,

with considerable tumefaction about the i)arts, and
consequent effusion of lymph into the sun-ounding
cellular texture. The tumors mortify, and the in-

flammation and swelling subside, but a permanent
consolidation of structure is the result. The effused
lym]ih is only partially reabsorbed, and the jiarts in
which the disease naturally forms itself are thus
rendered less liable to give way than they were ori-

ginally. Where, on the conti-ary, the knife has been
employed, scarcely any inflammation follows. The
disturbance to the parts hy excision is comjiaratively
trifling, and the hemorrhage being always consider-
able, must, in proportion, diminish any tendency to
inflame. The parts cannot, therefore, by this as by
the other mode of operating, be left in a state of
greater security than they were originally." ff Sir

• He Medirina. Lib. vli , cap. SO,

+ DeChirnigla. I,il). ii., cap. 81. Arerntorati, 153"2. Folio,

t Continent. Lib. .rxiv. Unsileae. 16-M. Folio.

§ Ol>erft MciUco-Praotica. Lib. ix., cap. 61.
' InititnMone* rhirurpical. Tome 11, pars 9, isec. v., cnp. IftC.

Ani>; e a-flaTii. ITW. In 4to.

5 'iiic Chiruru'icHl Works. Kdited by Sir Jamen Earle. Vol. ii.. p.
407. 1'hila.lelphij, 181!t. In Svo.

** L'"ctnres on Sureery. Edited by Mr. Fre<lcrick TjTTell. P. 297.
Phi'a.lelphia, IS-'iO. In imp. 8vo.

++ Practi<-Bl Observations in Surgery and Morbid Anatomy, p. 312.
London, 1S16. In Svo.

Cliarles 1(^11 says :
'* The operati«>n for hemorrhoidal

tumors by the scissors «)r the knife is incomplete
unless the whole disea.sed ]iarts are taken away, and
the extremity of the rectum consolidatid }>\ inflam-

mation. This intention is best fulfilled by the use
of the ligature, which is the best method of px«'iting

the necessary iiiflaiiimation, and is the safest and
least inconvenient of all known methods."* Sir

Benjamin ('. Jirodie, when sj^aking of the ligation

of hemorrhoidal tumors, says: "I conceive that it

is not only one of the most efl'ectual, but one of the
safest ojierations in surgery."! The late and la-

mented l>r. lUishe of our city, preferred the ligation

of hemorrhoidal tumors to any other method. He
says: "I have now ])erformed it, I am sure, uj)-

wards of a hundred times, and I have never seen a

heA 8ymj)toni follow it." J Mr. Syme, on the ligation

of hemorrhoids, says : "I feel warranted, after veiy

extensive em]iloyment of the ligature, to state that

it may be used without the slightest ri.sk of any
serious con.sc^ipience. Indeed, in the whole course

of my practice, I never met a ca.se which either ter-

minated fatally, or threatened to do .so, when the

ligature simply was emidoyed."§ Mr. Quain, with
great success and satisfaction, always emjdoyed the

ligature for the removal of hemorrhoidal tumors.
||

Mr. Curling prefers ligating hemon-hoidal tumors.

He says: "After a lengthened exi)erienoe I can
state that, with one exception, no fatal case of oper-

ation by ligature has occurred either in my jmvate
or in my jmblic practice."^;

Inasmuch as the ligation of internal hemonhoidal
tumors is est.iblished upon as firm a basis as any
other operation in surgery, I do not deem it neces-

sary to present any additional evidence of this fact,

besides that of the eminent authorities I have already
given. I could, however, name as many equally dis-

.tinguished surgeons in our own countiy, who are also

just as strongly in favor of the .same oi)eration. So far

as 1 myself am concerned, I can truly say that, having
been in the constant jtractice for thirty-tive years of

removing hemorrhoidal tumors almost exclusively

by the silk ligature, I have neces.sarily acquired some
knowledge in relation to the operation. In my
opinion, if it is judiciously performed, it is the
mildest, safest, most certain, and most eflectual of

all known methods, and this, as I have already shown,
is the settled conviction of the profession at large.

THE COMMON METHOD.

The prevailing method of ligating hemorroidal
tumors is as follows : after the patient has com-
pletely evacuated the rectum by means of an aperi-
ent or relaxing enema, or by both, and has by strain-

ing efforts priti-uded the tumors as much as possible,

each tumor is seized by either tenaculum or forceps
and drawn down fully out of the anus, and close to
the base of the tumor thus drawn down a stout liga-

ture of silk, of gut, or henii)en cord, is applied, and
then the .same drawn and tied with a double knot as
tightly as can he ; or a curved needle, armed with a
double ligature, is passed through the base of each

A STBtom of Operative Surgorj-. Vol. i., p. 98. JJartfonl. 1612.
In imp. 8-. o.

+ Clinical Lectures on SurRcry. Lecture XXXV., p .317. Philadel-
phia. 1S4I«. In Svo.

* A TrcfttiK*' on the MalformntionB, Injurien. and Diseases of the
Bectnm and .\nus p. Is7. New York, l.VW. In Svo.

J On Diseases of the lleituin. Third edition, p. 81. Edinburgh,
iS^ In Svo.

^
ITie piseaapM of tho Rcotnm. Second edition, p. 23, New York

ia>5. In l2nio.

^ Obsirvations on the Di.scase^ of the Rectuni. Fourth edition, p.
63, London, IST6. Xn Svo.
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tumor, so as to divide it into two, and the cords tied

as tightly as possible on each side. If tlie tumor or
tumors are covered with skin, this is incised upon
the circle which is to receive tlie ligature, ^^'ll(^n

all the tumors are thus tied, they are returned within
the anus, and an anodyne enema administered, and
the patient required, in the meantime, to maintain
the horizontal posture, to live on meagre diet, and
to avoid having any ftecal evacuation for a few days.

Sometimes, after ligating the tumors, especially if

large, they are excised immediately outside of the
ligature. This, in short, is the process usually prac-
tised at the present day in the ligation of hemor-
rhoidal tumors.

Tlie greatest objection usually urged against the

oijeratiou of ligating hemorrhoidal tumors, especially

by those who consider all such as veritable varices,

is the liability of the operation to ijroduce jjlilebitis

or pyjemia. This danger, in my opinion, however,
has been, and still is, greatly exaggerated ; of the
fatal cases heretofore reported, the most of them were
never verified by a pud-mortem examination ; conse-

quently are deserving of but little confidence. Whilst
the oi)eration is attended with less danger than any
other for the removal of hemorrhoids, still, it nuist

be borne in mind that it is not entirely exempt fi-om

danger. Many also object to the usual ojjeration, as

now performed, on account of the severe pain which
follows and continues for some considerable time,

and thus hazarding tetanus, and to the confinement
to bed or room for several days.

I believe, when phlebitis or pytemia follows the

operation, it is entirely referable to the previous and
present bad state of the patient's general health, to

his not having been at all a proper or a fit subject

for it. Wlien extreme i^ain follows the oijeratiou,

causing great distress and suffering, and endangering
tetanus, it is generally owing to the tumors having
been in an irritable or infiamed condition when they
were ligated, to the unsuitableness of the ligature,

or the injudicious manner in which it had been
placed iipon the tumors. I have j^erformed the

operation in thousands of instances, and have yet to

encounter the first serious accident.

In order, theretpre, to guard against the dangers
spoken of, the surgeon should never perform the oper-

ation without first making strict inquiry respecting

the remote and the proximate causes of the hemor-
rhoids, and the previous and present condition of the

patient's health otherwise. Should he find the pa-

tient suffering from organic disease of the lungs, the

liver, the kidneys, the bladder, the uterus, etc. ; or

should he find the patient with a broken-down con-

stitution from any cause, or in an an;cmic or excit-

able state, or passing albuminous urine, he should

hesitate to operate until the patient's condition was
so improved, if jjossible, by proper treatment, as to

justify it.

The danger is that, in some of the instances

named, the blood, by being imi^aired or impoverished,

by long disease, by miasmatic poisoning, by hem<n--

rhages, or by any other cause, has lost its natural

power of coagulation—hence pus or any other viti-

ated fluids find a much more ready admission into

the circulation. It has been demonstrated that the

coagulating power of the blood is the most efiicient

barrier, and the most effectual means, by which pus

or any other foreign matter is prevented from enter-

ing into the circulation and producing inflammation

of the veins, or blood-poisoning. A coagulum, as a

general rule, will completely circumscrilie purulent

matter ; indeed, under ordinarv circumstances, such

matter cannot circulate in blood-vessels, in conse-
quence of its power of determining the coagulation
of the first i)ortions of the normal blood with which
it conies in contact.

In conseijuence of several obvious objections which
were continually being maile against the common
method of ligating hemorrhoids, I was led, a number
of years ago, to carefully investigate the sul)ject, with
a view, if i)Ossible, to remove some of the objectifin-

able features of it, or so to modify it as to make it

less objectionable, without, at tin? same time, render-
ing it any less efficacious in the conqjlete removal of
the tumors. I first began by making some exi)eri-

ments upon both internal ancl external l>emorrhoidal
tumors when in a quiescent state, expressly with a
view to ascertain whether any one point or portion
of the tumor was more sensitive than any other, and
more especially wJiether the mucous membrane, or
other tissue from which such tumor i)rocc('ded, was
more or less sensitive than the tumor itself or its

covering. I found that the most sensitive i^art of

the tumor was at its l)ase, or at its immediate point
of attachment; consequently I have ever since, in

operating, been very carelul so to adjust the ligature
as not to tie it too close to the base, and that nothing
but the tumor itself should be inclosed in its grasp.
I also found that the lining meml)rane of the rectum,
or other tissue to which the turner is attached, is

veiy much more sensitive than any part of the tumor
itself. Now the question naturally arises, what is the
cause of this difference in the sensibility of the natu-
ral textures from which the tumor proceeds and
those of the tumor or foreign growth itself? The
most rational inference ^^•hich occurs to my mind at

pi'esent is, that the former are more abundantly sup-
plied wdth nerves and nervous influence than the lat-

ter. Be this as it may, however, the fact is as I have
stated it, and it is in the jjower of any student to
verify it. But on this, as on many other jjoints of

pathology and physiology, we are sometimes better
acquainted with the quo than with the ijnomodo ; in

other words, we know the facts, but we cannot wellex-
l^lain them. My researches on this subject have
plainly taught me thaf, so far as the natural tis.sues

are concei"ned, the fine and delicate skin immediately
without the anal orifice is the most sensitive ; that

the muco-cutaneous coat immediately within the
anal orifice is next in point of sensibility, and that
the miicous membrane of the rectum is the least sen-

sitive of the three. I have, however, found the mu-
cous membrane of the rectum much more sensitive

than the mucoiis membrane covering the tumor.
This must not be forgotten. Indeed, the foreign

body and its covering, unless entirely external and
covered with true skin, are much less sensitive than
the tlu-ee natural textures previously named.

THE niPROVED SIETHOD.

I now propose to offer some improvement on the

common method of ligating hemorrhoidal tumors,
the success of which, in my hands, has been invaria-

ble, and warranted by an experience of many years.

According to the imi)roved method of operating,

the tumor to be ligated is never, as a general rule,

seized by tenaculum nor forceps and pulled down

;

for if this is done a portion of the elastic miicous
membrane of the rectum, to which the tumor adheres,

also comes down with it, and is therefore almost cer-

tain to be included in the grasp of the ligature.

Hence the additional pain, the protracted suffering,

and the more or lesss ulceration which necessarily

follow ; for the operator cannot distinguish the true
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l)a.w of tlie tumor from any other ]>art when (Imwn
ilown in this uiaiuuT, for nil tho jmrts (jont'mlly Iinvo

tht> sjiino iii>ii»Mimnc«'. 1 ulwiiys n'liuin^ my iiatirnts

to t'xtruiK> tho tiimoi-s simply by (loft'ciitin^c <>nortH,

or hy tlie «>t!orts jirodnct'il l»y ni(>tins of iin aiK'ricnt

or II rt'liixiii^:: eiu'ma. If ono or all these meaiiH
shouhl fail to protnido tho tumoi*s, 1 »>ini)loy a bivalve

anal spoculiiin, introdncin^,' ami arrnn^ifin!^ it in snch
manner tiiat tlie tumor wiiich 1 desi^^n to li^yate

shoulil fall between its blades ; tlien. with suitable

instruments, it can b«' Heated within the eanal jnstas
easily as if it were extruded or external. 1 scarcely

ever li^ate more than ono tumor at ono time, and I

never emjtloy a thick and stout silk or hempen cord
with a hard twist in it. such as saddler's silk or tlie

linen thread of the sewi!i;,'-ma<'hine, which is almost
as hard and stiti" as silver wire ; but I use tin(» soft

silk li,i,'ature, well waxed, with .s«'ftrcely any twist in

it, somewhat like tioss or dentist's .silk. For, it may
be ob.served, iji propin-tion to tho larf^o size, tho hanl-
ness and the stillness of the lif^ature, will bo tho in-

creased pain it will occasion, and tho length of time
it will take the tumor to slough off. As ])eforo ob-
served, I am careful so to adjust the ligjvture as to

exclude everything but the foreign body itself, and
only make the ligature sufficiently tight to cut off

the circulation—nothing more nor less. This fact

can be known and adjudged by the appearance of

the tumor whilst the ligature is being tightened. I
am also very careful not to place the ligature very
close to the base of the tumor, or i)lace of its attach-

ment, as this jjreduces more })ain and is not any more
etl'ectual in removing the whole of it. The small
l)ortion of the base of the tumor, below the grasp of
the ligature, will sooner or later slough oflt" or disap-

pear by some other process, as I always witness.

Indeed, the inflammation excited by the ligature in

the contiguous parts is doubtless sufhcieut of itself

to obliterate, l)y condensation of the suiTounding
cellular structure, any remaining portion of the
tumor.
Wlien the tumor is very large, or too large for one

ligature, I di^•ide it into two or more sections, ac-

cording to its size, and multii)ly the ligatures, includ-
ing l)ut a small portion of the tumor in each. This
is done by arming a suitably curved needle with a
double ligature, passing it through the tumor a little

above its base, and if necessary, rei>assing it, and
tying each ligature sepai-ately, thus including in the
stit<-hes every pai't of tho tumor, and underlaying it

!

as it were, with a double uninterrupted suture.

"When any i)art of the tumor is covered with skin, or
j

muco-cutaneous tissue, I usually incise this uijon the
'

same circle which is to receive the ligature afterward, I

l)y which more or less suticring is avoided. I some- •

times, when the tumor is entirely external and cov-
|

ered with skin, and objection made to the knife or
curved scissors, ligate subcutaneou.sly, which causes i

it to shrivel and gradually to disapjiear. By this

ojieration the integiiment, of course, is not interfered
{

with, and much pain, suft'ering and inconvenience !

from the ligature otherwise applied, are avoided,
j

The subciitaueous ligation of external hemon-hoids
1

consists in encircling the base of the tumor with a i

ligature passed immediately beneath the skin. This
is accompUshod hr the use of a i>roper needle, de-

I

scribing a considerable curve, and witli it to puncture
the tiimor at a suitable i>lace, and to carry a hgature
subcutaneously half round the same. The needle is

then to be brought out at this point, and re-intro-

duced at the point of exit and canied round the
other half to the original point of entrance, and then

[

tied. If tlie tumor in large, it may l>e divided into

two or more sect ions, as before described. This is

tho operation which is sometimes emi>l<n'ed for the

removal of nn-vi.

T/if At(nl"s f/jif-niui/i of till' I.i;/iittire.—The ligature

removes the tumor or foreign growth by two pro-

cesBCH : first, by de]>riving it of its due sujjply of

blood, and .secondly, by making its way through the

base of the tumor by ulcerative alisorjjtion. Now,
while it is obvious that tho first of these efTects may
be accomplished by the a]»i)lication of the Hne.st and
softest ligature, it is (Miually clear that the larger and
harder tlio stil)staiico of the ligature is, the longer

the time it will taki', and the more extensive the in-

flammation, ]tain or irritation it will produce, in ac-

comjjlishing tho second. I repeat, then, that when
a stout silk, hempen or linen cord is used as a liga-

ture, which is comparatively a rough substance, es-

pecially wiien hard twisted, it will by its mechanical
attrition, jiroduce more inflammation and pain, and
continue tlienj longer than when the ligature is flner,

softer, not much twisted, and not drawn too tightly.

The ligature, however, must bo drawn tight enough
to internipt all kind of circulation and pliysiological

action in the tumor; if this is not accomplished the

tumor may not i)orish, or i>erish very slowly, and
more or less sensibility will remain m it. The de-

sirable end, the comjilete destruction of the tumor,
can bo attained, however, without3making the liga-

ture as tight as it can be. The amount of strangula-

tion should bo just sufficient to arrest the i)assage of

the fluids. Tho tumor, thus deprived of its vitality,

first becomes blue or livid, and then softens, .shrinks,

and loses its volume, and acts in the same manner
as any dead foreign body, wliich must necessarily

come away through the eliminating i)oweys of the
system. When the entire physiological circulation

of the tumor is suspended for twenty-four hours, the
principal object of tlie operation is attained. After
this tlie flnal result will be the same, whether the
ligature remains on till the tumor drojis,. comes off

accidentally, or is intentionally removed. When there
is pain, after a certain period, the pain is not in the
tumor itself, but in the contiguoTis natural textures

not included in the grasp of the ligature.

Tfinporari/ Hf/dfiou.—I sometimes employ tempo-
rary ligation—tliat is, suft'ering the ligature to remain
upon the tumor for fifteen or thirty minutes only,

and then removing it and rejjlacing tlie tumor. Tlus
method, however, is only .suitable^in case the tumors
are internal, and of a soft and sj-iongy texture, simi-

lar to those to which the nitric acid is especially ap-
plicable. In examining the tumor a few days after

the oi^eration, it will bo found to be smaller, and
echymosis will 1)0 visible in all paris of it ; and about
the fifth or eighth day it will have entirely di.sap-

peared, with scarcely any pain or inconvenience dur-
ing the whole process.

'Jlie proper time to opp^rate.—The best time for the
performance of the ojjeration is wlien the tumors are
in a quiescent state. I do not consider it good i^rac-

tice to operate when the tumors are very Lnitable
and inflamed. I am in the hal)it, when such is the
case, of waiting, if iiossil)le, until the irritability and
inflammation have spontaneouslyisubsided, or have
been subdued by ajijjropriate ti-eatment. It often
occurs that among several tumors which are in a
quiescent state, there may be found one highly sen-

sitive and iiTitablo. This one can be easily distin-

guished from the rest by its florid appearance, or by
its being tense, tender, and painful upon i)ressure.

If the operation is performed when the tumors are
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iri-ituble or intlainod, tlie pain antl the f^foneral suflU'r-

iug will be gTeath- ang-)iiente(l. To snlxlno the sen-

sibility, irritabilitv, or inlianunation of the tumors,
I sometimes ajjply a solution of the nitrate of silver

by means of a eamel-hair pencil, and immediately
after I ajjply olive or almond oil to the same. Two
or three api)lic'ations in as many days, are usually

sufficient. The solution should be of such strength

as not to jiroduce a slough, not to abrade or to injure

the surface. All that is re.|uired is the sedative

power of the caustic, without its injurious eflects.

If ai^plied of a certain strength, say from ten to fif-

teen grains of the crystals to one ounce of distilled

rose-water, it will diminish the sensibility and irrita-

bility in a most remarkable manner. The patient,

in the meantime, should live on bland and uniri-ita-

ting diet, and his bowels, if possible, should be re-

lieved by enemata of the infusion of linseed, to which
a little castor or olive oil should be added ; or, by
the use of the following aperient powder, one or

two teasjioonfuls of which may be taken in a little

water :

5. Sulphuris loti,

Magnesia calcin.,

Saccholactin ajl 3 iv.

Misce et fiat pulvis.

When the tumors, however, are highly inflamed
and swollen, as well as all the contiguous j^arts, to

subdue the inflammation and swelling, I apjjly

leeches, if not contra-indicated. They should, how-
ever, not be applied on the tumors themselves, but
somewhere in the anal region, outside of the tumors.
They are especially indicated when the tumors become
strangulated, and dil!icx;lt, if not impossible, at once
to return. In such cases I have employed them with
the most happy eftect, and I am surprised that they
are not more frequently employed. Indeed, when
applied to the anal region, they are not only valuable
in inflamed hemorrhoids, but as a revulsive remedy
in many other diseases. It is in consequence of the

large number of veins which accompany the arteries

and expand around the rectum and anus, and con-

.

tribute to the formation of the vena-portal system,

that the margin of the anus was long since selected

as the most i)roper and most eligible place where
leeches produce their greatest effect, in chronic in-

flammatory affections of the liver, the colon, the

rectum, and adjacent i^arts. Leeching the anal re-

gion, as a revulsive measure, was at one time, many
years ago, so common in Great Britain that some of

the poetic wits of that period immortalized the prac-

tice. Butler, in his celebrated satire, pleasantly

alludes to this practice in one of the following Hnes

:

"But with moon was more familiar
Than e'er was almanack well-wilier

;

Her secrets understooil so clear.

That some believed he had been there ;

Knew when she was in fittest mood
For cutting corns, or letting blood

;

When for anointing scabs or itches.

Or to the bum applying leeches."*

Mr. Alexander Brome, the poetical wit and cham-
pion of the cavaliers of Charles the First, in one of

his songs against the Rump Parliament, in allusion

to Cromwell's hunting the members out of the house
by military force, sings

;

'• Onr rotitique Doctois do «s Teach,
That a Blood-sneking Hed-coafs as good as a Leech,
To Relieve the Head, if applyed to the Breech.

Winch nobody can deny.'t

*Hudibras, Tart II.. canto .3.

+ The Hump : Or an exact Collection of the Choicest Poems and
Songs rflating to the Late Times. Vol. II., Part 2, p. 5. London,
16«5"i, in IGmo.

As true hemorrhoidal tumors vary in locality, strut

-

ture, size, numbers, vascularity, sensibility, (!t<; , so

do they re(piire modifications of treatment. Those
in which, more than in any others, ligation is more
especially indicated, are the internal ones whidi are

florid, soft, and highly vascular, which protrude read-

ily and bleed freely ; also those internal ones which
are indiirated, dark, and with little sensibility, pro-

tiiiding at each evacuation, and attended with a free

mucous discharge. Those round and sometimes blue
tumors, located at the margin of the anus, and cov-

ered partly with mucous, and partly with muco-cu-
taneous tissue, should, when large, be ligated, after

inci.sing that part covered by the latter tis.siie. AVhen
any of these are very small, they may be let alone,

but when any of these small ones are hard and i)ain-

ful, they should be punctured with a lancet, and
their contents completely let out. Those tumors
that are altogether external, or completely without
the anus, and covered with skin, should be removed
with the knife or curved scissors, or ligated subcuta-

neously.
I will here observe that the limits of this article

will not permit me to draw a jjarallel between liga-

tion on the one hand, and the several sui'gical meas-
ures now adopted for the removal of hemorrhoidal
tumors on the other, such as excision by knife or
scissors, ecrasement, the actual cautery, the potential

cautery ; Dupuytren's combination of forceps, scissors,

and actual cautery ; the same modified by Mr. H.
Smith, of London, of clamp and knife or scissors,

and actual or potential cautery ; M. Amussat's method
of clamp and the caustic of Filhos ; Houston's method
of nitric acid ; the galvano-caustic method of Mid-
dledorpff ; the method of M. Richet of cauterizing the
tumor in several sections by means of a peculiar

forceps brought to a white heat ; the method of forci-

ble dilatation of the anal sphincters: all of which find

advocates in able authorities. I must be jjardoned,

however, for making a few remarks on the method
recently introduced, of injecting hemorrhoidal tu-

mors with coagiilent, hemostatic and cicatrisant

solutions. From the great excitement lately mani-
fested by a few fanatics concerning this method, .some

were inclined to raise the cry, Eureka, or led to be-
lieve that it, like Aaron's rod, was destined to swal-

low up all the other methods. It may be remai-ked,

however, with regard to this new candidate for fame,

that, as yet, it has no status in surgery, and it is

questionable whether it ever will prove a real benefit

to, or an advancement in that science, as it regards a
safe and certain remedy in the treatment of hemor-
rhoids more esijecially. The jn-ofession, in general,

are not yet sufficiently acqiiainted with its modus
operandi, or in possesion of sufficient data, to i>ro-

nounce a positive judgment, as to its merits or de-

merits ; but I have no doubt all are quite willing to-

give it a fair field and wait for results.

I will now attempt to show how the injection of

hemorrhoids was first thoiight of, and the manner in

which it was most likely brought about. It is kno'wn

that the morbid growths termed wpvi have been
treated by injection by some eminent surgeons for

the last forty-five years, and it is also known that

some hemorrhoidal tumors partake largely of the

nsevoid structure, or what Mr. John Bell called anp.n-

rism hij anaslomosis* These circumstances, tl en,

gradually and eventually led to the idea of injecting^

hemorrhoids also, the tran.sition from the one to the

other being so very natural and so very simple and

* The Principles of Surgery. Vol. III., p. 863, London, 1826. In 8vo
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easy, tliiit it was, ns it were, Imt a Khort or an imper-
ceptihK" stop t»> take.

TIr> iiijt'ctioii of iiii'void ^owtlis was for tlio lirst

time atlvoeati'il and exeeiitt-il l»y Mr. Llovd, a.s it ap-

pears ill a verv valnahle jtaper eiititloil, "Ohserva-
tioiis on the Treat iiieiit of Va.sculur Na-vi ]Materni,"

iu the Loni/ini Mrdiail (i<i:>>(lr for October 1, IMiS.

Mr.LloYil used a syrin^'e titted with tubes of ditl'er-

cnt sizes. The point of tlie tii]>e was introduced
throuj^li the skin at a htth' ilistance from the ^'lowtli

and various lluids injected, such as nitric ether, nitric

acid, in a sohition of six droi)s of the acid to one
dnichm of water; .sohitions of the ehh)rido ot lime,

sulphiite or acetate of /iiu", hydrocidorate of ammonia,
aromatic spirit of ammonia, or iodide of potassium.

A number of other substances were sojin added to

tlie hst, and among them the ])erchloiide of iron,

after M. Malgaigne had introduced that jjreparation

in surgical ))ractiee. It subseipiently i)roved to be
safer and more effectual as an injection in na-vi than
almost any other substance. M. Ik'mrd injected movi
with nitric acid, as wt>ll as with the acid nitr.ite of

mercury.* Mr. Tyrrell injected na'vi with a strong
solution of alum, lirst making a ]Mincture with a lan-

cet and then inserting an Anel's syringe. f If I mis-

take not, I have read the statement somewhere, that

the late and lamented Professor Brainard, of C'iiicago,

recommended the lactate, instead of the i)erchloride

of iron as an injection in na'vi, for the reason that

the elements of the lactate are normal constituents

of the blood.

Now it will be observed, that with but little varia-

tion, the same intentions or indications, the same
kind of Huid substances, and the same kind of in-

struments which obtained forty-tive years ago in the
injection of nievi, now obtain in the injection of hem-
oiThoids.

So far as my reading extends on the subject, we
are iiulel)ted to Mr. William Colles, Surgeon to St.

Stephen's Hospital, Dublin, for first introducing the
jiractice of injecting hemorrhoidal tumors. Mi-.

Colles, considering such tumors as vascular growths,
reseml)ling njevi in children, or erectile tissue in

adults, conceived the idea of treating them by injec-

tion in the same manner we do na^vi or erectile tis-

sue. He put this conception into practice in a case
in 1874, by injecting into the tumors the tincture of
the chloride of iron, with the intention of exciting in

them a certain amount of inflammation, and secure
the coagulation of the blood in the minute vessels

composing the growths, and their subsequent ab-
sorption. He says :

" The hemon-hoids being jjro-

truded, I injected about twenty minims of the ordi-

nary tincture of the chloride of iron into each hemor-
rhoidal tumor by means of a hypodermic syringe,

which caused but little pain. Four weeks afterward
the section was examined V\v means of a si)eculum,
and no trace of the tumors could be discovered
except three nodules of cuticle, each the size of a
shrivelled currant." %

I was solely induced to present the subject here,
of injecting morbid growths, including hemoiTlioidal
tumors, in consequence of the late and repeated re-

ports, setting forth that a number of empirics in our
country were employing the method of injecting

hemorrhoids, and imi)udently setting up tlie fraudu-
lent claim that they were the original inventors of
this method, and that it owes its paternity exclusively

to them. No tpiack, in my o])inion, ever originated
the itlca of inje»-ting hemorrhoids, or of inventing
this }»riictiee ; if there i.s such an one, 1 would like to

see \\\H name, and the record. All that these em-
pirics have really ilone was merely to avail them-
selves of the nuni«*rons experiments and tlie practical

information on this subject already extant, and to

appropriate tliem to their own use. They have,

therefore', done notliing whatever in this afl'air wor-
thy of being commeiKh'd, a))pro))riate(l, or imitated.

I do not wish it to lie uii(l<'istood that I am wholly
opposed to the mctii(»d of treating hemonhoids by
injection. Far from it. for it may, perhajis, hereafter

be found valuable in certain cases; but for the pres-

ent we have a long-trieil, a much safer, a more cer-

tain, and a more ellectual method in ligation. Five
ca.se8 within the last two years have come under my
own immediate care, in which the treatment by injec-

tion had been tried. All of them, in their results,

were most unfavorable to the ojieraticm. One of

them had an anal al)scess and fistula to follow the
first injection ; another had an anal fissure and an
abscess as the result of the injections ; two had anal
fissure of a very aggravated kind, doubtless caused
by the escape of the carbolic acid through the orifice

of the jmncture ; and in the fifth and last case, the
first injection was followed by extensive sloughing
of the cellular memltrane in the vicinity of the tu-

mor, and by a ])ersistent hemorrhage. In each of

these cases I subsequently removed the tumors by
Ligation.

In this countiy we are indebted to Professor J. H.
Pooley, of Columbus, Ohio, for the rejjort of three
cases of hemorrhoids, which he successfiiUy treated
by the injection of carbolic acid.* AVe are also in-

debted to Professor E. Andrews, of Chicago, Illinois,

for valuable services in collecting statistics relative

to the injection of hemorrhoids. He obtained re-

ports of ujiward of three thousand cases so treated
by quacks generally, out of ten thousand cases treated
in this country during the last nine years. He says
the process of injecting hemon-hoids seemed to have
been the invention of a travelling charlatan of Illi-

nois, in 1871.t Di-s. Pooley and Andrews have thus
earned a strong claim to the thanks of the jirofession

and the community for their useful eflbrts in en-
deavoring to take this practice out of the hands of

the quacks, and of placing it before the j^rofession
upon a sound and scientific basis.

24a Madisojj Avence, New Yobk, June 8, 1880.

* Bonchut On Disea.«es of Children. English Version, by Bird, p. 644,
London. 1855. In !?vo.

+ Op. ( t.. p. W7.
X lixxbXin Journal of Medical Science, June, 1874.

SiXTT-SlXTH AXNX AL KePORT OF THE MASSACHU-
SETTS General Hospital, 1879.—This report shows
that the average census of patients during the year
was 1G3. The whole number of patients admitted
during the year was 1,813. The number of out-
patients was 18,960. The average cost per week for
each patient was .^10.54. The total annual exj^ense
was 889,295.57. The per cent, of deaths was 7.93.

The report of the MrLean Asi/l,an for the Insane,
which is under the same management with that of
the hospital, gives an average census of 157 patients.
The admissions during the year were 76. The num-
ber discharged ciu-ed was "^19

; the per cent, being
25. During the year Dr. Edward Cowles took
charge of the asylum vice Dr. Page, resigned. A
home for convalescents has been planned, and the
work on the building already begun. It is to be
situated at Belmont.

* Toledo Medical and Sursit-al Jonmal. November. 1S77.
tNew York Mloicai. Kicokd, May 10, lb79, p. 451.
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QUININE SUBCUTANEOUSLY.
By J. CRESAP McCOY, M.D.,

HOUSE IMIVSU'IAK, DBLLEVCE HOSPITAL, N. Y.

Vakious salts (if (|ninine and other alkaloids of cin-

chona have been used hvpodorniically, the most
common of these being in the form of Lente's sohi-

tion, and latterly the hvdrobromide of cinchonidia.
All of these, however, have serious objections, viz

,

the amount of acid used in their preparation, and
their low degree of solubility.

Having had bad results from the use of all these
^^reparations, I linally ti'ied " quinia bimuriatica car-

bamidata," the salt discovered by Drygin.
My observations have been, in the majority of

cases, upon patients sutfei-ing from a disorder in

which the reduction of temperature was desirable,

or the specific action of quinine indicated. No at-

tempt was made to obtain patients in good general
condition ; several were in the later stages of Bright's
and phthisis.

Various quantities of the solution were used, and
a record kept of the results in each case, which are

as follows

:

Case I.—Urethral fever. Two injections, grs. x.

each ; no redness ; after each, temperature fell 1° F.

Case II. —Intermittent fever (convalescent). One
injection, grs. v. ; no redness.

Case III.—Phthisis. One injection, grs. v. ; no
redness.

Case IV. —Intermittent fever (convalescent). One
injection, grs. v. ; no redness.
Case V.—Intermittent fever. One injection, grs.

V. ; no redness.

Case VI.—Carcinoma of stomach ; marked ca-

chexia and an.-emia. One injection, grs. v. ; no red-

ness.

Case VII.— Phthisis; cavities; marked hectic.

One injection, grs. v. ; slight redness and tumefac-
tion, disap|)earing in forty-eight hours.
Case VIII.—Peritonitis. Very much emaciated.

Been confined to bed four months
;
just recovering

from acute general peritonitis, presenting the re-

mains of several abscesses resulting from the use of

Magendie ; her general condition so bad that when
these were opened they refused to close. Three in-

jections, grs. X. each ; slight redness after second.

Case IX.—Pleuro-pneumonia. Temperature 105'.

One injection, grs. x. ; temperature fell 1° in three

liours ; no redness.

Case X.—Empyema. Two injections, gi-s. v. each;

no redness.

Case XI.—-Urethral fever. Three injections, grs.

X. each ; temj^erature, at time of giving, from 101° to

102°, falling to normal shortly after administering

;

no redness.

Case XII.—Pleuro-pneumonia. One injection,

grs. V. ; no redness.

Case XIII.—Pernicious fever (convalescing). Two
injections, grs. x. each ; no redness ; no temperature
taken. This case presents the remains of five ab-

scesses following the use of grs. xl. quinine in the

form of Lente's solution.

Case XIV.—Eemittent fever. Temperature on
admission 106°. Five injections, grs. x. each, im-

mediately. In six hours temperature had fallen to

101°
; tlioroughly cinchonized at this time ; subse-

quently three injections of grs. xv. each, given at

diffei'ent inteiwals, none of which j^roduced the

slightest i-edness or tumefaction.

Case XV.—Pernicious fever. Temperature 108".

Five injections, grs. x. each ; temperature not con-

trolled ; no redness ; death resulting in twenty-four
hours.

Case XVI.—Remittent fever. Temperature 1044°.

Six injections, grs. v. each, given at intei-vals of an
hour ; cinchonized one hour after last. Six liours

after last iiijection tempei-ature 100 ; did not again

rise much aV)ove this ; no redness or tumefaction.

Case XVII.—Remittent fever, hepatic abscess,

subacute pleurisy. Three injections, gi\s. x. each

;

slight tumefaction after second, which, however,
cleared up readily.

Case XVII I.—Intermittent fever. Four injections,

first two containing grs. xx. each ; second two gi's. x.

each ; first was given in one spot without removing the

needle, some force being found necessary to accomplish
this ; the second, given two hours after the first, in

two spots, gi's. X. each ;
patient cinchonized one hour

after second injection, and remained so for twelve

hours ; temperature at time of administering, 101°,

in six hours, normal ; the last two injections were
given during convalescence ; no induration followed

either of these injections, excepting the first, where
the large amount was given in one jjlace ; this, how-
ever, disappeared in seventy-two hours without treat-

ment.
Case XIX.—Dysentery. Two injections, gi-s. x.

each ; no redness ; temperature not observed.

Case XX.—Phthisis ; thrombosis veins of thigh.

One injection, grs. v. ; no redness.

Case XXI.—Peritonitis. Two injections, grs. x.

each ; no redness or tumefaction.

Case XXII.—Pott's disease ; child six years old.

One injection, gi-s. v. ; no redness.

Case XXIII.—Malarial ansemia. Two injections,

grs. V. each ; no redness.

Case XXIV.—Intermittent fever. Five injections,

grs. 1. One injection of grs. x., given hourly, until

grs. xl. had been given ; thoroughly cinchonized after

fourth injection. Temperature at time of adminis-

tering, ld2i% falling to normal in six liours, never

rising again ; no redness or tumefaction followed

either of these injections.

Case XXV.— Pleurisy. Three injections, grs. v.

each ; no redness.

Case XXVI.—Remittent fever. Seven injections,

grs. xl., given at one time ; cinchonized thoroughly
in an hour and a half. Temperature on administer-

ing, 102° ; in eight hours, 09°, and did not go above
this for five days ; no redness or tumefaction.

Case XXVII.—Remittent fever. Four injections,

gi's. X. each, given at one time ; in one hour cincho-

nized ; cinchonism reached its maximum in two
hours and a half, began to diminish in four lioiirs

;

ringing gone in six hours ; deafness well marked nine

hours after administering; all signs gone at the end
of twelve hoiirs ; tempera ti;re at time of administering,

103^°, reduced nine hours after to 100°. Was treated

after this with large doses of quinine internally, tem-
perature never again exceeding 100^° ; no redness or

tumefaction observcnl in this case.

Case XXVIII.—Phthisis. One injection, grs. x.
;

no redness.

Case XXIX.—Tnsolatio comato.se. Temperature,
105'

; four injections, grs. x. each, immediately ; in

one hour, temperature, 104% going down steadily

after this ; five hours after the injection, tem]ierature

101°; in eighteen hours, normal; patient thoroughly

cinchonized and rational three hours after adminis-

tration ; no other treatment adopted, excepting ice-

bag to the head ; no redness. Discharged ciired.

Case XXX.—Intermittent fever. Seven in;'ections,

grs. v. each, at one time ; fairly cinchonized in one
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hour and a hulf ; teini)oratiire when adiuinistcnnl,
l(Kl ; six lioiirs tiftor, noniiul ; lu'vor liei'ii above tliis

siiu-o ; no rt'ilnt'ss. After treatment, kis- x. (juiuine
iuternally tlireo times a day.
Cash X.X.X1.—riithisis. One injection, f?rs. v. ; no

rednt'sa.

Case XXXII.—Plithisis. subacute pleurisy. One
injection, ^rs- v. ; no redness.

Ca.se XXXII I.—Sporadic cholera. One injection,

grs. X. ; no redness.

Cask XXXIV. — Stimiuer diarrhtea. Child ten
months old, one injection, ar. j. ; no redness.
Cask XXXV.—Rheumatism, acute articular. One

injection, ^rs. v. ; no redness.

Case XXXVI.—rernicious anaemia. One injection,

grs. V. ; no redness.

Case XXXVII.—Carcinoma of uterus. One injec-

tion, f^s. V. ; no rednes.s.

(.'ahe XXXVIII.—Intermittent fever. Ten injec-

tions, <^rs. xlv., given at one time ; thoroupfldy cin-

chouized in one hour, and continued so until eigliteen

hours after; temperature lOJA^ ; when administered
ten hours after, normal ; after treatment, gi-s. xv.

quinine internally three times a day.
This salt is a double hydrochlorate (or muriate) of

quinia and urea, and is prepared as foUows : one
equivident (3;)(i.5 parts) of quinia hydrochlorate
(muriate) are treated in a porcelain capsule with one
equivalent (250 parts) of hydrochloric acid of s])e-

citic gravity, l.OTlt, and the solution is tiltei-ed. To
the tiltrate is added one equivalent (tJO parts) of pure
urea, freed from ammonium sulphate, by reciystal-

lization from (ih^olute alcohol ; as soon as the urea is

dissolved, the li(piid is set aside and cooled, so that
crystals may form.

After twenty-four hoiirs the latter is transferred to
a funnel, drained, washed with vei'v cold distiUed
water, spread upon plates, and di-ied at ordinary
temi)erature.

The motherwater is then concentrated and once
more allowed to crystallize. The last bi-own mother-
water is allowed to evaporate spontaneously, when
all the quinia still present will crystallize out. The
final residue is a thick brown syrup, which yields no
further ci\vstals, does not freeze even at 18" C, and
consists almost entirely of a new chiaichine.

Hydrochlorate of quinia and urea cry.stallizes from
hot solutions in hard, white, coalesced, four-sided
prisms, without terminal surfaces ; on slow evapora-
tion very large crystals are obtained.
At ordinary temperature the salt is soluble in twice

its weight of water, forming a dense, straw-yellow
solution, unalterable in air. It is neither hygrosco-
pic nor etiloresceut ; at 7(1^ to 75° C. it melts to a
yellowish liquid, hardening on cooling to a yellowish
mass ; the salt thereby loses ten \>er cent, of water.

On allowing this to stand exposed to the air, it

gradually i-eabsorbs the lost water, and becomes
white again. It is also soluble in alcohol. Ether
appears to throw down from this solution a diflereut

' salt. The salt contains 69 per cent, of pure quinia
;

the ultimate constitution, however, of the salt has not
as yet been determined.

The above investigations consist of one hvmdred
subcutaneous injections of this solution, ranging aU
the way from two to forty minims eacli, without a
single abscess resulting therefrom, the total number
of patients was 38, and total amount of the salt used
was 770 grains.

From the above we find that the minimum quan-
tity of the salt necessary to produce cinchonism in

an a<lult malarial case is grs. xxx., gi-s xl. i)roducing,

when given at one time, cinchonism in one hour, the
eHectH lasting about ten hours.

The satisfaetory results as shown above make the
benefits to be derive<l from tlie use of this salt at

once aj)parent, ami are : 1st. In the treatment of in-

fantile ilisorders re(|uiring tlie useof ipiinine ; 2d. In
those cases wliere einelionism is desired quickly ; 3d.

In ])atients comatose, witii a high temj)erature ; 4th.

In those cases in wliich tliedrug will not be tolerated

either by stoma<-h or rectum ; 5th. The greater ecor-
omy, as one-half less is necessan' than when given by
mouth, and tiiree-(iuartersless when given l)y rectum.
The solution I use isa transjtaront li(pnd of a slightly

yellowish hue, of a synipy consistency, and does not
become turliid nor deconqiose on kee])ing. It is but
slightly acid, and contains the salt in its most soluble

form, one minim representing gr. one quinia.

Ucporto of l^ospitals.

COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL, CHICAGO.
Reports of Practice and PECULiARrriEs of Treat-

ment.

Case I.

—

Ahsfccss of Liver opening into Pleural Cavity—Death.

James D. Iri-sh, set. 50 ; stone-cutter ; admitted to
hospital, October 7, 1«71> ; a brother died of phthi-
sis. Was in U. 8. regular army for fifteen years,

at times being exposed to great hardships and vari-

able temperatures. In 1S()8 had a very severe at-

tack of intlammatory rheumatism. About the 15th
of September last was taken with aching pains
through the l>ody and extremities, especially " in

the bones," and was forced to take to his bed at once.
Had no chill, but an intense fever, an unquenchable
thirst, slight cough, burning pain in epigastric
region, diaiTha-a, the stools were greenish yellow
and sometimes nearly black. Previous to patient's
admission to hosj^ital these symptoms continued
with few remissions.

On admis.sion : temp., 101.8° F. ; pulse, 104 ; resp.,

32. Anorexia, nausea, vertigo ; skin dry and rough,
micturition painful ; urine normal color, alkaline,

spec. grav. 1020—one hundred and two ounces
passed in twenty-four hours.

Left lung, normal ; heart normal as to rhythm, but
somewhat disjilaced to left and upward ; flatness

below a line di"awn transversely from right nij^ple to

a point one-half inch below scapula ; upper part of
right chest slightly dull, with suppressed breathing
and moist rales ; area of hepatic dulness much in-

creased and extending one inch below uml>ilicus

;

pressiu-e over infra-mammary, eiJigastric and hypo-
chondriac regions, gave rise to acute i^ain ; area of
splenic dulness increased. Ordered :

5 . Quinia sulph 3 ss.

Acidum mur q. s.

Tr. fern chloridi, I

Tr. nucisvom.,
\

^ ^ ^^

Syi- q. s. ad ^ ij.

M. S.— 3 i. three times daily.

October 11, p.m.—Pulse 104; temp. 100° F.; resp.
26. Nausea and vomiting; gurgling in right iliac

region.
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October 13tb.—Friction sound over right infra-axil-

lary region. IJ . Emj). canthariiles. Absence of

respiratory sound in lower part of right lung ; high
pitched and suppressed breathing in upper portion,

with flatness on lu'rcussion at apex.

October 14tli.—Tenderness overj right hypochon-
driac region. Over infrascapiilar region is heard a

friction sound with both inspiration and exi)iration.

5 .r^ Mag. sulph 3 iij-

Aqua cinnam . . § ij.

M. S.— I ij. night and morning.

October 17th.—Temp. 99^° F.; coughed mo.stof last

night ; sputa, white, frothy mucus ; hejiatic tender-

ness less ; slight friction sound occasionally heard in

infrascajjular region of right side.

October 21st.—Has been gradually failing; temp,
for last four days has not exceeded 100° F.; border-
ing on collapse ; hepatic tenderness increased ; area

of flatness in right apex of thoracic cavity increased.

October 23d.—Sinking ; hepatic tenderness increas-

ed and extends to right nipple ; dyspncea.

October 2-ith, a.m.—Temp., 98.1° ; resp., 40 ;
pulse,

120 ; extremely weak and can only whisper ; expired
about noon.

Poxl-iiiortem, thirty-six hours after death.—Peri-

cardial fluid increased in quantity; heart normal;
slight l)ront'hitis in upj^er lobe of right lung and
large bronchi of left lung ; right ujiper lobe some-
what a'dematous and compressed ; lower lobe car-

nified and lirmly adhered to diaphragm ; universal

adhesions of right lung to jjarietes of chest, except
small spaces near and along sternum and at aj^ex,

which spaces were filled and distended wdth pus

;

liver vei'v naich enlarged, the right lobe containing
on enormous abscess, the upper wall of which was
formed by the diaiahragm, owing to adhesion of liver

and diaphragm. Here was an oj^ening by which the

abscess and chest-cavities communicated ; one and
one-half joints of pus was found in apex of chest-

cavity, no pus in abdominal cavity
;
pus in abscess

contained masses of sloughed liver-tissue. In and
adherent to abscess walls were numerous blood-

vessels, very neatly dissected out. In left lobe of

liver were a few small abscesses ; cavities contained

over one and a half gallons of pus ; spleen enlarged,

but of normal structure ; kidneys normal.

Case II.

—

Abscess of Liver, irith Pleuro-pneumonia.—
Death.

J. W., set. 31 ; miller ; admitted to hospital De-
cember 5, 1879. His father died of so-called heart

disease ; his mother, of a lung disease. . He has been,

as a rule, healthy. Four days before admission he

began to have pain in the right hyijochondriac re-

gion, which, with intervals of ease, countinued until

his admission. He also had headache and vertigo.

Notes on admission.: Kesp., 28; temp., 98.5^ F.

Pulse slow and feeble. Skin diy, cold, and rough.

Tongue flabby, diy, and coated white. Anorexia,

thirst, constipation, sleeplessness, dyspnoea at times,

pain in right hypochondriac region. Area of liver

much enlarged, the lower line extending down a

little below the umbilicus. A distinct murnnir was
heard with tirst sound of heart at aj^ex and base.

Apex-beat one inch to left of nijiple, and sound at

base best heard in third intercostal si3ace, two inches

to left of sternum. Flatness on jjercussion over low-

er i^art of right lung.

Treatment

:

I^. Hydr. clilor. mit grs. xij.

Chi-t. No. iv. Sig.—One at bedtime.

Also: IJ. Fl.ext. apocynum cannabinum. . 3 iij.

Syr ."

q. 8. ad 5 ij.

Sig.— 3 i. four times daily.

December 13th.—Area of liver dulness diminished
in extent, and lower limit more difficult to outline.

General condition improving. Urine normal in

amount ; sj^ec. gi-av. 1020 ; acid reat^tion yellowish

brown color ; no albumen, sugar, casts, or sediment.
December 15th.—Area of liver duhxiss but slight-

ly enlarged. Feet somewhat oedematous.
December Kith.—Temperature, 99" F.; resp., 35;

Pulse slow and feeble. Feet very edematous. Com-
plains of pain in region of heart ; find roughening
of first sound at apex and base ; more marked at

former jjoint.

December 17th.—Condition same as yesterday.

5. Tine, digitalis 3 iij.

Tr. feiTi chloridi 3 iij.

Syr q. 8. ad 3 ij.

Sig.— 3 i. four times daily.

December 23d. ^—Gastric distress on taking food.

Feet not less oedematous. Dyspncea.
December 2Gth.—Eesp., 38 ; temp., 100° F.; pulse,

84 and weak. To have 5 grs. sulph. cinchonidia

four times a day.

December 27th.—General condition not improving.

Anorexia, thirst, sleei^lessness, constipation, oedema
reaching above knees. Dyspncea.
December 29th.— Same.
January 4th, 1880.—Pulse, 100; temp., 100' F.;

resp., 38, and dyspnoea marked ; flatulency, especi-

ally after eating. Stools daily, but scanty and of

whitish color. Aj^petite somewhat improved ; thirst

and dyspna-a ; orthojmcjea. Discontinue all previous

treatment, except aj^ocynum cannabinum to promote
diuresis. To take four co. cath. pills at bedtime

;

also pepsin and hydrocyanic acid.

January 8th.—Pulse, 92 ; temp., 100° F.; resp.,

36. Better. Flatulency continues. Stools more
copious and darker in color. Thirst ; dyspnoea

;

eyes expressive of fear and distress. Orthopnoea.
" January 10th.—Tem., 99

;
pulse, 84 ; resp., 40.

No change.
January 12th.—Anorexia, sleeijlessness, flatulence,

thirst, wild look, feeble pulse, orthopnoea.

Janiiary IGth—No change.
January 17th.—Weaker.
January 18th.—Sank gradually and died.

Post-mortem, eighteen hours after death.—Emacia-
tion extreme. Abdominal cavity filled with yellow-

ish serous fluid. Liver, especially the right lobe,

enormously enlarged, and right lobe contained an

immense abscess, filled with bloody pus, mixed
with much curdy fibrous substance. In and upon
the walls of the abscess lay many of the blood-ves-

sels neatly dissected out. Some pleuritis in right

thorax. Base of lung firmly adherent to diaphragm
and liver. The diaphragm formed the upper wall of

the abscess, which wall was very much attenuated.

Heart, spleen, and kidneys normal. Lower lobe

of right lung carnified. Upper lobes oedematous.

Left lung somewhat oedematous.

Case III.

—

Stricture of Urethra—Biplitheritic UrethH-
tUi and Cystitis—Pyelitis—Suppurative Nephritis—
Embolism at Bifurcation of Right Pulmonary Artery
— Heniorrhagic Infarction of Lower Lobe of Right

Lung.

James D., colored, laborer, vat. 48, married. Ad-
mitted to hospital May 5, 1880. A brother died of

phthisis ; otherwise, family history good. Has been
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a boer and spirit drinker for 15 or 20 years, nnd for

l)a.st 10 or 12 veal's has booomo <inite dissijcitod ;

was l)roii<^ht from a house of ill-fame to the hosj)itivI.

Xot'-s on iiiiiiiission.—Quito weak, i)ulse 120, tem-
perature, 100= F.; resp., ;52. Skin dry, tonf^ie eoat-

ed white. Dyspntea ; slijjht cnn^li, expectorations
of frothy mucus. Has sj)it blood in small amount
for last three or four days : this came on suddenly.
Insomnia ; bowels free. Incontinence, with reten-
tion of urine. Sibilant and sonorous rales lieard over
the whole chest.

Heart -impulse increased, and roughened sound at

apex with systole.

Treatment.—General and supportinj^.

May 0th, a.m.—Incontinence, with retention, con-
tinued. Subcrepitant rales over lower jjart of right
lung.

P.M.—Pulse, 100 ; teni])., 101° F.; resp., 30.

MavTth, .\.M.—Pnlse. 120; temp., 101° F.; resp.,

40. Patient more stiipid.

P.M.—Pulse, 128 ; temji., 102° F.; resp., 44. -Per-
spires freelv and sleeps most of time.

M IV 8th, is .\..M.—Pulse, 102; temp., lOP F.; re.sp.,

48. Incontinence of urine. Passes faices uncon-
sciouslv.

PM.—Pulse, 128; temp., 10.3° F.; resp., 52. Un-
conscious ; breathes stertorously, ])erspires profusely,

and has taken no food for 3(5 hours.
Mav nth, A.M.—Pulse, 120; temp., 102° F.; resp.,

46. Same.
P.M.—Temp., 103° F. Died.
Poat-morti^m, 70 hours after death.—Heart much

enlarged by hypertropliv aud dilatation (size of ox
heart), e.=;peciaDy the left ventricle. Serous fluid in

pericardium normal. No signs of cardiac inflamma-
tion ; valves normal. Beneath tlie endocardium, in

both ventricles, were seen numerous small gravish
white spots which were marked on the ])apinary
muscles and columnse carn.t, giWng a mottled ap-
pearance. Under the microscope the muscular striae

were seen to have disapi^eared and to be replaced by
numerous granules, unequal in size in the muscular
fibres. The descending aorta was found much di-

lated and hyiDertroi^hied, its elasticity, transversely,

entii-ely crone. It was of a grayish ash color, and
here and there were calcareous i)lates in its walls
throughout its entire length. At the bifurcation
of the right pulmonary artery was an embolus,
which had closed the lower and nearly closed the
upper branch ; lower lobe was heavy, full of fluid,

which appeared to be mostly venous blood.
The upjier lobe and whole of left lung, natui*al,

except for a slight bronchitis. Liver and spleen
normal. Sti-icture at membranous portion of the ure-
thra ; also li inches from meatiis nrinarius. Whole
surface of the urethra was in state of diphtheritic in-

flammation. Bladder much dilated and hypertro-
phied, its walls being aboi;t foiir times their natural
thickness. Bladder contained over a pint of urine,

and was in an acute state of cystitis. This inflamma-
tion had extended up the ureters, which were dila-

ted and hypertroiihied. The kidneys also were in-

volved in the inflammatory process, there being
niimerous small abscesses in the parenchyma of these
organs. The abscesses were from one to three lines
in diameter and contained pus. There was also
marked pyelitis.

A SoflETY FOR THE PROMOTION* OF CrEMATIOK haS
been organized in St. Louis, Mo.

progvcso of iHctiical Science.

Estimation of Urk' Arm.—Dr. Pavy, at a late

meeting of the Koyal Medical and Chinngical Society,

de9cribe<l a method of determining readily and with
precision the amount of uric acid voided. It was
founded upon the reducing action which uric acid,

like sugar, exerted upon the oxide of cojjper. The
ordinan- form of copper test was most susceptible of

application to the jmrpose ; but the ammoniated
cupric liipiid which the author had recently intro-

duced for the (piantitative detennination of sugar

was perfectly availalile. AVitli this test the reduced
oxide, instead of falling as a precipitate, was held in

solution by ammonia, and a simple decoloration of

the liijuid occiirred as the reduction proceeded. It

was stated that the results obtained from observation,

conducted with knf)wn quantities of pure uric acid,

80 closely harmonized with the expression, that three

atoms of oxide of coi)per were reduced by one atom
of uric acid, as to justify this formula being adopted
as the basis of calculation for the process. For the

determination of the uric acid in a given specimen
of urine, the reducing power was taken before and
after treatment with acetate of lead. The first total

reducing action was in part due to uric acid, and in

part to the small amount of sugar which urine natu-

rally contained. The addition of acetate of lead ef-

fected a precijjitation of the uric acid ; and tlie re-

ducing power now obtained represented the reduc-
ing power of the urine, miims that of the uric acid

which it contained. By the difierence between the
two determinations, the amount of uric acid was
ascertained. Dr. Pa^•y also stated, that, according to

his observation, the figures hitherto given as rep-
resenting the amount of uric acid present would
have to undergo considerable alteration. Eesults of
analyses were read, showing great variations in the
relation between the amount of uric acid deposited
and the amount present in the urine, and the acidity

of the fluid.— 77/e Brit. Med. Jour., March 27, 1880.

On the Foramina of Mon-ro in Max a>-t> the Do-
stESTic C.^T.—Dr. Burt G. Wilder, of Ithaca, was to
have read a paper on this subject, at the recent
meeting of the American Medical Association, but
owing to the gi-eat pressure of business, the pajjer

was withdrawn. We were, b.owever, enabled to ob-
tain it in abstract form, and the following is a r6-

8um'> of its most important jioints : The brain might
be described as consisting of a series of ca%'ities, sin-

gle or paired, surrounded by walls of varying thick-
ness. The ventricular arrangement was least ob-
scured in embryo, and in frogs and .salamanders,
especially menobranchus, where the walls were thin
and the cavities large.

The rentriculi laterales were always connected with
the rentn'cuht.< tertivs by two orifices usually called

the Foramina of Moyiro. Although known to Galen,
Yesalius, and others of the older anatomists, the es-

i istence of these foramina was doubted by Haller and
others prior to 1783. -l/o)i?-r,, secundtis, flgured and
described these orifices in 1783, and they had since
then been known by his name.
The description usually given of these openings

conveyed the idea that they were notches. The fol-

lowing points were brought out by examinations of
the cat's brain : The foramen of Monro in the cat

I

appeared as an elongated oval orifice, 0.5 mm. to 1
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mm. wide, aud ;5 to i mm. long. Its long axis lying
at an angle of about 45" with the longitudinal axis oi

the brain. Its cei)lialic border was the conesjiond-
ing side of the fornix, its caudal border was the
slightly emarginated cephalic end of the corre-

sponding thalamus. The radial end was the line

of union of the fornix and thalamus. Its dorsal
end corresponded with the i)oints of attachment of

the velum to the cejihalic end of the habena, and to

the fornix, where it began to cui^e over the thalamus.
Each foramen was an orifice with definite bound-
aries, capable of resisting the pressure required to

force a plaster injection from the infundibulum
nearly to the tip of the cornu temporale. Such plas-

ter casts were shown us, with the constriction at the
foramen clearly apjjarent. The boundaries of the
foramen of Monro in man were essentially the same
as in the cat.

The narrow ce^jhalic jjortion of the ventriculus
tertius, into which the foramina open, was entitled

to a sei)arate name, and aula was proposed as an
ajjproijiate designation.
From the middle of the fornix, and at a level with

the middle of the length of the foramina in all cats

examined h\ Dr. Wilder, a small oval body was
found. This might be called the tubercnlum aulcp.

The writer had also found it in the sheep, and evi-

dences of it in a human brain.

The Tkeatment of Consumption.—In a paper on
the treatment of pulmonary consumjjtion. Prof. Peter,

of Paris, insists strongly on the value of hydrother-
apy. He begins with frictions with dry flannel, then
passes to rubbing with cloths dipped in aromatic
alcohol, cc^logne water, or vinegar, followed by dry
friction for live or six minutes, and finally advances
to the use of the cold sponge. The process is re-

peated twice daily, immediately after rising and be-
fore retiring. He believes sponging to be better than
the douche, because it is more easily carried out.

The chief points to be observed are, to accustom the
patient gradually to the use of cold water, and not
to prolong the bath too much at first. Prof. Peter
divides the sweats of phthisis into three classes, ac-

cording to their cause, viz. : ordinary night-sweats,

which depend not so much on the pulmonary trouble

OS on the general condition and the tubercular fev-

er, the sweating which follows high evening exacer-

bations of the fever, aud colliquative sweats. To con-

trol the first, he recommends especially si)ouging
with vinegar, combined with the usual internal reme-
dies, such as acetate of lead, tannin, etc. Atropine,

he considers unreliable. Quinine is useful for the
second form, because it controls the fever. For the

colliquative sweats, there is no remedy. For the

cough, he gives ojiium and belladonna in small doses
;

he orders pills containing one-sixth of a grain of

opium, and one-twelfth of a grain of ext. belladonna,
and gives, at first, one at a dose, increasing after-

ward if necessary. When the cough causes vomit-
ing, he gives one or two drojjs of tincture of

opium before meals, with good effects. When the

vomiting seems to be due more to dyspepsia than to

the cough, he gives a few drops of hydrochloric acid

after the meals. In such cases, alcohol in some form
is also useful, but it must be given freely. For the

diarrhoea, when it is due to simple intestinal catarrh,

as is usually the case at the outset of the disease, he

employs subnitrate of bismuth, in connection with a

carefully regulated diet. When it is due to the use

of cod-liver oil, or to the milk or graj^e cure, the

exciting cause must be discontinued, and the stom-

ach, if overloaded, be emi)tied by an emetic. When
it is due to inflammation of the stomach and intes-

tines, he i)rescribes opium, nitrate of silver, i)erc-hlo-

ride of iron, etc., and em]>loys also deri\atives to

the skin. For collicpuitive diarrhaia there is no rem-
edy. For controlling the expectoration, he has found
the balsams, glycerine, and kermes, to be the Ijest

remedies. For luemoptysis, he recommends in the
first place, the use of emetics, and explains their ac-

tion on the theory that they excite a reflex action

through the sympathetic, which causes antemia of

the lungs, and controls the hemorrhage. When pa-
tients have been greatly reduced by the ha'moi)tysis,

he has found quinine and ei'gotiue useful.

—

AUg. med.
Cent. Zeil., February 25, 1880.

On the Steuctcee and Development of Tubee-
CLE.—In a paper presented to the Academie des ,Sci-

ences, of Paris, MM. Kiener and Poulet stated as

follows the results of their investigations on the
structure aud develoiiment of tubercle in men and
animals

:

A. Structure of tubercle in the connective-tissue sub-

stances (serous membranes, pleural and peritoneal

new membranes, pia mater, articular, synovial mem-
branes, periosteum, bony marrow, lymphatic glands).

In these tissues tubercle may be simjile, conglom-
erated, or infiltrated. In structure, it presents two
tyjies : the cellular and the fibrous.

1. Cellular tubercle. 1. Simpleform.—In its sim-

plest form the tubercle is almost or entirely invisible

to the naked eye, and is formed by a sijhericle or

fusiform enlargement of a blood-vessel, or more rarely

of a lymphatic vessel, and by an agglomeration of a

number of cells around the enlargement. When the
vessel is a capillary with a single coat, the vascular
enlargement is formed by hypertroi^hy and hyper-
plasia of the endothelial cells of a limited portion of

the vessel. These cells undergo a vitreous degenera-
tion and become frased together into a solid cylinder,

a transverse section of which presents the appear-
ance of a giant cell, with a border of nuclei (vitreous

capillary). Around the swelling a certain number of

migratory cells are grouijed, along with some fixed

connective-tissue cells in a state of hyperplasia ; these

latter elements sometimes form around the vessel a

complete perithelium, constituted by distinct ele-

ments. When the capillary has two or three coats,

the enlargement is produced : first by an active pro-

hferation of the endothelial cells, which assume the
aiTangement of a stratified eijithelium, and the most
internal of which become fused together into a vit-

reous mass of a very irregular form, that must also

be regarded as a variety of giant cell ; secondly, by
the formation of an embryonic connective tissue at

the expense of the external tunic. The vessel is

thus transformed into a solid cord, a transverse sec-

tion of which gives the appearance known by the
name of tu/wrcular follicle.

2. Conglomerate form.—The conglomerate tubercle

may be larger than a millet-seed, and is formed by
an interlacement of capillary vessels that have un-

dergone the changes just described. ^\ hen such a
nodule is separated into its elements, these are found
to consist of more or less brittle, nodular, ramified

strands, consisting of a fibrous tunic, with opaque
and yellowish contents. A section of the nodule
reveals an agglomeration of rounded or elongated

follicles with epithelioid contents, united together by
a fibrillated connective tissue, in which vitreous cap-

illaries are disseminated.
3. Lijiltrated form.—The infiltrated tubercle is
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formed bv A prannlation tinflue pro\'i«led with a rich

notwoj-k ot" <ii|>illiin' bl()o«l-v»>s.s«'ls. most (tf which
cDijtJiiii luiiltiple layers of ou(lotht>iiimi, wliiie some
art' tniusformtnl into vitreous cyliiulers, or into fol-

licular conls.

11. Fihroiis tubercle.—A series of int^'rmcdiate

forms establish the transition from the cellular to

the fibrous tubercle, and show that these (litTerent

jiroilucts are due to the same process, which may
give rise to ditlVnMit types of alteration of the blood-

vessels. Ai'cording as the pro'.nc'^'' f>f tlie tubercle

becomes more chronic, a fibrous neoplasm is substi-

tuted for the embryonic neoplasm, the tendency
to the development of giant cells becomes less i)ro-

nounced, the i)eriarteritis predominates over tlie en-

darteriti.s, and even the obstruction of the lumen of the

ve.s.sel is due more to a fibrous thickening of the in-

ternal tunic tlian to proliferation of the endothelium.
B. Sti'iirture itf tithi'rcie i)i Ihn ijlinnlulur )>)•;/< tus.—

In the glands the interstitial ti.ssue may alone be in-

volved, and the resulting tubercles will then l)e anal-

ogous in structure to those of the connective tissues.

Sometimes, however, the glandular element also

takes part in the development of the tubercle.

Thus, for instance, the seminiferous tubule in the

testicle, or the bronchiole in the lung, filled and dis-

tended with the products of ei)ithelial i)roliferation,

or with pus, forms a sort of nucleus, around which
the mterstitial tissue, transformed into aneml>ryonic
tissue, presents the characteristic apiJearauces of

vascular alteration—vitreous capillaries and follicles.

C. Uerelojinient and coiirae of tubenle.—In the

course of development the tubercular neoiilasm

passes through two phases :

I. Xuilultirformation.—The nodules are developed
most frequently in the course of tubular conduits

—

blood-vessels and lymphatics, glandular tubules and
excreton" ducts—and are formed partly by inolifera-

tiou of the endothelial or epithelial cells, and partly

by a new formation of embryonic or til>rous connec-
tive tissue, at the exijeuse of the external tissue of

the conduit.

2 11iip'rtrophic and degenerative phase.—The vari-

ous anatomical elements of the newly formed embry-
onic tissue, and the pre-existing elements of the
normal ti-sues, manifest a tendency to undergo
hypertrojjhy, to fuse together to form giant cells.

This hypertrophic tendency is manifested by prefer-

ence, and first shows itself in the epithelial elements
of the glands, and the endothelial elements of tue

vessels. It terminates, finally, in a special vitreous

degeneration of these anatomical elements and oblit-

eration of the vessel. This, in its turn, entails fatty

degenei-ation, and irremediable destruction of the tis-

sues.— Gazette medicate de Pnria, Feb. 28, 1880.

Hyalixe Degexeration of the Lysith Glands.—
Under Von liecklinghausen's direction, Dr. AVieger,

of Strasburg, examined the lymph glands in a large

number of cadavei-s, and found, in thirteen cases, a

Ijeculiar alteration of the smallest blood-vessels

of the glands. The affected vessels were changed
into hyaline tubes, the walls being gi-eatly thick-

ened and the lumen narrowed. In the more ad-

vanced cases, spots of calcification were found in

the hyaline tissue. The hyahne material was re-

garded as colloid in nature, and was thought to arise

from a cellular infiltration of the vascular walls.

The etiological influence at work had been probably
cii-culatory disturbances of dyscrasic or senile origin.

In two of the cases there was a diffuse hyaline tmns-
formation of the gland substance proper. In both

of the«e oases, mnltiple nodules were found in differ-

ent organs, whii-h clinically and anatomically re-

sembled acute tulienulosis very closely. Histologi-

cal examination, hoW(;ver, showed that these nodules
were only small inflammatory foci, which were
likewise partly transformed into a homogeneouK,
bvaline material. The hyaline change in the lymph
glands was reganled as the ])rimary lesion in th»».se

cases, on account of the large size of the glands and
the presumptive age of the affection. The multiple,

tubercle-like nodules were thought to be due to

metastases.

—

Ventralhlattfur Chirurgie, March G, 1880.

Dr. Tanner's Fa.st.—Dr. Tanner was in poor condi-
tion on August 4th, at date of this writing, and there

seemed to be some jjrosjject of his not lasting through
the forty days, which end at noon, August 7th. Since

a week ago he has failed in strength very noticeably.

He has not walked much, but has kept up daily lides.

He lies most of the time on his cot, where he curls

himself u]), and covers himself with blankets. He
seems to sufVc^r, at times, from the cold. His face

weai-s an anxi<ms, suffering look ; his complexion is

dusky and sallow. His eyes are bright, however, and
all liis senses are acute. His hands do not show
much emaciation, l)ut his coat and trousers hang
about his frame very loo.sely. His skin has general-

ly been diy, and he took a vapor bath July 29th,

to start its action, but with not much success. Aus-
cultation, on August 1st, showed that his lungs were
normal. His pulse, respiration, and temperature
have also been nonual. The dynamometer has stead-

ily registered about eighty kilogrammes. During the

past week, his stomach has given him much trouble.

There has been a regurgitation of bile, w ith frequent
attacks of nausea ; tliese sometimes ended in retch-

ing and vomiting. The vomited matter consisted of

bilian- matter, mucus, epitheUum, and a few blood-
corpuscles. In order to relieve the gastric distress,

he nas taken warm water, iced carbonic acid water,

and mineral waters, but they did little good. An-
other difHculty that has increased in the last week, is

tympanitis. His abdomen has become distended
with gas, and he freciueutly belches wind or i)asse3

it per anum. Dr. Tanner's mind has been somewhat
more initable, but he has had nothing like delirium,

or wandering. He had slept pretty well, though his

periods of rest were short. The interest in his con-
dition increases toward the last, as shown by the
number of visitors. A changing stream of twenty or
thii-ty arc in the hall all the time. On August 2d,

a telegram of encouragement was sent from Paris

by some one. Daily bulletins of his condition
were sent to London and Paris, and column notices
have appeared in the daily press. Dr. Tanner weigh-

j

ed, on August 2d, Icioi poimds, a loss of -ii pounds
since July 26th. He has taken fi-om sixteen to twenty

j

ounces of water, and voided from ten to fifteen ounces
1 of urine every day. Dr. Tanner's greatly enfeel)led
condition towai'd the last throws some doubts over

\ the prospect of his hokhng out. It adds to the con-

I

fidence of those who beheve in his honesty.

' The Canadian Medic.vl A.ssociation.—The thir-

^

teenth annual meeting of this association will be
\
held in Ottawa on the first \\ eduesday of Septem-

i ber, 1880, under the presidency of Dr. P. Howard,
of Montreal. It is expected t'nat the meeting will

! have more than usual interest.
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PHARMACIST AND PHYSICIAN.
In discussing, in a previous niiml3er, the relations

which should exist between physician and druggist,

we alluded to some of the charges of unfair dealing

which were referable to the latter. Pursuing the

consideration of the subject we take iip the other side

of the question and examine the difficulties with

which the pharmacist has to contend in liis attempts

to reconcile the differences between himself and the

physician.

First of all, he claims that he must make a living.

He naturally looks to the physician to help him do

this. But he maintains that the profit from prescrip-

tions, large as it is, is not enough to enable him to

carry on his business with a decent margin. That

physicians are as much in the habit of interfering

with the business of the iiharmacist as is the latter

with that of the jDhysician. For instance, the latter

will frequently be asked the probable jjrice of the

prescription, and will be coaxed into the expression

of opinion as to the extravagant charges of com-

poimders of drugs ; while others will purjiosely nar-

row the profits on prescrij^tions to the smallest limits,

on the i)lea of saving money for their patients. They

also claim that skill in compounding, and care in the

selection of pure articles, should be duly appreciated

and paid for accordingly, in fact that the true interests

of the patient and the physician centre in the en-

couragement of pure and legitimate pharmacy.

Great, however, as these evils appear, they are

small in comparison with the suj^plyiug of their ovm

medicines by the physicians. This is virtually taking

all the legitimate business from the hands of the

pharmacists and reducing them to the level of mere

venders of fancy articles and patent medicines. Again,

it is claimed that the compounding of prescrii^tions is

also directly interfered ^dth by the wholesale manufac-

ture of all sorts of pharmaceutical preparations, and

which are not i;nfrequently advertised in the daily

newspajjers the same as other jjroprietary medicines.

These are made in large variety, and eacli physician

having his favorite manufacturer, insists that the

latter's preparation be used in the prescription. This

not only necessitates the breaking of a package for a

small qTiantity, with the risk of spoiling the remain-

der of the preparation before a similar jjrescription is

called for, but requires that a large number of siich

medicines be kept in stock. The margin of profit on

these articles is generally so small, that in case there

was a chance of selling out the entire lots while fresh,

the business venture would be a very ordinary one.

The manufacture of many of the most important

preparations is more or less in the hands of wholesale

men, who apjjarently leave the retailer with nothing

better to do than to handle the goods in smaller lots

for an inconsiderable margin of i>rofit.

In looking at both .sides of the question, and in

attempting to reconcile the interests of the drag-

gists and physicians, we come upon a very difficult

problem. There is so much interdependency tliat it

seems difficult to attack one jioint Avithout disturb-

ing the entire line. The physician is bent on pre-

venting interference with his legitimate functions,

looks upon counter or other prescribing as an out-

rage, while the apothecary is interested in check-

mating the physicians who insist upon jirescribing

their own remedies, and who do other things which

tend to interfere with the legitimate practice of

higher pharmacy. As soon as the i^harmacist is as

competent to i^rescribe as is the well-educated physi-

cian, and as soon as the latter is as capable a com-

pounder as is the skilled pharmacist, then the

conditions of each will be interchangeable. As it is,

this is impossible. And both professions are in-

dispensable to each other. The physician cannot

afi"ord to be his oaati dispenser. As stated by a cor-

respondent in a preA^ous issiie, this would be a long

step backward in the j^rogress of medicine and in

therapeutics. The physician who by such means

would nan-ow himself to the use of a few convenient

preparations would become the merest machine jire-

scriber, and his therapeutical aspu-ations woidd be

nan-owed to a rigid jjrocrustean rale. In many cases

he would be i)rescri1)iug remedies of the character

of which he knew nothing and of the purity of which

he knew less. The physician owes to pharmacy the

most cordial aid, for to it he must look for the solu-

tion of many problems of chemical composition, for

the guarantee of accurate measurements of (piantity,

for absolute purity of material, and for strict com-

pliance with the directions of the prescriber. These

conditions are always fulfilled by the conscientious

pharmacist, and such should always be sought out

by the physician. The mere counter-])rescribers,

patent medicine jobbers, should be left to themselves,

and pains should be taken to prevent our patients

from going to such establishments. As has been
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l>revioU8ly suggested iu these columns, the physician

has as much right to prescnbe the man who chilli

I>nt up the medii-ines as tlie metlicinos thtMuselves.

When once n drungist is ciiupht at couiitcr-pre-

scriliing, the physicians of tlie ncij^'lilioihooil should

t.iko p;iiiis to give him as little opportunity as pos-

8il>U( for exercising the ipiestionahlc culling.

The suggestion that co-operative pharmacies be

established in dififerent neighborhoods, each establish-

ment V)eing supported by a corps of prescribcrs, is a

good one, but in view of the excellent pharmacists

scattered all over the city, men who are comi)etent,

upright, and who wouUl do everything to help the

physician, it is hardly necessary.

Tliere is perhaps a better understanding necessary

as to the price to be charged for prescriptions. AVliile

it is lUH-essiiry that skilled labor should be recom-

pensed, it is also important thut some of the patient's

money be left for the physician. If no more than a rea-

sonable protit be demanded by the i^harmucist, much
cause for the dissatisfaction on the jiart of jjhysician

and jjatient would be removed. It is well known
that some preimrations are very exjiensive. In such

cases every encouragement should be given to the

phai'macists to use the right drug regardless of the

price asked, and the physician should be ready to

explain the reasons for such charges to his jiatients.

Such a com-se could not fail to be satisfactory to all

concerned, and specially so to the patient, who above

all is interested in obtaining the puve article.

If such a general course is jjursued, there will

eventually be two classes of drug stores, one devoted

l^rinciipally to the higher bi-anches of jjharmacy, the

other to the sale of jjatent medicines, hair-dye, and

bug powder.

T.A.NKERS FAST.

The exhibition at Clarendon Hall will come to a close

to-day, if it has not done so sooner, and the attenu-

ated experimenter, doubtless with much satisfaction

to himself, returns to his normal diet. The principal

items regarding his performance, that possess any

scieutilic interest, have been piiblished iu The
Record, and do not need repeating here. There

has been, however, so much public comment from

all sources upon the matter, that we are excusable in

discussing the subject briefly now.

It is undoubtedly the jjopular opinion tliat Dr.

Tanner is honest, and that he eat nothing during the

time of his fast. We are not disposed to deny the

justice of this judgment. There is nothing in the

character of the faster which would lay him under

any particular susijieion. His jiast history- has been

that of a man of respectable character and of strong

self-will, who has endeavored to lift himself out of an

unsuccessful medical career by fanatically advocating

various theories on the subject of electricity and fast-

ing. In his present exijeriment he has been watched

quite constantly by three sets of men, whose honesty

I

or int<dligence it is not fair to impugn. We do not

j
think it stniuge, then'fore, that ho ia generally believ-

j
ed to huve kept the fast as he claims to have done.

The are, however, (-ertain other elements in the

matter which rob his experiment, whether genuine

j

or not, of nearly all its value. In the first i>lace, it

I

cannot be positively denied that he did nut take any

food. One set of his watchers was confessedly in

sympathy with him, and wished strongly for his suc-

cess. The regular physicians were not continuous in

their attendance at first, and he was not always un-

der their eye. i)r. Tanner was taken out to drive,

went to the photograjiher's and the barber's, and

took occasional strolls about the neighboring square.

Finally, his physical cf>ndition was considerably dif-

ferent froui that whicli all jiast exj)erience has shown

to follow abstinence from food. His sin'i)nsing vigor,

his occasional gain in weight, his comi)arative free-

dom from suflFering of any kind, are j^henomena

which are not easily explained under accepted phys-

iological laws. If to this is added the manner in

which the experiment was conducted—a manner
which had the mixed character of a variety show
and a patent-hammock advertisement—we feel sure

that the profession will agree that little practical

or scientific value can be given to the alleged

fast.

Apart from this view of the matter, there were
several unpleasant features connected with the ex-

hibition. Tliere was, for instance, an attempt all

along to create the iuq)ression that the regular

physicians Mere inimical to Dr. Tanner ; that they

believed the feat of fasting forty days a physical im-

possibility, and that his success in performing such

a feat would be a blow to scientific medicine. This

absurdity was fostered by a few indiscreet individuals

who felt it their duty to appear in the daily news-

papers. There has been, however, no physician,

so far as we know, who has denied the possibility of

accomplishing the fast. All that has been desired was
that the experiment should be carefuUy conducted,

so that some benefit might accrue to science in its

Ijerforniance.

In denying any practical value to Dr. Tanner's

performance, we might make one slight exception-

The widely advertised announcement of the fact that

a ijerson had comfortably passed many days without

food will lead many other persons to try the same
thing, to a greater or less extent. If this is done
under the guidance of good phy.sicians, it may se-

cure some definite knowledge of the thei-ajjeutic ef-

fect of fasting. There is no reason why it should

not be of occasional value in cases of digestive

trouble, obesity, etc. With the comfort of having
given an impulse to this somewhat doubtful branch

of therapeutics, and of having gained the ephemeral
notoriety which he craved, we recommend Dr. Tan-

ner to return to the simpler joys of his electrical

baths and a normal diet.
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Uc^jorts of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meetmg, June 17, 1880.

Vice-President, Fkaxk H. Hamilton, M.D., LL.D.,
IN THE Chair.

The paper of the evening was by Dr. Ambrose L.

Ranney. Subject

:

are THE BENTIFITS TO BE DERmO) FROM INTERNAL IRE-
j

THROTOMY, AS NOW ADVOCATED FOR THE CURE OF
j

STRICTIRE, COMMENSURATE WITH ITS DANGERS '?

Dr. Eanney divided the modes of performing inter-

nal urethrotomy into two kmds : the one which di-

vides tlie stricture slightly, and the other, which cuts
'

it deejjly.
i

A large number of aiithorities were quoted, show-
ing that cutting ojierations did not furnish, except

\

in a few cases, the safest or best method of treating

the strictures. Dr. Ranney could positively' state

that internal urethrotomy did not always give sat- ;

isfactory results as regards cure. A list of the possi-
|

ble sequences of the ojieration w.is given : hemor-
!

rhage, fever, curvature of the penis, etc. The \aew .

that the operation is not often necessary, and is now
performed much too frequently, was taken, and sup-

ported by quotations fi-om a large number of author- ,

ities. !

The operation was then discussed : 1st, as regards
its elements of popularity. Dr. R. referred to the

great increase in the cutting operation, which had
occun-ed in the last few years. He took issue against '

the \-iews of the new school of urethral pathologists,

who cut every urethi-a which is not large enough to

admit a sound of a certain arbitrai-y size. The argn- !

ments of this school regarding the value of the dilat-

ing urethrotome were stated. Dr. R. said that at

present their doctrines seemed to be eagerly em-
braced by many young men ; that instmment-makers
were selling large numbers of urethrotomes to medi-
cal gi-aduates. He deplored this fact as one likely

to bring danger to patients and reproach to surgery.

The elements of danger in the operation were then
given.

Ditferent sets of cases, rejiorted by Dr. F. N. Otis,

were analyzed with reference to accidents or seque-

lie. In one set of cases there were : hemoiThages,
4 ; rigors, 6

;
prostatic abscess, 3 ; diphtheritic exu-

dation, 3
;
perineal section necessary, 1 ;

gonon'huj-

al rheumatism, 1.

The cases of Dr. Pease, of Syracuse, wei'e analyzed
and the per cent, of complications given.

Dr. Ranney said that in the cases rejjorted by Dr.

Otis and some of his followers there was a better

showing as regards hemorrhage than the facts really

wan-anted. This he inferred from a statement of

Dr. Otis's, that hemorrhage was not put down, un-

less it reached a certain advanced measure of severity.

Furthermore, Dr. Otis had not reported cases in

which he had operated for other surgeons. This was
to be regretted, for Dr. R. had heard of a number of

bad results in such operations.

Dr. Ranney asserted that, as yet, there were not

enough full statistics regarding the accidents that

follow internal urethrotomy to give a correct idea

of the dangers of the oi^eration. Dr. Sands's state-

ment that three deaths had occurred in New York

City hospitals from the operation was quoted ; un-

favorable statistics from Mr. Berkley Hill were also

given. Dr. Ranney related a case that he had seen

in 1H71, and another in which he had himself ojier-

ated ; both of them died. Another case, in which
atrophy of the jjenis followed the ojjeration, was
quoted. Cases lost by Drs. Peters and Post and Otis

were mentioned. The many fatal cases in the hands
of French surgeons were enumerated. Sixty-six

fatal cases in all have been verified. Reviewing the

whole, the point was made that the bad accidents

formed a larger percentage than is generally sup-

posed.
The benefits claimed by the operation were enu-

merated :

1st. That gleet is the signal which nature hangs
out to indicate a urethral stricture. That a removal

of the cause furnishes the only means of cure for

such gleet.

2d. That certain obscure symptoms, such as neu-

ralgic pains, i^ains in the back and limbs, etc., are

dependent on stricture, and demand an operation.

3d. Tliat all methods of treatment, except by
urethrotomy, will generally be found useless.

4th. That the dilating urethrotome effects a radical

cure.

5th. That the operation is free from danger, and
that the benefits derived from its use recommend it

to the profession to the exclusion of other methods
of treatment.

Gth. That the records of the cases so far announced
support all of the above points.

Dr. Ranney then discussed the foregoing points in

detail. In regard to (1), it involved the question of,

what is a stricture? The definition given bv the

new urethral pathologists is, that there is a stricture
' whenever the urethra will not admit a sound of a

certain arbitrary size. Much that has been said on

this point is dogmatic and cannot be fairly substan-

; tiated. Aiithorities were quoted showing ditferent

\'iews on the subject of what is a stricture and its re-

lation to gleet.

(2.) The qiiestion of how many symptoms that are

asserted to be reflex really are so, is a very wide one.

But it may be said that when a urethra which admits

a tolerably large sound, or in which there is gleet, is

cut becaiise a man has pain in the back or in the foot,

it is doing a dangerous operation on the basis of an

unproved theory. More conservatism is needed.

(3.) Regarding this point. Dr. Ranney thought

j
that the alleged absence of tendency to a return of

' stricture after cutting, was exaggerated. He was

certain, on the other hand, that some strictures had
been cui-ed by dilatation. The annoyance of using

, occasional sounds is slight, and he believed it should

be advised rather than subject the patient to a

hazardous operation.

(4.) This point was accepted, except in a certain

proportion of cases. He did not think that internal

urethrotomy should ever be emi)loyed when the stric-

ture is more than four inches from the meatus.

(5.) Regarding the alleged freedom from danger,

I

statistics were given at gi-eat length. In the 915
' cases collected by Dr. Gregory, there had been

46 deaths, or 5 per cent., a fatality which almost

equals that for perineal section. Other accidents,

especiallv that of hemorrhage, were very alarming,

and the "facts led Dr. Gregory to ask, in making
his conclusions, whether internal urethrotomy ought

ever to be performed. Dr. Ranney then gave an

analysis of 2^40 cases. In these, hemorrhage oc-

curred in 5i per cent.; rigors, 7 per cent.; deformity
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of the penis, 4 per cent.; deatli, in nbout 2 jht cent.

In 43 roporhMl raxes at the Hospital of St. Andrf,
tlipre was heniorrliafre in H«> per«'ent.; uretiiral fever,

5'.) jier cent.; riK^rs, ;}(> per cent.; iibsi-ess, i^ per
cent.; tleath, '10 jjor cent. In (IS ca.ses iit the Uni-
versity (V)Ue).re tliere w.vs henidrrliaRe in 7 per cent.;
urethral fever ami rigors, '20 ]>er cent.; aliseess of
perineum, 11 per cent.; eurvation of penis, 4 per
cent.; oreliitis, 4 per cent.; pyelitis, 3 per cent.;
tleath, 'jj per rent.

Ht.itistics of 1«) cases ^fathered from other sources
show a mortality of .') per cent.

StitisticH show a rapiil incre-^se in the percenta<?e
of (leatlis wlien the ooeration is below three inches
fr.mi the meatus. Urethral fever seems to occur
oftener in Europe than in this country, though rigors
are just as freipient here.

The results of a study of 200 cases from i)rivate

case-books of surgeons of this city, showed many
unfavorable accidents and complications. Dr. Iian-
ney h.ul heard stronglv unfavorable opinions as to
internal urethrotomy from a number of j^i'ominent
surgeons of the city.

In conclusion, the following rules regarding the
operation were laid down :

1st. Seldom resort to it ; never, except the .stric-

ture be of traumatic origin, resilient, or at the
meatus.

2d. Never perform internal urethrotomy if the sti-ic-

tuve is more than four inches from the meatus—three
inches is perhaps better.

3d. In strictures of the deep urethra, where ordi-
narv methods of dilatation fail, external urethrotomy
is the be>t operation to adojit.

4th. Dilatation of strictures will be found i)racti-

cable in the majoritv of cases, and in many cases will

entirely relieve all the symptoms.
5th. Internal urethrotomy should only be per-

formed when the stricture has been treated by other
means without avail.

Th« paper being open for discussion,

Dr. Dowell, of Texas, said that he had had one
death from internal urethrotomy in over one hun-
dred cases. He had been in the habit of using an
ovoid metallic retention catheter with very satisfac-

tory results. He learned that Dr. Otis was opposed
to the use of the catheter ; but he did not agree
with him. In Dr. Dowell's experience it had acted
•well.

Dr. a. S. Hunter said that he used a dilating

urethrotome, though he laid it aside when he re;i(>hed

the bulb. He had not been so much afraid of

hemorrhage since he had used hot water. Just be-
fore operating, he suspended the penis in hot water

;

he did the same with the instruments. He also left

the instrument in for live minutes. The dec^per

strictures he dilated either with the ordinary sound
or, better, with a ililator wiiich resembled the Otis
dilator except that it was curved. Dr. Hunter then
showed his dilator, by which more expansion could
be given at the point than at the heel, even on the
curve. He also described an instrument for arrest-

ing urethral hemorrhage. Since he had used hot
water, he had had no occasion for it, however.
Dr. T. H. BrRCH.vRT) said that he had performed

internal urethrotomy fifty nine times up to 1876.

Since then he had performed the operation very rai'ely,

and expected to perform it still less. The statistics of

eighty-three internal urethrotomies were given. In
these there were total suppression of urine in two,
and extensive hemorrhage in three. Dr. Burchard
considered internal urethrotomy unjustifiable except

wlien there is great resiliency, or where the stricture

is very gristly and cartilaginous, the result of trau-

matism or long-<'ontinu('d inHammation. The vast

majority of ca.ses couhl be treat4;d much more scien-

tifically and safely by dilatation.

A case of hypospadias, and another of double
curvature, duf to internal urethrotomy, were related.

Du. Whitk said tliat liis experience had been very
different fn)m tiiat of Dr. Burchard. He had met
with few accidents, and the results had been satis-

facton.'.

Db. F. H. Hamilton spoke of the deep imi)ortance
of the subject under discussion. He referred to his

early teaching regarding it. He was first taught
that traumatic strictures were incurable, and that

any cutting oi>eration made strictures traumatic.

He was then taught that divulsion was the best

method. His faith in this was .soon lo.st. He then
became acquainted with Dr. Dudley's method, in

which there were no instninients used whatever, but
simply antiphlogistic measures, with rest in bed.

Taking the hint from this, he had always since then em-
ployed only rest in bed, with diet and gi'adual dilata-

tion. He never used any cutting instrument what-
ever. He believed that the internal urethrotomy of

early life meant stricture in old age. Dr. Hamilton
had never in his whole life had a fatal case in his

treatment of strictures, and all of them had been
overcome by gradual dilatation.

DiR A. C. Post spoke of the fatal case of internal

urethrotomy refen-ed to by Dr. Ranney. He ha<l

used a Maisonneuve's instrument at that time. He
should not use one again. He believed that inter-

nal urethrotomy should be performed in obstinate

strictures in the antescrotal portion of the canal.

Dr. Post had not seen any bad cases of hemor-
rhage. With regard to wearing a catheter after

urethrotomy, he said that he thought the practice a
bad one ; though if a choice is to be made, the solid

silver catheter is the best.

Dr. S. C.\ro quoted, with approval, the teaching
of a celebrated Italian professor, never to use any
instrument for stricture. He, himself, used bougies
made of guitar stiings. A small one can be intro-

duced. It swells up, and when it is withdrawn, a
larger one can be put in. Dr. C. related two cases
now under his care, which had been operated on
two and three years ago by celebrated specialists.

The strictures had now returned.
Dr. R.\nney. in closing the discus.sion, said he did

not wish it understood that he totally condemned
internal urethrotomy. But he did condemn, abso-
lutely, internal urethrotomy below four inches ft-om

the meatus. He regi-etted that a number of New
York surgeons, who had told him that they agreed
with his views, were not present to confirm the state-

ments he had been making as to a growing distrust
among many that internal urethrotomy is an opera-
tion attended with much more danger and less advan-
tages than is generally supposed.
The Society then adjourned to the third Thursday

in September.

The Discovery op Spont.kneoi-s Horse-pox in a
Parisian stable, is an event of considerable impor-
tance, as the disease is quite a rare one. Since horse-
pox is .supposed by many to be identical with cow-
pox, its discovery furnishes an opportunity to get
fresh vaccine lymph. In the present case, the dis-

ease has been inoculated into some heifers, the erup-
tion carefiilly watched, and other vaccinations and
revaccinations made from it.
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THE NEAV YORK SURGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, April 27, 1880.

'J Dr. H. B. Sands, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Erskine Mason reported a case of

FISTITLA OF STENO'S DUCT

following gunshot wound, successfully treated by
dissecting up the fistulous extremity of the duct and
conducting it into the mouth, after the method of

Langenbt'ck, with some remarks ujjon the treatment
of salivary tistuht.

In September, 1870, he was called to see a boy,

art. fifteen, who had been wounded by the accidental

discharge of his gun, which was loaded with buck-
shot. A large, lacerated wound of the right cheek
had been made, which freely communicated with the

mouth and extended from the zygoma to the sym-
i:)hysis of the jaw. The lower jaw was fractured

transversely just below its neck, and the ramus con-

siderably comminuted as far as its angle. Several

of the teeth had been removed, while the tongue was
but slightly wounded. The inferior dental nerve
was exposed for an inch or more in its course, and
presented a ragged ai^pearance. Hemorrhage had
been quite jjvofuse, but was arrested by Dr. Jay, who
was in the vicinity at the time of the occurrence of

the accident. The wound was dressed, and on the

11th of October it was all closet!, save a small opening
which communicated with the mouth and readily

allowed the passage of a probe, and through which
some saliva was flowing.

Oct. 21st.—The patient complained considerably

of saliva escaping from the wound on the cheek
while eating. Application of nitrate of silver was
made to the fistula at that time.

Nov. 29th.—Nitrate of silver was again applied to

the fistula, which, however, gave but slight annoy-
ance. The flow of saliva, however, finally increased

and become a source of great trouble, and in Septem-
ber, 1871, there were two oi^enings from which saliva

trickled and produced some excoriation of the face.

These openings were but a few lines apart, and
seemed to be a little below the site of Steno's duct,

tliough the location was close to the spot where the

duct enters the mouth, as was readily determined by
a very fine probe which could be made to enter

tlie canal from within the mouth. The })robe coiild

be passed only just within the orifice when it met
with an obstruction. These fistuhe were situated in a

track of cicatricial tissue. In operating Dr. Mason
preferred the method which Dr. James R. "Wood had
employed in two cases, namely, cutting down ui)on

the duct at the site of the fistula and turning it into

tlie mouth. The operation was jierformed Feb. 21,

1871, assisted by Dr. Jay. The duct was found by
laying open the fistulous tracks, and with a fine probe
as a guide, dissecting out the cicatricial tissue around
tlie fistula, freeing the extremity of the duct, and
turning it in through the opening into the mouth.
The external wound was then closed with wire

sutures. The upper portion of the wound healed at

once very kindly, thoiigh at the lower portion tliere

was some suppuration, but it soon ceased and the

wound healed, leaving the patient free from salivaiy

fistula. At the time of the operation he did not

know that he was operating according to a plan sug-

gested and adopted by Langenbeck in the treatment

of these fistul;^. When the o])eration was feasible he

commended it to the attention of the surgeon, thougli

in many cases, no doubt, a more simple i)ro(;edure

may effect a cure.

i)r. Mason tlien referred to cases of spontaneous

closure of salivary fistula-. lieference was then

made to some of the earlier methods adoptcnl for

the cure of these fistuhc. Perhaps of all o))erations

thus far resorted to, the one which would seem ap-

plicable to many cases, which was simple in its ])ro-

cedure, and devoid of the unpleasantness necessarily

attached to the seton, was the one devised liy the

late Dr. Homer. The operation had been described

by Dr. H. H. Smith in his work on Operative Sur-

gery, as follows: " The i)atient being seated witli the

head well supported by an assistant, a strong wooden
sjiatula is introduced within the cheek of the atVectcd

side ; this is held firmly by an assistant. The wound
being tlien slightly elongated by incising its sides

in the line of the zygomaticus major uuiscle, a round
punch, like that used by saddlers, should be i)laced

over the fistulous orifice, care being taken to avoid

the anterior of the masseter. Then on pressing the

punch firmly against the simtula within the mouth,

a piece of nearly the entire thickness of the cheek
will be removed, and a fresh opening made diiectly

into the mouth. The external wound being closed

accurately with sutures and adhesive strips, will

usually heal kindly, and the internal opening be
found to give free vent to the saliva.

Dr. T. M. Maekoe referred to Dr. Van Buren's

case, on the person of an officer of the army upon
whom several operations had been performed, but
that which finally proved successful was one in

which the integument surrounding the external fis-

tula, was, by a circular incision, dissected up in such

a manner as to leave the fistula terminating in the

raised portion. That raised portion was turned into

the mouth through an opening, and the wound be-

hind it closed with sutures. It seemed to Dr. Mar-
koe that that operation was almost the only one
suitable to the class of cases which was the most
difficult to manage. As was well known, there were
two classes of cases : one in which the ducts were
opened upon their sides, the wound allowing the

saliva to dribble outside while the opening of the

duct into the mouth remained patent, and the other

when the duct was destroyed entirely (no hoi)e l)eing

entertained of utilizing its distal portion), and when
the proximal portion of the duct terminated upon
the external surface of the cheek. To the latter

class of cases he thought the operation of tiirning

the integument, containing the external fistula, into

the mouth, was well applied ; and that it was a

beautiful and scientific procedure.
The PREKinENT referred to a case in which he es-

tablished a fistula in the mouth of a patient sent to

him several years ago by Dr. Eider, of Rochester.

From some unknown cause she had obliteration of

Steno's duct near its orifice, and, as a result, there

was a very considerable dilatation of the duct itself,

causing a prominent and disfiguring elevation on the

cheek. In that case he ran a platinum wire through
a coiTesponding jirojection in the mouth, connecte'd

it to a battery, and divided the intervening tissues.

The result was an inmiediate subsidence of the ex-

ternal swelling, and at the end of two months the

deformity had not reapi)eared ; but wliat the ulti-

mate resTilt was he did not know.

A'ESICAIJ CALCULUS—BILATERAL LITHOTOMy.

Dr. a. C. Post presented a flattened oval calculus,

with rough surface, which measured a little more
than an inch in its longest diameter, and weighed
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14l> ^Tiiins. It was removed from a bov lO years
old. whoso genitals were those of a hoy of twelve
rather than sixteen. The bilateral operation was
InM-foriiicd after making the ineision into the neek
of the bladder, the serew dilator was introduced, the
• •liening enlarged, and the stone readily extracted.
An interesting feature of the case was that thcr(> had
been no dribbling of urine whatever. During the
th" first twenty-four hours after the operation the
urine i)as,sed through the wound, and then it began
to pass in i)art through the peuis. There had been
uo elevation of temperature.

CANCER OF THE RECTUM—PROCTECTOAH'.

Dr. Post also pre.sented a portion of the rectum
removed from a man lifty-three years of age, who
looked like a man seventy years old, and wlio had
been conscious of irritation of the rectum only about

J

three months. On examination a tumor was found
occupying the rectum on the left .side, toward the
l)osterior part, about two or three inches in diam-
eter, and involving not more than two-fifths of the
circumference of the bowel. Regarding the case as
a favorable one for proctectomv, he made an inci-
sion upon each side of the sphincter, divided the
levator aui muscle, drew the anus down, and then
removed the diseased portion, including about tliree-

tiftlis of the circumference of the rectum. The re-
maining portion he attached to the integument. It
was lifteeu days since the operation was done, and the
pulse at no time had reached 100, nor had the tem-
pe;-ature reached 101° F. The patient was troubled
with slight looseness of the bowels, but otherwise the
case was progressing favorably. The elevated por-
tion of the intestine had already descended almost
to the level of the skin. The evacuation from the
bowels took place without distress.

Dr. Post also exhibited a drawing of a very
marked deformity, occasioned by an application made
by a cancer-doctress for what was supjiosed to be
cancer of the upper lip. The paste had destroyed
the upper hp almost entirely, and he proposed' to
perform a plastic operation to correct the deformity.

GUN-SHOT WOrNB OF THE ETE-AD NO SY>rPTOiIS—SUB-
SEQUENT DEATH FROM MENTNGITIS.

Dr. T. M. Markoe presented specimens which
•were especially interesting in connection with one
presented by Dr. Geo. A. Peters, at a i)revious meet-
ing. (See minutes of stated meeting for March 23,
IS'^O.) The specimens consisted of a portion of the
skull and the dura mater removed from the body of
a soldier who, a little more than two months ago, in
a tit of melancholia discharged a pistol against his
right temple. The ball which it carried was, prob-
ably, of some size above 22. the calibre commonly
enployed. Not being satisfied with the eflect pro-
duced by the sliot, he proceeded to cut his throat,
which effort was as ineffectual as his fir.st. The
throat wound was not serious, and the head wound
was not aecomjianied by any symptoms. Tlie exter-
nal wound of the head was exceedingly small. He
recovered from the wound in the throat, and, in the
meantime, the wound in the head was regarded as
trifling. The buUet was not found. The wound on
the hea 1 had entirely healed. At the end of five weeks
he began to complain of pain in the back part of the
head ; especially was the pain extremely severe in
the muscles of the nuehio, and during the last three
or four weeks of his life his sutfering was intense.
His teraperatiire did not rise much above the nor-
mal, and it was difficult to appreciate the exact na-

ture of the case. The symptoms increased in sever-

ity, coma a]>pear<'d, and shortly afterward there
were symptoms of compre.ssion, as if from the exu-
dation of mor))id i)roducts within the skull, and the
patit-nt died.

The j»ortion of skull removed showed the point at

wliich the wound took place, and the internal border
of the opening was somewhat blackened ])v the lead.

The ball was found, somewhat disfigun^d, lying upon
the dura at a ])oint o])posite to that at which it jjassed

through the bone, aixl in a rounded depression ab«ut
half the size of a large ]»ea, wliich had caused a cor-

responding depression in the brain-substance. On
the inner surface of the dura mater was a con't-

sponding elevation, made partly by the ball and
partly by the ])iece of the internal table which had
been carried b(>fore it. The jn-ocess of normal rei)air

had been going on about the depre.ssed portion of the
dura and about the btdlet, and the membranes sur-

rounding the wounded ])art were ])erfectly normal.
In the ]iosterior part, along the dura mater which
covered the ))ons. and backward lietween the lobes of

the cereb(»llum, there was a considerable (piantity of

punilent and fibrinous exudation—distinct evidences
of inflammation. C'areful search was made to see
whether there was anything like a continuity between
the two conditions found, but it did not ajjpear. It

was a case which illustrated how ai)t nature was in

adapting herself to very sei-ious lesions. The bullet

did not a]ii)arently perforate the dura mater ; if it

did, the perfin-ation had been sealed l)v the process
of repair. It was nearly nine weeks since the wound
was received.

Dr. Weir refen-ed to a case seen by him during
the war, and which is recorded in the Surgical Re-
ports issued from the Surgeon-General's otHce, of a
private soldier who was wounded by the entrance of
a Minii' t)ullet through the left temporal bone into
the IjiTvin. No cerebral symptoms followed, except
some facial paralysis. What was supposed to be the
entire bullet was extracted the next day from the
brain, one and one-half inches from the surface. The
patient was discharged from the hospital in good
condition and with wounds healed. Two months
afterward he got drunk, and a day or two following
had con\'ulsions and other cerebral .symptoms, and
died. The autopsy showed two-thirds of a musket-
ball resting on the sella turcica.

Dr. J. G. Curti.s referred to a case that came under
his observation while house surgeon in Bellevue
Hospital, in the service of Dr. Markoe. A man who
had attempted to kill himself by using a small brass
sincrle-barrelled jnstol, loaded with a leaden bullet,

and tiring it off while held in close proximity to his
head, in the temporal region, was brought' to the
hos])ital without special symptoms, and the probe,
cautiously used, gave no special information. It
was thought that tlie bullet probably had not,pene-
trated the skull. There were no cerebral symptoms
whatever for about five days. In the meantime it

was found out that he was suflPering from chronic
Bright's disease. On about the sixth day he had
morbid iminilses, and requested to be sent to a room
where he could be alone. He was so sent, and on
the next day he became suddenly comatose, and died
within a few hoiirs. The symptoms were such as to
render diagnosis doubtful, in view of the condition
of the kidnevs. Antojisy revealed a bullet lodged in
the right middle lobe of the cerebrum, with con-
siderable softening of brain-tissue about it, and acute
meningitis of the whole surface of the right cerebral

1

hemisphere.
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Dr. L. M. Yale referred to a case in which a

yonng man shot himself accidentally with a small
pistol. The peculiarity at first was the existence of

a certain obscurity in mental action. The boy went
about during the day, changed his collar because it

was bloody, but did not appreciate that he had been
shot. In the evening he visited some friends, who,
noticing something peculiar in his manner, and see-

ing blood on his collar, called a physician, who
caused him to be put to bed. Head-symptoms came
on gradually, with occasional lucid internals, and
during the latter the story of the shooting was
gradually drawn out. He finally died comatose, and '

the ball was found, liaving caused a small abscess in

the anterior i)art of the brain.

The President remarked that it was sometimes
difficult to interjjret the symptoms which followed

gunshot-wound of the head. For example, in 1S78
he was called to see, in consultation, a savings-bank
director, who, through fear of arrest and prosecu-

tion for criminal misconduct, and being melancholic,

attempted to destroy his life by discharging a pistol

close to his right eye. The shot was made in the

morning, and Dr. Sands saw him a few hours after-

ward, at which time the man seemed to be insensi-

ble. It was found that the ball had entered the

right lower eyelid, and proliably the eyeliall. The
eyesight was evidently destroyed, the pupil was di-

lated, but no considerable probing was done, and,

although no aperture through the eyeball uiaou the

distal side was discovered, it was believed that an
_

opening existed, and that the ball had penetrated
the skull and caused the cerebral symptoms. It

was supposed that the man would soon tlie, but he
sur%*ived, and gradually recovered ; at times he
seemed insensible, at other times incoherent ; but

there was something aboiit the case that induced
both the attending surgeon and Dr. Sands to sus-

pect that the man was feigning disease. For it

was said that during their absence he would get out

of bed and walk about the room ; and once he was
found sitting veiy comfortably in an arm-chair, al-

though he would not hold any conversation, and
seemed stupid. ^Yhether the ball penetrated the

brain Dr. Sands did not know ; he was led to be-

lieve that it did, because no severe inflammation of

the eyeball followed the injui-y, as probably would
have followed had the ball lodged there.

HEKXIA cerebri.

Dr. Markoe refeiTed to a case of fungus cerebri

under his care, which was progi'essing exceedingly
well under the plan of treatment which he was taught

by his pi-eceptor, the late Dr. Giu'don Buck, namely,
liberal and frequent cauterization with nitrate of sil-

ver, and pressure by means of a comi^ress, lead being
preferal>le. The patient was a man a?t. 20. and the

fungus followed trephining. He supposed that it

belonged to the class of cases in which the protni-

sion consisted of granulations from a healthy brain

surface, and these cases could be treated satisfacto-

rily by the method indicated. Thei-e was another
class of cases in which the protnision consisted of

fungus from the sides of an abscess, and which ulti-

mately and uniformly destroyed the life of the patient.

The solid stick of nitrate of silver was appUed di-

rectly to the tissue and into it, and a mass as large

as half a silver dollar could be melted away daily.

The opening in the dura mater was very small, and
the protrusion occurred ten or twelve days after the

operation, which was done to remove a small piece

of dei)ressed bone that lacerated the d\u-a. Just be-

fore the granulations began to apjjear, the young
man had one epileptic iseizuie, but it had not betn
reijeated.

Dr. Breddon suggested the elastic ligature in cases

in which the fungus assumed the mushroom shape,

with the view of avoiding hemorrhage.
Dr. Post refeiTed to the difference in prognosis,

as to whether the accident occurred in childien or

grown persons—the majority of children recover-

ing, and fatal terminations being verv' common in

adults.
ASirrTATiox FOR gangrene.

Dr. J. C. HrxcHisox referred to a case of gangrene
of the forearm in which amputation would Ije neces-

sary, and asked with reference to performing the
operation above or at the elbow-joint. The gan-
gi-ene was due to embolism.

Dr. Post remarked that if sufficient sound materi-

al could be obtained to cover the stumj:) he should
amijutate at the elbow-joint rather than go above.

He thought that a more useful stump could be ob-
tained in that way than by amputating through the
shaft of the humerus.
Dr. Weir refened to a case in which he amputated

at the elbow-joint, and the stump was very satis-

factory. Pressure could be borne without pain.

Dr. Markoe remarked that he had amputated at

the elbow-joint twice with satisfactory results. He
should i^refer the elbow-joint rather than go higher
uj), and believed that, so far as the adjustment of an
artificial limb was concerned, the difficulties would
be eventually overcome the same as they had been
with reference to amputation at the knee-joint.

Dr. Post referred to an amputation at the elliow-

joint which he did on a young infant on account of

malignant disease, and the stump was beautiful and
in every way satisfactory a year after the operation.

Dr. Briddox referred to a case of senile gan-
gi-ene of the foot, in which a line of demarcation
had formed at about the junction of the middle with
the upi^er third of the leg. He thought there was
pulsation in the pojjliteal artery. He proposed to

amputate at the knee joint, although he regarded
the line of demarcation as evidence that amputation
might be made quite near to it with safety. He
asked with reference to amjiutating at or below the
liiiee-joint.

I

Dr. Mason referred to the case in which Dr. Sayre
' amputated at the knee joint, and in which the poj)-

liteal artery was plugged so that no hemorrhage
could occur, no ligature was applied, and the patient

recovered.

Dr. Maricoe referred to Dr. Peters's case, ab-eady

reported to the Society [see minutes for stated meet-
ing, Feb. 24r, 18!:<0], in which the popliteal artery

was plugged at the time amputation was performed.
In waiting ttntil the limb had almost tumbled oft' be-
fore operating, he thought Dr. Peters did wisely.

Dr. Weir regarded it important in this as well as

senile gangi'ene to avoid all possible causes of in-

flammation. In other words, in senile gangi-ene, re-

move the limb at the line of demarcation, and in the
other cases where the amj^utation is made higher
\ip, and obsers'e full antiseptic precautions for the
same reason.

The Society then proceeded to the transaction of

miscellaneous business.

The Blind in France number 31.631. Of these,

5.928 were bom blind, and 25,653 lost their sight by
accident or disease.
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Corrcsponticiuf.

"HKI.AI'IONS OF NKKVK AND MISCI.K"
—A RKPLV.

To THK Edttok or Thk Mkdicai. Rkcobo.

SiH :— I roRi-i't that tlio criticism of Mr. \V. C. Mc-
(rclVeit, A.B., on one of my rccont iirtich's, is not more
to the point, and conscjiuMitly thiit it is not more
of a fliimicttir to fuoilitute an arrival at tlit> trutli of

tliei several matters at issno. As my silence in refer-

ence to it mi<?ht he misconstnied, I trnst I may hojie

for the insertion of the following response :

I am asked to exj)lain, in accord<ince with my the-

ory, " why, at the moment of death or on cessati m of

the nervous functions, there is not an immediate
muscular contraction?" I have already anticipated

this olijection in an ex))lanation of considerable

length, in the Recxird of May H, 1880. If your cor-

respondent has not read this explanation, this omis-

sion shows how little pains he has taken to grasp the

subject as I have presented it. If he has read it, and
does not accejit it, he would have done better to set

about refuting it, than simply rejjeating the (jucstion.

As to " why the muscles of a decapitated frog," in-

stead of being at once contracted, " will still actively

respond to the stimulus of electricity," the subject

will be found discussed in the article entitled "Elec-
tricitv a Paralyzing Agent," in the Medical Record
for Nov. 1, 1879. For a very high estimate of the

]) iweis of the spinal cord as an independent organ,

see Prof. Kuss's Lectures (Duval Amory;, p. 32.

The spinal cord centres of the decapitated frog con-

tinue to restrain the " property of contractility " in

the frog's muscles, and the termin.il nerves within

the muscles continue this role after the cessation of

activity in the si:)inal centres, and even after the re-

moval of the muscle from the body. It is by the

microscopic filaments of nerves in the nuclei of

muscle-cells of the ultimate fibrilla- that the work of

the muscle is done. Electricity su.spends the func-

tion of these microscopic nerve-filaments, setting the
protoplasmic cells of the muscle free to contract.

The injui7 of a ])iuch, the shock of a blow, or the
corrosion of an acid, applied to a nerve-trunk, causes

a paralyzing wave to reach the nerve-endings, and
protluces a similar contraction. The idea that such
rude assaults upon microscopic nerve-tissue act as

"a stimulus," increasing its activity instead of arrest-

ing it. is wo thy rather of the pickaxe and crow-bar
brigade than of the histologist.

Your coiTespondent announces himself as "simply
a student of medicine." "Well, as he pursues his

studies, he will find t^iat there is a 'difference be-

tween dead men," and that, in death from certain

causes and by certain moles, nerve-force lingers

longer in its proper channel.s, and maintains its rela-

tion to the muscles longer than in others. For ex-

ample, as a result of hypenvmia, the muscles " pre-

serve longer than is usual, after death has occurred,

their proper contractility " (M. Charcot).

It was quite unnecessary for Mr. McGeffert to re-

mind me that the heart has its own nervous ganglia,

and " does not depend alone on the cerebro-spinal

system." How little this is to the point will appear
when it is recalled that my allusion was to " the pul-
sations of the fuetal heart, before the derelopment of a
rierroHS xi/stem or of nerres."

The pulm'Kirnd' acalephe is proiJelled through the

water by " the rhythmical movements " of its muscular

dink, whieli bear a close " resemblanc*! t<> the rliythmi-

cal contractions of the heiirt of higher animals." Yet

the extent of tlm diffusion of a nervouH Hystem in

these animals is "ho limited that it is imj)oHsible Uj

imagine the whole contractile tissue <jf the disk to

be indueiiced i»y it ; and, moreover, jjortions of the

disk entirely separated from the rest, and vd cou-

Uiinimj nnu jtnrtinn of t/i'! in'rroiiit ventres, will con-

tinue their alternating contractions and relaxations,

just like th«' heart of a cold-blooded animal taken out

of the bodv " (Dr. Carpenter : 'Compar. riivs.," p.

634).

Here are illustrations on the highest authority,

proving that, in the higher and lower forms of animal
life, muscular contractile jjowcr is inde])endent of

any stimulus from the nervcms .sT.stem. Why should

it be thought necessary to invoke this HU))plementary

(purely hypothetical) stimulus in aid of the muscle,

seeing, as Todd and Bowman state, muscular tissue

is exquisitely organized for the production of its

proper force, and " it is contrary to all analogy for

one tissue to confer vital properties on another " ?

Where, in short, is the jjroof that nerves ever do
stimulate muscles to contract V

I have never fts.serted or implied that " relaxation

is active and contracticm ))as.sive." I hold that, when
a muscle is cut off from the influence of the will by
paralysis of its nerve, the muscle it.self is not "para-
lyzed." With the loss of voluntary power, the action

of the motor nerve is weakened, but in the milder
forms of i)aralysis it is still able to restrain the con-
tractile power of the muscle. When contraction oc-

curs, there is simjjly a deeper degree of nerve paral-

ysis, which sets free the contractile power of the
muscle. The justification of this view of the ca.se is

to be found in the record.s of pathology, which show
that it is invariably the more serious or more pro-

tracted cases of nerve jjaralysis which are a.sbociate<l

with muscular contraction.

In the ca.se of the victim of a debaucli, the motor
nervous system is, of course, partially jjaralyzed by
the narcotic effect of alcohol. When, in his subse-
quent tremulousness, " a stiff glass sets him to rights

again," it acts as a temporary stimulant to his enfee-

bled nenes, restoring to them the balance of power
over the muscles, and putting an end, for a time, to

the incipient contractions of the latter. But, on the
theory of the day, the tremors of the muscles are

due to an exce.ss of nerve-action, and the treatment
ought to be of a kind to les.sen the undue nervous
excitement—tint is, to remove the cause. Fortu-
nately for our patients, the theory of the day is

ignored in these and other cases, and the one here
presented is wisely, though unwittingly, acted on.

Would my critic be surprised to learn that liga-

turing a nerve-trunk arrests its power of conducting
nei-ve-force ? (Dr. Carpenter :

" Hum. Phys.," p. 354).

That compression of a nerve also results in paralysis,

he will find by a reference to Dr. Hammond's work
on "Diseases of the Nervous System,' p. 303 et

seq. ; Soelberg Wells's " Dis. of Eye," p. 636 ; Bas-
tian, " Paral. Brain Dis.," pp. 9, 10 ; Bennett's " Clin-

ical Lee," p. 307 ; Watson's "Lectures," p. 368, and
numerous other authorities. So that it is quite jus-

tifiable to hold that the cramps in the limbs of a
parturient woman, knotting the muscles, are due
to the arrest of nerve-force ; the pressure on the
pelvic nenes sending a paralyzing wave to the ex-

tremity. How such a condition should cause the in-

creased generation and " discharge " of nerve-force
wherewith to " stimulate " the knotted muscle, it is

impossible to imagine.
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Your correspondent writes :
" No one will say tluit

spasms and eouclitions [contractions?] are cunsed by
nervous activity." Now, that is precisely what jjeople

do say, and what the theory of the day teaches. Thus,
Dr. W. B. Car])enter states that " convulsive diseases

are dependent upon excessive activity of the nervous
centres" ("Hum. Phys.," p. 840). This idea jjer-

vadesall the literatiire of this subject. Certain con-
ditions and drugs are said to " excite tetanus

"

(Kinger, etc.). The .sjjasms of strychnia-poisoning
are attributed (as Dr. Anstie states, solely in def-

erence to the theory in vogiie, and not at all on
the merits of the facts) to "an excitation of the sjji-

nal centres." So long as it is held, with Dr. Pereira,

that "the muscles receive from the nervous system
a preternatural stimulus to action," so long will ex-

cessive muscular action be held to lie caused by an
increased stimulus. Dr. C. B. Badclilie defines ' the
current view of the physiology of muscular motion "

as " a view according to which the excess of muscu-
lar contraction is owing to a corresiionding excess in

the stimulation of a vital property of ii-ritability in

nerve and muscle. See his " Lectures on Ei^ileiisy,

Sjiasm," etc. (p. 239), a considerable portion of which
is taken up in the refutation of this doctrine.

The term " irritation," when used in this connec-
tion, is evidently synonymous with exalted action,

because, when nerve-tissue is "irritated," if any
modification in its action is produced at all, there
must be either a lowering or an increase in its mole-
cular activity. If the activity of the nerve be low-
ered, the tendency is to paralysis, and the "i^reter-

natural stimulus " on which muscular contraction
is said to dejiend will be lacking. In order that
siTch a stimulus be forthcoming, so as to jjroduce

sjiasm or rigidity, there must be an increase of

nervous action. There is no other alternative ; for

nerve-action is either at, below, or above its normal
standard of activity.

Now, my contention was that, if the cun-ent theory
of the i^roduction of spasm were true, the remark-
able .success of stimulants in obviating that state is

inexplicable and the use of these agents at all, under
the circumstances, would be hazardous, or fatal.

My critic, in order to justify the treatment, abandons
the theory he set out to champion ; and, unable to

prove that in functional disturbances of a jjaralytic

kind, or that amid atrophy, degeneration, and
disintegration of nerve-tissue, there is a possibility

of increased nerve-action, he shuts his eyes to the
" breach in the old theory," admits " a depraved
condition " as the cause of the spasms, and triumph-
antly exclaims : ""What is more reasonable than to

give stimtilants ?
"

The following quotation from Dr. C. B. Radcliffe,

F.R.S., is here in point. He savs :
" My impression is

that the cases of paraplegia in which sjiasm or con\iil-

sion of the I'^gs is a marked iihenomena, are those in

which the disease has the effect of preventing the
legs from receiving the nervous influence which they
ought to receive continually from the great nei"ve-

centres of the head and neck ; that in fact this in-

creased disposition to muscular contraction in these
cases is aualagous to that which is manifested in the
hind legs of a frog or rabbit after the spinal cord has
been cut across by a knife" ("Lectures," p. 235).

He is here refen'ing to the experiment of Dr. Brown-
Scquard, mentioned by me on p. 483 of the Kecord.

THE ACTIOX OF ACONITE.

I have sought to explain the action of aconite by
its paralyzing effect on the vaso-motor nerves, as a

result of which the arterial muscle, finding its con-
tractile power no longer restrained, closes in upon
itself, excluding blood-supply and curing congesticm.

Mr. McCleirert quotes Dr. Kinger, rather disingenu-
ously, however, in order to disjirove this theoiy.

Dr. Kinger says, " sofar as we may draw a coucUision

from the scctnli/ e.rperimeuial evidence, it appears that

aconite does not affect the vaso-motor centre or
nerves, and therefore the lessened arterial pressure
it indiices is due to its action on the heart." My
critic omits the words here placed in italics, which
materially modify the force of the opinion expressed.

Dr. Ringer, however, admits that " very diverse
statements are made concerning its action on the
nervous system." He even adduces evidence that it

acts on the ijerijiheral nen'es, as shown Viy " the
tingling and numbness " it occasions in the extremi-
ties ; and that it acts also on the vaso-motor nen-es,

by " the visil)le effects " of its internal administra-
tion on inflamed tonsils, in which " the large, livid,

red, glazed and dry " condition rajiidly improves.
This must be due to its local effect on the dilated
vessels of the part, exercised through the vasomotor
nerves which control the calibre of these tubes, since
it cannot be supposed that a sufMcicnt degree of
prostration of the heart's action as would be required
to produce so speedy a cessation of the hyperemia
could be induced without alarming conseqiiences to
general innervation. And as a matter of fact, no
material depression is necessarily produced on the
heart in the cure of congestive states by aconite.

That aconite does depress the heart's action, through
its local vaso-motor nerves and intercardiac vessels,

and probably also through the proper motor ganglia
of the heart, is of course fully conceded.
How much more reasonable is the explanation

given above than the wild hypotheses to which the
theory of the day conducts its adherents. For ex-
ample. Dr. Ringer alleges (of a profound paralyzer
like aconite) that it sometimes " e:ccites irregular
heart action

!

" He also quotes certain authorities
who assert that aconite " stimulates the inhibitory
centre of the pneumogastric," and then paralyzes
the terminations of this nerve. Now, there must be
something radically wrong in a theory which neces-
sitates such absurd influences, which, deprived of
the glamour of a quasi authority, with which they
appear invested, would be received with becoming
distrast and incredulity, instead of tacit acquies-
cence, by the great body of the profession.

Dr. Fothergill holds that aconite "paralyzes the
vaso-motor nerves," but, as according to the theory
of the day, the function of these nerves is to stimu-
late the arterial muscles to contract (Dr. Brown-
S'quard, "Lee," p. 205), and vaso-motor paralysis is

attended by vascular dilatation, he is tliiven to the
conclusion that aconite "increases the capacity of
the vascular system, and by this means drains the
blood away from the inflamed organ ; " in fact, this
drug " bleeds the patient into his own vessels " (Dr.
Ringer, "Ther.," p. 399). This would be a very dan-
gerous process, and if it w'ere really to occur, so far
from proving ciirative, would be simply transferring
the hyperaemia from one organ to another.
One way, and perhajjs the best, to arrive at a

knowledge of the action of aconite is to study typical
cases of poisoning by that drug. Such a case is re-
ported by Dr. Henry Thompson, of the Middlesex
Hospital, in the British Medical Jourmd for Novem-
ber, 1872 :

" When admitted, the patient was in a
state of extreme collapse," having swallowed one
ounce of Fleming's tincture of aconite half an hour
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]»rpvioiiHly. His faro was dnsky and tlio Mkin cold
uiiil riaiuiuy. Amid ^iMierul Hyinptotiis of )>aralysi8

"tlit^ lieart was artiuK inoHt tUIllnltU()n^<ly un<l in a
cliuniin^? iiiauiior, tlit' systole and diustolo n-inaining
inseparablo to tho «'ar." Aft<*r dcatli "all tlif ravi-

tios of the heart containeil lihifk fluid Mood, and on
the ri^jlit side were suine loose Mack elotw."

The " elutehinj? at the throat," so often jiresent in

poisonin;^ by aeonite, is iloulitloss due to the sense
of sutroeation, arisin^^ from >;raduid arrest of eireu-

hition in the lun^s, owinji: to coiitraetion of the I

jmlmonary arterioles. As a i-onsciinenee the -right :

ventriele heeonies distended with lilood, and is so
|

found in death. Tho distention, also, of the left

veutriele, in the case just refeiTed to, ])oints eijually
'

to obstructed circulation in the peripheral arteries, ',

and hence the paleness, coldness, and lividity of the
skin and extremitie.s.

Dr. Fothergill says of aconite poisoning in the
rabbit, "if the dose be large the heart is still found
to have been cnutrnc/iu;/ stmnff/i/, ami after death it

is found in systole. If the dose be smaller, and the
act of dying is more i>rolonged, iften (he Jo-in-tfuilstno,

ami is found in diastole " (" Antag. of Ther. Agents,"

p. 93). The fact of the "tumultuous" actif)n of the
heart, of its "contracting strongly" and remaining
in systole in death, from a Imye tlose of the jjoison,

shows that the heart musck is not "paralyzed."
Here the cardiac ganglia, which exi)and the heart
(as the antagonists of its muscle), succumb early,

from the large dose, before time has been afforded
for jieripheral vascular contraction and arrest of

circulation. On the contrary, this i)eripheral blood
stasis occurs from the smaller dose, " where the act

of dying is more prolonged," and the damming baxjk

of the blood in the great vessels and heart causes
the mechanical arrest of the latter in diastole. The
subsequent passing of the heart into rigor mortis is

additional eWdence that the cardiac muscle had not
lost its " property of contractility."

When electricity fails to pi-odiice contractions in

the heart after death by a paralyzing agent, it is

because the motor nerves of the heart are already so

deeply paralyzed that the paralysis of electricity can
produce no further effect in setting free the contrac-

tile power of this muscle. So long as there is any
nervous restraint maintained over a muscle, elec-

tricity can always produce a contraction. When
nerve-force tiually ceases, the power of electricity

over the muscle is also at an end, pro\"ing that this

agent is, in itself, no stimulant to muscle.

I hope the newness and abstruseness of the sub-
ject will excuse the length of this reply. I must ask
to deal with facial paralysis (in reference to which I

am also challenged), in a subsequent paper, in

which I trust to be able, from authentic facts, to

satisfy the candid reader that the real i^henomena
of this disease are fully explained and are entirely

in accord with the theory I have ventured to advo-
cate, to which the facts of facial paralysis lend a
strong confirmation. Yours resi)ectfully,

Thomas W. Poole, M.D.
LlSDS.\T, OsT., Jane, ISSO.

(AVe regret to state that the ijublication of this in-

teresting letter has been delayed until the present,
on account of the crowded condition of our colums.
—Ed.) ^ * ^
Iodide of Ethtl.—In Dr. Lawrence's article on this

subject (page 689), 1st col., 1-tth line from bottom,
there should have been a period after " produced."

AK.MV XKWS.
Official Lint of Chnvfj»'x of Stations ami Duties (f Offi-

cers (f (ht- MfiUcal l)*-j>artme}ity United States Anny,
from Jul,, 18 to Jul,/ li, 1880.

Okeenleaf, C. K., Major and Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for four months. S. O. 158, A. G.
O., July 20, iHhU.

MoHEi.KV, E. 15., Cai)t. and Asst. Surgeon. Grant-
ed h'ave of absi-nce for '20 davs. S. O. 66, Dept. of
the I'latte, July 17, 1880.

GinsoN, 1{. J., 1st Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. Hav-
ing reportcil at these headtpiarters, ordered to re-

port to the Comd'g Oflicer, Fort Leavenworth, Kans,,
for temporary* dutv. S. O. 155, Dept. of the Mis-
souri, July 19, 1880.

Tayl<)1{, a. W., Ist. Lieut, and Surgeon. Having
reported at these headcpiarters, is assigned to tem-
porary duty at Fort Supidy, lud. T. S. O. 155, C. S.

Dept. of the Missoiu-i.

iHctJirnl 3tcm3 auti Ucius.

CoNTAOTors Diseases — WEEKiiT Statebjent. —
Comparative stjitemeut of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending July 31, 1880.
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A CLINICAL LECTURE.

By CORNELIUS R. AGNEW, M.D.,

OLIXICAL PROFESSOR OF DtSKASRS Of THK BTK AKD BAR, m TUB
COLLEGE OF PHTSICIAN8 AND SURQEONS, NEW YORK.

Case I.

—

Ruptttre op the membkana tympani.

Gentlemen :—Our first pationt is Mr. Lynch,
twentv-foiir years of age, who, three weeks ago, while
" scutHing witli a frieiul," received a " slight " blow
over the right ear, with the palui of the hand. He
felt at the time a ringing sensation in the head, and
conld hear very little with that ear. He had l)een

deaf in the left ear neaiiy his whole lifetime, and he
says the deafness was the resnlt of catarrhal fever

with whooping-cough. His right ear, during the three
or four days that followed the blow over it, grew
worse ; hearing then improved a little, but since that

time it has remained about the same, getting no
better. After the accident he syringed his ear with
warm water, which made it feel worse.

This watch which I hold should be heard to tick

at a distance of forty-eight inches from the ear—that
is, if the ear be in a normal condition. In making
this test, it is better to begin at a distance, and bring
the watch gradually nearer the head. It is also

proper to have the eyes closed, so that you may con-
centrate the test upon this one sense. The senses
are so related, the mentality of the senses is so com-
plex, one sense aiding the other, that it is proper to

shut off the sight. This is particularly tnie in the

case of children. They imagine you want a certain

answer, thfey see the watch and associate it with a
certain ticking soimd, and give you an affirmative

answer, whether they hear it or not. They will do
this after having seen the watch, even if you place it

beneath your clothing, so that it cannot be heard
at aU. What is time of children is true, with some
allowance, of older persons. The ticking of a watch
is heard by our j^atient at a distance of six inches
from the head, while the distance at which it should
be heard is forty-eight inches. So, in recording the

hearing distance of the right ear of this patient, we
would write, H. D. R. 4'V. The hearing of the normal
ear would be written, H. D. ^5- Now we 'will test

the other side, having our patient close his eyes and
also his right ear. The watch, as you see is lu'ought

up so as to be in contact with the head, without the

patient being able to hear it tick. He can hear the

snapping of the finger-nails at a distance of two
inches from the head, on the left side.

I wish now to have two gentlemen from the class

examine this patient's ear, with Dr. Webster, by
means of artificial light, and see what they have to

report. The case is an interestmg one, and one
from which we may, I think, get some useful lessons

in practice. Here we have one of Politzer's plates,

giving us a view of the dnim-head, as you look down
upon it through the external auditory canal. This

ridge running downward and backward toward the

centre of the membrane, is the long process of the

malleus. This cone-Uke reflection, which you see

represented here, projecting from the end of the

handle toward the periphery of the drum-membrane,
is what is called the " Hght spot," and in the normal

' ear should have a distinct conical sliai^e. De\iations

in the shape of light spots are always noted by care-

ful observers ; they say "cone broken," or that it is

"in position," or light spot "lighter," light spot
"darker," light spot "diffused," light spot " small,"

or any qualification whii:h will describe the sha})e or

character of the light spot. When you look down
upon the natural drum-head of a man at his time of

life, you should expect to see the surface slightly in-

clined toward the anterior wall of tlic auditory canal,

and resembling somewhat in tint gold-beater's skin.

Over the malleus and at the periphery there may be
a slight increase in the color, due to minute blood-
vessels. These blood-vessels are seldom ccmspicuous
enough to be seen separately in the normal drum-
head. Sometimes, however, small vessels may be
distinctly seen, but not extending upon the membrane
itself. No obvioiis vascularity is normal, and in that

respect the drum-head resembles the cornea. But
now, when we look into this man's right ear, instead

of finding this ridge mnning from the perii)hery of

the drum-membrane, with a triangiilar light spot ex-

tending from its apex, you see a red surface, and
that red surface is irregular. It is obviously the sur-

face of the drum-head, but it is changed in ai)pear-

ance. The surface is red, and just here, behind the

handle of the malleus, you will see a linear whitish

surface in the midst of a red swelling, and it is veiy
probable that this is a wound which was caused by
the blow over the opening of the external auditoiy
canal. We examined this patient in the other room,
and we concluded that, at the time of the blow, the
air was forced in through the external auditory canal

with such violence as to have iiiptured or torn the

drum-head ; and the redness which we find is due
to traumatic inflammation. We have then a case of

-ruptiU'e of the membrana tympani of the right ear,

from a blow, a thing which not infrecjueutly occurs.

We will now sjjeak of its treatment. AVheu I

asked the patient what he had done for his ear, he
replied that he syringed it out with warm water
soon after the accident. I then asked him if he had
done it in accordance with the advice of any physi-

cian. He said no, that he did it on his own respon-
sibility. My care in ascertaining this was because
I did not wish, in my remarks, to cast any reflections

upon treatment recommended by his physician, if he
had any ; for a medical man is always entitled to

siicli doubts as may exist, and there are varieties of

judgment. But, if the patient presumed to syringe

his ear with warm water after the blow without
professional advice, then we are at liberty openly to

criticise the procedure as keenly as we like. He
says that he syringed his ear with warm water after

the blow. I do not think a much worse thing could
have been done. I emphasize this procedure in

order to condemn it. If I had been called in to see

this jjatient immediately after the injury, and had
been sure that rupture of the drum-head existed, I
would have been careful not to introduce any sub-

stance whatever into the external auditory canal

;

such for instance as almond oil and the various other
"drops" iised for ears. Water jjoured, or thrown
into the ear luider such circumstances, might find

its way into the drum-cavity, and there it would be
a foreign substance. You see this remarka])ly in

cases where the ear-douche is used. Many cases of

supiiurative otitis are due to such an occurrence.

Water in the ear, even of a proper temperature, may
lead to inflammation and abscess, and hence one of

the objections to the use of Thudichum's douche, or
any of the other forms of douches. Water is very
irritating when in the middle ear, and if there be a

rupture of the «.lrum-membrane, when water is thrown
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ill tlir(iuj?li the oxt«'niivl iiinlitorv ninul l>_v iuri\nH of

u syriu'^c, it will tiiul its wav into tlu* midillf eiir

an I s(» do Imrin. This doos uot hohl tnic in all oast'S

of snuimmtioii of the dnmi-nivity. The indication

is to leave the edp's of the wound in coaptation,

niiirritftt<?<l liv any foreijsrn Buhsfanee. Tliere in no
ttMideney to K'^i>e in a wound of tiiis kind. On the
cMiitmry, there is a tendency to heal at once. Yoil

111 ly demonstrate tlie existence of a jierfuvation bv
means of having? air whistle thronj^h under the preH-

sure of Polit/er's intlator. and yet lind in tiie c<jur.se

of twenty-four lioui"s afterward that lu-alin;.? has
taken ])lace and the aperture has<-loseil. The j)roi)er

t!iinvr is, then, to i)ut a little cotton into the evternal

canal loosely. Do not make a wad and stull" it into

the canal; for. if you do. you will j.rt*t uji a certain

amount of hyj)er;eniia of the dermoid tissues, which
help to feed the i-omiuf? con'^estion of the dmm-
liead. Inste.id of doinf^ what is commonly done—
takiii'^ a wad of cotton and thrustintj it into the ex-

ternal auditory canal—take a small tlock of cotton
and lay it loosely in the canal, carrying it in just he-

hind tiie trajrits, so as to sift the air and keep oflf

cold trusts of wind. You not only want to keep out
suc-li substances as water, but you wi.sh to keep out
cold air. Having done this, put the ])atient in a
condition to use the organ of hearing just as little

as possil)le, so as to give the wound a chance to

heal. I do not think it would be good for such a
l^atient to go to a concert, or to engage in an
animated discussion, or be expo.sed to the noises of

the streets. The organ should be allowed to rest,

and should bi? watched. He will have some sensa-

tion of dulness in the ear. some sensation of deaf-

ness, some sensation of irritation, possibly pain, or,

j)ossil>ly some bleeding ; if so, don't wash the blood
out, but let it remain. If some of it should dry
upon the surface of the drum-head, it will niake a
scab, and there is notliing lietter than a scab to i)ro-

teet it. If the drum-head is not much swollen, and
is not, as we e.xpress it, angi-y-looldng, let it alone

and it will heal, probably, in the course of twenty-
four or thirty-six hours. Now, suppose pain does
come on. the dnim-membrane looking red and an-
gry, and the dermoid textures of the canal ]Kirtici-

])ating in the swelling, what would you do then ?

Here is another one of Politzer's jjlates, showing
the external auditory canal, where one-half of the
dnim-meml»i-ane has been earned away, so tliat you
may look into the auditory canal and cavity of the
drum. Suppose that swelling has taken place, and
the skin lining tlie external auditors- canal has
swollen so that you see less of the area of the dnim
than normal, what would you infer? That the pro-
cess is going beyond what is normal and tending to

healing, and is that of intlammation. Having ob-

served this, the next step is to take blood from as

near the seat of injuiy as possil>Ie; and, in order to do
that, I would recommend that a leech be applied
just within the external auditory canal, half an inch
p?rhai>s, at the base of the tragus. The way to ap-
ply the leech is as follows : take a little mass of

absorl)ent cotton, and gently paek the external

auditory canal with it. witliout inflicting any pain,

and l)e sure that yoii leave the base of the tragus \in-

oovered, for that is the point to which the leech is

tj h^ ajJijlied. Tiien take a cambric needle, or some
other sharp-pointed instrument, and scratch the
skin where you expect the leech to take hold, and
then, with a leech-tube, apjdy the leech, letting it

lav liold at the base of the tragus. Allow the leech
to till, and after it has dropped off take a large basin,

or bowl, of hot wat<T, and, having protected the

HhouldeiM of your patient, foment the part with a
Hponge dip]>ed in the hot water, and so enct)Ui-uge

bleeding from the bite for an hour or an hour
and a half. The cotton ))revents the blood from
tlowhig into the external auditory canal, coagulating,

and becoming a source of irritation. When the
leecli-bit<> does uot sto]) bleeding, you may ajiply

Bome styptic, a.s, for example, the persulphate of

iron, upon cotton.

Having extracted blood in this way, yon should
give your juitittit a few hoius of rest, and see whether
this local d«'pletion may not liave accomplLshed the

l)Uri}ose desired.

If you have ai)plied the leech in the afternoon, and
there is still pain after free bleeding, it would be well

to give an anodyne, perliaps eight or ten minims of

Magendie's solution of mor|)hia, as the case may
be, antl keep the organ awhile in a state of (juies-

ceuce by placing over it a large bat of raw cotton.

If, upon tiie following day, i)ain still continiies, then
you must begin to a])ply warm water to the external

auditory canal, for by this time the edges of the
wound will be so swollen that the water cannot get

into the middle ear. The best way is not to throw
it in witii a syringe, but to jiour it in from a spoon
or sj)onge. I3y this time, as I have said, the wound
will have healed, or its lips w ill be so swollen as to

prevent the water from entering the middle ear. The
leeching may have to be re}>eated. These are the

8imi)le niles to be followed in such a case of in-

jury t<i the dnim-membrane. Now, there was one
test which I did not wi.sh to a])j)ly here before the
gentlemen were asked to see the case in the lighted

room, and that is the test by the use of the Politzer

bag.

I have here Politzer's intlator, which is simply a
rubber air-bag, Mith a valve at its base f(fr the intro-

duction of air ; and attached to this is a long black
rubber tube, on tlu> end of which is a hard rubber
nozzle which hts the nostril. In order to use it, your
patient is to take about a teasi>oonful of water in his

mouth, and hold it there until you tell him to swal-

low. The hard niblier nozzle is now introduced into

the nose, and both nostiils firmly squeezed about it

;

then you tell your patient to swallow, and the mo-
ment you see the Lirynx move, sipieeze the air-bag,

which will force a column of air through the Eusta-
chian tube. If there be a perforation of the dnim-
membrane, the air may lie distinctly felt, passing out
through the jierforation, and a whistling noise will

be heard. By this means I find that our patient has
a perforation of the dnim-membrane of the left ear,

but none of the right ear. The perforation exists in

the ear where the trouble has lieen for a long time.

If we now had. as I have no doubt there has l>een, a
perforation of the drum-membrane of the right ear,

an experiment such as I have just tried would have
given the sign of jierforation. I would not have used
the Politzer, had I been called in at the time of the
accident, for it might have aggravated the trouble

;

but now, there is a sinking of the dnim-head. and an
inflation will elevate it and stretch any adhesions
that may have formed. There is another method of
inflation, which is known as Valsalva's, which con.sists

in closing the nostrils with the forefinger and thumb,
and causing the jiatient to Itlow from his own lungs
up through the Eustachian tubes. This yAan is not
often emjiloyed, for there is an arrest of the venous
circulation and congestion produced, which is un-
favorable. "^^'e much prefer to employ Politzer's •

method, which does not increase the inflammation.
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Case II.

—

Stilijcidium i^achrymarum.

Our next iiatient is a colored woman, who has boon
troubled with a watery eye for about a year. It is

the left one, and the tears run over the edge of the
lid whenever she looks down. There is no inflam-
mation of the eye ; in fact, nothing abnormal-looking
about the ujjper or lower lid : but there is this con-
stant stillicidium. There is evidently some obstruc-
tion to the nasal duct, and it shoiild be probed. Oxir
patient requests that this operation of i^robing should
be done in her case under the influence of ether.

The operation is so trifling a one, and the amount of
pain so httle, that I do not feel justified in comijly-
ing Avith her request. (Exit patient.) I woidd be veiy
sorry to give an antesthetic under such circumstances.

CaSEIII.—iNJtlEY OF THE CORNEA BY A FOREIGN BODY.

Our next patient is a gentleman who, one week
ago to-morrow, received an injui-y to the cornea of

his left eye from a foreign body. Dr. Webster tells us
that yesterday he removed a foreign body from this

patient's eye. His eye now looks red. The blood-
vessels, which are unduly filled, are located near the
inner canthus of the eye, in the conjunctival tissue.

By looking sidewise at the eye we are enabled to tell,

even with very little experience, whether the deep or
the supei'ficial vessels are the ones which are seen
most prominently. In this case you can see the ves-

sels branch in the layer of tissue immediately under
your eye. By taking a probe with a little cotton

upon the end of it, and, having dipped it in watei',

touching the tissue in which the vessels iim, you will

find that you can push it from side to side. You
should learn in the examination of all diseased con-
ditions of the eye to determine exactly in what tis-

sue the abnormal condition exists. You should turn
over in your imagination the various layers of tissue,

as you would the leaves of a book, and in this way
after a while you will be able to tell at a glance
whether the inflammation be sujDerficial or deep.
If you will look at the lower edge of the cornea, you
will see a little gi'ayish abrasion, and that is the

place from which the foreign body was removed.
Now, suppose a case were brought into your office

such as this was yesterday. Is any gentleman
here prepared to tell me how he would proceed to

remove it '? One suggests a magnet. That is veiy

good. But suiJi^ose you have no magnet ? I will

teU you of a very good method—one not usually de-

scribed in books. Take a little stick, place upon
one end of it a small pledget of cotton, and, after

having moistened this, brush it over the surface of

the cornea at the point where the foreign body is,

and it will very likely be caught in the fine meshes
of the cotton. Ha^ing prepared such a jjrobe, the

eyelid is dra^\•n up against the superciliary ridge
and the eyeball kept from rolling. Then, seeing

exactly where the foreign body lies, you quickly
brash over the surface, so impinging the cotton

against the smiace as to cause the foreign body
to have a tendency to rise into it. In this May you
may remove all foreign bodies not deeply imbed-
ded. If you do as is so often done, namely, jiick

at the foreign body with a cataract needle, you may
not get it out, and by your jjicking you may cause a

great deal of i:)ain. So I would recommend you to

follow the directions which I have just given, which
will answer in all ordinary cases. Supj^ose, how-
ever, that the foreign body is so deeply imbedded
that you cannot get it out by means already cited.

You can then take a cataract needle or a Bowman's

spud so flattened at the extremity that it may be
jjassed under the foreign body and tend to lift it out.

You must be exceedingly careful not to injure the
cornea, for that will impair the vision. Suppose
there is a little mass of steel imbedded in the cornea,

and you can see that it has gone through the cornea,

so that the i)oint of the steel is in the anterior cham-
ber, and when you try to remove it you see a little

leakage of the aqueous humor, then what should you
do? You must get something back of the foreign

body, or it will fall into the anteri(jr chamber. You
can do this by means of a Beers knife and under the
influence of an anjosthetic. The eyeball should 1)6

steadied with a pair of fixation forceps, and the
knife placed about a line from the body and i)eii)en-

dicular to the cornea. It should be earned right

through the cornea into the anterior chamber, and
then the blade of the knife turned and the handle
depressed, so as to bring the point of the knife out
beyond the foreign body, thus preventing it from
falling into the anterior chamber. Thiis you have
the foreign body lying held in the cornea. It lies

spitted ui)on the knil'e. I think I have been enabled
by this method of i>rocedure to pick out more than
one foreign body and save the patient's eye.

Now, I do not think that eye-stones are of any
value in removing foreign bodies from the eye.

The only way they act is this. They are disk-like

masses which tend to pass over to the inner canthus
of the eye and there to discharge themselves. The
advantage that the eye-stone is supposed to have is

that it elevates the lid and allows the tears to wash
the foreign body off from the surface of the eye.

That might be an advantage in cases where simply a
cinder got behind the upi>er eyelid, but this means
is of no value in cases where the foreign body is im-
bedded in the cornea. It is a very bimgling method,
and I never use it. Now this man here will get well

in a few days, I think. I would recommend that he
keep the eye quiet and protect it as well as possible.

The only thing I would use in the way of a wash
would be a little table-salt in a little warm water, say
a teaspoonful to the i^int.

" Bogus Diplosias.—Dr. Julius Hoffman of this city

has complained to the Board of Health that a neigh-
boring doctor is not a regular physician and is not
entitled to practise medicine, for the reason that he
has never graduated from a medical college, but held
a fraudulent diploma. The dij^loma, the doctor
claimed, pur])orts to have been issued by the Berlin

University. To e.stabhsh acofnplaint he has shown a
letter from the faculty of that institution denying
that the phy.sician complained of had graduated
therefrom. Dr. Hoffman charges that the dii)loma

was made in Chicago and sold for 810 to the present
holder. The Board has referred the matter to In-

spector Day for investigation.

Another case, showing, perhaps, the results of

bogus dii^loma-miUs, has been reported at Bradford,
Pa. A so-called i^hysician of that town jnit too

much mori^hine in his jirescriptions, and a patiert
is alleged to have died in consequence. He, as wel
as a drug-clerk, were aiTcsted for manslaughter. Tl e
" doctor " is said to be a graduate of a bogus Philadel-

phia medical college.

Brooklyn Board of Health.—The Board of Es-
timate has cut dovm the amount asked by the Health
Department from S4:.S,000 to .?18,000, which is cer-

tainly a mistaken piece of economy.
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(Pri^inal Coiiumuucatione.

N K i: V K

-

sthp:tl' n i n g.

By J. H. roOLEY. M.D.,

COLCMBt'tl, OHIO.

I SHAM, lu'f^in tins pajier bv imrratinfir the case which
first tln>\v my attontiou especially to the subject. It

is as folldws

:

Dominick Monett, H't. 30 years. He was bom in

Canutla, of French parentage, ami removed to this

country when four years of age. He is a brickmaker
by tn\ile. Eight years ago he was tii-st attacked

with sciatica, and for foiir weeks he was confined to

bed, witli intense pain in the right tliigli and leg.

and any movement of the limb gave rise to excru-

ciating agony.
About four years 'ago his limli began to trouble

him again, and since that time he has been lame
about half the time, but still working at his trade

whenever he was able.

The condition of his disease was, he thought, in-

fluenced a good deal by the weather, Iteing worse in

damp, cold weather, better in warm and clear

weather. During the intenal between his first seiz-

ure, eight years ago, and the present attack, he has
been subject to shaq) pain, with cramping sensation

in the sciatic region, wlienever he made a misstep or

twisted his limb at all violently. These would last

for several minutes, during which he would walk
lame.

In September, 1879, he was compelled to stop

work entirely. In February, IHHO, he entered St.

Francis' Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, and came under
my care.

He had the ordinary symptoms of sciatica—pain
along the course of the nerve, tender-points—pnncta
dolorosa—over the sciatic notch, the head of the
fibula, and outer side of the dorsum of the foot.

There was some wasting of the limb, with occasional

spasmodic t%\itchings and considerable, paresis of

motion ; ordinary sensibility did not seem to lie in-

terfered with. Xo electrical tests were made. He
was unable to walk excejit with cnatches, and could
only sit for a short time. He was easiest when lying

on his side, with the affected limb drawn ui^. His
pain was worse at night, being so severe as to de-
prive him of sleep, except with full doses of some
opiat«.

His general condition was remarkably good for a
man wlio had suffered .so much and so long.

For aliout three months a fair trial was given to

all known methods of treatment, except the electri-

cal, which, he said, had been tried l)efore he came
to the hospital, without any result—turpentine, pur-
gatives, iodide of potassium, alkalies, quinine in

large and small doses, cimicifuga, arsenic, etc. ; hypo-
dermic injections of morphia, atropia, cldoroform,
and ether; liniments of aconite, etc., blistering, and
finally the actual cautery. Occasionally it would
seem as though the right thing had at last been
found, but the painful symptoms would soon return,

and latterly with increasing severity. Finally, it was
decided to stretch the sciatic nerve, and on May 12th
I performed the operation. An incision about five

inches in length was marie just l)elow the gluteal
region, on the inner side of the long head of the bi-

ceps, and the nerve at once exposed without the least

trouble, almost without dissection, and with the loss

of only a few dri)i>s of blood.

The nerve Heenu-il to be a little hyjieru-niic, but of

this we c(mld not be certain. It was not l)onnd

down nor adherent to tiie tissues around it. It was
lifted out of its IkmI and forcibly stretdied from both
ends, HO as to sliglitly lift the ])atient's foot from the

table. During this jirocess very distinct twitching

of the muscles of the leg was noticed by one of tlie

assistants.

A large-sized drainage-tube was introduced into

the deeper part of the wound, which was then closed

with sutures. Anti.sei)tic })recaution8 were carefully

avoided.

May 13th.—The patient says although the wound
feels ver^- sore and ])ains him a good deal, the old

shooting-jjains have di.sapjieared. He slept toler-

ably well last niglit. There is a spot of veiy marked
h^'per.'csthesia along the outer surface of the leg,

extending from tlie upper third to within three

inches of the ankle ; tliis si)ot is quite shar])ly cir-

ctimscribed. There is no anncsthesia anywhere.
The muscular paresis is rather increased ; the limb,

though easy when lying still, is jjainful on any
motion.
From this time improvement was continuous and

satisfactory. The circumscribed hypenesthesia disap-

peared in a few days ; jjain ceased entirely ; motion
was gradually restored. In two weeks he sat up a
little each day. The drainage-tube was removed in

one week, and the wmind dressed with ailhesive strips

and roller ; there was scarcely any discharge from
first to last, indeed the drainage-tube seems to have
been quite a superfluous ajqiliauce.

By the end of tlie month he was well and up, pain
gone, wound healed, still some weakness of the limb,

but this is im])ro^^ng daily. » He says he wishes he
had had the operation jierformed three months before.

Nerve-stretching is not a very new procedure, hav-

ing first l>een brought before the jirofession in 1872,

bv ca-ses published in that year by Von Nu.ssbaum
and Billroth.

In 1877, Dr. Paul Vogt, Professor of Surgery in the
University of Greifswald, published a small volume
of eighty pages with the title " Die Nei'ven Dehnung
als Operation in der Chinirgischen Praxis "—Nerve-
stretching as an Operation in Practical Surgery.
One chapter of this monograph is devoted by the
author to the collection of all the recorded cases up
to date. I do not undertake to say how complete
this collection is—however, we are in the lialjit of giv-

ing the (i-ermans credit for great thoroughness in

such matters ; suffice it to .say, it only includes twelve
examples of the operation, to which the learned pro-
fessor adds three more of his own. all undertaken for

the cure of tetanus, and in two of which the patients
recovered.

Considering the gratifying measure of success
whi«h has followed the operation, we cannot help
feeling surjjrised at the small number of recorded
cases. I sliall only )>e able to little more than double
the list of Professor Vogt.

This arises in pari, no doubt, from the three fol-

lowing circumstances : 1st. Cases demanding the
operation are not very numerous. 2d. The indica-

tions for its performance are not as yet veiy well de-
fined. 3d. Xo doubt many unsuccessful cases have
not been recorded.

I will first present a r^sumf of such cases as I have
been able to find, and then make such general re-

1 marks on the subject as they may suggest.
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To begin with Professor Vogt's list, already re-
ferred to, they are :

1. Billroth' (operation, 1869; published in 1872).
Laying bare the sciatic nerve, and examining it with
the finger. Nothing abnormal was detected. The
spasm of the leg, for which the ojieration had ])een
undertaRen, completely ceased within three months
of the operation.

2. Von Nussbanm (operation, 1872). This is the
first published case. Laying bare and stretching the
brachial i)lexus. on account of an intense neiiralgia,

of spasmodic contractions, and loss of sensation of
the muscles of the arm. The operation was most
completely successful.

3. Gartner (1872). Laying bare and stretching the
bracliial plexus for a paralysis of thirty-four years
standing. The arm was gi-eatly wasted and the fin-

gers contracted. Relief. Death in fifteen days.

4. Patniban (1872). Laying bare and stretching
of the sciatic nerve for sciatica. Great amelioration.

5. Vogt (1874). Laying bare and stretching of the
ulnar nei-^-e, for paralysis and contractions, in conse-
quence of adhesions with the nerve. Cured.

6. Von Nussbaum (1875). Laying bare and stretch-

ing of the tibial and peroneal nerves in a case of
reflex ejiilepsy. Complete cure.

7. Callender (1875). Laying bare and stretching
of the median nerve in the stump of a forearm on ac-

count of neuralgia. Cured.
8. Von Nussbaum (1876). Laying bare and stretch-

ing of the sciatic and crural nerves of both sides for

central disease. Paralysis of lower extremities with
clonic sjjasms, following on a fall eleven years before.

Spasm entirely cxired.

9. A^ogt (1876). Laying bare and stretching the
brachial plexus in traumatic tetanus following exten-
sive injury to the hand. Cured.

10. Kocher (1876). Laying bare and stretching

of the tibial nerve for traumatic tetanus. Result not
given.

11. Petersen (1876). Laying bare and stretching
of the tibial nerve for neuralgia. Cured.

12. Vogt (1876). Laying bare and stretching of
the inferior dental for neuralgia. Cured.

13. 14, and 15. These are three cases of Vogt's, all

for tetanus, two of them reported cured.

I will now add the cases I have been able to col-

lect. I make no pretensions to completeness, as I
have no facilities for a thorough investigation of the
journal literature, where alone the requisite informa-
tion is to be found.

16. Prof. E. Andrews, of Chicago (May 15, 1876).

Probably the first operation of the kind in this

countiy. Stretching of both cntral and sciatic

nerves, for painful tonic spasms of the lower ex-

tremities, the result of injurv. Very great relief.

17. Dr. Drake, of Canada (1876). Stretching of

sciatic nerve for tetanus, the result of a wound in

the foot. Great relief to the symptoms, death on
the thirteenth day, from neglect of the nurse.

18. Mr. Verneuil at La Pitie (1876). For tetanus,

do not know what nerve was stretched, nor anything
of the details. Recovery.

19. Dr. Macfarlane, of Kilmarnock (1877). Stretch-

ing of sciatic nerve for sciatica. Antiseptic precau-
tions. Immediate relief and complete cure.

20 and 21. Dr. John Chiene (1877.) In The Prnc-
titioner for May. 1877, reports two oases of sciatica

cured l)y stretching the sciatic nerve.

22. Eben Watson (1877). Traumatic tetanus,

from lacerated wound of finger. Median, ulnar, and

musculo-spiral nerves stretched. Death in two days.

23. Same surgeon (1877). Similar operation for

tetanus from laceration of hand. Deatli in thirteen
days.

—

Lancet.

24. Dr. Thos. G. Morton, of Philadelphia (1877).

Stretching of ulnar nei-ve for traumatic neuralgia.
Complete relief.

—

Am. Jour. Med. Science.

25. Same surgeon (1877). Stretcliing of sciatic

nerve for traumatic neuralgia of foot. No relief.

Subsequent cure from excision of two inches of the
external i)opliteal nerve. (Same joui-nal.)

26. Baum (1878). Stretching of facial nerve at

stylo-mastoid foramen, for severe con^^^lsive twitch-

ings of the muscles of the face. Cured.

—

Berliner
klinische Wochenschrift.

27. Annandale (1878). Stretching of the spinal

accessory nerve for spasmodic wrj- neck, without
any beneficial effect on the disease. The nerve was
subsequently divided with the result of effecting a
complete cure.

28 and 29. Mr. Nankivell, of Chatham, England
(1878). Two cases in which the median nerve was
stretched for traumatic tetanus. Both resulted

fataUv.—Z<7r^ce^ March 2, 1878.

30."' Dr. Manle Richardson (1879). Stretching of

sciatic nen^e for sciatica. Cured.

—

Lancet.

31. Langenbeck (1879). Both sciatics and right

crural stretched for the shooting pains of tabes dor-

salis. Complete relief of j^ain, and great improvement
in the ataxic symj^toms.

—

Ihrliner klinische WocJi-

enacliri/t.

32. Kocher (1879). Exposure and stretching of the
supra-orbital nerve for neuralgia. Complete cure.

—

Cm'vetipnndemhlatt fin- Schiceizer Aei'zte, No. 14.

33. Klin and Knie (1880). Brachial plexus
stretched for tetanus fi-om comj^ound dislocation of

the thumb. Amelioration of symptoms ; death in

two or three days. — St. Petersburg medicinische

Wochenschrift.

34. Pooley (INIay 12, 1880). Stretching of sciatic

nerve for sciatica. Cure. Reported in this paper.

35. Dr. T. C. Hoover, of Columbus, Ohio (May
25, 1880). Stretching of left sciatic for painful

spasm of the limb, the result of injuiy many years

before. Relief. The nerve was divided into three

tninks or cords, two of equal size, the third scarcely

one-fourth as large as the other two. This case will

be reported in full by the operator.
* 36. Date and all particulars unknown. Callender

stretched the external popliteal in a case of infantile

paralysis in a child, the operation was not followed
by any material interference with sensation in the
parts supplied by the nerve.

*37. Callender, no date, case similar to No. 7.

Cured, patient remained well fourteen months after-

ward.
I may add here, that Dr. Edward Lawrie has

stretched the ulnar nerve in thirty cases of anies-

thetic leprosy. In every instance the ojieration was
followed by benefit, so far as the area supplied by the
nerve was concerned.

—

Indian Medical Gazette, Sept.,

1878.

We have here only thirty-five cases of all kinds, ex-

clusive of the leprosy cases, a small number fi'om

which to draw any safe or legitimate conclusions ; but
inasmuch as it is the largest number that has been
so far collected, I will venture to make it the basis of

a few remarks.
In no case does it appear that the operation was

the cause of death, unless it be in Case 3, and with

• Theso were notices of cases I came across accidentally after

paper was written.
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reprnr«l to this mv information is too raeaf^^ to enablo
uit' t<i tloride. In only two cuhoh «li<l it fail to iilTonl

Koini' uu'ii-snro of rolicf : C'lino 25, Mortcm's, tniniimtic

nounilf^ift of the foot, wliii-li ciM-taiiily does not socin

to hiivi' biivn a verv suitalile one for Ktri>tfhinj< of tlie

st'iatir.

In Mr. Annanchile's case of spasniodic torticollis,

No. 27, it failivl, and suhspiinont nonrotoiny suc-

ceeded. Tliis is all the more remarkahle as nen-
rotomy and neurectomy hot h Imve failed in this eom-
]>laint. In a case of my own. neurotomy having heen
unsut'cesstully jterformed hy anotiier surfjfeon, 1 suc-

oceded in curinf^ my patitMit hy midtiple myotomy.
It is to lu> hoj)o 1 tliut ncrve-stretx-liin^,' may have a
furtlier trial in this sinfjjularly intractable atlection.

We cannot help commentin;^ on the fact that,

beside the two new cases reported in tliis ])apcr, the
operation seems to have b(»en done only three times
in the United States. In the operations, as recorded
in the fore<?oinf.( taVde, w(« find that the following
nerves have been stretclied : the sciatic, sixteen
times ; the cniral and the median, each five times

;

brachial i)lexus and ulnar, ea<']i four times ; the tiliial,

three times ; the musculo-spiral. twice ; the supra-
orbital, spinal aecessory, facial, inferior dental, and
peroneal, each once ; making a total of forty-four
nerves stretched in the thirty-five cases.

The operation ha.s been performed for sciatica six

times ; for other neui-algias, seven times ; for local

convulsive aft'ections, tonic or clonic, with or without
pain, eight times ; for traumatic tetanus, twelve
times ; for reflex epilep.sy and the pains of locomotor
ataxia, each once.

It will be a convenient and instructive method to

take up each of these categories separately, and strive

to appreciate the value and indications of the opera-
tion for each, before entering into any general re-

marks upon the modus: Dpennidi or other (piestions

connected with the procedure of nerve-stretching.

In all the cases of neuralgia, except one, the ojiera-

tion has been beneficial, and in most of them the
cure has been complete. In the excejjtional case.

No. 2"), it seems very probable that if the ner%e which
was snbse.|uently excised with success had been
stretched in the first instance, instead of the sciatic,

the result would have been favoi-able. The special

form of neuralgia known as sciatica has yielded ex-

cellent results from nerve-stretching, which may now
be regarded as a thoroughly recognized procedure in

obstinate cases. Professional opinion seems to be
steadily advancing in favor of the operation in other
forms of neuralgia. Es]iecially in the traumatic
variety is it likely to prove useful, as here there are
more generally found adhesions of the nerve to sur-

rounding tissues which stretching may break uj). In
siich cases it has lieen found not only to cure the
pain, but also the wasting, shiny skin, and other
trophic disturbances associated therewith. "When
we compare neiirotouy mth the kindred operations
of neurotomy and neurectomy, the result is decidedly
favorable to the former, as it is aii|>licable alike to
sensory, motor, and mixed trunks, and is capable of

etfe'cting favorable changes in the central ganglia,

which are almost entirely beyond the reach of the
other operations. A critical svnopsis of the various
methods of treatment of facial neuraleria is given in

'Schmidt's Jahrbicher," Bd. 184, No. 10, 1870, by Dr.
D?ahna, of Stuttgart, which concludes as follows :

" Nerve-stretching has only been tried in a limited
number of cases, but with invariable, immediate, and
lasting good efiect. Consequently it should be re-

sorted to when treatment bv electricitv has been tried

without Rncceiw." Similar endorsement of the treat-

ment may be found by other writers, as liluni. (|Uoted
in the lAtiir,-t, CulK'nilcr, and Farrar, of Chicago, etc.

So that from tlic clinical testimony before us, the
authority of writers on the suliject, and theoretical

considenitions, we are jjistified in l)elieving that
many hitlierto intractable neuralgias will in fiiture be
found amenable tr) this ojx'ration. And it therefore
becomes a necessity for all ])ractical surgeons and
physicians to become ac(pminted with it, that more
numerous trials may settle it upon a finju'r basis,

and extend tlie sphert> of its usefulnes.s. And surely
any one who has .seen a really obstinate case of neu-
ralgia will hail with pleasure so promising an ex-

pedient for its cure.

The triumph of nen-e-stretching is little less

marked in local convulsive atfections than in pure
neuralgias. Tliese ])eculiar condition.s, often brought
about by injury, are, as every physician knows, ex-

tremely varied in their manifestations. The spasms
of a clonic nature are often violent enough to deprive
patients of sleep, and seriously interfere with health
and comfort. Tlie tonic contractions often jiroduce
complete disability, and entirely jirevent motion.
Pain, though not a constant symjitom, may be pres-

ent, either in a s])ontaneous form or only jjrovoked by
attempts at motion, which latter may be, as I have
seen, terribly severe. In all the cases of this kind,
except one, of spasmodic torticollis (No. 27) which
our list presents, either a complete cure or very gi'eat

amelioration was obtained. And it is in this class of
cases that the most extensive operations have been
resorted to—stretching of .several nen'es, and on
both sides of the body—but no ill consequences have
resulted to diminish the glory of the result. As in

neuralgia, so here the testimony of clinical exjieri-

ence, so far as it has been accumulated, is an un-
equivocal endorsement of the operation.

In the twelve cases of traumatic tetanus for which
the operation was done, seven of the patients died,

four recovered, and in one the result is not stated.

Although almost all the operators speak favorably,
and some of them in strong terms, of the relief to
symptoms following the operation, it cannot, on the
whole, be said that nerve-stretching has demonstrated
its value here as clearly as in the diseases already
referred to. But in coming to a conclusion, many
circumstances need to be taken into consideration.
The disease is known to be one of very formidable
mortality under all treatment. The nerve-stretching
has been done in every case in conjunction with
other and often very energetic treatment ; so that,

except in striking and immediate improvement, it

has not always lieen possible to give honor where
honor is due. There can be no doubt that, as the
matter at present stands, a physician would be cul-

pable who trusted to nen-e-.stretcliiug alone in this
disease, and I do not think that the cases where it

has been done as an adjuvant to other treatment
show any better average results than may be hoped
for from the treatment by chloml hydrate and calabar
bean, of which I confess myself a somewhat enthu-
siastic advocate.

In some peculiar cases, such as the following,
which I quote from Mr. Callender, there could be no
doubt of its propriety : "A child sustained a badly
lacerated wound of the tissues at the back of the knee,
and the external popliteal ner^-e was exposed and torn
from its surroundings for an inch or more of its course.
During the healing of the wound, this nerve was
covered in by granulations, and was fixed bv them
to the parts around. As the child lay convalescing,
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the leg contracted ii])on the thigh, and, as we wished
to avoid after-trouble from this caiise, a stirruj) was
applied, and the leg was drawn straight by means of

a weight in the usual way. The evening after this

had been effected the child complained of pain in

the knee, and the muscles of the leg repeatedly
started. The next day stiffness, contraction, and
spasm of tlie muscles of the extremity set in, and
although the weiglit had been at once removed and
the leg had been retlexed, these .signs quickly in-

fested the muscles of the truidi, well-marked tetanus
was recognized, and the chikl soon after died."

I think every one will agree with Mr. Callender
when he says : "I regret very much that the jjero-

neal nerve was not exposed and stretched in this

case."

Finally, if the operation is to be done in tetanus,

it is obvious that it should be done at once, early in

the case, before the spinal centre has been irretriev-

ably involved in the reflected irritation.

In a well-marked case of reflex epileijsy, where no
definite local cause, such as foreign bocly, contracted
scar, etc., could be found, or, if found, should prove
irremovable, nerve-stretching, if pi*acticable, is clearly

indicated.

The one case in which it was performed for the
neuralgia of locomotor ataxLa is very interesting and
suggestive. That it should have benefited the neu-
ralgia might have been expected, but the marked
benefit to the ataxic symjjtoms which is rei^orted is

quite remarkable. In any case of severe neuralgia
in this disease the operation should be repeated, and
if it be found that in repeated cases the ataxic symp-
toms also yield, it may become a valuable resource
in this most inveterate comxjlaint. I find a mention,
the barest, in one of the supplementally cases

(marked *). which I accidentally came across since

ohis paper was written, of the operation being done
in a child for infantile paralysis, for severe contrac-

tions following it, I imagine. This may be another
field of usefulness for nerve-stretching.

The moduA operainU of nerve-stretching has not
yet been satisfactorily settled.

;

I shall say nothing about it, for I have nothing
new to offer, and merely to repeat what others have
said is quite unnecessary when addressing the mem-
bers of a learned profession.

Of the technique of the operation I have only to re-

mark that it will, of course, vary somewhat in dif-

ferent cases, and may be safely enough left to the

surgeon to settle for himself. The oi3eration is of

itself quite innocuous, no harm having ever followed

it, as far as I know.
Listerites will be Listerites till the fashion clianges,

but I will point them to the fact that in one of the

reported operations where antiseptic precautions,

so-caUed, were observed, there was free suijpiiration,

while in mine, where they were avoided, thei'e was
scarcelv an v.

The Corner in Opium.—The rumor of a pros-

pective comer in opium, to which we referred some
weeks ago, is again being circulated. The New
York Syndicate is said to have jjurchased more than

half of the 2,000 or 2,500 chests which constitute

this year's short crop, and the price is said to have

gone up from .S4 to .§4.50. Our large drug dealers,

however, do not seem to be much alarmed ; there is

a prospect that the •' corner" may fail; and at any

rate, it is not thought likely that the drug will be

run up to any ver\' high figure.

THE UNITED STATES PHARMACOPCEIA
OF 1880.

The Method of CoNSTiuicTixri Formil.^: in Parts
BY ^yEIflHT, AND THE PHARMACOrcEIAL,

Weights and Measures.

By OSCAR OLDBERG, Ph.D.,
SIEDICAL PURVEYOR r. S. MARINE HOSPITAL SEPVICE.

The Sixth Decennial Pharmacopunal Convention of

the United States, by a close vote, adopted "i)aits

by weight " as the mode of expressing the projjor-

tions between the several ingi-edicnts in the i)haruia-

coptcial working formuho, and thus virtually abol-

ished fluid measures. The writer opjjosed this

change, which he believes was made witliout reason-

able assurance that it will be acceptable to a major-
ity of the pharmacists and physicians of the United
States. There will be a gi-ave iiTcIation between the
new pharmacopoeia and the i)revailing method of

writing prescriptions, unless, indeed, physicians will

at once surrender our valuable, convenient, and la-

tional fluid measures, and prescribe exclusively by
weight—an expectation which will prol)ably not be
fulfilled. The arguments used in favor of the new
method will here be reviewed :

1. Greater accuracy is claimed for weighing as

against measuring, because temjierature affects vol-

ume, and because undouljtedly we can ajiproach the-

oretical jDrecision more closely with a sensitive bal-

ance than with gi*aduated volume measures.
But both of these theoretical objections to the use

of measures, where accuracy is important, do not ap-
ply vd\.\\ any force in reference to pharniaceutical

maniiuilations. In fact, a practical view of the ques-
tion cannot fail to convince any unijrejudiced mind
that they are the merest trifles, and not worthy of

consideration in this connection.
The temperature maintained in the dispensing phar-

macy or in the laboratory is generally siibject to a vari-

ation ofbut a few degrees' i-ange. Nearly all the oper-
ations of weighing and measuring are carried on at a
temperature between 60° and 80° F., and the utmost
extremes i:)ossilile are \\-ithin 50" and 95° F. Water
and alcohol make up the bulk of most of the liquids

used, and, moreover, fairly represent the extremes of

e.\pansion by heat of the liquids measured in i^har-

macy. The following table, from Peclet's "Elements
de Physique" (see "Fowne's Chemistry"), gives the
variable expansion of liquids by heat, and contains
the extremes of variation hetu:een the freezing and
boiling point of icater

:

Apparent dilafalion in glass between 0' and 100'.

Water -/.

Hj-drochloric acid, sp. gr. 1 137 -/f

Nitric acid, sp.gr. 1 "4 y

Snlphuric acid, sp. gr. 1 "85 jV
Ether -.V

Olive oil -|V

Alcohol i

Mercury.

The greatest expansion is shown in alcohol, and
amounts to i in 100 degi'ees, or .i,',t7 of its volume
for each degree of the centigrade scale ! From 10 to
35° C. foO to 95' F.) the extreme possible Viiriation

would be -^"ih, or 2-77 per cent., and from 1(5° to 27°

C. (60-8^ to80(r F.) it would amount to v'.V, or 1-22

per cent.! This is the extreme limit of the liquid

subject to the greatest expansion. The extreme ex-
pansion of water between 50° and 93^ F. is less than
one-half per cent. But what is tlie gi:ea.iest probable
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varifttion of volume umler the conditions affectinf?

the onlinaiy oprmtions of nieti.suriiiK ii> i)liniinafy V

The writer iloes not heliove that it oxofeds, in any
case, one ])er cfiit. lint let uh sn]>|)<»He it to be
two per cent. Will any one serionsly flaini tliat u

j)ossil>Ii> variation of two i)er cent, ciui proilnce any
appreciahle etVect therapi'utically for that is, of

course, the only question woi-tli discussing V Who
would be able to discern any diU'ereiice between the

medicinal activity of a tincture made of 10 ounces drug
to nil) ounces nuMistruuni aii<l the medicinal activity

of the same tincture diluted with one or two ounces
more of tlie menstruum":' I do not think it possi-

ble to distinguisli betwe(Mi tlie two in mi if inii/ irlmt-

en-r, ami yet this is a fair statement of the maximum
variability )iossible when liquids are measured in-

stead of weij,duHl.

Wlio woidil say that the same system which is so

8*tisfact(n-y in volumetrii* chenncal analysis does not
atl'ord sutlii'iently aecunite resiUts in pharmacy?
Prai'tically, for i)harmacal jtuiposes, measuring is

quite as satisfactory as weighing, provided reason-

able care is exercised. Without cure, irfii/Zii});/ is

virite than meaaurini/. As soon as the eipiilibrium

of the balance is destroyed and the scale goes down,
how can it be known, except by guessing, what the
excess is'? It is not known. On the other hand, in

pouring a liquid into a graduated glass measiire, if

an I xcess is added, it is i)laiuly seen, and the opei"a-

tor knows at a glance whether or not the eiTor is of

suthcient magnitude to require correction. Witli

ordinary care, the eiTors in measuring, and the lia-

bility to error, are too trilling to condemn the sys-

tem, pro\'ided accnrateh/ gi-aduated measures are

em})loyed. Even the concavity or conv; xity of the
surfaces of li jiiids arising from capillary attraction

in the process of measuring them, can readily be al-

lowed for ; and to reject fluid measures on their

account is a refinement uncalled for in pharmacy, es-

pecirJly when we consider that ordinarily the opei-a-

tioii of weighing does not insure any greater accuracy.

Dropping is far from accurate
;
yet it is nearly as ac-

curate as weighing when the quantity is very mi-
nute ; and drop^jing is resorted to even by the
warmest advocates of the exclusion of measiires.

It is further argued that inaccurate and badly
made graduates are on the market, and that there-

fore measures should be abandoned. But inaccurate
weiglits are quite as common. Is it likely that jjhar-

m.xeists who make it their duty to verify their weights,

will fail to verify their gi-aduates also ? No ; those
who do not verify their mea-sui-es will not verify their

weights and their scales. Accurate graduates and
accurate weights are both readily obtained.

The argument (actually u.sed in the Pharmacopueial
Convention) that the copper and tin measures used
in the laboratory are fi-equently dinged out of shajje

and thus rendered inaccurate, does not seem to re-

quu'e any reply.

2. It is claimed that " parts by weight" is ajipli-

cable to any or all weight units.

This is a jdausible, but valueless argument. "Which
would the ijractical pharmacist rather have— a for-

mula giving the definite qiiantity to be iised of each
constituent in producing a fixed (quantity of the final

product adjusted to the probaVile wants of a lai'ge

number of pharmacists, or a formula sixch as the

one given for comp. syrup of the phosphates, on
pp. \\'\ 144 of the -'Report of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association on the Revision of the Pharma-
copoeia

"
'? In using the former we can at once de-

termine whether we want to make all of it, or half

of it, or twice as nuich. In using the latter we find
eighteen Hcparate numl)PrH given, representing parts
by weiglit, tlie last one being H,'ir)(( ]»arts, repre-
senting the final product. What ])liarmaciHt wants
S.'ioO ])ounds, ounces, drachms, gniins, or grams
of that jtreparation V Not one in ten thousand.
After trying in vain, then, to Hid)stituto any one of

our weight uints for the word "j>art,"to arrive at

a suitable amount of final ]>ro<luct, we are obliged at

last, in ordi'r to l>e abki tous(> the foninda constnu't-

ed in i)artH by weight, to trans])ose it j)ractically

intoth<> sanu> kind of a working formula that we have
in the present i)harmacop(iia, exce})t that weiglits are
substituted for measures, and the fraction or mul-
tiple reipiired of the ijuantity of final ])roduct thus
expressed is more likely to bo comjdicated, uuusual,
or inconvenient, than sinq)le.

It is said that a formula in j)arts by weight is more
readily understood, for purpo.ses of comparison, by
pharmacists in different coiintries, where different

systems of weights and measures are used, than a
formula in troy or metric or other fixed units. Any
supposed advantage on that score is not worth
making any sacrifice for. The comparison can be
made one way as well as another, and is convenient
only when the final product, or the number of parts
representing the latter, hapjiens to be the same, or
with the same system of weights and measures.

3. Greater clearness is attril)uted to fonuulse in

parts by weight, as compared with formulie in defi-

nite quantities.

This claim is unwaiTanted unless the total (final)

product be an even one hundred or one thousand
parts, so as to make the percentage of active con-
stituent at once apparent. ]3ut unless that jjercen-

tage is expressed by a simjile number, so as to be
easily remembered, it is of no value. The physician
principally needs to know or learn the posologiail

strength of the drug and its preparations, and the
percentage or lu'oportional strength is of no con-
sequence to him, except as a means of determining
its jjosological strength. That the dose of liquids
should be stated and known by measure and not by
weight \\i\\ be presently shown.

If t)ie tinnl product is one hundred or one tJiousand
weight units, it does not matter whethei' these units are
called parts, or ounces, or grains, or grams. The re-

sult is precisely the same so far as clearness and
convenience are concerned.

4. The friends of i>arts by weight point to some
of the leading pharmacopoeias of the world for
precedents.

When " parts by weight " was adopted in Germany,
Sweden, and other countries, //«*>/ measures were not
therein! abolished, for they did not have any to abolish.
Fluid mea.sures were not sanctioned in pharmaceuti-
cal operations in those countries, and were used only
in straining decoctions and infusions, and in selling
common licpiid tbiigs and prejiarations over the
counter, without prescription. The adoption of
" parts by weight " in those countries was, therefore,
not the parallel of the adoption of that method in
this country.

Because it is susceptible of demonstration that,

at least theoretically, graWmetry is more nearly per-
fect in its resiUts than volumetric methods, the con-
tinental European governments prescribed that all

quantities in medicine, whether liquid or sohd, must
be determined by weight, and measuring was pro-
hibited. With this mandatory law there could be
no demand for graduated measures, and consequently
no supply of them such as alone could afford the
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opportimitv for a fair practical test of the volumet-
ric system for general pharmaceutical purposes. If

the pharmacists of the European continent, who
thus never used fluid measures except unofficiallv or
in a veiy crude way, could only obtain a thorough
practical familiarity with their advantages and real

practical accuracy, I believe that, had they the free-

dom we enjoy in America, they would not be slow to

adopt them and to use them as freely as we do. It

would have been wiser for lis to expect them to

adopt our exceedingly convenient and sensible sys-

tem, than to incontinently abandon fluid measux'es for

the sake of international uniformity.

European chemists, who surely may be credited

with the most scriipulous accuracy, do employ fluid

measures in quantitative analysis, their employment
for that purpose not being forbidden.

5. Probably the weightiest reason for the adoption
of parts by weight in the recent convention was the

conviction that such action must inevitably lead to

the adoption of the metric system.

This, I grant, is logical, and it is unnecessary for

me to say that I greatly desire the adoption of the

metric system, believing it to be the best, the most
rational, labor-saving, convenient, and easy of all. But
I am as earnestly convinced of the great value of

fluid measures in medicine and pharmacy, as of the
value of the metric system.

Many of the advocates of " parts by weight " in the

convention informed the writer that they voted for

that method chiefly because they wanted the metric

system adopted, fearing that the ojjen and imcon-
ditional adoption of the metric system could not be
carried through the convention, or, if carried, would
not meet with popular favor. They argued that a

large number of pharmacists who are decidedly o}}-

posed to the adoption of the metric system would
not oppose the adoption of " parts by weight " as a

sort of compromise, because it is generally believed

that the old system of weights (and measures) can be
applied in using formiilte in parts by weight as con-

veniently as the metric system. The truth is that

the metric system is the only one that can be c(m-

vementli/ used in that connection, and what will be
the reception given by the great body of physicians

and pharmacists to the method adopted will not be
rightly appreciated until after the new pharmacopoiia
shall have been issued.

Many earnest friends of the metric system seem
to think that volumetric methods are not con-

sistent with it, and that if the metric system is

adopted we should naturally dispense with fluid

measiu-es. This is a misunderstanding. We can
veiy properly adopt the metric system, measures
and all, as has been done in the marine hospital

service. The writer, for one, would rather retain

the old system of weights and measures, than adopt
metric weights without the pri%-ilega of using metric

measures also.

The real difficulty is that the majority of phy-
sicians and pharmacists do not yet sufficiently under-

stand the question in all its bearings, are not pre-

pared to decide it for themselves, and thus could not

make their wishes felt in the Pharmacopoeial Conven-
tion. That this radical change was in May last for

the first time discussed in any large assembly of

representative physicians and pharmacists cannot be
successfully gainsaid. That it was not discussed in

the Pharmacopccial Convention of 1870 is well

known, and notwithstanding its adoption (on paper)

by that convention the matter has not received

general and careful attention since, because the Com-

mittee of Revision did not carry it out, and in ten

years it was forgotten.

When the new pharmacopoeia (1880) is issued, the

question will be brought home to the 2)r()fessi()ns in

such a way that they cannot help taking dne notice

of it, and they will have an opportunity to subject

the new system to a practical test extending over ten

years, so tliat in 1890 we shall have an intelligent

vote ui)on it, based on experience. The writer pi e-

dicts that a thorough sober consideration of all the

points involved will yet lead a large majority to the

conclusion that the adoption of " j^arts by weight"

and the abolition of fluid measures were mistakes.

Among the points which did not receive considera-

tion in connection with the change are these :

Medicines are prepared for the sick. A very large,

if not the larger, number of medicines jn-escribed

are liquids. Liquid medicines are of necessity ad-

ministered to the sick by tecw^poonfids, tablespoo7ifids,

or some other convenient mea.fi(re—rxe\ev by vclrjht.

Hence the physician should know the dose by meaR-

ure. To know doses by measure intelligently, he

must have preparations the atrenffth of which is de-

termined rolumetrmdly. He does not care to know
how much of the active constituent there is in a cer-

tain weiglit of a fluid extract, or a tincture ; but he

wants to know how much there is in a certain rohime

of it, for between himself and the person who takes

or administers the mixture, weighing is out of the

question. If the formula itself does not furnish the

information he wants, he must either resort to a

tedious and often difficult arithmetical process to ob-

tain it, or guess at it, or fall back uijon a table

already prepared for him.
Are the physicians ready to surrender the pharma-

copoeia ? Or are they content to simjily prescribe

what drugs and preparations .'^hall be offlcinal ? If

there are those who care so little for the pharmaco-
pceia, this paper is of no interest to tliem. But the

writer believes that physicians also should know and
control the streugtli of the preparations, and desire

to have the work so constructed as to be at once in-

telligible and readily consulted with reference to the

amount of active matter in any given dose they may
prescribe. Unless liquids are prescribed by volume
in the official formula?, and the amount of the final

product of each formula determined by measure, the

pharmacopoeia will be practically useless to the phy-

sician.

The first thing thought of by the physician, when
about to write his prescription is, I believe, how
many teaspoonfuls or tablesiioonfuls, do I want to

have put up ? After setthng that point he constructs

his prescription accordingly. But how is he to get

a cei-tain nund)er of teaspoonsfuls if oliliged to pre-

scribe exclusively by weight? That it impossible, we
grant ; but it is difficult and awkward. Common
sense teaches that the most direct, convenient, and
accurate way to get at a certain quantity by measure

is to measure it out— not to veif/J/ it. How inconsis-

tent to exclude measures on the gi-ound that they

are less accurate than weights, in the face of the

fact that to prescribe by weight definite ro/mnes of

tinctures, synips, spirit of nitrous ether, fluid ex-

tracts, etc., is practically impossible to be done with

accuracy unless much more labor is given to the crn-

struction of the prescription than busy physi<-ians

can afford to bestow on that feature of it. To this

difficulty must be added the fact that, with fluid

measures abolished, doses must be learned over

again with no convenient landmark at hand for the

correction of possible errors.
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To be PonfliRtent, iiip«lirine8 prepared in propor-
tions liy wi'ijjht oiilv should lie botli jircsiTilu'd mid
j\diuiiiistero<l l>v wcij^ht iilso. The jiliyHiciftii is now
invit<^d to choose lu'twecn two evils lie must eitlier

jiroscnhe l»v woiKlit, or prai'tically i^noro tlio pliar-

uiu(*(>p<i>iii.

In a fiditlcss effort at perfect ac<Mirii<'v. tlw phar-
niiicoixi'ia li!isl)(>«'ii removed from tli.' jihysirmn'scttn-

trol, and haiuhnl over to the pliarinacist, ami tliere

is now no coMuectin^; link hetwei'ii the ])rc]>amtion

and j>rescril»in>? of iiipiid nH'dicincs— unless jihysi-

eians aproe to abolish fluid measures, too, or the
pharmacists readojit them.
The same common sense which dictates that liijuid

remedies are best )i<liniiiisl>'rril by measure, t:uif,'ht

the eminently jiractieal Knplish-sjieakini; ]>eo]iles to

y>;v.<cW/>«' them l)y measure also, and Hnally toy«r'7"»?''?

them by the same rule, thus establishint,' harmony
thri>Uf?hont. Continental Europe is behind Enj^land

and America in this resjiect ; but, for the sake of uni-

formity, we are now requiied to stej) back.
Tiie rejiort of the American Pliarmaceutical Asso-

ciation on the revision of the jjliarmacoixeia may
be said to fairly reju'csent what the new jiharma-

copicia is to be with reftM-ence to the statement of

j>roi)ortious in the workinj? formnhc. The physician
wlio can consnlt that work, and ascertain, in a reason-
able sjiace of time, the ipiantity of active constituent
in a teasi)oonful dose of either of the lirpiid jnt^jiara-

tions, must be an unusually good nnxthematician.
As to convenience, there is no comparison between

weitrhing and measuring li(piids. As a ntle, to weigh
them is a slow and awkward process. Even the best
friends of " parts by weight " concede that to with-
draw the receiver from luider the percolator from
time to time to ascertain by weigliing when the per-
colation has proceeded far enough, woiild be too
troublesome, and their remedy for it, as seriously

recommended in the convention, was to (jraibidte the

receiver, (HkI tli-'n )iietisiire t/ie ircir/J/l required !

Finally, the gentlemen by wlu)se votes " parts by
weight " was adopteil, still seriously doubt the pro-

l)riety of including tiuid extracts under tliis rule,

and these ])rei)ai-atious were left to the discretion of

the Committee of lievision. The writer is at a loss

to tiud any tangible reason for determining the
strength of Muid extracts volumetrically, which does
not apply with equal force to all other liquid prepara-
tions ; but if any good reason exists why excei)tions

s'lould be made, the rule was hardly worthy of adop-
tion.

The qiiestion is, however, settle<l for the next ten
years to come, and it behooves us all to do our best
to fairly try the adoi)ted standard. Pharmacists
should scrupulously cai-rv- out the requirements of

the new pharmacoijct'ia in all its details, so as to pre-

pare themselves to say, in iMfXI, whether they will

continue the exclusively gi-avimetric system, or re-

adopt fluid mea-sures. Physicians who wish to be in

perfect harmony with the new ])hannacop(eia, will,

of course, wi-ite their prescriptions exclusively by
weight, making careful allowance for the practical

bearings of the relation of weight to volume (esj)e-

cially in mixtures), in order to properly adjust the
dose. Those who continue to prescribe by measure
are warned that necessarily the preparations of the
new pharmacopoeia will not be identical in strength
with those of the old, and that in some cases tl e
difference will be so great as to require attention, so

that a new jiosological table, ailjusted to the new
pharmacopoeia, will be greatly desirable. Finally,

the system of weights and measui-es to be u.sed

hLohIiI be uniform, and adapted to the new order of
things. Ah "tlu' relationship lietween the weight
and the measure of a given volume of any liquid

pre])aration " will l»e a nuitter of con<-eni, we want a
svsti'm of weights and measures in which that rela-

tionshi]) is at once exjires-sed in the specific gravity.

It is, in other wonls, inevitable, that to ]>ut our prac-
tice in harmony with the new pharniacojui-ia, we
must ado]>t the metric system. Fortunately, there
will be in the new i)liarmacoji(i-ia a "weight and vol-

ume table, to fa<'ilitate the use of parts by weight
(or, of the d«'cimal system) in comjiounding, pre-

scribing, and dispensing medi<'ines." (Hee the in-

stnictions of tlie Pharmacopoial Convention to the
Committee of lievision and Publication.) There will

al-so be a table showing the ditVerences in strength

between the i)r('panxti(ins of the new jdiarniacopreia

and those of the old. These two tables will, doubt-
less, be the most valuable part of the book to phy-
sicians.

Should, after ten yeai-s' trial, the jdiysicians and
pharmacists desire to continue the method of "paris
by weight," the writer will eomi)letely change his

mind. Sliouhl they, however, find that they would
rather have fluid measures, and send delegates to the
next ])harmacoi)ieial convention who will vote to re-

adopt tluiil measures, it is hoi)ed that the failure of

l)arts by weight may not l)e laid to the charge of the
metric system. The metric system, so Americanized
and simjilitied as to make it quite easy for any and
every one to understand it. know it, and at once use
it, would ])robably Jiave jiroved far more acceptable
to a majority of physicians and pharmacists than the
adoption of jiaris by weight. The gieatest bugbear
in tlie way of the adojition of the metric system is,

that the numerous /r»?v/y/;/ n-nrt/s and jireti.res we must
learn are troublesome. But this objection is easily

disposed of. The metric system does not con.sist of
the.se many words and inetixes, vhicJi ire do vot need
to adopt at all. At the very utmost, we would have to
learn /o»r new units : two for weights, and two for

mea.sures. But, in fact, only two of these four are
important. One is the Guam, equal to about 15
grains, or } drachm ; and the other the i cubic centi-

meter, which, as suggested by Mr. Alfied B. Taylor,
should be called a) Fh'igr.\m, equal to about 15
minims, or \ fluid-drachm. For large quantities

we might use the Kilo and the Liter ; but the only
necessar}- units are the gram and the fluigi-am. The
question really resolves itself into this : Is it too
much or too difficult to remember that one gram is

the fourth ])art of a drachm, nnd that the fluigram
is the fourtli part of a fluid-drachm, and to use these
units accordingly ? ^Ve would then have :

and

1 kilo equal to 1, (MX) grams,
1 liter equal to 1,000 fluigi-ams,

1 gram equal to i drachm,
1 fluigiam eipial to \ fluid-drachm.

With the metric system thus Americanized, and
fluid measures retained in it, we would be in perfect
harmony with the rest of the civilized world, and
greatly in advance in the practical convenience and
accuracy with which we could compare the dose ad-
ministered to the jjatient with the strength of the
prejjaration as shown in the officinal formula.

Centkal Kentickt Lunatic Astlttm.—Dr. Geo.
T. En\in, formerly of DanWUe, Ky., has lieen ai)-

pointed Assistant Physician to this institution.
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NOTE ON THR Ein^ORS OF CLINICAL
THERMOMETERS.

By LEONARD WALDO, S.D. rHARV.),

ASTROSOMEU IN THE OBSEKV.\TORY OF Y.tI.E COLLEGE.

I AM in receipt of inquiries from members of the

medical pi'Oi'ession, which betray such ignorance re-

girding the amount of error to be expected in the

clinical thermometers sokl by the dealers, that it

S3eins proper to indicate in a general way the errors

actually found to exist. I do this with some reluc-

tance, because it seems an injustice to makers who
are already making more accurate instraments under
the encouragement of our observatory ; yet as there

must some time elajjse before certified thermom-
eters will be in general use, and as, meanwhile, many
temperature observations will be made which are

important, I think there should be some warning
given that, without specific knowledge to the con-

trary, the thermometers in general use are not to be
relied upon within one-halt degree Fahrenheit.

Of course I except from this statement those in-

struments which have a Kew certificate not more
than six months old ; and if the age of the thermom-
eter could be ascertained to have been one or

more years when it was verified, then the verifica-

tion would hold good for a longer period.

Here, for example, are the corrections of two
Casella thermometers of excellent construction :

90'

95
=

my
10.")

iij^

Casella, .37,199.

Kew
Observatory,
Deoeii'ber,

1878.

-0.1°

-0.1"

-0.0°

-0.0°

-0.1°

Yale
Observiitorr.

June, 1880.

Casella, 3T,20J.

Kew
Observatory,
December,

1878.

-0.5°
-0.5 =

-0.4°
-0.4°
-0.3^

-o.r
-0.1°
-0.0°
-0.1°

-o.r

Yale
Observatory,
June, lS8u.

which indicates, since the Yale comparisons were
made with Kew standards, wliose errors were inde-

pendeutlv found at Yale to be as tliey were stated

to be at Kew, that the Casella clinical thermometers
had increased their readings 0-4° in the eighteen
months elapsing l)etween the two comparisons. It

is an accepted fact that mercurial thermometers, at

the temperatures used in medicine, always increase

their readings with age, and much more rapidly in

the first few months after the tubes have been made
tban at any subsequent time.

It is very much to be desired, therefore, that the

tubes to be used for thermometers should first be
filled with mercury, and then laid aside for two
years before they are finally graduated.

It has been suggested that the observatoi-y not

only verify thennometers, but that it receive the

iingraduated tiiermometer-tubes, and after register-

ing the numbers in them, seal them up in packages
for the space of two years. That for such seasoned
thermometers the obsei-vatory issne a certificate

stating not only the nsiial scale of errors, but also

that they were properly aged before graduation.

Such thermometers would change their eiTors but
slowly, and ought to command enough higher price

to justify the dealers in the trouble taken.

As far as the observatory is concerned there is no
objection to such a i^rocedure.

To show tlio errors commonly existing in clinical

thermometers, I have selected tlie readings of sixty-

eight thermometers verified in .Tune of this year.

Since each thermometer had its errors dftciniined

at five imints of its scale, '.Mr, i»5 , 1(»()°, l(r> , 110^
(excei)t a few which were graduated from 95' to 1 10"),

we have about three hundred and twenty separate

points upon whose errors we can base an estimate of

the tliermometers in general use. Seven different

(and leading) makers, domestic and foreign, are rej)-

resented in the thermometers used. An analysis

of all the readings, show.s that

—

19 per cent, of tlie readings are within 0.1° of the truth.

8 '•
' " '' between 0. ° and (1.2° in error.

0.2°
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Ucports of l)os|)itais.

CUOlv C"()l XTV llU.^l'irAL, CUlCAdO.

Notes op Practice and Tkkatmknt.

Case I.— I'ntmic CDnrulsidns hi lirif/IU's Disease—
Ili/poilennic Inji'dious of i'hUtral.

John McC, let. 23, mliiiittpd to liosjjital undor care

of Dr. liridfje, A])ril '.», 1S>S(). 'Uw. i)atit'nt luul

IxuM adilicU'il to tlu> iiso of alcoholic licvcraKcs, in

(lUiUitities more than nuxlcratc for the i)ast three

or four years, hut had always enjoyed j^ochI health.

Three weeks before he caught a severe cold ; the

•week following noticed the hody was anasarcous;

had slight dyspniea ; annoying i)ains in lumbar
region ; frequent micturition and heailache.

When admitted the heart and lungs were normal.

Urine, sj). gr. 101-4; acid, abundantly albuminous,

smoky and pale brown ; tubular epithelium in gi-au-

ular condition, and casts in great quantity. Was
given milk diet and the following :

IJ . Auri et sodii chloridi gr. i.

M. et fl. jnl. No. xxx. S.—One i)ill four times a

day.

April 15th.—This a.m. had con^-ulsions ; recovered

in five minutes, and soon had a second, more jjro-

longed and characterized by nystagmus, frothing at

mouth, biting of tongue, rigid neck, and slight ojiis-

thotonus.
At 10 A.M., another convulsion, in which the tonic

stage was well marked ; opisthotonus extreme, face

and hands cyanotic. Conviilsions to the number of

ten or twelve followed in quick succession ; con-

sciousness was not restored between them.

Dr. B. arrived at 11.20 a m., and at once adminis-

tered chloroform, by inhalation, to control sj)asm.

At 12.05 he injected h_v]iodermically 8 grs. chloral

hydrate, in solution with water ; 12.80 p.m., injected
8' grs. chloral; 1.10, is slightly conscious and an-

swers question.? ; 2.00, injected 10 gi-s. chloral ; 2.25,

injected 5 grs. chloral ; 3.00, injected 5 grs. chloral,

wliich seemed to abort a threatened convulsion
;

3.40, injected 5 grs. chloral ; 4.10, injected 5 grs.

chloral; 5.15, injected 5 grs. chloral; 7.30, patient

•was jmt in hot pack ; 9. 15, patient took by mouth
5 i. ext. Jabor. ti. ; 10.10, injected 5 grs. chloral. Is

perspiring profusely. Drinks large quantities of

water. Put on another hot blanket.

April 16th, A.M.—Feeling well ; is quite talkative.

Eemembers little of the day previous.

S.-

Ext. Jaborandi fl.

- 3 8S. every three hours.

This quantity was taken for one day, then : ss.

three times a day was given iintil five ounces had
been taken, the drug causing no derangement gf

digestion and producing only moderate diaphoresis.

Piilv. Jalai^ie comp. 3 i. was given each night. Pills

of chlor. of gold and sodium also continued till

May 2t)th, when a careful examination of the urine

showed no albumen, casts or epithelium ; the oedema
had disappeared, and patient, who had been rapidly

regaining his healtb,-was discharged.

The solution of chloral was of the strength of

eiglitv grains to the ounce of water. The injections

were made mostly in the arms and legs.

No i)hlegmons or abHcesses formed at any of the

points of introduction of the medicine. In all, tifty-

six grains of chloral were injected under the skin.

Cake 11.— y////»or/*vv/j/c Injections of Jli/ilnite <f
('hli)riil for Delirium Tremnis.

John A., was admitted at 10 a.m., after sulTering

four days from delirium tremens. Pulse 120 and
feeble.

Was given by the lumse jdiysician Tr. digitalis' i.,

and, hypodermically, 15 grs. chloral hydrate, within

fifteen minute-i aft«'r admission.

At 11.30 .A.M., gave by mouth 00 grs. bromide of

potassium, and continued the doses at intervals of

three hours during tli(< remainder of the day. Also

took Tr. digitalis I i. every three hours.

At night seven and a half grs. chloral hydrate hy-
poilerniically. Next morning took Tr. digitalis 3 ss.

Casi: III.—Mary M., admitted to hosi)ital with

delirium tremiMis. Pulse weak and rai)id. Gave
fifteen grs. chloral hyjjodermically, and ninety grs.

potass. Inom., by nicmth, during first fifteen minutes ;

also Tr. digitalis 3 ss. In forty minutes gave one
hundred and twenty gi*s. bromide jiotas.sium by
mouth, soon followed by seven and a half gi-s. chloral

hypodermically.
Two more doses of bromide, each containing

thirty grs. were given during the night, and in the

morning fifteen 'IT|,. Tr. digitalis.

These patients remained in the hospital several

weeks for other reasons, and there was no evidence

of any abscesses at the points of the hypodermic
injections, although the chloral solution used was
stronger than that employed in Case I., namely, two
drachms to the ounce of water.

progress of iHctiifal Science.

Changes rs the Maxillary Bone.s in Ataxics.—
M. Vallin has observed, in several cases of locomotor
ataxia, a falling out of the teeth which is not pre-

ceded by pain or caries. This jjlienomenon is due
to a bony rarefaction of the alveolar border, as a re-

sult of which the teeth simply droj) out of the al-

veoli. It is a troi)hic alteration of the maxilla;

which has not hitherto been described, but which
deserves careful study, as it may be an early symp-
tom of the general disease. MM. Luys and Lere-
boullet have also obsen-ed this falling out of the

teeth in ataxia.

—

Lc Courrier Medical, March 6th.

On the ANATOMicAii Chabaoters of the Blood
IN Extreme AxiEMiA.—M. Hayem classes, vmder the
title (if/lohiilie intf)ise, all those cases of autemia char-

acterized es.sentiaUy by a globular richness of 2,000-

000 to 800,000, and under the title aglohulie extreme,

the cases in whicii the number of globules varies

between 8(X»,000 and 450,000. The following are

some of the special modifications of the corpuscular
elements which he has observed in these two classes

of amemia

:

1. When a thin layer of normal blood is dried

rapidly on a glass slide and covered with a cover-

glass, the red globules and haimatoblasts remain in-

definitely without losing their haemoglobiue. On the

other hand, in similar preparations of the blood of

persons affected with aglobulie intense, the hremato-
blasts and a certain number of the red globules are

often see. J at the end of one or more days to be sur-
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rounded with circles of small crystals, which are at

first isolated, liut sul)He<|uently unite to fonn more
or less exttnided arborizations. Tliis formation of

crystals is observed no juatter wliat may be tlie cause
of the anji'inia (saturnine jjoisoninj?, cancerous ca-

chexia, hemorrhaj^es, etc.). It is observed in prej)a-

rations of the blood of animals made an:emic by
repeated venesections. The crystals are very small,

yellowish, or of almost the same color as the dricnl

globules, and variable in form. They present tlie

same a2)j)earance3 in the blood of men and animals.
M. Fouipi'' has found that they have no action on
polarized lij^ht. "While seeking for an explanation
of their jiroduction, IM. Hayem found that the liR'ma-

toblasts of the lymph are almost all transformed in

the course of desiccation into minute crystals simi-
lar to those found in the blood of animals ; abso-
lutely similar crystalline arborizations are found in

dry in-ejiarations of the lymph of dogs, or of the
juice from the lymphatic glands of different animals
(dog, cat, rabbit, guinea-pig).

2. When a fresh preparation of the blood in these
eases of anicmia is examined, it will be noticed that
a number of the white globules contain an abnormal
quantity of h:\3moglobine, while they, at the same
time, retain their physical projaerties, and especially
their amoeboid conti'actility. Desiccated prepara-
tions contain then very peculiar corpuscles. These
ai'e regidarly rounded or oval elements, of large size,

and of a yellowish color, which is sometimes almost
as pronounced, especially near the edges, as that of
the red corpuscles. They are flattened by the pro-
cess of desiccation, but nevertheless retain a certain
thickness, and, as a necessary effect, are surrounded
by a dark circle. At first sight these elements might
be mistaken for voluminous red corpuscles, but they
differ from them in several important points, viz., in
the absence of bi-concavity, in the finely granular
state of their protoi)lasm, and in the presence of one
or more nuclei absolutely similar to those of the
other white globules. They are undoubtedly white
globules, which, by virtue of the hsemoglobine they
contain, have retained a certain degi-ee of thickness
in drying. At times, some of these elements are so
deeply colored, that the nuclear mass can scarcely
be seen, particularly in recent jireparations. These
white globules, with colored contents, are much more
frequently met with than the crystalline pi-oductions.

Since 1875, when he first noticed them, M. Hayem
has found them in all cases of intense and extreme
aglobulie fi-om auv cause. They are exact counter-
parts of the globules foimd in the lymph of animals.

3. In some cases of extreme aglobulie, white glob-

ules, still more strongly charged with hiemoglobine
are found. When treated with a fluid which fixes

the blood-globules, such as that employed in their

enumeration, they appear under the form of iiTegu-

larly spherical corpuscles, with a yellowish, crenated,
and changeable border. In the dry state they are

almost always perfectly round, sometimes slightly

oval, and are composed of a colored ring surround-
ing a granular and rounded nucleus. The outer
ring is as deeply colored as the red coi-puscles. and
the whole presents the appearance of a nucleated
red corpuscle. This variety of element is rare. M.
Hayem has only met with it twice since 1875, both
times in cases of extreme annemia due to cancer of

the stomach. He suggests the probabilitv that the

nucleated I'fed corpuscles said to be found by some
authors in leucocythfemia and pernicious progressive

amemia, and regarded bv them as intermediate forms

between the red and white corpuscles, were really

elements of the above kind Analogous elements
are found in the normal state in the lymph and the

red marrow of the bones.

4. Finally, in these cases of extreme ana;mia, the
sniall white glol)ules are almost always more numer-
ous tlian those of normal size, and some of tin 111 are

as small as the smallest white globules of th(! lym))h.

M. Hayem concludes from these observations, that

tlie l)lood in these cases of extreme aglobulie con-
tains elements that exist normally only in the lymph
and in lymi)hatic organs, or in other words that it

consists of a mixture of blood, ])roi)erly so called,

and of lymph. Instead of considering the above
described nucleated coloied corpuscles as a transi-

tion form between red and white corpuscles, he sees

in them a proof of the arrest of the hsematopoctic
function, and an essential characteristic of anaemia
pushed to its farthest limits. When, under these

circumstances improvement sets in, and the blood
becomes richer, the colored white corpuscles dis-

appear, and at the same time a considerable number
of lucmatoblasts and elements intermediate between
them and the red corpuscles are produced. From
observation of fifty cases of reimration of the blood
after different maladies, he states it as his positive

belief that the ha'matoblasts are always the precur-

sors of new red corpuscles.

—

Gazette med. de Paris,

March 6, 1880.

New Method of Treating Depre.ssed Fractires
OF the Nasal Bones.—Dr. Lewis D. Mason states

that experiments on the cadaver have led him to con-
clude, that in all fractures of the nasal bone with de-

pression of the bridge, the nasal processes of the su-

perior maxillie are necessarily involved, and that the
line of fracture is nearly on the same plane on either

side. As the usual plans of treatment prove veiy
unsatisfactory, he suggests a new method, which
consists in the introduction of a medium sized, three-

cornered surgical needle through the lines of frac-

ture of the nasal processes after proper elevation of

the depressed fragments. The needle is left in situ,

and affords posterior support to the nasal bones, at

the same time acting as a tie-rod to hold together
the sides of the nasal arch. The needle should be
nickel-plated or gilded, and ground to a drill point.

A strong needle-holder will be required to j^ass it.

If the lines of fracture be not symmetrical, the nasal
process can be drilled through with the needle on
either side. The needle will always have three

l^oints of support, viz., the nasal processes and the
sej^tum. To complete the dressing, a strip of pure
ruT)ber bandage is placed over the bridge of the nose
by puncturing either end on the head and point of
the needle. The nabber should have sufficient ten-

sion to exert a gentle downward and lateral comjires-

sion, but not enough to interfere with the circulation

or to exert injurious pressure on the fragments. At
the end of the sixth day, or as soon as consoHtlation

is sufficiently advanced to sustain the fragments, the
needle may be withdrawn. Anaesthesia will be neces-
sary while passing the needle, and probably when
removing it also.

—

A nnah of tlie Anatomical and Surg-
ical Society of Brooklyn, March, 1880.

Thalictrum Macrocaupum.—M. Bochefontaine
recently made a report to the Socicte de Biolofjie, on
the physiological properties of the extract of the roots
of this plant, which belongs to the order of ranun-
culacefe. A series of experiments on frogs and dogs
showed that it produces local symptoms of in'ita-

tion, severe vomiting, diminution of excito-motility

and muscular contractility, phenomena of paralytic
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enfjorjfenient of the ccutral m<nonH Rvstfiii, aiul re-

tui'ilation and t'vcii iirn'st of tli«> lii'iirt's lu-tioii.

\\ lit'niv»>r tilt' ildse of the oxtnict was siilhi-ii'iit to

ciiusc |>iinilysis, it was folhiwcd l>y ih-atli. Two
priiiciph's have 1m'«>u isolatt'd from tlu> «>xtraft of the

roots: iiiafro<iir)»iiu' and tliali<triii<'. Tht- fonncr is

not toxii" ; it jiossossos soinc of tht- rt-aotitins of herbc-

riiHv Thalictriiu', on tlic i-ontnirv, is vt-rv active, and
posst'ssi's the clieniicul jtropt'itics of tln' alUaloids.

It has Ikmmi found to possess both tlio toxic j>rop-

erties and the idivsicdof^cul action of the extract of

the roots of thalictnun. lu its plivsiolo^'ical i)ro-

perties, thahctrine seems to resemble aconitine.

—

Le Pnyris meiiical, March 20, 1880.

LoTAIj An.ESTHESIA \\\ BUOMIDE OK ETMYIi.—M.
Perier, of Paris, states that lie has employed the
bromide of ethyl sevend times as a local an;estlietic

with considenilile snc»'ess. It has tin* advantage
over ether of not V>oin,i; inflammable, and hence cau
be employed when tlu' actual cautery is to be used.

—

La France mtJivale, March 27th.

Ax Undesckihed VAniEXY OF Fractihe of the
FiiULA.— M. IJuplay has recently met with two cas-es

of an undesciibed J\)rm of fnxcture of the upper e.\-

tremity of the libula. Poth the patients had been
caujjfht in the belting of machinery. Just above the
site of the upper extremity of the fibula, there wa.s

in eacli case an immovable bony prominence to

which the tendon of the biceps was attached. Be-
low this prominence there was a distinct depression.
Evidently a portion of the head of the til»ula had
been torn otf. The diagnosis was easy in both cases.

One of the patients had multiple fractures, and, more-
over, complete paralysis of the extensors of the foot
and the peronei muscles, due to a lesion of the ex-
ternal popliteal nerve. The other ])atient died sud-
denly, before there was time to ascertain whether or
not i)aralysis of the muscles existed. At the autopsy
it was found that the nerve passed around the fi*ac-

tnred end of the bone, and hence it was probably
involved in the lesion. In the former case it is }>rob-

able that osseous consolidation vnU not take i)lace,

but the jjatient will probably get fair use of the leg,

a'though the paralysis seems to be permanent. "When
the patient left the hospital, some months alter the ac-
cident, the paralysis still jjersisted, and later advices
show that the condition remains unchanged in this

resi)ect.

M. Perrin reports a similar case, caused by a horse
£alUng on the rider's leg. The head of the fibula
was torn oil", and there was some effusion into the knee
joint. In this case also there was auiesthesia and
complete paralysis of the anterior and outer aspects
of the leg.

—

La France medicale, March 27th.

On the Treatment of Malarluj Fe^t:rs by the
Ethereal Oil of Mustard.—Dr. Tabercom reported
to the Caucasus Meilical Society, that he had obtained
very brilliant results with the ethereal oil of mustard,
in uuiuy cases ox malignant malarial fevei-s wliile he
was stationed in ^loldavia. He prescribed from 2-3
drops of the oil in a large quantity of l>oiled water,
or, what is better, from 2—i drops in a 10 ? alcoholic
solution. In garlic, onions, horseradish, etc., are
present substances allied to the mustard oil, and
these vegetables are eaten exten.sively by the inhabi-
tants of the marshy districts for their prophylactic
propeities. The oil is also an excellent antiseptic,

destroying bact<3ria in the solution of 1 part to UUO.—Meditz. Obozrenie, Februari/, 1880.

Iouine i.s Intkumiitent Fevers. — Dr. Stepa-
notV tinds icMline eDlcieiit mainly in recent cases
of iiitenuitttMit, and particularly if tlie temperature
does not rise al»ovt( '.M (y. Put it does not |)r(fveiit

the recurrence.— I'rahheb. Vedom. XXo. ^Uo-IJOO.

Milk in the Local Treatment op Diphtheria.—
Dr. Karnit/.ky speaks very higlily of milk as a gargle
or atomizing tluid in the treatment of not very severe

cases of diphtheritic sore-throat. The milk should
be as flesh as ])ossibl(', about 22 ' C. and can Ix; di-

luted iialf or one-third with lime water.— I'ra/schch.

Vedom. Xo. 403.

Effects of Fahaimzation of the Livcr on the
Excretion of I'rea.—As the result of ven' carefully

conducted experiments. Dr. Sigrist conuis to the con-

clusion that faiadi/ation of tlie liver makes its circu-

lation more active, and consequently leads to an
increase of the excreted urea. In one case the
amount of urea was raised from 18-20 gmis. to 35
grms., and the size of the liver became percei)tibly

larger.— I V(//«c/<., 1880, Xo. 2.

Foi'R Cases of A>ipi:tation of the Ina'erted
Uteris.—The cases which are the subject of Dr.
Vadiagin's rejiort, were from 21-3;'5 years old, disease

lasting from 1 to 3^ years, all of ]nierperal origin.

Operation was called for by excessive hemon-hages
resisting most energetic treatment, and by inability

to reduce the inversion. The removal of the uterus
was acconqjlished in each case by a wii"e ligature

placed close to the cervix, and tightened eveiy day
until the organ droiijjed ofi". This occurred on the
8th, 9th, 11th, and l.")th days. In the first three
cases fever was mild and scjitic, complications slight.

But in the last one, the ligature, on account of the
severe pain, could not be made sufficiently tight,

which t)ccasioned slower .sei)aration and more marked
constitutional disturbances. All recovered.

—

Meditz.

Obozrenie, Ajyril, lb 80.

He.\ring by the Aid of TissrE-CoxDucnoN.

—

The
Molth-Trumi'et AND THE AiDiPHoNE.—Dr. Samucl
Sexton has published a pai)er explaining the modus
operandi of hearing through the tissues of the head
with the mouth-tnxmpet and the audiphone. One
of these conditions he believes to be more or less

change in the membrana tymj)ani, especially its loss

of proper tension from troi^hic changes, or from re-

sults of inflammatory action ; thus impaired, the
membrane fails to perfonii its vibratory function in a
normal manner. Or, the excursions of the membrane
may fail of transmission to the labyrinth through
displacement of the articular surfaces of the ossicula,

the normal tension of the conductive apparatus of
the midille ear thus being no longer maintained.
When the integrity of the membrana tymj^ani and
the chain of ossicles is thus impaired, sound-waves re-

ceived by the teeth, or other parts of the head, may
be transmitted through the bones, muscles, and other
tissues of which the parts are comi>osed, to the
auditory nerve. I'ractically, Dr. Sexton has found
that ti.s.sue-conduction permits of conversation with
the deaf V)y means of a mouth-tnimpet—a short
tube of rubber extending fiom the speaker into the
patient's mouth— although in an ex])erience of some
years he has not Iteen able to satisfy himself that it

is of value for general use. He recommends it, how-
ever, as i)romising good results, if used in the in-

struction of some deaf mutes who hear their owTi
voice, but require the aid of normal sounds in order
to leara to sjjeak. Voice is heard In- means of the
audiphone in the same way as through the mouth-
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trumpet, but tlio trnusmission in this case bpinpj

aft'ected through an uninterrupted and direct osseous
route from the teeth to the (>ai's, it is heard much
more loudly ; by no means, however, in a natural tone.

Dr. Sexton tV)und that one patient, cited as an ex-

ample, could hear the distinct voice of one person a

few feet only, and that, althoufih he had ])ractised

with the audii)h()ne of Mr. lihodes for several

months, he could hear no better with it than when
he used it first. One patient, a Lulv, found the use
of the instrument nnxde her quite nervous, attempts
to hear conversation at all well beinij; (juite ineffec-

tual. It was observed that this lady had sullered

loosening of a tooth fi-om the pressure (and vibra-

tions'?) of the audiphone when in use. The autln r's

imtients found the audi])hone inconvenient to carry

about and exceedingly liable to be broken. Dr. Sex-
ton conchides, from observations made on a number
of patients who have used the audijihone, that, as at

present constructed, its range of usefulness is rather

limited, but that those who experience autophony

—

hearing their own voice—can derive more or less bene-
fit from it if projjerly constructed. The Nvi'iter does
not doubt that, when a knowledge of tissue-conduc-

tion of the head is more general, better instruments
will be devised.— Tlie American Journal of Otoloqii,

April, 1880.

On Nerve-stretching.-—Dr. A. Gen collected 73
cases of nerve-stretching used as a therapeutic
measiire. In traumatic neuralgia it was emjiloj'ed 6

times—cured 4, im^jroved 1 (recovered entirely after

neurotomy), no improvement 1. In neuralgia from
other causes, in 14 cases—cured 10, improved 3, 1

died from the hemorrhage. In clonic spasms and
contractions, G times^ciired 4, no improvement 2

(one cured by neurotomy). In peripheral epilepsy,

once—cure. In tetanus, 16 times—cured 7. syni])-

toms improved but disease terminated fatally in t!,

symptoms did not improve and patients died, 3. In
anjesthetic leprosy, 30 times, in all cases with marked
benefit.

As the therapeutic action of nerve-stretching is

not well understood, he performed some ex])eri-

ments in the laboratory of Prof. Tarchanolf with a
view to determine it. Some of his conclusions are

as follows : Not only mild stretching, but also the
use of force equal to half what is necessary to rujiture

the nerve, may jjroduce an increase of its irritability

and conduction. Mild stretching has no etiect upon
the reflex irritability, but if the force used be gi'eat,

it is diminished ; this effect is also observed on the

oi^iJosite side, indicating the central seat of the

change in its eti'ects. Hence the ojieration is not
limited to the peripheral parts only of the nerve, as

Vogt was inclined to think. Under the microscope
he found the traces of hyijeraemia and capillary hem-
orrhages ; the axis-cylinders and myeline ma}' be
severed, but the Schwan's sheath is intact. He found
also i^eculiar constrictions in the medullary fibres.

He considers that the diminution of the reflex activity

is the main feature, and in the cases operated on
was the condition called for.— Vui/eiino-meditsiiisky

JoHDial, December, 1879.

Abscess of the Liver—Puncture—Recovery.—
Dr. Jschulovsky reports the following : On admission
of the patient, a tumor of the size of the child's head
was found in the right hypochondriac region, elastic

to touch, uniformly soft, not painful, and with indis-

tinct fluctuation. Temperature normal. By means
of the aspirator five lbs. of a yellowish green, bad-

smelling pus were withdi-awn. On the fourth day the

abscess became as large as ever, and it was evacuated

through a trocar; witli the inis, thirty biliary calculi

not exceeding the si/e of a jiea esca])e«l. During the

following two weeks, from t(>n to thirty similai- stones

came away through the opening nearly every day.

Fistula was healed in a month from the beginning of

the disease.— Vra/schel yaduniosli, Nos. ^80 a)iiJ 381.

Salicyi-ate of Soda in Typhus Fever.—Dr. Ter-

Grigoriantz used this drug in sixteen cases of ty-

])hus fever with very beneficial effect. In no case

was there violent delirium, and only one patient suf-

fered from a mild delirium ; the actif)n of the heart

became stronger; there was no recurrence of the

disease ; all the patients recovered ami left the hos-

pital after an average stay of twenty-five days, look-

ing remarkablv vigorous' No injurious effect was

observed on the kidneys, but in one case the face

became (edematous. Two ounces of salicylic acid

were administered in the course of twenty-four

hours.—Afedifz. Obozrenie, February.

Treatment of Cholera Infantum.—Dr. Btiing, of

Uerdingen on the Rhine, states that he had remarka-

ble success in an epidemic of cholera infantum last

year with a treatment consisting of large doses of qui-

nine and wine. He treated about fifty cases between

two months and four years of age, and all recovered.

Some of the children under one year of age were be-

ing brought up by hand. The quinine was given m
divided doses every half-hour or hour, in a menstru-

um consisting of equal parts of mucilage, syrup of

chamomile, and distilled water. To children under

5 months of age, 15 grains of quinine were given in

24 hours ; to children from 5 to 10 months old, from

18 to 22 grains, and to children fi'om 10 months to 4

vears old, from 22 to 30 grains. When the dejec-

tions and vomited matters were acid, the addition of

testa prep, or phosphate of lime seemed advanta-

geous as long as the urine had an acid reaction, but

seemed to increase the vomiting when the urine was

alkaline. The wine used was Tokay ; for the young-

est children it was diluted with equal parts of boiled

water, and a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful given

every quarter-hour or hour. A moribund girl, three

vears of age, took nearly a pint of wine in 24 hours.

Milk was given boiled and diluted with equal parts

of boiled water. In some of the cases everything

was vomited at first, but the treatment was persisted

in, and after a short time the stomach retained aU

that was given. For the poorer patients a mixture

containing acetic ether (1';. Ixxv. pro die) or spirits

of acetic ether
( I ss. pro die) was substituted for the

wine. The acetic ether was used in preference to

sulphuric ether, on account of its more agTecable

taste and smell. Some of the patients were unable

to swallow when first seen. In these cases several

subcutaneous injections of acetic ether were first

administered at short intervals, and the Tokay was

then given in teaspoonful or tablespoonful doses,

the spoon being passed deeply into the mouth and

the tongue pressed down before the spoon was emp-

tied. Af , er a brief persistence in these measures, the

children invariablv regained the power of swallow-

ing. Dr. Boing"^ states that he confined himself

strictly to the above treatment in all of the cases,

and that he regards calomel, opium, and cold appli-

cations as dangerous remedies. Should the treat-

ment fail in any future trials, he proposes to give the

quinine subcutaneously, or in douliled doses by in-

jection. To relieve tlie thirst he would then give

boiled water containing a little salicylic acid.—^1%.

mtd. Cent. Zeil., Jijne 26th.
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TITK AMERICAN ASSOCIATTOX OF
.MKDICAL COLLEGP:s.

Ax examination of the official report of the fourth

annual meeting of the American IVIodical College As-

soi.'iation reveals an ai)parontly anomalous state in

the art'iiirs of tliis organization. There are in tin' re-

]) >rt confident assertions of the prosperity of the As-

sociation, but there are, on the other hand, certain

facts stated which do not ajipear so promising. It

will be seen from our abstract of the report in another

column that the membership has iuci-eased in tlie

past rear from twenty-nine to tliirty-one. So that the

Association now embraces one-half of the colleges of

the United States. It claims to have secured prog-

ress as regards medical education in seven different

directions, and the claims are to some extent just.

The reports of the spei-ial committees are indepen-

dent in tone, and show a thorougli a]>prociation of the

evils that need remedying. And, tinally, the Asso-

ciation has had the courage to take the stei> of insist-

ing upon three full courses of lectures as a requisite

for graduation.

liut in spite of all this evidence of earnest endeavor
after reform, we tind that none of the lai-gest medi-

cal colleges are working with the Association. Not
one of the colleges of Philadelphia, New York, or Bos-

ton, were represented at the meeting, except the Jef-

fersun Medical College, and its delegate failed to vote

for the resolution requiring a three-term course. The
College of Physicians and Surgeons of this city, and
the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, and the Ver-

mont University Medical College, withdrew from the

Association altogether. It is composed, therefore,

now, for the most part, of the smaller medical col-

leges scattered throughout the west and south.

This disaffection of the Eastern colleges has, we
fear, an unfortunate significance. If we interi>ret it

rightly, it means that the Association can do them no

good and that they do not have faith in the possibil-

ity of wfuring any great reforms in medical educa-
tion through its iiilluon«"e. There certainly is some
reason f«)r looking at the matter in this light. The
Association is conijxmi'd largely of colleges which
really can not subscribe to (certain most desirable

measureH without ceasing to exist. One of these

reforms—tlm one p<t1iui»s of least imi)ortance—is

that of raising the Iccture-fccs. An attempt to make
a i-ule on this j»oint at the last meeting failed utterly.

There is a very shar]) competition among some col-

leges, and one form whicli this takes is the jjractice

of undcriiidding each other in the matter of fees.

This ])ractic(\ which is very demoralizing, the Asso-

ciation (Mimot stop. Another reform which is greatly

needed is the insisting that a medical college should

furnish a certain amoimt of clinical instruction. But
there are a good many country colleges, where a rule

enforcing even a small minimum could not be carried

out.

The fact is, therefore, that a high minimum of re-

quu'ements for graduation—a minimum embracing

all points desirable to secure a thorough medical

training—can never be applied to all American col-

leges, and can never be adopted by the College As-

sociation without a f:'.tal loss of memb(>rship. A
minimum that would, perhaps, elevate and benefit

small colleges would be inadequate for the institu-

tions of the gi'eat cities.

It is with great regret that we express this doubt

in the future possibilities of the Amevi(;an Medical

College Association. It has certainly done .some

good work, but, under its present methods, it has,

we fear, done nearly all that it can. We see no

way out of the difficulty, except by openly acknowl-

edging the facts that exist, and by devising, if pos-

sible, some new plan for surmounting them. It

seems very much as though the only jMissible .solu-

tion will be in adopting two standards of minimum
requisites for graduation. This would not be at all

inappropriate to our medical institutions. We have

two classes of colleges, the one in which didactic and

clinical instruction are united in equal degrees of

prominence, and the other in which the teaching is

almost entirely didactic. The latter class embraces

institutions which, though small, are often very use-

ful. The most they can do, however, in the way of

reform, will be to lengthen their courses, elevate the

standard of their examinations, and increase the

amount of didactic instruction. A general minimum
of requisites for graduation, which would apply to

this class, would not be sufficient for the large col-

leges ; hence the pro2)riety of a double standard.

The country colleges .should accept the fact that

their function in medical education is a limited one,

and they should be content with the position of a

lower grade college. It is not a thing aljout which

there could be any hesitation among thoroughly

honest and disinterested men. It is almost a crime
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to graduate a medical student without giving liim

practical clinical teacliing. WeconinuMid tlie matter

to the attention of the INIedical College Association,

with the earnest hope that some measure in the di-

rection indicated may be devised and eventually

carried out.

al tendency. Deaths from this cause are, of course,

beyond the reach of the r anitarian. The mortality

is not, in any given locality, a large on(\ yet it is by

no means insignificant. In EurojJC G(),()<)() jjersons

kill themselves annually ; and, assuming that about

the same rate exists with us, there are nearly 10,000

Americans who kill themselves every year.

SUICIDE AND HOT WEATHER.

The vital statistics of Philadeliihia show that during

the past hot weather twenty-four persons have com-

mitted suicide. This fact has suggested the query

whether hot weather has any causative relation to

the increase in the cases of felo de se. The statistics

of European countries, recently collected and studied

by a writer iu Blackwood's: Magazine, show that it

has such relation very decidedly. Some interesting

facts are presented in discussing the subject. It is

not in cold or wet, but in fine weather that Euro-

peans kill themselves the most. The returns indicate

^^ith glaring distinctness, says the writer referred to,

that si:)ring and summer are everywhere the great

suicidal periods ; that November is about the most

innocent month in the year ; and that May, June,

and July are the worst—so much the worst, indeed,

that twice as many suicides haliitually happen in

each of them as in any winter month. The average

rises, almost regularly, from November to May, and

goes down again, in equivalent degrees, from Jixly to

November. It is a curious fact also, that, although

the natives of hot countries slaughter themselves less

than those of cool climates, nevertheless heat does

seem to be an incentive to self-murder in these lat-

ter regions. In Algeria, for instance, where a good

many French soldiers kill themselves from home-

sickness, it has been remarked that the moment or-

dinarily chosen is wlien the south wind blows and

brings up from the desert its scorching, ii-ritatiug

dryness. This, with other facts, tends to jjrove that

dampness has not that fertilizing influence on sui-

cide with which it has been credited, and the old

theory that suicides in England are mainly caused

by the fogs is disproved.

Regarding this influence of climate, it has only

recently been shown that it has no efiect iu i^rodu-

ciag suicide. Thus, in the comparative catalogue of

national suicide, England stands below the middle

of the list ; but Norway is high up in the table

;

Denmark is at the very top, while Russia is low

dow'u in it. Yet tlie i-limates of these countries pre-

sent such analogies that, so far as regards their ac-

tion on the character of the i^eople, they may be

considered identical. The Esquimaux do not kill

themselves at all, neither do the Falkhand Islandei's
;

yet the climate in which they live is certainly worse

than that of Scandinavia or England.

In estimating the increase of mortality that is caused

by hot weather in temperate climates, therefore, we

must include that induced by an increase of snicid-

PHARMACOPtEIAL WEIGHTS AND MEAKUKES.

There is danger that the forthcoming pharma-

copfEia of the United States will be disregarded by

many of the physicians and pharmacists on account

of the abolition of fluid measures. It is of course

optional with jDhysicians whether or not they will

prescribe exclusively by weight. For the adojjtion

of "parts by weight only" in the ijharmacopftsia is

one thing, and the discontinuence of volumetric

metliods in writing and dispensing prescriptions is

another, which does not necessarily follow from

the first. That liqiiid remedies must be given

to patients by measure is, however, imdeniable, and

l)hysicians will be apt to write their prescriptions

in the manner best adopted to the end in view. Fluid

measures are the only direct and convenient means
;

they are nearly as accurate as weights, and will there-

fore continue to be used. The pharmacists of this

country, having been so long accustomed to measure

liquids, will probably find the new method trouble-

some.

Professor Oldberg's paper on the subject in this

number of the Record strongly indicates that the

metric system, including fluid measures, would have

been far preferable.

AN.2ESTHES1A IN DENTISTRY.

The New Jersey State Dental Association, at its

recent meeting, passed a resolution to the efiect that

its members should avoid the use of antesthetics as

much as possible, and that in every case requiring

anoestliesia the gi'eatest care should be taken to in-

sure the safety of the patient by a preliminary exam-

ination into his physical condition. Under ordinary

circumstances the pi'ecautions advised would be con-

sidered altogether unnecessary ; but, coming from a

body of dentists, and with the formal sanction of a

deliberate society vote, they have more than an or-

dinary significance.

It need not be stated that dentists, as a class, are

addicted to the free use of amesthesia ; neither is it

necessary to assert that a large proportion of fatal

cases, especially with chloroform, have been associ-

ated with dental operations. Hence, it appears pe-

culiarly appropriate for a society of dentists to give

the matter such serious attention as is indicated by

the resolution to which we have refen-ed.

The injunction to abstain from the use of anaes-

thetics whenever such a thing is possible will not
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hftvo, practically, much force with dentists. The de-

sire of u ]i;itient to nvoi«l ])aiii, and tlio iiiclination uf

the oiM'rutoJ- to oMige liim, are two powerful elo-

meiits which will iilwuys argno in fnvor of mm-sthe-

sia. Besides, tiie imhlie are odiu-nted tf) the Itelief

that for tooth-extraction pain is not necessarv. The

athuinistration of some sort of anu'sthetic is now

consith'red to he a necessarv condition of the opera-

tion, and the dentists wlio fail to meet the want are

in danger of losin^j tMistoin. It can hardly lie cx-

I)ected that any dental oj)enitor, niider such circnni-

stances, will strain a point to j)ersuade a ])atient not

to he rendered insensihle to pain ; hut, if the other

part of the resohition is conscientiously carried out,

viz., the prclinnnary examination into the i)hysical

condition of the jiatient, many fatiil accidents niay

be j^revented.

UfuifiUG nnti Hoticcs of Oooli!

Health and He.\lth Resorts. By John Wfl-son,

M.i>., late Medical Inspector, U.S.A. Philadel-

phia : Porter A: Coates. 1880.

The title of this book is a somewhat pretentious one,

for there is not very much about health, and only

foreign health-resorts are described. To that com-
paratively small class of jiersons which goes abroad
for its health the book will furnish considerable \ase-

ful information. The remarks upon the regimeu
for invalids at health stations are judicious and show
familiarity with these places. The author discourses

learnedly upon the intiuence of eleeti'icity in jiro-

ducing climatic changes, but the bearing of his

theories on health arid health-resorts is not ver\- ap-

l^arent. The chapters upon mineral s2)rings and
winter health resorts have about the merit of an
ordinary guide-book. The book will have some
jjiiictical usefulness, but, on the whole, it is a rather

•weak eftbrt.

The Thirteenth Report of the St. John's Hospit-^l,

at Lowell, 1879, contains an interesting account,

by Dr. Nathan Allen, of the Hospital Sunday
movement, and its success in this country.

Retention of the Placenta after Abortion. Bv
B. B. Brown, M.D.

Several cases illustrating this rare accident are here
I

related. A bibliography of the literature of the sub-

ject is appended, which makes the pamphlet a valu-

able one.

On New Methods of Operation for Repair of the
i

Female Perinjiim. ByLAWsoN Tait, F.R.C.S.,
j

etc.
I

Mr. Tait's new operation is based on two princii>les : I

first, that no tissue is removed, flaps being lifted
|

only ; secoml. that the stitches instead of being in-

terrupted and applied through the thickness of the
;

flap, are applied in the axis of the wound and are
;

practically continuous. The reprint describing this
j

operation is well illustrated, as would be necessary
|

indeed to make the process clear. I

I. StTROKBT IN TITR I*KNNHTLVANTA HoHPrPAL. BeINO
AN KrrroMK of iiik 1*ra(ti(E ok tiii: Ho.spital

HINCK 17i"i(>; IncHDI.SO t'oLLATIONH FROM THE
Sl'RCilCAL NoTKS, AND AN AcCOV^T OF THE MORE
InTKUIXIINO ('AHtX FROM 1H7/J TO 1M7H. WlTII

SOME STATiKTr( AL Tahlich. By Thomah Ci. Mor-
ton, M.I)., AMI William Hint, M.I J., Etc., Etc.

Phila.h'lj.liia : J. 15. Lipjuucott k Co. 1880. 8vo,

pp. Hl'.».

II. Montreal General H«)SPiTAL. Reports, Clinical

and PATHOr-OUICAL. Bv THE !MKl>TrAL StAFF.

Edited iiv William Oslkr, "SI A)., M.I{.('.P., Lon-
don. V'ol. I. Montreal : Dawson Brothers. 1880.

8vo, pp. '.H'A).

L The first of these works is based mainly upon
the cases recordeil in the hospital since 1873, the

records (extending as fur as 17r)2, being made use of

when deemed iieeessary. Many of these cases have

api)eared in the various medical journals from time

to time. Tlie first article on " Amjiutation "contains

the statistics of l().s operations performed on 1(X)

patients and extending over the period between 1875

and I87i>. From these it would appear that in 59
cases in which the amjiutation was primary'. 45 were
cured, i;{ died, ami 1 was removed from the hospital.

Of the 11 seeondaiT amputations, 10 were cured and
I died. There were ;^8 amjjutations for bone and
other diseases ; of these '•^4^ were cured, •'] died and
1 was removed. Of the 34 amputations at the upper
extremity, 4 died ; of 74 at the lower extremity, 18

died. From the table giving the number of ami)uta-

tioDs performed from 1830 to 1879, we find that there

were 1,011, of which 247 died. Statistics are also

given of various other surgical diseases, the more
prominent being '•aneurisms," "erysipelas," "can-
cer," " elej)hantiasis," " ovariotomy," and " fractures."

An interesting account of the construction of the

hospital, the mode of ventilation, and hospitalism is

fiu'nished by Dr. Morton. Tlien follows a list of the

medical officers of the institution, prepared by Dr.
Longstreth. Tlie volume concludes with an abstract

of the surgical cases treated from May, 1873, to May,
1878, prepared by Mr. Jonathan Richards, the
whole number being 5,580, of whom 390 died, 3,1:34

were cured, 99(5 im])roved, and the remainder, with
the exception of 490, who were in the hospital when
the report was made, were lost sight of. The book
contains an engraving of the hospital, one i)hototype,

and several illustrations. It will be of great service

as a book of reference to those interested in surgery.

II. ^Ve hail with pleasure the appearance of the
fii-st volume of these reports. The editor, in the
preface, gives a brief account of the hospital accom-
modations, there being 170 beds and an average of

about 1,600 in-patients admitted during the year,

and 15,000 out-patients treated. In the year com-
mencing May, 1878, and ending Apiil 1, 1879, there
were 1,552 i>atients treated in the medical and sur-

gical wards of the hospital, of whom l,41tj recovered,

and 136 died. The first paper " On hemoeythsemia,"
by Dr. R. P. Howard, contains the histories of several

cases, the pathological conditions found, together
with views of different authors in reference to the
disease. A " Remarkable Case of Favus," is described
by Dr. T. G Roddick, in which almost the entire

scalp was affected, together with a greater part of the
body, the hands and feet being free from the disease,

The same writer gives the statistics of Lister's anti-

septic method, as jiractised in the hospital. From
this w;e find that in ('4 operations performed, there
were but two deaths, one being a woman, fifty-five
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years of age, in whom the leg was aniinitatotl, and
who died from exhaustion dnring the tliird W(>ek, a
post-mortem examination revealing an aneurism of

the common iliac, with closure of the vessels from
that point. The other case was one of morbus
cox;e in an advanced stage. The "Pathological
Report" of Dr. Osier is quite full and exhaustive,

comprising a selection from '225 post-nu)rtems.

There are other papers by Dr. Osier and the members
of the hospital staff, which are of value and interest.

There are several excellent plates intersjiersed

through the book, which are well gotten u]). We
congratulate the editor on the great amount of

material that has been brought together, and hoi)e

to see the "Reports" continued from year to year.

Catal,o<4ue op the Graduates and Officers of
THE Medical Dei'ahtmext of the IJNn'EUSiTY

OF THE (,'ity of New York. December, 187'J.

Second edition. Published l)y the Alumni Asso-

ciation. Svo, pp. 159.

The catalogue contains a histoiy of the Medical
Deiiartment of the University. A list of oiticers is

then given, after which are the names of the alumni,

together with their residences and the different

offices they have held. The class of 1879 is to be
found in this edition.

A Reply to Criticisms on the "Problems op In-

sanity," wrrH Remarks on the Gosling Case.

By Dr. Geo. M. Beard.

This pami)hlet embrace.-; Dr. Beard's closing re-

marks during the discussion of his pajjer on the

Problems of Insanity, before the Medico-Legal {So-

ciety. It makes quite interesting reading and is one
of Dr. Beard's best literary efforts. It has a good
deal of glitter to it, and it contains several striking

and suggestive points ; but we doubt if it makes
very much impression on the scientific mind. Dr.

Beard's definition of insanity is as elastic and mean-
ingless as other efforts in the same direction.

What Constitutes a Discovery in Science. By
Dr. Geo. M. Beard, A.M., M.D.

In this little brochure of live pages. Dr. Beard en-

deavors to show that he is the true discoverer of

ueiirasthenia. The argument is made up of lurid

rlietorie, shallow analysis, and i^retentious logic.

Dr. B. is undoubtedly entitled to much credit in

the matter of delivering this new pathological in-

fant, neurasthenia, but critics on the whole have

done him amj^le justice, and the present performance

seems to be quite uncalled for.

One Thousand De/vthsin " The Knights of Honor."
By Joel Seaverus, M.D.

This is the title of a short article in which the dif-

ferent proportion of mortality in the different

States is shown. It appears, for example, that in

Kentucky the jDroiJortion of deaths was 1 to every

42 members, while in Massachusetts it was 1 to

89. The facts brought out will be of value to co-

operative life insurance comi^anies and miitual bene-

fit societies like The Knights of Honor.

Report of the Proceedings in the Case of Ruths
vs. Reuling.

The trial for malpractice, of which the present pam-
phlet is a record, excited much interest and feeling

in Baltimore at the time of its occurrence last

March. Dr. Reuling, a reputable jihysician and

oculist, operated on a woman for acute glaucoma

;

the operation failed, partly through the fault of

the i>atient, and she was left blind—-the condition

to which the disease itst-lf would have in any event

brought her. The woman and lier friends ap-

p(>ared to be satisfied, and continued friendly

toward Dr. Reuling until about three years later.

At that time, i)artly through the liints and instiga-

tion of a "brother" oculist, a trial for malpracti(;e

was instituted. This came off hust spring. An
attemjjt was made to show that the diagnosis was
wrong, and the oi)eration uncalled for. The at-

tempt was a signal failure, and Dr. Reuling was coni-

l)letely acquitted. The affair was an unfortunate

one, and did great injustice to the defendant.

A Paper on Color-Blini>ness. By Dr. B. Joy Jef-

fries.

Read before tlie U. S. Naval Institute, gives a brief

and clear statement of the principal facts regarding

color- blindness.

Notes on Perityphlitis, by Henry B. Sands, M.D.,

is the title of a paper giving the results of the

study of twenty-six cases of perityphlitis that oc-

curred in the author's experience. The observa-

tions here made will be of use to jjersons who wish

to refer to the subject, though they embrace nothing

especially new. The treatment by early incision,

introduced by Dr. Willard Parker, is endorsed.

Protection fkom Venereal Diseases in America.

By Dr. J. Birreck Nevins, London.

This is the reprint of an article that appeared in

Tlie S<mitari(W, a short time ago, in answer to the

address of Dr. H. L. Gilion, delivered before the

Public; Health Association, and subsequently pub-
lished in the same journal. Dr. Gilion portrayed,

in somewhat lurid colors, the evils of syphilis to

the human race, and urged the great necessity of

taking strong measures to stamp it out. Dr.

Nevins deprecates the rhetoric and calls in (]ues-

tion some of the statements of Dr. Gihon. The
former gentleman would have us believe that syph-

ilis is not such a terrible scourge as has been

represented. He shows that in England the total

deaths from syphilis are only 1 out of every 374.

Out of 60 diseases tabulated in the order of their

fatality, syphilis ranges from forty-second to forty-

tifth.
" Out of an annual average of 1,201 deaths

from syphilis, 1,037 occur within the first year of

life. Dr. Nevins does not think that hereditary

syphilis is so severe or Irequent as has been sup-

})osed. Among 206,846 patients in ten children's

hospitals in Great Britain and Ireland, only 1.4 per

cent, were entered as syphilitic.

Dr. Gihon, in a subsequent number of The Sani-

taridn, published a short reply to the present article.

Each author writes as a controversialist, but Dr.

Nevins has undoubtedly collected the most facts and
has made the better showing for his side.

Contributions to Orthopedic Surgery, including

Observations on the Treatment of Chronic Inflam-

mation of the Hip-, Iviiee-, and Ankle-jomts by a

New and Simple Method of Extension—the Physi-

ological Method ; and Lectures on Club-foot, De-
livered at the College of Physicians and Surgeons

(Special Course). By Jos' C. Hutchison, M.D.
New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1880.

Orthopedic surgery has received a very wide at-

tention and innumerable contributions during the

past forty years. But in all the literature of this

subject nothing has been shown so clearly as that

the theories regarding the best method of treating
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diseases of the jointu are absolutely valueless. At

tln« i)n'-<i'ut tiiiio it is iuiM<)niic»'<l liy tln» liifj:lM'st an-

tliDritifs, on the one liund. that, in tn'iitin^,' ilisoiisos

of tlio joints, w^t anil iininoWility aro tlu' uroul imli-

ciitions to pnisut', ami, on tlio otln-r, that cxtiMision

with mobility are tho sine i/iiu inni. Tlicru is no

snrt^oon who h;is not liis pet theory in whicli a <lif-

fcrt'nt ih'^'i«'t> of proniineniv is j^ivcti to rest, exten-

sion, eonipressiou, immobility, mobility, or exi)ec-

tancv. Tliere is, we must eonrluile, luit one test for

any special methoil of treatment, iiinl that is tlie test

of jiractieal results. On Dr. Hut<hison's s])ecial

method, therefore, of treating; diseases of tlie hip.

knee, ami ankle, we pass no jutl;,'ment. Tln> method
is simple, inexpensive, can readily be ehau'^ed if in-

etVective, and on these grounds deserves a wide trial

by the jtrofession. It consists simi)ly in elevating

tlie sound limb by placin^c a raised shoe on the cor-

rc^poudin;,' foot and lettiti-,' the child ^'o on enitches.

The weij,dit of thelind) makes sullicient extension, and

the fear of pain secures sullicient immobility. The
objiu'tions whicli naturally occur are, that the con-

stant extension may be injurious to the knee-joint,

and that the time of extension is not suiiiciently long,

as it is only applied during the two or three hours a

day when the child is walking about. To remedy
this latter point, Dr. Hutchison, in some cases,

uses night extension by weight and pulley. And he

claims that the results of his method have been very

satisfactory, much more so in fact than those ob-

tained by the employment of tho ordinary mechan-
ical appliances. We agree with the author that

Sayre's and Taylors splints secure neither mobility

iu the joint nor the extension which is claimed ; and
it would be a blessing to afflicted children if the plan

o tiered by Dr. Hutchison, which does away with a

cumbersome and often entirely useless harness, could

be proved a successful one.

Dr. Hutchison's lectures on Club-Foot have al-

ready ai)peared in The Record, and do not need

extended comment here. They are clear and practi-

cal discussions of the subject ; and are very well il-

lustrated.

TaK SuBGERY, Surgical Pathology, and Surgical
Anatomy of the Female Pelvic Organs. In a

Series of Plates taken from Nature, with Commen-
taries, Notes, and Cases, by Henry Savage, M.D.,

London. Third edition, revised and greatly extend-

ed. Tiiirty-two plates and twenty-two wood engrav-

ings, with special illustrations of the operations ort

vesico-vaginal fistula, ovariotomy, and perineal

operations. New York : Wm. Wood A- Co. 1880.

Wood's Library of Standard Medical Authors.

The publishers of this volume deserve great praise

for the enterprise which has placed so valuable and
heretofore costly a work within the reach of eveiy

jiractitioner. The plates with which the book is

tilled are anatomically accurate, and, artistically, are

perfect specimens of lithographic art. Dr. Savage's

long experience, and his connection with Si)encer

Wells, entitle him to si)eak with authority upon the

various surgical and jjathological points which he
discusses. The book treats first of the anatomy of

the female perineum. This part of the subject is

illustrated with seven jdates, accompanied by de-

scriptions and siu-gical hints m regard to pelvic ab-

scess, pudendal hematoceles, etc. The anatomy of

the pelvic contents and their relations is then de-

scribed, and illustrated with ten plates, besides wood-
cuts. Under this head Dr. Savage gives an excel-

lent summary of the neoplasms of these parts. Li

the classification of these tumors, the author inclines

to the greatest Himjdicity, and is of the opinion, to

which (?very <ine will agree, that nomenclature has

hitlierto jirovetl more a hinderance than a gain to

pathology. Tiio remainder of the book is chiefly

devotetl to plates and cuts illustrating operations on
vesico vaginid fistula, ovariotomy, and jierineal oper-

ations. Under the head of ovariotomy, he gives

the steps of the oi)eration as i>erformed l)y Sp«!ncer

Wells. Under all the lujads are short and practical

commentaries, together with histories of cases which
are remarkable for the compactue.s8 and point with

which they are related.

Dr. Savage is inclined to be aphoristic in making
his surgical comments, and he sometimes infers i)rac-

tical rules from purely anatomical considerations in

a too dogmatic fashiim. An instance of this is his

conclusion that tho uterus can hardly bo ami)utated

without a fatal result from hemorrhage. It will,

perhaps, j)ain a certain eminent gynecologist to learn

that nothing is said about the ductility of theutenis.

A defect in the book that will be more widely felt, is

its lack of an index.

It is needless to go into fui-ther analysis, as the

book is one tliat must be seen in order that its mer-
its may be fairly appreciated. It is an exhaustive

anatomical, and an almost indispensable surgical

guide to the parts of which it treats.

Carl.sb.vu and its Natural Healing Agents, from
the Physiological and Therapeutical View, by J.

Kraus, M.D., with notes introductory, by Rev. J.

T. Walters, M. A. Second edition. Revised and en-

larged. London : Triibner ^ Co., Ludgate Hill.

1880.

This little book embodies an attempt to write up
the Carlsbad Springs in a strictly scientific manner,
and to furnish physicians with a thorough knowledge
of the proi)erties of the waters. There is rather

more of .scientific information than is generally found
in water-cure guide-books, \n\i the general tenor

seems to be that Carlsbad water cures pretty nearly

everything, especially if the patient is " under the

providential care of Dr. Kraus," as was the case with

the reverend writer of the introductory notes. Not
many physicians send patients to Carlsbad, but if

they intend to do so, douljtless a lierusal of this

book would give additional intelligence and confi-

dence to their counsels.

^Mb. Tait's Case.s of Oophorectomy.—Mr. Lawson
Tait publishes, iu the lirilifih Medical Jomnial, a sy-

nopsis of all the cases, twenty-eight in number, on
which he has perfonned oophorectomy. In twenty-
six cases of complete oiieratiou there was but one
death. The results were, at date of the reijort : com-
plete relief in 18 cases

; gi-eat rehef in 6 cases
;
partial

relief in 1 case ; no complete record in 1 case ; death
in 1 case. This last was a i)ationt suffering from
myoma, and nearly moribund with hemorrhage at

the time of oi)eration. The causes for the operation
were : dysmenorrhtea in 11 cases; menstrual ejiilepsy

and mania in 2 cases ; menoiThagia in 2 cases

;

hemorrhage from myoma in 10 cases ; abscess of

ovary in 1 case. Fourteen of the patients were
single ; the ages varied between twenty-five and fifty.

Mr. Tait lost one of the two cases in which he per-
formed incomplete ovariotomy. He is of the opinion
that unless the ovaries can be entu-ely removed they
had better not be touched.
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tUv'J^'ts Df 6ocictie0.

THE NEW YORK SOCIETY OF GERMAN
PHYSICIANS.

Stated Meeting, May 28, 1880.

Dr. W. Balser, President, in the Chair.

congenital atresia of meatus axjditorius exteuniis.

Dr. Sl'harlatt exhibited a child showing this ab-

normal condition on the right side. In addition to

the atresia of the external meatus, the child also

had an incomplete develoj)ment of the pinna of the

same side.

Dr. KxArp stated in reference to this case, that

bilateral atresia M'as of yerv rare occurrence, and

NEW HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Ninetieth Annual Meeting,

Held in Phoenix Hall, Concord, June 15 and IG, 1880.

First Day—Morning Session.

The meeting was called to order l)y the President,

Dr. T. J. W. Pray, of Dover, and prayer was offered

by Kev. D. C. Roberts, of St. Paul's Church, Con-

cord, after which the usual committees for the ses-

sion were appointed, and delegates (Drs. Ira A. Rus-

sell and George W. Gay, from Massachusetts, and Dr.

George Daveni^ort, from Vermont, societies) were

introduced, welcomed to seats, and invited to take

part in the proceedings of the Association.

There were one hundred and twenty members
present.

The Council Meeting was held the evening previ-

ous, and the report was read by Dr. M. ^y. Russell,

that sucli patients frecpiently showed, in addition to Secretary, and was accepted, after which sixteen new

the arrested development, traces of the original cer

vical fissures. In this jiarticular instance, the two
small superficial fistuhe which ajipeared near the site

of the meatus, might be regarded as remnants of the

cei'vical fissures. In most cases of this kind, he add-
ed, the internal auditory apparatus was also found
in a condition of malformation, so that operative in-

terference otifered no chance of a successful issue.

perforating duodenal ulcer.

Dr. Caille presented a specimen of the above,

removed from the body of a man 55 years of age,

and gave the following history : The patient had
complained for some years past of dyspepsia, and he
had latterly taken large quantities of hydrochloric
acid. Some time before his death he had some pains
in the umbilical region. Pressure here would aggra-
vate the pains. Symptoms of enteritis then came
on, and were rapidly followed by diffuse peritonitis.

At the autopsy, the upper portion of the horizon-
tal part of the duodenum showed a perforating
ulcer. In refemng to the mode of development of

these rare ulcers, it was stated that the self-digestion

of a primary hemon-hagic infarction would account
for the origin of the lesion. In this case bloody
stools had not been observed.
Dr. Langmann remembered a very similar case

which had been previously reported at one of the

meetings of the Society, by Dr. Schnetter. Intesti-

nal hemorrhage had, however, been a prominent
symptom in that case.

congenital atrophy of LIA'ER.

Dr. Jacobi presented a specimen of what he con-

sidered a true interstitial hepatitis, occurring in an
infant weighing ten pounds. The liver weighed only

one ounce and a half, and was composed almost ex-

clusively of connective tissue. (See Medical Rec-
ord, June 5, 1880, p. 618.)

members were elected and took seats with the So-

ciety.
diphtheria.

At 12 M., the President, Dr. Pray, read the an-

nual address, choosing for his subject Dii)htheria,

discussing the etiology and the pathological condi-

tions usually found, and making a strong appeal to

physicians always to examine carefully and persist-

ently into the sanitary conditions of the house and

surroundings in cases of this disease, and gave some

excellent hints as to the indications of a tonic plan

of treatment. He closed with a brief summary of

his own observations, saying he was convinced that

croup and diphtheria were of the same origin, and

essentially the same in development.

The address was accepted with a vote of thanks,

and Dr. W. T. Smith, of Hanover, read an able dis-

sertation upon Suspended Animation, and Dr. S. B.

How, of Manchester, a report on Surgery, giving a

detailed account of several cases that had come
under his observation.

At 2 P.M. the Society adjourned to the Phosnix

Hotel to partake of the annual dinner, after which

the jw.s/-2JrmK//<-// exercises were under the direction

of Dr. P. A. Stillings, of Concord, who presided as an-

niversary chairman, and able and excellent responses

were made to appropriate sentiments by the Presi-

dent, the Chaplain, Drs. Russell and Gay, of Massa-

chusetts, Dr. HiU, of Dover, Dr. Fowler, of Bristol,

and others.

At 4.30 P.M. the Society again assembled in the

Hall, and the reading of papers was resumed. The
Secretary read an essay on the Province of Medicine,

bv Dr. M. C. Dix, of Hinsdale, who was unable to be

present ; and Dr. F. A. Stilling, of Concord, gave an

able paper on Melancholia and its Connection with

Ancient and Modern Suicides. These papers were

referred, without discussion, to the Committee on

Publication.

The Committee on the time and place of hold-

the Semi-Annual Meeting reported, through

Another Diploma Shop Discovered.—A medical
school or college which appears to have been trafHc-

ing in diplomas has recently been discovered, it is

said, in Kansas City, Missouri. From the circiim-

stanees surrounding the matter it would seem prob-

able that the officers of the institution, if it be en-

titled to the name, are siiecessors in business and

perhaps descendants by name of some of the Phila-

delphia worthies renowned in same sort of trans-

actions.

Dr. A. H. Crosby, of Concord, that the inducements

presented by the managers of the Pemigewassett

House, at Plymouth, had been accepted, and the

meeting was to be held in September, and that, on

the second day, by reason of the liberal offer made
bv the managers, there would be an excursion for the

profession and their families upon Lake Wiuuepe-

saukee. The report was accepted, and the Commit-

tee of Arrangements was ordered to invite the New
Hampshire Pharmaceutical Society, the district med-
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ical Hocieties of the State (ami awvh of the profesHion
in otiior States ns ooiilil oasily an-ivo at IMynionth in

one (liiv), to lie prosent, with thoir wives, and enjoy,

with the State Association, a soeial nieetiiif,', witli a
day of rest and reeroation from tlie cares <»f profes-

sional life. Report accepted, and the Society ad-
journed until 8 r.M.

Evening Session.

This Session was niuiidy devoted to the rejiovt on
Necrolof^'v, hv Dr. Hill, of Dover, who rt'ported the
deaths of Dr. N. Tolles, of (lareniont, Dr. D. E.
Wells, of Hill, Drs. A. R. Dearhoni an.l ]{. K. llarri-

mau. of Concord, and Dr. A. ('. Whipple, of Ashland.
Appropriate olijtnarv notices of the above were road
hy Dr. J. S. Swelt. df Newport, Dr. H. li. Fowler, of
Bristol, Di-a. C'ook, Crosby, and Conn, of Concord,
which were accepted and referred.

The remainder of the evening session was devoted
to the discussion of paj)ers, and several inti>restinf?

cases were reported. Dr. Russell, of Concord, re-

ported a case of rheumatic jjoricarditis. in which the
temperature was ]iersistently hifjjh, 102' to 104 , and
the respiration so much increased as to make it verv'

difficult to count. The case bein^^ fatal, po.-<t-mi>rtt!m

showed that the jilastic material etlused upon the
surface of the pericardium had become or{?anized
into c^-owths resembling the fern in vegetable organ-
ization ; and the lungs seemed to have sutiered sec-
ondarily from the i^ressure of the over-worked cen-
tral organ.

INGUINAL HEKNI.V—SUPPLEMENTARY SAC.

Dr. Crosby, of Concord, reported an operation for

direct inguinal hernia, in which the .strangulation had
existed about seventy hours. The tumor was oblong
but very hard. Upon cutting down, he exposed what
looked like the hernial sac, and after nicking the
edge of the ring, he attempted to reduce the mass,
but failed. He then laid the sac o\)e.n freely, releasing
a considerable quantity of serum, and exposed a dark
colored mass of omentum, which was enveloped in an-
other sac. This contained very little, if any, fluid,

and could not be reduced. The covering was, appn-
rentli/, a true hernial sac, and this in turn was ojien-
ed, and disclosed a mass of omentum, very dark in

color, but not disintegrated at all. The ring was
now tourlied for the third time with the hernial knife,
the 2>rotruded mass gently restored to place, and
the wound dressed in the u.sual manner. The knuckle
of omentum probably broke down, as there was sub-
sequently a profuse discharge of foul juis from the
opening, and the man made a fair but slow recovery.
The interesting jioiut in the case was the existence
of the supplementary sac, resembling, as it did, the
true hernial covering. From its situation and size,

it could not have been a hydrocele of the cord. Dr.
Stillings stated that Gi'oss had described a similar
anomaly, but did not attempt to exjjlain it.

Second Day.—Morning Session.

After the election of officers, and the dispatch of
some routine business, a general discussion ensued
upon various matters of practice.

scarlet fever and small-pox.

Dr. "Wheeler, of Pittsfield, reported a ease in
which a child, recently vaccinated, had incurred an
attack of scarlatina, and the two diseases progressed
simultaneously, resulting in death. The character
of the rash was modilied by the cow-pock.

Dr. Parhons, of Portsmouth, rejiorted an epi-

demic of small-pox in liis neighborhood, caused by
a good-natured woman, who. iiaving contra(^t(id the
disease elHewhere. came home and tlistriliuted crusts

from her i)nst\di's, witii instnu'tions to niccindltt them-
selves, and thus escape her malatly.

MALI(»NANT TIMOR OF THE BREAST.

Dr. Wiikklkr i-ejiorted a ca.so whi(rh had been
seen the ]»revious day by several nuunbers of the

Society. .\ woman, aged about forty, whose mother
died of schiiTus breast, b(>gan to suffer tliree years

ago with i)aiii in the dorsal spine, which was treated

asneuralgia. but never wholly relieved. Within afew
months a " dimple" appeared under the breast, ui)on

the inner side, near the sternum. At the base of

this dej)ression is an induration, the size of half a

chestnut, tirndy attached to the stemal end of the
rib. There has been but little ])ain at this point,

but there is a line from this to the sj)ine which is

tender upon i)ressure. The ca.se was discussed Ijy

Drs. Howe, I'arsons, Weymouth, Cro.sby, and others.

Wliile a majority thought it malignant, others re-

garded it as a neurosis simply, and suggested gal-

vanism to establish the diagnosis, and, perhaps,

cure it.

The delegates to Dartmouth Medical College, and
to other State Medical Societies, made reports, and
the secretaries of the several District Societies gave
an abstract of the work of their respective associa-

tions.

The Auditors reported the Treasurer's account
to be con-ect. All of which was accepted without
discussion, and referred.

By special order, at nine o'clock, the following of-

ficers were elected. Also a council of twenty mem-
bers and ten censors, as well as committees to report

at the next annual meeting.

officers elected,'

President, Dr. G. P. Conn, Concord ; Vice-Preai-

dmf, Dr. H. B. Fowler. Bristol : Trmsm-er, Dr. L.

B. How, Manchester ; Sec)-e/(ny, Dr. M. W. Russell,

Concord; Annirersun/ Chairman, Dr. C. A. Tufts,

Dover.
E'voifire Committee, Drs. P. A. Stackpole, Dover ;

J. W. Parsons, Portsmouth ; and A. H. Crosby, Con-
cord.

The further discussion of papers and cases then

took place, until adjournment at 12.30.

The next annual meeting wiU be held at Concord,

on the thii'd Tuesday of June, 1881.

Astrological Pathology.—Under this head the

Laucet states that in the coming fall, the jilanets

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune will be in

perihelion simultaneously. This has not hai^iJened

before for more than eighteen hiindred years. An
Irish prophet asserts also that the " Star of Beth-
lehem" will make its appearance in the horizon

during August. These celestial events are to usher

in the disastrous outbreaks of many pestilences—

a

veritable saturnalia of death. AVe are to anticipate

a recuiTcnce of the temlile jjestilences which con-

cui-red wath the earlier years of the Christian era,

and of which the recent imii^tions of jjlague are the
forerunners.

In ^-iew of this doleful prospect it is pleasant to

feel that we have a National Board of Health, at any
rate.
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Corrcsponticncc.

"SANITARY ADMINISTRATION AND
EPIDEMIC DISEASE."

To THK Editor ok Thk Mkuioai> IIf.cord.

Sbr :—A jiaper bearing the above title ajipeared in

the number of the Medical Kecokd for June 20, 1880,

and contains some statements which seem to me to

require an answer.

The lirst part of the paper referred to, starts out
with the assumption, that "disease, like its congener,

pain, is not an evil," and lectures sanitarians for

wasting their efforts in attempting to exterminate
disease, when their efforts should be directed to re-

move the conditions which cause disease and death.

I think that tliis criticism of Prof. Lvman is hardly
fair to sanitarians, for the great and ultimate object

of all sanitary science is this very prevention and re-

moval of the causes of disease.

Imperfect as oiir knowledge of the caiises of many
diseases still is, we have to thank, to a great extent,

physicians interested in sanitary science for such in-

formation as we possess.

Numberless illustrations of the truth of this state-

ment might be given, but I will only here mention
the valuable information recently given by Dr.

Thorn, of England, concerning the late outbreak of

typhoid fever at C!aterham, England, last year ; also,

the late interesting researches of Dr. Benjamin
Bro\ATiing, concerning the propagation and artificial

production of diphtheria in man and inferior animals.

But to return to the lirst part of Dr. Lyman's state-

ment, I venture to dispute in toto the j)roi)osition

that disease and pam are not evils. It is, doubtless,

l^erfectly true that man, like all other organic forms,
is born to die, and the fact of his birth presupposes
his death.

But death by disease, such as the physician has to

deal with, is not the normal way in which life should
gradually and painlessly terminate.

If every human being were born of perfectly heal-

thy jjarents, and from the time of his birth were
placed under proper sanitary and hygienic con-

ditions, this life would end by a gradual and pain-

less cessation of being.

Disease, in other words, is a result of a want of

proper correspondence between the habits and mode
of life of the individual and his environment ; hence
it is not in consonance with the normal law of na-

ture, but antagonistic to it.

But a still more questionable statement is made
by Dr. Lyman in the following words :

" But if

(quarantine shall fail to keep out the infective agent,

we must rely on local sanitation and j^ersonal hygiene,
upon actual deportation of tlie movable population,
and the most rapid ]JOssible diffusion of the disease,

among those who elect to remain upon the infected

spot, so that the epidemic period may be shortened
and the number of acclimatized persons may be in-

creased."

Farther on he says that " in proportion to the i)an-

demicity and continuity of virulent diseases, will be
the diminution of their danger."
While it is perfectly true that the cases found at

the outbreak of an epidemic are generally more viru-

lent and fatal than those found at a later period of

the disease, yet it is absurdly incorrect to say that

the general mortality from that disease is diminish-

ed by its diffusion among the poi)ulation.

The history of all epidemics shows, I think, conclu-

sively, that the fact is just the reverse of the state-

nicnt made by Dr. Lyman.
Tiie ratio of deaths to the number of cases is often

diminished during the course of an epidemic, Imt
tlie number of cases l)ecomes so nnu-h greater that

tlit> mortality from the epidemic disease is incieased.

Witness the epidemics of diphtheria, e])idemic dys-

onterv, scarlet fever, measles, etc., which have pre-

vailed in our country during the jjrcsent generation.

Does Dr. Lyman mean to say that the mortality from
these diseases was diminished by their sjiread in the

community? Such a statement carries with it its own
refutation.

This is also well seen in Great Britain, for nearly

a centurv. Scarlet fever has been endemic therein,

and has that fact diminished the mortality from scar-

let fever in that country ? By no means, it rages viru-

lently to this very day, and it is estimated that from
60 to 70,000 persons died there from scarlet fever

and its sequehe, annually.

The following advice is given by Dr. Lyman con-

corning the prevention of epidemics :
" The true way

to ])revent these revivals of epidemic disease is to

cultivate its virus, and to maintain its presence in

tlie community as carefully as we do in the case of

small-pox."

Tliis allusion to the use of vaccination for the jn-e-

vention of small-pox is a very unfortunate one for

the doctor's argument, for the fact is, we do not cul-

tivate or maintain the presence of small-pox in the

community by vaccination at all. The old and ob-

solete practice of inoculation did retain small-pox in

the community, and for that veiy reason was aban-

doned.
Vaccinia, it is true, was and is produced from

small-pox virus, but in passing through the changes

it undergoes in the cow a new disease is produced,

local and protective in its character, and which is

qidte different from variola.

But the cream of Dr. Lyman's article shows itseK

in a later paragraj^h, in which he says :

" By weeding out the feeble offspring of the com-
munity, the prevalence of epidemic disease is a con-

stant source of vigor to the community."
In the language of the immortal "Boz," "here's

richness for you."
In other words, we are advised to retain epidemics

in our midst to kill off' our weakly children. How
does that sound when put down in plain English '?

A luuch shorter and more effective method would
be to do as the ancient Spartans did, namely, expose

them to wild beasts, or drown them as is now done
to female infants in China.

I woiild like to ask, in all seriousness, where can

be found any proofs of such statements ? How is it

2)ossible that the destruction of thousands of lives,

and the mutilation of other thousands by lesions of

important organs, which are the well known results

of epidemics of scarlet fever and other like diseases,

can in any way affect favorably the human race.

Has not history shown, by irrefragable i)roofs, that

the vigor and length of life in modern times has in-

creased, whilst many of the epidemic diseases, such

as the plague, typhus fever, small-pox, etc., have
almost disa])peared from the world's history ?

The hands of tiie men of our age are too large to

gi-as]) fittingly the sword-handles of our Norman an-

cestors, and our bodies too large to be covered by
their armor.

Robert Reybubk, M.D.
Washxsgton, D. C.
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ASBKSTOS HOOFING FKIT AS A MATE-
KIAF. F()I{ SI'IMNTS.

To TiiK RiiiTOH or Th« Mckical nrronn.

Sir:—I wish to call the nttontion of the j)roff>ssion

to the f^Toixt lulviintiipfcs of asl)ostos ronl'inf,' felt as a
matorial for jdastio splints and other inonlilcd apjja-
ratns. I liuvo for some considemltli' time niado use
of this article in my i)ra<'ticc, and have found it i)ref-

erahlo to any other material yet proposed for such
uses. A briof statement of its qualities will show
how greatly it excels pasteboard, leather, starch,
plaster, or fjutta-percha.

1st.—It is rendered perfectly soft and flexible by
brief immersion in water, of a temperature which
can be borne by tlie hand without dilliculty.

'id.— It retains its ])lasticity ipiite lontr enough to
allow of careful adaptation, while its stillness is in-
stantly restored by a dash of cold water.

3d.—While soft it does not change dimen.sions, aa
is so often, and auuoyingly, the case with gutta-
percha.

4th.—It remains unchanged after indefinite ex-
posure to the heat and moisture of the body. Nor
is it affected by any of the ordinary lotions, etc., ap-
plied in cases of wound or fracture.

5th.—It is perfectly antisejitic on account of the
coal tar with which it is saturated, a (piality which
of itself would esjjecially commend the use of the
article in all cases of compound fracture.

6th.—It is so cheap that its cost is hardly worth
estimating, even in large institutions.

The felt which I have used is mamifactiired by
Johns it Co., New York. It is, however, probable
that there are other articles of the kind in the mar-
ket, which will be found equally available.

SxiAKT Eldiudue, M.D.,
Surgooii to General llospiul, Yokohama.

Yokohama, Japan.

PERSISTENT PRIAPISM.
To THE Editob op The Mbdical Ukcobd.

Sm :—The case of persistent i>riapism reported bv
Dr. G. L. Peabody, in the X. V. Mailicdl Journal, May,
1880, and copied into the Record of July 3d, brings
to mind a similar case which came under the writer's
observation in September, 1870, notes of which have
been preserved. The subject was an American, a
farmer's boy, nineteen years old, who, for sevei-al
years i)revious to the attack, had exhibiteil the char-
acteristics of paludal cachexia, and had been treated
for the same. He had also received treatment for
caries of the tarsal bones of the left foot. The
priapism began on the 8th of September and con-
tinued nearly tive weeks. During the lirst twenty
days of the attack, pain and discomfort were exces-
sive, being precisely like that experienced in gonor-
rhceal chordee. The temperature and pulse were
both largely increased, especially at night, when the
pain was also more severe. Urination was frequent,
but unobstructed, and there was a co]jious urinai-v de-
posit of yellowish colored .sand, which, on examina-
tion, was found to consist of uric acid crystals. The
blood was not examined, but symi)toms"and appear-
ances of leucocythiBmia were all present. The
spleen was greatly enlarged, and the cervical glands
were prominent and indurated. The skin was pale
and waxy ; the muscles of his legs and arms were
weak and trembling ; palpitations were complained
of, but no abnormal heart-sounds were noticed.
Epistaxis occurred twice during the continuance of

the priapism. There was considerable bronchial
catarrh and cough. The principal remedies used
wert> (piinine and iron, with anodynes to relieve j)aiu.

Cold aj)plications, locally, increased the distress.

Warm fomentati<ins atlorded slight relief. Attheend
of tlie tifth week the organ had about regained its

natural size, and the patient's general condition had
somewhat inq)roved. The hnicocytha-mia was not
cured, however, and about eleven months afterward
the imti<'nt succumbed to its ell'ects.

If Dr. i'eal>ody's case is the seventh recorded in-

stance of jjersistent i)napism occurring in leuco-
cytha-mia, this one may, j>erhaps, be numbered the
eighth. Very truly yours,

G. F. WETHEREIili, M.D.
Lyons, Iowa.

llcui -ZJnstnimcuts.

THE CELLULOID HYPODERMIC
SYRINGE.

The Celluloid hyijodermic syringe, constructed
entirely of celluloid, supplies an article which is

perfect of its kind. The l)arrel is clear and transpa-

rent, and thus embodies all the good qualities of

glass in this connection ; but, being made of celluloid,

it j)Ossesses the toughness and strength of this mate-
rial, and cannot be broken even by the roughest
usage. In addition to its singular strength and
durability, the celluloid syringe avoids in its con-
stniction the inaccuracies and other disadvantages
found in the graduation and operation of even the
best glass syringes, because of the dilliculty of obtain-

ing a perfectly true cylindrical bore in the glass

tubes.

The trans])arent celluloid syringe barrels are man-
ufactured upon a mandrel. This in.snres mathemati-
cal exactness and uniformity in the bore from end to

end, and permits the utmost precision in the gradu-
ation thereof.

The new form of hyiiodermic svringe is evidently

an instrument wliich operates uniformly, with per-
fect ease, is mathematically accui-ate in its gradua-
tion, and is not liable to break even when subjected
to a severe blow.

These syringes are put uj) in handsome celluloid
oases, which are themselves worthy of notice. They
are very strong ; are always clean and neat in aj^pear-
ance ; are not easily scratched or defaced, and main-
tain a lieautiful polish. They are made in various
coloi*s, with rounded comers, so as not to catch or
wear the pocket, and are fitted with nickel-plated
catches and hinges.

Every syringe is warranted as to strength and ao-
oiu-acy of graduation, and the manufacturers, F. 6.
Otto it Sons, guarantee to replace any celluloid hy-
podermic syringe, in which the ban-el is broken by"a
fall from any height, or by other similar accidental
shook or blow.
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COMBINED MOUTH-GAG AND CHEEK
RETRACTOR.

By J. O. ROE, M.D.,

ROCHESTER, N. T.

The following cut represents a modification of the or-

dinary clieek retractor of Luer, by Avliicli it is at the

same'time made to answer the purpose of a most ex-

cellent mouth-gag.

F The improvement consists in the addition of a

triangular or wedge-shajied hlock to the external

surface of the cheek-retracting portion of the in-

strument, as shown in the illustration, so that on
introducing the instrument as a cheek-retractor, the

wedge-shajjed portion passes in between the teeth

and thiis distends the jaws.

This simjjle instrument I have found to be exceed-
ingly convenient in operations about the mouth and
throat, where the mouth and jaws are reqiiired to be
distended and held by a mouth-gag. In several re-

spects it has advantages over the metallic gags.

It gives a greater amount of oral room, as it is only

necessaiy to introduce a gag on one side, a simi:)le

retractor on the other ; thus both .sides of the mouth
or cheeks are drawn back to their greatest extent,

leaving the whole mouth free and clear.

They can be readily made self-retaining by simply
passing a cord through the hole in the handles and
tying it behind the head.
Another advantage which it is found to possess, is

the ease with which it can be retained during pro-

tracted operations. In those gags where the bear-

ing is on the anterior portion of the jaws, in distend-

ing the mouth widely it often becomes painful and
distressing to the patient unless under an anaesthetic

;

but with this form the bearing directly antagonizes

the masseter muscles, and affords direct support for

the distended jaws.

In operations where the tongue must be held down,
as in staphylorraphy and uraniscoj^lasty, it can be
easily done by the Hass depressor, or the very con-

venient self-retaining tongue-depressor of Dr. Good-
willie.

In operations on children, it is very convenient,

and being made of w'ood is less formidable in ap-

pearance than a metallic instniment.
This gag may also be used by dentists in many

cases of operations, with not only facility to them-
selves, but with decided relief to their patients.

The instrument can be made of rubbei', wood, or

any suitable material.

If made of box-wood, as cheek-reti-actors usually

are, it is best to have the gag portion made of some
softer wood or rubber, which is not so severe on the

teeth, and which may be fastened to the retractor af-

terward.

They may be made of different sizes to fit the vari-

ous-sized mouths, or the gag portion, if made detach-

able, can be made of any size to meet the require-

ments of any case.

The instrument is manufactured by Geo. Tiemann
& Co., New York.

A NEW FORCEPS FOR HOLDING
CURVED SURGICAL NEEDLES.

By J. T. MATHIS, M.D.,
AUSTIN, TKXAS.

It has long been a desideratum in the field of surgery

to have a needle-holder which will hold the needle
firmly, and, at the same time, prevent it from turning

and cause the operator to lose his control of its di-

rection.

That desideratum is attained in a needle-forceps

having one concave and one convex jaw. The con-

cavity is designed to fit the convexity of the onrve
of the needle, while the convex mandible ought to

fit the concavity of the cui've of the needle.

There is nothing in the instrument claimed as

new except the arrangement of the jaws. The depth
of tlie concavity of the female blade constitutes the

lever which prevents the needle from turning. The
needle cannot turn.

When properly adjusted in the forceps, it need
not break. The eye of the needle should not be held
between the jaws.

In the figure, A shows the whole instrument closed,

holding the needle for use in the left hand. The
forcei^s may be used in either hand.

B shows the jaws open. They are closed, fasten-

ing the needle, and opened, releasing it, by means of

the cylindrical slide moved by the fingers acting upon
the button D.

reijresents a transverse section of the closed

jaws, showing the space between them an arc of a
circle, as a receptacle for the needle. This arc be-

longs to the same circle as the needle to which it is

adapted.
The only question to be settled by the .surgeon

in making his order for forceps pertains to the sizes

of the needles which he may wish to use. The jjrox-

imal end of the jaws is suited to the largest needle
in the list, and the distal end to the smallest. The
intermediate space is adapted to all the intervening

sizes. But little practice is necessary to enable the

surgeon to adjust any needle in his list to that part

of the jaws to which its size is fitted. I have also

ordered Geo. Tiemann & Co., my instrument makers,

at 67 Chatham St., New Y»rk City, to adjust the

same jaws to the principal mechanical arrangements
of Dr. Sands's forceps, and also to another mechanical

arrangement which may be presented to the surgical

profession at no distant day.^—•—

^

ARMY NEWS.
Official List nf Changea of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from Juhf 25, 1880, to August 7, 1880.

Fri'eb, B. E., Major and Surgeon. Granted leave

of absence for twenty davs. S. O. 161, Department
of the Missouri, July 26,' 1880.

Webster, Warren, Major and Surgeon. His leave

of absence extended one month, provided he furnishes

satisfactoi-v medical attendance during his absence.

S. O. 124. "Department of the East, July 27, 1880.

King, Wm. H., Captain and Assistant Surgeon.

Granted leave of absence for one month, with per-
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mission to apply for an extension of three months,
on surgeon's cfrtilu-iite of diHuliility. S. O. H7, De-
purtmeiit of Jhikotu, July lil, 1nn(».

'

CoMKOYs, K. T., C^aptain and Assistant Surgfon. So
uuu'h of S. (). i;}."), C. S., from tiu'so ln'iulnuiirters,

granting' liiiii leave of absence on surgfons certiticate

of disjiliilitv, is revoked. H. O. 14i, Department of

Texas, July 1!>, IHHO,

Ben ham', K. JJ., First Lieutenant and Assistant

Surgeon. Having reported ut tiiese lu'iidiiuiirters, is

assigned to duty (U-mporury) at I'oit Sncllirig, Minn.

S. C). HI, C. S., Department of Dakota.
CKiH<>.\s, W. C, First Lieutenant and Assistant

Surgeon. To ivjjort to the eoninianding olHcer,

Fort Clark, Texas, for dutv. S. O. 147, Department
of Texas, July S.), lS,S(t.

Stuono, Nohton, First Lieutenant and Assistant

Surgeon. Assigned to temporaiT duty at Fort Doug-
his, L'tuh. S. O. 70, Department of the Platte, July

31, 1»80.

ittctiical 3tcmG auti llcms.

C!ONTAOT0TT8 D1SEASB8 — WeEKLT STATEMENT. —
(Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,

for the two weeks ending August 7, 1880.
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and Prison Discipline." Most of the atltlress was
devoted to an avgnnient against eajjital pimishmeut.
The pajjer made a marked impression.
The third day was devoted to the discussion of the

care of the insane. The report of the Committee on
Insanity was read by Dr. J. P. Bancroft, Chairman.
This was foHowed by a i)aper by Dr. E. Gun (by,

Superintendent of the Maryknd State Asyhmi, " On
the Care of the Insane." In tliese })apers, and in the
discussion foHowing them, ojiinions favorable to non-
restraint and to the greater occupation of patients
were expressed. Dr. John G. fSliaw, of Brooklyn,
read a very candid and practical pajier " On the Value
of Non-restraint in Treating the Insane." He was
followed l)y Dr. E. C. Seguin, who spoke on the
right of the insane to liberty. A jiaper by [Dr.

Nathan Allen, "On the Supei'vision of Asylums," was
read by ]\Iiss A. A. Chevalier. Dr. Geo. M. Beard
made some remarks on the need of an association for

the protection of the insane. A letter from Dr.
Nathan Allen, of Massachusetts, was read, in which
he expressed his hearty sympathy with the project
of forming such an association.

Resolutions were unanimously adoj^ted, recom-
mending that greater facilities be fxirnished the in-

sane for emjjloyment and occniDation ; condemning
the architectural construction of many of the asylums
on the score of their cost and inadequacy to meet
the best needs of the inmates ; endorsing the plan of

seijarating in most cases the chronic from the acute
insane ; and recommending that consulting boards
of jjhysicians be attached to insane asylums.
A National Association for the Protection of the

Insane was organized with the following officers

:

President, H. B. Wilbur, of Syracuse, N. Y. ; Vice-
President, Nathan Allen, of Lowell, Mass ; Treasurer,
Geo. M. Beard, New York, and a council of fifteen,

embracing a number of i:)hysicians, among whom are

Dr. Mary Putnam-Jacobi, Dr. John G. Shaw, and
Dr. Seybura, of New York. The Association will

meet in New York, the last week of next Sejjtember,
to perfect its organization.

The remainder of the session was occupied with
matters having but little medical interest.

Fees for Testifying as Experts.—The South
Carolina Legislature, at the instance of the Abbe-
ville Medical Society, has passed a law giving physi-

cians .flO for testifying as experts in any medical case,

also the mileage and per diem pay accorded to ordi-

nary witnesses.

The Ameri(;an jNIedical College Association and
THE American Medical Colleges.—From the rejjort

of the Committee of the American College Associa-

tion, we learn that sixty-three regular medical col-

leges now exist in the United States, of these,

twenty-eight publicly conform to all the require-

ments for active membership in the American Medi-
cal College Association. Thirty-five do not thus con-
form, of wliich number, sixteen fail a}iparently from
oversight only. Six of the colleges do not require

evidence of three years' study as a requisite for

gi'aduation. Two colleges do not recpiire attendance
upon more than one course of lectures. The regular

term of five colleges is less than twenty weeks. Four
colleges grant ad eiind".m degrees on a simple ex-

amination in the practical branches. Three colleges

hold lectures in the evening.

The American Medical College Association now in-

cludes thirty-one active members. During the past

year three colleges resigned, viz. : The Medical De-
IJartment of the University of Vermont ; The Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, of New York, and
Tlie Ik'llevue Hosi)ital Medical College. Five col-

leges were admitted to active membersliii), viz. : The
(Cincinnati C!ollege of IMedicinc; and Suigciy, Medi-
cal College of Indiana, Nashville Medical College,

Savannah Medical (lollege, St. Josei)h Hospital Medi-
cal College, and Kentucky School of ISiedicine.

The Association claims that, as the result of its

four years' work, it has, (1.) (ireatly diminished the
number of dii)lomas that are bestowed without
thorough study and examination. (2.) It has di-

minished the number of " dead-heads " in the several
medical classes. (;5). It has increased the revenues of
the colleges as a whole. (4.) It has gTcatly promoted
uniformity in medical training and in reciuirements
for gradiiation. (5.) Its standard has been formally
adojjted by nearly all the colleges that started during
its existence. (G.) All the two-term (in one year)

schools have disai)peared, and \\itli but two excep-
tions (the University of Virginia and the Harvard
Medical School), it is imijossible for a medical stu-

dent to complete his college work within one year,

at any regular college or colleges of the United
States.

The Association, besides voting that attendance
on three full courses of lectures be made a requisite
for graduation, passed an amendment accepting a
certificate of two years' study such as is given at
Cornell, as an equivalent to the first year's course.
The proposed extension of the course to three years
is to be enforced after the session of 1882-3.

'Dr. E. C. Wendt, of this city, has been appointed
to the Chair of Comparative Anatomy, Embryology,
etc., in the Columbia Veterinary College.

Dr. Tanner's Fast was completed at noon, Au-
gust 7th. Dr. T. suffered a great deal from attacks
of retching and vomiting during the last few days,
and he could not have endured much longer. His
pulse, temi^erature, and respiration continued about
noi'mal, and his mental faculties were not impaired.
His weight at the end of the fast was Vl\h pounds,
a loss, during the entire forty days, of exactly thirty-

six pounds. As soon as the fast was ended, he drank
about seven ounces of milk and ate some fruit, and
during the afternoon and evening he rejjeatedly took
nourishment, among other things two half-iiounds
of steak. He has continiied since to eat and drink
largely and frequently, his diet-list including beef-
steak, potatoes, beef-tea, oysters, boiled eggs, crack-
ers, fruit, milk, ale, and wine. Not the slightest
trace of nausea or sickness has appeared since the
close of the fast, and the doctor is in excellent sj^irits

and is gaining strength raj^idly. His weight, at
noon, August 9th, forty-eight hours after the close of
the fast, was 132^ jjounds.

A New Dispensary for Women and Children was
opened at Harlem, July 12th. The house ijhysician
is a woman. A majority of the medical staff are also
female physicians.

The Apostle of Cremation, Giovanni Apolli, was
incinerated at Milan, recently, with much cere-

mony. It was the sixty-eighth case of cremation at
Milan in the last four years.

Db. J. J. Woodavard on the Pathological His-
tology OP Yellow Fever.—In a supplement to the
Bulletin of the National Board of Health for April
21:th, Dr. J. J. Woodward has ijreseuted the results of

his study of the pathological specimens brought from
Havana last summer by the Yellow Fever Commission.
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Pn. PaPL RBorA. PirrstriAV and Sbnator.—Dr.

rnul Hrofa »li<'«l ri'ccntly at Pivris. Ho wiis liorn

at Sainte-Fov-la-ttniiitl.' Kliroiidf), .I\iiui 2H, 1,S24,

Ktiiilicd moiliciiK' uiitlcr liis fatln-r, wlio ^vas a distiii-

guishrd i)|ivsiriuii, Krivdimtcd at an mrly a^c from tlio

Paris Facnit' .Ic Mt-iU'cino, and Ixvaino an assiHtant

in tlic iiiitriipolitan liospitals in 1HI4. Ho soon

gainod i»ri/t's for skill, l)o<'aino a doinonstrator of

ftnatoiuv iind ])rosector, ami jfnuluatt'd as M.l). in

11S4U. H<' flion pnrsnod a oonrso of snr^'orv at tho

Roolo Pmti.iue, i>ul)lisiiod in lH'y2 a troatiso on tho
" Patliolof^ii'ul Anatomy of Chncor." took his surf^'ioal

dofjroo in lH'h\, was snccossivcly snrj^oon of tlio Bi-

cf-tre. the Sali)''triore, tho S:iint-Aiitoino and tho Pitif

hosjiitals, and hocanio profossor of snrf^'iciil clinics at

tho latter institution. Ho was ono oi tho oarliost

Bnrjjfoons in Fiimco to niako a six'cialty of tho sci-

ence now known as antliroi)olo^y, and it was larf^idy

throiii;li his oHorts tliat tho tlonrishinf^ French Soci-

ety of Anthropolo;,'y was foundod. Ho was lonj; its

80crotary-}?onoi-al and tlio diroctor of tho School of

Anthropoiojxy, as woll as of tlio Anthropological Lul)-

oratory at the Ecole dos Hautos Etudes. Ho was
also a i>raniin(>nt niombor of tho Surgical, Biological,

Philoniathic and Anatoniic^al societies, and an hono-

rary or corresponding member of tho leading soien-

titic societios of Europe and America. He was elect-

ed a memhor of tho Impenal Academy of MiHlicine,

July 2t), l!S()t), and was decorated witli the Cross of

the Legion of Honor in IHtW. He publisiu^d treat-

ises on " Abdominal Hernia" ( 1853), on " Aneurisms "

(1850), on " Fractures and Osseous liegeneration

"

(1859), on " Surgical Hypnotic Amosthesia " (1859), on
" Chronic Abscess of the Medullary Canal " (1859),

on " Resuscitating Animals" (18G0), on "Animal
Hybridity in General, and Human Hybridity in Par-

ticular" (18t)0), a "Treatise on Tumors" ( 18(55 ), and

was author, along with C. Bonamy, Euiile Beau,

and L. Hirschfeld, of a magniticent "Descriptiye

Atlas of the Anatomy of the Human Body (1856 et

se'/.). In the line of anthropological researches his

chief publications \vere :
" Creneral Instructions for

Anthropological Ilesearclies" (18(55), "The Physical

Character of Prehistoric Man" (18(38), The " Com-
paratiye Anatomy of Man and the Primates" (18G9),

and the preface* to Dr. Paul Topinard's popular

work on "Anthropology" (187G). Dr. Broca was

the president of the Congress of Anthropology held

at tho Trocadero, Paris, in 1878, in connection with

the Uniyersal Exposition of that year. He was the

earliest prominent French physician to accept the

Darwinian doctrines of development, of which he be-

came the most noted rei^resentative in his country.

In February, 1880, he was elected a lite senator in

place of Count Montaliyet, after liaving been unsuc-

cessful in one V)allot, on account of his Darwinian

doctrines. He was a consistent supporter of moder-

ate republican doctrines.

" Science " is the name of a new weekly journal, ex-

clusively devoted to chronicling the progress of

science, and to discussing its problems. It is intend-

ed to take such a place in this country as Nitture

holds in England. The editor is Mr. John Miohels,

and he is supported by a numerous cori)s of asso-

ciates, including several members of the medical

profession in this city, Boston, and Washington. The
first number is a good one, and gives a fair i^romise

of the success of the enterprise.

Trephining.—In the report of the two cases of

trephining published in a recent number, the name
of the author should have been Dr. H. R. Kellv.

A OoniTJ.A ("at>a\'kr—Dr. Thos. O. Morton, of

the Ponnsylvaiiia Hospital, has rocontly roccivod from
Africa a larKo female gorilla, prosorvod in alcohol.

The animnl is about four and a half foot liigh, and,

an it lies in a tank covered witli a glaws toj), has

much tho at>|)earance of a human being. Tho Hiuii-

larity is greatly increased by tho fact that tho dark
epidermis and long hair with which it was covered,

have boon almost ontin^ly roniovod by maceration in

the fluid. A fow days ago it was removed to the

garden of tho hospital and photogra])hod in the

erect position. It will i»robably be studied and kept
in ono of the scientitic museums of Piiiladolphia.

Plans fok HKAi/rnv Tenkments.—By invitation

of the ('ity Board of Health, a number of loading

plumbers, architects and others interested in the

construction of dwelling-houses, met in the othce of

the Health Board, July 8th. A number of sanitary

points were discussed. Tiiey recommended in gen-

ex'al that l)ettor work and better workmen be em-
ployed in plumbing hou.ses and in the construction

of sewers. Tiiey further recommended air- and
water-tight joints and trai)s ; also that .sewers and
8oil-pi})es bo made of iron ; that traps be ventilated,

and that tho .systematic use of dt^xlorizors be dis-

couragi^d as tending to conceal without destroying
foul gases. Tliere was a ditrorenco of oi^inion as to

whetlior traps should be placed between houses and
street sewers.

The Sanitauy Insi-ections of the Tenement-
HocsEs.—Fifty inspectors began their work on July
1st, and by July :5d had inspected 2,873 houses, had
Nnsited 18,953 families, and jjrescribed for ti07 chil-

dren, besides distriltuting tickets to the Floating
Hospital. Tho number of families visited per week
is usually about 50,000.

The Nioht Medical Service.—At a meeting of

the City Board of Health, July 27th, the registrar of

vital statistics was directed to appoint an executive
officer, to be selected from the clerks or other em-
ployes of the sanitary bureau of records, to serve

without any additional compensation. Casi)er
Golderman was aj^pointed cashier, and requisitions

were received fjr books and stationery for the service.

The State Board of Health has begun the exer-

cises of its functions by declaring a pest-hole at

Buffalo a i^ublic nuisance, and ordering it to be
abated. Tiieir attention has also been called to the
guano manufactories and other sources of stenches
in Long Island City.

Books Received.

Ueber die Physiol. Wirkung nnd Therap. Ver-
werthung der Sclerotinsiiure, des Sclerotinsauren
Natriums, iind des Mutterkorns. Von Dr. Wol-
demar Nikitin. Wiirzburg : Stahlschen Buch-
handlung.

TR.\NSACnONS OF INDIANA StATE MeDICAL SoCXETT.
1880.

Tbaite D'ANE.sTHfcsiE CHiBURGioALE, couteuant la de-
scription et les applications de la methode anes-
thf'sique do M. Pail Bekt, par le Docteur J. B.
RoTTEN.sTEiN, Paris. Librairie Germer, BaUlifere et

Cie. 1880.

Patholooy, Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases
OF Women, etc, by Graily Hewitt, M.D. Third
American from third London edition. Phila.

:

Lind.say &, Blakistou.
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(Driginal Couuuumcations.

SUPPURATIVE DISEASE OF THE ANKLE
IiV CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS.*

A Record of Twenty-six Cases.

By THOMAS E. SATTERTHWAITE, M.D.,
NEW VORK CITY.

Soon after the Therapeutical Society of this city

undertook an inquiry into the treatment of carious

ankles, so many records of good results wei'e placed

in the hands of the Surgical Committee, that it

was thought desirable to report in brief a sum-
maiy of the conclusions that hatl been reached.

Accordingly, at the ninth regular meeting of the

Society. l3ee. 19, 1879, this was done by the chair-

man of the committee. A syno^jsis was then
given of twenty-four cases, which demonstrated
clearly that the expectant plan pursued in most
inst.mces was competent alone to etfect a satisfactory i

cure, with a very inconsiderable loss of function and
within a reasonable time. These conclusions have ,

since been further sustained by Dr. V. P. Gibney,
'

in an elaborate paper,! wherein he reviews the final
]

results in thirty cases that came under his own ob- i

servation, fourteen of which are additional to the
i

sixteen he has contributed to this i^resent report.

Dr. G. calls attention to a fact which has more re-

cently been recognized by surgeons and orthope- '

dists on both sides of the water, viz. : that many
children annually suffer amputation of the foot, when,
under conservative treatment, the member could

;

have been saved. He further boldly states that !

neither excisions, partial or complete, nor other oper-
j

ative procedures, offer advantages superior to the
j

expectant plan, which at once assures a more perfect
,

result than any known to the prolession. The ex- 1

pectant method which Dr. Gibney employs he de-

tines in the words of the preliminary report. They '

are as follows :
" If the joint is inflamed, entire rest

is ordered ; if abscess form, it is opened ; if loose

bone be detected, it is simply removed, as if it were i

a foreign body interfering with the process of heal-
|

ing ; if in the further progi'ess of the case malposi- •

tiou of the i^arts is found, a sujiport or brace is given

to rectify the deformity." Attention to the general

health is also imjierative, as may natiirally be in- !

ferred. This method is simply one that addresses

itself to immediate symptoms and recognizes any
treatment that would suggest itself to a practical

surgeon or orthojjedist, provided only he does not

practise chiselling (gouging), excision, setoning, or

amputation, all of which may properly be regarded
as operations of a systematic character.

It may not be amiss to state that the details of the

cases in the hands of the committee have been most
complete, and cotaprise a fund of great interest

and value. The practical character of the report,

however, precludes even a synopsis and much less an
enumeration of all these points. It may be interest-

ing to know that the number of affected males and
females was equal, also that the majority (11) were
attacked between the ages of six and thirteen. Un-
der six there were eight, while over thirteen and

* Final Report of the Surgical Committee of the Therapeutical So

ciety on this topic.—T. E. S., (Jhairman of the Surgical Committee.

+ Caries of the Ankle in Children, etc. : American Journal of Ob-

stetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, April, 1860.

under seventeen (the age of the eldest) there were
seven.

One always approaches the etiology of a disease

with caution. This should be i)articularly true in this

affection, as it is a matter which is cai)al)le of giving

rise to as great a diversity of (qjinion as morbus
coxarius or Pott's disease. With a large class of peo-

ple it is much more satisfactory to connect a disease

with some well-defined cause, such as a fall, blow, or

a sprain wliich the j^erson had experienced at some
previous i)eriod, even if the injury was trivial and
had almost been forgotten. So much weight is apt

to be placed upon such statements, that the personal

and family history are not investigated with a proper

amount of care, and the jjresence of a marked
cachexia are not distinctly realized. In the prcstnt

instance these remarks do not apply, because inquiry

W'as directed into both conditions w'ith equal close-

ness. But, in order to weigh each assumed factor

properly against the other, /. e., traumatism against a

constitutional infection, we have been careful to insti-

tute a comparison only in those cases where a jjositive

or negative statement was obtained on each j^oiut. Of
these cases (sixteen), it api^ears that in only four

there w^as an alleged injury without the susjjicion of

blood disease, but in five others the two were asso-

ciated together. On the other hand, a cachexia with-

out traumatism was noted in five. In the two re-

maining there was positively no record of an injury,

and the jjersonal and family history w^as excellent

—

an interesting circumstance, suggesting that there

may be causes ajjart from a traumatism or cachexia.

Not the least remarkable of the conclusions is that

in thhteen the bone was thought to be the point

from which the disease originated. In only two
! children were the soft parts first invaded. The ex-
''

tent of the bone-lesion is a matter that unfortunately

j

we have no means of deciding, excejot where a syste-

j

matic operation has been performed, or at a post-moi-

i

tern examination; but to this matter allusion will again

I

be made. It was a matter of less difficulty to deter-

mine the duration of suppuration, and this introduces
' another important but incidental consideration. In
two instances suppuration did not exist, and the

patients experienced a satisfactory cure. The ex-
i planation is as follows : caries, it is well known,

1

sometimes persists for a time and then undergoes
: spontaneous resolution ; or, in other words, a certain

amount of disorganization may go on in a joint, and
yet no discharge take place at any time. The pulpy

I material which takes its origin from the diseased

j

bone and gives to the hand the " cushiony " feel

! when the opposing bone-surfaces are pressed to-

gether, is in i)art absorbed and in part converted
' into a fibroid tissue, which acts as a substitute for
' the synovial sac and its contained fluid.

An additional reason for regarding such cases as

! true examjjles of caries lies in the fact. that the

I

xisual .symptoms which invariably precede caries

I
were present.

In these same sixteen cases the duration of dis-

charge varied between four or five months and five

and a half years.
I A relapse in the last instance caused the unusually-

prolonged period of suppuration. In the majority it

did not exceed one year.

In coming to the comjjarison between a variety of

methods a verj- large amount of material is ob\'iously

necessaiy before we can obtain i-esults of any jiracti-

cal value. The reasons are obviously the same that

are applicable to any form of treatment, medical or

J
surgical. One attack may be veiy mild and almost
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any well-conoeived plan will aocomplish a favorable

issue, while on tlic otlior Inmd tlio pxt«Mit of (lisi'iise

nuiy be so ^rt'iit tliiit iiothinf^ sliort of iiiii]iutution

will offer tho Irust lio[)o. Fii"8t of nil. tlu'n, we in-

qnii-e the am tiint of bone-lesion ; to this Hubjcrt at-

tention has already been direrted. We may usually

form a fairly ac-urato opinion from the number of

sinuses an I tlieir situation ; but even then it is no-

torious, that if we have an opportunity t<> make a
manual examination, as after an amjtutation, the
number of l)oiies attacked is always greater than
appeared probable at tirst.

Then a.;,iin. tlie disease may be limited to one or

two bones which do not enter into the tibio-tarsal

or medio-tarsal articulations. The result in such
cases, when favorable, may seem perfect, because
these important centres of motion have not been
moleste I ; on the other hand, a small focus of dis-

ease, invohing these joints, will almost certaiidy

diminish their function, even tliough a cure is ob-
tained and lameness is not ai)preciated. Practically

spe.ikintj. a care means a useful joint, where all in-

flammatory conditions are at an end and tlio patient

is able to use it in his daily avocations. Tlie expec-
tant method, chisellini^, setoning, and excision, ai'e

all capable of accomplisliing this object ; but, for the
reasons already mentioned, a comparison between
them is jinxctically impossiV>le. Thus, Case XIX. was
a more severe one than any that was successful un-
der the i)urely expectant plan ; and Case XXV'. was
one still more severe, involving the bones of tlie leg,

tarsus, and metatarsus, and it is hardly likely that

anything short of amputation would have been ad-

visable.

The success of the expectant plan may be seen by
its result in the cases where it was tried. Thus, in a to-

tal of sixteen, useful joints were obtained in fourteen,

the average duration of treatment being two and one-

half years, while there were only two failures. In one
cise the disease was of gi'eat severity, and the child

died of exhaustive fever from prolonged suppuration

;

the other submitted to chiselling, and subseciuently,

excision. Gouging or chiselling was jjractised in

five cases in conjunction with other methods, and
gave a xiseful foot in three of them, one in the re-

markably short sjiace of four or five months. This
period, which represents the entire duration of the
disease, is the shortest of any, Ijut left the child with
a slight valgus, and it is the more remarkaltle as both
ankles were involved. As opposed to such rapid
cures, it may be questioned whether it is well to

anticipate nature in her eti'orts at reciiperation, for

it is seen that the most perfect final results are those

which nature has accomplished unaided. In place

of the carious bone she deposits subperiosteally

new material, which, gradually encroaching upon
the disease, is ready to siipi)lant it when the process

of removal has been comi)leted. Nor is the excision,

complete or partial, always successful in arresting

the carious process. The exfoliation often continiaes

for months and years, and even occasionally seems
to set np new disease manifestations of more rapid
and dangerous character. This much may lie said

of the expectant method. In children and adults

under fifteen years of age it is capable, in almost
every instance, of saving the foot from amjiutation,

and even excision, partial or comi^lete. Fm-ther
statistics will be necessaiy to show that it is slower
than other methods, while, if successfvd, it affords a
better result than any.

Though the normal mobility and size of the af-

fected limb is scarcely regained, at least in early Ufe,

the disproportion is lessened with growing years,

and tlie diniinislied motion at one joint is counter-

balanced by increased mobility at another. Lame-
ne.ss is tlu'refore seldom seen. The utility of the

part is Hucli that tlie jiatients may be reasonably
sure of th«'ir ability to lead an a«-tive lite without
making use of any artificial support. In view of the

facts, the deduction is very natural that surgeons, in

these cases, shoidd refrain from sjjecial op(!rative

])rocedures until the expc'ctant method has had a

thorough and jtroloiiged trial.

Case I. (Dr. V. P. Cribney. )—About the first of

February, IHTO, a boy, eight years old, began to

complain of j)ain and tenderness in his right ankle.

The .symptoms came on suddeidy, and were thought
to have been caused by an injury, the jirecise nature
of which was not remembered. Intpiiry also failed

to discover any constitutional taint, whether inherit-

ed or accpiired, nor could it be ascertained whether
the disease originated in the bony or soft parts. The
symi)toms gradually progressed in severity, and on
Febniary '.t, 1871, measurements showed that the

right ankle was much enlarged (circumference over

malleoli : right, 7^ inches; left, (ii inches), while the

calf was corresponduigly atrophied (circumference of

right, Ti inches ; of left, HJ inches). The other in-

dications of chronic ankle-joint disea.se, such as puffi-

ness, tenderness, obliteration of normal contour, and
muscular rigidity, were well marked. It was ob-
served, however, that when the opposing diseased
joint-surfaces were brought together no sensitiveness

was felt. On May 9, 1872, after the disease had con-

tinued more than two years, an ab.scess burst over
the internal malleolus, and a sinus resulted. The
discharge persisted for eight months, temiinating in

January, 1873. During all this time the treatment
was expectant. On April 18, 1873, the child was dis-

charged, and a record made in the hospital case-

book states tliat he stood squarely on both feet, walk-
ing and running ^\ith perfect ease. Close observation
was required to detect any limp. On manual exam-
ination there was foimd a slight anchylosis of the
tibio-tarsal joint, but it was not tender on rough
handling. Still, after excessive walking, the child
comjjlaiued of a little jiain. The atrophy of the calf

preWously noted was still evident, the right measur-
ing only l(»i inches, the left 114. Though the dif-

ference in measurement was but a trifle more in favor

of the diseased limb than at the ijrevdous examina-
tion, relatively the improvement was marked, as the
limb had increased much in size. The right ankle
now was less in circumference than at the jirevious

measurement (over malleoli : right, GJ inches ; left.

7i inches). Length of right foot, 9^ inches ; left, 10
inches. No shortening of the limb.
The foot can be flexed, etc., a trifle beyond 90°,

but not to the normal. In extending, the os calcis

moves perceptibly, whde the point of the foot comes
down almost equally with the other. Inverts and
everts foot e(iually with the sound side. During the
succeeding twelve months the patient led an active
life and was fi-ee from pain, but it is said that subse-
quently he was tenotomized in the plantar region at

a surgical clinic of this city. There is no scar indi-

cating the site of the operation. The patient is

now working in a piano factory.

The caries involved the lower epiphysis of the
tibia, and probal)ly the astragalus and scaphoid.

Ca.se II. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—A little girl, eleven
years old, of debilitated habit, after an attack of
measles, but free from constitutional taint, unless
possibly of a ijhthisical nature, on her maternal
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side, exliibitod signs of joint-affection in December,
18G!). There was no history of a previous injury. In
the folio win jj;' month decided lameness was a])i)arent,

and the swellin;^ had increased. On manual exami-
nation (April 4, ISSO) tlie motion of the parts M'as

resisted by muscular action. Contour was effaced,

and the tissues had a pulpy feel and wore inflamed,

though not very tender. The bone was regarded as

the primary seat of the trouble. Nocturnal pain was
never present, nor did an abscess form at any time.

The measurements at this time were as follows :

cireumferenee of right (diseased) calf, 7A inches ; of

le% iU inches. A line passed around the malleoli

showed that there was no difference between them.
Over heel and instep the right measured 9, and the
left 9J inches.

At the date of her discharge (April 30, 1873)
flexion could be (!arried beyond 90°

; extension, how-
ever, was not quite jjei-fect ; there was more than
half the inversion of the other foot. She was in fair

health, but walked with a slight halt ; yet the ankle

ai>i)eared normal and gave no evidence of pain, even
after pretty rough handling. The treatment included
the use of leeches, rest during exacerbations, moder-
ate exercise at intervals, tonics alternating with cod-

liver oil, massage, etc. A light support was subse-

quently init in use (exjjectant treatment). On final

examination (Dec. 3, 1879) she was found to walk
without lameness, though after excessive exercise

there was a perceptible lialt in the gait. A little

grating, regarded as cartilaginous, was also detected
at the tibio-tarsal articulation. Measurements : cir-

cumference of calf, right (diseased), 11 inches ; left

(sound), 12 i inches ; length of right foot, 8| inches
;

of left, 9i inches. The patient is now living at ser-

vice, and her foot does not prevent her from doing
ordinarv work. It is not tender on pressure.

Case'III. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—S. F., a girl of nine
years, was attacked in the left ankle some time in

1866. Her family history was not positively, but
probably, bad ; for syi^hilis was suspected in both
father and mother ; a sister died at three years, of
" water on the brain," and a brother at a younger
age, of some unknown cause. She herself had
occasional attacks of phlyctenular conjunctivitis.

The disease, however, was laid to a sprain, but the

precise point at which it commenced could not be
located l)y the child when first seen (Oct. 12, 1871).

Five years after the outbreak of the disease she was
wholly unable to walk. There was good mobility and
but little tenderness. Marked atrophy of the limb
was shown by the calf measurements : right, 8

;

left, 8. Ankle measurements were not given. The
treatment, prior to the time she came under the

care of Dr. G., had been by poultices ; subsequently
it was the expectant. During the year 1868 a sinus
formed, leading to carious bone. It closed within
twelve months. When treatment was suspended
(Dec. 2, 1872) there was slight shortening of the
limb ; the left (diseased) ankle was a little smaller
than the right, and con'espondingly the foot some-
what shorter (one-quai-ter inch). The jjatient was
then described as a stout, robust-looking girl, walking
with perfect ease and 'without any limp, but showing
unsteadiness in her gait. There was fair motion at

the joint, which exhibited neither j^ain nor tender-

ness on rough handling.

Case IV. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—M. A. D., a girl

of the laboiing class, ten years old, and livnug in a

malarial district, was dropped from her nurse's ai'ms,

and soon after her ankle was found to be swoUen and
painful. This was in 1867. Her family history was

tuberculous upon the father's and mother's side. In
Septemlier of 1870 she had another fall and a recur-

rence of the symptoms in tlic^ ankle. On Jidy 14,

1871, the joint was examined and found movable
over about one-half the normal arc. The tcndo-
Acliillis was a little shortened, and she could not
walk without crutches. Abscesses had formed on
the oxiter side of the foot, and were discharging.

The right calf measured 6J inches ; the left 81

;

the circumference about the right malleolus and
the leg above it were much increased by new de-

I)osits of bone ; right foot one-half inch shorter

than the left. On April 30, 1873, the patient was
discharged cured. She was then said to be "the
picture of health," standing squarely on both feet

and walking without a limp. The treatment con-

sisted in leeching, the application of adhesive straj)-

l^ing, bli.stering, poultices, and liniments. The purely
expectant plan was only carried out dui'ing the latter

part of the treatment.

Case V. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—J. C , a girl

fifteen years of age, fell from a wagon in July, 1870,

and several weeks afterward complained of pain and
swelling i i the left ankle. She was then sufiering

from chronic catarrh of the middle ear, a sequel to

measles, which she had had four years jjreviously. On
October 24, 1871, abscesses formed and discharged
until some time in the year 1875, but what bone or

l)ones were involved was never known. The treat-

ment was expectant, and the patient left the hospital,

cured, on May 1, 1873. She was then robust and in

good health, walking upon the sole of the foot,

though it was slightly everted. The motion was
limited, but the ankle bones were not enlarged and
there was no tenderness. Flexion could be carried

to 90" and extension to one-half the normal. In- and
eversion one-half the normal. At one time there

was a little talipes equinus, but it disappeared under
treatment. At a subsequent examination (Decem-
ber 6, 1879) there was found to be no lameness, and
the patient had been able to dance for some years
past, but she was unable to skate well, as the joint

was not veiT mobile.
Case VI. ^

(Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—A. A , a boy
nine years of age, fell a victim to the disease in the

autumn of 187(3. No reason could be given for it,

and the family history, so far as was known, did not

lead to any suspicion of inherited blood disease.

Nor did the boy, diiring his sickness, show any ca-

chexia. For about one year the usual symptoms of

chronic joint disease were exhibited. Finally, ab-

scesses formed and pus was liberated, the discharge
continuing about six months, during which "time
seven or eight pieces of bone " came away. The ex-

pectant plan was resolutely adhered to, and the

patient was discharged, cured, April 30, 1873. He
then stood squarely on both feet, but walked with a

slight limp. Toes were a little everted and ankle a
little stiff. Malleoli were somewhat enlarged. At
the final examination, before the rej^ort was made
(December 4, 1879), the patient was working in a bar-

ber's shop, and though actively engaged upon his

feet suftered no pain. The lasual atrophy of the

affected limb was found (circumference of right calf,

10} inches ; of left, 11} inches). Eight malleoli was
still enlarged. No difference in length between the
limbs, l)ut the right foot was one-half inch shorter

than the left. Flexion was canied a little beyond H0°.

In- and eversion almost complete. Some tenderness
over the joint on firm jjressiire, but no lameness.
General health good.
Case YU. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—E. N , a Uttle
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girl, H years of age, was attacked while convalescing
from cholerH itifiinttiiu. Slu> tlu'ii liml flironic

elllll^^'tMlu•ut mill siipitiinitioii of suin*- .siilniitivillury

glniuls, Assiu-iiitLHl witli clironiL- .su|)]>urntiv(3 otitis of

the saiuu siiK', witli recurriii!^ uttucks of iiiiso-fucial

erysipelas. Tlu> tirst iiidiciitioiis df tlio iiilincnt wore
in Miirt'h, isTi. llor rij^lit aiikli' tlit'ii Imtuiiu^ swol-

len an«l piiinful. On Aiignst 'lU, 1M7M, an ii|H>ning

fornu'il li':i(lin.i< to carions bon«,'. Itclost'd liiially in

five niontlis. Some two yoars later she walked
easily and with a vorv little lialt.

Case VIII. (Dr. V. P. tiil)tK'y.) -A little ffirl, six

years of a^e, aft 'r an attark of wlioopiiif^-cou.^li, had
pneniuonia, wliii'h ne;irly proved fatal. Soon after,

chronic inrt;iniin:ition appnim-d in the rif,']it joint.

This Wiis in IfSTl. A },'r.indni >tlu!r had died of piithi-

sis, otherwise the family history was (jjood. It seems
as if, iu this case, the disease apjicarcd first in the
bone (the internal malleohis), and it is thonght that
the joint was never all'ected. The abscess formed
four or live uiontlis after the first onset, and the dis-

char}j:e lasted al)out one year.

Tlio result was a success under the expectant treat-

ment, but there was atrophy of the entire rif^ht limb,

with shortening of the foot to the extent of one-half
inch.

C.iS3 IX. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—A boy, thirteen

years old, was said to have sprained his rij^ht ankle
in the spring of 1H72. At any rate, symptoms of
pain and swelling soon develo])ed when he walked.
After a while they abated, but recurred again. Fi-

nally joint disease became established, and an ab-
scess broke on March 1, IHli. Several sinuses re-

mained, and the parts about were thickened and
inriltrated. Thei-e was also some anchylosis and
muscular spasm. Pus discharged for eight months
at the anterior part of the ankle-joint. The internal
malleolus was thought to be chietly involved. On
April 1, 1875, he -Wis regarded as cured, though, on
subsetiueut examination, September 12, 1871), there
was a little pain in flexing the foot. Still, the boy
was actively employed as a clerk in a hardware
store, and there were no outward api)earances of dis-

ease. His health was also good, and he walked with-
out lameness.
Case X. (Dr. Y. P. Gibney.)—A boy, thirteen years

of age, after an attack of measles, jumped from a
height upon some solid object. A few weeks later

shai-p pain developed in the bottom of his iieel, and
he became lame. His family seemed to have been
remarkably fi-ee from l)lood disoi'ders, though a sis-

ter died of consumption. The patient, now a man
thirty-two years of age, was treated by Mr. Colles, of

Dublin. An abscess formed early, was incised and
constitutional measures adopted. The abscess dis-

charged for fourteen months. A cicatrix over the
OS calcis would indicate that this bone was certainly
afl'ected. Ankle measurements, made December 1,

187!), were as follows : right, 10, 12j, 10 ; left, 10,

12J, 10—absolutely no shortening. The patient
never had a rela])se. Pott's disease supen-ened af-

t3r some interval, but, imder Mr. CoUes's direction,

he was kept in the recumbent jio.sition for fifteen

months, making an excellent rei-oveiy.

Case XI. (Dr. V. P. Gibney. )—
A

'little girl, four
years of age, of the laboring class, was attacked with
disease of the left ankle in Februai-y, 1874. She was
seen a year afterward, and then t'.ie whole foot and
lower fourth of the leg were swollen. Pus discharged
profusely from March 18, 1875, to September l^th of

the same year, when she died of exhaustive sujijiura-

tion, or septicaemia. The ulceration was very exten-

sive, and nearly all tlie tarsal bones were involved.

The treatment was ex))ectant during the last six

months.
Cask XII. (Drs. V. P. (libney and K. I'eugnet.)—

A

girl, twelve years ohl, living at Pordiiam, found her-

self uniible to wiilk iu .\pril, 1«78, lioth ankles l)eing

swollen an<l painfid. Tiie child was cach(;ctic, after

an attiu-k of .seiiriatina, and <lid not r(;m«'mber to have
hurt the ankles. Family history decidedly good. The
symptoms at lirst were much like those of articular

rlieuniatism ; then suppuration set in, and incisicms

were made into both ankles. Finally Dr. Pengnet
removed bi ne from both feet at a number of oper-

ations. The openings closed in foiir or five months.
At the tinal examination the patient was found free

from lameness. Comparative measurements were
naturally useless in this case.

Case XIII. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—A boy, thirteen

years of age, who.se j)arents were deaf-mutes, came
under treatment in April, 1874. Small portions of

bone came away from tlic foot in the neighborhood of

the 03 calcis, which was the bone chietly, if not the

only one, diseased. The sinuses remainecl oj)ened for

fiUly three years and probably somewhat longer. In
January of 1878 a cure seemed to have been effected,

and indeed remained permanent. In March, 1879,

examination of the jjarts showed that the shape and
function of the foot was retained in every respect.

Three cicatrices attested the existence of sinuses at

an earlier date. The treatment v.'&s expectant. The
calf was slightly atrojihied. This is the second
case thus far recorded where the result, so far as the
ankle is concerned, was perfect. Yet it is barely pos-

sible that the other tarsal bones and those of the
leg were not involved.

Case XIV. (Dr. V. P. Gibney.)—A little girl, five

years of age, whose mother was tuberculous, and who
herself had chronic middle ear catarrh, fell sick with
trouble in her left ankle-joint. Ab.scess followed
and a purulent discharge, which lasted, with an inter-

val of one year, for twenty months. She was finally

discharged cured in August, 1877, and has not been
seen since.

Case XV. (Dr. J. L. Little.)—E. W., a boy,

twelve years old. The first symptoms developed in

February, 1877, and the disease is described as an
acute necrosis. The child was jdaced under ether,

and as the bone was loose, it was removed with the
dressing-forceps. The astragalus and cuboid were
roughened. The oi^ening closed in about two
months. Dr. L. was called in to decide whether am-
putation should be jjerformed or not. He observes
that he has seen at least one instance in which the
foot might have been saved, if the nature of the dis-

ease had been properly understood. In three simi-

lar cases Dr. Little has been able to eflect a cure
without resorting to amputation.
Case XVI. ( Dr. V. P. Gibney. )—A little girl, seven

and a half years old, was attacked, in March, 1873,

with infiammation at the left. ankle, the pain inter-

mitting by day. Phthisis was said to exist in remote
branches of the family, but the special cause was
thought to be a sprain. Abscesses formed and dis-

charged between the dates of Januar\', 1873, and
May, 1878. Treatment expectant. On examination,
December 3, 187U, it was seen that there was a lit-

tle halt in the gait, Init she comidained of no
pain in the ankle, except after running fast. Flexion
and extension at the tibio-tarsal joint perfect. No
pain or tenderness on handling. The following
measurements were taken. Circumference : of right

calf, Si inches ; of left, 7f ; of light ankle, 6i ; of
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left, 5f ; of right heel and instep, 7J ; of left 7f ; of

right instop, 5j ; of left, (> ; right foot one-half inch
longer than left.

Case XVII. (Dr.V. P. Gibney.)—Aboy, eight years

old, after a fall, found that his left foot " dragged "

in walking, but there was little pain or swelling.

The father was ])htliisieal. and the child had whoop-
ing-cough and chicken-]iox at the commencement of

the disease. After the aV)scess was formed matter
was discharged for live or six months. When all

active syni])toms had abated, a very slight valgus re-

mained. Measurements, Se])tember 2(5, 1879 : right

ankle, fii, 8i-, (H inches; left, 5^, 7^ 5^: right calf,

8 inches ; left, 7A ; right foot, 7 inches ; left, (U.

Case XVIII. (Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite.)—In Api-il of

1875, a girl, six years of age, adopted from a foundling
institution, complained of pain in the right ankle.

Her foster parents found it swollen and red. As
they exercised unusual watchfulness over the child,

a traumatic cause was exchaded, and they were in-

clined to attribute it to the manifestation of blood
disease, especially as suspicious eruptions and en-

larged lymphatic glands were observed in early life.

When the child was first seen the malleoli were en-

larged, the parts about the ankle were infiltrated,

"ijulpy," hot, and constantly throbbing. Under ex-

tension l)y Buck's apparatus, applied to the foot only,

these unfavorable symptoms were relieved in two
weeks, and the child was allowed to go about with
Sayre's extension brace, which gave great comfort.
This treatment was only suspended once, and for a

few weeks. Diiring this time, as a sequel to violent

and prolonged hand-rubbing, an abscess formed and
soon broke. The discharge continued one year, and
then stopped permanently, leaving a small cicatrix.

The child was soon able to give up the brace, and last

winter danced and skated without showing any symp-
toms of her former troul)le. The limb was not short-

ened, so far as measurements can be relied on, but
the calf was atrophied (right, 7^ inches ; left, 8|).

Extension at tlie tibio-tarsal joint was much lim-

ited and flexion was abolished, but the foot turned
neither inward nor outward. The child had the ap-

pearance of excellent health. Some time during the

present year she died of a sudden and unknown at-

tack while in Toronto, Canada.
Case XIX. (Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite.)—A boy

fourteen years old, living in Williamsburg, sprained

his foot while going to the water-closet. Liniments
were applied, and after a week's rest he thought no
more about it. After an interval, pain set in and the

symptoms of chronic ankle disease became estab-

lished. The boy was not strong physically, and
the family was phthisical. After adopting various

methods of treatment, including leeching, hot and
cold ap]ilications, rubbing, and strapping, an abscess

formed at the end of six months and broke. General
disorganization of the tarsal bones seems to have en-

sued, and amputation was regarded as imjierative by
a hospital sui-geon. Consent would not be given.

With the hopes of saving the foot, a conservative

operation was planned and carried out December
20, 187(). After ether had been given, vertical in-

cisitms were made over each malleolus, and the astra-

galus, scaphoid, cuboid and os calcis, in part, were re-

moved periosteally (Dr. Satterthwaite). As the bones

were quite soft they were simply scooped out with

the chisel (gouging). The foot, which previous to

the operation was extended so far as to form an

angle of 13-5° -w-ith the leg, was earned to a ricrht

angle without section of the tendo Achillis. The
limb was thereby shortened about 1^ inch. Through

the woTinds an oakum rope was passed, and then a
fenestrated plaster si)lint a]iplied. This was not re-

moved for six weeks. At the time of the o])enition

the case seemed almost ho])eless, as there \\ ere six si-

nuses leading to dead boiie, one on the shaft of tl;e

tibia, two inches above the ankle-jcjint. The boy aho
had night-sweats. After the ])lasterof-raris sjtlint

was removed, Sayre's aid<le-extension brace was sub-
stitnt(>d. On October 1st, the same year, he was walk-
ing Anthout crutches, his night-sweats had stopped,
and his health had im]noved. About Janujiry 1,

1878, the patient went to work, and continued in

active employment until his death. The case was re-

garded as a ciire, as he rarely used a stick, and walk-
ed about without lameness and made no com])laint.

A single sinus had not healed. It was covered with
a dry scab, but on removing it there was a seroiis

oozing. The i^atient died of some unknown disease

in 1879, after a few days' illness.

Case XX. (Dr. Keid.) [Communicated by Mr.
J. C. Phillips, student of medicine.]— M. K., a

little girl, four years of age, is said to have met with
an injuiT during her first year, though tl.'e histcuy

is oliscure. There was no constitutional taint and
the family history was good. According to the
mother the disease originated in the "sinews." After
siippuration had been established incisions were
made. The suppuration lasted more than two year.«.

The suppuration has now stopped, and the cure is

complete. The child is in the countiy.
Case XXI. (Dr. Kenneth Eeid.) [Communicated

l)y Mr. J. C. Phillij^s.]—"John,"a boy, two years
of age, of a strumous diathesis, was attacked with
chronic joint disease, which was located first in

the bone. There was great swelling and infiltra-

tion extending iij) the lower third of the leg. An
operation was performed by Drs. O'Dwyer and
Eeid, by which the carious bone was chiselled out,

and an oakiim seton, saturated in carbolized water,
introduced through the joint. This was renewed
from time to time. The result was a cure, and the
child is now well and heartv.

Case XXII. (Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite.)—In August,
1878, the mother noticed that her little boy, twenty-
two months old, walked "crooked," and that she
could not button his shoe. Traumatism and blood
infection could be excluded so far as the history

went. Soon the child had "starting pains "in the
night, biit no suppuration occurred at any time.

The treatment, at first, was hot water several times
a day ; then rest ; then at the time he first came
iinder observation a plaster-of-Paris sijlint was ap-
jdied for five months.
There was considerable infiltration under the in-

ternal malleolus. The child passed from observa-
tion in Febniarv, 1879.

Ca.se XXIII. pr. T. E. Satterthwaite.)—M. C. K.,

a boy, four and a half years old, whose condition in-

dicated great poverty, was brought to the Demilt Dis-
pensary with chronic ankle disease and a sinus leading
to dead bone behind the external malleolus. A verti-

cal incision was made over either malleolus, some
bone removed (astragalus), and a rojje of oakum wr.s

passed through the incisions. It was then retained
i)i si/H one month. The child was also given cod-
liver oil, and he soon began to walk on the foot with-
out pain, and his general condition imj^roved. but at

this time Pott's disease manifested itself, and the
child was lost sight of.

Case XXTV. (Dr. E. H. Bradford, Boston, Mass.)—
A boy, three and a half vears of nee. be^-an to exhi-

bit symptoms of disease in his right ankle in Novem-
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ber, 1877. The site of the comDioncenieut of the dia-

enst'tl proceHM, wht'tlier in the hoixo or adjiu-ciit noft

parts, was not (U't.-rniiiu'd. Dr. V. did not si-o iiini

until Mari'li, InTM, when it wuh found tlmt tin- wliolo

doi>iUiu of till- foot Ih'Iow thf niullt'oli was iidiltra-

tt*d. Thf trt'atuwnt adopted was, in hric-f, tht) ap-
plication of a stiff l>.iudax»' ; then rest for several

moDtlis; later, incision antl ^roiij^iiij^, ami linally,

removal, l)\' dissection, of the ustraKalus and sca-

phoid. In the winter preceding' ])r. 15. 's tirst exami-
nation (1S77», an openiuK li*i<^l formed in the soft parts
leading to the carious hone. After the operation
just descriheil the discharge lasted six months, when
the sinus closed permanently. Caries had involved
the end of the tibia, slightly rouglu-uing it. At the
final examination in June, 1>S7'.I, the foot was fijund

Khortened tiiree-fonrths of an inch; the lind) was of

normal length. Calf, ankle, and instep were not meas-
ured, but there was no noticeal)le change as com-
pared with the other lind). Flexion arul extension
of the joint, each !">

. So far as talipes was con-
cerncvl, none resulted, and there was no jiain or
tenderness ; in fact, u permanent cure seemed to
have been effected.

The expectant method was tried a year without
benetit ; gouging also seemed to jiroduce no favor-

able result, and for three months the symi^toms were
worse rather than better. The final oi^eration is de-
scribed as follows :

" A straight incision was made
on the dorsum of the foot, and a second ciirved one
on the outside of the foot, below the malleolus, down
to the astragalus, which was carious throughout (a

portion has, as before stated, been removed by gou-
ging) ; this was removed by dissection, and afterward
the scaphoid, which was found to be partially cari-

ous ; the lower end of the tibia at its anterior edge
•was bare of cartilage to a slight extent ; this was
simi)ly curetted. The oi)ei-ation and subsequent ad-
justment of the parts were done autisei^tically, but
as the di-essings became foul in a week the open
method was subsequently employed. After this
operation the boy's condition, which jn-eviously had
been poor, improved and contiiuied excellent.

C.\SE XXV. (Dr. Cammann, rei>orter.)—A boy,
seventeen years of age, was admitted into hospital.
New York city, with disease in the right ankli'. The
first symptoms dated from October 13, 1.S78. No
injury was thought to have produced it, and the
bone seemed to be first affected. On examination
by Dr. C, January 1, 1879, the following story was
elicited from the jjatient : On October 2(5, 1.S78, the
whole foot had become swollen, red, and hot, chiefly
on the outer aspect. A few days after the symptom's
became marked, incisions were made, but only blood
was liberated ; a few days later again other incisions
were made, and a large quantity ox jius was evacu-
ated ; poultices were then applied. Still later, other
incisions were made. Amputation through the epi-
physes of tibia and fibula was performed three weeks
and four days after the onset of the symptoms. The
extent of disease, as determined by subsequent ex-
amination, was very great, invoh-ing the following
bones : Ai-ticular surfaces of tibia and fibula, astra-
galus, OS calcis, scaphoid, cuboid, internal, middle,
and external cuneiforms ; articular surfaces between
second and third and fourth and fifth metatiirsal
bones. Tha shafts of metatarsal bones and jihalauges
wei'e not involved. At last accounts the wound was
not entirely healed, two small ulcers still existing in
the stump, and there was some tenderness.

C.A.SE XXVI. (Dr. Cammann, reporter.)—A girl,

aged fourteen, was admitted into hospital in the

middle of Fel)nuin>', 1K7<.), with disease of the right

ankle. On May W, 1H71(, the foot is described as
being swollen and painful. Poulti«'es were then ap-
Jilied and maintained for about two weeks, when the
cuboid, external and middle cuneiform bones were
removed. .\s the t-ase did not progress favorably,

amputation was jMrformed October 11, 1H7!>. It was
then fotnid that tlie tarsus and metatarsiis had be-

come involved, tiie phalanges Ixjing the only b(»ne8 of

the foot not afie»ted. The cure was permanent.

in 1M).SPADIAS.

CriiE nv A Single Operatiox.

By F. N. OTIS, M.D.,

fXINlCAL PBOFESKOn OK (IKNITO-UHINABY r>I8RAHl 8 AT THE COLLEOK
OP PHTHIc'IANS AND SUROtONM, NKW 'VORK.

J. \V , aged thirty-four years, came under my
observation June 10, 187t), with the following his-

toiy : Some two years previous he had a sus-

picious sexual contact, wliich was soon followed

by a pnnilent discharge fi-om the meatus nrinarius.

Within a fi-w days, evidences of chancroidal ulc(a-a-

tion presented at the luethral orifice. The orifice

was so small that it not only prevented any local

ap])lications to the ulceration within the urethra, but
interfered seriously with micturition. Extension of

the ulcerative action ensued. This soon as.sumed

a phagedenic character, and carried away the coii>us

spongiosum and integument of the i>enis from a

Fig. 1.

point just at the liase of the glans nearly an inch
backward. The surface of ulceration finally healing,

a fistulous opening about one-half an inch in extent
was left, through which all the urine was passed. The
condition of the penis when presenting, -June 10, 1876,
is shown at Fig. 1, made fi-om a sketch taken at that
time. The surface adjacent to the fistulous opening
was covered with mucous membrane fully three-
fourths of an inch in breadth jjosteriorly, nanowing to
about one-third of an inch at the base of the glans.
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Circumference of the jienis 3^^ inches ; meatus urina-

rins, Iti-f. Uretlu-a, as measured by the urethrometer,
full size from bulb to the posterior border of the fis-

tula (viz., 3'2-f.). At this point a hardened ring of

tissue presented, which, after a little steady ])ressure,

allowed the ])assage of ;U)-f. Meatus divided to 8()-f.

Seven days after (June 17th), the wound of mea-
tus having healed, 2>atient was placed under the in-

fluence of ether. Present and assisting, my asso-

ciate. Dr. L. B. Bangs, and Dr. M. J. De Rosset, of

New York.
The inferior border of the glans was painted thickly

with white paint up to the line niarkeil 1. 2, in dia-

gi'am, Fig. 2. The loose integument of the penis was
then drawn forward until the fistulous opening was
comi)letely covered, and
the mucous surface sur-

rounditig the fistula was
brought into easy apposi-

tion with the line 1, 2, at

base of glans. The tis-

sues were then allowed to

resume their former posi-

tion when the paint line at

1, 2,was found to have been
repeated at 3, 4. This
atibrded an exact guide as

to the amoiint of tissue

required to be brought
forward to reach easily to

the line 1, 2, at the base
of the glans. Integument
and mucous membrane
was then carefi;lly dissect-

ed off, for the sjjace indi-

cated by the paint line,

lea^'ing only the flaps of

mucous membrane at 5, of

a size and shape sufficient,

and suitable to cover the
fistulous opening, and to

serve as the new floor of

the urethra at that point.

A short straight silver tube, No. 30, was then intro-

duced through the meatus and well into the ure-

thra beyond the fistula. Two deep sutures were
then introduced at the points in the diagrams
marked +. The fi-eshly dissected surface was then
brought foi'ward into apposition with the line 1, 2,

at the base of the glans, and the two deep sutures

eaiTied through the integument at the point over-

lying their insertion in the tissues of the corpus
spongiosvim, thus securing the complete coaptation

of the longitudinal portion of the flap. The poste-

rior and transverse portion was then firmly attached
to the tissue at the base of the glans 1, 2, by deep
interrupted sutures of fine silk thread about one-

sixth of an inch apart.

A small, soft (Mercier) catheter was then intro-

duced through the tube and into the bladder and
retained. As there was some tendency to paraphy-
mosis, I divided the consti-icting preputial integu-

ment freely. Light pastel>oard splints covered with
borated cotton were then applied to the superior and
inferior surface of the penis and retained by a ban-

dage. The cold-water coil was then applied, and a

suppository of morph., one-fourth of a gi'ain, was
then administered.

Tube and catheter retained without trouble. No
urine escaped except through the catheter, and but

sliijht swelling of the parts, up to the night of the

22d, three days subsequent to the oiieration. Erec-

FlG. 2.

tions then began to be troublesome. Neither the
cold-water coil, application of ice, nor bromide of

pot. in thirty-gi-ain doses, proved suflicicnt to pre-
vent them entirely. Tlic ))reiintial swelling thus in-

duced caused ])artial parajjhyniosis in spite of the
previous measures taken to prevent this accident.

The (edematous tissue was tapi)pd with a hypoder-
mic syringe, and the tension much relieved.

Stitches taken out on the n)orning of the fifth day.

Swelling had subsided to some extent, and wound
was found in fair condition. Parts were kept clean

with carbolic lotion, and continued ap])osition and
support secured by the i)asteboard sjjlints. Tube
and catheter removed ; no trouble from eithei- at any
time. Urine now to be drawn oft" as re(|uiied, pa-

tient himself passing the catheter. Matters went on
in this way for the following six days, uiaking eleven

days in all since the ojieiation. No urine had i^assed

through the wound. Examination showed that only

partial adhesion by first intention had taken place.

The parts were kept in perfect ai)position Ijy the
splints. The swelling was almost entirely gone. Pa-
tient walked about now without discomfoit. Tube
30-f. was introduced into the urethra and well l)e-

yond the point of operation daily. Purulent urethral

discharge quite j^rofuse, but the parts were painless.

Patient allowed to go home to a distant State, with
instructions to continue use of catheter and the sup-

port of the splints for at least two weeks longer, be-

fore passing his urine per viam nfifuralevi, and to

keep up the supi^ort of the sjalints for a week or two
longer still. The patient was not seen or heard from
until the 18th of the following December, six months

from the date of operation, when he reported in jier-

son, having carried out all directions with fidelity,

with results apparently satisfactoiy. The above
sketch (Fig. 3) represents the appearance of the re-

stored penis.

Union at every point had been complete. There
was a slight muco-purulent urethral discharge. Pa-
tient very desirous of marrying and anxioiis to get

rid of the discharge. Injections and internal reme-
dies had been used for this purpose for some months
without effect.

Examination of the urethra by means of bulbous
sound revealed a strictured point just behind the site

of the orifice of the former hyposjjadias, one and a
half inch from the meatus urinarius.
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This stricture was foiind to be very resilient, dis-

tinctly (loflned l»y '2<>-f. bulb, btit pormittin^,' tbo pas-

siif^e of 'M)-(. soniiil witliout iniu'li incssiiic, mid was
tlii'ii divided witli tlie dilatiiiK UK'tliiotonie up to

:54-f. Siibsoiiuciitly to this optTiition, No. S2-f.

bulbous souml wiis jmssod through tho entire i)en-

dulous urctlim with ease. No subso.iuent trouble

from blociliuK or other causes. A solul stc«^l sound
WHS introibictxl beyond the site of operation eveiT

second day. until the eleventh <luy after tho di-

vision of the stricture. At this time, the wound in

the urethra having healed and the urethral discharge
having entirely disappeared, the jjatient left for his

home, apparently well in every respect. June 'JOth,

187!>, over three years .sub.se(pient to the operation

on the hypospadias, I learned that he had nianied,

and that tlie cure, both of the .stricture and of the

hyin>spadias, as far as he wa.s able to judge, had been
complete and permanent.
lOS Wkst TuiRTT-fOfBTH Sthekt, J\ily 7, 18K).

A CASE OF ABSCESS OF THE SPLEEN.
\

Br GEORGE H. STONE. M.D.,
i

I

ACTI.SO AS3ISTA.VT SCRSEOM, MARINB UOSPITAL 8KKVICE, SAVAS.VAn,
OA.

j

Fk.x^nk T.vylor, a native of Savannah, Georgia ; aged
32 years ; married. Has been employed for several

yeai-s on the tug-boats running on the Savannah
Kiver. Residing during that time on Hutchinson's

Island, opposite the city. The surface of that island

consists of reclaimed rice fields, and up to 1877 was
overflowed at every title. The island is one upon
which no white person coiUd live with impunity
1)efore it was drained, and very few choose to risk

it now.
From September 12 to September 19, 1878, I

treated the patient for remittent fever and dian-hoea.

From April 11 to April 16, 1879, he was again

under treatment for eczema cruris. July 2, 1879,

I was called to see him, and found liim sxifFering

from remittent fever and sjjlenitis. Acute splenitis

developed, and on August 4, 1879, his condition not
having improved, he was admitted to St. Joseph's
Infirmary Hosi^ital.

On admission his temperature was 104°, pulse 120 ;

the fever remitting in the evening. In a few days
the acute febrile condition subsided, leaving behind
pain over the spleen. Pei'ciission developed im-
mense enlargement of the spleen to the median line

in front, downwai'd almost to i)elvis. General de-

bility, with hectic fluslies e%erv day. The general

prostration gradually increased until about Septem-
ber 10, when I detected fluctuation. On the 14th

day of September, 1879, I introduced an aspirator

needle, and drew away 1,000 c.c. of pus, after which
the tumor .subsided to half its former size. The as-

piration was repeated on the 21st and 29th with a

like result.

On the 10th of October, after inducing anaesthe-

sia with chloroform, I made an incision just above
the crest of the ilium, where the pus seemed to jioint,

and evacuated 250 c.c of pus. The abscess con-

tinued to di.scharge until his death, November 14,

1879. At the post-mortem examination (which was
only partial on account of decided opposition of his

friends) the abdomen was opened, and the viscera

were found healthy, with the exception of the spleen,

which organ had been entirely absorbed, excejit the

cap-sule which formed the sac of the abscess and en-

closed the pus.

A flstulous opening existed, leading downward and
outward, between the cpiadratus hnnbonim and
transversalis muscles, having its exit about half way
betwe<'n the crest of the ilium and floating rilm.

There was a capriiious ai)i)etite throUKliout the
diseaHc, with a constant tendency to find fault both
as to quantity and quality of the food furnished.

NEW YORK HOSPITAL, N. Y.

NINE CASES OF SUNSTROKE.

SER^^CE OF Dk. C. E. Hackuby.

(Roportod by F. M. Townsesd. M.D., House Phy.sician.)

It is well known that exposure to the direct rays of

the sun is not always necessary to produce sixnstroke,

for cases arise from merely overheating the body in

do.se, badly ventilated apartments, in ])risons, bar-

racks, etc., and occur sometimes by night as well as

by day. Those arising from exposure to either solar

or artificial heat, as a rule, show the following train

of symptoms : coma, with contracted pupils and
suffused conjunctiva- ; a hot, dry skin ; a ra))id but
fiUl pulse, and a very high temperature. Not infre-

quently tonico-clonic convulsions are present.

There is, howe^ er, another variety, better tenned
heat-prostration, which is shown by syncope, or even
collapse, a cold, damp skin, a rapid, thready pulse,

cold extremities, and only a slight elevation of tem-
perature.

In many ca.ses premonitory symptoms show them-
selves, such as a dull, aching headache, or a feeling

of fulness and distention in the head, dizziness, and
extreme weakness. The following cases were of the
former variety ; one case only of the latter kind
came under observation, and unfortunately no notes

were taken of it.

In the treatment, both the cold bath and the wet
pack were used. The bath was liegim with water at

75 F., and slowly reduced to 65'^ F. In u.sing the
wet pack the patient was nTai)ped in a w-et sheet at

the temperature of 65' F., and placed on a fever-cot,

the sheet being sponged with water every five to ten
mimites, according to the amount of fever.

It was noticed that a tendency to failure of the
heart and cedema of the lungs occuiTed in those
cases where a rapid fall of temperature occurred cbn'-

ing the bath ; that con\nilsious occurred more fre-

quently (iftur the bath ; and that a second and rapid
rise of temperature in these cases was the rule.

Case I.—May 27th, William M., at. 45, Ireland,

hostler. This patient, while working in the sun, be-

came overheated and drank freely of ice-water. At
10 A.M. he staggered and fell, and was brought to the
hospital a few minutes later in an unconscious state,

breathing stertorously with a loud mucous rattling

in the trachea. Both conjunctivae were injected,

the pupils finely conti-acted, and the skin intensely

hot ;
pidse, 158, full and strong ; respiration, 30 ; tem-

l)ei*ature, 110 .*

I

The patient was put in a bath, and an ice-cap placed
; on the head. Two hours later the thennometer reg-

* All tempcritnrcs were taken in thp rectum by one of the houi^e

staff, ftnil two, and sometimes three, thermometers were need in the
same case.
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istered 103.5\ and the patient was removed to the
'

fever-cot, wrajjped in a wet sheet, and given ; ij.

brandy per rectum. The patient, still uucunscious,
moaning loudly and grinding the teeth, soon began
to suffer severe clonic spasms of botli arms. The
temperature continued to fall, and at 12. 40 im\i. was
102°. The pack was then discontinued and stimu-
lants given.

At J: P.M., the temperature having risen to 104:% the
jjack was reapplied for a short time, resulting in a

fall to lOF within thirty minutes, and the patient

seemed much better. This was temporary, however,
for the temperatiire rose again ; the heart, previous-

ly strong, began to fail, and oedema of both lungs oc-

curred. Fiuallv, at 7 p.m., he died; temperature,
104.2°.

Case II.—This patient, during the first few clays

of her illness, was under observation at Chambers
Street Hospital. The previous history and treat-

ment were furnished me through the kindness of the

house surgeon. Dr. Moore.
r May 27th, Mary McQ., net. 35, Ireland, bookbind-
er. This patient was poorly nourished, and had
suffered more or less for years \^'ith subacute rheu-

matism. She worked in a close apartment in a

bookbinding establishment, and for two days previ-

ous to her present illness had complained of severe

headache, nausea, and weakness. To-day, while
working, she was seized with precordial distress and
faiutness, and was obliged to quit work. One-half

an hour later, after vomiting freely, she fell uncon-
scious, and, when removed to the hosj^ital at 4.10

P.M., was fully comatose, having automatic move-
ments of the left arm and grinding of the teeth.

Both conjunctiva} were suffused ; the pupils finely

contracted and insensitive to light
;
pulse, 146 ; res-

piration, 38; temperature, lO'J ". The breathing was
labored and noisy, and each inspiration was accom-
panied by a sinking in of the intercostal and supra-

clavicular spaces.

The patient was placed on a cot, rubbed with ice,

and had an ice-bag applied along the spine. Thirty

minutes later the wet pack was used, and two cold-

water injections were given, which thoroughly emp-
tied the bowels of a large quantity of foul ftecal )na-

terial. The temperature steadily fell, reaching 104"

r. at 10 P.M. The pack was discontinued, and the

patient then sprinkled with water by means of an
ordinary watering-pot, and given stimulants. The
automatic movements had ceased, but clonic spasms
of unusual severity affected the whole left side and
continued during the night.

The next morning the general condition was much
better, though coma still remained. The spasms
had ceased, the breathing had become less labored,

the pulse stronger, and the thermometer registered

only 101".

Until the evening of May 30th, just three days af-

ter admission to the hospital, this patient remained
in an unconscious state. She had, during this peri-

od, continual fever, not above 101-2", and great rest-

lessness, and was nourished almost entirely by nutri-

tive enemata.
On regaining consciousness her only complaint

was extreme weakness, and almost one week elapsed

before she was allowed to sit up. The only other

circumstance worthy of note occurred on June 5th,

when a desquamation of the cuticle over the entire

body began, resembling greatly the desquamation of

scarlet fever. She has now entirely recovered and
resumed work.
Case III.—June 18th, John S., set. 40, Ireland, la-

borer. To-day, while exposed to the sun, com-

plained of feeling badly, and at 4 p.m. fell uncon-

scious.

On admission the patient was comatose, suffering

convulsive twitchings of th(^ left side of the face and

body. Both pupils were contracte<l and the con-

junctivte injected ;
pulse, 134 ; respiration, 24 ; tem-

perature, 10().8\ The wet pack was applied for thrt e

hours, and the temperature fell to 100.7". He wf s

then well rubbed with dry towels, put in bed, and

given 1 ij. brandy per rectum. At 7.30 p.m. temper-

ature 99.8°. As "the temperature fell the spasms be-

came less frequent, and finally disappeared. At 9

P.M. the patient was in a condition of stupor, and on

attempting to rouse him, a severe tonic spasm oc-

curred lasting thre(> minutes, and while it lasted the

limbs would stay in any position they were placed
;

the breathing became shallow, and the pulse lost at

the wrist. Hypcra;sthesia of the whole body re-

mained for an hour after this convulsion, a touch

anywhere, but especially in the folds of the neck,

causing the patient to cower and shrink away with

fright, while an unexpected tap threw him at once

into a spasm.
At 10 P.M., after a general tremor which lasted

ten minutes, consciousness returned, and the patient

spoke a few words. Temperature now 102.5% but

fell to 100' in the morning. Improvement pro-

gressed favorably, and, excepting weakness, there

was no complaint.

On June 25th he was discharged cured.

Case IV.—June 25th, Michael C, set. 56, Ireland,

laborer. This patient, a strong, well-built man, while

exposed to the sun, became weak suddenly and fell

unconscious at 2.50 p.m. He M'as comatose and

breathing rapidly; the face and whole body were

cyanosed, the pupils contracted, and the conjuncti-

vfe injected ;
pulse, 158 ; respiration, 40 ; tempera-

ture, 110° F. At 3.05 P.M. he was put in a bath, an^d

within //(;/ minutes his temperature fell to 102.4°;

the pulse "ran up to 180 per minute, and was very

feeble, and the extremities became cold. He was

removed immediately, given brandy 3 j. and digita-

line -h grain hypodermically, wrapped in blankets,

and put in bed.'^ The pulse" grew better almost im-

mediately, and the cyanosis partly disappeared ; but

by4.15p'M. the temperature had gone down to 98.9%

and he became very restless. Slight twitchings of tl: e

facial muscles and grinding of the teeth were now
noticed, and the patient groaned loudly. A short tin e

afterward a general convulsion followed, during whith

the head was drawn forcibly backward, the jaws

were clenched, and the extremities rigidly extended.

This tonic state lasted about forty seconds, and, re-

laxing, gave place to clonic spasms so violent that

the patient could scarcely be kept in bed. These

con\Tilsions followed each other in rapid succession,

occurring every eight to ten minutes. They were

effectually controlled by ether, and for the next two

hours the^ patient was kept anesthetized ; for every

attempt to remove the ether was followed by a re-

newal of the con%nilsions. At 6.30 p.m., pulse, 144 ;

respiration, 30 ; temperature, 105.8\ The fever hav-

ing risen so rapidly, the pack was applied and kept

up until 10 P.M.; the thermometer then registered

101.8'. The con\'ulsions had become less severe,

the general condition improved, and the patient

jmrtly regained consciousness, an.swering questions

rationally. This improvement, however, was only

temporary, for at 1 a.m. of the 26th he became fully

comatose' again ; the temperature rose to 103% and
he suffered the same tonico-clonic convulsions as be-
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fore, making the giving of ether neceiuiary until 6
A.M.

In the early part of the forenoon the conviilsionn

ooiisnl entiroly. consciotisne.sM fully n turned, iiinl th<»

tomjM^ratnro fell to 101.7 , and tin' ]n\\m' to fi^'lity

goinl ]»nlsiiti<»ns per ininut«<. The i-ase now si'i'iikmI

u very hopeful one, but in the afternoon he aK»in l>e-

camo comatose, and the t4>mi»erature rose to HI") F.

at f) P.M.; the eituvnhioiis did not return. The i)a-

tient was wnii>i>ed in wet Hhoets at 7"» F., and left

so all nii^lit. Finally, at 4 a.m. of the 'J7th, the tem-
perature heinp: reduced, he became coiiscidus, and
from that time he he^'an to convalesce. Durin^^ the
next ten days he had to he fed, hein;^ unable to use
his arms; and three weeks ela])seil before he was al-

lowed to sit uj). .\fter the acute sta<^e of his illness

he lost tlesh veiy rapidly, and sutVered severe head-
ache and dizziness for more than tliree weeks.
On July liHth he tried to -walk for the first time,

but was obliffed to confess himself still weak. At
]nvsent he is piininpr flesh and strength ra])idly, and
in a few weeks will be able to attend to work.

C.\sE V.—-Tune 27th, AVilliam L., at. 42, (Germany,
laborer. This {)atient had been driukinfj; heavily aU
day, and at 5 p.m. was foimd in his room in an un-
conscious state. On admission he wa.s comatose,
had loud, stertorous breathinf,% contracted i)Ui)ils,

and hot skin ; i)iilse, 144 ; respiration, liH ; temjiera-

ture. 10S.()\ On puttin^^ the i)atient in the bath
(tomjierature 75 F.), respiration suddenly ceased.

He was removed immediately, and artificial l)reath-

ing was resoi-ted to, and in a few minutes he breathed
regularly. In thirty miniites the temperature had
fallen to 105% but at G.40 p.m., while in the bath, the
heart failed, and in spite of stimulant.s, artiticial res-

pii"ation, etc., he died in a few minutes.
Case VI.—.June 2Hth, Peter K., set. 22, laborer.

This patient was broiight to the hospital at 8.05 p.m.

in a dving condition. He was uneouscions, breath-

ing stertorouslv, with a loud rattling in the trachea.

The face and body were greatly cyanosed
;
profuse

frothy mucus issued fi'om the nose and mouth ; the
radial i)ulse was lost, the extremities cold, and the
theiTuometer registered 108". Examination of the
chest revealed intense pulmonary congestion and
oedema. The patient being unable to swallow,
brandy and digitaline (A grain doses) were adminis-
tered hypodermieally, and large cold-water injections

were used instead of the batli. The heart did not re-

spond, but the temperature fell to 105.8 at 8.50 p.m.

Ten minutes later a clonic convulsion occuiTed, opis-

thotonos became marked, the contents of the bowels
and stomach were ejected, and the patient died.

Case VII.—Jiine 30th, James G., jet. 40, Ireland,

waiter ; was obliged to remain nearly all day in a
kitchen where the temperature ranged between 100'

and 101% and for two or three days previous to this

attack he suffered headache, dizziness, and a sense
of prostration. At 8.30 p.m., while working, he feU
unconscious, and his temperature, taken immediate-
ly, showed 107° F. He was wTapped in a wet sheet,

after being nibbed with ice for a few minutes, iilaced

in the ambulance, and brought here at 8.50 p.m. He
was still comatose, had contracted jiupils and ster-

torous breathing. He was left wrapped uj) in the
sheet and sjionged frequently with cold water. At
9.30 p.m., pulse, 144 ; respiration, 30 : temperature,
102.4'^'. He was then removed from the pack and
placed in bed, and almost immediately began to
STiflfer cou^nilsive twitchings of the upjjer extremi-
ties. These rapidly grew .severe and involved the
whole body, and were accompanied by loud moaning

ond grinding of the teeth. Ether pronii)tly checke<l

them. At 10 p.m., pulse, 140; temiierature, 1>8.4".

The eon\njlHionH now Hubsided, and the ether was
Htop])ed. At 10.;J5 P.M. a general t-onic convulsion,

lasting twenty mccoihIs, occurred, ami was followed by
loud groaning and intense restleKsneHH, the i>atient

tossing vif>lently from side to side. Shortly after,

however, he giew partly conscious and sjioke a few
words. At 11.35 p.m., the temperntnre having risen

to 104', the pack wa.s reapplied, and, after a slight

rise of 0.0 at 12.:iO a.m.. the temi)erature steadily fell

to 101.2 at 2.30 A.M., .Inly 1st, and the patient was
given potass, bromide 45 grains, which soon quieted

the restlessness and induced sleej). He awoke a few
hours later conii)lHining of much weakness, Imt from
this time went on to convalescence without a bad
symptom, and on .lulv 3d he was discharged cured.

Cask VII I.- July i2th, Edward J., n-t. 30, single,

porter. This patient, after working hard all the morn-
ing in the sun, walked a short distance complaining
of dizziness, confusion of ideas, and weakness, and
then fell unconscious. He was removed to the hos-

pital at 2.30 P.M., comatose, and snftering clonic

spasms of the whole body. The face was pale, the

eyes sutl'used, and the pujjils contracted
;

pulse,

140; respiration, 38; temperature, 108.2".

He was put in a bath and kept there nearly two hotirs,

when the temi)erature showed 101". The jjatient was
then rubbed well and put to bed, and within one-
half hour the spasms ceased, and he became fully

conscious. He recovered rapidly, and, excepting a
rise of fever to 101 on the second day, nothing haj)-

pened until July 10th, when a desquamation of the
cuticle ai)peared over the abdomen and chest, re-

sembling that seen in Case II. July 20th he was
discharged cured.

Case IX.—July 14th, Cornelius R., set. 45, carpen-
ter; was brought by ambulance, at 5 p.m., in an un-
conscious state. He was seen to fall at the comer of

Pearl and Dover Streets about 3 p.m., but beyond
this there was no previous history. On admission
he was found comatose and breathing stertorously.

The skin was intensely hot, and the jjulse rai)id

;

respiration, 35 ; temiierature, 109°.

He was put in the bath with an ice-cap to the
head, and given l)randy, 3 j., hypodermieally, to stim-

ulate the heart. While in the bath the patient
showed signs of oedema of the lungs, and he was re-

moved, placed on a bed, and given stimulants free-

ly. The temperature, which had fallen to 108% rose
to 110.2°, and the pack was immediately applied.

The a?dema lessened, and the pnhse imi^roved after

giving digitaline, ,.%- grain, hypodermieally. At 6
P.M. temperatiu'e had fallen to 102.2°, and the pack
was stopped.
At 7 P.M. patient was still comatose, breathing

loudly, and had tonic rigidity of both anus and the
muscles of the neck, the latter drawing the head far

back. The temperatiue fell to 98.4" at 7.30 p.m.,

and the pulse became lost and the jjatient sank
into a condition of collapse. Hot bottles were ap-
plied to the body, and stimulants freely given, but
at 9.15 P.M. he died, the temperature being 103.4°.

Nashtille Medical College.—Dr. W. K. Bow-
ling has been made Adjunct Professor of the Theory
and Practice of Medicine in this college. Prof. Thos.
O. Summers, late of Vanderbilt and Nashville Uni-
versities, will occupy the Chair of Phy.'^iology. Dr.
J. B. Lindsley has taken the Chair of Statu'Preven-
tion Medicine.
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procircss of iUcttical Science.

Chloral Hydrate in Acute Gastro-Enterttis op
Children.—Prof. Kjollborpc asserts that there is no
medicine eiiual to cldoral for cheeking the vomitiiifr

in the acute gastro enteritis of chihlren. Being
rapidl.y absorbed, it cahns the patient, sto])s the

vomiting, and often checks the diarrhiBa. It is best

given l»y enema, so as not to risk its rejection by
the irritable stomach, and it shonkl be given soon

after a yiassage. Tiie dose for a child of from five to

six mouths is from Hk to ii grains, while to a child

of from twelve to fifteen months, from 7^ to 9 grains

may be given. The bulk of the injection should not

exceed a dessertspoonful. The enema may be re-

peated two or three times daily, and the dose may
be increased, if it is found necessary. To increase

the effect of the chloral. Prof. Kjellberg generally

adds to each enema a drop of tine, opii, and if stim-

ulants be indicated, live to fifteen drops of liq. Hoff-

man. At the same time the other ordinary remedies

are not neglected.

—

TJie American Practitioner, June,

1880.

The Sttrgical Treatment op Epistaxis.—Dr.

Thurston writes that he has found the injection of

cold water by means of a Higginson's syringe very

serviceable in the treatment of this symptom. The
water is injected into the nostril not bleeding, and
allowed to flow out of the other nostril. This drives

out the clots and often arrests the bleeding at once
;

if it should not, he injects a weak solution of per-

chloride of iron, which is generally successful. A
jet of water thrown up in the same way is most use-

ful in dislodging foreign bodies from the nostril.

—

British Medical Journal, June 5, 1880.

Monthly Sanguineous Discharge in an Infant.

—Mr. Harle, of Enfield, reports this case : The pa-

tient was the youngest of three children, girls. At
the age of five months the mother observed a bloody
discharge, which continued about three days, and
returned every month tiU the patient was nine

months old. At the age of ten months she was
weaned, and the discharge did not return that month.
It reappeared at the eleventh month, and then peri-

odically until she was fourteen months old, when she

died of diarrhoea. At the autopsy, there were marks
of blood, somewhat dry, on the pudendum, labia,

and peritoneum, corroborating the mother's state-

ment that the child had recently had " the monthly
discharge." The pudendum was large, and covered

with fine hair. The vagina was healthy. The uterus

was large ; when removed, it measured an inch and
five-eighths in length externally. The os was very

patent ; the lips congested. There was nothing ab-

normal in the cavity. The vessels of the broad liga-

ment were injected. The left ovary was twice as

large as the right ; it was dilated, forming a cyst of

the size of a horse-bean. The right ovary contained

a number of small cysts, each about the size of a

pin's head.

—

The British Medical Journal, June 5.

Paralysis Spinalis Spastica.—At a clinical lec-

ture held at the Glasgow Royal Infirmaiy, December
8, 1879, Dr. M. Charteris presented a typical case

of pandysis spimtlis spastica (Erb-Charcot), being

the first true case which has been reported from the

west of Scotland. Patient, female, mi. 36, the

mother often children, had been enjoying good health

until ten mouths jareviously, when she became preg-

nant with her tenth child. Her confinement was
noticeable for the entire absence of a hichial dis-

charge. She ke2>t her bed for three weeks, and on
rising found that she was unable to walk uith<mt
crutches. Day by day she noticed that sIks had
greater diflficulty in i)utting her heel to the ground,
and after a time she could only i)lace her toes there.

As she lay in bed, her thighs were flexed slightly

ui)on the pelvis and the legs foicildy upon the
thighs. The adductor muscles of the thigh were
strongly contracted—so much so that the knees were
locked forcil)ly together and could not l)e sejmrated

;

the thighs and legs could not be extended to any
great degi'ee. Sensibility was not ailected, and the
muscles of the leg and thigh, though flabby, were not
atrophied. The entire condition of the patient faith-

fully illustrated Erb's clinical picture of the disease

known as paralysis spirudis spastica. The pathology
of the disease involves the lateral columns of the
spinal cord. According to Charcot and Erb, it con-
sists in a chronic inflammatory process in the pos
terior divisions of the lateral columns, but as yet this

theory has not been verified by a i^ost-mortem. The
treatment in this case produced very little change in

the patient's condition. Every remedy which might
be considered useful, constant current, etc., had been
tried, but without eflect. Under chloroform the limbs
could not be extended any farther than without it.

The patient was therefore discharged uncured.
Less than forty cases of this disease have been re-

ported, and these with very unsatisfactory results as

to treatment, but one case of recovery having been
reported.

H^MOGLOBINUBIA CAUSED BY THE INHALATION OF
Arseniuretted Hydrogen.—Dr. Eitner, of Breslau,

reports several cases of the above. A jjrofessor of

physics, a tutor, and two students were suddenly
attacked, after the experimental inhalation of what
was supposed to-be pure hydrogen gas. The pro-

fessor gave the following history : On the fii'st of

November, in the afternoon, he suddenly experienced

a general malaise, which forced liim to take to his bed.

He passed the night wretchedly, was "feverish,"

restless, harassed by one continually recurring dream,
and e.xperienced alternately hot and cold sensations.

Toward morning he began to perspire freely. On
looking at his urine, which had been copiously void-

ed during the night, he was startled by its bloody
ajjpearance. In addition he now complained of a

profound weakness, esi^eciaUy about the knees,

general prostration, and the loss of ajipetite. He had
been previously quite healthy, of a robust constitu-

tion, and was considered quite a pedestrian. Ex-
amination elicited the absence of fever, a feeble

but regular jjulse, coated tongue, icteric color about
the forehead and breast, no pain, and bloody urine.

The latter showed no deposit, and was free from al-

bumen. On the following day, after a good night,

the patient was again up and about, his urine being
clear, of normal color, and still free from albumen.
His appetite had also improved. On the next day, all

the previous symptoms returned ; the urine was
then found to contain much albumen, was reddish
broTXTi, and did not show any red blood- globules.

Ha;moglobinuria was therefore diagnosticated. The
patient soon began to improve and finally completely
recovered.

The other patients had similar symptoms, but
with them the attacks were less severe. That the hsa-

moglobinuria resulted from intoxication with orsenin-

retted hydrogen was clearly shown by a subsequent
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I'liomiral pxamiimtion »)f tho mah'rirtls t>iiii)l(>ye(l in .

tliu gi'iH'nition of the hydroj^pii pis used for inhala-
;

tiitn. Tlie siilplmrii" atiil wa.s found to lie niix»'il

with an esptviallv liuKi' propoition <>f ars«»nic. and tlie
^

zinr also contained tliis noxious impurity.— yytr/iu.

klin. WiK-h., M.ii/ A, l.HMO.

The Tueatmkntok KriLEi*sv.—A vahiable jiaper on
,

this subject, liy M. Huiubursin, of Naniur, is published
,

in thi' IlulHin </.; IWrmUinie llint<tl.' <!•• M.il. <h lid-
j

(ji'l'ti'. No. 2, 1H80. As epih'pBy is most frivpiently

developed in ana'uiie persons, the autlior first insists i

on the necessity of a stren^heninj^, nitro-^enized diet,

with wine in tonic doses, and some form of iron.

Exercise in the open air, and the avoidance of all

thintrs that niif^'ht excite the passions, are also recom-

nieniled. If the di.sease be sui)posed to be due to

the pressure of a tumor on a nerve, to alcoholism,
j

lead-poisonin-^, or syphilis, to uterint' maladies, or

any other cunible alfection, the tirst indication of !

course is, if possible, to remove this cause. IJlistei's

and local bloodlettinj? were at one time much in

vo'.rue, but are permissible only when the ei)ilepsy is

symptomatic of an encephalitis, or when an idio-

pathic epilepsy is accidentally complicated with symp-
toms of cerebral inliammation. The treatment of

the aura is now generally abandoned, because it has

been demonstrated that the aura, in the rare cases in
j

which it exists, is almost always only a peripheral
,

symptom of central disease. Still, good results have
;

occasionally been obtained from the api)lication of

blistei-s, ligatures, etc., to the point whence the aura
|

starts. Many remedies have been employed with a

view to lessen the irritability of the nervous system,

the most imjjortant of these being the oxide and the

salts of zinc, nitrate of silver, and especially bromide

of potassium. With the preparations of zinc, the

author has never had any success at all, and he has

not used nitrate of silver on account of the disci>lor-

ation of the skin it produces. Bromide of potassium

is given in doses of from half a drachm to three

drachms. Yoisin recommends that the doses be

sufficient to abolish the retiex nausea caused by
tickling the pharynx, and states that he has cured

half his cases of recent epilepsy since adopting this

plan of administration. On the other hand, M.
Hambursin states that he has used the large doses

of the bromide for fifteen years, and that he has

never known them to produce a cure, although many
of his cases were greatly improved. Unfortiinately,

the bromide, when given in large doses, is lialile to

cause gastric pains and bromism, and when used for

a long time, even in connection with iron, it leads to

the development of a decided amtmia. In view of

these facts, M. Hambursin thinks that it is wrong to

persist with the administration of the bromide when
it does not rapidly produce a marked amelioration.

Another indication for treatment is to prevent the

vascular spasm which causes the encephalic an;emia

of the initial stage of the attack. For this purjjose

the galvanic cuiTent has been employed with the

view of acting directly on the cervical symijathetic.

Some success has followed its u.se, but as a rule it

has proved unsuccessful, jjrobably because of the

transient nature of its action on the nerves. The
same effect has been sought for with the aid of drugs

that act on the vaso-motor nerves, such as valerian,

belladonna, curare, and cocculus indicus. Of all

the.se, M. Hambursin has found the last the most
efficacious, but he has found it necessary to give it

in much larger doses than are recommended by M.
Planat, who first employed it in the treatment of

epilepsy. He employs the tinc^ture, and begins

witli a doHO of ten drops morning and evening, in-

creasing by two drops daily Until he has reached
the dose of sixty drojis ; then he increases by ten

dr()])s a month, until the do.se is a hundred tlrops.

If the atta<'ks have; cease<l by this time, he continues

with this do.se ; if not, he d(jes not lusitate to increase

the dos«! ti) a hundred and fifty drop.s, and would not

hesitate to give still larger doses, if necessary. The
tise of the remedy shouhl not be interrujited, for

fear of impairing its <;ireirts. The cocculus indicus

l)roduces .symptoms of cerebral congestion ; hence, it

is proper to conclude that, wh«ai administered in the

above numner, it keeps tho cephalic vessels in a state

of permanent relaxation, and thus prevents the vas-

cular sj)asm which produces the sudden anu mia of

the brain, the fundamental condititm of the initial

stage of the epileptic attack. M. Handmrsin con-

idudes his pajjcr with reports of six cases of long-

standing and severe ejiilepsy, all of which had been
treated without success with large doses of bromide
of potassium, and in all of which the attacks have
ceased entirely under the cocculus indicus treatment.

Dr. MikelefT, of St. Petersburg, states ((/tudte des

hopitdiur, April <ith) that until recently epilepsy was
regarded as incurable in liu.ssia, but that of late years

it had been treated with great 8U(;cess with Henry
Mure's 8yTui> of the bromide, which seems to have
been the only chemically pure preparation of the salt

imported into that country. He asserts that, in the

course of a large practice as a sjtecialist, he can count
positively two hundred definitive cures, as well as a

large number of cases of improvement in which the

attacks were suspended for a year or eighteen months,
all of which cases were treated by Mure's syrup.

Apparatcs for the Reduction of Uterine Dis-

placements.—Dr. VeiTier, of Paris, describes a new
apjjaratus designed to secure in.stantaneous reduction

of displacements of the uterus, which he has em-
ployed with success in a number of cases. It con-

sists of a seat with stiiTuj^s, and a movable back
which can be let down until its ujiper border touches
the floor, so as to form any desired angle with the

1
seat. The back is sujiported by two strong wire
springs, which are attached above to a bar of

wood secured to the ceiling of the room. To the

centre of this bar is also secured a lever of the first

order, and by means of a cord attached to its long
arm the patient can let herself down and raise her-

self up without the slightest jamng of the body. It

is in this employment of the lever that the chief ad-

vantage of the ajjparatus lies. It is a well-known
fact that, in the reduction of malpositions of the
uterus, great assistance is derived from raising the

patient's hips sufficiently to take the weight of the
intestines and viscei-a off the uterus, but this ad-

vantage is often lost by the jarring of the body in

the effort to regain the natural position. This jar-

ring is itself often sufficient to cause an immediate
return of the displacement. Dr. Venier claims that

the use of the lever in his apparatus entuely pre-

vents this jarring, and that, when the body is raised

quietly and gently with its helj), the intestines fall

into their nonnal position in front of and behind the
replaced litems, and aid in retaining it in position.

The further treatment after rei^lacement consists in

the use of tonics and local and general stimulants.

The ai^paratus is, of course, only intended for use

in cases uncomplicated by adhesions or jieritoneal

thickening from previous inflammation.

—

Gazette

obstelriciile, June 5, 1»80.
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New Treatment for Belaxation of the Mem-
BRANA Tysipani.—Dr.. McKeown, of Belfast, recom-
mends the apijlii'iition of contractile collodion to the
membrana t_vm})aiii in cases of relaxation of that

membrane, "with a view to i-estore tension. He states

that the collodion contracts the membrane to a

greater or less extent Avhile it remains adherent, and
also exerts a permanently beneficial influence on the
relaxation. He reports the following case as an ex-

ample : The i)atient, a woman, !i?t. 41, had been
under his care from time to time for three years for

catarrh of the drum and its results, and had been
treated by the usual methods. With the left ear she
heard the voice (moderate tone) at a distance of three

feet, but the hearing varied much. The noises in

the ears were of the most distressing kind. Between
the upper jiart of the handle of the malleus and the

posterior wall of the meatus, there were a number
of dejiressious, which became bulgings on inflation

of the drum by A'alsalva's method. Collodion was
freely applied to the drum, and the hearing at once
improved and continued steady. She could hear the

voice (moderate tone) at a distance of eighteen feet,

and the noises ceased. The confusion of voices and
the subjectively unnatural character of her own
voice, which had previoixsly annoyed her greatly,

disappeared. The depressed part became quite flat.

About three months later the layer of collodion

seemed loose, but it was only after some difficulty

that it was removed by syringing. The hearing re-

mained good, and the depression had disappeared,

probably owing to the long-continued bracing wp ; but,

as the membrane still seemed too lax, another coat

of collodion was applied two days afterward. At
present the hearing is stationary, the relaxed part

has its normal tension, there is not the slightest de-

pression at any part, and the membrane has become,
l^erhaps, more than usually transparent. The j^a-

tient has not had a single unpleasant noise since the

first application, fifteen months ago. The collodion

was applied only twice, and no other treatment of

any other kind was employed.

—

Dublin Journal of
Medical Science, June, 1880.

Numerical Changes of the Blood-Corpuscles in

Inflammations.—In a note to the Acndemie des Sci-

ences, M. Hayem details the results of his investiga-

tion on this subject. In a state of health the number
of the white corpuscles varies with the age : during
the fii'st 48 hours of life the average number is 18,000 ;

at the end of the first month it is 8,000 ; in children

from several months to four years of age it is 6,000 ;

in adults and old people it is 5,000. The number is

the same in women as in men, except that there is

generally an increase of from 1,000 to 2,000 during
the menstrual epoch. During the existence of in-

flammatory processes, however, the white corpuscles

increase greatly in number. In 65 obsei'\'ations M.
Hayem found that the number varied between 7,000

ami 30,500. The first figure was found in a case of

slight, almost apyretic erysipelas of the face ; the

second in a double caseous pneumonia with cavities.

In the majoritv of the observations, the numl)er varied

between 15,000 and 20,000. In general, it might be

said that the number was greater in tlirect ratio to

the activity of the inflammation. The numerical

variations of the red globules were so irregular that

it was found difficult to formulate any law for

them. Still, it seemed to be demonstrated that an

acute inflammation of from eight to ten days' dura-

tion, siTch as a pneumonia, almost alwavs caused a

loss of from 200,000 to 1,000,000 red globules per

cubic millimetre. "When an acute inflammation was
followed by a rapid recovery, the numl)er of red

cori)Uscles became physiological in a few days, but

when it terminated in a (rhronicr condition, this resto-

ration was not observed. The number of the hae-

matoblasts, which is in the normal state 225,000,

presented little change during the acute stage of

inflammation. The only ])oints of any im])()rtance

are that it attained its minimum at tlu^ moment the

inflammatory affection i'each(>d its crisis, and then

began at once to increase rapidly and 7irogi-essively,

reaching its maximum, which was two, three, or

almost four times greater than the normal figure,

within two or three days in the distinctively acute

cases. This accumiilation of ha^matoblasts, which
constituted by its constancy and intensity a sort of

hematic crisis, was intimately connected with the

evolution of the lesion ; it was obsen-ed in the fatal

cases a3 well as in those that terminated in recovery,

provided resolution had set in.

—

Le Courrier medical,

March 27, 1880.

The Digestive Action of Papaya Juice.—Last

year, M. Bouchut reported the results of some ex-

periments with the juice of the carica papaya, which
proved that papaine, the digestive ferment contained

in it, forms, with albuminoid substances (fibrin,

gluten, raw meat, milk), combinations having all the

characters of the assimilal)le peptones. He has

since continued these experiments with living tissues,

both healthy and pathological, such as cancers and
adenomas, and has arrived at some interesting con-

clusions, which are embodied in a paper recently

read before the Acadenrie des Sciences. These living

tissues are digested, and converted into peptones by
the papaine, just as is the case with dead tissues.

In three cases of cancer of the breast, and one of

secondary cancer of the inguinal glands after castra-

tion, injections of papaine were followed by softening

of the large, hard tumors. The liquid product

drawn by aspiration from one of these tumors, which

was as large as a fist, was examined by M. Henninger,

and seemed to be a veritable peptone. In one of

the experiments a large frog was ]3artly skinned, and

immersed alive in a jar filled with papaya juice di-

luted with four parts of water. In twelve hours the

animal was dead, in twenty-four hours it was partlv

digested, and at the end of two days nothing was left

of it but the skeleton. M. Bouchut thinks that these

experiments justify the conclusion that papaine is

capable of digesting aU the organized tissues, even

while living. It is, according to him, a r<r/e/iihle

pepsine, which acts upon living tissues in the same
way as on albuminoid substances deposited in the

stomach or in a laboratory jar.

—

Le Couri-ier medical,

March 27, 1880.

Eemoval of the Thyroid Gland.—IVl. Tillaux

reports a case in which he removed the thyroid gland

successfully. The patient, a woman tweuty-n-! n e years

of age, had a goitre as large as a child's head. The
tumor caused severe attacks of suffocation at night,

and attacks of violent palpitation of the heart. Her
vision was impaired, but there was, strictly speaking,

no exophthalmia. The operation was very tedious

and difficult, and the hemorrhage was alarming.

The operation was, however, entirely successful.

After the tumor was removed the attacks of suff"ocation

ceased at once, and all the other morbid phenomena
disappeared likewise.

—

Le Covrrier medical, May 1,

1880.
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In the jnesent issue we publish several letters which

will iloul)tless be reatl with some interest in connec-

tion with editorial remarks made in recent numbers
of the Medical Record, upon the general suljject

of which they treat. The corresi)ondeuts, as might
have been expected, view the situation from diflfer-

ent standpoints, but each, in his own way, endeavors

to do the best for his side of the argument. It is

somewhat reassuring, in counting upon the chances

of a proper and mutual understanding, to notice that

the real points of difference are not absolutely irrecon-

cilable. In other words, considering the views present-

ed and the facts set forth by our coiTespondents, we
were not far out of the way in our judgment of the situa-

tion. But it is not our purpose to go over old gi-ound,

but, by commenting upon some of the suggestions

thrown out by our contributors, to extend the dis-

cussion of the general subject. In so doing we shall

not attempt to follow any logical order, but take up
the different points as they are presented by the

writere.

Concerning the impropriety of physicians or drug-

gists answeiing the questions of patients as to the

contents of prescriptions, or the character of the

medicines prescribed, a great deal can be said. On
general principles, it is not only not necessary for

the patient to know the remedy he or she is taking,

but such knowledge is sometimes j^rejudicial, if not

positively harmful. There is, of course, a tempta-

tion to apjieal to the intelligence of our patients,

with the idea that we can the better retain their con-

fidence ; but this can be done in another way than
by discussing the nature of the remedies to be used.

The opposite is, however, so often done, even by the

leading practitioners, that it is growing into a mon-
strous abuse of professional privilege. Not onlv

have some consultants the habit of giving clinical

lectures in their offices, to patients, but the latter

are informed as to the medicine and its dose, which

are indicat(>d in the particular case. Is it any won-

der that the ])atient considers himself a i>arty in the

con.stiltation, and ivct» a<-cordingly? Con.se(]nently,

in th«' course of tlio dis<MiHsion, when it is i)rove<l to

the .satisfaction of the patient that he understands

his case better than docs the doctor, the latter is

1 voted an ignoramus, and is di.scharged. But, even

j

when this is not tiie cose, and the physician is able

I

to maint^iin his position as principal adviser, the

next medical attendant may not be so fortunate.

Aside from not knowing tlie patient's peculiarities

as well as the previous adviser, he is in entire igno-

rance of the remedies which have been made by mu-
tual agreement so eminently satisfactory to the pa-

tient. No one can deny that the second attendant

operates at a disatlvantage, and that he is, very

unjustly, made the subject of invidious com])ari8on.

It is sometimes tempting human forbearance to be

infoiTued by the patient that Dr. A. never believed

in bromide of jjotassium, carbolic spray, ergot, or

pilocarpine, when Dr. A. is clearly in the wrong.

Still worse is it to be compelled, under such circum-

stances, to explain the case to the i*atient, and at the

same time leave the impression upon his mind that

medicine is an exact science. But the necessities foi

such explanations seem to be growing upon us day by

day, because the patient is being educated to believe

that he has a right to know what he is taking.

AVhy this should be so it is difficult to explain, save

upon the assum])tion that many phy.sicians are care-

less with the remedies they employ, and are content

to give general directions as to doses and the like,

merely to save what appears to be the trouble of pre-

scribing scientifically. How often the patients are

told to take so many grains of quinine night and morn-

ing for malarious troubles, or so much laudanum when
the pain appears, so much digitalis when palpitation

shows itself, etc., etc., thus vii-tually leaving them with

the detail management of their own cases. This is not

what it should be. It is beginning at the -WTong end,

and cannot fail to work disastrously against the pa-

tient as well as against the profession. The people

need education on medical topics, but cannot be ex-

liected to undei-stand how to treat disease, nor to

learn the real value and application of remedies. It

is much better that these points should be mysteries

to them, rather than that they should be tempted to

accei^t that " little learning " which we have the best

authority for saying, " is such a dangerous thing."

It is safe to say that where one patient may be ac-

tually benefited by knowing the remedy he is taking,

ninety and nine are jiositively harmed by it. The

i

exceptional cases of benefit are those in which mark-

1
ed idiosyncrasies exist, in which it is necessary for

! the patient to know that certain medicines are posi-

tive poisons to them. The rule of benefit to the sick

I

one is altogether on the side of ignorance of the reme-
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dies prescribed. There is something in the efficacy of

a blind faith iu medicines which cannot be gainsaid,

and there is no reason why the therapeutist should

not take advantage of it.

But in fear that we may, by further pursuing this

part of the subject, drift into the discixssion of self-

evident propositions, we hasten to refer to other mat-

ters bearing upon the general question under consid-

eration. The charge, by one of our correspondents,

that physicians create a demand for proprietary arti-

cles, is a serious one. We are much inclined to the

belief that his experience with presci'ibers has been

exceptional, and that his remarks by no means apply

to the profession as a body.

It is hardly an excuse for counter-prescribing, for

selling patent medicines, and the like, to say that the

prescription business does not pay. No physician

hinders a pliarmacist from making a living i^rofit on

the compounding of a prescription, if the pharmacist

shows a disposition not to interfere with the functions

of the prescribes As we have said before, in com-

pounding medicines, skill will always be in demand,

and none are better able than the members of the

medical profession to appreciate the fact.

No language is too strong to use against interfer-

ence, by word or deed, on the part of compounders

of prescriptions. The horse-medicine affair alluded

to by one of our coiTespondents has more than a

ludicrous aspect, as also the case in which the oblig-

ing druggist is ready to volunteer instruction to his

anti-quinine customer. It must be admitted that

there is a strong tendency with some physicians to

dispense their own remedies. This ai^jjears to be a

retaliatory measure in lieu of the prevalence of coun-

ter-prescribing by apothecaries, and of their practice

of repeating prescriptions without authority. The
hint to cease both these practices is a very broad one,

and should be considered by the compounders from

a business point if from none other.

KAPID BREATHING AS A PAIN-OBTtTNDER.

Ix 1875 Dr. W. G. A. Bonwill, a dentist of Phila-

delphia, discovered that by causing his patients to

breathe rapidly for a few minutes, the sense of pain

was often so obtunded that he could extract teeth

without causing any discomfort, The matter was,

soon after this, taken up by Dr. Addinell Hewson,

who made a favorable report of his experience with

tlie method, at the International Medical Congress in

1876. Not much interest was excited, however, and

the subject was virtually dropped.

At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia County

Medical Society, papers upon rapid breathing, as a

means of inducing analgesia, were read by Dr. Ben-

jamin Lee and by Dr. Bonwill, Considerable dis-

cussion followed. A perusal of the papers and dis-

cussions leads to the conclusion that there may bo

something of considerable practical value in Dr.

Bonwill's discovery. At any rate, as it is a thing

which can be easily tried without risk to any one, we

give briefly the facts regai'diug it.

In some cases it is necessary, when rapid breath-

ing is to bo undertaken, to have the jjatient sitting

in a chair. The most favorable position for him,

however, is that of lying down on the side ; and it is

generally best to throw a handkerchief over the face,

so as to prevent the patient's attention from being dis-

tracted. He should then be made to breathe at the

rate of about one hundred respirations per minute.

The direction best given is to "blow out" in rapid

i:)uffing expirations. At the end of from two to five

minutes, the patient continuing his rapid breath-

ing all the time, teeth may be drawn or incisions

made, and there will generally be an entire or par-

tial absence of pain, which will last thirty sec-

onds or more. The sense of touch is not atiected,

nor is consciousness gone. When the breathing is

first begun the patient may feel some exhilaration ;

following this comes a sensation of fulness in the

head or dizziness. The face during this time be-

comes at first flushed, but later, according to Dr.

Hewson, it is pale or even bluish. The heart beats

more feebly and somewhat faster than normal. We
are told that this i^henomenon of analgesia is pro-

duced in females more readily than in males, and in

those of middle age more easily than in the young or

old. Children under ten can rarely be made to

breathe properly. In cold, clear air a longer time

is required than when it is warm.

Kegarding the practical uses of the method, it is

claimed that it may supplant ether, chloroform, or

nitrous oxide in dentistry, minor surgery, and often

in obstetrics. In the latter case it is esjjecially ap-

plicable when the forceps are to be used. A case of

tracheotomy and one of ischio-rectal abscess were re-

lated, in which analgesia was successfully produced

by rapid breathing. The ordinary an?esthetics, when

employed for major operations, can be made more

effective by combining with them rapid breathing.

According to Drs. Garretson, Hewson, and Kite, it

takes from one-half to three-fourths less of the liquid

antesthetics to produce insensibility when the ad-

ministration is supplemented by rapid breathing.

The after effects are also less nauseating and un-

pleasant.

As regards the possible dangers, it is denied that

there can be any. Dr. W. E. D. Blackwood, how-

ever, stated that he had tried the method on a some-

what hysterical patient, who kept on breathing rap-

idly for so long a time that he was somewhat alarmed.

The theories of how the rapid breathing acts in

thus obtunding pain are as yet unsatisfactory. Dr.

Bonwill and Dr. Hewson, its two especial champions,

entirely disagree in their attempts at explanation.

Dr. Bonwill assigns three causes : 1st, the diversion
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of tho will-foroo oftusod }»v tho nii)i(l voluntary mns-

t'ulftr lU'tion ; '2il, tho Hi>»^<'ilic eOVct of carlxmic acid

ffas spt free from tlie tisHtien, cauHod by the throwing

into tlie lunRs five times the normal amount of oxy-

gen ; 3d, hyi)er!i>mia, due to the px«*e8sive amount of

air nassin'j; into the lun^^s and oansinj^ a dtiiiiniiiiK

up of the hlood in the l)r.iin. Tlie main i»oint of tlio

theory is that rai)id hrenthinp: ))rodnces a hyperoxi-

(lation of tlie blood, which sets carbonic acid free in

the tissues. Dr. Hewson, on the other hand, be-

lieves that there is a diminished oxyj^enation of tho

blood durint? rai>id-breathin.t,'. and tliat tho excess of

carbonic acid wliich results poisons the nerve-centres

and causes analgesia.

It is unnecessary to discnss these theories. The
one is crude, and neither is sufficient. As far as the

method itself is concerned, it seems to be well ))roved

that analpjesia to a greater or less extent can be ob-

tained by it. Its jiraotical usefulness is not so well

established. A good many failures have occurred, and
a large amount of endence is yet to be obtained in

order to show its reliability. The method is simple,

however, and there ought not to be any trouble in

speedily determining its exact value.

Ucuicius ant) Uoticcs of Clocks.

Neur.^lgia : It.s Nature and CrRATrvE Treatment.
By Thomas Stretch Dowse, M.D. New York :

G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1880. 8vo, pp. 194.

This book is essentially a clinical treatise on neural-
gia. The author makes no attempt to discuss the
nature of the disease or to suggest a morbid anatomy
for it. After nine pages of introduction, the subject
of treatment is taken up. and this occupies the rest
of the book. It is divided into a chapter on the
treatment of neuralgias in general and one on special
neuralgias. Numerous illustrative cases are given.
The book will form a very useful and complete guide
to the therai^eutics of the disease. It is a work de-
signed especially for the busy jjractitioner, and will
doubtless fulfil its purposes in this direction.

If we were to make any criticisms, they would be
that the author has failed to inform himself ujDon
what American physicians have done for the thera-
peutics of neuralgia. The exjieriments of Seguin
and others demonstrating the value of aconitum, for
example, seem to be entirely unknown. We cannot
agree with Dr. Dowse in his constant recommeuLla-
tions of alcohol and opium for neuralgics. If we
may judge by his reported cases and other state-
ments, a large majority of his ])atients are put upon '

these drugs—until cured ; and all the cases report-
ed are cured with a suspicious uniformity. Dr. '

Dowse evidently does not l)elieve that anything can
;

be taught by his failures. The author is as heroic in all
'

his doses as he is with oi^ium ; however, he is in accord
with most neurologists. Thus, chloral is given in t)ij.

to 3iv. doses; atropia, gr. j^n ; tinot. gelseminum,
3 j- ; chloroform, 3 j., etc. Such doses often need to be

'

given, but they should be recommended with a cau-
tion. The book is a model of typographical neatness,

i

FoniTii Anxi'ai. Rki'ort of the State Board of
Hkai.th ok Wisconsin, 1H7'.(.

The State Board of Heulth of Wisconsin has done
I
exceptionally good work since its organization, and
the i)reHent report contains much valuable matter.

Besides giving an account of the jirevalent diseas(>s

and general sanitary conditi<m of the State, a num-
ber of articles upon special tojjics are contributed by

', members of the iioanl. The subject of the school-

I

house and school-system is discussed more than any-

thing else, and, judging from the facts given, such
dis(MisHion is much needed. After showing a number

I
of sanitary def<'ctH in the school-buildings, the rejKirt

' states that in at least seven \wt cent, of these there

are no privy accommodations at all, while in twenty
per cent, boys and girls, promiscuously, are com-
pelled to make use of the same apartment. Further-

more, in fifty-eight per cent, the privies are entirely

unscreened from the weather and from observation.

If, as quoted in the report, the true test of a nation's

civilization is to be found not in the 8i)lenilor of its

public buildings, but in the neatness of its ])rivies,

Wisconsin cannot claim to rank very high. There is

no reason to sui)i)ose, however, that she is worse
than many other States. Papers by Prof. T. ('. Cham-
bei'lain, on .\dulterations of Food, and l)v Dr. G. F.

Wilter, on Ground Air, embody some very useful

facts. The Board rejiorts an increase in its local cor-

respondence and a wider api)reciation of the value

of its work.

Second ANSTAii Report of the State Board of
Health of Rhode Island for 1879.

We have seen no report from a State health board
which contains such full and well analyzed vital sta-

tistics as does this. The tables with comments em-
brace a large ]>ortion of the report, and are too volu-

minous for any adequate criticism here. The State
Board has under its supervision the contagious dis-

eases of animals. It has done good work in ridding
the State of glanders and in preventing the s])read of

pleuro-pneumonia. An essay by Dr. Oliver C Wig-
gin, on the Artificial Feeding of Infants, to which
was awarded the Fiske Fund Prize, is incorporated
in the report, and forms a valuable j^art of it. The
Ventilation of School-Houses, The Sewerage of Dwell-
ings, and Color-Blindness, are subjects that are well
discussed. The volume is creditable to the Board,
and should have a more than usual local value.

Eleventh Report of the State Board of Health
of Massachusetts, for the six months ending June
30, 1879.

The present report is made up chiefly of circulars

upon Disinfection, House-Drainage, The Care of

Young Children, Boards of Health, and Registra-
tion. All these are excellent documents, but are
now pretty well known. The report covers only six

months, as on June 30th its organization ceased, and
the new Board of Health, Lunacy and Charity took
its place.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State
OF Tennessee, Fortv-seventh Annual Meeting,
Knoxville, Ajiril 6, 7, 8, 1880.

The Tennessee Medical Society has .show^l remarka-
ble enterj^-ise in getting its proceedings ]nililished

within three months of the date when they took
place. We commend the example to other societies.

A report of the proceedings of the Society was pub-
lished in The Record at the time of their occurrence,

and we can give but a biief space to the present vol-
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ume. It contains a good many practical papers, but
there is no evidence of scientific work, and the con-

tributions on the whole are rather cheap. The book
bears on its cover the seal of the Society, inscribed

with the legend :
" The Science of Medicine an Im-

portant Part of the Science of Humanity." We don't

know exactly what is meant by the " science of hii-

manity," but presume it has something to do with

the lady with very attenuated extremities who sits in

her night dress just al)ove the Humanity. Whatever
the meaning, the motto is a very weak one, and we
advise the Society to have it changed.

Ucjjorts of Societies.

MINNESOTA STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Twelfth Annual Meeting, held at Albert Lea, Minn.,
June 15 and 16, 1880.

Db. a. 0. Wedge, of Albert Lea, President, in the
Chalr.

Tuesday, Jxtne 15th—First Day.

The President congi-atulated the members of the So-

ciety on their success in establishing a permanent
State Medical Society, and alluded to the rapidity

with which the population of the State was increas-

ing, and to the improved travelling facilities for

reaching jjlaces at which meetings of the Society

were held. He also referred to the value and success

of the State Board of Health, and said it was an
outgrowth of the State Medical Society.

Dr. C. N. Hemitt, Chairman of Committee on
Practical Medicine, made his report.

chronic congestion of the upper air-passages.

Dr. Owens, of St. Paul, read a pajier on "Chronic
Congestion of the Upper Air-Passages." He stated

that in his experience chronic Bright's disease was an
occasional cause of this condition, and that although
chronic degenerative changes in the parenchyma of

the kidney did not always cause diseases of tlie mu-
cous membrane of the air-passages, yet it acted as

an exciting cause when there existed a constitutional

tendency to congestion of the mucous membranes,
and increased the severity of the disease when al-

ready present. He considered the strumous diathe-
j

sis a most important i^redisposing cause. With re-
j

gard to treatment, he suggested that it shoiild be •

both local and constitutional. Where the stnimous
diathesis was present, cod-liver oil, iron, etc., was
very- useful. In those cases resulting from chronic

Bright' s disease, saline diuretics, iron, cod-liver oil,

etc., were indicated. Hot water injected with a

post-nasal syringe and gargles were of great value.

He also recommended frequent applications of mild
astringents.

Dr. D. W. Hant), of St. Paul, read a paper on
" Diseases of the Tonsils," giving a detailed account

of the character and treatment of each.

: empyema.

p- Dr. Talbot Jones, of St. Paul, reported a case of

empyema, which occurred in a boy eleven years of

age, with no hereditary taint. In March last the pa-

tient received an injury to his left chest. A fort-

night after the injury he began to sufler from loss of

appetite, shortness of breath, and pain in the left

chest. He had a succession of rigors. He soon be-

came very weak. When Dr. Jones saw the child it

was in a desperate state, and would, in aU iirobabil-

ity, have died in two or three days, had not an op-

eration been at once performed. A physical explo-

ration showed complete displacement of the heart,

which was beating on the right side of the chest.

There was marked bulging outward of the intercos-

tal sjjaces as far up as the second x'ib, on the left side.

Absolute flatness on percussion, and al)8ence of the

respiratory murmur when the ear was apidied to the

chest. He decided to perform paracentesis thoracis,

and introduce a drainage-tuV)e. He made the jjunc-

ture in the seventh intercostal space, midway between

the spine and sternum. Pus, to the amount of two

quarts, was removed. He would allow the pus to

run for a minute, then plug the canula for fif-

teen minutes, then allow it to run again for a min-

ute, and so on for an hour. This was in order to

permit the compressed lung to expand. For a drain-

age-tube he used an English catheter. The pleural

cavity was washed out twice a day with a three per

cent, solution of carbolic acid. Under tonics and a

general supporting treatment, the patient made a

good recovery. For five months after the operation,

secretion and escape of pus went on. He then with-

drew the tube and allowed the wound to heal.

At the present time, eight months after the opera-

tion, the boy continued in perfect health.

diphtheria.

Dr. Samuel D. Flagg, of St. Paul, read a paper

on "Diphtheria." It consisted of a clinical report

of four cases in his practice. He alhided to the pe-

riod of incubation. In one case sudden death oc-

curred, the cause of which he suj^iaosed to be heart-

clot. His experience in these cases added weight to

the opinion that throat diseases of various forms

were jji-evalent during epidemics of dijihtheria, and
to the views of Hutchinson, that follicular tonsillitis

was a near relation of diphtheria and may arise

from it.

a case of so-called white cerebral softening, with
partial hemiplegia.

Dr. Talbot Jones read a paper entitled " A Case

of so-caUed White Cerebral Softening, with Partial

Hemiplegia."
J. T., aged sixty years, never suffered from syph-

ilis, was not addicted to alcoholic indulgences, and

had never received a blow on the head. He lived

alone on a farm, did his own work, and prepared his

own meals.

Hemiplegia of the left side developed so gradually

that it was impossible for the patient to state when
his attention was first drawn to the commencing
palsy. He declared he had sufi'ered from more or

less headache for months, from tinnitus aurium,

but never from vomiting. He never fell to the

ground suddenly unconscious. The partial paralysis

was accompanied by numbness or fomication. The pal-

sy chiefly afiected the lower extremities. It was with

great difficulty that the patient could be understood.

There was difficult articulation, and he jumbled his

words in such a manner that one was often obliged
' to guess his meaning. Oftentimes, in the midst of

\ a sentence, he would hesitate or stop, as though he

;
had lost the thread of his discourse, or could not

command the proper words to express his ideas.

When well he was noted as bemg a quiet, reserved

man, but it was now noticed that his emotional na-

ture had undergone a decided change. He would
be gay and mirthful without any adequate cause.
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Thore wus marked montal decay, progressive dete-

rioititiou of lueinory, defective ideation, and impaired
volition.

The fiicp WHS not involved, anil when the tonffiie

was protrnil>'<l it did not point toward the paralyzed
side. In walkinfj it was olist'rved that the left foot

was dni'^Kcd after him. There was jiresent a certain

ri'^iditv of tlie mnseles—chiefly of the le^jf— hut to a
less extent observed in the arm also. The diagno-
sis was arrived at by exclusion. It was necessary to

excliule oni;/>'slii)ti, cer''f>riil niiipmin, (ihnc-Ks, hnnl-'n-

iii'ls and i-rhuiiallmi uf /irfiiii-powt-r, encountered
ftmonj? literary or professional men enf^at^ed in la-

borious intellectual i>ni-snits. These wore taken up
in turn, and the disease under consideration carefully

dit!erentiated from them. The In-ntmi'ut in a pjener-

ous diet and tonics of iron, stryclmine, jjliosphonis,

etc. The patient improved ])hysically, but not men-
tally. It was impossible to iirrest the jjrop^essive

mental decay. The patient died recently in Eng-
land, his former home, whither be had gone by the
doctor's advice.

Db. D. W. Hand rejiorted a case of locomotor
ataxia.

Dr. Emeiiy read a lengthy paper upon the " Metric
System of Weights and Measures." He compared
this system with the one now generally in use, and
showed the advantages of the former over the latter.

He urged the members to investigate this subject,

and to write inescrii^tions according to the metric
system.

CASE OF OVARIAN TOIOR.

Db. D. "W. Hand rei)orted the following case of

ovarian tumor

:

Miss S., aged twenty years, had been in delicate

health for about two years, but was able to do light

work.
January 21, 1880, she was admitted to St. Luke's

Hospital. On examination a fluctuating tumor was
found pressing down between the rectum and vagina,

and extending nearly as far as the perineum. The
abdomen was somewhat distended, but soft, and there
was a fulness in the left inguinal region. Drs. Hagan
and Wharton saw the case with me. The diagnosis
was ovarian tumor presenting in this unusual posi-

tion. To make our diagnosis more certain we as-

pirated the tumor, and drew off six ounces of a clear

albuminous tluid, about as much more coming away
after the withdrawal of the needle. A second fluctu-

ating cyst could now be detected .still higher up, and
it was now evident that the tumor was vuiltilDculdr.

The patient remained comfortable for three days.

At this time, while she was having an action from
the bowels, and was sitting upright on the vessel,

contrary to positive orders, one of the cysts ruptured
into the intestines, and there was quite a copious
discharge of the same straw-colored fluid that had
been tli-awn away with the asi)irator. Some of the
fluid e\idontly escaped into the peritoneal cavity

—

for almost immediately she had a chill, and all the
symptoms of peritonitis began to manifest them-
selves. Large doses of opium were of no avail.

The intiammation soon spread over the entire ab-
domen, and death took jilace on the fifth day. This
is the second case of ovarian tumor, presenting
through Douglas's fossa, that had come under my
observation.

DEATH FROM EXPCLSIOy OF rTERIXE FIBROID.

Dr. E. J. Da^hs read a paper entitle<l " Death from
Expulsion of a Muscnlo-rtbroid Turner of the I' terns."

He first reported this case in the Transactions for

1H78, but it had a sjibseqnent history. On February
'24, iHT'.t, t-leveii moiitlis after tiie lirst operation
for n'lnoval, he was called on again by tlie same
lady to remove a similar tumor, which he did in the
same manner as in the lirst operation. The tumor
re8emble<l the former one in Hhai)e, character, size,

and i)lace of attachment. After removal a careful

search was made for any shreds which might be left

attached to the ut4;rus, but none were found. The
patient came again on August 7th, five and a half

months from the time of the last apijcarance. It

was found on examinaticm that the tumor had re-

formed. On the same day, August 7th, it was re-

moved by a method similar to the one that was em-
ployed for the removal of the previous two tumors.
This resembled, in all respects, the other two. On
examination after removal an enlargement was found
in the hyi)ogastric region. The i)atient sofm began
to have j)ains identical witli labor-i)ains, which were
very severe and <'ontinueil till the tumor was expelled

and lay between her thighs. This iiterine elTort

caused her gieat nervous excitement and ])rostration.

Owing to her condition, and its being night, opera-
tive interference was put off till the following morn-
ing. But the patient grew weaker and weaker, and
died before noon the next day. Toward evening a

l)ost-mortem examination was made, and the jiedicle

was found atta<'hed to the fundus uteri. AH the
organs were normal. The tumor weighed five and a

quarter pounds. Tlie two latter tumors attained

their growth in four and a half months.

post-partum hemorrhage.

Dr. Daniel Leascre, of St. Paul, read a paper on
Post-partum Hemorrhage, in which he took the
gi'ound tliat it was a true collajjse due to .sudden
failure of inervation in the ganglionic centres,

following the supreme act of parturition, .similar to

the failure of the heart which takes place in certain

acute diseases, which also arose from defective in-

ervation by the ganglionic system. On the assumi>-
tion that all the acts of purely organic life are en-
tirely subject to that system of nerves, he argued
that any failure of function in an organ dejiendent
on it for inervation, must of necessity cause a
temporary la2)se of function, or lesion in that source
of inervation, and that to suspension or only jjar-

tial action of the nerve-centres of organic life, and
not to the uterus per se was due the suspen.sion of
contractility in tlie recently emptied uterus.

He drew attention incidentally to the fact that
natural labor was not necessarily accompanied by
pain, and instanced the painless delivery of women
in tlie purely savage state who are found at the cajjes

and in Australia, and also the absence of j^ain in

purely wild animals, and suggested that the advanced
development of the cerebi-o-spinal centres in the
civilized woman destroyed or modified the original co-

ordination between the two systems of ner\'es, as they
existed in the natural wild woman, and which ac-

counts for the painful labor in the civilized woman.
Upon this hypothesis he based his treatment of
post-i^artum hemorrhage, and showed that all appli-
cations made to the uterus itself acted as in-itants,

such as manij^ulations of the organ, either through
the abdominal wall or in the cavity itself, or hot or
cold iiTitant substances applied to the caWty, which
by reflex action upon the ganglionic centres, brought
about a return reflexion of nervous energy that
caused the organ to wake up from its lethargy, and
by contracting close up the open lacuna? of the
placental wound.
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He also mentioned instances of death occnninn;
from pust-partum collapse without more than tlie

normal amount of blood having been lost, and he
argued that in these eases the organs of circulation

and respiration were involved in the results of the
collapse.

With regard to treatment he mentioned the usual
iiritants and maniinilations ai)plied to the uterus ex-

ternally and internally, and recommended the use of

vinegar as an irritant to bring about reflex action of

the ganglionic centres, so as to cause them to act on
the dormant uterus. Hot water injected into the
cavity of the uterus, was, in his opinion, the best of

all irritant agents. The water must be hot, warm
water was useless. In support of this he mentioned
the benefits which result from the use of hot water
as a so-called styptic in ordinary traumatism. In the

ordinary sense of the word, heat was not a styptic,

but it was a stimulant to the nervous fibrils in the

wound, and thus, by reflex action through the vaso-

motor system, caused the torjnd walls of the blood-
vessels to contract.

The i'aradic current he instanced as the most
eflfective external irritant. The current must be di-

rected through the chief centres and plexuses of the
sympathetic, through the great trunks of the cord
of the sympathetic and through the uterus.

For internal use the best remedies were ergotin

and emetin. He showed the influence of these drugs
on the centres of organic life and their special action

on the vasomotor system. These ought to be given

persistently, coiipled with ordinaiy and extraordin-

ary effects by manipulation and imtants. He pre-

ferred their administration hypodermically, for given

in this way they were more prompt in their ac-

tion. As a prophylactic measure he recommended
a dose of ergot before deliveiy, for it could do no
harm and might ward off a danger none the less ter-

rible because frequently encountered.

OKGANIC HEAKT DISEASE.

Dr. T. r. Jones read a paper entitled. Case of

a Patient with Organic Heart Disease attacked and
beaten by Two Men. His Death Fiv^e Months after.

Coroner's Inquest. The Men AiTested and their

Subsequent Examination before Judge Flint. In-

teresting Medico-legal Questions Involved.

(This was quite a lengthy paper and only a short

abstract can be given.) The patient was thirty-tive

years of age, and by occupation a horse-trainer. He
never suffered from acute rheumatism. About five

months before his death he w^as attacked and l)eaten

by two ruffians. Up to the time of his assault the

patient considered himself perfectly healthy. He
had never had his attention drawn to his heart by
any unusual sensations in it.

About six weeks after the assault he began to lie

troubled with dyspncea when he exerted himself, with
oppression over the prtecordia, palpitation and other

symptoms of heai't disease. The symptoms increased

in severity as time went on. The jiatient was first

seen by Dr. Jones about six weeks prior to his death.

He was, at the time of Dr. Jones's first visit, in a

paroxysm of dysj^noea, and quite cyanotic. He ex-

perienced a frightful sensation of being smothered

;

had p.tin over the heart and stomach, and also suffer-

ed from palpitation of the heart and a most trouble-

some cough.
On examination, it was found that there was diil-

ness over the left lung. The area of suijerficial car-

diac dullness w"as increased to a very great degree.

The hcait beat tumultuously. There was observed

a powerful heavingmovement of the whole left chest

at each ventricular systole. The rhytlnu of the heart

was altered and the organ beat irregularly und spas-

modically. The ai)ex-]teat was in the seventh inter-

costal space, and was displaced downward and later-

ally some four or five inches beyond its normal loca-

tion.

There was predominant hypertroi)hy of the organ
as shown by the powerful impulse against the che.st-

walls at each ventricialar .systole. With the stetho-

scope over the ajiex a loud and rough endocardial
murmur was heard synchronous with tlui systole of

the ventricles. This murmur was not propogat-
ed into the carotids, but could be heard laterally

around the chest, and verydistinctly under the lower
angles of the scai)ula. At the base of the heart

there was a murmur indicative of some aortic regur-

gitation. There coexisted then, in this case, aortic

and mitral regurgitation.

The man grew worse in sj^ite of treatment and
died five months after he was assaulted by the two
men.
The day following his death the coroner held an

inquest with a view to investigate whether or not
death was hastened by the assai^lt.

Drs. Owens and Jones made the autopsy. The
body was very much bloated, owing to post-mortem
changes and to the general dropsy which had set in

a short time previous to death. The left lung was
found contracted, owing to pressure from the enlarged

heart. The heart itself was enormously enlarged,

weighing just twenty-two ounces. The endocardium
was injected and bore other evidences of inflamma-
tion. On one of the aortic semilunar valves was
seen a patch of atheroma. There was also slight

circiimscribed pericarditis. The valves were in a
condition which exjilained the murmur heard during
life.

The men who committed the assault were arrested

and subsequently examined in the municipal court

of the city on the charge of manslaughter. During
the trial several important and interesting medico-
legal questions arose, and it is to beregi'etted that they
cannot be given here without extending this paper
beyond reasonable limits. No possible connection
was proven between the injuries and the heart trouble.

Evening Session.

The evening was devoted to the discussion on diph-
theria. There was a general exchange of views as to

the etiology, morbid anatomy, prevention, and treat-

ment of this disease.

Drs. Leasure, Davis, Jacoby, and Beiry took the
most prominent part in the discussion.

Wednesday, Jitne 16th—Second Day.

Dr. E. J. Abbott, of St. Paul, Chairman of Com-
mittee on Surgery, made his report.

Dr. S. Blood, of Owatonna, read a paper entitled

:

" Amputation at the Knee-Joint for Senile Gan-
grene," founded on the history of a case.

NEW METHOD OF EMPLOYING PRESSURE IN TEAU3IATIC

ANEURISM.

Dr. B. K. Palmer, of Sauk Centre, reported a
veiy interesting case of traumatic aneurism, with a
novel method of employing i)ressure.

Dr. Palmer says: "1 have lately used a method
of applying pressure to an artery or any of the limbs,

which, so far as I know, is new. It is effectual in

controlling the action of the artery and accomjilishes

its object without any constriction or pressure of the
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soft i);\rts, other than tlio spot tit which the pressure is

<I 'sirod. It consists in tin- application of iilmmil hiuul

(if phistor-of-Puris iirouud tht3 liml), witli an iipcrtiiro

in it directly over the part of tlic art»M-v t) which
yon wish to nj'ply tlio coniitntss. Tlirongh tliis

oi>««ninK the coujpnvss is to he lidjnsted to the Hnib,

and tightened and fixed in phvehy an ehistic roller,

which envelopes the limb ontside tlie plaster shell,

und is placed over the projecting jiortion of the conx-

j)ress, with snlKcient tension to check the circulii-

tiou in tlie artery to the desired extent. The idea
occurred to me in the case of a traumatic aneurism
of the femoral artery, in the thigli of a butcher,
caused by the accidental plunging of a long, narrow,
pointed butcher-knife into about the middle of the
thigh. The patient is a very robust and muscular
young man, and the aneurismal tumor, an hour or
so aftjr the accid-Mit, was very large—al)out four
inches across and about three inches thick, with pul-

sation. I immediately applied the plaster-of-Paris

band as before described, using a compress of cork
covered with chamois, and projecting an inch and a
half al)0ve the surface of the band. This was ap-
plied about two inches below the profunda, and the
roller of elastic webbing brought around the band
and over the projecting compress, tightening it

at every tarn until the pulsation in the tumor could
be no longer felt. The jn-essure caused very little

uno.isiness, and was kept up for twenty-four hours,
after which time it was removed, and pulsation in
the tumor did not return. The compress was kei^t

on, more lightly applied, for three days longer,
when the patient, contrary to my advice, returned to

his shop. The wound was inflicted on the 25th of

April last, and on examination of the leg two weeks
since, I found absorption complete and the imtient
weU."
Dr. F. a. Dax.s>ioob, of Minneapolis, reported a

case of amputation at the knee-joint, performed on a
boy seventeen years old.

Dk. James Davenport refjorted a case on which
he had operated for stone in the bladder. The pa-
tient, a German, aged twenty-eight years, was seen
in St. Joseph's Hospital during August, 1879. By
means of the sound a stone was found, about one
inch in diameter, situated a little to the right of the
neck of the bladder. An attempt was made to gi'asp

the stone, which failed ; the iithotrite would not
seize it.

It was thsn determined to perform lithotomy, the
median operation being decided on. The usual in-

cision was made, and after the knife had entered the
bladder, the finger was passed in and two large
stones were discovei'ed. One of these stones was so
large that it was found necessary to crush it before
it could be removed. About the end of the third
week the urine began to flow through the urethra, and
in ten days from this time was under complete control.
While in the Pineries in May, 1878, the patient

suffered from retention of urine brought on by a se-
vere wetting. To i-elieve the retention, he passed
up his iirethra, in lieu of a catheter, a hollow reed
of some kind which broke off in the bladder, and
round tlie pieces left in the bladder the phosf)hatic
salts were dejjosited.

MEMBRANOUS CROrP.

Dr. Talbot Joxes read a pajjer on " Membranous
Croup." He reported two cases. In one case, that
of a girl, aged three yeai-s and two months, trache-
otomv was performed. The operation was unusuallv
bloody, and ligatures had to be placed on several

large veins before the bleeding could be stopped.
Kesj)iration Itecanie less lalxired directly the tube
was introduced, and when the child emerged from
the inlluence of the aniesthetic it was at once seen
that she experienci'd great relief. Whenever symp-
toms arose indicating obstruction, the canula was
removed and cleane(l. Ho laid the little imtient
placed in a tent, the atmosphere of which was Matu-

rated with moisture by means of steam.

Everything i)rogressed favorably for about thirty

hours after the operation, but about this time alarm-
ing symjitoms arose, showing an extension of the
inflammation and obstruction below the tube. There
was a sudden, sharp rise in the temperature, the
symptoms liecamo inore aggravated, and the child

died thirty-eight hours after the oijeration. The
doctor believes that the operation lengthened the
child's life for about thirty hours.

Dr. F. a. Dansmoijr reported the following in-

teresting case : Paul A., aged twenty-seven, al)Out a
year jirevious, fell to the ground from a platform on
which he was working, the distance being seventy
feet. Partial i)arai)legia was the result. During the
next six months there was a slight return of sen.sa-

tion and motion, but he liad no control over his

urine. Several stones of diffcjrent sizes formed in

his bladder. One large stone lodged in the urethra,

about one inch in front of the scrotum ; it finally

sloughed through and was removed by the patient,

and it left a large fistulous opening.
Another stone became encysted in the anterior

wall of the bladder, and then sloughed through,
coming away just above the jjubic arch, nearly in the
median line.

Six months before the patient was first seen by
Dr. Dansmoor, he had had the oijeration of lith-

otrity performed on him. When seen for the first

time by the doctor, his. urine was constantly drib-

bling away, and was caught in an old leather jjouch.

He had a long prejjuce. The fistula in the urethra
was five-eighths of an inch long, and about the same
width. The entire urethra was a succession of dams
and strictures. The buttocks were swollen, and
doughy to the touch. He was taken to the hospital,

and a week later the lateral oj^eration for stone was
performed. The stone weighed seven drachms, and
was one and three-fourth inches in length, and one
inch in width ; it consisted of phosphates. The man
made a good recovery. About a week after recov-
ery from this operation, the doctor began to close

the urethral fistula. The edges of the fistula were
made raw, and brought together by means of silver

sutures, and the fistula closed ; but a new one was
made by the wire, through which the urine flowed
instead of going on to the meatus. This little fistula

was cauterized, but to no purpose. The urine con-
tinued to flow through it. Finally, Dr. Stone, upon
invitation, jjerformed internal urethrotomy, without
an anesthetic. AH the strictures were completely
divided. Xext, the operation for phymosis was suc-
cessfully performed. After allowing the patient a
short rest, he was taken to a dentist's office and
a sound introduced into his urethra ; then a driU
(such as is used for boring out cavities in teeth)

was pushed through tlie minute fistula down to the
sound. Evei-y part of the annoying little opening
was thus completely denuded. To draw the edges
of the fistula together, hare-lip j^ius were used.
The patient was jiut in bed for a week, wearing a
catheter. The same operation was ijerfovmed a
second time, and at last the patient was completely
cured.
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Dk. R. D. Barber, of Worthington, reported a

case of empyema occurring in a boy of nine years of

age. Twenty ounces of pxis were drawn off by asj)i-

ration. It accumulated again, and was again drawn
off. A drainage-tube was introduced, and the cavity

of tlie pleura washed out with carbolized water. It

was a long time before pus ceased to flow through
the tube. When this took place the tube was with-

drawn and the wound allowed to heal ; the boy was
then quite well.

Dr. C. H. Lavelij, of St. Paul, reported some in-

teresting cases. Among them was a case of a man,
aged forty, on whom he operated for pterigia, re-

moving three of these growths. The case was inter-

esting, not only on account of the unusually large

size of the growths, but because of the presence of a
double growth in one eye.

Both the internal tumors imjjinged on the cornea,

and were transplanted. The external one was slightly

attached to the margin of the cornea, and was dis-

sected off and removed. Result satisfactory.

He also reported a case of dermoid tumor of the

sclerotic, of very large size and partially adherent to

the outer edge of the cornea, and by its size inter-

fering with the movement of the eyeball outward.

The eyebds were also prevented from being properly
closed. The history and pathology was given, and
the tiimor was removed by careful dissection from
its attachment. The wound healed without causing

any noticeal>le deformity.

The vitality of the eye was shown by a case in

which he had operated for artificial pupil. On the

day following the operation, the patient, a boy, was
taken home by his father, in the midst of a snow-
storm, a distance of fourteen miles. When he was
next seen, which was not for two months, the eye

was found to be in good condition ; no trace of iritis,

and the jjupil clear.

The officers elected for the ensuing year are

:

President, Alex. J. Stone, of St. Paul ; First Vice-

President, E. J. Davis, of Mankato ; Second Vice-

President, R. S. McMurdy, of Minneapolis ; Third
Vice-President, J. Vivian ; Secretari/, 0. H. Board-
man.

After the appointment of the usual standing com-
mittees the Society adjourned to meet in St. Paul
the third Tuesday in June, 1881.

Corrcspnticuce.

Sjiall-Pox in Birds.—In Europe and Hindostan
variola is so common in jjigeons and poultry as to

constitute a veritable plague. Thus Guersent records

tliat out of a dovecote of 1,000, scarce 100 could be

found that did not bear marks of the disease, while

Tytler says the poultry-yards in India were habitual-

ly depopulated by the plague. Bechstein and others

claim that this is the true small-jjox, derived from

the human being and conveyable back to man ; while

others, like Toggia and Gilbert, assert that it is com-
municable to the .sheep. That this affection has not

been I'ecoguized among us may be due to a difference

in the environment which modiries the infection, or,

perhaps, to the fact that men and pigeons do not

live so much in common here as in Italy and India.

Such an occurrence under Italian skies shoiald, how-

ever, demand a careful investigation into the reality

of such infection in our own States, and especially

the Southern ones, duiing the prevalence of an epi-

demic of smaU-pox, so that whatever danger arises

from this source may be detected and gixarded

against.

—

Prof. James Law in Bulletin of Kutional

Board of Health.

PHYSICIAN AN13 PHARMACIST.
CoTJNTFR-PRBfiCRIRING—SUBSTITUTION AND REPETITION

OF Prescriptions—The Dispensing Question.

To THE Editor of Thk Mfdioal Record.

Sir :—In your remarks on counter-prescribing and

the relations between druggists and jihysicians, I was
interested in that ])art which referred to the practice

which some draggists have of informing their cus-

tomers of the nature and contents of the prescrip-

tions. I admit that this is often done by ])harma-

cists, but is, perhajjs, oftener done by the ])hysicians

themselves. From what I can see, it ay)])ears to be

the fashion for physicians to tell their patients what
medicines are prescribed. What is the result ? The
patients get the medicines themselves, without asking

the i^hysician. As I am one of the Othellos, I have

enough of objection against being left out in the cold

without any occui:)ation, to j^i-otest against this method
of doing things. Here, for instance, is a patient who
has a touch of the ague. He knows that his doctor

prescribed quinine for him before for the same
trouble, and that knowledge serves him in good
stead when he wishes to prescribe for himself. And
this patient is not like the hero in the song

—

" Who gives his neighbors none,"

for he distributes his knowledge of the remedy to all

his acquaintances. So it is with other fashionable

remedies. Thanks to the medical profession, it is

not necessary for the druggist to prescribe bromide

of potassium for sick headache, or pepsin for indi-

gestion, or cod-liver oil for phthisis, or hypodermic
injections for pain. All this is demoralizing. When
a patient says that he thought that he ought to take

quinine, and that drug is i^rescribed, it is very flatter-

ing to his judgment to know that he agreed with his

doctor ; but there is something disagreeable, in a

business sense, in paying for advice which was anti-

cipated. Hence, we cannot blame him for regretting

that he had called the doctor at all.

Let any physician, in any community not entirely

in the backwoods, jjroduce a hypodermic syringe, and
ten chances to one the jjatient will ask if he (i^atient)

is to have some morphine. I do not mean to say

that there should be any dreadful secrecy about this

business of prescribing ; but this loose way of speak-

ing of remedies before patients conveys the impres-

sion that the remedies are not of much account, can

be used by any one, repeated as often as necessary,

and that the science of therapeutics is nothing more
than the fitting of pegs in holes already made for

their reception. Even if the physician does not al-

ways enlighten the patient and satisfy his curiosity,

the obliging druggist is ready to supply what would
seem to be the necessary information. Allow me, sir,

to protest against this practice, as injurious to both
jDatients and physicians.

As things are'^ going on at present, there seems to

be but one way of meeting the diificulty, and that is

for each physician to take his individual patients in

his own hands, dispense his own medicines, and
keep his own counsel.

Very respectfully yours, A Junior M.D.

To THE EDITOa OF THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir:—As a pharmacist, I would naturally incline

to an exclusive prescription business, and would
gladly follow out the suggestions contained in the
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artirlo "Pharuiftoist and PliyHioinn," but wirli are im-
j)()s.sil>iliti('s. Wi' must all admit that the ar^,niiiH«iit

|

in favor i)f so doiii^j is not altoi^'ctlicr on tin' Hu\r of

tho jiri'st'riber. 'Vho ])harniiu>ist must liv(> as w«'ll as

the doctor, lint tho truth is, there are few, if any,

])harma»'ists in this eity who ran live on a jtreserip- i

lion business alone. The profits are not .so prreat as

they seem, anil with the eonipetition of a pharmaey
on every seeoiul or third <'orner, said jjrofits are fast

dwindling; to an insif^niti<'ant fi^^'ure. Aside from tho

latter eondition of eomjx'tition, which, with such
sii^nifieant facetiousness. is called the life of trade,

we have several other drawbacks. There is the heavy
rent f(tr an invitinjij shoj), elerk-hiro for ni^rht and
day work, jjfas-bills, etc. In order to >jfet money
to i»ay for this, there must be some way of mak-
ini? it besides trustinfif to a score or two of ]>re-

8crii)tions that may or may not be brouf^ht in. The
^

patent medicine tra<le is a necessity. The ])eople

will have their j)ain-killers, blood-jmrifiers, and the
like, the medical i)rofession to the eontr.ary not-

withstandiuf^. Eaeli of these so-ealled remedies as

an article of trade commands a profit, and there does
not seem to be any good reason why they should not
be .sold. The pharmacist does not recommend their

use more than does tlie ])hysician. I do not take up
a medical journal without seeing certificates from
Prof, this and Dr. that, attesting the wonderful pi'op-

ei"ties of some so-called new i)reparation, how it sur-

passes eveiything else for the treatment of i)articnlar

disease.s, etc., etc. Pharmacists do not go quite so
far as that when they simply sell the articles. Phy-
sicians really create a demand for many of the articles

for the sale of which we are sometimes blamed by
the medical profession. The latter may not go so far

as to give a certificate for baby soothing-synips and
other like nostrums, but some of the leading lights

stop very little short of so doing. I have in my pre-

scription-books, prescriptions ordering not only pro-
prietary but really patent medicines, and that by
men who occupy leading i)ositions among their breth-

ren. I ask, is it more harmful to supply a demand
for these articles than it is to create the demand V

To go back to the living Ity a jjurely prescriptive

business, there is another good reason why it is be-

coming less and less profitable. Especially is this

80 compared witli twenty-five or thirty years ago.
Physicians do not prescribe as miich medicine as
they did formerly, nor does it seem to them to be
necessary to use a number of difierent ingredients
in one recipe. And when a number of ingiediimts
are wanted, the accommodating wholesale manufac-
turer comes in to meet the demand, and is ready to
supply the physician with pills to order by the thou-
sand at the nominal rate of machine labor, with the
formula and dose on each bottle. The .same is the
case with single remedies, to which the physician of
the present day is peculiarly inclined.

I find also that jjhysicians, as a class, are not
given to help the druggists as they should. I do not
pretend to prescribe for a physician, because I know
it is unfair to physician and to patient ; but the physi-
cian thinks he does ordinai'v justice to his patient
when he tells the latter that he can add so much water
to the salt, op buy the powder in (piantity and divide
it into so many jmrts, so that the }>havmacist may not
make a living. As I said before, and as you freely

admitted in your editorial remarks, there are two
sides to this question.

Very truly yours,

B. A. C.
New Tobk, August S, 18S0.

To TRK KniTOI op Trs Mkdicai. Rkcohd.

Sib :—Your reiiiarks in the last two numbeni, on the
relations between druggist and jihysician, were so

well taken that I am ti'mi)ted U) endorse that jiart of

them refen-ing to comments on prescriptions, by
reference to my own »'Xperience.

Not long ago I ]»r<scnbed some HofTman's ano-
dyne for a nJ-rvous old lady, and indi<ated the dose
at the end, with the u.sual " Use as directed." The
next morning my lady drove to my ofli«'o and in great

consternation asked if that was not very stnmg
medicine that I had ordereil her. I assured her to

the contrary, when she told m(! that her gravest sus-

picions Were aroused by the dniggist (a rej)utable

one on Broadway) asking her coachman if the medi-
cine was for the horses ! Naturally she associated
horse medicine with some extra strength. The
coachman could not give any more direct answer
than that ^Sfadame was sick, and the medicine was
fixed up. AVhen she showed it to me it looked as

if the dniggist thought it was intended for the

horses, as it was murky from the addition of water,

and was anything but an inviting i)reparatioii. I

was compelled to send her to a jiharraacy in which
clerks are employed wIk) do not ask useless ami
senseless questions, and I also take care that none
other of my jiatients have their medicines ))ut up by
the compounder of horse medicines. If I were to

publish the name of the man who kee})S the cattle

establishment it would cause half the pre.scribers on
Murray Hill to open wide their eyes in wonder ; biit,

for the credit of a leading member of the College of

Pharmacy, I abstain. Similar instances of indiscre-

tion must have occurred to others.

I have fi-eipiently been the victim of another species

of officiousness on the paii of the apothecary. I had
a lady once who had a whimsical notion that quinine
entered her bones and that she could not take it

without "harm to her constitution."

It so hajjpened that there was such a strong mala-
rial element about her case that qiiinine in full doses
was called for. I did my best to leave the question of

quinine an open one, assuring her that the medicine
would not harm her, etc. What was my astonishment
to be the victim of a .scene in my office by being
charged with misrepresentation in trifling with a deli-

cate woman's con.stitution, etc., all because the officious

simpleton who made up the pre8crii)tion volunteered
the statement that there was not only quinine in the
mixture, but very full doses too. This was not in

the horse medicine .shop, but it was in an establish-

ment equally pretentious and high-priced.
* * *, M.D.

Nbw York, August 10, ISSO.

I

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sm :—I have read with much pleasure the admirable
articles " Physit-ian and Dniggist." and although I
cannot agi-ee with yaw in some particulars as to the
best way to mend matters, I am certainly convinced
that the advice given is generally correct. I am,
perhaps, a little too radical in my methods of action

;

but I believe with the old Scotcjiman '• that honesty
is the best policy, because I have tried haitJi." 1
mean honesty to one's self. In former days, when
full of ambition to get into practice, I associated
myself with a dnig store, that is, for the sake of

, writing all the prescriptions for the store, I was al-

lowed to have my sign displayed there and to have
!
office hours. I soon found, however, that the apothe-

1 cary made a great deal more money than I did ; but,
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as I was getting into a business, I tlid not mind it

much. Finally, I became so situated that I had an
office of my <nvn and many of my patients would get

their jirescriptions filltMl at the old ]>lac'e. I could
not object to this, inasmuch as everything seemed to

be done in a business-like way.
Soon, for a very good reason that my actual prac-

tice did not warrant it—but which was not so undtn-
stood by my former em])loyer (?)—there did not go
so many prescrii)tions from me to the " old stand ;"

conse(iuently, to keep the proper end up the pro-
prietor began to i)rescribe himself, and, as he could
do it much cheai)er than I could, it was not difficult

to see who could be the fittest in the survival. A
generous rivalry sj^rang up between us to benefit the

public, and the end of it was I moved away. Not
because I did not want to benefit the peojile ; but
because I coxild not love my neighbor druggist as

myself. I was well aware that a " rolling stone " was
not likely to " gather moss ; " but the grade was the
UTong way with me and I yielded to the inevitable.

I may say that those were the days when poly-

2)harmacy showed skill and before steam-engines
mixed pills.

When I obtained my new office I turned over a
new leap. I cultivated merely a nodding acquain-
tance with the pharmacists in the neighborhood and
dispensed my own remedies. I do not make any
profit out of my medical stores ; in fact, I am will-

ing to throw them in with the advice, preferring to

lose my medicines rather than my patients. And
then, I am not annoyed by Imving my prescrijations

repeated and repeated without my consent. Many
of my yoiithful prescrij^tions are going the rounds to

this day ; but I am not now accountable—to use a

rather strong figure, perhaps—for unchaining tlie

tiger ; my only concern is that the jjoor compounder
wiU in the end have more to answer for than he
dreams of.

I do not mean to say that all the medicines I pre-

scribe are disjjensed Ijy me, but the larger majority
are. It woiild surprise most jihysicians who have
not given attention to the subject to know how well

and how satisfactorily the plan works. Not only is

there an op2)ortunity for giN^ng the particular prei>-

aration you desire them to take, but generally in

a very convenient and pleasant form and with virtually

no exi^euse to the patient. Again, if it is necessary
to administer a placel)o, it is a matter entirely be-
tween physician and patient.

All this takes time, it is ti-ue ; but no more time
than is usually spent in one's office in general out-

side eonveration with the patient or in making an
extra entry in your note-book.

I am, with gi-eat respect,

S.

THE TWO KINDS OF VIVISECTION—
SENTISEOTION AND CALLISECTION.

To THE Editob op The Medical Record.

Sir :—Is it not time for the distinct verbal recogni-
tion of the difference between painful and painless
experimentation ujjon animals ?

All well-informed persons are aware that the vast

majority of vivisections, in this country at least, are

performed under the influence of an:esthetics ; but
the enthusiastic zoolaters, who desire to abolish the

objective method of teaching i^hysiology practically,

ignore this fact and dwell chiefly ujion the compara-
tively infrequent operations which are attended with
pain.

Having read the arguments upon both sides and
had .some correspondence with leaders of the anti-

vivi.section movement, I have been led to think that

the discussion may be simplified and a right conclu-

sion sooner nuiched, if we ad()j)t new terms corre-

sponding to the two kinds of experimentation.
To use words \\ith no warrant of ideas m.iy be

foolish, but it is not necessarily a mark of wisdom to

refrain from the employment of terms which have a
real significance.

Let us consider an analogous case: aside from
color and size, the cat and the lenjxird are almost
identical, and are commonly regarded as two sjjecies

of one genus. Suppose a community to be unac-
quainted with the cat, but to have suffered from the
depredations of the leopard, which they call /elis.

Now, supi)ose some domestic cats to be intro(biced

and to multiply as is their wont. In the first place,

for a time at least, it is ijrobable that the same
name, /elis, would be applied to the smaller animal,

with perhaps a qualifying word. In the second
jilace, should there be certain i)ersons, Ijoth devoid
of interest in the cats and filled with jjity for the

mice devoured by them, is it not likely that they
would endeavor to include the cats under any ban
which might be pronounced against the leopards?
Would they not he apt to succeed, especially with
the more ignorant and im])res8ionable nienil)ers of

the community, so long as they could assert without
contradiction that the "mouse-eater" was only a/flis

upon a smaller scale ? Would not even the reputa-

tion of the leopards suffer by reason of the multitude
of the cats thus associated with them ? In short,

would full justice be done to either animal until the

practical differences between them should be admit-
ted to outweigh their likeness of form and structure,

and be recognized by the use of distinctive names?
In like manner there are those who ignorantly or

wilfully jiersuade themselves and others that all ex-

periments ujjon animals are painful because some of

them are now, and most of them were in former
times ; also, that painful experiments are common
because vivisection in some form is generally prac-

tised. It is all I'irisfcticm, and as such it is " citiel,

revolting, or brutalizing."

Having waited long in the hope that some candid
discussion of the whole subjcc' might contain the
needed terms, I venture to suggest that jiainful vi-vi-

section be known as sentisedion, and painless vivisec-

tion as caUisection. The etymology of the former
word is obvious ; the distinctive element of the latter

is the Latin callus, which, in a derived sense, may
denote a state unknown, strictly sijeaking, to the
ancients.

Some idea of the relative numbers of callisection-

ists and sentisectionists may be gained from the fact

that I have been teaching physiology in a university

for twelve years, and for half that time in a medical
school

; yet I have never performed a sentisection,

unless under that head should be inchxded the
drowning of cats, and the application of water at the

temperature of 60' C. (140" F.), with the view to as-

certain whether such treatment would be likely to

succeed with liiiman beings.

I think that even elementary physiological instruc-

tion is incom])lete without caUisection, but that senti-

section should be the unwelcome prerogative of the
veiy few whose natural and acquired i)owers of body
and mind qualify them above others to determine
what experiments should be done, to perform them
properly, and to wisely intei*pret the results. Such
men, deserving alike of the highest honor and the
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deoi)est i)it,v, sliotild oxorciso tlioir solonin (iffii'o not
only nnrcstniiiH'il l)v law, hut uphold hv tin? f^tnieml

aontiment of tho jjrofossiou and tho jiuhlic.

KriiT C. Wim)i:k. M.D.,
Trof. rhy«iiilii>;.v, etc., t'l.iin'll Liiivtmity, ItlinCA, N. Y.

OLEUM TERERINTHIX/K IX CANCER.
To THE KniTOR or Thk MrniCAL Hroord.

Sir :— Sovoral itoms hiivo ajjjicarotl of lato in ropfard
to tho uso of olpum ttM-chinfliiuin and otlicr turj)on-
tinos in oasfs of cancer. In two rasi>s that havo
latolv romo under myohsorvation I havo usod tho oil

of turpontino prottv thorou<^l»lv, and wliile dorivinj?
no moro fi:onoml offc^-t from it than from any other
remedy in the disease, its amelioratinj? effects over
certain features are such as to make it worth record-
ing.

In a case of scin-hous breast, which was not re-
moved, a ]>onltice was ajiplied, over which was
poured ol. torobinth.; it was also privon internally.
Tlio incipient ulceration was checked, and the dis-

aKHH^iblo odor of cancerous ulceration entirely obvi-
ated. From this I was induced to try it in a case
where extensive ulceration had taken jilace in the
tumor, recuiTing after tho breast had boon removed.
Salicylic and benzoic acids had been used without
effect. Turi^entine was a])] died freely, which at once
arrested the ulceration and destroye(l all fetor. In
both cases death resulted from the extension of the
disease to other organs ; but one uni^leasaut feature
was removed.

In a case of cancer of the uterus, now under ob-
servation, tar-water was used as an injection, which
seems also to act as a disinfectant, but not so effectu-
ally as a turpentine emulsion which is now being
ap2)Iied.

Yours truly,

P. J. Farnsworth, M.D.
CLisroK, Iowa, July 20, ISSO.

THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS OF MODERATE
ALTITUDES IN PULMONARY CON-
SUMPTION.

To THE Editob of The Medical Record.

Sir : —In the management of phthisical cases of
whatever variety, the most important factor is to be
looked for in climate.

The therapeutic value of high altitudes, though as
vet not universally acknowledged, is forcing itself

xipon the attention of the profession. .Still, the
o]>inions of sijecialists are widely divergent upon this
l)oint. The mild southern climates, the sea-shore,
life on islands, the cold and comparatively dry cli-

mate of Northern States—like Minnesota-^alf have
their advocates and their statistics. There are au-
thorities also who claim for medium altitudes, iiTe-

spective of proximity to the ocean or the degree of
latitude in which a locality is found, the same thera-
peutic value in the management of consumi^tion as
that of high altitudes.

It will be my endeavor to show some of the
fallacies of this faith, more especially as regards low
or medium altitudes.

Success in the treatment of pulmonary phthisis is

claimed for such mountain regions as the Orange
range in Xew Jersey, the Ramapo valley, the Adi-
rondacks, a spur of the Cumberland mountains in

Tennessee, and others of Limited altitude. Last vear

I waH interoHt<>d in reading Dr. Loomis's ])a])<'r ujion

the "ThorainMifiiiil \'aluo of tho .Vdiroiidack Ui-gion

in CftHOH of Pulmonary PhtluKiK." Since i\\v above-
named region is a fair r(>i)rcHentativo of le.ssor alti-

tudes and their offocts upon chronic pulmonary
l)rocossos, it will sorvo as an illustration of facts

oi|ually apj»licable to all. AVhat I wish to donion-
strato is that si/DijifDiiis only are bonntited, and then
only after a very |>rotractod residence, while the

l)hysical condition rcmnins almost unchanged.
In oniuiiorating the advantages of the Adirondack

region, tho amount of rain-fall is claimed to be of

little imi)ortiinco, ])rovidod the external configura-

tion of the soil is satisfactory. This is as true as it

is imi)ortant. Unfortunately, however, this only
holds good whore wo have the presence of a sandy,
porous soil and a moderate amount of rain-fall. Me-
teorology teachos us that " the total evaporation from
the earth's surface in a year must l)e ei/unl to the to-

tal precipitation in the form of rain, snow, dew, etc."

In the Adirondack region we have, in addition to

the rain- and snow-fall, the jjresonce of numerous
lakes of various dimensions, and, what is of greater

moment, sufliciontly close i)roximitv to the Atlantic

ocean for that region to be affected by its moist cur-

rents. Tho above-quoted article goes on to say that
" the peculiar doinjDtfSfi which acts most unfavora-
bly is not usually ])rosont in those localities where
there is the gratest rain-fall, nor is it j^resent be-

cause large bodies of water are in close proximity."
Now, the same conditions which cause a rapid

evaporation horn the earth's cnxst also tend to a
somewhat lesser evaporation from the surface of

lakes and creeks.

It is admitted that the Adirondack region has a
moist, cool climate ; that the rain-fall is above the
average for other pai'ts of the State, and about fifty-

five inches ; that there is considerable rain untU
about the middle of June ; that in summer nights
heavy dews fall ; that during the winter there is a
preponderance of cloudy days and snow-storms, the
sky being constantly overcast, and there is no pre-

ponderance of clear days at any season. I agree
with Dr. Loomis and others that pure air is necessa-

i-y to diseased lungs. But that it does not matter
whether that jjure air is hot or cold, damp or dry, is

going too far. The accepted theory is that of Dr. C.

T. Williams, of England, to the effect that, taking
collectively aU forms and degi-ees of phthisis, dry
climates are most likely to arrest the disease.

Is pure air to be found in regions such as are de-
scribed above ? To insure the presence of unadiil-

terated pure air we require the most unobstnicted
effects of the sun's rays—above all, unobstnicted
sunlight. These effects are to be met with only at

high altitudes free from the moist ocean cuiTents,

Here alone do we find perfect freedom from dust,

vapors, or noxious gases, representing, in their turn,

solids, fluids, and gases.

Turning our attention to the results attained in
regions of limited altitude, such as the Adirondacks,
we may be permitted to take Dr. Loomis's report of

twenty cases as a fair type of what is actually ac-

complished by prolongoil residence in such regions.

It would lead us too far to analyze individual cases
as repoi-ted from various localities by different au-
thors, the results being essentially in accordance
with those reported by Dr. Loomis.
Of twenty cases ten recovered, six were improved,

two were not benefited, and two died. Not an ex-

traordinary percentage of deaths. But, when we
come to the "recovered" and "improved," a careful
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perusal of these cases will establish the following
facts

:

1. Two only lost their slight catarrhal infiltration,

which in both cases is reported to have been too
limited to produce any ai^preciable dulness on per-
cussion.

2. In all eases (with the exception of the above
two) their recovery or improvement is based ui)ou
gdbi in weigld and losa of coiiyh.. In the few cases
where a physical examination of the patient is noted
down as having been made after his stay in the Adi-
rondacks, the important admission is made that ac-

tive symptoms remained. " Localized bronchial
rales," "well-marked pleuritic creakings," are signs
of conditions not only likely to cause successive in-

flammatory conditions, but are j)rogressively active

signs themselves.
y. The length of time required for patients to lose

their most active symi:)tom, viz., cough, thereby j^rov-

ing the absence or reduction of muco-puruleut secre-

tion, is a ijoint for consideration. In order to reduce
the amount of secretion from the mucous membrane
of the respiratory tract, whereby we get rid of fever

and night-sweats, and to gain a few jjounds in weight
appears to have taken all the way from two to eleven
years.

The legitimate conclusions to be drawn from the
above facts, in connection with other details in the
above twenty cases, are as follows :

1. As regards gain in iceiglU. Dr. Brehmer, of the
Goerbei'sdorf Sanitarium, has observed and proven
that gain in weight bears no relation whatever to the
actual condition of the lung. I have long been con-
vinced that a mere gain in adiijose tissue (for this is

what gain in weight amounts to) is a hinderance to

the absorption of an infiltration, and vice versa.

2. Loss of cough and expectoration is never absolute
and total where any infiltration remains. The less-

ening of the quantity of sjjuta and of the paroxysms
of coughiug diminishes, for the time being, chronic
septiciemia, to which is due the fever.

3. But loss of cough, diminution of expectoration,
and especially the much lauded gain in weight, may
be attained by any change of climate different from
the one the patient resides in. Yes, more than that.

It is immatei'ial whether the patient changes from
city or country to sea-shore, or vice versa, from the
Atlantic coast to the Mississii^iai valley, north or
south, as it is whether the change be fi'om a cold to

a warm climate, or from the level of the sea to

moderate altitudes. The same amelioration of

symptoms may be accomplished by residence in

Florida, in the Carolinas, in the eastern part of

Tennessee, in Texas, in Minnesota, in the Adiron-
dacks, or upon the islands of the Pacific coast or

West Indies.

Anj' more or less radical change will be followed
by an amelioration of symptoms, accomijanied by an
increase in adipose tissue, while the physical signs

will remain almost undisturbed.
4. Tliis much being allowed for moderate alti-

tudes, and according strictly with the results of

the cases quoted above, it is evident that it re-

quires higher altitudes to bring about absorption
and cicatrization of pulmonary infiltrations. The
jjroper altitude is the one at and above which con-

sumption is not met with. It varies with latitude,

and, in accordance with the shape of our globe, is

found to increase as we approach the equator fi'om

the north or south.

J. HiLYAEB TXNDALE, M.D.
Manitou, Col.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Deparinietd, United States Army,
from August 7, 1880, to August 14, 1880.

Havakd, v., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To pro-
ceed to Ft. Clark, Tex., and report to the Comd'g
otlicer 1st Inf'y, for diity with his command. S. O.
158, Dept. of Texas, August 8, 1880.

ilUliical 3tcms anti Ucius.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases cf contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,

for the two weeks endiiig August 14, 1880.

Week Ending
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ally ft(lnpt<»(l, with the nn'lorstmding thnt in so far

lis riiuu's of (lisoiisos or piitliDlDi^iciil cdii litions iir(>

not i'oMt:iinoil thort'in <>ncli ono sh.ill ho at lil)»!rty to

usi' siu'li nanjo as lit> docnis l>«'st.

Sccoml. Tliat a <'OMiiiiittoe of tiv«> Ixi ajujointerl bv
tho Chair wliosf duty it sliail bo to inilicato the most
urf^ontly neodoil aihlitionN to said noiiH'iu-latiirfi at

tlu' present time, and that this committc^e sliall bo
instructed to confer witli the committee of the Uoyal
Colle^^e of Physicians in charge of tlie revision of

said nomenclature with reference to obtaininj^ a uni-

form system, both for (freat Britain and her colo-

nies, and in this country.

It was also voted that this committee bring the
matter to the attention of the Amerit-an Medical As-
sociation, and communicate with the different regis-

trars, State and municipal, throu'^iiout tlie country
up >n the subject, reipiesting them to join in the
adoption of tliis nomenclatui'e in accordance with
the resolutiiuis j)assed.

As supi)lem(Miting the above action, another res-

olution was passed as follows :

" lii'^olmi. That for j)urp()se3 of classification the

general diseases be grouped together as proposed in

the nomenclature just adopted, and that local dis-

eases be arranged alphabetically by systems and
organs."
In regard to the question of paying physicians for

returning vital statistics, the C-ouference did not
think it wise to commit itself, although admitting in

general that such a measure would be just.

The committee on the minimum um(mnt of infor-

mation that should be required in reports of deaths,

gave the following as the necessarv' items :

1. Date of death. 2. Name of the deceased. 3.

Age, in years, months, and days. 4. Particular lo-

cation of death. 5. Sex. 6. Color, and with color

the race, as Indian, Mongolian, etc. 7. "^Iiether

married, single, or widowed (divorced). 8. Occupa-
tion. 9. Birthplace of deceased. 10. Birthplace of

parents of the deceased. 11. Place of burial. And
in addition to the above the cause or causes of death

to be given particularly, as follows : Remote, im-
mediate, and concurring causes.

The Conference discussed the other questions pre-

sented to them, ijassed resolutions, and drew up
forms for the better securing of vital statistics. The
adjournment was si»e die.

An'.esthesia rt Raped Respiratiox.—Dr. Benjamin
Lee relates in the Phila. Med. Times several cases in

which an analgesic effect was j^roduced by rajjid

and forcible respiration. It is a method tliat has
been employed successfully for some time by Dr.

BonwiU, a dentist of Philadeli)hia (ride p. 211). Dr.
Lee's cases were those in which abscesses were opened
or teeth extracted. Analgesia was not jDrodueed in

every ease, but it was brought about often enough to

show that the effect is a genuine one. The resjjira-

tions have to be kept up for a minute or more.

Skin-grafting.—A number of cases of skin-gi-aft-

ing have recently been circulated through the medi-
cal journals, and surgeons seem to be vying with
each other to see who can report the most remarka-
ble one. The last is that of a young woman who
has been a patient in St. Luke's Hospital and whose
history has already been ijublished in The Medical
Record. In 1874, while woi-king in a factory, the girl

had her scalp torn from the calvarium. Not long af-

ter she came to St. Luke's Hospital, in which institu-

tion she has been most of the time ever since. The
wounded sui'face, which bad begun to cicatrize, was

stimulated so as to secure good granulations. Grafts

were then ajiplied. In tlie i-n-sning lour vears, 11,-

0(K( grafts are said to have l)een placed on the wound.
Chdy a small proportion kei)t their vitality, but these

have been enough, at last, to furnish a si; in f(ir the

once denuded cranium.

American PHAUMACF.rTirAii .Vs-sociation.—The
twentv-eiglith annual lui'i-tiiig of this association will

be held at Saratoga, New York, Tuesdav, Sei)teniber

U, 1880.

An Inti:unati(>nal roNiJiiiiss of C'HAurrY Commis-
siONEiis will be hi'ld in Milan, Italy, from August 2'.Jth

to September 4th, next. Invitations have been .sent

out to all the jiriiicipal cities of the several nations

of the earth, asking them to send rei^reseutatives.

The TwENTY-EKiHTH Anni'al ^Meeting op the
Maine !Mediial .Vh-sociation was held at Portland,

June lotli. Kith, and 17t]i, and seems to have been a
very successful affair. In the inaugural ad<lress of the

President, Dr. S. (!. Gordon, the present law in re-

gard to dis.section was discussed, and its injustice to

medical science shown. As it now stands, tlie physi-

cians of Elaine can get material for dissection from
only two sources : a person may will his body to the
dissecting-room, and the bodies of persons dying in

l^enal institutions can be had for dissection, provided
the criminal has not made a request for intennent.

Practically nothing comes in from either of these

sources, and the physician who wishes material for

dissection must either break the law himself in

order to get it, or must hire some one else to do it

for him.
Acting upon the suggestion of the President, the

Society appointed a committee to try and secure
legislation upon the matter.

The annual or.ition of Dr. O. A. Hoit treated of

the progress of medicine in the State, and dwelt
especially upon the need of a board of health. This
is not likely to be obtained at present.

About a dozen papers were read, most of them
being of scarcely average merit.

The officers for the ensuing year are as follows :

President, Dr. W. W. Greene ; Secretary, Dr. C. O.
Hunt ; Treasurer, Dr. A. S. Thayer— all of Poi-tland.

The society adjoui-ned to the third Tuesday in June.

The International Medical Congress.—The com-
mittee having this matter in charge have nearly per-

fected their arrangements. Sir James Paget has
been nominated President of the Congress. There
will be fifteen sections, of which the chairmen are :

Physiology, Prof. Michael Fostei ; Anatomy, I*rof.

Flower : Pathology-, Dr. S. Wilks ; Medicine, SirWm.
Gull ; Surgery, Jolm Eric Erichsen ; Obstetrics,

Dr. McClintoc'k ; Pediatrics, Dr. West ; Mental Dis-

eases, Dr. Lockhart Robinson ; Ophthalmology, Mr.
Wm. Bowman ; Otology, Mr. W. B. Dalby ; Derma-
tology, Mr. Erasmus Wilson ; Diseases of the Teeth,
Mr. Edwin Saunders ; State Medicine, Jolm Simon

;

Military Medicine and Surgeiy, Surgeon-General
Longmore ; Materia Medica and Pharmacology,
Prof. T. R. Eraser.

The General Medical Coincil and Preldiinart
Education.—The General Medical Council of Great
Britain, which has charge of the medical affairs

of that nation, began its annual session in London,
July 7th, Dr. Acland, its president, being in the
chair. Most of the time during its first few days
of meeting was devoted to the subject of prelimi-

narv education. An elevation in the standard of the
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preliminary examinations was thought to be much
needed. The foUowiiif,^ schedule was hnally adopted
as representinj^- the minimum reciuisite for matricu-
lation in a medical school.

1. Enijflish Langiia^^e, including Grammar and
Composition ; 2. English History ; 3. Modern Cre-

ographv ; 4. Latin, including translation from the
original, and (xrammar ; 5. Elements of Mechanics,
comin-ising : (>/), Arithmetic, including vulgar and
decimal fractions; (h). Algebra, including simi)]e

equations; (r), (xeometry, including the first two
books of Euclid ; (5. Elementaiy JNIechanics of SoUds
and Fluids (this subject can bejjassed either as ai)re-
liminarv or at the lirst annual examination) ; 7. One
of the following ojjtional sul)jects : («), Greek

; (/>),

French
; (c), German

; ((/), Italian ; {&), any other
modern language ; (/), Logic; (r/), Botany; (/<), El-
ementary Chemistry.
A motion was also agi'eed to :

" That it is desirable
that intending candidates for the medical profession
should, before they enter iipon the purely medical
curriculum, have been instructed in the rudiments
of Natural Science, physical, chemical, and biologi-

cal."

The Council also discussed the subjects of oph-
thalmological and obstetric instruction, and recom-
mended that these branches form part of the regular
curriculum.

Death op Dr. Lttcas V. Newton.—We regi-et to

announce the death, on July 10th, of Dr. L. V. New-
ton, editor of 7V/e Drxgrfiats' Circular and Chemical
Gazette. Dr. Newton was born in 1809, at Griggs-
town, N. J. He spent his early life in journalistic

pursuits, not graduating in medicine until he was
twenty-six. Dr. Newton led for a time a somewhat
roving life, practising medicine in Philadeli^hia, Lon-
don, Virginici, in New Orleans during the yellow fever

l^lague of liSiS, and finally coming to New York. In
1858 he became editor of The Drnggisls' Circular, then
having but a small circulation. By his literary and
scientific accomplishments and his business capacity
he made his pajjer one of the best pharmaceiitical
jotu'nals in the country. It remains as the best monu-
ment of an able and widely esteemed man.

Aortic Coiipression by the Rectdm was performed
successfully by Mr. Richard Davy a short time ago.

The aorta was compressed for foiu- minutes and pul-

sation stoi)ped in the femorals. The rectum siis-

tained no damage. The operation perlormed during
the compression was a uterine one.

The Temperature of the Breath.—A good deal

of curiosity is being expressed in regard to the ap-

parently high temperature of the breath, iinder cer-

tain conelitious. If we take an ordinary clinical

thermometer, wrap it vq) pretty tightly in several

folds of a silk handkerchief, apply it closely to the
lips and breathe gently through the silli just over the

bulb of the tlievmometer for about five minutes, al-

ways making the inspirations through the nose, we
shall find that the thermometer will show a tempera-
ture ranging from 101" to 108 , or even 100.5^. Dr.

E. S. Clark tir.st called attention to this phenomena
in the Medical 11 raid. The facts are con-oborated

by Dr. Dudgeon in the Meilical Press and Circular.

Professor Humphrey on the Evolution of Man.
—In Prof. Humphrey's Rede lecture on Man, de-

livered a short time ago at the University of Cam-
bridge, he pleaded for long and jiatient investigation,

especially in coming to the discovery or comprehen-
sion of any process, whether of natural selection or

any other, hy which the large cranial cavity of man
can have been evolved in early men. He gave full

weight to the argument for the size of the brain at

birth, and the lierfection of the lungs at the same
period. At any rate, the brain of primitive man ap-
jjeared to have been structnially fitted for higher
duties than they were ever called u])on to perfoim.
His brain was prophetic of his future. Ability is to
be measured by the power to deal with the material
before us, and thus it is doubtful whether the abil-

ity of the present was greater than that of preceding
generations. Progress did not nec(>ssarily imply im-
provement, and increased means did not imply
greater power to be wielded with better effect. The
physical capability he thought long i)receded func-
tional activity, and man's advance to civilization was
the result of the response of his nature to his con-
ditions.

The New York State Board of Health has
made out its forms for the registration of marriages,
births, deaths, transit of bodies. The^e have been
forwarded to the boards of supervisors, clerks of
towns, villages and school districts, and local health
boards in the State, with directions for their use.

The next regular quarterly meeting of the Board
will take place in New York city, August 18th.

The National Medical Library, a work which
has been in course of i)reparation nearly twelve
years, is now in the hands of the printer, and is ex-
jjected to be ready for issue in two or three weeks.
The second volume will foUow without delay. The
completed work will make about ten volumes, royal
octavo, of 1,000 pages each, and notice is given that
only a limited number of copies will be a-vailable for
distribution, probably not more than enough to sup-
ply the various public libraries and those persons
who have been large contributors to the library.

The public printer will, however, supply all who
may order in advance and remit the cost of publica-
tion, estimated at H^'I.bQ a volume, with 10 jjer cent,
added, according to law.

The work is much more than its title indicates, be-
ing, in fact, a key to medical literature everywhere,
aiTanged for convenient reference both to subjects
and aiithors. It will thus become an index to every
physician who owns a library, as well as to the med-
ical portion of the public libraries in his neighbor-
hood.
The National IMedical Library now contains more

than 50,000 bound volumes and 60,000 pamphlets,
with comj)lete tiles, for a long series of years, of
nearly all the medical periodical publications in the
world. Plans have been drawn for a new library
building to be made of brick, and to cost .9250,000,

and the matter will be urged u])on the attention of
Congi'ess at its next session, and an effort made to
secure an apj)roiiriation for the prehminary work
upon the new building.

For the Removal of Tan and Freckle.s, Dr. J.

Nevins Hyde endorses the formula of Prof. ^Yhite.

5. Hydrarg bichlorid gi'-^-

Acid, muriat. dil 3 j.

Aq 3iv.

Alcohol,
Aq. rosaj aa = ij.

Glycerine r j

.

M. Ajjply at night, and wash off the skin with
soap in the morning.
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(rBOWTH OF HuMAN HaIR AND SkIN. — Profi'SSor

i\I()lesclu)tt hiis fomul tliut the iiv.'rii;^c diiily ^(rowth
of tlu> huiniin Imiriiniomits to .2(( f,'nimiiif Ij^r. iijsH.).

Tho loss of nitro;^'*.'!! in this way iiiuoimts to M2H7
gramiue (gr. s.s. ) tluily. Tlu' ImiiKrows fu.st(!rl»ot\v<Min

the ages of IS uiul "itj, when tlie uinouut is iis given
above. lietweeu tho nges of ;{2 and 4.'> the «laily

quantity is.lt gnuiinies, or about oiie-thinl less.

More hair is jirodiieed in summer thin winter. Fre-
quent eutting inereases the ra|)iility of its growth.

Coueerning the growtli of nails, it was fouml that
l.H2."> grammes (

' ss. ) were pro liieeil in a year in one
case. The growth was more rapid in summer. As-
suming tiiat tho whole epidermie surface measures
l,fjl4 sij. metres, Prof. Mok'scliott estimates that
there is a daily lo.ss of HMo grammes ( 3 iijss.) of
epidermis through unobserved des(|aaniation.

Twelve Thoitsand Dentists find employment in

the United States. Tlwy drive lialf a ton of gold
annually into dental eavities.

The Alleged Deteiuoration of Ht-manized
V.u-ciVE Lymph.—In regard to this point, which has
of late been much discussed, Dr. Henry Stevens, of
the Local Government Board, England, who lias

I)robably vaccinated more children than any man
lis-iug, says that he has found no ground whatever
for tlie suspicion that humanized lymph has lost its

true and original Jennerian character. Dr. Atlee, of
Lancaster, Pa., says that, in an experience of sixty-
four years, he has seen no evidence of change or loss
of power.

JuAENiiiE Smokers.—An English physician ex-
amined 38 boys, between the ages of 'J and 15, who
were in the habit of smoking. Of these, 22 sutfered
from various disorders of circulation and digestion,
palpitation of the heart, and more or less marked
taste for drink.

Model Ntrsery.—The municipal authorities of
Paris have decided to establish a model nurserv in
that city in connection with the children's hospital,
to experiment with artiticial noimshmeut. The di-

rection of the institution is given to Professor Pan-ot.

Tea.—This was sold for £6 or even £10 per pound
weight until the year 1057, up to which time it had
only been used in England as a regalix in high treats
and entertainments, or as a present to princes and
grandees. But in the above year Thomas Garway
tirst publicly sold tea in the leaf, and "a drink made
according to the directions of the most knowing
merchants and travellers in eastern countries." Manv
noblemen, physicans, merchants, and gentlemen, re-
sorted to his place in Exchange Alley, near the Royal
Exchange "to drink the drink thereof."

In 1658 tea was widely advertised thus for sale, as :

" That exceLlent,and by all physicians approved China
drink, called by theChineans Tcha, by other nations,
tay or tee, is sold at the Sultana's Head, Coffee
House, by the Exchange, London."
There was no tax thin on tea or coffee when im-

ported, but made up into a drink it was charged
with a tax of 8 pence a gallon.

The drink called cophee, was also advertised in 1657
to be sold in the morning and at three o'clock in the
afternoon, in Bartholomew Lane.
Tea with milk has been called the " fragrant

lymph."
Ciljber says :

" Tea ! thou soft, thou sober, sage and
venerable liquid ; thou female tongue-running,
smile-compelling, heart-opening, wink-tipping cor-

dial, to whoHo glorious cheering I owe the happiest
momuntH of uiy life.

'•Tin- .MiiVii frii'iiil, ten. ilrjCB inir fancy iild,

Ili'|iruiuiitit( viipirH which tho hrail liiviiilc."

Bishop Burnet drank sixteen cu])s every moniing.
Dr. Johnson avowed hinist-lf a hardened and shameless
tea-drinker, who diliite<l liis meals with tea, anmsed
his evenings with tea, solaee<l his midnight with tea,

and weh'omed the morning with tea, and of whom it

has been said :
" Tea venienle die, lea decendente

bibebat."

Indeed, the doctor, who loved a i)onderous joke,

once said to a lady who accu.sed him of drinking too
much tea : " X»'c cmn te urc sinerii, vivrc pussuiu."

Bryan loved his tea with mm, according to the
advice of Mrs. (ramp to " combine the milder infus-

ion with the benignant influence of distilled waters."

Pepys drank his first cup of tea, "a China drink,"

as he calls it, Sept. 25, Kidd, and his second in 1007,

when on coming home, he found his wife making
tea, "a di-ink wliich Mr. Polling uses."

Dr. Johnson's tea-pot held more than three quarts.

His tea-kettle had no time to cool, for with tea he
solaced the midnight hour, and with tea welcomed
the mom.

Mrs. Elizabeth Carter was such a diligent collector

of tea pots that she left over IJOO, each of which pos-

sessed some traditiouaiy interest.

Sugar.—Sugar-cane had been grown in Sicily from
the year 11-48 ; it was imported into Madeira in 1419.

About the year 1503 the art of retiuing it was dis-

covered by a Venetian, before which time the juice

was used as it came fiom the cane. In 1520 it was
imported from Sjjain by Bristol merchants. In 1553
a sugar-loaf weighing 7 lbs. was considered a beau-
tiful present.

Coca as a Remedy for the Opium HABrr, sug-

gested by Dr. Palmer, in the Louisville Medical News,
has received an endorsement fi-om Dr. J. G. Core,

who has used it with good results in a very old and
obstinate case.

The Deatii-Rate from Cancer has increased at

the rate of four hundred jjer cent, in London, Eng-
land, and in Philadeljihia, during the last sixty-live

years.

Books and Pamphlets Received.

Transactions of the Medical and CHiBrRGiCAii
Faculty of the State of Maryl.\nd. Eighty-
second Annual Session. Baltimore : J. W. Borst
& Co. 1880.

Proceedings of the Connecticut Medical Society,
1880. Hartford : Case, Lockwood, >t Brainard.

Transactions of the Americ.a.n Dermatological As-
sociation, 1879. New York : A. G. Sherwood <k Co.

Fourth Annual Report of the State BoAitD of
Health of "Wisconsin, 1879. Madison, Wis.: Da-
vid Atwood.

Second Annual Report of the State Board of
Health of Rhode Island, 1879. Providence : E.
L. Freeman «Sc Co.

Transactions of the Medical Society op the
State of Tennessee, 1880. Nashville, Tenn.

Cholera Epidemics in Japan, with a Monogiaph on
the Influence of the Customs and Habits of Races
in the Prevalence of Cholera. By D. B. SiiiMONS,
M.D., Shanghai.
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(Driijiual Commuuications.

NEW ASPECT OF FACIAL PARALYSIS.

By THOMAS W. POOLE, M.D.,

LINDSAY (OKT.), CANADA.

The following considerations are designed to show-

that tlie effects of paralysis of the facial nerve, on
the muscles of the face, are of a dilierent character
from what they are reputed to be ; and that here, as

elsewhere, theie is no excejjtion to the doctrine

that the true functions of nerve-force is to restrain,

or inhibit, the property of contractility in muscle.

It is a curious fact that, " owing to the great size

of the velum pendulum palati, a horse is unable to

breathe through his mouth " (Strangeway's " Vet.

Anat." -p. 209). As a consequence, respiration is

carried on in this animal through the nose ; and
when both his facial nerves are cut or paralyzed,
" the nostrils immediately collapse, and the animal
dies by suffocation " (Bernard, quoted by Dr. Dal-
ton, "Phys.," p. -4.58).

Sir Thomas Watson, in detailing the effects of pa-
ralysis of the right facial nerve in the housemaid,
Jane Smith, says :

" When she tried to snutf in air

through her nose, not being able to keep the right

nostril s iff and o^jen, its sides came together, and
no air passed up on that side" (see p. 366). From
this it is evident that were the cavity of the nose the
only channel of resinration, and were the nerves of

both sides paralyzed, death from suffocation woiild

be imminent in the human subject as well as in the

horse.

Now, it is perhaps needless to say that paralysis

of a motor uerve displays its results solely in muscu-
lar tissue. Neither mucous membrane, cartilage,

nor fibrous tissue possesses contractile power in re-

spouse to nerve-action. We are therefore necessi-

tated to seek in some condition of the nasal muscles
for the cause of the sinking in of the nostrils, on
which the suffocation depends. If there were mus-
cles within the nasal ca^-ity W'hich became greatly

relaxed or flaccid when paralyzed, it might be sup-

posed that the swelling oiit of the body of these

might stop i\p the nasal tube, and in this way cause
arrest of breathing. But there are no such muscles
lining the nasal cavity ; and besides, the obstruction

does not come by a tilling up of the nose within, but

by "its sides coming together," as stated by Dr.

Watson.
All the nasal muscles are external to the carti-

lages, are subcutaneous, and amenable to direct ob-

servation. So far as apjDearances indicate, these

muscles are by no means in a flabby or even relaxed
state. On the contrary, they give e^-idence of hav-

ing an increase leather than a dimimition of their

normal tone. Dr. W. A. Hammond, writing of facial

paralysis, says :
" Among other symptoms, it is no-

ticed that the ala nasi is depressed, and does not ex-

pand as air is drawn in through the nostril" ("Dis.

Nerv. S,yst.," p. 724). Something very similar to this

occurs also in the general paralysis (including that

of the facial nerve) as death ajjproaches, and in

death itself, in which ob\-ious contraction of these

muscles gives to the features that " pinched " or
" sharpened " aspect known as the Hippocratic fax-e,

in which contraction of the compressor nasi presses

the nostril downward and inward, leaving the nasal
ridge more bare and i)r<)niinent. Dr. Erasmus Wil-
son alludes to this " compressed state of the nares
. ... in the last moments of life, or in comjnession
of the brain" ("Anat.,"]). 179); but he adheres to the
popular error of attributing tliis condition to " jja-

ralysis of the muscles," wljicli cannot press in the
nostril if they are mere flaccid fibres. To effect this

re(iuires that the compressor muscles shall overjiow-
er the influence of the dilators, an act which recpiires

a certain degiee of contractile power, and it is need-
less to say that this is not to be expected if the mus-
cles are "jjaralyzed." It is true that, according to
our anatomical text-books, the dilators of the nose
are in greater niimber than the compressors ; and
even the compressor uaris muscle is set down as be-
ing a dilator. It is prol)al)le that there is i-onie mis-
take here, au4 that, owing to the insignificance of
these muscles, their actual role has been imperfectly
or erroneously interpreted. From some limited per-
sonal observations I find that I can compress my
own nose by a voluntary act much more forcibly than
I can dilate it.

To say that the ala of the nose falls in because the
muscles whose function it is to dilate it are paraly-
sed, is absurd, because the nasal cartilages ai-e con-
structed and adapted for maintaining the nostrils

open. In the condition under discussion there is no
sujierincumbent weight to jjress them together, and
it is certain if they were let alone, and not acted
upon by any infliience exterior to themselves, they
would continue to remain apart. A merely passive
condition of the muscles outside the cartilages will

not account for the nostrils being thus pressed down-
ward and together ; and hence we are forced to

conclude that, as in other cases where muscles are
undergoing a dei^rivation of nerve-influence, their

property of contractility is called into jilay, and the
muscular fibres undergo a greater or less degree of

contraction in jjroportion to their power. For it

must be remembered that this "compressed state of
the naris " is not a mere casual or accidental circum-
stance, but is to be regularly looked for, as " among
the symptoms " of facial paralvsis (Hammond, p.
721).

There is nothing at all absurd or incongruous in
thus asserting the contracted state of the nasal
muscles during nerve-paralysis ; for has not Dr. C.
B. Eadcliffe, F.R.S., laid it down as one of his
propositions, that "there is reason to believe that'

ordinary muscular contraction is associated with
deprivation of nervous influence, and not with a
coutrai-y state of things "V Nay, further: " that the
jjower of muscular contraction is inversely related
to the amount of nervous influence supplied to the
muscles from the great nervous centres " ? (see jj]). 95,

100). These propositions are based ujion the results

of i)hysiological experiments, which cannot be quoted
here, but which have never been discredited. It is

no more surprising that the muscles of the nose or
face should pass into contraction in paralysis of the
facial ner%e, than it is that the muscles of the aso-
phageal tube should exhibit vigorous contractions
after section of its pneumogastic branches, expelling
the food swallowed by " a peculiar kind of regur-
gitation .... a sudden antistaltic action of the
parts" (Dr. Dalton's "Phys.," p. 473). See, also,

Dr. 'M. Hall's demonstration of the active contrac-
tility of the oesophagus " after all its nerves have
been divided " (Dr. Carpenters " Hum. Phys.,"}} 404).
These are results wholly at variance with the alleged
paralysis of the oesophageal muscle, in which case it
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would be a mere flaonitl tube, incapable of resisting

or oxpolliiiff its roiitonts.

Tht> stiito of contru 'tion thus shown to bo naturally

expoftod, ami actnully to oi'ciir, in tlio nasal nmscb^s
from piirulysis of tin" portia dura, nmy i)n)pi'rly l>o ro-

gardod as present also in the larj^cr facial n»uscl«>3

while Oiinally undergoiiij^aileprivation of iHM've-foren.

Indeed, it is freely admitted by the avithorities, that

while, in somn cases of fa"i.il p.iralysis, " scrarcely any
distortion is j)resent," and the actual «-(jndition of

the muscles is necessarily obscure and niisleudin;,', in

other cases "tonic rij^idity" is sometimes jnesent
(Dr. Hamnumd, ib., pj). 77, 7H). In the facial incom
I)etencv duo to cerebml nuMiiiiKitis, we may have
'• panilysis or spasms " (il>., p. '2'M). Tluit is, as I have
elsewhere stated, in mild forms of paralysis, tiie nerve,

while no longer subservient to the will, has still

power enough remaining to inhibit the contractile

J) )Wer of the musde and t) prevent it from passing
into a state of spasm. The condition of si)asm and
rigidity attends the graver forms of paralysis, in

which the restraining influence of the nerve is wholly
arrested. Again, in the general paralysis of sui)-

purative encei)halitis (which surely gives extensive

.scope for paralysis, from the pressure of ettiised

serum and pus), " one side of the face is jjermancMitly

contracted" (ib., p. '24I|). That in less severe forms
of paralysis of the portia dura, the facial muscles are

also contracted, though o1)scni-ely so, owing to the
slighter contraction producing less i)rominently
marked distortion, is a natural and legitimate con-
clusion from the foregoing facts, the correctness of

which is fully proved by an examination of the indi-

vidual muscles.
Of these muscles the orbicularis oris is the chief.

This muscle occupies a peculiar position, as com-
pared with muscles generally. Its attachments are

chiefly to other muscles, and its lateml halves, con-
sidered separately, may bo said to ba attached to

each other. It is elliptical in form, and it ai)ijears

to the writer that the l)ehavior to be expected of it,

and the symjjtoms which follow when one lateral

half is deprived of motor-nerve influence, are quite
consistent with the idea that this lateral half has un-
dergone a degree of contraction, subject to the re-

straints of the much less powerful muscles which
influence it.

Thus, the " paralyzed " lateral half, by condensa-
tion of its tissue, draws itself toward the median

. line as its qiajsi point of attachment. As a conse-
quence, under the peculiar conditions, the resistance
which, in its normal state, it offers to the other or
healthy, half of the ellii)se, may be regarded as less-

ened, giving to the median line a tendency, if not
actually pushing it, toward the sound side of the
face —a deviation which is also aided by the tonicity

of the zygomatici and risorius of the healthy side,

and by their contraction when movements of the face

are voluntarily attempted, at which time the disten-
tion becomes especially apparent.
The comjjlete shrinkage of the " jiaralyzed " half

of the orbicularis upon itself is hindered by the simi-

lar contractile tendency of the risorius, zygomatici,
and depressor anguli oris. But some of these are
very weak muscles, and are only indirect opponents,
so that, in spite of such resistance as they offer, the
more powerful orbicularis effects a condensation of
its ti.ssue in the direction of its qxasi attachment,
the healthy half of the muscle. Notwithstanding
this shrinking upon itself, on the part of the con-
tracting lateral half of the orbicularis muscle, the
chasm between the lips of the same side is onlv im-

perfectly cloned, bocauHe the levator and depressor
labii and tlepressor anguli oris are pulling at oppo-
site j>arts of the muscular halfellipse, preventing

its full condensation ami closure. As a eonseipience,

fluids, as well as the lireath and sjiliva, jtass out here,

giving a <'oloring to the jiopular idi-a that this ])or-

tion of the muscle is relaxed. This view of the case

fully accounts for the sym]>toms present, including

the loss of the expression and the immobility of tiu-

I

features on thr side of the ]>aralyzed nerve.

t But it is said that the buccinator muscle gives evi-

I
dence of being paralyzed aixl relaxed, i)y permitting
the fla]>])ing of tin' cliet^k during expiration. It is

! possible that this symptom may occur during mod-
erate tension of the cheek, as well as during relaxa-

tion ; and that it may bo explained as a merely me-
chanical movement of the unsupported cheek. I)r.s.

Todd and Bowman refer to it as occurring in the

l^rogress of jjrotracted cases, where there is " great

wasting of the muscles," in which the buccinator

"becomes reduced to a mere inert membrane"
("Path. Anat.," p. -47!)), in which ca.se, of course, the

contractile jjower of the muscle (wiiich is dei)endcnt
upon its healthy nutrition) sutlers greatly. This
liuffing of the cheek occurs, however, in more recent

cases of i)aralysis, where time has not been att'orded

for loss of tis-iue, and even in cnsest w/nre tli'^re. is no
evidence o/fni-inl panilj/sis n/ nil. lam positively as-

sured by several moLlical gentlemen, who claim to

have witnessed it, and who would not hesitate to

certify to the fact, that they have repeatedly seen this

flajipiug of the cheek during the sleep or stujjor of

drankenness, in subjects which at no time gave any
evidence of paralysis. Some of Dr. J. W. Bennett's

cases ("Clinical Lectiires"; furnish strong inferen-

tial evidence, at least, in favor of this statement.

This symjjtom is so often mentioned by him as to

justify the conclusion that it has not been omitted
whenever i)resent, and the cases are evidently re-

ported with much care. The omission of any men-
tion of it, notably in the 17th, 22d, and 27th cases,

is, therefore, to be regarded as evidence that flapjjing

of the cheek was not present, though the facial

paralysis (frjm ai)02jlexy) and the distortion of the

mouth were well marked. In cases so obriously se-

vere, the buccinator could hardly escape implication

in the same paralytic process as the other facial mus-
cles ; and if the tlaijjjiug de^jends upon i)aralysis

and relaxation of this muscle, why is there no evi-

dence of flapping here ? Besides, it has not been
shown that in the cheek, adherent as it is around its

circumference, ])ut free and unsupported in its cen-

tral area, this flapi)ing may not occiir while its state

is one of moderate tension. Indeed, no proof has
been offered that the cheek or the buccinator is

paralyzed and flaccid at all. It has been nsmnned
to be so, merely as a mode of explaining the symp-
tom, and that is all. A substantial reason why t)ie

buccinator muscle is not jDaralyzed in ordinary fa-

cial paralysis is to be found in the fact that it de-

rives motor influence not only from the facial nerve,

but also from the inferior maxillary, which supplies

the masseter and other muscles of mastication, so
that when the latt<^r escape, as they usTially do, the
integrity of the buccinator is also jjretty well assured.

It is also alleged, by all the writers on facial paraly-

sis, that the buccinator muscle is relaxed in this dis-

ease because the fjod accumulates between the jaws
and the cheek. Dr. Hammond, who himself adopts
this view of the ca.se, himishes an involuntary illus-

tration of how little dependence is to be jjlaced on
authoritative expositions, and how readily what are
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quoted in text-books as jjroofs of the existence of

certain conditions cn\n be moditied, or reverscul, by
" the great masters " of pathology, when it becomes
necessary to reconcile facts with the theory predomi-
nant in their minds.
The buccinator is under the motor control of the

facial nerve, and conseipiently, in glosso-labio-laryn-

geal i)aral3'sis, this muscle is not "paralyzed." Nev-
ertheless, here also the food accumulates between
the jaws and cheek just as it does in facial nerve pa-
ralysis. Dr. Hammond, while admitting tliis fact,

says :
" This is not due to any paralysis of the buc-

cinator muscle, but to the want of jiower of the

tongue to move the alimentary bolus around the cav-

ity of the mouth " (ib., p. 679).

The point here is that the food may accumulate
in the cavity of the cheek when the buccinator is

acting normally and is not paralyzed ; consequently
the alleged proof that the buccinator is paralyzed is

no proof at all, and is merely an erroneous inference

from " a scientific use of the imagination." If the

reader (whose facial nerve is acting normally) will di-

rect his attention to what occurs during mastication
of his food, he will find that it passes freely into the
space between the cheek and the jaws, but fails to

remain there, owing to its very freedom while there,

and to the free action of the cheek and lower jaw
during the process. He will also tind that the por-

tion of food referred to is not ordinarily removed
from the cheek by the action of the tongue, which
does this only exceptionally, and when specially di-

rected to it by an act of volition.

A little consideration will show that it would be
impossible for the mucous membrane of the cheek
to be so jjressed against the alveoli as to exclude the

food from passing between them during mastication
;

that such close adhesion would result in its being
frequently bitten, and would besides materially in-

terfere with the necessary movements of the cheek
and lower jaw. That the food is retained between the

cheek and the alveoli, in paralysis of the facial nerve,

is undoubtedly true ; but the facts, duly considered,

show that this retention is due, not to a more than nor-

mal relaxation of the buccinator, but to the degi'ee

of undue contraction upon which its fibres have
entered, on their nervous restraint being withdrawn

;

a contraction which does not prevent the food from
passing between the cheek and the alveoli, but suf-

fices, by the pressure it occasions, to, retain it there

until mechanically removed by the tongue or finger.

I cannot refrain from referring here, in the briefest

manner, to the case reported by Drs. Beard and
llockwell, in their large work, in which, probably
owing to the addition of the biiccinator to the other

antagonists of the orbiculai-is oris, the latter was
overbalanced, and the mouth drawn toward the side

of the paralyzed nerve, the muscles of which were
notably contracted, and recognized as being so. Dr.
Moritz Mej'er, in his "Electricity in Prae. Med.,"
details several cases of peripheral facial paralysis,

in which, amid "complete paralysis of one side of

the face," the muscles displayed marked contractions.

In Case 89, invoh-ing the left side of the face and
the left nasal T\ang, the left levator was so rigid that

it "could be felt from the inside like a tendinous
cord." In the subsequent cases, the terms " stiff-

ness," " rigidity," " spasms," and " contractions" are

of frequent occurrence, as applied to the " paralyzed
"

facial muscles, of which the levators, depressors, and
zygomatici were in one or other of these cases af-

fected. These were examples of peripheral paraly-

sis, chiefly due to cold and exposure, in which the

muscles were promptly set free, owing to paralysis

of their intramusmilar motor-nerve endings; and
heni-e the marked character of the contractions.

What have we to say about the obicularis jjalpe-

brarum remaining obstinately open in i)a]alysiH of

the facial nerve, which furnishes motor control to

this muscle ? Why docs it not assert its "inherent
contractile power" and close the eyelid when its mo-
tor nervous restraint is thus withdrawn ? In other

words, if in the ordinary act of muscular contraction,

there is a release of the muscle from nervous iiiliibi-

tion, by an act of the will, here, when this restraint

is at an end, why does the muscle not avail itself of

its involuntary freedom ?

The orbicularis i)alpebrarum consists of two parts :

the large muscular ring which underlies the eyebrow
and extends downward upon the cheeks, and a

more delicate and much smaller portion which covers

the eyelids. The contractile power of the larger

mviscular ring finds an antagonist in the frontalis

muscle, to which motor restraint is also sui)iilied by
the facial nerve. Hence, when the entire muscle is

brought into action, the frontalis must yield, since

not only the integument of the cheek, but of the

forehead and temple, yields to its influence (Grey's
" Anat.," p. 243). Paralysis of the facial nerve im-
plies the setting free of the contractile power of its

rival, the frontalis, anti the pitting of this contractile

power against that of the upper half of the ring of

the orbicularis (its more active portion) prevents the

descent of the eyebrow and the closure of this portion

of the orbiciilaris.

It is only in forcible closure of the eyelids, how-
ever, that this portion of the muscle comes into play.

The ordinary act of closure of the lid, as in volun-

tary and involuntary " winking, " is performed solely

by thin fibres stretched across the eyelids. These
are in jjart composed of musciilar tissue, and are

under the control also of the sympathetic (Grey's
" Anat ," pp. 547, 625 ; Soelberg Wells, " Dis. Eye," p.

712). These symiaathetic branches derive their motor
jjower from the third pair (motor oculi), through the

ciliary ganglion ; and until the restraint which they
exercise over the palpebral portion of the muscle is

I^aralyzed, or nominally inhibited, this portion of

the muscle is not fi'ee to contract, and consequently

the eyelid remains open, notwithstanding the exist-

ing paralysis of the facial nerve, which, so far as it

is concerned, has set the mu.scle fi'ee.

The significance of the view of the case just pre-

sented is materially heightened by facts bearing on
the action of the eyelids in other diseased states.

Tlnis, according to Dr. W. A. Hammond, while in

jjaralysis of the facial nerve the eyelid remains wide

open, in the paralytic stage of suppurative encepha-
litis the lid is "spasmodically closed" (ib., p. 249).

That this closure is not due to the irritation of light

is shown by the evidence of paralysis of the third

nerve, as seen in the accomi^anying strabismus,

double x-ision, etc. Now, the theory of the day
teaches, and its adherents of course vigorously main-
tain, that it is iJte muscles which are paralyzed in the

various forms of hemiijlegia ; and in ijaralysis of the

facial nerve, that the mt/scles of the imi)licated side

of the face are paralyzed, relaxed, and unaljle to

contract, or even to maintain theii* ordinary "tone."
Thus, in paralysis of the facial nerve, the orbicularis

miiscle of the eyelid remains open (it is said) be-

cause it is paralyzed ; and, in suppurative encepha-
litis, in which the facial nerve is also paralyzed in

the case we are considering, the orbicularis of the

eye is necessarily paralyzed also, although here it is
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closed. Tho doctrine tnnght amonntfl to this : that

in Itotli tlu'se i>iinilytif .stutcs it i.s tin- nmsi/r which is

parnly/oil, with the rosiilt thut in oni» case it reuiaius

pi>isistently open, and in tho other it is as obstinate-

ly r/fj.svr/.'

The thoory I am endoavorinfj; to a<lv()cate loads to

no such dih'iuina. As alrtMuly stated, in siinph^ fa-

cial paralysis tho eyelid remains ojumi, liecaiise its

muscle althouf^h freed from tlie restraint of the fa-

cial nerve, is still snhject to tlie control of the sym-
pathetic branches whidi pass into it. in the severer

|

paralysis c)f suppnrative enc«q)halitis, tlie eyelid is
j

closed, becanso botli tlio facial and sympathetic
^

nerves are paralyzed, and the contractile ]H)\ver of
j

the muscle is wholly set free and e.xerts itself ac-

cordingly.

The proofs have already been given that both the

facial nerve and the third nerve, which su])i)lies mo-
tor power to these svmpatlietic nerves, are iKindyzed

(Dr. Hammond, " Dis. Nerv. Syst.," jip. 21.S 24!)).

The hftli, eij.(hth, and ninth nerves are also usually

involved in the same ])aralytie process (il).). There
is, therefore, of necessity an absence of nervt)us ac-

tion as regards the "spasmodically closed" eyelid

—

a condition eminently in accord with our theory

and with the propositions of Dr. luidclitl'e, before

quoted. But there is also here a condition diamet-

rically opposed to the theory of the day, which de-

mauds "a preternatural stimulus" (Dr. Periera)

from these paralyzed nerves, as essential to the mus-
cular contraction which closes the eyelid.

The "twitchiugs of the nmscle.s," "startings of

the tendons," and "tremors" of the limbs, which
are among the ordinary symptoms of this and other

paralyzing diseases, are further evidence, not of " a

failure of muscular power," but of the momentary
exercise of that power, owing to the tem])orary fail-

ure of nervous restraint over the muscles—the pro^j-

erty of contractility in which is comparatively inde-

pendent of ordinary vital changes, and survives even

the general death of the organism, disi)laying a little

later, in rigor mortis, after the complete cessation of

intramuscular nerve force, " the most steady and
persistent contraction which muscle can possibly ex-

hibit" (Dr. F. Anstie, "8tim. and Nar.," p. 70).

A few words now as to the behavior of the tongue
in states of paralysis of the ninth nerve, in which,

on its attempted protrusion, it turns toward the

side on which the nerve is paralyzed. The tongue
is protruded by the action of the genio-hyo-glossal

muscles, of which there are two, almost in juxtapo-

sition, and are inserted longitudinally on eitlier side

of the median line along the base of the tongue. As
usual, it is said that one of these muscl'^n is paralyzed,

and fails to ijusli forward its side of the tongue, the
lagsring behind of which causes the deviation re-

ferred to.

The tongue is a compact organ composed of fibrous

tissue and transverse and longitudinal muscular tis-

sue. Its structure is therefore toleral)lY dense ; and,

from the closeness of the insertion of the two genio-

hyo-glossal muscles along the whole length of the

m-jdian line at its base, the action of either of these

muscles might fairly be expected to piish/oricard (he

entire organ, prodded i/a ^'pdndjizi'd" side irere en-

tire!// p(i-;sive. How true this is will aj^pear from the
foUoft-ing quotation from Dr. Carpenter, who says:
" An instance has been communicated to the author
by Dr. W. Budd, in which the hypoglossal nerve was
completely divided on one side ; and yet the tip of

the tongue, when the patient was desired to jjut it

out, was sometimes directed fi-om and sometimes

toward the palsied side, showing that tlie muscles of
either hidf ure suj^iiimt to ;/ire an;/ n-ijnired direction

to the whole" (" lluin. I'hys.," note, p. ()".>3).

The ctirve of tluf tongue on its attempted protru-

sion, is, then, not a proof tiiat tho corn-sponding

muscle is i>:iraly/.ed and })assive, since such passivity

wouhl not ne»-essarily prevcMit tlu^ protrusion of the

organ in tht' usual way. Supi)o.se that, as in the case

of the other muscles mentioned, the muscle of the

paralyzed nerve enters on a degree of contraction.

Tlie contraction of the interior portion of tin; genio-

hyo-glossus ( which ri-trint.-i the tongue), though unable

to prevent the main portiim of the muscle from pro-

truding it, will y«'t materially retard tljis acti(;n, giv-

ing rise to the deviation under considerati )n.

That there is a strong justification for the exphina-

tion just given, will ap]iear, not only l>y its jjrecisely

aticounting for the situation, but also, from the fact

stated by I'rof. Kuss, that when the hyj)oglossal or

motor nerve of the tongue is cut in a dog, the tongue
"hangs out b(;tween his teeth," and tlie animal is

unable to withdraw it within the mouth (" Lectures,"

Duval, Amory, j). 40.) Here is evident muscular
contraction following directly upon section of a motor
ner\'e, on which the champions of the theory of the

day will no doubt feel called ujion to refiect.

If the (piestion be asked, why the contraction pres-

ent in the niu.scles of the face, tongue, and (esopha-

gus, during paralysis of their nerves, does not also

occur with similar promptitude in the muscles of the

extremities under similar conditions, the answer is

probably to be sought in the fact that the nerve-

trunks of the face, etc., are shorter, permitting a

paralyzing wave more promptly to reach the terminal

nerve-plates and nuclear reservoirs within the mus-
cles, setting the latter free, than in the longer ner\'e-

prolougations which pass to the muscles of the more
distant extremities.

In the general view of the case here presented, the

treatment of nervous paralysis, whether attended by
simple motor incompetency without spasm, or when
accompanied by muscular contractions or rigidity,

would be properly directed to a restoration of nei-ve-

force, as the natural antagonist to muscular contrac-

tile power. Remedial measures which reinvigorate

the nervous system, temi^orarily or permanently,
have proved the most effectual in the cure of tremor,

spasm, or tetanic rigidity of muscle. So tnxe is this,

that Dr. Hammtmil attributes the palm to " stimii-

lants " in the treatment of tetanus (ib., p. 541) ; and
dilute alcohol is rapidly coming to the front in

the spasms and contortions of strychnia poisoning
(Amer. Junr. of Med. Sciences, Oct., 1879, p. 587).

Such facts speak volumes for the theory here advo-
cated, and are of course inimical in an equal degi'ee

to the theoiy of the day, as has elsewhere been more
than once pointed out.

From the foregoing, it ajjpears to the writer that

the thesis with which we set oat has been maintained ;

the theory put forward of the relations of nen-e and
muscle has been vindicated ; and the striking syn.p-

toms of facial paralysis explained and accounted for

on this theory, in full accord with the facts and the
anatomo-physiological conditions present. It has
ahso been pointed out wherein the theoiy now pre-

dominant fails to accord with, or to explain these
conditions. All of which is submitted to the candid
judgment of the reader.

In conclusion, may I be permitted to add, that I

am well aware how utterly futile it would be, either

for myself or others, to ignore the great principle

that the interests of truth are paramount, and shoidd
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never be compromised for the sake of supportiiifTf a

theory, however favorite a one it may he. If my
critics deem me culjiahle in this resi)Oct, I assure

them that I am not intentionally so ; and whatever

my defects, in this resi)ect, imvi I vol hnjic. to profit hij

their example of fairness and love of truth '?

SYPHILITIC DEGENERATION OF AR-
TERIES

As A Cause of Aneurism, with a Report op Two
Cases.*

By NORMAN L. SNOW, A.M., M.D.,
ALBANY, N. Y.

These specimens are presented with the view of show-

ing the deleterious eifects of the si^ecific disease
" syphilis " on the arterial system in its last stage.

It is acknowledged that syphilis is one of the most
predisposing causes of aneurismal dilatation of the

arterial vessels. The length of time, however, that the

disease will remain dormant before effecting any de-

generative change in the vessels is variable ; also the

period to which life may be prolonged after the forma-

tion of an aneurism, by nature strengthening the dis-

eased artery—by throwing up new' tissue or by filling

the sacculated portions with fibrin or coagulum—can-

not be definitely given. The important feature of the

two following cases is the difference of time from the

reception of the disease to death. In the first case

it will be seen that death resulted within two years

after the contraction of the disease, while in the latter

sixteen years had elapsed.

Case I.—Miss Nellie B , vet. 22, of medium
size and good proijortion, called at my office on
March 5 (18S0). She was at the time vei\y weak, and
appeared somewhat debilitated from the eifects of

the ditficultv for which she sought advice. On ques-

tioning her she responded, giving the following his-

tory. Three years previous she had contracted syjjhi-

Us, which was recognized as such by the appearance
of a chancre. A few months later she gave evidence
of having the secondary stage, which was manifested
by the characteristic eruiition, and a difficulty with
the throat. The disease was seemingly controlled,

and she began to improve, and enjoyed moderately
good health, until about the first of January last,

when she experienced some pain in the precordial

region. This pain gradually increased in severity

and duration, coming on in paroxysms, and lier gen-

eral health by degrees became reduced. The pain

was so severe at times, when she exerted herself

either in walking or otherwise, that she was compel-
led to support herself from falling. She described

the pain during a paroxysm as being agonizing and
lancinating ; together with suppressed breathing, or,

probably better described as if the chest-walls were
constricted. She at times, during the interval be-

tween January 1st and March, felt moderately well,

and at other times was comi^elled to take to her bed
for a few hours or more. Such was her condition,

which she described as varying from no particular

uneasiness to extreme paroxysmal pains.

No evidence of previously existing disease was
perceptible on the surface of her body or in the fau-

ces. On i)ercussion and auscultation, the lungs were
found to be in good condition. In the precordial

region, however, I detected a faint, or rather almost

impercei)tible bruit at the base of the heart. A few

* Read before the Albany County Medical Society.

days later, the 8th inst., on examining a specimen of

her urine, I found albumen, altliough no casts were
detected. She did not call again until the 11th inst.

Her conditicm was about th(^ same, but her urine

showed some improvement witli her kidneys. I at-

tended her at different times until the 2()th, when I

was summoned to see her in haste. I found her suf-

fering with intense pain in the region of the heart,

which extended to her l<>ft shoulder and arm. The
pain was intensified during the paroxysms, which
were of varying duration, and recurring at longer

or shorter intervals. While laboring in one of these

paroxysms, her body became livid, her face bore an
expression of extreme anguish and fear, the pulse

full and varying from eighty-five to one hundred, co-

pious diaphoresis was notable, and respiration was
greatly impeded and very irregi;lar. The lieart's

im])ulse was almost imperceptible, and the jmlsation

of the right radial art(>ry could be only slightly felt,

while in the left it was entirely lost. On recovering

from one of these paroxysms, she would sink into a

state of complete exhaustion, the pulse Avonld be-

come rapid, respiration slow, shallow, and irregular,

and diaplioresis markedly increased. She restricted

her breathing somewhat, evidently apprehending
that the pain would be intensified if a full movement
of the chest was established. Any exciting cause,

such as the barking of a dog, the unexpected move-
ment of a door or window-V)lind, or any exertion, as

in turning or getting out of her bed, would tend to

bring on a paroxysm. To avoid any exertion, she

remained perfectly quiet in one position, usually on
her back. Pressure applied to the precordial re-

gion seemed to relieve her of pain very considerably.

Her general health during the interval between the

20th of March and the 4th of April became very

much reduced. Her urine was very scanty and high-

colored, giving evidence of kidney difficulty. She
experienced great thirst, and would drink any fluid

given her. The remedies employed were anaesthet-

ics, anodynes, and tonics, but these were only pallia-

tive in effect, if effectual at all, as they were, owing to

a sensitive condition of the stomach, immediately
rejected. Her condition remained about the same,
and she continued to present the distinctive paroxys-

mal features each day until the 3d inst., when she

stated that the pain was more especially beneath the

sternum. This was excited by deglutition, and
caused, as she described, a feeling of oppression in

the oesophagus, and it was only with extreme care

that she was enabled to receive any fluid into the

stomach. Toward evening she appeared very much
! weakened, and remained in a fixed position on her

[

back, until about five o'clock on the following mom-
j

ing, when she arose from her bed and crossed the
. room for some jjurpose and then returned. She re-

! quested a drink of water, which was given her, and
in a few minutes later died.

Pos^t-mortem.—Stomach normal in ajjpearance, with
the exception of a slight congestion of the mucous
membrane in the gi-eater curvature. Liver very large,

with ro^^nded edges; ecchymotic sjiots were ])resent;

very firm to touch and amyloid in character. Kidneys

:

left capsule adherent, irregular in shajie, with slight

depressions on surface ; length 5 inches, width 2

inches, thickness 2 inches ; very mtich congested,
firm, and hard ; cortical portion very thin ; medullary
portion very di.stinct ; right : this was the same as

the left in every respect, save that it was granular.

Sjileen normal. Ovaries enlarged and considerably
congested. Omentum normal in iiroportion and ap-

parently in a healthy condition. Bladder firmly con-
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traotevl and in good condition. Uterus considfraldy

conj^t'stod ; tho ronml liKiUiiont and ovarv on Ifft sido

w»'iv finnh' bound down to tlu* posterior .surfiu-i^ of tlio

utonis ; two small cvsts weiv found on jiostnior Hur-

faco of fnnilns. IjUUf^s : tin* .snlistuni-c of tiicli was
ai)i)an'ntl,v in a ht'altli\ rondition ; a ft-w adhesions of

plfuia, no oll'nsion. Heart notalilv larger than nor-

mal ; the pericanliunj very much tliiekent'd and eon-

gested ; no etVusion in jiericardial sac ; the surface

of the heart ))resented a few occhyniotic Hjxits at its

apex, with a fatty deposit at theliase ; the sulistance

was soft, inliltrated with a fatty element, very tlal)l>y,

and of a pale tawny structure ; the walls of the left

ventricle were thii-kenod, while the reverse was the

case with the ri^;;ht ; the endocardium was somewhat
hyi>ortrophied, and the larger portion of it was of a

pale ci)lor and llahhy, while immediately beneath the

semilunar valves it was of a yellowish white color

and presented numerous atheromatous patches of

recent orii^nn ; the semilunar valves were thicker

than normal, and about the corpora arantii wei'e

fountl lirm points or spots ; a firm clot was found
iu both ventricles, the one in the right extended into

the i)ulmonary artery, and the one in the left into the

aorta. Aorta : this artery was dilated from its union
with the lett ventricle to the descending jjortion,

thus involving the entire arch ; it was fully twice as

large as normal in diameter, and of vari».>d thickness
;

at its junction with the left ventricle it formed a t-ou-

strictod ring, which produced a sac at the beginning
of the arch ; a ring of a similar description was
also formed at its union with the descending por-

tion ; the arch, which formed the sac, was composed
of coats of varied thicknesses ; atheromatous jjatches

were perceived iu the inner surface of the arch,

which was more or less nodulated ; the coronary
arteries were also dilated and their coats thickened
and hard, so that they formed ridges over the surface

of the heart.

The most striking feature of the changes in the
aorta was the complete occlusion of the left siib-

clavian artery by a small portion of the degenerative
tissue which was firmly grafted to the inner coat. It

can be readily seen why jJulsation of the left radial

arterj- could not be felt.

C.\SE n.—I was called to see Mr. K. W , set.

39, of medium size, on the 2Sth of August, 1878. I
found the patient, who appeared very much reduced,
lying on an old dilapidated bed in a small, dark,
tilthy, and ill-ventilated room. He lay in a bending
posture, with his legs flexed upon his body, as if en-
deavoring to alleviate the pain in liis abdomen,
which he described as excruciating and agonizing.

I endeavored to get the history of his case, but owing
to some impainnent of his mind which evidently re-

sulted from his low physical condition, failed to gather
from him anything of importance regarding his con-
dition in general. The jiarties who were iu attend-
ance, however, furnished me with the following
history. They stated that a few months previous, he,

while in company with some men in a boat on the
river, was thrown overboard, evidently for their own
amusement, and was considerably chilled. The fol-

lowing morning he complained of pain and some
soreness in the lower light portion of his abdomen.
In a few days this portion commenced swelling, to-

gether with increased pain, and gradually assumed
its present jiroportion. For a number of weeks he
was only able to move about on crutches, and in
consequence of the severe jjain was tinally compelled
to take to his bed. It was questionable whether his
trouble was the sequel of the strain and cold he re-

ceived at the time of his river experience or not, as

there was no evidence that would elicit any informa-
tion. He hid been very much reduced by riotous

living and hml sutl'ered in many ways from exj)osure.

On making an examination, a large tumor was
found wiiicii occnpie<l a jjosition to the right of the
medial line, the up])er portion of which involved the
lower i)art of the right hypochon<lrium and the whole
of the right iliac region. 'J"he mass extended down
the thigh beneath foujiart's ligament, as was seen
by the somewhat ci»nstri(t(Hl aj)pearance of the tu-

mor at the ligament. The walls of the abdomen
were swollen and elevated, but not iiarticnlarly

prominc^nt in any one i)ortion, as is characteristic of

ditferent tumors. The skin was ten.se and presented
a mottled appearance, and on ))lacing my hand on the
mass, it was found hard and resisting. The circula-

tion was impeded by the ]u-essure of the mass upon
the veins, conseipiently there was great u'dema of

the thigh, leg, and foot. No movement or pulsation

could be received from the tumor. Suliseijuently I

learned, on (()mi)leting the examination, that he con-
tracted sy]>liilis wliile in the army during the Rebel-
lion, and tiiat li<' had com})lained at varioTis times of

a stiffness, jiain, and swelling in the region men-
tioned. He gave very little evidence of any consti-

tutional disturbance, and his only complaint at this

time was the severe pain, which he located immedi-
ately below Poujiart's ligament and to the inner side

of the thigh.

He was given anodynes, and warm fomenting
dressings were ai>plie(l, but he did not obtain any
relief. He was admitted to the Albany City Hosjii-

tal Sei>tember 10, 1878. Dr. John Swinburne visit-

ed him in consultation with me, and he regarded
the swelling as external to the i)elvis or peritoneal
cavity. He expre.ssed his opinion that supi)nration
would take ]dace below Pouj)art"s ligament, from the
appearance of the tumor, and advised that warm ap-
plications with oiled silk i-overing be extended well
down on the thigh, to aid, if possilde, an opening in

this vicinity. This treatment was continued for a
number of weeks, but no decided benefit was no-
ticed. On the 18th of October the ])atient's symp-
toms gave evidence of an unfavorable termination.
Drs. Albert Van Derveer and Samuel B. Ward saw him
in consultation with me, and the prominent symi)toms
presented were as follows : he lay in a semicomatose
condition, unable to assume a sitting posture or turn
to either side in l^ed ; responded incoherently to ques-
tions ; sensibility gi-eatly im])aired in lower right ex-

tremity ; obstinate constijiation, pallor, and general
emaciation, with atrophy of the muscles. This last

condition effected a marked prominence to the tu-

mor, which enabled us to see the exact extent of the
growth. It a])i)eared to involve nearly the whole of
the pelvic cavity and the right half of the abdomen.
There were no indications of the tumor opening ex-

ternally, and fearing that it might rupture into the
abdominal cavity, we decided to aspirate, knowing
that he would die unless relieved. On the following
day, in presence of Drs. Albert Van Derveer and S.

H. Russell (resident surgeon), I introduced a small
exploring- needle into the most prominent portion,

and gradually pressed it well into the body of the
tumor, a distance of three inches. The appearance
of the fluid and the peculiarity of the flow convinced
us in a very few seconds that it was best to withdraw
the instniment. The needle had entered an " aneu-
rism." Xo harm resulted ajiparently from the oper-
ation, as there was no decided change during the
following month. His temperatui-e continued vaiy-
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ing from 99' to 100\ and his pulse, from 100 to 120.

His bowels rpiiiained i-onstipated, and liis ritj,lifc leg

became more and more edematous from day to day,

and his strangth very much reduced ; and tinally, on
the 9th of December, death relieved him of his suf-

fering.

Fosf-inorlfU:—Examination was made thirty-six

hours after d(>ath. Body extremely emaciated ; rig-

or mortis well marked. I will not give in detail the

condition of the different organs, as they were about
normal, save kidneys, which were granular, wuth ad-

herent cajisules, and enlarged pelves, and liver en-

larged and amyloid in character.

On making an incision over the body of the tix-

mor the abdominal walls were foiind to be very thin,

and firndy adhered to the growth. Dissecting the

abdominal walls from the tumor, we found a small

portion of the intestines lying u])on the upper third

of the mass, while the free portions were crowded
into the epigastric region, dis|)lacing the stomach to

the left. The right external iliac artery jjassed over

the tumor, and was partially imbedded in it, and
changed from its normal course downward. Owing
to the immensity of the aneurism, and wishing to

procure it without injury, we removed the entire

mass by dividing the spine between the tenth and
eleventh dorsal vertebrte, the pelvis at the symphy-
sis pubis, and the left sacro-iliac synchrondrosis and
the femur about six inches below the gi'eater tro-

chanter. The entire mass was then aiTanged so as

to enable us to get the proportions of the aneurism
and to study more exactly the character of the tu-

mor. The proportions of the tumor I present you
are as follows : length, 10 inches ; diameter above
Poupart's ligament, 7 inches, beneath the ligament,

3|- inches, below the ligament, 4+ inches. The an-

eurismal sac extended from the upper edge of the

last dorsal vertebra to four inches below Poupart's

ligament.

The coats of the internal iliac artery had evidently

given away by the pressure near its origin, and as it

increased in size buiTOwed its way beneath Pou-
part's ligament down on the thigh. The pouches
wdiich are found in different places are filled with

filn-in and coagulated blood, and wall after wall of con-

nective tissue has been thrown up ; thus each pouch
was prevented by the efforts of nature from ruptur-

ing until this large hardened mass was formed, pre-

senting more the appeai'ance of a solid growth than

an aneui'ism.

In the etiology of disease probably no one cause

commands a greater area for consideration than

syphilis. The changes it effects on the human sys-

tem present many veiy interesting features, one of

which I here disclose in reviewing the foregoing

cases. I do not intend, however, to discuss the con-

stitutional peculiarities of syphilis further than its

effects on the arterial system, as it does not api)ro-

priately become a part of the subject now before

you. The arterial lesions of syphilis have been of

late the object of much study and investigation
;
yet,

the remarks which have appeared in print are some-

what brief and inexplicit, which leads one to infer

that those who are interested in the subject question

whether aneurisms are the result of this disease or

not. Tlie evidences clinically collected, however,

furnish sufficient proof of the peculiar effects of

syphilis. One author remarks: "Those arteries

which are most prone to atheromatous and earthy

degeneration are those which are most prone to

aneurismal dilatation." The diseased or atheroma-

tous condition of the artery by fatty degeneration

into oil particles arises from an internal cause. Syph-
ilis is evidently the most i)r('disposing cause of this

irretrievable condition of the artery. The middle
or muscular coat of the vessel is mainly the seat in

which the crystals of cholesterin and subsetpiently

calcareous degeneration occur. The tissues in which
these particles accumulate are gradually disinte-

grated with a deposition of a fatty or calcareous ele-

ment. They are also subject to gummy infiltrations

ditt'nsed between the coats of the artery for some
length, thus thickening the same or develojjing in a
distinct tumor. Cielatinous nodules may develop
from the middle coat, and by their presence ujjon

the internal coat decrease the calibre of the vessel.

The inner aspect of the artery j^resents slightly ele-

vated jJatches, yellowish and opaque, in the athero-

matous stage of degeneration. They are seemingly
covered with a thin niemV)ran(ms coat, which, as the
degeneration advances, ])artiidly or com2)letely gives

way or disappears entirely. In the calcareous stage

a destructive condition is effected as the artery be-

comes inelastic and brittle, and the patches assume
the character of bony plates, but these have little or

no osseous striicture. Tlie artery is disposed to

yield to the pulsating action of the arterial wave-
current, and develop into an aneurismal sac at the
portion of the artery which has undergone a de-
generative change, thus destroying its elasticity and
contractility. Such was the condition of the internal

iliac artery mentioned in the second case. Its entire

continuity was destroyed and at different jjortions

was develojjed into pouches, evidently owing to it

not being able to resist the current pressure. The
vessel may assume a calcareous character and re-

main rigid, and the particles of degenerated tissue

pfogi-essively develop in size and subsequently
oeclude the blood-current. This condition was
noticed in the left subclavian artery at its origin with
the aorta, in the first case reported. The mass or

patch was firmly adherent to the inner surface of the
vessels and jsresented somewhat the appearance of

a valve.

Aneui'isms terminate fatally, either by rupture of

the dilated portions, gangrene of the vessel, or con-
stitutional irritation. In the two cases reported,

death evidently resulti-d from the constitutional

effects of the diseased condition of the arteries.

The Boylston Prize.—The following are the ques-
tions proposed for 1881

:

1. The effects of drags during lactation, on either

nurse or nursling.

2. Injuries to the back without apj^arent mechani-
cal lesion, in their surgical and medico-legal aspects.

The author of a disseiiation considered worthy of

a prize, on either of the subjects proposed for 1881,

will be entitled to a premium of three hundred
dollars.

The questions projjosed for 1882 are :

1. Sewer-gas (the gas found in sewers) : What are

its physiological effects on animals and jilants ? An
exjjerimental inquiry.

The author of a dissertation upon the above sub-

ject considered worthy of a prize will be entitled

to a premium of three hundred dollars.

2. The therapeutic value of food, administered
against, or beyond, the patient's appetite or inclina-

tion.

The author of a dissertation on the above subject

considered worthy of a j)rize will be entitled to a
premium of two hundred dollars.
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OX 'niK i:ki,.\ti()\s of Diru'i'iiHuiA
AM) SCAKLKT FKN'KK.

Bbax) at a Quakteuly Mbetino of the Tki-States
Medical Association,

Held nl Pnrt ./rrris, N. ]'., July 14, 1880.

By J. H. THOMPSON, M.D.,
aoHIIKN, N. Y.

There ixro, nnoxooptionnbly perhaps, no two diseases

V»et\veen which there exists so intimate a relationship

as between the two wliieh constitute the subject of

discussion in the present instance. One soconi[)letely

glides into the otiier, that wo have tlie sinf,'ular i)he-

lionienon of two disorders, f^cneraily described as

distinctly separate, existing, apparently, in the same
person at the same time. While one is not likely to

err in his diagnosis when either disease ap])ears in

its clearly marked forms, yet it is ijuite often ditlicult

in individual cases to determine whether it be one
or the other in ipiestion. This observation is espe-

cially true in sporadic occurrences of attacks of these

maladies. Among all the symptoms, there is no sin-

gle one that would be comi)letely indicative and i)a-

thognonionic in the diagnosis at all times. To par-

ticularize, the following may be noted as marked
features of resemblance in a general way : Tlie two
diseases agree in their epidemic character, in the
degree and course of their pyrexia, and in their chief

points of attack, being the throat and skin. The
etiology of the two, likewise, stand upon a common
basis. Any one of the varied causes recognized as

productive of the scarlet-fever poison, applies with
equal force to diphtheria, and rice rersa. The se-

quehe of the two diseases are also similar : suppura-
tion of the lymphatic glands ; ulceration of the ears ;

arthritic affections, with or without cardiac complica-
tions ; kidney disease, manifested by albuminuria and
dropsy ;

general or local paralysis of the nervous sys-

tem, etc. Each and all of these consequences have
been met with after both diseases, yet the differences

between them are too imjiortant and too numerous
to permit of their effects being considered as diffei'-

ent manifestations of the same disease. First, it may
be asserted as capable of being maintained, in my
opinion, that diphtheria may arise directly from scar-

let fever, Init that the converse of this jiroposition

does not obtain. "When the characteristic features

of diphtheria occur coincident with the existence of

scarlet fever, in any particular case, during a scarla-

tinal epidemic, I am inclined to believe that the
former is to be viewed in the light of a complication,
rather than as a distinctive disease. The diphthe-
ritic invasion intercurrent with and aggravating an
existent scarlet fever attack, finds its \iTlnerable jjoint

of seizure in connection with already invaded i)arts,

namely, the organs of tho throat ; and when this hap-
pens, to wit, the formation of a well-marked exudative
membrane in the fauces, it maybe said, I think, with
all jiropriety, that the distinguishing feature of the
one disease is engrafted, as it were, ui^on the other
genei-al malady.

Another etiological phase of difference in the two
diseases is this : diphtheria is less energetically con-
tagious, and is more frequently associated v\-itli local

causes than scarlet fever. It is conceded that both
diseases, as to prodiiction and sj^read, have a close

connection with unsanitary suiToundings—such as
exhalations from fecal matter, sewage gas, and the
like pestilential agencies ; but it is generally admit-
ted, I believe, that dii^htheria is more essentially de-

pendent for its prevalence upon these morl)ific influ-

ences thiin sciirl.itiiia. Besides tiui marktnl ditler-

encc just mcnfioiuMl, it may be* uMirmed, I think,

without cavil, fhiit .scarlet fever is more unmistakaVdy
depend«Mit on tlu' personal conveyance of infection

for its spn-ul. Tlu'U, again, I am of tlieoj)inion that

seasonal inllucnces exert an unlike agency in reKi)ect

to tlie two diseases. The facts seem to justify tin-

statement that scarlet fever ])revails most in late au-

tumn and early winter, while dijditheria is less dejjen-

dent upon sea.son ; nor is it influenced by heat or

moisture or locality. Still another point of differ-

ence ])etween the two diseases is, that while scarlet

fever is rarely associated with other comi)hiints,

diphtheritic aff.'ctions are commonly met ^\ith in the

course of various pyrexial disorders.

The most typical feature of scarlet fever is per-

haps its accomi)anying rash. This is almost never
wanting or undistinguishable. In dijihtheria it is

often, if not generally, absent, is very variable as to

the time of its appearance, occunnng seldom at the

outset of the malady, and it may occur as late as the

third week. All)uminuria is often found within two
or three days after the commencement of diphtheria,

whilst in .scarlatina it seldom sets in until desquama-
tion of the kidneys has commenced. There is an ab-

sence of detinitencss about the duration of symjjtoms
in diphtheria whi('h marks it off from the regular

sequence of events of scarlet fever ; in the former,

exudation may form on the fauces for six weeks or

two months without much affection of the cervical

glands. The mode in which diphtheria localizes it-

self on the mucous membranes or broken surfaces

separates it from any other disease. Different ei^i-

demics differ widely in the point selected for attack
;

often the larynx and bronchi have been seized, as

well as the throat, in diphtheria ; but does scarlet

fever ever attack the laiynx? Furthermore, does
an attack of diphtheria confer any immunity from
subsequent seizures ? The susceptibility of the

throat, indeed, seems rather increased than dimin-
ished incident to diphtheria, while scarlatina seldom
reappears in the same individual.

"Without pursuing further an alternate contrasting

of the two seemingly related maladies we have at-

tempted to analyze, let us now consider briefly some
of the special and phenomenal characteristics of

diphtheria, which may tend heliifully toward settling

its individuality as regards any other form of allied

disease. Whether diphtheria is in the beginning a

systemic affection or becomes a constitutional dis-

ease after, and in consequence of, the local lesion, is

a question I shall not stop to discuss ; biit I do not
hesitate to declare it to be. in my judgment, due to a
contftf/ium rirmn, or living microscopical fungus, that
gets entrance into, and grows at the expense of, the an-

imal fluids. The nature of diphtheritic contagion, it

seems to me, has been microscopically demonstra-
ted—demonstrated as satisfactorily and conclusively
as it has been demonstrated that carbon and zinc,

when placed in contact with sulphuric acid, will

generate a force which in physics is called elec-

tricity.

This wonderful triumph of discovery of the true
causation and real pathology of diphtheria was the
outcome of the labors of Heuter and Oertel. They
simultaneously made the discovery that the diphthe-
ritic membranes, the subjacent diseased jjarts, and
even the blood of diphtheritic patients, contained in

great numbers vegetable organisms, so-called bacte-

ria, to which Oei-tel gave the name of micrococci.

The significance of vegetable jjarasites in diiihtheria
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.and diphtheritic contagion has been subsequently
and farther proved by numerous other distinguished
investigators. Microscopical examinations of the
exudative membrane of di])htherial i)atients have in-

variably disclosed nides of micrococci, and large col-

onies of these organisms, in niimeroiis instances,

have been discovered in the brain and other organs
of those who have died of diphtheria.

IndeiJendently of the argument incidentally intro-

duced, having relation to the etiology of diphtheria,
from an unbiased consideration of tlie facts and evi-

dences germane to the general question bearing
upon the differential diagnosis of the two diseases

which we have essayed to consider, it may be justly

concluded, I think, that, while they furnish many
points of resemblance, the features of unlikeness, as

to nature and symptoms, are too great to allow us to

rank them as identical.

|Jroc(rc53 of iHctiical Science.

Amputation of the Cer'\t:x Uteri.—A discussion

took place recently in the Soci.ete de Chirnrgie, Paris,

concerning the best instrument for this operation.

Most of those who took part in it favored the galvano-

cautery, on the ground that the thermo-cautery pro-

duced too much heat and smoke, while the knife was
dangerous on account of the hemorrhage it caused.
—Jour, de med. de Bordeaux.

Preventiox of Secondary Hemorrhage.—Dr. Pa-

rona, of Bologna, considers that the essential condi-

tion for the success of ligature or torsion of a blood-

vessel is the formation of a clot, and this he proposes
to effect more rapidly and certainly by the injection

of a few drops of hydrate of chloral into the lumen of

the artery. The usual ligature may be placed on
the vessel, or two ligatures may be used and the

chloral injected into the portion of the artery enclosed

batw'een them. He tried a variety of substances, but
found chloral superior to all others as a coagulating

agent, the resulting clot fitting much more closely

the calibre of the vessel, and not shrinking as does

that yielded by perchloride of iron. He performed
numerous experiments on dogs before venturing to

practise his method on the human subject ; he has

lately, however, tried it in two cases with excellent

results. Besides acting as a hiiemostatic, the chloral

acts also as a sedative, and thereby exerts a favorable

influence from the first on the progress of the case.

—

London Medical Record, April 15, 1880.

Polypi in the Frontal Sinus, unassociated w'itli

similar growths in the nasal fossae, are of great

rarity, while in conjunction with nasal polypi they

would appear to be not so extremely infrequent. Dr.

H. Knapp contributes the following interesting ease

of polypi and accumulation of jjus in the right fron-

tal sinus, with successful operation. Patient stated

that six years previously his right eye began to be
pushed down, forward, and outward. The protrusion

had gradually increased. A tumor was felt in the

upper inner corner of the eye four years ago, and
had since been growing slowly but steadily. When
he presented himself. Dr. Knajip found the eyeball

displaced forv\-ard, down aad outward, its motion re-

stricted up and inward. A round tumor, about the

size of a walnut, occupied the upper inner corner of

the orbit. Its centre felt soft, its periphery hard

and in some places bony. It was immovably con-

nected with the jieriosteum. The tumor throbbed
when jaressed upon, but it did not increase when the
imtient stooped. V. R. |'',, L. V!i', no dii)lopia. The
interior of the globe was normal. Aside from oc-

casional headache, there were no cerebral symptoms
present, nor was there any al)normity discoverable in

the nasal passages or the molar antrum. Dr. Knapp
diagnosed periosteal sarcoma with osseous sjjicula

and softened jiortions, a kind of tumor which he has
several times observed on the roof of the orbit in

young people, even in children. The patient was
operated on, February 9, 187<S. A curved incision ^yas

made below the orbital margin, from the middle of
the lid to the roof of the nose. On ciittiug deeper,
a large quantity of offensive pus was liberated from
a cavity which, when probed, proved to be the dilated
frontal sinus and the upper anterior ethmoid cells.

The thinned and defective bony orbital wall of the
cavity was then broken down with a chisel and strong
scissors, and fragments of bone were removed. On
further exploring the abscess-cavity with a probe and
the little finger, a considerable amount of soft tissue

was felt on its inner wall. It was extracted with a
pair of polypiis-forcei^s. This substance had all the
aijpearauces of mucous polypi, which diagnosis was
afterward confirmed by microscopic examination. A
part of the wound was left oj^en, a drainage-tube put
in, and the wound was covered with charpie. The jja-

tient made a good recovery. The con-ect diagnosis in

this case was almost an impossibility before the ojjera-

tion. Even after the defective bony shell of the tu-

mor was broken into, the doctor had no suspicion of

the presence of polypi, which were unexpectedly dis-

j

covered while investigating the extent of the abscess-
' cavity and the condition of its walls. The frontal
' sinus and the anterior ethmoid cells must have been
I
shut ott' from the nasal passages, since there was no

' discharge from the nose and no ozsena before or after

I the oijeration, and tl>e liquid injected into the abscess-

I
cavity never entered the nose. The recovery of the

' l^atient was certainly very gi'atifying. If a fistulous

opening had remained, or in case matter should col-
' lect again in the frontal sinus, the 2)i"oper treatment
! would be to re-establish the commiinication between
the sinus and the middle nasal passage, by breaking
through the ethmoid cells and inserting a seton or
tube for a sufficient length of time—several months
— as W. Bowman and others have done.

—

Archives

of Ophlhalmologi/, June, 1880.

Contkibutions to the Pathology of the Frontal
Sinuses.—Dr. H. Knapp reports the following inter-

esting case : The patient, a female, let. 30, had suf-

fered for two years from attacks of headache, which
lasted from several hours to a whole day. The pain
sometimes extended along the nose, though she had

i never shown any symptoms of nasal catarrh. This
pain became more intense, and was eventually local-

ized on the left side of her forehead and in the left

orbit. The outer half of the sui^ra-orbital margin was
red, swollen hard, and jjainful to the touch ; the eye
was moderately pushed forwai'd and inward ; the
pupil resiDonded to light ; vision was unimpaired,
and the ophthalmoscope discovered only a slight

venous congestion of the retina and some circum-

l^ai^illary oedema. Drs. Knapp and J. Lewis Smith
left the diagnosis undecided between dacryo-adenitis
and periorbitis, and ordered mercurial ointment to

be i-ubbed into the skin surrounding the brow. The
pain continued, the swelling increased, and two days
later the presence of a large abscess ijointing at the
juncture of the middle and outer thii'ds of the ui)i:>er
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lid, about a oontiiuotx'e ])elow the brow, was innni-

fpst. Tho nbsfess wan oppuoil and ii liir;,'!' (iiiantity

of LToamy pus lot out. Tin- i)rttii'iit felt ii'lii'vcil and
api>urfiitly rncovored rapidly. Six days afterward

.hIio f«'lt Morso afj.vin, conipl.tiiiinpf ])rincipally of

li(>adac'lio. Slio fjrcw \ory f»'ol>l(>, voiiiitod, ami lay

mostly in stujior. Hor pulso varied lH>t\v«>i'n fifty and
.sixty. In this condition .sho was found by Dr. E.

C. Sopniin, who was calk'd in consultation nine
davs after the openinjjc of the abscess. The ujjpor

lid slightly drooped, tho internal rectus was pare-

tic, and the ophtlialm(wcoi)e nnoaled only congo.s-

tion of the retina. Dr. Seguin diagnosticated an
abscess in the loft frontal lobe of the l)rain. Two
days later the j)atient died. The autojisy showed
that the frontal sinus had extended laterally ho as to

sejjarato the cranial from the orbital plate of the hor-

izontal part of the bone. Tlio flat cavity jjrodnced

in this way had a height of from four mm. to six niin.

at the inner upper corner of the orbit, and reached,

gradually decreasing, as far as the junction of the
middle and outer thirds. The orbital i)late was brit-

tle and broken when removed from the cadaver, so

that the perforation through which the pus had es-

capiat from the sinus into the orbit could not be
demonstrated ; but, judging from the i)lace where
the swelling first appeared and the abscess pointed,

there was no doubt that the perforation of the bone
occurred at or near the temi)oral end of the exten-
sion of the frontal sinus. Such an extension of the

frontal pneumatic cavity through the diplol'tic .sub-

stance of the roof of the orbit occurs frequently
enough in cases of caries of the suina-orl)ital mar-
gin, and this case suggests the idea that i)ent-up i)us

in the ethmoid and frontal cells may be the cause of

the caries in some of the cases. Knapp does not,

however, think of explaining in this way the frequen
cy of caries of the upper orbital margin in children,

since the frontal sinuses, according to Dursy and
Steiner, develop only between the sixth and eighth
years.

That in this case there had been an inflammation
with retention of matter in the left frontal sinus, was
clearly jjroved by the periodic attacks of headache
starting from the inner part of the left brow. The
narrow and irregular communication of the frontal

sinus and anterior ethmoid cells with the middle na-
.sal passage, through the upper end of the infundibu-
lum, must have been closed, since the i^atieut did
not sutler from nasal catarrah or ozccna. The i)rop-

agation of the disease into the orbit and brain was a
perfect analogue of what is so fi-equeutly noticed in

retention of matter in the mastoid jirocess. There,
also, the naiTow exit of the mastoid antrum into the
tympanic cavity is closed, periodic inflammations en-
sue, occasionally an abscess emptying into the drum-
cavity or behind the ear gives temporary relief ; at last

the patient dies, and an abscess is found in the brain-
substance, sometimes at a distance from the tempo-
ral bone. In the case under consideration the chan-
nel by which the inflammation extended to the brain
was clear, as there was a necrosed patch of bone in

the cerebral plate of the horizontal process of the
frontal bone, and the adjacent dura mater was black-
ened and somewhat wrinkled. The description of
the cerebral abscess will be given by Dr. Seguin.

—

Archives of Oplithalmologij, June, 1880.

Benzo.\te of Soda in the TRE.^.T^rE^•T of Goxor-
BHCE.VL Ophth.\lmi.\.—Prof. Dow, of Berne, reports
a case of gonorrhoeal ophthalmia, which he treated
^\'ith the benzoate of soda. He was led to try the

remedy by his belief that a micrococcus exists in the
l)us of purulent conjunctivitis, whether of the bl«?n-

norrhagic or the tliplitln-ritic form. In the case
roportetl, both evi'S wore atrocted and thr«!atening

Hl>eedy destruction. He itrescribed a scdution of
bon/.oate of soda (1 in 20;, (Uie of tannin (1 in 10),

and another of taiuiin (1 in 100), as an eyewash. The
first two solutions were dropi)ed into the eye eveiy ten
minutes, and the wash was used to remove any dis-

charge as soon as it would api)ear luitwecn the lids.

On tho seventh day the eyes were i)ractically well,

although they did not tolerate broad daylight. A
month later they were jx-rfectly well. Dr. Dow has
also employed this method of treatment for two years
in all ca,ses of ophthalmia neonatorum, M'ith a like

success.

—

iJuliliit Joiirmtl of Med. *S'c/V,'mc(?, June, IHHO.

SAiiirrxxio Acin ah as ANXHEijMiN'nc.—^Dr. Tlyin
has used this acid successfully in a numy)er of cases
of tienia. He begins with 3J. of castor oil in the
evening. In the cour.se of the following day the
patient takes from I ss. to 3 j. of salicylic acid, and in

the evening another do.se of castor oil. Only in a
single case was it necessary to repeat the treatment.
—Meditz. Ohozrnii>', April,' 1880.

Apomokphia in SiTNSTBOKE.—Drs. Tomlinson and
Murphy call attention to the value of the hydrochlorate
of aiJomori)hia in the treatment of sun.stroke. In
three very severe cases the dnig was administered
as soon as possiide after the admis.sion of the patients
to the hospital, ,^„ gi'ain being sufficient to pro-
duce the desired emesis in two of the cases. The
vomiting occurred in less than ten minutes after the
injection ; in no case was there any distressing nausea,
but apparently an almost instantaneous evacuation of
the contents of the stomach. The temperature was
reduced, and the pui^ils became widely dilated,

while sensation and movement returned within half

an hour. The skin liecame slightly moist, and the
l^atient regained consciousness by slow degrees. In
each of the cases there was co:iii)Iete insensibility

;

eyes fixed, pujjils contracted to the size of a i)in's

head, and insensible to light
; pulse very full and

rapid; breathing shallow, stertorous, and accom-
panied by moaning ; temi^erature very high (10Si° in

one case), and involuntary evacuation of the bowels.
—The Fractitioiier, June,'l880.

The Pathology of Herpes Zoster.—M. Chandel-
eux, of Lyons, publishes, as a contribution to the pa-
tholog^' of herpes zoster, the notes of a case of zona
occuning in the track of the second and third inter-

costal nerves of the left side in a phthisical .subject.

The eniption persisted for several months before
death. The lungs were extensively diseased, and very
adherent to the chest-wall, the adhesion being most
firm and dense on the left side, oi)posite to the
point of emergence of the second and third inter-

costal nerves. The subjacent intervertebral ganglia
were notably swollen, nodulated, and pigmented.
Microscopically these ganglia showed large tracts of

sclerosis replacing nerve-cells and fibres, but it was
observed that the bundles of nerve-fibres belonging
to the anterior roots were health}'. The tissue

in the sclerosed parts was disijosed in concentri-

cally arranged bundles, wliich interlaced with one
another, and were surrounded by numerous pig-

mentary granulations. The outer jjortions of the
sclerosed tracts were infiltrated with small round
cells, contrasting with the denser and more organized
connective tissue of the central jiarts. There were
but few vessels in the new tissue. The intercostal
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nerves were hardly, if at all, iuvolved in the morbid
change, which is somewhat inexi)liral)le, if the gan-
glia be considered to be the trophic centres of the
posterior nerve-roots. There was no degeneration,
no atro2)hy of nerve-fibres in the intercostal nerves,

corresponding to the altered areas in the ganglia,

snch as might reasonably be expected to be fonnd.
No changes were found in the main trunk and ganglia
of the sympathetic. The cutaneous lesions consisted
of bulhu of varying size, some located between the
Malpighian and corneous layer of the ei)idermis,

others between the epidermis and the dermis itself.

The contents of the bulhc were granular serous ma-
terial, blood-coloring matter, etc. The author pub-
lishes the details of this case because of the very
marked character of the changes in the intervertebral

ganglia.—London Lmicet.

Parasites in MusoiiE in Typhoid Fever.—Two
cases of parasites existing in the voluntary muscles
of patients with typhoid fever have been reported
to the Pathological Society of London. The first

case was that of a young man in St. Thomas' Hos-
pital, who died from peritonitis set up by perforation

of a characteristic enteric ulcer. In the i)eetoral

muscle were found what were taken to be parasitic

worms, one or more of which were seen in each
specimen ; apparently, from their movements, they
were still alive. Their dimensions were wholly
different from those of trichina spiralis, being about

j

a quarter of it in length and breadth. They were
I

thickest in the middle, with one end larger than the
other. They resembled nematoid worms both in

the proportion of their breadth and length, and in

the presence of an interior canal, apparently inter-

rupted by some intervening organ or tissue. The
other case occurred in the Seaman's Hospital, and
on examination of the muscles tlie same bodies were
found. In neither case, however, were the parasites

so pleutilV.l as was at first supposed. They were
found in all muscles equally, except in the dia-

phragm, but they were not uniformly disseminated
through a given muscle.

—

London Lancet, Aiaril 21,

1880.

General Hygiene and Therapeusis of Posterior
Sclerosis.—Dr. Weir Mitchell contributes an excel-

lent article to the May number of the Fliiladelphla

Medical Times, on the general hygiene and therapeu-

sis of posterior sclerosis. As regards treatment by
drugs, the writer claims to have seen good results

from two drugs—nitrate of silver and iodide of i^o-

tassium—and of these the latter has given the best

results. In France there is still some belief in the
value of the mineral waters of LaMalon in L'Hurault,

but the slight experience he has had with them has
not been encouraging. The question of hygiene is

considered next. There is a period, and a long one,

in which the ataxic is able to enjoy life to a consid-

erable extent, before his powers of locomotion fail.

It is in this stage of the disorder that it is most im-
portant for him to live by certain rules, which are

not at all those which should govern healthy people.

The great heats of our summers are very hui-tful to

these patients, and no class of jjeople seem to benefit

more than they by changes of climate. The situa-

tions which suit them best in summer are moderate
elevations, such as the foot-hills of the Alleghanies,

or Saratoga, or the Adii'ondacks. The seaside or

cold sea baths are undesirable. The somewhat
mysterious group of aerial states which accompany
or constitute storms ai'e most distressing to many
ataxic neuralgics. Like the traumatic neuralgics

some of them can jiredict storms with certainty, and
begin to feel their baleful influence long before the

rain belt reaches them. The general sensibility of

ataxics to storms and cold makes it, therefore, need-
ful for them to exercise unusual care in avoiding
abriipt changes of temperature and in watchfully
suiting their dress to the season. As to exercise it

may be said that all of this class of persons should
zealously avoid fatigue, and that many of them are

the better for not walking at all. In such ataxic

l^ersons as are at all sensitive to the influence of

exercise, any unusual exertion is apt to be followed

by slight increase of strabismus, by sense of lassitude,

and by definite increase of neuralgia and of the dis-

orders of co-ordination. The patient should be well

rubbed once a day. The objects are to excite locally

the circulation, to empty thoroughly all the vessels

within reach, to flush the whole limb so as to raise

its temperature, and to stimulate vigorously the

muscles so as to give them, at least for a time, the
tone they lack. Ataxics are not especially liable to

dyspepsia, but they are forced to take aperients

from time to time. A pill of aloes and irridin, or of

aloes, ox-gall and belladonna, answers usually, or

suffices if aided by an enema. Tobacco has a de-

cidedly hurtful influence on most ataxic patients.

It were best avoided altogether. The hygiene of

the sexual organs is a far more important matter.

In some few cases the loss of virile power conies

very early, and is well marked ; but the writer

knows of many ataxics who have had children after

their disease became well marked. At La Malon,
where Dr. Privat sees a great number of posterior

scleroses, the prohibition of all sexual intercourse is

absolute and peremptory.

Affections of the Bones in LErrCyEinA.—Prof.

Neumann, of Konigsberg, reports two cases of leucae-

mia, which he had recently observed, and in which
the osseous mari'ow was ascertained to have under-
gone marked degeneration. Leuca;mic disease of

the bone maiTOw is not commonly recognizable dur-

ing life, at least such has been the experience of the

author and several other German writers. The first

case recorded by Neumann was that of a man ajt. 41,

who was fii-st seen in 1876, when he suffered from a

large carbuncle in the right lumbar legion. Some
time after his recovery from this, he began to devel-

op symptoms of leucasmia, and in 1877 the disease

was found to be quite pronounced. The point of in-

terest was the supervention of jiain in the left shoul-

der and sternum, followed, at a later period, by
extreme aching in the right thigh. Objective symp-
toms were not discoverable in any of these localities.

At the autoijsy the sternal marrow yielded, on pres-

sure, a thick, dirty, brownish looking fluid in gi-eat

abundance. The right humeral diaphysis showed a

dark-red marrow, in which numerous yellowish-green

spots, resembling purulent collections, were found to

be disseminated. These patches were esjiecially

abundant at the external portions of the medullary
substance. The marrow of the spongy tissue in the

humeral epiphyses exhibited no alteration.

The second case presented no intra vitam symp-
toms of bone disease, and in this resjject resembled
the majority of cases hitherto reported. Notwith-
standing this, however, the osseous marrow was al-

so found to have undergone considerable changes.

In all the bones which could be examined, i.e., the

sternum, ribs, and the diaphysis of one humei-us, the

medullary substance appeared as a puljiy, dirty-red

material, resembling j)us mingled with blood. In
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this marrow, as well as in the patient's Mood, nn- I

clciitoil red blood-globules and ('hiiivot'.s crvstuls

wore easily deinoiistn\ble. Dr. Xeuiniiiin linully re-
]

iteiiites his belii-f in the close causiil rflutioii exist-
{

iuj? between these osseous ehan>,'es and leue;emic
j

disease—a subj»vt whieh he has previously eonsid-

ered at some length in the Berlin klin. WtK-h., 1m78,

No8. 6, 7, y, and 10.—Berlin klin. U'och., May 17,

1880.

The PHYSioiiOoicAii Effects of ERYximoPHLEiN'E.
—Drs. G. See and Bochefoutaine pnblisii the results

of a series of experiments undertaken with this dnig
at the laboratory of the clinic of the Hutel-Dieu.
Erythrophleine, it will be remembered, was discov-

ered in l.S7(j ( " Arch, de Phys. et Soc. de Biol.," 187(5)

by (rallois and Hardy. It is the active principle ex-

tracted from the bark of en/l/iroplilfinn (/nineense,

and was found to be an alkaloid of powerfully toxic

action and peculiar etiect upon the heart. It was
the latter circumstance which induced the authors
to believe that the new drug might possess thera-

peutic pi'operties to be utilized in cardiac affections.

The experiments were made on various animals, but
the writers describe only the effects produced on
rabbits and dogs by the hypodermic injections of

fi.xed quantities of erythroi>hleine. It was found
that one-sixth of a grain administered to a dog
weighing eighteen pounds produced no ajipreciable

etiect, whereas one-third of a grain i)roved fatal to a

dog weighing twenty-nine pounds. The toxic i)ower
of erythrophleine was ascertained to be about equal
to that of the amorphous digitaline of Homolle and
Q .evenne.

The tirst signs of intoxication consist of slight

agitation and restlessness, followed by a period of

depression, which is the forerunner of attempts at

vomiting, or actual vomiting. These symptoms rap-

idly disajJiJear, if the dose has not been too large. In
addition, the blood-pressure is augmented, the pulse
becomes ii-regular, and its frequency is diminished.
This period is characterized by the regularity of the
cardiac beat, by the energy of each pulsation, and by
the uniformity of the arterial blood-j^ressure. The
latter is no longer modified by the respiratory move-
ments, as is normally the case. Following this peri-

od, there comes a stage of extreme feebleness o! the
pulse, with marked acceleration of its beat. Ile.spi-

ration again causes oscillations in the blood-pres-

sure, which gradually diminish, the heart's action

grows more and more feeble, ceases momentarily, is

again resumed, and finally stoiss altogether, while ar-

terial i)ressure sinks to zero.

Respiration appears to be directly influenced by
erythrophleine, and at the same time is indirectly

modified by the cardiac effects just described. At
first the respiratory movements are retarded and be-

come more ample. In the final stage of intoxication,

when the heart beats vrith great frequency, the breath-

ing becomes very energetic, and the number of res-

pirations is considerably increased. Sometimes res-

piratoiy movements continue for a short time, even
two or three minutes, after cardiac action has ceased.

Faradic excitation of the peripheral portions of

"the pneumogastric nerves in the cervical region did
not interfere with the heart's action. Hence it seems
that the cardiac inliibitory action of this nerve is i:»ar-

alyzed by the drug. Stimidation of the cephalic

portion of the nerve, in an advanced stage of intoxi-

cation, did not increase the frequency of the pulse
(as it normally does), but raised the arterial tension.

After the animal died the heart was found in dias-

tole, and generally its electric contractility remained
intact. TIh' writl-rs' experience with this new drug,

in the treatment of heart di.sea.se. will be submitted
to the Academy at a later jteriiMl. We may exi)ect

.some valuable fa<-ts to be brought to light by these

indefatigable investigators. — L« France medicale,

June IG, 1880.

The Cause-s and Treatment op Leucorrh(Ea in

Children. —M. Bouchut recently delivered a clini-

cal lecture on this affection, which is of greater ire-

quency than is generally sui>])osed. Among the

causes of letnonlioa in children, ho placed in the

first rank vulvar irritation, from whatsoever cause.

Under this head lack of cleaidiness deserves the

foremost place, as many mothers, rich as well as

poor, believe that daily ablutions of the genitals are

unnecessary. Bouchut, however, claims that the

female glands, like the prei)ntial glands of the

male, furnish a .secretion, which, when allowed to

accumulate, invariably causes irritation, and thus
gives rise to leucorrhcea. Onanism and attempted
violation are enumerated among the local causes of

leucon-h(ea. Constitutional influences, such as the

various diatheses, are also said to be of etiological

importance. The treatment is both local and gener-

al. Under the former heading Bouchut mentions :

first, the greatest i)ossil)le cleanliness of the affect-

ed parts, to be obtained by frequent wa.shing8 with
mildly astringent lotions ; and, second, the alteration

of the diseased .surfaces by lotions or hii)-baths of a

Ai % solution of coiTosive sublimate, or by a ^ f^ wash
of carbolic acid, or by the ajiplication of weak silver

nitrate solutions. After each washing a pledget of

charjjie, dipped in coal-tar, or covered with the oint-

ment of the reil oxide of mercury, sliould be placed
between the labia. Various medicated baths are

also serviceable. The general treatment varies with
the diathesis of the given case.

—

Guzette olsteiricale,

June 20, 1880.

A Xew Method of Tre.\tment for Varicose Ul-
CER.S.—Dr. F. Borel-Laurez, surgeon to the Provi-
dence Hospital, at Neufchatel (Switzerland;, has pub-
lished what he considers a simple and effectual

method of treating varicose ulcers. This method
consists in simply powdering over the surface of the
ulcer with charcoal. A piece of charcoal is heated
to incandescence in a furnace or stove, and then
allowed to cool slowly. Those particles which are
not completely chaiTed are put aside, and the rest is

ground between two sheets of rough jaaper. imtil a
fine jiowder results. Previous to use, this is i^assed
through a sieve. Before employing the jjowder, the
ulcer is washed with tepid water, dried, and all hem-
orrhage carefully arrested. Then the charcoal is

spread out over the entii-e surface of the idcer by
means of a spatula, and covered with a compress se-

cured by a bandage, which is allowed to remain in

place for two days. The powder is then washed off

with a jet of water, and the former process repeated.
This is continued until cicatrization has well ad-
vanced, and the ulcer presents the ajjijeai-ance of a
mere abrasion of the skin. Then, to avoid all fric-

tion, which might interfere with proijer epithelial
development, the charcoal is replaced by a piece of
Lister's protective, which is to be renewed every
second day. When the cicatrix has formed, com-
pres.sion is practised by enveloping the leg with
moistened bandages up to the knee. This is kept
up until the cicatrix is tu-m enough to bear the fric-

tion of shoes and stockings.

—

Le Reveil medical, June
5, 1880.
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ABORxrv'E TitEATirRNT OP THE Inflammatoky Stage
OF GoNOKRHcEA.—Dr. Kueclienmeistor, of Dresden,
has found ac][ua i-alcis, when i)roperly dihited, ex-

tremely servieeal)l(^ iu the first stage of aeiite {j^onor-

rhffia. He uses it in the proportion of one to four of

water, and employs injections, beginning about the

fourth day after an imi)ure coitus, and repeated every

hour or hour and a lialf during the entire day. Usu-
ally, the acute intianiniatory symptoms subside after

about twenty-four hours, biit the copious, painless,

discharges from the urethra is not lessened, and the

treatment, although aborting the first stage, must be
replaced during tlie second stage by the ordinary

astringent therapy. Dr. Kiiechenmeister i)refers,

for the latter ])urpose, a solution of i)ure alum (10)

in w-ater (150), to be injected two or three times

daily. He also advises great care in the handling of

the lime-water, to prevent its spoiling by the forma-

tion of carbonate of lime, through the access of air.

The bottle containing it should, therefore, be tightly

stoppered, and only enough fluid removed to suffice

for one injection. Moreover, none of the fluid re-

moved should be returned to the bottle.

—

Deut. Med.
Woch., June 5, 1880.

Nocturnal Terrors in Children.—An analysis of

Dr. Wertheimbei-'s description of this malady, by
Dr. Gottardi, contains the following thera]ieutic

IJoints : All causes of nervous excitement should be
carefully avoided, especially during the hours imme-
diately preceding bed-time. Bland and scanty sup-

per, without stimulating drinks, such as tea or coffee.

A room sufficiently large and moderately lighted, in

order that the child may, on waking, immediately
recognize the surrounding objects. Quinine and
bromide of potassium, to the latter of which some
chloral may be added, are the drugs which have
proved most serviceable. The general health of the

child or infant should also be improved by a suitable

regimen, including tonics, open air exercises, and
gymnastics.

—

Arch. Med. beiges, May, 1880,

Tendinous Suture in Transverse Fractures of
THE Patella.—In referring to the method of Kocher
[Centralld. f. Chir., No. 20, 1880), which is intended

to replace Malgaigne's method of employing a clamp
in patellar fractiires. Dr. Volkmann takes occasion

to give his own manner of treating these accidents.

It resembles Kocher's, inasmuch as both gentlemen
employ a tendinous suture. But Volkmann believes

that it is not necessary to i^ass the silver wire through
the joint, as has been recommended by Kocher. It

will suffice, he thinks, to pass a single looj) throiigh

the tendon of the quadriceps, and another through
the ligameutum pateUse, taking care to observe all

the necessary antiseptic precautions. The suture is

to remain in situ until comijlete union will have oc-

curred. To insure a perfect contact of the fractured

surfaces, the joint should be punctured, and any ex-

isting fluid or blood withdrawn. This should be
done as early as possil)le, and befoi'e the aiiplication

of the suture.

—

Centrulbl. f. Chir., June 12, 1880.

Intermittent Articular Dropsy.—Dr. Seeligmiil-

ler records a case of intermittent dropsy of several

joints, occurring in a patient who was under his

observation since 1875. The disease existed twenty-

five years. The patient had had an attack of typhoid

fever in 1846, a pneumonia in 1849, and was seized

in the same year with intermittent fever, last-

ing seventeen weeks. In 1855 he suffered from a

painful tension, affecting alternately the left knee-

and hip-joints, lasting about one day or thirty- six

hours, and occurring every twelve days. The attacks

were accompanied by modei'ate swelling of the knee-

joint. After continuing for some time they gradually

disappeai-ed, but returned again with gi-eater severity

in 18(31. This time the patient was affiic;ted with

them for three months. He suffered again in 18n5,

then in 1872, and since the year 1875 has never been

quite well. A very severe attack, with considerable

articular tumefaction, was oljserved in 187'.), and re-

sisted all medication. The most in-ominent symi)-

toms of these seizures were the i)ainfulness and the

swelling of the knee-joint. Severe attacks would
depreciate his general health, but a rise of temi>era-

ture was never observed. The usefulness of the

joints had not been impaired.

In addition to this case, Dr. Seeligmiiller mentions

twelve other cases, which he has collected from vari-

ous sources. All these cases have certain symptoms
in common : an otherwise healthy adult is attacked

at regular intervals, without prodromal symptoms
and without assignable cause, by a painful tumefac-

tion of one or both knee-joints. The al^sence of all

inflammatory symptoms, as well as of any febrile

movement, api^ears to be characteristic of these

seizures. The swelling is marked by a stage of in-

crease (stadium increment!), by a stage of stability

(stadium acmes), and by a stage of decline (stadium

decrement!), Tlie rhythm of recurrence varies from

an eight days' type to one of four weeks' inten'al.

Quinine and arsenic have l)een recommended, but

an effectual and reliable therapy has not yet been
found. Seeligmiiller finally admits that the time

nature of these attacks is not yet definitely known,
although, personally, he is inclined to regard the

disease as a vaso-motor neurosis,

—

Centrahl. f. Chir.,

June 19. 1880.

Inoculability of Tuberculosis on Animals,—
M. Toussaint has decided, by means of a series of ex-

periments, a question that has been long in doubt,

viz., the possibility of the tubercular infection of

animals by means of ingestion and inoculation. It

is an admitted fact that tuberculosis is almost un-

known among swine. M. Toussaint, however, has

been able to produce tuberculosis in the pig almost

at wall. In some of the experiments the animals

were made to eat the lungs of tuberculous cows ; in

others, the fluid scraped from the cut surface of tu-

bercular nodules was injected subcutaneously, and

in still others the blood of a tuberculous pig was

injected ; under all these different conditions the

tubercle was always reproduced. The lesions thus

produced were those of acute tuberculosis, and they

always proved fatal in a veiy short space of time

—

a few weeks. The tuberculosis of sw-ine is analogous

to the galloping consumi:)tion of man.

—

Jour, de med.

et de chir.. May, 1880.

Benzoate of Soda in Whooping-Cough, — Dr,

Tordeus, of Bnissels, writes that he has prescribed

the benzoate of soda in a number of cases of whoop-
ing-cough, and that in all the cases the parents re-

ported that the coughing fits began to diminish in

force and frequency after one or two days of treat-

ment. He gives four grains of the salt every hour to

a child of two or three years. The drug seems not

alone to diminish the 'force and frequency of the

paroxysms, but also to exert a favorable influence on

the m'ucous membrane of the respiratory tract, and

to prevent the development of serious pulmonary
complications.

—

Journal de vied., etc., de Briu-elles,

May, 1880.
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THE DETERIORATIONS, ADULTERA-
TIONS, AND SUBSTITUTIONS

OF DRUGS.

Is a rei)ort recently made to the National Board of

Health on the the subject of deteriorations, adultera-

tions, and substitutions of drugs, Di-. C. Lewis Diehl

has pi-eseuted a large number of facts which should

kave much interest both to physicians and jjliarmacists.

As preliminary to certain elaborate statistical tables

which he has compiled. Dr. Diehl gives a brief his-

tory of the drug market in this country. It is shown
that, since the law of 1848, prohibiting the imjior-

t.ition of impure drugs, there has been an enormous
amount of adulterated articles kept out of the coun-

try. Such protection to home industries, naturally

stimulated the business of adulteration among Ameri-
can mauufacturei-s. Through the persistent eftbrts

largely of the American Pharmaceiitical Society,

however, frauds in the drug market have been con-

siderably checked, and its jireseut condition is, ac-

cording to Dr. Diehl, unqualifieiUy fair. By this is

meant not that poor and adulterated drugs are ab-

sent in the market, or that inferior medicines are not

dispensed in our pharmacies ; but that persons who
really wish articles of standard quality have very

little difficulty in getting them. This qualification,

of course, applies esiiecially to pharmacists. When
it comes to stating what jiatients can get and
what is the quaUty of the drugs actually given out

to the public from the retail stores, we doubt whether
80 favorable a view can be taken. There are a good
many elements tending to make the prescription

matter of the average retail druggist below the de-

gree of quality which may be designated as " fair."

The law against importing inferior drugs is, confes-

sedly, in many ports not carried out rigidly or intel-

ligently. The desire of the patient to get his medi-

cine at the lowest rates, and the desii-e of the druggist

to make all the money he can, tend, with an immease

' force, to encourage a<lulterations in the j)repftration

of ilrngH at lionw, as well as sul)stit)itions and de-

tcrioratiuMH in tlie articles sold at tlie shops.

The tublos given by Dr. Diehl show sonie of the

principal inferiorities in drugs which have l)een dis-

covered and reported upon in the current literature

of the past thirty years. In commenting upon these

statistics, som«> facts in regard to forms of jirepara-

tion most frequently adulti-rated are given. Thus it is

stated tliat powders present the most successful field

for sophistication ; and, owing to their physical con-

dition, it is often difficult to detect the foreign ad-

mixture. So .systematic has been the ])ractice of

adulterating po\vdere<l drugs, indeed, that in many
drug mills i-egular foi-muhe for the pre])aration of

pure and genuine powders have been, and probably

stUl are, in use. As an example, a popular formu-

la for powdered opium was :
" Turkey ojjium, 50

pounds; Egyptian opium, 25 pounds; biscuit, 40

l)ounds." Rhubarb is a drug which, in a powdered

form, it has been customary to adulterate. Tlie vol-

atile oils have been, and still are, shamefully atlul-

terated. All the cheap grades of the tany oils, of

lavender, rosemarj', and red thyme have been greatly

adulterated with turjientiue. The galenical prepara-

tions of the shops are not well spoken of by Dr.

Diehl ; and he corroborates the fact, which every

l)hysician must know, that infusions and decoctions

are often made simply by mixing the fluid extract

with water. The worst that can be said of tinctures,

fluid extracts, and solid extracts is that they are gen-

erally liable to van' in strength.

It is, of course, hardly possible to get a very def-

inite idea of the commercial quality of the medi-

cines as dealt out over the counter. We can tell

something in regard to this, however, by a study of

the dinig market, and by comparing the reports of

individuals or committees who have made special

examinations into the matter. From tables thus

compiled we learn that, out of a list of two himdred

and twelve drags, which includes about the whole

materia medica, one is pronounced very good ; sev-

enty-three good, fifty fair, thirty-three variable, and

nine very indilTerent. The quality of the remain-

ing forty-six depends upon various conditions, but

good articles can for the most jmrt be obtained if

the buyer desires it.

A survey of all the facts presented leads us to one

at least verv plain conclusion : that the purity of our

drugs depends almost entirely on the honesty of our

druggists. Good drags are obtainable if they will

only be obtained. AVe should by no means, however,

secure pure drags by simply preaching morality. The
druggist cannot be expected to ignore the laws of

business and make himself an isolated .spectacle, of

moral gi*andeur. There must be laws, better execut-

ed than the present, for j^reventing foreign importa-

tion and home manufactvire of inferior drugs ; there
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should, we believe with Dr. Dielil, be legal restric-

tions upon the profession of pharmacy, which would

secure to it a lii<?her educational status and a morn

definite resiionsil)ilitv to the state. Finally, and this

is the iiart which especially concerns medical men,

it should be the jiractice of physicians to see that their

prescriptions are filled with ])ure drugs. This is a

point about which many physicians are much too

careless. And it is one which, if actively attended to,

would do more than all else to seciire purity in the

drug market. If {jhysicians insist that their patients

get their medicines at reputable j^laces, even

though the price is sliglitly gi-eater, such reputable

places will increase in number. It would be easy to

teach the jjatient that establishments which adver-

tise to undersell various stajjle drugs are unsafe. Such

instruction and a more active attention to the })roper

filling of his prescrii^tions, form a part of the duties

of the physician.

EECEXT DEKTAL CONVENTIONS.

The activity among the dentists has been unusually

great during the jaast few weeks. The American

Dental Association held an annual meeting at Bos-

ton, August 4th, 5th, and 6th ; the American Dental

Convention and the Southern Dental Association

met in this city, Augixst 10th to Mtli. These two lat-

ter associations united to form a National Associa-

tion under the name of the Dental Association of the

United States. This association is expected to be

the representative body of the American dentists.

It will hold annual meetings in different cities, and

quadrennial meetings in "Washington, where its jier-

manent secretary is to reside. The Association aims

at high scientific work, and will arrange at once to

secure governmental recognition to the dental pro-

fession, and lielp from it in studying ethnological

peculiarities in their relation to dentistiy. The
Smithsonian Institution jDromises aid in this direc-

tion.

A vote was passed making it a requisite for mem-
bership tliat the applicant should have credentials

from a State societ}^ or the diploma ofa rejjutable den-

tal coUege. This latter regulation, it is expected,

will give an impulse to dental education.

The new association was not formed without some
opposition. The American Dental Association has

tried to have a national character, and it refused to

lUow its organization to be absorbed in any other.

But its work and membership, if we may believe the

iei)orts, have been of a too local character. It was

iherefore decided to form an entirely new society,

iny genuinely scientific work done by the dentists

ivill be of value to the medical profession. If this

lew association, therefore, secures, as it promises,

;he performance of Huch work, its creation will be a

i matter of congi-atulation for us.

We have examined the reports of the various

meetings above referred to, and confess to being

greatly disappointed in our hopes of finding any

good scientific work performed. In the American

Dental Association there were pa})ers devoted to the

relative merits of cohesive and non-cohesive gold,

the respective values of which, it seems, ouglit to

have been settled long ago ; the use of belladonna

to lessen the flow of saliva, catarrh in its relations

to dentistry, and the evil effects of the various pa-

tent amalgams, were some of the topics ])resented.

We noticed a paper on Antcsthesia, which was de-

fined to be a "paralyzation of the nervous tissue."

j

In a subsequent discussion on the subject, the ques-

! tion as to whether nitrous oxide oxidized the blood,

; or prevented its oxidization, was discussed. The
fact was brought out very strongly that the Associa-

tion did not know anything about the matter wliat-

ever. A practical movement was made in the ap-

pointment of a committee to arrange for an Inter-

national Dental Congi*ess. Considerable time was

devoted by the American Dental Association to the

discussion of dental education. Of course the qiies-

tion whether dentistry was a branch of medical sci-

"

ence was fully debated. We quote and commend
the remarks of Dr. Barrett on this point :

" We den-

tists," he said, " should be honest. We are not med-

ical men, and are not aclaiowledged as such by phy-

sicians. There is no way by which a student can be-

come a member of the medical profession, except

thi-ough a medical college." The Association urged

that the dental colleges require a higher preliminary

medical education and two courses of instruction.

We find even less evidence of work at the New
York conventions than at that held in Boston. The

daily papers perhajas gave undue prominence to

certain parliamentary infelicities, but these were

cei-tainly much too frequent for the credit of the

societies.

Most of the time was given to excursions and the

bitsiness of organizing the new association. An in-

teresting jjaper was read before the Southern Den-

tal Association, on Mercurial Poisoning Caused by

Sucking the Amalgam of a Mirror. Not much else

of general scientific value, however, was jDresented.

It wiU probably strike any one who reads the re-

ports of the dental conventions to which we have

been refeiTing, that American dentists are persons

sadly deficient, as yet, in scientific as well as in par-

liamentary knowledge. Their meetings have, how-

ever, shown a eonmendable appreciation of deficien-

cies and desire for progress. And considerable work

was done which will eventually secui'e scientific and

educational advancement in dentistry.

REGULATING THE PRACTICE OF PHYSIC.

We take this occasion to call the attention of our

readers, especially such as reside in this State, to the

c^ct regulating the licensing of physicians and sur-
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geons, published in full in another column. On a
former ooeasion we f^ve n full synoi)His of the pro-
visions of sftid Inw. ami explained in some dotail the
puri)oso3 for whicii it was enacted. It is only neces-
sary at this time to ^ive the simple text of the law,
in order that the physicians of this State may under-
stand what is expected of them. It will he seen that
each and ever\- one practising i>hysic must, on or be-
fore October 1, l.SMO, reprister in the Clerk's Ollice of
the county in which he resides, his name, rosidencBi
place of birth. " toRether with his autliority for so
practising: physic and surprery," and that the " fee for
such repristration shall be twenty-five cents, jwid by
the person so ref^isterinpr." Further, it will ])e seen
that sn<-h as fail to ret,'ister will be subject to a fine

of fifty dollars. Althoufrh this may bo considered by
many pmotitionei-s as somewhat of a burden, it should
nevertheles.s be cheerfully borne, in viow of the ^ood
to be accomplished in the direction of sui)iiressing
all kinds of quacker\-, as tendinis to protect scientific

medicine. We are plad to learn that in many of the
different towns throughout the State the registration
is far advanced, and that there is shown a general
willingness to comply with the provisions of the law.
It is not necessary to present a diploma to the clerk,
as an aftidaWt as to time and place of gi-aduatiou will
be accepted in lieu of it.

Although it must be admitted that the law is bj
no means a perfect one, it is the best that can be ob-
tained for the present, and the profession throughout
the State should do its utmost to aid in carr}-ing out
its designs.

A Thousaxd OvARiOTO\nE.s.—On June 11th, Mr.
Spencer Wells performed ovariotomy for the one
thousandth time. Out of his first 500 cases, 127 died,
a mortality of 25.4 per cent. Of the next 300 cases,'
77 died, giWng a mortality of 25.G per cent. Of the
next 100 cases, 17 per cent, died ; and of the last
100 cases, 11 j^er cent. died. Mr. Wells began to use
antiseptic precautions shortly before the beginning
of the last 100 cases. The' gi-and total of "all the
operations gives 768 recoveries and 230 deaths. Ac-
cording to certain calculations made on the basis of
life insurance expectancy, 22,272 years of human
hfe have been added to society by the direct ao-ency
of Mr. Spencer Wells.

°

KixDERGARTENS AS A Cau.se OP Myopta—It is as-
serted that a good deal of the play-work at kinder-
garten schools taxes the eyes of the child to an undue
extent. Examples of this are, the pricking holes
along a tracing on a paper ; or braiding bright-colored
bands of paper ; or the sewing fine silks along other
tine trauiiigs. Myopia is quite as likely to result
from this kind of work as from study.

A HoMERto Physician.—Dr. Dunbar, a physician
in a small town in Scotland, has written an elaborate
concordance to the Odyssey and Hymns of Homer.
Mr. Gladstone at once recognized the value of the
work, and has placed the doctor on a pension of
£80 a year. Dr. Dunbar recently published an arti-
cle on the Medicine and Surgerv of Homer.

Ufports of Societies.

AMKRKA.X NKT^ROLOGTOAL
TIOX.

ASSOCIA-

Si'jrlh Aniiudl M>'itiu<i, hflil iu Xi-ir i'urk, Junn li'tf/i,

llth,'aud 18///, 1880.

Wednesday, Jink KIth — Fihst Day—Afternoon
SK.S.SION.

The Association convened at the Academy of Medi-
cine, in the city of New York, at 2.30 p.m., and was
called to order by the President, Dr. F. T. Miles, of
Baltimore.

Tlie names of the following gentlemen were pre
sented for mendiorship : Drs. Graham M. Hammond,
of New Yr.rk, Isaac Ott, of Easton, Pa , W. K. Bird-
sail, of New York.
The first ]iai)er was by Dr. William A. Hammonk,

of New York, entitled

MYX(EI>EMA, WITH .SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS CERE-
RRAL AND NERVOUS .SYMPTOMS.

MyxfC'dema was a disease which had for its patho-
anatomical feature the deposit of a mucoid substance
in various parts of the body, especially in the skin,
or a degeneration and ])rolifera)ion of ithe connective
tissue. Probably both these conditions coexisted in
some tissue. The tissues were resilient and not bog-
g^', as in ordinary a?dema, though the resulting ap-
pearance was very much the same. The face re-
sembled the ap]>earance resulting from toxic effect of
arsenic. The fingers were clubbed at their extremi-
ties. The temperature was always below normal.
The disease thus far had occurred in adult women.
The cerebral and nervous symptoms appeared to lie

very decided. Dr. Hammond gave a detailed ac-
count of a case which had come under his observa-
tion, both as to the general appearance of the j^atient
and the general symptoms presented. Dr. Ham-
mond was of the opinion that the mental symptoms
were the result of jirimary brain disease, probably to
the deposit of tlie mucoid tissue around the cells of
the nervous centres. He considered, however, that
both central and peripheral disturbances were neces-
sary to give rise to the i)henomena of mvx(tdema.
The paper was di.scussed by Drs. Jewell, Miles,

and Hammond.

SWOLLEN AXIS CYLINDERS IN MYELmS—SPECIMENS.

Dr. S. G. Webiier, of Boston, presented some sjieci -

mens to be looked at under the microscope. A hi
toiy of the case from which they were taken m
given. The specimens presented very well the
enlarged axis cylindei-s. There were the other ap-
pearances of myelitis in the dorsal region, and nearlv
the whole length of tlie spinal cord was softened so
that sections could not be made. As many as eleven
or twelve enlargements have been observed upon one
axis cylinder. The medullary sheath seemed to have
disappeared, and when much swelling existed there
was no apiiearance of myelin whatever. In trans-
verse sections all exposed axis cylinders appeared in
groups. Somrttimes these enlargements occurred in
chronic cases, but never in so marked a degree.
Dr. Jewell had seen quite a number of acute or

more or less acute cases of this kind within the last
year or two. Several of his cases of acute myelitis
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were pi'odiiceil in much tlie same way ; they were due
mainly to ex[)osure. One case which came under his

notice had boeu treated with hirge cases of ergot,

under the i(k^a that tho blood-vessels would l)e con-

tracted and thus relieve the i)atient ; instead of this,

however, he got worse. Dr. .Jewell i)laced him on
large doses of strychnine and increased the doses
almost up to toxic ones. The man had imi)roved
so that now ho could almost walk. He had given as

much as one-tenth of a gi-ain of strychnine three or i

four times a day. He insisted uijon the patient
having absolute rest.

Du. Ha.mmonb agreed as to what had been said in

regard to rest, but what Dr. Jewell said in regard to

tlie use of strychnine, he confessed, shocked him. i

He did not see how anybody could keep quiet who
was taking one-tenth of a grain of strychnine four

times a day. It struck him as a very dangerous
practice.

I

Dk. Gray said that a point that interested him
j

was, when to stop rest. It was undoubtedly of bene-
fit in the early treatment of myelitis, but he had seen '

cases where he believed it had been carried too far.

He thought it difificult to determine the etiect of

strychnine in these cases, for they had not been
studied particularly. He had had excellent results

during the use of iodide of potassium, but he had
not been able to state that it was the result of the

drugs.
Dr. Seguin referred to a patient in whom com-

plete paralysis develoi^ed within ten or twelve hours
after the first symptoms. Microscoi)ical examination
showed destructive changes rather than swelling ; a

great many of the ganglion cells had undergone a

vacuole formation. He thoiight we were approach-
ing a classification of acute myelitis into two forms,

one an active or parenchymatous, and another where
the connective tissiie was primarily affected, and in

which we found those areas of disintegration. He
did not believe that any amount of strychnine, ergot,

or iodide of potassium would cure destructive mye-
litis. Dr. Jewell had not given us the symptoms
which enal)led us to judge of the treatment, and in

particular the muscular reactions to faradism. If his

cases were those in which the anterior horn was in-

volved, it was not surprising that no muscular con-

traction occurred under strychnine. A few of these

cases of affection of the anterior horns got well

spontaneously.
Dr. Pctnaji believed that it was recognized that

poisons acted very differently upon diseased nervous
centres from what they did upon normal tissue, and
he thought that in speaking of strychnine, we were
using as a basis nothing more than physiological ex-

periments. Dr. Hammond had never seen a case of

myelitis which was not aggravated by the adminis-
tration of strychnine. He suggested that the effect

produced in Dr. Jewell's cases might be dire to the

administration of a larger dose than usual ; opposite
etfects were produced by the same drug by varying
the size of the dose.

Dr. BartholiOw thought Dr. Jewell's cases were
syphilitic, and upon that theory we could account
for the rapid improvement under the iodide of po-

tassium and the beneficial inlluenee of strychnine.

After the syi^hilitic i^roducts were removed by the

iodide of potassium the tissues needed the siibse-

quent stimulus of strychnine. He believed, how-
ever, that strychnine could only aggravate in acute

myelitis.

Dr. Jewell said the point he wished to make
was, that after the case had progressed to a certain

extent, we might begin the use of strychnine, and
that too, much earlier than was ordinarily BU])po8td

possible. His cases were not syphilitic.

The paper was farther discussed.

Du. J. J. INFason, of Newport, R. I., next pro-

ceeded to read his jjaper, entitled :

MICBOSCOPICAIi STUDIES ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF REPTILES AND RATRACHIANS—DIAMETERS
OF THE NUCLEI OF THE CELLS IN THIi SPINAL CORD.

Extended observation enabled him to formulate
the following law which he predicted would be found
to hold true in all vertcbrated animals :

" The nuclei of the cells in the inferior (anterior)

horns, in the two enlargements of the spinal cord,

have averaged diameters which are ijrojjortioual to

the muscular jjower of the corresijonding extremi-

ties." From observations made he inferred that the

nucleus of a motor-cell grows with the muscular
substance which it is siipposed to enervate.

Dr. Spitzka remarked that it had long been known
that cells in different parts of the cord differed in

size. He did not believe that any fixed relation

could be established between the cells and the
muscles through which they were distribi;ted.

Dr. Hammond iiKpiired if reflex excitability was
not greater in the posterior group of cells than in

the anterior ?

Dr. Mason thought not.

Dr. Hammond took excejitions to this and declared

that reHex excitability Avas greater in the sole of the

foot than in the palm of the hand, and the hind legs

I
than in the fore legs.

Dr. Mason remarked that as far as sensation went
it had nothing to do with the subject of the j^aper.

There being no further discussion. Dr. Kohert
Bartholow, of Philadelphia, read a paper entitled :

I

the TRANSFER OF SENSATIONS.

Two years ago Dr. Bartholow, while practising hy-

podermic injections into the i3ainful points in a case

of sciatica, had his attention called to the fact that

if a patient felt i)ain in the arm of the same side sim-

I

ultaneous with the pain at the i^oint of i)uucture,

the patient always referred the pain to the corre-

sponding i^ositiou on the upper member of the same
side, and never on the other side. Further investiga-

' tion was now resolved upon, and to this end an ordi-

nary sewing needle of large size was used to develop

the initial pain, and ice wrajjped in oil silk to pro-

duce the local lowering of temiserature. It was found
that the fall of temperature produced by the refrig-

erations of a member affected the corresponding re-

gion of the same limb on the opposite side, and that

these deviations of temperature were never greater

than one-half of a degree. The explanation was to

be sought for in the connection of the vasomotor
system with the spinal. The experiments which
were submitted indicated that the transfer of pain-

ful sensations were limited to the same side. Pain
! of considerable severity, though not iirolouged, was
necessary to develoi) secondary pain.

Dr. Putnam alluded to some exijeriments he per-

formed upon the frog, in which he ii-ritated one foot

of the animal, and caused the blood-vessels in the

other foot to contract. Ice applied to one ear of a

rabbit would cause a temporary rise of temjjerature

I

in the other.

Dr. Beard had noticed, in appl}-ing the faradic

I

current to the right leg, its effects were also ob-

;
served on the corresponding site of the left leg.
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This condition he conHidered iwthological rather
thun iiliysJDlof^ii'al.

Till! i>ii])tM- was further diacussed by Dbh. Jewell,
Spitzka, iukI Mileh.

FmsT Day—Evenino Siwhiov.

Tho AsscH'iiition was c-iilled to ordnr bv tlio Presi-

dent lit S.Jd I'.M.

Tlu' first iniptT wiis l)y Dit. liANDON Cakteu Gkay,
of lirooklyn, ou

THE USE OF yriNINE WITH THE NEBVOUS SEDATTVES.

Ho maintuinod that quinine, 'whon f^iven with tlie

bromides, lielliidonna, and hyosryaniinc, lesscMied the

depression that these drugs usually j)ro(bicetl, wliilo

it ftctually increased the etl'eet of these medieines
over the diseases for wliieh they were given, as oju-

lepsy, mania, ete., whilst in the conjoined use of qui-

nine with the nervous sechitives, this euriims fact

had not been hitherto observed.

Du. .Iewell said that wlienever there was nenons
or muscular weakness in ei)ileptic i)atients, he was
accustomed to use strychnine, and found it exceed-
ingly henelicial in comi)ating tlie depressing efiects

of a i)r(>longed course of the bromides. It did not
increase retlex irritability.

Di{. IJ.vurnorxjw said that, as a rule, bromides were
not as eliicient in weak and an:emic patients as in

others, unless they were coml)iiied with tonics; and
chloral had the opposite eti'ect upon the brain from
the l)romides, causing hypenemia rather than an-
lemia.

Dk. Segi'in quoted BrowTi-Sequard, and said that
he had often imi)ressed him with the danger of giv-

ing quinine in epilepsy, believing it was liable to

precii)itat« the attack. He gave strychnine. Dr.
Seguin had given qtiinine in some cases without ap-
})arcnt bad etl'ect.

Dk. ^MiLKti expressed the oi)inion that there was
no danger from hromism.
Dk. 8i'itzka recited the histoiy of a case which led

him to the conclusion that bromides did good only
in emergencies.
Dr. Hammoxd thought that every atom of quinine

added to a dose of the bromide lessened the ef-

fect of the bromide upon the initient. He did not
know of a single combination that was beneficial to
the jjatient, except the combination of Fowler's solu-
tion With bromide to i3i-event acne. When the ef-

fect of the Ijromides was injurious the best way was
to reduce the dose. He had had four cases of death
from the use of bromide. The coml>inatiou of iron
with bromides in epilej^sy, he thought did harm.
Dr. SrrrzKA remarked that not for tive years had

he prescribed the bromide of sodium ; he gave the
bromide of potassium.
Dk. Seguix .said he had found iron to work well

in practice. He .said that one of the chief actions of
strychnine was to increase arterial tension ; hence
its efficacy in bromism, one of whose chief elements
was weakening of the heart, and lowering of the ar-

terial tension.

Dr. Hammoxd had seen the best results from the
use of a certain amount of bromide of sodium in a
certain amount of water.

Dr. SriTZKA remarked that there could be no doubt
about the antagonism of tonics and bromides

;
quin-

ine reduced the action of the bromides.
Dr. Segcix recommended the dilution of each dose

of the bromides with Vichj water. It covered the

tftste Homewhnt. Ff)r poor patients, a pinch of soda
in tho water would do very well.

The next paper read was by Du. S. G. Weijuek, of

BoHton, ujtun

WATER AH A I'ltorHYLACTIO AND A BRM£UY.

Many peojde had a notion that it was injurious to

drink at nitals, but a moderate (jiiantity of llnid taken

at meal-lime was rather benelicial tlian otherwise.

A large class of patients were ailected with symp-
tow.s of an indetinite character—u vague unrest,

showing itself by discomfort or even pain, sometimes
in one place, Homelinies in another. 'J'hey were usu-

ally sulijcct to constipation, often had an unhealthy
hue of the skin. They were frequently chi.ssed as

hypochondriacal or hysterical. There was no well-

defined disease. These patients usually drank too
little water. The waste of the tissue-changes in the
system must jiass into the blood, and could only
leave the system in a state of solution. During com-
paratively good health, the amount of blood was
maintained at nearly the .same figure, and only so
much water would bo parted with through the skin,

lungs, and kidneys as could be restored from other
sources. If too little water was ingested, the perspi-

ration would be' .slight, the elimination of urine would
I
be diminished, and the excretion of wa.ste material
would be lessened. The blood would be continually
saturated, f)r nearly so, with the results of disassimi-

lation. The removal of the waste of tissue-changes

I

was not accomidished with sufficient regularity,

and the tissue's l)ecame clogged with used-up mate-

I
rial, and nutrition was interfered with. The balance

' each day against health was vers- slight ; but after a
time there was such an accumulation that luipleas-

ant .symptoms were developed. If the person con-

j

tinned to eut heartily, either the .surplus food j^as^ed

! olFby the intestines, or was deijosited in the shape of

I

fat, tlie nitrogeuized portions assisting to load the
urine with urea and tae urates. Let such a i)erson

{

drink a large amount, and the blood, having a suffi-
' cient suj)ply of water, more urine would be secreted,

j

the loss made good to the blood by absori)tion, and
a larger amount of wa.ste i)roduct3 would be taken

!
up to be eliminated ; more urea or plio.sjdioric and

I

sulphuric acids passed oti" by the urine, which was
I

increased in amount, and there was more disintegra-
. tion of. the tis.sues. This last was made up by new
material, so nutrition was increased. The doctor

j

found that neurasthenic patients did not diink
enough.
Dr. Beard remarked that he had found thirst a

! prominent symptom of neurasthenic patients. He
had been using Summit water with good results
He used the bromides alternately with tonics and a
free supply of water. The plan was very satisfactory.

Dr. SNehber said that patients who drank no more
than a pint or twenty ounces of water per day, had
told him that they were not thirsty, and were sur-
prised when he told them to drink more water.
The.se directions being complied with, the jjatients,

in the course of the week, developed thii-st, and drank
as many as three pints a day.

SPHTGMOGRAPHIC TESTS.

Dr. Ja5ies a. Putnam, of Boston, made brief men-
tion of some experiments he had made in connection
with Dr. Bowditch, in testing Pond's Sphygmograph.
He had substituted a spring for the weight usually
used, and found the instrument to work better.

Dr. Putnam then read a short paper on
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STKETCHING THE FACIAL NERVE FOR SPASM.

From experiments on dogs, he had made up lii.s

mind that stretching of the nerve by means of a hook
was the l)est phxn ; and, secondly, that it was best to

let the paticnit come partly out from under the infin-

ence of the ether, and then pull just enough to cause a

slight, immediate eil'ect, with the expectation that no
further bad eil'ect would be j^roduced.

Thttesday, June 17th—Second Day—Afternoon

Session.

The Association was called to order at 2.30 p.m.,

by the President.

report of the committee on nominations.

Dr. Jewell presented the report of the nominating
Committ(^e, which was as follows : President, Dr.

Roberts liartholow, of Philadelphia ; Vice-President,

Dr. John C Shaw, of Brooklyn ; Secretary and Treas-
j

urer, Dr. E. (J. Seguin, of New York ; Councillors,
j

Dr. S. G. Webber, of Boston, and Dr. Frank P. Kin-
|

nicutt, of New York. The above-named gentlemen
were duly elected.

The Council reported favorably upon the candi-

dacy of Dr. G. N. Hammond, of New York, and Dr.

Isaac Ott, of Easton, Pennsylvania ; elected.

The lirst j^aper of the afternoon was by Dr. George
M. Beard, of New York, entitled

EXJ-ERUIENTS with the "jumpers" or "JUaiPING
frenchmen " OF MAINE.

This June he had visited Moosehead Lake, and
found the jumpers and experimented with them. He
found that what had been claimed was true, and
more than true. One of the jumpers, while sitting

in his chair with a knife in his hand, was *old '• Throw
it," and he threw it quickly, so that it stuck in a

beam opposite ; at the same time he rej^eated the

order to " throw it " with a cry, or utterance of alarm,

resembling tiiat of hysteria or epilepsy. He also

threw away his jsipe when filling it with tobacco,

when he was slapjjed iiy>ob the shoulder. Two jump-
ers standing near eacii other were told to strike,

and they struck each other very forcibly. One jump-
er, when standing by a window, was suddenly com-

[

manded by a jjerson on the other side of tlie window
[

to "jump," and he jumped straight up, half a loot
]

from the tioor, repe.irmg the order. Wueu the com-
|

mands are uttered in u quick, loud voice, the jumper
repeats the order ; when told to strike, he strikes

;

wJien told to throw it, he throws it, whatever he has
in his hands. Dr. Beard tried this power of repeti-

tion witii Latin and out-of-the-way English words,
and the jumper repeated or echoett the sound of the
word as it came to him, in a quick, sharp voice ; at

the same time he jumped, or struck, or threw, or

nxised his shoulders, or made some other violent

muscular motion. They could not help repeating
the word or scjund that came from the person that

ordered them, any more than they could help strik-

ing, dropping, thro\A-ing, jumping, or starting. AU
of these phenomena were, indeed, but j^arts of the
general condition known as jumijing. Other sudden
sounds, not proceeding from human beings, gave rise

to tlie same phenomena. All the jumpers agree that

it tires them to jumiJ, and they dread it ; but they

were constantly annoyed by their companions.
This disease was analogous to the mentsil or psychi-

cal hysteria, the so-called " servant-gu-1 hysteria,"

wliich was so often observed during the ejiidemics of

the Midt-Ue Ages. It was a transoidal condition—

a

temjjorary trance, induced by reflex irritation and
the emotion of fear. In a certain sense, we were all

jumpers ; an alarm of lire in a crowded building

woidd have the same cllect upon very many of us,

l^roducing trance with convulsive movements. An
approximative analogue was to be found in the " Jerk-

ers" or "Holy I{t)Ilers," those who, under religious

excitement, rolled upon the floor, as observed in

Northern New Hami)shire ; but the phenomenon of

jumjjing diti'ered from the above analogues : first, iu

the tempor.irinesH and momeutariness of the phe-
nomenon ; and, second, in the persistence of the lia-

bility. Psychologically, these jumpers were modest,
quiet, retiring, deticient in power of self-assertion

and push, ^^'omen were rarely jumpers. Jumping
was hereditary, and restricted mostly to a class of

people in the northern jjart of New Hampshii-e and
Maine, and iu Canada. The disease was i)robably

an evolution of tickling— the habit of tickling each
other in the woods. In regard to prognosis, Dr.
Beard said :

" Once a jumper, always a jumper." Dr.
Beard claimed that his theory of trance, as explained
in his work upon that subject, explained this phe-
nomenon of juiiq)ing.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Gray, Jewell,

and Beard.
cervical pachymeningitis.

Dr. V. P. GiBNET, of New York, read a very valu-

able and interesting paper upon this subject, which
consisted of the detailed histories of three cases oc-

curring in children.

Dr. Putnam asked for more symptoms, which
would enable one to differentiate between pachy-
meningitis cervicalis and Pott's disease. He wished
to know whether it was possible to distingui-sh be-

tween the two, especially when there was no de-

formity.

Dr. Gibnet said that it was impossible to make a
differential diagnosis at one examination. As a rule,

you did not get spinal tenderness in Pott's disease,

whereas this was present in pachymeningitis. If

you had paroxysms of torticollis, you might be sure
that the case was not one of Pott's disease. The
jiaraplegia was alike in the two diseases, but there

were very few cases of cervical parajjlegia in Pott's

disease. You could examine the posterior wall of

the i)har3'nx, in most cases, very well, and thus sat-

isfy yourself in regard to the existence of bone dis-

ease.

Next followed the reading of a paijer by Dr. Wm.
A. Hammond, of New Y'ork, entitled :

thalamic EPILEPSY.

Dr. Hammond was convinced that there was no
true epilepsy without loss of consciousness. In
this regard he did not agree with Dr. Hughlings
Jackson. This was an essential phenomenon, with-
out which there was no epilepsy. The other symj)-

toms were the characteristic features by means of

which differentiations were made. The cases tmder
consideration were marked by unconsciousness ; but
the other symptoms were of such a character as to

exclude them from any one of the categories men-
tioned by Dr. Jackson. That the optic thalamus
was the centre for perception, as the cortex was for

intellection, was, to say the least, exceedingly prob-
able. Every sense had, then, two stages iu its fuU ac-

tion : something was observed—that was one stage ; it

was more or less thoroughly understood, and that was
another stage. The intrinsic starting-jjoint of every
sensorial impression was an organ of sense, such as
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1
the eve, the oar, or the termimil rrtmificfttions of the

olfactory nerves. The stiirf iii^^-jxiiiit of mi crroncouH

or false si'iisorinl impnission, illusion, or hallnciim-

tiou, inixht l»e either the orj,'iin of sense coiicenn'il

t'l sreiii, or th « siMisorv <j;iin'4lion of the optic thalli-

ums. It eoiiltl only elfthoriite the itniin'ssions which
reiiched it from the sensory f^an^liou. and these were
either true or false, real or unreal, accordiuf? as they

e.iineorii,'!!! illy from the i^an .(lion, or were transmitted

throu;»h it from an orfjan of seu.se reeeivinj? real iiu-

pressioas from witliout ; aud, aecordiufj: as the cortex

was in a normal or abnormal condition, would the

ideas or beliefs wliioh they formed from these trans-

mitted impressions be normal or abnormal. All,

therefore, that the cortex did, was to take coj,nii-

zaiice of present or former sensorial im])ressions

which it receives, or has received from the optic

thalamus, and to form ideas from them. An addi-

tional argument against the involvement of the cor-

tex was found in the fact that there were no muscular
spasms in either of the cases cited. Spasms were,

or" coui-se, not epilepsy ; but muscular spasms com-
bined with uncanscioasn;'ss made a true epileptic

paroxysm. It was thought, from what had been said,

tliat the following conclusions were fairly deducible :

first, that th'ere was a form of epilepsy the phenom-
ena of wliicli were sim[)ly h dlucinations and loss of

c )Qscioasiii3ss ; second, that tlie morliid anatomical
basis of tliis type was located in the optic thalamus.

D^. M[[iEs remarked that he c;)uld not agree that

the optic thalamus was the centre of observation.

Dr. Jewell regarded the thalamus as the seat of

coasciousaess, and thit the seat of jjerception was
in the cortex of the brain. He had no doubt that

the optic thalamus was intimately connect.Hl with the

sense of sight. He thought Dr. Hammond was right

in saying that s^nsa paroeptions came through sense
orgaas, with one exception, and that was when in-

herited.

Da. Webber thought it was possible for certain

states of the optic thalamus to excite hallucinations,

or thit the cjrtax alone might excite them, aud hence
tli3 vis i 1.1 S33a. H3 took exceptions to the restric-

tions made by Dr. Hammond in the definition of

epilepsy.

Da G«.\Y thoiight that the view that the optic

thalamus, and this alone, could be the seat of epilep.sy,

was unwarrantable, though it might be correct.

Dr. H ammjn'd referred to certain cases of h.ilhicina-

tion where the patients died, and the lesion found
was located in the optic thalamus. There was not a

single case on record where a lesion of the ojitic

thalamus was found after death, in which there were
not hallucinations of sight.

Dr. Is.\..vc Orr, of Easton, Pennsylvania, next read
a paper upon

THE BROMIDE OF ETHYL AS AN ANiESTHETIC.

That the bromide of ethyl had a rapid and power-
ful action on the nervous system, was evident from
its quick anaesthetic effe.'t. In rare cases it could
produce epileptiform phenomena. As an aniesthetic,

lie said it would seem to give excellent results when
jjushed to the extent of elevating the pulse and
arterial tension ; but the moment it depressed the
tension and the pulse, then, in some cases dangerous
symptoms might intervene.

Dr. Ott gave an exhibition of Woroschillofi^'s in-

strument, and explained its working. The instni-

ment was for making sections of the spinal cord in
li\*ing animals.

Friday, June IHth—Third Day—Afternoon Ses-
.SION.

The Association was called to order at 2.45 p.m.,

by the I'rcMidcnt.

The Secretary read the minutes of the iirecediiif?

meeting, which were approved.
Th«! ('ouncil repoitetl favorably upon the name of

Dr. W. K. llirdsall, of New York ; unanimously
elected.

Da. Gray presented resolutions relative to the
death of J^r. K. K. Hun ; adopted.

Dr. Gray jiresented some extended resolutions on
asylum reforms. Upon motion of Dr. Hammond,
these resolutions were not acted upon until later in

the day.

The first paper of the afternoon was read by Dr.
G. N. Hammond, entitled

contribution to jacksonian epilepsy.

The histories of three cases of so-called Jacksonian
epilepsy were given. Attention was called to the
fact that Dr. Jackson did not consider loss of con-
sciousness to lie an essential elenwmt of an epileptic

paroxysm, but that he had described a variety of the
disease consisting of sensory and motor disturbances,
but in which consciousness remained nnimijaired.
Dr. Hammond I'egarded this disorder as being eijilep-

toid and not true ei)ilepsy, and, in fact, had no ten-

dency to pass into true epilep.sy.

Two of the patients referred to in the pajier were
presented to tlie Association. One of these was a
Hungarian, who had attacks of tonic rigidity of the
muscles of the neck, sometimes of one side, some-
times of the other, and again in the posterior region.

There were two kinds of aune : one in which he saw
bright lights of all colors, accompanied by a sensa-
tion of distress in the ei^igastrium ; the other, in

which the left ear became "fiery hot." The ejiilep-

tic zone was seated in the scalp, aud the slightest

touch on this portion of the head was sufficient to

cause an attack ; and even apijroaching him with the
hand, as if aljout to touch his head, was productive
of a like result.

Dr. Hammond, Senior, in response to the inquiry of
Dr. Gray, stated that he had never .seen a case so ex-
aggerated as this, nor one where the zone was so ex-
tensive. He thought, in those attacks which came on
from peripheral irritation, that the patients did not
lose consciousness ; and it was because of this one
point why he thought such cases were not epilepsy.
In the case which his son jji-esented, the patient could
see and think at the height of the paroxysm.
Dr. ]Miles recalled the case of a boy who, when he

began to cough, if it was continued, twisted himself
over, cut several regular steps, and then fell down.
Dr. Ktn.vicctt said he had seen and examined a

case similar to the one presented by Dr. Hammond.
It was found that the slightest touch of the zone in

the scalp produced a paroxysm, which consisted of
the elevation of the arm and the muscles of the
trunk, but not of the lower extremities. This was
usually accomijanied by one ciy as the arms went
up. The hair could not be brushed without this oc-
curiing.

Dr. Jewell remarked that an epilepsy, for him,
included just two things : loss of consciousness fol-

lowed, or usuiilly followed, by more or less muscular
action. There might be other symptoms, but these
were the most characteristic. He thought we ought
to be very careful in the use of the term "epilepsy,"
especially before jjatients.
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Dk. Beard believed tliat in epilepsy we must have
loss of eonseioTisuess anil convulsive movements.

Dr. Hammond, Senior, thought if ])r. Jewell in-

cluded in his definition sensory disturbances as w(»ll

as motor, ho would have the best definition possible.

Making this cl'ange, the dotinition of e])ile])sy woiild

read : "An aV)normal sensory or motor disturbance,

attended with unconsciousness."
Dr. James J. Putnam, of JBoston, reported a case of

ACUTE MXJSCtTLAR ATROPHY WITHOUT LESION OP THE
CORD.

The Dr. believed the case to be one of dissemina-
ted neuritis. The pain, loss of electrical reaction,

and rapid nniscular wasting were the prominent fea-

tures of the case

After this, Dr. Putnam read an interesting pajier on

NUMBNESS.

Within the past ten years there had come under
his notice a large number of cases, such as he had
not remembered to have seen described anywhere in

detail, though they were often the subject of brief

reference. Dift'ering in minor respects, these cases

presented, as a common symptom, disturbance of the
subjective sensibility of the skin, giving rise to what
was broadly known as numbness, recurring period-

ically, coming on especially at night or very early in

the morning, and afit'ecting one or both hands, either

alone or in company with the arm, the leg, or rarely

the whole body. This numbness was very often ex-

cessively intense, so as to amount to severe pain,

sometimes being associated with pain of a more or

less neuralgic character, esjjecially in the arms. In
treatment he had used galvanism, i:)hosphorus, strych-

nia, bromides, cannabis indica, nitrite of amyl, and
a few other remedies.

Dk. Miles referred to the history of a case he had
published, where the extremest atrophy existed, biit

there was no absolute paralysis, the loss of power
being due to a loss of muscular substance. He thought
it impossible, at first, to excite contraction of the
muscles, bvit the application of electricity was con-

tinued, and complete recovery took place.

Dr. Jewell inquired what Dr. Putnam thought of

atrophies arising without any disease whatever of the

nervous system.
Dr. Pcttnam replied that he had great respect for

the opinion that the disease was of primary myojjath-

ic origin.

Dr. Jewell said he had seen one or two cases dur-

ing the past year, and one of them he thought must
have been of that origin. It seemed to be i)urely a

local disease of the muscles ; that is, it'begau in the

muscles, without any reference to the motor nerve ;

he did not say indeiiendently of the vaso-motor nerve.

Dr. Hammond remarked that he had seen several of

these cases, but he had never seen them lead to any
bad results. All of his cases had recovered under
the galvanic current.

Dr. Miles referred to a case he now had, where
the numV)ness was confined entirely to the hand.
There was no jjallor, but rather the contrary.

Dr. Seguin stated that he had been seeing such
cases ever since he became interested in nervous dis-

eases. Most were cases of numbness in the hands
and forearm ; to a certain extent, in the arms. He
thought the affection was bilateral in all of his cases ;

not in one of his cases were there evidences of organic

disease ; no anfesthesia, no jjaralysis. Treatment had
been rather unsuccessful. Temporary relief had been

obtained by applications of hot water. The best re-

sults had been from a general tonic course of treat-

ment. He was rather inclined to think that these

cases de])ended upon some sliglit change in the i)OS-

terior columns of the cord. He would not admit tlie

vaso-motor theory.

Dr. Jewell referred to a class of cases having
more or less ]M»rsistent numbness, without any vaso-

motor trouble whatever, and occurring more frequent-

ly in women than in men, and whicOi were worse in

the latter part of the day if the patients did not lie

ui)ou their back. His hypotliesis was tliat these were
cases of sjjinal exhaustion. The numbness was an
expression of the wearing out and the gradual in-

creased passive dilatation of tlie blood-vessels, ^\hich

sometimes was worse and at other times better, ac-

cording as the numbness was more or less profuse.

Rest was exceedingly important in the cure of these

cases.

Dr. Putnam remarked that in five or six of his pa-
tients there were distinct vaso-motor disturbances.

The disturbance was of course connected with the
central circulation.

Dr. Hammond's theory as to why washerwomen
were so subject to numbness of the hands was that

those members were placed in hot and cold water
alternately.

Dr. Jewell said that not even the majority of his

cases were washenvomen. He sui^posed that through
that zone of the cord the circulatoiy disturbances

might spread from one region to the other, and that

from the way these attacks came on we must have
some sort of shifting cause. Effects told something
of the nature of the cause, and he knew of nothing
that would pi'oduce this coming and going of the

loss of sensibility unless it was a disturbance of the

circulation.

Dr. Hami«ond said there was such a thing as ex-

haustion of the cord ; but you did not have the
condition of hyperpemia in exhaustion of the cord,

nor did you have numbness.
There being no further discussion of Dr. Putnam's

paper. Dr. W. R. BirdsailL, of New York, reported

a case of

REMARKABLE TUMOR OF THE ENCEPHALON.

Dr. Seguin said he had seen the case several times,

and delivered a clinical lecture upon it. The pa-
tient isresented a partial left hemiplegia of the leg
chiefly ; but she had right facial paralysis and ex-

quisitely marked choked disk. The diagnosis made
before the class was that she had a cerebral tumor lo-

cated in the anterior half of the pons varolii upon the
right side. He was surprised to find at the post-

mortem no lesion in this region, but an enormous
tumor in the medulla oblongata. It was a case of

common facial palsy, but did not seem to be Bell's

pal.sy.

The Secretary read a letter fi-om Dr. William A.
Hammond, of New York, offering a jirize of $500 to

the American Neurological Association, for the best
essay on "The Function of the Oj^tic Thalamus,"
to be presented in 1882. The prize was open to

neurologists in all parts of the world.

Upon motion, the Association adjouraed.

Third Day—Evening Session.

The Association was called to order at 8.30 p.m.

In accordance with the motion of Dr. Hammond,
the resolutions offered by Dr. Gray were taken into

consideration, and after some discussion were adopt-
ed. An additional resolution was adopted, provid-
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inp for tlio ])vintin{r and sondinf* of these resolutions

to Ann»ric!i'i iind lOiiroiH'im jounuils.

Di{. E. C. SfiTZKA read 1>y titlo n pnpor on

THK IKlMoI/tiiir-S oK THK MKSKN(KrHAU)N IN THE VKH-

TKHUATi: SKltllCS, WITH THE UESt'lUITION OF A NEW
MESKVCKI'IIALIC OANUiaON.

Dr. Spitzkft then made a verlml statement in refjnrd

to a liystorit'id case. The patient liad Ixvn treated

for aente niiliarv tnherciildsis. and hud reiimrkiiMe

dysj)nii'i(' movements. She also liad what is iisnallv

called vii'ari<ins menstrual vomitinf.,' of larf^e ipianti-

ties of lilood from the stonuu-li. witliont menstrual
flow. Afterward Dr. Spit/.ka iiuule a eareful exami-
nation of the ease and obtained a full history.

All sort.s of dia«?nosis had been made of heart and
lunp lesi(ms, as well as hysteria. Dr. Sjiit/ka ex-

cluded thoracic complaints, l)ut tliouj^ht she might
be hysterical, an<l heli(>ved that all her symptoms
were due to gastric ulcer. She not only had ])ain

after eating, but always had it at the same point

;

it wa.s aggTavated with evers- deep inspii-atoiy move-
ment. Umler treatment the stomach regained its

normal condition, liut the patient would not take

care of herself ; she was now in a hysteri<'al state.

The point wliich Dr. Spitzka wished to bring out
was, that lie thought there could be little doubt as

to the origin of the blood, which was not luemoptysis,

but hiematemesis.

DIAGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF A DILATED AND MOBILE
PUPIL IN EPILEI»SY.

A paper upon this subject was read by Dr. L.\ndon
Carter Gr.\y. of Brooklyn.
A symptom which was of gi-eat imi)ortance in

doubtful cases was a dilated and mobile pupil. He
had examined forty-nine patients in all, and in every
instance, except four, found that the i>ui)il i)ossessed

this characteristic symptom. By means of this symp-
tom he had been enalded to make a diagnosis in

several instances where the history was uncertain, or
he knew nothing of it. He was, therefore, almost will-

ing to affirm that this symptom was pathognomonic,
and he committed it to the criticism of the profes-
sion in the hope that it might jirove of as extended
and certain application as he anticijiated.

Du. Spitzka said that while he attached preat im-
portance to the dilated pupil, he had found cases
where it was absent ; those cases occurring late in

life in which there was a peculiar pupil, something
like that of genei-al epileptics.

Dr. Cross remarked that, although he had not
made a note of the conditions of the puj^il in study-
ing the ophthalmoscopic appearance of the retina in

epilepsy, he remembered that in a large number of

cases there was dilatation of the pui)il.

Dr. Gray remarked that his point was that the
pupils were dilated and mobile.

Dr. Hammond had not noticed the point insisted

on by Dr. Gray.
Dr. Spitzka stated that in alcoholic epileptics the

pupil was normally, or more than normally con-
tracted. He asked for Dr. Kiernan's observation
upon cases of alcoholic epilepsv.

Dr. Kiersan remarked that in these cases he must
confess that he had noticed the symjitom of a largely

dilated and mobile pupil. The same had been
noticed in forms of insanity associated with mastur-
bation. In about twenty per cent, of the cases ob-
served bv him, this symptom was present.

Dr. KiNxrcrrr had recently seen two cases of

melancholia in childi'en where the etiological factor

was KU]»])osed to be masturbation, and in both cases

th«« pupils were largely ililated and moliilo. Within
the ))ast year he had seen seven or eight such cases.

The jiajtei-H of Dr. Miles of lialtiiiiore, Schmidt of

New Orleans, Si)it/.ka of New Y'ork, Jhinnister of

Cliicago, and Londuird of England were read by
title.

Drs. Miles, Seguin and Jewell were ai)iK>inted a

committee to decide in regard to the nuuits of the

pai)ens pres««nted tVir the Hammond pri/e.

Ui)on motion the Association adjourned to meet
for its next annual sessitm in New York city, upon
the regularly api)ointed day.

(Corvcspoiiticnfc.

HYSTER( )-KPILEPSY—ITS HISTORY, Etc.

To THK Editor of Tub Medical Record.

Dear Sir :—I have no doubt that many an old sub-

scriber, who, at home, has l)een nmler a grateful

sense of obligation to the Record for much or all

that is new and interesting, medically s])eaking, feels

when abroad, and in the presence of fresh medical

scenes, that it would be only a simple debt of loyal

reimyment to contribute, in tura, his mite to its

pages.

But, easy as it is to reason thus, it is more difficult

by far, in the presence of the many changing scenes

ot a foreign city, to put the thought into practice
;

however, with the Record's peimission, I will at-

tempt to discharge mv debt, from time to time, in

the form of a few scattered notes, principally upon
certain subjects al)out which the medical world has
not yet formed fixed ojiinions, tnisting that for this

reason my notes may not prove altogether uninter-

esting.

Of the many novel things that reached us of late

in America, none were more novel, nor received, in

some respects, with more scepticism, than the reports,

both verlial and printed, that came to us of the do-
ings of Professor Charcot, at the famous Hospital of

SalpPtri^re, in regard to hystero-epilejisy. Tme,
hy.stero-e])ilepsy itself, thanks to the indefatigable and
acute stTuly of Charcot, has taken its place in medi-
cal literature as a distinct and now easily recogniza-

ble entity, and we have all become familiar with the
well-detined symptom jiicture of the comi^lete hemi-
aniesthesia not only of general sensibility, but also

of the special senses (achromotopsia, etc.), the hy-
pericsthesia of the ovary (ovaria), the possible con-
tractures, and the now classical seizures, or tits.

But above and beyond this simple statement, there

was much not so easy to understand, and not so easy

to verify. I refer particularly to the etFects stated to

have been brought about by the use of metals and
magnets, reviving, in the latter instance, the curious
theories and statements already advanced by Burq,
under the name of metallotherapy. The wonder
lay, not in the results of metallo-therapy, biit in the

fact that it was seemingly endorsed by the gi*eat

name of Charcot. And. as regards America, I do
not know that metallo-therapeutics, so-called, or any
of its primary and essential phenomena even, has
ever been verified, though in a single instance, at

least, it has been denied on the basis of an apparently
fair trial.

If we add to magnets and metallo-therapy the

many other curious phenomena presented by the
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hysteio-('])ilei)ti('s at SalI)^•tri^l•e, and now beinj? sub-

jected to patient study, tlioufj;li not yet presented in

printed form to the profession—if we add, namely,
the hy])notism, the mesmerism, the catah'])sy, the
somnambulism, and the ellects of static electricity,

as well as magnets, in these cases, we have opened
oiit to us a wide tield for interesting observation.

We must not forget, moreover, that we are at ahead-
quarter of "cerebral localization," and that some
points on this subject may fall in by the way.

I C(jnfess, under the ciri'umstances, that Iap])roach-

ed Sal})f'triere like a pilgrim to a Mecca—with not
all a pilgrim's faith, perhaps—but regarding it, never-

theless, as a goal mucli to be desired. And I shall

start at once by taking the readers of the l\Ect)i{D

into my com])letest confidence, promising to observe

for us both simidy the facts in the case, according
as they shall present themselves. Nous verronti ce

que uous rerrons.

But lirst, a few words about Charcot and the Sal-

petri^re.

Provided with agreeable letters of introduction, I

called, soon after my arrival in Paris, upon Professor

Charcot. Few names are more familiar to Anierican
readers of foreig-n literature, than Charcot's, and few
more justly celebrated in his own country than his.

As a specialist in diseases of the nervous system, it

scarcely needs be said that that he is among the fore-

most. It may not be so well known that, n"t con-
tented with a single sjjecialty, he ranges widely over
other branches of medicine ; for instance, he is now
delivering a course of lectures upon diseases of the
kidneys.
Charcot lives on the banks of the Seine, in a fine

old residence. Our card is carried in, and while
waiting, we can scarcely fail to note our surround-
ings. It is e\ddent at once on every hand that the

occupant's fervor for medicine has not been incon-

sistent with the gratitication of a strongly exjjressed

taste for art ; that wealth, while atibrding freer scope
for following moi'e in detail special directions of study,

has found equal exj^ression in the outward evidences
of comfort and luxury. I merely note, in i:)assing, a
single room furnished in Japanese style in bamboo
and drapery, whose walls were covered by placques,

designed and painted by Charcot himself, from scenes
at his country place and elsewhere.

We have not, however, long to wait. The potent
title of Dr. on our card gains us immediate entrance.

We enter the library, tilled from tloor to ceiling with
attractive rows of books. A bust of their owner,
akeady familiar to American neurologists by his

photograph, stands in view. The original of the
bust now quickly appears from a consulting-room
and makes us welcome.

Charcot's personal appearance is striking. His
face once seen is not easily forgotten ; it is, at the
same time, intellectual and si^irituelle.

So much for details not uninteresting, I am sure, to

the many readers of Charcot's works. My greeting,

thanks to letters from friends at home, was a most
agreeable one, and I was at once invited to avail my-
self, in the fullest manner, of the teachings at the
clinic and in the wards of the hospital. The next
morning I was early on my way to Salpetri&re. Biit

why called Salpetriiire, or as the word translated sig-

nifies, saltpetre works ? In the answer we may find

a bit of interesting medical history, gleaned with
some trouble from various sources, for there appears
to be no annual "report" to refer to as with us.

Such reports here are made to the dii'ector of pub-
lic charities, but not printed.

In 165G, Louis XIV. establislnnl under one direc-

tion all the hos])italH of Paris. Some buildings

formerly used as saUpetrc? works were a})pro])riated to

])ublic use and transformed into dormitories. At this

date even, Salj)f'terie, as it now had becf)me chris-

tened, contained nearly a thousand i)au])er women
and children. In lt)H4 crertain other l^uildings were
erected and used as ])risons for females, and finally

the insane also in gi-eat numliers weie confined here,

until at last the jjlace became an enormotis bedlam.
By the end of the eighteenth century it was the
largest hospital in Eurojjc. Tenon writes that he
saw there at one time as many as 8,000 inmates, con-
sisting of old and decrei)it women, dissolute and
criminal women in the prisons, i)auper children,

furious maniacs, imbeciles, epileptics, paralytics, the
blind, cripples, and those afflicted with scurvy and a

variety of incurable diseases.

This was the Salpetriiire of the end of the eigh-

teenth century—the SaliJctrii^re which Pinel found
when he was appointed physician-in-chief to it, as

well as to Bicetre, the corresponding institution for

the custody of males.

We may jndge of the condition of the insane at

this Bedlam by a few words which I will translate

from a good authority :
" At Salpetri&re there were

cells called the low^er cells, situated more than fifteen

feet below the new cells." These are described as

follows by M. Desportes, administrator of hospitals,

writing in 1822 :
" The lower cells of SaliJctricre

differ in no resjject from those of which I have just

spoken. Built one against the other they receive

neither light nor air excei)t by the door ; but that

which renders them still more calamitous and often

fatal is the fact that in winter, when the waters of the
Seine rise, these cells, situated at the level of the
sewers, become not alone very much more unhealthy,

but furthermore a place of refuge for throngs of im-
mense rats, which attack in the night the miserable

occui^ants and bite and gnaw them whenever they can
get at them. At the morning visit certain of these
insane are found whose feet, hands, and face are torn

by bites often dangerous, and from which several

have died." *

Bi;t there is nothing in the present of Salpetri&re

to suggest such a hideous past. Once within its

gates, one has entered an enclosure of eighty acres,

containing forty-five blocks of substantial buildings.

These buildings are arranged in squares, enclosing
within their general ground-plan a dozen or more
large rectangular courts which, in fact, are so many
beautiful gardens jjlanted with trees in long arched
colonnades and adorned with multitudes of well-

tended flower beds. As now organized, the inmates
are divided into three classes, the insane, ejiileptics

and hysterics, and old women. There is also an in-

firmary for out patients, consisting of two services, a
surgical and a medical. It is w itli the latter as well

as with the ejjileptic and hysterical wards, both
under the charge of Prof. Charcot, with which we
are for the present chiefly interested. As I passed
by the kitchen department breakfast for about 5,000

peojjle was being cooked and served. In the various
gardens, sitting on benches beneath the trees, or
chatting in groups lieneath the same shade, or hob-
bling along with canes, were hundreds of old women
who now comi)rise the largest portion of the inmates
of this great almshouse.
But it is not alone the vast extent and number of

* fitude sur Ics hdpitaux, par M. ArmanU Husson, Paris, 1S02, p.
280.
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its liniMin^, tho iiui1titu<lo of ]mor wliicli it housoH, I

fei'ds, luid trtMts ini'diciiUy, that liiis t,Mvcii this insti-

tution its world wiilt' fiinu', hut it is the vast s(»rvic(>s

whifh hntimuity has received from it tlirou;^li tho
lal>oi*s of faithful and ahlo |)hysicians. Kroni its walls

first went fortli t • TraiK-i' the principle of a IminaiH^

treatment of tho insuiio U8 well as of a nitional treat-

ment of insanity.

It was here in this very corridor itself, which we
are traversing to reach tho door of Charcot's clinic

—

ft corridor and a scene familiar to many hv the ])ic-

turo representing: the event—that I'inel first cast otf

the chains from the insane, and tauf,'ht not alone hu-
manity to his times, but went farther, and instituted

the first instruction upon mental disease ever priven

in France. True, his pui>ils were few, his instruc-

tions theoretical ; but it was a befjinninj?. And at

this same hos|)ital Esipiirol, friend and colleapfue of

Pinel, took the next fijreat step and established a
clinic for the study of mental disease, at which (year-

ly, from 1S17 to lH2(i) he laid dow^l the first sound
doctrines of mental disease. It was Esipiirol who,
W'itli Bicliat, established in France tho somatic riith-

er than the psychic theory of insanity, wlio taught
that insanity was a disease of the body itself, not of
the spirit, and tliat it was to be studied from the
standpoint of ]i]iysiolo<^v and patholofry, ratlier than
that of metaphysics and theology. Pinel's work was
humanitarian ; Esipiirol reduced insanity to a sci-

ence. Pinel threw o])en the doors to reform by re-

monng the chains from the insane ; Esquirol took
the emancipated in hand and studied their disease
on a .scientific basis.

But we must not forget that this is a morning vis-

it and thus dwell too long in reveries of the past.

Charcot's clinic, to come at once to the subject in

Land, is very perfectly appointed. We may take a
hasty glance at the rooms before the clinic begins.

Leaving the antechamber, where patients and at-

tendant are waiting, we enter the reception-room,
where they are received and their cases examined,
recorded, and treated. This reception-room forms
but one of four rooms devoted to the same purposes,
though in ditTereut directions of study. The second
and largest is used for treatment by electricity ; the
third is for chemical examinations, and the fourth is

used for photography.
The reception-room itself contains much that is

suggestive and interesting. Its walls are covered
with old prints representing biblical occurrences,
such as St. Paul and St. Peter healing the sick,

scenes in demonology and witchcraft, miraculous
cures by saints, .saints in ecstasy, the contortions of
conriil.^inuairea in the middle ages, etc., etc., down
to " miraculous " cures recorded in the present.
Here, in particular, is a picture of a patient with
what is evidently, from the description given be-
neath, an hysterical contracture, being carried to the
tomb of St. Medard to be cured. In the accompany-
ing picture the cure has been eft'ected, and we see
the patient walking about with perfect use of her
limbs. Charcot seems to delight in collecting these
prints, for can he not confront them in his own clin-

ic with equal wonders, with equally persistent and
hideous deformities, relieved by no miracle, by no
appeal to a saint, l)ut cured simply in accordance
with modern scientific knowledge ? "To the phvsician
of to-day the sudden relief of hysterical deformities
is no longer a miracle. On the walls of this room we
seem to be intentionally brought face to face with
the whole jjast history of nervous diseases in some
of its strangest and most unique aspects.

But let us leave tliis room and enter the second

—

that devoted ))rincipally to ele<-trical ajq^aratus and
treatment; and hero w<^ shall find tho surroundings
and tho parapliernalia of a scientific and intelligont

])resent. Here, too, are pictures on th<^ walls, but
they are ])ictiires jdiotographs uu(\ crayons— taken
from life, and from ])atieiits in this very hospital, in

stages (»f fury, of confortirin, of ))assional ecstasy as
viviil and as real as it is jJOssiMe to imagine any
saint or rfninihioiinin: of the past may have exhibit-

ed. Here, in this room, are patients by the dozen
whose hysterical contractures yielded, as we shall

see, to the exorcisms of modern science as speedily
as did any who were led to the fund) of St. Medard.
Hero are hysterical girls wlio, in their hypnotized
and mesmeric states, see visions as ])eatific as did
ever saint of old or modem virgin of Tiourdes, whith-
er now flock thousands of believing i)ilgrim3. But
science takes a stej) in advance of su])erstition ; it

may originate at will these very visions in the mind
of the subject, now called simply a patient; it may
give not only the details of the ^•ision, but also the
very tone and coloring of it ; and tlie things seen
shall afterward 1)0 faithfully repeated, with an ear-

nestness and a vividness which leave no doubt in the

\
mind of tho hearer of the reality of the hallucination

I

created.

Science, too, may create these contractures and
bring on these contortions and conmlsions at will,

I

as well as relieve tliose that have occuned spontane-

i

ously and those that have been induced (artificial

hysterical contractures). What superstition calls a
miracle, science creates at the physician's bidding.
In this room, then, we see the modern "possessed."
Charcot has found them out, has studied their dis-

ea.se and maile it intelligible—has named it Hystero-
Epilepsy. Indeed to him the world owes a great

debt of gi-atitude that he has made these cases clear,

and thus not only made their proper treatment un-
derstood, but gained for the poor hysterical a charity
not formerly so freely accorded them. Medicine is

thankful for light thrown upon the protean form of
hysteria. Science, too, is thankful that in denying
a miracle it can do so on a basis of demonstration.

But, besides pictures and ])atients, here are elabo-
rate galvanic, fai-adic, and static electrical machines

;

there also are magnets, metals, colored disks for

testing hysterical amblyoj^ia, and various appliances
for registering sym])toms, whose enumeration wiU
too much task the reader. Indeed it is time to re-

member that details, vivid enough upon the spot, may
grow dim in interest hx distance. In my next I will

speak only of the daily transactions at the clinic, ex-

cusing this excursion into the past by the hope that
the clinic's present may appear more real by reason
of its historical setting.

Vei-y tnaly yours,

WHililAM J. MOKTON, M.D.
Paris, July 22, 1S$0.

PHYSICIAN AND PHARMACIST.
To THE Editor of The Medicai, Recobd.

Sm :—As the physician has had his audience it may
not be improper that the dniggist should have a
hearing on the subject of incompetenn/, as aUuded to
in the Record of July 3, by * * * *

Now, while we do not wish to offer an apology for

the man who will not arise in the dead of night to
prepare a very simple cough remedy, or the man
who cannot read a prescription, wlietherthe spelling,

writing, or abbreviations be according to the rules of
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art or not ; yet, we do state that far more mistakes
are made by the writers of formulae than by the com-
pounders.

It is not every man who writes his name with an
attachment of M.D. who can, or will, or does write
his prescription so that a man with a fair average
amount of brain could swear that it v/as correct

—

as the M.D. iutendoil ; nor is it very unusual tliat

the doctor takes from his i)Ocket some formula-book
and writes from it, and if he did examine he would
be unable to tell if it was or was not correct. Then
the physician sometimes writes 3 's for 3 's or other
mistakes in putting incompatables into the same
bottle, and expects his druggist, " if he known ax i/-

thing " to rectify tliose little thiiKjs." For instance, I

copy from my prescription book, verbatim et literatiin :

U. "For Mrs S
Quinia sulph gr xv
Morpli. sulph 3 iss

Ferri carb gi' iij

Ft chts No ix

Sig One three times a day and oftener if neces-

sary to quiet jjain."

and this bore the signature of a regular graduate of

one of the first colleges in the land.

And, taking the correspondent * * * * argument,
we must be our own doctor and thus relieve the

physician of any further comialaints.

Now, in concluding this I will say, I have written

recipes for twenty-five years, and a considerable por-

tion of that time have been also connected with the

dispensing department of a drug store, and I have
found quite as much "incompetency" in the j^ractice

of medicine as in the dispensing of medicine.

C. T. AHMSTRONG.
CORtJNNA, JIlCH.

lUctiical 3tcm3 anti llcius.

Contagious DisEASia — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Dei^arlment,

for the two weeks ending August 21, 1880.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from August 15 to August 21, 1880.

McKee, J. C, Major and Surgeon. Granted leave

of absence for one vear, on Surgeon's certificate of

disability. S. O. 177, A. G. O., August 19, 1880.

Happersett, J. C. G., Major and Surgeon. At the

expiration of his present leave of absence, to report

to the Commanding Officer, Ft. Ringgold, Tex., for

dutv as Post Surgeon. S. O. 161, Dept. of Texas,

August 10, 1880.

Taylor, M. K., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty as Post Surgeon at Ft. Concho, Texas. S. O.

161, C. S., Dept. of Texas.

O'EeiXlLY, R. M., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. His
leave of absence, on account of sickness, extended
four months on Surgeon's certificate of disability.

Relieved from duty in Dept. of the South, and at ex-

piration of his present leave of absence to report by
letter to the Surgeon-General. S. O. 174, A. G. O.,

August 16, 1880.

Moseley, E. B., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. His
leave of absence extended ten days, with permission

to applv for a further extension of two months. S.

O. 75, Dept. of the Platte, August 17, 1880.

Carter, W. F., 1st Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. When
relieved by Asst. Surgeon Taylor, to report to Com-
manding Officer, Post of San Diego, Tex., for duty

as Post Surgeon. S. O. 161, C. S., Dept. of Texas.

Week Ending
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the <lfl}»ree of doctor of nipdicinp, iasned bv sn inoor-

j)(init«'.l iiiiivoi*sity, iiu'dinil col !«>>,'(', or iniMlicnI hcIiooI

without tin* Htiitt', lie sliiill («xhil>it the siiiin' to the

faculty of some iiicorporattul inediciil collcj,'i» or lued-

iciil schoid of this Stiite, with stttisfiictorv midciice
of his good inonil «dmr.icter, nnd siu-h other evidence,

if any, of his (iimliticiitions as a j)hysici!iii or sur-

geon, as said facMilty may reipiirt^ If his di]doma
and qnalitications are approved by them, then they
Hhall emlorsc said diploma, which shall make it for

the pnrp«)sc of his license to jiractice medicine and
surj^ery within this Statu the same* as if issued l»y

them. The applicant shall pay to the dean of said

facidty the sunj of twenty dollars for such «'xamina-

tion and endorsement. Tiiis endorsed dii)loma sliall

autiiorize him to practist; physic and sur^'ery within
the State ui)on his comidyiiig with the i)rovisions of

section two of this act.

§ "). The d«(.^ree of doctor of medicine, lawfully

conferred by any incori)orated medical college or
university in this State, shall lie a license to jnactise

jjliysic and surgery iu the State after the person to

whom it is granted shall have complied with section

two of this act.

The Foramina of Monro—Correction.—In our ab-
stract of Dr. Wilder's pajier in the Medical Record
for August 7th, the word " riulinl,'" near the top of

page 10 r, should have been " pentfil." In the last

jjaragraph, " tnl>ej\-ii/um <tul<p" should be "criald

/onticis." We understand that Prof. Wilder will

present a paper on the Foramina of Monrc; at the
coming meeting at the American Association for

Advancement of Science, iu Boston, and that .some
historical questions connected with the sul)ject are
discussed iu the last number of the Boston Mciliml
and Surgical Jourual.

Dr. Wellington ^f. Campbell, of this city, died
of phthisis, iu Burlington, Canada. He graduated
at Bellevue Hospital INIedical College, was after-

- ward Ambulance Surgeon to the hosi)ital, House
Physician to Ninety-ninth Street Hospital, served
six years at the New York DisiJensury, and three
years at the Northern Dispensary.

The Report of the American Veterinary Hospi-
tal for the year ending Fel)ruaiy 25, IWSO, shows
that we have in this city a well organized and very
useful institution for veterinary study. The hospital
is maintained in connection with the American Vet-
erinary CoUege and is otHcered by four veterinary
surgeons, of whom Dr. S. Liautard is chief. During
the past year "J,442 patients were treated, 1,.S80 of

these were cured, 11 were discharged because aftect-

ed with contagious diseases or iuciiral)le, and 24
died. Two hundred and sixty-.six operations were
performed, in many cases while the jiatieut was
aniesthetized.

The records of this as well as of other similar hos-
pitals and colleges show that veterinary science in

this country is advancing every year.

A Somewhat Crowded Profession. —In the Sher-
ley Will case before the Louisville Court the other
day, in re\"iewing the medical testimony, Colonel Mc-
Kay, one of the counsel for the will, remarked upon
the number of doctors in the worM, and said that
down "in his coimtry, between the hills and the
river, they are so thick that two had to ride one
horse ; and that, a flat-boat having been stranded in
the river one night, the next morning three doctors'
signs were hanging out from its sides."

—

Louisville

Medical JVe'cs.

The Epii>kmic at North Adams, Marr., to whicli

reference was made some weeks ago, has been traced

to the water drank by the inhaliitaiits of the town.

A stream Mnws thnmgli the j»Uu;e, and it was found
that all the j-ases of diseas<! occurred in fainilies who
got their water below a certain jiond on that stream.

The water of this pond is shallow and the bottom
covered with a mass of decaying vegetable matter.

Some atmos|dieric influence, it is said, has also to

be called in, in order to fully account fi>r all the cases.

A New ('aithkof Death. —A I'hiladelphia "doc-
tor " recently signed a certificate of death from
"collar^' fantum." He is a cohered graduate of a

bogus Hchonl, and the courts have .shown a disposi-

tion to investigatt! his right to practise. This is the

second or third case that has attracted attention

within a few weeks, of ignorant men jjrofessing to be
skilled physicians.

Is Buchanan Dead ?—The city of Philadelphia lias

been unable to determine whether Dr. Buchanan, of

unsavory rejiutation, is alive or dead. He was to

appear for trial on the charge of issuing bogus di-

ploma.s and using the mails for that j)urpo.se. Ju.st

before the time for his ajqiearance at court, a man
resembling the professor was seen to jump from a

ferry-boat into the Delaware. As it was night it was
scarcely possible to tell whether he drowned or swam
to a place of safety. The court has been i)etitioned

not to forfeit his bail, since it is impo.ssii)le for the

bondsmen to produce the suicide. The river has
been dragged and no cadaver found. The prosecu-
tion holds that it is a nise of the wily doctor to

escape conviction, for, by latest accounts, he has
reached Canada iu disguise.

The Atlantic City Accident.—Twenty-one vic-

tims of the accident on the Atlantic City branch of

the West Jersey Railroad, have died. Many of them
were treated at the Pennsylvania Hospital. Tho.se

received at that in.stitution were burned about the

hands, face, and legs. The women wei"e severely

burned up to the thighs, but the men, as a rule, es-

cajjcd, on account of the ditierence in dress. The
treatment ctuisisted of carbolized oxide of zinc oint-

ment locally, with anodynes and stimulants inter-

nally. Death, in most instances, occurred from shock.

Regul.ating Prostitution.—The new Parliament
of England has appointed a committee to continue
the inquiry into the workings of the Contagious Dis-
eases Acts.

Honorary Degrees at the Britlsh MedicaXj Asso-
ciation.—On August 11, 1880, a meeting was held for

the purpose of conferring honorary LL.D. degrees
upon some of the most distinguished members of

the British Medical Association. The degree was
granted on June 10th of last term, and fourteen
gentlemen were selected. Of these. Dr. Paul Broca,
Prof, of Surgical Pathology in the Faculty of Med-
icine, Paris, has since died, and Dr. Chauveau, of

Lyons, was unavoidably absent. All the others were
present and were admitted. Their names are as fol-

lows : Dr. C. E. Brown-Sequard, of Paris ; Dr. F. C.

Donders, of Utrecht ; Dr. S. D. Gross, of Philadel-
phia ; Sir Wm. Jenner, Sir Wm. Gull, and Sir Geo.
Burrows, of London ; Rev. S. Haughton, M.D., F.R.S.,
of Dublin ; Mr. Wm. Bowman and Mr. Jo.seph Lis-

ter, of London : Mr. Dennis O'Connor, of Cork ; and
Mr. John Simon and Mr. Andrew Wood. The pub-
lic orator was Mr. J. E. Sandys, of St. John's College.

The Vice-chancellor afterward entertained the newly
created doctors and a distinguished company at

luncheon at Coi-pus Christi College.
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The Vital Statistics of European cities for 1879,

eliow tliat Cliristiania had the lowest deatli-rate, viz. :

17-5 per 1,000 ; and St. Petersburg the highest, 40
per 1,000.

An EriDEisnc of Pernicious An/emia, which has
recently been observed among the miners of the

St. Gothard tunnel, is attrilnited, l)y Dr. Perroncito,

to the presence of certain parasites in the intestines.

Three different kinds of worms have been found in

the dejections. One of these, an anchylostoma, is

called Dochimus duodenalis ; the others are varieties

of anguillula.

NON-RESTRAINT IN THE TREATMENT OF THE InSANE.

—Dr. Rutherford, of the Parochial Asylum, at

Woodilee, Scotland, states in his recent annual re-

port that, mainly through fully occ-upying the

patients, and thereby coimteracting the tendency to

manifestation of their insane ideas, it has been found
practicable to carry out the open-door system of

treatment. All the doors of the asylum open with
ordinary handles, and only the chief attendants are

in possession of a key. Dr. K. believes that by the

diminution of ai)i)arent restrictions upon liberty,

gi'eater quietness and contentment are secured, which
have the effect of promoting recovery.

A New OrHTHALMOLOGiCAL, Society has been or-

ganized in London, and calls itself " The Ophthal-
mological Society of the United Kingdom." It at

present embraces eighteen members, most of whom
are London surgeons.

A NovEii Treatment for Dysentery. — M. Ver-
neuil recently rejjorted the case of a wood-cntter,

who had for several years suffered from dysentery,
with incontinence of fecal matters. To remedy
this he was in the habit of introducing into the bowel
a plug of wood wrapi:)ed in linen cloth, of which the

ends were allowed to j^rotrude. On one occasion,

howevei", halving forgotten these appliances, he made
use of a branch of poplar, cut roughly conical with
an axe. Whilst at work this suddenly slipj^ed up
into the rectum, out of reach. M. Verneuil subse-

quently performed gastrotomy and rectotomy in

order to get it out, which was done successfully.

Progress in the Treatment of the Insane in

England.—A bill has been introduced into the
House of Commons, which will initiate some very
radical changes in the care of the insane. It pro-
vides a plan hj which private asylums shall gi'adually

be piit under i^ublic control, and by which medical
treatment shall become a more i^rominent feature in

these institutions. There has been considerable
comislaint of late that English private asylums are
too often oidy commercial ventures, iu which the
medical element is subordinate. They are accused
of being elegant retreats rather than hospitals.

Treatment of Lung Cavities by Paracentesis.—
A case has recently been reported by Dr. K. D.
Powell and Mr. R. W. Lyell, of London, in which a

basic cavity in the lung was treated by paracentesis.
Some immediate improvement was gained, but the
patient died in about seven weeks. The operators
considered that paracentesis would often be a justi-

fiable operation in chronic basic cavities. They did
not advise it in apex cavities, however—an opinion
which is counter to that of Dr. Pepper, who has been
experimenting in this direction.

The St. Louis Medical College announces its

adoption of the three-year gi-aded course.

The Influenc^e op the Excess of Alcohol on the
Death-rate.—Dr. Norman KeiT, in a ])aper read be-

fore the Section in Medicine of tlie British Medical
Association, gave as an ai^proximate estimate of the

mortality from al(H)liolic excess, 1*20,000 deaths

;

40,500 resulting from personal intemperance, 70,;")()0

from starvation, disease, accident, or viohiuce arising

from the intemperance of persons otliur than the

killed.

Medical Education in the West.—It is, perhai)S,

an indication of better times, when medical colleges

find it for their interest to advertise themselves by
announcing an extra long and severe curriculum.

The only possil tie excuse, indeed, for the organization

of a new medical college is to sujjjjly the demands
of a higher medical education. This excAise is

therefore seized upon. The last instance is tliat of

the St. Paul Medical C'ollege, which announces that

it will open with a full graded course of four years.

Four years' study will be reipiired as a requisite to

graduation ; and there are preliminary and annual
examinations.

A Case of Superfoetation is reported in the
CliicrKjo Medical Journal (Did Kruminer, by Dr. D.
A. Walden. A primipara, aged twenty, married ten

months, was taken with labor-i)ains April ISth, and
next day was delivered of a full-term child. The
patient did well until two days later. On that day,

while using the vessel, there passed from her a com-
plete uni'uptured sac, containing a male fa^tus and
placenta about lour months old. The woman made
a rapid recovery. She stated that she had menstraated
for three or four months after she was aware of her
pregnancy. There were no signs of a double uteras.

In a somewhat similar case, related by Playfair, men-
struation was kept up during the whole period of

pregnancy.

The Compressed Air Bath is a therapeutic mea-
sure which is gaining some advocates in this country,

as well as abroad. There are a few physicians in

this city who use it, and The St. Lou in CoKrier states

that it is being tried in St. Louis. Its special use is

in cases of asthma, emphysema, and chronic bron-

chitis. A new application of the method, however,
is in the treatment of obesity. Two cases have been
reported by Dr. Charrier in V Union medicale; in

one the weight was reduced from 232 to 210 pounds
in 25 days.

Suspension of the Heart's AcrrioN.—In the Lonia-

rille Medical Murt^, Dr. J. A. Long reports a case of

a negro whom he had been treating for congestion

of the brain. On the first day of attendance the

patient was delirious ; his pulse was 104, and lost

one beat in eight ; the day following it lost one beat

in six, next day one in three. On this day, while

standing by the patient, the breathing and heart-

beats suddenly stopped completely, and the man
appeared completely dead. He was so pronounced
by the doctor. About five minutes later, however,

he began to breathe again ; the heart's action re-

turned, and he lived twelve hours longer.

The International Medical Congress meets in

London in August, 1881. Arrangements for the oc-

casion are ah-eady under way. Burlington House
has been seciu-ed for the meetings of the congress.

The executive committee has nominated Sir Wm.
GuU, Mr. Erichsen, and Dr. Matthews Duncan, as

presidents of the medical, surgical, and obstetrical

sections respectively.
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Sanitary anp MppirAT. Mattkrs in Japan.—In
1h7:1 11 sunitarv Inircau wus rmitoil liy the f^ovorn-

iiKMit of Jiipiin. It^< first rfjiort, covorin^^thc twoyoars
from 1S7'» to 1M77, hiiH just been jmldisln'tl. The
dociiiiuMit givi's II wry ch'iir idoa of tho condition of

Hunitiirv and medical matters in .Iaj)an, and it hIiows

tlie ilitliculties which the hurean has hud to on-

counter in its efforts to improve the status of medi-
cine and liygiene. The bureau was emi)o\vered to

rej^uhito the pmctice of me<licine and of pharmacy
by prescribiuf^ courses of studies and tlie examina-
tion tests. It was ^'iven control over the sale of

dru^.s, patent medicines, j)t)isons, et<"., and it jiosse.s-

ses the otlier ordinary duties of health boards in the

matter of re^ristration of diseases, (piarantine, etc.

Not all of these things could be atteui])ted at first,

however, and even now a thoroii^di sanitary orj^ani-

zation is far from existin;^. The lioard has certainly

acted in a wise and intellifi;ent manner, however, and
has made all the jno^'ress possible. Tliere is still a

vast degree of ignorance antl superstititm among the

lower classes, as may b(> inferred from the quality

of the medical services wiiich they call for. There
are iu Japan over 31,'Jt)S physicians, or ai>out 1 to

every 1,100 inhabitants. Of these, GG per cent, fol-

low the Chinese system, 18 per cent, the "mixed
system," and lil per cent, the " Western " system.

Of this 21 per cent., however, only 1 per cent, are

duly (pialified by examination. The total number
of apothecaries was 5,99:5. Only 22 of these are li-

censed by examination, ami the vast majority practise

the Chinese or Japanese system.

The law in regard to j^atent medicines is that here-

after any one wishing to prejjare such medicine shall

apply to the educational department for a license,

presenting a samjile of such medicine, with the

names and proportions of the ingi-edients, directions

for its use, and explanations of its supposed efficiency.

A vast number of medicines are patented and sold

in Japan.

Chlokide of Calcium in Phthisis.—Dr. James
Sawyer, of Queen's College, Birmiugliana, states that

he gets better results in treating phthisis by combin-
ing chloride of calcium with the standard remedies,

than by any other means. He is inclined to place a

high value on its curative eflfect. He thinks it checks
night-sweats, increases weight, and tends to dry up
the lesions. He gives it in ten-grain doses, twice a

day, after meals. There should be no mistake made
by substituting chloride of " lime "' for chloride of

calcium.

—

Brit. Med. Journal.

The ^Ietkic System in Engl.ajo).—A leader in a

recent issue of The British Medical Journal calls at-

tention to the imjiortance and exjiediency of intro-

ducing the metric system as soon as ^jossiljle into

medicine and pharmacy. The editor urges, that, as

a beginning, the system might be introduced into

those English towns whei-e it is customarv- for prac-

titioners to dispense their own medicines. The pur-

chase of a set of metric weights and measures would
be nearly aU that would be necessary in order to effect

the requisite change.

Sequel-e of the Fast.—During the time of Tan-
ner's fast, and for some days alter it, the papers
were quite full of cases of voluntary or involuntary

starvation. The literature of the subject has been
greatly enriched by Dr. Tanner's performance.

Nearly all the cases of starvation related in the stan-

dard works on physiology have been republished.

In addition to tliiH, a larpfe nnmber of new instances
of ])rolonged absti-nance from food have; b(!en con-

tributed, upon mf)re or less good autiiority. The
Laurel publishes the case of a w<jman, aged sixty, who
lived for forty-nine days without footl, but died on
the fiftieth ilay. She took small daily amounts of

water, but had no other nourishment. There was
not much emaciation. Another ca.so was that of a
man sull'ering from cancer of the stomach. During
tlie last forty-one days of his life he took neither food
nor drink. He sullered a great deal, and emaciated
rapidly. A case is reported, on respectable autho-
rity, of a woman living in Delaware who died after

a thirty-six days' abstinence from food. During this

time she lost only ten pounds, weighing, when she
died, I.'jO pounds.
A hysterical girl is reported to be living in Louis-

ville, who has not eaten anything for forty-four da^s.

This particular per.son lies in a state of " trance," and
evidently belongs to the "MoUy Fancher" order of

light-eaters.

Those who may be clas.sed more strictly as imi-

tators of Dr. Tanner have been tolerably numerous.
We learn of a young doctor of Lyons who essayed to

go fifteen days without eating. He gave uj) at the
end of the first week.
A starving match at .^1,000 a .side was proposed in

this city, and a numljer of entries were made, but
nothing came of it so far as we can learn. One of

the curiosities of the mania is the Western man, who
has proposed to show how long he can live upon
beer alone.

A case is rejwrted by Dr. J. C. Noyes, of Oshkosh,
Wisconsin { Boston Med. and Surg. Jour.), of forty-

five days' fasting. When seen at the end of that

time by Dr. N., the patient, who had been sick for a
long time, was consideraVjly emaciated, with jjaralysis

of the lower extremities, loss of voice, and partial

dementia. The man's age was thirty-four ;
pulse,

56 ; respiration, 12 ; temperature, 9-1: ' F. He had
taken no food for forty-five days, and no water during
the last nineteen days, except to rinse the mouth.
He had been unable to swallow at all dui'ing the
latter period. The diagnosis could not be made
with certainty.

Increase IN Lunacy. —From the twenty-first an-

nual report of the Commissioners in Lunacy for

Scotland, we learn tliat the increase of private luna-

tics' in England has been from 4,980 in 1859 to 7,692

in 1878. The increase of iJauper lunatics has been
from 31,782 in 18:.9 to G(),84<j in 1878. This gives a
total increase of from 1.87 per 1000 in 1859, to 2.76

per 1000 in lis78. There has been a similar increase

in Scotlantl, from 1.99 per 1000 in 1859 to 2.55 per
1000 in 1879. The total number of lunatics iu Great
Britain is now 77.696.

Poetry for the Tenement Districts.—
In Kiiln. a town of iiionk^ anl bones.
Ami pavetneuts fan^td with luurdeioua .<4x>ne.«.

And racrs and hnffi* and hidfons wenchea,
I aiiintt'd two and seventy stt-nche.a.

All well defined, and teveral stink^ !

Ye nymiihs that reign o"cr sewers and sinks,

The iliver Rhine, it is well known,
Doth wash yuur city of Cologne.
But tell me, nymphs ! what i)ower divine
ShiiU henceforth wa-^^h the Kiver Rhine ?

The International Congress of Hygiene, at Tu-
rin, will open September 6th, and close September
12th. All governments are invited to send delegates.

A reduction of 30 per cent, on railroad fares is also

announced.
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DISEASES OF TEE GREAT THORACIC
ARTERIES.

A Clinical Lecture.

By Dk. E. FLETCHER INGALS.
LECTDRKR OV UISKASKS Of THE OnKST AND PIIY8ICAI, DIAGNOSIS, AND

ON LARYNOOLOGY. IN THE POST-GRADUATE CODBSE, RUSH
MEDICAL COLLEGE, CHICAGO.

(Delivered May, 18!Sl). Steiio;ira()hicaUv rcporteil for The RECOnD.)

GB>rrLE>iEN : The first case which I present to you
this morning is that of a laboring man, D. G., fifty-

two years of age. He came to me I'eceutly, comphiin-
ing of pain in the left side, especially near the ster-

num, hoarseness, and difficulty in breathing. He says

that the trouble commenced last November, though
he has not l)een well for more than two years.

Among the symi>toms and signs, the first to attract

our attention is a constant pain starting in the region
of the second intercostal space of the left side, close

to the sternum, and running downward and outward
to the left of the mammary region, with occasional
pains shooting into the left shoulder and arm. The
patient is well nourished, and there is nothing char-

acteristic in the expression of his countenance or in

the appearance of the integuments. The pulse is

soft, beating ninety-eight times in a minute, and is

alike upon both sides. You will observe that the
voice is feeble and hoarse. He complains of a short,

paroxysmal cough, with slight expectoration of white
frothy mucus, and considerable dyspnoea upon ex-

ertion. His digestive functions are well performed.
The symptoms of this case direct our attention at

once to the respiratory organs. Upon examining the
chest we Will observe a small prominence, about two
inches in diameter, with its centre in the second in-

tercostal space of the left side, which pulsates rhyth-
mically witli the radial arteries. The chest has a pe-
culiar marbled appearance, due to distention of the
superficial veins.

Upon palpation, we find that the pulsations in the
radial arteries are alike upon both sides. There is a
distinct thrill felt over the tumor, and forcible epi-

gastric pulsation is obtained. We can hardly detect
the impidse of the apex of the heart against the chest-
wall, but it is indistinctly felt about an inch to the
left of its normal position.

By percussing in the region of the tumor, we will

find an abnormal area of dulness, extending about an
inch to the left of the sternum, and reacliing from
the first to the third intercostal space. There is no
increased dulness upon the right side of the ster-

num or at the upper portion of this bone. Percus-
sion over the lungs yields vesiculo-tympanitic reso-
nance upon both sides of the chest, which, with the
movements of the thoracic walls, and especially the
covering of the heart by lung-tissue, would cause us
at once to su.spect that this man has i^ulmonaiw em-
physema.

Upon auscultation directly over the prominence
we obtain a load systolic bruit, accomjianied by a
distinct shock, whicli is communicated through the
stethoscope. This is followed by a diastolic bniit

and shock. In listening over the apex of the heart,

over an area of about an inch in diameter, a feeble
systolic murmur is obtained. The same nmrmur is

heard in the rigl\t carotid arteiy, but it is not heard
over the aorta or any other of its branches. No mur-

murs whatever can be heard over the posterior por-

tion of the chest. Ausciiltation over the lungs gives

us the prolonged , low-pitched, exjiiratoiy mui mur of

pulmonary emphysema.
Upon examining the larynx with the aid of the

lai'yngscoi)e, we find the left vocal cord fixed in the

position which it ordinarily occui)ies during jjliona-

tion, and immovable during resijiration. The right

vocal cord is somewhat less mobile than in health.

The cause for this immobility is paralysis of the

muscles which ordinarily abduct the cord during
inspiration. The paralysis is due, no doubt, to some
interference with the function of the recurrent la-

ryngeal nerve of the left side. As all of the muscles
of the lower part of the larynx are supplied by the

recurrent laryngeal nerve, the fact that the right vo-

cal cord moves shows that the nerve upon that side

is not greatly interfered with.

We have, in this case, symptoms and signs, some
of which are present in a considerable number of

diseases, so that our only method of arriving at an
accurate diagnosis is by excluding those affections

for which we do not find sufficient evidence. We
may have in this case an aneurism of the aorta ; we
may have piilsating emjjhysema, which sometimes
causes a tumor at this part of the chest ; we may find

consolidation and retraction of the left lung, uncov-
ering the pulmonary artery, so as to give a peculiar

pulsation at this point ; or we may have stenosis

of this blood-vessel, causing slight dilatation and
marked pulsation ; or the signs may possibly be due
to a malignant tumor resting upon the descending
arch of the aorta.

In the case before us, percussion and auscultation

reveal the vesiculo-tympanitic resonance, increased

volume, and prolonged respiratory murmur of em-
physematous lungs, which at once enables us to ex-

clude from the category of possible causes of the pa-

tient's condition, pulsating emiahysema and retrac-

tion, or consolidation of the left lung, with extreme
pulsation of the pulmonary artery. It is an easy

matter to exclude ordinai-y aneurisms of the aorta,

but not so easy to excluele aortic aneurisms present-

ing to the left of the sternum, and aneurisms, or

stenosis, of the pulmonary artery. If this were an
aneurism of the aorta, we would expect to find an
increased area of dulness in some other position

than the one here indicated, viz., the second inter-

costal space of the left side. This is not jiresent.

We woiild expect to obtain a systolic, and possibly

a diastolic bruit over the arch of the aorta, j^roi^a-

gated into the carotids, with possibly systolic and
diastolic murmurs over the pulmonary area, due to

pressure uj^on the jjulmonary artery.

In this case there is a feeble systolic murmur
heard at the apex of the heart, and in the right caro-

tid, but neither in front nor behind over the aorta,

nor any other of its branches ; there is no shock with
this murmur, and there is no diastolic Vuuit ; the
pulse is alike in the two radial arteries ; there are no
signs of pressure on the trachea, bronchi, or oeso])ha-

gus, and therefore ordinary aneurisms of the aorta

may be reasonably excluded.
An aneurism si)ringing from the sinuses of Valsal-

va might give rise to the murmurs heard in this case,

I but could hardly cause the increased dulness on the

left side, and the shock and jjulsation limited to the

region of the jjulmonary arteiy. An aneurism
si)ringing fi-om the descending ai-ch of the aorta, or

a long, pouch-like aneurism, such as was found in

the case recorded by K. Douglass Powell, might give

,
I'ise to increased area of dulness, pulsation and
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luniits in tliis jmsition, Imt an anenrisni of the de-

RO«'M(liiif^ an'li lari^c ciion^^h to canso tlio l)ulKnll^? an<l

jMilsation would iisuallv i>n>s(>nt Ix'hiiid ; und t'voii if

it did not, must of neci'ssity j>n'Hs uj)i>n iind ol»Htrnct

the h'ft bronchus, non<Mif wliich conditions are i)re8-

cnt in this case. A nuilignant tumor, besides cans-

inj? grave constitutional disturbance, would cause
syuiptoms of pressure similar to aneurisms in this

l)Osition, and would also yielil a lar^jer area of dul-

iiess ; hence we exclude it. Thepoticli-like aneurism
referred to gave signs veiysimihtr to those found in

this case, excei)ting that there was marked throb-
bing of the carotids, the veins in the neck were tur-

gid, the signs of the tumor were located about an
inch lower down, and over the aorta there was a
loud systolic bniit with the first sound and accen-
tuation of the second sound with a feeble Inniit.

Tliese varieties of aneurisms, then, may fairly be ex-

cludeil.

But an aneurism sj^ringing from the anterior
surface of the first portion of the descending arch
must of necessity compress the left recurrent larj'n-

geal nerve, as is the case with o\ir patient ; and it

might so 2)ress U2)on the pulmonary artery as to cause
stenosis of the main trunk, or one of its branches,
and thus occasion a murmur like tiiat heard in this

instance, with marked i>ulsatiou ; but if the i)ulmo-
u.vry artery were not considerably dilated, or, in other
words, if it had not the form which we call an aneu-
rism, it could not occasion the increased area of dul-

ness and bulging, or the distinct shock which
attends the V)ruit.

Were aneurisms of this blood-vessel more fre-

quent, we need not longer hesitate in our diagnosis
;

but when Dr. Stokes says, " I would not dare to

make such a diagnosis !
" it would be i)resumi)tuoits

for us to state positively that this is an aneurism of

the i)ulmonary artery, esjiecially as from the nature
ot the case this man, being a dispensary patient who
is likely to pass from our obsers'ation as soon as he
becomes either better or worse, we can never hojje

to verify the statement by the post-mortem evidence,

which alone can settle such intricate cases.

Skoda states that dilatation of the pulmonary
artery is not infrequent, and, as there is no distinc-

tive line separating dilatation from aneurism, we
may be justified in calling an aneurism such a de-

gree of dilatation as will give rise to an increased
area of dulness, with a shock communicated to the
listening ear. Considering all the symptoms and
signs in the case befoi'e us, I have no hesitancy in

saying that they seem strongly to indicate the

I)resence of this rare affection ; for we have in the
exact location of the i)ulmonary artery a strongly
pulsating tumor communicating to the ear distinct

liruits and shocks, both systolic and diastolic ; we
have pulmonary emphysema with hypertrophy of the
right ventricle, which are among the most common
causes of dilatation or aneurism of this arteiy ; we
have pressure on the left recuiTent lanngeal nerve,

which must surely occur with tumors of any con-

siderable size in this locality, and we do not tind the
ordinary signs of other disease. The condition of

the system favoring emphysema, with degeneration
and dilatation of the jjulmonary arteiy, would also

favor atheromatous changes in the aorta, or at its

valves sufficient to account for the feeble murmur
heard at the apex and in the right carotid. Yet this

might jjossibly be accounted for by an aneurism of

the aorta, which, springing fiom the anterior sur-

face of the initial jjortion of the descending arch,

would compress the left recurrent laryngeal nen^e,

and might cause Ht<>nosis and dilatation of the pul-

monary artery. Whether or not such an aneurism
exists, we ciinnot say ; Imt we may l)e reasonably

certain tliat. fn>m some cause, tlu^ pulmonary artery

is sufficiently dilated to warrant the diagnosis of

aneurism.
This is one of the rarest diseases which affect hu-

manity. I cannot tind more than six or eight cases

on record, and out of nearly eight thousand cases of

diseases of the chest, which I have treate<l during
the past few years, this is the first of the kind which
has come under my observation. Aneurisms will

liave the same elVect ujion the wall of this artery as

upon the aorta, but from the few cases on record
they seem to have generally been of the fusiform

variety. They would ivsult fi-om causes similar to

those of aortic aneurism, that is, from atheromatous
degeneration and ol)struction to the current of blood,

which here might be due to emphysema of the lungs,

or obstruction at the mitral valves ; either of which
interferes with the jjassage of Idood through the pul-

monaiy circuit, and therefore throws increa.sed strain

upon the blood-vessel.

The progiK)sis in such cases is grave. The exact

duration it is not i)ossible to even api)roximate, be-

cau.se of the rarity of the affection.

To judge from aneurisms of the thoracic aorta, we
would l)e safe in saying that, luuler ordinary circum-
stances, the histors- could not last longer than two
or four years ; but possibly, by treatment, we may
be able to modify the course of the disease in this

case. The outcome is certain, unless treatment is

very successfiU, and the final result will proliably be
due to rupture of the aneurism into some of the sur-

rounding organs.

The treatment in such cases must be guided by
what is known of the treatment of aneurisms of the

thoracic aorta, and unfortunately this is generally

not verv- satisfactoiy. A treatment of aneurisms of

the aorta which has been found beneficial in some
cases, consists of almost absolute rest, placing the

patient upon the back, giving him nourisliing but
plain diet, consisting mainly of meat and bread, and
limiting the amount of fluid which he takes daily to

a few ounces. It is said that the pulsations of the
heart may be reduced twenty thousand in a day by
simply placing the patient upon his back ; by this

course some aneurisms have been greatly benefited,

if not completely cured.

Such a coui-se wotdd be indicated in this case.

Another method of treatment, adojjted in saccula-

ted aneurisms which present near the surface, is

jjuncture by two needles, and direction through the

aneurism of a comjiaratively feeble electric current

;

the result is coagulation of the blood fiUing the sac,

and finally, in some instances, a cure. When this

method is emi^loyed the needles are j^assed through
the base of the 4umor, about two inches apart, and
a current from four or five cells of a Bunsen's bat-

tery is passed for ten or twenty minutes, or until liul-

sation ceases. The treatment causes some pain, but
ordinarily it is not severe. This treatment is only

applicable to sacculated aneiirisms, therefore can-

not be thought of in this case.

There is still another method of treatment which
has been attended with veiy good results, viz., the

administration of iodide of potassium in large doses,

which diminishes the action of the heart, and
also seems to cause thickening of the walls of the

artery, and contraction of the aneui-ismal sac. In
such a case as this, where the dilatation is not veiy

gi-eat, we would exi^ect good results from a remedy
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which has the reiiutation of contracting the arteiy.

The mode of administering this remedy recommen-
ded by Balfour is to give about thirty grains three
times a day, with chh)ral or opium at bedtime to

quiet the patient. The treatment must be continued
for several weeks or months.

In case the symi>toms of iodism appear, it should
be stisi^ended for a day or two. In a case wliicli I

presented to the class three years ago, we had an
aneurism of the abdominal aorta, which ajspeared to

be about three inches in diameter ; the patient com-
' plained of pain, which had lasted three or four
months, and which prevented him from attending to

his vocation.

In that instance, I gave the iodide of potassium
faithfully, with the result of removing the pain com-
pletely in two or three months, and ultimately of

diminishing the size of the tumor about one-half.

The man felt perfectly well afterward, and discon-

tinued the remedy after a year and a half. He is

now about his ordinary work, feeling as well as ever.

The remedy in that case was not given in such
large doses as recommended by Balfour. ^Yith
this case I began with ten-grain doses of the iodide
of potassium, giving it three times a day ; he has
since taken it for a few days four times a day, and
yesterday I ordered twenty-grain doses four times a

day. Tlie flushed nose and suffused eye show that

the remedy is acting vigorously, but the patient does
not complain of the symptoms of iodism ; already
the pain in the chest is diminishing, and therefore

we will continiTC the same course of treatment. If

unpleasant symjitoms arise, the remedy will be dis-

continued for a short time. He should take the
iodide with three or four ounces of water, and at

other times drink as little as possible. The first evi-

dence of benefit fi-om iodide of jjotassium will be
diminution or removal of the jiain.

Case II.— I have another case to show you this

morning, which is also unique. This lad's name in

Bennett ; he is fourteen years of age, and has for

some time been an errand boy, in one of our large

retail stores. He has no trouble whatever with his

respiration, no cough, and his countenance is ordi-

narily clear. The only evidence of imperfect circula-

tion is the congested condition of the ear. The
patient was brought to me by one of the gentlemen
of the class, on account of a loud murmur which can
be heard over the chest, and which has probably ex-

isted from infancy, as the doctors long ago told him
that there was something wrong with the heart.

There is no ajjparent trouble, except this very slight

congestion. In feeling over the upper j^ortion of
the stermim I obtain a distinct thrill ; iiijon auscul-
tation I obtain a very loud systolic murmur, which
is heard all over the chest in front, but with greatest
intensity close to the edge of the sternum in the
second intercostal space of the right side ; it is also
heard behind with great intensity over the region of

the aorta and under the left scapula ; it is heard un-
der the right scapula, but not so intensely. This
murmur is heard best in the aortic area, close to the
border of the sternum.

"Upon examining the pulsation of the radial ar-

teries, I find it alike on both sides ; I notice nothing
peculiar about the chest ; and very little, if any, en-
largement of the heart.

Now, if we obtained such signs as this with no
history, we would sujjpose that there was obstniction
at the aortic valves ; but this murmur has undoubt-
edly been present for several years. But had ob-
struction at the aortic orifice reallv existed for this

length of time, the heart, before this, must have
become considerably hypertroijhied, and ho would n(jt

be able, as he is now, to perform the ordinary duties

of a boy of his age. The symptoms and signs or-

dinarily attending obstructif)n at the aortic orifice

are not present in this case, and the lad is not old

enough to suffer fi'om atheroma ; he is not anicmic,

and therefore we must suspect an affection of which
I spoke to you in a former lecture, vi/., stenosis of

the aorta. You will recollect that I told you this

condition is u.sually foimd between the point of ori-

gin of the left subclavian artery and the junction of

the ductus arteriosus with the aorta.

It seems usually to be produced just after birth,

by a clot forming in the duct and extending into the

aorta ; the contraction of this clot is attended by
more or less inflammation of the artery, which, by
the contraction of the plastic lymph becomes corru-

gated or wTinkled ; or a band of cicatricial tissue suf-

ficient to throw the blood into an eddy, and thus
cause a murmur, may stretch across one side of the
artery ; or there may be a ring-like construction, or

the aorta may be perfectly occluded.

The signs of this affection are a loud murmur,
especially in the aortic area, but generally heard over
the whole chest, and when the contraction is veiy
gi-eat, dilatation of the superficial arteries, especi-

ally of the intercostal, and feebleness or absence of
the pulse in the pojiliteal and tibial arteries, associ-

ated, if the occlusion is complete, with imperfect de-

velopment of the inferior extremities and generative
organs.

In this case I find that there is no apparent dila-

tation of the superficial arteries ; still we have a

loud murmur, feeble pulsation in the arteries of the
inferior extremities, and a history of the affection

having existed from early childhood. We therefore
conclude that in the case before lis there is partial

stenosis of the aorta, though i^robabiy of moderate
degi-ee.

The prognosis in this affection is usually unfavor-
able, though individuals sometimes live for many
years after the first signs are noticed.

In this lad we have no symptoms or signs that

indicate great interference with the function of
the heart, and we may therefore give a favorable
prognosis. As to treatment, we simply recommend
him to be careful about his work or play, not to
throw unnecessary strain iipon the heart, or cause it

any labor which can be avoided.

The Princeton Epidemic and its Ceitics.—A.

silly item has appeared in reference to the epidemic
of typhoid fever which took place last spring at

Princeton, N. J. Dr. McCosh is attacked with muck
turbulent rhetoric, because he refeiTed to the matter
as a dispensation of Providence, and, presumably^
did not have the drainage attended to. The venera-
ble president is also accused of being a disbeliever

in evolution. The facts of the matter, as given in

T/ie Sanitari/ Engi)ii'er, show that the college authori-
ties had done their Ijest to make the sanitary arrange-
ments of the buildings perfect. The accident to the
plumbing, which possibly caused some of the cases
of fever, was one that could not have been foreseen,

and was what is always liable to happen in any jilace

except Hygeiopolis. The expression " providential
disjiensation " was an innocent one ; and surely a,

man may still deny that he sprang from ascidians-

•without being subjected to foolish ridicule.
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(Dri^iuai Coimmmications.

THE THKATMENT OF 1"( )S'I'-I\\ KTUM
1 1 K.NK )l{lil 1 A( ; K— \V I'll I CASES.

W. E. FOREST, M.D.,
NKW TURK.

Case I.~Mrs. D., a^e 25, Hfth i-liil.l, lul)or normal
aiul luoilerately iivpul. The onlv tliiiifr iiotict'iiMf^

al)out tlio fiiso was the pn'soiire of a \or\- hiif^o sub-
peritoiu'al tibmid on tin- fundus of tlio uterus, that
cotilil l»o felt through the walls of the alxlonien.
During the seeond stage of the labor the patient in-

baled a small amount of chloroform. Ten minutes
after the birth of the child the placenta was exj)elled
by contractitms excited by ergot and by Credi-'s
method. While my hand was still kneading the
uterus, I felt it relax auil enlarge, and I discovered a
stream of blood Howiiig from the vagina. I imme-
diately carried my hand into the uterus and turned
out the clots, and then discovered two largt; sn/miu-
cott<i tibroid.s at the fundus. The fact that the wo-
man was a quadroon exi)lained the presence of these
three good-sized til)roiils ; while the presence of the
fibroids explained perhaps the post-partum hemor-
rhage. The uterus, after a short contraction, again
tiUed with blood. Meantime the nurse was trying
to get the Davidson's syringe in working order that I

might use hot-water injections. In this attempt she
failed completely, and I de.spatched the husband af-

ter a new .syringe. During this delay, despite my
mdnii)ulations of the uterus, with one hand on the
abdomen and the other in the vagina and uterus, the
hemorrhage continued, and my patient began to i)re-
sent signs of collapse. In this alarming emergency
I made my first trial of vineijar. Dipping a cloth
into a cup of \-inegar, I rolled the cloth into a wad
and caixied it into the uterus. The etiect was mag-
ical, and my hand and the cloth were quickly ex-
pelled by a strong contraction. About two minutes
later the uterus commenced to relax, and a slight
flow commenced, which was speedily checked by
earning the cloth into the cervix.

The patient made a good recovery.
C.\SE II.—Mrs. M., age 38, mother of seven chil-

dren. Called at midnight in consultation with an-
other physician. Found both arms hanging from
the vagina with the shoulders impacted in the pel-
\is. The presence of the second arm was due to the
attending physician mistaking the hand for the foot
when he attempted version, and thus he had brought
do\STi the second arm. Ether was administered and
podalic version was attemi)ted. Owing to the long-
continued impaction of the shoulder, this was ex-
ceedingly difficult, and it was fully an bom- before
the child was delivered— dead.

"While I was making attemjits to resuscitate the
child the attending phy.sician called my attention to
the condition of the mother. She had not recovered
from the anaesthetic, and now she was collapsed antl
piilseless. I found the uterus distended with blood
and a profuse flow from the vagina. The collapse
I sup2iosed to be due to the exhaustion, the long-
continued use of the ether, and the hemorrhage
combi'ied. I introduced my hand and turned out
the cl its, but the uterus again refilled. In this
alaimiog emergency, when eveiy moment's delay
was dangerous, and when there was at hand not
even a Da\-idson's syringe, I resorted again to the use

of vinegar. I quickly carri(Hl a cloth saturated with
strong filler-vinegar inbj the ut«'nis, with the result

of causing immediate contraction and the cliecking
of the ln'niorrliage. A wcond a]q)lication caused
firm contraction of the uterus.

The woman madi' a good recovery.

Cask III. — Mrs. .\., age '2.">, fourth child, labor te-

dious. Soon after placenta was delivered, and while
my attention was turned to the djild, tlie mother
became very faint. I found the utenis vr^ry much
enlarged and l)lood flowing from the vulva. The
woman was blauciied and restle.ss and liad all the
signs of an alarming hemorrhage. I prouqttly in-

troduced my hand into tiie uterus and turned out
the clots, and then as soon as possible carried the
nozzh; of a Davidson's syringe into the utenis and
injected hot water. Firm contraction of the uterus
came on si»eediiy, and the l)le(!ding soon ceased.
During the a))i>lication of the hot water a faint color
came into the woman's lips, as if the hot injection

had acted as a stimulant to the general circulation.

The woman nuvde a good recovery.

Case IV.— l\Irs. H., age 26, primipara. At the
beginning of the eighth mouth of ju-egnancy she was
suddenly taken with a convulsion. I saw her in

consxdtation a short time after the first convulsion.
An examination of her urine showed it to be loaded
with albumen. She had aulema of the feet veiy
marked, jjullinessof the hands and face, and had had
cedema of the lungs, though this condition had now
disap2jeared. The patient had a staring look, irreg-

ular pupils, and was mucii confused mentally. In
spite of treatment the convulsions followed each
other in ra])id succession until chloroform could be
procured and the i)atient kept under its influence.

In this condition we determined to induce labor
immediately. While the patient was kept under
the moderate inllueuce of chloroform, the Barnes
dilators wore used, and in an hour the os was dilated
so as to admit the application of the forceps. Thus
far the os had dilated easily, slight jjains had come
on, and everything jiromised a spe dy delivery.

The lips of the os were, however, thick and leathery,

and instead of retmctiug over, the forcci)s came down
before them and were soon presenting at the vulva.

No amount of traction or manipulations with the
hand could bring the head through the os uteri untU
I had nicked the os with a bistoury in several places
and had allowed free bleeding from the incisions.

Then the head was delivered with only a moderate
laceration through the posterior lip of the os. Mean-
time my patient having come jiartly out from the influ-

ence of chloroform, went into another severe* convTil-

sion. This was the sixth convulsion, and she was
never conscious again. The child was dead. The
Ijlacenta was speedily delivered by making pressui-e

upon the fundus uteri. Immediately after the jjla-

centa was delivered flooding commenced. Fearing
that this accident might occur, owing to the complete
uteiine inertia that had been present during the
latter part of the oi)eration, I bad standing by the
bed a DaWdson's syringe and a kettle of hot water.

The gentlemen assisting me gave the patient two
drachms of ergot bypodermically while I at once
turned out the clots from the utenis, and cariyiug
the nozzle of the syringe into the uterus, commenced
the injection of hot water. The utenis made a feeble

eff'ort to contract and expelled my baud, which was
still within the utervis, but it almost immediately
relaxed and the flow recommenced in an alarming
manner. I again earned my band and the nozzle of

the syiinge into the uterus and injected a large
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quantity of water as hot aa I could bear my hand in.

There was no further contraction of the uterus and
the flooding was more profuse than ever. The con-
dition of my patient was now very alarming. She
had been luider the influence of chloroform alxmt
four hours, except for a few moments' interval, during
which she promptly went into convulsions ; she was
losing blood very rapidly, and the methods for con-

trolling the hemorrhage that had never failed me l)e-

fore were now utterly useless. ]\Iy hand in the
u'terus s(^emed to be in a loose, flabby pocket. In
this emergency I des])atched a messenger to tlie

nearest drug store for tincture of iodine, and during
his absence 1 carried the largest-sized Barnes
dilators into the uterus and juimped it full of ice-

water. Pressure was at the same time made u])on

the abdominal aorta and cold water dashed upon
the patient's abdomen. No contraction of the uterus
and no check to the hemorrhage. At this juncture
the iodine arrived, and diluting one-half with hot
water I immediately injected it into the utenis.

The eftect was magical ; the uterus contracted quickly

and the bleeding ceased. After a few minutes a

slight relaxation of the uterus took place, but a

second injection of iodine caused a firm and contin-

uous contraction. In spite of every effort to stimu-
late my patient's flagging energies she steadily sank,

and died in a few minutes. The uterus remained
firmly contracted after death.
Case V.—Mrs. M., age 26, taken in labor June 15,

1880. I was called to see her at 1 p.m. ; found the

OS undilated, vertex presenting, pains slight and
recurring about eveiy half-hour. I learned that at

her previous labor a year ago she had a very ditflcult

delivery, that the child was delivered by forcej^s,

dead-born, and I found on examination that the jieri-

neum was lacerated completely through into the
anus, and that she had prolapse of the bladder.
The labor progressed very slowly, and at midnight

the OS was dilated to the size of a copper cent. The
woman was tii-ed and sleejjy, bi;t not exhausted, and
under the influence of morphine rested well until

morning. At 10.30 a.m. I gave chloroform, and di-

lated the OS with my fingers until I could a]>ply the
forceps, when I succeeded in delivering the child

safely in about ten minutes. The child w^as a male,
of good size, and alive. After the delivery of the
child, the mother rallied well from the chloroform,
and everything seemed favorable. Tlie uterus con-
tracted on the placenta under maniiiulations on the

abdomen, but the placenta could not be delivered.

After nearly an hour's manipulations the placenta
was still undelivered, and now a stream of blood was
flowing from the vagina. I then passed my hand
witliin the uterus, and found the placenta adherent
to its anterior wall. The upper border of the p\a-

centa was det.iched, and from this site I judged that

the hemorrhage proceeded. The rest of the pla-

centa was firmly adherent, and on attempting to de-

tach it, I found that its maternal surface had under-
gone calcai'eous degeneration. With considerable
difficulty I succeeded in detaching the placenta with
my fingers, tearing it several times in so doing. On
removing the placenta, a profuse hemorrhage fol-

lowed. I at once turned out the clots, and earned
a sponge dipi^ed in vinegar into the uterus, and
made compression over the fundus and upon tlie ab-

dominal aorta. The flow stiU continued, and I re-

peated the application of vinegar several times. The
flow was not checked, and I commenced injecting

hot water into the uterus. My hand u]ion the wo-
man's abdomen could feel the uterus distend with

the water, much aa would a rubber bag, but no con-

traction of the uterus followed.

My patient was now in a most dangerous state. In
spite of the fact that her head had been lowered, and
that she had swallowed glass after glass of undiluted

})randy, she was blanched and unable to see her

fi-iends standing around her. Owing to a misunder-
standing, the iodine, for which I had sent some time
before, did not an'ive, and as the most liberal injec-

tions of hot water and the use of vinegar, with simul-

taneous conq)ression of the fundus and abdominal
aorta, and the exhibition of ergot, had failed to con-

trol the flow, I desj^aired of the woman's life. At this

moment the messenger arrived with the tincture of

iodine. I at once diluted two ounces of the iodine

with an equal amount of water, and injected it within

the uterus. The uterus contracted almost imme-
diately and expelled its contents. It then re-

laxed after a few minutes, and a slight flow recom-
menced, when I injected (iro oinice!^ of undibitcil tinc-

ture of iodine. There was no more bleeding, and the

uterus remained contracted.

On account of the feeble condition of my j^atient,

I bandaged her extremities with roller bandages and
had her kept quiet, with her head low. She made a

good recovery, and had no septic symptoms during
her convalescence.

Case VI. —Dr. Alexander Hunter related to me the

following case : In July, 1876, I was sent for in gi-eat

haste by a midwife to see a woman who was bleeding

to death. On my way to the case I procured a bottle

of tincture of iodine, perhaps half an ounce. I foiind

the woman in a room at the toji of a tenement-house,

the child born, but the placenta undelivered, and a

very serious flooding taking place. The case was a

desperate one, and there was not even a Davidson's

syringe in the house. I at once removed the cork

from the bottle, and then carried the bottle of iodine

up to the fundus uteri with my hand, and allowed

the tincture of iodine to run out. I then allowed my
hand to remain in the uterus until a contraction

came on, which was almost immediately, when my
hand, the placenta, and the other contents of the

uterus were expelled. There was no further hemor-
rhage, and the woman made a good recovery.

These six cases of post-partum hemorrhage (to

which I might have added the notes of two or three

others of minor importance) were typical cases of

this most dangerous accident. In the treatment of

them I employed nearly all the known methods,
namely, ergot internally and hypodermically ; the

introduction of the hand into the uterus and remov-
al of the clots, coiubined with compression of the

uteriis through the abdominal walls ; conq>ression

of the abdominal aorta ; the ajiplication of vinegar

to the inner surface of the iiterus ; the introduction

of ice and of the Barnes dilator, filled with ice-water,

into the uterus ; the injection of hot water ; and,

finally, the intra-uterine injection of tincture of io-

dine.

In studying the histories of the cases given above
it will be seen at a glance that these methods of

treatment have different values in the different kinds

of cases, and that methods of treatment that are use-

ful in mild cases may be more than useless in severe

ones. Let t;s review them briefly.

The introduction of the hand into the uterus and
the removal of the clots is a proceeding of the ut-

most importance in every case. In some cases this

introduction of the hand, combined with pressiire

ujion the fundiis of the uterus with the other hand,
is sufficient to excite the uterus to conti'act and thus
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to rontrol {ho lii'iiiorrlmjr*'. In any «'rt,so, l)»'foro an
nppliciition can \>o propi'riy nnul*; to the interior of

the nterns, the hand uiunt be introduced and the
clots removed.

T/if usf of ihtj Jiiinii's ililiitor slionld be i)laced in

the same catej^orv as tlie ether-s])ni.v and the Fara-
dic batt<>rA', as methods more fanciful than practical.

Tliey are undoubtedly of value in some cases, if the
physician should hajipeu to have .such instninients

with him when postpartum hemorrhage occurs.

But in severe cases they would not control tlie hem-
orrhaj^e. In cases where there is a slij^lit but con-
tinuous How after delivery in a deoilitated person,
the battery woiild 1)0 of use in exciting the uterus to

coutmct tirndy.

Till' mlitiinistrntion if err/tit fii/jiod'TinictiUi/ is a val-

uable measure in i)ost-i)artum hemorrhage, and it may
be used in conjunction with any of the other meth-
ods of treatment, lint ergot should l)e given per
orem oidy as a prophylactic measure. The i)atient's

stomach should be used, during the hemorrhage, for

the absoqjtiou of brandy and other stimulants.

T/ic a»nj>nssi(}n of tin' itfulnniiiial aorttt maybe used
to good advantage, especially in thin women. If an
assistant be present he can manipulate the utcnis and
compress the abdominal aorta at the same time.

T/i" u.te of ic<; <itifl ice->r<it>'r within the uterus is a
nieasiu'e recommended in all text-books. It is a val-

ual)le measure in some cases, but if it does not
speedily control the hemorrhage its use must be
discontinued. The effect of cold is first to excite

uterine action, but if it be long continued, it para-
lyzes the muscular fibre, so that the hemoiTliage be-

comes more profuse than before. Ifof ii-dter, on the
other hand, when injected into the uterus, is one of

the most efficient methods we have for controlling

post-partum hemoiThage. Not only will it usually

check the hemorrhage, but it seems to stimulate the
general circulation as well. I have observed the
pallid lips of the patient become red while adminis-
tering intra-uterine injections of hot water for post-

partum hemorrhage. The water must be given as

hot as it can be borne, injected rapidly and in large

quantities. I once believed that intra-uterine injec-

tions of hot water were an efficient method of treat-

ment for every case of post-partum hemorrhage, but
in Cases IV. and V. it failed entirely.

The intra-uterine injection and application of vin-

egar is one of those methods of treatment that was
well known to the older writers on obstetrics, but in

the advance of medical knowledge it .seems to have
been left behind and forgotten. It is but recently

that I have seen this method advanced as a new and
original jdan of treatment. The vinegar controls I

the hemon-hage, not tlirough its styptic qualities,

but by stimulating the uterus to contract. In many
cases it is an eifijient method of treatment, and the

strongest vinegar may be freely ajiplied to the inte-

rior of the utenis without fear of causing bad results. !

One advantage this method jjossesses over many I

others is that the necessary materials are at hand in
!

every house—a piece of cloth or sponge, and a little

table-\-inegar, are the means for controlling some of

the most alarming hemorrhages.
Tincture of iodine as an intra-uterine injection to

control hemorrhage was brought prominently to the

notice of the profes ion by Dr. T. A. Emmet, of this

city. So long ago, however, as 1857. Dr. Dupierris,

of Havana, Cuba, i:)ublished an article, giving the
historic =! of three cases of post-partum hemorrhage
where injections of tincture of iodine were made into

the cavitv of the uterus with the most exceUent re-

sidts. IJut hi.s cas«'s failed to attract the atttMition

they deserved, and his metho<l did not then come
into practice.

Si)eaking from my own experience, I should say

that the injection of tincture of iodine is the most
safe and by far the most effi<-ient method we possess

for controlling i,ost-)»:irtnm hemoiThnge. A study of

Cases IV. and V. will show that almost every other

metliod ha<l been tried and had failed before iodine was
reHorted to, and yet this controlled the hemoiThago
speedily and completely. It is in just such ca.ses as

this that the striking sui>eriority of iodine over cveri/-

thiny clup. will be manifested.

In this country the virtues of iodine in ])ost-partum

hemon-hage are quite well understood, but in Eng-
land, and, so far as I know, in other Euroi>ean coun-
tries, it has not been used. English obstetricians,

for the last few years, have followed the teachings of

Dr. Barnes in severe cases of post-partum hemor-
rhage ; namely, the injection into the uterus of the

solution of jtursnlphate or perchloride of iron. The
results of such treatment—as given to us in the re-

})Oi-t8 of a discussion before the Loudon Obstetrical

Society, in 1H73, and in reports of cases in almost

every number of the Obsft-tricol Journal of Great
Britain and Ireland since that time—are not .such as

to lead the profession in this country to adojit such
treatment in preference to the use of tincture of

iodine. In the rejiort of autopsies after the use of

the persalts of iron as a uterine injection, the uterus

was found, in some cases, to be filled with hard clots

of decomjiosing blood, while pus and hard throndn
were found in the uterine sinuses. In some ca.ses

the internal surface of the utenis had .sloughed away
in a mass after the use of the iron. Di*. Snow Beck,
in the discussion mentioned above, stated that he
had seen nine or ten cases result in death after the

use of the salts of iron. He believed that the styi)tic

enters the utei'ine sinuses and coagulates the blood

in them, and that when decomposition takes place,

as it certainly must, everything is favorable for the

absorjition of matter and the development of septi-

caemia.

While then the injection of a solution of the per-

salts of iron will usually control post-partum hemor-
rhage, its use is not unattended with danger.

In summing up the advantages of the ioiline treat-

ment of jjost-partum hemorrhage we may state them
briefly as follows :

1st. Iodine controls the hemon-hage, not by coagu-

lating the blood within the uterus, but by exciting the

uterus to contract. The blood is expelled in a liquid

form, and hence, instead of leaving the utenis tilled

with a mass of hard, sticky clots, ready to undergo de-

composition, the utenis is empty and disinfected.

2d. Tincture of iodine has never, so far as I can

learn, caused any bad result, even when injected into

the utenis iu full strength. Thus, in Case V. nearly

six ounces of tincture of iodine were injected (four of

them without dilution), and yet no bad eflfects fol-

lowed its use.

3d. The iodine treatment never fails to control the

hemorrhage.
There have been other methods than those given

above brought forward for the treatment of post-par-

tum hemon-hage, but none of them, I believe, will

be found superior to those given. In the treatment

of disease it is a good plan to try the best remedy
first ; and while this is ti-ue in most cases, it is espe-

cially tnie in that alarming and dangerous accident,

post-partum hemoiThage.

Xo. 1 Chabltos Street.
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A CASE OF
COMPLETE TRANSPOSITION OF THE
VISCERA OF THE THORAX AND AB-
DOMEN.
Reported m Dr. WILLIAM PIERSON, Jr.,

ORANGE, N. J.

Mr. G , aged sixty-five ; born in New York

;

married ; six feet in heiglit ; robust ; lumber mer-
chant. Died July 31, 1880. Early in childliood he
observed that the impulse of his heart could be felt

on the right side of the chest. It gave him no con
cern, as he supposed it was the projier place for it.

As he grew older, and learned that the heart was
ordinarily on the left side, he consulted physicians in

reference to it.

Some supposed it was a congenital transposition,

others, that the heart had been pushed over by
pleuritic efiusion.

Until about a year ago he had enjoyed continuous
good health. He was then attacked with dysijnoea,

which became more and more serious until tlie time
of his death. He also had anasarca, and his urine
contained albumen and casts.

The imi^ulse of his heart was just below the right
nipple and about three inches from the centre of the
sternum. The valvular sounds were normal. There
was an audible bruit over the upjjer part of the ster-

num. The interest in the case centres in what was
revealed at the autopsy, viz., a complete transposi-

tion of the viscera of the thorax and abdomen.
On laying open the abdomen the liver was found

on the left side, the lobe to the left being the largest.

The proportions of the liver were normal, and the
relations to each other of the lobes and fissures were
as usual, only they were in inverse order from right

to left. The round ligament was to the left of the
median line. The gall-bladder bore its usual rela-

tion to the liver ; but an attack of hepatic colic

would have been on the left side. The cardiac end
of the stomach was to tlie right, the i^ylorus and
dnode-ium to the left. The spleen was found in the
right hypochondriac region. The ciecum was in the
left iliac fossa, the sigmoid flexure of the colon in

the right, and the rectum entered the pehds from the
right.

When the stei'num was raised the viscera of the

thorax was also found transposed. The apex of the

heart pointed to the right side, the left (ordinarily

the right) ventricle being anterior. The aorta was
given off to the left of the median line, the arch
being directed to the right and descending on the

,

right side of the vertebr.e. The innominate artery

was on the left, and as usual, the first branch ; then,

in order from left to right were given off the right
common cai'otid and right subclavian arteries.

The venous side of the heart was toward the left,

the vente cav?e being on the left side and entering
the left auricle (normally the right).

j

The right lung had two lobes, the left lung had
,

three.

The pathological conditions were as follows :

The kidneys contained numerous cysts, and wore
smaller than normal, the cortex being vei-y much
contracted. They jn-esented the appearance of the
granular kidney.

In the pleural cavities there was a lai'ge amount of

serum ; most of this had probably settled here by
gravity since death, as there had been marked ana-

sarca during the last few days. The pericardium
contained a quart of blood, with soft dark clots.

The visceral pericardium around the left pulmo-
nary artery was deeply ccchymosed ; this condition
extended up the origin of the aorta for one inch and
a half. No break could be found in the jjcricardiura

to account for the presence of the blood. On sec-

tion, this ccchymosed condition was seen to corre-
sjiond to a clotefi'used between the serous and fibrous
laj'ers of the ijericardium, the posterior coronary
artery jjassing directly through it. Both coronary
arteries were carefully examined, but neither of them
presented a source for the hemorrhage, although
the posterior was very much enlarged and the seat
of atheromatous deposit. The other vessels at the
base of the heart were all carefully examined, biit

none of them jjresented any rupture by Avhich blood
could have escaped.

The aorta was atheromatous and dilated, and its

tissue tore like wet paper.
The heart was hypertrojjhied, particularly the

right (the arterial, normally the left) ventricle, with
dilatation of its cavity ; but the valves were healthy
and comjDetent.

The patient presented the pathological conditions
usual to Bright's disease.

The clot at the base of the heart was i)robably
due to rujiture of small diseased arteries running
in the layers of the ijericardiiim, and was probably
the source of the blood found in the j^ericardium.

The symptoms noticed in life may easily be accoun-
ted for by the disease of the kidneys and the conse-
quent condition of the arterial .system. His death,
which was sudden, was probably due to syncope.
The following gentlemen were present and assisted

at the autopsy

:

Drs. J. C. Young and Van Wagener, of Newark ;

Dr. Wilmarth, of East Orange ; and Drs. Bayles and
Harvey, of Orange.

Kf|)ort5 of hospitals.

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL, PHILADEL-
PHIA.

Clinical Service of Dr. R. J. LEVIS,
SDIIGEON TO THE HOSPITAL.

FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA TREATED BY A MODIFICA-
TION OF malgaigne's hooks.

In this hospital fractures of the patella are exceed-
ingly common, but it has been only within a few
years that the treatment has been at all satisfactory.

Previous to that time the attem])t to bring the frag-

ments into apposition was usually more or less un-
successful, and the various dressings with splints

and strips of adhesive plaster were uncomfortable
and ineflicient. Now, I always use the modified
Malgaigne's hooks, and am well pleased with the re-

sults obtained by their employment.
First, however, let me speak of the causation and

diagnosis of patella fractures. It was formerly be-
lieved, and is still maintained perhaps by some au-
thorities, that this bone is usually l)roken by direct
violence. Such is not the case in the majority of
instances. Comminuted fractures undoubtedly do
occur at times from direct violence to the part, but
the weU-kno\\Ti simi^le transverse fracture of the jia-

tella results from muscular contraction. This is evi-

dent from the fact that usually the patient falls after

the fi'acture has occurred, and shows no abrasion or
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contiiRion of tho intojpmipnt of the knop. Ho tolls

you timt ht> slij)])*'!!, oiulfiivojvd to rt'^,nuii his bul-

nii<"<>, tlifii f«>It piiin in lii.s kiu-f, iiiul iifilmps foil

Imckwanl. Tho saint' tliin;^ is sliown l>_v tlic fact that
Bt)int'tinit's th ' muscular contraction tears the exten-
sor muscle from tho liono, instead of fracturing tho
patella itself. Such a case was sliown hv me to tho
oloR-s a year or two a^^o. Tiii'so instances are rare,

because tho bony tissue will rui)ture more readily
than tho tihrous tissue forinin;^ tlie tendon of the
quadriceps misde. Tiiere have been only two cases
of rupturt' of tlu' tendon admitted into this hospital
during? many years, but fractiiri's of tlie bono ar«' ex-

ceedinj^ly comnum. In one case it was sn^j^osted

to cut down upon the torn tendon and suture the
parts tojjfother, but tho ])roximity of the synovial
membrane made tho openition one of some risk, and
it was not adoptetl. Moreover, there seemed to be
a sli^'ht attachment of the vastus externus nntorn,
though the main part of the quadriceps was separa-
ted from the bone to a sufhcient extent to exhibit a
deej) K'lP- The limb was kej)t extended, and the
patient recovered fair use of his limb, thonj^h there
still remained a slij^ht depression just above the pa-
tella, showing the seat of injury. The other })atient

referred to did not gain sncii good use of his leg,

and when discharged was obliged to walk with a
caue.

The cause of simple transverse fi-aeture, then, is

the violent contraction of the quadriceijs extensor
muscle.
The symptoms of the injury are : inability to ex-

tend the leg, a distinct gap between the fragments,
crepitus on manipulation when the pieces of bone
have been brought together, and some effusion in

the joint. The upi)er fragment may be drawn up
several inches, but the lower retains its normal po-
sition, because the ligament of the patella has no
muscular power to cause displacement. Flexion of
the limV) greatly increases the separation. It must
be remembered that occasionally fracture occurs
without causing much tearing of the fascia overly-

ing the bone, and then the displacement will l)e

slight and the diagnosis somewhat difKcult. The
cure in such cases is good with any form of treat-

ment. In other instances, as in a ca.se in the ward
some years ago, the force may be great enough to
tear open the joint and jiroduce a compound in-

jury. The patient, a woman of middle age, had sus-
tained a fracture of ordinary kind some months pre-
viously. The knee was still somewhat stitf, and
ligamentous union with about one-half inch separa-
tion existed. She slipped and fell, and when brought
to the hospital exhibited a refractnre of the bond of
union with a transverse riiptiire of the tissues direct-

ly into the joint, so that the articular surfaces of the
femur and tibia were exposed. Notwithstanding the
serious complication, she speedily recovered, though
there remained much separation of the fragments
d^ie to the impossibdity of applying ajiparatus. The
diagnosis of fi-acture of the patella is generally an
easy matter, though at times the condition may be
obscured by the amount of swelling due to the ac-
companying synovitis. Indeed, it is probable that
the ettusion has some agency in increasing the
amount of sejiaration of the fragments.
The treatment by attempting to draw down the

upper fragment with strips of adhesive plaster, or a
combination of straps and splints, I have abandoned.
These measures tend to interfere with the blood-
supply of tlie bone, and are uncomfortable to the
patient. Moreover, it is rarely that perfect ajiiJosi-

tion ran be obtained. My former method was to

elevate tlie limli witli the knee extended, to relax the
rectus miiscle, and then to apply strips of jilaster

above tlu' upper fragment to draw it tlowiiward, and
below tiie lower one to steady it. At tin; pn'sent
tinn' I eiiii>loy a ni<»re radical mid more eflicient

method. Many years ago INhdgaigne devised tlie

hooks which boar his name for the treatmen* «»f tliis

fmcture, l»ut tiiey were used for a few years andtlieu
discardeil by the profes-

sion. Recently, however,
tliis means of getting ap-
Idoxiniation has been re-

vived in this liosj)itaI, and
Dr. ]\lorton and my.self sel-

dom, if ever, employ any
other form of treatment. I

have sejiarated the double
hooks of Malgaigne, and
use single hooks, which, as

you see, necessitates the
employment of two screws.

The fragments can be more
accurately a<ljusted by the
two sets of single hooks
than by the double hooks
originally used. The
l)()ne"s surface is uneven,
and as the line of fracture
is frequently slightly ob-
li(pie and irregular, it was

found difficult to get the doulde hooks firmly

embedded. With the modified hooks which I em-
ploy, trouble of this kind does not occur. I am
inclined to have the next set of hooks made Mith
clamps, somewhat like the obstetric forcejjs, instead
of with screws ; for after the parts are properly ad-
justed the long screw is in the way, and it is seldom
required to tighten the screw after the tirst applica-
tion of the dressing. The method of treating frac-

tures of the i)atena, then, is as follows : when the
patient is admitted the limb is placed upon a i^illow

and kept at rest for a week or ten days, with some
anodyne or evaporating lotion applied. If there is

very great synovial eti'usion, asj)iration may be re-

sorted to in order to hasten its removal. When in-

flammatory symptoms have sulisided, the patient is

aniesthetized, and the parts held together by the
fingers of an assistant. I then, as you see, tliru.st

the hooks firmly into the tissues overlying the bone,
and screw the con-esponding hooks firmly together
until I find the fi-agmeuts are in close and accurate
apposition. It is not absolutely necessaiy to give
an aniesthetic, but we ordinarily do so. In inserting
the hooks it is not possible to wound the cavity of
the joint, as I have verified by experiments on the
cadaver. The knee is then kei^t extended, and car-

bolized oil is aj^plied over the points of puncture,
which do not give 2'ain or incline to supjiurate.
There forms about the hooks a little cmst of lymph
which I leave imdisturl>ed. It is not likely that all

the force I apjily caused the instrument to penetrate
into the bone itself, but the points remain embedded
in the tendon and fascia. The patient will complain
less of this form of treatment than of the method in

which the limb is enveloped in adhesive jdaster and
bandages. To those who have not followed out this

treatment it may seem to be accompanied with risk

of erysipelas and abscess, but such has not been my
experience. I use this jjlan of treatment exclusively
in hospital and private practice. At the end of four
or five weeks the hooks are removed, and the jmtient
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allowed to go about with a siUcato of sodium dress-
ing, to keep the knee rigid. Subsequently this is

removed and j^asaive motion instituted.

The number of cases in wliich the various forms of
hooks have been used in tlie hosjiital is (^nitc large

;

and my experience of the cases in my own and in Dr.
Morton's ward, coupled with a number in my pri-

vate practice, has caused me to change my former
opinion, which was averse to the employment of

Malgaigne's hooks.
The apposition obtained is usually almost perfect,

and it may be asserted that it is the only method
by which osseoiis union can reasonably be expected.
In some of my cases measurement has shown the two
patella to be of the same length after the hooks have
been removed ; and in a recent case it was not pos-
sible to be certain of the exact line where fracture

had existed. This is far better than the separation
of a half or three-quarters of an inch, so often seen
after treatment by the usiial methods.
The hosjjital has upon its records many cases

treated by hooks, which will, I think, convince you
that the treatment here described is preferable to

any other. This conclusion, you must I'ecoUect,

has not been reached hastily ; for it is three or
four years since I treated the first case by hooks,
and many others have been curefl by the same meas-
ures. In all the cases which I have treated in this

manner the result appears to have been complete
synostosis or bony union, and there have occurred
no severe local or constitutional symj^toms.

progress of iHctiical Science.

COPPEK A PkESEBVATIVE AGAINST ChOLEKA AND
Typhoid Fester.—At the meeting of the Academie de

Mkkci.ue de Paris, on March 3()th, M. Burq read an
interesting paper on this subject. The paper gave
the jiarticulars and results of a number of observa-

tions and researches, which prove that woi'kers in

copper enjoy an almost comjilete immunity from
cholera, and also to an almost similar extent from
typhoid fever. It seems to be necessary for this im-

munity, however, that the co^jper-powder ^^dth which
the system is impregnated should possess a certain

degree of purity, ex.rp'., not be attenuated too much
by admixture with iron-dust, and that the exposure
to the copper-dust should be constant. In view of

these facts, the therapeutic value of the internal ad-

ministration of copper in typhoid fever and cholera

becomes a question of much interest.

—

Jour, de mid.,

etc., de BriLcelles, May, 1880.

Coca in the Opiusi-Habit.—In the LoidsviUe Medi-
cal N'ewa for May 29th, Prof. Palmer published an
article on coca as an antidote to opium-eating, and
gave abstracts of a few cases in which he had tried

it with the happiest results. The article evidently

attracted general attention, and several additional

cases of the successful use of coca to break up the

opium-habit have already been reported from various

sources. The coca seems to act as a general nerve-

stimulant, counteracting the terrible depression
which follows the attempt to break off the use of

opium, and curing the craving for that drug. In
most of the cases so far reported, a cure was effected

in a little over a week. In sorpe of them tlie opium
was discontinued gradually, but Dr. Palmer advises

that the break-off should be made at once. Accord-

ing to him, the coca is to be used as a substitute for

the o2)ium. It should therefore be taken as freely

as the cravings of the system for opium may demand
—tablospoonful doses of the fluid extract several

times a day, more or less, as needed.

PiscroiA Erythrina (Jamaica Dogwood)—A New
Narcotic.—This tree belongs to tlie family legnmi-

nosiE, and gi'ows in Jamaica in arid districts. The
active principle is contained mainly in the bark of

the roots. The drug is stated to be a direct sed-

ative, producing narcotic effects which are refi-esh-

ing, and not followed, like opium, by hyperajmia of

the brain, nausea, and general nervous disturbance.

Dr. Isaac Ott has recently studied experimentally

its physiological action, and published the results

in the Detroit Lancet for June. As the active prin-

ciple has not yet been extracted, he used in his ex-

periments a so-called infusion, obtained by mixing
an ounce of the fluid extract of the bark with an
equal quantity of warm water and evaporating the

whole down to about five drachms, the object being

to get rid of the alcohol. His experiments show
that we have in piscidia a drug capable of producing
death by arrest of the respiratory apparatus. Frogs
seldom recover from a moderate dose of the drug.

The following conclusions are drawn from the ex-

periments :

1. Piscidia is narcotic to frogs, rabbits, and men.
2. It does not affect the irritability of the motor

nerves.

3. It does not attack the peripheral ends of the

sensory nerves.

4. It reduces reflex action by a stimulant action

on the centres of Setschenow.
5. It produces a tetanoid state by a stimulant

action on the sj^inal cord, and not by a paralysis of

Setschenow's centres.

6. It dilates the pupil, but the dilatation passes

into a state of contraction upon the supervention of

asphyxia.

7. It is a salivator.

8. It increases the secretion of the skin.

9. It reduces the frequency of the pulse.

10. It increases arterial tension by stimulation of

the monarchical vaso-motor centre.

11. This increase of tension is soon succeeded by
a fall, due to weakening of the heai't itself.

If the action of piscidia be compared with that of

chloral, it is found that it has no such dangerous
action on the heart as the latter, nor such an ener-

getic action on the respiratory apparatus. Unlike
atropia, it does not j^aralyze the motor nerves nor

the chordae tympani, does not an-est the sudoral

secretion, does not paralyze the pneumogastric, and
does not elevate greatly the arterial tension ; like

atropia, it dilates the pupil. Like morjihia, it pro-

duces sleep, heightened excitability, spinal convnil-

sioas, general paralysis, and stimulation of the main
vaso motor centres ; unlike it, it dilates the pupil.

It may be mentioned here that several cases have

been reported lately in which piscidia was used suc-

cessfully as a substitute for opium in the treatment

of various neuralgias.

The Odor of Iodoform.—According to Dr. Lin-

demann, the balsam of Peru completely masks the

odor of iodoform, three parts of the balsam neu-

tralizing perfectly one part of iodoform. To them
may be added as vehicle, eight parts of vaseline,

glycerine, alcohol, or collodion. The balsam and
iodoform should be carefully mixed together first,

and the other ingredients added afterward.
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SiMPLK ^fKTHOD «>K Rkiuvino Pau vpiiimosis. - In
BoiiH^ sovrre ofts«>s of ]>am]>liiiu(>si*<, wlicrt' tin- onli-

imrv ninni|mliiti<>ns fuiK'tl t«) rtVect ii ri'dix'tion. M.
liAuVmot ('inplovt>(l tlio followiuj? imiiiu-nvro witli

succosH : ho iM.s«>rt«*il tlie o«>nv«>x oinls of thr<'t« Imir- I

pins at ref^ulur ili.Htaiu"os apart, iH-iifutli tho con-
Htrii'tiii^ rtii}^. mid ovor the hiiilK*' tims foniu-d the
foreskin was drawn down witli th«» f^rtniti-st fiu-ility.

j

—-Alii/, vifd. (\-ut. Zfit., Juno 2, ISHO. '
!

OcciiUsiox OF THE CoRONARY AuTKiUEs. —The ar-

rast of tlui l»hiodsu})j)ly to tlu» walls of tho hoart in

consoijtionpe of ilisoaso in tlio cwironarv urtorio.s, is a
well known patholo^eal factor in certain niorliid stat-os

of tho heart's walls. The efleots of such arrest have
been studied exi>eriinentally bv several investigators,

who found that it caused rapid enfeelilenient ol' tlie

heart's action. Lately, the subject lias been reinves-

tif^ated by (.rriinhajjon and Sanuielson, who have
a.scertained several new facts. By keei)in.!.^ rab]>it.s

nmUr the intluence of curare and artificial respira-

tion, they wore able to compress the coronary ar-

teries by means of forcei)s. and to do tliis roi>eatedly,

so as to t)V).serve the couii)arative ett'ects of arrest and
renewal of the tiow of blood. The compression
causetl at once a retardation of tlie rhythmical action

of the heart, especially of the left ventricle, while
i

the contractions of the ri^dit ventricle were at first
j

more rapid, and then were also slowly retarded.

The slo\>ing of the action increased the lon<;er the
compression lasted, or after several rei)etiti(Mis, until

finally the contractions ceased, first of the left antl
'

later of the right ventricle. A second effect of the
compression was weakening of the heart's contrac-
tions. This was also observed and estimated by the
manometer by Bezold, and it was corroborated by
SamueLson with a galvanoseopic frog. As soon as
the heart became i>ale and the contractions were less

frequent, these were no longer sutliciently powerful
to excite the sciatic nerve of the frog, but after the
current of bload was renewed, the nerve again re-

sponded. The experiment was re]>eated several
i

times in the same animal. A third fact noted was
i

that the compression of the left coronary artery
\

caused a gradual swelling of the left auricle, whicli
;

was distended until it appeared like a bright red,

shining bladder, its rhythmical contraction less.^ning

to an oscillating movement, which linally ceased.
This phenomenon was observed when the left ven-
tricle was weakened and its action retarded, while
the right auricle and ventricle continued to contract
strongly. As soon as the compression was stopped
and the left ventricle began again to contract, the
distended auricle emptied itself in one to two min-
utes, and both sections of the heart were again in

uniform action. This phenomenon con.stitutes a
striking illustration of the mechanism by which ob-
struction at the mitral oviti<-e or weakness of the left

ventricle leads to auricular dilatation and to tfdema ;

of the lungs.

—

Tlie Lancet, June 19, 1880. !

Case of Perforation of a Round Ulcer of the
Stomach into the Left Ventricle of the Heart.
—Prof. Chiari presented the specimens illustrating
this accident to the Vienna ^[edil^al Soeieti/, in Mav
last. The patient, a woman, seventy-one years of
age, had died shortly after her admission to the
hospital. The symptoms were hematemesis and
passage of blood from the intestines, and the clinical

diagnosis was ulcus ventriculi. At the antoi^sy a
round hole two centimetres in diameter was found in
the lesser curvature of the stomach. This opening led
iato a sac as large as a walnut, formed by cicatricial

|

tift.Hne ; the Hnc oxtondod through the diajdirngm,

pericardinn), and wall of tho loft ventricle f)f the

iieart, and jjrosontod at its aj)»'X an ulcorativo opening

large onongii to admit an ordinary proln^ intr» the loft

ventricle. Tho heart was closely adhoront to tho ])eri-

canlinm over aHjmco oight contimotros .mjuaro ; tho mi-

tral, tricuHi>id, and aortic valves were thickened ut their

free edges; tho muscular tismie of the ln*ftrt was
pale and frial)Io, and had unilergone moderate fatty

degeneration ; the ondocanlium was thickened for a

distance of one contimot re around tho perforation. The
Htomach and int«'stinos contain<^l a large (juantity of

fresh blood. Tho l)f)dy generally was very aniemic.

In the wall of tho sac, close to the opening into the

stomach, a hard, brittle mass, two millimetres long anil

about one millimetro thick, wivs found. Chemical ex-

amination showoil that this jjarticle was composed
chiefly of silicates, and it was ])roba])ly a piece of glass

that had been accidentally swallowed at some time.

Dr. Chiari attributed no special importance to this

foreign body, as he thought that it had merely found
a lodgment in the sac 8ubw>qnent to the formation

of the latter. Ho stated that he had been unable to

find in meilical literature any analogous case of the
opening (»f a round ulcer of the stomach into the

cavity of the heart.

—

Alh/. mal. Cent. Zitnt., Jnne iUh.

loDOFoioi IN Affections of the Eyes.—^L Hayer
states that iodoform is a very valual)le remedy in the

treatment of certain subacute and chronic alleetions

of the eye and the eyelids. It has been emi)loyed
with advantage, particularly in the treatment of

granulations. He recommends it also for ulcers of

the cornea, obstinate keratitis, etc. The fine iodo-

form powder should l>e applied directly to the affect-

ed spot by means of a hair-i>encil. For aj^plieation

to the lids he uses a salve of one pai't iodoform to

four parts vaseline. The iodoform cau.ses no pain,

and can therefore be emi)loyctl without difficulty in

the case of children. The remetly is u.seless during
the waterv stage of conjunctivitis.

—

AWj. vied. Cent.

Zeit., June 9, 188U.

Gaultheria in the Treatment op Pubulent Cy»-
TiTis.—M. Perier recommends the essence of winter-

green as a local application in ca.ses of purulent
cystitis. This essence is a powerful antiseptic, but
it has the disadvantage of being very insoluble. M.
Perier employs the following solution : essence of

wint-ergreen, grammes ; tincture of (juillaya sapo-

naria, 30 grammes ; water, 1 litre. He uses tlu.s

solution fi-eely for washing out the bladder, with ex-

cellent results, and also as a wash for wound.s, and
for simple dressings. He also combines one part of

the essence with one hundred of va.seline, and uses it

to anoint his instruments, and often for his hands, in

antiseptic operations.

—

Joui'iial de med. et de chir..

May, 1880.

Eestoration op the Hand after it w.\s almost
Completely Separated fiw^m the Arm.—Dr. Staton,

of North Carolina, rejjorts the case of a girl, eleven

veal's of age, whose hand was almost completely
severed from the arm by a blow with an axe. The
wound extended obliquely through the carpus, and
all the muscles, bones, and blood-vessels were divi-

ded, the hand remaining attached to the arm only by
a small strip of skin l)elow the articulation with the

ulna. Dr. Staton saw her about thuty minutes
after the accident, and found the hand hanging at

right angles to the arm. He determined to ampu-
tate at once, but al)andoned this intention becau.se

of his inability to procure assistance. After some
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delay occasioned by this change of plan, he replaced
the hand, and secured it in position with silver wire
sutures and adhesive plaster. The child complained
of 2>aiu when the needle was xised in the arm, hut
not when it was used in the hand. The hand and
arm were then secured on a broad splint, and kept
warm by hein<? wrapped in hot llannel clotlis.

Twelve hours later the iiaud was very much swollen
;

no sensation or pulsation could be detected ; the i)a-

tient had complained of no i)ain, and had rested
ipiietly during- the night. On the next day she com-
plained of a little pain, 1)ut the hand and arm pre-

sented the same appearances. On the third day the

hand had changed color, and pulsation coiild be
detected in it. From that time the jiatient did not
Lave a bad symptom. There was no sui)puration,

the wound healing entirely by first intention. The
sutures were removed on the fourteenth day, and the

hand jjlaced in a sling. Within three months after

the accident the i)atient could extend the fingers,

and grasji with nearly the usual strength. No an-

chylosis of the wrist-joint resulted.

—

Mediad and
Surgical Reporter, June 19, 1880.

TREATltENT OF PbOLAPSUS AnI IN CHILDREN.—Dr.

Basevi (^r/c/r^afe Internazioufdledelle Scienze Mediche,

Fasc. 9) employs the following treatment in chronic
cases of this affection. He first cauterizes lightly

the protruding portion with nitrate of silver and
then reduces it, administering afterward, with the

view of checking any tendency to enteritis, an enema
of tannic acid, alum, and ice-cold water. Should
this treatment prove insufficient, the child is placed
on a bed with the nates u^jward, and steadied by two
assistants, one of whom fixes the upper part of the

body while the other holds the knees elevated and
somewhat abducted. The prolapsus having been re-

duced, the nates are brought together, and two strips

of diachylon plaster, each about two inches wide,

are passed from one trochanter to the other in as

close proximity as possible to the perimeum. To
keep them in place, a spica bandage is applied around
the lower portion of the body, and a piece of gutta-

percha is added to protect the plaster from the

contact of f;ecal matter. The apjiaratus may be
left in position for two weeks.

—

London Medical
Record, June 15th.

Injections of Morphia in Intestinal Obstruction.
—One grain of morphia injected subcutaneously
three times a day, in a case of intestinal obstruction

which lasted for tliirty-nine days, met with excellent

results at the hands of Dr. W. H. Lambert. ^

—

London
Lancet, June 26, 1880.

A Neglected Symptom in Breast-C.\ncer.—Dr.
Herbert L. Snow, Surgeon to the Cancer Hospital
at Bromptou, England, calls attention to a symptom
which very commonly occurs in the course of breast-

cancer, and on which sufficient sti'ess has not been
laid. He refers to a thickening of the humerus on
the side corresponding to the diseased gland, accom-
panied by tenderness on pressure. Tliis condition

obtains mainly over the trochanters and the uijjjer

third of the bone. On firm pressure the i)atient

complains of tenderness, which extends for a vari-

able distance down the shaft, beyond the part where
tliickening is apparent. The movements of the arm
are rarely interfered with, and the tenderness and
thickening are never noticed by the jjatient before

examination ; they are only detected by digital pres-

sure and comparison with the humems on the oppo-
site side. Occasionally there is some thickening of

the clavicle. The condition never advances to any
very marked hypertrophy. Dr. Snow regards the
" thickening" as due to a low form of periostitis, con-

sequent upon deposit of cancer-germs in the me-
dulla.

—

London Lancet, June 12, 1880.

Morphine as an Anthjote to Daturinb and Atro-

pine.—Dr. Stnimberg reports the case of a child of

five years, who was almost fatally poisoned by eating

the seeds of the datura stramonium, the alkaloid of

which is very closely allied to atropine. Three other

children, between tiie ages of three and seven years,

ate the seeds at the same time, l)ut in them the

symptoms, though severe, were not alarming. The
first child had an exceedingly rajnd, thready pulse,

stertorous and very in-egular respiration, and almost

continuous clonic spasms, which were so violent

that his body was tossed about in the bed. At
frequent intervals he uttered a hoarse, inarticulate

cry. The inilse gradually became irregular, the

otiier symptoms remaining the same. Death seemed
imminent, and morphine was resorted to as a last

hope. One-third of a grain, divided into three

doses, was injected subcutaneously Avithin the space

of an hour. After the first injection the pulse be-

came fuller and less rapid, and the respiration soon

T>egan to improve. The spasms became less constant,

the intervals between them rapidly increasing in

length, and after two hours all danger seemed to be
over, although the patient continued restless for

several hours, when he finally fell into a quiet sleep.

Dr. Stromberg thinks that the morphine undoubt-
edly saved the child's life, and that the case demon-
strated the existence of an antagonism between mor-
phine and daturine. This conclusion is fortified by
the fact that the dose of morphine, though very

large for a child of that age, did not produce sleep.

l3r. Leder reports the case of a girl, seventeen years

of age, who took by mistake fivectgrms. (five-sixths of

a grain) of atropine in one dose. He saw her eight

hours later and found her exceedingly restless, and
constantly trying to get out of bed. She knew no
one, paid no attention to calls, and seemed to be suf-

fering from pain and to be worried by hallucinations.

The pupils were very wide and the eyeballs promi-

nent. The respiration was very rapid, the pulse

150 in the minute, and the voice tremulous. An
emetic was administered with much difficulty, and
0.007 morphine (about gr. i) was injected subcu-

taneously every twenty minutes. After the second
injection the delirium began to diminish, and after

the fourth the patient fell asleep. The jnilse was
then 110, and the respiration 17. After three hours'

sleep the patient awoke in the full possession of her

senses. Convalescence was rapid.

—

Berliner klin.

Wochen., July 5, 1880.

Atropine as an Antidote to Morphine.—A case

of poisoning by the hyijodermic injection of mor-
phine was recently observed in the medical clinic in

Halle. The patient, an adult man, was deeply cyan-

osed, especially his face and hands, and profoundly

comatose. The respiration was very slow, the pulse

slow, weak, and irregular, the temperature in the

rectum 97', and the j)upils were excessively con-

tracted. Ai-tificial resjjiration by methodical com-
pression of the thorax was immediately resorted to,

and one milligramme of atropine was injected. Half
an hour later, as the patient's condition was un-
changed, ten milligrammes of atropine were injected

at a dose. Fifteen minutes afterward the cyanosis

had disappeared, and the pulse was more regular,

although still only 40 in the. minute. During the
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next twontv luinnt^'.s, Umi niilli^fnmmu'H inoro of utro-

piiif wtTo iiijt'i't«'<l ill tlilTcifnt luirtH of tlie trunk, the
artificial respiration l)cinf^ still kept up. Ten min-
utes after the last injection the i)ulse was (>(), and
the pupils hrtil retrained their normal wiiltli ; in an
hour and a half tlie pui>ils were dilated to the maxi-
mum, the heart-sounds were elear and free from
murmurs, and the i)ulse was HO. The eoma still

persisU^l, hut it now l>egnn to diminish (gradually.

On the foUowinj; morning, twelve hours after the ad-

ministration of these imjuonso doses of atro](ine
;

(twenty-one times the maximum dose in (iermauy),
the pn}»ils, i)ulse, and resj)iration were normal. The
patient saiil he had no heada<'he, and eomiilained
only of f(uinieation in the tiiiKers and toes. A few

|

hours later the mydriasis returned, and it now per-

sisted for .several days. The patient was formerly an
opium-eater, but had been eomju'lled, by want of

monev, to do without opium for the two or three
years precediuf^ this attack of acute poisoning. On i

this occasion he had accidentally got hold of a solu-
;

tion of morphine, and took at once six injections i

containing 0.28 morphine (gr. ii). The amount of :

the antidote; employed in this case was one-thirteenth

of the amount of the poison taken.

—

lierliner klin. .

Woch'n., July 5, 1S80.

Coffee as an Antidote to Strwhnia.—D. Attilio

Lilli reports a c.ise in which a large dose of strychnia
|

was taken in coffee without producing any toxic ef-
|

fects. The case led him to experiment with these !

drugs on rabbits, and he found that the coffee acted
j

as a perfect antidote to the strichnia, completely an- 1

nihilating its toxic action, or, at all events, notably
|

diminisliing the violence of its action.

—

La France
medicale, July 7th.

Fibromatosis, or General Htpektlasia of the
Connective Tissue.—Under the name tibromatosis
Professor Beneke, of Marburg, describes a peculiar
constitutional anomaly, which is characterized by
a great tendency to connective-tissue hyperplasia
in the different organs of the body, and which is more
closely allied to the constitutional anomalies result-

ing in hyperplastic new-growths than to the phthisi-

cal process, although it often presents itself under the
form of pulmonary phthisis. These cases of phthisis

pulmonum are characterized, even after death, by the
powerfid build of the body, the marked development
of the panniculus adiposus, and the blood plethora,

all of which contrast strongly with the destructive y>vo-

cess in the lungs, as well as with the external appear-
anci^s in cases of ordinary phthisis. The changes in

the lungs in these cases are very various, but they
all seem to begin with hyperplasia of the connective
tissue. In some cases the lesions consist chiefly in

a marked thickening of the interstitial connective
tissue, the contraction of which leads to atrophy of

the pulmonary tissue as the result of compression,
and to irregular dilatations and contractions of the

larger bronchi. In such cases often no traces of

caseous degeneration of the new-growth can be found.
In other cases the interstitial connective-tissue hy-
perplasia is less jjredominant. The bronchial dila-

tations are larger, and brouehiectatic cavities are de-

veloped, iu the neighborhood of which more or less

numerous fatty and caseous masses are found. In
still other cases these lesions are found, perhajis,

in the upper lobe, while in the lower lobe milian.-

tiibercles or peribronchitic caseous nodules are met
with. Between these forms and trae caseous de-

squamative pneumonia there is no other intermedi-
at-e form. For both "classes of cases the clinical di-

agnosis must be iddiiionary i)hthisis. The pleurie

usually jiresent large thickened areas. The liver,

kidneys, and spleen are usually hanl in consequence
of exti-nsive growth of the interstitial connective tis-

sue ; the heart is, as a rule, hypertrojihied.

Now, Prof. Beneke believes that, just as there is a

general hyperjdasia of the adij)ose, the bony, and the

epithelial tissues, so there is in these < ases an anal-

ogous hyperplasia of the fibrillar connective tissue of

the body, residting from some ol)scure moditications

of the general constitutional condition and the nu-
tritive changes. These moditicatirms, probably, dif-

fer l)Ut little from those which lie at the bottom of

the known iiyperj)lasias just mentioned. This theory

finds a supj)()rt in those cases where the i)leur:e and
peritoneum are studied with countless nodules, va-

rying in si/e from a niill(;t-seed to a ])ea, which re-

semlde, at first siglit, miliaiT tubercles, but are shown
by microsc<)j)ic examination to be minute tibromas.

Prof. Beneke would also cover with the mantle of

fibromatosis those cases of i)at'h3ineningiti8 in

robust individuals, where death results from inter-

stitial nei)hritis, and where, at the autopsy, connec-
tive-tissue hyj)er})lasias are also met with in the
lungs, serous membranes, liver, etc. Further, the

granular kidney, in robust individuals, which has
been so much spoken of in late years, likewise be-

longs, in all probability, in the same class ; this

would harmonize well with Buhl's theoiy, that the
connective-tissue thickening in the serous mem-
branes, heart, and lungs, is the result of a " fibrous

inflammation."

—

Deutsche medic. Wochen., July 17,

1880.

OccrprrAL Headache as a Syju'tom of URJinknA.

—

Recent observations on the symptomatology of

Bright's disease disclose the fact that severe pain
located in the occiput may be regarded as one of the
symptoms of the disease. Dr. E. C. Seguin has re-

cently met with two cases {Archires of Medicine,

August, 1880) in which occipital headache was so

localized and persistent, as to give rise to a strong

susinciou of organic disease of the cerebellum. In
one case a positive conclusion was only reached by
means of a post-mortem examination, which .showed
that the cerebellum and the other jjarts of the en-

cephalic mass were normal, while both kidneys were
extensively diseased. The left kidney was found
completely diseased, gi'anular and hard in places, its

membranes peeling off with difficulty. It had a red-

dened, congested appearance, and showed evidences
not only of a chronic trouble, but also of a more re-

cent acute inflammatory action. The right kidney
was found to be only partially affected—somewhat
congested, and with the same type of lesion. These
cases both now api)ear to have been examijles of con-
tracted kidneys and unemia. Both patients were
adults, had sulfered from chronic headache, more or
less of the migiaine type ; at a given period the
headache became transformed into a localized occi-

pital pain very different from the former attacks.

The symptoms of renal disease were not marked

;

in one case there was no cedema, in the other a mere
trace ; neither patient had the dysi^eptic symptoms
or the frontal headache which often suggests renal

disease, and neither j^atient had the "Brighty look"
which is so well knowii. The occipital sensation in

these cases was true pain, not the painful para;sthe-

sise which are sometimes due to lithiumia and oxal-

uiia, and sometimes to eye-strain, and which are

en-oneously for rather insufhciently; designated as

cerebral hypera'mia. In Case 11. the pain extended
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down the cervical spine, and was so much aggrava-
ted by movement as to suggest a rigid state of tlie

neck. In Case I. there was once stiftness of the
neck in an attack. This peculiar headache was dis-

tinctly paroxysmal, but not at all periodical or in-

fluenced by any apparent outward circumstance. In
both cases nausea accompanied the headaches, and
in Case II. it is clearly stated that the nausea was
secondary in ])oint of time. Case I. was made rel-

atively clearer by the previous history of convulsions
and albumen in the urine.

Dr. Seguin is inclined to believe that the publication
of these cases may serve to render more accurate the

diagnosis of occipital headache, and to illustrate the
utility of critically examining the urine in cases of any
degree of obscurity, more especially as occipital head-
ache is scarcely mentioned as a symptom of urtemia.

A Rare Form of Uterine Hemorrhage.—A rare

case of uterine hemorrhage is reported by Henry
Gorst, house surgeon of the Lying-in Hospital, Liver-

pool, in the British Medical Journal of July 3d. Pa-
tient, :et. 28, after a natural labor, got up on the
ninth day, and went about her household duties.

Seven days afterward, she was taken with a profuse
hemon'hage, which was controlled by plugging the
vagina and rest in bed. No hemorrhage followed
the removal of the plugs. Three days after the re-

moval, hemorrhage recuiTed so profusely as to leave

her in a state of collapse. She was again plugged
by another surgeon, and the hemorrhage ceased.

On the following day she was removed to the hospital,

the plugs were removed and iron and ergot were ad-

ministered. She was kept in bed for five days, when
she had a sharp attack, losing a large quantity of

blood in a very few minutes before she was tightly

plugged. In the evening the plugs were removed.
The uterine sound showed the uterus to be in its

normal position, and its cavity only measured three
inches. The external os M'as patulous, but the cer-

vix was too tightly closed to allow the introduction
of a finger ; two sea-tangle tents were therefore

passed up to tlie fundus, and kept in position by
two good-sized pads of lint in the vagina. An at-

tack of hemorrhage occurring during the night, the
tents being in position, led the doctor to suspect
that the hemorrhage came from the cervix or va-

gina. In the morning a Ferguson's speculum was
introduced, and on the cervix, just at the lower
edge of the posteinor lip of the os, a good-sized ar-

tery was seen distinctly pulsating. There was some
superficial erosion of lioth lips of the os, but no lace-

ration. There was no hemorrhage now, and the ves-

sel was distinctly seen plugged with a clot. Touch-
ing it with a i^oint of a probe soon dislodged the
clot, and the hemorrhage again came on per saUum,
the blood spui-ting to the middle of the speculum.
The vagina was packed slightly and the discharge
temporarily arrested. Three days afterward hemor-
rhage again occurred. The liquor fern perehloridi

and the actual cautery proved ineffectual. The pa-

tient was now nearly pulseless, and transfusion was
resorted to. Blood not being readily procurable, a

pint of Little's saline solution at 98" was injected

into the median cephalic vein. Immediately after

the injection the pulse, which was previously scarce-

ly perceptible and from 100 to 180 a minute, became
considerably stronger and slower. Next day she ral-

lied somewhat, the pulse became more perceptible

;

slight oozing of blood continued through the plugs ;

and the vomiting became constant. She continued in

this condition until the evening of the following day,

when she died. At the necropsy only the ])elvic vis-

cera wei'e examined. An artery, equal in size to
the idnar, was found (juite patent, at the lower edge
of the posterior lip of the os uteri. On dissection it

was found to be a branch from the uterine, which
produced a loop in the cervix, extending as low
down as the edge of the os, and ulceration through
it had taken place at the point of bleeding.

HoMATROPiN—A New Mydriatic.—The discovery
of homatropin by John Tweedy, F.Il.C.S., l)ids fair

to become one of great value and utility in ophthal-
mic practice. It is a bland but efficient mydriatic

;

its action is rapid and of comparatively short dura-
tion. It possesses many of the properties of atro-

pine, but in a weaker degi-ee. On the heart, however,
their effect is very different, for atropine accelerates

and strengthens the heari's contraction in man,
whereas homatropin slows the beats and renders
them irregTilar in force and rhythm. Though rela-

tively weaker than atropine, its action on the iris

and the ciliary is really very jsowerful while it lasts.

The chief peculiai'ity, and, in some respects, the
great advantage of homatropin is, that its effects soon
pass off, and certainly do not last near so long as
those of atropine. It is also unirritating. Dr. Sid-
ney Ringer confirms the experiments of Tweedy.

—

London Lancet, May 22, 1880.

Changes in the Seminal FiiUro in Connection
WITH Gonorrhceal EPIDIDYMITIS.—These alterations

have already been studied, in France, by Gosselin
and Godard. Dr. Tei-rillon has lately given much at-

tention to the subject, and from an analysis of twenty
cases he draws the following conclusions : Epididy-
mitis causes changes in the spermatic fluid, both as

regards its color and the nature and interj^roportion

of its anatomical elements. Such alterations vary
with the phases of the disease. During the acute
stage the semen has a more or less decidedly yellow-

ish green appearance, resembling jjus. This color

is due to the presence of a variable quantity of pus-
cori^uscles. Large granular globules are also found
in some number. The s23ermatozoa may be absent
after the first few days, but in some cases they may
be found living and well formed in the jiurulent fluid,

but diminished in number. They may continue to
be present for a variable period, and may even per-
sist throughout the course of the disease. The mix-
ture of the pus-corpuscles and granular globules,

frequently containing spermatozoa, can only be fur-

nished by the inflamed mucous membrane of the
seminal jsassages, as is shown by its identity with
the fluid found in the vas deferens at some autop-
sies. This fact also shows that a punilent catarrh of

the seminal passages takes place in these cases.

After the termination of the acute period of the
epididymitis, the same spermatic alterations may
still be met with. But the color of the semen is no
longer so distinctly purulent, the pus-corpuscles are

diminished in number, the spermatozoa are generally
absent, and thei'e is a i^redominance of liquid ingredi-

ents. These changes may persist for long periods ;

sometimes they continue indefinitely long, esi^ecially

in cases where the spermatozoa fail to reappear. In
cases of unilateral ejjididymitis all these changes are

less clearly marked.

—

Aimales de dermalol. et de
s^yphiL, July, 1880.

Perfumed Carbolic Acid is a solution of the acid
in alcohol with oil of lemon added. The proportion
is : carbolic acid, 1 ; oil of lemon, 3 ; alcohol, 100.
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THE REGULATION OF PROSTITUTION.

Certain' statistics were published several months
ago, reliitive to the efifect which the regulation of

prostitution has upon the population and social

condition of countries in which that system is es-

tablished. The countries especially referred to were
France and Belgium. It was shown, first, that pros-

titutes and concubines were less fruitful than married

women, and that the children of the former had less

chance of living. The regulation of prostitution, it

was claimed, had a tendency to diminish the number
of marriages and increase concubinage. The tinal

results were a lessening of the prominence of the

family in the state, a lowering of the birth-i-ate, and
a decrease in the population of the country. France

and Belgium were brought forward as practical illus-

trations of this tendency.

The editor of the St. Louis Clinical JRecc/i-J, dis-

crediting the accuracy of these conclusions, if not of

the statistics, has recently brought out some counter-

evidence. He prints tables showing that "regula-

tion " is eflficient as a sanitary measure, as shown, espe-

cially, by the relative amounts of venereal disease in

the English and French armies. He also presents

ligures showing that the birth-rates in Fi-ance are not

much lower than those in some other coixntries, no-

tably in Ireland, a oountxy which has a deserved

reputation for the chastity of its women. His con-

clusion is that regulation is an efficient and useful

measure, that the alleged decrease in population does
not of itself indicate a bad state of affairs, but per-

haps the reverse, and that the asserted decrease of

families and increase of concubinage is due to other

causes than the regulation of prostitution.

"VMiile agreeing iu part with the \'iew8 thus advan-

ced, we have been unable to corroborate some of the

statistics given to support them ; and the importance
of the subject warrants an attempt at their correc-

tion. In regard, especially, to the question of the

saaitarj and political benefits of regulation, there

are some glaring inaccuracies. A table in given, for

instance, iu whi<;h the number of cases of venereal

disease is put down as follows :

English army Sm iK>r 1,000

French anny 10;i per 1,000

Now, according to a synop-sis made from the Brit-

ish army rc\titrtH (M'i'sfminster lieriew, July, 1870),

the proportion of venereal diseases in the British

army in 187'2 was about 223 per 1,000. The; i)ropor-

tion at the present time is somewhat less than this,

both in stations where prostitution is regulated by

the contagious disea.ses acts, and where it is not. The
proportion gnvon of 3()8 i>er 1,000 is that which existed

seventeen years ago, and the fact that stati.stics so

old as this are presented throws doubt over the

value of the whole tables. In regard to the French

army, the ratio, as given by the cliief of the Statisti-

cal Department, was, in 1874, 103 per 1,000 for the

army in general. For that part (juartered in Paris

and Versailles, it was over 109 per 1,0(J0 instead of

21, and in Algiers lOH per l.fXK) instead of (53. These

are the figures as given in documents fui-nished by

the French Statistical Bureau.

The facts, then, are briefly these : in the French

army prostitution is regulated, and venereal disease

exists in the proijortion of about 103 per 1,000. In

the British army regulation also exists in fourteen

stations, and here venereal disease exists in the pro-

portion of about 223 j^er 1,000 ; in the other stations

the proportion of venereal disease is slightly greater,

opinions differing as to how the difference should be

considered.

These facts do not show that regulation, as ap-

phed to army stations, fails to lessen venereal dis-

ease, a thing wliich we are not disposed to doubt

;

but it proves that the measure seciires no such won-

derful results as might be inferred from comparing

the ligures 106 with 323. Furthermore, we have

heretofore taken the ground that the sanitary suc-

cess of regulation, as applied to armies stationed in

gaiTison towns, gives no proof that such regidation

will succeed, or be advisable, from any point of view,

in other jilaces. It has seemed to us, from an exam-

ination of all the facts accessible, that in nearly all

general communities where prostitution has been

regulated, its sanitary benefit has been either noth-

ing at all, or has been entirely outweighed bv at-

tendant evils.

In I'egard to the other statements that have been

quoted regarding births, mai'i-iag-es, and their rela-

tion to prostitution, we have here also been unable

to substantiate many of them. The conclusions

drawn on each side seem to be premature. France,

for instance, does have the smallest birth-x-ate of any

Euroi^ean nation, but she has had this most of the

time for one hixndred and fifty years, while regida-

tion proper began in Paris in 1823. This birth-rate.
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though lower than it was fifty years ago, is not de-

creasing now, or was not np to 1878. In 1868 it was

26.2 per 1,000 ; in 1875, 26.4 per 1,000. The surphis

of births over deaths in 1877 amounted to several

thousands.

Again, in Belgium the population is very far from

diminishing in number. From 1830 to 1877 it in-

creased yearly at the rate of one per cent. The sur-

plus of births over deaths has also steadily increased,

and was, in 1877, 60,808, in a j^opulation of five mil-

lions. It is not possible for any changes to have

occurred since 1877 that could be relied upon as in-

dicating a permanent difference in the tendency of

the population. And so far the facts seem to agree

with the views of the Clinical Record. We have,

however, to correct one other error in that generally

accurate journal. It gives in a table the proportion of

births per 1,000 women in several European countries.

It finds that of Ireland to be 114 per 1,000, which is

almost as low a rate as that of France ; and the infer-

ence is considered j^robable that birth-rates are not

lessened by the prevalence of licensed prostitution.

Now the birth-rate thus assigned to Ireland is not cor-

rect, but is only the approximate estimate given in

making up the returns of vital statistics. In the vari-

ous numbers of the Journal of the Statistical Society,

where these figures are quoted, an editorial note is al-

ways appended stating that the rates of births, marri-

ages, and deaths, as reported, are smaller than is

actually the case. No conclusions can be drawn,

therefore, from the vital statistics of Ireland.

On looking over the statistics of countries in which

regulated prostitution exists, howevei', there are two

things which strike one, and these sustain somewhat

the theory of the ex-il effect upon a nation of regu-

lating prostitution. Thus, for example, in Belgium

the number of marriages is yearly decreasing ; and

in France the number of illegitimate births is yearly

increasing and is greater than in unregulated coun-

tries like Great Britian. In Belgium, the number of

marriages in 1873 was 40,598 ; that in 1877 was 36,962,

the population meanwhile increasing. In France,

the projjortion of illegitimate to legimate bu-ths in

1815 was 1 to 20 ; in 1877 it was 1 to 14. The pro-

portion in Paris now is 26.75 illegitimate to 100 legi-

timate births. In London it is 5.75 to 100. In the

Department of the Seine, the proportion of illegiti-

mate births in 1877 was 25.21 per cent. In Scotland,

on the other hand, the proportion in 1878 was 8.5

per cent.

We are far from assuming that the regulation of

prostitution is the sole cause of the above differences.

But it is one of the factors in it, and these differences

mean a great deal. A deci'ease of marriages and

increase of illegitimate births implies a weakening

of domestic ties and a diminution in the impox"-

tanoe of the family as a social unit. Upon the integ-

rity of the family rests the strength of the nation.

It is not such questions, however, that we are called

on to discuss, and we wish now only to bring out the

fact that doubts hang over the i)olitical exi^ediency

of regulating iirostitution. As to its sanitary efficacy

we can speak more strongly and with greater con-

fidence. It is only under certain conditions that the

sanitary benefits have justified the adoption of regula-

tion in any of its x)rosent forms. We add here a little

evidence on this point. The municipal government of

Zurich, in abolishing regulation in 1874, said :
" The

opinion that tolerated houses are a preservative

against contagious diseases is refuted by modem
statistics, and supported at present only by a mi-

nority of opinion among the faculty, and by the ten-

acity of inveterate prejudice." A similar opinion is

given by Dr. Castiglioni who was government inspec-

tor charged with applying the rpgulationf; at Rome.

The reports of M. Le Cour, chief of the Bureaux des

Moeurs, of Paris, have the same tenor. The fact that

now, after more than twenty years of vacillating policy,

the open recognition of licensed houses is at an end

thi-oughout the German Empii-e, confirms this view

that regulation, as it has been carried out so far, is

an inadequate sanitary measure.

ALCOHOL IN HOSPITALS.

The report of a committee formed at St. George's

Hospital to ascertain the comparative use of alcohol

in the large London hospitals, together with some

recent reports from the London Temperance Hos-

pital, have drawn attention to the subject of the

amount of alcoholic liquors proper to be given to the

sick, and especially to hospital patients. The ex-

perience of the London Temperance Hospital in this

matter is the most unique, and deserves to be widely

knowTi. This hospital, in the past eighty months of

its existence, has treated about nine hundred in-

patients and eight thousand out-patients entirely

without the use of alcohol, even in the medicines.

The principles on which the institution is conducted

are :

1. That alcohol shall not be given as a beverage;

2, that it shall not be given in medicines in the

form of tinctures ; 3, that it shall only be adminis-

tered as a medicine and upon a written prescrip-

tion of the physician. Practically, it has not been

found necessary to prescribe alcohol at all. The

tinctures used are made with glycerine in.stead of al-

cohol ; and this, by the way, is a practice that will, no

doubt, eventually be largely adopted by pharmacists,

since glycerine is a better preservative and ensures

more uniform strength. The cases treated in the

hospital have been of ordinary severity. A number

of amputations have been performed, as well as

ovariotomy. Cesarean section, ligature of the com-

mon carotid, etc. The mortality has only been 4^

per cent., which is certainly a very good showing.

There were three classes of cases among the out-
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patients which are generally treated with alcohol,

but whii'h were not given any in the i)rosont case.

These were cases of phthisis, cases of indi^'ostion,

and coses of genei-ol del)ility from overwork or

underfeeding. No statistics are given to sliow ex-

actly how these patients got along without alcohol

;

but we are a^surod by tlio medical ofticcr tliat lie

never in any instance found that it was necessary to

prescribe it.

The report of the St. George's Hospital commit-

tee gives figures which indicate a very large, and, it

would seem, excessive use of alcohol in the majority

of the London hosj)itals. It sliould be remembered
that it is the custom in most of these institutions to

give out beer as part of the regular diet. We find

that in St. Bartholomew's Hospital, which treated

5,8G8 patients in 1878, the cost for liquors was about

$5,700. In the ^liddlesex Hospital where '2,010 pa-

tients are annually treated. S2,700 is spent for alco-

hol. At Guy's Hospital, the figures are : patients,

5,710 ; annual cost for lirpiors, $5,000. On an aver-

age, the London hospitals pay from eighty cents to

a dollar per patient for liijuors. In only two or three

hospitals are the sums exj^ended very small. At

Westminster Hospital 1,703 patients are treated, at an

annual cost for liquors of less than fifty cents per

patient ; and at St. George's Union Infirmary 2,i96

patients were treated in 1878, at a total cost for wine,

beer, and spirits, of about §40.

In most of our New York hospitals the cost per

patient for liquors is from a quarter to a third less

than it is in the London institutions. Thus, in

Bellevue Hospital, where liquors are i>rescribed with-

out stint, when thought necessary, 5,98G cases were

treated in 1878, at a cost of §2,982.42 ; in Charity

Hospital, in 1878, the patients were 8,574, the cost

for liipiors S3,109.02. Among our endowed hos-

pitals there is a great variation in the amount of

liquor consumed. Roosevelt Hospital and the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital present, perhaps, the

two greatest extremes. In the former 1,617 patients

are treated annually, with an expenditure for liqiiors

of 8719.13. In the latter the liquor bill for its 1,813

patients is §2,070.60. If anything at all is shown in

these figures, it is that alcohol is, as a rule, given

much more indiscriminately and extravagantly in

hospital practice than is at all necessary. When a

dozen hospitals report about the same mortality

rates whether they pay a center a dollar and a quar-

ter per jiatient for alcohol, there can be but one oon»

elusion drawn. The temperance or semi-temiierance

hospitals of London have helped to show this if they

have done no more. Despite the better sliowing

which most of our hospitals make, we believe that

much more alcohol is given than is at all necessary.

The blind faith in the potency of alcohol as a stimu-

lant, whenever the pulse gets weak or the lungs be-

gin to rattle, has sometimes a pernicious result. The

administration of alcohol as a tonic is attended

with risk and uncertainty. Tliore should bo greater

judgment and greater economy applied in jtrescrib-

ing what may bo a potent remedy, a dangerous poi-

son, or simply a useless and expeusivo beverage.

Ucuiciu5 aiiD notices of 6OOI10.

WoOD'.S OpHTHAIiTknC TeST-TyPES, ExPIiANATOHT TeXT
TO, AND 0)l<)U-1Jlindne.ss Tests. By G. R. Cut-
ter, M.D., Surgeon New York Eye and Ear In-

firmary, Oplithalmic and Aural Surgeon St. Catha-
rine's and Willianisbnrg Hos))itals, etc., etc. New
York : Wm. Wood ic Co. 1880.

In a very compact fonn we have all the ueces.saries

for a comi)lete testing of the refraction of the eye
and also the color sense.

In a box 24 x 10 are the following materials, viz.:

eleven plates, ten of which are test-jilates
; plates

Nos. 1 and 3 (Snellen's) for distant vi.sion ; plate No.
2 (Snellen), arranged for those unable to read, used
for distant test

;
])late No. 4 (Snellen) for near vision ;

plates Nos. 5 and 6 (Jaeger; for near vision; plates

Nos. 7 and 8 (Wec-kcr), tests for detection of astig-

matism
; i)late No. 9 (Green), dial test for astigma-

tism ; plate No. 10, test for astigmatism and for de-

tecting the equilibrium of the muscles
;

plate No. I

11, illustrating the mistakes of the color-blind, after
'

Holmgren. Tlien we have four concave and four

convex lenses for testing various degrees of refrac-

tion ; these few lenses are amply sufhcient, as by
combining them a large variety of changes can
be obtained. No cylindric lenses are given ; but a

stenopaic slit, by means of wliich the amount and
degree may be determined, as explained in the text.

Next, w'e have a holder with three gi-ooves to fix the
gla-sses in position, the arrangement of which is

simple and new. Then come one hundred skeins of

Berlin worsteds (Holmgren's test-skeins) for deter-

mining color-blindness, the test-.skeins marked with
tags so that no mistake can be made.
Then we have the most important of all, the " Ex-

planatory Text," by Dr. Ciitter. A more competent
ophthalmologist could not have been cho.sen ; in

fact, one wonders how he could condense the whole
subject so clearly and definitely in fifteeen pages,

j—six of whii'h are devoted to color-blindness—which ]

has assumed so much impoi-tanee of late.
\

The text begins by explaining the principle upon
which Snellen made his test-types, and then proceeds
to show how to record vision accurately. Then an
explanation of what is hyjiermetropia, myojua, pres-

byopia, and astigmatism. An explanation of the
trial-glasses follows, with an approximate equivalent

of the old and new (dioptric) systems, with a table

of combinations that can be made with the glasses.

The last six pages are devoted to " Color-Blind-
ness," giving the Young-Helmholtz theory, with
four figui-es illustrating it. Finally, the book con-
eludes with Holmgren's directions for using the test-

skeins.

We are certain that this case will meet a need
long felt, especially among the Imsy practitioners

who often want to determine whether the patient

has any organic disease or only some refractive

trouble—and with this inexpensive case he can
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readily do so—and, as is stated in the preface, it is
" to enable the family i)hysiciau to decide whether
his patient requires the special services of an oculist."

In conclusion, we conj^ratulate Dr. Cutter on hi.s

having done his part so well, and William Wood k
Company on their new venture.

Transactions of the American GYNECOiiOGiOAL So-
ciety. Vol. IV. 1870.

It is naturally with some diffidence that we approach
the criticism of a work prefaced by the announce-
ment that " tlie reviewing of medical literature is, in

this country, in a condition of deijlorable fatuity ;

"

and any self distrust thus aroused could not fail to

be increased by the imjjressive elegance of green and
red and gold in which the volume before us apj^ears.

The book looks too unspeakably genteel for any
criticism, fatuitous or profound. It would be a
tasteful addition to the bric-a-brac of a lady's bou-
doir, or to the Kensington needlework of a Filth
Avenue parlor. And he is a monster who would not
treat so effulgent a piece of workmanship with ten-

derness.

Its contents have been given to the public quite
fully in jn-evious numbers of the Kecord. No ex-
tended analysis, therefore, will be required now.
But we will venture to discuss some of the points
made in the addresses and papers ; and if we criti-

cise with fatuity, it shall not be with ignorance or
dishonesty.

Dr. Thomas's address on " The Gynecology of the
Future and its Relations to Surgery " is suggestive
and striking. We venture to say, however, that if

some of the ilistiuguished orator's ideas are stripped
of the ijleasing rhetoric in which they are clothed,
they will appear decidedly naive, to say no worse.
Dr. Thomas complains of the injury which the spirit

of dogmatism has caiised to his sijecialty. He makes
the complaint with justice, but he does not go to the
bottom of the question. Dr. Thomas ascribes this

dogmatic si^idt, and most of the consequent imper-
fections of gynecology, to the diificulty in, and lack
of, clinical teaching ; and he Avould have a gynecolo-
gist attaclied to every general hospital, who should
operate and expound before the general joublic. Now,
this plan might be occasionally useful ; but that it

would be the cure-all for gynecological idiosyncrasies,
is absurd.

It will occur to those at least who are not pro-
fessed gynecologists, that this specialty needs more
mental equipoise, not to say actual brain-matter,
quite as much as it does more clinical opportunities.

It is a fact in general medicine and surgery that,

where different men obtain astonishing results in the
same disease only when they use their own isarticu-

lar measures, these men are either crafty or foolish,

or the disease goes its course without regard to
them. Why things should be different in gynecology
it is hard to see.

We have occasional gynecological clinics in this

city, but they do little more than satisfy the curios-
ity of tirst-course medical students. That they
should bring harmony into the treatment of the dis-

placed womb or the diseased cervix is beyond the
dreams of anything but inordinate faith.

Another remedy suggested for the vagaries of gyne-
cological therajjeutics is the establishment of a kind
of gynecological literary bureau, which shall jjass in

searching review all the contributions to its depart-
ment of quasi-science. Now, gynecology' has some
.good men and true, as Dr. Thomas asserts ; but how,

alas, shall we know who they are ? Shall it include

those who, following the motto of their Society

—

" Chile HaKt
Abor oline Rast,"

stitch and stitch the cervix, or of those who cut it

off"; of those who medicate the endometrium, or of

those who send its owner to Europe ; of those who
slit the cervix, or of those who plug it with tents, or
of those who denounce both measures ? Shall there
sit upon this gynecological Parnassus, jjessary men
or anti-pessar}^ men ; and, if the former, what kind
shall be used, and how far up shall they be advised
to extend, in criticisms not " deplorably fatuitous."

W^ould this bureau advocate the knife or constitu-

tional treatment the more ; would it be a spaying or
an anti-.'spaying organization ? And" would they ad-
vocate kolpoecpetasis or kolj^okleisis V We confess
that we await with impatience the work of this irre-

spective body which is to create an era in the review-
ing of medical literature.

Dr. Thomas briefly goes over the history of gv'ne-

cology, and, with a masterly comijrehensiveness not
unworthy of Buckle, strikes the key-note of its re-

cent rapid jirogress. This particular note is the dis-

covery of amesthesia. The point is worked out with
much eloquence ; but indeetl we have heard of this

discovery before, and it woiild be a relief to read an
an annual address that did not refer to it. The dis-

covery of anaesthesia has been the backbone of an-

nual addresses for so many years that he who intro-

duces it now must consent to be accused, if not of
fatuity, at least of vacuity of presentable ideas. Be-
sides, there are other important causes of the jjopu-

larity of gynecology which the orator forgot. One
of these is the women themselves. Not esi^ecially

women as owners of the organs that have been so
vigorously experimented with in the last fifty years,

but women as i^ossessors of that peculiar meiitality

which makes them like to see and be treated by
" their own doctor," and to believe themselves vic-

tims of the different fashionable diseases of tlieir sex.

Women have thus given an impulse to gynecology
which should be duly acknowledged.
We have made these few criticisms upon Dr.

Thomas's address because they seemed to be de-
manded by the honest criticism of which gynecology,
as he admits, is so much in need. We liave not a
great deal to add in regard to the other articles in

the book. Dr. White's and Dr. Battey's i)apers, on
Intra-uteriue Medication, are very good pleas for a
plan of treatment that was but half endorsed in the
subsequent discussion. The papers on Intra-uterine

Injections, by Drs. Jenks and Chadwick, present
measures for the treatment of sexiticpemia already
quite widely known and adopted. Dr. S. C. Busey's
pai^er on the Pathology of the Cicatrices of Preg-
nancy was too learned and scientific for the Society,

which fatuitously passed it by without discussion. Dr.
Mundc's paper on Prolapse of the Ovaries has been
already widely discussed, and is an excellent contri-

bution to a comparatively new subject. The same
may be said of Mr. Spencer Wells's report of his case

of Battey's operation. Dr. John Byrne advocates
the galvano-cautery for kolpocystotomy, in a pai:)er

on that subject. Dr. A. D. Sinclair jjresents some
facts in regard to the subinvolution of the uterus,

which are new and instructive. Dr. Isaac E. Taylor
defends the use of the forceps in the first stage of

labor in certain cases. Papers by Dr. Wm. Goodell,
on Clinical Notes on the Elongation of the Cervix
Uteri ; by Dr. Jos. Taber Johnson, on Mismanaged
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Labor; by Dr. J. C. Reove, on A Case of Extra-
|

ntt»rine I'rojjmiiicy, witli Siifci'SHful Ajipliciitioii of

Electricity, follow. Or. Ely Viin do. Warkcr, in u pa-

per on TIm) Kcliitions of SyniptoiuH to Versions iind

Flexions of the UteniH, shows thiit there are no spc»"i-

tic symptoms of versions or flexions of the uteruH.

His conclusions, on the whole, riithcr throw »lis-

creilit upi>n the nont little tables of synipt(»ms which
Dr. Thom.is cmhotlies in his descriptions of (mcIi piir-

ticuhirdisplucoment. Dr. Hyfonl dcscriluvs his mctliod

of gnidnal reduction of ii chronically inverted uterus,

in a paper on that subject. Dr. \V. T. Lusk does the

best iie can to make tlio very uninteresting^ subject

of the justo-minor j)elvis attractive. Plates, and the

history of the case are j^iven.

Dr. Nathan IJozenuiu writes with intolerable dif-
'

fxiseness on the subject of Kolpoecpetasis versus i

Partial Kolpokleisi.s. I

A new metliod of i)erforming decapitation is given

by Dr. \V. L. Richardson ; -some cases of atresia

vagina are given by Dr. Isaac E. Taylor, with re-

marks upon treatment.

The volume closes with a liiographical sketch of

the late Dr. Marmaduke 13. Wright, by Dr. Tiieo-

philus Parvin. The book, as a whole, will take a

fair rank among society proceedings. Ijut it comes
very far fi-om having a value whicli would compen-
sate for its extremely dandilied appearance.

The Bl.\.ck Aut3 ly Medicixe, with ANNn-ERS.\RY

Addhes-s. Bv John D. Jack-son, A.M., M.D.
Edited by L. S. McMiKTBT, A.M., M.D. Cincin-

nati : Ro'bert Clarke tt Co. 1880.

"The Black Arts in Medicine," which is the title of

one of the addresses making up the neat volume be-

fore us, was tii-st i>ublished several years ago for pri-

vate distrii)ution. The talented author, since dead,

embodied in an address before a local society a letter

from an old practitioner to a yoimger brother detail-

ing the manner in which the latter should get into

practice, by the exercise of what he i)leases to call

the " black art." In the easy and pleasant corre-

sponding style he brings the reader face to face with

the many little tricks resorted to by the pushing
l^ractitioner, and proves how easy it is to gull the

l>ublic. Starting with the assumption that " the

chief end of the doctor is to get practice," he is in-

clined to make everything bend to it, including the

little brains which are necessary to that end. The
whole piincij)le of this sort of success, in our author's

estimation, is comprised in seizing the many chances
which present themselves to the wide-awake man of

blowing his own horn or in ha%'ing it blown by some
of his friends.

It would be impossible to follow our author through
all the 2>hases of sharp i)ractice which may be re-

sorted to ; suffi(!e it to say that the ground is gone
over so thoroiighly that nothing more in that direc-

tion seems to be de.sired. Its manner of presenta-

tion is masterly in its way, and reflects great credit

upon the author's ability to jiresent a repulsive pic-

ture in an amusing light. We have exjjerieuced a

rare pleasure in the perusal of the volume.

Naso-ph.\byngeal. Cat.vrrh. Bv Martin F. Coome-s,

M.D. Louisville, Ky. : Bradley A: Gilbert. 1880.

8vo, pp. 160.

OuB author states in his preface that at the request

of numerous friends he reluctantly undertook to write

a treatise on naso-pharyugeal catarrh, for the use of

general practitioners. That he must have consented
to do so in a weak moment is not only aj^parent by

the character of the work bnt by the acknowledg-

ment on his part that " the task " was of " uncertain

value." He has j>robably, as he i)resumes, satisiied

the demands of his friends, who, by the way, will very

properly and generously oppreciate his endeavom,
l)Utit is quite a dide rent thing when he bmnchenoutto
teach the general practitioner anything new in the

treatment of a "class of diseases so commonly regard-

ed aH necessarA' evils mipposed to be irnmiediable."

Ihe work is very elementary in characU'r, contains

nothing original, and is carelessly written. Aside
from this, tin* names of many of the authorities arc

misspelled and their views misinterj)reted. These
errors admit of no excuse from one who wishes to be
considered as an expert, and as one competent to

teach his less favored i)rcthren.

The methods of treatment, both local and general,

are those usually accepted by the mass of the profes-

sion, and the reader will receive no enlightenment as

regards the curability of the disea.se save that the ex-

perience of the author in that particular is quite ex-

ceptionally good. There is a looseness of expres.sion

on his part i-oncerning cures made with ordinary
applications which is .somewhat startling to the mass
of unbelievers. As usual with this class of works the
main illustrations are those of instruments, which at

best are badly juinted, and most of which are so well

known that their omission could easily bo overlooked.

Transactions of the Indiana State Medical So-
ciety, 1880. Thirteenth Annual Session. Indian-
apolis : Carlon & HoUenbeck. 1880. 8vo, pp. 362.

Not long since we noticed the proceedings of this

Society in full in the IIecord, and the fact that a
printed volume makes its appearance so soon after-

ward shows a promj)tness on the part of its Commit-
tee of Publication which is worthy of imitation. The
volume, as a whole, presents a very creditable ap-
pearance, contains many jiapers of practical value,

with an admirable shorthand rei^ort of the discus-

sions. The 2>iesident of the Society, Dr. J. R. Weist,
of Richmond, Ind., leads ofl' with a scholarly and
comprehensive address upon the sevei'al problems in

relation to the prevention of disease. His wide
grasp of the subject, and his sound views upon the
causes of disease and their i)revention, deserve more
than a passing notice. Unlike addresses of its kind,

it is full of thought, and contains many i^ractical

suggestions ])eariug upon the subject of which it

treats. The relation of pauperism, crime, and insan-
ity to preventable disease, and the strange influences

of heredity, are i)resented in a thorougiily practical

manner, and must be read to be appreciated.

I

It may not Ije amiss, in this connection, to state

that more than the usual number of jjajjers were de-
voted to subjects pertaining to state medicine, and

]

are, almost without excejjtion, tirst-class produc-
tions. Among such of these as desen'e esjiocial men-
tion are the articles bv Drs. E. J. Van Yoihis, J. D.

1
Gatch, J. W. Hervey, and T. M. Stevens. Dr. Com-

t mons contributes a suggestive paper on the use and
' abuse of ergot, and Dr. Haymontl discourses pleas-

I

antly upon the always interesting topic of human
longevity. With the excejjtion of three or four more
papers on general sul)jects, all the remainder were
upon uterine topics. The obituaries are very taste-

i fully enshrouded in black-margined pages, although
I there is somewhat of a sameness in their comjjosition,

and quite a remarkable uniformity in the appearance
; of a verse of poetry at the end of each.

The constitution and by-laws of the Society appear
at the end of the volume, as usual, together with a
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list of the members of the different coiintiea through-
out the state. The vohime is neatly imblishoil, and
is of the average size of those which liave ajjpeared
during tlie last three or four years.

Fractuke of the Patella ; a Study of One Hundred
and Twenty seven Cases. By Fkank H. Hamilton,
A.M., M.D., LL.D., Surgeon to liellevue Hosjjital,

etc. New York : Ciias. L. Bermingham Sc Co.
1880. 8vo, pp. 106.

Prof. Hamiltox, in the present brochure, has col-

lected one hundred and twenty-seven cases of frac-

ture of the patella, fifty-four of tliese having been
under his sjjccial ti'catment. With characteristic

care he has analyzed the jjoints of interest in each
case, and has summarized liis conclusions in his

usual impartial manner. As a contribiition to the
literature of the subject it is of rare value, as j^resent-

ing the views of the highest aiithority on fractures

in this or any other country. Some of the points
which attracted our author's attention are worthy of

consideration, as giving a fair idea of the causes,

methods of treatment, and results of this interesting

form of fracture. These points may be briefly sum-
marized as follows : In a very large proportion of the
eases the fracture was transverse, and was caused by
muscular action. The frequency of early joint effu-

sions was quite noticeable. There was gTeat diffi-

culty in securing and maintaining the fragments in

apposition, necessitating frequent changes in the
method of treating individual cases. Fibrous union
was the rule. This result is stated in eighty-four

of the cases, and but four or live admitted of no
movement of the fragments upon each other. Ee-
fracture, or rather giving way of the bond of union,
occurred in twenty-seven cases. Anchylosis existed

for a longer or shorter period, but disapjieared with-
in a year or two after the injury. Knee-caps, as a

mle, served no good purijose while the patients

walked about. And lastly, our author calls attention

to the remarkable jjower of restoration of the func-
tions of the limb, after a time, if only the patient
continues to use the limb, and thus develoi) the mus-
cles.

The work is well published, and presents a very
attractive appearance.

Reports of Societies.

The Pathology of Hydrophobia.—At a meeting
of the Pliiladelphia County Medical Society in June,
Dr. Chas. Iv. MiUs read a jjajjer on hydrophobia, and
gave some rather heterodox opinions as to its

pathology. He denied (1st) that hydroi)hobia is due
to a special morbid Airus ; (2d) that it is accompa-
nied by specific changes in the blood ; or {'dd) that it

has any absolutely characteristic lesions in the cen-
tral nervous system. He regarded the origin of the
chief symi)toms in most cases as capable of being
explained on the view of i)eripheral neiTC-irritation
set up originally in the wound, and transferred by re-

liex action to the medulla oblongata. Many cases
called hydro2)liobic are also, he believes, examples
of recognizable and demonstrable disease of an en-
tirely different character. Some cases result from
fear or imagination. Hydrophobia is a kind of

tetanus.

—

I'iiiUidelphia Med. Times.

Sanctary Coxditiox of Princeton.—The Sanitary
Committee appointed by the trustees of Princeton

j

College to examine into the cause of the late sickness

have reported that the sickness was due to bad drain- !

age, but that this is now remedied, and the coUege is
'

now in good sanitary condition.
j

THE NEW YORK SURGICAL SOCIETY.
Stated Meeting, May 11, 1880.

Dr. H. B. Sands, President, in the Chair,

lipoma op the back—absorbable drainaoe-tubb.

Dii. Fred Lange presented a patient, a middle-aged
man, uijon whom, three months ago, he operated for

the removal of a moderate-sized iii)onia situated in
the scapular region, and applied a lai-ge antiseptic

dressing, after having introduced Dr. Neuber's ab-
sorbable drainage-tube. The tube, however, had
not been absorbed, but had been healed in, and the
l^atient carried it aljout without inconvenience. The
wound healed almost entirely by first intention. The
small portion of the tube wluch was left i)rotruding
was separated from the portion that remained in the
wound by absorption, and, as Dr. Lange believed,

by the action of the granulations which rose from the
edges of the wounel at that place. He thought the
reason why the remaining portion of the tube was
not absorbed was because the patient, on the second
day, made sufficient exertion to cause hemon-hage

;

and although not sufficient to necessitate removal of
the dressing, when, a week aftei-ward, the dressing
was removed, it was noticeable that a small effusion

of blood had occurred under the flaj^s. Neuber had
reported cases in which absori:)tion of the drainage-
tube made of decalcitied bone had been jn-evented by
hemorrhage into the wound, and Dr. Lange thought
that his case belonged to the same class. The blood
does not act upon the tube in the same way as do
the granulations. It seemed that the tube would
gradually diminish in size, and after a time disap-
jjear entirely.

FRACTURE OF THE METACARPAL BONE OF THE THUSIB
—RESECTION.

Dr. Lange also presented a patient who, three
months ago, was injured by a heavy piece of wood
falling upon his right wrist. Fracture of the meta-
carjial bone of the thumb, near the carpo-metacariial
joint, was diagnosticated, and the case was treated

accordingly ; but there remained the jjain and feeling

of crepitation with every movement of the thumb,
and the patient was iinable to work. Dr. Lange
then saw the case in consultation, thought that the
fracture, perhaj^s, had extended into the joint, and
proposed to open the joint and excise a portion of
the bone if necessary. He found a small piece of

bone that had been sejjarated, and then united in
an unfavorable j^osition, so much so that a prominent
ridge remained, bound by sharp edges, which contin-

uously ii-ritated the articular cartilage, and when re-

moved it was found that the fiacture had involved
the articular surface, separating it into two jjarts.

The wound made by the operation healed kindly,

and the result was vei-y good. The movements of

the thumb were very good, and the patient suffered

no pain except when direct pressure was made upon
the parts. The operation was performed one month
after the receipt of the injury.

Dr. Briddon referred to a case in which he re-

moved the entire metacarpal bone of the thumb on
account of disease of the bone. The patient was a
8ailmak( r, and recovered with the ability to handle
his neetUe nearly unimpaired. Considerable new
bone was formed.
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Du. A. C. P()ST then Introduced the subject for tlie

eveniiif?, naraoly

:

crsroToMY and the application of the actual cau-

TEUY IN the theatment ok cystitih.*

Dr, Briddon reinarkod that ho liad used the deep
cautery in several oasos of cystitis where either the

obstruotion liad been reinr>ved or none existed, and
with excellent effect. He had also used the superti-

ciiil cautery in more moderate cawes, and witli mod-
erately Ki>i»d effect. He had also seen cases which had
not been benefited by the use of the actual cautery.

Du. E. L. Keye.s remarked that he had performed
lateral cystotomy, in connection with Dr. Van Buren,
for the relief of chronic cystitis in three cases. All

of tiie patients had obtained a certain amount of re-

lief, but he ascribed the relief in two of the cases

not so much to the cystotomy as to the removal of

median prostatic and outstanding overgrowths which
formed an important fe.xture of the ojierations. In

the other case no relief was obtained excei)t so long
as the wound was ke]>t open. One patient was a
man, tifty-six years old, who had not passed liis wa-
ter without the aid of a catheter for four years.

Phosphatic concretions wore detected in the blad-

der at the end of this ])eriod, due to nej^lect of

cleauliae^s of the bladder, and that was made the
excuse for cutting, the main object being to relieve

tlie p.itient of his median prostatic hypertroi^hy,
which was readily recognized.

Phosph.itic matter to the amount of a drachm and
a half was removed, and a prominent third lobe

twisted off and taken away. From that time the pa-

tient ijassed his water without a catheter ; but he
never cease 1 to have cystitis. Several years later he
died from kidney complication.

In one case a pedunculated growth, which had
acted as a ball-valve, suddenly arresting imuation
entirely, was twisted off during the operation of cys-

totomy, and the patient was very much relieved. He
was in a moribund condition practically when the op-

ei-ation was performed, but is now living and qxiite

comfortable. This patient would not use a catheter,

because it hui-t him, but injected his bladder tlirough

the urethra, by means of a fountain-syringe, with the
greatest facility

; yet there was about an ounce of re-

sidual urine, and therefore he did not get the full

benedt of the washing. His chief relief came from
the removal of the pedunculated growth.
A third c.ise occurred in the person of a man aet.

nineteen, who had a large kidney consisting largely

of concentric layers of insjiissated pus. The patient

had red cheeks, was very fleshy, and apparently in

full health. The bladder symptoms were reflex.

This was a case of pure lateral cystotomy, nothing
else being done, and the patient did very well for a

while, the wound being kept ojjen for about a month.
As soon as the wound healed the old .symi)toms re-

turned, and in about one year the patient died. The
kidney was found as described. The bladder symp-
toms were unrelieved at the time of death.

Dr. Keyes remarked that he was familiar with three
other cases, and in none of chem was permanent re-

lief obtained by lateral cystotomy. None of the pa-
tients died as an immetliate result of the opei-ation.

In the case in which the patient had the large

kidney the wound was kept open with the finger for

some time. In the other ca-ses the wound was al-

lowed to close promptly, and a certain amount of

* This case has been pablisbed in a previous nnmber of the Meui«
CAL KSCOiU).

benoflt followed the operation, >)ecauRn a pre-exist-

ing obstacle to iiriiiiition ha<l l)een removed. It

seemed to him that tlie value of lateral cystotomy in

ca.ses of chronic cystitis was in proportinn to the

amount of n-st givi-n to the blad<ler at tliat time
;

but, if there lie any cause for a continuance of vesi-

cal initubility, lateral cystotomy, as a directly cura-

tive procedure, was not valualile, excepting in bo far

as the element of rest was concerned.

Dr. Post asked Dr. Keyes if he practised divul-

sion after making the incision, and Dr. Keyes an-

swered in the negative. Dr. Post then remarked
tliat he attributed considerable imi>ortance to that

step in his ojieration; because, as he stretched the

parts, there was at once a considerably copious dis-

charge of ))US.

Dr. EitsKrsE Mason referred to three cases of cys-

totomy in which he performed the operation for the

relief of chrcjnic cystitis as a dernier res.sort. The
first patient was fifty-six years of age, and had had
urinary disease for twenty yeai-s ; liad a stricture

that had been operated ujion several times. The
median j)ortion of the prostate was enlarged and
was removed, and the jjatient was gieatly relieved by
the operatii)!!. He died two months afterward, and
post-mortem revealed cystic degeneration of the

kidneys.

In the second case the patient was fifty-four years

old, and died from uriemia.

The third i)atieut was a mulatto, forty-nine years

of age, who had quite a copious hemorrhage into the

bladder three days after the operation. He died a

few days afterward, from ajjparent urtemia, and at

autopsy kidney disease was found.

Dr. Post remarked that there was one point in

the history of his case which he omitted to mention,

namely, that the patient for some time prior to the

operation had been bedridden, but his recovery was
so comi^lete that ])y climbing over the wall he escaped
from the hospital with out paying for his board,

thus showing that he had attained a considerable

degi'ee of activity.

De. C. K. Bkiddon remarked that he had pi-r-

formed the operation twice, and both patients divd
shortly afterward while in coma, probably uraimic in

chai*acter. He regarded divulsion as a bad featui'e

in the operation. He thought that divulsing the

neck of the bladder or jjrostatic portion of the urethra,

in a patient with chronic cystitis, was likely to pro-

duce mischief.

Dr. Post remarked that the condition of his

patient was improved immediately after the opera-

tion.

Dr. Post referred to a case in which he performed
lithotomy on a patient who had pyelitis. Kecovery
from the lithotomy took place, and the patient was
considerably relieved by the oi^eration ; but for a

long time his urine contained pus that doubtless

came from the i^elvis of the kidney.

Db. Robert F. Weik remarked' that he had bad
occasion to study the literature of the siibject re-

cently, and had gathered nineteen cases, which, with
the ten new cases just mentioned, made a total of

twenty-nine, with eleven deaths, thus showing that

the mortality is quite large. In some of the cases a

departure from the lateral operation was made.
The first case was reported by Sir William Fer-

gusson in 1850, who did the simple median oijeration,

making the cut, as the report reads, so as to " di-

vide the plexuses of nerves connected with the
prostate," in order to relieve the man from the spas--

modic condition.
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That was followed in order of time bv Dr. AVillard
Parker's case, operated 1H55, whieh was reported in

a paper read l)efore the Medical Society of the
State of New York, in February, 1N(')7.

In June of th(^ same year McCraith, of Syria, did
the median opcn-ation and then made a section of the
prostate to a slitijht extent.

In Octob(M- of tlie same year, Bickersteth, of Liver-

pool, published a paper in which he stated that for

about ten years he had resorted to the lateral ojiera-

tion for the cure of cystitis, and that it had, as a rule,

relieved his patients. His line of reasoning was
similar to that jjresented by Dr. Parker.
Eve subsequently did the bilateral operation, and

Teevan quite recently resorted to the median op-
eration with success.

Bryant had reported six cases, with three deaths,

and made the statement that when kidney trouble

was recognized the operation should not be under-
taken.

Howe had done one operation, opening the peri-

neum in the median line, introducing the finger and
dilating without cutting, with a successful result.

In Powell's case, which has been qiioted by Gross,

lateral section of the jirostate was made, singularly,

for extravasation of urine into the scrotum and peri-

neum.
Little had done the operation several times, and

the point to which he directed sjiecial attention was
the difficulty in keejiing the opening in the prostate

patent.

Dr. Keyes asked if there was any case upon record
in which lateral cystotomy, independent of any other
means, had effected a cure '?

Db. Weir rejilied that McCraith spoke of his case

as one of perfect recovery. It was not, however, one
of pui'e lateral cystotomy. Bickersteth's was, and the

cure was permanent. Several others existed, but in a

large number the result was either negative or only

a partial improvement.
Dr. Keyks remarked that, as a rational means of

cure, there was no special reason why it should suc-

ceed unless aided by other measui'es.

Dr. Weir remarked that in the younger subject

the operation seemed to aftbrd more relief than in

the older su])ject when the prostatic element existed.

In cases in which a portion of the prostate has been
removed the benetit has been most marked.

Dr. Post remarked that he had performed the

operation once in a female, and all signs of inflam-

mation disappeared. Tlie fistula remained open for

a long time.

Dr. Weir remarked that section and removal of

the median portion of the prostate, first alluded to

by Fergusson, had been performed several times by
Bryant, who rather encouraged the intentional re-

moval of this poi'tion.

Dr. iMA.so>r remarked that Gutlu'ie suggested the
removal of the median i^ortion many years ago.

Mercier cut through it, and Gutlu'ie removed it.

Dr. T. M. Markoe remarked thit it seemed to

liim the median operation was not in any wise suit-

able for tlie purpose of giving the bladder rest, for

one of the advantages claimed for it was that it did
not prevent closure of the sphincter, and therefore

could not give rest. He thought he should always
prefer the lateral operation.

The President remarked that the median opera-

tion had been done with the insertion of a tube, for

tlie pui'pose of securing rest.

Da. Markoe remarked that the tube might par-

tially accomplish it temporarily.

gangrene of the foot and leg.

Dr. C K. Bridik)n referred to the case which he
reported at the last stated meeting. (See Minutes for

April 27, 1880.) He performed amimtation at tlie

knee-joint, making anterior and ])osterior fiai)s of

the same length. The iiopliteal artery was pervicnis ;

the liranches given off from it were markedly athero-

matous. Gangrene followed, and destroyed abf)ut

two inches of the anterior fiap, the posteiior flap

remaining intact. Had he not made the posterior

flap equal in length witli the anterior, theie would
have been a scarcity of tissue ; but, as it was, he
thought there would be sufficient to make a good
covering fbr the stump.

ACUTE prostatitis FOLLOWTNO THE INTRODUCTION OF
A SOUND.

The President rei^oi-ted a (!ase which illustrated

the liability to serious consequences from what are

usually perfectly innocent oi^erations upon the uri-

nary apparatus.

Two years ago he was called in consultation to

see a patient, about thirty-three years of age, who
was suffering from inflammation of the right tes-

ticle. The inflammation was severe, and lir.d oc-

cuiTcd veiy suddenly after the introduction of a large-

sized steel sound into the bladder. It was supposed
that the patient was suffering from the consequences

of ungratified sexual desire. He had no venereal

disease, but was melancholic, and experienced vari-

ous uneasy sensations in the deeper portion of the

urethra.

The physician with whom Dr. Sands saw the case

had been treating the patient by galvanization of the

prostatic urethra. The accident did not immediately
follow an aijplication of electricity, but followed the

introduction of a sound, not by the physician him-

self, but by the patient, who had acquired great skill

in the use of the instrument. The attack was veiy

severe. There was high fever, at one time delirium,

some tyjjhoid symptoms, as dry tongue, etc., and at

the end of a week or ten days there was fluctuation

beneath the skin of the scrotum, which was ojiened

and vent given to the i:)us, and to Dr. Sands' sur-

prise and disap2)ointmeut the secreting tubes of the

testicle protruded from the oi^ening. Despite all

efforts to the contrary, all the testicular substance

escaped, and the tunica albuginea alone remained.

The patient recovered his health, and eight months
ago was manied. He was quite Avell at the time

of his marriage, and remained so during two of

the three mouths spent on his wedding trip in

Euroi:)e. Two months after his marriage his wife

became ill with uterine trouble of such a nature as

to forbid sexual intercourse, and with that enforced

abstinence the husband's old troubles reajipeared,

the uneasy sensations in the deeji urethra, etc. He
was then treated by an eminent surgeon in Philadel-

phia for a so-called stricture of large calibre. The
stricture was divided, with some relief, but this was
only temporary. He returned to New York and
placed himself under the care of a competent sur-

geon, with whom Dr. Sands saw him, and tliat sur-

geon treated him again with sounds. At that time
there was no urethritis, no cystitis ; indeed the symp-
toms were quite subjective. After the introduction

of a large-.sized sound the patient was seized with
severe fever, had great desire to micturate, his urine

was i^urulent, and he had all the signs of acute i:)ros-

tatitis, evidenced not only by the symptoms men-
tioned, but by a tumor readily felt in the rectum.
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Dr. Siinds saw him uhout two wooks a^jo, and at
the tiino of tln> Hrst visit li»> was alih- to (lot«K-t an
enlarged prostate, wliicli was t<«iidor, ainl Imsnsjioctod
that it was about to uiidorKo suppuration, if tliis had
not already otH-urred. TIiIh view of tho case was
contirniod by the appe.iraiu'e, at intervals of two or
three days, of larfjco quantities of pus in the urino,
forming a sfdiiuent, in an eight-ounce vial, about an
inch in deptli, and itrescnting very much tho ap2)car-
ance of pus in the urine in cases of pyelitis.

Three days afU^r his first visit. Dr. Sands saw the
patient ai^aiu, when there was a large swelling in

the right buttock, similar in appearance to an ischio-
rectal abscess. It was dee))ly seated, covered an
area about four inches in diameter, and could be
felt through the rectum. It did not sui)i)urrtte, but
in the course of four or five davs eleven additional
deep-seated j)hlegmonous swellings ajjpeared, and
with the exception of this one all wore situated upon
the extremities; the first in the right calf, the second
in the left calf, and others of lessor size in other
localities. None of the swellings suppurated. But
the mo-it recent and the most interesting develop-
ment was the appearance of a swelling, of the size
and shape of a hen's o'^f:, in tho right side of the
perineum, and occupying the scrotum to about one-
bUf its extent. The" swelling looked not unlike a
hernia, and examination was made with a view to
differential diagnosis upon that point. Dr. Sands
saw this swelling for the first time May lOth, and
w.is able to appreciate an indistinct sense of fiuctu-
atiou. The attending snrgeon introduced a hypo-
dermic syringe and obtained jjus. It was then ])ro-

po>ed to open the swelling, and as Dr. Sands was
endeavoring by pressure to make it tense and prom-
inent, it became spfter, and presently receded alto-
gether, with the exception of a small, hard mass, about
half as large as the last joint of the thumb, felt deep
in the perineum and behind the spermatic cord.
This disappearance of the swelling under pressure
made l>oth himself and the attending surgeon sus-
pect that the abscess communicated with the bladder,
into which its contents had probably escaped. The
pxtientwas accordingly directed to pass his urine,
when it was observed that about a tablespoonful of
clear water flowed first, and then about two ounces
of clear pus, containing a small and recent blood-clot.
That fact made it almost certain that the abscess
had some connection vrith. the bladder.
The case was interesting as showing how severe

an accident might sometimes follow a simple sur-
gical procedure, and interesting also anatomically
with reference to the route by which the abscess had
extended from the i^elvic cavity to the perineum.
E%idently the matter had not followed the course of
the urethra, but had either ruptured, or more prob-
ably passed below the triangular ligament. He also
asked what would be the eft'ect of opening the swell-

ing in the perineum if it communicates with the
bladder. Could the urine e.scape and a urinary
fistula be established, at least temporarily? Ail

acute symptoms had subsided, and nothing was dis-

covered through the rectum except a moderately
enlarged prostate. There was always pus in the
urine, but it was copious only about every second or
third day.

Db. Post remarked that it was an old surgical
rule to give external discharge to collections of pus
when it could be done. In this case he thought the
occurrence of a fistula would be a minor evil as com-
pared with results that might occur without drainage
being effected.

Dr. Ki:vr-s remarked that he could not see why the
abscess shoulil not b<' o|»ened, in order to prevent

further complication. With an extensive external

incision there was no rea.son why the internal orifice

of the fistula miglit not do.se, and if it did not close

readily the internal orifice might be fouml through
the wound and tlie whole fistula, perhaps, freely

opened into the bladder.

Dk. Wkiu remarked that if the pus could get into

the bladder or urethra, the urine could also get into

tho cavity of the absce.s.s, and hence the external

opening would be inoperative.

He ha<l seen a jirostatic abscess discharge in the

perineum, but hid never noticed any such symptom
as disap])oarance of the swelling under pressure, and
in his case there was also wanting any marked swell-

ing in the rectal examination.
He thought that the com])lication of swellings

appearing at various points upon the body was only

a milder form of the urinary comjjlication described
by Velpeau, and sometimes seen after the slighter as

well as tho severer ojiorations.

Sometimes the sweUings go on to suppuration.

It could be called a septicaemic process, although
not always a fatal one.

Dr. M.\son recalled a case of acute prostatitis fol-

lowing gonoiTlue.x, when a tumor made its appear-
ance in the perineum. The prostate was much
swollen and very tender, and the patient had a good
deal of dilHcuity in urinating. The swelling was
opened, and the wound closed without difficulty.

Dr. Weir was of the ojiinion that these fascial

layers were not always so strong as commonly found
to be on dissection, inasmuch as false jia-ssages, stai't-

ing anterior to a stricture, would sometimes be fol-

lowed by abscess posterior to the deep layer of the
triangular ligament ; and also that recently he had
seen abscesses in the region set up by instrumental

violence to the jn-ostatic urethra opened well for-

ward in the scrotum. In other words, dissection

and experience proved that the resistance of these

lavera of fascia varied much in different individuals.

A New Yeterixary JorRNAL.

—

Tlie Vetei-ivary

Gazette, a monthly journal of practical veterinary

medicine and surgery, has recently been sent to us.

It is edited bv Chas. A. Clever, D.V.S., Jas. Hamill,

D.V.S., and H. E. Earl, D.V.S. It is somewhat dif-

ficult to tell whether its ajipeai-ance indicates veteri-

nary progress so much as personal feeling. It jjro-

fesses to be independent, but aims its guns jjretty

regularly every month at the Columbia Veterinary

College. This may be all right, however, and we
venture no opinion, except that it does not ai)pear

independent, or in good taste, for a person who has
just resigned his office to devote the immediate suc-

ceeding months to"intehing into " his former col-

leagues. The Gazette is well made up and contains

much interesting matter aside from its polemics.

The Discovert of the Pulmokary Circulation.—
M. Achille Chfreau read a paper before the Academy
of Medicine in Paris, in which he showed that the

true discoverer of the pulmonary circulation was not
Michel Servetus, as is commonly supposed, but
Colombo, of Cremona. Servetus published his book,
in which he describes the iiulmonary circulation, two
years before Colombo's work apj^eared. But it is

shown that Colombo had taught the pulmonary cir-

culation for many years before the publication of his

book. And Servetus was one of his pupils.
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Corrcspouticuce.

ON THE RELATIONS OF NERVE AND
MUSCLE.

To THE Editor of The Medical IlEOonD.

Sir :— I think it no more than justice to myself that

I should say a few words iu answer to Dr. Poole, as

he appeared in a letter entitled "A Reply," iu tlie

Kecokd of August 7th. I am accused of not being
to the i»oint in my letter published on this subject.

Of course I have no further acquaintance -with the

explanation which he advocates of the physiology of

muscular action than I can get from reading his jja-

pers : and after reading his reply, I am obliged to

say that his theory, which I had thought I compre-
hended, is now in my mind somewhat uncertain.

I am first taken to task in these words :
" This

omission shows how little pains he has taken to

grasp the subject as I have presented it." In defence

I must say that at the time of my writing, his ex-

planation of the non-instantaneous muscular con-

traction after death had not yet appeared.

Your coiTespoudent says :
" I have never asserted

or implied that relaxation is active and contraction

passive." ^\'hile I regret exceedingly having thus
mistaken his meaning, I cannot yet see any particular

stupidity in my thus understanding him. In the
Record of May 1st he says: "Why should it be
taken for gi-anted that the ordinary or extraordinary
exercise of muscular contractile power is dependent
on a sfimuliis from the nervous system? ... It

will not do to accept such un opinion because the

response of the muscle to the will seems to justify

it." Now it is perfectly reasonable to suppose that

if the muscles do not contract under the nerve-ac-

tion, they must certainly relax. There must be nerve-

action, else why the nervous system. In the very
expression "nerve -action" there is an active condi-

tion indicated, and if this is not contraction, as is or-

dinarily thought, it miist be relaxation, which would
then be active. Again, a stimulus is "anything
which excites the animal economy " (Dunglison), or,

in other words, anything which produces action. If,

then, contraction is not produced by a stimulus, it

must be passive. Dr. Poole emphasizes the word
"stimulus." This precludes for it any other source
than tlie nervous system, and if contraction does
not depend on a stimulus, it must depend on the
only other possible thing, the withdrawal of a stimu-
lus.

The information that "ligaturing a nerve-trunk
arrests its power of conducting nerve-force " is not
at all surprising ; neither is it that the pressure of

an intracranial tumor, or the rupture of a blood-ves-
sel, will result in paralysis. I am informed also that

"the cramps in the limbs of a jiarturient woman,
knotting the muscles, are due to the an-est of nerve-
force." The clear jjerception of the meaning of the

term " paralysis " previously entertained, now be-

comes clouded. Before, the idea associated with it

was complete muscular relaxation, the limb hanging
helplessly, or, in case of a single gi-oup of muscles,
distortion through the contraction of the ojiposing

set which are no longer restrained.

But this is not the condition of things in the case of

pressure by the foetus. On the contrary, the muscles

are painfully contracted, Ai'e these two opposite

conditions both to be considered paralysis? If we
believ(! that tliere is an arrest of nerve-force, we
must admit that tliey botli are; then also we must
c(msi(ler tetanus, whicli Jms the same symptoms, to

be paralysis. Yet how dilU'crent fiom that resulting

from compression of tlu)l)rain, or tlie ])res.sure of ad-

ventitious growths. Is it not at least reasonable to

suppose that the ligation of a nerve-trunk, which re-

sults in paralysis, causes actual injuiyV Will the
power of motion return on the removal of the liga-

tui-e, or will the jiarts supplied remain heljjless until

the integrity of the nerve is restored, and above all,

are the muscles painfully contracted ?

The idea of spasms and convulsions (incorrectly,

conditions) being caused by anything else than nerve-
activity is ridiculed. If this is not the case, as good
an authority as Erichsen has been deluded, since he
says :

" Tetanus is especially apt to occur in the
feeble and debilitated, and indeed may be looked
iipon as a disease of debility, since any condition
that lowers the tone of the nervous system is espe-

cially liable to occasion it " (page 575).

Dr. Poole speaks of me as being " unable to prove
that in functional disturbances of a jjaralytic kind, or

that amid atrophy, degeneration, and disintegi-ation

of nerve-tissue, there is a possibility of increased
nerve-action." First, can he prove that this horrible

state of things does ever exist, exce]jt in the invagina-

tion ? The bare possibility of this might be sugge.sted

by Bryant ("Prac. of Surg ," p. 185) in si)eaking of

the pathology of tetanus. After speaking of struc-

tural changes which Dr. Poole asserts as existing, and
which some have claimed to have found, he says

:

'• Yet it is to be rememl)ered that Billroth and other
pathologists have failed to find these changes in the
instances they have examined." In regard to the
pathology of convulsions, Aitkin (" Sc. and Prac. of

Med.," vol. ii., p. 31G) says :
" No characteristic or

constant change can be detected in the nervous cen-
tres after death." The etiology of this abnormal
condition is so diverse, that to ascribe to it a i)atho-

logical histology woiild be as gratuitous as to endeavor
to detect an encephalic lesion for pain. Attributable
as it is to injuries of the head, to organic diseases of

the brain and cord, to vascular disturbances of the
brain, to the circulation of abnormal blood, to reflex

irritation, as intestinal worms, digestive disorders, or
even the prick of a piu, it must, with pyrexia and
rigor, be regarded only as a symjitom.

In view of the fact that spasms and convnlsions are
also treated with narcotics and sedatives quite as sat-

isfactorily as with stimulants, I can imagine Dr.
Poole being in the same predicament as he ascribes
to me. Indeed, Bryant says that "stimulants nnist

be used cautioiasly,"

When I wrote my first letter, termed by Dr. Poole
a "criticism" (though I did not intend it as such), I
mistook his theory. If he supports the hypotheses
of DuBois-Raymond, as set forth by Eadclitl'e, as I
imagine he does, no discussion is necessary. They
have not been accepted by the greatest physiologists,

and the existence of " muscular currents " other than
artificial, if not disproved, is rendered extremely
doubtful. A very interesting consideration of this

subject may be found in Foster's " Text-Iiook of
Physiology," page 62 et t^eq. My sole object in writing
this is to deny the accusation of superficiality which
has been made, and place myself in the projier light

before those who have taken any interest in the .sub-

ject. EespectfuUv,
W. C. McGlFFERT, A.B.

Hudson, N. Y., Aug. 12, ISbO.
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1 1 Ai' IS >• M i:i )i )[,KS()MK m i i >w i kkiiv?"

T." Tin liinTiiH or Thi Mkdioal IIkcdbh.

Sm : — It wiiM Iv.iinshotliinii, I tliiuk, who first iniido

use of tlio exi>rossi(iii, " moildlcsoun' iiiidwiforv is

bad." Ho, no doubt, used it for tln» purposi' of con-

dpiiinin^ iiny oiKcious intt^rftM-fiu-e with imhinil hi

bor. Noruiul hiltoris ft iihy.sioh)j<icftl net. and niituro,

unassisted, is usniiUy iil»l»i to ftccomplish hc^r pur-

pose. Tlie iicfoncluMir hiis no nioro business to intor-

fere with the ntiTUs when it is disi-harKini^: its fune-

tiou. th.ui he has to interfere with the bladih-r or

reetuiu wlien they are diseharf^in^? their functions.

It is his business—and his only bnsiness—when the

labor is natural, to preserve a " masterly inactivity."

To do anytiiin^' under these eircnnistances, is to be
me liUesome ; and it was for the purpose of con-

deninin<^ the everlastiufi: interference with nature,

whii'h is so common witii some practitionei-s, tliat the

distiuf^uished author made use of the expression,

"meddlesome midwifery is bad." It is clear, ter.se,

and forcible, and has come to be a proverb in medical
parlance. But, notwitlistandiufjc it is so plain, there

are physicians who are so stupid as to have com-
pletely failed to understand its meaning. The flip-

pint manner in which the phrase is misai>iilie1,

and in which it is dragged in on all possible

occasions, has rendered it trite and unmeaning. At
the meetings of our medical societies, no member
can suggest anv imj)rovemeut in the olistetnc art,

but some one will rise and, with an expression that is

childlike and bland, say, "Yes, that may be all very

well, l)ut you know that that distinguislied practi-

tioner and author, Mr. Ramsbothani has said ' med-
dlesome midwifery is bad.' " He will then sit down
happy in the thought that he has utterly squelched
the brother who had the temerity to intimate that

under any circumstances nature could receive as.sist-

ance from art. Not many years ago, I remember
hearing a paper read at a county medical society by
a young physician on the use of the obstetrical for-

ceps. It was an excellent paper. In it the author
dwelt upon the relief from suffering which its use
was capable of giWng to the parturient woman.
When he had finished, an old gentleman from the

rural districts arose and in a very dignified and im-
pressive manner stated that he had been prai-ticing

midwifery over thirty years ; that he had delivered

over three thousand women, and that he stated (as if

it was something to be proud of) that he had never
used the obstetrical foi-eeps He did not tell how
mauv of his patients had died undelivered, nor how
often he had used the perforator, nor how many had
sufifored from vesico-vaginal fistula, nor how much
unnecessary suffering both he and his patients had
eadared, which might have been saved by a judicious

use of the forceps, but he did not fail to mention,
before sitting down, that "an old and distinguished
practitioner had said that ' meddlesome midwifery
is bad.' " As he said this he fastened his eagle eye
upon the young man who had read the paper, and
the young man looked as if he had been sat down
upon.
A few evenings since I had the honor to report to

the Alleghany County Medical Society the history of

a case of abortion at the fourth month. In this case

there was profu-ie hemorrhage, and the placenta was
retained. I, with a good deal of difficulty, succeeded
i 1 reimving the placenta in the manner recommend-
e I bv Dr. \V. T. Lusk, of New York, when the hem-
orr'i ige was arrested and the case went on to a favor-

able issue.

I dwelt upon the imjjortance of making persistent

efforts to deliver tlie placenta in such cases. When
I had fhiislied I was not surprised wiien one of

the niemlx-rs arose and in a cheerHil, smiling manner,
as if an original idea had just struck him, crushed me
with this remark :

" I do not ft]»))r<)veof the jiractice,

for von know 'meddlesome midwifery is bad.'"

This sentence seems to be as far as many ever get

in tlie obstetrical art, and even this is not luiderstooil

by them. I have observed that those who are most
apt tocondiNun interfcuence when it is really neces-

sary are the very ones who are most olHcious in triv-

ial matters. To meddle is to annoy, but it is never
meddlesome to a.ssist.

In a case of natural labor, it is meddle.some to re-

quire a woman to assume any jiosition which is re-

pulsive to her. It is meddlesome to introibu-e the
tinger into the re<'tum and endeavor to pull down
the head. It is meddlesome to ])ress ui)on the peri-

neum and i)ull it either forward or backward. It

is m;iddlesome to trouble a young girl having her
first baby, by telling her when she .should hold her
breath and when she should bear down, and it is

meddlesome to do many other things which are cus-

tomary but are not only useless but annoying.
But it is not meddlesome to assist nature when

she is unable to do her own work, nor is it meddle-
some to set her right when she is wrong. Nor is it

meddlesome midwifery to put a sjjeedy end to a
tedious case of labor with the forceps, nor to deliver

with the hand a retained i>lacenta in case of hem-
oiThage.

I ho])e I may be pardoned for dwelling so long
upon this subject, but I have heard the exjjres-

sion "meddlesome midwifery is bad," so often mis-

ajjplied, that I am heartily sick of it.

J. B. Murdoch, M.D.
PrnsBUBO, I'A., July Ifi. 18S0.

SANITARY ADMINISTRATION AND P:P-

IDE.MIC DISEASE.
To THB Editor of The Mkdicai, Record.

Sir :—It gives me gi'eat jjleasure to remark the fact

that my excellent friend. Dr. Reyburn, has done me
the honor to read and to consider my recent paper

on the above entitled stibject. The good doctor

seems to think that I am "hardly fair to sanitarians,

for the great and ultimate object of all sanitary sci-

ence is this very i)revention and removal of the causes

of disease." Precisely so. But when so-called sani-

tarians, through ignorance of the first jirinciples of

their science, undertake to combat disease with meth-

ods which will inevitably increase the aggregate of

disease and suflfering in the world, they need instruc-

tion.

As for the statement that disease being " a re.sult

of a want of proper correspondence between the

habits and mode of life of the individual and his en-

vironment ; hence it is not in consonance with the

normal law of nature, but antagonistic to it," I must
say that this does not correspond with my observation

of the process of nature. When the habits and mode
of life of an individual do not conform to the necessi-

ties of his environment, either the environment or the

habits of the individual must be modified, or there

will be perpetual conflict and discomfort, which may
even rise to the altitude of disease. To a certain ex-

tent man has the power of modifying his environ-

ment, but tiie majority of jiiiysieal forces will not

viekl to the will of man. He must either conform
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to them, or siiccumb to them. When this process
of ad;ii)tatiou is liastily ooiulucted, it usually pro-

duces a series of phenonieiia uhich we call disease

—

as wheu a child is brought in conflict with the jioison

of scarlet fever in his environment. The way of wis-

dom leads us to search out the nature of such hostile

forces, and to either remove them or to learn how to

adjust ourselves to their presence if they cannot be
obviated. We have made considerable progress with

certain of these forces, but many of them still elude

our grasp. ^Vhat we need to know more about is the

modus ricendi in connection with diseases whose
caiises escape our control. Such a disease was
small-pox, a disease which we have robbed of its ter-

rors by domestication—by subjecting ourselves to

its continual action and presence in the comnuinity. '

I am very well aware that this view of the subject

appears novel to those who are not acquainted with
j

the nature of the relations between variola and vac-
i

cinia, but it would not be generous to reproach any i

one for such lack of information, for it is only a few

montlis since no less a person than Sir Thomas
Watson was com2jelled to confess his life-long igno-

rance regarding this very matter. Dr. Reyburn's
statement that by the jjassage of small-i)OX virus

j

through the cow "a new disease is produced,'" is
'

wholly at variance with the doctrines of natural
|

science—is, in fact, a statement that no one could
make who has reflected upon the subject of specific

ditferences. Some time, when leisure returns to me,
I shall endeavor to elucidate this interesting subject, i

My friend asks if I " mean to say that the mortal- i

ity from these diseases (scarlet fever, measles, etc.)

was diminished by their spread in the community ? "
j

That is precisely the idea which observation im-
presses upon those who take a comprehensive survey

of the subject. I cannot now take the time to illus-

trate the subject in any adequate manner. I will

simply quote one example : When measles for the

first time in the history of mankind invaded the

Sandwich Islands, it destroyed one-tenth of the en-

tire population. The people possessed no hereditary
tolerance as a protection against the ravages of the
disease and its sequehe. The value of such protec-

tion was shown by the fact that during the same ep-
idemic the children of American and European resi-

dents suffered no greater degree of mortality than is

experienced during the regularly recurring epidem-
ics of measles in our own country. Since that date
the adjustment of the remnant of that population to

measles has become so complete that now it occa-

sions very little more than the average American
mortality when it prevails in the Pacific.

I have no doubt that if our enthusiasts could suc-

ceed in stamijing out measles and scarlet fever in

our eounti-y for a few generations, our descendants
would some day be more than decimated by an unex-
pected epidemic. Five million deaths from measles
in these United States during the space of six months
is what might now occur at any time if our popula-
tion were not protected by that hereditary tolerance

of the disease which grows out of its almost constant
prevalence in the community. It is better to keep
such an enemy in a state ot domestication, rather

than to banish him to the wilderness whence he may
sally forth at any moment with overwhelming vio-

lence to ravage our households.
As for the remark that history shows, " by irrefra-

gable proofs, that the vigor and length of life in

modern times has increased, whilst many of the epi-

demic diseases, such as the plague, typhus fever,

small pox, etc., have almost disappeared from the

world's histoiy," it is difficult to refrain from a feel-

ing of surjjrise that any one could fail to notice the

bearing of natural selection upon these results so lar

as they are real. It is the long-continued weeding
of our communities by disease that has contril)uted

so largely to bring the luiman race to its i)reseut

condition. A stern and mu'emitting process of nat-

ural selection, jjermitting only the survival of the

fittest, is one of the principal causes of national

vigor. Just as soon as this process is intei-fered

with by the misguided efforts of ignorant man, de-

terioration of the species l)egins. In this connection

it is suspiciously significant that during the past

forty years of sanitary enthusiasm in England, the

average duration of life in that country has not in-

creased. Sanitarians, Mhen confronted with this

uncomplimentary fact, attemi)t to pany its force by
asserting that if it had not been for them the stand-

ard duration would have been diminished instead of

remaining stationary. For this claim there is no
logical basis. Coiildthey show that the duration of

life had been steadily diminishing until the com-
mencement of the last forty years' period, there

might be some show of reason in their claim. But
as I have not time now to discuss the value of natu-

ral selection as a means of elevating the human race,

let me commend to the consideration of my friends

the following eloquent passages from the writings of

Herbert Spencer—a teacher whom the l)u.syl)odies

of our day would do well to consult before they un-
dertake the work of giving advice regarding the

management of the universe.
" Pervading all nature we may see at work a stem

discipline, which is a little cruel that it may be very

kind. . . . The development of the higher creation

is a progi'ess toward a form of being capable of a

hapi)iness undiminished by these drawbacks. It is

in the human race that the consummation is to be
accomplished. Civilization is the last stage of its

accomplishment. And the ideal man is the man in

whom all the conditions of that accomplishment are

fulfilled. Meanwhile the well-being of existing hu-
manity, and the unfolding of it into this ultimate

perfection, are both secured by that same beneficent,

though severe discipline, to which the animate crea-

tion at large is siibject : a disciijline which is jntiless

in the working out of good : a felicity-pursuing law
which never swerves for the avoidance of partial and
temporary suliering. ... It seems hard that an un-

skilfulness which, with all his eff"orts, he cannot over-

come, should entail hunger uj^on the artisan. It

seems hard that widows and orphans should be left

to straggle for life or death. Nevertheless, when
regarded not separately, but in connection with the

interests of universal humanity, these harsh fatalities

are seen to be full of the highest beneficence—the

same beneficence which brings to early gi-aves the

children of diseased parents, and singles out the

low-spirited, the intemperate, and the debilitated as

the victims of an epidemic.
" There are many very amiable people—people

over whom, in so far as their feelings are concerned,

I

we may fitly rejoice—who have not the nerve to look

this luatter fairly in the face. Disabled as they are

by their symimthies with jiresent suffering, from
duly regarding ultimate consequences, they pursue a

course which is very injudicious, and in the end even

cniel. . . . We miist call those spurious jihilanthro-

pists who, to prevent present misery, would entail

greater misery upon future generations. ... A sad

poinilation of imbeciles would our schemers fill the

world with, could their plans last. A sony kind of
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hnman constitution would thov mako for tis—ft eon-
stitutioM lacking the j)o\vor to iipliold itself, and re-

qniriii;^ to l>o kt^pt alive Ity HUiH>rint«'ii(lciice from
witliout—a constitution foutinnally (,'oiiiK wroii^. and
nemlinff to l>o set ri^^ht apiin a constitution over

tendiu)^ to self-destruction. Wliy, the whole etlort

of nature is to pet rid of such, to clear the world of

them, and make room for ])etter. Nature demandu
that every beiufj shall he solf-sutlicinf?. All that are
not so nature is ])eri)etually withdn\winf< by death.
Iutellij?«'nce sutlicient to avoid danger, i)ower enough
to fultil every condition, ability to c()|)e with the ne-

ce-^sities of existence—these are «iualiti<'ation8 inva-

riably insisted on. Mark how the diseased are dealt

with. C<msumi)tive i)atients, with luuf^s incompe-
tent to perform the duties of luuf^s, peo])le with as-

similative organs tliat will not take up enough nutri-

ment, i>eople with defective hearts that break down
under excitement of tlie circulation, i)eoj)le with any
constitutional flaw preventing the due fultilment of

the conditions of life, are continually dying out, and
leaving behind those lit for tiie climate, food, and
habits to wliich they are bom. Even the less imper-
fectly org.ini/.ed, who, \inder ordinary circumstances,
can manage to live with comfort, are still tlie first to

be carried ott" Ity epidemics ; and only such as are
robust enough to resist these—that is, only such as

are tolerably well adapted to both the usual and in-

cidental necessities of existence—remain. And thus
is the race kept free from ^•itiation."

How refreshingly the healthy vigor of these utter-

ances contrasts itself with the sickly sentimentalism
that is just now so fashionable in certain circles

—

even within the ranks of our own profession !

Hexky M. Ly.man.
Chicago.

Uterine Dy.skixe.sia axd the TREAXsrEXT of Dls-
PLACEMENTS.—Uterine dyskinesia is a new g\'neco-

logical term, introduced by Dr. Graily Hewitt, and
used to express the difficulty in walldng that accom-
panies certain uterine di.sea.ses. In a report upon
sixty-seven cases of uterine distortion or disjilace-

ment coming under Dr. Hewitt's care, he noticed
this symptom as occurring ^vith remarkable fre(iuency.

Physical exertion induces a temporary exaggeration
of the difficulty, hence exercise is given up and helj)-

less invalidism is likely to ensue. Another point
noticed in these cases, which, by the way, were of

pei-sons of the better clas-s, was the frequent exist-

ence of starvation. Xot enough food w.is taken, and
the uterine tissues softened and lost their tonicity.

In many cases, nausea was also a freijuent symp-
tom of the uterine displacement. This nausea
sometimes led to the taking an insufficient quan-
tity of food ; the result was starvation ; the starva-

tion in these cases being secondary to the uterine
disease.

The treatment employed was largely hygienic.
In some starvation cases food was given ever\- hour

;

sponge baths and friction to the skin were used.
The postural method was largely followed. The jja-

tients were kept recumljent : in the dorsal position in

the case of forward displacements ; in the semi-
prone jjosition in cases of backward displacements.
In cases of forward displacement the cradle-jjessary,

in backward the Hodge pessaiy, wa.s employed. The
sound wi*s ase4 at internals to aid in restoring the
uterus to proper sliape, when the organ was found
hardened in its distorted shajje. The treatment of
the cases generally covered a long time, but eventu-
ally most of the patients were restored to health.

llciu ^iiGtnimciito.

A M()I)lFn<:i) TIP AND PRO'I'KCTING
FL.\.\(;K AI'I'LIKl) TO THK K.VH-.SVii-
INGE.

By O. D. POMEROY, M.D.

The above modification has lieen constructed and
used by me for a number of years with great satis-

faction.

A few days since, in syringing an ear at the hos-
pital, I found the tip of the syringe too short to reach
far enough into the canal, besides being constructed

with a swollen portion to pre-

vent its going far enough into

the ear to lacerate the membrane
or canal. The aperture, also, was
too large, preventing the produc-
tion of a tense .stream, the bet-

ter to remove foreign substances
from the ear. The return cur-
rent also was inclined to spurt
into the operator's face. I then
used a syringe after the above
model and succeeded at once in

removing the obstruction.

The cut represents a syringe
with a long slender nozzle, which
may reach nearly or quite to the
drum-membrane. The flange be-

hind efl'ectually catches any spurt-

ing of the return cuiTent, ihwH
protecting the operator's face.

The dimensions are as follows :

length of the nozzle, five centi-

metres ; diameter at the tip, two
millimetres ; at the ojiposite ex-

tremity, five milUmetres ; diame-
ter of the perforation, one milli-

metre ; diameter of the flange,

five centimetres and three milli-

metres. Its concave surface pre-

sents toward the ear to be sy-

ringed. The whole is made of

brass.

A good syringe should have the follo^i-ing advan-
tages : 1. It should be worked with one hand. 2. It

should have a nozzle long enough to reach the bot-

tom of the drum-caWty. 3. Its aperture should be
small enough to result in a stream of high tension,

but ^vith a good volume. The syringe represented
is a brass syringe, suggested by the late Mr. Toyn-
bee, and is of two ounces capacity. As this nozzle
is so long and pointed it should not be put into the
hands of the laity, for the drum-membrane could
easily be punctured by unskilled manipulation.
This instrument is made in the mo.st admirable man-
ner by Stohlman, Pfarre & Co., New York.

xARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United St ties Army,
from August 22, 1880, to August 28, 1880.

White, C. B., Maj. and Surgeon. His sick leave
of absence further exteude 1 three months on sur-

geon's certificate of disabihtv, S. O. 181, A. G. O.,

August 25, 1880.
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AiNswoRTH, F. C, Capt. and Asst. Surgeon, When
relieved, to comply \\itii S. O. bO, C S., A. G. O., in

Lis case. S. O. lUO, Dejjt. of Arizona, August 10,

1880.

Skinner, J. O., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to duty at Whipple Barracks, A. T., relieving

Asst. Surgeon Ainsworth. S. O. 100, C. S., Dej^t.

of Arizona.

ComectYS, E. T., Cajit. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for four months. S. O. 181, C. S.

A. G. O.

Powell, J. L., 1st Lieut, and Asst. Siirgeon.

Granted leave of absence for twenty days, permission
to leave the Department, and aj^ijly for ten days' ex-

tension, provided he furnish an acceptable substi-

tute, witnout expense to the U. S., during his ab-

sence. S. O. 157, Dept. of Texas, August 1\>, 1880.

EuERT, R. G., Ist Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to diity at Fort Walla Walla, W. T. S. O.
liO, Dept. of tlie Columbia, August 16, 1880.

illctiical 3tcnisi auti Urns,

CoNTAGiotrs Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending August 28, 1880.
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U. S. Mauink Hospital Skkvice.—Undor tho di-

nvtion of tho TrpaHurv Doimrtiupiit, Huu. Jolm
Sh.^riniin, S«HTet4irv of tho Treiisiirv ; StnK<'<)n-(ron-

(M- il. Dr. .J()!iu IJ. Hiiiuilton ; Medioal Purvevor, Os-
nir OlilheiK, I'li.D.

TABLE OF PKINCIPAL STATIONS. ALPHAnETICALLY AR-
BANOEU.

Location of
H<l»pitAl.

Balttmore 't Cliy Hi»«p
BtHton • I 'helsca : .

.

Buffalo t City H(>»p
<'»lro t St. Miiry'n

C'narlciiton t City Hi>«p

Chii-atf" • Lake View
Ciiicinnnti t

Ii-trolt •

( J.tlveston :t St. Mary's,
( ii-ortrotown, D. C. t Pruviilcnce
I;, y \Vc»t '•

I>.ii»ville
i*

\l>.L.ilc I*
Niw York • nodlocs [>lan(l .

.

Niw Orle ins 1 1 HoU-\ Dicu
Norfolk It St, Maiy «

IV'ii^Ri-oia It I'ri\at<! llosp
rnilnilolphia
J'lirllniul. Me ..

I'.rt Tiiwiiseml.
Sin Kniiioiht-o.

St. I.uiiis.

:t Juffejsoii Coll. H.
I*
'* I'rivatc Hosp ...
* Mouiuiiiii Ijiko..

So. St Louis
S ivaiinah t Sc. Joseph's. . .

.

Viiicynnl Haven...:* Uuke's Island..

Name of Officer In Charge.

.A«i«t Snnf.C.R.OolilHlKjrough.
SiirKeon Jolin Viiii««iit.

AH:<t Siintron H. I'. Cooke.
Awt. SuiKioii II. U. Carter.
A«st. Siirueoii h". Irwin.
Snrtfeon T W. Miller.

Surgeon Waller Wyman.
SurKfoii W. H. Ilu'ttoii.

l'as.1. :»sst. Surpeon H. Smith.
Pa-tu. A-wt. Siir.'. J. C. Kinher.

A>-st. .Stir).'. W. C. W. (rluzier.

Surgeon \V. H. I<onif.

.Afwt. SiirRC'in (} ilfrey.

.SitrKeoii (.'. S. I). I'es.*cnden.

Surgeon \V. H. .\iistin.

Surveoii H. 1). Murray.
.Wt AKst. Siirjr. K. S. Blonnt.
I'lu*. As.st. Sill).', (i. \V. Stoner.
]Siir(feon K. J. Oocrinp.

I P. A-st Siirif. J. .M t;ns.«a\vay.

•Suriieun K. HelH-rsiiiitli.

Surf-on H. W. S;iwtil;e.

Act. .As-t. SiirK'. tr. H. Stone.

Act. Ahst. Surg. W. D. Slewart.

• V. S. Marine hofipltalg. t Contract hofipitals.

The Service has recently issued a circular showing
more minutely than does the above table the various
ports at which treatment is given to seamen, and
what grade of medical otJicer furnishes it. From
this we learn that the number of medical stations is

72. At these relief is given by regular medical offi-

cers in 2-i ; by acting assistant surgeons in 30 ; and
by contract surgeons in 18.

Passed Assistant Surgeon James W. Gassaway, of
the Marine Hospital Service, has been relieved from
duty at Port Townsend, W. T., and ordered to re-

port for duty to Sui'geon Fessenden, New York har-
bor. Assistant Surgeon Frank W. Meail has been
ordered to take charge of the hospital at Port Town-
send.

The new steamer, John M. Woodworth, which is

to i)ly between the Battery and the Marine Hospi-
tal on Bedloe's Island, has amved in jjort. It is a
beautiful boat, sixty feet long, and modelled some-
what after the revenue cutters. It contains rooms
for the officers, berths for sick patients, and eveiy
appliance necessary for prompt attendance on the
sick. The steamer will act as a .steam ambulance
when necessary, and will take sick or injured seamen
from the vessjels as they come in.

Professor "W. T. Wythe, M.D., died at his resi-

dence in California, June 2(jth, aged 33. He had for
several years occupied the Chair of Anatomy in the
Medical College of the Pacific Coast, and was much
esteemed by his fellow-i^hysicians.

Lord Suaftesburt at the Medico-Pstchologi-
CAL Association.—The annual meeting of this asso-
ciation was held on July 3()th, at the Royal Col-
lege of Physicians, under the presidency of Mr.
Mould, of Cheadle. There was a very full attend-
ance of members from all parts of the United King-
dom. At the morning sitting a hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Dr. Tush, the retiring president,
and the usual routine business was transacted. In
the afternoon, the President read a carefully prepared
and exhaustive address, introducing, among other

topics for dJHiMission, tho question of jiroviding de-
tached cottage and villa resiliences for bmutics apart
from thea.Hyiiuii prnpi-r ; and Dr. lioytl rem! a paper
upon the Niiiipiiticatioii of a<lmission formalities.

Tho ineiiibers dined together in the evening at

AViliis' ItooniH, wln-ii tliey were joined by the Karl of
SliafUsl.nry, Mr. J. T. Hibbert, M. J'., and other dis-

tinguished guests. lior.l Sliaftesbun''H liealtli liuving

been enthusiu-stically drunk, his lordsliij), in feeling

terms, exi)ressed the great pleasure wliich it gave
him to meet a i)ody of medieal and scientitic gentle-

men of wiiose services he could sj»eak with the great-

est gratitude, liefemng to the length of time iluring

which he had been connected with lunaey work, he
favoral)ly contrasted the jji'esent state of things, both
in puidicand private asylums, with that existing in

former years, and alhuled to the conscientious man-
ner in wliich medical jjiactitioners had discharged
the duties imjio.sed uj»on them by the Lunacy Acts, as
proved by the evidence adduced before the Parlia-
mentai7 Committee, which showed that lM;'J,OfM) cer-

tificates had been issued to persons shut up upon
those certificates, and though the committee sat for

six months, yet they did not dis<-over a single in-

stance in which the j)atients had been .shut up with-
out good and sufficient reason. The present ten-

dency (one to be guarded against in the public
interest) was to let out everybody who was shut up,
and henceforward to shut up nobody at all. It was
to be liojjod that, when measures of lunacy refonn
were decided upon, nothing would be done which
would throw unnecessary im])ediments in the way of

early treatment by a mistaken delicacy in regard to

the " liberty of the sul)ject." The two great ])rin-

cijiles to be maintained were a thoroughly efficient,

permanent, and indeijendent body of visitors, and
every facility, under projier control, for early treat-

ment. The toast of the House of Commons was re-

sponded to by Mr. Hibbert, M.P.

iNAxrnoN AT Bellevue Hospital.— The house
staff at Belleme Ho.sjutal have made a complaint
that their food is of such WTetched quality and so
badly cooked that it is impossible to live on the hos-
pital fare alone. The young gentlemen have unfolded
their troubles to the sympathetic ear of a Tribune re-

jjorter. Their meats were old and dry and fibrous ;

they eventuated uniformly into stews and hash, which
depressed the appetite and paralyzed digestion. As
a result of the diet thus forced upon the statl", about
half of the number are worn out and nearly sick when
they finally leave the hospital. Such fare is not
offered in the other city hospitals ; but a jjosition at

BeUe%-i»e is such a prize that the Commissioners do
not feel incline<l to remedy the trifle of an insufficient

diet.

The house .staflf chose a poor time for their ajipeal

to public sympathy. Dr. Tanner has created so wide
an impression of the sufficiency of air and water, that

few of the stan-ing can get any sympathy until the
forty-first day. Nevertheless, the young men at

BeUevue work hard and faithfully, and they are en-

titled to receive something more than the cuisine of

a third-rate Ijoai'tling house.

The Night Medical Service in this city is now
in full -n'orking order. The number of precincts in
the city is thirty-five. The number of jjhy.sicians who
have been registered for duty on the night medical
service is 329. This represents all the applicants
for registration with one exception. The exception
is that of a physician who was imijlicated in a recent
criminal prosecution.
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ON SOME POINTS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF

ASTHENOPIC SYxMPTOMS IN EMMETRO-
PIC AND AMETROPIC EYES.

A Lectitre Dklivered at the Manhattan Eye and
Eak Hospital,

By O. D. POMEROY, M.D.

Lecture II.

(Reported for The Midicai, Recobd.)

Gentlemen :—The first topic this evening is hyper-
metropia. This is a condition of the eye which
arises, probably, from arrest of clevelo^jment of the
eyeball in Avhich the antero-posterior diameter is

too short. The lens and the cornea represent about
the same refraction as that of the emmetroijic eye.

The eyeball being too short, it necessarily has in-

sufficient refractive jjower. We have already learned
that the emmetropic eye is in a state of absolute re-

pose at the far point ; that is, objects seen at a dis-

tance are accurately focussed upon the fovea cen-
tralis without the aid of muscular contraction.

Light falling upon the emmetropic eye of a dead
man, according to this theory, would reach an exact
focus upon the fovea. That statement requires some
modification. In a large majority of children, the
eye, under atropine, will be found to be hyperme-
tropic unless it is myopic. This is much more often

the case than with adults. I have examined the
eyes in quite a large number of adults under atro-

pine, and have found that not more than five per
cent, emerge from its influence without having been
found to be hypermetropic or myopic. For produc-
ing this effect you may use a four-grain solution, and
instil a few drops into the eye three times a day, for

from one to three weeks, and thus put the muscle of

accommodation into a state of absolute repose. In ex-

planation of this fact of generally finding a lower
refraction after atropia, I am inclined to offer the
theory advanced by Donders, namely, that a certain

allowance must be made for a species of normal
tonicity of the ciliaiy muscle. He says from oV to

-^\i ; that is, if the ciliary muscle is in a state of ab-
solute repose, the eye would require a convex
lens of from -/u to -4V to bring the rays of light to a
focus ujjon the fovea. I would defijie hyijermetropia,
practically siieaking, to be a condition of the eye in

which refraction is lowered more than from -/,7 to /„

with the ciliary muscle in repose, by atropine or

otherwise. The range of accommodation in the
hypermetropic eye is frequently more than in the
emmetropic eye, which will be an important element
in our stuelies relating to the action of lenses in aid-

ing vision in this class of cases. The hyperme-
tropic patient has been so necessitated to intensify

tae action of the ciliary muscle to overcome the
hypermetroi)ia that he has gymnastically increased
the power of the muscle. Likewise the power of the

interni has been increased in a similar manner,
which will account for the existence of convergent
squint in some hypermetropic eyes ; that is, the in-

terni, by constant effort to equal the innervation of

the ciliary muscle, become hypertrophied to such a

degree that their opponents, the externi, are incapa-

ble of maintaining the eyeball in the proper position

for binocular single vision, and the consequence is

convergent strabismus in one or both eyes.

As to the use of glasses in hypermetropia. We
started with the proposition, in speaking of em-
metropia, that to read comfortably for any given

length of time, at the usual distance, the patient

would be required to call forth a little less than one-

half the range of accommodation. The hypermetro-
pic eye freqtiently having a greater than normal
range of accommodation, can, on account of that,

often work without glasses with perfect comfort.

For instance, the range of accommodation may be

jr
; if we divide that by two, we have i, which is more

than needed. Then if he has a hypermetrojiia of -,\- to

-i\-, the reading distance will be removed to the proper
point—namely—thirteen or fourteen inches. Moie-
over, in the management of hypermetropia we meet
with precisely the same question that confronted us
when studying the management of emmetropia

—

namely—ciliary muscles differing greatly in contrac-

tile power. By the rule already laid down, to use

one-half of the range of accommodation, you can see

that some cases would require glasses and others

would not.

The vutnagement of manifest hypermetropia in very

yoimg suhjects. I will speak of this separately. A
very large j^roportion of young jjeople have, as we
previously stated, a certain amount of hyijermetro-

pia. Frequently it is facultative ; that is, they will

see just as well without convex glasses as with. It

comes to be a question whether you will coiTect

their ametropia or not. . If there are no asthenopic
symptoms, do not use glasses ; if there are, use
them. But you will frequently find, after the ciliary

muscle becomes rested on account of the use of the

spectacles, that the glasses will be thrown off as some^
thing not to be longer tolerated. I have in mind a

case : a young man, sixteen years old, had manifest

hypermetropia of 4^7 and asthenopic symptoms. I

prescribed -/,:, and he wore the glasses a year with
comfort ; thej' began then to worry the eyes and he
found that he worked better without than with them,
and I therefore told him to discard them. He did

so, and ever since has worked comfortably without
the aid of glasses.

In a patient of middle age, I should, as a rule, neu-
tralize all the manifest hypermetropia, and let him
wear glasses for distance, unless he found, after

awhile, that he was just as comfortable without
glasses as with them. But if he previously had
asthenopic symiitoms, he probably would bear to

use the glasses constantly.

At the near point he may use glasses which nearly

equal or even exceed the total hypermetropia, and
the glasses can be determined by the rules which we
adopted in fitting glasses for presbyojua—namely,
take the lens which corrects the manifest hyperme-
tropia, and see what the range of accommodation is

;

if it be less than ^, find by the plan previously stated

what glass will bring the near point up to eight inches

;

this, added to his hypermetropic correction, will give

the proper reading glasses.

CONVERGENT SQUINT AND HY'PERilETROPLA

.

I will say a few words regarding the management
of convergent squint in hypermetropia. A good deal

has been attemj^ted in relieving convergent squint

without tenotomy, especially if it is what is called

periodic squint, the earlier manifestation of strabis-

mus. It is a fact that many young patients who
occasionally squint may have convex glasses ad-

justed to their eyes which will relieve the tension
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of the intorni so foinplftply an to ruuse them to

use their inusclea ho UKxlerately as not to give

rise to a Kiiuint at all. ]{nt that )>laii has not huc-

eeeded as well as was anticipated. 1 have coining to

the <'linie a ])atient in whom I had eonict^tl the con-

vergent Hijuint l»y a tenotomy. Afterward tiies(iuint

returned. The eyes now are p»!rft!ctly straight while
he wears glas.ses, hut if he leaves them oil" even for a
few minutes the stjuint returns.

OL.\S8E8 AFTER TENOTOMY FOR COXVEROENT SQXHNT.

As to the strength of glasses to he used after tenot-

omy, 1 do not always use correcting lenses after ten-

otomy for convergent sipiint, even in hypermetropia.
If there is a considerahle degree of hypermetropia I

always do. In young children, wlio are ver^' jirone

to relapses after tenotomy, I always use a correcting
lens, jimvidi''/ I find a eonsiderai)le degree of hyper-
metropia. That is usually satisfactorily found by
the ophthalmoscope only. I am in the habit of

making a diagnosis of all the hypermetrojna which
may be dev(>loped by the oi)hthalmoscopic examina-
tion, and titting the patient with glas.ses thus found.
I direct them to be worn for a longer or shorter
period of time. A case will illustrate this i>oint. A
child four years of age was ojierated ujjon i\v me for

convergent scjuint. The eyes became straight, but
relapses occurred several tipies. I caused lier to

wear glasses which neutralized all tlie hyi)ermetiopia
diagnosticable by the ophthalmoscope. As long as

she wore the glas-ses her eyes were straight ; but
leaving them otT for a few hours only, the squint
would return. I directed that glasses be w om con-
stantly, but to leave them olf when it could be done
without causing a return of the squint. After three
or four months the jjarents came with the joyful

intelligence that the child was able to di.scard the
glasses without provoking a return of the squint.

Up to the present time the eyes remain straight.

Even if you overcorrect the hv-pemietroina in little

children, I do not know as it does any special harm.
I do not now recall a case in which pain, lachryma-
tion, or appreciable di.scomfort has resulted from
wearing glasses which were too strong to correct the
hypermetropia. The worst they can do is to induce
an artificial myopia.

ATROPINE IN CONVERGENT SQUINT IN THE HYPERME-
TROPIC EYE.

Atropine has been used to correct the convergent
squint of hypermetropia. I think Dr. John Green,
of St. Louis, kept the eyes of a patient under the in-

fluence of atropine for from one to two years, with
the \-iew of curing the squint. So long as he used
the atropine the squint was relieved. In some cases,

however, this good result was not obtained. After
the patients recovered from the atropine the squint
commonly returned ; so I believe he has abandoned
the device of curing the strabismus in this manner.
I do not by any means find that atropine will jjie-

vent even periodic squint, except ver^- iufretiuently.

TheoreticaUy it may do so, because it relieves the
interni fi-om the extra tension which develops the
squint.

THE \^SION OF HYPERMETROPES.

If the patient has a high degree of hypermetropia,
yon must not expect to bring N-ision entirely up to

the normal 5;-i-h. I have preWou.sly hinted at the
fact that the hypermetropic eye exhibits signs of ar-

rest of development, and functionally it will often be
iound faulty. I think these i^ersons have a smaller

optic nerve and a hss development of the retiuft

than exists in the normal eye. I have often fancied

that the visual ficM was a little limited in high de-

grees of hypernittropia.

AHTIOMATI.S.M IN HYPPniMirrROPIA.

In managing the astigmatic symjttoms of hyi)erme-

tropia, a little skill is recpiired. I think I generally

find the astigmatism about the same before the use of

atropia as after. Sometimes it may l)e somewhat in-

creased, but the amount of astigmatism, certainly in

adults.which is revealed l)y trial glasses, before atropia,

is a fair guide to go by. Vou have frequently heard it

said that such a i)atient has too small an amount of as-

tigmatism to be worthy of correction. This is fre(pient-

ly the ca.se in hyi)ermetropes, Imt not often in myopes.
Here we follow the law already stated, namely, if we
have a vigorous ciliary muscle it may overcome
slight degrees of astigmatism without trouble. I

will state a case. A gentleman, 4*5 or 47 years of

age, had a small amount of a.stigmati.sm ( -l-7^S;), which
was diagnosticated at that time. He asked for glasses

on account of moderate jjre.sbyojiic symj)toms. I

told him that his right eye was slightly astigmatic,

but that I thought it would not give him any
trouble, and advised him not to go to the extra ex-

pense of a cylindrical glass. He went away, used
the glasses })rescribed for about a year, and then re-

turned, saying that his right eye had jiained him some-
what, and that it watered. In other words, it began
to show asthenopic symptoms. I then saw that it

was necessarv" to correct the hypermetropic astigma-

tism, and he has had no asthenojiic symptoms since.

You will conclude by this that at the beginning it

may be a kind of experiment as to whether or not

you will give the patient a glass that will con-ect the

hypermetropia. Of course, with only a moderate
degi-ee of hypermetropia and a strong ciliary muscle,

he would i^refer to avoid glasses.

Some years ago, by the advice of a distinguished

gentleman in Berlin, I purcha.sed a set of cylindrical

lenses ranging as high as /it- But since that time it

has been found that this number is much too strong

for some cases, especially for myopes ; and even in

hypermetropia we find occasion to use a cylindrical

lens as weak as -^^]. Some go much finer than that,

but I can hardly see any proper indication for so

doing. Insufficiency of the intenii in hypermetropia
may be managed precisely as in emmetropia.

In myopia there exists a condition exactly the
opposite to hy])ermetropia ; that is, the eye-ball is

too long instead of too short. It is more than that.

It is frequently, indeed almost always, a more or less

diseased eye. The length of tlie eyeball is due to an
ectasia or bulging of its posterior j^ortion. This may
be a thimble-shai^ed projection located in the region
of the fovea ; it may reach the border of the disk, or

any other portion of it, or the whole may be included.

j

It may extend even to the equator of the eyeball.

I

You will perceive by this why we are so uncertain in

oui" diagnosis of the refi-action of a myopic eye by
the ophtlialmoscope. It is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to diagnosticate exactly the refraction of

the fovea centralis without the aid of blood-vessels,

which are not found in this region, and the best I

can suggest is to obsei-ve the refraction as near the
macula as vessels are foiuid. This refraction may be
a little more, perhaps a little less than that deter-

mined by the trial glasses.

The cause of the bulging of the eye in myopia is a

I
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disease which Graefe called sderotico-choroiditis pos-

terior, and is almost always accompanied by i^ostevior

staphyloma. It produces changes in the choroid re-

sulting in atrophic patches here and there, stretches

the retinal tissue, sometimes causing detachment,
and induces quite a variety of retinal disturbances.

So in a Lirge number of cases of high degrees of

myopia you will find that amblyoj^ia enters largely

into the problem of the selection of glasses. In
consequence of this bulging of the ej eball, it presses

rather heavily i:i)on the fatty connective-tissue cush-
ion at the i)o?;terior jiart of the orbit, and hinders
mobility of the eyeball in a purely mechanical
manner. In consequence of this the ocular muscles,
notably the interni, will be found quite insufficient

to proper mobility of the eye.

Insufficiency of the interni is quite characteristic

of myopic eyes, and it sometimes exists to the ex-

tent of causing divergent squint. In hypermetro-
pia, you remember, we occasionally have converg-
ent squint. This is an element which requires careful

consideration when glasses are adjusted.

WHAT GLASSES SHOULD BE GIVEN TO A MYOPE?

It has been laid down as a rule in many of the
books, inchuling Bonder's, that if the range of accom-
modation in the myopic eye is normal, you can give

the i^atient glasses for distance that neutralize the
mvopia, and which may be worn for constant use.

This rule, very frequently, is not to be relied on. I

can explain the fact only by referring to two theories.

The ciliary muscle in myopia is frequently quite

weak. In general terms you will find that a myopic
eye works much more comfortably with the accom-
modation considerably relaxed.

Again, in myopia, we have to deal with what is ex-

tremely troublesome ; that is, any disturbance of the
relative accommodation. Take, for instance, a myo-
pia of one- sixth ; the patient will read with the far

point at about six inches ; his accommodation will

be almost completely relaxed, but the interni repre-
sent a convergence of six inches. He may have done
this so long that he wiU do it with comparative com-
fort. You can readily see that this is an artificial

condition, due simply to a long-continued habit, and
it is extremely difficiilt to cause the patient to use
his eyes under ditferent conditions. Now correct the
myopia and then notice the change. At the far
point he will see objects with relaxed accommoda-
tion, and instead of the interni converging at a point
six inches distant, the parallelism of the eyes must
be retained, which necessitates a prodigious tension
of the externi, and thus gives very great discomfort.
To avoid this complication of changed relative accom-
modation, we select glasses for distance which do not
wholly neutralize the myojiia. I have already stated

that in myopia you must attend to the condition of

amblyojiia.

Do not forget for a moment that the myopic eye is

often better able to read fine print for a longer time
than even the emmetropic eye, becaiise it has, from
the mere fact of its myopia, a marpiijier hefore its eye,

and the interni are so well accustomed to this condi-
tion that they give little or no trouble, even in ex-

cessive convergence.
When I tell you to allow the patient to have a

glass that neutralizes the myojua, to wear constant-

ly for all Icinds of work, he should find it com-
fortable ; if not he nnist lay it aside. In any event

you may neutralize all the myopia with a glass which
is occasionally used for distant objects only. Now,
for glasses which he can wear constantly wdth some

comfort, I should say select those which will cover
points from six to ten feet distance. They will ena-

ble distant objects to come out to a reasonable de-

gi-ee of clearness, and will not strain the muscle of

accommodation unduly in looking for a few moments
at near objects. What shall we do for reading
glasses ? If the myopia is from one-eighth upward
I sliould not give reading glasses at all. Srmip. pa-
tients with myojiia one-sixth read better without
than with glasses. But if you have concluded to

give glasses for reading it will be for the higher
grades of myojiia

;
give those which only remove; the

myopic far-point a little distance away. A high de-

gree of myopia should not have the reading distance

pushed beyond from seven to ten inches. IJut the
element of empiricism comes in here very strongly.

On the subject of high degrees of myoj)ia and abil-

ity to do good work without glasses, I would cite a

case of this kind. In myopia, vision in one eye is

sometimes very jjoor, or one eye may be much more
myopic than the other. The myope will by prefer-

ence, then, use the best eye. While riding in a street

car some time since, with a professional gentleman
and his wife, we noticed a man opposite us who was
reading a newspai^er held not more than tw o or three

inches from the eyes. I remarked that he was reading
\sath only one eye, and the doctor's wife being rather
incredidous upon that point, took the jiains to make
the necessary observation, when she found, sure
enough, that the man had one eye widely deviat-

ing from the object, while the other was fixed upon
it. These patients will frequently do that, espe-
cially if they have a high degi-ee of amblyojiia. You
will remember that I told you watchm: kers could
work with a single two-inch lens without fatigue for

many years ; the interni, of course, not being engaged,,

the proper amount of accommodation is readily ad-
justed.

In myopia or hypermetropia, if the eyes have dif-

ferent degrees of refraction, I would follow this rule :

if the difference between the two eyes is more than
t/,7, I would fit the best eye ; that is, the eye which
has the least myoi^ia or hypermetropia, and the best
vision, giving the same glass for the other eye. If
the diiference is less than t/,?, I should fit each eye
separately. Considerable trouble will be required on
the part of the patient to adjust for comfortable
vision even here. Yoii have two eyes requiring quite

dissimilar glasses ; you have two retinal images dif-

fering from each other in size, and these have to be
fused into one image by a mental process. In myo-
pia, select the weakest glass that will correct proper-
ly, otherwise the accommodation becomes unduly
intensified.

Several years since I fitted a patient with glasses

for myopia and astigmatism. Having no minus^

glasses weaker than -/,, at that time, I used that, and
it seemed to correct the error well enough. He used
the glass something like a year, and then came back,
saying that his eye began to pain him. Since the
first fitting of the glasses, I had had made for stere-

opticon purposes a set of cylindrical lenses running
up to gV- Looking his case over carefully, I found
that

-J-,- cylindrical corrected his myopic astigmatism
perfectly, and all the asthenopic symj^toms promptly
disappeared.

Insufficiency of the interni in myopia is extremely
important, because it frequently develops into diver-

gent sqiiint, as well as produces asthenoi^ic symp-
toms. If a squint is present, you may operate, and us-
iially in divergent squint the interni must be advanced
either one or both. But if the insiifficiencv is mod-
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erat'C, say 10' to 15°, yon may correct tlint by prisms

with tlie boHOs pl&coil iiiwiinlH. In Hch-ctiiiK the

prism Vim will b»i gnidtvl by the nilr iiln-mly liiid

tlowii. mill thiit iH, use about one-half the prismatic

power which represents the insutliciency at the far

point and ilistributetl ecjually between each eye.

Some tt»n years aK<>. "s near as I can recollect,

Paf?enst*'cher, of Wiesbaden, and others, practised

division of the external rectus muscle to relieve the

asthenoj)ic symptoms resulting from insnflicieiicy of

the int+>rni. I have done the operation in only two
cases, both moderate degrees of myoj)ia and notice-

able insulliciency of the intt>mi, not sullicient, how-
ever, to si)oil binocular single vision, and in each
case I relieved the asthenopii- symj>tom8, but I had
the same experience many others have had—namely
—whenever the patients looked far in the direction

of the divided muscle, they had a certain amount of

diplopia. In my cases this did not produce serious

discomfort, but with this possibility in view, and on
account of the large experience of others, which con-

demns the operation, 1 have abandoned it.

Another means of relieving the fatigue and ciliary

neundgia of myo;)ic eyes is atropine. For this pur-

pose a four-grain solution may be used three times

a day, or sullicient to jjut tlie ciliary muscle com-
pletely at rest. Of course smoke or blue gla-sses

may be used while this is being done.
A myopic patient should not bend over his work.

He should do nothing to cause blood to go in abnor-

mal quantities to the region of the eye. Again it may
be used as an argument in favor of the use of glasses,

that the patient can then hold h\% head erect and
thus prevent the congestion of the eyeball that is

likely to increa.se the previously existing disease,

consequent on bending over his work. Dyer's plan

is applicable here as in hypermetropia.
lu myopia you may use a very weak concave glass

to sliglitly change the relative accommodation.
Sometimes you will be extremely annoyed to find

that the myopic eye refuses every form of spectacles.

I would explain that fact upon tlie theorj" that the

patient, for some reason not understood, cannot bear
to have his relative accommodation changed ; not
even by the use of prisms which would retain, in a

measure, the same condition of relative accommoda-
tion that previously existed.

From what has been said you will conclude that

the matter which we have been studying is not one
of exact science ; that is, we are obliged, as yet, to

partially recognize the empirical element. That
glass which is worn comfortably by the patient, and
relieves his asthenopic symjitoms, is, e\'idently, the

proper glass for him to wear.

'Help fob Red Noses.—When alcohol, or the force

of eii'cumstances, has brought to a man a red nose,

it has genei-ally been considered irremediable. He
tries, jjerhaps, a few bran poultices, and then aban-
dons iiiniself to the inevitable rubescence. 'Mr.

Malcolm Morris reports (Brit. Mel. ,/oiirn.) consid-

ei'al)le success with acne ro.sacea, when thus affecting

the no.se, through the use of linear scarifications.

He had tried this method in the way recommended
by Mr. Squire as a remedy for port-wine mark, but
failed of doing any good. Applying it to other con-

ditions, however, he had much better success. His
pLiu is t J scarify the affected part in parallel lines,

allowing some blood to flow. He repeats the opera-
tion from ten to twelve times.

A CIJNK^AT. l.KCTUHE ON TKTANUS.
UyJOHN A. OETEKLONG, A.M., M.D.,

PBOrSHSO* or PRDiriPl.RH AND PBACTIOI Of MEUICtKK INTni KtS '

TCC'KY HCUUUL Uf MKDIOINK.

(U.|>..rl4tl by A. II. Km.rii, M.D.)

M. M , German, married ; stone mason ; was in-

jured two weeks since on the left leg, receiving a trifling

bruise that merely scraped off the skin, and which is

now entirely healed, with a slight degiee of i)igmen-

tation. P'ive, <lays since he first noticed some stitt-

ness of the jaw ; he then began to sufler with severe

pain in the breast, about the inferior extremity of

the stenjum, shooting directly thnmgh to the back.

Then followed dilliculty of swalh^wiiig, which has

since increa.sed ; dys])n(jua and stitfueHs of the lower

extremities.

Patient .somewhat above the medium ; well nour-

ished. I'revions to present iUuess healthy and
strong. Pul.'^e, 72 ; temperature, 'M. He is some-
what stupid and drow.sy from chloral and bromide of

potassium, which have been freely used ; pupils

normal ; he occasionally spits blood, mixed with ten-

acious saliva ;
jaws rigid ; body and extremities ex-

tended and rigid.

According to the statement of the house physician.

Dr. Hayes, the i)atient had a tonic sjjasm every

twenty minutes or half hour when first admitted, un-
til the remedies jjrescribed began to take eflect.

During these spasms he bit his tongue rather se-

verely, and it is from this source that the blood is

derived which he occasionally expectorates.

As a general thing those subject to tetanus do not

sleep much, but during sleejj the rigidity is more or

less relaxed. The disease is not only characterized

by rigidity, but there is also spasm, never entire re-

laxation. Occasionally, at varying intei-vals, depend-
ent upon circumstances, it becomes violent and
painful. As in this case, it usually begins about the

jaws and neck, and then involves the muscles of the
back, the sides, and the abdomen, and the.se contract

with such tremendous violence that they are some-
times torn across, and in post-mortem examinations
they have been found severed, thus showing how ex-

tremely violent the contractions have been. As a
general thing the mouth is clogged with viscid, glu-

tinous sputa. There is dyspmta, especially in par-

oxysms, that is occasionally aggravated to the degiee
of apncea. This is in part dependent upon s])asm of

the diaphragm, in part x;pon spasm of the glottis,

and upon the rigidity of the muscles of the jaw.

There may be comparative voicelessness. The words
are not enunciated with full voice, but are squeezed
out, so to speak.

The pulse is usually greatly accelerated, but in this

case, as I have already stated, it is now only 72. The
temperature is generally elevated, and may become
exceedingly high, rising, after a violent spasm, to

even 105 "". In fatal cases it is noticed tliat the tem-
perature rises very considerably after death, as it

does in some other diseases, for iusti;nce, cholera.

As a nile the skin is very hot, and it is often bathed
in profuse ijerspiration. It has been said that in

tetanus there is no true fever. In mild cases there
may not be, but in those of a severe type there is

certain to be fever, unless the case shoiUd suddenly
terminate fatally, in a few hours after its inception,

as sometimes happens. Greatly increased reflex ex-

citability is another symptom. Sometimes a jan-ing

of the floor, or a breath of air, throws the patient

into a violent spasm ; even the contact of the bed-
clothes may produce the same unpleasant effect.
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The word tetaniis is derived from a Greek word
meaning "to stretch," and is a very appropriate
term, for as a general thing it is the extensor nnis-

cles that become rigid. The forearms are extended
upon the arms, and the fingers may be extended
upon the hands. The muscles of the back and tlie

neck are tightly drawn, and daring a violent s])asm,

as also sometimes occui's in meningitis, the patient's

body forms an arch, 8upi)orted by the head and the
heels, this being known as ojnsthotonos.

Recent investigations make it probable that teta-

nus is inflammatory in character. It is what some
writers call a central myelitis, that is to say, the

gray matter is the seat of the lesion ; this does not
necessarily limit itself to that part of the cord, biit it

is the starting-point of the morbid process. Occasion-
ally the white matter is implicated, and sometimes
even the membranes.
The anatomical changes that take place are very

various. They may consist of simple redness or en-

gorgement of the vessels ; there may be a certain

amount of exudation, even some disintegration of the

gray matter. But many WTiters will tell you that no
lesion whatever has been found on iJost-mortem ex-

amination, and doubtless they tell you the truth, as

far as they know. Their statements amount simply
to this : that they have discovered no lesion of the

cord. The probability is they either have not had
the means of making a complete investigation, or

they have neglected to do so ; at any rate, that a thor-

ough and exhaustive examination of the spinal cord
was not made in these cases. Lockhart Clark,

Dickinson, and SiirgeonGeneral Hammond have
shown very conclusivelv, I think, that tetanus is, in

fact, an inflammatory disease of the gray matter of

the spinal cord. The portion of the cord involved

(whether upper or lower) depends upon various cir-

cumstances, perhaps upon the cause of the disease.

There are two varieties : traumatic tetanus, tlie re-

sult of an injury, and idiopathic tetanus, which oc-

curs independent of any trauma. When the disease

comes on idiopathically it usually manifests itself as

it did in this case, for I cannot believe this little

bruise, which occuiTed two weeks ago, has had any-
thing to do in producing this malady. Perhaps if

we examine him carefully we nail find he has been
exposed to cold and damp. I have known the dis-

ease to occur, and authors will tell jow it may be
developed, in consequence of exposure. Indeed, ex-

posure to the vicissitudes of the weather is, next to

trauma, its most frequent cause. Hence the disease

is of greater frequency in the very cold and very
warm zones. During the late war, according to

Hammond, it was noticed that after a very cold or

damp spell of weather the army report* furnished to

the surgeon-general gave an increase in the propor-
tion of cases of tetanus. The disease is said by some
to have been produced by fright. It may be so, biit

I doubt it.

On (juestioning the patient, I find he has been ly-

ing down to rest upon the cold ground after his work
was done, and the disease may have originated in

that way.
As to the time between exposure and the occur-

rence of the symptoms, I can tell you nothing. I

lack the facts to establish even a general duration of

this period. It cannot be very long. This man ex-

posed himself on Tuesday evening, and on the fol-

lowing Friday night the first symptoms set in. The
disease sometimes proves rapidly fatal. It has been
known to cause death in a very few (eighteen and
even five) hours. It is a favorable indication when

it runs a protracted course, but cases have ])e( n
known to last many days, and then terminate fatallv.

The average duration in fatal cases is horn tluee to

five days. The prognosis is more favoraljle in idio-

pathic cases tlian in traumaticr. In traumatic cases

the symptoms are somewhat determined l)y the lo-

cation of the injury ; for instance, if this is some-
where about the up])er extremities, the symptoms
are likely to manifest themselves fir.st in the neck.

If in the lower extremities, the rigidity may first

occur there, and it has been found that the nerves
running from the part injured are in a state of in-

flammation ; so that whatever be the exact mechan-
ism of the disease, it seems that some morlnfic in-

fluence originating in the wound is transmitted along
the ners'es to the spinal cord. It has been stated

that there is, perhaps, a morbid condition of the
blood, and that this morbid condition results in cer-

tain changes in the spinal cord, and so affects it as

to increase its polarity, rendering it unduly excitable.

There is no doubt that the reflex excitability of the
cord is gi'eatly augmented, but there is no evidence
that there is any blood-change that induces this con-
dition of the cord. All we know is, that under cer-

tain conditions the spinal cord takes on an inflauima-

tory action, and that this inflammatory action is first

developed in the central gray matter ; that it is not
necessarily limited to that part, and that the conges-
tion and irritation of the ]jarts involved re.sult in

undue reflex excitability. You must remember that

the cord generates nervous force, as well as conducts
impressions, and it is especially the first of these-

functions that is implicated in this disease.

Is there any disease with which tetanus may be
confounded ? You may suppose that owing to the
occun-ences of opisthotonos it might be mistaken
for cerebro-sisinal meningitis, and I have no doubt
that it has. I believe cases have been rejiorted as

tetanus which, in reality, were cases of acute spinal

meningitis ; but in the latter disease, as a general
thing, the mind becomes involved, while in tetanus

the mind is clear, and there are no head-symjitoms.
I leave out of consideration those very rare cases

where there is coma, which, in some of the cases,

must have been produced by the medicines given.

Y'ou notice this man is drowsy and stupid. This is

not due to the disease, but to the chloral and bromide
of potassium he has been taking. Many cases of

tetanus have been treated with opium, and in these
cases there is a likelihood that the coma was rather

due to the drug than to the disease. As a general
thing, then, there are no head-symptoms, the mind
being clear to the last, but there may be coma, or a

certain degree of delirium, independent of any medi-
cation whatever, and the probability is that tl)is is

developed in consequence of interference with respi-

ration, by which the function of hematosis is neces-

sarily very much impeded. This only happens in cases

where the spasms are violent and frequent. The
circulation in the brain in such cases is undoubtedly
more or less impeded. Tetanus has been confounded
with strychnia- poisoning. There is no morbid con-
dition that so closely resembles tetanus as strychnia-

poisoning, and because the symptoms of the latter are

produced by a substance acting through the blood,
it has been argueJ that tetanus is also produced by
some blood-poison, but we have no facts to suiJi^ort

the hypothesis. In sti-ychnia-}joisoning. the history

of the case is not that of tetanus. If, for instance,

you have to deal with traumatic tetanus, the exist-

ence of an injury received some time previous would
be one of the points in the difi'erential diagnosis.
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Then, in tetanus tlicre is apt to bo lanK^ior and lassi-

tuilo, ninstitutin^,' a i)r(nlr()niio Kt4i((t', wlicreOH in

Htrvflinia-poisoiiiiiK tlicro jh a dt'^ri'*" of cxhiliimtion
iiiul rcstli'ssMi'ss tliiit is qiiito foit'i^ii totlu- ix'rioil of

iiivasi')!! of t«'tunus. Fmthrnnore, tt'taiiiis tiiHt

inaniffsts itsi-lf \>y ripitlity of tlie iniiHrlcs of tho
nt'ck ami by stitVne.ss of tlio niasseter imiscles. You
siMi in tliis cuisf I ciiiinot open tho patients jaws at

all, and this inability was th(< lirst tiling he com-
plained of. In stryehniu-poisonin^,' the lirst indiea-

tion of rij^idity is eoninionly in tlit> lower extremities,
ulthou}<h there are some exceptions to that. I re-

member haviuf? taken strychnia some years af^o in

l)retty larf»e doses, and the lirst indication of rif^dity
from the druf^ was hi thr jmrs. I noticed tliat in

speaking; I had some little dilliculty in pronouncing
certain words, and also in mami^finj^ the facial mus-
cles, and I felt, in addition, a degree of energy that
was even beyond that which was usual with me in a
state of perfect health. One day, when 1 had taken
a fuller dose than common, I noticed some little

stilliK 83 of the muscles of the neck, and at one time,
very suddenly, a decided dilliculty in getting my
breath. These symptoms })iissed (juieldy away on
discontinuing the drug. I mention this in order to

show that even slight cases of strychnia-poisoning
may excei)tiouaUy be manifested first in the jaws and
in the neck.

A very excellent resume of the points involved in

the diagnosis between idiopathic tetanus, hysterical
tetanus, and strychnia-jjoisoning, will be found in H.
C. Wood's Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Toxi-
cology. In making the diagnosis between tetanus,
idiopathic and hysterical, the sex, the hysterical

temjjerameut, and the history of the case go far to

establish a coiTect conclusion.

The prognosis is grave even at the best. A cer-

tain number of cases will get well no matter what is

done, and a certain number will die.

In looking over the history of the therapeutics of

tetanus you will discover that a gieat number of
medicines have been used, and recoveries have been
reported uuder any and all of them. On the princi-

ple that the disease is intiammatoiy in character,

there are certain remedies that ought to be used.
On the principle that the prominent symptom must
be tre ited, and that spasm is the trouble that proves
most dangerous—death, I have no doubt, often oc-
«'urring from spasm of the glottis, and it has been
suggested that death has occurred from spasm of

the heart—acting upon this princijile, I say, there
are certain remedies that suggest themselves on theo-
retical grounds, and my own experience warrants me
in saying they afford the best ijrospects of recovery.
They will not always establish a cure, nor can I say
in what proportion. Nevertheless I believe I am en-

titled to say that the plan of treatment I am about
to mention is, in the present light of knowletlge, the
best that can be proposed.

I believe that ice-bags applied to the spine, as rec-

ommended by Hammond, constitute a most impor-
tant and beneticial a]>plication. They should be
applied along the whole length of the spine and kept
up until the disease has yielded. We know that cold
lessens congestion, because contraction of the vessels

diminishes the amount of blood in them, and cold
also lessens reflex excitability. Thus it fulfils a
double iuilication. Among internal remedies the
V)est are bi'omide of potassium and chloral. I would
preJor to give them in combination, and they should
be given in full dose">. The patient should be kept
under their influence continually, and when the dis-

ease hIiowb evidence of yielding by relaxation of the
masHeter muHcles and le.ssened stiftnesH about the
jaws, and the tendency to retraction of the Ik ad and
the occurn-nce of N]iasm grow less, then and only
then shoiild the doses be lessened and \\w interval

lengthened. Another remedy has been used with a
great deal of succesH, although the expeiience of

clinicians resj)ecting its ellicacy is decidedly conflict-

ing, and that is the calabar b(>i4n. I think a good
way to administer it is in the form of an extract, one
grain by the mouth every two hours until its pecu-
liar eirects have Ixen manifested in the form of mus-
cular relaxation. A better i)lan, i)erhai)s, after which
to give it is in the form of hypodermic injections

(gr. i) of the extract, repeated every two hours until

the patient is thoroughly broughtunder its influence,

and then afterward keep up its eflects by the con-
tinued dose by the mouth.
Should anything be done in this case to lower the

patient's ten iiKiature ? I do not think it necessary
to do anything l)ey()nd what I have already suggest-
ed. This jtatitnt's temperature is about 101° at pres-

ent. Under the continued doses of the bromide and
chloral his temperature will go down still more. The
fever arises, in ])art, from the inflammatory trouble
in the cord, and in i)art it is due to frequent and se-

vere spasm. As the frequency and violence of the
latter are diminished the temperature falls.

The characteristics of the temperature in tetanus
are somewhat of an aid in the diagnosis. Ordinarily
in acute diseases the temperature falls befoie death,

but in tetanus, as dissolution draws near, the tem-
perature rises, and increases stiU more a few hours
after death.

There is another remedy that ought to be used,
and used freely, for several reasons. Statistics show
alcoholic stimulants to give very good results. A
very considerable number of cases treated by alcohol
alone have recovered. Dr. Yandell, in his report of a
large number of cases of tetanus treated by alcohol,

gives a number of cases of recovery, amounting to

eighty per cent. These cases were collected from
the current medical literature of the day. All authors
agree that the action of stimulants in cases of tetanus
is beneficial. It is found that they allay the reflex

excitability, they helj) to overcome the gi'eat sensi-

tiveness of the surface, they tend to produce quiet
and sleep, and aid in a certain degree to keejj iip the
strength, and I am convinced the patient should
have them, and have them freely. I will not pretend,
however, to go over all the remedies that have been
used in the treatment of this disease. Their number
is exceedingly great, and, as I have often told you,
whenever numerous remedies are recommended in
the treatment of a disease, it is safe to conclude that
none do much good.
Perhaps I can entertain and instruct you by relat-

ing a few other cases of tetanus that have come un-
der my observation and which recur to my memory.
The first case was that of a very large and muscular
man—a jierfect giant. He had worked out in the
snow and cold, and as a result of the exposure he
was attac-ked vsith tetanus in its worst form. It

made such an impression upon me I shall never for-

get it. That strong man was bent back like a bow.
He had a quiet and i)lacid face, as the majority of
very large men have, but it became frightfully dis-

torted during the spasms.
The " risus sardonicus " became painfully marked;

the nostrils became distended, the upper' lip drawn
up and the comers of the mouth backward and up-
ward, causing that sardonic grin which has given rise
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to the term. The spasms occurred with terrible fre-

quency and violence. He was treated by immersions
in the warm bath, where he was kept by the hour,
and stimulixnts were freely given. That was long
before anybody knew anything of bromide of potas-
sium, chloral, and calabar bean. He died at the end
of ten days in a spasm (as I believe) of the glottis.

Another case was the first in which chloral was used
this side of the Alleghany mountains. In 18G9 a
bottle of chloral was sent to Prof. S. P. Breckenridge,
then a colleague of mine, and through his kindness
I was enabled to use the drug jjrobably for the first

time in the State of Kentucky. This case was of

traumatic origin. The patient had suffered a severe
injury of the foot, and the case commenced with
symptoms of decided severity, but by the use of chlo-

ral, ten or fifteen grains every three hours, they were
kept in abeyance for days and days, and I believe the
man stood a pretty good chance to get well, when I
was called away on business, and the case was put in

the hands of another physician, who simply treated
the case with poultices wrapped around the leg to

allay the inflammation, but this did not prove very
effective and the man died.

A third case occurred in a woman upon whom a
resection of the tibia had been made. In that case
the granulations M'ere exceedingly exuberant. Aboiit
the second week after the operation she showed
symptoms of tetanus. The case was treated by pretty
free administration of bromide of potassium and
chloral, and the local application of nitrate of silver.

It seemed in this case that the starting-point of the
trouble was the excessively sensitive granulations,

and it is very certain that from the moment the irri-

tability of the nerves lying exposed in the granulat-

ing surface was reduced by contact with the nitrate

of silver, the patient began to improve.
Another very interesting ease Avas that of a little

child that I had delivered with instruments at a little

more than seven months. It was fully an hour be-

fore respiration could be established, the skin was
excessively thin and sensitive, and in the delivery

the head had to be comjivessed very considerably,
the mother being over forty and a i^rimipara. Al-

though we expected the child would die, respiration

was finally established, and at last the little thing
gave evidence of an intention to stay awhile. On the
third day it was attacked with trismus or the tetanus
of new-born infants, and it had a very decided case

of it.

I mention it to you in this connection, not because
" tetanus neonatorum" is very unusual, nor because
this case presented any extraordinary features, but
because it affords me an opportunity to suggest to

you a line of treatment that promises to be success-

ful in similar cases. I treated that child by means
of injections of chloral hydi*ate per rectum, which
allayed the spasms, and the little one at length re-

covered. I have since treated a number of such
cases in the same way with good results.

Many physicians at the present time believe that

the tetanus of new-born infants is due to some injury

of the umbilical cord. That there are nerves in the

cord and in the neighborhood of the umbilicus, I

think is pretty well established at the present time,

and high authorities of the jiresent day have ex-

pressed the opinion that trismus depends upon the

surgical injury of cutting the cord. But be the caTise

what it may, I am sure nothing has given me better

results than rectal injections of one or even two
grains of hydrate of chloral. It has the advantage
that there is no straggling of the little child in swal-

lowing the medicine, which is difficult to accomplish
at the best, and especially where there is rigidity

of the jaws.

Tetanus sometimes occurs independent of external
injury or exposure to cold, in connection with the
parturient state. This is called ijuerjieral tetanus.

The probability is that tetanus under such circum-
stances is of surgical origin, that is to say, the (cavity of
the uterus is in the condition of a wound—it is a raw,
abraded surface. This is an idea advanced many years
ago by Sir James Sim2)son, who said that jouei-pei al

fever is identical in its nature with surgical fever, and
I have no doubt that it is. Or it may arise in connection
with inflammatory processes in different localities,

the spinal cord becoming imjjlicated in the morbid
process just as the lungs or other organs are in other
cases.

(Driginal Cantinunicattons.

THERAPEUTICS AS BASED ON THE
STUDY OF TENDENCIES.

By H. H. KANE, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

Cektain terms, vaguely foreshadowing great truths,
have for years found place in medicine, and while
answering a certain pui-jjose, have yet sei^^ed to ob-
scure the projser understanding of those facts the
superficial recognition of which called them into ex-
istence. So long has this been so that to-day we
know as much of the shadow and as little of the sub-
stance as did our ancestors. It has been, and is, so
convenient to refer all peculiar action of drugs,
foods, and atmospheric changes to an idiosj'ucrasy,

and to do away with all puzzling details of investiga-

tion by classing certain individuals with certain ill-

defined resemblances under the head of imaginary
temperaments, that any thoroughly scientific study
of the underlying causes of these peculiarities has
never been made. This is the more surprising when
we consider that the tendency in medicine of late

years has been to modify the treatment of disease
according to the conditions of the individual. This
is well .shown by the recent discussion regarding the
propriety of bleeding and other reducing measures
in the treatment of pneumonia, and the different

conclusions arrived at with reference to its employ-
ment in hospital and jDrivate pi'actice. This is sim-
ply a gross class distinction, but one that shows how
professional opinion is tending. There are, however,
finer distinctions and certain general princijiles un-
derlying the whole subject that are neither recog-
nized nor considered, but that are absolutely called
for by the present state of the other departments of
medical science.

The term idiosyncrasy has come to mean, in medi-
cine, a peculiar personal susceptibility to some food,

atmospheric change, odor, or drug—more often the
latter. We all know that certain persons are ren-
dered " nei-N'ous," delirious, tetanic, and are occasion-
ally convulsed, by doses of morphia that in the aver-
erage individual would have almost no effect, and if

any, that of an hypnotic or anodyne. We have all

either seen or read of individuals in whom quinine,
aconite, arsenic, ergot, bromide and iodide of potas-
sium, chloral, and many other dnigs, produce cuta-
neous eruptions, affections of the eyes and ears,
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vertigo, nausea, sTncope, oonvnlsiona, and other ac-

tions thiit in th»> umjority of )>(H>])le ar(> novor Ht»en.

'riii'n* lire nutioiuvl iis woll us iiidiviiliial suHfepti-

]>ilitit»s - in some fiiscH ptvuliur efl«>ctH hciii;^ pro-

(lufotl, in others sini)>ly ii peculiarity with reference

to th«' ttiiioiuit of till' clrii;^ ntH'cssiiry to ])ro(lnc'o its

usual efVwt. This \v«> si-e with rcf^iird t(j arsouic,

nien'ury, opium, hasliish, iind ottier dru^rs.

Thero arc likcwiso idiosyncrasies witli reference to

fotnls ( partridf^e, wild duck, lol)ster, shell-fish, and
certain kinds of vef^etables), to the inhalation of

certain vajHirs and dusts (as of ipecac, asaf(etida,

and valerian ; the pollen of certain plants ; the odor
of cats, dof^s, Roats, etc.), contact with some jdants
(as sumach, ivy, etc.).

There are national and individual idio.syncrasies

with reference to disease as well a.s to drufjs, and
there is of necessity a direct connection between the
two. This fact—personal and national, or class sua-

ceptihility—was recofj^nized and spoken of some
years ap:o by Prof. A. H. (rarod.

It is, he says, the habit of j)hysicians to note care-

fully the physical signs of disease, while but little

attention is paid to idiosyncrasy. Ravaging epidem-
ics, endemics, and hereditary diseases aflfect some
constitutions n\ther than others. The result is the
development of peculiarities in the natives— the sur-

Wvors of all countries—and these peculiarities are
dependent, in large measure, on the natural selection

thus insidiously and constantly at work. Visitors in

Rome and Naples are but too likely to be attacked
with fever of a typhoid stamp, in the same localities

where the Italian enjoys perfect health on account
of his being the offspring of those who in times gone
by have resisted, by constitutional peculiarity, the
malarial atmosphere. What qualities is the early

de ith of the drunkard weeiling out ? "What phthi-
sis ? The true American of the United States ditfers

conspicuously from the Englishman. How is this

so? These, adds Dr. Garod, are problems which
deserve more attention than they receive.

As is seen, he ascribes, and veiy justly, I think,

national idiosyncrasy to the sum of individual idio-

syncrivsies, the .survival of those least antagonized,
giving the preijondemting tint to the whole picture.

This applies to normal and abnormal, mental as well
as ])hysical peculiarities.

There are individual idiosyncrasies that, with cer-

tain modifications due to intermarriage, surround-
ing circumstances, etc., pass from generation to

generation, and finally terminate in some distinct

tendency. Those who have been for years the med-
ical adWser of a family have noted how a certain

peculiarity, physiological or ijathological, physical
or mental, in one generation, has been increased,

modified, or obliterated in the succeeding genera-
tion or generations.

To arrive, then, at a proper understanding of this

very important matter, it is absolutely necessary that
there should be a careful study of human pedigi-ee.

The breeders of blooded horses and short-horn cattle

are fully alive to the value of a carefully kept pedi-
gree of their stock. The study of human pedigree
should be much more thorough and extensive.

There should be kejjt a careful record of diseases,
cause of death, idiosyncrasies, advanced tendencies,
general conformation, and the material introduced
by intermarriage, as also the person's surroundings,
social, mental, moral, and physical.

An autopsy should be had in everj' case where
there is anv doubt as to the cause of death. In this

manner the tendencies to death in families and in

individnala could, after a time, be learned with acme
accuracy, and such tentlency be possibly combated.
In every family we find certain members who show
a i)eculiar susceptiltility to disease of certain organs.
We say that tliev are predisposed. Thus, exposure
to cohl or wet will almost invariably jiroiluce in one
neundgia. iti aii(»tln-r bronchitis, in another nejihri-

tis or cystitis. It is siiMi>ly a tendency, and is anal-

agouH to that aggravation of e^ristiuij disease by at-

mospheric changes, and chemical or mechanical
causes.

This may be tem])oniry or permanent, and in either
ca.He s«>ts us a jiroblem, the true un<lerstanding of

which is locked uj) in the family i)e(ligree.

We find, likewise, that certain individuals tend to

die by tlie lungs, others by the heart, others by fail-

ure of the kidneys to perform tlreir work, and still

others l)y the brain. If we are able to deteniiine the
existing t<»nd<Micy to death in an imlividual, as naay
undoubtedly be done by a proper study of human
pedigree, in the widest acceptation of that term, we
shall be able to save three lives where we now save
one.

As an example, take the following imperfect his-

tory : Johnnie Sammons, set. 4^ years. Mother still

living and healthy, with the exception of a prone-
ness to faint from slight causes, (irandfather and
father died of typhoid fever, same epidemics the
former from hemorrhage from the bowels, the latter

from syncope on sitting up in bed. The oldest son
died from asthenia following an attack of dysentery.
On tiie -tth of January the little fellow was attacked

with dii)htheria. Patches on uvula and one tonsil
;

thin, sanious discharge from nose. Temijerature,
105.5' F. ; pulse, 1-48. During the night dyspncea
was marked, suiTocation seemed imminent, and on
the morning of the 5th inst. Dr. performed
tracheotomy, with gi-eat relief to the little patient.

Although there was no lung complication, and the
child was given concentrated food and stimulants
freely, he sank rapidly, and died at 10.30 p.m. of the
5th, his demise being preceded by a few hours of in-

tense restlessness, which was quieted by 10 grs. of
cldoral. The fever had been well controlled by
quinine and aconite in large doses. Autopsy showed
no inflammation of any organ save the larynx and
pharynx. Hecrt dilated and fiUed with dark-colored
blood.

Is there anything to be gained from a study of
this case in its relation to pedigree and tendencies ?

Much. Here is a family, some members of which
show a tendency to death by the heart ; one of them
is seized with diphtheria, successfully passes the first

danger—that of suffocation—and .succumbs to the
second, death by the heart, under the use of certain
drugs that are known to kill by the heart. We
have, then :

(a) Presumable individual tendency to death by
the heart.

{h) Known tendency of disease to death by the
heart ; and,

(c) The use of certain drugs that tend to kill by
the heart (aconite, chloral).

What were the indications for treatment after the
danger by suffocation was pa.ssed, and there existed

no hing complication ? Stimulants and nourish-
ment. These he had. Drugs that directly stimulate
a failing heart. These he did not have ; at least not
those that were the most called for. How much
more light would have been shed upon this case by
a full and accurate knowledge of the family pedi-
gree!
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The principle here involved applies to the treat-

ment of all diseases, whether acute or chronic. In-

tercurrent accidents may, of course, somewhat mod-
ify disease or individual tendency, or both ; but that

in no way invalidates the claims of the main tenden-
cies to our earnest attention.

The treatment of tendencies will, of course, be
two-fohl. Knowing the tendency of a disease to kill

by the lungs, heart, or brain, as the case may be, we
must have some cause for such tendency, and must
treat the tendency producer as well as the tendency
prodiiced. For instance, if a patient has an intense

fever that, by virtue of its processes, is destroying
the nervoiis as well as muscular jjower of the

heart, it would be foolish, indeed criminal, on our
part to treat the tendency alone, viz., the failing

heart-powei', and not endeavor to reduce the fever

by api)ropriate means.
A very imijortant question naturally arises in this

connection. Do those drugs which produce peculiar

manifestations in certain persons in health produce
the same in acute and chronic disease ; and if so,

how far are these drug idiosyncracies modified by, or

how far do they modify disease tendency? Is there any
key to tendencies to death hidden beneath personal
susceptibilities to drug action ? I think there is. For
instance, it seems to be fairly well established that

those individuals in whom syncope almost invariably

follows the use of small doses of certain drugs that

kill by the heart, would succumb more readily to

other drugs having a similar action, or to disease
having a similar tendency, than a jjerson not so

affected. A matter of tliis kind, to become firmly

established, needs careful, scientific observation, and
recorded exj^erience in a large number of cases. Its

bearing on the prevention and treatment of disease

is readily seen by any one.

With reference to the qitestion of human jjedigree,

I can readily understand how long a time would be
required to estaT)lish it upon a sufficiently broad
basis to make it of universal service. Much can be
done by the jjliysician now by causing to be kept in

every family where he is a regular attendant a simple
table of jiedigree, extending as far back as reliable

information can be had, and in educating the people
up to that point where legislative action will be i^os-

sible.

Physicians connected with our hospitals and large

public institutions, those in the army and navy, and
those connected with life insurance companies can
do more to establish the matter upon a practical

basis than those in private practice. Yet the latter

should not, on that account, neglect it. Such statis-

tics as would necessarily accumulate would, if of no
other value, be of the utmost importance in the mat-
ter of prognosis and the study of longevity. Fami-
lies would then be given the benefit of the highest
attainable knowledge of theLr " constitutions " by
their physicians ; the word idiosyncrasy would no
longer be a convenient cloak for ignorance ; temper-
ament would be a term having some actual meaning,
and scientific accuracy and the practice of medicine
would advance a step from the obscurity, confusion,

and contradiction of empiricism to the light and
order of rational, scientific medicine.

I'.tl West Tenth Strket.

Dr. Thos. K. PooiiEY, of New York, has resigned
his professoi'ship in Starling Medical College. Dr.

Geo. H. Fox, of New York, has also resigned his po-
sition in the same institution.

A PLEA AGAINST THE

RESECTION OF THE RIBS JN EMPYEMA.
By CHARLES A. LEALE, M.D.,

NKW YOKK.

Nearly evei-y month, eitlier in our American or foreign
medical journals, are we informed of successful re-

sixlts following the resection of ri))s when the thorax
has contained i)us, and when the removal of jjortions

of the bony Avails were supi)C)sed to be necessary be-
fore a cure could bo accomi)lished, and recently,* in

the Jyinnin(/k(im Mrilical J\*/irien; one of the .surgeons

of tlie Midland Free Hosjjital for sick chiklren gives

an account of "nine operations, four of the cliildrtn

having recovered with expansion of tlie lung and
restoration of the excised rib ; in three others all dis-

charge has ceased, and the lungs are in varioi s

stages of expansion. Another case is ' doing well,'

and the ninth, almost moribund when oj^erated on,

died six hours later from asthenia."

I have performed thoracentesis on a number of
children, and never yet have I been convinced that

a resection of the ribs was necessary, and I believe
it to be a dangerous procedure.
An illustrative case of restoration of the lung and

pleura after the pus had remained in the thorax for

several weeks, which I reported to the New York
Academy of Medicine in 1873 :

Case XI.—Empyema. Girl, nineteen months old.

Chest ojjened by incision. This child was first

brought to my class for diseases of children at the
Northwestern Dispensary, February li, IfSTO, her
mother saying that she had been in j^oor health for

two months ; that the little one cried from pain
whenever her chest was compressed while being
lifted. On examination, there was dulness over the
entire right lung ; the left lung was in good condi-
tion. On the following day I made an incision be-
tween the seventh and eighth ribs, introduced the
curved jjortion of a male silver catheter, and, with a
DaAddson's india-riibber syringe, removed sixteen

ounces of thick pus. During tlie operation the pain
was very slight, and after the removal of the jjus she
felt much better.

The wound, which was vahialar, was easily closed
by three fine silk sutures, then covered with court-
plaster immediately after the operation. On visiting

her forty-eight hours afterward, the plaster was
found to have drojjped ott". The stitches were re-

moved ; wound entirely healed.

September, 1870.—She was brought to my office,

her mother saying that during the past summer she
had had several attacks of diarrluea, from Avhicli

she recovered. The child was then in excellent

condition, and on examining her, all tlie lobes of the
right lung were resonant, i)erforming the necessary
respiratory function, there being no reason to doubt
her entire recovery.

Fourteen months after the operation of thoracen-
tesis the child died of acute enteritis, and the ne-
cropsy made on tlie following day, assisted by Dr.
Harwood.—Body well nourislied. As there had been
no noticeable abnormal condition, except the infiam-

mation of the bowels, the abdominal and thoracic

cavities only were examined. No peritonitis; the
mucous membrane of the boAvels presented the ap-
pearances of recent acute inflammation, ami cause of

death. The left thorax and contents were normal.
On removing the right lung, it was found to be

* London Lancet, Aug., K'ft), p. I!:!.
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adherent, at neveral points, by pleuritic bandH ; at the
snpt'rior and posterior \)ordiM-.s it wiis iiit1iitiihl«\

Over its aurfare wore visible seveml siniill deposits of
til>riniited lymph. All the lolies \v«>n« iiitliitahle. On
tiittiuj^ into the parencliyinii, the only ahiiornial cou-
ilitioiis existiiiK were four or five jtortioiis, ulxmt the
si/e of siniiU nutiue>^s, of simply <'onipressed lun^.
There were no eheesy or tubeixiular deposits found
in Ally ]>ftrt of the body.*

liy this ease we see that not only long eomjiressed
pulmonary tissue eau be re.stored, Imt that the pleura
also, after weeks' conta<'t with i)urulent matter, may
be aj^ain made perfectly healthy, seeretiuf^ serous
membrane, ami the remainiuf^ pleuritic bands of ad-
hesion, with marks where old bands had been re-

moveil. clearly demonstn\t<>d the repai-ative })ower of
not only the lunj? but its coverings.

I have rejxirted cases where the accuninlation of
l)us in the thorax of children has been so great that
a dislocation of the clavicle has been jiroduced before
I had oi)erated, yet by the removal of the intra-

thoracic i)ressure, by witlulrawing the liciuid, re-

coverA- lias followed.

The great disadvantage of subjecting a cliUd to
such a heroic operation as the resection of ribs,

simply for the purpose of permitting the thoracic
walls to contract, is very justly, as the Ijnulon Lancet
recently pointed out in a very strong editorial article,

t ) bo condemned, as it adds several additional factors
to prevent a cure, without at the same time adding
anything to the simpler, safer, and more etiective
ojieratiou of uncomplicated thoracentesis.
Who can surpass the success of our own Dr. Bow-

ditch, of Boston, who in a ])rivate communication to
me stated, after having performed thoracentesis over
250 times, that he had never seen a single death
caused directly by the operation. Could such a

\

statement be made if, in his cases, he had removed I

portions of the ribs ? I

Then why leave the well-beaten tracks for imsafe
ones at the risk of life, and as the editor of the L<tyi-

cet not too forcibly jnit it, •* That recourse to it is an
admission of failure to obtain a ' cure,' the effect of

\

which is in many cases as disastrous as the saving of I

a life at tlie expense of a limb."
|

It is now nearly ten years since I published the
'

following conclusions as the results of my expei-ience
I

in thoracente-sis, and the only addition made in sub-
sequent operations has been the antisej^tic precau-
tion. They are as follows : I

I would, as in tracheotomy and abdominal i^ara-
'

centesis, })refer to use the scalpel to open the chest.
1. As a safer procedure, knowing exactly what is i

being cut.

'1. An incised wound is known to lieal, if required,
with greater certainty.

3. That by using a long, male silver catlieter, the
most dependent part of the chest can be emptied of
its rtuid contents, and there is no danger of pricking
the lung from change of position or movement of the
l)atient while the lit^uid is being witlidi*awn, as noted
by Dr. AUbutt.

4. That when pus has commenced to undergo that
change preparatory to absori)tion, the probabilities
are tliat very little, if any, will be produced after the
oi)eration if the wound is immediately closed.

5. That, in closing the' wound, under the above cir-

cumstances, the little atmos)jheric air admitted, and
the small quantity of pus left, are very soon absorbed.

TrntiFactions of the Kew York Academy of Medicine. Scries '2,

6. That if puH again accnmnlateH in tlie choat, the
oj)erjiti(»n is so easy, the jtain ho slight, and the clo8-

ure so rajtidly accomplished, that a n-petition is

nothing to be feare<l, and really causes less prostra-

tion than when a large iiu'ision is made, and ])osHibly

j)ns found with greater raj)idity.

7. Tliat atmospheric air, ]ius, and blood, even to

the exti'nt of about eight ounces, may be absorbed,
and that the injured, comi»r('ssed lung can again re-

sume its normal e(»iiiliti )n. as so conclusively proven
by recdrded post-mortem examinatituis.

H. That when uidiealthy dtti-omjiositicm baa com-
menced, the wounds ought to J)e left open and the
parts carefully disinfecteil.

9. That thoracentesis should oftenor be performed
for the i|ni<'k removal of fluid from tlu^ ch<?st, even as

recorded during far advance<l jdithi.sis pulmonalis,

when relief may be obtained, life jirolonged, and
painfid death averted.

The resection of the ribs during the operation of

thoracentesis has now l)een resorted to quite fre-

quently during the i)ast six years in America, Great
Britain, France, and Clermany, without adding to the

safety of the jmtient, and in a large number of in-

stances I tirndy l)elieve has been the meai s of long
procrastinating an apparent recovery, while in others,

death it appears lias been the direct result.

m -^--^^

EKGOT-PUISOXIXG.
By JNO. M. KEATING, M.D.,

OO.VSrLTISO ACCOCCIIRl'B TO IMII I. ADE I.PIII A IIOSPITAI. ; I.KCTrRBK
O.N DISGASKS OK CIIILDBE.N IN INIVKRSITV OP PB.NSSTI.V A!ll A, KTC.

The following case presents certain features of in-

terest, and I d(j not remember to have read of one
I
like it in any of our own or foreign joumah*.

I I was engaged to attend Mrs. D in herconfine-

i

ment to come off the tii'st week in the cun-ent month,
as it eventually did.

The family had moved to the city from a country
town some years ago, and Mrs. D. was placed under
my care for uterine disease. She had some inflam-

matory trouble following a i)revious labor. After

a short course of the usual ti'eatmeut she entirely

recovered, and soon after became a second time preg-
nant.

At the third month she over-fatigued heraelf by
some house-cleaning duties, and a miscaniage re-

sulted. I was absent from the city at the time, and
upon my return at the end of the summer, found my
patient relajjsed into her former state, with side-achej

Ijurulent uterine discharge, subinvolution and its ac-

companiments. Once more she regained hernonnal
condition, and again became pregnant. As the utems
enlarged there were evidences of "binding doR-n,"
probably from some old ailhesions about the left

ovarian region. For some weeks previous to con-
finement she was unable to leave the house, for the
abdomen was very much enlarged. There was great
flatulence, and the i)atient suffered continually from
left sciatica. The child was a large one, but the
pehas was capacious.

Fearing some diHiculty from uterine inertia, I ex-

plained her case to a medical friend, and urged her
to send at once for him, should the messenger find

me absent from my otlice. As is usual in these
cases, the child came at an inopi)oi-tune time, but my
friend an-ivetl early enough to save the patient cou-
sidei*able pain by the ai)i}licatiou of the shoi-t forceps
of Simpson. The head had well descended, and was
resting at the outlet, but the utenis was unable to
contract sufficiently to produce expulsion.
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There were placental adhesions of gi-eat firinuoss,

and in consecjuence more than the ordinary amount
of hemorrhage.
At hist the uterus was well emptied, the binder

applied, and 3 ij. of the fluid exti-aet of ergt)t admin-
istered—this by the doctor himself.

The patient was left comfortable, with instruc-

tions to the nurse to send for the docitor at once in

case of hemorrhage, and while the messenger was
absent to give the patient 3 ss. of the ergot every
half-lnmr till the doctor's return. By a misunder-
standing the ; ss. of ergot was administered every
half-hour from the time the doctor left. I reached
the hoiise a few moments after the messenger had
been sent in search of me, and found my jjatient pre-
senting an appearance that was indeed alarming.
The face was of a bluish tint, and she seemed in

great pain. The pupils were dilated, the pulse was
quick, very weak, and occasionally irregular ; there
was dyspntea, nausea (no vomiting), buzzing in the
ears, and at times a tendency to syncope. The skin
was cool and clammy. I was informed that another
baby was expected. Upon inquiry, I learnt that in

all she had taken about § ss. of tlie fluid extract of

ergot (and this was afterward corroborated by the
medical attendant from the amounts left in the bottle

which he himself had brought to the house). I

loosened the binder, lowered her head, gave her
some whiskey, and stimulated the circulation by rul)-

bing, and in the sj^ace of half an hour the severity of
the symptoms had gradually passed, and patient was
left to sleep oft' a dose of morphia and potass, bro-
mide that was administered.
One of the most interesting features in the case

was the powerful uterine contractions. This alone
was so marked as to have silenced in my own mind
any doubts as to the efficiency of ergot, had I ever
been a sceptic on the subject.

Cor. Twenty-skcond and Locust Streets,
Philadelphia.

CASE OF

COMPOUND DISLOCATION OF LOWER
ARTICULAR END OF HUMERUS.
With Fractuke of Internal Condyle.

By GEO. E. McDONALD, M.D.,

SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

On the evening of July 22, 1880, Harvey B , aged
8, was brought to my office for the treatment of an
injury of right elbow-joint, which had been jjroduced
about two hours previously by being thrown from a
horse.

An examination iinder ether showed the following
condition of the parts : The whole lower articular

end of right humerus protruded through the soft

parts on the inside of the arm, the internal condyle
was broken o& and missing, and all ligamentous and
muscular tissues were as tlioroughly removed from
the bone, for fully two inches on the outside and to

a less degree on the inside, as the most careful dis-

sector could have done it. The arterj' and nerve
were uninjured, the articular ends of both radius and
iilna were not displaced, and the periosteum was in-

tact except at the point of fracture of the internal

condyle.

With some difficulty the protruded bone was re-

placed, two sutures were put in the ujjj^er part of the

wound, the arm was placed on a rectangular sidint,

and an evaporating lotion applied. For five or six

days there was considerable constitutional disturb-
ance, not very great swelling of the ])art, l)nt little

l)ain, and but a slight discharge. The last named
was so little I endeavored to increase it with poul-
tices.

In ten days after commencing treatment I began
passive motion, removed the splint in three weeks,
and this morning, August JJOth, the; boy was in my
office with wound entirely healed, the joint l)ut very
little enlarged, the motion of pronation and supi-
nation nearly ])erfect, and with not mu(;h restriction
in any of the usual movements of the joint.

|)ro|iircss of iiUtiical Science.

Acute Idiopathic Perichondritis of the Nasal
Septum terminating in Abscess.—Dr. Clinton Wag-
ner reports a rai'e case of this disease in a well-

known actress attached to a jjopular comedy-stage
in New York. Patient complained of a boil in her
nose. A hard, small, circumscribed swelling was
found near the junction of the cartilaginous and
bony septum in the left nostril, for which warm
fomentations were advised. On the fifth day the
nose was largely swollen, pitted on ijressure, had a
dark and dusky color ; there was centrifugal jjain

extending into the frontal sinus and brow ; no pus.
Thirty-six hours later, or after the beginning of the
sixth day, the nostrils were occluded by the swollen
septum, respiration being carried on by the mouth.
Temperature was 105°, pulse 145, and there was oc-
casional delirium. Free incision of the septum
through the left nostril was followed by the escape
of a large amount of thick, creamy pus, with plugs
of slough. No pus was obtained by an incision
through the right nostril until several hours later.

In a few hours, or after the beginning of the seventh
day, patient .showed a tendency to stupor and collapse.

The incisions were found to be closed, and after re-

oi3ening gave exit to an uninteri'upted flow of pus
for several hours. Temperature fell to 101°, jiulse

to 110. The patient convalesced slowly, and after

several weeks took to the stage again.

This seems to have been a true ab.scess of the sep-
tum. Wagner carried the probe through the knife-
wound into the suppurating cavity, and as high itj>

as the vomer. The cavity was drained of pus by
means of a Pravaz syringe, and was treated with in-

jections of carbolic acid and intra-nasal compresses
of cotton. The necrotic process did not extend be-
yond the junction of the cartilage with the vomer,
which, Wagner thinks, explains the absence of de-
formity or asymmetry of the nose.

Wagner regards an acute idiopathic inflammation
of the sei^tum as very rare, it being his first case in
a register of 4,000 cases of nasal trouble. When not
the result of injury, perichondriiis of the sei)tum may
accompany syphilitic and scrofulous rhinitis.

Emphasis is laid ujjon early and free incision, from
fear of an ascending meningitis.

—

ArcJi. of Laiyn-
gohgy.

Treat.ment of Hemorrhoids by " Crushing."—
Mr. Pollock, of St. George's Hospital, London, em-
ploys an operation for hemorrhoids, which he terms
crushing, and for which he claims the advantage
over the ligatm-e and the clamp and actual cautery,
of being much less painful while it is equally effectu-

al. The painfulness of the two last-named opeia-
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tions has always been a great objection to their

eiiii)li\vinoiit, and wliilo (•(insidoriiif^ whotluT any
nioditicd ]>r<wosH likely to ho folloMod liy less jmin
could lie sul)stitute<l for tlioin, Mr. Pollock's utt(>n-

tion WHS ilrawn to the known fuct tliiit iiny tlior-

oiivrU luiil instuiitjinoouH dostnu-tion of u jmrt is iisu-

ally coinpiinitivcly pftinloss. It occiiiTcd to him,
then, that if a i)ilc could ho rapidly and ctrcctuallv

di'stroy(»d at its l)asc, liy some instninu-nt whicii

woulil crush the i)art incluiled in its liite, tlie vessels

of tlie cruslied j)ortion would not be very liable to

bleed when the surface of the i)ile would be removed,
anil, the nerves bein<^ l)niised by the proceeding, the
pain would probably be trifling. Some two or three

years ago he began to put these views iu juactice,

and his exi)orience with the operation has been
amply satisfuctoiy. In the earlier operations he was
often not as .successful in preventing hemorrhage as

was desirable, ])rol)nbly on ace uint of defective con-
struction of the I'himp, or of taking up in its grasp
too much of the tissue of the pile at once. Still, the
hemorrhage was never alarming and was always easi-

ly controlled by two or three ligatures. In his late

operations with an improved clamp, occasionally one
or two small vessels have bled after the base of the
pile was removed from the grasp of the instrument.
The hemorrhage in these cases would j)rohabIy have
ceased spontaneously, but a ligature was always ap-
plied to any susi)icious point for the sake of cleanli-

ness, and to avoid giving any cause for alarm. From
the very first, however, the ojieration proved ver\-

successful in one important particular, viz., the pain
following it was very insigniticant. The slough shed
after the application of the crusher is very thin, and
the oedema is slight compared to what often oc-

curs after the other operations. The final results in

the cases operated on have been fully as good as
those obtained by the ligature and the actual cautery.

Ml". Pollock uses a powerful clamp made for the
purpose by Wright Jc Co., of London. The steps of

the operation are as follows : the patient is pre-

pared for the operation in the usiial way ; when he
has been brought under the influence of ether, he is

tuniod on his left side and his right leg is well tiexed

and tlxed with a straj), which is carried under the
knee and around the neck. The pile to be removed
is tiieu drawn well down, and tiie clamp is applied
to its base and at once tightly and tirmly closed by
the action of the screw at the end of the handles.
The ijortiou of the pile which protrudes hixiilt^ the
lil)s of the clamp is then to be I'emoved with curved
scissors. The clamp should be kept applied to the
stump of the \A\e for about a minute longer, or for a
still longer period if the pile be large and thick.

The process is of course to bj repe^vted according to

the number of masses to be got rid of.— Tiie Lancet,
July 3, 1880.

O.v GLYCEBrv'E IN Flattxence, AcrDiTT, .\xr> Ptko-
sis.—Drs. Sidney liinger and Murrell state that they
have found glycerine very useful in flatulence, acidi-

ty, and pyrosis. It is not an infallible remedy, but
it proves veiy useful in the gi-eat majority of cases,
and sometimes succeeds siieedily where the com-
monly used remedies have completely failed. The
cases of flatulence in which it has been used were
cases of stomach flatulence ; as it is so readily ab-
sorbed it could not be expected to influence the for-

mation of wind in the colon. In some cases it re-
moves pain and vomiting, i^robably like charcoal, by
preventing the formation of acrid acids which irri-

tate delijate and irritable stomachs. The glycerine

probably aotn by preventing some forms of fermenta-

tif>n an<l i)Utrefaction, but it does not interfere with
the digestive action of jiejtsin and hydrochloric acid.

Hence, while it i)revents tlie lormatioii of wind and
a<'idity, j>roliabIy by checking h-rmentation, it in no
way hinders digestion. The dose is one or two
drachms before, with, or imnuMliately after food. It

niay be given in water, collee, tea, lemonade, or

soda-water. In tea or colTee it may replace sugar.

In some instam-es a cure does not occur till the lapse

of ten days or a fortnight.— The Lancet, July 3, 1880.

HioHTKMrKHATi'RE FROM CoNKTiPATioN.—A patient

in tlu; Massaciiusetts (xeneral Hospital, while conva-
lescing from a nmmmary absce.ss, suddenly devel-

oped one morning a temperature of 10-4. 5" F. The
abscess was rajiidly healing, and the temperature
during the preceding eight days had not risen above
90" F. The i)atient, however, had not had a move-
ment from the bowels for four days. An enema of

soap-suds was given, and in less than an hour after

this had oi)erated, the temjjerature fell to 100 F.,

and continued normal afterward. The patient made
no complaint, nor was there any phenomenon of any
sort to account for the high temperature, unless the

constipation wt)uld do so. No remedy was used ex-

cejjt the enema.

—

Buston Med. and Surg. Journal,

Aug. 12, 1880.

Chixjkal-Hydrate in Atkopine-Polsonino.—Sev-
eral cases of chloral-ijoisoning have been reported in

which atropine jiroved decidedly useful, but the fol-

lowing case, which is reported by Mr. Trocquaii, is

the first one recorded in which chloral proved effec-

tive in the treatment of atropine-poisoning. A veiy
powerful man, twenty-four years of age, took, to re-

lieve an attack of tiimitus aurium, an infusion pre-

pared by himself from a handful of belladonna leaves.

Half an hour after taking the medicine, symptoms of

violent i)oisoning ai)peared, and emesis was pro-
duced by tartar- emetic. After three hours, violent

delirium set in and persisted with short pauses of

four or five minutes' duration. Four gi-ammes of

chloral-hydrate were ordered, but the drug could not
be administei-ed internally, as the trismus was so se-

vere that the patient's mouth could not be oj^ened ;

five gi-ammes of the drug were therefore administered
by injection. The violent muscular spasms ceased
soon afterward, and the jiatient rajjidly became quiet-

er, so that in a short time it was possible to give the
chloral by the mouth. The patient passed a quiet

night, and on the following morning comijlained only
of great muscular weakness.—^4//^. vied. Cent. Zeit.,

July 21, 1880.

The Painless Cure of Internal Hemorrhoids.—
Dr. Reuben C. Vance, of Cincinnati, advocates a
method of treatment for internal hemorrhoids {Med.
and Siny. Beji., May, bSSO;, which he claims to be
both jjainless and effectual. As a general nile, when
the tumors are uninflamed, the most sensitive part
is a narrow band just at the base of the gi-owth,

where the lining membrane of the rectum is reflected

on the hemorrhoid. This band may not be the
tenth of an inch in width. The rectal walls just be-
yond this band are slightly more sensitive than the
general surface of the rectum in the neighborhood.
Tracing the sensibility of the tumor itself from the
band encircling it at its junction with the rectum to

its summit, it will lie found that there is a rapid
loss of all jjerception of i^ainful impressions as we
pass from base to summit, until finally, at the top of

the tumor, a oeedle can be run through its apex
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without exciting any pain or at most bnt very littlo.

Dr. Vance's treatment consists simply in ])aHsing a

seton tlironij:li this anaesthetic rep^ion. The treatment
is only applicable in hemorrhoidal tumors wliich are

not inflamed. The tumors also must be i)urely in-

ternal tumors, the deei)er and larpjer the better. In
jjassing the setons it is necessary that the tumors be
completely extruded. This done by means of ene-

mata of hot water, the uppermost tumor should be
operated on tirst ; the spot where sensibility is

least should be sought, and a curved needle passed
throu<:^h it, care being taken not to go too deep, or

to bring the laeedle oiit too far from where it is

entered. By attending to these points, the nee-

dle is passed without pain ; but, if passed too

deep, or carried too far from the point of entrance,

pain will be excited, and the rectum will contract

and the tumor return. As soon as the needle is

jjassed, the ligature is to be tied into a loop about
six inches long ; this loop will enable the surgeon
to control the movements of the whole mass of

tumors. A double ligature should next be jjassed

through each of the other tumors, and the threads
tied so that there is not more than an incli of loop
in aU. Finally, the upper tumor is to be drawn down
by means of the double thread through it, and a
knot tied in the latter so close to the tumor that all

the setons may be alike in length. The si:perfluous

thread should then be cut off, and the tumors re-

turned within the anus. This done, the patient should
be instructed to keep his bowels freely open, and,

above all, to at once assume the recumbent posture
should any pain develop in the parts. Cases vary
widely in the disposition of the seton. In some this

comes away within a fortnight, leaving an ulcer that

continues oi)en until the hemorrhoidal tumor disap-

jjears ; in others, it remains until all the pathological
products have been absorbed, and then drojjs out.

If the seton sloughs out and the opening heals with
some of the tumor still remaining, a new seton is to

be passed, just as if none had ever been introduced.
It takes from five to nine weeks to cure an average
case by this method, but thepalient can continue his

ordinary avocations during treatment. This is said

to be the method employed by certain irregular prac-

titioners who have great reputations in rectal surgery,

and who undertake to cure internal hemorrhoids
*' without i^aiu or detention from business," and. of

course, " without caustic or the knife."— Walsh's

Retrospect, July, 1880.

Neuralgia of the Testis.—Prof. Wm. A. Hammond
contributes an article to the ^S*^. Louis Courier of
Medicine, May, 1880, on Neuralgia of the Testis, in

which he relates the histories of two cases, which
were successfully treated by a method not hitherto

employed in this affection. The tirst i^atient, a-t.

47, had suffered more or less severely for over fifteen

months. He admitted that the affection was origi-

nally, in all probability, induced by excessive vene-
real indulgence, but insisted that since the inception
of the disease he had been extremely temperate in

this direction. There was no evidence of syphilis.

The i)ain was of a sharp, lancinating character, not
confined to the testicle, but extending up the cord
as high as the external abdominal ring. The cre-

master muscle was, during the continuance of the

paroxysms, the subject of strong spasm. Walking
increased the pain, and sometimes brought on a

seizure. The patient had tried all sorts of treatment
without relief, and Dr. Hammond had ab'eady given

an unfavorable prognosis, when the idea struck him

that possibly strong pressure applied to the spermatic

cord, so as to compress the nerves, might arrest the

spasms. He extemporized a comju'essor out of an
ordinary test-tube holder and a strong India rubber
band, and applied it while the ])atient was suffering

from a sevei'e paroxysm, so as to compress tli^ (•( rd as

high up as possible. So far from adding to the jiain

he was suffering, the immediate effect was a decided
amelioration, but after a few minutes the pain began
to increase and soon became more intense than be-

fore. The pressure was then increased by squeez-

ing the blades of the instniment together with the

Angers, and the i)ain stopjied at once. The instru-

ment was kei)t ai)plied for fifteen minutes longer.

Six hours afterward there had been no rtiturn of the

pain, and to the present date the patient has re-

mained entirely free from all pain. Sensation, which
was destroyed by the pressure, has returned to the

scrotum and testicle, and there are normal erections

and sexual desires. The other patient, jvt. 88, had
suffered from the neuralgia for three months, and at

the time he came under observation his suffering was
particularly acute. In this case there was no reason

for suspecting excessive sexual indulgence or syphi-

litic infection as the cause ; apparently it was due to

exposure to cold. As in the other case, the right

testicle was the seat of the disease. Walking, sif-

ting, or standing aggravated the siiffering, and only

by lying down on his back did he obtain any mai"ked

alleviation. Since the inception of the malady, vene-

real desires had almost entirely ceased, and erections

such as those caused at night by lying on the Ijack,

or by distention of the bladder, added greatly to the

suffering. Pressure was applied to the cord by
means of an apparatus similar to a lemon -squeezei-,

Wt so arranged that the blades could be brought
closer together or separated by means of a screw

passing through them. In this way the pressure

could be more exactly adjusted than by the elastic

bands used in the previous case, and could, more-

over, be rendered much greater, as occasion might
require. The cord was compressed strongly at

first ; there was some little local pain, chiefly in the

skin of the scrotum, but the pain in the testicle was
immediately arrested. After five minutes had
elapsed, the blades were separated so as to allow

the circulation to be resumed, but in five minutes

they were tightened again ; after another five min-

utes of sti-ong pressure they were adjusted so as to per-

mit the circulation to go on, but yet exert consider-

able force upon the nerves, and while thus arranged

the patient fell asleep, the first undisturbed nap that

he had had since the beginning of the dif-ease. For
several days afterward the testicle seemed to be

numb, but the insensibility is evidently gradually

disappearing. To be effectual in relieving the jmin

of a neuralgic testis, Dr. Hammond believes that

the pressure must be strong enough to break up the

axis-cylinder of the nerves. If less than this, the

pain will lie aggravated ; doubtless, in time, the neive

is restored to a state of integi'ity, but how long a

period is required for this purpose cannot yet be
determined.

An International Congress was held on Aug. 2d,

at Brussels, under the j^residency of the Count of

Flanders, to consider various questions relating to

the use of alcohol. The Congi-ess was promoted by
French and Belgian societies, ha^^ng as their aim
the strict limitation, if not the entire suppression of

the employment of this agent, save as a medicine.
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FORCED STATISTICAL RFJTURNS FROM
PUVSICIANS.

To the cretlit of the medical profession, it mnst be

sivid that it has never been backward in lending its

aid in any matters tending to advance the interests

of state medicine. On the contrary, in its eagerness

to give ad\'ice and help, it has shown .snch a disposi-

tion to foi-ce its 8ei*vices upon the j)nblic, tliat the

latter not only expect siich services to be freely gi\en,

but actually demand them under a legal penalty for

non-performance. These are facts with which medi-

cal men have been long familiar ; but, nevertheless,

few will read the letter of " M.D.," in another col-

umn, without feeling that great injustice is done to

good intentions, and that, in resjject to the subject

under consideration, the physician discharges more
than his share of obligation to the commonwealth.
It is well known that much of his professional ser-

vices goes to the balance of charity, and of this not

a small proportion to the direct benefit of the state,

for which he virtually gets notliing in return. This

may, for the sake of the argument, be considered a

matter of choice, as is certainly the case with the ser-

vice in such hospitals as are referred to by our cor-

respondent, and in which patients abundantly able

to pay receive first-class medical attendance for

nothing. As has been truly said, the attendant can
resign if he does not wish to continue his connection
with the institution under such conditions. This is

so entirely a matter of personal choice with the jjhy-

sician or surgeon so attending, that the remedy is in

his own hands. Not so, however, with his relations

to various local and state boards, so far as the fur-

nishing of vital statistics and other kindred subjects

are concerned. As a citizen, special and exceptional

services are demanded of him, for which the State

has no right to ask, and which in equity should not

I be rendered without Honie ]iecuniary return for them.

,
.\nd yet we are infoniicd that the late conference ou

vital stiitisticH hesitated to take* any uc^tion in the

direction of acknowledging in a suitable manner the

valuable services so freely rendered to the various

bureaux of tlie country -by the iiieiubers of the medi-

cal profession.

All the work which is forced ujion the ])hyHician

by law can be viewed in no other light than that of

imi)osition. As a citizen, he must do his part in

maintaining the government—in paying taxes, in

conforming to such laws as tend to the benefit of the

greatest number; but in all this he Ijears the com-

mon burden. When, however, services of a special

character are demanded of him, for the ability to

perform which he has had a special training, and for

the rendering of which he is to receive nothing, the

law very' clearly oversteps its true i)rerogative. It

is i)roi)er that registration of births should be made,

and that all other vital statistics should be systemat-

ically collected ; but why this labor should be sad-

dled upon the general practitioner, and that, too,

under the penalty of a heavy fine for neglect to do

the same, does not appear.

If no one else could be found to do this work, there

would then be some excuse for selecting jjliysicians

for the purpose. But then the physician is under no

possible obligation to give these services to the state ;

on the contrary, the fact of their special value would

impose a pecuniary obligation on the ijart of the

state. As it is, however, most, if not all, of the

duties imposed upon the physician by health boards

can be intelligently performed, under his direction

at least, by the parties whom he is attending. For

instance, the jjarents should attend to all the neces-

sary details in reporting the birth of a child, in giv-

ing notice of the appearance of contagious diseases

in the family, and all other kindred matters. This

may be considered part of the duties of citizenship,

and the parties more directly interested should be

compelled to perform them. Our correspondent

very iirojjerly, in this connection, refers to the fact

that very many births occur without professional at-

tendance, when not even a midwife is present. The
law does not compel a pregnant woman to obtain

professional assistance ; consequently, except that

the jiarents of children are made responsible for cor-

rect returns of birth, there is a liability that the rec-

ords will be incomplete. There is no more reason

why the phy.sician should be compelled to report the

occurrence of contagious diseases in the families he

may attend, than he should be to report every child

he may dehver. In neither case is he i^aid for the

time and trouble in so doing, while in many in-

stances, by complying with the law concerning con-

tagious diseases he may attend, he may lose many of

his best patients. Patients are very loathe to believe

that it is necessary for the family physican to act as
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a detective for a liealtli board, and thus cause the

forcible removal of a j^atieiit to a po>t-liouse. And
yet the ijhysician is exi)ected to do this—to place

himself in a false position with his i)atient, to jeopar-

dize his future attendance upon the family, or else

subject liimself to a comparatively heavy legal pen-

alty.

It is right and i)roper that contagious diseases

should be reported, and that the management of epi-

demics should be entrusted to sanitary boards ; but

why should physicians, more than any other class of

citizens, be comijelled to make such reports, not

only without comjiensation therefor, but under pen-

alty of a fine ? After he has made his diagnosis of the

disease, the responsibility of reporting it to the health

authorities should be left with the family itself. If

the family would willingly run the risk of evading

such a law, it should do so at its peril. That such

reports would not be made otherwise than by the

l^hysician in attendance is hardly an argument for

compelling him to do so by law. Of course we are

viewing the subject from the standpoint of justice to

the physician as a citizen, in compelling him by law

to do more than his share of public work.

If it could be claimed that the physician, by virtue

of his vocation, has some special privileges gi-anted

to him by the state, he might in turn be willing to

give certain services to the state by way of compen-

sation. But the condition of any such service does

not exist. On the contrary, the state does little or

nothing to jn'otect the physician in the practice of

his profession. The history of all legislation jiroves

that the state is inclined to favor the quacks rather

than the regulars, under the plea that otherwise it

would be encouraging class legislation. But tliis

part of the subject needs no discussion in this con-

nection ; it is sufficient for our present purpose to

protest against compelling the physician by law to

do, in the line of his professional biisiness, special

services the like of which is not demanded of other

citizens without suitable remuneration. It is hardly

jan excuse for the health boards to assume that be-

cause the i^hysician may take a special interest in

preventive medicine that he should be forced to do

extra work at the sacrifice of time and money. The
members of these boards are, almost without excep-

tion, well paid themselves, and are generally ready

to ask for special ajipropriations when any new law

enlarges the scope of their duties. But we have yet

to hear of any appropriation being made or asked

for by such boards, in order that a normal fee should

be paid the physician for sending in his reports,

thereby offsetting his liability to fine for failing to

do so. There is without doubt a deep feeling in the

profession against this mode of forcing services from

its members, and the remarks of our coiTespondent

are timely in in%ating a more general discussion of

the subject.

ON THE RELATION OF MUSCLE AND NEKVE.

There have recently appeared in the columns of the

ItEOtuiD a .series of articles, by ]>r. Thomas Pooh', on

the lielation of Muscle and Nerve. Our contributor

has offered a new explanation of the mode in which

nerve-impulses affect muscular tissue. The old the-

oiy that the nerve conveys an active stimulus to the

muscle, which stimulus causes a contraction, does

not seem satisfactory to Dr. Poole. He argues that

what the nerve really carries is a i^aralyzing impulse.

It is, he says, the natural tendency of muscle to con-

tract. This tendency is inhibited by the nerves which

go to it. When we dcisire a muscle to contract, an

order is sent out from the central nervous system ft)r

the end-plates on the muscles to let go their hold.

Electricity and other artificial stimuli, so-called, are

considered to be really paralyzing agents, or suspen-

ders of inhibition. The failure of muscles to con-

tract at once when cut ott" from their cerebro-spinal

centres is due, presumably, to the inhibitory power

retained in the nerves themselves and their periph-

eral jilates. As these gi-adually lose their jjower, the

phenomena of secondary contractures and rigor mor-

tis set in. The new theory, according to our con-

tributor, offers a satisfactory explanation of the above

phenomena. It also explains the various post-mortem

muscular movements, as well as the cramps and con-

vulsions that often accompany the diseases or the

ingestion of poisons, which lessen or suspend the ac-

tivity of the nervous centres. We cannot, of course,

do justice to the theory in any brief presentation of

it. We have, however, given its main points. These

Dr. Poole has elaborated Avith great ingenuity and

industry in his different papers ; and he has gathered

together many physiological facts which make his

articles well worth the reading.

As far as the hypothesis is concerned, however, we

are obliged to say that he has not yet demonstrated

it ; and, furthermore, that we do not believe he ever

can. AVith the kindest feelings toward our esteemed

coiTespondent, facts compel us to say that he does

not seem to have thoroughly mastered his STibject,

and that he has not even treated it in a properly sci-

entific manner.

On this account we do not care to go into any elab-

orate rebuttal of the various arguments that have

been presented in our columns. Dr. Poole has shown

that there are a number of phenomena in the physi-

ology and pathology of the nervous system which are

not yet exi3lained. In this way he has rendered a

genuine service by his labor. We can say no more

for it.

The relations of muscle and nei-ve and the phe-

nomena of muscular contraction are still points in

physiology that are not wholly settled. A statement

of such facts as are pretty definitely known, however,

wiU be sufficient to show the weakness of the inhib-

itory theory of Dr. Poole, and will not, perhaps, be
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devoifl of froslineas to many of oar readers who are

prestiinably somowliat rusty in their i)hysi()h)j<iral

studios.

In the first place, it is known that a musplo ran con-

tract when irritation is directly applied, without the

intervention of nerves. In living organisms, how-
ever, under normal conditions, muscle never does

contract excoj)t through the medium, of the nerves.

If the motor nerves are entirely paralyzed by curare,

miiscle does not contract, as would be the case if

these motor nerves had the inhibitory power asserted

by Dr. Poole.

"When a nerve is stimulated at any jjoint, an im-

pulse passes down it at the rate of about ninety-four

fef»t i)er second, and, di\nMing up with the nerve

itself, is distributed to the end-plates on the muscle.

From these points the impulse is transformed, and
passes along the muscular fibre in each direction

from the end-plates. It goes in the form of a wave,

at the rate of about ten feet a .second. Accompany-
ing this wave are molecular changes in the musele,

and with these is develojied a slight electrical cur-

rent. Following only rU of a second after this

first wave, and at the same rate of speed, comes
the wave of muscular contraction. The physical

changes in a muscular contraction are well known.
The molecular changes consist probably in a translo-

cation of the molecules, causing the shaiie of the

muscle-cell to be changed. There is, with this, an
explosive decomposition, which results in the pro-

duction of heat, carbonic and sarcolactic acids, as

well as other chemical substances in very slight

amount. Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., believes that urea is

produced by and is a measure of muscular action.

Urea, however, is not found in tetanized muscle ; and
the amount of nitrogenous product from muscular
contractions is extremely small. The above are the

phenomena of a single muscular contraction ; if no
impulse succeeds this single one, the muscle, which
is perfectly elastic, returns to its condition of rest.

In order to secure a permanent contraction, impulses

at the rate of at least 19.5 per second must be sent

into it from the central nervous system, or fi'om what-
ever the point of stimulus chosen. The contracted

muscle of a man is therefore always \-ibrating and
giving out the same musical note, i.e., one indicating

19.5 Adbrations per second. This may be heard by
listening with the stethoscope over the contracted

biceps for example. It was argued by Dr. Poole that

the rigor mortis represents the natural contraction

of the muscle when relieved of its nen-ous inhibition.

This is not the case, however ; in rigor mortis there

is no note of \-ibration, and there is a coagulation of

the muscle-plasma, with the production of myosin.
Myosin does not exist in living contracted muscle.

There are certain physical changes which we need
not enumerate, but which distinguish the phenom-
enon of rigor mortis from that of a regular muscular

contraction. Tliey are essentially difierent condi-

tions.

The electrical jjlicnomena which accompany a

ner\'e- impulse and muscular contraction are highly

interesting, and point away from any hypothesis of

inhibition. Wh«»ther there are natural nerve- or

muscle-currents is a <lisputcd question. The theory

that mu.scular coiitruction is an electro-motive i)he-

nomenon has the sui)port of DuBois Kaymond and

others. At the recent meeting of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, the Presi-

dent, Dr. G. F. Barker, gave a quasi endorsement to

the electrical theory of Dr. Raddiffe, which makes
the muscle-cell a veritable Leyden jar. We ai'e in-

clined to doubt the value of these views ; but, what-

ever their importance, it is well established that an

electrical current is excited when the nerve sends an

impulse to the muscle, and that just as this nervous

impulse strikes the muscle, a similar, though stronger

electrical current, starts up in that tissue. Whatever

be the nature of "nerve-force," or "muscle-force,"

they are too much alike for us to consider the former

a paralyzing and the latter an active contracting

agent.

We may not have said enough iipon the present

matter to make clear the absolute inefficiency of Dr.

Poole's hypothesis ; we have, however, given enough

of the facts regarding muscular imtability to allow

the reader to reason out a condemnation if he

chooses. We fear that, even as it is, there is need

of some ajjology for arguing at length against what

may apjiear utterly trivial, and in presenting facts

that are ab-eady too familiar. The waves of " inhib-

itory " hypotheses, however, are becoming unjileas-

antly numerous. Dr. Brown-Sequard is struggling

in the midst of them. He, indeed, has done such

magnificent physiological work that we can forgive

him a gi'eat deal ; but the profession looks less

kindly toward others. And Dr. Poole is inhibition

gone mad.

THE AMERICAN GTXECOLOGICAL SOCTETT.

At the concluding session of the American Gyneco-

logical Society recently held in Cincinnati, the retir-

ing president. Dr. Sims, took occasion to say that

the meeting had been an imprecedented success.

The research shown by the papers, the vigor dis-

played in the discussions, as well as the hearty hos-

pitalities ofi"ered by the resident profession, had

combined to make the occasion a very gratifying

one. The reports that have been furnished us seem
to justify this verdict. There were a number of jja-

pers that showed much labor, and nearly all awak-

ened active debates.

The President, in his annual address, made a

vigorous attack upon some of the defects in the con-

stitution of the society. He urged that its mem-
bership be enlarged, that the restrictions regarding
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admission be less rigid, and that tlie policy of the

society be more liberal. It should, he thought, look

more kindly toward the work of the younger men.

The papers that were read dealt for the most part

on large themes. Dr. Battey described the indica-

tions for the operation that goes by his name. La-

parotomy, Quinine in Pregnancy, Trachelorrhapliy,

The Position of "Women during Labor, and Ulcera-

tions of the Cervix, were among the topics discussed.

The proceedings of the society received more than

usual attention from the local reporters. Some of

these seemed to be imjjressed with a personal inter-

est in the sjjeakers, and pen-jjictures of our leading

gynecologists, graphic and flattering, were daily pre-

sented to the reading jjublic of Cincinnati.

The attendance at the meeting was not large, not

quite half of the members being present. This did

not, however, at all damj^en the enthusiasm. Pro-

fessor W. H. Byiord was chosen president for the

ensuing year, and the society adjourned to meet

next year in this city.

THE MEETING OF THE AMEKICAN ASSOCIATION FOE

THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The annual meeting of this association is one of the

most important scientific events of the year. It de-

serves some notice, therefore, from medical men,

even though few of the subjects discussed relate

directly to the medical sciences. The recent meet-

ing at Boston was an unusually large one, and it

was successful in every way. Nearly a thousand

l^ersons were in attendance, two hundred and eighty

paioers were read, and live hundred and sixty-

seven new members were elected. Several mem-
bers of the medical profession, who have distin-

guished themselves in physiology and other sciences,

were made fellows. A Section on Biology was cre-

ated, which insures for the future a larger number
of papers bearing on medical science.

A report, found elsewhere, gives some of the more

interesting features of the occasion. The annual

address of Professor Barker is an able presentation

of some of the j^roblems relating to the
.
j)henomena

of life. It was generally characterized by the daily

press as a great oration, but we doubt if careful

scientists will pronounce the same verdict. The ad-

dress showed, we think, more of the bias of the

chemist than of the knowledge of the ]jhysiologist.

It is true, as Professor Barker asserts, that the

phenomena of life are becoming more and more ex-

plained by known physical and chemical laws. But
the actions of special organs cannot yet be expressed

in the simplicity of chemical equations. It is too

soon to say that emotion is a molecular vibration

whose intensity can be measured by the plethysmo-

graph. Neither is it at all settled that muscle is an

electrical machine and its contraction a somewhat
clumsy eleciro-chemical phenomenon. It will seem,

we believe, to physiologists that there was just a

little too miich freshness to Professor Barker's pic-

tures of vital processes.

The address of Professor Agassiz before the

Natural History Section, and that of Professor Le
Conte before the Entomological Club, were each

better productions, from a scientific point of view,

than was the oration of the President.

Taken with certain other recent scientific contri-

butions, including especially the work of Professor

Huxley on the crayfish, they show a certain change

of attitude, which naturalists are now assuming, on

the subject of the development of vegetable and

animal forms. There was a time, not long ago,

when every voice was strident in advocacy of evolu-

tion. Now, evolution is assumed as an established

fact, and scientific effort is directed to exjjlaining

the many difficulties that lie in the way of the sijeci. 1

applications of the hypothesis. This is the better

and truer spirit ; for, to increase our knowledge,

we need research and not polemics.

A large number of the jaapers were on practical

subjects, and many of the discussions had a popular

interest. These were not, however, in excess, and,

on the whole, the American Association can fe^l that

its. last annual session has done good work in pro-

moting the interests of science.

the SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

The American Social Science Association held its

annual meeting in Saratoga last week. The object

of this Association is the somewhat magnificent one

of discussing measures for the perfection of society

and the promoting of millennial conditions. This

naturally puts a very wide field before the Society.

At its annual meetings the range of subjects is ex-

tremely great, and some ridicule has been excited by

the apparently miscellaneous character of the essays.

The Society, however, professes no Utopian views,

and it is winning a solid reputation for itself on ac-

count of its able and practical contributiois to the

science it aims to promote. Some of the best men
of the country are now among its members, and its

annual meetings rarely fail to furnish much that is

new and instructive. It is gratifying to note an in-

creased attention to the various branches of state

medicine. A number of interesting papers relating

to this subject will be found reported in another

column.

The Gold Medal of the British Medical Asso-

ciation has been awarded to Dr. Wm. Farr, F.R.S.,

D.C.L., C.B., as an expression of their high opinion

of his long, unwearied, and successful labors in be-

half of statistical and sanitary science, as a recog-

nition of the light he has thrown upon many physi-

ological and pathological problems, and on account

of the extraordinary service his work has rendered

to the healtli of nations.
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l^fports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOI.OGICAL SOCIETY.
S/aled Meeting, June 2-t, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Sattekthwaite, Pkesidknt, in the (Iiiaib.

Dr. Shrady presented on behalf (if a cimdidate a
specimen of cancer of the kidney. The patient
from wliom it was removed was a female child without
any hereditary history of cancer, and in the enjoy-
ment of good health up to Febniary of the present
year, at which time the mother noticed a tumor in

the left hypochondriac region. This, the mother
thought, might in some way have been connected
with a slight fall ujion the carpet, occasioned by a
misstep during the preWous month. Biit this, in

the opinion of i)r. D. C. Cocks, the attending phy-
sician, was without the projier relation of cause and
effect.

The tumor gi-ew so rapidly tliat when the pre-
senter was called in the body of the child measured
twenty-one inches around the umbilicus. The tu-

mor was rapidly encroaching upon the right side, and
marked a line of dulness to about the region of the
eighth rib. Before death this measurement was in-

creased to twenty-seven inches. The average tem-
perature throughout the whole illness was 10(U^.
The urine contained no albumen nor blood. The
swelling, upon being jnerced by the hvi)odermic
syringe, gave exit to blood only. This being micro-
scopically examined by Dr. Draper, was found to
contain neither casts nor cells.

The diagnosis of malignant disease of the kidney
was based upon the rapidity of growth and the fact

that the colon was detected anterior to the tumor.
At a subsequent stage Drs. W. C. Livingston and
Aikens tested the contents of the tumor by aspii-a-

tion, and also obtained blood only.

At the autopsy the diaphragm on the right side
was found pushed itp to the fourth rib on the left,

and the thii'd nb on the right side. The apex of
the heart was between the second and thircl ribs,

with the base at the stemo-clavicular junction. The
tumor, which was kidney, was found adherent to the
spleen by friable adhesions, and to the greater por-
tion of the abdominal walls. The right kidney,
with the excejition of slight liyjjertrophy, was found
to be healthy. Secondary deposits were found in

the liver.

The microscopical appearances were those usually
to be foiiud in this form of cancer, to wit, an abun-
dance of cells, together with fiee nuclei and very
little intervening tissue. The presence of normal
kidney structure determined the organ attacked.
The mass in gi-oss was soft, almost to jiulpiuess,

even ditUnent in character.

DISSECTIXG AXEt"RTS>I OF THE AORTA—RlPTfRE INTO
RIGHT PLEUR^Uj fATITT.

Dr. Peabody exhibited a specimen of dissecting
aneurism, removed that day from the body of a man
39 years of age, a native of the United States, un-
married, a clerk by occupation. He was admitted
to the New York Hosjutal on the 17th of May. He
had been a hard drinker, but had never had rheu-
matism or syphilis. He gave a good histoiy of
chancroid and clap. Denied all history of injury or
straining, etc. He was well up to two years ago,
since which time he had had many symptoms of
gastric dyspepsia. For several months he had suf- '

fered from severe pain in the back and right side.

Four moiitliH prior to admission he noticed a hard
pul.sating tumor in the epigaHtric region just to tlie

right of the median line.

On admission this tumor was verv' distinct. It

measured .six inches vertically by four and a half

inclies from side to side. It had no distinct expan-
sih; j)ulsation, but had a distin(!t double murmur.
He was put ujxni Tutrnell's treatment of restricted

diet and kept in bi'd. Under this treatment his pain
decrea.sed so that he was able to get along without
narcotics, and in fact was feeling tolerably comfor-
table. He continued <loing well uj) to the second of

this month, when he suddenly exi)erienced severe

pain in the region of the lower lobe of the right lung
jjosteriorly. He soon l)egan si)itting blood, and his

temperature rose to 100°. He became quite weak.
In this condition he remained until this morning,
when he suddenly died in collapse without having
exerted himself in the least.

The autopsy was made four hours after death.

Just lielow the diaphragm and occupying the site of
the co'liac axis and superior mesenteric, there was
found an aneurismal sac large enough to contain a
hen's egg of large .size. It contained both recent and
old laminated clots, of which the latter alone remain.
Its walls wherever exposed are very atheromatous, as
is the aorta also below the aneurism. Near the
lower part of the sac on the anterior surface is .seen

a ragged rupture half an inch long, through which
the blood has mude its way between the laminie of
the media upward into the loose cellular tissue of
the posterior mediastinum. Here, about two inches
above the diaphragm, it forced its way through a
large opening into the right pleural cavity, wliere

2,300 cubic centimetres of jjure blood were found. Be-
ginning over the body of the tirst lumbar vertebra, the
aorta, after becoming again naiTowed, again enlarges,

forming a sac considerably larger than the one just

described. Beneath it the bodies of the last three
dorsal vertebrte and that of the tirst lumbar are
deeply eroded.
A recent hemoiThagic infarction was found in the

lower lobe of the right lung. The heart is normal
in size, but its muscular tissue is more deeply pig-

mented than usual. The valves are competent.
The other organs were normal.

Dr. Delavan presented

PLASTER CASTS OF CONGENTTAIi MALFORMATION.S OF
THE HAND.

The tirst was from a case in which the deformity
was not hereditary. The left forearm was normal
to the wrist, the carjjal bones were fused together,

and at the toj) of this single bone were five small
bud-like jirojections, on two of which were attempt*
at the formation of nails. The other specimen, fi'om

a child two and a half years of age, contained but a
thumb and forefinger, all the other bones of the fin-

gers being absent. There was but one bone in the
forearm and that was the uhia.

Dr. Tauskt presented a sj^ecimen of

EPFFHELIOMA OF THE VAGINAL PORTION OF THE CERVIX
UTERI,

removed by Piffard's galvano-eautery.
Dr. Levnis Smith presented a specimen of

MXXO-SARCOMA OF THE KXDNEY.

removed from the body of a child, the liistoiy of
which he gave as follows :

About tlie middle of May, I was called to see a
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child who was nineteen months old and was still

nursing. The mother stated that its health had been
good np to the age of twelve months, when it had a
broncho-pneumonia which was prettv severe, from
which, however, it fully recovered. Three months later

it suft'ered another attack of the same disease, but like-

wi.se recovered therefrom withoTit any serioiis compli-
cation. From that time the mother stated that the
child seemed to droop. At the time of my visit I found
a moderate febrile movement, the temperature being
from 101° to lO'i" F. The examination of the child
for the first few days was negative in character.

Then some distention of the abdomen showed itself.

There were no marked evidences of meteorism ; per-
cussion was somewhat dull, and there was no tender-

ness on pressure. On the left side there were evi-

dences of the existence of a tumor. This I supposed
to be splenic in character, although the patient had
not been out of the city, and had not suffered from
any malarial troubles. I could trace the hardness
up to the ribs, and down as far as the crest of the
ileum and the median line. Dr. Clark, who hap-
2)ened to be in the neighborhood, examined the child

and conciirred in the opinion that the tumor was due
to enlarged spleen. When he jjressed upon the kid-

ney of that side he found that the organ touched the
tumor or was continuoias with it. The urine was
.scanty, and at times contained albumen. There was
nothing else of special interest in regard to the his-

tory of the case. The child, during its illness, showed
an especial aversion to hirinaceous food. The evac-

uations contained mucus and streaks of blood. The
child gradually sank and died of exhaustion June 11th.

At the autopsy the left kidney was al)sent and its

place occupied by the tumor. The pancreas was
also absent. The spleen was normal, but was dis-

located somewhat by the pressure of the tumor.
The small intestines, in one or two places, were ad-

herent to the tumor and to the liver.

Dr. HErrzMANN examined the tumor and expressed
the opinion that it was a myxo-sarcoma of the kid-

ney. Dr. Smith thought that, aside from the ques-
tion of diagnosis, a very interesting featiire in the
case, in connection with the absence of the pancreas,

was the marked aversion on the part of the child for

farinaceoias food.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

Tirenti/-7>infh Annual Meeting, held at Boston, Aug.
2m, 26th, 27th, 28th, mh, Zlst, and Sept. 1st,

1880.

[Si>ejiiil report for The Medioal Record of papers relating to Med-
ical Science.]

OsE of the most notable of the addresses was that

by the retiring President, Professor George F.

Barker, on some aspects of

THE PROBLEM OF LIFE.

The address was an exposition of the extent to

A'hich physicists and physiologists had already been
ible to reduce vital phenomena to chemical and
>hysical processes. Prof. Barker tried to show that

he muscle was a machine, and that its contraction

vas an electrical phenomenon rather than the exhibi-

ion of "vital irritability."

DISCUSSING THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND ITS FUNCTIONS,

16 said :

'•One function yet remains which cannot be alto-

gether omitted from our consideration. This func-

tion is that of the nervous system. In stnicture

this system is well known to all. In composition

it is made up essentially of a single substance, dis-

covered by Liebreich and called protagon, the

specilic characters of which have lately been con-

firmed by Gamgee. In function the nerve-cell and
the nerve-fibre are occupied solely in the reception

and the transmission of energy, which is in all prob-
ability electrical. There is evidently a close analogy
between the nerve and the muscle, the axis-cylinder,

like the tibrilla, being composed of cells, and having

a positive electric charge upon the exterior surface,

which has a tension of one-tenth of a volt. Haugh-
ton attributes tinnitus anrium to the discharge of

nerve-cells.

The higher functions of the nerve-cell, those con-

nected with mental processes, is a field too vast to

be entered at this time. The doulile telegrajih line

of nerve, motor and sensory in their effect, but, as

Vulpian has proved, precisely alike in function, are

the avenues of ingress and egi-ess. Every sensory

impression is received by the thalami npAici ; every

motor stimulus is sent out from the corpora striata.

In the acts denominated reflex, the action goes from
the spinal cord, and is automatic and unconscious.

Should the impression ascend higher to the sensory

ganglia, the action is now conscious, though none
the less automatic. Finally, should deliberation be
required before acting, the message is sent to the

hemispheres by the sensory ganglia, and will operate

to produce the act. Based on princii:)les which can
be established by investigation, a tnie psychology is

coming into being, developed by Bain, Maudsley,
Spencer and others. A physiological classification

of mental operations is being formed which uses the

terms of metaphysical psychology, but in a more
clearly defined sense. Emotion, in this new science,

is the sensibility of the vesicular neurin to ideas.

Memory, the registration of stimuli by nutrition.

Reflection is the reflex action of the cells in their re-

lation to cerebral ganglia. Attention is the arrest of

the transformation of energy for a moment. Ratio-

cination is the balancing of one energy against

another. Will is the reaction of impressions out-

ward. And so on through the list.

It will be seen that the distinguished orator is

much surer of our knowledge of the nervous system
than are most physiologists or neurologists.

He shows a still greater and more dangerous con-

fidence in his endorsement of

CRANIAL THERMOMETRY AND OF THE PLETHYSMOGRAPH.

His remarks, which follow, show a pleased enthu-
siasm rather than the critical spirit which should
characterize the jiresident of a great scientific asso-

ciation ; for surface thermometers and plethysmo-
graphs may indicate all that is claimed, but the

scientific value of their results cannot yet be confi-

dently accepted.
Another important fact concerning nervous action

is that its amount may be measured by the quantity

of blood consumed in its performance. Dr. Mosso,
of Turin, has devised an ajjparatus called the plethys-

mograph—drawings of which were exhibited at the

London apparatus exhibition of 1876—designed for

measuring the volume of an organ. The forearm,

for examjjle, being the organ to be experimented on,

is jilaced in a cylinder of water and tightly enclosed.

A rubber tube connects the interior of the cylinder

with the recording ai)paratus. With the electric cir-

cuit by which the stimulus was applied to produce
(Contraction were two keys, one of which was a
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dummy. It wm noticed that, after nsinj? the ao-
\
olof^cal hiHtory. His conchisions were thatjt was

tive key seveml times, pnulucinx varying furrcnt impoHsilde for iintunilists to follow Imck the gene-

streiif^tlis, the riirve s:ink us bofon^ on prcssiiif^ ilown alogy of living Ix-iii^CM iiiul Kay, with any certuinty,

the itiuctive key. Siiu-t* no real olfin-t was jJi-odiK^od, ' what were thcur iiiic<'storH.

the result was cuusdil soU'ly by the iiimKiuation,
|

In the Suhsei-tioii on Biology, wliirh was jierma-

l)lood passiu;^ from the body to the brain in tlie act. i nently organized on tlu; third day, a hi-^'hly interest-

To t«st fiutlu'rthe etfect of niiMital action. Dr. Pa- ing eontrilmtion to vcf^'ctable jiatlioloKy was given ])y

gliani. whose arm was in the ajiparatiis. was riMinested Mr. T. J. JJikkill, in a paper entitled

to multiply -itlT by M. nu'iitally. and to mak.- a sign
I

.vntiihax <.f Kia:rr-Tiu:M.
when he had tinished. 1 he recorded curvt' showed
verv distinctly how much more blood the brain took ! He stated tliat the widesi)read disease of the i)ear-

to perform the operation. Hence, tiit^ i)lctliysmo- tree, known as tire-blight, and that of ai)ple-tree,

graph is capable of nvmsiiring the relative amount of known as tin' twig-bliglit, arc due to a common cause,

mental power re piirel l»y dirt'crent persons to work This is a living organism which produces butyric

out the same mental problem. Indeed, Mr ( laskell ;
fermentation of the material stored in the cells,

suggasts thy use of this instrument in the examina- ' especially those of tiie libor. The organism is simi-

tion room, to find out, in addition to tht^ amount of lar to, if not identical with, the butyric vibrione of

knowledge a man possesses, how ranch effort it cau.ses Pasteur, and the hm-ilhtu nmiilohurl,'!- of Van Tieg-

him to produce anv jtarticular result of l>rain-work. hem. It assumes various shapes during develop-

Dr. Mosso relates that while the api)aratus was sot ment, but its characteristic form is that of two oblong

up in his room in Turin, a classical man came in to joints with rounded ends, the propoitions of each

see him. He looked very contemptuously upon it, joint being .UdJ mm. by .OO:} mm. They are shorter

and asked of wliat use it could bo, saying that it
|

and thicker than the bacterium termo, and move more

couldn't do anvbodv anv good. Dr. Mosso rei)lied, slowly. A large number of exi)eriment8 resulted in

' Well now, I can tell you by that whether you can ' showing pretty conclusively that these organisms

read Greek as easilv asVou can Latin.' As the clas- conveyed the disease from tree to tree. The most

sicist would not believe" it, his own arm was put into conspicuous change in the tissues of the affected

the apparatus and he was given a Latin book to

read. A very slight sinking of the curve was the re-

sult. The Latin l)ook was then taken away and a

Greek book was given him. This produced iumie-

diately a much deeper curve. He had asserted before

that it was ipiite as easy for him to read (xreek as

L itin, and that there was no ditHeulty in doing either.

Dr. Mosso, however, was able to show him that he

was laboring under a delusion. Again, this appara-

tus is so sensitive as to be useful for ascertaining how
much a person is dreaming. When Dr. Pagliani

went to sleep in the apparatus, the etfeet upon the

resulting curve was very marked indeed. He said

afterward that he had been in a sound sleep and re-

membered nothing of what passed in the room—that

plant, revealed l)y the microscope, is the almost

total disappearance of starch from the cells.

Pm)i'K.ssoK Bi'RT G. Wilder, of Cornell Univer-

sity, jjresented three essays ujion the

STUrCTURE AKD NOMENCLATURE OF THE BRAIN,

with special reference to that of the domestic cat. Pro-

fessor Wilder is a firm believer in the great usefulness

of the cat as a subject for anatomical work, and has
in ijreparation a work ujjon the subject as a practical

introduction to human and comi)arative anatomy.
The titles of the three es.says are as follows :

" Partial

Revision of the Nomenclature of the lirain ;" " The
Foramina of Monro in Man and in the Domestic Cat ;

"

"The Cris/n For?ucis, a Part of the Mammalian

he had been absolutely unconscious ; and vet every Brain apparently not hitherto de.scribed."

little movement in the room, such as the .slamming l^i'of- ^^ dder's plan for reforming the nomenclature

of a door, the barking of a dog, and even the knock- is somethmg as follows : Since technical terms, he

ing down of a bit of glass, were all marked on the sa.vs. are the tools of thought, and the best workman

curves. Sometimes he moved his lips and gave prefers the best tools, anatomical nomenclature

other evidences that he was dreaming ; thev were all sliould V)e made as perfect as possible. That the

recorded on the curve, the amount of l)lood reijuired nomenclature of the brain needs re\ision is evudent

for dreaming diminishing that in the extremities,
j

from the great number of names applied to the .same

The emotions, too, left a record. When onlv a student
!

pai't, from the length and complexity of some names,

came into the room, little or no etfeet appeared in ' and the inajipropriateness of otiiers. It is proposed,

the curve. But when Professor Ludwig himself
|

therefore, to discard all vernacular names, to make a

came in, the arteries in the arm of the person in the selection of the shorter technical ones, to abbreviate

apparatus contracted quite as stronglv as upon a verv sonie names by the omission of unessential words,

di -ided electrical stimulation. In an address of the I
and others by the substitution of pretixes for adjec-

retiring president of this association, delivered but a !
tives. For example, the single word iter is substi-

few years ago, I tind this sentence :
' Thought can-

j

tuted for "aqueduct of Sylvius" and " iter a tertio

not "be a physical force, because thought admits of
|

ad veutriculum quartum." Callositm takes the place

no measure.'" In the light of the rapid advances
\

of " rorpuscillo^^um,'' and fmhria oi "corpus tiinbri-

latelvmade in investigating mental action, we see atum ;
" for the ponderous terms " corjjoni qundri-

that'in two directions at least, in its rate of action ^gemiua avfenom" and ''pcsferiora," Professor Wilder

and of its relative energy, we mav already measure i

substitutes preopiiri and pos/optici. As to descriptive

thought, as we measure any other iform of energy, by ;

terms, like Barclay, Owen and others. Professor

the etfeet it produces."
"

'
I
W^ilder urges the adoption of terms referring to the
longitudinal axis of the vertebrate body, and the re-

Ta3 ANNCAL .iDOTiESS BY PROFESSOR ALEXANDER jgctiou of such as apply to man in his erect attitude.
AGASSiz,

j

3y tije use of iln-s<tl, rextnii, ceplmUe, cninial, lateral,

before the Section on Natural History, was a model
\

d>:'tr<tl, shiinfr'if, nv'sinl. entaJ, e'ttnl, prn.dnvil, distal,

of scie ititij! essiy-writing. Taking a single genus of I
with their adverbial forms, dm-sad, ventnid, etc., and

animals, the echinoderms, he traced their paheonto- I

the various possible combinations, all ambiguity

logical history and compared this with their embry-
I

may be avoided. The test of description is not that
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it may direct, but that it cannot mislead. Most of the
proposed names are already iu use. A few new ones
are required to designate parts either imknown be-

fore or insufficiently recognized. Two of these,

crista/ornivis and carina finii ids, apply to elevatiorm

of the fornix found in the cat, sheep, and man, and
do not appear to have been observed before. The
new term aula (a hall or court) is given to the cei)ha-

lie (anterior) part of the third ventricle between the

foramina o^ Monro, or passages leading into the la-

teral ventricles. Professor Wilder regards the aula

as of gx-eat morphological importance, and promises
an essay on it at a future meeting. The foramina of

Monro, so called in honor of the second Alexander
Monro, Professor Wilder thinks should be more care-

fully studied than is usual, partly from their i)hysio-

logical and jiathological aspects, but chiefly because
the rei'Oguitiou of their existence is indispensable to

a clear conception of the general relations of the
ventricles and their walls. Their smallness in man
and most other mammals, and the ])oor preservation

of the parts in most alcoholic brains, seem to have
interfered with their correct description, and Profes-

sor Wilder thinks he has for the first time accurately

defined their boundaries, especially the dorsal boun-
dai'v at the point of inti-usion of the plexus.

Mrs. Eichards read a report on

FOOD ADULTERATIONS.

Her inquiries covered only flour, sugar, bicarbo-
nate of soda, cream of tartar, and baking-powders.
The results of her investigations were very like those
which have been heretofore made. She foiiud veiy
little adulteration, and that was comparatively harm-
less. Cream of tartar was the worst, and baking-
powders next.

A report was read by Mr. E. B. Elliott, on a uni-

form system of

REGISTERING DEATHS, BIRTHS, AND MARRIAGES.

This uniformity is wanted he said: 1, for the bet-

ter disposal of property, all of which changes hands
at least once in twenty-five years ; 2, to ascertain the
relative salubrity of localities ; 3, to determine the
values of all interests based upon the duration of

life, the tables now used being in the main of Eu-
ropean origin.

Dr. B. Joy Jeffries read a paper on

COLOR-BLINDNESS,

which excited considerable interest, although noth-
ing especially new was told. Four per cent, of males
were, he said, color-blind. Only 10 out of 13,893 fe-

males examined were found so affected. This is due,
perhaps, to ages of instruction in color which women
have received. Age, race, color, education, condition
of civilization, climate, all seem to have nothing to

do with color-blindness. It is congenital, largely

hereditary, and handed down through the females,
though they escape it. It may be artificially pro-
duced by jjutting a patient in a hypnotic state ; also

those color-blind who can be put in this state may
i be temporarily relieved of their defect. It is incura-

ble by any known j^racticable means, but it has been
cured by tobacco and alcoholic poisoning, by inju-

ries to the head, and by brain disease. It is some-
times a symptom of brain disease. It can be helped
by gaslight, or by looking through pale lemon-col-
ored glass, or a solution of fuchsine.

The following papers, bearing more or less di-

rectly on medical science, were read: "Compara-

tive Anatomy as Part of the Medical Curriculum,"
by Harrison Allen; " Microscojncal Investigations

of the Havana Yellow Fever," by ])r. G. M. Stein-

berg. This i)ai>er gave, essentially, facts already

more or less known. "Plan of the Cerebro-sijinal

System," by S. V. Clevenger.

Professor W. O. Atwater, in an essay on the nutri-

tive value of fish, gives the following table. Taking
medium beef at 100, we should have, as the nutritive

value of like weights of fish free from bone : Me-
dium beef, 100 ; fresh milk, l23.8 ; skimmed milk,

18.5 ; butter, 124.0 ; cheese, 155.0 ; hen's eggs, 72.0
;

codfish, fresh, G8.0 ; flounders, 05.0; halibut, 88.0;

striped bass, 79.0; bluefish, 85.0; mackerel, 86.0;

lake trout, 91.0; eels, 95.0; shad, 99.0; whitefish,

103.0 ; salmon, 104.0 ; salt mackerel, 111.0 ; dried

codfish, 340.0.

A paper was read by Dr. C. S. Minot, " On the

Summation of Muscular Contracticms ;
" and one by

W. K. Brooks, '"On the lihythmical Character of

Segmentation."

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.

Held at Saratoga, Sept. 1th, 8th, 9th, and 10th, 1880.

(Special Report for The Medical Record.)

The annual summer meeting of this association was
opened by President D. C. Gilman, of Johns Hop-
kins University, Baltimore, who delivered an address

on " The Purposes of the American Social Science

Association." These were summed up as follows:

The aim of this association has been declared to be
a study of the conditions which tend to make a per-

fect state of society where " each is for all and all is

for each," and the discovery of those laws of co-

operation which will secure to every individual his

highest development. It is obvious that the inquiiy

is very complex, and will never be completely an-

swered. Surely, this great problem must be much
8ul)divided before any progress can be made in its

solution. To begin ^-ith, all those subjects which per-

tain to the physical well-being of the community
must be considered, and this includes not merely

sanitaiy regulations, as they are commonly under-

stood, but the freedom to exchange the products of

one region for that of another. Next, morality, or

social order, deserves consideration—the conditions

of society which are favorable to temperance, chas-

tity, honesty, frugality, industry, and quiet. Intel-

lectual culture and the study of all the agencies which
promote mental power next demand attention— our
systems of education, direct and indirect, high and
low. Finance comes next. Though the sanitary,

the moral, and the pedagogical laws are understood,

if the finances of a community are crooked, nothing

will go straight. The currency is the route on which
we all travel, and if that leads down a chasn), doM-n

go we all, though the rails be plated with silver.

Sound legislation based upon wise jurispnidence

must also be secured, and with good written laws

must come good customs and usages. It is a wide
field, we must acknowledge, which the association

aims to cultivate, but if ever it shall be subdued it

will be an earthly paradise—an enchanted ground.

One of the suljjeets most fully discussed was that

of the education of children and of women. The
subject was opened with a paper by Col. T. W. Hig-
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0TN80N on the kindergarten system. This he com-
mendeil, but added a list of posHible

UANtlEHS OP THE KINDEIKlAirTKN SYSTEM.

As the system is mi>iilly sjuvadiiif^ thronprh this

country, modiral men ouf^^'lit to Ix- fiirniliiir with such
of those aUe^ed ihinifcrs as iiiiiy utlV*i-t es]M'fiiilly the
physical condition of the cliild.

There is, said tlio speaker, the danger of over-
stiiuulatinfi the bniin in a manner injurious to and in-

compatilde with child-life. This arises, in a mousure,
from the fact that the disposition of the child's time
is matle by persons of mature ajjfe and strength, who
can seldom ripjhtly k^u^^o and estimate the impor-
tance of fre(juent chaufjcs and variety of occujiations
and the i)lace tiiat absolute idleness and repose hold
in the healthy development of all children. As says
Marj^aret Fuller of the forcing i)rocess insisted upon
by her father in her own education, " Children should
not cull the fruits of reflection and observation early,

but expand in the sunshine and let thoughts come
to them." The child, when left largely to its own
resources, often defends itself from a tension of mind
at once premature and injurious. There is the dan-
ger of overstimulating the nervous system, by which
the digestion sometimes becomes so much weakened
as to seriously interfere with the proper nourishment
of the child's system, a danger the more perilous as
the teacher is not Likely to know of such a result until
the family physician or the dispeu.sary doctor is called
upon for counsel when the ditliculty has become a
serious matter. And there is the danger of straining
the eyes, a trouble whose symptoms are unknown to
the pui)il, and often unsuspected by the teacher. The
sight of children in some instances has thus been per-
manently impaired.

In a later discussion, as to the proper time for
children to begin to go to school, President GiiEGORy,
of Illinois, expressed his beUef that if children were
kept out of school until nine or ten years old, at fif-

teen or sixteen they would be in advance of those
who began school earlier. He said he had had expe-
rience, and this was his conclusion from several ex-
amples within his own knowledge.
A paper was read by Miss Edith Simcox, giving an

account of the educational work in England, espe-
cially that done for women. The subject of

MEDICAL CO-EDrCATION

was incidentally brought up, and Mr. M. D. Coxway
related some of his experiences in the matter. He
told the story of how Miss Grarrett, now Dr. Gan-ett-
Anderson, had to study medicine surre]ititiously at

the gates of Lock Hospital, and showing how the
cause of female education had been advanced step
by step, without any really serious opposition. The
first lecturers repeated the lectures given to men's
classes to those of women, but finally one professor
said he could not repeat his lectures. If men and
women could sit together in churches and theatres,
he thought they could do so without harm to hear
class lectures. Mr. Conway thought that in a few
years the co-education of the sexes in the colleges
and universities of England would be an assured fact.

la the Health Department, Dr. D. F. Lincoln,
who presided, made an address on

THE NATIONAL BO.ARD OF HEALTH.

This, he said, had been in existence only eighteen
months, and was brought forward to meet a national
calamity by the yellow fever at Memphis, which the
local authorities could not minage. It was called
into existence in haste. Coming into existence un-

der advene oircumHtanc^s, the Board had, l|pr great

exertion. iM^-ome an assurwl success. The great and
blind reliance iifion (puirantine had been done away
with, and IcM-al cit-aidineHs liad been enforced, (ireat

difficulty ha<l been found at first in obtaining infor-

mation ami finding chunnels therefor, and, conse-

quently, the Hoard could not deal intelligently with
the epidemic of 1H7!> in Memphis. It is almost

j

wonderful that a jiractical and right conclusion liad

I

been reiu-lied so soon when it is remend)ered that the

i American rulilic Health Assm-iation, which mot in

I
Noveinl)er, 1M7M, was prev<fnte<l from giving any de-

cisive expression of opinion as to the line of action

to be followed, by lack of information regarding the

epidemic which had scourged Memphis during tlie

past .season. Thanks to measures of local cleanli-

!
ness, advised by the National Board of Health, Mem-

i
phis is now a clean city, and it will b(i almost impos-
sible for it tf) be again scourged by yellow fever.

In the same department a paper was read by its

secretary, Db. E. W. Cdshino, on

BEOULATINO THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE

by statute law. Within the past ten years, he said,

I

laws to regulat<> medical practice in this country have

i

been urgt^l, and ]>assed by various legislatures. The

I

burden of proof of the necessity of such laws has

i

been wholly with the jiromoters of these laws, as it

I must be admitted that all restiictive laws are in

I

themselves l»ad, and oidy to be tolerated if they ap-

I

jjear less bad than the evils which they are intended
to remove. In Massachu.setts such a law has been
defeated, partly from strife between medical socie-

ties and much from the opposition of sjjiritualistic,

clairvoyant, and magnetic interests, which are nu-
merous, well organized and powerful in that State.

The writer stiU hopes that some practical law may
be evolved there which shall prove of public utility

by really elevating and regulating the i^ractice of

medicine.
One of the best papers read before the A.s8ociation,

was that by Dr. W.vlter Channing, on the

TREATMENT OP THE INSANE,

in its economic aspect.

Dr. Channing said there is a true as well as false

economy in the treatment of the insane. Any
measui-e which wiU, in fact, cure or shorten mental
disease, and thus shorten the time of treatment of

the insane, may be regarded as in the interest of true
economy. Such measures may be an expense for

the moment ; but, if they build a foundation for the
more successfid treatment of insanity in the future,

they ser\-e the proper end. Insanity is promoted by
conditions which are favorable to the extinction of
other diseases as weU as public evils. The advance
of civilization points out scientific principles which
enable us to struggle successfully against and exter-
minate diseases which could not be formerly under-
stood. Yellow fever for centuries was a scourge
which could not be annihilated, but modern science
has furnished the weapons to check its ravages.
Insanity may be regarded as the residue resulting
from intellectual and moral progress of the nineteenth
century. Mankind gradually but steadily improves
in cultivation, in art and science. Still, insanity in-

creases. It is a lamentable fact that cures are
eflfected less frequently, and the disease is apt to
result in permanent weakness. Why is this ? Why
is one person out of every two or three hundred
doomed to mental wreck. There is evidently some
grave defect in this great social fabric, and to discuss
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its true nature becomes daily a more important duty.

The truest economy will be that which traces insanity

back to its oi'i^in and saves future generations from
its terrible infliction. To understand the disease we
should know the laws of physical and moral health.

Yet, of all branches of the science of medicine,

psychology is least taught and least understood.
Good care will eft'ect much in the treatment of in-

sanity, and thirty to forty per cent, of recoveries are

at present hud in insane hospitals. Physicians have
gieat facilities for studying and understanding mental
and physical peculiarities, and therein are the most
powerful weapons for combatting insanity. They
have not, however, turned their attention enough in

this direction.

ADDITIONAIi PSYCHOIiOGICAIi STUDT NECESSARY.

It is one purijose of this paper to urge the impor-
tance of the study of psychology or jisychological

medicine by medical men. This subject has been
generally neglected in medical schools. Students
should have a thorough knowledge of brain anatomy
and histology. The various terms of psychology
should also be familiar to them and the pathological

appearances of the brain should be learned from
frequent dissections, and with this should be com-
bined a knowledge of the spinal cord and nerve. A
proper course of psychological lectures should ex-

tend over two years, and with this should be com-
bined frecjuent recitations, as lectures are of little

use e-xcept followed by recitations. In many in-

stances weak men have succeeded to strong ones,

and been content to follow methods heretofore

pointed out, lather than to pursue and cany on
further investigations, and therefore reactions have
followed in regard to the treatment of insanity. The
best-informed writers estimate that of eleven persons
who become insane six recover and five die during
the attack. Of the six w'ho recover, not more than
two remain well diiring the balance of their lives,

the other four sustaining renewed attacks, from which
two at least die. Superintendents of asylums say
that more time is needed for proj^er treatment, and
if this is so it should be gi-auted. Physicians should
also be increased. Medical schools should also have
the advantages resulting from having the hospital

near at hand. In closing, he urges the importance of

the study of the pathology of insanity, and suggests

that each patient in an insane hospital should have his

whole history recorded while an inmate, so that after

his discharge it would present a tolerably complete
picture of his disease and treatment while therein.

A paper was read by Pkof. S. W. Johnson, of Yale
Ck)llege, on the

ADITLTERATIONS OP FOODS, DRUGS, AND DOMESTIC
ARTICLES.

The paper was an exhaustive review of the subject

of adulteration of food as jiractised by the tradesmen
of England and the United States in the pest and at

present. Great Britain was pronounced to be the

historic field of food-adulteration, because it had
been the most fervent centre of all industi-ies, of all

commerce, and of all modes of money-getting. From
the long list of adulterations mentioned may be taken

the following

:

Wheaten flour, with rice, barley, peas, beans, buck-
wheat, millet, and boiled jjotatoes ; bread with alum,

sulphate of copper
;
yeast with alum ; baking-pow-

ders with terra alba, such as plaster-of-Paris, whit-

ing, and kaolin ; milk with sugar, salt, soda, and
chalk, annotto and turmeric, gum dextrine, emulsion

of hemp-seed, boUed starch, and ptilverized brains ;

cheese with potatoes, beans, vermilion red and red
chalk, sulphate of cop])er, arsenic, and corrosive

sublimate ; lard with boiled starch, alum, and (juick-

lime ; confectionery with chromate of kuid, red lead,

and vermilion, Prussian blue, cojjper, and arsenic
;

pickles witli sulphuric acid and verdigris ; mustard
with wheat flour and turmeric, charlock seed, cayenne,

and ginger ; coffee, ground, with roasted acorns,

spent tan-bark, si:)ent logwood, mahogany, sawdust,

and burnt horses' liver.

Professor Johnson said: "Are we in the United
States liable to suffer in jjurse and in health from the

adulterations that are now practised uj^on our food ?

The reasonable answer is a (iualified negative. We
are not suffering serious loss of goods or of health."

A communication was read from Leroy Parker, of the

Michigan State Board of Health, recognizing the im-

portance of the subject, and urging tlie necessity of

arousing public opinion to secure the enforcement of

law s against the adulteration of food.

After the reading of this paper, Mr. Geo. P. An-
GELL began a discussion, in which he claimed that

adulterations were much more common and exces-

sive than was indicated by Prof. Johnson. He
finally read the following :

Whereas some chemists and writers have asserted

that there is now a large sale, in American markets,

of poisonous and dangerously adulterated foods and
other poisonous and dangerously adulterated articles

;

and whereas other chemists and writers deny these

assertions ; and whereas the public health, public

morals and large amounts of capital are interested in

the right solution of this question ; and wliereas it is

essential to its right solution that both sides be
fairly heard ; therefore, I make the following jiropo-

sition to the American Social Science Association,

viz. : I will put into the hands of its treasurer or

general secretary either $50 or $100, whichever sum
may be required, provided any chemist or other per-

son in the United States w^iU do the same, said sums
to be expended as follows : such chemist or other

person shall prepare or cause to be prepared an es-

say showing that there is little danger to public

health from the above cause, and giving proofs. I

wDl then prepare or cause to be prepared an essay

of similar length showing that there is great danger
to public health from said cause, and giving jiroofs.

The two shall be published by the association in one
pamphlet, and sent to all leading newspapers of the

country for such use as they shall deem judicious.

(This proposition has, we learn, been accepted by
Dr. H. A. Mott, of New York, on condition that Mr.
Angell prepares his paper first and submits it to Dr.

Mott for reply.)

Quite a sharp debate followed the remarks of Mr.
Angell. Most of the speakers were inclined to think

that adulterations were not so bad as has been sup-

posed. Glucose and oleomargarine each got a good
word.
The only remaining paper having any medical in-

terest was one by Mr. Edward M. Hartwell, of

Massachusetts, a feUow of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, on

LAWS regulating DISSECTION AND GRAFTS ROBBERY.

The history of anatomy in ancient and modern
times was considered, especial attention being paid
to the edicts of princes, the canons of the church
and legislative enactments relating to it. The his-

tory of anatomy acts in England was given, and
the New York act of 1879 was considered to be the
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germ of all Hubseqiiont Amorioan loKislntion rnpard-

in>< ilissoc'tioii and tlu> (l(^st'criitii)U of sopnlcliroa.

Tin* writor liavin)^ coinpiltMl all tin' American at-tn on
anatiuuy, ami invcMtit^ateil tlio actual state of art'airs

in several mt'dii'ul schools, compiirrvl Knropoan and
American anatomy in tlioir Iff^al, scicntitic, and
ecou imical asjtects. The j)ap(>r will jjrove a very
valiiaMc one to all intoreHte(l in medical education
or anatomical science.

The Association elected Francis AVayland Presi-

dent for the eimiini^ voar ; F. B. SanWorn, Secretary.

The o9icer.s of the Health I)ei>artment are: Dr. D.
F. Lincoln, of Boston, C'hairman ; Dr. E. W. Cush-
ing, of Boston, Secretary.

Coricspoutjcnce.

IMPOSITIONS UPON MEDICAL PRACTI-
TIONERS.

To TUB Editor of Tub Mbdical Ubcord.

Sm:—I notice that the late conference on vital sta-

tistics has had under consideration, as is nsnal in

such bodies, the propriety of doinj? justice to ])rivate

medical practitioners for their pultlic services in

making reports on mattei-s relating to the same, but
hesitate to take any definite action. They do not
even go so far as to make any allowance for stamped
envelopes and other necessary stationery. This, cer-

tainly, is very aigniticant of the kind of men who
comi)Ose this commission, or, at least, of the ruling

spirits of it. I do not know their names, nor do I

care to know them ; but feel assured that they are

men whose professional services are not miich valued
by themselves or by the community in which they
reside.

No other class of professional men have such im-
positions to bear at the hands of the i^ublic as ours.

Our hospitals are fair exemplars on the one hand,
and the health boards of our cities on the other. It

is required of the hospital staff that they attend
upon every case admitted to the institution, without
reference to the ability or want of ability of the pa-
tient to pay for the service rendered. It is a well-

known fact that there are patients in the hospitals

of this city whose financial conditions are far beyond
that of the surgeons or physicians who attend them

;

yet all that is required of them by the management
is, that they pay punctually their weekly board,
whether they occupy private rooms or beds in the
wards. But these conditions are, after all. not so

hard, for each member of the stafi' agi-ees to this reg-

ulation when he acceijts the appointment, and is at

liberty to resign whenever he sees fit. The injustice

is visible only in that he is not allowed some fee in

cases where the parties are abundantly able to bear
all expenses, even those incident to the occujiancy of

a private room, with all the luxuries accompanying
such occupancy ; or that, by the patient's coming to

the hospital, he is allowed the liberty of cutting off

the phy ician or surgeon from compensation for his

important services. The explanation, no doubt, will

be that, unless the attendant thinks it worth while to

remain under the circumstances, he can resio^ his
position. The explanation is a practical one, but not
one in which I am able to perceive the ^-irtue which
we have a right to look for among the higher princi-

ples from which these institutions of charity spring,

and by which they are maintained. The parties of

wliom I Hpeak neither need nor ask for this eharitv,

but thev take it because it is provided. 'J'hey would
take more were it allowable : wouM tak(! not only their

board, but also compensation for their sulVerings, and
would, perhaps, only think that equitaMe.

The poor the jihysician always atten<ls clieerfully,

tlie only recomi»ense b(>ii)g the luxury of doing good.

Those able to ]m}\ but who <lo not i)av, ho will at-

tend with his a<'customed skill, no doubt, but with a

sense of thi^ iinpo-^ition practised—a feeling that lies

heavily uj)on his heart.

The other ])odies which impo.se upon medical men
are the health boards of our cities. The inij)ositions

from this quarter are two-fold : Ist, for statistical

information only ; 'id. for statistical information for

sanitary purposes. Both are for public use, and not
for the personal advantage of the i)hysician. The
first are tlie birth-certificates This is clearly an im-
positiim, and (piite intolerable, and is of no more
j)ractical importance than to ascertain the amount of

business do!ie by each ])hysician in that branch of

practice. The law does not require tlie jiarturient

woman to have a phvsician, or even a midwife of any
kind. It is left entirely to her choice. A friend of

the family, who is not a skilled midwife, may attend ;

a licensed midwife may attend ; or a physician

from out of the city, or from another county,

may do so. To attend in a case of this kind,

under the existing law, puts the jihvsician in a posi-

tion of grave responsibility, for u])on him rests the
establishment of the citizenshi]) of the new member
of the community, should that ever l)e called in ques-

tion. This is a responsibility which no physician

will willingly assume. His certificate of birth may
come in evidence, but the responsibility should not

rest with him. The parties most interested are the
parents and the next of kin, which the law o.stensi-

bly provides for, but the health board rules difler-

ently.

We would suggest that this matter be left solely to

the parents or the next of kin. We would make it

obligatory upon them to make the registration ; at

the same time we would aftbrd them every facility for

doing so. We would suggest that in cities the po-
lice-stations V)e made a place of registration. In the
country let the town clerk be the register both of

births and of deaths ; and let the record of these be
sent finally to the capital of the state. Let it be re-

membered that for performing this ser\-ice, for as-

suming, or, more correctly, for having imposed upon
him, this grave responsibility, the physician receives

no compensation ; but, for neglecting this duty, he ia

liable to pay a fine. And should he make a report,

it would most likely be incomplete ; the name of the
child left out, perhaps, or some other particular of

the description omitted.

As to statistical information of a sanitary charac-

ter, information which the physician alone can fur-

nish, we object to giving the same without adequate
compensation, just as strongly as the other. Al-

though without reflection this might seem strange,

it will seem less so when we state that the reports to

the sanitary bureau are made not only at a loss of

time and money, but often at the sacrifice of the
reputation of the ]>hysician as a faithfiil follower

and disciple of Hippocrates, and he suffers the loss

of practice consequent thereupon. It is taken for

granted that when a patient approaches his physi-
cian to make known and lay bare the ills of the
body, as the spiritually sick may approach his con-
fessor concerning the ills of the soul, his ailments
shall be forever shrouded from the public gaze, and
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concealed under the veil of eternal secrecy. lint

this enactment requires of him that he shall lay

aside this confidential character, and for the public

good assume for the time-being the role of detective,

making use of his profession as a detective of the

public under the garb of taking measures for the

public safety. This is well illustrated by reijuiring

the physician to report all cases of contagious dis-

ease to which he is called, to the sanitary bureau.

Should the case be one of variola, and occurring in

a tenement-house or a flat— in any dwelling, in tine,

in which there are several families living—the board
of health Avould, according to its usual ciistom, have
the patient removed—transferred without ceremony
to the hospital specially jn-ovided for this disease.

As a rule, the sei^arating of the patient, even under
these circumstances, from family and friends, with

out so much as saying "by your leave," is regarded

as a gross invasion of jirivate rights. The aggrieved

parties are ajit to feel more acutely the wrong which
they conceive has been done them, when they learn

that isolation has never yet in the history of this

disease prevented its spread, and that vaccination,

and that alone, is the preventive. For this revela-

tion the jihysician is regarded as a traitor to his

professional trust, is stamped with infamy, and is

not likely ever again to practise in that family.

These are families, too, let it be understood, which
do not belong to the ignorant classes. If there be
any difference in the relative social statiis of par-

ties, they are most likely higher in the scale than
the legislators who have concocted and passed this

arbitrary law. The writer of this has lost from his

practice a score of families for thus rei>orting con-

tagious diseases in accordance with the require-

ments of the statute, and no explanation he could

oifer would suffice to set the matter right. I can re-

call one instance where, by reporting a case of small-

pox, I was thus summarily dealt with. The patient

was the wife of a young gentleman and the mother
of two children. Incident to this case I lost also the

medical business of four other families.

These rejiorts are intended for the public good, and
regarded as measures of safety to the health of the

community ; but they are, nevertheless, likely to re-

sult in every case to the detriment of the practition-

er who makes the rejiort. If, then, these reports

are for the public good, the public should be will-

ing fco pay for the service. It should be paid for the

same as legal fees are paid ; for it would seem to

the writer that the services of a physician—any
service that he can render, either of a private or of a

public nature—should be compensated for equally

with an attorney for his services, if the party is able

to pay. For certainly the services of the former are

quite as necessary—in many cases, indeed, more in-

dispensably necessary—than the services of the lat-

ter. During the current six months, bills for legal

fees amounting to between .1^50,000 and 8100,000 have
been sent in by lawyers, all of which will no doubt
be paid from the city treasuiy. These bills, too, are

mostly for services which are incidental—extra ser-

vices, not otherwise provided for by law.

A New York M. D.
September 6, 1880.

• ^
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PHYSICIAN AND PHARMACIST.

To THE EniTOR OF THE MEDICAL RBCORD.

Sib : —With great satisfaction I have read the articles

in the Record trving to define the relative position

of the druggist to the jihysician, and vice vei-sa. Good
can onlv come from a thorough sifting of the ques-

tion. Is the druggist a help to the medical luofession,

or is his existence a drawback, or rather, is he a ne-

cessary evil ?

The physician should bear in mind that there are

two kinds of pharmacists, just as tlusre are the edu-
cated moLlical doctor and the common quack, and
act accordingly. The business of the druggist is to

keep pure and unadulterated drugs. To be able to

do so it is essential that he must be conversant with
the different tests to detect the daily occurring adul-

teration of dnigs ; and in fact he must jjossess ])har-

macognostic knowledge of no mean degree. Mow,
how many of our so-called pharmacists do come up
to the mark? In glittering pharmacies and in small
shops around the corner only too often are found
men, excellent business men it must be admitted,
but who do not possess the first rudiments of a phar-
maceutical education.

As we all know, little knowledge is dangerous in a
physician, but it is eminently more so in a diuggist.

The surgeon who, in a daugeroiis operation, calls his

professional brother to his aid, not trusting to his

own judgment alone, or the doctor who exchanges
views in consultation with his colleague, .'^ends the
next minute for his chloroform, ether, or Ma gen die's

solution to the nearest shoj). He does not stoj) to
think that he stands an even chance of getting a Ma-
gendie's solution prepared with sulphuric or salicylic

acid, inasmuch as the druggist may think it all the
same as long as the solution keei)s in his stock-

bottle ; or that he gets it prepared with Croton wa-
ter, because the druggist reasons Croton is cheaper
than aqua destillata, and just as good. Besides, the
doctor does not want expensive medicine. The next
neighbor druggist, who carefully jorepares his Ma-
gendie's solution with aqua bidestillata, cannot be
patronized, because he charges a few cents more per
ounce, and if the patient pays for so dear medicine,
what will be left, then, to pay the j^hysician's modest
fee?

The medical profession would do wisely to co-oper-

ate with the skilfiil and educated drnggists to elevate

the drug business to a profession, ridding the com-
munity of the ignorant and imscrupiilous, and alpo,

by devising proper legislation, create such safeguards
that the dispensing of faulty medicines would be
next to an impossibility.

The dispensing of medicines by the practitioner
himself will do for the homoeopath, but will never be
adopted to any extent by the regular jn-ofession.

Fir.st. Because veiy few physicians will be able to

find time to attend to pharmacy or will trouble them-
selves making wafers, pills, capsules, ointments, in-

fusions, etc. Second. They will find it l)oth imju-ac-

ticable and expensive to keep a line of goods such as
fresh ergot, digitalis leaves, leeches, syrups, bromine,
etc., on hand. And third. Because very few phy-
sicians will know how to select a good and reliable

stock of drugs, being at the mercy of the wholesale
draggist, who generally is a far greater adei)t in the
science of adulterating drugs than the average retail

druggist.

As matters stand to-day, the first thing every phy-
sician ought to do is to prejiare a list of the really

trustworthy and ediacated pharmacists in the city or
town in which he resides, and to insist upon his j^a-

tients only patronizing such stores as he has found
worthy of confidence. By withdrawing their patron-
age from the bunglers, and by discontinuing to jire-

scribe patent medicines, these incompetent stores
would soon be wiped out, desjiite the little counter-
prescribing they may indulge in. Also, by all means
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let the pnblio know which plinrmaries nrr in the AhhI. Snrpfeon T. A. CrNrsT.nAM is rolievcrl from
hnl»it of (lisp«>iisin>< horse nicdiciiics, iiixl tench the duty in the Dfjxirtnieiit of Diikotu, will j)roc('i'<l to

piiMic to iliscriiniiiiit<> lictw-ft'ii the coiiipett'iit phar-
|
New York citv. imd njxin iinivul r»'j»ort \>y letter to

miicist mill tlio i^tiomnt drup-deiilcr, whctliiT ho be the Sur^^oon-CtonHral.

founil in a luodost store in a side street or in a fanci-

fully titted up store on J^roadway.
Kespe<'t fully,

V. L., I>ni'/ clerk.

ARMV NKWS.
Official List nf Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the .}fetlical Department, Imiteil States Army,
from September 5, 1880, to September 11, 1880.

MooKE, John, Major and Surpreon. Having relin-

quished the unexpired portion of his leave of absence,
will report in person to the Surgeon-(ieneral, in this

city. S. O. li>2, A. (1. ().. September 1>, 1880.

TayijOK, M. K., Ciijit. and Asst. Surfxeon. His as-

signment to duty at Fort ('oncho, i)ar. 'J, S. U. 161,

C. S., revoked. S. O. 17G, Department of Texa.s,

August IM), 1880.

Ckoxkuite, H. M., Cajit. and Asst. Surgeon. Hav-
ing reported in person at these headquarters, is as-

signed to temporary duty at Fort Sidney, Neb. S. O.
83, Department of the Platte, September 7, 1880.

MosELEY, E. 13., C'apt. and Asst. Surgeon. The
leave of absence granted him from Headquarters
Department of the Platte, August 17, 18S0, is ex-

tended two mouths. S. O. 187, A. G. O., Sei^tember
3, 1880.

Reed, W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To i)roceed
without delay to Creedmoor, Long I.sland, for tem-
porary duty with the United States troo])s at that
point. S. O. 15 5, Department of the East, Septem-
ber 6, 1880.

C.UJTER, W. F., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
His assignment to dutv at post of San Diego, Texas,
par. 2, S. O. 161, C. S., revoked. S. O. 176, C. S.,

Dei)artmeut of Texas.

By par. 2, S. O. 190, A. G. O., September 7, 1880,
the following changes are made, to take effect Octo-
ber 1, 1880 :

The following named oflSeers are relieved from
duty in the Department of the East, and will report
in person to the commanding generals of the de-
partments set opposite their respective names, for

assignment to duty

:

Asst. Surgeon D. G. Caldwell, Department of the
Platte ; Asst. Surgeon J. H. Patzki, De2>artment of

the South ; Asst. Surgeon B. F. Pope, Dejjartment
of Dakota ; Asst. Surgeon W. J. "Wrusox, Depart-
ment of Dakota.

Asst. Surgeon Frank Meacham is relieved from
duty in the Department of Texas, will proceed to

Boston, Mass., and upon arrival report by letter to

the Surgeon-General.
Asst. Surgeon R. H. White will report in person

to the Commanding General, Department of the
West, for assignment to duty at the United States
Military Academy, relie^•ing Asst. Surgeon Henry
LrppiNcoTT, who, when relieved, will proceed to New
York city, and upon arrival re2)ort by letter to the
Surgeon-General.

Asst. Surgeons M. K. Taylor and J. H. T. King
are relieved from duty in the Department of Texas,
will proceed to New York city, and upon arrival re-

port by letter to the Surgeon-General.
Asst. Surgeon W. Matthews will report in person

to the Commanding General, Department of the Mis-
souri, for assignment to duty.

iHfttirnl 3tcm« anti tteiujs.

CoNTAOiotTS D1SKARE8 — Weekly Statemknt. —
Oomparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending September 11, 1880.

Week EndinR
! I

Sept 4, 1880.

Sept. 11, 1880.

i,
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remedies without success. I then thought of using
|

an ordinary condum in the same manner as we use i

the i-ubber bag in uterine hemorrhage. I sent im-

mediately to the dnig store and procured a condum
and a s^Tinge ; I then took a Jacques' soft rubber
catheter, jjhxced it inside the condum, and intro-

duced it up the nose till it passed the posterior

nares. With the syringe I then injected the condum
with ice-water, removed the catheter, and tied the

end of the condum to prevent the escape of the

water. The hemorrhage was immediately arrested

and the patient had no further trouble. By this

simple method I claim that any physician can con-

trol any case of epistaxis without the use of Bellocq's

canula, or any other device for i)lugging the poste-

rior nares.

Tuberculous Laryngitis.—Where there is great

pain and dysphagia the following mixture, ajjplied

with a laryngeal brash, is recommended by Dr. E.

Fletcher Ingalls. The relief jiroduced by the apjjli-

cation of this has given more satisfaction, says Dr.
Ingalls, than anything else in the course of his pro-

fessional life

:

J5 . Morph. sulph gr. iv.

Tannin .... gr. xxx.

Acid carbol gr. xx.

Glycerin § j.

M.

M. Verneutl, Surgeon to La Piti6 Hospital, and
Di". Charcot, chief physician of the Salpetrifere, have
been made officers of the Legion of Honor.

Prof. A. AV. Hoffman has been appointed Rector,

and Professor Schroeder, Dean of the Faculty of the
University of Berlin.

The Ingles Case and Sir William Gull.—The
trial of the nurse Ingles for manslaughter, to which
we have pre\-iously referred, brought out the full

particulars of the unfortunate occurrence. It will

be remembered that the patient, a woman aged 26,

was under the care of Dr. Pa\'y, who had diagnosed
her trouble as i>hthisis, associated with hysterical

symptoms. The lung disease was not far advanced
or very active, but there was considerable weakness,
and she had a slight irregular febrile movement.
The hysterical symptoms consisted chiefly in a disin-

clination to exertion and in complaints of vague
wandering pains or weakness in the limbs. The
Lancet, in commenting on the case, inclines to believe

that they were evidences, not of hysteria, but of a

chronic meningeal tuberculosis. Regarding the

trouble as hysterical, however, it was thought that

the jiatient needed an occasional "rousing." On
July 5th she soiled her bed, and the nurse, thinking
that cleansing and discipline might be united, had
her walk to the bath-room. She was kept sitting in

a bath of lukewarm water most of the time for an
hour and a half. Dr. Pa\-y saw her four or five hours
later and was "struck by her altered ai^pearance."

She was feeble, cold, and shivering, and made dis-

connected statements as to the treatment she had re-

ceived, and cried and sobbed a good deal. Briiises

were found on her body. Three days later symp-
toms of tubercular meningitis set in, and in a fort-

night more she died. Autopsy revealed evidences

of old and recent tubercular meningitis, with phthis-

ical changes in the left lung. At the trial the nurse

was adjudged, upon the evidence, to have been guilty

of gross and culpable misconduct, and of hastening

the patient's death. The only medical evidence for

the defence was given by Sir Wm. Gull. He ques-

tioned the accuracy of Dr. Pa\'y'8 diagnosis, and was
not inclined to think that the bath excited the tuljer-

cular disease or hastened the death of the patient.

His evidence, on the whole, threw discredit u])on

Dr. Pavy, and, it is said, was decidedly Avithout the

lines of ])rofessional courtesy.

Great indignation, jjublic and private, has been
caused by Sir Wm. Gull's conduct When he re-

ceived his degi-ee of LL.D. at Cambridge, etc., he
was gi-eeted with a storm of hisses. He has, as yet,

offered no explanation of his conduct.

ImpactedWatermelon Seeds.—Dr. J. H. Strauglm,

of Lexington, Mo., writes : On August ^d I re-

moved a pint of watermelon seeds from the rectum
of a patient of mine. He had eaten the melons,

seeds and all ; the seeds were so firmly impacted
that they had to be removed under chloroform.

New York Confectionery. —The statistics of the

manufacture of confectionery in this city have re-

cently been completed. The factories were found to

number 310. The report states that the wholesale

trade is active and thriving, but that the smaller

manufacturers, who make and retail their own goods,

complain of dulness in trade and small profits.

These dealers allege that most of the large manufac-
turers adulterate their goods largely with grape su-

gar, glucose, terra alba or white earth, and other

injurious ingredients, and can thus afford to sell the'r

products for a less price than the small maniifactur-

ers pay for sugar. They also say that they cannot
use these adulterations in their way of manufactur-
ing, and would not if they could ; that if the authori-

ties continue to allow the adiilterated goods to be
sold as sugar candies, the honest manufacturers will

have to leave the business or retail the adulterated

goods of the large houses. The cost of granulated

sugar by the barrel is ten and one-half cents, while

that of grape siigar and glucose is four cents, and of

terra alba one cent. They allege that the adulter-

ation is from fifty to seventy- five per cent, of impu-
rities, and in gum drops much more. They say that

the consumijtion of these adulterated candies is the

cause of more sickness and death among the chil-

dren of this city than aU the sewer-gas and dirty

streets combined.

Treatment of Asthma.—In a series of lectures on
this subject, by Dr. J. B. Berkart, Assistant Physi-

cian to London City Hospital (Brit. Med. Jonrn.),

the view is advocated that asthma is not due to any
mysterious derangement of the nervous .system, as is

generally taught. On the contrary, he says, it is a
matter beyond question that asthma, with few, if any
exceptions, proceeds from inflammatory changes of

the lungs. In the vast majority of cases it arises in

childhood as the direct continuation of catan-hal

jmeumonia, complicating whooping-cough, measles,

and typhoid fever. In adults it is the sequel of

bronchitis. These diseases inflict permanent chan-

ges on the lungs or chest, and give an anatoniical

basis to the subsequent asthma. When asthma de-

clares itself there are always ijathological changes,

The most constant among these are deformities of

the spine and of the thorax of various kinds. A sim-

ilar variety of changes exists in the lungs.

There may be emphysema, or indtiration of the

parenchyma
;

peribronchitis, with dilated bronchi

;

splenizations ; congestions. It is to these various

conditions that treatment is to be directed ; and al-

though they are irremediable, much can be done to

give relief.
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Syi'Hilis the CArsE op Rickets. —Professor Par-

rot, pliysiciiin to th»> Hospico (l»>s KnfuiitH Assiat^H,

when' \u' Ims laid an iniinonse exin'riciico in ehil-

dfi'n's (liseiises, ftsscrts very positively that tlie

sole eause of rick»*ts is lieri>(litivrv syphilis. The
position is defended as stron^j^ly as if can l)e. We
douht, however, if anythinff ean prevent its being

considered untenable and al)Hiird.

A Dent.\l School, with an infirmary attached, has

been established for the first time in Paris.

TuKvTMKNT OF Inf.vntii-e C'holera ijy Quinine.—
Dr. IJoitiK r.jport8 in the Alli/emeitie ini'ilirhiiscJie

Centnil Z<Uituy, fifty cases of infantile eholera, treated

chiefly by quinine, and all terminating favorably.

From one to four grammes (gr. xv. to 3j.) were

given at short intervals during the twentj-four hours,

to children under four years of age. The diet is com-
po.sed oi milk and water boiled separately. Large
quantities of wine are used, and occasionally, ether.

One little girl, three years old, apparently moribund,

took a i)int of Tokay wine in fifteen hours.

Puoviden't Dispensaries in E>iGL.\ND.—The prac-

ticability and usefulness of provident disjiensaries

in j)rovincial towns has been illustrated by the suc-

cess of that at Leicester, England. There is at this

place a central ilispensary numbering •2.'),0()0 mem-
bers, and giving an annual income of $20,000.

A Defence of Oophorectomy.—At a recent an-

nual meeting of the West Somerset Branch of the

British Medical Association, Mr. Lawson Tait made
a defence of the operation of oiiphorectomy, giving

some interesting facts from his experience with re-

gard to its Hns('.ri)i(j the patinnt. Mr. Tait .said that as

the diseases for wliich the operation was performed
had already unsoxed the patient as far as child-bear-

ing was concerned, and in many cases as far as marital

fuuctions also, this argument was futile. The opera-

tion often restored the sexual capacity i5re\'iously

destroyed. In this the operation had had, in his ex-

perience, exactly the opposite effect attributed to it

in the argument he was discussing. As to its de-

stroi/iiifj th^ sccual instinct and deaire in women, Mr.
Tait said that uo such consequences resulted. Two
of his patients operated on were man-ied ladies in

good position, and they stated that it made no dif-

ference whatever in their marital relations ; all his

patients stated that it made no difference in their

feeUngs for the other sex. As to alleged alterations of
mice, 'ippearance, abnormal growth of hair, tendency

to obfsittf, etc., it was denied that they occuired.

The jjossibility of a criminal abuse of the operation

seemed too remote for any consideration. It seems
barely possible that enthusiastic ouphorectomists

will, in time, advocate their operation as an aj^hro-

disiac measiu-e or a cure for sterility.

The Medical Night Service in Paris reports, for

the second quarter of the year 1880, 1,4:"21 visits. Of
the caUs, those for men were 35 per cent. ; for wo-
men, 51 per cent. ; for children, 13 per cent.

. The Value of VrvisECTiox.

—

In Scribners Monthly
for September Dr. H. C. Wood replies to the argu-

ments of Dr. L 'fingwell against the value of vivi-

section. Dr. Wo )d's article is a dignified and forci-

ble one. We , o 'e it may effectually counteract the

influence of Dr. Leffingwell's ill-judged attempt to

help physiology by advocating the regulation of vivi-

section.

Texas Fever has been discovered by Prof. James
Law among some of the cattle at Oswego, N. Y.

A New BriLnrNO for the Harvard Medical
ScHooii.—The ('(irporation of Harvanl Hiiiversity

have wTiired the ground for a new building for the

medical Hchool. 'i"he lot contains 3:{,(i(»ii square feet,

and is situated on the "back-bay lands," about half

way bt'twecn tlie city and the Massiwhusetts General

Hospital. The location is sai<l t(» l)e a very conve-

nient one in all respects. It is ho])ed that the build-

ing will be finished by IHH'2, so that the centeiuiial of

the school can be celebrated in it.

An ETnNou)oicAL Phenomenon.—Dr. Harvey L.

Byrd, in the lud'-jiendmt Practitioner, states that in

an experietice of over thirty years he lias always

found a <lark or bl.ickened condition of the g<;nitids in

persons of mixed Caucasian and negro blood. In the

mulatto, for example, the scrotum of the mah« and
the vulva of the female will be found to be as dark

as the darker of the two parents of the individual.

The characteristic continues throughotit life. It may
be of some medico-legal as well as ethnological in-

terest.

Buffalo State Asylum forthe Insane. —Dr. Jud-
8on B. Andrews, of Utica, has been chosen superin-

tendent of this asylum. " He is," says the Buffalo

Medical and Sunfiral Journal, " a gentleman of ex-

tensive experience, of wide culture, and rare admin-
istrative ability." Dr. Andrews will deliver a course

of lectures on nervous diseases at the Buffalo Medi-
cal College.

Dr. J. E. Michaels has .succeeded Prof. Miles in

the Chair of .\natomy. University of Maryland.

Eesionation of Professor Klebs. — It is an-

nounced that Prof. Klebs, of the Chair of Pathologi-

cal Anatomy at the University of Prague, has re-

signed. The cause of his so doing is the refusal of

the faculty to give him larger opportunities for ex-

perimental investigation at the General Hospital.

Books Received.

Transactions of the Wis -onsin State Medical
Society, 1879. Milwaukee : The Sentinel Co.

Eleventh Report of the State Board of Health
OP Massachusett.s for the six months ending June
30, 1879. Boston : Rand. Avery ic Co.

Opficlal Register of the Physicians and Mtdwtves
to whom certificates have been issued by the Illi-

nols State Board of He.alth, etc. Springfield :

Weber k Co.

TRANSAcnoNs of the State MsDicAii Society of
Akkansas at its FrFTH ANNUAii Session. Little

Rock : Jas. Mitchell.

Dee pneumatische Behandlung der RE.si'rRATiONS-

XrSD CmCULATIONSKKANKHEITEN M AnSCHXiUSS AN
DEE Pneumatometrie uni> Spxrometrie. Yon Dr.

L. Waldenburg. 2te Aufiage. Berlin : August
Hirschwald. 1880.

Jahbesberichte l'her die Fortschritte der Ana-
TOMiE UND Physiolooie. Vou Dr. Fr. Hoffmann
und Dr. G. Schwalbe. Achter Band, I. Abtheilung.
Leipzig : F. C. W. Vogel. 1880.

China : Imperial M.arittme Customs. II. Special

Series ; No. 2. Medicax Reports for the Haxf
Year ended September 30, 1879. Shanghai

:

Statistical Department of the Inspectorate-General.
1880.

Atlas of Skin Diseases. Part VH. By Louis A.
Duhring, M.D. Philadelphia : J. B. LiiJijincott

& Co. 1880.
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(!j>vi[iiiml Cccturcsj.

TVPIIOID FEVER.

A C'LrNICAIi IjEfTlTRE DeIvIVEKED IN THE AmPHITHEA-
TKE OF Bellevue HOSPITAL, Septemhek 17, 1880.

By AUSTIN FLINT, M.D.,

PBOFE8SOR OF THK PUIXCIPLBS AND Pn.VCTlCF: OF MEDICINE IN THE
BELLSVUK HOSPHAL, MEDICAL COLLEGE, NEW YOUK.

(tentlemen :—To-day I will present to yoii a case

which I know will interest yon, and I will state at

the outset that it is one of typhoid fever. It may
be a question whether it is not one of typho-malarial

fever. Our suspicion of the existence of this is ob-

tained princii)ally from the previous history of the

case. At the present time we are seeing cases of ty-

phoid and of malarial fevers combined. These two
fevers may be combined in a given case in varying

proportions. In the present case an inference of the

coexistence of these two diseases is based rather ujjon

the history given by the friends of the patient, and
also because she has been treated for some time
pretty largely with quinia.

I will first of all ask your attention to the answer
of this question :

" On what grounds do we conclude
that this patient has typhoid fever ? " The patient is

a young subject, twenty-seven years of age, Annie '

O'D , and was admitted to Bellevue Hospital.

September 7, 1880. I will confine my remarks for

tlie present to the above question. This patient was
confined with a still-birth ten weeks before her ad-

mission. She recovered from that, and, as far as we
can learn, her present illness began about three weeks
before she entered the hospital ; she had been con-

tiued to her bed for about two weeks previous to her
admission. Now this slow development of the dis-

ease is one point in favor of t^'phoid fever. Typhoid
develops in this slow way—so slowly that the patients

cannot tell exactly when they began to be i-ick.

Usually it is from ionv to ten days from the begin-

ning of the disease before the patient is obliged to

take to bed. I am in the habit of calling the time
when the patient takes to bed as the time when the

disease begins, as the prodromic period is likely to

vary considerably. This slow development of the

disease is characteristic of typhoid fever ; malarial

fever and other fevers do not have this long prodro-
mic i^eriod.

Since her admission she has at times manifested
an inclination to cough, and upon examination, a lit-

tle bronchitis was found to exist ; this also goes with
typhoid fever. She complained of pain in the abdo-
men, and at that time her bowels apjieared to be con-

stipated. It was ascertained that she had been bleed-

ing at the nose—ej^istaxis—a trifling event when taken
alone, but when taken in connection with the other

symi^toms which are jjresent, it is of considerable

importance. Ei^istaxis not infrequently occurs in the

early part of typhoid fever. At the time of her en-

trance to the hospital her temperature was found to

be 103^, and on the following morning it was lO-l".

In the evening the temperatm-e was the same, 104°,

pulse, 100. On the next day in the morning her
temperature was 103^. No medicinal treatment was
entered upon. She was deaf and the deafness could
not be explained as being due to the administration
of quinia ; so we have another symptom of typhoid
fever. I have known almost complete deafness to

occur in typhoid fever. On the day she entered the

hospital she had had two movements of the bowels.

They were loope and of a yellowish color. Of course

this alone would be of little or no value, l)ut taken

in connection with other symptoms which were pre-

sent in hor case, it is of diagnostic value. On the

nth of September her temperature was 103° in the

morning. She was now placed upon half an ounce
of whiskey every four hours, together with milk as a

diet. She has also had aromatic spirits of ammonia,
which, though not a very potent remedy, is still a

remedy of some value. The urine was examined,
but nothing of importance was found. Ujion exam-
ination of the abdomen externally it was found some-
what tympanitic, owing to the accumulation of gas

in the intestines, and there was distinct tenderness

in the iliac region upon the right side ; this was di-

agnostic;. We looked of course for the eruption, but
the eruption was not present then, nor has it been
present since. The absence of the eruption, however,

is not very infreqiaent in cases of tyjihoid fever. The
patient has been under observation since September
7th, during which time there has been a typhoid condi-

tion of the mind—a passive delirium, attended with

some incoherency and an indifTerence concerning per-

sons and things. She has had all along the same ap-

pearance which you see now in herphysiognomy. This
appearance is not as marked now as it has been in

the ward, owing to the excitement of the mind of a
woman upon being brought into the presence of so

many gentlemen ; but, after all, she manifests very

little disturbance.

These, then, are the points by which we may make
the diagnosis of typhoid fever in the case before you ;

the slowness of its development, the existence and
the continuance of the fever, with not much variation

between the morning and evening temperatures, not

so much oscillation as is found in malarial fever, the

occurrence of epistaxis early in the disease, a pulse

with little fluctuation, the passive deliiium, the dul-

ness of the intellect, the existence of tympanitis, the

i loose passages from the bowels, and the existence of

bronchitis.

The husband of this patient stated, that in the

house whence she came, there exists an unj^leasant

condition of the sewers. We have also learned, that,

in the same house, another individual has been at-

tacked much in the same way and with apiDarently

the same disease as the joatient before you. So here

are facts w^hich seem to sbow^ the source of the dis-

ease to be defective sewerage. So much for the

diagnosis and causation.

This patient has now been in the hospital ten

days, and she was ill two weeks before she entered

the hospital ; that is, was confined to her bed, so

by this estimate she is now in the twenty-fourth day
of the disease. AVith regard to the duration of ty-

phoid fever, I would say, that it is a self-limited

fever. It liPS a law of duration, yet the duration

varies within tolerably wide limits. If the disease

be of short duration, it will last not much less than

fourteen days. The longest time I have ever known
it to continue is ninety days, and that was in a case

in this hospital, years ago. In the case before us it

is evident we have not reached the end of the fever,

and it is now about the twenty-fourth day.

I will now pass to another very interesting aspect

of the case, and I ha%'e so much matter that I am a
little embarrassed as to how to present it to you.

There has been made a record of the temperature,

respiration and pulse of this patient for nearly every

hour since she entered the hospital. It would he
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tediou-s to read all thi8, niid I will therefore endeavor
to tthstract thu80 (aidn wliirh arc n( (>a|ipciiil interoHt

in n>feriMioo to trtnitmont. Tlu* int«!n>Ht (jf thoHe

farts lias relation «>si)t'fiully to thi' antijivn'tic trcut-

luont of typlioiil fcvor niul the nuj)ortan('i> of tli(>

ap|)li<'ation of ooKl to tln< .snrfari' of the IkxIv as an

antiiuTntic nuMisure. Tho autipyretir trcatuK'ut of

fovoiH has, in tho last fow yi'ars, clicitt'il nmcii iutor-

est, anil has ajipaiiMitly wrotiffht an inijmrtant chanj^'e

in practical uiedii-iue. Fevor.s may be diuiinished

in sfvonil ways. A large dose of (piinia will do it

in some iustaiu-es, bnt it cannot be relicil upon.
Quinia lias not been emi)loyeil in this instance.

]Sioro roliftble is cold applied in the form of th^ cold

bath, the cold sheet, or the wet pack. Tho cold bath
was tirst used, but as it is a troublesome method and
fre.pKMitly produces a nervous shock to the patient,

it has been found, on this account, desirable to ukc

a 8ul)stitnte for it. I believe we can j)rocure the

same results from the cold sheet, and by that I mean
the wrapping of the body in a wet doth and sprink-

ling with cold water. The wet jmck although an
antipyretic measure, does not accomplish much
through the agency of cold, as the action of tho cold

is continued only for a few minute.s, the body being
wrapped in a wet sheet and a thick, dry covering
j)!acel over all : the good elTects obtained from the
pick is through other uiean.s than by cold. There is

still another way of applying c<jld to the surface of

the body, which is of all means the easiest, viz.,

sponging the entire surface with cold water. If the

sponging be jiractised thoroughly, it is quite effect-

ive. Where the circumstances will admit, you can
denude the whole body and sjionge it thoroughly, or

where this i< not admissible, you may unrobe a por-

tion of the b.:>dy, and after this another part, and so

on until the entire surface has been sponged. The
object in general terms is this : where there exists a

hyperpyrexia, that is, a temperature of lO'ii, or over,

some method of applying cold is to be employed.
The patient sh mid be carefully watched and jierhaps

given a little alcoholic stimidus. After the cold has
been applied for a time, the patient should be jilaced

in bed and the temperature taken, so as to determine
what effect, if any, the bath has had. The tempera-
ture of the body often falls for some time after the

ajjplication of trold has been suspended. It is desir-

able to bring the temperature down to 101^ or lower.

When the temperature again rises, application of

the cold is again desirable, under the theoretical

view, that much of the danger is in some way de-

I)eadent upon the degi-ee of the fever, and although
we do not abort the fever, we abate it. I fully be-

lieve in this, and I believe it to be a veiy important
pi-ogress in the treatment of essential fevers and cer-

tain acute indammations. Now let us see, this is a
modern treatment, and yet it is the revival of a very

old treatment. Nearly a century ago, an Enghsh
physician, Currie, recommended this treatment, and
if you have the opiiortunity of reading his work I

would advise you to do so, for it is a work which
bears the evidence of great honesty. He claims, that

in a large majority of cases, he could anest con-
tinued fevers. He emjdoyed cold water in the fonn
of the douche, or cold allusion. I sujipose, perhaps,
the apparent severity of this mea.sure led to its be-

coming obsolete ; but Cuirie anticipated what we
recommend to-day. It is further interesting to note,

that he devised an axillary thermometer, which was
|

bent so as to be placed under the arm ; in fact, he
anticipated the modern use of the thermometer, as

weU as the use of cold in fevers.

Now let U8 see what we can find, in the luHtory of

I this case, that is instructive in the employment of

cold in the treatment of this disease. 1 would state

that half an ounce of whiskey evei-y four hours, and
afterward the same (piantity ever\' three hours, and
now every two liotirs, has been given ; ami that, in

connection with liaths and a milk di<'t, has constituted

the treatment. She has also taken aromatic spirits

of ammonia, which, however, is not a very jmtent

remedy. I will try not to be t«'dious, but limit myself

to points wliicli are instnictive.

Well, she had a si>onge-bath September 10th.

This was emjtloyed about twelve o'clock (noon), and
at half-past twelve her temperatuio was W.i^°. An
hour before the liath, at eleven o'clock, it was KKJ^ ',

a reduction of only one-foiu-th of a degiee. At forty-

five minutes jiast one, another sponge-bath was
given, and at two o'clock her temj)erature was l(Ki:p

;

no result thus far. At 2.45 p.m. the tenii)erature

was 1()4% and at three o'clock the patient was
placed in a cold pack for an hour. At four o'(-lock in

the aftenior)!!, her temperature was 102^° ; the re-

duction evidently being from the effect of the cohl,

because the temj)erature would naturally increase

rather than decrease in the afternoon.

At ten o'clock on the moniing of the 11th her

temperature was 1()3J° ; a sponge-bath was given,

and at 10.;{(), her temi)erature was 102^— a sudden
reduction of a degree and a quai-ter due to the api>li-

cation of the si)onge-bath. At one o'clock, her tem-
perature was 102^^, and at four o'clock her tem-
perature was 104°. A sponge-bath was given and a*^

4.45 her tempemture was 102 , a reduction of two
degrees. At seven o'clock, her temperature was b 4°.

Ten minutes after seven a sponge-bath was givt n,

and at 7.40 p.m., her temi)erature was HyS\ At ten

o'clock in the evening, her temperature was 104"

;

she was given a sponge-bath but its effect was not
recorded.

September 12th, at 1 a.m., her temperature was
104^'. She was given a si)onge-bath, and at 2.30

A M. her temperature was 104
' ; practically no effect.

These figures are instructive from their negative, as

wall as from their positive evidence. How long the
bath was continued is not stated. At three o'clock

she was placed in a cold pack for an hour, and at

four o'clock her temperature was 102^°. At seven
o'clock her temperature was 103^, and then a sjjonge-

bath was resorted to, and at eight o'clock her temper-
ature was 102^° ; it rose again however, and at ten
o'clock was 103°. A sponge-bath was given and the
temperature fell to 102^°.

Now I come to the record of September 13th. At
ten o'clock in the morning her temperature was
103^°. At 10.50 A.M. it had fallen one-fourth of a
degree. At one o'clock, her temperatuie was KU" ;

a sponge-bath reduced it to 1034''. At 3.45 p.m.,

her temi)erature was 105i°. At 5.30 p.m. the

l>atient w&s placed in a cold pack, and at 6.30 p.m.

her temi)erature was 103}. At nine o'clock, her
temperature was 104^. A cold pack was given,

and at ten o'clock it was 102^°. At twelve o'clock

the temi)erature had risen and the cold pack was re-

sorted to, but with what result is not recorded.
September 14th, 2 a.m., temperature 104", two

hours aft<}r the cold pack on the previous day. Cold
jjack was administered, and at six o'clock her tem-
perature was 103 , illustrating that the decline of

temperature after the apphcation of cold does not
always take place immediately.
September 15th, at midnight, her temperature was

104°. A cold pack was given about one o'clock in
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the morniiifj', which reduced the temperature to

103^". At i P.M., Sc]>tember IStli, her tempeniture
was 10;5i°. A cohl pack was administered, and at

seven o'cloclc it was lO.'Jjt ; only a shf^ht reduction.

September Kith, at one o'clock in tlie morning,
her temperature was l()3i°. A bath was given, and
by (5 A.M., the temixu-ature had fallen to 1()2A". On
the 16th, finding her respiration somewhat quick
(forty-two to the minute, wliile the pulse was only

a hundred), I examined this patient, believing this

disproi)ortion between the heart-beats and the respi-

I'atory movements to indicate some pulmonary dilH-

culty. I susi)ected pneumonia, which, however, was
somewhat inconsistent with the tem])erature ; but
upon examination of the chest, I found evidences of

bilateral iL'dema in the i^osterior aspect of the lungs,

which was due to the gravitation of the blood into

that i^art from the continued recumbency upon the

back. Tlie evidences of this were fine bul)bling nlles.

This condition j)ointed to rather an important point

in the treatment of typhoid fever, namely, not to per-

mit the patient to rest ujjon the back all the time.

Now we come to the 17th of September, and that

is to-day. Her temperature at two o'clock this morn-
ing was 102^; at five o'clock, 102°; at eight o'clock

102^; and at 11.45 a.m., 103°. Thus far to-day
there has been no application of cold for the reason
that there has been no hyperpyrexia. The tempera-
ture has been under 103", with the exception of

11.45 A.M., when it was at that point.

Now, gentlemen, you will see by these details that

reduction of temperature does not always follow the

application of the sponge-bath, but that very gener-

ally the wet pack has reduced the temperature one
or two degrees. Perhaps this has not been accom-
l-)lished quite as fully as we might desire, but the fe-

brile condition has been kept down within the limits

of hyperpyrexia, namely, at a temperature of about
103°. The ti-eatment, aside from this, please bear in

mind, has consisted of alcohol as a sustaining agent,

with milk for diet, and except in those cases where
there is a rei)ugnance to milk, this, as an article of

diet, is to be preferred.

DIABETES INSIPIDUS,

With ATROPirv op Ot'xic Nerve and Extreme En-
LAKGEMEVT OF THE LlVER.

A Clinical Lecture deliveretl in Bush Medical College,

(jhicago.

By NORMAN BRIDGE, M.D.,

LKCT17RER ON THE PRACTICE OF MBPICI.SE.

Tecis poor woman comes to us to-day for relief from
some of the more annoying of the many symptoms
of disease with which she is afflicted. On seeing her

I recognize an old patient. She was sent to my
clinic over three years ago by Prof. E. L. Holmes, for

an examination for renal disease. She had sought
Prof. H. on account of loss of sight in one eye, and
lie had discovered atrophy of the optic nerve. On
examining her urine she was found to have diabetes

insipidus. She remained under treatment about a

month, and then disappeared, since which I have

not seen her till to-day. At her former visit she

related (and confirms to-day) that she was about
thirty years old, and had always had good health

until her first marriage, which occurred eleven years

before. Two years, or a little more, after marriage,

she contracted syphilis from her husband. She bore

two living children soon after marriage, and subse-

(juently had three or four miscarriages. Her last

cliild, born prematurely, was delivered two years be-

fore she came to tlie clinic. Six months after this

confinement she began to void abnormally large

(juantities of urine. She had steadily grown worpe
in this particular, till at the time of her visit she de-
clared she ])assed each night a large chamber-ves-
sel twice full of urine, and as much in ])roportion

during each day.

She had commenced to get stout as soon as the
diabetes began, and had become (piite obese. Her
general physical appearance has not changed since

her first visit here. She is short of stature, but
probably weighs two hundred jjounds.

Two months before she consulted Prof. Holmes she
had noticed a failure in the sight of her left eye. In
a few weeks the eye had become entirely blind and
the optic nerve atrophied.

At that time she had a poor appetite, and her tem-
perature was slightly above the normal. The urine

had a specific gravity of 1003, and of course contained

no sugar ; neither did it contain allmmen ; the mi-
croscope revealed nothing abnormal in the sjieeimen.

There was no oedema in any part of the body.
She now says that during her absence there has-

been no amelioration in her condition in any way.
She has continued to void enormous quantities of
urine without in terrulotion, and to be beset with the
same overpowering thirst she complained of years-

ago. Her tongue has a dark coating, and is dry, as-

you see. She has anorexia, and occasional vomiting
and diarrhoea. She says she has had for many months
past a severe headache much of the time, and that it

has occurred at all hours of the day and night. She
is not certain, however, that it is worse in the night
than in the daytime. She tells us of another symp-
tom, which she says has been present a good deal of

the time since we last saw her— that is, fever. Im-
plicit reliance should never be placed on such a

statement, for this is a matter in which a patient-

may easily be mistaken. No one is certain to be a
re iable judge of whether he himself is feverish. But
the thermometer, under this woman's tongue, regis-

ters 101° F., so her statement may be correct, and.

surely the appearance of the tongue is not surprising.

The abdomen is distended with gas, and tympanites
is everywhere apparent except over the region of the

liver. This organ projects two inches or more below
the borders of the ribs, and has a hard, regular out-

line ; it is considerably enlarged.

A prominent feature of this case is the symptom of

diabetes. Absence of emaciation, notwithstanding
the presence of fever, convinces us that sugar could

not be present in the urine. No patient could have-

such an experience with saccharine diabetes without
emaciation. Diabetes insipidus, then, is the name
we naturally aj^ply to this disorder, although our pa-

tient has important morbid conditions not necessa-

rily belonging to that disease.

The nature of diabetes insipidus is a matter of

some uncertainty. It usually is not a disease of the

kidneys, unless a functional disturbance of these or-

gans is a disease of them. The polyuria is similar

in character to that which attends certain temi)orary

disturbances of the nervous system, as hysteria, sick,

headache, or a fit of some disturbing emotion. These
disturbances we know to be frequent, evanescent,

and harmless. The kidneys simply cast out from
the blood a quantity of water in excess of the normal
limit ; the soUd constituents are little or not at all

increased, and no abnormal substance is present. In
cases of true diabetes insipidus, on the contrary,
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there is unnallT an increase in the total amount of
Rolidn excTote<l, particnlnrly of urea, but this can
hiirdly bp Haiti to \h>. a jliHtinf^uishiuf? feature of the
ditM^ise. Diabotos inollitus is ahvays (liHtinguished

by the pn^scnce of su^rar in the urine.

Taere are certain conditions i)f disease of the kid-
neys tliat produce u slii^ht liydruria ; these are chiefly

the fibrous de^jeueratiou known liS contracted kidney,
the amyloid degeneration, and the rare affection

hydronephrosis.
The excessive thirst and polydipsia are not the

cause of tliabetos insipidus, but rather tlio conse-
quence. The patient drinks because his blood is

impoverished in its water. Some analyses of the
blood of the.se diabetic jiatients have shown it to be
abnormally concentrated. The frequent reproach
put upon tlie-«e patients, then, that they prolong the
di>«ease by their intem])erate imbilntion of fluids, is as
unscientific as it is cruel. The quantity of urine
Hometimes expelled is fabulous. Ten gallons has
been known to be voided by a single patient in
twi'nty-four hours.

With the great increa.se in quantity there is always
a corresponding lowering of the sjietntic gravity.

The urinoineter often registers as low as 1001, and
the specimens are pale, nearly devoid of the usual
urinous odor and color and acid reaction ; they con-
tain no abnormal ingi'edient.

Curiously, the general health and strength of these
patients is usually not much disturbed. They main-
tain their normal weight, eat freely—sometimes in-

ordinately. Where the total amount of urea ex-
creted is above the normal and no emaciation occurs,
an increased appetite should not occasion surprise.

What are the causative lesions of this affection?
The evidence jioiuts to the nervous system as the

seat of the mischief. A number of pnM-mortem ex-
aminations have revealed gross morbid changes in

dirt'ereut parts of the brain, but most in the medulla
oblongdti and the region of the fourth ventricle.

In a few instances injury to the skull, and tumors in

different parts of the cortex of the brain, and chronic
diseases of the spinal cord, have seemed to act as
causes of this disease. Of course, with such various
lesions of the nerve-centres we have a various and
formidable an-ay of nervous symptoms. In a few
oases cataract, and in a few atrophy of the optic nerve,
have been recorded. Degeneration of the solar

plexus and various diseases, chiefly cancerous, of the
liver, have baen known to attend diabetes insipidus,
but whether as cause or coincidental condition is not
known.
Long ago it was found, in experimenting upon

animals, that irritation of the floor of the fourth
ventricle might cause dialietes mellitus. Brown-
S.'quard found that irritation of a point just above
and anterior to this caused diuresis without sugar.
The results of these experiments seem to find a
corresjjondence in clinical observations. Lesions
have be?n found in cases of diabetes insipidus in the
same part of the brain where in the vivisections arti-

ficial irritation induced hydruria.

Syphilis occasionally produces deposits of morbid
material in the brain, chiefly in the form of gum-
matous tumors. Some of the cases of brain-lesion
in diabetes insipidus just refeired to were of this

character, and the suspicion is natural that in the
case before ns a lesion of the same sort exists. This
suspicion is strengthened by the eye-symptoms
present in this case, and the neuralgia, as well as the
history of her specific infection.

A growth in the brain, or a degeneration, or other

morbid change capable of inducing diabetes, might
easily cause other nervous symptoms. Paralysis of

certain niUH<'les might ensue if the lesion involved

tlie origin of mr)tor nerves supplying theuj, or organs
of Hp<>ciai wnse might be disturbed in tiieir function.

C«?rtttin nerv»'-fil)reH of sight are known to originate

near the vital H|)t»t in the brain already ref«'rred to.

Now, this ])atit'nt has had, besides the symjjtoms of

diabetes insipidus, h«'V('re headache that cannot l»e

charged to the functional disturbances of the system
that usually cause headache, or to the diabetes per
se. She lias hud various neuralgic jjains of other
parts of the Ixxly that can hardly be indutied by
rheumatism, and she lias atrophy of an optic nen-e.

She gives a historv of syphilis which is confirmed in

some degree by frequent miscarriages.

A specific dej)osit in the neighborhood of the
fourth ventrich^ of the brain could rationally pro-
duce many or all the symptoms we have referred to.

That such a deposit exists we cannot now demon-
strate, but the susjjicion of its existence is made
plausible by the enlargement of the liver. This may
be due to subacute inflammation of the liver, and
the slight fever lends force to tliis view. But the
known sj)ecific history makes it diflicult to avoid the
suspicion that the enlargement is due to a gumma-
tous deposit in the organ.

Can treatment benefit this woman? It is to be
remembered, so far as the diabetes insipidus is con-
cerned, that it rarely kills anybody. Patients are
often destroyed by the lesions that induce the dia-

bete.s, as this patient probably will be, but the hy-
druria is comparatively harmless. No treatment for

the latter has been generally eilicacious. The plan
of withholding fluids in true dialietes insipidus is

always unsuccessful, as might be expected.
Tannic acid has been used with a hope of caus-

ing an astringent action, and thereby checking the
drain. Some slight success has resulted.

Ergot, which of late has been emj^loyed whenever
it is desired to cause contraction of capillaries, has
been tried in diabetes insipidus. As renal conges-
tion in some guise is supposed to make the diabetes
possible, this would apjiear to be rational practice.

The experiment has been attended with good results

—not a uniform success, but enough to encourage us
to further use of the drug.

If onr surmise of the specific nature of this
woman's trouble be eoiTect, can anything be gained
by antispecific treatment ? Yes, probably something

;

but not all, nor perhajis much. I suppose it is now
concluded that antisyphilitic treatment is impotent
to remove far-advanced gummatous masses, or amy-
loid degeneration from the body.

If such were the case, this patient should not now
be in this deplorable condition ; for she tells us that
since her former visit to us she has taken large doses
of iodide of potassium almost continuously.
So far from any improvement, she has grown worse.
Nevertheless, we shall prescribe her moderate

doses of this drug, with ergot ; and as she has fever,

we shall prescribe quinine or cinchonidia in mode-
rate doses, with opium suflScient to control pain.

Note.—Thi« case wns wntohed as an ont-paticnt. The liver con-
tinued to enlanre, the fever grew worse, and was maintained for tvi'i

or three months. CE iema of the lower extremitie.s came or. with
ascites, and larce ulcere formed on the leg.^.

Aspiration of the abdomen was performed, and a small quantity of
fluid removed She grafiuallv improved, the fever abated, the cedeina
grew le<w. and the ulcern hi-aled, but the size of the liver remained
the same. The diabetes deere:ii»ed a very little during the fevej-. to
return, bad as ever, when the latter ceased. The patient died eight
montlis after the above remarks were made, and during Dr. B.V ab-
sence from the city.
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(•Dr'uVmal Comnuinicatious.

cf:rvical pachymeningitis.
The Detailed Histories op Three Cases Occur-

RiNO IN Children.

By V. P. GIBNEY, M.D.,

OK THE HOSPITAL FOR THE ROPTUHBD AND CRIPPLED, NEW YORK.

(A paper rend June 17, 1S80, before thn American Neurological A.^so-

ciation.

)

At the meeting of the Association in 1878 I pre-

sentetl an incomplete history of a case of cervical

paraplegia, the lesion of which it was very difficult to

determine. Since that time the case has progressed

to recovery, and its developments have, I think, suf-

ticiently cleared up the diagnosis to justify me in

including it in the present paper.

Another case, the third of my list, has been pre-

sented incompletely in a pajjer on this subject before

the New York Neurological Society, December 2,

1878.* This case is now a complete one, and is hence
likewise embodied in this paper.

Case I.

—

Apparently of traiimntic orlr/hi—Intermit-

tent torticollis during the im'tative stage—A par-

al//^'is yielding promptly to treatm'-nt—Relapse of
paralysis of eighteen montJis' duration—A stage of
contracture—Spontaneous recovery icith a perma-
nent torticollis remaining.

Jennie F , aged seven years, came under observa-

tion first in the out-door department of the hospital.

May, 1877, at which time she was wearing a i^laster-

of-Paris jacket and head support of the same mate-
rial. This had been applied in the January preced-

ing, when, it appears, she was first subjected to any
treatment, although it is stated that for two yeai's at

least she had complained of pain in the head and
cervical spine ; her neck had been stitf at times, and
her sleep had been disturbed by paroxysms or pain

radiating about the occiput and down the spine. All

these symptoms took their origin, it was believed

by the parents, in a twist her neck got between the

rounds of a chair.

The diagnosis of vertebral caries had been made
at one of the college clinics, when the plaster-of-

Paris was applied, and as the encasing was so com-
plete when the patient first came under our own
observation, this diagnosis was accepted without re-

moving the plaster and subjecting her to an exami-

nation. This was deferred until we could make a

removable apparatus. It was on June 26th that our

apparatus was applied and a more careful examina-
tion instituted.

The head was in a bad position—rotated and
hyperextended —yet there was no angular deformity

of the spine. A note was made August 22d that the

neck had straight n k1 "like magic," and that as

there was no deformity or arrest of normal move-
ments, the diagnosis of Pott's disease must be in-

correct, the more especially as there was marked
tenderness on pressure over the si^inous processes of

the cervico- dorsal vetebras. A fly-blister was ordered

for this region, and belladonna, gr. i, prescribed for

iufcernal use.

In September there was a little resistance to com-
plete rotation and extreme extension. It was thought
that this woald j^ass off soon, but in February, 1878,

* Published in thin journal January 4. 1S79, p. 20.

there was a return of the torticollis, and the area of

tendernesrt embraced the muscles on either side of

the spinal column.
March 8, 1878.—She is admitted to the hospital, a

wretchedly nourished child, able, however, to stand

and walk very well. The head deviates to the ri^ifht,

and the spinal column appears to be ipiite stilT,

especially in the cervical and upi)er dorsal legiouf.

The periosteum over the spinous processes of the

tenth dorsal and the first lumbar vertel)rin a])i)earH

to be thickened, and this is all that can be construed

into a vertebral prominence. There is no aiiest of

normal movements here, and there is no pain on
concussion. The sterno-mastoid right side is con-

tracted, and considerable pain accompanies any

effort at overcoming this contraction. The ganglia

on both sides of the neck are perceptibly enlarged,

the shoulders droop forward, and efforts to restore

them to normal position cause pain. Auscultation

of the thorax is attended with negative results. The
head support is reapplied, not, however, under the

belief that any caries of the vertebrje exists. A tonic

is administered.
26th.—Over the trapezii muscles there is some

induration and a little discoloration of the skin, but
as yet no deformity of the spine.

April 15th.—Posterior cervical region very tender,

and a fly-blister is applied this evening.

April 19th.—The tenderness is unrelieved, and the

infiltration is rather increased. The stiffness of the

neck continues. She cannot be induced to raise the

arms from the side without crying, and cervical para-

plegia is imminent. Ext. ergot, fl. 3 ss., and potass,

iodid., gr. v., three times a day, ordered.

April 23d.—Slight improvement as to the pain and
tenderness, yet the paresis of the up])er extremities

is quite marked, and the nurse reports that the pa-

'

tient has not been able to feed herself since the 17th.

April 24th.—While walking across the floor this

morning she totters so, and is so feeble, that she is

immediately placed in bed, and here she lies in one
position, crying if moved. There has not been any
vomiting ; there is no exaggeration of the reflexes.

Her pulse is 100, respiration 27, and temperature

99i' ; she is thin to emaciation. Her evening pulse

is 100, and temj^erature 101^. Paralysis of both
superior and inferior extremities is almost comi^lete

;

yet there is no rectal or vesical disturbance.

April 25th, a.m.—Pulse, 90; respiration, 28; te-m-

perature normal. Doses of the ergot and the iodide

doubled, making 3 i. of the former and gr. x. of the

latter three times daily.

April 26th.—Decided improvement in every par-

ticular. She moves the suyjerior and inferior ex-

tremities quite freely, and the spinal tenderness as

well as the neighboring infiltration has disaj^peared.

Tlie child takes milk quite freely.

April 27th.—Patient out of bed to-day. Continue
the medicine in same doses.

April 29th.—To all appearances perfectly well,

the movements at the neck being free and without

pain. The mother, much against our will, removes
the child at this date.

June 20th.—In company with Dr. Putzel, of this

city, I visited the patient at her home in Elizal)eth

Street, and found her bolstered up in a cliair, head
inclining forward and to the right side. She sits

motionless, and is in great dread of Vjeing moved.
There is complete motor paralvsis of both superior

and inferior extremities. When the fingers are pas-

sively extended, they become involuntarily flexed

after a few seconds, and thus remain. By tickling
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uiul l».v ui»l of ft j>in a luotlenito dej^reo of aiuitHtheHia

of dorsal uu»l piiluiiir aHpocts of foroiirniM and liandH

is r«*i'.);,'ni/t'd. Tlioro is inarkod atropliy of both

«loltoids and of other lua.si'leH about HliouliU>r and
arm, all syiuniotrioal. Tlioso of the fon-arui show
vjrv little atropliy.

Da pissivt>ly raising the arms to u ri^ht an^lo with

the Uody, the child eomplains hittt'rly of i)ain at the

shoulder. The mother says that of lutt^ passive

in.ivetueuts have caused paiu do>vn the forearms and
in the liui(ers. The skin is not oolil suiijectively or

objcctiwly. Tenderness is very marked over the

spinous prooe.sst's, from the second cervical vertehra

to the mid-dor.s.il, but does not e.xtend farther than

one inch to either side of the proccisses. No promi-

nence or depression can be detected in this ref,'ion,

and the muscles seem free of anv inflammatory pro-

cess. It is with much dilticulty that the chin can l)e

raised and ho id restored to the erect position, the

child rcf«M-rinj^ the pain to the nape of the neck. As
80i>n as the HUi)port of one's hand is removed, the

head falls forward to its accustomeil jtosition. No
disturbance of the special senses can be discovered,

no facial paralysis. The pupils are normal, and re-

spond well to light ; her mind is unimpaired. There
is never any headache e.xcept an occasional frontal

headache, and this follows a crying spell. Her pulse

is 132, rectal temperature, 103 \ There is not, nor
ha-s there been, any disturbance of bladder or rec-

tum The bowels move naturally once every day.

The muscles of the lower extremities are not atro-

phied ; they feel comparatively tii m to one's hand,

and the child can flex and extend the thighs, legs,

and feet with modei-at-e force, yet she is unable to

stand. Occasionally the great toe is drawn in mod-
erate hyperextension. The knee and the foot phe-
nomena are very marked, the epileptoid tremor
exhibiting beautifully, though tickling the soles

excites very little reflex action. No anaisthesia.

This relapse came on about ten days after leaving

the hospital (about May 10th), and has continued to

the present time.

August 24:, 1878. -My friend Dr. L. Emmett Holt
visits the patient for me, and finds her in essentially

the same condition as is recorded in preceding note.

He learns that a member of the staff of the Out door
Department of Bellevue Hospital is treating the case

now with extension apparatus attached to the head,

traction being made by weight and pulley. Fara-
dism is also being employed.
November 29th.—Visited again by Dr. Holt, who

finds that the head apparatus, as also the faradism,

have been discontinued. For nearly three months
she has had no medical attention whatever. Her
general appearance is bettor now than it was during
the summer. She eats well, and her bowels are re-

ported as regular ; no bladder tlisturbance as yet.

The position of the head is unchanged, and the

pai"alysis is just as great ; besides, the atrophy is to

all appearances greater about the arms and shoulders.

The spinal tenderness is not so marked, yet there is

infiltration on either side of the spinal column, giv-

ing a doughy sensation to one's fingers. Occasion-

ally now, as the child lies quietly on the sofa, shoot-

jug pains are felt in the arms and fingers. Passive

mf)vements cause pain as before, and pressure over

the br.icliial plexus excites pain. The inferior ex-

tremities have become more powerless, yet, if the

limbs be raised from the sofa, the child can flex and
.^^xtend feebly. She is not able herself to raise

• t^ithar limb from the sofa. Reflexes are still very

marked.

February 'Mi, 1 MTU. —To-day I visiUd the child and
the same condition prevails as that above described,

with th«! following excci)tionH : the flexors of the

forearms are markedly coutmcted, tlie flexors of the

Angers likewise, especially those of the little flnger.

Voluntary power is slightly increased in arms and
fingers, yet this is so slight that it is liard to esti-

mate. The atrojihy seems to have slowly continued,

all the while syiMiiietrically. The muscles of the

forearms are hard and small ; the wrists are hyi)er-

extonded, and tlu! lingers flexed, giving the typical

)iiiiiu-rn-(/ritl': Inferior extremities are rigid in tonic

extension iiiost of the time. No cerebral disturb-

ance ; no tliilerenco in the pupils ; no loss of api)e-

tite. Sensation is a little impaired ; stUl no treat-

ment, and cleanliness is sadly neglected.

December 21, IHT'.t.—After eleven months I make
another visit, all made purely for observation. The
child does not occupy the sofa, and on my entpiiring

as to her whereabouts the mother informs me that

Jennie has gone to Sunday-school. It is a bitter

cold day, and while waiting for her return I learn

that early in the spring, while getting her up one

day to change the clothing, it was observed that she

moved the limbs, and on attempting to stand this

was found ))o.ssible. From this time forth jtower

rapidly returned, and in a few weeks she was running
about the house as actively as any one. She gained

flesh during the summer, and power returned to the

hands and arms. There lias not been any pain and
no signs of relajjse. She has been attending school

since Se])tember.

By and by she comes bounding into the room, as

fine a specimen of health as one cares to see. The
extremities are bared and submitted to a thorough
examination. All the movements at shoulder, elbow,

wrist, and flnger joints are executed with perfect

ease and with normal force ; the biceps stands out

well, as do the deltoid and other muscles. She exe-

cutes various fine movements with the fingers, and
the thenar and hypothenar eminences, as also the

interossei, are well developed. The muscles of the

inferior extremities are as strong as or stronger than
those of the superior. The different tests causing

her to bring into action the various groups of mus-
cles show a i)erfect recoveiy. Measurements of the

extremities fail to detect any comparative atrophy.

The head is rotated a little to the left, and is slightly

flexed ; she can, however, rotate beyond the median
hne, and can hyperextend the head beyond the ver-

tical. The.se movements are not at all painful, and
the small degree of limitation seems due to infiltra-

tion in the cervical muscles, especially the trapezii,

which appear to be enlarged. The skin, however, is

normal, without extra heat, tenderness, or discolora-

tion. There is no special tenderness at any point,

no abnormal bony prominence, no lateral deNaation,

and the posterior wall of the pharynx feels normal
to one's finger.

June 16, 1880.— I saw the case again to-day, and
find the same stiffness about the neck as was ob-

served at date of last note. A small point of tume-
faction is found over the first and second cervical

vertebraj. This, however, is movable and separate

from the spinous processes. On the evening of the

11th she became weak in the Hmbs. tottering as she

did on former occasions. Went to bed, and in two
days was as well as ever.*

With the exception of a few applications of fara-

• Sept. 4. 1880. examined her for Pott's (iit«ase. and can find no
symptoms or sign even. Is perfectly well, save the torticollis.
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dism and the use of the head extension in August,
1878, the patient has had no treatment wliatever

since April 29th of the same year. The parents never
manifested any disposition to liave anything done,

and our services were not urged upon them. In re-

viewing the case I find many interesting features.

1st. As an exciting cause, an apparent traumatism
in October, 1874, viz., a twisting of the neck between
the rounds of a chair.

2d. A long stage of two and one-half years, char-

acterized by cervical pain and tenderness, attacks of

torticollis, infiltration of the tissues about the cervi-

cal vertebrae, etc.

3d. A stage of paralysis, promptly relieved at first

by ergot and iodide of i)()tasRium, then a relapse ten

davs after going from under treatment with complete
cervical paraplegia and incomijlete paraplegia, last-

ing at least eighteen months.
4th. A stage of contraction lasting a few months.
5th. A complete recovery from the paralysis.

The case is all the more remarkable as it has
pa-ised through the most interesting stages without
medical or surgical interference.

Case II. —Heredttan) neurotic diathesis—A first stage

of six months, second stage {of parali/sis) often
m^nitlis— Complete recover}/from paralysis, a very

slight degree of torticollis remaining.

Agnes L , aged four years, was brought to the

out-door department of the hosintal November 24,

1878. The maternal grandmother died hemiplegic
at the age of forty-nine ; grandfather now living and
healthy. An uncle, aged twenty-five, has been two
years insane, the rest of the family, mother included,

are healthy. Several members of the paternal grand-
mother's family have died of phthisis. Family his-

tory otherwise good. This child is one of nine, two
dead, one from sequeljc of measles and one from con-

vulsions after scarlatina. The others are healthy.

The patient was in good health during the first six

months of life, then had a dozen or more boils, about
the size of walnuts, over the scalp. Was very sick at

this time for four weeks, made a good recovery, and
continued well imtil March, 1878, when the first symp-
toms of the disease for which the child now comes
under treatment were developed. She fell out of bed
about this time, though no contusion could be dis-

covered. The mother is inclined to believe that this

fall was the cause of all the subsecjuent ills. During
this month (March) she had a severe cold, accompa-
nied with what was supposed to be an ordinary stiff"

neck. She had much pain in the neck, and the head
inclined to the left .side. This deformity progressed
until the head rested upon the left shoulder. The
patient was under treatment for rheumatism until

the beginning of November, the pain meanwhile con-

tinuing \inabated. This was almost constant, re-

ferred always to the neck, and aggravated by efforts

to hold the head erect and also by passive move-
ments of the head. The pain was so severe that fre-

quently it became intolerable, and recourse was had
to opiates. There was no marked febrile or other

constitutional disturbance, the general health contin-

uing remarkably good.
About November 1st she began to lose power very

gradually in the left arm, and soon afterw. rl in the

right, then in the left leg. All came on ^ralnallv,

almost imperceptibly. During the last week she

has been growing rapidly worse. The case finally

came under the care of Dr. Madden, of Brooklyn,

and he very kindly referred it to the hospital.

The examination to-day (November 24th) reveals a

marked degree of toi-ticollis on left side, the cervical

muscles being (juite tense ; an apparent atro])]iy of

the deltoids, though measurements are tin; same on
both sides ; a Habbiness of the muscles of tlie arm,
and no ai)parent elevation of temperature. The lit-

tle patient can move the wrist and tlie fingers feebly,

raises the arms slowly from tlio side, gt^tting them
l)arely high enough to touch the head with the finger.

There are responses to both currents, though a very
strong faradic current is required to get a response in

the deltoids. The bowels move regulaily every day.

Iodide of potas.sium, gr. iij., t.i.d., is ordered.

November 2Gth.—The pulse this morning is 110,

respiration, 25, temperature, 97^". The inferior ex-
tremities are not affected to any marked extent.

November 30th.—A body brace, with a head sup-
port, is applied, and efforts to restore the head to tlio

normal jjosition produce great jjain. Double the
dose of the iodide.

December 2d.—Rests better nights, and is able to

feed herself, a thing she has not been able to do for

two weeks. Ordered potass, iodid., gr. x., and ergot,

fluid extract, 3 ss., three times a day.

December 18th.—With the apparatus the head is

retained quite easily in position. There is no spinal

deformity and no tenderness on concussion. The
arm muscles appear to be umVrgoing atrophy, while
the power in the superior extremities is in statu quo.

As the child walks to-day it does not clear the floor

well with the left foot, and the gait is certainly un-
steady. The reflexes are a little exaggerated and the
eijileptoid tremor can be easily excited ; the electri-

cal reactions are still preserved, though somewhat
diminished in the flexors of the wrist. There is in-

continence of urine, or rather an inability to hold
the water long after the desire is first experienced.
The iodide is increased to grs. xv., and the ergot to

3 j., t.i.d., both of which drugs have been well toler-

ated by the stomach.
December 28th.—A specimen of urine is examined

to-day : sj^eciflc gravity, 1030 ; no albumen ; a
heavy flocculent deposit after standing. The child is

not brought over to-day, but her condition is re-

ported as being about the same as when the last ob-
servation was made. The weather is so inclement,
and it is so difficult for the patient to attend regu-
larly, that the family jjliysician. Dr. Madden, con-
sents to conduct the treatment at home. The ergot
is discontinued, the iodide is continued in same
doses, and the doctor is advised by letter to employ
a light descending current, with rapid inteiTuj^tions,

three or four times a week.
February 26, 1879.—The mother calls, bringing a

letter from the doctor, who writes that faradism has
besn employed twice a week ; that the iodide has
been continued, in conjunction with cod-liver oil

;

that the general condition has been good, and that

the pain is less.

It is learned from the mother that her home is in

a malarial district, and that the child has often had
chills and all the signs of malarial poisoning. Qui-
nine in full do.ses is adviseil.

June 27, 1879.—The jiatient is brought over this

morning, with a note from Dr M., who writes that
on two sejiarate occasions she has taken quinine for

two weeks, gi\ xij. per diem, over a drachm of
S [iiibb's fluid extract of ergot three times a day,
until she had taken a half-jjound ; that she is now
taking the ergot and the iodide in combination, and
that the faradic current is still being emjjloyed once
or twice a week.
The child cannot stand or walk. The head is de-
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fleeted to the left ninl held very carefully ; there is

no excessive npiiiiil tenderness, no deformity, no
])uiii on cont-ussioii, und no ))uin on movements, if

curefidly nuide. As the child lies prone, if either

thi^h be ^rnvsjied with one's hand, the most marked
epileptiform tremors ure produced, hofh inferior ex-

tremities and nates taking i)art in the movements.
Tliese tremors continue until the i)osition is changed.
Koriexes at knee ar»> greatly exaggerated, and can be
excited at any part of the leg or thigh by shari)ly

striking the muscles. There is very .slight voluntary

j)o\vi'r in the lind)S ; the feet are held extended in a

straight line with the leg.s.

The riglit upper extremity possesseH nearly normal
power ; the left arm cannot be raised to a right angle

with the body and there is no i)ower to flex the fore-

arm, while tlie power to extend is very feeble. The
faradic responses in all the muscles paralyzed are

g.)oil. There is no comi>arative atrophy of the limbs,

though the deltoid regions appear symmetrically

atroi)hieil. No incontinence or retention of urine

now, though the bowels are habitually constij)ated.

The diagnosis, long since made out, of cervical

pachymeningitis is fully contirmed.

July 0th.—I had my friend Dr. E. G. Janeway see

the case with me to-day, Dr. Matlden being also

present. The doctor examined the pharynx very

carefully with his hnger, and was unable to satisfy

hiuiself of the existence of any vertebral caries.

His diagnosis was pachymeningitis with secondaiy
cord lesion—a transverse myelitis -either idiopathic

or the result of caries, more likely the former, and
his prognosis was a fair recovery. He i-emarked that

in his experience children, as a rule, made good re-

coveries from such affections. The continuation of

the ergot and the iodide was advised, also flying

blisters to either side of the spinous processes. I

was glad to hear him state that he did not approve
of electricity in any form except for diagnostic pur-
poses.

Sei)tember 3d.—The mother calls this morning
with the child, who walks in freely and is able to use
the hands and arms with perfect ease. She has not
worn any head-spring for tea days The only sign

now of disease is an ability to extend the head much
beyond the vertical. Rotation of the head is perfect.

Tuere is no i)ain or tenderness in cervical region, and
no fulness or angular prominence anywhere. No
evidence of bone disease either spondylitis or spon-
dylarthrocace. Examination of superior extremi-

ties shows scarcely any loss of power, no atrophy,
and a firm grasp for each hand.

As .she stands erect considerable pressure down-
ward is made upon the shoulders, and no trembling
or unsteadiness in the limbs is produced. The re-

flexes are normal and no epileptiform spasm can be
excited. She stoops normally and all the muscles
of the inferior extremities feel firm and are well de-

veloped. The general health is excellent. The
child has been walking for more than a month, and
has only an occasional pain in the neck after fa-

tigue.

The counter-irritation was not resorted to, but the
ergot and the iodide were used alternately with
quinine. Case discharged.
February 2, 1880.—Calls by request to-day. Walks

and runs and uses the hands perfectly. Still no evi-

dence of bone disease. Is the picture of health.*

It occurs to me in reviewing this case that a more

* Jnly 21. IS-'O.— I rxamined the cnBe to-rtnv very cnrpfully nnd the
C'lrc is found o be complete. .Vll th« mnvemeiit- of the hejd noi-mal.
Po.-vsibly a little deviation of head to left, tno.i^h hard to detect it.

claiiHi(!a] one of cer>'ical pachymeningitis of the hyper-
trojjhic form cannot be found.

Cask III. This case, that of a boy U't. lOi years,

has l>een presented at a meeting of the Neurological

SiH-iety, as already mentioned, December 2, 1878,

under the following heading :

" PachifmeNhii/itis (Wr iatlis Ifi/jjcrlrophitu, Occur-

riuff in >i Latl ('riTiatl /'itr<ij>lri/itt iiilh (Joievitl Par-
(i/i/sis (tliiKist Coiiijilctv. -Ciixe si ill uiiili-r OhtitnTtttion

tth'l I'ro'ircHnitKj Fitrtn-tthlii" It has not been ])ub-

lished in detail, yet a very fair abstract was ]>nbliHhed

in this journal for .fanuary t, 1880, and is as follows :

The ))ati('nt, a boy :et. lOA years, was admitted to

the Hospital for the I'vUptured an<l ('lippled, August
22, 1878. His fanuly history was exceptionally good.

He had been consitlcred a delicate child until he was
eighteen months old. From that time until one year

prior to his admission to the hosj)ital he had enjoyed

fair health, and was free from any paraly.sis or de-

formity. In .\ng;ist, 1877, he was i)ushed against a

l)ile of lumber, striking his back in the lower sj)inal

region. It was not a .severe injury ; he comiilauied

very little, and his mother was unable to find any
bruise. The immediate effect passed off within

twenty-four hours, and nothing was complained of

or ob.served until the January following, when he
had a paroxysm of .shooting pains in the bwk. For
a period of two weeks the paroxysms were frequent,

and were mo.st severe at night. Relief then came,
and he seemed perfectly well until the beginning of

June, 1878. Without known provocation, he then
began to bend his neck forward in walking, and com-
plained of pain po.«t-cenical. In the month of July
considerable pain and tenderness, as.sociated with a

peculiarity in his walk, were observed, and there was
also a moderate degree of skoliosis. There was also

a cei-vico-dorsal prominence, thougli .slight and uni-

form. There was no angular deformity. When ad-

mitted to the hospital in Augu.st, the following symp-
toms were recorded : a stooi)ed position, the head
deflected forward more than twenty degrees from
the vertical bearing, a moderate dorsal skoliosis,

and an unusual degree of care in walking or sitting.

There was no angular prominence at any portion of

the si:>inal column, no tenderness on jjiessure over

the spinous processes—though that had been a prom-
inent sign, and no tenderness on concussion.

On percussion over the posterior wall of the pha-
rynx the jiatient complained of jjaiu, yet no tumefac-
tion or bony irregularity could be discovered in that

region. Motion in the upper cervical region was
normal, but was limited in the lower cervical and
the upper dorsal.

No reliable signs of a sjjondylitis or of a spondy-
larthrocace could be detected. The thorax pre-

sented some rachitic changes anteriorly. A head-
support was apidied, and with that the deformity
was nearly overcome. Cod-liver oil and a tonic were
prescribed.

During the following month he did very well. In
the month of October the liea<.l showed a great dis-

position to fall forward ; the head-support became
irksome ; the jiatient slejjt i^oorly considerable of the

time, and the pain and tenderness in the cervico-

dorsal region iucrea.sed. He took to his bed; his

chin, in the lateral deculntus, rested upon the ster-

num. He could not be induced to change his posi-

tion, and, if left undi.sturbed, made no com])]aint.

He had vomiting, and the tongue was heavily coated.

Ergot, iodide of jjotassium, and vesication were the
special medici lal measures employed. On the first

of November there was a decided improvement ; but
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on the fourth he was af?.iin worse, and on the elev-

enth there was loss of power absolute in the arms,
and partial in the forearm and hands, and there was
almost entire loss of power in the lower extremities.

The reflexes were exaggerated. Anicsthesia on pos-
terior surface of thighs well marked. Pulse, 120

;

respiration, 20; temperature, !>0i^ F.

November lith.—Exaggei-ation ot reflex and ab-
normality of sensibility I'emained. The limbs fre-

quently jerked on the slightest j>rovocation, and as-

sistance was required to restore them to the desired
position. Urine drawn by catheter. Pulse, 112

;

respiration, 26 ; temperature, 1003° F. No appre-
ciable atrophy had occurred. All the muscles acted
well to medium faradic current. The electro-sensi-

bility was percejjtibly diminished.
November 17th.—Has moved the right arm since

yesterday. As the forearms were in pronation the
hands exhibited a typical approximation to the main-
eii-(jriffe of Charcot and Joffroy.

November 20th. —Urine had specific gravity of

1012, faintly acid, and contained flaky deposits and
phosphates. Temperature, 100^^ F., the highest yet
reached.
November 21st.—Decubitus dorsal, with lower ex-

tremities extended, a position he had not been able

to assume since his confinement to bed. Was able

to raise both arms from his si<le to a right angle and
to extend the forearm comjjletely.

November 25th.—Epileptiform tremors in legs

were marked. He could flex the left thigh with
considerable force.

November 28th.—Was able to sit up all day, and
to use his left arm in feeding himself.

November 29th.—Incontinence of urine and of

fasces. Electrical responses as good as they were
one week ago.

December 2d.—No incontinence of either urine or

fjeces during last two days. Pupils for the first time
dilated. Fundus of the eye normal. Sensation in

the thighs returning.

The notes from that date forward are as follows :

December ith.—Otalgia left side ; reflexes still ex-

aggerated. Has not sat up for a week. Ergot in

drachm, doses is renewed.
December 6th.—Bowels moving naturally once a

day, and he now calls for the bed-pan.
December 8th.—Can raise the right arm from the

side since yesterday. No more otalgia since the

4th.

December 15th.—Is slowly improving, though for

the past day or two has comi:)lained of pain in the

eyes, and no adequate cause therefor can be found
on ophthalmoscopic examination.
December 24:th.—A day or two ago he stood alone

and took a few steps with very slight assistance.

December 27th.—While attempting to stand to-

day the right limb is contracted at the knee, and is

subject to marked tremor, epileptoid in character.

Has considerable tenesmus.
From this date to January 9th, no special changes

were observed except that one day he was in bed
and up the next day walking about the ward with a

chaii".

January 17, 1880. —Walks very fairly, although the

right foot does not clear the floor well. A tonic has

been substitutad for the ergot and the iodide.

Januai-y 23d.—At 7 a.m. is seized with a violent

con\Tilsion, epileptiform in character, lasting about
five minutes. It is learned that he has voided no
urine for twelve hours, and the bladder is fjund dis-

tended. Immediately after this organ has been re-

lieved by a catheter, the patient is seized with a con-
vulsion more violent than the former, briefer, how-
ever. His temperature before the convulsion was
99", and immediately afterward 100°. At 9 a.m. he
has a third convulsion. The urine drawn off was
1 xvi., normal in color, alkaline in reaction, contain-
ing no albumen, as tested by heat and nitric acid,

and showing nothing microscopically save a few pus
and blood corpuscles. The cause of his convulsions
seemed to me an overdistended bladder acting upon
a highly sensitive nervous system.
January 24:th.—With the exception of a soreness

of the mouth and tongue from the convulsions of
yesterday, he is as well as ever. Thompson's solu-

tion of phosjjhorus with cod-liver oil is ordered.
February 27th.—Has l)een gaining in power stead-

ily, and now walks without any support, though he
is (piite lame in the riglit limb. There is still no
evidence of vertebral caries.

He has been complaining for a week or more of
dimness of N^ision with pain on reading, and on oph-
thalmoscopic examination to-day, I find the fundus
abnormally red, vessels indistinct, mai'gin of disk
obscure, veins about normal in size, and arteries very
small. In the region of the macula are two or three
white glistening spots about one line in diameter.
March 2d.—Dr O. R. Agnew makes an examina-

tion confirming the api)earances I found on the 27th
ult., and interijreting them as an cedematous retina
aljout the disk. The white spots he regards as 2>rob-

able retinal hemorrhages. He makes out, likewise,

with the ophthalmoscope, a hypermetropia of \ in
right eye and g in left. The diagnosis is neuro-re-
tinitis descendens.
On the day before. Dr. Webster made an examina-

tion, finding the same lesions and the same degree of
hypermetropia as Dr. Agnew finds to-day. It is

thought very remarkable that this eye-lesion should
have followed at such a distance the meningeal le-

sion. Dr. Agnew orders mercurial inunctions.
His eye symptoms slowly disajjpeared, and from

April 30th to the present time his old lateral curva-
ture has been treated by Dr. Ap. M. Vance of our
liosiiital staff' with the paper-jacket and rubber band.*
The curve, which was a rigid one, has deci'eased from
1^ to I of an inch.

November Jtth.—A thorough examination is made
I^reparatory to his discharge, and all muscles of the
extremities are found to have recovered normal jjower
with the exception of the flexors of the light thigh.
These are appreciably atrophied, and thus his awk-
wardness of gait is readily explained. Drs. Agnew
and Webster make an ophthalmoscopic examination
and find R. E. V. ji) ; hypermetroj^ia ^ ; L. E. V. '-,%,

ox \% with X 9. Bottom of disks can be seen quite
distinctly ; nerve, on the whole, a little jjale in botli

eyes, and arteries a little small. The neuritis has
disappeared.
February 18, 1880.—A stone was found in the ure-

thra, and with considerable diificulty extracted by
means of forceps in the hands of Dr. W. T. Bull, at

the Chambers Street Hospital. He made a good
recovery from this, and continued well up to present
writing. The formation of the stone is easily ex-
23lained when we remember his paralysis of the blad-
der and the cystitis, f

* For de-icription of Dr. Vance's brace, see Medical Recobd. June
21, 1879, p. 5!t5.

t August ay, 1880.—I Kave the boy a very thoroufrh examiiuition,
and could find no KynipU>tn-i or si^iis of bone disease, i he pharyn.x
was carefully explored : tluTC was no au'^hylor^is in cervical region : no
signs of absiiess ; no torricoUis even. The paralyt-is of the thigh flex-

ors Btill exists.
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In canclusion, if I have diivgnoMticated these casen

c mwtly, it will he sivmi that uii ivhsolnt^My jierfect

rocoverv does not take i)]u«'i>, nnd, so fur us my read-

ing Ri>es, I believe authorities do not eLiini this.

Till' results in these eases are veiy j^ood, ami enable
oui' to make a po >d jmojcu"**!^- In all tlirei* tliediap^-

nosis of I'ott's disease was nnide and insisted njxm
hy sevenil eoinju^tent surpeons. The rennirks I made
on tlie diapuosis in my tii-st j)ai)er a]>i>ly lu-re, and I

sliall modify a little the seeond i)anipnn>h of the fol-

lowing (juotation. There is such a dis(>aae as a non-
deforming caries of the vertebne. I have specimens
removed post-mortem ; yet in tiiese there is some
ancliylosis, some welding together, or fusion as it

were. I can ctmceive of a point of l)one disease in

the inner tables of the vertebra* exciting disease of

tlie dura, yet I know of no eases demonstrated by
post-mortem, and thecn-ies here are unsatisfactory.

I close this article by (pioting from the nund)er of

this journal, from which a (quotation has alreatly

been made :

1. Was it a spondylitis ? The absence of any exos-
totic growths, either on the bodies of the vertebrae

anteriorly, or on the jiroeesses, the history of the
disease, and the kind of paralysis, in my opinion,
e.\clu(h'd spondylitis.

2. Was it a si>ondylarthrocace, or Pott's disease of

the spine? Th > history of a fall without evidence of

external violence would suggest very forcibly verte-

l)ral disease. Still, within twenty-four hours all

tenderness and immediate ettects of the fall had sub-
sided, and he was perfectly well and fi'ee from de-
fonnity for tfn-e'^ luoulfis. The fall was charitably
considered as an improbable factor in the etiologv- of

the disease present. It was to be remembered that
the tii-st real signs of the disease began in January,
1S7M, when colds were vei-y prevalent, and, in the
absence of any known exciting cause, it was assumed
on circumstantial evidence that he contracted a cold,

and that the etiects of the cold were confined to the
cervical spine. The shooting pains about the head
and neck were paroxysmal and severe ; they lasted

about two weeks, and the patient was relieved.

Then for live mouths he seemed perfectly well. Ver-
tebi'al caries does not act in that manner.

Again, wlien the torticollis appeared, the deflection

of the head was forward, and not backward, as was
the nile in torticollis from vertebral disease. Since
he had been under our own observation, over three
months, tenderness on i^ressure over the spinous
processes had been nearly continuous. As a rule, to

which there were but few exceptions, that sign was
not present in spinal caries. Furthermore, extension
and su^jport of the head wei'e intolerable. On those
gi'ouuds Pott's disease was excluded.

3. Was it a case of pachymeningitis cervicalis hy-
pertrophica ? From the symptomatology as de-
scribed by Charcot and Joffroy, from the exclusion
of the two diseases mentioned, and from the kind of

l)aralysis— that which belonged to spinal comjjres-
siou, the diagnosis was reached.

An Epidemic of Desgue is reported to exist at
Charleston, S. C. There are said to be some cases
of the disease at New Orleans.

The Summer Home of the Children's Aid Society,
at Bath, has been closed for the season. A total of
347 children have enjoyed its benefits for periods
varying from a day to a week, during the past
summer.

A CASE OP HYDATIDS OF THE BLADDER,
Wmi Kki'out of Autuphy.

Bv F. ('. AINSWORTH, M.D.,
AitsmTAMT •rNafox, D. *, A.

The notes of the following case were taken several

years ago, and were not at the time intended for

])ublication ; but as the literature of echinococcous
disease, so far as I have had access tfj it, furnishes

no similar account, and as the case presents several

l)oints of intt-nst otlur tlian its singularity, the fol-

lowing reconl may be deemed wortliy of i)ublication.

A correct iliagnosis of the disease was, of course,

never made during the short time the patient was
under obm^rvation, for he presented no symptoms
which hinted at hydatids, either of the bladder or

any other organ. No shreds of membrane had ever

been voided jxr urethram. The most careful exami-
nation of tlie urine failed to reveal scolices, hooklets,

or any abnormal ingredient other than those per-

taining to chronic cystitis. An aspirators- puncture
of the tumor in the rectum was determined upon,
and might have revealed something; but a general

jjeritonitis, which eventually proved fatal, arising,

put all such exploration out of the question.

Max Sterns, musician, band 21st Infantry, native

of Poland, age unknown, but thought to be about
forty, was admitted into the Post Hospital, Fort
Vancouver, in the latter part of August, 187.'), com-
plaining of retention of urine. The following his-

tory was elicited from him :

Had been perfectly well up to three years ago,

when on an occasion he was forced to retain his

urine for several hours, in spite of a pressing desire

to void it, and when an opportunity to relieve him-
self came, he was unable to tlo so for some time, but
at last succeeded, though painfully and with great

eff'ort, by pressing on the right side of the abdomen.
The next day he urinated without difficulty, and had
no further trouble until about six months afterward,

when, under simiLvr circumstances, he found himself

in a like jiredicament ; but on this occasion, failing

to empty the bladder himself, he applied to a doctor,

who passed a catheter on him withoiit ditliciilty, and
relieved him. From this time the attacks of reten-

tion became more frequent, occurring every three or

four weeks. Sometimes he could start the stream
himself by pressing, as above stated, on the right

side of the abdomen, but more frequently was
obliged to visit a doctor. In the intervals between
the attacks the urine flowed readily and in a full-

sized stream. This state of things continued for

about a year, during which time the catheter Mas
used on him by several surgeons, both civil and
military, and always passed easily and without pain

;

but at last an attempt to pass a solid instrument
during one of the attacks was attended with diffi-

culty. The doctor, however, persisted, and after

about an hour succeeded, but only by using a great

deal of force, and causing him intense pain. Pro-
fuse urethral hemoiThage followed, and continued
for three days. Since that time his stream of urine
has steadily diminished in size, nntil now it is very

small, and five or ten minutes are required for him
to empty his bladder. He can never micturate with-

out pressing on the right side of the abdomen.
Comjilains of a constant pain, referred to the supra-
pubic and perineal region, partially relieved by
evacuation of the bladder, aggravated by retention

of urine for three or four hours, and rendered unen-
durable in six or seven. He also suffers excmciating
pain in the rectum during defecation, and says that
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at all times he has a sensation as oi' a foreign body :

tilling up the lower bowel. Denies ever having had
gonorrhcBa or any other disease except those incident

to childhood.
On exploring the urethra, a stricture was found at

about the bulbo-menibrauous juncture, which would
admit nothing larger than a No. 4 soft instniment.

A fle.vible catheter of this size was passed, and about
a pint of urine drawn. Morphia was administered
hypodermically, and the patient put to bed. The
following day, after a warm batli and another hypo-
dermic, a more careful examination was made, with
the following result

:

Over the whole of the lower portion of the abdo-

men pressure caused considerable pain. For about
three inches above the jDubis perfect flatness on
percussion existed, although the bladder had just

been emptied. Palpation in that region gave the

patient so much pain that I was forced to desist.

Gentle pressure revealed nothing abnormal. In-

troducing the finger into the rectum I found that

passage apparently entirely blocked up by a tu-

mor, situated in the region of the prostate. Its

boundaries could not be ascertained, for the finger

could not be passed around it in any direction. It

was perfectly smooth and hard to the touch, and no
sense of fluctuation could be detected in it. Press-

ing it caused pain similar to that felt diiring defeca-

tion. Prolonged but gentle attempts were made
with all the instruments at my command to enter

the bladder, but nothing would pass larger than a

No. 4 elastic catheter, introduced with the stylet,

which was slightly withdrawn as the tip of the cath-

eter reached the obstruction, just the manoeuvi-e

which is so commonly resorted to in cases of enlarged

prostate, and the only one in this instance which
was successful. No solid instrument could be passed,

xnd consequently no exploration of the bladder could
b-? made. On the fourth day after his admission to

the hospital symjjtoms of acute general peritonitis

shoved tliemselves. This complication proved fatal,

the patient dying on September 12th.

The autopsy was made September 12, 1875, seven
hours after death. Kigor mortis well marked. Body
not much euaciated. The integument in the hypo-
chondriac and epigastric regions was covered with
numerous cicttrices, the result of repeated wet cup-
pings during tome previous illness, no history of

which had been obtained from him during his treat-

ment in hospital. On opening the abdominal cavity,

a small amount of straw-colored serum escaped.
The intestines we-e covered here and there with
patches of recent l\mph, flakes of which were float-

ing in the fluid whici' partially filled the cavity. The
peritoneum was inflaued throughout its whole ex-

tent, but the roughenhg of its surface, dilation and
rupture of siibserous capillaries, exudation of lymph,
and other changes characteristic of this morbid pro-
cess, were far more marked in the inferior than in the
superior abdominal regioa. The bladder was dis-

tended, reaching about two inches above the sym-
phisis, thickly covered with fresh lymph, and firmly

bound down on all sides by old adhesions. The in-

flammatory process had been more extensive and evi-

dently of longer duration on the right side of the
organ than the left, for the pelvic cellular tissue was
involved to a greater degree in the former situation

than in the latter, infiltrated and swollen, so as to

•displace the bladder somewhat to the left. The cen-
tral portion of the mass was disintegi-ated and puru-
lent, two or three ounces of thick pus escaping as
the adhesions were broken up for the purpose of re-

mCiV.ng the bladder. The bladder, when gr.isped

w.t I the hand in nitii, had tlie feel of a hard, solid,

immovable tumor. Wiien opened it was found to

be completely filled with cysts, about sixty in num-
ber, varying in size from a ])in's head to a large

orange. None of them were attached to the walls of

the organ, but were lying free in its cavity. The
cysts themselves were all single, that is, none of the

smaller were contained within the larger, and con-

sisted of a firm, transparent, colorless membrane,
containing a clear, yellowish watery fluid. In addi-

tion, there were found two ruptured sacs, evidently

the collapsed mother-bladders of the colony, much
larger and thicker than the unrujitured vesicles,

grayish white in color, translucent, and of a gelati-

nous consistency. Their external surfaces were per-

fectly smooth, bearing no evidence at any point of

having been attached to the bladder. The bladder-

walls were very much thickened, and had a hard,

inelastic, leathery feel. At the fundus the tissue

was so nrach indurated as to cut like cartilage.

In this locality the normal elements of the middle
coat were hardly discernible, their place beirg occu-

pied by a dense fibrous layer. In the body : nd neck
the muscular layer was greatly hypertrophic d. The
mucous membrane was thickened, raised into promi-
nent folds, and covered with slimy, mnco-iuiiailent

matter. No ulcerated points were di covered. Thsf.

bas-fond was deeply excavated, forming a dilatatic n,

the floor of which was much below the level of the

vesical outlet and encroached upon the rectjim be-
neath and the urethra anteriorly.

The urethra was healthy down to the bulbo-mem-
branous junction. At this point a stricture existed,

which would, however, admit a No. 8 sound WTithout

difliculty after the bladder had been emptied of its^

contents. The prostate and rectum were normal.

The middle lobe of the right hmg contained, em-
bedded in its anterior portion, a tumor a little larger

than a walnut, consisting of a firm fibrous capsule

of a yellowish white color, intimately connected on
all sides with the lung-tissue, and containing several

cysts, varying in size from a pea to a marble. In
appearance they were precisely like the smaller cysts

found in the bladder. The lower lobe of the lung
was healthy. The upper lobe contained at its apex

a few cheesy and calcareous nodules and miliary

tubercles scattered more or less throughout it.

Eight lung sound. Heart and great vessels normal.

The lower extremity of the sp'ee i was the seat of a

growth about the size of a small orange, similar in

its external aj^pearance to the one found in the lung.

Like it, it consisted of a firm fibroiis capsule em-
bedded in the substance of the organ. Its contents,

however, consisted of a caseous matter very much
like marrow in color and consistence, and a single

large collapsed cyst, folded up and compressed with-

in the cheesy mass. The cavity of the cyst was
empty. In size it was about equal, when unfolded,

to one of the large ruptured mother-bladders of the

colony found in the bladder. Its wall was a little

thicker than the above, harder, colorless, and per-

fectly transparent, resembling exactly the tissue of

the cornea. The liver was perfectly healthy, the

most careful examination failing to reveal any un-

natural aijpearance. The stomach, intestines, and
left kidney were sound ; the right was somewhat con-

gested. Right ureter, slightly dilated ; left, normal.

No enlargement of the glandular apparatus of the

thorax, abdomen, or pelvis. The brain was not ex-

amined.
i Whipple Bakracks, A. T., June 21, 1880.
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proavfoo of fUctiifrtl Orlcucf.

On DcnoisiA in the Tkeatment op Exophthal-
mic (uiiTiiE.—Mr. Dujardin-Ijeuviiut't/. lins t'luployed

duboisia in plai-f of atropia in hypoiU-i luic iujt'ctiona

in the treatnu-nt of exoplithahuif K<'itre. In the

two cases in whieh he has tried it, lie lias obt^iinod a
marked diminntion of the palpitations and the vas-

cular judsations—that is to say, a tleeiiled ameliora-

tion. This, moreover, is the only result that has yet

been secured by any of the methods of treatment
recommended for this atfiftion. The effects of the

injei'tious were decidedly cumulative, although the

doses used were ver^' small—from a quarter to a half

a milhgn\mme ; ilistiuct symptoms of poisoning,

analogous to those jjroduced by atropine, wt-rc ob-

sen ed after a fiw days. Hence, it was found neces-

soTA' to intermit the injections for several days after

ever\' week of treatment, and after a time to dis-

continue them altogether. The solution used was
one centigramme of the neutral sulphate of duboisia

to twenty gi-ammes of aqua laurocerasi.

—

Le Coun-ier

viiiliail, July 24, 1880.

IxFAKTiXiE CoNSTir.\^TioN'.—At a clinlcal lecture held
at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,
Prof. Jacobi called attention to a form of infantile

constipation not mentioned in the books. In this

atiectiou the c ilor of the fieces is about normal, but
they are dt fie i^ut in moisture. They are dry and
somewhat frijiole. The passages of young babies are

never normally like this. There is evidently here a

lack of moisture which may possibly arise from an
insutiicieut secretion on the part of the intestinal

glands. It may, however, arise from other causes,

one of which is a peculiar anatomical condition occa-

sionally existing in the bowels of the new-bom or

young infants. A few anatomists have recognized
that the intestinal tract is different in the young from
what it is in the old. The colon is very much larger

and longer, in proportion, in the child than in the

adult, and this i)eculiar condition often remains up
to the age of live or six years. The child may have
two or even three sigmoid flexures, or the real sig-

moid flexure may not be found on the left side, but
on the right. In the passages of the young, where
the peristaltic action ot the bowel is normal and the

colon of the usual proportion, the fieces will not be
dried out ; but where the flexure is long, or there are

t vo or tliree of them, the fitces will dry out. In the
tcjetus and the new-bom the secretions of the intes-

tines are veiy copious. There is a great deal of mucus
and epithelium, which may become very dry and com-
pressed—to such an amount, indeed, as to constitute

actual obstruction. Dr. Jacobi stated that he has
met with a number of cases in children, that could
not be explained in any other way than by the sup-
position that there were two or three sigmoid flex-

ures, one on top of the other, and impeding the free

passage of the fieces. In the treatment of a case

where such a state of things is suspected, the diet

must be regulated so that there may be an abundance
of water in the food. In the choice of food, oatmeal
is to be given in jireference to tapioca, rice, or even
barley. Purgatives ought not to be given except in

urgent cases. Injections ai'e very useful, and cannot
b i dispensed with. Another cause of constipation like

t lis may be that there is an in.sufiicient physiological
a ;tiou of the muscidar layer of the intestine. This
may occur in feeble children. In another class of

children thiH constipation does not appear until from
six months to one year after birth, and then, from
being perfe«-tly regular, they become obstinately con-

stipated. In this class the muscles of voluntary mo-
tion, as well as those of the intestine, become dimin-
ished in power; they are rachitic children.

—

Med.
ami .Sun/. J:>j.„rln; July 10, IHHU.

Dkhmoii) TiMoicH of thk Coiinea.—Dr. John B.
Roberts read a paper on dermoid tumors of the cor-

nea, before the Philadelphia County Medical Society,

June 9, 188((, and presented specimenK taken from a
young bullock. The i)athology of such growths is

the same in the human subject. Each coniea was
pai-tially covered by a circular, somewhat elevated
growth, closely studded with reddish hairs, such as

were seen ujion the surface of the animal. In one
eye the tumor involved the sclerotic region, and then
invaded about one-third of the cornea, while in the
other eye the growth seemed to be limited almost
exclusively to the corneal tissue, leaving about one-
fourth of its surface free from involvement. The
tumors were about the size of a ten cent jiiece, and
in one the continuity of the conjunctiva of the scle-

rotic with the surface of the tumor was easily seen.

Dermoid tumors of the cornea in man are usually

congenital, and are more prone to extend from the
conjunctiva and sclerotic to the surface of the cornea
than to be limited to the cornea itself. These tumorfi

are seldom rapid in growth, are non-malignant, and
may remain almost the same for years. The treatment
of these cases in the human subject depends on the
extent of cornea involved. If superficial, the growth
may be pared ofl', as in pterygium. The cornea is

frequently, however, involved to a considei-able depth,
and the anterior chamber may be opened in the at-

tem})t. In such cases, moreover, operation will be
of little value, even if there remain sufficient corneal

tissue to prevent perforation, because corneal opacity

will remain at the cicatrix.

—

Pliila. Medicul Tives

July 31, 1880.

Case of NEK^•E-sPLmTXG.—Surgeon-Major K. !^5c-

Leod repoi-ts a case of nerve-splitting m Bn.in,

April, 1880. The patient had wasting of the left

forearm and hand, from which he had suffered for

eight years. The little finger and ulnar side of" the

left hand gradually grew numb, the rtuscles of the

hand wasted, and the fingers becaae permanently
bent. Upon examination it was dis-'overed (hat the

ulnar nerve had undergone thickei>ng. An abscess

subsequently formed above the ellow, on the inner

side, which discharged spontaneously, and left a

sinus which finally closed. Pcur years afterward

the sinus reopened, without, ajjparently, any fresh

accession of inflammation. A- this time the ulnar

nerve was found to be very much thickened behind
and above the elbow, to the extent of about five

inches, hard and cartilaginous to the feel, as thick

as the middle finger, and painful on maniinilation.

There was an orifice of a sinus over the course of the

nerve, situated about foar inches above the inner

condyle of the humenis. Operation : a director was
pa.ssed into the sinus, and it was found that it passed

into the interior of tlie nerse, as far as the level of

the inner condyle. -Uter slitting up the sinus, a long

linear incision was made which resulted in exposing

the nerve for a space of four inches. It was hollowed

out by an abscess, of which its thickened texture

constituted the wall. This cavity was filled with'

curdy material. The cavity was thoroughly emptied,

and the ner^e was sjdit in two from before back-

ward. The continuation of the nene behind the
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condyle w.is somewhat thickened, and contained a
few cells fall of yellow curdy material. The condi-
tion for wliich the operation was resorted to is a
very rare one.

Poisoning by Oil of Chenopodittm. — In the
Avieriain Journal of Ololoijii, July, 1880, Dr. Alfred
North, of Wrtterbury, Cfc., reports two cases of

poisoninu; by the oil of wormseed. They are inter-

esting on account of the rarity of recorded instances
of poisoning by this drug, of the peculiar interest

which attaches to the symptoms referable to the
auditory apjiaratus, and of the valuable lesson of

caution taught by them with regard to the use of

this familiar driig, which seems to possess toxic

properties with which it is not commonly credited.

Patient, male, ret. 12 ; was treated by a physician for

inte>tiual worms, and ordered to take a "large over-

flowing teasi)oonful" of the following mixture : \\ . 01.

chempodii, 3 j. ; ol. terebinth., 3 ]• ; ext. spigelii, 3 iij.

M. Sig. dose, 3 j. Three other children in the same
family received smaller doses of this same mixture.
The next morning the patient was found breathing
heavilv, and was with some difficulty aroused. There
seemed to be partial loss of co-ordination, his gait

was unsteady, and he complained of severe frontal

headache and of loud ringing in the ears. Deafness
was very marked. Vision normal. He appeared less

intelligent than usual. Four days after taking the
medicine all the symptoms became aggravated, and
the patient remained in bed. Dr. North was then
called in, and found the jiatient entirely unconscious,
and learned that he had slept heavily all day. Tem-
perature, 100' F.

;
pulse, 58, weak and compressible

;

respiration normal, breathing not stertorous
;
pupils

widely dilated, sluggish, responding only faintly to

light. Had vomited on taking food during the day.

Patient remained for five days in a state of stupor,

and had constant hallucinations. Under treatment
he had shown slow but steady improvement, all

symptoms abating somewhat in severity ; tinnitus

aurium little less ; fi-ontal headache continued.
Case II.—On the same evening the sister of the

previous patient, aged ten years, received a "good
teaspoonfiil " of the mixture. The child was awak-
ened toward morning by extreme nausea, followed
bv profuse vomiting. She also suifered from ina-

bility to walk and adjust her clothing, marked deaf-

ness, distressing tinnitus aurium, and severe frontal

headache. In short, she was afflicted with all the

symptoms which characterized Case I. up to the

stage of stupor, only in a less degree. She was
never compelled to take to her bed, but improved
steadily, though slowly, the deafness and headache
being very persistent. Two more children, \'iz., a

girl of seven years and a boy of four, also received a

dose. The former took a teasywonful, vomiting
shortly afterward, without any additional .symptoms,

with the exception of slight nausea. It will be no-

ticed that the symptoms resemble somewhat closely

those produced by santonin, its therapeutic ally.

They differ, however, in the important particular

that the eyes were wholly unaffected by the dis-

colored vision uniformly produced by the latter

drug, while the hearing, which is unaffected by san-

tonin, was the only sense perceptibly affected by
cheno^jodium. As to the amount taken in these

cases, there is also an element of uncertainty. Had
the drachm dose been given as ordered, the patient

would have received forty minims of the oil, pro-

vided the medicine had been well shaken , but on stand-

ing the spigelia is almost immediately separated

from the mixture, and settles to the bottom.* In

this condition a drachm of the supernatant fluid

would give fifty-three minims of chenoixidiuu'.

Moreover, on measuring the amount left in the

bottle, it was found that 3 vj. had disajjpearcd from
the original 3 xij. mixture. The motlier asserted

that none was tlirown away, and none given to any
one else. Therefore 3 vj. were distributed among
the four children. The youngest is said to have re-

ceived no more than 3 ss. As no poisoning ensued,

this is probably true. This would leave 3 vss. to be

divided among the three remaining children. Of this,

to judge from the effect, the eldest must have received

the lion's share, probably getting fully a drachm cf

the pure oil.

The ANiESTHETic Effect of Cold upon the Cor-

NE.\ AS A Therapeutic Measure.—Dr. Henry S.

Oppenheimer read a paper on the above-named sub-

ject before the New York Ophthalmological Society,

May 10, 1880. From the number of oases recorded

(Mediad Journal, July, 1880), it would seem that the

remedy is a valuable one in most of the cases where
disease or injury of the cornea is the cause of pain

and photophobia, with or without blepharospasm.
Twenty-five cases have so far been collected. Of
these, four were interstitial, two diffuse (non-inter-

stitial), and ten phlyctenular keratitis. Five were
cases of panus, one was inflamed staphyloma, and
three were superficial wounds of the cornea from
scratching with different substances. The directions

usually given were to drop the water, as cold as it

could be got from melting ice, into the eye, while the

patient himself, or the attendant, held the eye wide
open. This was kept up for a few minutes every

half-hour or hour. As the eye improved, these inter-

vals were lengthened. An eye-dropper or sponge
was used to drop the water from. The mode of ac-

tion of the cold seems to be probably a double one.

The lessening of the jjhotophobia may be due to tem-

porary paralysis of the more superficial plexuses of

corneal nerves, while the subsidence of the injection

may be accounted for through its astringent effect.

It is also possible that the antiseptic effect of cold

may have a slight influence. The cold is very badly

borne in suppuration of the cornea, as was found in

one case exi^erimented on, in which one or more
phlyctenuli^ had broken down, and thus left an ul-

cerating surface on the cornea.

Extra Puerperal Mastitis caused by P.sora.—
Dr. Karst, of Kreuznach, rejjorts a case of mastitis

apparently due to the presence of the itch-in sect

about the mamma. He was called to see a woman
with a mammary abscess, which he incised. In re-

newing the dressing he was told by the patient that

for several weeks past she had greatly suffered from
intolerable itching all over her body, and that she

had attempted to relieve this irksome condition by
continual scratching. A careful examination now
revealed indications of the jiresence of scabies and
excoriations, the latter especially numerous around
the nipple. These excoriations had proved a source

of infection, leading to suppuration. A similar case,

occurring in the practice of a colleague, is also men-
tioned.—Berlin, klin. Woch., August 9, 1880.

Hay Fever Sufferers.—At a recent meeting of

sufferers from hay fever at Beach Haven, N. J., a

resolution was passed "that this congress endorsee

the opinion expressed at a meeting of the United
States Hay Fever Association " that the remedy for

the complaint is the ocean.
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PKEUMINARY EXAMINATIONS AND
THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER.

Sen-er.^l years ago Sir "William Gull testified before

a parliamentary committee that there should be such

preliminary examinations established as would cut

off thirty-three per cent, of the candidates for the

medical jirofession iu Great Britain. In reply to a

further inquiry he expressed the greatest confidence

that a sufficient number of able and intellectual men
would still enter the profession, for he believed that

as soon as it was raised to a higher intellectual dis-

tinction more men would come into it ; and the bet-

ter the men who were selected at the beginning the

fewer failures there would be as the examinations

proceeded. Through the efforts especially of the

General Medical Council and the medical journals

some improvement has been made in English medi-

cal schools. That a satisfactory condition has not

been reached, however, is shown by the fact that, at

a recent meeting of the Medical Council, a whole

week was spent in debate upon the matter.

When so much attention is paid to such a ques-

tion in England, where preliminary education at

least exists, it may well be worth while to consider

it here, where we have hardly its semblance. It is a

little startling to learn that two of the medical colleges

of New York city, for instance—two of the largest col-

leges in the country—require no preliminary exami-

nations whatever. The annual catalogues of most of

the other colleges reveal a similar state of affairs or

announce preliminary requirements unworthy of a

reputable boarding-school.

It is becoming the fashion now for medical colleges

to advertise themselves by announcing long courses

with rigid and frequent examinations. This is a

very happy condition of affairs and indicates some
progress, but tlie profession should not be too much
impressed by the glitter. Annual announcements
can be made to present a very attractive appearance.

Alluring rhetoric and beautiful topography, howev-

er, do not const itnte educational reform. We liave

before us the elegantly print4'd .statements of rcijui-

sites for the nuvtriciiliition examination in a very rep-

utalilo western college. There are required : (a),

English composition ;
(h) arithmetic, including ilfci-

mals and vulgar fnuitious, and algebra, including

simjile ecjuations
; ((•) elements of physics. The ex-

amination in the iilK)ve requisites is not called for if

the applicant has any literary or scientific degree or

a certificate from any higli school or academy or

medical school. And, finally, if the student fails in

the trying ordeal, if he mixes up his tenses or can-

not point off his decimals or balance his equations,

he can still matriculate, on condition that he make

up the deticiency during his first year. It is evi-

dent that such a t<^st as this of fitness for a learned

profession amounts to very little.

Tlie test is small, even when compare<l with the

English requisites. Thus, the recomendations of the

General Medical ('ouncil of Great Britain include,

besides the three things given above : English histo-

ry, modem geography, Latin, geometry, some mod-

ern language, botany, or elementary chemistry.

We wish then to emphasize these facta, that Ameri-

can medical colleges require, as a rule, no prelimi-

nary examinations ; that in this respect they are far

beliind the colleges of other nations ; and finally,

that preliminary examinations are urgently needed

both to sift the candidates for medical degi-ees and

to lighten the work of the matriculated student and

his teacher.

The deficiencies and the needs to which we have

thus referred are well enough known to educators,

and are perhaps trite enough facts to every one.

We do not propo.se to lecture the medical colleges

just now upon their sins. It is not these institutions

alone that are to blame. There are duties in the

matter which belong to the general practitioner as

well as to the colleges. It is he who in most cases ad-

vises young men in regard to studying medicine. It

is in his office that the study begins, and it is he

who sends off the student in his various stages of

immaturity to the medical schools. General pi"ac-

titioners now have the custom of taking every

student into the office who applies, no matter what

his mental capacity or educational training. This

should not be so. They have a weightier influence

than any one else in deciding who shall study medi-

cine. This responsibility should be understood.

The barriers to the study and practice of medicine in

America are inconceivably slight. All kinds of cal-

low youths—and we may add maidens—can step in.

The colleges are doing something to make the medi-

cal education what it should be, but their efforts

are crippled by competition or altogether jiaralyzed

by selfishness and ambition. It is to the individual

membei-3 of the medical profession, therefore, that
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we must look for help. Let cotintry and city prac-

titioners be a little careful of the youths they take

into their offices. Let them remember that the

good repute and high standing of the profession

will be injured by encouraging the lialf-oducated to

become physicians. The satisfying of a petty am-

bition to have office students will counterbalance

but poorly the injiiry which the influx of physicians

without education or mental training can accom-

plish. It may not be necessary that every medical

student should be a bachelor of arts ; hut it is neces-

sary that he should have a thorough knowledge of

certain elementary branches, and that he should know
how to study and how to reason. Let the general

practitioner see that his pupils have some qualifi-

cations of this kind before he sets them at work on

the bones.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BEITISH MEDICAL ASSO-

CIATION.

The editor of the British Medical Joitrnal, comment-

ing ujjon the recent meeting of the British Medical

Association, states tliat from beginning to end it was

an uninteriiijjted and brilliant success. There were

eight hundred members and guests present, " and if

it had been possible," says the writer, " to realize by

anticijjation how important, interesting, and jileasing

the occasion would be, the numbers might have been

trebled." The Lancet takes a less roseate view. Its

correspondent writes that on the whole it would not

appear that the British Medical Association is a fa-

vorable field for the prosecution of any serious study.

So long, it says, as there is eloquence, or prettiness,

or great noveltv, the attendance is good, but apart

from these it immediately languishes. As an illus-

tration of this, the Pathological Section on one day

had not enough audience to make a quorum ; on the

next day the section was packed at the expense of

every other, by members anxious to hear Sir James

Paget's address. The meeting, the critic continued,

though not marked by any scientific work of very un-

usual momentj'was thoroughly enjoyed by all present.

We present in another column a report of some of

the work done by the Association. The addresses

delivered were all of a high order ; and if we may
judge by the comment and attention which these ad-

dresses received, they rejiresent very conspicuously

tiie scientific work of the meeting. The Sectional

work embraced, besides the papers, several instructive

debates, such as that upon antisejiticism, the germ-

theoiy, urethrotomy, etc. ; but the attendance at the

meetings was not large, nor were the papers very

numerous.

Much labor was expended upon the addresses, how-

ever. These were, without exception, thoughtful,

iusti-uctive, and finished efforts, though varying much
ill originality and practical value. They held the

attention of large audiences.

The social enjoyments of the occasion seem to

have far outshone those of any previous meeting,

A reception, a dinner, an afternoon garden-])arty, an

evening converKiizioiio, which was really a lawn i)arty

on a scale of oriental magnificence in the matter of

Chinese lanterns ; and finally, various excursions into

the surrounding country, made up almost a giddy

whirl of amusements.

The conferring by the universities of the honorary

degrees of LL.D. upon twelve leading physicians

and surgeons is a gi'atifying event to the whole pro-

fession, as well as to those individuals who were thus

specially honored.

It would be natural to compare this meeting of

the British Medical Association with that which took

jjlace in this city last June, and it will have to be

confessed that Ave are very far behind our British

brethren in efficiency of organization and careful sci-

entific work, as well as in brilliancy of oratory. We
had some papers that could not be surpassed, but

we had a deluge of mediocre efibrts. There was

about our meeting evidence of a vast deal of mental

activity, but compared with foreign work it was

crude and immature.

UNNECESSARY VIOLATION OF HYGIENIC LAWS.

The city of Providence, albeit possessing a health

officer of ability, has seen fit, durii^g the hot weather

of August and September, to dredge out its river,

which extends directly into the heart of the city, and

serves largely as an outlet for the sewers of the ad-

joining sections. For weeks past the stench in the

vicinity has been sickening. It need cause no surprise

to find a decided increase in the typo-malarial dis-

eases of the city this fall, resulting from such stupid

and wholly unnecessary violation of hygienic laws.

On the Treatment of Jaundice with Labge
Doses of Ipecac.—Dr. Henry Cook, of Bombay,
writes a suggestive article in The Practitioner on the

above subject. Jaundice he divides, as usual, into

the hepatogenous and haematogenous. The more
frequent cause of the former variety is, of course, a
catarrh of the gall-ducts ; but, in addition, there is

often a form of hepatogenous jaundice, in India,

at least, which comes on gradually, and is probably
due to an obstruction or lesion of some kind in the

minuter divisions of the he23atic duct. Hsematoge-
nous jaundice in India is oftenest due to malarial

fevers. Now, in jaundice due to any of these three

causes, but esijecially in the second form, he has
found large doses of ipecac to act better than any-

thing else. In one case he gave on the first day
f<n"ty-five grains. Improvement began on the day
following. On the third day he gave a dose of thirty

grains, and two days later another dose of twenty
grains. Improvement was steadily going on. In
other cases two doses were sufficient to restore the
normal action of the liver. Dr. Cook relates one
case of hifimatogenous jaundice due to malarial fever,

in which the large doses of ipecac apparently acted
well.
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tUuifiuG nnlj ttoticrs of Oooko.

AnntAL Report for 1879-80, op the Foochow Med-
ical MissiosAHY Hospital, and of thk Oi-hm Asy-
Lt'M IN C<>NSECTION Wmi THE A. B. C. F. M. MlB-
RIOV, VSUKK THE C'aUE Ol' DaUVHIN W. OsOOOD.
Ml).

The previous hospital reports of Dr. Osprood have
been full of curiously intero-stin^^ facts, ami tlit« i)re8-
ent one forms no exception. Dr. Osgood's hospital
is a small one, holding fifty or sixty ])atients, and
most of the medical work is done in the dis]>cnsary.
Altogether, 7,s;iS patients were treated during the
year, an increase since IHTG of nearly 3,()()().

Sonit> comments are made upon the diseases most
commnnlv demanding treatment.

Skin diseases outnumber all others, it is said, and
will do so until the Chinese learn cleanliness.
Dyspepsia is exceedingly common, 2,3!>5 cases hav-

ing been treated. The cau.se of this is largely the
poor food, the rajjid manner in which it is eaten, and
the use of opium. The food among the laboring
classes consists largely of rice or dried i)otato, and
turnip-tops or other greens, fried in oil, with a little
dried tish or beau-curd as a relish. Such a diet costs
about .^1.50 or $2.{)0 per mouth. As there is gene-
rally a limited quantity, even of this, it is eaten has-
tily, without jiroper mastication. Worms (ascaris
lumbricoides) are very common—so much so that it

is considered wise to administer a vermifuge before
any operation.

The Chinese hare novel ways of committing suicide,
a practice which is quite popular with them. Eat-
ing gold foil, and cutting off the tongue, are some of
the methods resorted to.

Foot-binding receives a short notice. The shoes
worn by some of the women in Foochow are, it is
said, only two inches in length. If the Darwinian
theory be true, it would seem that the habit of foot-
binding, practised in China for more than a thousand
years, ought to modify the size of the Cliiuese foot

;

but no change seems to be taking place !

Regarding leprosy. Dr. Osgood says he has never
seen any eases cured, and veiT few liave been bene-
fited. Dr. Gould, of Swatow, however, who has a
leper hospital in his charge, reports some cases cured
and many improved. As a rule, the children of le-
pers are free from the disease. It is believed that a
husband cannot give it to his wife, or the wife to the
husband. There is a superstition, however, that a
female leper can communicate the disease bv sexual
intercourse to anybody but her husband, and thus
get rid of it herself. With this object in view, some
of the leprous women lead lives of immoralitv.
The practice of midwifery is in the hands' of old

women, who know nothing of the art, and manv lives
are lost in consequence. A woman, after parturition,
is closely confined to her room, doors and windows
are closely shut, and care is taken to prevent the ac-
cess of fresh air. She also avoids bathing for several
days, and drinks ginger-tea to prevent catching cold.
The re^5ult of this line of treatment is frequently pu-
er2>eral fever.

Tlie practice of surgery consists largely in the use
of acupuncture, caustics, and cauteries. Thev wisely
refrain fi-om the use of the knife. Fractures' are put
up in bark splints, and frequently unite with but little
deformity.

Diseases of the eyes are for the most part treated

by int^'mai medication. The only attempt at opera-
tive procedures ever seen by Dr. Osgood consisted

of two pi<<'es of bamboo tied together sn as to .stran-

g^ilate a fold of Hkin, in a nine of ectropion.

The me<licincs of th(! Chinese are derived from
each of the kingdoms. A jjopular tonic is made of

tiger's bones and tendons. Toads, frogs, snakes,

wasps, elephants' skin and excrement, uU are offi-

cinal.

The Chinese criminal code is rather hard on the

doctor; if a patient dies as a rr^sult of an error in

judgment, the doctor is not allowed to ])ra(^ti8e again.

If any dej)arture from the regular rules, with sinister

designs, is detected, the doctor's head is chopped
off.

The Foochow missionary hospital is interesting

from an economic point of view. The hospital with
fifty beds, and the di3])ensarv with 7,437 patients,

were carried on during the year for the sum of

$1,7.S2.I9. This is better understood when we see

that the wages of attendants are from 820 to 872 a

year.

The Report of the Opium Asylum states that .S-^O

cases were treated in the i)ast year. Of these, eight

absconded, the rest were discharged, cured of the

desiro for the drug. It is impossible to state, says

Dr. Osgfiod, with any accuracy, what ])roportion of

Chinese are addicted to opium. It is exceptional for

women or children to smoke. Probably half the

lower classes in cities use it ; among farmers the
practice is not so much found. But it is a common
saying in China, that the opium-shops outnuniV)er the
rice-sho)>s. Dr. Osgood condemns the use of opium
unqualifiedly ; he considers it an unparalleled curse,

and disagrees entirely with the occasional apologists

for its use. The Chinese themselves, he says, uni-
vei-sally condemn it.

The plan of treatment in the Opium Asylum con-
sists in confining the patient in the building for the
first week, and com])elling the total abandonment of
the drug ; in attention to diet, giving food in small
quantities frequently, and. when necessary, adding
stimulants ; the administration of chloral hydrate,

gr. XX. q. 1 h. as required, for the first two or three
days ; liromide of ])ota3., tonics, etc., are also used.
The tonic treatment is to l)e kept up several weeks
after leaving the asylum. The desire for opium
ceases in a few days, usually by the fifth or sixtli ; but
the patients generally are left with impaired vitality,

dy.spejisia, or lung disease, as the result of their
habit. The average daily amount of opium smoked
was about eight to ten grammes.

Malaria.—Annual Address delivered before the Mad-
ison County, X. Y., Medical Society, AprO, 1880.

By Dr. J. L. R. Wadsworth.
The point of especial interest in this well-written
pamphlet is, that malaria can generally be observed
to decrease in proportion as the activity of vegetation
increases. Some statistics showing the variation

in the amount of malaria in different localities are
given.

Questions Si^nirnTED to Graduating Classes op
THE Medi(;al CoiiLEGB OF Ohio, from 1871-72 to
the Present Time.

This is the title of a small pami>hlet that will doubt-
!

less be useful to students on the eve of exnmintk-
tions.

Dr. Tanner has taken the stump to tell what he
knows about fasting. His attitude toward the regular
profession would be mildly characterized as hostile.
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ticports of 6ocictiC)5.

THE 3KITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATJON.
FoKTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL MeETINO.

Held d Cambridge, England, Auguat 10, 11, 12, and
13, 1880.

Brst Day—August 10th—Generaij Session.

Tin meeting of the Association oj^ened with a larger

aiendauce than ever before. The first address was
fiat of the President, Dk. Humphkeys, and it was
^jronouuced the chief event of the session. The first

part of it was devoted to showing how little the Uni-
versity of Cambridge had done for medicine in the
past, and what jjromise of work it gave for the fu-

ture. Cambridge now has iineqiialled advantages for

teaching anatomy, physiolog}-, and chemistry. Good
practical instruction in medicine and surgery is also

given. It at present has over one hundred medi-
cal students. There is every promise that the uni-

versity will continue to do still more for medicine.
Dr. Humphreys then spoke of the work of

CUMUXcATIVE OBSERVATION,

which it was the duty of the members of the Associa-

tion to pursue more vigoroiisly and satisfactorily.
" This work," he said, " tlie work of collective action,

the pull-together of eight thousand members of the
profession, had been too little attempted, or if at-

tempted, had been j^roductive of too little result. It

is, perhaps, the only work in which all, or a large

part of the members, can really and fully particiijate,

and to which each can contribute his mite. It is al-

most the only way in which questions relating to the
effect of temperamental, climacteric, and topograi^hi-

cal agencies upon disease, and many others, can be
fully investigated and solved. To engage members
of the Association as jjarticipators in any division of

such work, would prove one of the most powerful
in^lucements to the cultivation of obsei-vation and
thought respecting the mass of facts which are pass-

ing, now too often unheeded or unnoticed, before
their eyes." lu order to carry out such a jiroject as

this, there would have to be a system adopted. There
should be, in the first place, a well-paid secretary or

registrar, who would collect, codify, and act with a

medical investigation committee. The art of com-
posite photography would be a valuable adjunct
whereby typiciil features of certain conformations,
and of the features of temperament and character

eould be obtained.

At the close of the address it was voted that the

Committee of Council be directed to consider how
the President's suggestions could be best carried out
to a practical result.

Dk. Alfred Carpenter read the annual

REPORT OP THE COUNCIL.

This showed that during the past year the receipts

of the Association had been .i?75,U00, and the expenses

^60,000. The balance for the year in the treasury is

over i$10,000. The total membershiiJ of the Associa-

tion at date was 8,052, an increase ox about 900 dur-

ing the year.

The medal of the Association for distinguished

services had been given to Dr. William Farr, C.B.,

F.K.S.
The organization of three new branches in Austra-

lia was announced.

During the year the Parliamentary Bills Committee
had succeeded in getting a new warrant which gieatly
improved the condition of the army medical ser-

vice. It had been trying to do a like work for the
navy. The same committee had done much to se-

cure the com2)ulsory vaccination of children, and to
introduce the use of calf's lynijjh.

The Committees on the Habitual Drunkard's Act,
on Hospital Out-patient Reform, and on State Medi-
cine, had no special progress to rejiort.

The registration of infectious diseases had been
introduced into thirteen towns and cities ; it would
doubtless be still further extended in the coming
year.

The report of the Committee of Council was
adopted.

Second Day—August 11th—General Meeting.

Dr. John Buckley Bradbury, M.D., F.R.C.P., de-
livered the address in medicine, choosing for his sub-
ject

MODERN scientific MEDICINE.

Dr. Bradbury made it the object of his address to
show what modern medicine now owed to jjhysics

and the exact sciences. These were, he said, being
introduced more and more into everyday practice,

and were slowly but surely tending to take away from
medicine the reproach that it was not a science. He
gave a brief review of the discoveries and practical

uses of the various instruments of precision now em-
ployed by specialists and general practitioners. Dr.
Bradbury did not make his review a complete one,
but referred chiefly to those instruments which he
himself employed in his own work.
By the aid of the vmruscojje, an advance, he said,

had been made in the diagnosis of idiopathic perni-
cious an£emia. By it Wilks had discovered that there
was in this disease no increase in the colorless blood-
globules. This fact, combined with others which the
microscope had first brought to light, made it pos-
sible to differentiate between ansemia, chlorosis, leu-

kaemia, etc. The vast progress in pathology which
the microscope had rendered possible was only re-

ferred to. The discovery of the disease trichinosis

by Zenker, in 1860, with all its subsequent good re-

sults in the saving of human life, was due to the
microscope. In view of the recent discoveries by
Mr. Power of a parasite resembling trichinte in the
voluntary muscles of typhoid fever i:)atients, the pos-
sibility that that disease is a form of trichinosis w^as

hinted at.

The thermometer had done even more tliau the
microscope to place medicine on a scientific basis.

The " Treatise on Medical Thermometry," by Pro-
fessor Wunderlich, has done more than any other
work to further the progress of scientific medicine
in the last ten years. Owing to it we are able to
diagnosticate diseases which before, at an early stage,

were confounded as tuberculosis and typhoid fever,

"We can make more confident prognoses, and use our
drugs with more precision. It has led to the anti-

pyretic treatment of fevers, which Dr. Bradbury en-
dorsed. The special value of local thermometry was
described, and M. Peter's investigations into the
parietal temperatures in pleurisy were given. These
show that we can tell by the thermometer whether
the effused fluid is being absorbed or is increasing,

and at what rate. The observations ""of M. Peter in

cases of tuberculosis, confirmed by M. Vidal, show
that as soon as tubercles occur at any point in the
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lung, the temporatiiro risos there, and in doubtfal
caios of plitliisiH whcro th« pliysical Hif^iis are not
developed, local tii<«rtnoiuutry inay jiHsist in urriviug

at a eorreet conclusion. M. I'eter'a investipitions

in rcf^iird to the diUeronees between the loeal tom-
pemtiires of the altdnniinal ]>ariet<^s in aHeiten and
in the various forms of i)eritonitis were also noticed.

The value of temperature observations in localizing

losiouH of the br.iin wan gtmrdeiUy endorsed. CJon-

eral thermometrv is useful in <lia(.(noHiug cerebral

hemorrhage from ali'oholi*- poisoning ; true apoplexy
from the apoplectiform seizures of general paresLs,

dissomiuatod sclercsis, cerebral softening, and urto-

mic coma.
The ojihdiiiliniinropt' has furnislied invalnftl)le means

not only of diagnosing diseases of the eye, of help-

ing the recognition of intracranial tumors, syphilis,

chronic Bright's disease, acute tnberculosis, tubercn-
lar meningitis, cerebral embolism, and locomotor
ataxia. Cases of ajjpurent brain disea.se, but in

which the symptoms are really due to anomalies of

refraction, recognizable by the microscope, also prove
the value of the instrument to general medicine. Il-

lustrations of the use of the instniment in detecting
the various diseases above-mentioned were given.

Tlie o))hthalmoscoi)e. Dr. Bradbury concluded, mn.st

uo lon.^er be regarded as an instrument of use only
to the ophthalmic surgeon.

The l<iri/)i;/')S'-njr; had not materially extended its

field during the last ten years. Dr. Marcet liad, how-
ever, .shown that with it lar%T]geal phthisis could
be very early detected, even before the lungs were
affected. The use of the instrument in diagnosing
syphilitic laryngitis and in determining the presence,

extent, and character of the meml)rano in diphtheria,

was also a recent addition to medicine.
The .y)hi/fjmf>fjr'iph was considered at great length.

Dr. Bradbury believed it would prove of great service

sometimes in the early diagnosis of Bright's disease.

The increase of vascular tension, indicating an ar-

terio-cajiillary fibrosis, might precede any structural

change in the kidneys ; and if detected thus early,

the threatened Bright's disease might be kept oflF.

The discovery of high arterial tension might be a
help in indicating other pathological conditions and
in pointing the way to successful treatment. As one
of the remedies for high tension, Dr. Bradbury rec-

ommended bleeding. He expressed his confidence
that bleeding was now a much neglected measure,
and that it would be oftener employed in the future.

Dr. Bradbury discussed the causation of albuminuria.
He also spoke of the way in which Dr. Brunton,
throTigh the help of the sphygmograph. discovered
the value of nitrite of amyl in angina pectoris.

The use of the a.^pirntor was not dwelt upon at

any great length. The speaker referred to his suc-
cess with it in tapping hydatids of the liver.

The stcthometer was also passed over briefly. It

will sometimes indicate traces of lung-disease that

no physical examination of other kinds could dis-

play. Its chief value is in estimating the probable
course of cases of phthisis and pleurisy.

The spectroscope is said by Dr. McMunn to enable
one to distinguish blood from the bladder or urethra
from blood from the kidney ; and blood from the
8toma<*h from blood from the lungs.

Electricilif is an agent that has helped both the
diagnosis and treatment of disease. By it we are
enabled to distinguish between spinal and cerebral
lesions in cases of paralvsis, and between peripheral
and central nervous lesions.

Metallo- and magneto-therapi/ were reviewed by the

speaker, wli -A the jdienomeni reported hr
Charcot and ullien* u>* deserving more (re<lenee than
is given by sonir. Tin- theorv- of " exjii-ctiint atten-
tion " ho did not think sulHcient to ex )lain every-
thing regarding the phenomena of trau^.f«rrod sen-
sation.

Third Day—Auouht 12th—Generaij Srssi)??.

The members of the Committee of Council fo- the
ensuing year were elected. Mr. Waters readthe
report of tin- Medical Reform ('ommittee, which ms
afterward discus.sed. The a<ldress in Surgery w.^

read by the Chairman of the Section, Mr. Timoth.
HoLMEH, M.A., F.K.C.S. Its subject was

FEBOU8.SON AND CONSERVATIVE SUROEKY—EXCIfilON OF
TUB KNEE AND HIP.

Mr. Holmes said that British surgery was a thing

to be proud of. English surgeons had jiarticularly

distinguished themselves in the practical part—that

of healing their i)atients. Almost all the improve-
ments in oi)erative surgery were of English origin.

The orator then i)aid a tribute to Sir Wm. P'ergusson

as the fatiier of conservative surgery. In lieu of am-
putation or the slow decay of chronic disease, ho had
introduced two almost forgotten operations—exci-

sion of the hip and excision of the knee.

Mr. Holmes proceeded then to estimate the pres-

ent posiiion and value of these operations. He
spoke in the deepest sconi of statistical methods, be-

lieving they had done more harm than good. By
numerical statements, he said, it might be proved
that "the homceopathist who soothes the sutl'erings

of dyspeptic gluttons or hysterical tine ladies, are

better practitioners than the great physicians who are

consulted in all serious emergencies."
Mr. Holmes nevertheless introduced some figures

showing the prevalence of the practice of excision in

some of the great London and provincial hospitals.

At Guy's Hospital, the operation for excision of the
knee was performed eighty-nine times diiring the
five years ending 187tt ; and at St. Thomas's sixty-

two times during the same period. In the large

hospitals where excision is performed, he believed

that there was an increasing tendency to use it less

as an operation of urgency than as one of expediency,
and rather for the purpose of superseding the ex-

pectant treatment than as a substitute for amputa-
tion. The tables oi Mr. Holmes al.so showed that

there has been a reduction in the mortality of the

oi>eration from about twenty-four to less than ten per
cent. Though very favorable results were secured
by doing this operation under Lister, these results

were no better tlian surgeons had obtained who did
not employ this method, but were careful to dress
the cases themselves and to leave the parts long
undisturbed. Mr. Holmes gave as indications for ex-

cision : the strumous cases where the bones are super-
ficially ulcerated ; cases in which the synovial mem-
brane has degenerated ; cases of limited iutiamma-
tion tending to necrosis ; cases of abscess of the
bone not extending too far into the joint ; and cases
of rheumatoid artliritis. Here, if the patient is heal-

thy and especially if a child, the operation may be
tried with fair prospect of success.

As a fair summary of the most recent experience
the following propositions were laid down :

1. Excision of the knee is one of the indispensable
resources of surgery, and is useful in all three classes

of cases, viz., in those where, otherwise, amputation
would be indicated ; in those where the expectant
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treatment laiglit succeed, but is dubious ; and in

cases of vicious anchylosis.

2. As a substitute for amputation, it is indicated
in early life, and in non-tuberculous Kul[)jects ; in

cases of limited caries of the bones, of degeneration
of synovial membrane, and in some conditions of

necrosis of the articular surfaces
;
jiossibly also in

abscess in the ends of the bones.
3. As a substitute for the expectant treatment, it

seems to be justified, and is extensively used in cases
w'Jiere the jiatient's circumstances and the slow prog-
ress of the case, render the surgeon hojieless or
very doubtful of recovery with soiind anchylosis.

4. It is also frequently used, and very successfully,

in cases of vicious or deformed anchylosis.

5. Attempts have been mad(> to limit the place of

excision by opening the joint and drainage, and by
some other partial methods. These attempts have
been fairly successful, es2)ecially in cases wiiere the
affection is rather of the synovial membrane than of

the bones, and they deserve more extensive trial

than they seem as yet to have obtained.
6. At the same time, the mortality from excision

of the knee seems of late years to have been so
greatly diminished as to encourage the hope that the
limit of age Avhich it has been found necessary
hitherto to observe may be extended, and it may be
judged prudent to ajiply the operation to the treat-

ment of the more chronic aliectious of later life,

such as chronic rheumatic arthritis, more extensively

than has been done up to the present time.

In cases of hip disease, Mr. Holmes sums up his

views as follows : excision of the hii) ought to be
very rarely indeed requii'ed if the disease be treated

l^roperly at its commencement ; in cases seen at an
advanced stage of the disease, it is chiefly when
sequestra exist that the oi^eration is necessaiy,
though it may be advisable as a means of shortening
the treatment in other cases also, when the patient
cannot obtain the jirolonged surgical care essential

to natural recovery.

The speaker in conclusion showed the evils to the
poorer class of the present out-jjatient hospital
system, in that it rendered the treatment of chronic
diseases so unsatisfactory. He referred to the scheme
now under consideration of establishing provident
dispensaries throughout the metropolis of London.
At the close of the address a resolution of thanks

was moved by Sir Henry Thompson, who . made a

brief and eloquent speech.
The report of the .Scientific Grants Committee was

then made. [A summary of this has appeared in the
Kecokd.]
The members of the Joint Committee on State

Medicine were re-elected for another year.

The ceremony of the presentation of the Gold
Medal of the Association to Dr. Farr then took place.

Fourth Day—August 13th—GENESAii Meeting.

The meeting opened with the address in physiol-

ogy by Michael Foster, M.D. , F.E.S., on the

RELATIONS OF PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY—THE PRO-

FESSIONAL ASPECT OP PHYSIOLOGY.

Physiology might be defined, he said, as the ac-

tions and reactions of living beings ; ditiering, there-

fore, from morphology, which treats of the charac-

teristics of form. Tuese two branches of science

were converging, and would, in times far distant,

unite ; that is to say, we shall then know function by
studying structure, and we shall know what is the
structure of a living l)eing when we know its func-
tion. Dr. Foster showed that the physiological in-

quiry now goes deeper than the investigation of func-
tifui simply ; it studies the molecular changes of the
living cells, the ultimate vital phenomena. This was
a fact which proved that physiology is closely re-

lated to pathology, that the two sciences are in fact
one, and can no more justly be separated than can
the science ot nieteorology lie divided into a science
of good weather and a science of ))ad. The speaker
lamented the neglected condition of pathological
study in England. There is only one solitary insti-

tute in that country devoted to i)athological incpiiry,

and that one exists under difhculties, and occupies
only jiart of the time of a largely engaged practis-

ing physician. A new chair of pathology, very
fully equii^ped, is, however, being erected at Cam-
bridge.

Pathology, the lecturer thought, wa.s not only the
rational basis of the healing art, but also an impor-
tant intellectual equipment for every practitioner who
is not simply a machine for prescribing drugs in a
dull, mechanical manner. But the salutaiy use of
l^athological doctrines requires a certain critical

power, and the building up of this power is one of

the chief functions, especially for the active practi-

tioner, of physiological study. Physiology might be
considered the watch-dog against vagrant iiathologi-

cal theories. The study of physiology was not only
practically useful, but it disciplined the mind to hab-
its of careful reasoning and close observation. This
was the case at least in schools where the science is

taught as it should be. It was to be regretted that
in so many of the metropolitan medical schools jihy-

siology was taught by those who gave themselves but
partly to the study, most of their time being devoted
to a medical or surgical practice.

Dr. Foster compared the two studies, anatomy
and physiology. The former was, he believe<'', most
useful as a means of mental discipline, its practical

value was small apart from this. In former times
it had been advisable to insist rigorously upon this

study to the exclusion of physiology. Now, he
thought, equal discipline could be obtained from the
study of physiology, and, in addition, it would train

the mind to better habits and till it with more use-
ful facts. He would have anatomy hereafter made
secondary to physiology.
Following Dr. Foster's address were a number of

reports of special committees. That of the Com-
mittee on Out-patient Reform was made by its chair-

man, Mr. Timothy Holmes. He said that the work
of the committee was now at a stand-still, because it

was divided against itself. He believed that nothing
could be done to reform out i^atient department ab-
uses until some system took its place. The only
possible system was that of provident dispensai-ies.

They were now trying to secure the co-operation of
the friendly societies so as to make such dispensaries
possible.

Votes of thanks were given to the various officers

and local authorities.

Of the events outside the general and sectional

meetings, one of the most notable was the

conferring of THE HONOR.ABY DEGREES

upon a large number of eminent physicians and sur-

geons. The ceremony took place in the Senate House.
All the doctors, actual and designate, marched in,

wearing scarlet hoods. The undergraduates' gallery
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was filled with students who made the usual demon-
stratioiiH. The public omtor d«'liv«M*e<l tin; do^rees
to the twelve cutididutes, uocoinimnyiu^ 04U'}i with a
brief Hpt'eoh in Latin. Sir Wni. Jcnncr was intro-

duced as euleliriited for his ^reut kn(>wl<'<l^o and
success in the treatment of fovcr, " quiu pulsut pede
teipio panp«runi tnlicnias n-j^iinniuo U'rruK." Hefer-

rin^c to l)r. S. D. (Jross, In; .snid :
" TrunHfluctus At-

lanticoH, trans oceaiinui iion jam ut ant«*a ' dissocia-

bileiu,' piitritu nostnn ad jKirtUH ntiper advcctus est

vir vent!nil>ilis ciuem inter fratros nostros ti-ansatlan-

ticos scientiiu cliinir;,'ic;u ijuasi alteruin Ncstorem
uoininare ansini." When Sir Wm. CJ nil's name was
mentioned, there was a atoriu of hoots and hisses

from the students which stopped the orator's re-

marks for some time.

THE SECTION OF SURGERY.
The Section of Surgery was opened with an address

by its President, Mu. Wm. S. Savoky, F.K.S. It was
characterized as " clear, eloijucnt, and u.^^cfid leather

in cidling attention to points already known, but apt
to be overlooked, than in recording anything new."
The subject was

CONSTlTCTION'A.L DISTURBANCE.

The term " constitutional disturljance " was, the

speaker thought, a good one in its application to the

etl'ect of locid disease or injury. Such disturbance,

it was uow kuown, might be brought about by dif-

ferent agencies ; chief among them being the nervous
system and the blood. The object of the lecturer

was to show that two forms of constitutional dis-

turbance from these two causes existed, and that it

was very important to distingui.sh each of them. Mj.
Savory then discussed at some length the ijhysiology

of the correlation or " sympathy " between different

parts and organs of the body. He showed the deli-

cacy and universality of these sympathies, and the

distinction between them and reflex action. Contin-

uing, he said, "But impressive as the evidence is of

this mutual deiJendence of parts through the nervous
system, it is, nevertheless, clear, that this is not the

only agent of .sj-mi^athy ; there is another even more
universal, and perhaps more subtle, if in health, more
obscure in its oi)eration— the blood. The blood is

thus the medium of communication between all parts

by virtue of the incessant changes which go on every-

where between the blood and tissues in nutrition.

You remember the aphorism :
' Each single jjart of

the body, in respect of its nutrition, stands to the
whole body in the relation of a secreted substance,'

and Paget's brilliant use of it. And it is not hard to

understand that if any part fails to withdraw from
the blood, or supply to the blood its jji-oper mate-
rials, the blood will be ati'ected, and through it re-

mote parts or organs of the body. The blood may
be aflected by the introduction of poisons from with-

out, as in cases of wounds, or of morbitl changes
deep in the tissues ; but it may also be affected by
local morbid actions and by various forms of per-
verted nutrition." And the lecturer asserted that
between the cases of fever induced by the latter

agency, and those induced by blood-poisoning with
matter derived from without, it was not possible to

di-aw the line. He believed that the cases of consti-

tutional disturbance due to blood-jioisoning were
much more frequent than was generally sujjposed.

The poison often worked itself oil' without jjroduc-

ing many symptoms. It might indeed be that some
one of the excretory organs was capable of ridding

the organ ism of the poison at once. An illustration

of one of the transient forms of

INFECTION or THE niXMin,

and the rapid recovery from it by elimination, is that

wliich occurs in the dis.secting-room. Persons often

experi(!ncc a nausea or faintncss, or notice a taste

and Hiiicll which indicate the ))enetration into the

Hvstem of v«)hitile matter, the residt of decomjjosi-

tion. This pa.sscs speedily away and is forgotten

until some hours after, when the jieculiar odor is

again recognized in the perspiration, tlie excrement,
or the breath.

The Hi>eakt)r would not give undue weight to the

part that blood-poisoning plays in producing consti-

tutional disturbance. The nervous system has its

share. Thus tht^ fever whicli results when the pro-

ducts of intlaniniation are bound down tightly by
fascia, as in whitlow, or in abscess contined by J>one,

or in disea.se of a joint, must be provoked through
j the nervous system. The clinical features of the
two forms of constitutional disturbance can be in

most cases distinguished. In both there is usually

jnTexia, with the rapid circulation and respiration,

and the disorders of secretion usually accompanying
fever. These signs were, as a rule, common to the

two forms of mischief. But beyond these, in the

more active forms of blood-poisoning, there are

added rigors, sudden changes of temjierature, pro-

fuse perspiration, etc. Often the distinction between
these two forms of constitutional disturbance could
not be made out in actual practice, because the two
agencies, the nervous system and the blood, were
both at work.
Following the address of the Chairman was a long

land valuable discussion ujjon the "Treatment of

i

^^'ounds." In this Mr. Lister took a large part. A
discussion upon internal urethrotomy was oj^ened
by Sir Henry Thom^json.

[An account of this will appear later in the
Becoiid.]

The address in the

SECTION OF OBSTETRIC MEDICINE

was delivered by "\V. S. Playfaib, M.D., F.Il.C.P.,

the subject being " The Teaching of Obstetric Medi-
cine." The speaker described the dehciencies in ob-
stetric medicine of the English schools. This
branch of meibciue, he said, though of so high im-
portance, was made of but secondary imjiortauce in

the regular lecture courses. The jjractical instruc-

tion was very small in amount, and the didactic lec-

tures lasted only three mouths, or were relegated
to the summer course. Tliere had been many at-

temjjts to secure reform, but so far without success.

Dr. Playfaii- thought that the General Medical Coun-
cil ought to have among its members some physician
who made a .specialty of obstetrics and diseases of
women.
Db. LoiiBE Atthlll introduced a discussion upon

ITTERINE HSaiOSTATICS,

with special reference to the hemorrhages occurring
in the non-puerperal uterus. A large number of

gentlemen took part in the debate, and the value of
nearly every uterine h:emostatic was discussed more
or less. Most of the sjjcakers testified to the value of
Chian turjientine in arresting hemorrhage and
lessening pain, but it was thought oil of tuipentine
might act nearly as well. Hot water, ergotine fpref-

eraoly injected into the gluteal muscles;, injections

of iron, plugging the cervical canal, pressure on the
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aorta, external and internal manipulation with the
hands (in post-partnm hemorrhage), the use of qui-

nine, strychnine, and iron, as adjuvants, were all en-

dorsed.

HEMOKRHAGE AND SICKNESS DtlRINO PREGNANCY

was the title of a jjaper by Dr. Henry Bennett. The
speaker took the ground that chronic inflammation
of the body of the uterus or of the cervix, very often

existed in parturient women, and gave rise to many
bad symptoms and accidents, such as laborious ges-

tation, abortion, obstinate sickness, hemorrliage, etc.

Dr. Bennett believed in treating tliese conditions,

ulcerations of the neck, inflammations, etc., by sur-

gical interference.

In the discussion Dr. Byrne, of Dublin, said that

he did not believe in Dr. Bennett's views. He had
seen very few cases of ulceration indeed.

Dr. GrailliY-Hewitt said that high authorities had
stated that "inflammation" was a word which should
be removed from uterine pathology.

A discussion on the treatment of uterine flexions

was led off by Dr. Henry Gervis, and participated in

by Drs. Herman Bantock, Fallen, Sims, and others.

A paper was then read by Dr. Montrose A. Fallen,
of New York, on the

ETIOLOGY and TREATMENT OF LACERATIONS OF THE
CERVIX UTERI.

The paper, which strongly advocated the sewing
up of all lacerations, and which pronounced lacera-

tions to be of frequent occurrence, was evidently a

novelty to the gynecologists present. It was dis-

cussed cautiously by several of the gentlemen. None,
excejit Dr. Hewitt, seemed to have ever seen many
lacerations.

Mr. T. Spencer Wells opened a discussion on

THE REMOVAL OF UTERINE TUMORS BY ABDOMINAL
SECTION.

He said that his whole exi^erience in this operation
included sixty cases : thirty-four of removal, with
eighteen deaths and sixteen recoveries ; twenty-six
of incomplete operation, with one death. The mor-
tality had been very much smaller since the intro-

duction of antiseptic precautions. In describing the
operation he referred to the importance of sewing up
the uterine wound. When this was done, with anti-

septic precautions, he thought the intraperitoneal

method the better.

The discussion that followed was shared in by Mr.
Kuowsley Thornton, Mr. Lawson Tait, Dr. J. Marion
Sims, Prof. Macleod, and others.

The address in the

SECTION OF PSYCHOLOGY
was delivered by J. Crichton Browne, M D., LL D.,

r.R.S.E., upon "Circles of Mental Disorder— Mod-
ern Nervous Diseases." The speaker began by dep-
recating the introduction of the subject of mental
diseases into undergraduate education. He thought
the curriculum already overburdened, and that the
teachings of psychological medicine were now too
ambiguous and unsystematic to be useful either in

the matter of instruction or discipline. The student
of medical psychology should flrst be broadly
grounded on the principles of general medicine.
The sijeaker then described the three divisions of

mental disorders, which he made and which he rep-

resented by concentric circles. In the central circle

were to be included all the insane and idiotic recog-
nized as such. In Great Britian and Ireland, on
January 1, 1880, there were 93,62i of these. Outside

of this lies a second one which he would cell the
" crazy circle." In this we have those whose mental
disease is only incipient or slight, such the as inoffen-

sive lunatics, the host of eccentric, half-mad, crack-

brained, and imbecile persons who move in every
grade of society. Dr. Browne estimated tliat there

were 180,000 occupants of the " crazy circle " in the
United Kingdom. Finally, beyond the crazy circle

lies another and outer circle, wliich might be called

the neurotic. It embraced all the sufferers from
nervous diseases that are not necessarily accompa-
nied by mental disorder. No attempt was made to

get a census of this class, but as 70,000 deaths are

attributed annually to nervous diseases in England
and Wales, it shows that the number of the neurotic
circle is large.

The occupants of the

three circles

were constantly shifting from the inner to the outer,

or the reverse ; sometimes slowly, sometimes rajjidly.

Neither the i^opulation nor the boundary limits of the
cii'cles were permanent and distinctly defined. The
numbers, however of each are increasing. Dr.
Browne gave his reasons briefly for believing that

the niimber of the insane is increasing disproportion-

ately to the pojjulation. He spent more time, how-
ever, in demonstrating the same thing for the circle

of neurotics. He referred to Dr. Beard's conclusions
regai'ding American nervousness, and thought that the
same changes were taking place in England, though
less noticeably than in America. His reasons for

this belief in the increase of neurotic diseases were :

1. The fact that the English are a thinner people
than they used to be. 2. That the death-rate from
nervous diseases had not diminished, though many
cases formerly classed under nervous diseases in

mortality reijorts are not so assigned now, and
though some nervous diseases tend to i^rolong rather

than shorten life. 3. That certain diseases in which
the nervous system plays a prominent part are on
the inci'ease, e.g., diabetes, granular kidney, heart dis-

ease, aneurism, rheumatism, and gout. 4. Other
l^oints adduced were the increased frequency of pre-

mature baldness, decay of the teeth, the necessity

which annual holidays have become, the rise of hos-
pitals for nervous diseases, the rapid growth of neu-
rological science, and the increased consumption of

neurotic remedies.
The causes of this increase could be summed up

under, 1st. The increasing complexity of the nei-vous

system. 2d. The increasing complexity of life. Of
the many conditions of modern life tending to pro-

mote the increase of mental and nervous diseases.

Dr. Browne spoke especially of education, which, as

now conducted, is full of danger to the young. The
sti'uctural complexity of the brain was not reached at

once nor at a single period of time. Different parts

became perfected and cajiable of functioning at dif-

ferent times. The various powers of the mind ought
to be cultivated then at the time that their struc-

tural basis was becoming developed. Certain mental
capacities originally good might become utterly lost

by lack of training. The sijeaker believed that mus-
cular exercise, and esjiecially manual dexterity, might
help to develoji mental qualities.

At the close of the President's address a discussion

ON the influence of alcohol in the causation of
INSANITY

was opened by Dr. G. W. Bacon, who was followed

by Drs. H. Sutherland, Hack Tuke, and others.
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The general opinion seemed to be that the utatiHtios

on tlj« point, HO far Riwn, (greatly «'xa>^f?«M"ato(l the
iiuportaiiro of iiiU>tn(M>ranco as a oaiiso of insanity.

It wius oftiMi only an early Hyniptoni of tin* mental
(liHeas*'. KiutluT and nioro oxat-t data H<'«>iM«'tl to he
noo(U'«l. It was t\w opinion of Mr. l''l«>t<'licr lieuch

that int4Mnp(>rance in ))art>nt.s waH one of tiio i)romi-

nent raiisos of iiulx'cility in cliiMren.

Amoiii^ a niunlxT of otl»»M- pajxirs presented was
one by Lawson Tail on a i-ase of f>j)iloi)ti('. mania
troat.«<(l l>y ooi)lior(H'toniy. (lonsi(lorai)lo n»lief was
hron^lit al»t)ut by tlio operation. In the diseiission

Dr. liiU'on said that he had castrattid two male epilo])-

tie.s with tho result in one ca.so of great improvement.

SECTION OF PHYSIOLOGY.

The session bei^^an with a discussion on " The Evi-
denee derived from C'linieal Observations and Physi-
ologieal E.vperiments as to the Seat of the Formation
of Urea in the Human Body," opened by Prof. Ar-
thur Cramfjoo, of ^NlaiK'he.ster. Aft<>r f^oing over each
point in the subject at some lenp^th, he summed
up his conclusions as follows : 1. It appears that the
formation of urea does not occur, or occurs in insig-

nificant amount {(t) in the l)lood, (h) in the muscles,
(c) iu the nervous organs. 2. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that in the glandular organs urea or its ante-

cedents are formed. 3. The researches of various
observers render it certain that ui-ea is formed in the
liver, though they do not warrant us in saying that
the liver is the only seat of formation of urea. 4.

Pathological observations establish a very strong
})resumption in favor of the liver being the organ in

which the largest quantity of urea is formed. If

])roi)erly j)ursued, patliological investigations afford

the best possible means of proWng conclusively
whether urea is formed in the liver. .5. In order to

obtain thoroughly satisfactory information from such
investigations, it will be necessary that in futui-e the
total amount of nitrogen in the food shall be rigor-

ously determined, as well as the total amount of

niti'ogen in the urine and the urea. Moreover, the
participation of other organs, and especially the kid-
neys, in the morbid condition supposed to be con-
nected with a deficient formation of urea, must
always be carefully investigated.

A paper on " Urea in Blood and Muscle" was read
by J. B. Haycraft, M.B. He found, on an average,

in muscle, ten parts per 100,000 ; in blood, thirty

parts. He believed urea to be a substance separated
from the proteid food-stuffs before they underwent tis-

sne assimilation. It was, in fact, a phase of digestion.

Papers were read " On the Presence of Leucin and
Tyrosin in the Urine in Numerous Diseases," on
" The Action of the Ribs in Forced Expiration," on
"The Contraction of Striated Muscle "

A lengthy discussion upon " Sleep and Hypno-
tism " was opened by Prof. W. Preyer, of Jena. The
speaker described his own theory of the cause of

sleep ; that it was due to the accumulation of fatigue

products in the circulation, which took up the oxygen
of the blood that was needed by the nerve-cells. He
then reviewed some of the experiments and studies
iu hypnotism made by Dr. James Braid, and recently
by Heidenhain, himself, and others. [A summary of

these has appeared in the Record.]
Dr. C. E. Brow.v-Sequard read a paper on the

EFFECT OF CERT.VIN LESIONS OP THE BR.\.IX fPON THE
E-XCIT.VBILITY OF THE MOTOR CENTRES.

He related a number of expei-iments which showed
that there were a number of lesions of the brain

I

which could prmluce absolutely opposite effects.

i

One of thoKO is well known as motor inhibition (or

:
paralvHis) ; the other ho called </i/aiiif><ff>ii/. As an

I

uxam]>le ho said tliat if a gnimsa-pig's head were
suddenly cmshetl tliere would be paralysis of the

I

fore legs, but very powcrfid convulsions in the hind-

legs. He had found that lesions near tlu^ base of the

brain would i)roduce like results in other animals.

SHcriON OF PATHOLOGY.

The event of tliis section was the adilress of the

President, Sir James Paget, on " Elemental Path-
ology." The many difficulties surrounding the study
of pathology, and the solution of its jiroblems were
referred to. Some of these difliculties Tiiight l)e

lessened and light thrown ui)on many pathological

problems by the study of the "Diseases and Injuries

of Plants." He then described some of the diseases

which he himself had studied. Hypertrophies were
important because they were not related to function

but simply to .supply of nutritive material ; thus the
" ringing" of trees causes an hypertrophy analogous
to that pro<luced in the human body by the ob-

strncttMl return of lymjdi. Atroi)liies are rare in

plants l)ut degenerations are common. Senile degen-
eration is well illustrated by the changes which take
place in leaves preceding their fall. The degenera-
tions found in the " sere and yellow leaf," throw light

upon symmetrical disease ; they show that neither

blood or nerves are necessary to symmetrical decay.

Again, the mode of decay and fall of leaves show
that decay is not death, for dead leaves do not fall

;

the necessary antecedent changes are vital processes.

The low vitality, but high scale of development of

the fibre of the leaf-stem, illustrated the fact that

many changes which we call higher developments
are, from the point of vitality, degenerations. Bone
was allied to calcareous degeneration, though it

had acijuircd high uses.

Regarding the reijair of

INJURIES IN PLANTS.

He said it was much less perfect than in animals,

the reparative process rarely proceeding beyond
the mere protection of the injured part. When
plants are injured, layers of cork-cells are formed
around, which may grow over the wound, or a
gummy exudation is poured out, but the epithelium
never re-forms. Still, trees show " the ineWtable
process of repair " going on in one known case in a
pine tree, for one hundred and fifty years, without
complete cure. This law, that an injury, which
might occur at any age, and have no parallel antece-

dent in any ancestor, being indeed unique; siiould

inevitably tend to become repaired in a particular

way, indicated that there were other laws and i)rop-

erties at work in the body than those accounted for

by heredity or evolution.

Two other topics were then taken up : inflamma-
tion and specihc diseases. Inflammation was caused
in plants by irritation. The gall was an illustration

of the result of a specific inflammation, of which
there were many kinds.

Sir James Paget concluded by urging his hearers

to study some definite science apart from their jjro-

fessional work. " The astronomer studies astron-

omy in dark, stormy nights, and in the railway train,

but his best studies are in the quiet of the observa-

tory and with a calm, clear sky. Our life work lies

in stormy nicfhts and railway trains. If we desire to

study calmly, and to profit, we must choose some
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subject wliicli we can carry on apart from our pro-
fessional work, during our leisure and holidays,
which will yet attbrd lessons of surpassing value.
Such a study is that of the diseases of jjlants.

The address, says Tlie Laiicef, was characterized by
all the ease and clearness of diction, masterly force

of language and felicity of illustration, which distin-

guish the sijeaker ; and the audience showed no
de-iire to break the spell which bound them in eager
attention to the close.

Following the address. Prof. Joseph Lister read
a paper of extreme interest upon

MICRO-ORGANISMS : THEIR RELATION TO DISEASE.

He first detailed the results of the experiments of

Dr. Koch, of WoUsteiu. By ingenious methods of
staining, that investigator had been able to detect
not only the bacil/Ns (inthracia, which causes anthrax,
but he discovered other specific micro-organisms.
These were the Ixtcil/its scpticicinuc and the chain
microccus, tlie latter always causing gangrene when
injected into house mice.

The bacillus spptiarmicp is an extremely minute or-

ganism, and would be invisible unless stained. Dr.
Koch had been able to jirove that it always caused
septicaemia, never pytemia, when injected into mice.

Professor Lister then described the micro-organ-
ism discovered by Toussaint in fowls suffering from
fowl-cholera. This fowl-cholera is a highly infectious
blood disease, characterized by swelling of the lym-
phatics of the neck, pericarditis, and duodenitis,
but with no diarrhoea. The bacterium, claimed to

be the cause of the fowl-cholera, is oval-shaped, mul-
tiplies by transverse constriction, and is about TirnTTn

of an inch in diameter. Pasteur has cultivated this

organism, and has been able to modify it, so that by
injecting the modified fluid he can cause a mild form
of fowl-cholera—protective against a second attack.

In the same line of inquiry. Dr. Greenfield, by ex-
periments, had recently shown that if a guinea-pig
be inoculated with the blood of a heifer suffering
from splenic fever, the former animal takes the dis-

ease ; if now the blood of the guinea-pig be inocu-
lated in a healthy heifer, it will protect that animal
against splenic fever. Professor Toussaint had per
formed similar experiments in regard to " vaccinat-
ing " for anthrax. But he went farther ; he showed
that the itrotective power is not conferred by inocu-
lating any form of the bacillus anthracis, but by in-

oculating the fluid in which it had gTo^Ti. Thus, he
took blood from a case of anthrax, and by filtration

and carbolic acid destroyed the organism ; he then
injected the filtered fluid into a healthy animal, and
found it protected against the anthrax.
In conclusion, the speaker described the ingenious

experiments of Dr. Buchner, of Munich, by which
he had transformed, by cultivation, the bacillus an-
thracis into the hay-bacillus, and rice versa.

At subsequent meetings of the Section, papers on
'* Glomerulo-nephritis," by Dr. Leech, '• The Pathol-
ogy of Psoriasis," by Dr. Thin, " Congenital Neurotic
Papilloma," by Dr. Cotter, and " Cerebral Embol-
ism," by Dr. Dickinson, were read.

Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson read a paper, in which
he reviewed the " errors which are liable to arise in

the study of the part jjlayed by the nervous system
in causing derangements of nutrition." Discussing
the different views as to the

ACTION OF NER\T;S ON NUTRITION,

he divided them roughly into the view that all this

action is vaso-motor, and to that which adds to this

a special trophic influence. Before accei^ting the
latter view, all hypotheses should be exhausted. He
summed up the facts militating against the troiihic

hyj)othesis : the gi'oat rarity of some of the diseases

which on the trophic theory should ])e common ; the
remarkable differences of these lesions supjjosed to

bo due to a common cause, and their great resem-
blance to lesions not of neurotic origin. INIr. Hutch-
instm gave a list of the conditions suppos(>d to l)e de-

l)endent on tro2>hic nervous influence. He then took
up each one separately and showed the doubts that
might be thrown upon its ])resumed neurotic origin.

In the discussion that followed, Drs. Brown-S6-
(juard, Cliflbrd Albutt, Dickinson, and others took
l)art, most of them disagreeing with Mr. Hutchinson,
Dr, Buzzard read a i)aper on "Some Cases of

Joint Affection in Locomotor Ataxy," which was
admirably illustrated with photograi)hs.

SECTION OF OPHTHALMOLOGY.
This Section was opened with a few introductory

remarks from its President, Mr. W. Bowman.
'Mm. Priestley Smith then read a paper on the

" Pathology of Glaucoma," which was subsequently
discussed by Mr. Cowell, Professor Donders, and
others.

In a sub-section of otology, several valuable j^apers

were read. Among them was one upon "Electricity
in Ear Diseases," and one upon the " Treatment of

Sixpi^uration of the Middle Ear." A discussion ujjon
the comparative value of mechanical aids to hearing
took place.

Corrcspoiiticnce.

THE TREATMENT OF CYSTITIS.
To THE Editor of The Medical Recoed.

Sir :—In the Record of September 4th I notice a
report of the proceedings of the New York Surgical

Society on the value of ojieralions for the cure of

ct/stitis, and while cordially agi'eeing with the majority

of the gentlemen who participated in the discussion,

that the great desideratum for the successful treat-

ment of this troublesome disease is rest for the in-

flamed viscus, and the most absolute rest at that, my
experience leads me to differ with them in regard to

the manner of obtaining it.

During the past two years I have treated six cases

of ci/siitis, two in the male and four in the female, and
ha\ing lately adopted the princii^le that coutplete rest

for the bladder was a sine qua non in the treatment,

I cast about for obtaining it. Case No. 1, male, was
of recent origin, and due to the extension of a gon-
orrhoea. Case No. 2, male, was a person of 40 years

of age, intemperate, with an enlarged j'rosfate and
stricture of the urethra in its prostatic jjortion, the
cystitis of a year's standing. Case No. 1, female,
was also of recent origin, while cases 2, 3, and 4,

female, had had a duration of one, two, and five years
respectively.

The treatment in each case consisted in the reten-

tion of a soft catheter in the bladder, with the distal

end attached to a urinal, so as to permit of the free
escape of the urine on its entering the bladder. The
introduction and changing of the instniment was
attended with considerable pain, but once in position

it answered every requirement in emptying that
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organ and producing pMrfeot quiencenoe. I was care-

ful U) iivoid tlio introduction of 1(k> much of tlio ca-

tliotor, us it is liul>l<> to produce irritiitioii iiiul piiin

wluMi brought in iruutiu-t witli tbo niiicouH cout. Tlio

111 Hliciil tnuitiiient consisted in tlie udiuiiiistnition of

snmll diises «»f en/Dt by tlio luoutii, every f»>nr to six

lumrs, with tlie iidditioii of n/iiniu wlieii iiulieiited.

Ill two of tlie /fiii'i/rs the continued us(> of the

erj^ot produced uterine troubK's, and 1 discontinued
it in those cases, substituting Lydrarg. subumr. in

alterative ilosos.

This was all the treatment emjiloyed, and all were
attended with what I believe to bo a jierniauent cure.

The duration of tlie treatment wa.s in one case seven
days ; in the remainder it ranged from twelve to

twenty days. On the first introduction of the cathe-

ter the mijor symptoms, as jiain, etc., at once sub-
sided, and although there was considerable supra-
pubic tendernt>ss left with recurring nc/iiii;/ pains,

none t)f the j)atients, after four Lour.s' experience
with the citl/ic/t-r, would consent to its entire removal
till the inflammation and dysury had disappeared.
Its constant use was not attended with any unpleas-
ant couseipxences, and in the fenialfs it did not neces-

sitate a recumbent posture.

Yours very truly,

M. F. Leary, M.D.
Gaylord, Kansas, Sfptember 13, 1880.

TREATMENT OF SPASMODIC ASTHMA.
To THR Editor of Thk Medical Record.

Dear Sir :—In the smoky city of Pittsburg, quite
well known throughout the United States as a resort

for the bettering of those afflicted with asthma, we
have a great deal of that disease. There are here
many residents, natives of our city, sufferers from
asthma. Yet there is in Pittsburg (Allegheny is

only a suburb) the smokiest and heaviest atmos-
phere of any city i)erliaps on the continent. Dr.
Hyde Salter, of London, says that an urban resi-

dence is preferred for asthmatics, and more especial-

ly that portion of a city in which the atmosphere
is the heaWest and smokiest. Y'et again, notwith-
standing the opinion of so high an authority, it

seems to me, through actual experience here, that
those benefited by a Pittsburg residence are stran-

gers, and are relieved according to the rule in this dis-

ease that travel and chmu/e will bringrelief —the cen-
tres of relief being elsewhere as well as here.

I speak of pure nervous or spasmodic asthma—

a

disease in which I recognize two pathological ele-

ments : 1, nei-vous spasm of the bronchial tubes ; 2,

ht/per(P)niri, approaching or amounting to inflamma-
tion. DiflScult breathing involves all the physical
signs. The rales have a double character—id est, they
occur both in inspiration and iti e.rpiration. This I
recognize, with Prof. Alonzo Clark, as a sure siyn of
spasmodic asthma.

In this disease I have tried, in vain, everything
mentioned by the best authoiities in therapeutics.
Morphine I have relied on mostly ; then nauseants
and antispasmodics, ad infinitum.

On the first day of last April I was called to at-

tend a lady, aged fifty years, whom I had attended
at different times for over three years. On that day
commenced the most violent attack of asthma she
had ever had. Until the 10th day of May she had
never left her room—scarcely ever the chair in which
she sat. Breathing was difficult, without intermis-
sion. So much medicine had I given her that now

I was beginning to foar the result in her case. Mor-
])hiiie (piieUul her, but as Hoon as I diminished its

quantity the dysi)iiu",i returned as bad as over.

.\t last her linil)s became very much swollen ; she
became very weak, having had no appetite at all. I

feared emphysema; 1 feared a termination of my
cas(! in dis.Holution. The lady had been a life-long

sufferer from asthma ; was a farmer's wife, but for

over three years has been a resident of this city and
a lady of leisure. .\s a last resort the idea aro.se in

my mind, and I applied countirr-irritatiim over the

pneumogastric nerves from tlu! upper jiart of the thy-

roid cartilage to near the upper borders of the clav-

icles, with tincture of iodine, even to blistering, when
relief followed so rapidly and conqjletely an to make
me doubt tliat it was due to my apjdication. In
twenty-four hours the lady was greatly im])roveil, and
within forty-eiglit hours from the time of painting

her neck her ast/nna hail disaj>peared I'n'ireli/. 1 was
not satisfied, but had determined to paint her again
so soon as the asthma returned. It lias not yet re-

turned. .\ft(>r th(! i)aroxysm had terminated, she
took iodide of ])otash for several weeks, and has
been better than ever before in her life.

The next case is that of a gentleman, let. 42 years,

a farmer. He has had si)asmodic asthma all his

life. His mother had it through her lifetime. He
had been having attacks, growing worse every night,

for a long time. I at once ap})lied counter-irritation

orer the jnieuinfx/astric iiei^es in the neck, and jilaced

him on iodide of potash. The night of the day on
which I painted him (August 12th) he slept. He
said that " he never saw relief come so quick. That
last night was the most pleasant night he ever had."
Case III.—Gentleman, ast. 32, afflicted with spas-

modic asthma since he was two years old. Had
been having attacks every night. I painted his neck
with iodine, making a streak about half an inch in

width, and ordered pota.sh internally. I cured the
paroxysms.

All I have observed and all I claim for this treat-

ment is relief of the paroxysm ; and, thus far in my
experiment, of the first paroxysm in which it is ap-

plied, becaiise the patients have had no more since
I first applied it, but all continue better.

These ai-e three cases, consecutive, and all made
better. It is a very limited number, but recollect

they are consecutive cases of pure spasmodic asthma,
which have occurred within five months in my prac-

tice, and as I may receive no new cases for some
time, I speak of them for what it may be worth.

Very truly yours,

E. B. FauijKnek, M.D.
AiXEGHENT City, Pa.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Aiiny,
from September 12, 1880, to September IS, 1880.

MooRE, Jno., Major and Surgeon. Assigned to
temporary duty as member of the Medical Examin-
ing Board in New York City. S. O. 194, A. G. O.,
September 11, 1880.

AiN.swoRTH, F.CCapt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for six months. S. O. 196, A. G. O.,
September U, 1880.

Price, C. E.. Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To report
in person to the Commanding General, Department
of the East, for assignment to duty. S. O. 196, C. S.,

A. G. O.
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illctiifnl 3tcm£i ant> Hcius.

Contagious Diseases — Weeklt Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

repoi*ted to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending September 18, 1B80.
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Pkofbshok (rioVANNi PoLLi, of Milan, died re-

contly iift««r ii loiiR illneHH. Pr(tf«»HHor Polli Ih he«t

known fin* his rcsiMirt'liPH upon the Huhji-ct of fer-

n»"ntiitiiin. 'J'luf vulnt* of H\il])liurouH iwitl. tlio sul-

phites, unil of horiurif a<'i«l (is anti-ftTinentiitives, was
HJiown by liim.

Phokrmsou Rizzoli, of Bolopfna, reoontlv diod at the

ago of H»>vtM»ty y»»iirs. Just previons to his death he

ha<l made a donation to the city of liolo^na of

1,'2.">0,()0() fnines, for tlie erection and niiiinti-nance of

an ortliopedie hospital.

PlUICAUriNK IN TnR TUEATMENT OK ISTEBMITTENT
Feveu. The experience of Dr. A. L. Davis does not

conrtnn the virtues of pilocarpine in intermittent

fever, alle.^ed hy Dr. Griswold. It sometimes aborts

the attacks, hut oftener makes the jjatient so sick and
prostrate 1 that his condition is worse than if he had
had the chill.

A KtoNEY WAS ExTrRPATED recently at Charing-
Cross Hospital by Mr. liarwell. The ])atient was a

girl of sixteen, who hail long sutferod from severe

supjinration, whicli had j^reatly reduced her strenpfth.

The kidney was larf^e, wi'igliing six and threo-fourths

ounces, tuberculous and suppurating. Since the

operation the patient has been doing well.

ViTAT>rrY OF Si'EUM.vTozoA.—In a mixture devised

by Byassou, sj)ernuitozoa have been kept alive for

twelve days, at a tempentture of 3G' V. The mix-
ture is composed of : water 1,000 grammes, the white

of one egg, and tifty-nine grammes of phosphate of

soda. Tlie liquid makes a useful injection in cases

where sterility is due to excessive acidity of the

utero-vagiual secretions.

Pkoorf-ss of the PRovmENT Dispensary System.

—The Hospital Out-patient Reform Committee of

the British ^ledical Association have made their re-

port through the chairman, Mr. Timothy Holmes.
It is tlie opinion of the committee that the out-pa-

tient dei)artments of the hosj^itals should be abol-

ished for the most part, as they now exist, and should
be made only consulting-rooms. In order to render
this possible, however, some provision must be made
for the poor who have been flocking to these institu-

tions for so many years. The committee propose a

scheme which shall secure the co-operation of the

great friendly societies in founding a large insti-

tution or confederation of provident disjiensaries.

The plan for this has been fully matured, and steps

are now being taken to carry it out.

With regard to the question of the abuses of med-
ical charities, the committee give it as their opinion
that the out-patient departments of the hospitals

and the dispensaries will never be adequately re-

formed until the working classes can be made to see

that ordinary illness, like other accidents of human-
ity must be provided for by their own exertions, and
that it is only under special emergencies that charity

ought to be brought into play ; and until the medi-
cal profession can be broxight to see that a great pro-

portion of the ailments which are now treated in the

dispensaries are untit for such treatment, and can only

be successfully managed by medical men having the

same relation to their patients as private practition-

ers have in other classes of practice.

Thervpectic Uses op the Bromides.—Rosenthal
gives the following summary on this subject

:

Bromide o/j)ot(issin77i ought to be frequently sus

pended, because it produces loss of tone in the stom-
ach, debility, and precordial pains. While it, in

Hmall doses. increaseH the a])i)etite, in large doses it

disturbH it, an«l conseiiueutly should be given largely

diluted with milk.

Jtniiiiii/'' iif siiiliiin) is a i)rej)aration very salt and
better tolerated by tlie stonia<-h, and should be given

in preference to old people, nervous i>eople, and
children.

linnniile of nmmnnium is good in epilepsy and af-

fections of the glottis, but is not 8ui>erior to the other

bromides.
lirinniili' uf inntphnr moderates the action of the

heart, and is good in alcoholism, in doses of fifteen

to thirty grains.

HrnmUh' of zinc can not be given in pills and is in-

ferior to the other bromides.— Va. Mnf. Monthh/.

In New York the favorite bromide is, ])robn-

bly, bromide of sodium. The fact about the bro-

mides is, that one is ju.st as good as another, the

difference being in strength, not in quality. liy

varying the dose of bromide of potassium, for in-

stance, nearly all the etTects of the other bromides

can be obtained.

Lenothenino the Lecture Course.^ of Medical
CoLLEOES.—The Meilical College of Virginia an-

nounces that its annual lecture course will now con-

tinue for nine months. It adopts the graded .system

also. A similar extension of time is to be adopted,

it is said, by the Medical College of the University

of Virginia.

Eroot in the Dyhentei{T of Chtldren.—Twenty-
one cases of dysentery of children, reported by Dr.

G. L. Magruder, of Washington, were treated with

fluid extract of ergot, five to twenty drops four or

five times a day. Almost every case immediately re-

sponded to treatment, and was either entirely relieved

or much improved.— Va. Med. Mnnthh/.

Another Medical College.—The Memphis Hos-
pital Medical College and Medical Department of the

Southwestern Ba2)tist University, has been estab-

lished, to the gratification, it is suggested, of the

profession and students of the Southwest. Its loca-

tion is opjjosite the City Hospital of Memj^hia, which
institution it will utilize.

A Case of Coi'nter-Pre.scbibing on the part of a

Chicago druggist is reported by the Cliicago Medical

Review. A lady asked the apothecary's clerk for a

dose of chloral hydrate. The young man gave her
two hundred and forty grains. She took the dose
and was barely rescued from death by the efforts of

a physician.

Treatjient of Chronic Eczema.—Avoid the use

of soap as this is irritating. Twice a day, bathe the

part in an aqueous solution of borax, one ounce to

the pint. Dry without friction and freely apply the

benzoated zinc ointment, then bandage the part

firmly with old diT muslin which has been jjreviously

wet with a saturated aqueous solution of borax.

Over this apply a bandage of oiled silk in such a

manner as to exclude the air perfectly. Let the

bowels be kei>t regular. In the majority of cases ec-

zema can be promjitly cured by the simple exclusion

of air. Eczema of the fingers will generally yield in

a few days if the air be excluded by the ordinary

rubber cot.

—

Chic. Med. Rev.

Death of Dr. Frank H. Davis.—We regret to

learn of the recent death at Chicago of Dr. Frank H.
Davis, son of Dr. N. S. Davis. He was a young man,
and gave great promise of success in his profession.
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The Cause of Miss Neilson's Death.—The Lon-
don Times of Angust 2(jth publishes the following

letter

:

I take tlie liberty of asking room in yonr eolumna
for a word in regard to the death of the lamented
Miss Neilson. For the last tive years I have had the

eharge of her health during her visits to Paris, one
of the treatments running through a period of four

months. The disease from which she sxTftered prin-

cipally was gastralgia—one of the forms of dyspepsia

attended witli neuralgia of the stomaclif a form ex-

tremely fantastic in its coming and going, and, in

her case, cpiite as dependent on moral causes as on
errors of diet. The last fatal attack in the Bois de
Boulogne was evidently one of her usual attacks of

gastralgia, which might have been relieved then, as

it often had been before, by a free use of mori)hine.

The unfortunate lady sent her maid for me at 7

o'clock, but to my great regret I was absent that

evening on a visit to my family in the country, and
did not hear of her illness till I heard of her death.

At 3 o'clock in the morning, twelve hoiirs from the

commencement of the attack, during a most violent

recuiTence of the pain, she suddenly ceased to com-
plain, went into a state of syncope, and died in the

syncope. The post-mortem examination made the

next day by Dr. Brouardel, Professor of Legal Medi-
cine at the Medical School of Paris, and now one of

the first authorities in Europe in legal medicine,

disclosed the extraordinary fact—one of the rarest in

the history of medicine— that in her wtIthing she had
ruptured a varicose vein in the left Fallopian tube,

and had died from internal hemorrhage. Two quarts

and a half of blood were found in the peritoneal cav-

ity, and the ruptured vein presented an orifice of

from four to five millimetres in diameter.

Very tnily, etc.,

W. E. Johnston, M.D.
No. 10 BOULEVABD MALESHERBES,

Paris, August 2;iid.

Dr. J. Makion Sms has recently been decorated

with the order of Leopold I. by the King of Belgi-

\im. The decoration was offered him seventeen

years ago, but the American minister refused to let

him receive it because of the doctor's Southern sym-
pathies.

Dr. A. Bartol on the Late Dr. Jackson.—The
hand or the mind he had in those two most impor-
tant of modern discoveries, telegraphy and etheriza-

tion, is the subject of a controversy never put quite

at rest, and which I have no wish to revive, although,

now he is gone, it deserves some reconsideration

more impartial and judicial than, in the conviction

of many of his friends, it has yet received. Particu-

larly in regard to amesthesia, there must be men liv-

ing, once his intimate associates, who, so far as they

know the circumstances, ought as witnesses to take

the stand.

He was a man whose self-respect did not allow

him to waive his own claims, and of course his atti-

tude could not please those who were inclined to re-

duce them to the lowest point ; but never was a

more honest person than he, and it were a shame to

be prejudiced by anybody's ingenuoiis consciousness

of his merits against their well-groimded truth. I

am aware of the point made that there is no actual

invention without a demonstration to the eyes and
apphcation to use. Says Dr. Paley, TAiiting on a

different matter : "He only discovers who proves."

But practical men carry this dogma too far when
they disparage as worthless the original suggestions

l)ut for which no experiment would have been insti-

tuted, far less is.sued in success. At the time of the

strife, in a public and published discourse, with
such lights as I had, however feeble by i)ublici.sts

tliey may be held, I was constrained to assign the

inventive merit as to the use of sulphuric ether to

him.
But Dr. Jackson was simple as a child, and vera-

cious like the sun ; and when I asked him if he at

the outset had foreseen the immense consequences
of liis theory in surgical operations without i)ain, he
rei)lied that in the imperfect starting of .such a busi-

ness no man could ; and I suppose no complete
horoscope of deduction did even Newton or Kepler
hold

!

Bathing after MEAiiS.—Two cases, reported by
Dr Naegli in the Sir i.vs Medical Jovm nl,i\lnsitrate the
truth of the prevalent belief that it is dangerous to

go in bathing when the stomach is full. The cases

were alike in their history. One was that of a boy
of fourteen, who ate a hearty meal and then went in

the water for a bath. While swimming along with
a comrade, he suddenly gave a cry and sank under
the water. He was speedily brought out on shore
and the usual means of resuscitation employed.
These utterly failed, however. Fearing some ob-
struction, the boy's trachea was opened and pieces

of food were found in it. These were removed in

part ; but it was not sufficient, and the boy died. The
other case had a similar history. At the poat-mwtein

a portion of the contents of the stomach was found
in the trachea and bronchi.

Death of Dr. Hebra.—The funeral of the distin-

guished dermatologist. Baron von Hebra, whose
death occuiTed recently, was veiy largely attended
by his many friends. The ceremony was, by his

wish, quiet and unostentatious. Many wreaths and
crosses were piled upon his tomb. His students
added to these one of great size, bearing the inscrip-

tion :

" Wer im Cieilaechtnis.s seiner Lieben lebt,

Der ist nicht todt, er lebt nur fern,

Todt i.st dor, der veigessen wird !

"

English Physicians Advocating Cremation. —At
the last meeting of the British Medical Association
a paper was read on cremation. At its conclusion a
memorial was drawn up, addressed to the Home Sec-

retary, and praying that permission be gi'anted for the
practice of cremation. The memorial is signed liy

Mr. T. Spencer "Wells and many other prominent
physicians and surgeons.

Antiseptic Incision of the Kj^ee-Joint.—A pa-
per on this subject was read by Dr. G. E,. FowJer,
before the Kings County Medical Society, August
17th. Basing his remarks upon sixty-six collected

cases treated by the Listerian method, he comes to

the foUo'wing conclusions regarding the favorable

effect of that method upon the operation :

1. The total mortality in excisions of the knee-joint

has diminished about one-third since the introduc-
tion of Listerism into surgical practice.

2. The majority of the fatal cases operated upon
antiseptically died of a pre-existing disease or com-
plication.

3. Fatal cases directly referable to the operation,

and fi-om causes such as are now considered pre
ventable by antiseptic treatment, are reduced fully

fifty per cent.
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ftTATtiB TO Dr. Paul Broca.—The Anthropologi-

cal Sf>fu>ty of I'liris hftH a|)j>()intetl ii committor to

oolU'ft HubsrriptioiiH for ustutue to tho lut*' Dr. Paul

liroca.

PosT-PARTrM Hemorrhaoe.—T)r. J. T. Crow, of

('arri)llton, III., wriU's : "I wish to iisk l)r. Forest,

fli-st, how niiicli of the effect (in his cusos of post-

pnrtnin luMiiorrhavire, reported in the IIkcohd of

i IST8 and one herbaliat in England
have n . < iitly lifen convi<'t«(l of imirdor and Ben-

teuci'd to iniprisoninent for life.

Rk-iiaicu Wisk.man on Immeihate Ami'i-tation.—In

the niiddlt' <»f thi- sevj'nteenth centiirv, Hifhard Wise-
man, Chinirf,'<'on to Churlos If., hiid down the follow-

ing nile rc;.?iinlinf? iiiiinediute iiiniiutation. It will

Ik) Been tlmt he anticipated tlie conclusion which.

Sei)teinl»or 4th) was due to the iodine, and how much
|

after lon^ iliscussion, nicjdem Burg«>ry has reached :

t > the alcohol of which the tr. iodine is largely com- " In heat of Tif^ht, whether it be at Sea or Land,
postnl ? Second, I wish to ask Dr. F. and others to the Chinir^c<-oii otij^ht to consider at the first dress-

try injection of alcohol in postpartum and other i ing, what i)()ssibility there is of preserving the

hemorrhages; for, if it will answer the pnrjjose as wounded Member, and, accordingly, if there bo no

well as tr. iodine, it is certainly as little hurtful, and hopes of saving it, to make his Amputation at that

much more apt to l)e found (piickly when needed, instant whilst tiie Patient is free of Fever," etc.

eBpe<'ially in countnt* practice."

Amekk'.vn Academy of Medicine.—The fifth an-

nual meeting of the .\cademy will be held in Man-
ning Hall, Brown University, I'rovidence, Rhode
Island, on Tuesday, Sejitember 2.Sth, at t p.m. The
address of the President, Dr. Frederick D. Lente, of

New York, will be delivered at 8 p.m.

Another Medical JotRNAL.—The St. Jnupph Medi-

cal and Suiyicfd .fntinial, a monthly journal, edited

by Dr. J. iP. Chesney, has been sent to us. It in-

tends to be the exponent of the legitimate medical

thought and practice throughout the great North-

west. The editor writes his salutatory with ^^gor

and good sense.

The Ai:diphone and the Vulcanite Denture.—It

has been found by Dr. Osman, of Baltimore, that in

deaf persons with false teeth the vulcanite denture

acts better than a gold or silver plate, when the audi-

l)hone is used. This conclusion is confirmed by Dr.

Lawrence TurubuU. The latter gentleman says, as to

the alleged injury which vulcanite plates cause, such
as increasing deafness, producing irritation, etc., that

such things have not come under his obsers-ation.

Regarding the succe.ss of the audiphone, he says :

"It has been stated by the agents of the inventor

that in the city of Philadelphia about sixty deaf in-

dividuals have been benefited by the audiphone, and
now employ this means of improving their hearing.

This number, I judge, has been much reduced of

late, and the few, to my personal knowledge, who
continue to employ the instrument probably do not

exceed five. Some of these are decidedly benefited

by its use, and are able to enjoy the comforts of

home—even a baby's voice, which they never heard
before. In one case, a reporter, from his being able

to hear with this instrument, has been advanced in

his profession, showing that it certainly increases

the acuteness of hearing." In ten cases of deafness

tested by Dr.Turnbull, only one was improved by the

audiphone, while six could hear better with the ear-

trumpet.

—

Fhila. Med. Times.

A Distinction in Infanticides.—The law in

Schwetz, Switzerland, as just ado^jted by the local

legislature, very singularly makes a distinction be-

tween legitimate and illegitimate children. The
crime of infanticide will be punished with death
only when the victim is a child born in wedlock.

Death of Dr. W.m. W. Williams.—The death is

announced of Dr. W. Y/. Williams, at Cheltenham,
August 6th, at the age of 65. Dr. Williams was for

many years honorary secretary of the Medico-Psycho-
logical Association. He was intimately connected
with the establishment of the present lunacy system
in England.

AnnaLi uf Auntom. and Surg. Society.

MerALLo-TiiERAPY for Diabete-s.—Iron, according
to M. Burk, one of the apostles of metallo-theraj)y,

is the metal which, taken internally, relieves diabetes.

A case is relat*'d illustrating this action. A diabetic

patient, who had already lost one eye from cataract,

put himself under a course of treatment at Vichy,

drinking the waters of the Lourdy springs. His
health inijiroved in every way, and he was enabled to

live for many years. M. Burk reasons as follows

:

The Lourdy sj)ring contains iron ; iron is the metal
which relieves diabetes, and hence metallo-therapy is

entitled to the honor of the cure in question.

State Provision for the Fajiilies of Medical
!Men.—Some time ago a proposal was made in the

Chamber of Deputies of France that the state should
make some regular provision for the families of medi-
cal men who died from diseases contracted while in

the exercise of their profession. A commission was
api)ointed to investigate the matter. It did so, and
reported favorably to the project. There were great

prospects thiit it would become a law. Recent jour-

nals, however, state that the Minister of the Interior

does not api)rove of the jjlan, and it has been laid

aside, therefore, for the present.

A Case of Acute Pneumonia is reported in the St.

Louis Courier of Medicine, where the temperaturti

reached 110^. The patient recovered.
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HISTORY OF THE

BLOOD-CORPUSCLES AND THEIR RELA-
TION TO THE MARROW OP" BONES.*

By TflOMlS HOLMES CATHOIBT, M.D., Ph.D.
(Univ. Penn.),

LIBRARIAN AND BX-KKSIDEST PHYSICIAN TO TDK EPISCOPAL HOSPI-
TAL. PHILADELPUIA.

The knowledge of the human body, the preservation

of health, the recognition and cure of diseases, are
objects of too great importance to mankind for me
to doubt but that any attempt to promote them,
however small, would meet with a candid and indul-

gent reception from the i^rofession. An inquiry into

the intimate nature of the blood, more especially of

its corpuscles, it is presumed, will be thought in a

particular manner interesting, since there is no jjart,

no organ of the human body, upon which more
l^hysiological reasoning has been founded, nor any
from which more inferences have been drawn for the
detection and treatment of disease. And as the in-

!

quiry is made from the accumulated observations I

and experiments of centuries, aided mostly by those
of the last ten years, it is hoped that the conclusions

'

made from them will meet the test of a candid ex-

amination, and lead to further observations and dis-

coveries—" tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in

illis." The saying attributed to Cuvier, "le sang est

chair coulant," expi-esses very fairly oiu* api^reciation

of the relations that subsist between the blood and
other tissues of the body. A change in the former,
we know, almost necessarily involves a change in the
latter, and each of the vital actions of the latter ex-

erts some influence on the former. It is manifest, I

therefore, that an acquaintance with it is absolutely
essential to the phenomena wrought in the tissues

by disease ; and if any evidence of the life of the
blood is wanting, it will be abundantly furnished by

^

the properties of the corjjuscles, which I shall shortly
describe quite independently of those vital endow-

'

meuts so beautifully shown by Hunter,' Beale,^
Cohnheim," and others. Well, indeed, might Har-
vey * describe the blood as the " vital spark," to

which every other i^art of the body is more or less

subservient, the " first to live, the last to die."

Each successive addition adds to our knowledge
;

the result of all our worthier subsequent inquiries, the
sum of all the best ascertained facts up to the present
day, have either but confirmed or added to Hax-vey's

masterly proofs of the importance of the blood. Now,
it might be interesting, jjerhaps, to give an elaborate
account of the ideas men early entertained lespect-

ing this imi^ortant tissue ; but as most of these are

so absurd, and the labor to collect them so great, it

may here be agreeably dismissed. Suffice it to say,

however, that not only was the circulation totally

unknown, not even suspected by them, but the blood
itself held no place of any value in the curious specu-
lations that formed the basis of their systems. Its

existence in the economy was regarded rather as an

accident than as a means of nutrition, and the ves-

sels in which it is contained were supposed to suV)-

serve quite a different end. Hippocrates '' did not
discriminate at all between arteries and veins. Aris-

totle * did recognize the difference, but yet held the
blood as subsidiary to the vessels. He differed from
his predecessors in maintaining that the veins arose in
the heart,' while they maintained that the\' arose in

the head. Galen endorsed essentially the same ideas,

except that he looked upon the liver as the source of
the veins." So great was the authority of these men
and the reverence for them during the middle ages,

that none dared to dispute them, and their emj^ty a: -

sumj^tions held their ground. Even Mondino,'' wl o
dissected at Bologna, 1315 ; Achillini,'' Scarim," and
Messa,'Mn Italy; Sylvius" and Stephanius,'* in

France ; Yesalius,'^ a native of Bnissels ; Fallopiu.s,'"

his successor at Padua, andEustachius," said naught
to contradict them. The unfortunate Servetus, 1552,
was the first to distinctly sj^eak of a circulation now
termed pulmonic ; but the value of this truth is, in

his work, much clouded by the ti-aditional fancies of
the age concerning the "vital spirit." For this cs-

sertion, Servetus and his book, " Christianismi Res-
titutio," were burned the following year, and only two
copies of this curious book are now extant. His dis-

covery would, no doubt, have fallen into oblivion,

had not Rialdus Columbu-s,'" 1559, publicly corrob-
orated it. Light was now dimly dawning upon
anatomists, and it seems queer to us, in this jjrogi'es-

sive age, that when, besides the above. Andrew Cesal-
pinus '" noticed the swelling of veins below liga-

tures, and Fabricius,'' of Acquapendente, showed
that the valves of veins discovered by Syhius opened
toward the heart—it seems queer, I say, that Fabri-
cius did not discover the ciiculation, but left that
glory to be reaped by his pupil, William Har-
vey,^' 1616-1628. So true is it, observes Cuvier,
" that we are often on the brink of a discovery with-
out suspecting it ;

" so true is it, I might add, that a
certain succession of time and of i^ersons is generally
necessary to familiarize men with one thought before
thej can advance to that which is next in order.

The immediate reception of Harvey's ^- discovery
was not at all gi-atifying to him, and it was not untU
1658, when the blood-corpuscles were noticed, that
men began to consider the blood as ministerial to

high agencies in the economy.
This detection of the blood-corpustles by Swam-

merdam " in the frog, brought about by the intro-

duction of the microscope into anatomical researches,
was the starting-point of aU modem investigations
concerning the cellular elements of the blood, and as
it is these in their morphological transformations, in

I
their dependence on other constituents, other organs
of the body, their significance and value in disease,

j

and their intimate relationship with pathological

I

processes and conditions, to which my subseqiient
I pages will be devoted, I cannot do better than to

* Inaugural thesis, to which the Alumni Prize of the Medical De-
partment, University of Pennsylvania, was awanled.

' Hunter : On the"Blood. Philadelphia, 1S17.
* Vital Movements: Beale. Lancet, vol. i., 187,5^ p. 4.33.

3 Virchow's Archiv, vols. xl. et xlv.
* Harvey : Exercitat. de G?nerat. Amsterdam, 1G<>2, p. 195 : Trans,

by Willis, London, 1S47, p. 376.

* Sprengel : Gescbichte der Arzneikunde, vol. i., 383.
* Aristotle : De Spiritii, v.. 1,078.
' Aristotle: Hi.st. Animal., vol. ui., p. .3.

* Sprennel : Op. cit., vol. ii., p. 153.
» Encyclop. Briitan. : Art. Anatomy, p. 692.
•"Ibid.
'• to '* Encyc. Brit., loc. cit.
"" to " Cuvier : Logons sur Thistoire des sci. nat., p. 21.
'• Encyc. Brit. ; loc. cit.
" Ibid.
'° Cuvier: Op. cit, p. 14.
" His work was entitled : E.xercitatio Anatomica de Mortu Cordis et

Sanguinis. Frankfort, 1628.
^^ Account of Harvey's claims. Vide Gamgee : Lancet, 1S78, and

Huxley's Pamphlet, London. 1878.
'•' Milne-Edwards: Legons sur I'anat. et physiol. comp. Paris, 1857,

' vol. i., p. 41.
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privo ft brief rhumi' of tlie ftnalvHin of tli«^ Moot! aa
tii'.i^ht. I»y Mu» ftljliMt and most rtiitljoritutiv*- pliVMiolo-

fjintH of th«» i)rt>f««M»t diiv. Tlien Wf can jjriM-t'i'il to
consider moro a|>tly from oiirly up to rwcnt times
the evolntii>n of idi'ivM refrftrdin^c the 1»l(>o«l-t"ori>ns«'le8

ns " mor]>l>olofric,vl vnln«'K," tlicir hirtli uiul (Icvrloj*-

nient, their ri'liiti<»n to eertftin jK'cnliur iliseiist's, and
the o1>Hpr%'ntions and faets corrolxirativi- of these.

The blood essentially consists of cells and a tlnid

inten-elhilar snl»stanc'p; the former eonstitntiiiK the
cnior or corptisclcs, the latter the plasma or liijuor

siingninis. The i>roportion of th€»He to one another
is : plasma, 4H7 ; crnor, olS '*. Now, the i)lasma " is

composed of fibrin-forming elements,'" albnmenta,
salts, water; the cnior of cor]niscles. The ajiproxi-

mate (piantity of these may \->e seen from the follow-

iug compilation :
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to biconcavity aucl vai\ving focus, and from the obser-

vers ai)i)lying wliat thev so 2)lainlv saw in the ovipara

to man and mammalia. And this error prevailed to

the year 1839, thougli CxiiUiver''^ had endeavored to

correct it, while Midler," Krause, Gerber, *^ and
others had satisfied themselves that the nucleus ex-

isted in the red ct)rpnscle, and Prof. Wagner*^ was
expressing doubts on tlie subject. In England, Dr.

Martin Barry was publishing his engravings in the

Philosoi)hical Transactions, of what he regarded as

positive proof of this nucleus, and the same idea was
confidently asserted in Dr. Todd's Cyclopaedia of

Anatomy. Lastly, in 1842 and 1845, Doun^ *" on the

continent, and Mr. Wharton Jones *' in England,
fully acquiesced with Dr. Gulliver ^^ as to the fact of

the ditiereuce in question between the mammalian
and ovijjarous blood-corpuscle, and thenceforth this

important subject—" the vexed question of a nucleus,"

as Mr. Jones apiJropriately termed it—was finally

settled. And it is no wonder that such mistakes
were made, for we can now readily understand, with
our improved microscopes and more thorough knowl-
edge of optics, that the corpuscle being biconcave,

the foci of its centre and periphery ai'e not at the

same jjoint, and hence, that when one is bright the

other is dark; that when the object-glass is '"beyond
the focus," the perij^hery is clearest and brightest,

and the centre, no longer in focus, is dark ; and that

when the objective is "within the focus" the centre

is bright and the periphery dark."
In the course of these inquiries, it might have

seemed insignificant and of no consequence whether
the red cori^uscle had or had not a nucleus ; but when
it is evident that it rises to the dignity of a comjire-

hensive truth—namely, that mammalia, camelidie
and auchenia excepted, do not have it, while all ovi-

parous vertebrates do have it, its value can be ajjpre-

ciated.

For many years the red corijuscles were indisputa-

bly heki to have a definite cell-wall ; but some time
past, notably in the last few years, a change in opin-

ion has been made, and now in most of the text-

books on physiology it is expressly stated that they
do not have one. The jjeculiarity and persistence of

the form of these corpuscles, their beha^dor on the

ai^plication of i^ressure, and the presence of one line

only to distinguish the difference in density of the

contents of the cell and its surrounding medium,
when two should exivst—namely, one to denote the

difference in density or degi'ee of refi'action of the cell

contents and its wall, and a second to show a like

difi'erence between the cell-waU and its surrounding
medium, whatever that may be—are certainly in

favor of the latter view. Investigations of Dr. Jos.

G. Kichardson ^' seem to go to contradict this view
and to hold to the old.

The conclusions reached by him were based upon
observations on human corpuscles, and on those of

the meuobranchus or proteus. Objective used, -/.j

inch. He states and clearly proves the corpuscle to

be composed of " hajmato-crystaUin freely soluble

in water," and a second substance, " whitish in hue

" Gulliver's Lectures on Blood : London Times, 18(12. p. 102.
«' lluller : Eleaients of I'hys. Paihulelphia, IS+'J, p. 1-lC.

** Gerber's Anatomy : Art. Blood. London, 1842.
" WagnerV l'hy:<iology, Willis' Trans. London, 1841, p. 232-244.
*' Donne: Cours de microscopie. I'aris, 1843, p. 70; Comptes ren-

dUR, tome xiv., p. 3fi7.
*' Jones : Proc. Koyal Soc., 1845, p. 568 ; Phil. Trans., 1846.
" Gulliver: loc. cit.

<» Tyj-oa : Trans. Ac. Nat. Sciences. Philadelphia, 1871 ; Phila.
Med. Times, 1871, p. 201 : Microscopic Journal, 1871, p. 42; bchaeffer

:

Pract. Histology. London, 1877, p. 15.

'"Transact. Araer. Med. As-soc, 1870; Microscopic Journal. Lon-
don, 1871, p. 17.

and insoluble in water." But when he considers this

latter as constituting a cell-wall, it is then that we
cannot but differ from him. He bases this view on
the appearance in-esented by the crystals of htemato-
crystallin, or, as he says, " the folded edges of the

cai)sular membrane will be seen sujqioited by the
crystals like a washerwoman's clothes-line upon its

prop." This, after many trials, we have been unable
to see. Again, he remarks that he broke the cell-

wall by means of fine needles, when immediately the
luemato-crystallin i)assed out and the " cell-wall

immediately shrunk together and l)ecame twisted on
itself." Again, he thinks that " the wrinkled a})i)ear-

ance " presented by drying, and the swelling and
change of form produced by the absorjjtion of water
in the corpuscles, prove to him conclusively the

existence of a cell- wall.

The criticism of Dr. Eichardson's deductions, ably

stated by a reviewer, lies in this :
" that because these

phenomena are comjoatible with the supjiosition that

there is a cell-wall to the coi'imscle, he thinks they
cannot be compatible with any other view." For the

form of the corpuscle })roduced by the cnstallization

of the haemato-crystallin is just as comi^atible with
the non-exi.stence of a cell-wall as his view is. So
also the "wrinkled appearance," which will ada])t

itself to any theoiy that acknowledges absorption
of a liquid. And lastly, the "twisting or dimpling
in " does not in the least disprove the existence of a
" si3onge-like " stroma (Rollett).

Indeed, the explanation of Eollett ^' of the struc-

ture of the corpuscles is most consistent with the

obsen'ations of microscoijists. He considers the cor-

puscle as formed of "oikoid " (analogous to stroma),

which takes up the ha'mato-crystallin in solution

—

but that there is no cell-wall. That something—name
it " stroma," " oikoid," " shell," which you please

—

does remain when the coloring matter is dissolved

out, no one can deny. This is lietter named struc-

tureless, jelly-like "frame-work," which it may, but
to us undoubtedly is, though Dr. Eichardson con-

siders it to be the cell-wall. "Without disputing the

accuracy of his obsei'vations or the sincerity of his

belief, we are yet inclined to maintain that the red

cells are without a wall. And in this view we but
follow that of the highest authorities of the day.

Thus, Schaeffer^- states that "they present a jjerfectly

homogeneous ajipearance ; but by reagents it is visible

that they are composed of a stroma which is color-

less and gives shape to them, and a coloring-matter

hiemoglobin which can be crystallized." Again,

Frey ''' observes that " they display but little variety

in size or contour ;
" " that they are sharp, delicate,

without a cell-wall." And further, " a cell-wall is

certainly not i^resent in the blood-corpuscle as their

sjjherical segmentation imlicates, and Eollett's dis-

covery, also that two of them may coalesce together

by a discharge of electricity." Flint" says that the

red coiijuscles " are ijei'fectly homogeneous, have no
nuclei, and are not provided with an investing mem-
brane." " Few, if any, have demonstrated its pres-

ence, but only suppose it to exist, because the cor-

puscle swells by imbibition of fluids." Dalton ''' also

remarks that " obse^•^'ations so far display them to

be homogeneous ; the most careful examinations fail

to show the evidence of an external envelope, though
authorities such as Eichardson and Kolliker " still

*' Strieker's Histology : Art. Blood, vol. i.

s'' Sihaeffer: Pract. Hist., 1878, ]>. 24.
53 Prey : Histology : Barker's Trans. London, 1S74.

»' Flint: Op. cit., p. 116.
is Dalton : Op. cit., Art. Blood.
>' KoUiker : Manual ot Mic Acat. London, 1860. Art. Blood.
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maintftin it to exist." Apnin, Sanderson *' states dis-

tinctly that " tlio i)henoniena niontioiiiMl of tlic i)rop-

erties of tlie corpuscle distinctly show them not to be
vesicular." Kiiss '• corroborates those opinions and
adds, that "the red corpuscles have no nuclei nor
any envelo])e, hut a thin iiinitinf? layer condensed by
age more tlian the central parts."

Now, we have mentionetl various views and ob-
servations as to whether the red cor])uscles are

honiofjeneous without a cell-wall or not, and we have
stated our own ideas as to the elasticity of the cor-

puscles, their persistence in preserving their form,

their actions when subjected to pressure and re-

agents, and we think that the aggregate evidence
proves the cell-wall to be absent, and that its exist-

ence wa.s inferred rather than proven. IJut besides

the red corjjuscles we have also another corpuscle in

the blood, to wit, the white. This was first dis-

tinguished by Hewson and Senac," 177;"), and clearly

described by them, but did not attract much atten-

tion until .\ddison,"' 1843, asserted their importance
as j)arts of tissues and secretions. His views were,

however, too far in advance of his age to be rightly

appreciated. His obser\-ations were followed bv tho.se

of Wharton Jones °' and Waller, in 184() ; by Von
Recklinghausen, in 18(1;^, who studied their ama>boid
movements ; Schultze, in 1865, and Virchow and
Cohnheim, 1867, brought them into great repute by
their theories respecting inflammation. Since then
they have become the objects of microscopic research,

and we know them to be of importance, judging not
only from their prevalence in the animal kingdom,
from their early appearance in the emliryo, and from
their presence ever afterward in the blood, but from
their role in disease, their migrations and diai:)edesi8

in certain pathological conditions, their tran.sforma-

tions in the formation of tissue, repairs, and new-
growths, and their enormous increase in some pecu-
liar disea-ses.

They are more uniform in size and shape than the

red corpuscles. They are specifically lighter and
cii'cnlate less rajjidly than these. They creej) along
the outside of the current and seem to have an espe-

cial attraction for the walls of the blood-vessels In
their appearance they are circular and nearly spheri-

cal. They have a grayish, pearly " look. Robin '*

termed them leucocytes on account of their white ap-

pearance, and believed it a good term, because bodies
like them were found in the lymph, chyle, semen,
colostrum, vitreous humor, saliva,'* and hence were
not peculiar t3 the blood alone. Flint " states them
to be filled " with granulations, pale, a delicate out-

line, and of two or more nuclei." Dalton," that they
are destitute of coloring matter, and have a glisten-

ing appearance. That they are nearly spherical, and
consist of a " soft, viscid, colorless, finely granular "

substance, " containing one or more nuclei." The
amceboid movement noticed by Recklinghausen," is

only evident when they are withdrawn from the ves-

sels. Gulliver" considei*ed them to be " pale glob-

ules containing a nucleus." And these descrijitions

•'London Med. Time?. 18T1, p. 62.

"Kuss: Op. ciu, p. 115.
" Op. cit.. Art. Blood, p. 253-S4; Sen.-ic : Trait^ du coeur. London,

1749. p. fifil.

*^.\ddiRon: Experimental Researches on Nutntion. London, 184.3.
•' Jones: Phil. Transact., 184G, part ii., p. 6"j.

" Kirke- 0\\ cit., p. 52.
" Robin: Journal de la pbys., vol. ii.. p. 41. Nysten's Diet. Paris,

IKS—Art. Leui-ocytc.
•* l-'.t Richardsfm.
•» Flint : Op. cit., p. 122, 123.
•• Dalton : Op. cit.. p. 2.54.

•' Recklinghansen : Loc. cit.

<« GoUiver : London Med. Times, 1871, p. 269.

of their ft])pearance are in perfect accord witli those

of the present time, and with our own observations.

For Frev " ilcseribes them " as finely granular, «i)her-

ical," the gninules showing no moleciilar n)otion.

Beale "" looks upon them as " masses of stnicturelesH

germinal matter." Kiiss" observes that it is imi)08-

sible to say positively what is their exact structure,

but that they have a granular surface, and " a i)ecnliur

silver}' white apjiearance." An<l he, with all other

observers, agrees in the existence of their nuclei.

Dr. Richanlson's '' researches into their microscopic

structure are the mostcom])lete of any on record, and
he considers them as composed of a cell with nuclei,

having amoboid movements, insolubh^ in water. The
cell-wall is a membranf)us envelope, insoluble in wa-
ter, and too thin to exhibit a double contour line with

1,200 diameters. Its exterior is adhesive, so that sur-

faces coming in contact are liaV)le to become attached.

The nuclei are .sometimes not to lie distinguished

without the aid of acetic acid and water.

The cpiestion now naturally arises, that if these

mor])hologi(al constituents of the blood have elicited

80 much study and controversy, so much investiga-

tion, and withal are so important in the economy,
what is their origin, their mode of development, of

evolution V what is their relation to one another ?

what 1)earing do they have on other organs of the

body, and what is their significance in pathological

processes and morbid conditions ? In all vertebrates,

two sets of corpuscles are developed at different pe-

riods of life : a first set exists until the lymph and
chyle-corpuscles appear ; a second, which are devel-

oped from the last two. The former are simply the

embryonic red corpuscles. Now, in order to compre-
hend the origin of these cells in the embryo, we may
first state the outlines of embryology. By the i>ro-

cess of segmentation the l)lastoderm is formed which
represents the germ of the future being. Its two or

three layers each give rise to distinct tissues and
parts of the V)ody. They are the epiblast, the meso-
blast, and hypoblast. The mesoblast, with which we
are concerned, gives origin to the connective-tissue

group, the muscles, lymjihatic and vascular .systems,

and their accessories— hence the blood. Tlie corpus-

cles and vessels are formed in the germinal area, the

area vasculosa, of the mesoblast—the first ones aris-

ing from a metamorjihosis of mesoblastic cells in the
area vasculosa. These, termed " embi-yonic red cor-

i puscles," are plain, sjjherical masses of protoplasm,
containing a nucleus. They are slightly larger than
those of adult life, and appear at the same time as

the vessels and heart. The cells of the mesoblast,
from which these are developed, are called " embry-
onic cells," and are granular and spherical. From
them the most widely difi'erentiated tissues are de-

veloped. Each one appears to have its peculiar mode
of expression of vitality impressed upon it, and hence
some go to form connective tissue, and others the era-

bryonic nucleated red corpuscle. In their develop-
ment into the latter they become clearer, and are

slightly tinged with hiemoglobin. At the same time
that tliis formation is occurring, lymph-corpuscles
are pouring into the circulation from the lymphatic
glands. As seen by Remak in the embryo fowl, the

nucleated red multiply partly by division. Kollikei

noticed the same thing in the mammal (the rabbit)

so did Frey and Paget.'' When, in the development

•» Frey : Op. cit., p. 113.
"> Briile: Microsci)i>e in Medicine, Art. Blood.
" Kuxs: Op. cit.. p. 11.3.

" .Microscopic Journal. London, 1873, p. 70 : Journal Am. M -6.

Association, 1.S72.
Ii Paget : Lectures on Blood. Coll. Surg., London, 1648.
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of the embiyo, the lymph-coriiuacles appear and are

added to the blood, they supersede the embryo-cor-
pnscles ; and it is noticeable that this occurs in the

frog at the time of the disappearance of the external

branchial, and in tlie chick by the closure of the vis-

ceral branchial clefts.'* Kcilliker, confirmed by We-
ber," asserts that this transfoi*mation into red nucle-

ated cells can occur in very early fcetal life throughout
the entire circulation, but, of coiirse, ceases when the

tnie white corpuscles and the non-nucleated red ones
appear. The nucleated red are lost sight of about
the third to fifth month of fa^tal life in man, though
the exact time is not definitely known.

Thiis, it is evident that there are two sets of red
corpuscles in man and mammalia—a temporary' em-
bryonic set, which are globular and have nuclei, and-

a permanent mature set devoid of nuclei, but bi-

concave. The former, being slightly Larger and less

red than the latter, the blood is hence paler in the

embryo or ftetus than after birth, a fact observed by
Glisson and Xeedham," 1067, thoiigh the claim has
been given to Coste and Delpeche." Besides these

red, we have also the common white corpuscles.

Hence, it seems evident to us that we cannot but be
prepared to recognize the embryonic set of red cor-

puscles of mammalia as the analogues of the mature
set of red corpuscles of oviparous vertebrates, while

the colorless or jirimogenial corpuscles are analogous
to the pale globules of the blood of adult vertebrates,

and to the prevailing or characteristic corpuscles of

the blood of many invertebrates. This sustains the

fact of a temporary stmcture (red nucleated embryo
corpuscle) in the mammalia, corresponding to a per-

manent one in the ovij^ara ; so that, in its course

toward the highest type, there are temporary phases
in which the blood of the mammal is analogous to

the permanent state of the blood of oviparous verte-

brates and of invertebrate animals.

So much for the corpuscles of the embryo, but we
have yet to show the origin of the white cori^uscles,

a task which is not easy to do satisfactorily. That
they are found in large numbers in the lymphatic
glands and spleen is undeniable. The fact that in

the follicles of these organs corpuscles similar, if not

identical with white corpuscles, are to be found, sug-

gests these organs as their birthplace. That they
are taken up by the blood as it circulates through
these is eei'tain, as proven by the researches of Good-
sir, Frey, and His, on analyses of the afferent and
efferent blood. Kiiss, Dalton, Flint, Carpenter, and
Forster all agi-ee that they originate in the lymj^hatic

glands, and are subsequently detached from them
and find their way via the thoracic duct into the

blood. It even is probable that the connective tissue

of the whole body is subservient to their formation, as

has been shown by Schaefier in the rat," and we can

suppose any proliferating tissue " (Klein) to give rise

to them. It has long ago been admitted that the

liver is a centre for their formation, and more re-

cently the same function has been claimed for the

muscles. That the liver was regarded as an organ
for their production is to be explained by the fact

that more white corpuscles in comparison to the red

are found in the hei^atic than in the portal veins. It

only shows, not that they are formed there, but that

'* Kirke : Op. cit., p. 70.
""" Todd Si Bowman's Phv*. Phila., laVi, p. 262 : Carpenter's Phys-

iol., 7th edition. 1869. «. 214 ; Kcilliker : Op. cit., p. -352.

'« Glisson : Anat. Hepat. Ijon'ton, 1654, p. 411 ; Needham : De
Formatio Fnetu. London, 1(6", p. 72.
" Dolpeohe and Coste : Hiint«"r"s Works, vol. Iv., p. 13.
'8 R'tval Society Proceed.. 1S74. vol. xx''.. r. 24-3.
"I Anat. Jonrn. Mic. Sci.. lbT8, p. 370; Klein: Handbook Phys.

Lab., p, 8 ; Loud. Lancet, 1870, p. 533.

the red ones are there destroyed and produce the

coloring matter of the bile. Whether they originate

from pre-existing cells of like nature, or from the

lymph (le novo, we do not know. Klein saw some
formed by fission and germination of white cells.

That they do not immediately arise in the blood is

known, because a free formation of cells does not

take i^lace anywhere. Those which he saw dividing

probably were from the epithelium of the blood-

vessels. Hence, their source must be sought for in

the lymphatics and spleen. Having stated the birth-

place of the white corpu.scles, it remains for us" to

show their role, their value, their function, and use
in the economy. They are, we believe, esijecially de-

voted to the production of the red corpuscles, and
this oi^inion prevails at the present time. Flint,"'

however, thinks it right to consider that tlie latter

originate independently of the former by a true gene-

sis in the sanguineous blastema. His chief objection

to our view is, he says, "that the red coriauscles

originate before the white ones, hence they are not

develojjed from them.
But he forgets that the foetal red ones are formed

from the embi-yonic corpuscles, and that they subse-

quently disappear to give jilace to the permanent
non-nucleated red ones which appear at the time

that lymph-corpuscles are first formed, hence at the

time that the white corpuscle is changed into the

red. And as they increase, the embrs^onic red dis-

appear until none remain but the mature, permanent
white and red. Kiiss*' likewise asserts that their

purpose is "to form the red ones." So also Paget,**

who believed them to be transformed direct into

the colored coiqniscles, and Gulliver,^' the English
zoologist, held the same idea. They are, " we may
rightly say," observes Frey," " cells which are des-

tined to become red corpuscles." " The colorless

serve to replace the red ones." This point was
confirmed by Von Recklinghausen's experiments, in

which he was able to change, or rather see the change
of white corpuscles into the red. The blood used
was that of a frog ; it was kept in a vessel to prevent

evaporation, the air around it was renewed once a

day, and in twenty-one days he observed the change
above mentioned.*^ Kirke ^* and Foster endorse the

same views. Still we are in the dark as to how the

change occurred, nor were we better enlightened

until Neumann's discovery as to the region of the

body in which it happened. In the first place, the

embryonal development of the blood, as we have
given above, was regarded as the key to the mystery.

There we have shown that the red coiijuscle in the

embryo is developed from the white through the in-

termediate form of a colored nucleated cell, and it

was hence assumed to take place in the adult body.

Nor was the hypothesis an unwarranted one, be-

cause nucleated red corpuscles had been obsei-ved by
Wharton Jones,^' Busk,** and by Huxley in a vigorous

young man ; and Kiiss^* states that "intermediate

forms between these two kinds in respect to color

and form are occasionally found." Since, however,

this intermediate cell could not always be obtained,

it was held by one faction (K<)lliker) that they prob-

ably existed in some part of the body not yet exam-

80 Flint: Op. cit., p. 11!>.

8' Kiiss: Op. cit. p. 114.
*2 PaKPt : Loc. cit.

"3 Lectures on the Blooii : Lond. Med. Time.o. vol. ii.. lf-62, p. 183.
8< Prey: Histol. and Micro-Chem. London. 13T4, p. 116.
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8' Philos. Trans.. 1S4.5.
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ined ; anotlior gave np this idpa and considered the
red forpusclos to be the free nucli'i of the white
ones. Gulliver'" first advniicod tliis theorv, which
WftH fnrtlicr elaliomteil >)y Wlinrtoii .Ioim-s," nnd
Bennett " went so far as to say tliat the n-d ci-lls

wore formed in tlie lynij)liatic glands and were only
stained wlien they reached the i)loo(l-cnrrcnt. Mid-
ler believed them to arise by a fusion of the nuc-leus,

and Fiinke and Zimmerman held to an endogenous
method of production. As none of these views
cotdd be .satisfactorily sustained, they have been re-

lin([uishcd ; and In-cause of the fact that in the sj)leen-

pul]) small nucleated colored corpuscles have been
found similar to tho.se in the embryo, tmnsitional
forms, showinf; the presence of htemoglobin with
degeneration of the nudeiis, together with data
above stated, justify us in regarding the red cor-

puscle to take origin from the white nucleate<l cell

of the blood. In the case of animals with nucleated
red corpuscles the change consists in a transforma-
tion of the ])rotoplasm of the white cell into hicmo-
globiu and a stroma in which it is contained. In
mammalia whose red corpuscles are without a nu-
cleus, most observers, K'iUiker," Schmidt,"* Neu-
mann," Forster," agree that the nucleus of the white
disapi)ears, so that the red represents only the mod-
ified cell-structure of its progenitor, being red,

den.ser, smaller, without a nucleus. The same di-

versity of opinion has existed with reference to the
death-place of the red coqmscles ; but if we bear in

mind that the number of them in the blood varies

continually, that the coloring matter of the bile and
iirine are derivatives of hemoglobiu, it follows that
an immense number of corpuscles must be destroyed
in order to give rise to the amount of bile and nri-

nar}- pigment daily discharged. And where most ob-
viously would this destruction occur? Would it

hajipen in the spleen, which has no connection with
the urinary or biliary secretions, no duct ? The
finding of large quantities of coloring matter in the
latter organ is no proof that they die there, and the
abundance of lymphatic gland-tissue in it destined
to i^roduce white coiimscles renders it inconsistent
to ascribe to the same organ two diametrically op-
posite functions. No, it is in the liver that the de-
struction takes place, proven by its glandiilar struc-

ture, by the jjower of the bile acids to dissolve red
corpuscles, and by the analyses of the blood of the
portal and hepatic veins ; for Bernard, Lehman and
McDonnell " ascertained that in blood taken from the
latter the white cells were five to ten times more
numerous than in blood from the former; while
Hirst'* estimated the proportion of white to red
corijuscles in the portal blood to be 1 to 524, but in
the hepatic as 1 to i;}6 ; and Murchison °' also has
shown the blood emerging from the liver as denser
and far richer in white corpuscles than that going to
it. It has however, always been a matter of the
greatest difficulty to determine where the metamor-
phosis of the white into red corpuscles occiirs.

Some, on account of the transition-forms found in the
spleen, have referred it to that organ. Others have
delegated it to the liver, basing their judgment on
the resistance the red cells of the hepatic veins, as a

Hand,'"^ Mosler,'*'*

smile at the idea

;
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proof of their yonth, oflTer to the imbibition of water ;

also that many rcfl cells in the portal vein are
crenatcd mid witlnrcd, whereas those of the hepatic

I

veins are never .so.'"" These facts, if they ]»rove any-
thing, tend to show that the corpuscles of the portal

I

vein are worn out, rather than that those in the he-
1 patic veins are new ; and we have no proof whatever
that any new c<»ri>uscles are formed in the liver.

The exi>osr- wi* have thus far given will show that

in reference to the adult organism we have at present
no positive testimony concerning the develoj)nient of

the V)lood-corpuscles. Even the most cogent argu-
ments that we have enumerated, and the conclusions
deduced, namely, that the white cor])U8cles arise in

the .spleen and lymphatics, that they come from the
lymph, and may occasionally be formed in proliferat-

ing connective tissue, have met with some opposi-
tion ; and the further ideas relative to the transforma-
tion of these whit<; into red ones are not universally

adopted, and the controversy referring to the mode
of this transformation, its scat, and the fate of the
red cor])uscles, has l)een e.\cited, often belligerent,

with no evident conclusion on either side. To Neu-
mann,"" of Konig.sberg, lielongs the credit of having
thrown light ujjon the .subject, and also of liaving

inaugurated investigations which have proved of di-

rect benefit to our knowledge of di.sease. He claimed
the maiTow of the bones to V)e an organ involved in

the formation of blood-cells. Following him we
have had Bizzozero,""' Eales,'*'

and Osier.'"'

Many might be inclined to

but we must recollect that years ago Kiilliker had
expressed the opinion that the origin of the red
blood-cells from the white in the adult would never
be demonstrated until nucleated colonel corjmscles
could be discovered (which Neumann and others
have done), and Henle had stated that the Idood-
changes would jjrobably be found in some structure
to which such a function had never been ascribed

—

no, not even suspected ; and such is tlie bone-mar-
row. This bone-marrow, imtil the time of Neumann
and Bizzozero, was considered simply to afford a
light packing for the bones, and in some unknown
manner to he connected with its \-itality. Trojas "*''

was the first to lay the foundation concerning this

latter fact. His exjjeriments were repeated by
Koeler and by Cruveilhier,""' with the same result.

These investigations were followed bv those of

Ribes,'"9 Eeynaud,'"^ Miescher,'" Porter',"' Boyer,"'^

and Stanley,"* but they were mostly dii'ected to os-

teomyelitis. So was it with these of Gerdy,'-' Chas-
saignac,'" and Dennie,"', nothing being positively

saitl al)Out its structure. This was first clearly de-
scribed by Robin, "^ who believed the structure of

bone-marrow consisted simply of a juxtaposition of

cells with the interposition of a small quantity of

amorphous matter, the proportion of which varied in

»<"> Ealeg: Qnart. Jnnr. Mir. Sci., Jan.. 1871.
>"" Archiv der Heilkunde. vol. x.. p 68 et seq.
"" Virchow's Archiv, vol. liii., p. 156.
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>»« Philadelphia Med. Times, 1872, p. 164.
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>"• London Lancet, 187,\ p. 162.
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'O" .\.nat. pattiologiqiie. Pari.---, 1816.
>"• Art. Nt-cro^e : Diet. m«kl. sci, Paris, 1819.
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•" De Inflammnt. 0«sium, Berlin. 18.^6.
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the different kinds of marrow. Capillaiy vessels are
in this tissue, their meshes being twice tl\e diameter
of the capillary vessels around tliem. The meshes
have rounded angles, and are polygonal in shape.
They are more numerous next to the bone than at

the other i)arts of the tissue. The finest capillaries

found in the marrow he stated to have this i)eculi-

arity, that they are larger than the ultimate capilla-

ries of the periosteal and osseous network. In the
spongy tissue they were not cylindrical, but seemed
like sinuses, and the marrow was in immediate con-
tact with the bone. Here and there in the marrcnv
were found fine laminated fibi^es in wavy bundles.
From these radiated in various and very elegant ar-

rangement fibres, mednllaiy cells, amorphous mat-
ter, and capillaries. The ftetal or red marrow, he
stated, owed its color to the abundance of medullary
cells. It is the accumulation of these cells with
capillaiy vessels and a little amorphoiis matter that
he thought formed the red marrow. This, little by
little, passes through phases of development, and is

replaced by a grayish, semi-ti-ansparent, gelatinous
marrow. The change in color was supjiosed to be
due to an increase in the amoi-phous matter between
the medullary cells, so that in this marrow he found
the medv\llary cells more or less separated by amor-
phous matter, which is homogeneous, semi-transpa-
rent, and of a gelatinous appearance. The " gelatinous
marrow," as he termed it, had sometimes a gi-avish,

sometimes a yellowish color. "\Mien the former, it was
said to be due to the absence of fat-cells between the
other elements ; and when the latter, it was caused by
the medullary cells having fat ones between them. In
the "fatty marrow" the vascularity was considerably
less than in the "gelatinous" or "red" varieties.

Now it is the " red marrow," which is found so abun-
dantly in young subjects, and in the flat and short,

and epiphyses of the long bones, that we wish to

show to be the blood-producing organ in question.
The first thing noticed by Neumann and Bizzozero

was that certain cells in the marrow presented amoe-
boid movements like white coii^uscles. These had
been seen also by Robin, who had termed them
"medullo-cells." Bales likewise described them,
and we have repeatedly noted them. They are nu-
merous, and in structure appear to be identical with
" leucocytes." Besides these there were noticed
other cells structurally like white blood-coii^uscles,

but having a distinct yellow or red tinge and a nu-
cleus—in short, characters which to us, as well as to

Neumann, Bizzozero, Bales, and Hand, seem to place
them as transition types between the white and red
corpuscles. The peculiarities of these tinged ones
are not constant ; some appear larger, others smaller

;

some lighter, others darker ; their shape and elas-

ticity also vary. It is on account of tliis variation

that we find a grade of transitional cells from the
regular white corpuscle to the nucleated red, on the
one hand, and from it to the non-nucleated or ma-
ture colored corpuscle of the blood, on the other.

The detailed observations of the maiTOW of the
bones of a cat, as observed by ourselves, and of the
marrow in rabbits, as described by Neumann and
afterward confirmed by Bales, are essentially the
same, and resemble closely those which we have
above stated as explained by Robin. In some points
we differ ; thus, for the simple juxtaposition of me-
dullo-cells that Robin mentions, Neiimann proposes
the term " medullary tissue," and the nomenclature
is good. The capillary network is very close, and
the cajjillaries, as Robin demonstrated, are numerous
and large, the meshes being smaller than the cajiil-

laries. In fact, the man-ow arteries are also smaller
than the capillaries in which they terminate. Each
artery speedily divides into a bundle of capillaries
like a funnel. This armngement necessarily slackens
the cun-ent, and hence thei-e occui-s an accumulation
of cells in these vessels. The tissTie contained in the
meshes of the vasc-ulav network is (composed of stel-

late cells " myi'loplaxes " of llol)in,'" thus forming a
reticulum, within which ai;e contained in the "red
marrow " a large number of "lymphoid" cells, but
wliich are absent in the other marrows. To this red
form Neumann applied the term "lymphoid medul-
lary tissue." It is identical to us with the tissue de-
scribed by Kcilliker as cytogenous connective tissue,

and later l)y His as adenoid tissue, and which we find
is the essential structure in the lymphatic glands.
The "yellow marrow," as Robin asserted, we still

find to be without any of these lymphoid cells, but
composed simply of its anastomosing cells, the con-
tents of which are fat, and it, to all aj^pearances,
looks like simple adijiose tissue. The " gelatinous
medulla " difters from the red by the abundance of
its intercellular substance and by the absence of the
"lymphoid cells," whose place is taken up by amor-
lihous matter.
We have thus shown that in the red marrow of the

bones we have a tissue abundant in "lymphoid " ele-
ments, and resembling, if not identical with "ade-
noid " tissue, the tissue constituting the lymphatics
and the spleen ; second, that in the meshes of this
tis.sue there is abundance of capillaries, the i)eculiar-
ity of which is that their calibre is considembly larger
than the arteries immediately supplying them ; third,
that in these meshes and their capillaries we find "me-
dullo-cells," " lymphoid cells," resembling the white
blood-corpuscles, ti-ansitional cells which are red and
nucleated, true red blood-corj^uscles non-nucleated,
and between these extremes all shades of transition.
Now, with these data, the question at once aiises :

What is the connection between them ? Are the
"lymphoid" cells in the blood derived fi-om those in
the " medullai-y tissue," or are the ones in the latter
derived fi-om those in the blood ? We cannot but be-
lieve that the former opinion is the con-ect one ; not
that we would wish to assert that all the white blood-
corpuscles are formed from the " medullary tissue,"
but that it takes part in their production, the same
as we have shown to be the case with the lymi)hatic
glands and the spleen. These cells find their way
into the blood-current by a process of immigr-ation, in
a manner the same as in inflammation they find their
way out. On casvial observation it may be advanced
in that case we have the force of the l)lood-current
against us, whereas in the latter the blood-i)res^ure fa-

vors the passage of the cells. This, however, is not
so ; for in the medidlary tissue the current is slack-
ened by the widening of the capillaries, which gives
time for the " medullo-lymphoid cells " by their amoe-
boid movements to get into the circulation of the me-
dullary vessels, where we find them in great abun-
dance. The idea of an emigration of white cells from
the blood into the spaces of the reticulated medullary
tissue is absurd, when we think and tr}' to imagine
what value they would be to the medulla, what
would become of them ; their return to the cajiilla-

ries being improbable, their exit through the deli-
cate lym]ihatics of the bone being equally so, and
more decidedly the hard shell of bone wluch encloses
the tissue of the medulla being especially unfavora-
ble for any STjch emigration ; besides, as shown by

"* Diction. desin6d.: E. Littr6 et Ch. Robin. Parlw, lisTa
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Kr»llik»>r. tho " inyf-loplftxps " ftrise from a jirolifora-

tioii of tlio sinallor " incdulliiry oclls," divider uKnili

and form a livrj^o nuiiilMT of HiimlhT i-i'IIh, tliUH de-

monstniting the bonc-miirrow to bo u Mt-at of groat

c«'ll-l>rodm'tion. If now we ndd to tliesi' the fact

have dim'ovored Homething wonderful or patliogno-

monie of di.HeiiH«?d Htates, wbereiis theKo "unique
forniH," HO to speak, are but accidental variations

[

due to tenii»orarv HurroundingH. Not ho witli those

cellH Hcen in the bone marrow ; their traiiHitiouH are

that the nutritive changes in so stable a HubHtance as peeuliaritieH of .structure, not of form ; those are con-

b«>ue being far too snnill to need so copious a sTijjply stant, and graded to one anotiier, indi<'ating logi<'al

of orgauizablo material, we are at once led to believe
i sequence ; tiiesc temijorarv, accidental, without mor-

that the passage of the "Irmiihoid cells" into the
|

phological relation, the result of evanescent circum-

blood-current is inevitable, in virtue of which the
,
stances which have influenced tho blood in which

medidla of bone aivpiires an importance with regard

to the formation of white blood -cori)Uscles ecjual, if

not greater than, that of the spleen and lymi)hatic8.

liut what value is to be placed on the nucleated red

cell which we have found here, and which also exists

iu the embryo, and there acts as a transitional stage

of development of the white into the red eoipuscle.

Is it to be regarded as we find it iu the red marrow
of bones, as a stage in the transformation of the col-

orless nucleated iuto the colored non-nucleated blood-

ceU?
If it be acknowledged, in accordance with the data

given, that the red corpuscles do originate from the

white, and that the finding of a red nucleated cell in

tho adult identical with that seen in the lower verte-

brates and in the embryo would place the question

Vieyond dispute, then indeed is the task accom-
plished. The "variation forms" between the "lym-
phoid " or white corpuscle, and the nucleated red

cell, and of it and the non-nucleated, constitute a

series " forming a perfect chain of connection," as

Neumann remarks, "without any important break,

from the white to the red cells," or, " at least hardly

admitting of any other equally satisfactory interpre-

tation," a series the members of which are only com-
prehensible when viewed as a whole. This series has

been variously stated by different obsei-vers : Neumann
and Eales believed it to consist of nine transitions

;

Bizzozero of four ; but to us five stages will exj^lain all

the transformations. We might here state that we
nsed a cat, and the mode of experimentation was to

tike a rib, a vertebra, or the head of a long bone, cut

off a piece, and stpieeze it in a vise, which causes a

thick red juice to exude, which is jnit on a slide cov-

ered with a glass, and examined by a microscoije.

The "transitions" were :

1. " Lvmphoid medullary cells," analogous to

white bloofi-corpuscles, granular, of a fatty lustre,

sometimes with or without a nucleus.

2. Cells essentially the same, slightly colored, but
always with a large " granular nucleus."

3. Red micleated cells, like those of the embryo.
4. Red cells with a nucleus in a state of granula-

tion.

5. Non-nucleated red corijuscles.

With these cells squeezed out, other elements can

be seen, as amorphous matter, the larger medullary

or connective tissue, ." myfloplaxes," and del^ris.

they circulate. It is hence that we ask, shall we not

consider that a transformation of tho "medulla" or

•'lymi)hoid" cells, or Avhito blood-corpuscles, which
you please, that have been shown to be jiroduced in

the red marrow of bones, and to accumulate in its

blood-ves-sels shall we not consider, wo ask—that

they are transformed, "metamorphosed" into the

red nucleated cells, and thence iuto the mature non-

nucleated red blood-corj)Uscle? True it is that the

origin, development, and evolution of the cellular

elements of the blood is one of the least understood

of physiological proces.ses ; true it is that numerous
and varied observations, facts, opinion.s, and theories,

have l)een maintained regarding the blood-corjuis-

cles, the transformation of the white into tho red,

and the ultimate fate of the latter ; true it is that

these have l)een .successively discarded, and have
given place to some new speciilation, which has, in

its tura, shared the fate of its predecessors ; so that we
might be tem])ted to consider the whole as a mass of

ideas incai)al)le of any systematic or logical .sequence,

from which it was impossible to deduce any general-

ized principles. But we think the researches of

Neumauu and Bizzozero, Eales, Hand, and ourselves

establish the fact that the marrow of bones contains

colorless cell-elements like white blood-coriJU.scles,

also "trau.sition-cells," intermediate between the

white and red cori)uscles, being colored and nxicle-

ated, and, lastly, true red corpuscles ; that it resem-
bles and seems to be identical with the function and
structure of the lymphatics and spleen ; that, like the

lymi:>hatics and si>leen, it has the power to produce
white blood-corijuscles, but, unlike the lymphatics,

yet like the spleen, it has also the function to trans-

form the white into the red corjjuscle of the blood
;

so that it cannot be doubted but that it belongs to

the class of hematopoietic or blood-forming organs
of the body.
The process of transformation of the " lymphoid-

cells" of the medulla, or of the white blood-corpus-
cles into red ones, ai)i5ears to us, judging from the
intermediate forms .seen in the spleen and in the red
man'ow of bones to be as follows : the granulations

in the " medullary lymphoid-cells " (analogous to

white blood-corpuscles), diminish from the perijjhery,

and seem to collect more or less about the central

nucleus, and thus j)roduce the cell with a large
'• granulated nucleus ; " at the same time the rest of

Now, shall we regard such a series as a mere coinci- ! the cell becomes tinged reddish, and we have formed
dence, mere accidental phenomena, or rather as ex

pressions, as " equivalents," of the mode of develop-

ment, of evolution of the most ^^talized tissue of the

economy—the blood ? Tnie it is that we might the-

oretically expect variations in the corpiiscles of the

blood (and such is the case within certain limits),

when we consider how thin, pliant, and elastic they

are ; how they miist be constantly taking in or giving

out fluid, according to their relation in density with

that of the blood-plasma. One may see them flat or

tumid, cup like or stellate, notchetl or corrugated
;

hence persons, when they have observed these cells

in healthy or morbid conditions, often think they

the "transitional" nucleated red blood-corjmscle.

Now, as to the manner in which this latter becomes
a non-nucleated one oj)inions still differ, and various
explanations are advanced by the different observers.

Bizzozero and Hand hold that it is the freed nucleus
of the former ; that the granulations of the nucleated
red " transitional " cell clisappear, and the nucleus is

liberated to increase in size and form the red cor-

puscle.

With this ojnnion we do not agree ; rather do we
believe the red " transitional " form to be changed
in its entirety into the red ; that the " lymphoid
cell" or white corpuscle gives origin to the red by a
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transformation of its entire structure. They do not
differ from us as to the fact that the red cells are

transformed from the white in the bone marrow, but
only as to its method. Our reasons for believing

that the change is entire rather than partial in struc-

ture are : 1st, no one has ever seen the rupture of

the enclosing cell-wall of the " transition" form that

must occur if the latter be true, and in the event of

it not occun-ing, the endogenous method is falla-

cious ; 2d, in her modes of development, nature al-

ways adheres to fixed laws alike for all homologous
and analogous conditions. Her principle in the evo-

lution of a specialized "expression" out of a gene-
ralized one is not that when the former apjjears

there is a consentaneous disappeai'ance of the latter,

but that it remains and is only modified by its more
highly developed constituent. Thus, in the plant

a pistil or stamen is but a sj^ecialized petal, and the

petal but a modified sepal, and the latter simply a

more highly developed leaf, the leaf expression or

power being in them all, as is well seen in cases of

reversion, not discarded when specialization occurs.

80 also in the ovule, with its vitellme membrane
and vitellus, its germinal area and germinal spot

;

specialization occurs as demonstrated by the disap-

pearance of the nucleus, and the formation by seg-

mentation of the mulberry mass
;
yet here the vitel-

line membrane is visible and the original appearance
of the generalized body remains. Likewise, in the

transformation of the red nucleated cell into the red

non-nucleated one, there is no necessity to consider

a rupture of the wall and the escape of a nucleus
;

rather let us believe that the nucleus disappears

by specialization, and imparts its own inherent vital-

ity to the new red blood-corpuscle, by virtue of

which it is distinguished in its functions from the

white corpuscle and its transitional forms. Were
there no confirmatory proofs, we might not be so

confident as to the agency of the bone-marrow as a

blood-forming organ in the economy, since other in-

terpretations might be made of the cells in question.

But when we direct our attention to the changes in-

duced in the marrow by pathological influences,

then, indeed, do our opinions become more convinc-

ing. Thus, in leueocythitmia, the honor of whose
discovery is divided between Bennett and Virchow,"^

is its value clearly defined. Suffice it to say that in

this disease we have ansemia, lymphatic, splenic, and
medullary enlargement (hyperj^lasia), and an enor-

mous increase in the white corpuscles of the blood.

Now, what is the anjemia, the great abundance of

white cells, due to ? The spleen and lymphatics

being enlarged, naturally we have an explanation. In

health, these organs producing white and red cor-

puscles through disease, have taken on an increased

activity, and augmented the number of cells. But
Neumann, with a mind full with the importance of

his discovery, intuitively saw that if it had any value

now was the time to prove it. Hence, observations

in the post-mortem room directed to bone-marrow
reaped a harvest. Here was noticed, in the medulla

of bones of leucocythemia, an enormous increase in

the medullary tissue ; here was seen vast quantities

of lymphoid cells, of developmental forms of red

corpuscle, and here naturally arose a factor in the

pathology of this interesting disease. If, then, we
have an exaltation of the normal functions of the

lymphatics and spleen in leucocythemia, and if, as

proven by observations of Neumann, Huber, Wal-

1" Bennett: Lencocyth. Edinburgh, 1852; Edin. Mert. and Surg.

Jonrnal, Oct.. 1845; Schmidfs Jahrbucher, 1848; Lond. Med. Times
and Gazeti«, 1861, p. :&i.

deyer, Wood, Ponfick, and Pepper, no cases of it

have as yet been descril)edin which, on examination,

the marrow has been found normal, th(;n there can
be no objection to the view that the disease is con-

stantly associated with a i)athological alteration of

the marrow, an alteration which is essentially a sort

of compensatory activity of its physiological hema-
topoietic function, a hyperi^lasia, a simple increase

in its normal powers and functions.
'""

320 South Twei-i'th Strket, rmLADELriiiA.

SIMPLE DILATATION OF THE
STOMACH.

By HORATIO R. BIGELOW, M.D.,
WASHINGTON, D.C,

81X months ago I was called to see a colored woman,
Mrs. H , who presented the fbllowing symptoms :

The patient is fifty years of age, having jmssed the

climacteric period. The face is pinched, wrinkled,

and parchment-like, and bears the anxious expres-

sion incident to a chronic disease. She has no well-

defined pain, but a gnawing, indescribable uneasi-

ness in the stomach. There is increasing and general

emaciation. The appetite is excessive, but she has

a dread of satisfying it, as every meal is followed by
eructations and meteorism, which are succeeded by
vomiting. There is marked constipation, with alka-

line urine, and the vomited matter contains sarcinte.

She has pains and muscular cramps in different re-

gions of the body. The integument covering the

abdomen is wrinkled and thrown into folds, so that

the peristalsis can be made out in the sunken fossae

by palpation. The colon is depressed into the hy-

pogastrium. When the patient is turned suddenly

on her side, or when the abdomen is shaken, the

uplnshing is very audible. The sound passed be-

yond the teeth, can be felt on a level with the um-
bilicus. The diagnosis was arrived at with no little

difficulty. The patient had suffered in previous

years with febrile disorders, but the abdominal
symptoms became appreciable about three months
only before she sent for me. Constriction of the

i:)ylorus, cancer, and ulceration, as well as peritonitis

with inflammatory adhesions—the frequent causes

of dilated stomach—were excluded, as presenting no
characteristic phenomena. From her description I

was led to infer that the patient had suftered prima-

rily with catarrh of the stomach, and that this con-

dition had set up a chronic Inipertrnphi/ of the mus-
cular coat of that viscus. There was no reason to

suspect pyloric constriction ; the histcn-y of the case

seemed to point to an opposite condition of enlarge-

ment. The catarrh had been unattended with ex-

cessive vomiting, and she had never seen any blood

in the matter so rejected. There was no well-defined,

localized pain. If this wna a case of simple, uncom-
plicated dilatation, how had it been caused ? Here

''"Bibliopraphy of Myelogenic Leukaemia; Neumann: Berl. klin.

Wochenschrift, Noi?. 0-10, 1ST8; Deutsche Zeit. fur prakr. Mt-d., Ktth

July. 1878; Cincinnati Lancet. Aug. 31, 1S78; Compter rendus, iSOil,

p. 1112; Biennial Ketrosptct. 1S«=S; Ccntralblatt. 18(>8, p. (i89; Areliiv

der Hedkunde, 18fi!(, x., p. 08 ; Bizzozero : Cn\7.. Med. Ital. Lomb.. 18fiit,

p. 2 ; Jfosler: Virchow Archiv. 187:5, p. .532 ; Phila. Med. Times, 187:^,

Nov. 15th; Hiibpr: Deutsche^ Archiv fviv klin. Med., 12. 187:^. p. 380;

Wood : Philn. Mod. Times. 1874, p. 215 ; Schmuzzer: Archiv der Heilk..

1876, 17, p. 273; Tyson: Path. Soc. Phila., 1870, Anril 27; Mo.^^Ier:

Berlin, klin. Woch., Dec, 1870: Kclsch : Brown-Seqnard's Archiv.

ii. s., tome li., p. 492; London Record. 1877. p. 157; Osier: London
Lancet, 1878, p. 102; Janewav : .N'ew York >[ed. Record, 1870. p. 275:

Wilks: London R cord, IMil, "p. !»: Da Costa : Amer. Jonrn. Med. Soi.,

187.'). p. 121; Biesadecki: London Time=, 1872. p. .5.52; Chvost<k

:

London Record, 1877, p. 274; Jaccoud; I.^9ons de cliu. mod., 1873;

London Times, 1877, p. 679.
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wo have a nice problom, worthy of ronaidoration.

Thp littMMturo ninm tliis .su)>j<>ct shows tliiit ciisch of

niu'oniplifutod dilation aro uxrocdin^'ly niro -so

mrc, iiiih't'il, tliat tho jjossihility of its cxistt'iicc is

donied liy a fi-w of those wlio havo wiitt«'ii upon the

matter. So far as my im-mory serves mo, I <h) not
now romeudn-r that any instanci's of tlihition in

which some well-ilefinod aggressive factor was not
also present are alluded to hy Pen/.ohlt, Leuho, or

Kussniaul, although Dr. T. ClitTord Alllmtt, in the

Ih'itis/i M'liiiiil Jnnniiil of Fcl)ruary 2S, IHSO, gives

it as his opinion that it may not only he possible,

Imt is not as luicommon as the profession generally

suj)pose. He writes a.s follows: "The chief cause of

a ciilatcd stomach is, no dou!)t, ohstruction forward

—a thickening of the pyh:)rus hy cancer, ciiratrix, or

otherwise ; and, as in the cases of the heart and Mad-
der, the relation of hypertrophy to distentit)n depends
on the health of the individual and on the gnuluiil ad-

vance of the ohstruction. In simj)le dilatation of the

stomach the cause is not found in i>yloric ohstniction,

the pylorus being often itself dilated. The causes
lie in the stomacli itself. In those cases in which
the muscular coat is atroi)hiod, the sac gives way per-

haps from its own inability to resist ordinary strain.

Such cases are certainly a small minority of those

recorded in the post-mortem room ; but I believe

the condition to be a common one in patients debili-

tated by prolonged disease, and especially by febrile

disease." " Leube, in his section ou this malady,
in Ziems.sen's ' Handbuch,' vol. vii., part 2, 1876,

states that the malady was recognized, among others,

by Spigelius in 1023, by Van .Swieten in 1754, by
Sauvages in 17G8, by Morgan in 1771, and in our
own time by Oppolzer and Traube, by Kussmaul and
Peuzoldt.'" Finally, Dr. Allbutt writes : "I have
had but two opportunities of seeing on the post-

mortem tables sjjecimeus of dilated stomach, apart,

that is, from causation by mechanical obstruction.

In both cases the stomach was enormously enlarged,

and, indeed, ou section of the abdominal wall, was
seen to occupy the whole of the anterior portion of

tho abdominal cavity. I have not measured the
cubic contents of such a stomach. The pylonis and
duodenum in these two cases were also dilated.

Neighboring organs were thrust into the rear, and
the bowels were nearly empty. The coats of the
stomach, when cut into, were seen to be thickened
chiefly, it would seem, by development of the mus-
cular coat. The mucous membrane was smooth and
thin, but I have no notes of its stnictui-e.

The enlargement of the cavity was uniform in both
cases, the larger curvature reaching into the hypo-
gastrium. Indeed, to my eye these stomachs dif-

fered but little, if at all, from those in which dilata-

tion had been caused by pyloric obstruction. The
more careful necropsies of other writeis speak of a

general thinning of all the coats of the organ (Pen-
zoldt) in a minority of cases, which are to be con-
trasted with those other published cases in which
the walls of the stomach have seemed, by great hy-
l)ertrophy, to have resisted dilatation, in which, in-

tleed, an enormous hypertrojihy of the muscular coat
has actually diminislied the cavity of the organ.
Commonly it is found that although the stomach
be greatly enlarged, yet the muscular coat is not
atrophied, but decideelly hyi)ertroi}hied ; and, more-
ovei", that the intimate structui-e of the muscu-
lar coat is not degraded The only
other detail now to be noticed in these necropsies is

the position of the colon, which, in well-marked
cases, occupies the lower hypogastrium, or may be

overlaid by tho Htomach." The roncluHinn that I

reached, after a study of tlie bil»liogra))hy of th(»

fiubject, together witii a knowledge of the peculiar

habits of tlie colored race, was that a cf)ndition of

catarrh had been inaugumted througlj tlie conHtant
ingestion of tho most indigestible food, such 08 Ih

the daily diet of negroes ; that, through a lack of

peptic; i)ower, the food was uimssimilated. (Iradually

tho coats of the Rtomach began to distend, so that

its cavity might accommodate the increasing amount
of food taken in, and that this condition obtained
through enormous hypertroi)hy tif tho muscular coat.

Upon this assumi)tion. I first ])lacod my patient upon
daily doses of carl)f)iic acid, followed by nitrate of

.silver and bisniutli, feeding her by the rectum ; but,

as no benefit ensued, 1 resorted to the plan suggest-

ed by Prof. Kussmaul (Archiv. fllr klinische ^ledi-

cin, iHti'.t) of washing out the stomach with tejjid

water. It was a nasty i>roceas for practitioner and
patient ; the more ,so as I was obliged to use a

8tomach-])nmp, having no syplion, as recommemled
by Dr. Allbutt. The relief was immediate and per-

manent, and it.s elticiency was enhanced by tho use
of lactopejjtine. The success which attends this

method of ])rocedure in simple dilatation would
probably be equally great in dilatations depending
upon any mechanical obstruction. The difhculty in

diagnosis is not one of fact, but one of kind. The
increasing bulk of the stomach may be made out

with comparative ease, but the causation of the di-

lation is a (piestion attended with much embarrass-
ment. Generally, however, it may be said that in

pyloric constriction from any cause whatsoever, we
will have certain definite signs to guide us, which
are absent in cases of simple dilatation. In the
early stages of the malady much dilKculty will be
exi)erienced in formulating a diagnosis.

A CASE OF

POISONING WITH HOMCEOPATHIC
GRANULES OF " NUX."

By GASPAR GRISWOLD, M.D.,
NEW YORK.

On the fourteenth of August I was suddenly called to

attend a lady who, I was told, had just had a stroke
of paralysis. I foimd a young woman lying upon a
bed, where she had been laid fainting a few minutes
before. She had regained consciousness as I entered
the room, and was much alarmed, complaining that
she had suddenly lost all jjower over her hands and
feet, and was unable to move them. Her fingers

were extended, and she could not tlex them ; close
inspection detected almost continuous twitchings of

the small muscles of the hand. The condition waa
evidently one of tonic spasm, and not of i)aralysis.

The face was pale, and the jiupils were equal and
widely dilated ; the patient complained that she
could not see distinctly, and that even'thing looked
far away and bluiTed. The respirations, although
disturbed in rhythm by nervousness and excitement,
were, nevertheless, evidently elhcient ; a moment's
auscultation showed the heart beating clearly and
forcibly about 100 times per minute. The patient's

mind was even abnormally sensitive, and she, herself,

keenly apprehensive ; despite her alarm, natural un-
der the circumstances, there was a certain dignity
and apparent etfoi't to keep calm—an absence of
the dramatic element in her manner, which silenced

any susjiicion of hysteiia which might have been sug-
gested by symptoms somewhat difficult to account for
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in any other way under the circumstances. In addi-
tion to tJiis, the dihitation of the pupils was so con-
spiciTous as to call for some other exjjlanation. The
mental clearness, associated with marked disturbance
of the functions of the spinal cord, at once suggested
strychnia, and I asked if she had not taken some-
thing—a medicine for her eyes, the last teaspoonful
of a tonic mixture, etc. The members of tlie family
denied that she had taken any medicine for a long
while, and, being wedded to the ojjinion that the
trouble Mas paralysis (of which they said many of

their relatives had died), almost resented my persist-

ing in asking questions. Suddenly the patient her-

self remembered that she had taken some homoeo-
pathic granules which she had long been in the habit
of prestu'ibing for herself when threatened with a
sick headache. The dose had originally been live

granules, taken two or three times ; but that morn-
ing, feeling very badly, and fearing that the medicine
might have lost its strength by having been kept for

a year or so, she increased the dose to fourteen gi-an-

ules, and took it five times

—

seventt/ f/ratuiks in all,

in (he coarse of an hour <ind d hilf. This occurred
about an hour before the alarming symijtoms pre-

sented themselves ; she had for the time forgotten
that she hatl taken the medicine, not dreaming that

it was the cause of her sickness, and, indeed, consid-
ering that " homcjeopathic medicine was in any case

harmless, since it affected merely the disease, and
not the patient." The vial of gi'anules was given me,
and on the cork I read " Nux." During the few min-
utes required for diagnosis, the symptoms became
more marked ; a slight convulsion occurred, with
suspension of respiration and a suggestion of ojiis-

thotouos. The face became deathly pale, the pupils
even more widely dilated, and the patient fainted

—

apjjarently from cerebral aniemia. The inhalation

of a few drops of nitrite of amyl (a bottle of which I

was fortunate enough to have with me) rapidly re-

stored her. Some chloroform was obtained just in

time to be administered during a second convulsion,

which was a little more marked than the first had
been; two drachms of bromide of potassium were
given as soon as the i^atient was able to swallow.

The room was darkened and kept quiet, and slight

inhalations of chloroform were continued for about
twenty minutes, until the bromide of potassium could
be absorbed and produce its effects. No further con-

vulsions occurred ; in an hour the danger had 2:)assed,

and very soon afterward the symptoms had all dis-

appeared. I have been unable to discover the

strength of the granules ; they were obtained while
the patient was travelling in the west, and the cir-

cumstances attending their purchase have been for-

gotten. One of them, which I allowed to dissolve in

my mouth, had a distinctly bitter taste ; and the

symptoms above recorded undoubtedly attest the

jiresence of a larger proportion of the original drug
than is sustained by any tenet which survives the vis-

ionary Hahnemann.

Chtan Turpentine and Uterine Cancer.—The
tirst case in this counti'v, which we have seen report-

ed, of the use of Chian tui-pentine for uterine cancer,

is related by Dr. J. R. Wheat, in the Va. Medical
Monthly. Tlie jjatient, aged 3'.>, had had symptoms
of uterine cancer for about a year when she came
under Dr. Wheat's care. Three-grain pills of Chian
turpentine were given every four hours. No other

measure was employed. At the end of a week she

felt much better. Improvement was then more slow,

but is still continued up to the time of report.

TREATMENT OF FETJl) PERSPIRATION
OF THE FEET.

By F. C. AINSWORTH,
ASSISTANT 6UROEON, U. S. A.

This form of osmidrosis, which is almost always, if

not invarial)ly in its severe forms, associated Avith, or

an acconq)animent of, local hy])eridr<)sis, is as rebel-

lious to the treatment prescribed by text-bo<jks and
standard authorities as it is mortifying and annoy-
ing to the unfoitunate sufferer and disgusting to his

associates. Those cases in which the offensive odor
is unaccompanied by excessive persjjiration of the

])arts very rarely come under the notice of a physi-

cian, because they are, I believe, as a inile, the result

of a want of cleanliness, and tlie application of a lit-

tle much-needed soap and water, or at most, some of

the milder measures in common use, suffice to remove
the trouble.

But those aggravated cases, in which the feet are

constantly bathed in moisture to such an extent that,

after being worn l)ut a few hours, the stockings are

saturated and dripping when wrung, the skin white,

macerated, blistered, and cracked, rendering locomo-
tion painful in the extreme, while the disgusting

odor is constantly jjerceptible in si^ite of almost
hourly bathings and changes of the stockings, are

but little benefited by the measures ordinarily re-

sorted to. Lotions—aromatic, alcoholic, and astrin-

gent—are resorted to, together with all sorts of ab-

sorbent powders, with but little, if any, benefit.

Hebra's method of applying the diachylon plaster,

while much more effective than the above, is disa-

greeable to the patient, and, to be properly caiTied

out, requires the personal attention of the surgeon.

Several years ago I began using salicylic acid in

this complaint, combined with some inert absorbent

powder, but soon found that while the acid quite

promptly removed the fetid smell, the excess of

moisture was but little, if at all, diminished, and the

case was as bad as ever soon after the discontinu-

ance of the remedy. After a number of trials I

adopted the following combination, which I have
since been using with the gi'eatest satisfaction both
to myself and the patient

:

IJ . Pulv. aliun. exsiccati | iij.

Acid, salicylici 5 jss.-iij.

M.

The patient is directed to bathe the feet every
morning with warm soap and water, then to dry
them gently with a towel, and, while they are yet

moist enough to cause the powder to partially ad-

here, to apply freely the above mixture to the whole
foot, taking care to leave a good quantity between
the toes and in the sulcus underneath them. A
quantity of the powder is dusted into the stockings,

as well as into the shoes, before they are put on.

At the outset it may be necessary to make this appli-

cation twice, or, in rare cases, three times daily, but
in a few days one application made in the morning
will be sufficient. When the powder is to be used
more than once daily, it is not necessary that the
feet should be washed for the second or third occa-

sion, because they are then sufficiently moist to cause
the mixtui-e to adhere, and, moreovei', the same
stockings which are already fuU of the powder should
be reapplied.

Clean stockings should be used each morning, and
a different jiair of shoes, preferably low ones, should,
be worn each day.
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After a tow days of this treatment the skin of the
foot Ix'f^iiis to oxfoliiitt' Ix'twoon tlio toos. If tlio aj)-

I>liciitions aio contiiiiUMl, a.s tlioy Bhoulil l»o, the ox-

fuliatioii procoss oxtoiulH to the tougli, tliick skin
on tlio solo, until finally u now and healthy layorhas
iiitiroly roi)lacod the old ; then the treatment can be
diwontinuotl.

In several casoH whioh I have treated, tlie tr(Mil»le

lias jiartially rotnrnod after al)ont a year, as it doeH
after Hehra's inethotl has been used ; but it disap-

l>fai-s after a few days' use of the ahini and salicylic

aoid mixture.
It is (h'sirablo tliat tlio alum should be ven' tlior-

ouj^hly burned and roduoed to an imi)alpable jjowder.

The i)atient should bt> oautionod to keep his head
turned as much as possil)le durin},' the ai)i>lioation of

the i)o\vdor. as, when inhaled, the salioylio acid pro-

dnoos a tit of sneezing and coughing which may last

for some time.

Althoii'jh I have never had occasion to prescribe
for other local hyperidroses, as of the axilho or geni-

tals, I see no reason why the above ])lan of treat-

ment would not be e(iually boneticial in them. Of
course the strength of the powder might need to be
reduced so as to render its a2)i)lication painless, when
used about the genitals.

Whipplk Bakbaoks, a. T., I860.

|)rogrcs3 of iHctiical Science.

Narcoletsy.—This name has been proposed by
Dr. GCliueau to designate a rare, or, at least, hitherto

imperfectly known malady, characterized by iri'csist-

ible desire to sleep. (The word is derived from the
Greek narkosis : somnolence, and lambanein : to

seize, take.) The word also recalls the twofold
analogy to somnolence and catalepsy. It is said to

come on suddenly, at ii'regular intervals, and to last

only a short time.

Gilineau succeeded in finding the record of one
other case of this peculiar affection, his own ob-
servation thus being the second. The tirst case
(Jounirtl de metl. mentdle, Nos. 8 and 9, 1862) was
that of a large, powerful man, forty-seven years old,

married, whose habits were strictly sober, and who
had had no previous malady. This man was com-
pelled to give up his emi)loyment, owing to an inces-

sant and imperative desire to sleep. He was liable

to be seized with this proi^ensity at any time, whether
walking, seated, or lying down. When he awoke he
shortly fell asleep again. His face seemed pale and
putfy, his attitude was one of diiU indifference, his
intelligence was " lazy," but his g^eneral health and
embonpoint had not suffered during the four years
of his sickness. Divers methods of treatment had
failed to cure him.
The second case, observed by the aiithor himself,

was that of a dealer in casks, thirty-eight years
of age, and of a " nersoso-sanguin " temijerament.
Three yeai-s ago he received a violent blow w ith the
fist, and during the ensuing quarrel was anested
and confined in prison. This had causetl him a
severe chagrin. A little later, a falling log of wood
struck his head, but this turaed out to be but a
slight accident. It was about a year after this

that he first noticed a weakness in his legs. Some
time afterward, when playing cards, and holding
a good hand, he was unal)le to move his arms, his
head hung down, and he fell asleep, awaking about

a niinntt' later. Soon tlie slighteht emotion would
HufUce to bring on sloop, and this imperative i)ro-

pensity cansod him considerable annoyance "His
meals are disttirl>od again and again l)y this desire

for roposo ; his oyolids drooj> ; tho hands lot fall a
fork, knife, or glass; tho sentonco which he- liad be-

gim with a loiid voice is comi)lotod with difliculty,

and in low, stammoring tones ; his head sinks, he
sleeps." Willed efforts were j'owerless to control

this overpowering dosiro for sleep. While walking
in the streets ho was liable to be seized with a sleej)-

ing fit. Any jirofonnd emotion invariably ])roducod

a rajjid atta<-k. Had weather, es2)ecially ai-i api)roach-

ing storm, incroasod the number of attacks, which
might rise to two hundred a day. Violent shaking
or ])inohing would, however, prevent the .seizure.

During sloej) his ])ulse, ordinarily 60 or (58, falls to

58 or 60 boats i)or minute. The pupils, (juite con-

tracted when ho is awake, are less so when he has a

seizure. Those last from one to five minutes.
His ap])earanco is not one of disease ; he eats well,

sleeps well at night, and his l)oweLs are regular.

Urine or f;oces never escape during these periods of

morbid sleep. His memory has not suflered ; he
still attends his Imsiness affairs, but he never went
out unaccomjianiod. Dr. CiC-lineau isofoi)inion that

this malady is not opilejisy, but a hitherto undescribed
neurosis, which mav be called narcoleijsy.— (Jaz. d^K

hop., July 8, 1880.

Case of PitoLONonr) EcLA^rpsiA and Coma in a
Child.—Dr. A. Kien, of Strasbourg, ' reported the
following case to the Strasburg Medical Society :

On the '24th of April he was called in great haste, to

see a child that had quite suddenly fallen sick in the
afternoon. When he saw the child, a little girl four

years old, he found her completely comatose. He
learned from its mother that the child during that

day's afternoon walk with her had suddenly been
bent over to one side, had then grown veiy pale, and
had finally been seized with general convulsions.

Several minutes later the paroxysm had ceased and
had been followed by a condition of profound coma,
from which the child had not yet been roused, de-
spite the various efforts in that direction. Vomit-
ing had also occiirred, and the convulsions had again
come on, and had been repeated about every half-

hour. Dr. Kien found the girl stretched out on a

bed in profound coma. The respiration was noisy

and accelerated ; the pulse was feeble and beat at

the rate of HJO per minute; the temperature ap-

peared normal. All the muscles were relaxed ; peri-

pheral irritation provoked no sign of sensibility or
reflex action. The eyes were wiilely open, motion-
less, and with the pupils much flilated. Urine and
fluid fiocal matter I tho result of an injection) had
been unconsciously voided. The doctor soon wit-

nessed an attack, which he describes as possessing
all the characteristic qualities of eclampsia—initial

pallor, with stretching of the whole body, momentary
cessation of resiuration, the general clonic convul-
sions with foaming at the mouth, followed after

about three minutes by a profound sighing respira-

tion, and. finally, coma. The previous history gave
no clue to the nature of this singular affection. The
child had always been well. Accordingly, the treat-

ment adopted was symptomatic. On the following
day the child's condition remained unchanged, bar-
ring the supervention of a distinctly marked febrile

movement. One day later the comTilsions ceased,
but the coma continued. The cessation of the con-
vulsions had taken place immediately after a warm
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bath followed by a cold douche. The coma resisted

all treatment, and finally, on the eighth day, warm
bathing followed by the cold douche was again re-

sorted to. After the lirst bath the girl regained con-
scioiTsness, and called to her parents. From this

time on the child rapidly improved, and is now com-
l^letely cured. An occasional slight strabismus is

tlie only residual symptom.
In discussing the probable nature of this aftection

the writer finally arrives at the conclusion that it

must have been a case of insolation. Au active cere-

bral congestion with subsequent wdema, or serous
eflfusion into the meninges and cavities of the brain,

he thinks, was at the bottom of the disease. For the
curative action of the cold douche he is unable to

offer any satisfactory explanation.— Gazette obstitri-

atle, August 5, 1880.

Bromide of Ethyl in Hysterl\ and EpHiEPSY.

—

At a recent meeting of the Paris Biological Society,

Bourneville and D'Olier reported the results of inves-

tigations carried on for the past two months, con-
cerning the physiological action of bromide of ethyl
in hysteria and ei)ilepsy. Their observations are

comprised under three headings : 1. Action on the
attacks of hysteria. The medicament almost inva-

riably brought al)out a cessation of conviilsive phe-
nomena, and in two patients it several times pro-
duced the rapid transition of the stage of " clownism "

into the condition of delirium. 2. Action on epi-

leptic seizures. The inhalation of the drug com-
menced with the inception of the period of inuscular
rigidity, in three cases, effected perfect relaxation

after several seconds of inhalation. In other cases
the severity and duration of the convulsions appeared
to be diminished. In some cases the ethyl bromide
seemed to produce no appreciable effect on the pa-
tients. 3. Action on epilepsy. Ten patients, of

which number five were adults and five children,

were for two months subjected to a daily course of

inhalation continued to amesthesia, and in some
cases i)rolonged for twenty minutes. A considerable
diminution of the number of seizures was noted in

five cases. Concerning the other five no mention is

made.
In five cases the writers also observed a lowering

of the temperature of less than half a degree during
the progress of inhalation. Immediately afterward
the temperature again rose, and in some cases even
exceeded the normal limits. In their five hundred
observations, the authors also found, as a rule, a

slight increase iu the i^ulse-rate during inhalation.

In six cases the pulse became somewhat retarded.

The respiration was also somewhat increased in fre-

quency. The lachrymal secretion became rather

abundant in almost every case. The renal secretion

did not appear to be influenced. Two of the ten pa-

tients observed for the last two weeks showed muscular
rigidity accomj^anied by tremors, especially marked
in the arms, at the commencement of the inhalations.

The general health in no instance suffered from these

experiments.-

—

Le Progres medical, August 7, 1880.

Dacryocysto-Blennorrhcea—Treatment by Scar-

ifications OF THE entire Lachrymal DtcT.—Prof.

Schmidt-Rimpler, of Marburg, has devised a little

knife intended for scarifications of the lachrymal

ducts in those cases of persistent catarrh which are

independent of stricture in the lachrymal passages.

Still, the author adds, stricture would not be a con-

traindication to the use of the scarifier. In fact, he

has cured or improved such cases—which refused to

yield to the prolonged employment of Bowman's

sounds—by means of repeated scarifications of the

miK'ous membrane. In chronic cataiThs of the lachry-

mal passages the mucous membrane is found to be
thickened, and it is this thitdcening which causes the

unpleasant symptoms comjjlained of by the jiatieuts.

Now, Schmidt-Iiimpler believes that scarifications

relieve this thickening, partly by an immediate
diminution of the engorgement of the mucous mem-
brane, i^artly by subsecpient cicatri<;ial contraction.

Accordingly, he advises deep scarifications of the

entire naso lachrymal duct, not in<"isions, confined to

the lachrymal sac, as he and others had formerly

recommended. Of course, when the duct does not al-

low the passage of his new knife, the sac alone must
be thus treated ; but, in most cases, the small knife

can be made to enter without much difficulty. He
describes two sizes of these knives. One is a probe-

tipped scarifier, 2 mm. broad, with a convex blade,

and li ctm. long, secured to a handle by an interme-

diate probe, corresponding in thickness to a large

Bowman's sound, and 2A ctm. in length. The other

knife is essentially the same, only much smaller. The
method of employment is as follows : the direction

of the naso-lachrymal duct having been ascertained,

the scarifier is passed in through the superior, pre-

viously slit lachrymal canal. The instrument being

held in a horizontal position, as soon as the tip

reaches the nasal wall of the lachrymal sac the handle

is elevated and the cutting surface directed ante-

riorly ; it is pushed down through the entire duct.

Then the knife is turned, and as the instrument is

withdrawn, a second incision is made. When the

lachrymal sac is reached its walls are deeply scarified.

In this way all existing valves, thickenings, and di-

verticula are cut, as is shown by the reajipearance of

matter, after previous pressure had failed to yield

any. Hemorrhage, says the author, is never profuse,

and may be stopjaed by compression of the lachrymal

sac. The pain of the operation is apparently no

greater than that incident to the forced passage of a

sound. Cold applications, followed, when necessary'.

by astringent washes, are the only subsequent treat-

ment. Should previous symptoms return, the oper-

ation may be repeated and a cure finally effected.

—

Berl. klin. Woch., July 20, 1889.

Ladies' Sanitary Towels.—At a meeting of the

Obstetrical Society of London, Wednesday, July 7,

1880, Dr. Gallabin presented for examination some
new sanitary towels for use during the catamenia

and after coiaflnement. They contained a pad of ab-

sorbent cotton-wool, rendered antiseptic by boracic

acid, as being less in-itating than other antiseptics.

The advantages were that they could be burned after

use, and so were especially valuable for the lying-in

room, and that they were very soft and absorbent.

The retail price was three shillings a dozen, and it

was believed that the cost would not much exceed

that of the washing of ordinary diapers, since they

could be worn longer.

—

Britis^h Medical Journal, Au-

gust 7, 1880.
-^ > ^

Beri-beri in San Francisco.—Surgeon E. Heber-

smith reports to the Marine Hospital Bureau that

eighteen men from the Brazilian man-of-war Yitol

de Oliveira were admitted into the IT. S. Marine Hos-

pital at San Francisco on the 21st of August, sixteen

of whom were suffering from the rare disease known
as "beri-beri," or the "bad sickness of Ceylon."

Beri-beri is an Indian disease, a cachexia in which

there is great muscular weakness, tremors, painful

numbness, etc. It is generally curable.
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Now York, October a, l«=*eO.

THpj mp:dical registration law.
The law at present in force, regulating the licensing

of prtiotising physicians and surgeons in this city, is

as comprehensive in its scope and as perfect in its

detail as could be expected xmder the circumstances.

Heretofore the mistake in all similar laws has been
the aiming after impossibilities, and the consequence

naturally has lieen that tlieir iiro\'iRions have been not

only ignored, but the wliole subject of medical legis-

lation has Vieen very justly brought into ridicule. The
point of excellence in the law of this year is centred

in the second section, which provides for a registra-

tion of all such as are or shall be legally qualified to

jiractise medicine or surgery. Although this may
have init many to an inconvenience, the latter is

more than balanced by the good that must eventu-

ally accrue to each individual member of the pro-

fession. With such an end in \'iew, the fact of com-
pulsory registration is one with which the profession

at large must be in accord. In fact, the willingness

with which the gi-eat majority of medical men came
forward to testify in a practical manner to the utility

of the law, by complying with all its requirements,

is a gratifying evidence of the truth of this assump-
tion. From all parts of the State we hear that the

legally qualified practitioners of medicine have been
registering, and that the various county clerks have
fuU lists of all medical men within their jurisdiction.

It is perhaps proper, in this connection, to call the

attention of those jihysicians in this State, who may
have neglected to register, to the fact that from the

first of October they have rendered themselves liable

to a fine of fifty dollars for the first offence of prac-

tising as an unregistered i>ractitioner, and not less

than one hundred dollars for each succeeding one. As
one-half of such fines goes to the informer, it is easy

to see that there may be jjeculiar inducements to

some parties for making the necessary comijlaints.

The provision of the law respecting the fines are so

explicit that there does not seem to be a poHsibility

of es<iij>ing a jjcnalty when once its liability is proven.

There is no cuHier way of making u diHtiiictiou be-

tween the legally qualified medical i)ractitioner and

the quack than tlie compulsory registration of quali-

fications. The qualitit-ations fixed by law are so

simjile that none can misunderstand them, neither

can any one coMiplnin that the standard of require-

ments is not witliin the reach of any ordinarily edu-

cated jiractitioner. It is this and other features of the

new law which make it so consistent and so practi-

cable. As there is now no legal excuse why even

every professionally qualified medical man in this

State should not bo registered, there is still less

to be said of such as are practising without license.

To such medical men as believe that this law will be

e(iually ineffective with previous ones, in sui)pre38ing

irregular practices, we commend a careful reading of

its provisif)ns. It nuist be conceded that the fraraers

of the bill understood the situation veiy thoroughly,

and that every reasonable means have been used to

l)revent the illegal practice of medicine. The homoeo-

l^aths and eclectics have eqiial rights \nth. the regu-

lars under the law, which is perfectly proper, and

which will tend to divest the law of all sujjposed par-

tisanship, and free it from all the elements of class

legislation. Its whole aim is so clearly in the best

interests of the people at large, that it can hardly

fail to become as jjopular with outsidei-s as it already

appears to be with the profession.

It remains to l)e seen what will be the effect of

this law upon the irregular practitioners, men and

women, who prescribe without any legal qualifica-

tions ; clairvoyants, mesmerists, counter-prescribing

druggists, and others of the same ilk. To continue

their practices would be in open ^•iolation of the law,

from the penalties of which there does not appear to

be a reasonable escape. It is explicitly stated that

no one sliall practise medicine or surgeiy in this

State, without either having received a diploma or

endorsement from a legally qualified medical college

of this State, or from a Board of Examiners of the

State University, evidence of either of which must

be given by affidavit at the time of registering. As

the registration is compulsory, hardly anything more

can be desired to make the law effective. There are

some features of the law which will have a tendency

to reach beyond the mere suppression of quackery

in some of its more pronounced forms. While much
authority is vested in the medical colleges for grant-

ing diplomas, the State in its turn has a right to

demand that the requirements for graduation shall

come up to a certain standard. Failing to do this»

such colleges can be deprived of their charter. By
such means can colleges be prevented from dis2308ing

of their diplomas for shorter periods of study than

I

required l\v law, and the bogus dijjloma trade can be

I

suppressed.
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A NEW GERMAX TEEATMENT POK TYPHOID FE\Ti:R.

EvEiiv little Avliile the medical profession is sixr-

prised Avith a new treatment for typhoid fever. B\;t

there does not seem to be any limit to the variety

of ways in which our therapeutic forces can be mar-

shalled against the disease. Dr. C. G. Rothe has

recently presented a new method—the antiseptic—of

treating typhoid fever.

The doctor had formerly treated his cases of this

iisease—with due respect to him—very badly indeed,

from an American standjioint at least. He was ac-

[•ustonied to give hourly doses of infusion of digita-

lis, with aconite and tincture of iodine, until a dis-

tinct effect on the pulse was produced. Whether

bins eftbct was that of the digitalis, or of that of its

mtagonist, aconite, it is not stated. "With these

ilrugs he used frequent cold wrappings, quinine or

salicylic acid in large doses ; and if the temijerature

persisted above 104° he gave cold baths. Of six

:!ases which he records, treated in this way, one died,

find in the remainder convalescence was much pro-

tracted.

In nineteen subsequent cases Dr. Rothe adopted a

new method, which he had hit upon accidentally.

This consisted in giving a mixture of one or two

parts of carbolic acid, and one of tincture of iodine,

in 120 of water. A tablespoonful of the mixture was

2:iven every hour until a noticeable effect upon the

pulse and temperature was produced. With this

was combined for a time, at first, infusion or tinc-

ture of digitalis, and cold wrappings frequently re-

Qewed. All the eases recovered. Dr. Rothe states

chat they all came under his treatment while having

liigh morning temperatures, and that in all alike, first

the pulse and then the temperature sank within from

two to seven days. The jjulse frequently went below

the normal, and did not rise to its former height ex-

cept when the medicine was discontinued, or given

less frequently, by way of experiment. The effect

ould not have been due to the digitalis, for this was

only given for a short time at the beginning of treat-

ment. Besides, the severe symptoms immediately

reappeared if the iodine and carbolic acid were dis-

continued. The tongue, in the cases treated as

above, never got brown and crasty ; the gastric

symptoms subsided very early, and a moderate appe-

tite soon appeared.

The explanation given of the way in which the

drugs produce these beneficial results is : 1st, that

they act upon the vagus or the cardiac centres, thus

modifying vascular activity ; and 2d, that they come

in contact with the diseased intestine ; here they

have an antiseptic effect upon its ulcers, and an anti-

I'iotic effect upon any infecting germs developing at

those points.

The plan of treatment thus described seems to

have had extremely good results. We give it for

js'hat it is worth, and would neither advise nor dis-

countenance its further trial. Typhoid fever is not a

disease to be trifled with. At the same time it seems

to bo the fact that in its treatment at present one

drug is about as efficient as another in modifying the

course of the disease ; so that wo should be glad to

learn if there is something really useful. We hear

strong claims for turpentine, for laudanum, quinine,

acids, calomel, digitalis, chlorate of potash, and baths

of all kinds ; there is a list of over forty " efJicient

and useful " drugs for the disease. All this makes

one suspicious ; and the fact is—a fact now widely

enough understood—that if the patient is properly

supplied with food and stimulants, if the tempera-

ture is kept below an excessive height, and any sjdc-

cial svmptoms met as they arise, we have done about

all that can be promised just now. If there are

drugs which really mitigate the course of the disease,

the profession, as a body, does not recognize the

fact. We should be surprised to leam that further

experience proves Dr. Rothe's plan to be as effica-

cious as he thinks it is.

THE PUBLIC HOSPITALS AND INSANE ASYLUMS OF THE

STATE.

The eighth annual report of the State Charities Aid

Association for 1879 has just appeared. The reports

of this Association have always been documents of

considerable interest. The i)resent one is perhaps

less so than most of the others ; but as this is be-

cause it has fewer evils to discuss, the fact is a mat-

ter of congratulation rather than otherwise. During

the eight years in which the State Charities Aid

Association has been in existence, there have been

very marked improvements in the condition of our

penal and charitable institutions. Better buildings,

better officers, better management, and a better hy-

gienic condition have been secured nearly every-

where. What is more, the people have been brought

to take a deeper interest in the condition of those

whom they are supporting. In a great many depart-

ments things have reached as good a state as is pos-

sible under the present system of management, and

this system alone is left to be reformed. The curse

of most of our public institutions, it has been told

us often, is that they are under the control of jjoli-

ticians. The executive officers depend for their

position upon their party's supremacy. Their party,

therefore, comes first. It is more a matter of chance

than anything else if executive officers are good men.

We fear that the evils of this state of affairs will have

to be accepted with as much grace as possible. It

must be a long time before the whole people of this

stiite demand a proper system of civil sen-ice, and it

will not be until then that such a system will be

adopted. Meanwhile, we must accept the advice of

Mr. Herbert Spencer, and " unite philanthropic en-

orgy with philosophic calm."
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Regarding tlie hospitals and insane asylums of the
state, which are the institutions of most interest to

us, the rej)ort tloes not have ujurh to say that is new.
Wo are very placidly told, however, that even in the
badly constructed hospitals the introduction of

tr.iiiied nurses and the use of antiseptics, "as taught
by Prof. Lister." has greatly reduced the death-rate.

In a number of the counties there is no jiroper pro-
vision for the treatment of the .sick. Taupers, in-

sane, the aged and the diseased, live togitlier in the
same buildings. The iiuprovenients tjiat liave taken
l»lace in Bellevue and ('harity Hospitals are enumer-
ated and conmuMided. TIi(> building of the ventilat-

ing towers for Bellevue and of the pavilion for acute
surgical cases is certainly of great advantage. It is

gratifying to learn also that a physician who pays
special attention to nervous di.seases has been i)ut in

charge of the new pavilion for the insane. In the
maternity pavilions on Blackwell's Island there were,
in 1879, two hundred and fifty-nine cases of tionftne-

ment, with eleven deaths of mothei-s. This is too
large a per cent., but it is believed that all possible
skill is exercised.

Regarding the care of the county in.sane in the
counties, we hear much the same story as in ])re\'iou3

years, although some improvements are going on or
have been made. We note eleven counties in which
the accommodations for the insane are stated to be
either not good or miserably inadequate. The
crowded condition of the state asylums allows coun-
ties which wish to be thrifty to keep their insane in

the poor-hou.ses. A decent silence is preserved re-

garding the city insane asylums on Ward's and
Blackwell's Islands. The state insane asylums do
not ajipear to have been visited. The general tenor
of the report shows its appreciation of the difficul-

ties and deficiencies in the care of the state's insane.

It could not be expected, however, that a committee
of the laity should gi-asp the full importance of the
question ; nor do the functions of the State Charities

Aid Association call upon it to do so.

L.VDY Harriet Scott Bentick has given 820,000 to
the International Hospital at Naples, in order to en-
able the committee to buy or build premises of their
own. It is among the conditions of this gift that an
English-speaking physician and an English nurse be
always kejjt at the hospital.

Poetry and Maternal Impressions.—A Marvland
physician, according to the l)nbli)> Me/Jical Jo'urual,
has reported a case of maternal impression which
leaves all ordinary cases far behind. A lady, during
pregnancy, carried with her a poi-ket edition of
Moore's poetical works, which she read almost con-
stantly. Her child, at three years of age, exhibited
a most wonderful gift of putting sentences into
rhvme—in fact, naturally exi)ressed his little ideas
and thoughts in flowing measure. Blame not the
bard, says the Bridah Medical Jnurnnl, but a case
like this shows how important is a well assorted
library to a gravid uterus.

lUpovts of Societies.

Ni:\V YORK rATHOLOGlCAL SOCIETV.

St,it>;l M,-i-ti„fj, Spptimihcr 8, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Satteutuwaite, Presu^ent, in the t'uAni.

CHRONIC IUIKSHT's DISEASE, WFTH ACUTE SYMPTOMS
ANL» DEATH.

Dit. .\. (
'. Post ])reHpnted two sjiecimens of urine:

one as drawn with tl)e catheter, and the other as j)re-

pared by lieat and nitric acid. The urine was taken
from a ])ati('nt witli the following hi.story : A lady,

between forty and fifty years of age, whose healtb

had been somewhat delicate for a number of years,

notwithstamling she was a large, stout person, had
during the last two or three years j)assed several

quarts daily of light-colored urine, which had be<'n

tested and found to be albuminous. As far as could

be learned, there had not l)een })o.sitive ursemic synij)-

toms. She spent the summer in the White Moun-
tains, and returned to the city on Monday, the 3()tb

of August, in a fair state of health. On the Thurs-
day next following she had what she regarded as an

attack of indigestion, which was attributed to ])ar

taking too freely of com and beans. Dr. Post wa>

called early Friday morning, and found her sutleriiif.

from inten.se abdominal pain, which the patient conh
partially relieve by making firm abdominal i>ressure

She also had vomiting and purging. From the his

tory. Dr. Post regarded it as a case of severe indiges
tion, and administered a charcoal mixture ; but i

aff'orded no relief. He then ordered two teaspoon
fuls of the U. S. solution of morjjhia, to be fol

lowed by teaspoonful doses every hour until thi

pain was relieved. After a few hours, the morphim
thus administered haA-ing failed to give any relief

the dose was doubled, and within less than twenty
four hours very nearly two ounces of the U. S. solu
tion were taken before the pain was entirely relieved

The nausea continued for some hours after the sub
sidence of the abdominal pain. Although she ha(

not slept much, having taken such a quantity o
morj^hine and recovered fi'om the pain, she seemei
to be drowsy, and her pupils remained conti-acted

On Sundav tlie drow.siness was more marked, an«

was attended with a good deal of twitcliing of th'

muscles of the limbs. On closer inquiry', it was the;

found that she had not passed any urine for near!
twenty-four lumrs. A catheter was introduced, am
from ten to twelve ounces of light-colored urine ot
tained, which was found to be albuminous. Dj
Post was then convinced that the drow.sines8 ant

muscular twitchings were uraemic in character, an*

put the patient upon taldespoonful doses of the in

fusion of digitalis once in eUilit hours, and, as th
symptoms became more gi-ave, the interval betwee'
the doses was reduced to once in three hours.
On Monday she had become semi-comatose ; th

twitchings had increased ; a catheter was iutroducec
and only about two ounces of urine were obtainec
She was then dry-eujjped thoroughly in the lumba
region, but no more urine was secreted. The com
became more complete, and she died on Tuesda
morning at one o'clock.

The urine exhibited contained, as reported by Di
Stickler, one-third albumen, had a specific gravit
of 1010, an acid reaction, large hyaline and sma
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^•aniilar casts, fat-globules, bladder-epithelium, and
amori)!ious matter.

A post-mortem could not be obtained. One feature

of the case, esjjccially interesting, was the sudden
suppression without the ajipearance of blood in tlie

urine.

BEMOVAL OF AXILLAKY GLANDS—THROUGH DKAINAGE.

Dr. Post also presented a mass of axillary lym-
phatic glands, with a i)ortion of sliin covering them,
removed fnun a lady on the 16th of August, a little

less than a year after the i-emoval, by another surgeon,

of the mammary gland upon the corresininding side.

For several months the jjatient had had a good deal

of pain and some indurated swelling in the axilla,

and it was e%'ident that, if she was to Vie benefited by
an operation, no time should be lost. The case was
rejjorted especially with reference to the manner of

dressing and the healing of the wound. After re-

moving the mass, which was very deeply situated,

he resorted to Dr. Markoe's ])lan of through drain-

age, consisting in the introduction of a drainage-

tiibe with perforations only within the wound, and
injecting tlirough it a solution of carbolic acid, 1 to

40, until the fluid comes out clear. All the stitches

and the tube were removed at the end of the second
day, and, with the exception of the orifices through
which the tube passed, the wound was substantially

healed. He thought the mode of dressing superior

to Lister's, inasmuch as it is equally effective, and
at the same time simpler and more comfortable" for

the patient.

COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE SKULL.

Dr. Post also presented numerous small fragments
of bone taken from the skull of a boy three years old,

who was brought to the Presbyterian Hospital on
the 2d of August, having fallen fi'om a third-story

window. There was a compound fracture with deep
depression in the frontal and extending toward the
temporal region, and the dura mater was exjiosed,

though not wounded. He was not entirely uncon-
scious, and could be aroused so that he woiald answer
(piestions. At that time there was no febrile excite-

ment. Besides the injury mentioned, there was a
copious discharge of watery fluid, very slightly

tinged with blood, from the ear on the side corre-

sjjonding with the injury upon the forehead. Dr.
Post enlarged the wouiid, and with a Rongier re-

moved the overhanging edges of the bone, raised

and removed all the depressed portions of bone,
exposed the dura matei', which was sunken to some
distance beneath the surface, and then ajoplied

a carbolic lotion. For the first two days there was
but little fever, the boy could be aroused, and jiros-

pect of recovery seemed to be fair, notwithstanding
the grave nature of the injury.

On the third day the temperature suddenly rose

to 10-5^ F. or more, coma became complete, and
death occurred on the same day. Autojisy, made by
Dr. W. H. Porter, revealed extensive fractiire through
the jietrous portion of the temjioral bone, as might
have been expected, and the fracture also extended
through the orbital plate of the frontal bone. There
was also rupture of the upper lobe of the right lung.

Dr. Post remarked that the most interesting

clinical feature of the case was the discharge of

watery fluid from the ear, a symptom which was re-

garded by surgical pathologists as evidence of frac-

ture through the petrous jiortion of the temi^oral

bone, and communication with the cerebro-spinal

fluid. He believed that cases of recovery after that

occurrence were very rare, and that the symptom in-

dicated more certainly a fatal termination than the
discharge of blood from the ear.

In connection with the above case, he mentioned
another in which the patient, a man, was thrown
upon a platform of the elevated railroad, and, to-

gether with dislocation of one femur ujjou the dor-

sum of the ilitim, etc., he was so injured that there
was hemorrhage from one ear and a certain amount of

coma, with violent excitement that demanded me-
chanical restraint. He was about thirty-five years
old, his pulse was full and strong, his gciuu-al

health had been good previously, and Dr. Post prac-

tised venesection, removing twenty otmces of blood.

The iiatient soon became (piite calm, and since had
done well.

HIP-JOINT DISEASE—EXCISION,

Dr. Post also jiresented portions of bone which he
removed in St. Luke's Hosjiital, from the ujijier ex-

tremity of the femur of a girl nineteen years of age,

who had sutt'ered from hii:)-joint disease as long as she
could remember. There was considerable shorten-

ing and deformity of the limb, and several sinuses

communicated with diseased bone. The wound was
treated upon Dr. Markoe's plan of through drain-

age, and there had been but little constitutional re-

action since the operation. The acetabulum seemed
not to be involved. The limb was kept extended by
means of weight and jmlley for about tiro weeks,

and was then put up with a plaster-of-Paris dressing,

so that the jiatient could go about on crutches. The
imtient's general condition had improved, the origi-

nal sinus discharged but little, and, notwithstanding

the formation of several abscesses since the ojjcra-

tion that were opened and still continued to dis-

charge, there was fair iirosjiect that the patient

would make a good recovery. The case was espe-

cially interesting because of its long duration.

Dr. Putnam-Jacobi asked Dr. Post three questions

with reference to his first case : 1st, was not the attack

of "cholera morbus " itself an expression of urajmia

such as often occurs in advanced stages of renal cir-

rhosis, when urea begins to be eliminated l)y the gas-

tro-intestinal mucous membrane ; 2d, had not the

fatal event been accelerated by the moriihine, which,

sparing the higher nervous centres, had nevertheless

jjaralyzed the renal nerves, and thus induced a para-

lytic congestion of the kidney ; 3d, might not deriva-

tion to the surface by means of the vajior-baths, or

of jaborandi, have been of service in the case ?

Dr. Post replied that the patient was in a profuse

perspiration during her entire sickness, and he saw no
sjjecial indication for using either jaborandi or a vapor-

bath. He was doubtful whether the mori^hiue had
anything to do with the suiipression of the urine.

The necessity for its administration seemed to be

absolute because of the severity of the pain, and it

was given gradually and carried no further than was
necessary to afford relief. He was not aware of the

fact that' the jiatient had had albuminous urine for

some time when the morphine was administered.

JTad he been, he woiild have given a large dose of

calomel, hoping thereby to have removed the ab-

dominal irritation withoiit incumng the risk of occa-

sioning suppression of urine.

Dr. C. Heitzmann thought that it was evidently a

rare case of fatty degeneration of the kidneys ; for

the small granular casts indicated chronic croupous
nephritis which had resulted in fatty degeneration.

The fact that there were large hyaline casts indi-

cated that a new inflammation had developed, in-
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volving the pyrauiulal portion of the kidney ; whereas
thi> small j^rannliir cusIh iiidicatod tlmt tlio narrow
tubulos \v<>r«' iiivolvi'il; hoiu'c a chronic process.

Such cases, lio thou^clit, wcro n<jt vcrv coinnion. As
far as his ohservation hiul cxtcmh'il, haviiiK hiul little

or no practical cxpcricnco in that direction, intornal

treatment wivs of almost no valm). lli> was also

thoronj^hly convinc<>d that the i)resence of hyaline

iMsts in tlie nrine always indicated inllamniation and
not con^t'stion ; that is, mere congestion cannot lead

to tlie formation of casts.

With reference to Dr. Post's oa.sc, ho was also sur-

prise 1 tliat Mood had not apjx'ured in the nrine; for,

in fatty degeneration hloody nrine is more common
than in any other form of kidney disease.

With reference to nitric acid as a test for allmraen,

it wonid, he helieved, surely dissolve small iiuanti-

ties of alhnmen, and he therefore advised the use of

acetic acid in connection with heat.

Du. PirN.\M-J.\coni remarked that, in itself, the

hyaline cast was the immediate result of congestion,

although only of the congestion which constitutes

an element of acute or chronic inflammation. The
fact that in this case the hyaline casts wore unac-

companied by hemorrhage, seemed to forl)id the sup-

position that they resulted from a very recent pro-

cess. They rather belonged to tlie chronic disease,

which there was every reason to suppose existed.

"In a persistent and severe albuminuria, hyaline

cylinders (similar to those already described in acute

nephritis) are found occupying the uriniferous tubes "

(Cornoil and Ranvier, p. lOiO). Rindfloi.sch also

describes these albuminous (not fibrinous) cylin-

ders as an element of parenchymatous neidiritis,

irrobably dependent on extravasations of blood-serum.

The PuKsioKxr directed attention to a i)ractical

point in examining urine for albumen. He had fre-

([uently been able to detect albumen in urine that

had been examined by students and reported as con-

taining no albumen, by observing the jjrecaution of

holding the test-tul>e against a dark background,
when the Hakes of albumen could be seen rising and
falling, that would not be recognized when the tube

was held up in the usual manner. In all cases in

which there was doubt as to whether or not the sj^e-

eimen contained albumen, it should be filtered until

it was perfectly clear, and then acid used, preferably

the acetic.

With reference to congestion of the kidney, the

President called attention to the following case : A
boy, sixteen years of age, came from Michigan to be
treated for necrosis of the femur. One year sub-

seqiiently, Dr. Satterthwaite was called upon to

make a post-mortem, the lad having died of scarlet

fever after a sickness lasting only forty-eight hours,

and during the last twelve hours of his life he passed

no ui'ine whatever.

On removing the kidneys, they were found pale

and blooilless, except in the pelves and calices, which
seemed to be congested and presented an ajjpear-

ance which corresponded exactly with that illustrated

by the colored plates of Lebert.

On making a micro.scopical examination of the or-

gans, however, no congestion was found. The epi-

tlielia were fatty.

Some time afterward, while reading " Klcbs' Pa-
thological Anatomy," he fo\ind that that author

mentioned cases in which the only portion of the

kidney which was congested was the malpighian
bodies. He then returned to the examination of the

kidneys in question, and found that their malpighian
bodies were markedly congested, and were the only

portioua of the kidneys that were thus involved.

They therefore corrosjtonded to wlrnt Khdis has de-

uominatetl ifliimi'mlo-tujihritis.

Du. PrrsAM .I.M'oni saiil that the interimdation

she hatl olfered in Dr. Posfsca.se was quite in accord-

ance with sudi an interesting fa<'t as that descril^etl

by Dr. Sattertiiwaite. In both ca.soH supjnt^.ssifjn of

urine, not pre<-eded by hemorrhage, was tlie ])romi-

nent symjdom ; in both ca.ses the renul nerves had

been exposed to the influence of a poison capable of

poi.soning them- in one the .scarlatina j)()i.son, in the

other the morphine. L.udwig's exijeriuients have

sho\ni that lowering the pressure in the branches of

the renal artery sulliced to arrt^st the e.xcretion of

water through the niali)i.ghian tufts. Paralysis of

nerves going to the Ijlood-vesseLs would reduce the

arterial i>ressnre, to a minimum, and thus cau.se fatal

suppression of urine without previcjus hemorrhage,

without fever or other sign of aculu noi)hriti.s. Thia

was exactly the clinical combination otlered by Dr,

Post's case.

CONTRIIUTTIONS TO THE PATHOLOGY OF THE SKIN.

Dr. C. Heitzmann exhibited specimens of small-

pox, in order tu illustrate the microscopical changes
in this disea.se.

In the p'ipulnr sfai/e of the inflammation the epi-

thelia of the rete mucosum are coarsely granular, due
to an increase of living matter within the protoi)las-

mic bodies. The points of intersection of the living

matter—the so-called granules—become enlarged,

the nuclei shining and solid, and the " thorns

"

which traverse the cement-substance thickened. The
underlying papilhe are slightly enlarged, i)artly due
to the engtngemeut of the blood-vessels, 2>artly to a

transformation of the bundles of connective tissue

into protoidasm. After liquefaction of the glue-yield-

ing basis-substance, the reticulum of living matter,

formerly hidden therein, becomes vi-sible.

In the vesicular stit;/e the exudation makes its ap-

pearance, and by the breaking ajiart of the reticulum

of some epithelia a small cavity becomes visible, or

several such cavities had formed, and thus the sepa-

rating layers of the epithelia are comjires-sed and
produce sejjta between the cavities. The ei>ithelia

bounding the cavity look very coarsely granular,

and having j^artly lost their enclosing cement-sub-
stance, are transformed into protoj^lasmic clusters,

with many shining nuclei. In the exudation hlling

the vesicle there are suspended granules of coagu-
lated albumen and a varying amount of coagulated
fibiiu. The papiUie have disapi>eared, the upper-
most layers of the derma are replaced by iudiliereut,

or medullary, or inflammatory elements, all in con-
nection with each other through delicate threads of

living matter.

In the j> list ular afar/f of smaU-pox, pus-corjjuscles

appear in the cavity within the rete mucosum, which
mainly arise from the epithelia traver.sing and
bounding the cavity. How many of the pus-cor-

puscles have appeared through an immigration from
below we do not know. According to the amount of

living matter ijreseut in the pus-corpuscles, the pus
is thick and yellow, or serous and pale. The con-
nective tissue, as a iide, does not advance beyond its

reduction into a medullary tissue ; in some cases,

also, the medullary elements are tora asunder, and
now represent pus-corpuscles, which commingle with
the jjus sprung from the epithelia, and share in the
formation of the abscess.

Dr. C. Heitzmann also exhibited specimens of mi-

giovia of the skin (vascular or erectile tumor, formerly
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so-called teleangiektasia). He distinj^iislips three
varieties: 1. Aiit/ioma simple.r, a new formation of

capillary blood-vessels, mainly in the xipp(>r layers of

the derma, leading to the ai>i)earan('e of a imiform,
flat, dark red ai)ot, so-called nyevus Hammens. 2.

Angioma lobidare, in which the newly formed blood-
vessels are coiled np in lobules, which latt(>r are
separated fi"om each other by a fibrous connective
tissue, i^. Artr/io7n/i atvcmosinn, with large sjjaces,

imitating the structure of the cavernous body of the
body, filled with venoiis blood, and holding a varial)le

amount of connective tissue. The most common vas-

cular tumor of the skin is the miixn-angioma, with
niTmerous large capillary blood- vessels held together
by a myxomatous connective tissue. All dark red,

mostly sessile, not fully compressible tumors of the
skin, often only slightly i)rotruding above the level

of the skin, belong to this variety of mixed tumors.
Dr. C. Heitzmann lastly demonstrated si:)ecimens of

adenoma of the ski)i, which almost exclusively is a

new formation of the sebaceous glands. Such tumors
are very prone to be transformed into cys/s, with
varying contents. A watery fluid is present in sej-ous

c>/sts ; a viscid, honey-like fluid in the melicerh ; a
smeary, offensive, pasty liquid in the sebaceous e>/si ;

an almost dry, slightly rancid, pearl-colored mass in

the ileriiioid ct/xt. Careful examination of cysts, both
of the skin and the ovary, results in the assertion
that cysts never are primary formations, but always
due to secondary chan.es of adenoma. The liipie-

faction or accumulation of epithelia is the exclusive
source of formation of' cysts, which therefore must
run in the system of tumors as formations secondary
to adenoma.

Dr. Post asked, are not cysts sometimes produced
by obstruction of ducts of glands ; for example, as
in ranula "?

Dr. HiiiiTZMANN replied that researches in Ger-
many concerning ranula rejected the conclusion that
simple obstruction ever produced a cyst. It was to

be confessed, however, that pathologists were some-
what in the dark with reference to the etiology of

ranula.

Dr. Post remarked that he had seen a ranula
over which Wharton's duct could be traced dis-

tinctly. It was, hoAvever, an exceptional case.

The President referred to one form of angioma
not mentioned by Dr. Heitzmann, namely, that ex-

isting in the connective-tissue planes, and called by
one German writer ]i>iper}>lasf.irum. He had seen one
specimen removed from tlie orbit.

Dr. HErrziiANN remarked that he had not seen that

variety in the skin.

TUMOR OF THE BRAIN.

Dr. F. M. Hamlin, of Auburn, N. Y., on invita-

tion, then presented a tumor of the brain, accom-
panied by the following history :

He was called in consultation, on May 10, 1880,

with a number of the physicians of Auburn, to see

Dr. D. H. A . The histoiy of the case as then
given by the family was as follows : Age, b'd

;
phy-

sician ; haliits strictly temperate and correct. For
tive or bix weeks ijre%dously he had suffered from a

severe headache, with the pain confined almost en-

tirely to the occipital region, and it increased in

severity until May 1st, when he jjut a blister on the

back of his neck and was greatly, if not entirely re-

lieved. On May 3d he received a telegi-am from New
York to come and attend one of his old patients, and
he went at once in resjjonse to the call. While in

the city the pain returned in the occipital region and

he acted somewhat strangely, but attended to his

patient, and also sent for another ])atient to (;ome

from Auburn to the Women's Hospital and liave an
o})eration ])erformed. Although he suffered intensely

and appeared somewhat abstracted at times, lie seem-
ed to have performed his duties coiTectly. His ])atient

at the hotel died, and he returned to Aubuin with
tlie remains on May 9th. As soon as he was met at

the depot by his friends, they saw he acted strangely

and seemed very ill, and they insisted upon his going
to his home at once. He did so, and, finding a pa-

tient waiting in his office, prescribed for her and then
went up to liis family. After giving them a some-
what disconnected and jumbled account of his visit

to New York, and how he had suffered from the \>&in

in his head while there, and was then suffering from
it, he went to bed and soon began to sleejj.

Dr. J. D. Button was then sent for, who jirescribed

a mercurial cathartic, bromide of jjotassium, and
rest. He slept nearly all day, and after the action of

the cathartic seemed relieved. The next morning he
had a serious " sinking spell," or j^eriod of depres-

sion. Stimulants were used, and he revived ; but as

his sleep had now become almost semi-con\atose, a
consultation was called. His condition at this time
was as follows : when roused u]), he would recognize
his fi'iends, shake hands, speak, and answer (pies-

tions correctly, but would fall asleeji the moment he
was let alone, and sometimes before he would finish

a sentence. The pain in the head was entirely gone.

There was some thickness and indistinctness of

speech, tongue coated, i)rotruded promptly and
straight out. When asleep, his lips drew in and
puffed out with each resi)iration. Puijils not con-

tracted, eipial, and responded to the light. Pulse
65, and not very strong or full. Temperature was a

little below 98"" F. in the axilla. Moved his limbs
readily enough when told, and there were no symp-
toms of paralysis, unless the thickness of speech and
a slight drawing up of the left corner of the mouth
were to be regarded as such. C!oncerning the latter,

the doctor said he had received a cut on that side of

the face, and that the drawing up of the corner of

the mouth was the result, and Dr. Hamlin could re-

call the fact that he had noticed, as had others, this

drawdug uj) of the left corner when Dr. A. smiled, but
at times it did certainly seem exaggerated. One
member of the family said she had noticed it before

the jiatient went to New Y'ork, and said she did
not like to see him smile because it was so pro-

nounced. So far as any mental change was con-

cerned, nothing had been noticed, except that he
was abstracted at times, and had given some of his

friends the imi^ression that he was offended and dis-

pleased with them. No importance had been at-

tached to these symptoms, for they were sui)posed

to be the results of overwork, and. indeed, to this

cause was largely attriljuted his present condition

;

that exhaustion and an enfeebled circulation had
IJroduced a passive venous congestion, and that a low
grade of meningeal inffammation had been the cause

of the pain he had suffered at the base of the brain.

The plan of treatment decided upon was to renew
the mercurial cathartic, continue the bromide of

potassium, and to use ergot if there was not a speedy
improvement. After the cathartic had acted, the

patient seemed better, for he continued free of pain,

and would answer questions more promptly, and the
sleep was less profound.

Ha^-ing been requested to assist in the care of the
case. Dr. Hamlm remained during the night, and

I soon after midnight found that Dr. A.'s temperature
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began to fall ; and fearing another " Binking Bpell,"

ho at owe hogiin the tiso of stiinulaiitH nnd oxtomal
heat, an<l in ii mensun^ jiroventofl it, Imt tin- tomjior-

fttnro wont down to '.•? F. in the axilln. May 11th
was hut a repetition of the day lu'foro. only tlio ])ft-

tient steadily prow worse. May llith, in tlio morn-
ing, there was another lowering of tlio t(>nij»emtnre

and an inoroaso of the stn])or. He then hunlly re-

cognized his friends, and required a good deal of

sliaking and loud, sharp talking to rouso hiiii at all.

May 13th.—.lust after niidiiighf liis eondition Sfcnied

almost hopeless. He was hroathing fifty and tiftv-

tive times per niintite, and seemingly witli tlie air

entering only the very upjiermost part of the lungs.

His fare was of a dull, almost jmrplo eolor. Tem-
perature. i>8' F. Pulse ahout 1(H), and very feeble.

l)r. H. began the vigorous use of mustaril to the
spine, over the epigastrium, calves of the legs. etc.

Dr. A. showed no signs of jiain from tlie mustard,
although it was kept on almost to lilistering, but he
would Hinch from a slight pi'ick of a pin. After
an hour or so. Dr. Hamlin was gratified to notice a
change in the respirations; they became slower and
deeper, and as a oonseiiuence the color of the face

began to change to a nuire natural hue. By day-
break it was apparent that reaction had fully sot in.

The pulse was 5U), temperature, 100 F., the first time
it hid been above normal. A few leeches were then
api)liod behind the ears, liut they produced no ap-
l)reciable eflect.

As the day passed on it was evident the jiatient

was improving, the sleep was less i)i-ofound, and he
could bo readily roused to take food and medicine.
About -4 P.M., after an unusually hard time rousing
him, in which he was shaken roughly and shipped in

the face with a wet towel, he suddenly waked and ap-

l)arently in the full jjossession of his mental and
physical powers. He greeted those about him with
pleasure, talked of his visit to New York, his voice
was strong and clear, memory unimpaired, and, ex-

cepting his physical weakness, he seemed as well as
ever. The first ebullition of joy over, quiet was en-
forced, and except a tendency to falling into deep
sleep and weakness, nothing seemed to remain to
remind him of his illness.

Everything went on favorably for four days, when
his bowels became irregular and constipated, and
then his mind began to wander. He was back on
the old camp-grounds of the army, trying to escape
from the noisome effluvia of old sink-holes and the
stench of too shallow graves. A twenty-gi-ain dose
of calomel was given, and with a most hajjpy effect,

for when his bowels were relieved his mind cleared
entirely. He then gained rapidly. With slight sup-
port on either side he walked about the house. But
in the coui'se of a few days his bowels became de-
ranged, and again his mind was clouded. Another
twenty-grain dose of calomel was given, with equally
happy effect as before, only it could be seen that he
was just a little less active than before, both men-
tally and physically. He had for many years been
affected with catan-h, and just then the secretion be-
came much increased and very tenacious, and it

seemed to collect in his throat, and caTised him to

strangle qiiite badly once or twice when taking food.
Twice more were large doses of calomel given for

conditions like tho.se described, and eaeh time with
benefit ; but each time the mind was left more slug-
gish and inactive. His remarks sometimes showed
that his mind wandered ; his replies to questions
were correct, but came slowly, as if they cost him an
effort to collect his thoughts. He was quite disin-

clined to talk. HiH appetite was good mo8t of ike

time, and !io froipioutly sjtoke of tho rolish with

which ho oiijoyod it. From the fact tiiat tho ovacn-

ationn, aftor taking catliartie medicinoH, the calomel
espocially, were very large, apparently (piite out of

proportion to tlii> amount of food taken, and that

there wore some hardened fjecal masses, J)r. Ham-
lin suHpoctod that thore was an accumulation of fiocal

matter in tlio bowols. Tho doctor fro(piontly sjwke
of tho grout roliof tho first dose of calomel gave him,
and said ho felt as if it had started some "hard lumps;"
but as Dr. A. had said his bowols wore tolerably reg-

ular before his illness. Dr. H. did not thou give

much attoiition to it. Tho thick mass of fat in the

abdominal walls did tiot permit a close examination,
so a mixture of ox-gall, aloes, and calomel was given

him, comnionoiiiLT .Juno 1st, and tho result was several

large evacuations of horril)ly offensive fax-al matter,

with some ]iur<l masses in tho first few dejections.

On .Juno ()ti). Dr. H. found his patient quite stupid

and a little feverish ; temjterature about 101'^ F. ;

pulse KM). Upon inquiry he foimd that the urine

had been scanty all day, and on getting some the

next morning ho found it to contain a .small qunntity

of albumen and long mucous casts. The urine was
examined in the 1)eginning of his illness, but neither

casts nor albumen were found. The next day the

quantity of alhumen was greatly increased, and the
temperature was 108" F. He now failed rapidly.

.Tune 8th, in tlio evening, in attempting to take some
beef-tea ho strangled badly and came near sutl'ocat-

ing. He was relieved by drawing out the tongue,

and clearing the throat by means of the fingers, b>it

he never recovered from the shock, and died the
next morning, .June 9th, without a convulsion or spas-

modic action of any kind, except that subsultus ten-

dinum had been present to a slight degree for the
last three days.

At the autojjsy, performed fifty hours after death,
the head and a]:)domen only were examined. The
body was well nourished, no loss of flesh having oc-

cuiTed apparently. The abdominal organs apj^eared
to be in normal condition, except that the kidneys
seemed slightly enlarged and congested, and there
were some hard f;ecal masses in the colon.

On removing the brain it was noticed that the ves-

sels on the superior surface were somewhat congested,
but nothing very remarkable. At the base and over
the posterior of it were evidences of meningeal in-

flammation. The membranes were thickened and
opaque in places and the vessels enlarged, and be-
tween the cord and cereltellum were slight bands of

adhesions. In the right ventricle were three or four
drachms of semim, and two small cysts tilled with a
clear li(piid were found in the choroid plexus. No
other abnormal feature was discovered till a section

was made through the Ii^ft /ronfal lohe., when a tumor
of about the diameter of a smaU hen's egQ was dis-

covered. It was harder than the surrounding brain-

tissue, reddish in color, and aijpaiently quite vascu-
lar. Its boundaries were not well marked, and the
color faded away into that of the normal tissue sur-

rounding it. It seemed to ])e confined wholly to the
white portion of the brain, and occupied all that
part of the white matter of the frontal lobe which a
body an inch or an inch and a quarter could do, with
its anterior border just touching against the gray
matter of the front of the lobe, and covered by the
second and lower part of the third convolution when
looked at fioni the side.

After the autopsy revealed the location of the tu-

mor, the history of the case was looked over care-
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fully to see if there were any of the characteristic

evidences isresent during life to locate the trouble in

that region. First, pain in the frontal region was a
rare thing. Secondly, speech was but little affected

and only temporarily, and there was no convulsion,
epileptiform attack, or hemiplegia, and so far as

known the sjiecial senses were intact. The pupils
were equal, and responded to light all through his

illness. In regard to any paralysis, the temporary
difficulty in swallowing, and the drawing of the left

corner of the mouth were the most marked. The
mental symptoms might be such as are said to accom-
pany lesions in this region. During the progress of

the case it came to be known that the pain at the
base of the brain had troubled the doctor at times for

over four years, and very severely occasionally.

Dr. Putnam-Jacobi remarked that the case was a
very typical one of tumor in the frontal region, be-

cause of the absence of paralysis and the presence of

change in character manifested by the patient. It

seemed evident that there must have been some af-

fection of several of the centres of motility at a dis-

tance, because of the change in respiration and the
partial jjaralysis of the hypoglossal and the i^haryn-
geal branch of the pneumogastric.
Thk President suggested that those symptoms

might have been produced by the pressure caused
by the fluid in the ventricle of the brain.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

CoiTcsponticuce.

PORTAGIOUS : THE PROPER WORD TO
DESCRIBE THE ETIOLOGY OF CER-
TAIN ZYMOTIC DISEASES.

To 7HB Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—The admitted conditions under which cer-

tain of the- zymotic diseases are now known to aj)-

pear give their etiology a jjeculiarity which we have
no word to describe. The want is not met by such
words as contagious, infectious, ejiidemic, endemic,
etc., as these are exceedingly elastic when used to

assign a cause for such diseases as yellow fever, en-

teric fever, diphtheria, etc. They are even convert-

ible terms, which have to the jjrofessional mind a

vague definition, and the difference between conta-

gion and infection, when sought by the popular mind,
finds simply an impassable barrier.

There can be no question regarding the necessity

in medicine for a word to describe the conditions

under which zymotic diseases are propagated, and
this may soon extend to other diseases if some ex-

periments recently made by Cohnheim shall prove
true, in which the communication of tuberculous
matter was made from one individual to another,

and the disease rejiroduced. The w'ords contagious

or infectious do not give the necessary etiology when
we speak of yellow fevei*, typhoid fever, or diphthe-

ria. They all may become ei^idemic. Their etiology

cannot be conveyed to another mind by using the

above adjectives, and I therefore propose, for these

and similar diseases, to imply the conditions of cau-

sation under which they ajipear, the word Portagi-

ous.

This word describes the portable character of the

yellow fever germ, or atmosphere, which may be
briefly illustrated by two of the most striking select-

ed from endless instances, viz. : 1, the case of its

transportation from Havana, Ciaba, to St. Nazaire,

France, in the ship Anne Marie, after a long passage

of fifty-three days, including the breaking out of the

shi]) at St. Nazaire ; 2, the case of the ship Hecla,

which carried the disease from Cuba in the same
year (18G5) to Swansea, "Wales, where it spread ra])-

idly, in which the germ .survived a passage of forty-

five days. The foregoing from the re])ort of Hon.
John Simon, C!hief Medical Officer of Great Britain.

The word also describes the portability and con-

tagious character of typhoid fever, as we have num-
erous instances wherein this disease has been carried

in milk, and in water which contained the tlisease

germs. The distant propagation of this disease is

illustrated briefly in the case of its transfer in the

American ship " Flying Cloud," in 18G4, when it was
carried from Liverpool, England, to Mell)ourne,

Australia, through a passage of sixty days. Pefoie
this the disease was unknown in Queensland. For
further facts in this connection see TJie Lancet,

review of Mr. William Thompson's "Report on
Tyi)hoid Fever," Melbourne.
The above trifling references are only intended to

show that the facts of portal)ility and contact are

the real conditions under which these diseases reap-

pear, and this particular part of their history the

w^ord portagious is intended to describe. Portability

is a leading idea in the causation of evfry disease,

whether the power be derived from animal life, steam
power, the force of wind or wave, or the current of

flowing water, and hence I am persuaded that the

word will be found useful in sanitary and state medi-
cine. When reference shall be made to yellow or

typhoid fevers, as portagious, it wall be underf^tood

that they are capable of transportation over great

terrestrial distances, while they can be as readily ab-

sorbed if the individual be moved into the focal

points of disease themselves.

The word is compounded from the Latin x>(n-to,

to carry, French porter, and Spanish portear, and
tango or tago, to touch.

The concise definition is, to carry into contact, and
is precisely the prerequisite for reproducing a dis-

ease, the germs of which are portable.

Respectfullv,

B. F. GiBBS,
Medical Inspector, U. S. Navy.

TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS BY
INJECTION.

To the Edito.i of Thb Medical Record.

Sir.—My letter to the Record of September 11th,

on this subject, has shown several interesting points,

among which may be noted the extensive circulation

of the Record, the desire for more minute informa-

tion as to the operation, and the anxiety of the pro-

fession at large to avail themselves of this method of

treatment, despite the alleged superiority of other

plans, all of w^hich they will discard, as I have done,

after they try this better way. The numerous letters

which I have received from all parts of the union
conclusively prove this. The first half-dozen were
answered individually, but time will not admit of re-

plies to the questions asked (some of them pertinent

and others irrelevant), except through the able jour-

nal which has brought this flow of con-espondence
upon me. In brief, therefore, the following points

are stated, with the hope that the giound may be
covered to the satisfaction of all concerned.

1st. TJte acid.—I alwavs use crystat.ltzed carbolic
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acifl, enonffli fflyoprinp Ca few drops only) beinjj
added solely to n'nd«>r it ftuiil, not in anv way to <//-

lilt'- it. yiv rcftson for dopnrtin^ from the inctliod of
othor-* is that dilute solutions ftro ahsorliod, tho nx-

pidity tliort'of l>«>in<^ in diroot proportion to tlio thin-
ness of the acid einploveil. This is evidenced by the
patient t'isfiuf; the acid after its injection, by disturb-
ance of the ^jeneral ciroulatit>n. such as depression,
faintness, ami pallor. Concentrateil acid acts locally,

instantly, and thorouf^hly, and i)roi>ortionate]y to the
strength employed is the assurance of non-absori>-
tion.

2d. T/ir npcrnfinn.—Empty the bowel thoroughly
by Hathorn Saratoga water, or its eipiivalent, thia

day before, and the rectum by enenja an hour before
operating. Do not inject during acute inflammation—"a fit of the piles." Put the patient in bed.
Anoint the mass of tumors, after their extnision,
with//v'>// olive oil or cosmoline, to prevent acciden-
tal caustic a<'tiou on the adjoining parts, especially
in females. Use a good glass hypodermic .syringe,

with a tight piston, which moves easily, and a small,
well-polished, and sharp needle. See that the needle
is pervious to the acid (not to water) before com-

I

mencing. Select the largest i)ile, and push the point
of the needle to the cntn' only, and not beyond the
tumor, then slowly inject from three to six drops.
If the pile is as large as a small walnut, I pnt in
three drops at one point, partially withdraw the nee-
dle, and deposit three drops at another point, and
sometimes at a third. Inject only one pile at a time,
nnless thev are small, when two may be attacked at
one operation. Kee]i the needle in the ]nle for a few
seconds before withdrawing it fully. The object is

to permit the mass to harden before taking the needle
out. If the jnle bleeds, touch it with a piece of ice
or the strong carbolic acid. Nothing worthy of the
term " hemoiThage" has ever occurred to me, and I
don't believe it can. No bleeding resulting, thor-
oughly anoint the tiimors as at first, and return them
within the sphincter. A sujijiository may also be in-
troduced, but I prefer morphia hypodermicallv. I
do not combine (vij/fhiufj with the acid, although it

has been suggested to add the morphia to it. Better
nse them" separately. Keep the jiatient in bed, and
in two or three days inject another if it exist, and re-
peat at this interval until all are done. The process
mummifies and shrivels the hemorrhoids, and does
not cure by inflammation. Now and then the whole
or a part of the i^ile may slough, Init the process is

limited. If the acid goes into the cellular tissiie, of
course we will have trouble, just as in any other part
of the body, but it has no business there. I onlv in-
ject intpnittl hemorrhoids, but for cui-iosity I, within
ten days, injected a complete fistula, and the result
has been a cure.

3d. Tlie resttft.—After injection more or less pain
is experienced, which is readily controlled by ano-
dynes. Usually nothing beyond discomfoi-t is felt,

frepiently not even that. The catheter may be
needed, especially in old men, as in any other surgi-
cal interference in this locality. Any febrile reaction
is treated bv one-drop doses of tincture of aconite,
repeated at intervals, and in debilitated subjects from
two to five grains of sulphate of cinchonidia is f/ireu

(not exhihitf'il) three or four times dailv. Light, un-
irritating, digestible diet, such as produce little fecal
residue, no stimulants, and perfect rest is enjoined,
until the end of a week, when the bowels may be
gently moved, preferably by salines. After an uncer-
tain, at least an undetermined time, the tumors dis-

dyinf? from other disease about thirty months after

oi)eration sliowing only thickening of the mucous
lining above tiie sjiiiincter.

4th. Iv cmtrbiHiim.—The operaticm is simidicity

itsi'lf, it is almost painless, and rarely reipiires an
an.'i'sthetic ; it is successful, and apj)Iit'al»le to all va-

rieties of hemorrhoids. I Iiave given my own ])lan,

with reasons for deviation fnnn other modes, but, as

is well known, all great suigeons modify everything

in the way of instruments and methods of opc'rating ;

the profession at large is therefore at liberty to do
this opeiiition in their own way—as it would nf)t, bv
anv manner of means, be compatible with <lignity or

self-resjiect to make it so unimposing as this narra-

tive .sets it forth.

WiLLUM R. D. Blackwood, M.D. ^
24n NOBTH TWK.NTIETH SXBKET, rHILAllELPHIA.

NITRITE OF AMVL IN CONVULSIONS.
To THK EnrroR of The Medical Record.

Sm :—Willie R., aged two years and six months,
while at play on the morning of Anf,'^ist I'itli, was
suddenly seized with convulsions. I was immediate-
ly summoned, and on my arrival I found the child

in an unconscious state, one con\mlsion following

another in most rapid succession. The couNiilsive

movements were confined almost entirely to the
right side. "My first impression was that the con-

vnilsions were due to functional derangement of the

stomach and liowels, and the usual remedies indi-

cated in such cases were resorted to, Init no benefit

followed the same. As the child was, in the mean-
time, raindly becoming exhausted, and the necessity

of doing something to control the convailsions more
evident, I resorted to the use of chloroform and
ether, but without succeeding in controlling the
convulsions. I then used nitrite of amyl by inhala-

tion. Placing four drops on a handkerchief, I ap-
plied it to the child's nostrils, and after a few mo-
ments had passed, the convulsions ceased entirely,

and did not occur again till yesterday morning,
August 18th, but were immediately controlled by
four drops of amyl nitiite, and have not occurred
since. A closer examination of patient reveals that

the convulsions were evidently due to some cerebral

lesion. Tlie cranium is markedly asymmetrical ; pu-
pils unequallv dilated, the left being much larger

than the right. The head is not abnormally large,

but the posterior fontanelle is perceptible, xinion not
ha\-ing taken jdace between the bone, and remark-
ably large, being an inch and a quarter in diame-
ter at its base. There is evidently some serous ef-

fusion in the membranes of the brain. Child is now
taking:

5 . Pota.ss. iodidi gr.

Brom. potass gr.

Aqute
Syr. rhei

8ig.—Teaspoonful t. i. d.

[as

X.

xl.

aa 3J-

. . . , It
appear almost entirely, two post-mortems of persons I causes the face to flush, and stimulates the lachry-

Child is well nourished, appears strong and healthy.
On questioning the mother, I ascertained that .she

has lost two children, both dving in convulsions,
which were like this one. I have used the amyl ni-

trite in a large number of cases, and, with few ex-
ceptions, it has been followed with good results. I
usually administer five minims, dropping it into a
small sponge, allowing the patient to inhale it.
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mal erlands to a oojisidevalile extent. Great care

should be used in the administration of the drnpr, as

serious consequences might result from its injudi-

cious use.

Leonard F. Pitkin, M.D..
Fonnpi-ly Assistniit rhysioinn. Fomnlc Insnno AKylnin,

DlackwoU's Island.

Ravenswood, L,on<; Island.

LIQ. OPII COMP. AND TINCT. OPII COMP.

(Squil)l).)

To THE Editor of The JIfdical Record.

Sir :—The difference between these two preparations

does not seem to be generally appreciated by drug-

gists, and twice during the j^resent year has the tinc-

ture been dispensed to me instead of the solution.

In one case the patient refeiTed to some peculiarity

in the taste of the medicine which led me to exam-
ine it, and I found that instead of the anodyne my
patient had been using the diarrhfeal mixture. In

the other case I called personally for the liquor o^jii

comjiositus, and the druggist gave me the tincture

from a bottle on which was Dr. Squibb's printed

label, giving a minute descrii)tion of the lici- o])ii

comp. On dropping some of this into water, at the

house of the patient to whom I wished to administer

the medicine, I noticed that there was again the sub-

stitution of the tincture for the solution. The drug-

gist had labelled the small vial which he gav6 me
Squibb's com]iound tinct. of opium, although, as

stated above, the bottle from which he had dispensed

it was marked with Dr. Squibb's printed label of the

solxfinn. When I showed him the discrepancy he
insisted obstinately that the two preparations were
the same.
These mistakes occurred in very respectable drag-

stores, and I think it is not very surprising, since

the names of the two preparations are so nearly alike.

If no change in the names should be considered ad-

\'isable, it is well to know that the tincture, when
mixed with water, makes an oijalescent fluid, and
has an odor of chloroform, while the other j^roduces

scarcely any discoloration in usual doses. I have
been in the habit of using the liquor opii compositus
for several years, and found it an excellent prejjara-

tion. Small doses, of ten drojjs, for example, seem
to produce ])leasant anodyne effects during the course

of diseases like pneumonia, without any disagreeable

reaction.

It is very desirable that it should be so clearly dis-

tinguished from the tinctura opii comp. that neither

this nor the tinctura opii camph. should be disjiensed

in place of it.

F. A. BURRALL, M.D.
48 Wbst Sevksteenth St.

THERAPEUTICAL NOTES.
To TH3 Editor ov Thb Medical Rbcord.

Sir :—I transmit to you some formulae which I have

found exceedingly useful, after careful, repeated

trials, for the following affections, from which pa-

tients who consulted me, either in my ]>rivate prac-

tice or in my gynecological class in the Mount Sinai

Hospital, Out-door Department, in this city, were

suffering

:

PRfRITUS VXOiV^.

This exceedingly obstinate disease I have often

permanently relieved if caused by an erythema, in-

tertrigo, acne, eczema, or prurigo produced by vagi-

nitis or endometritis. In tlie former, by warm in-

jections of flaxseed tea with a solution of the aque-

ous extract of ojnum, together witli a sitz-bath, luke-

warm, twice daily for twenty or thirty minutes, and

the subsequent inigation of the vagina by means of a

fountain .syringe and adding from on(^half to a tea-

spoonful oif the suli)hocarl)olate of zinc to the quart

of water, used eveiy two hours while the patient lies

in the horizontal position with her hips well raised.

After each vaginal irrigation a tampon of carbolized

or salicvlated cotton, with some unguent plumT»i and

belladonn.'e, is introduced into the vagina so that it

prevents the external parts from being bathed in the

secretions, often mucous, sometimes muco-purulent

—

which cause the excoriations at and around the vulva,

the nates, and the inside of the thighs— and direct-

ing the patient to use in the evening, and also for one

hour in the afternoon, applications of black wash—
aquai phagedenie.ie nigi':e. Where the pruritus or

prurigo disturbs the patient's sleep, a hypodermic in-

jection of morphia is given. The pruritus itself is

greatly relieved, besides the above medication, by

application of dilute tincture of iron or a twenty

per cent, solution of carbolic acid. The most useful

of all applications, however, for pruritus vidvae, I

have found the api)lication of the balsam of Peini, of

which I use the following :

5. Pulv. gummi arable 3 ij.

Peruvian balsam 3 j.

Oil of almonds 3 jss.

Kosewater 3 j.

M. S.—Apply freely with a camel's-hair brush,

eight or ten times a day, to the itching part.

This latter prescription, which has been first sug-

gested by Hufeland, I have also used for the past

nineteen years, with the most happy results, for sore

nipples, applied every hour for a few days. It has

never failed in my hands to cure this troublesome af-

fection. I prefer this prescription to the use of

borax and alcohol, the nitrate of silver, the zinc

ointment, or the saturated solution of borax, highly

recommended bv others.

If the praritus A-ulvse is dependent upon diabetic

urine, I have found, in addition to the means here-

with recommended, the daily internal use of from

six to eight drachms of glycerine, in teaspoonful

doses, extremely beneficial. If dependent upon

gi-anular vaginitis, I am in the habit of touching each

granule, after first scraping it off with the curette,

with an exceedinglv fine point of nitrate of silver.

The endometritis, if this is the cause of the pruri-

tus v-ulvffi, is treated with laminaria or the curette ;

if dependent upon pohiioid or fungoid or adenoma-

tous multiple growth.s within the cervical canal or

the cavitv of the uterus, after which, if the whole

uterine cavitv has been dilated thoroughly so as to

admit the finger to the fundus uteri, which generally

takes, bv means of laminaria, about thirty-.six hours,

with Churchill's tincture of iodine applied every

three to four days ; or, if there is much sensitiveness,

I applv carbolic acid, drachma semis to the ounce

of glycerine, upon the flexible uterine applicator,

down to the fundus, leaving it in contact from five

to ten minutes ; or I irrigate the uterine cavity

through a No. 6 male flexible catheter with a three

per cent, warm solution of carbolic acid, always

taking care, of course, not to make any intra uterine

application unless the canal be thoroughly dilated,

and that there is no inflammation in the substance

of the uterus or its adnexa.
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I have, within the last nineteen years, thoroughly
tested the medii-ation herewith reconimemleil, and I

have yet to see a case where I faihnl to permanently
cure the most ohstinate cases of either pruritus vul-

vio, vaginitis, or omlometritis, ami the Hore nipples
whieh often umlermino the health of mostly nursing
women with very «lelioate skins.

In comnmniratinK these notes I claim no original-

ity in the application of the medication recom-
mended. Tiie treatment has proved hif^ldy satis-

factory in my gynecoloj^ical jjractice, and I tlcsire to

recommend it to thousands of the readers of the
Medical Keooro wlio havo not tried them,

llespectfully yours,

RiDOLK Tauszky, M.D.
211 KaST SRVgSTY-8BV«!fTH StUKKT, NeW YoaK.

HVSTERO-EPILKPSV, OR HYSTERIA
MAJOR.

To THE Editob or Tas Mkdical Rkcord.

De\r Sir:—In a letter which I forwarded to the
Re 'OUi> some few days since, I enumerated, as observ-
able, at S.llpltri^re, in the ser\-ice of Prof. Charcot, a
certain number of interesting subjects of study. But
the extended scope of these subjects, the time at my
disjjosal, as well, also, I fear, as the patience of your
readers, will scarcely allow of that full discussion
which under other circumstances would be desir-

able. I must, therefore, content myself with my first

plan of mire or less fragmentary notes.

There are many reasons why we should begin our
observations with hvstero-epilepsy. It is not alone
that this disease is studied carefully and with a large

number of patients at Salpetrifere, and that in itself

it oft'ers many attractions, but there is, furthermore,
the consideration that around it, as a central point,

are grouped, in various degrees of relationship, a
variety either of associated or of dependent phenom-
ena which we would like to glance at. Hypnotism,
catalepsy, somnambulism, and the jesthesiogenic in-

fluence of metals (burgism), and of magnets, all

seem to be the peculiar jiroperties of hystero- epilep-

tic patients.

It would not, of course, be allowable to reverse

this statement and say, that every person suscejitible

to being hypnotized or mesmerized, to the somnam-
bulic or cataleptic condition, or impressionable to

metals and magnets, is a hystero-epileptic, for the
latter term conveys the idea of a severe form of con-
vulsive attack; but, certain it is, in the main, that

these pscnliar exhibitions are demonstrable in greater

or less perfection in this disease.

Professor Charcot has proposed to enlarge the sig-

nification of hystero epilepsy by substituting for it

the term hi/Ateria major. Indeed, as matters tend
now, there seem to be grounds for entertaining the
opinion that all the varied phenomena above men-
tioned, whether occurring in male or female, may
finally range themselves under this simpler title

;

though I have no aiathority for stating that tlie dis-

tinguished teacher alluded to would yet use this term
in the broader sense I have just indicated. Be this

as it may, we return without further discussion to

the simple fact that around hystero-epilepsy, or more
properly speaking, then, hysteria major, all these
phenomena alluded to are in many instances grouped,
and this, too, not alone during the few days in

which the hystero-epileptic state itself ("I'ftat de
mal hystt'ro-f'pileptique ") exists, but also at any
time during the long coutiuuauce of the disease. A

single very important exception is the fact, now
seemingly well establishitd, that the mitgnet and
other a'sthesiogcnic agents (metals, static electri-

city, the diapason, et<'. ) will jiroduce eitln^r a trans-

fer of an existing heuiiana'sthesia to tlie opposite
side, or will, indeed, ])rovoke a return of sensibility

to an anitstlu'tic member, in conditions of anu^sthe-

sia arising from organi(! lesions (cerebral hemianres-

thesia of Cliarcot). Clearly, tliis is a novel contribu-

tion to the trcatuicnt of licmiplegia, and it may yet

have a share in changing the gravity of our progno-
sis in such cases. For the present, howcjver, we leave

the exception out of sight an<l i)roceed at once to ex-

amine the " great neurosis," hysteria major.

It is understood at once, of course, that this is a

more or less permanent disease—that it presents vari-

ous pennanent symptoms, chief among which are

the general or localized hemianic-sthesia, tlie ovarian

hypersesthesia, and the periodically occurring con-

vulsive seizures. It is the latter known as the hvs-

tero-epileptic attack which forms its most striking

feature. And tliis attack furnishes us with an excel-

lent starting-])oint of which I gladly avail myself at

once, since, this very morning, I had an opportunity
of watching it in all its details, and with the careful

explanations of Professor Charcot, in the instance of

a young woman named Dorizon.
After the usual morning cases had been disposed

of, we entered the ward to Nasit this patient. She
was then undergoing a series of attacks, which, how-
ever, for the time, were being held in abeyance l)y

the aid of mechanical ovarian i)ressure. Dorizon lay

calmly in bed, ajjpearing (piite her natural self, but
with an ajiparatus encircling her waist, which is most
quickly described by comparing it to an abdominal
tourniquet—a strong elliptic band of steel passing
around the body, penetrated in its upper portion by
a powerful screw on whose lower end is attached a
pad the size of a hen's egg. This pad can be forced

by the screw down upon the ovary of one side or the

other, and kept there at any desired degree of pres-

sure.

Having called attention to this piece of mechan-
ism, and to the natural condition of the patient,

Professor Charcot requested the attendants to remove
the apparatus. The patient expressed herself as

strongly opposed to this plan and made some resist-

ance, knowing well what would happen. Her scni-

ples, however, were overcome, the screw loosened,
and the apparatus removed. The eflfect, or rather
one .should say the result, was almost instantaneous.
The removal of the i)ressure upon the ovary was
simply like taking the brakes off'of a machine wound
up to go a certain time. The attack or " fit " at once
began.
That the reader may be able to follow more intel-

ligently what occurs. I place before him the four
periods into which Prof. Charcot has divided the
hystero-epileptic attack. These are

:

1. Eiiileptoid, consisting of three phases, viz., a,

tonic ; h, clonic ; c, resolution.

2. Clontortions and violent movements.
3. Passional attitiides with hallucinations.
4. Terminal and delirium.

Single attacks as above delineated may last any-
where from five to fifteen minutes, and from twenty
to two hundred of them may occur in a day, thus
forming a .oer)V.«! characteristic of the " hystero ejiilep-

tic condition." This hystero-epileptic condition lasts

from one to several days, and the patient then re-

turns to a comparatively normal state. It may be
I easily diagnosticated from the analogous epileptic
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condition, likewise presenting a series of seizures,

by keeping in mind the following ^joints : there is

no elevation of temperature ; the seizures are arrested
by pressure upon the ovaries; there are prol)al)ly

certain hjstorogenetic regions where excitation will

bring on attacks.

But as we have said, pressure was no sooner re-

moved tlian the attack began. First, a iiallor of tlie

face, momentary, however, and straightway changing
to a congested red ; then a slight gasj), showing a con-
striction in the larynx ; then a slow movement of the
globes of the eyes upward, until the jjupils disai)i)ear

beneath the upper lid, and already the patient has
completely lost consciousness.

At the same moment the head stiffens backward,
throwing out into marked contrast the now swollen
neck, the res2)inition has ceased or occurs in gasps,

the facial muscles are contorted into a variety of

fixed grimaces, the shoulders are raised and drawn
forward, while the arms jiroceed to jierform a j^ecu-

liar rotatory movement, first rigidly and slowly flex-

ing, then pronating, and again extending to their ex-

tremest limits, with the dorsum of the hand and the
whole arm stiff, like a bar of wood, and held rigidly

alongside of the body.
And simultaneously with the occurrence of these

phenomena in the upper part of the bodj^, tetanic

movements are taking place in the legs. These lat-

ter are rigidly extended, though the ankles, like the
wrists, are flexed. The j^atient's whole body i^s now
in a state of perfect tetanic rigidity. This phase,
long as it takes to describe, and long as it appears to

the spectator by reason of its painful nature, ceases

in about half a minute. It is evident at once that

we have witnessed the tonic phase of the first jieriod.

But now, all at once, begin a succession of qiiick and
jerking movements of the entire body, shaking the
patient back and forth violently, and increasing in

force up to i certain acme. It is evident, also, that

this is the clonic phase. It also lasts some half a
minute or more ; then succeeds a perfect resolution

;

the muscles are relaxed, and the body lies flaccid
;

the face congested ; the eyes closed ; the respiration

stertorous, and a slight amount of foam makes its

appearance at the mouth. This j^hase of resolution

occupies two or three minutes.
The whole scene, thus far described, jjresents, as

the reader at once recognizes, a typical picture of an
ordinary epileptic " fit." Here is loss of conscious-
ness, and the regular stages of tonic and clonic

spasms and resolution, with foam at the mouth and
visceral spasm. This period, then, is well named
epileptoid. Its diiration is usually, as in the case of

Dorizon, about three to five minutes, the tonic and
clonic phases consuming much less of this time than
the phase of resolution with stertor.

But the attack is by no means ended. A few sec-

onds of silence follow the stertor, and now Dorizon
enters the second period. Lying flat on her back at

the outset, all at once she begins a series of violent

bounding movements of the body, executed by sud-

denly arching the back upward until she rested on
the vertex and the balls of the feet, and then drop-
ping back on the bed and flexing her body in the

opposite direction, to gain a start for a new opistho-

tonos. The scene, what with these bounding move-
ments, becomes a very violent one, until she sud-

denly remains fixed, bent like a bow, resting now
only on her head and toes, in the jiosition called

I'arcade cercle. Soon the body again falls to the bed,

and Dorizon goes througli with various contortions,

uttering at the same time cries, and struggling to

escape, as it afterward appeared, snakes, which she
believed were trying to bite her. Her aiJpearance is

maniacal.
Another short silence now ensues as the patient

enters the tliird period. Her manner has clianged
;

her face expresses deliglit ; she is evidently under
the influence of vivid hallucinations—in most in-

stances, as in hers, of a sexual character. Tliis stage,

with Dorizon, was short, but was very characteristic

with Witt, another patient of the same kind, seen
half an hour later in an attack. AVitt's every motion
and look expressed that she was at the same stage of

the sexual orgasm.
The fourth or terminal period was equally well de-

fined. Dorizon returned to her senses and looked
about her inteJligently, though evidently under tlie

influence of hallucinations. She still imagined that
snakes were trying to bite her, and in the next
breath would talk of a man at the window whom she
regarded as a lover.

Such is a regular hystero-epilei^tic attack, as seen
in Dorizon and in many others in the wards. After
the first or epileptoid iJeriod is over there can be no
doubt that a certain amount of intention pervades
and guides the jDatient's movements. It is notice-

able that, during the second period of contortions

and violent movements, she never injures herself

against the iron rails of her bed, but in her most vio-

lent scenes carefully keeps to the mattrass. How-
ever, intention on her part by no means indicates

simulation, for in all lands, and under the most vary-

ing conditions, this period j^resents exactly the same
characteristics. Simulation under such indejiendent
conditions would fail to follow in grooves thus simi-

lar.

It is now too late in the day to doubt the genuine-
ness of such attacks as we have just described, grant-

ing at the same time that that universal element of
exaggeration which enters into most of the acts of

the hysterical here, also, in hystero-epilepsy, plays
its usual, and, it may be added, also its predicable

part.

We have thus far followed Dorizon only through a
single attack, somewhat in detail, it is true, and with
a few explanatory diversions, no more, however, it is

hojied, than are necessary to render the nature of the

attack clear. The patient had no sooner " came out"
of this first seizure than she immediately fell into

another, and so on, repeating in one attack after

another all the features I have described, until the
scene became as monotonous as distressing.

It now remains to record the most interesting, per-

haps, certainly the most practical feature of Dorizon's,

as well, indeed, as of all similar cases. The attack may
l)e arrested at any period, or phase of a period, in

short at any moment, by strong pressure upon the
ovary. It is sufficiently remarkable to see violent con-

tortions and the hallucinations of delirium vanish as

if by magic, but it is still more remarkable to see the
lost consciousness instantly return. This was what
was demonstrated to us again and again in Dorizon's
case. Taking the moment of the tonic stage (aboli-

tion of consciousness, susj^ended or jerking respira-

tion, rigidity of the body, cyanotic face, etc.). Profes-

sor Charcot pressed both hands firmly down into the

iliac fossa upon the ovary. Dorizon was at once
herself, capable of answering questions intelligently,

looking about naturally, and her body without any
rigidity. But suddenly the pressure is remitted, and
again the poor girl goes on through all the now fa-

miliar periods, to use a simile already made use of,

like a piece of wound-up automatism, stopped for a
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moment by the haml, aiul again moving on when the '

arresting jiower is romovoil. In this miuif niunner ,

these hvstero-epileptics will go on through thoir

stfrias of uttiK'ks, until the hystero-epih'idie has ex-
|

haustcd itself, unless they ure treated by luethudicol i

compression of the ovary.

The (piostion as to wiiieh ovary is to be comi)res8ed
[

is, of eoiirse, decided by exandaiiig to see whieh side

of the i».itient is anrusthetie, for tlio heuiianiesthesia
i

and ovarian hyponesthesia are on the sjime side. In

the case of Dorizon the right side was i)erh'etly sen-
]

sible to pain, while on the left no amount of injury,

such as pinching and transfixing folds of her skin

with large needles, produce«l the slightest evidence

of pain. It was then the loft ovary only upon which
jjressure caused an arrest of attacks.

But the ovary is not the only point at which pres-

sure will cause an arrest of attacks. In most cases,

bycarefulse.irch.a small and circumscribed '"hystero-

geuetic zone " may be found, at whicli slight excita-

tion will produce, while strong i»ressiire will suspend

an attack. The position of this zone is dili'erent for

different i)atients, and must be ascertained for each

by observation and trial. Freipieutly it is situated

on the back, between the upper part of the shoulder-

blades. In Dorizon's case it hai)peus to be just be-

low the outer thii'd of the clavicle. Her attacks

were fre juently arrested by ijressure upon this

point as well as upon the ovary.

But however inii)ortant ovarian pi-essure may be
to the practitioner in enabling him at once to relieve

the patient from a given attack, it is time to ask if

this measure produces any jjermanoutly curative ef-

fects upon the disease. According to Prolessor Char-

cot, methodically pursued, it lessens the number as

well as diminishes the severity of the attacks. It is

for this reason th.it he makes use of the instrument

I have already described. There are dilhculties,

however, in the way of maintaining the pressure

continuously which lessen its practical etiect as a

permanent curative process. For the continued

treatment of hystero-epilepsy there are other effica-

cious remedies. These ai'e ice-bags to the ovaiyand
inhalations of ether and of nitrite of amyl, described

at length in the recent second volume of Charcot's

"Lev'ous," etc., and in " Icouographie Photogra-

phique," edited by BounieviUe and Eegnard. We
therefore make no further allusion to treatment here.

And at this point we leave this aspect, viz., the

"attack" of hystero-epilepsy, reserving for another

time certaia other featiu'es of the disease—a tlisease

certainly comparatively common here in France. It

may be asked. Where are our hystero-epileptics in

America ? To find a thing we must sometimes look
for it, and pick it out of confusing surroundings. Its

symptom-picture once clear, it springs into view on
every liand. It may be that hystero-epilepsy is a

r.ire disease with us. At all events I will not here
undertake to answer the question.

And what is the practical bearing of this study,

conducted now for several years with so much care

by Professor Charcot? The jn-actical value of this

work lies in having taken up the hitherto confused

story of hystero epilepsy, and in having brought
order out of chaos ; in having mai-shalled into line,

under a simple law whose immutability is at once
recognizable, the diverse phenomena of the tlisease

;

in having shown, in short, that, in accordance with
this law, all the symptoms of hystero-epilepsy could
be resolved into groups, and that each gi-oup was re-

lated to another in an invariable order of succession

and development. It is this analysis which estab-

liahoil, tliat wluit was at first gUince so evidently epi-

leptic wa.'i epileptic only in outer form, just as is the

ca»e in certain otht^r disca.sesof the nervous system,

where convulsions are ejiileptoid without being ejn-

leptic.

The term hystero-ej)ilepHy, then, is a misnomer ;

there is no epilep.sy present. The disease is r«'allN

aa wo have alreatiy intimated, hysteria major, while

the hysteria of every -»lay practice must he called

hysteria minor -the one tiie fully-developed disease,

the other rmliuieuUiry. Knowing the completed

pattern of a hysteria major, it is ea.sy to ht into

their proper i)laces the liagmentary and detached

phases of a hysteria minor. Here, then, in this

nomenclature— this division of hysteria into maj<jr

and minor-lies a great advance. Not only has liy-

storo-epilepsy become an intelligible disease, but in

becoming hystero major it has thrown a brilliant

light upon oiilinary hysteria, and rendered its mani-

fold jjhases clearer to the practising physician.

Very truly yours,

WlLltlAil J. MoBTON.
I'ABis, August 7, 1S80.

ARMY NEWS.*

Official Lint of Chnngea of S/'Kiotis and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Metiiail UeparlmctU, United «b'/«/e« A riny,

from Sq)leinber 19 to iSejAember 25, 1880.

MuNN, C. E., Ca2)t. and Asst. Surgeon. To ac-

company the battalion of the -ith Cavalry, which is

relieved from iluty with the b'te Expedition, to Fort
(jrarland, Col., and then proceed to uud talie post at

Fort Hays, Kan. fcj. O. 210, Department of the

Missouri, ttei)tember 21, 188U.

WiN-NE, C. K., Cai)t. and Asst. Sm-geon. Relieved

from duty at Fort Brady, Mich., and assigned to duty
as Post Surgeon at Fort Schuyler, N. Y. H. S. (J.

167, Department of the Fast, September 21, 1880.

Eeed, W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Ontario, N. i'. S. O.

lt)7, C. S., Department of the Fast.

Richard, Chas., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.

Relieved from duty at Fort Sueiliug, Minn., and as-

signed to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Maginnis,

M. T. S. O. ilO, Deijartmentof Dakota, September
15, 1880.

iHctiical Sterns ant} Hcius.

Contagious Diseases — WeekiiT Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Dejmrtment,

for the two weeks ending September 25, 1880.

Week Ending
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A Case of Sxidden Death during Ether Adminis-
tration.—The rarity of cases of sudden death during
the use of ether, as an antesthetic, makes the rejjort

of the following ease, made by Mr. K. N. Hartley in

the Lancet, of unusual interest. The i)atient was a
gentleman, aged sixtj^-six, who had comi)lete ob-
struction of the bowels, probably in the lower part
of the descending colon. It was decided that the
only hope lay in opening the bowel in the right lum-
i>ar region.

Before the operation the patient's pulse was found
to be rather quick and small, biit not inordinate-

ly feeble. The heart was healthy, and there was
nothing to contraindicate the use of an anicsthetic.

Ether was administered by Clover's smaller inhaler,

two ounces being the quantity contained in the
ether-chamber. The jjatient took the anaesthetic

without any trouble, and in two minutes was quite
under its iufiiience. He was then placed on his left

side, with the head lower, and the operation was
commenced. The patient was not allowed to become
carbonized, and the inhaler was frequently with-
drawn. In ten minutes from the beginning of the
ojjeration, the ^julse beating strongly, the patient
vomited a quantity of brownish fluid, smelling of

brandy. He then took one deep insijiration, and

whereas, this society is in i^ossession, after careful
inquiry, of evidence showing that the member le-

fcrred to has been recognized as in regular profes-
sional repute since his graduation, and that his posi-
tion in this resjjcct was known to Dr. at least
as long ago as in 18G9 ; therefore,

Ji'cKolreif, That the above-mentioned resolution, of-

fered l)y Dr. , must have been known by him to
be utterly invalid as regards the standing of the
Richmond County Medical Society, and could only
have been promi)ted by an intent to injure the char-
acter of a physician whose record has been before
the i^rofession for many years.

lit'sulved, That a copy of this resolution be for-

warded by the secretary to the principal medical
journals.

W. C. Walser, Secretary.

[We omit the name of the gentleman who moved
the resolution, in order to divest the questicm of all

personality and narrow it to a mere statement of
fact. Besides, the vindication of the character of the
society in question rests with the Judicial Council of
the American Medical Association, to which body the
charges have been referred.

—

Ed.]

Dr. F. p. Stephens of this city, is the author of
seemed as if inclined to vomit again ; but his head the interesting article on the sphygmoscope jjub

sank bank on the pillow, and he quietly died. Ef-
forts at resuscitation did not avail. He had inhaled
a little over an ounce of ether. No post-mortem was
made. Mr. Hartley thinks that two circumstances
contributed to the fatal result : first, the distention

of the bowels with gas, thus perhaps interfering with
the action of the diaphragm ; second, the undoubted
(tendency to death from asthenia in cases of abdomi-
nal obstruction.

The Death of Professor Buhl, whose researches
into the histology of tubercle gained him a wide
reputation, is announced.

Dermatology in Ajcerica.—We do not often hear
concessions to our pre-eminence in any branch of

science from across the ocean. The spontaneous ac-

lished in the issue of September 11th.

Mushrooms on the Red Blood-Globules.—The
doubts regarding the scientific value of Tanner's fast

may now be said to have been eternaUy set at rest.

A distinguished professor, whose reputation as a
chemist, etc., is world-wide [ride daily press of July
last), took some of Tanner's blood just at the close
of the fast. Examining it under a microscope, he
found certain vegetable fungi growing upon the red
corpuscles. These corpuscles were smaller than nor-
mal, and, projecting from the surface were numer-
ous little i^rotuberances— the fungous growths.
Nearly all tlie red corpuscles were aliected in this

novel and unpleasant manner. The white corpuscles,
however, were not touched, which showed, we think,
m ill-judged discrimination, as they are considered

knowledgment by the Lancet, therefore, of the supe-
i
to be fresher, juicier, and without the unpleasant

rior standing of dermatology in this country should be
gratifying, though it is only just. The history of the
rise of American dermatology, as given by Dr. Duh-
ring, is recapitulated, and the good work done by its

specialists is commented on. " All this reminds us,"

it says, " of the need for an examination of the state of

things at home, which certainly compares uufavor-
ibly with that abroad." The lack of a dermatologi-
:»al society and journal in Great Britain is deplored.

Photographing the Retina of a Murdered Wo-
HAN.—An old woman was brutally murdered a short
;ime ago at Sandy Hill, in this state. Not the slight-

est cue as to who was the perpetrator could be found.
\s, a last resort, the retinye of the eyes were exposed
md photograiahs taken of them. It is not stated

(Vhat the result was.

Alleged Irregularity of a Mesiber of the Rich-
lOND County (N. Y.) Medical SociETy.—At the an-

mal meeting of the Richmond County Medical Soci-
ety, held July 7, 1880, the following resolution was
inanimously adopted :

Whereas, Dr. , at the meeting of the American
\Iedical Association, on June 4, 1880, oli'ered a reso-

ution impeaching the standing of the Richmond
^oimty Medical Society on account of the alleged

ormer irregularity of one of its members; and

chalybeate taste of the red. However, the tacts are
as stated, and we have had the jjleasure of seeing a
woodcut of the whole business.
The theory otlered to explain these appearances is

that, as the organism became more and more defi-

cient in nutritive supply, a tendency to disintegration
set in. But nature, showing here, as ever, her won-
derful conservative power, did not allow these animal
cells to be decomposed at once. They formed, in
their weakness, a suitable food for lower vegetable
organisms. These fed upon the red blood-corijus-
cles, and at the exj^ense of them. At about the for-

tieth day they had got out in full force, and weie
having a delicious gory time with Tanner's blood. In
a day or two more they would doubtless have eaten
the globules aU uj), and left the plucky faster with
nothing but vegetable protoi^lasm and a few white
blood-corpuscles floating through his anatomy.
The above interesting and novel changes are de-

scribed in a prominent and usually careful scientific

journal. The phenomena of crenation were, perhaps,
not suflSciently considered by the world-renowned
chemist.

Color-blindness and the Physical Examination
of Seamen.—Surgeon-General John B. Hamilton, in
a letter to the Secretary of the National Board of
Steam Na>-igation, Capt. B. S. Osbon, gives the fol-
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lowing intoreating pnrticnlars rognrdinp tho phvsiral

extiiniiiationH of i)il(>ts mul oth(>r hi-iiiikmi tliiit liavo

80 fur been luiido liy tlio Mjirine Hospitiil S<'r\ ico :

" HrieHy, I may say tlmt up to.Iniic :{(>, ISMO, there

liavo lienn t'xamiiied hy tlie Murine llospitiil medical
orticers 2,H7() pilots and masters, of whom Ji") have

j

faiUnl to i).\as the surgeon, (>4 for cohir-Mindness,
;

and 1 hoeiinst! lie was too old to see, having what is
,

toohnic'iiUy known as"eonieal opacity." Of other '

persons examined, amounting to H'M, i'A have been
\

rejected—7 color-blind, '•> heart disease, (J rui)ture, 2 !

consumption, 7 chronic syphilis, 1 Bright's disease,

3 varicocele, 1 hydrocele, and 7 from other causes.

Moat of these examinations have been from revenue
j

marine vessels. But few merchant vessels have
'

availed themselves of the privilege, although our
books show tliat since 1873 this service has received

and treatetl from merchant vessels 2,731 cases of I

consumption, tUl of heart disease, 13t) of varicose i

veins, S»S of aneurism, 2,7."»2 of ulcers of the leg,

5,800 of secondary syphilis, 482 of Bright's disease,

30 of cataract, 314 of hernia, 1,335 of stricture, G2 i

chronic insane, and 133 epileptics—making a total
]

of 14,4()S persons physically incapacitated for sea-

faring pursuits, and represents an almost incalcula-
|

ble loss of time on shipboard, and indirect loss of
|

the shipping interests, to say nothing of those chron- :

ic " bummers " discharged with three months' pay
I

in foreign ports. There are two things in which I !

should like the assistance of your society : one is
'

in the passage of a law for the compulsoiy physical
,

examination of seamen before shipment, and the
|

other is the establishment of a National Snug Har- '

bor for those worthy seamen and officers who become
permanently disabled in the line of duty. This lat-

j

ter institution could be largely supplied by the in-

curables from the hospitals. Another thing, wo
need a good hospital in the port of New York. We
tre.ited last year 24,780 men, an increase of more
than 3,000 over the previous year."

The Board authorized a committee to memorialize
Congress for the establishment of a National Snug
Harbor.

The Gabble of Sciexce.—The tendency nowa-
days to bow down to science, and to measure every-

thing by its scientitic standing or imijortance, has a

ridiculous side as well as a good one. The London
I'lines comments as follows : The popularization of

science has its drawbacks, and perhaps not the least

of them is the sort of worship, analogous to that of

very young ladies for the curate of the parish, which
is otfered by silly people to those who are—or, more
frequently, who are supposed to be—the chief rep-

resentatives of scientitic learning. The absurdities

of the so-called ?estlieticism are not peculiar to gen-

tlemen who lunch upon the sight of a lily, but have
th' ir close analogies among those who jirofess to be
scientitic. There is a scientific jargon as well as an
art jargon, both of them, in the lips of most people,

concealing, or it may be even exposing, the most
profound ignorance of the respective subjects of dis-

course. And there is a widely spread want of knowl-

edge that the writer who has most successfully popu-
larized a given question is not of necessity the one
who is best acquainted with its depths.

Spontaneous Cube of Pulmonary Consumption.—
Dr. Heitler, of Vienna, found in 10,5(32 autopsies

780 cases of " absolute tubercular patches." Of
these, 503 were in men, 277 in women. It is in-

ferred that they rej^resent cases in which the phthisi-

cal process spontaneously ceased.

Balttmoke as a MKDifAL Centrf..—The city of

Baltimore has li;i<l some very nice things aaid, and
justly, about its prospects as a medical centre. It

ha.s of late, however, been receiving sharp criticisms

at the hands <»f a corresp<»ndent of the ('inrivunti

Imuo'I tint/ f'/iiiii-. This writer says that the luedi-

cal jtrofession in Baltimore is not prospering in the

same jiidjjortion with other things. Its societies are

few in nuiiilters and have little enterprise, while, as to

the schools, "this gn-ut city," he says, " cannot be
proud of a single institution where medicine is

taught in a thorough and dignified manner. Up to

the close of the war nie<lieal education here was
good; since that time it has been indifferent, and
may now be called l»ad." Describing what he calls

"the mysterious management of the medical teach-

ing," he says that the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons states till' following in its catalogue regarding

tuition fees :
" SttnifKfs juii/intf full college fees, .S12(J

;

CollfffP. ffti for pririleiie stuilenlx, §35." The peculiar

feature of this is that i\ie pririlerje xtnilenU are those
whose fees are commutecl, "in conformity with the
usage of the tiine.s," and whose names are known
only to the Dean.
The same state of things prevails in the medical

department of Maryland University, as is shown by
its circular. " The lee for attendance on the com-
plete course of lectures is .S120. In accordance with
a usage, etc., etc., .... such students as are unable
to pay fuU rates are admitted at the charge of ??50

for the professors' tickets."

On this the very natural comment is made that

after reading these paragrajihs no medical student

would feel able to i)ay the full rate ; and it may 1^
safely presumed by outsiders that the 8120 rate is

simply ornamental, and that the regular rate of the

colleges is that put down for " privileged students."

"My inquiries," adds the correspondent, "so far

have not discovered that a chromo, along with the

other inducements, is ottered to each student, a de-

vice which it is not too late for the Baltimore insti-

tutions to apjiropriate."

The Muri/hind Me>lic<tl Journal denies many of the

imputations against the medical stantling of Balti-

more. We should be glad to learn that something
could be said regarding the commutation sy.stem ol

its medical colleges. There was a rumor that it wat

to be abolished, but the above accounts do not seem
like it. If the matter is as represented, the Balti-

more fee system needs di.scussion. If a collegt

charges but a small fee, it ought to say so. We nevei

could see anything very vicious in the small fee sys-

tem ; if students were compelled to have a decent pre
liminan- education, and if they would then be pul

through a long and thorough course of insti-uction,

there could be no harm from small fees.

Dr. Henri Nachtel, by whose instrumentality th<

Night Medical Service in this city was established
sailed with his family for Paris, on Wednesday
September 2Uth. He had the gi-eat satisfaction o:

seeing, before his departure, the practical working
of the system for which he has labored so hard, anc

for which he has made so many personal .sacritices

He will take with him the best wishes of his numer
ons frientls in this city.

Dr. Sigmunt), Professor of Syphilis in the Uni
versity of Vienna, having reached his seventietl

year, will retire upon a pension.

The Medical Society of Viroixia meets at Dan
ville, Tuesday, Oct<.ber 19, 18 iO.
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C^riijiiuil Cccturcs.

THE CUKE OF CONSTITUTIONAL DIS-
EASES BY THE USE OF GLASSES.

A Clinical Lecture

By D. B. ST. JOHN EOOSA, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF OPHTIlALMOLOOT IN TUB UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF
Nbw 'yonK,

(lleportod for The Medical Record.)

Gentlemen :—One of the first lessons a medical man
has to learn is not only what he can do, but also

what he cannot do. "When a physician has acquired
the wisdom which will enahle him to do nothing
when he should do nothing, he is far on the road to

knowledge. The tendency among most young prac-

titioners, so far as I know, is to do too much. When
an ophthalmic case falls into his hands, unless there

has been thorough diseijjline in a long hosi^ital

course, the young practitioner is very ajit to put on
a shade, a i)air of glasses, a blister, a bandage, con-

fine the patient in a dark room, apply nitrate of sil-

ver, lower the diet, and so forth. This kind of mis-

taken ]n-actice does much harm, and therefore a great

deal of my instruction is an attempt to prevent you
from doing too much.
When Donders explained to the profession the

gi'eat advantage which a large number of people,

heretofore without relief for their eyes, could obtain

by the use of glasses, he accomplished something for

medical science which cannot be overestimated

;

and to go much farther back than Donders, to the

time when an Italian adapted the magnifying power
of glass to assist the sight of aged peojile, we can
say that this unknown man did that which made
him worthy of a monument and a gi'ateful remem-
brance. The same may be said of him who sug-

gested giving concave glasses to myopes. That man
did a gi'eat service to the world. If Gu&tavus Adol-
phus had had concave glasses, I think he would have
not only won the battle of Lutzen, but also saved his

own life ; but, as he did not have them, he was un-

able to di.stinguish his own colors and became en-

tangled among the Austrians and was killed. His
inability to see objects at a distance—and in those

days there was no artificial aid to vision— led him to

sujjpose that the enemy were his own men, and the

life of a great general was sacrificed.

These three suggestions : that by Donders— glasses

for hyiiermeti-opia and astigmatism, that of the use
of concave glasses for myopic persons, and then that

of the Italian of convex glasses for old peoi)le, wei'e

great deeds, and no words of mine can adequately
express their value to the human race. But when,
from these great discoveries, we go to the extreme
of thinking that glasses can cure genei'al affections,

such as chorea and epilepsy, then you may be sure

that the wave of medical opinion has gone too far,

and that the time for its return has come.
I am led to this kind of an introduction to the

subject of the lecture to-day—the cure of constitu-

tional disease by the aid of glasses—by the fact

that it is claimed, by one writer at least, that by the

aid of prisms and convex glasses very great results

may be obtained in the relief of such diseases as

chorea, epilepsy, and hystero-epilejisy.

It is claimed that many reflex nervous pheno-
mena are caused by disproportionate power between

the external muscles of the eye and the ciliary mus-
cle. I believe in certain reHex nervous ])henomena
as affecting the nutrition of the eye and visicjii.

I believe, for instance, and I was one of the first to

show it in a clear maiii.er, tliat if a man or woman or

child needs si)e<'tacles and does not w<'ar th(>ni, he or

she is very apt to have inflammation of the edges of

the lids, which is very intractable unless the error of

refraction, the trouble for which the glasses should

be worn, is corrected by the use of glasses. Ihit I do
not believe that all cases of blejjharitis are caused by
failure to wear glasses. I believe that a great many
cases are influenced unfavorably, and that some are

caused by this troul)le. When, however, the theory was
advanced that chorea was entirely a reflex phenome-
non, I was startled. When the theory was advanced
that hypermetropia— especially if complicated by as-

tigmatism, a condition in whic-li there is a congenital

shortening of the antero-posterior diameter of the

eyeball—if luicorrected, was the cause of a great

deal of chorea, and that it could be cured by the

aid of convex glasses, I was, I say, startled, and
I i)roceeded with my fellow- practitioners at once to

investigate the entire subject. What did we find as

the result of that investigation ? We found, in the first

place, that chorea existed before any one knew suffi-

cient to prescribe glasses to correct hyjiermetrojjia
;

and we found also tliat it was recovered from before

anybody knew that glasses were prescribed for the cor-

rection of hyiDermetroina and astigmatism. Further-

more, we found that quite a proportion of children

were born hypermetropic, and yet never had sutfeied

from chorea. We found also that quite a i)ropor-

tion who had chorea did not have hypermetropia.

With such facts I think the bottom went out of that

theory—for these facts are all upon record—as thor-

oughly as it ever went out of any tub that was com-
pletely demolished. All there was left of this new
theory was this, namely—in the treatment of any
disease everything which you can do to put the pa-

tient in a normal condition, as regards seeing and
hearing, or the performance of any function, will con-

tribute in some degi-ee, perhaps, toward recoveiw.

Every man is bound to know all he can concerning

his patients. The imj^roper performance of any
function may militate against recovery, but one
should not hastily argaie that chorea is caused by
an error of refraction, because such patients are very

often hypermetropic, myopic, and astigmatic. The
large majority of the world are thus affected, yet

cases of chorea are exceptional.

Dr. C. S. Bull, of this city, prejiared a paper, show-
ing the conclusions I have already stated, which was
published in the Medical Eecord, after having been
read before the New York Medical Journal Assoiri-

ation. [See Medical Record, vol. xii., page 38!).]

Pursuing this line of investigation, I examined
twenty students from this college, who never had had
severe infiammatiou of the eyes, as far as they knew,
who had spent their lives in study, but who never had
suffered from weakness of vision or asthenojna. I

then put them under the influence of the sulphate of

atropia, which, as you know, jiuts the eyes at rest so

that no accommodation can beem])loyed, and I found

that a very large percentage, all bi\t one or two of

them, were hypermetropic. Of coui-se the inference

was that if these men, who had lived all their lives

with a degree of hypermetrojiia quite equal to what
was said to be able to cause many serious diseases,

and yet did not either suffer in their eyes or in their

bodily figure fi-om any nervous disease—the inference,

I I say, was natural that hypermetropia did not neces-
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sarily cause these troubles. I should also say that

noue of these men wore short-siRlited. They eouUl
all read the hottoiu line of Snellen's tost-typt^s at

twenty feet.

These oli.servations ^ave ^ouud for the suspicion

that a iimjority of nuiukind are eitln>r hypmnt'tropio
or myopic, and I hclicve that these results will be
obtained by any exaiuiiuition which may bo mode
amonjj; the peojjle of any natiim. Dr. Ely has ex-

tended the same line of obsersation to vers* young
children, and has found that of those whi<'h were not
myopic, seventy-one per cent, were hypermetroj)ic.

Now, then, should not a man be very sure of his

ground when he stat^^s that so many evils flow fnun
\incorrected latent hypermetrojjia ? Should he not
at least be a little suspicioiis that hyi)crmetropia is

only one of the factors causing these troubles?

These s:ime remarks ajiply to uncorrected myopia
and astigmatism. Their relief by glasses ia a great

boon, but there is no proof that they often cause se-

rious reflex phenomena, except such as are intimately

connected with the eye—blepharitis, headache, and
so forth.

If you will study Donders'* cases, you w^ill see that

those people who receive the greatest benefit from
the use of convex glasses are chiefly those in whom
the hypermetropia is so great that it can be readily

discovered. In siich cases glasses imi)roves the
vision at once, and Donders' discovery has done for

them what I said at the beginning was of the
greatest value, and confen-ed benefits upon the
human race which cannot be easily overestimated.

Unfortunately for this country, we might have had
the advantage of Donders' discovery years before,

had Prof. Dewey's article been published in a med-
ical instead of a chemical journal, for our American
l)rofessor had fully shown the value of convex glasses

in correcting hypermetropia. Donders never made
any such claims for convex glasses as have been
made by those who cure general disease with them.
We find in his work very little indeed about these

reflex phenomena which are cured nowadays, or

said to be cured by the use of glasses. Mention is

made of headache, a constricted feeling about the
edges of the lids, watery eyes, photophobia, in short,

symptoms which have been grouped under the
term asthenopia, but nothing whatever is said rela-

tive to the cure of chorea or epilepsy or hystero-
epilepsy, or general disease. That was reserved for

later investigators.

Since the promulgation of the theory that chorea
is caused by an error of refraction, and is cured by
wearing glasses, a further step has been taken by
its author. Dr. Stevens, of Albany. So far as I can
judge from his paper, Dr. Stevens no longer has the
faith in the cure of chorea by the use of spherical

and cylindrical glasses that he once had, but he now
believes that a proper training of the ocular muscles,
by means of prisms and tenotomy, will not only cure
chorea but also ejnlepsy. At the late meeting of the
Medical Society of the state, this gentleman read a
paper, in which he claimed thit fuitctional nerrous
(liseasex are beyond ani/ and all other causes dependent
on anomalous conditions of the refraction or accommoda-
tion of the eyes, or upon imperfect action of the m uscles

of these organs
The cases presented by Dr. Stevens as illustrations

of his theorie.s, and which are said to have been cured
by glasses, exercise of the ocular muscles, or by
division of the recti, are epilepsy, hystero-epilepsy,

•AccomincxJation and Refraction of the Eye.

chorea, intense and long-continued headaches. A
course of tp'atnient bv means of prisms was said to

be often effectual. In ca.se this failed, division of

one set or other of the muscles was said to be cura-

tive in many «-ases.

Let us now study for a few minutes together the
effect of prismatic glasses when i)hiced before the
eye.

These two diagrams* represent a convex and a
concave lens. If you divide the convex lens in the
middle, you will have two wedge-shaped pieces of

glass, or prisms, with their' apices fonniiig the outer
extremities of the lens. If you divide the concave
lens in the same manner, you will have two wedge-
sha])ed pieces of glass, or prisms, with their apices
in the centre.

N<jw remember what a convex lens does. It con-
verges the rays of light in the manner sliown in the
diagram ;

* the light is refracted toward the bases of

the prisms.
Wliat effect has a concave lens upon rays of light ?

It disperses them— that is, the rays of lipht are bent
toward the bases of the prisms of which it is made up.

This makes you ready for the experiment which I

will perform. I take a colored glass (red), put it

before one eye, and tlien I put a prism, with its base

upward, before my otiier eye, and then I look at the
candle, twenty feet distant, and de.scribe what I see.

I see a red light above, and I see the actual light

below. I have double vision. My prism has bent
the rays of light coming from the candle toward its

base, and has made an image upon that eye at a dif-

ferent point from that at which the image has been
made upon the fellow eye ; consequently, instead of

having single binocular vision, I have a double image
and double vision with two eyes ])roduced by prisms.

Now let me reverse the conditions, and place the
base of the prism 1)efore the internal rectus. I see

two images, the red light upon one side and the
natural light upon the other. The displacement is

to one side, instead of being above or below. By
using my external rectus muscle verj' vigorously, as

impelled to by the desire for single vision, I can
blend these images.

I place the prism before the opposite eye, and
by a strong action of the internal rectus mu.scle I can
again blend the images. A point is reached when I
u.se a vers- thick j^rism when the images on the retina

are so wide apart, that I cannpt blend them with all

the power I am able to exert with the rectus muscle.
The eye is turned excessivelv inward or outward

as may be necessary to neutralize the displacement
of the retinal image made by the prism. This is

what is technically called "overcoming" a prism, and
blending the double images caused by it.

What occurs when I blend these images in this

manner ? This excessive convergence or divergence
is of course a squint. If you were to look through
the glass prism in front of my eye as I am performing
the experiment of blending the images of the ligh^
you would see that my eye was squinting.

The theory of Dr. Stevens is, that if a jjatient is

suffering from persistent headaches, or from nervous
phenomena of a vague sort, or from general constitu-

tional disease, such as hysteria, epilepsy, and hystero-

epilepsy, he may often be relieved by training of his

external muscles by the use of prisms. The experi-

ments I have made show the kind of training the
muscles receive. Unless a theory is contrary to all

the laws of common sense, it is not scientific to deny

* A reference was here made to diagrams on the blackboard.
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the possibility of its truth until it has been tested by
the accumulations of facts bearing upon it. I will

not, therefore, stigmatize this theory, that serious af-

fections of the general system are caused by a want of

co-ordination between the recti and the ciliary mus-
cles, or between the difl'erent sets of recti, as an ab-

surd one. But I do not hesitate to say that I believe

it to be an untenable one. The author's own cases

do not seem to me, so far as I have heard of them
and seen them, to sustain his theory. As to my
own observations, they are all against the theory

that gymnastic exercise of the internal and external

recti muscles does very much for asthenopia, except

in a very few cases ; much less for constitutional

disease. Indeed, almost all the oculists of my ac-

(juaintanee in New York use prisms very little indeed

even for the cure of want of power or paralysis of

the internal or external recti. Time was when they

did, but then their experience has shown that the

estimate of their value in local affections was an
exaggerated one. But let me recite you a specimen
case which I have lately seen, and which induced
me to sjjeak to you upon this subject.

A young woman, fet. 19, was brought to my office

a few days ago, on account of a headache, which was
said to be constant during the day, but not of suffi-

cient severity to interfere with sleep at night. She
was found to be myopic and astigmatic, but the cor-

recting glasses made her vision normal. She was a

pale, delicate-looking young person. What db I

mean by delicate ? A delicate person is one whose
muscles are not well developed, who is not cajiable

of continued physical exertion, does not bear ex-

tremes of heat or cold well, has a capricious appe-

tite, indigestion upon the slightest provocation, cold

hands and feet. This patient had suffered the loss

of two membei's of her family from a disease which
seemed, from the history obtained, to be of a tuber-

culous nature. Her father was a strong, robust

man, and exceedingly well. Her mother was said

to be strong and vigorous. We examined her vision

with the result indicated. We examined her inter-

nal recti muscles, and found that she was able to

overcome a prism of 30° refractive power at a dis-

tance of ten inches.

The prism required by both myself and Dr. Ely,

tinder the same circumstances, was also noted.

Dr. Koosa has the jsower to overcome a i^rismof 26°.

Dr. Ely can overcome a prism of 24°.

Besides, the external recti muscles of this young
woman, which are never so strong as the internal

recti in a normal condition, overcame a j^rism of

18°. Dr. Eoosa had the power to overcome a prism
of 17°, and Dr. Ely only a prism of 10°. The re-

sults of the examination of the muscles of Dr. Ely
and myself show about what men can do with their

eyes ; for we are both well, yet our ocular muscles

are not as strong as those of this patient.

The father of this patient is a physician, and he

informs me that this headache was attributed to a

want of power or of co ordination of the internal

recti, and that exercise by means of prisms having

been tried in vain, it was now advised that the ex-

ternal recti muscles be cut. Do you think that the

appearance or the history of this patient proved that

her headache had anything to do with the condition

of her eyes V I do not. Her myopia was corrected,

and her muscles, as shown by tests, were in as good

a condition as those of men who use their eyes

constantly. It is not logical, I think, to conclude

that her headaches were caused by trouble with

her ocular muscles. In my opinion the headache of

this young woman depended upon the obvious

aniemia and other general conditions favorable to

its existence. Fresh air, iron, good food, may do
something for her, l)ut glasses will only correct

her myopia, and division of the recti will pro-

duce double vision. Such an operation on such
a case is, in my opinion, an unjustifiable one. She
needed no oiJeration. She did need red blood-
corptascles, and hence all the oxygen which ]>ure

atmospheric air could give her. She did need the

very best kind of food, carefully chosen and most
])roperly prepared, and she also needed all that a
carefully regulated mode of living and exercise could
bring to her. Besides, she needed to have her eyes

thoroughly let alone ; and that is what I meant when
I said at the beginning of this lecture, that if man
learns when to do nothing he has learned a great

deal.

I have seen no case of epilepsy or chorea that are

benefited or cured by the use of spectacles or jjrisms.

I have seen several such as the one I have detailed,

where they have failed to relieve much less serious

diseases. My opinion is that even in the matter of

the relief of weak eyes, or what we call asthenopic

symptoms, the value of glasses is more circum-
scribed than was supposed when Donders' discov-

eries became the common jjroperty of the profes-

sion. This seems to be the opinion of those who
participated in the first triumphs that ophthalmology
won, when the ophthalmoscope and the value of cor-

recting glasses were discoveied. Now that we have
come to the proper estimate of their value in local

affections, Ave are asked to believe that a panacea is

found in prisms and division of the external muscles
for diseases of the nervous system. I for one can-

not accept this new and very meagrely suiJi^orted

doctrine. All the philosophy of disease is against

its truth. But before this, for our jihilosophy may
be wrong, the facts are, in my opinion, entirely want-
ing to sustain such a doctrine.

I believe that when the argument that convex
glasses, prisms, and tenotomy, in general disease,

has been fairly understood, and been fairly put be-

fore the profession, they will see that it is probably
not founded upon accurate observations. I do not

know that I can add to this general statement. To
recapitulate : glasses for the old, as invented by an
Italian ; for the short-sighted, as invented by an un-

known man, and for the young who are hyperme-
tropic, as their use was suggested by Donders, are

an inestimable boon ; but it remains to be proven
that the use of glasses, either convex or pris-

matic, or division of the external or internal recti

muscles, will cure any constitutional affections, such
as chorea, epilepsy, and hystero -epilepsy.

Tasteless CoD-LrvER Oil.—Dr. Pontive recom-
mends the following proceeding to disguise the taste

of cod-liver oil. A tablespoonful of the oil is thor-

oughly mixed with the yolk of an egg and ten drops

of spirits of peppermint ; then half a glass of sugared

water is added, and the whole stirred to make an
emixlsion. In this way both the taste and odor of

the oil are completely disguised, and the patients

take the medicine without the least repugnance.

The cod-liver oil is also rendered miscible with water

in all proportions by this process, and being com-
pletely emulsified is more readily absorbed in the

alimentary canal.

—

La France medicale, Aug. 22,

1880.
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(Trij^^iual Commuuicalioiii

KKPORT OF A CASR OF 'I'AI.irKS

KQI'INO-VAUUS,

SuCt'ESSlTLLY TUKATEO HY C'oNTINl'OrS StUETCHINO.

By CHAKLES F. STILLMAN, M.D.,

SKW TOBIt.

In a j)fti)or road bofore tlio Surgical Section of the

American Moilical Association, at its last n)oeting, I

RUgi^esteil the nso of an adjustable bracket as a cura-

tive agent in cases of club-foot which were too much
doformeil to admit of being placed in an ordinary

shoe, and also as a substitute for tenotomy in a great

numi)er of cases, believing that a gradual reduction

by stretching the contractures in an oppo-site direc-

tion from that in which they had taken jilace would,

in a majority of cases, obviate the necessity of ten-

otomy, even in those cases where spasm foUowuag
" poiut-pressiu'e " upon a stretched tendon was
present.

In verification of my assertion at that time, I de-

sire in this paper to report the cure of a case of

talipes e>iuin(i-varus of seventeen years' duration, by
the means whicli I at that time proposed, and which
in this paper will be presently detailed.

Itw-as a fortunate circumstance that tenotomy was
steadUy refused by the parents of the patient during

limb, but afterward walked with the asHistance of va-

rious liraccH, whicli wen- succcssividy abandoned.

An abstract of a letter from her fatlier reacls thuH :

*' \Ve were tlicn iidvised to take her to one of the pro-

fes-sorsof the iMjurti-enth Street (New York) Medical

College! (not now in existem-e) for treutnicnt, which
we did. He gave ii lecture on the subject to his pupils,

and then desired toojierate on lier foot; but, adher-

ing to the advice of our family physician never to

have her tendons cut, we withdrew at once. The
foot continued to grow worse, much deformed, and
very weak. Aiiout this time I made a metal attach-

ment or side-pniiit,' to her shoe, which seemed to be

all these years, as it oflFered a case uncomplicated by
the use of the knife for a demonstration of the pi-ac-

ticability of the plan proposed, viz., of reducing a

foot deformed for so long a time by the simple means
of gradual and continuous stretching in the proper
direction.

Miss Lizzie Y , net. 19, Plainfield, N. J. ; when
twenty-two months old had brain fever, which re-

sulted in paralysis of one leg. For sevei-al months
after her g^eral recovery she could not use the

Fio. 2.

of more benefit than any brace before used, and this

she has continued to wear up to the time when she
passed under your treatment.

" All this time the foot lias been growing steadily

worse, although she could limp to school, though at

times her foot became very painful, owing to the

many corns on the side of the foot and ankle on
which she walked. We have had the limb examined
by many STirgeons. all of whom advised the knife,

which we have as steadily rejected."

Patient came under treatment July 15, 1880.

Her deformity was a club-foot of the equino-vams
form, and of seventeen years' duration. After putting
the "tendo Achillis" on the stretch, as also the

plantar fascia, and pressing with the end of the
thumb upon them, reflex spasm was produced—this

spasm being considered by those who advocate
tenotomy as an indication for that ojjeration.
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The foot was atro])hied in all its proportions, bent
sharply in the middle, and twisted inward and down-
ward. The OS calcis was lifted upward by the con-
tracture of the muscles of the calf of the lof^, and
twisted inward from the A'ertical line of the leg.

The second and third toes oveiTode the fiist and
fourth, the fifth being turned outward and flattened.

The surface of the foot over the instep was promi-
nent and uneipial, and indicated displacement of the
tarsus. Tlie internal malleolus could not be seen.
The e.xt.^rnal was extremely prominent, and covered
with a large callosity. There were also callosities

upon the edge of the foot, above the sole. The fis-

sures in the sole were deep, and the whole plantar

Fig. 3.

surface wrinkled and distorted. These wrinkles ex-

tended up the internal edge of the foot in great i)ro-

fusion. The leg measured one inch shorter than its

fellow, the shortening of the tendo Achillis being
one and three-quarter inches. The peronei and tibi-

alis anticus muscles were atrophied, and the entire leg

and foot were bluish, hea\dly veined, and of lowered
vitality.

Fig. 1 illustrates the condition at its best, the

young lady having placed the foot so as to show as

little deformity as possible. The foot was placed in

my compound bracket, as in Fig 2, by Dr. J. S.

Green and myself, and in six weeks the heel was
down upon the floor, and the lateral twist of the

foot at the medio-tarsal joint corrected (see Fig. 3),

so that when the bracket was removed the foot

touched the floor normally, the toes being spread
out natiu-ally (see Fig. 4). The movements allowed

by this compound bracket are two : one being di-

rected to bringing down the heel by a graduated
constant stretching of the muscles of the calf, and
the other to grudmdly i-eplace the anterior half of
the foot in its proper relations to the ])ost(!rior, thi.s

process jiroving to be without pain, and it did not

confine the patient to the bed or the house, but al-

lowed her to walk upon the foot under treatment.
One of the satisfactory changes which took i^lace

in the condition of the foot above described, during
the stretching process, was the improvement in its

Natality and nutrition, owing to the re-establishment
of the normal relations between the parts of the foot,

and between the foot, as a whole, and the leg.

Fig. 5.

At the expiration of six weeks the foot was placed
in one of the patient's ordinary shoes and my club-foot
hvdce attached (see Fig. 5), and after two weeks' use
she reports constant progress, the foot constantly
improving in shape and size, and the muscles of the
calf increasing in circumference, the actual increase
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of the ciilf Hinco tlio beginning of treatment (exuitly

two nu)iitlis) l)«-iiig twi) inclicH.

My cliistif l)riic<' is n\illy ft ronjbinatinn of the es-

Bentiiil itrinciplfs of the various cluli-foot shoes, with

the t'ssciitiiii piinciph's of Harwfir.s Mystein of elastic

luuseles. It j)oss(>sses the very f^reat advantage over
liarwt'll's system of instant reinovahility, hciiif,' taken
otr and ])\\t on at i>h'asiire, and furaisliiii;,' at the

8anie time, whieh HarwelTa ihies not, an articuhited,

lirm siipj»ort on the outside of tlie k'g, preventing,' the

ankh^ from tnrning. It alh)ws tlie i)atient to wear a
close-titting, easy shoe, as in a normal foot, and lias

no eonstrietion or eneirelement of the limb or foot

other than tlie shoe, below the girth about tlie calf,

allowing all the natural niovcm Mits of the foot full

play, simply assisting Natures efforts to guide these

in their proper direction. It is light, inexjiensive,

and lasting, and may be readily attached to any shoe.

The weight of the body is tlie most powerhil agent
for good or bad which we have in the treatment of

club-foot, and the most important factor also in its

production. If the relations of the foot are wrong,
the weight of the body tends to increase the deform-
ity ; but if, by an elastic retentive ai)paratus, we can
put the foot into its nonnal relations, the weight of

the body tends to press out the angularities and
keep it in proper shape by a i)ower just in propor-
tion to the weight of the i)erson and the amount of

walking and running that is done. This is one of

the best features of my elastic brace, that it not only
allows, but actually assists the walking, and conse-
quently is a powerful agent for iiermaneut cure.

The rigid part of the brace has but one fireil at-

tachment to the legs below the knee, and that by a
girth about the upper part of the calf of the leg,

corresponding to the origin of the muscles, and one
innrnli/e attachment by a pivot in the centre of motion
of the foot, so that beyond protecting the ankle-joint

and stiffening the shoe from the heel to the medio-
tarsal joint by the arch plate, to which is attached
the pivot, these fastenings possess no regulating
power over the foot in the least, except when the

shoe be attached to the brace by rubber cords.

Now, let us look at the nses of the three elastic

cords attached to the club-foot brace.

1. The cord, passing from the extremity of the
horizontal strip to the angle of divergence in the ver-

tical strip, controls the extension of the foot at the
ankle-joint, and acts against extra contraction of the
tendo Achillis.

2. The everting cord, passing from the instep strip

to the toe of the shoe opposite the ba.se of the little

toe, acts in place of the peronens brevis, having
practically its origin in the immovable girth about
the calf and its insertion in the sole considerably an-

terior to the mediotarsiil joint, giving it a tremendous
evei-ting power if the girth be fixed immovably, as

shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

3. The abducting and rotating cord passes from
the base of the little toe to a point in the brace near
the girth, supplying the place of the peroneus longns,

and acting against the anterior and posterior tibial

muscles, whose contraction causes the deformity,

and as it is inserted at a jjoint in the sole which is

really the apex of the deformity, a power is exerted
in exact proportion to the length and strength of the
elastic tubing, twisting the anterior half of the foot

directly contrary to the tendencies of the contraction.

The pivot insertion below allows the foot to be
everted or inverted at will, without in the least imjjair-

ing the suiJiJort of the ankle ; and any apjiaratus like

those now in use, which allows motion of the foot

only upward and downward, does not fulfil the in-

dicationn.

The phra.sc •' centre of motion of the foot " deserves

a little explanation. If you stand upon one foot, and
raist) the other from the floor suflicicntly t(j suspend
it from the hip, rotating it slowly inward and out-

ward, both heel and toe describe arcs of circles of

diffen-nt diameters. Now, while the foot is rotated

outward, j)ass an imaginary line bisecting it longi-

tudinally, ami when inward, ))a8K another imagiiiaiy

line bisecting it, and the jioint of int^^rsection of

these two bisecting lines is the centre of motion of

the foot— a liiu' jiassing through this jmint and liip-

joint being the line of direction of the leg. So that

the centre of motion is the j»roper point to place a

pivot if you wish lateral or rotary motion of a foot in

the highest degree.

No. 101 Wkht Thibtv-kocbth Street,
Sept. 15, IbliO.

A REPORT OF

THREE TYPICAL CASES OF NEURAS-
THENIA.

By WILLIAM F. HUTCHINSON, A.M., MD.,

PROrlDRNCE, RHODE ISLAKD.

(Head before the UhoJe I.-laml Medical Society, Sept. 15, ItSO.)

Mb. Pkesident and Felixjws of the Society :—At
the reijuest of the presiding officer of this body, I

beg leave to jiresent you with a few observations
upon that condition of the system which is now
generally termed Neurasthenia. The cases upon
which these remarks are founded number about
forty ; but as there is so extreme a similarity be-

tween those arising from similar causes, I have con-

cluded to consider but three, each of which is fairly

typical of its class.

The term " neurasthenia " was first brought into

general use, if, indeed, it was not first coined by my
friend. Dr. Beard, of New York, to whom both i^ro-

fession and laity are indebted for a most masterly
exposition of its symiitomatology and treatment.

Its very name —deprivation of nerve strength or
force—would seem to be a sufHcient definition,

but in such an one causation would be entirely

neglected. While, then, neurasthenia may co-exist

with plasmic change, and be the result thereof, it is

not in that connection that it is most frequently ob-

served, or has demanded a specific etiology. It is

when there has been no organic decay, no profound
disturbance of the perii^heral nerves proceeding from
central disease, that we most freqaently encounter
this condition. It is by no means confined to the

idle, luxurious classes who have hitherto held almost

a monopoly of functional nerve-derangements, Imt at-

tacks the brain-worker and the hand-toiler alike.

Heredity, so far as this identical form of derange-
ment is concerned, can rarely be traced— that is to

say, that while the family history of a large majority

of sufferers is distinctly nervous, I have not been ac-

customed to find any trace of the disease itself ex-

tending backward. Its rapid increase in frequency
and its facility of management have increased almost
pari piuixu, and the chief difficulty about it seems
the tendency to cavil at its existence, or lightly pass

it by as merely a new and fashionable form of hys-

teria.

In about one-half the cases which have fallen un-

der my observation, the patient has been treated

by excellent physicixms for grave organic disease,
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and the real condition neither suspected nor cared
for. It would, therefore, seem i^robable that a more
thorough apijreciation of the gi-avity of this affection,

and of scmie of the methods of successful treatment
therein, woi;ld lead to better results—might at least

induce a more careful consideration of its impor-
tance.

Some one has said that a proper enjoyment of

religion is ont of the (question when one has dys-

pepsia. So enjoyment of any of the good things of

this life is beyond the reach of an exhausted set of

nerves ; and if this condition of things be not really

disease, it is capable of simulating it with a faithful-

ness to model that is highly uncomfortable to the

sufferer. Practically, whatever interferes with gen-
eral co-ordination of function constitutes disease

;

and, if neither pathology nor jjathological anatomy
have as yet revealed any lesion for the one in ques-

tion, it does not the less actually confront us. As
Putzel says: "It appears to us that undue impor-
tance has been hitherto attached to anatomical in-

vestigations in the study of the pathology of func-

tional diseases of the nervous system, and too little

to the clinical symptoms of these diseases and to

their etiology." It is, indeed, to their clinical study
that we must turn for results—for cure. It matters
little, gentlemen, if we fail to discover the exact

morbific lesion in any case under treatment, if such
treatment be followed by cure. Do not let me
be understood as in any way decrying the brilliant

results of late pathological study. I do but claim,

in functional nervous derangements, the greater value
of clinical observation. Our patients wish simply to

get well— to be rid of certain di.stressing sensations

which destroy both usefulness and comfort—and it

is that course of study which shows for results j^rac-

tical success, which must obtain in America, when
people have very little loose time in which to the-

orize upon subtle distinctions.

In entering upon the discussion of this subject, I

have chosen from my note-book these three cases,

which will illustrate, pretty clearly, the marked dif-

ference in the three prominent phases of neurasthe-

nia, viz.: cerebral, gastric, and genital.

Case I.

—

Cerebral Neurastheyiia.

A. B , ajt. 36 ; nativity, Rhode Island ; mamed,
four children ; height, five feet ten inches ; weight,

170 pounds. Father died at 63 years, of consumjition,

as did also one sister at the age of 30. Has never had
any severe illness, except a slight attack of erysipelas

in 1870. While serving during the civil war, received

a severe blow iipon the head with the handle of a
pick-axe, which stunned him completely for a short

time, but was not sufficiently grave to demand hos-

l^ital treatment. Some mouths afterward, while ex-

posed to the sun, was prostrated by the heat, which,
however, only kept him off" duty for one day. Dates
first attack of neurasthenia from 1867, when, in a room
full of company, he became very uneasy and was ob-

liged to leave. Shortly afterward, while in a theatre,

became faint, but sensation soon passed off. These
attacks gradually became more frequent, and once
or twice fainted comi^letely away. Finally, he found
himself obliged to avoid crowds or crowded places

altogether, having a fear of such amounting to terror

—anthropophobia. By so doing, he managed to get

along comfortably for live years, when, one day, with-

out any previous warning, he felt a sensation of

strain in the upper cervical region, followed at once
by a difficulty in walking—a decided dragging—first

of one foot, then of the other, accompanied by a

balancing totter. This soon wore off, and only came
on at intei'vals—finally, altogether disappearing.
Has felt a sensation of pressure in back of head,

temples, and spine at various times. Has frecpient

auru! pass down back and legs. His present appear-
ance is that of a strong, healthy man, with nothing
abnormal apparent at a glance, except wide dilata-

tion of the i)U])ils. Is easily excited when he can-
not sit still, moving limbs restlessly. No difficulty

of locomotion, no i)ain anywhere, and is able to keep
track of a large accounting business Avithout trouble.

Coming into the city, finds two or three open places
which he cannot force himself to cross, and gees a
long way around to avoid them—topophobia. Ap-
Ijetite cai^ricious. Sleeps fairly, with constant dreams
voluptuoias in tendency, but no seminal emissions.

Bowels regular. Urine normal. Pulse, 76, thin and
nervous. Temperature, at first observation, 101°,

Tests for skin sensation and muscle strength gave
negative results. Ophthalmoscopic examination re-

vealed nothing abnormal. Tendon refiex jierfect—

•

both patelhe and Achillis.

A rigid exammation of the chest was likewise

negative in results. Both lungs and heart were in

noi'mal condition. Electric nniscular irritability nor-
mal. Upon applying a powerful galvanic current to

the spine, two points of irritation were found, the
upper over the first lumbar vertebra, and the other
over the sacnim.
From the complete absence of all physical signs of

organic disease, and the long remissions between
attacks of any kind of malaise, and from a general
consideration of the case, I placed it under the head-
ing of our first group—cerebral neurasthenia, from
its clearly cerebral origin. The only treatment
adopted, or that will be advised in the case, is a
complete change of residence. Medical treatment,

in skilful hands, has failed ; and it does not seem
to me that much can be done besides assuring the
gentleman that he has really no disease whatever,
and had better see what a radical change of euNdron-
ment will do.

Case II.— Gastric Neurasthenia.

C. D , £et. 47 ; nativity, New York ; widower
for eleven years ; two children ; five feet seven inches
in height ; weight, 126 pounds ; in health, 170
pounds ; dark complexion, hair, and eyes. Facial

exjjression anxious in the extreme, with dark cir-

cles around eyes and deeply cornigated supercilii.

General appearance bad—from great weakness and
occasional hectic. Has borne the journey from Man-
chester down very badly, and I was obliged to post-

l^one an examination of the case until he had rested

for several days. Father and mother both dead, of

intercurrent disease in advanced age. Has lost two
half-brothers with consumption, and has a full sister

who is excessively ners'ous. His own children, two
sons, are in excellent health, exhibiting, however,
strong traits of a nervous diathesis. Has had three

attacks of inflammatory rheumatism at intervals of

about five years, the last one about five years ago,

but knows of no ill results therefrom. Since the last

rheumatic attack, has been quite well in every re-

spect until about eighteen months ago. After drink-

ing a large quantity of lager beer, some dozen
glasses or more, was attacked with severe nausea
and long continued vomiting. This culminated in

congestive irritation of the entire digestive apparatus,

attended by obstinate constipation. From that time
this difficulty, at first acute, gi-adually assumed a
chronic form, and has thus far not been relieved.
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althnii}?]! sliort intorvuls of remission have been
ol»si>rvi!(l. Iliid, lit the on.H»>t, frennt'iit nocturnal
omissions, which have now ceased. Is nervous to a
distressing^ extent. Sheds tears upon any su(hh'n emo-
tion, and linds it impossihle to keep still u moment.
Some muscle is constantly in motion, the move-
mentis closely resemhlinj; chorea. SulFers no ]>ain be-

yond a constant ^jnawiii)^ at i)it of stomiuh. Sleeps
toler.ibly well, witii frij^htful dreams. Mind perfectly

clear, and, up to date, has 8U -cessfiiUy carried on a

lart^e mercantile business. I'hysical condition: ex-

tremely emaci ited, the skin of the abdomen han^^ing

in folds ; bowels tlattened and empty ; liver normal
in size and pa'n.^ss ; stomach distended with gas,

but presentinj^ n > sensitive points to pressure or to

percussion; loud borborygnii. Pul.se, liH, slow and
feeble ; temperature, axilla, '.•9.8''. Forearm muscle
test with dynamometer gives irregular, jerky con-
tra<'tious, of one-tilth normal power. Considerable
hyperalgesia of skin. Rc^tina and choroid i)ale, and
retinal arteries shrunken. No ])apillary change.
Electric irritability normal, and tendon reflex present.

Urine phosphatic.
Patient was referred to me by Dr. Crosby, of New

Hampslure, from whose skilful hands he had received

unavailing treatment for a year.

Here is a distinct c ass of norve-exhaustion dependent
upon what is actually starvation, which, however, has
not produced, as yet, any ajipreciable organic change.

C.VSE III.

—

Genitdl I^eurdslhenia.

E. F , ret. 32 ; born, Massachusetts ; contrac-

tor ; five feet nine inches in height; weight, 125
pounds ; dark complexion, hair, and eyes ; married,
four children.

Father died four years since with oedema of Inngs
and mesenteric cancer. Mother living, in good
health. One brother died of consumption, and a

sister of cerebral droi)sy. Has never had any attack

of severe illness, although never very strong. Has
suflfered for seventeen years with habitual constipa-

tion, and has always lived in the ofjen air. Pretty reg-

ularly, about once a month, has .severe nen'ons head-
aches, lasting some forty-eight hours. Sutlers from
pain and weakness over lumbar region. From early

manhood has had an enormous sexual appetite, and,

being gifted with extraordinary copulative power,
has abused the function. His statement is that he
cannot recollect a single entire day i)assing without
sexual intercourse for many years—except when,
from circumstances, it was impossible—and that the
habit is indulged in up to and at the jiresent time.

His general aspect is that of a busy, earnest worker,
at first glance, apparently healthy. But inspection
reveals the usual prominent neurasthenic signs.

Pupils widely dilated, uneasiness and general rest-

lessness, cold, clammy hands, and a curious, peering
expi'ession are the surface trade-marks visible.

When asked to extend right hand and right fore-

finger, grows excited and can scarcely do it. When
extended, the limb becomes tense, and tremors pass
in undulations down its entire length. Temi^erature,
axilhe, 100". Pulse 100, bounding and thin, lieti-

nal congestion present to slight extent, with incipi-

ent optic neuriti:^. Lungs and heart normal. Urine
loaded with ui-ates. Has an indescribable fear of his

bed, although sleeps well, with few dreams. Has
from five to seven hundred men in charge, and con-
ducts successfully a very important industry. Geni-
tal organs of iierfect develoinnent, the only abnormal
appearance being a double varicocele. Has never
had any specific disease.

We hove hero another clear ease, so far as canna-

tion Ih concerned, and that causation defines the

group to which it belongs- -the genital.

Of all the instances that have thus far fallen tinder

my observiition there has not been one which could
be classified under any other head tlian one of the

obove, in«'luding in th«^ genital grouj) all thoHe arifi-

ing from uterine or ovarian derangement. Nor is it

likely that any such will present itself from the na-

ture of the case. As to treatment, there is absolutely

nothing like a change of environment. In the cere-

bral group will be found a more general temleney to

hopelessness than in the others, which may best be
combat<Ml by words of kindly encouragement and
cheer, for in tln-se cases it is safe to i)romi.se, with

very considerable certainty, a cure.

In the gastric group a careful attention to diet is

the first reipiisite, and I am in the habit of directing

ab.solute (piiet and rapid feeding ; in the case men-
tioned a teaspoon ful of liciuid food was given every

fifteen minutt's, night and day, for a week.

In the genital group sudden continence was tried,

with a l)a<l result, and it was found neces.sary to per-

mit a continuance of sexual indulgence, controlling,

80 far as possible, the morbid tendency thereto.

Medication in all forms amounted to little, if some
placebo-like ijrejjaration of jihosphorus be excepted.

This always worked well. I have entirely eschewed
the bromides in neurasthenia, finding a depressing

effect from their exhibition which is far greater than

in organic disease, and far more diflicult to rally

from.

So with oi)ium and its alkaloids. Patients of this

class cannot be trusted with any form thereof, so ex-

ceedingly apt are they to acquire the opium-habit
from lack of tone in the voluntary processes.

Besides, I have noticed a curious reaction fi'om a
narcotic dose of morphia in several cases, Avherein

the general hyperalgesia, so to speak, of the nervous
system was markedly increased, accompanied by
choreic muscular contractions.

In place of these drugs I am accustomed to use
lactucarium and hops, the sedative efiects of which
combination are sufficient in the majority of cases.

Alcohol in some form is almost a sirie qua non. I

am well aware that this is a delicate point upon
which to touch, but an absolute ^loU me tattgere is

inconsistent with scientific study. Certain jiatholo-

gists state that alcohol is never a food ; that it is ex-

creted from the human economy unchanged, et-c.

Others, with equal fidelity to experimental result, are

certain that it is absorbed, and is a direct nutritive.

"With these disputes I have nothing at present to do,

but turn again to clinical observation as alTording

far more reliable data for results than pathology'.

The i^lain facts are, that neiirasthenic patients gain

in nerve-strength and improve in general condition

very much faster when a small amount of alcohol is

added to their food than without it. And, as cure

is the object at which we aim, I alwalys order alcohol,

using some form of light wine, and stoi^jiing .short

of an amount sufficient to flush the face. Electricity,

in all its forms, is, in many cases, the only actual

treatment required, and in all yields invaluable aid.

Centi-al galvanism is employed on alternate days
with general faradization, and its administration is

followed by exceedingly agi-eeable nerve-stimulation

without sul)sequent reaction. The galvanic battery

used should be a jjermanent one, of some fonu of

DanieU's cell, as giving a cuiTent of low tension and
large quantity. Faradization induced from a short

coil by a cell of high tension, like the carbon-zinc
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arr.mgemeat of Greuet, is less likely to give good re-

sults than that from a long coil, induced by a large

Smee or several Daniell's cells.

Change of environment, as said before, is of the
utmost importance. New scenes, new surroundings,
new associates, with all the subtle influence of

change, will often prove potent in effecting a cure
when all else fails. Especially when the mind is in-

volved to any extent is a move essential, and, when
made, it is well to have it as great and as radical a
change as is possible.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
Keports op Practice and Peculiarities of Treat-

ment.

TWELVE cases OF EMPYEMA.

(Reported by William S. Cheesman, M.D., House Physician.)

During my service as house physician at Bellevue
Hospital, the following twelve cases of empyema
have come under my immediate observation :

1st. Michael B , blacksmith, xt. 26. The pa-

tient was first taken ill twenty-six months ago (from
the time of writing) with pain in the left side, cough,
and dyspnoea, but was not confined to bed. Two
months later he was aspirated ; the fluid then drawn,
he states, was clear. Within three days he had a

chill, followed by fever, and had to take to his bed.

On admission, he was emaciated, had pains and much
dyspnoea, the left chest being nearly full of pus. Was
aspirated on several occasions, and, in all, 187 ounces
of pus were thus removed, each time with temporary
relief. At last, about one and one-half months after

admission, a free opening was made in the left side,

between the eighth and ninth ribs, and 200 ounces of

pus were evacuated. The cavity was washed out
regularly with carbolized water, and the hectic gi'adu-

ally ceased, permitting the patient to do light work
about the ward. About six months later, it became
necessary to resect a portion of two ribs which had
necrosed under the constant contact with pus. This
allowed the chest-wall to fall in, partly closing the
cavity. Tlie patient improved, and left the hospital,

but returned again some tlu'ee months ago because
he was unable to work. The cavity has not closed.

The discharge amounts to about five ounces daily.

He now has an enlai'ged liver, and his urine contains
albumen and casts ; it is sujjposed that both liver

and kidneys are undergoing amyloid changes. He
washes out the cavity daily, and is free from hectic,

but looks cachectic. The diseased side is much re-

tracted, measuring three inches less than the sound
one.

2d. Josephine C , let. 33, actress. On admis-
sion, the patient stated that she had been well up to

three weeks before, when she wps taken with sharp
pain in the left side ; she coughed up mucus and
blood, was short of breath, and slept only under the

influence of soporifics. It was manifest that no care

had been taken of her. Physical examination indi-

cated the presence of fluid in the left chest. The
heart was dislocated, and beat just internally to the

right nipple. The hyijodermic showed the fluid to

be pus. Aspiration was performed, and 937 c.c. of

pus were withdrawn affording much relief. Six days
later, sweating, pain, and dyspnoea returned with the

reacciimulating pus, and a free incision was made
1)etween the eighth and ninth ribs, twenty ounces of

pus being evacuated. Constant drainage was secured

by a long rubber tube leading to a vessel containing

carbolized water, and placed under the bed. The
heart gradually returned to its position, in two days
reaching the median line. Sixteen days after the

operation, oedema of the lungs set in, which was sev-

eral times diminished by cu^js and stimulants, but,

finally, the patient succumbed. No autopsy.

3d. James N , ast. 17. When admitted, this

patient was suffering from crouj^ous pneumonia of

the lower lobe of the left lung. The attack was se-

vere, the evening temperature being 104" + for four

days, and once 105°, the patient delirious much of

the time, and a petechial eruption ai)pearing over the

thighs and abdomen. On the seventh day of the dis-

ease, the ra-le redux was heard. The temperature
did not fall with that sudden plunge characteristic

of croupous pneumonia, but drojjped gradually, reach-

ing 100° on the tenth day. It never fell below this.

Soon afterward the patient began to complain of

pain in the left side, and the temperature began to

rise again gradually. Eleven days after the rale re-

dux had been heard there were signs of fluid in the

left chest, but the hyijodermic did not find it till two
days later. It then drew pus. The patient was as-

pirated, and 340 c.c. of creamy jjus were evacuated.

Temperature range elevated. One month after the

presence of fluid w'as first suspected a free incision

was made, and two quarts of pus let out. Drainage-
tube inserted. Washed with carbolized w-ater twice

a day. Patient slowly improved ; in a month could

sit up, and in two months was walking about the

ward. Three months later, the aflected side meas-
ured two and one-quarter inches less than the sound
side. It is now thirteen months since the side was
opened. The patient is in very fair condition, can
work, and has good appetite. But a sinus remains
which discharges about two drachms a day ; the left

side is much retracted, and the patient deformed
thereby.

4th. "Geo. A , auctioneer, set. 39. For about six

months the patient had been losing strength and
coughing, and had sought relief in drink. Three
days before admission, while cutting grass with a

sickle, he was seized with a sudden pain in the left

side, whereby he was rendered helpless, and had to

be put to bed by friends. On admission his tem-
perature was 104% and all over his left chest were
heard metallic, amphoric breathing and voice sounds,

with the metallic tinkle and splashing sounds on suc-

cussion. The side was resonant, did not bulge, fremi-

tus was unaftected, and the heart was disjjlaced to

the right. Hydropneumotliorax due to phthisical

perforation of the lung, was diagnosed. Kept in bed,

the patient rapidly imi^roved. The fluid in his

chest did not increase. He was able after a time
to sit uji, though suftering considerably from j^ain

and dyspnoea. He had most comfort when lying on
his stomach. It was not until three months after ad-

mission that the fluid in the side increased and a.spi-

ration became necessary. Then 200 c.c. sei-ous;

fluid were withdraw-n. Twelve days later he was
again aspirated, and 840 c.c. clear senon drawn off.

Nine days later aspirated again, and fifty-three ounces
of a turbid fluid containing much pus were evacu-
ated. Seven days after, again aspirated, and 360
c.c. pus removed. Five days later a free incision was
was made and the chest washed out, but in two weeks
the patient died exhausted. No autopsy.

5th. James H , a;t. 65. When admitted to the
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h<>Hj)Jtftl tlio |»iti«Mit prfM«Mite(l tlio ]»hyHii'i\l itiilicn-

tions «>f tliiiil ill tlio l<>ft pltMini nii<l ciMiHuliiliitioii of

tlio right uju'V. It Wik>4 II liMi^; tiiiif ln'forc tin* tliiiil

Wii8 n^wlird by tlio liy|»<nU'riiiif iMul wliowii Ui he
]>a>4, iiiiil th»' putii'iit >vivs thru nnu-h winiki'iied by
luH'tic. Th«> tMir)vt'!Ui Wiw* »-ncft]>siilat<'«l. nnd wlioii

ojx'Utvl «li-*fhiir).fr(l lihoiit twflvc oiinrcs pus. The
]mtit>rit «liil not loii^ Hunivr thr ojHTHtion. At the

autopsy tln're w«'n« found i>hthi.Hi.s of the right n|)ex,

and iin cmi>ty cavity lx>iuiiled by ailhoHions iu the left

pliMira.

fith. Uansoin S -, ;i't. 12. Wlieii a<lmitt4»d, tliis

putient ha<l Ihhmi ill about two monthH with jmin in

the right side, fovor, oough. and sweat«. Two woekH
aft<'r lu' was tirnt taken lu- began to eotiglj up blood
and pus, whieh H«H")n be<"aine otfensive. On iidniiH-

«ion he looked very thin and worn. Tenii>«Tature

range liigli. The i>liysiral nigns indieatetl tluid in

the right chest, wliieh, when drawn l>y the hypoder-
mic, was very fetid pus. He wivs eontiiuially exj)ec-

toratin-? a similarly otVensive sputum. Tlje diag-

nosis of empyema with perforation of the lung was
made, and in view of his misi^rable condition it was
decided to open the chest and put a stoj) to fnrtlier

purulent absoq>tion. This was done two days later,

but the emj>yeiiia being encapsulated, and the knife

introduced a little outside of the encai)sulation, it

became necessary to break down adhesions to reach
the pus, which was jv<_^comj)lished with some diffi-

culty. The cavity was thoroughly cleansed and the

expectoration ce;vsetl, but unfortunately erysipelas

involving the tissues of the back set in, and the pa-
tient died exhausted four days after wlmission. The
experience derived from the case led to the adoption,
in all suV>sequent operations, of the rule to cut only
where the hypotlermic had first drawn pus.

7th. Lizzie M , ret. 2i>. This patient was ad-

mitted with acute ai-ticular rheumatism, which was
relieved by salicylic acid. Within a fortnight a
compUcatiug pleurisy developed in the left side, and
caused so much pain and dyspntea that it was neces-

sary to aspirate, clear serum l>eing on three occasions
withdrawn. In three weeks the intlammation ex-

tended to the right pleura. Aspiration was again
Tiecessary, and both pleura were relieved— the left, of

twenty- five ounces jmrulent fluid (not clear pus)

;

the right, of eight ounces sero-sanguineous fluid. The
next day twenty ounces were drawn from lx)th sides.

Two weeks later it was discovered, by the use of the
hypodermic, that there existeil in the left pleura tiro

encysted collections of fluid, from the upper one of

which the needle, introducetl in the axilla, drew
dfar fn-i(in, and from the lower, pus. The lower one
was emptied of twenty-eight ounces, and subse-
quently of sixty-three ounces and twenty ounces of

l)us, the collection in the upper sac remaining in

sf'Uu f/iio. Meanwhile the pleurisy of the right side

receded, and gave no further trouble. But the urine
contained albumen and casts, and there was great
ana.sarca of the extremities. Two and a half months
after her admission, the patient submitted to the
ratlical operation, and a large amount of pus was
evacuated by a free incision into the lower encapsu-
lation. A portion of rib necrosed, and some burrow-
ing of pus ensued, so that it became necessary to

make a counter-opening under the scapula. From
this time the patient slowly but steadily improved,
lier temjjerature range gradually feU, and the oedema
of the feet and legs disappeared.
She now walks abotit the ward and grounds. The

sinus in the chest admits only a small tube, and dis-

charges about half an ounce a day. The temperature

ranges 1h>Iow UK)". TIiiTe is no retraetion of the
nide. The upper morons eiicapHulation hun dii«ap-

lH>ar««d. A MUiall piece of dead bone canie out of the
wound iioiiie time Mime.

8th. Kichanl 11 . let. H2. When admitted, the
I>atient was snireriiig from alcoiiolir pneumoiiia.
His teiiiptTatiirc at thtM-nd of tlie diM<u.sedid not drop
suddtnily, but gnidually. He m>emed, however, to

l»e making a gotnl ronvalescence till two weeks after

adniis.sion. when his temperature suddenly shut up.

and he begiui to «-oniplain again of pain in the af-

fected side. Signs of fluid deveU»ped there, and
turltid serum waH drawn 1 y the hypodermic two days
later. Twelve days Ltt«T still the patient iwenied

much worse ; y".* drawn. An attempted aspiration

wounded the lung, causing h;i'moj)tysiK, but did no
further harm. On the contrary-, the patient beguu
slowly to improve, although hectic and cough per-

sisted. The signs of fluid diminished, leaving he-

hind those of cons(ditlation over most of the back.

No fluid Was ever drawn again, thongh the liypo<ler-

mic was repeatetUy introduceil. Finally, the only
signs remaining were those of thickened pleura.

Five months after admission patient was discharged
quite strong and well, but with a verv" perceptiide

retraction of the side.

yth. Mary J , a-t. 2f.. The jmtient stated that

a month before admission she had a left pleurisy,

with efl"usion, which, after two asjjirations, became
purulent. When a*lmitted, she seemed in fairly

good condition, without hectic, and eating well.

She was a.spirated, and about two pints of pus were
withdrawn. It was decided best to make free in-

cision at once, before her strength should be sapped
by hectic. This was done a week after her admis-
sion. Two incisions were made, one in the fifth, the
other in the seventh interspace, just anteriorly to
the axillai-y line, ami a drainage-tube was passed
from one to the other, and the two protruding ends
tied together. After the operation, the i>atient bled
from the interior of the chest, not from the incisions.

It was supjmsed that the hemonhage came from
some organized adhesions, ruptured by the jwis-sage

of the drainage-tube. Tannic acid injected into the
chest finally stopped the bleeding, but the patient

was left pulseless, and vomited everything given her.

The next day transfusion of blood was performed by
Dr. Polk, and about one ounce of saline solution and
three ounces of blood from a strong man Mere in-

jected into her median basilic vein. Aveling's api)a-

ratiis was employetl, and gave poor satisfaction.

Improvement followe*!, however, and she was able

to take food. For some days clots of blood were
wa.shed out of the chest by the cleansing solution.

Gradual recovery from the collapse followed. Her
temperature curve, hectic. For about six weeks she
held her own, but, though the chest was washed out
sometimes thrice daily, hectic continued. She lie-

came emaciated, bed-sores formed, and she finally

died of oedema of the sound lung.

loth. Christopher W , set. 50. Was admitted
with subacute pleurisy on the left side. The etl'u-

sion was shown by hypodermic to be serous. In the
course of a few days it became purulent. On three

or four occasions the diest was a.spirated, and two
or three pints of pus were drawn ofl' each time. The
empyema .seemed to be encapsulated. Emaciation
set in, and the temperature range ran high. The
radical operation was proposed, and the patient con-
sulted ; but just then he began to feel better and
his temperature to fall. Ojierative interference was
delayed. He improved steadily, and in a mouth
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after aJmiasion no pus ooiikl be obtained from tlie

chest, though the physical nigns seemed to indicate

either the presence of fluid or a very thick pleura.

The patient left the hospital six weeks after admis-
sion, feeling Avell. He returned in a fortnight for

examination, and all that could be found was an area

of dulness, with absence of voice and respiratory

Wurmur over the site of the empyema. He said he
was perfectly well and able to work.

11th. Thos. 13., vat. 50. The patient stated that

he had had a cough for some years
;
yet he looked

strong and healthy. About a week before admission

he was exposed to cold, and had had j^ain in the

left side and increase of cough ever since. Exami-
nation revealed a dry pleurisy on the left side, and a

few rales over the lower part of the right lung. Two
days after there was an effusion in the left pleura,

which the hypodermic showed to be serous. Two
days later still the jiatient began, all at once, to spit

up great quantities of fetid material, and fetid pus
was drawn from the left chest. Temperature range
high. After aspiration of twelve ounces of pus, the

signs of pneumothorax were obtained. So that it

seemed certain that in some way perforation of the

lung had occuiTed, and air had gained access to the

pleuritic effusion, decomposition following ; or the

effusion had become gangrenous, and eroded the

pulmonary pleura. The empyema was encapsulated.

Patient was twice aspirated after this, and three

weeks after admission an incision was made into the

empyema, and drainage secured. The carbolized in-

jection often set up a cough, during which some of

it would be expectorated. Soon after the operation,

phthisis, starting from the area of rales above men-
tioned, began rajjidly to invade the right lung. The
patient died two weeks after the chest had been
opened. Puthisis was looked upon as the immediate
cause of his death.

12th. Mary H., set. 4^ years. The child's sickness

began with restlessness, followed by cough, dysi^noea,

and pain in the right side. The physical signs

seemed, on the whole, to point to crouj^ous pneumo-
nia though the percussion-note was absolutely fiat

over the lower half of the thorax behind. It was not

until the fourth day after her admission that the

Ijhysical signs unmistakably denoted fluid, which
was drawn by the hypodermic, and shown to be thick

with pus. Temperature high. The i^atient was as-

pirated on the seventh day of her illness, and twelve

ounces of creamy pus removed. She suffered much
from shock, but recovei'ed in five or six hours. The
hole made by the aspirator-needle allowed some of

the pus to escape into the tissues of the back, and,

as the mother refused to allow any further operation,

it burrowed. The child passed into stupor on the

sixteenth day of her disease. An incision was made
then, the mother consenting when hojie was gone,

but the jjatient survived only a few moments. No
autopsy.

It is interesting to obser\-e that most (all but four,

certLiinly) of these cases began as pleurisy with se-

rous effusion, and that in two, at least, the emi)yema
was a sequel of croupous pneumonia. In half the

cases the whole pleural cavity was involved ; in half

the empyema was encapsulated. Seven cases died,

aU of whom had been cut; but in two (0, 11) death

was due to complications, while in two others (4 and

5) the empyema was a concomitant of conditions

already fatal in their tendencies. So that in only

thi-ee eases (2, 9, 12) can death be attributed to em-
pyema alone. Five cases recovered ; two (8 and lOj

v'ithniit operation, tlie pus having lieen absorbed, or

having undergone calcareous or other changes. In

the one case (H) retraction of the side remained ; in

the other (10) none. Of the three others who got

well after operation, one (7) recovered with oul^y^ a

siiiTis ; one (']) with a sinus and retraction of the side,

and one (1) with sinus, retraction, and probably waxy
liver and kidneys.

In considering these results we are not led to re-

gard incision for empyema as one of the triunii)hs of

surgery. Leaving out those fatal cases in which em-
})yema was complicated with jihthisis, erysipelas, etc.

(4, 5, 6, 11), three remain (2, 5), 12) whose lives the

operation failed to save (thoTigh one—12—was in m*-

ticxlo mar/iti when it was done). In Case 9 the op-

eration seemed to have hastened the patient's death.

Of those who recovered (1, 3, 7) after operation, all

have sinuses, and two are deformed.
Perhai)8 it is not unfair to hoi:)e that the results

might have been better had the patients not been
operated on in a large public hospital, where the

food is poor, and where nosocomial malaria abounds.

progress of iHctiical Science.

The PATHOiiOGiCAii Histology of Acute Parotitis.

—Dr. Wendt, of New York, has i^ublished a contribu-

tion to the minute anatomy of this disease, based upon
the study of an inflamed gland. He found that the

morbid process passed through several stages, with

the ultimate possibility of complete restoration of

the gland to its normal condition. The first stage

of the disease was one of congestive hypenemia, the

arterioles and caijillaries being packed with blood-

elements. Then came a stage of exudation, accom-
panied with the emigration of many leucocytes.

Buptui-e of capillaries occurred simultaneously with

this action. Then followed a period of eijithelial

hypertrophy and hypex-plasia, caused, according to

the author, by the stimulus of excessive blood-sup-

Ijly to its secreting acini. Soon, however, the epi-

thelial cells underwent cloudy swelling, and then

fatty degeneration. The jiroducts of this jirocess

accumulated in the meshes of the interstitial connec-

tive tissue. Active proliferation of the secreting

cells went on simultaneously with these morbid
changes. For this reason the writer expresses his

belief in the power of complete glandular restora-

tion. The question whether the disea.se was a case

of mumps, or an instance of so-called secondaiy pa-

rotitis w^as left undecided.

—

The j\'ew York Med.
Journal, September, 1880.

The Low Organisms of Indubated Chancre.—
The researches of Prof. Klebs with regard to indura-

ted chancre failed to bring to light the presence of

foreign organisms in addition to certain histological

changes which are characteristic elements of the le-

sion. Pisarewski recently undertook the renewed
investigation of this matter. At the instance of

Prof. Grube, of Charkow, he examined four specific

sores immediately after their excision. The speci-

mens were hardened in Midler's fluid and alcohol.

The characteristic leucocyte infiltration of the con-

nective tissue was found in all the specimens. The
newly formed blood^-essels of the syphilitic indura-

tion were remarkable for the thickness of their walks.

But Pisarewski found in addition to these changes
a new feature of the lesion. The entire indurated
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no<liile ap]>oRre<l to be tniversod by nunjoroiis (rnnaU
and cavities, the fornuT, an a rule, i>urMiiiii^ their

fourHO in the direction of the l)h)od-ve»HelH. Tliese
oanalH, liowover, exceeded the hlood-vesselH in the
Hi/,e of their hiniina. Tliev hu-ked Heparate widls, but
Hhowed an endothelial lining. For this reason the
author regardeil tiieni as lyuii)hatic channels. Some
were found to he empty, others contained Iymi>hoid
corpuscles, and still others were tilled with a pecu-
liar, finely granular sub.staime. Tiie latter consisted
of round granule."*, indtedded in a transparent, homo-
geneous coiuiective niatt<!r. (Jreat uniformity of size

and shape was noted in connection witli these gran-
nies. They were found grouped together in nests,

and received interpretation as low organisms called
zooglijpa. The action of coloring matters and chem-
ical agents upon these bodies justified this inter-

pretation. They remained unchanged after boiling
in ejual parts of alcohol and ether ; glacial acetic
acitl, or caustic potash solution had no etlect on
their appearance beyond rendering them more con-
spicuous in the changed surrounding tissues. Dif-
ferent other reactions all pointed to the vegetable
nature of these low organisms.

—

Centralbl. fiir Chir.,

Ang. 7, 1881).

A PosrTr\"E Sign of Prkgnanct durino the FnwT
Thuhe Months.—In a pai)er read before the Detroit
Academy of Medicine, Dr. J. H.Carsteus mentioned a
positive sign of pregnancy on which he had always
relied, and which had never failed in his experience
to enable him to diagnosticate this condition. He
had been under the impression that it was a new, not
hitherto described sign ; but, looking over the litera-

ture of the subject, he found that it had been men-
tioned years ago by Jacijuemier and others. It
seemed, however, to have fallen into oblivion, and
was not mentioned in the ordinary text-books. He
referred to the color of the mucous membrane of the
vagina and cervix uteri. This he always found of a
purplish blue, or rather deep violet hue, in pregnant
women, and he depended on this peculiar color in

making a diagnosis of pregnancy in the first, second,
and tliird months. He said that it had never failed,

and that it was not produced by any jiathological
condition. The different colors produced by uterine
diseases could not be mistaken for this pathogno-
monic violet hue. He had often called the atten-
tion of students to this sign. It had been claimed
by some that this color of the mucous membrane
was found in various pathological states. He claimed
that the discoloration in such cases was different from
tliat found during pregnancy. It was more blue and
scarlet, mixed or mottled, nor was the peculiar soft,

velvety condition of the membrane jjresent. He
simply called it violet, and said that it must be seen,

{

and then would never be forgotten. It was probably
caused by engorgement of the veins. All he asked

i

was that this sign be again looked for and submitted
to a rigid investigation, and he wa^ sxire the verdict
would be that it was the only sure sign we bad at

present to diagnosticate pregnancy from the first few
weeks up to the fourth month.

—

The Detroit Lancet,
September, 1880.

RrPTtTRE OF AXILL.\BY ArTERY DURINO REDUCTION'
OP LUX.\TI0N OF THE HlMERUS—DIFFUSE TkAUMATIC
AxEiitLSM

—

Amputation at 8HOUT..DER-JotsT

—

Death.
—Rupture of the axillary- artery, associated with
simple dislocation of the humerus, or occurring dur-
ing the reduction, is an extremely serious accident,
though, hapiiily, rare. Mr. Bellamy, of Charing
tCross Hospital, reports a case in the London Lancet,

August It, IHHO, where, if the statement of the )>atieut

may be trusted, tlie ruj)ture of the axillary artery

occurred during tlie reducrtion. Unfortunately, the
mode of reduction is not stated. Patient, male, net.

55, gave th«' following history i)revious to adniissioD

to the Charing Cross :
" Dislocated his right humerus

on J>eeeniber l'.», lH7i», and the following month the
htmse surgeon of a large metrojxtlitan hosjiital at-

tempted reduction under an aiuesthetic, but failed.

In the next attein]it the )>atient stated that he imme-
diately became uware of a swelling in the armpit. A
fortnight after tliis In; was <liscliurged. He had lost

sensation since the time of the la.st attemjjt. Three
weeks after he left the hospital a little bright blood
oozed through the skin, and on July iJOth he hatl

more severe hemorrhage, losing about four ounces
of arterial blood, and then the bleeding cea.sed."

Upon examination, a tumor was found situated in

the region of the right shoulder ; the walls were very
tense and pulsating ; the clavicle was distinct and
not involved. The pulsation was best felt at the
posterior part of the axilla. The arm below was
much swollen and waxy ; no pulse could be felt at the
wrist. At the lower j^art of the tumor, in the axiUa,

the skin was dark and sloughy, from which flowed
a watery discharge. The tumor was not distinctly

circumscril)ed at its lower margin, and was about as

large as a man's head. Patient was anxious in ap-
pearance, and had ])een rai)idly losing health since

the appearance of the tumor. He had had no at-

tacks of syncope or breathlessness, and the face was
not markedly blanched. Pulse 'M, respiration 18.

Conjunctiva and mucous membrane pale and anaemic.
Had slight cough and watery expectoration. In con-
sultation it was determined to amputate through the
shoulder-joint. This was done by commencing with
an anterior flap from without, and not transtixion.

Although the subclavian artery was most efficiently

compressed, the hemorrhage on the first sweep of
the knife was terrific, the blood coming from the
tense sac and fiom the enlarged vessels behind and
below. The second or posterior flap was cut after

disarticulation, in a few seconds, and some pounds
of clot and organized lymph were removed. The
main trunk, as far as its topographical position
should have been, was not recognizable. There was
a hard, cartilaginous-Uke tube on the wall of the
thorax, throwing a fearful jet of blood, and which,
notwithstanding the pressure on the subclavian ar-

tery, was secured after gi-eat difficulty. After all

bleeding-points had been secured, the flaps were ad-
justed and the jmtient removed to bed. Unfortu-
nately, he never rallied, and about an hour afterward
died. Most of the cases of rupture of the axillary

artery during the attempts at reduction have been in

di.slocation of some weeks' duration. Indeed, it is

probable that the rupture of the artery is due to la-

ceration of the adhesions formed around the dis-

placed bone in the neighborhood of the vessels. In
the case just quoted no attempt at reduction seems
to have been made for at least six weeks. In that

time firm adhesions had doubtless formed. In one
case in which dislocation of the humerus was com-
plicated by diffuse traumatic axillary aneurism, Mr.
R. Adams, of Charing Cross Ho.spital, reduced the
dislocation, and then ligatui-ed the subclavian artery,

and the patient recovered.

A Case of Quassia-Poisoning.—Mr. D. T. Reck-
itt, of the Newark Hospital, England, reports in the
London Lftncet, August 11, 1880, a case of poisoning
by the concentrated infusion of quassia, which was
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given by mistake for the simple infusion.. Patient,

girl aged four years ; liad for several weeks suffered

from prolapsus recti after action of the bowels. ISho

had very freipiont desire to go to stool, and remained
sometimes half an hour on the seat, straining vio-

lently. Suspecting that ascarides were tlie cause of

the prolapsus, the nurse was ordered at l.^O p.m. to

give an injection of six ounces of simple infusion of

quassia. With the exception of a tablespDonful, all

the injection was retained, and the child taken away.

At 3 P.M. the mother ret\irned, saying that the child

was only just alive ; that in taking it from tlie hos-

pital it reeled very much, as if tipsy, and that she

was obliged to carry it to a temporary lodging. Mr.
Reekitt visited it at once, and found it in an alarm-

ing condition. It was ghastly pale, the lips were
bloodless, the liead tlirown back, the surface cold,

eyes closed and pujjils contracted, with no action to

light ; respiration inaudible, and the pulse not to be
felt. It was quite unconscioiis. The feet were
placed in very hot water, which immediately roiised

the child with a violent scream. Some strong

brandy and water was given, and swallowed with
difficulty ; but the pulse returned. The child was
kept roused by having the feet jslaced occasionally

in hot water and mustard cataplasms applied to both
calves. There seemed to be a strong desire to sleep,

when the pulse became much slower and more feeble
;

so the feet were again put into hot water, and .small,

but strong doses of brandy were given internally.

After an hour and a half the child vomited once, and
then seemed a little better, but continued uncon-
scious. Half a drachm of ether, one drachm of com-
pound spirits of ammonia, and half an ounce of

brandy, diluted with warm watei-, were injected into

the rectum, and retained by means of the finger ap-

l^lied to the anus. This acted most favorably, for

the color returned to the lips and face, the surface

became warm, and the breathing and the pulse more
natural. During all this time, except when allowed
to sleei>, it moaned very much. The color, respira-

tion, and pnlse being much improved, the child

was allowed to sleep. At 6 p.m. the child was aroused,
and a little brandy was given. At 6.30 p.m. it was con-
scious, and looked quite well, though sleepy. Some
cold milk was ordered. The quassia injection did
not act as a purgative, the bowels not having been
moved since its visit to the hospital.

Spontaneous Gangkene due to Thkombosis of
Popliteal Akteries—the Result, probably, of
M.\LARiA.—Spontaneous gangrene is sufficiently rare,

especially in a young child, to deserve a record.

Tlie extensive character of the mortification and its

somewhat protracted course also add to the interest

of a case reported by Dr. J. H. Pooley, of Columbus,
Ohio, in the August number of the Virginia Medical
Monthly. The gangrene was due to thrombosis of

the popliteal arteries, the result, probably, of mala-

ria. Patient, female, aet. seven years ; had always
been well and hearty. On December 5, 1879, she
was taken with a chill, followed by fever and head-
ache, which subsided after a short time. During the

succeeding three or four days she had chills or chilly

sensations at irregular intervals, and more or less

continuous fever. She complained of headache,
swelling and stiifness of the knee, inability to go up
and down stairs, followed by a sense of tingling, and
later by decided pain in the legs. Just one week
from her first chiU, a discoloration made its appear-

ance on the dorsum of each foot, and extended up
and around the legs as far as the knee on the right

side ; on the left, to some distance above the joint.

The color, at first a pnr}ile mottling, soon became
uniform, and exactly resembled the hue of a negro's

skin. Her condition two weeks from the beginning
of the attack was as follows : pulse, 130, feeble and
irregular ; temperature, 104" ; respirations, 50 ; com-
plained of severe shooting pains in the legs, and pain

in the back. Both legs discolored and of icy cold-

ness ; toes of both feet dry, hard, shrivelled, and im-

movable, and entirely devoid of sensation. There
was mobility at the ankle-joints, and the sensation

was only partially abolished from the ankles to the

knees. Under a tonic course of iron, quinine, whis-

key, eggs, milk, cream, and a i^lentiful sujjply of

lemons, her general condition improved very much.
When Dr. Pooley saw the patient in consultation,

January 1, 1880, there was a perceptil^Ie failure of the

vital powers. Temperature, 105'
;
j^ulse, 130 ; respi-

rations, 30 per minute. No lesions of either heart

or lungs. Never had rheumatism—indeed, nothing
except mild attacks of ague— the whole region in

which she lived being decidedly malarious. On ex-

amining the limbs. Dr. Pooley found the gangrene
had extended above the knee on both sides, a little

higher on the left than on the right. The toes were
quite black, and dry, and hard ; above the feet the

color was that of a negro, which, at this age and in

these parts, is not quite black. Over most of the

surface the skin was soft and supple ; there werr,

however, large patches where it had undergone
parchment induration. At the upper limit of the

mortification there was, on both sides, an irregular,

shallow gutter of demarcation filled with stinking

ichor, but no inflammatory redness or swelling above
it. Her condition gradually gi'ew worse, and she

died six weeks from the date of the initial chi]].

Autopaii.—Examination of the limbs only was per-

mitted. Sloughing at the line of demarcation had
become quite extensive, almost entirely encircling

both thighs, with large collections of jms in the ijoji-

liteal spaces, the arteries alone resisting the general

desti-uction. The dissection was begun in the upper
third of the thighs, tracing the arteries until they

divided into the peroneal and posterior tibial. An
occlusion by a firm thrombus was found in each
popliteal, including all that portion between the su-

perior and inferior articular arteries. The cord-like

feeling of the vessel extended farther uj) in the left

leg than in the right. The arteries below the point

indicated were empty. The integument of tlie legs

was universally hard and brawny ; the muscles were
in a state of perfect jireservation, and of a red color

—

a remarkable circumstance, when Ave take into con-

sideration the fact that no blood, or, at least, very

little, could have reached the parts for five weeks.

Ca;sAREAN Section on a Dwarf.—The operation of

Csesarean section was successfully performed u]ion a

dwarf, Mrs. Wm. Burnell, in Philadelphia, recently.

The infant was doing well, and the mother was in a

fair way to recover at last accounts. The dwarf is

thirty-two years old, and forty-two inches high. Her
father was a dwarf, about the same size as lierself,

while her mother, who died when she was a baby,

was a woman of ordinary size. About nine mt nths

ago she married William Burnell, a negi'o minstrel,

then connected with the same show. Mr. Burnell is

not a dwarf, but a full-grown man. Such maiTiages
are unec)ual to the last degree, and ought not to be
allowed in civilized and presumably intelligent com-
munities.
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THE MEDICAL REGISTRATION LAW.
We are lianllv surprised to leam tliat quite a number
of physician.s practising in this state are still unreg-

istered. That this is due in the main to negligence,

or to a failure to understand the true import of the

law, is hardly to be doubted. That neither of these

excuses will avail anything will be quite apparent in

case of complaint made against any uaregistered

physician. "VMiile the larger number of meilical men
who have failed to comply with the provisions of

the law may be looked upon as passive opposers of

the latter, there are not a few who are willing, on
one plea or other, to interfere with its enforcement

by refusing to register. There are always martyrs

to every good cause, and it will do no harm to kimlle

some tires which may serve to Hght up tlie elarker

places in the minds of others. As we have remarked
on a previous occasion, the law regulating the

licensing of practising physicians in this state is

singularly free fi-om even te<;hnical errors. All the

objections to its enforcement were carefully con-

sidered beforehand, and every possible provision

made against dodging any portion of its letter or

spirit. As it stands at pre.sent, it is the most per-

fect one of its sort, consistent, legal, and practi-

cable, and not to be trifled w^th on any mistaken
idea of its constitutionality, or any plea that its pen-
alties are not explicit, or that they cannot be legally

enforced. The only serious question of constitu-

tionality of the law is that which provides for the

endorsement of diplomas from without the state

before the new citizen can be allowed to practise in

this Commonwealth. It must be remembered that

eich state has a constitutional right to make laws
for its own protection, and in order to do so it has
also the right to insist upon the necessary guaran-
tees from such as may be subject to their jiroWsions.

From such a standpoint the state, for instance, has
just as much right to insist that a diploma fi-om

outside Hh'nild be ccmntcrMigiied, as that the health

oflicerof tlie port has a right to nfuKC i-ntrance into

our port to any one not having a clean bill of health.

Each state is rompot«'nt to make its own laws for

regulating tlu- j)nicti«'<! of medicine, and if it chooHes,

it can insint upon having the said luw.s enforced. In

cases of difference (»f (>i)iiU()n reganling tlie consti-

tutional right Ko to d<», the safety of the state <'aii be

very easily offset against the claims of any indivitluul

not complying with the laws of said state. Laws
founded upon similar princij)les are in force in otlier

states, and are duly respected. "Why any exception

should be made in this respect regarding the regis-

try law, it is not easy to see. In any event it will be

safe to assume that if the present law is unconstitu-

tional it will be useless to regulate the practice of

medicine by any practicable law whatsoever, and

impossiltle to prevent any quack, foreign or domes-

tic, from practising in any portion of the Union in

which he may prefer to reside.

The coimtersigning of diplomas that are granted

outside the state does not appear to be very well un-

derstood ; at least we should so judge from the fact

that some gentlemen who have been practising here

for the past ten years have actually taken their diplo-

mas of neighboring states to the college, and paid

the fee for endorsement of the same before they

believed themselves entitled to register.

The trutli is, that every medical man who came

into the state before the first of October, with a

diploma from outside the state, was, up to that time,

"lawfully engaged in the practice of physic," and as

such the law merely requires that he shall register.

If he comes into the state after that time, his diplo-

ma must be duly approved, as aforesaid, before he

can be licensed.

Another objection to the practical working of this

law has been urged with a ver^.' amusing show of stu-

pidity. One of the leading dailies very gravely sug-

gests that now that the tirst of October is passed,

there is no section in the law which provides for the

registration of such physicians as are now practising

and who have not yet complied with the law. The
possibility of such a proposition having any founda-

tion in fact, is an absiirdity on its face. The law

explicitly says that all lawfully engaged in the prac-

tice of medicine shall register, in accordance with

the provisions already stated, before October 1st.

Up to that time they could prac^tise me<licine as un-

registered physicians without incurring a penalty.

After that time they are practising medicine illegally,

and are liable, on complaint, for so doing, to the

specitied fines. A physician who delays does so at

his peril, and renders himself liaVjle for a fine for

every patient he may see. The object of fixing the

Ist of October as the day was evidently to mark a
convenient period of time when the law should go
in force with all its privileges and penalties.. Simply
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his and nothing more. It would be preposterous to

uppose that any law could be enacted, with penalties

o be enforced, and yet no opjiortunities be attorded

o escape from said penalties.

As can be seen very plainly, there is no provision

ainst registering at any time, but much the safer and

)etter way would have been to have done so before the

ime expired, and when delinquents were not liable to

)enalties. In other words, no practising physician

iho is not at present registered is safe from the

kiles of any informer who may desire to obtain half

he fine inflicted.

In conclusion, we say that if there is to be any

ipen opposition to the present law, it should, least

)f all, come from members of the medical profes-

ion. The latter owe it to themselves, individually

aid collectively, to make it a practical success, as far

,3 such can be possible. To this end it is perhaps

etter to give the benefit of the doubt to such as

>ppose this law on what they call a principle ; and

ven if the present law is not as perfect as it might

)e, to show a disposition to obey it in letter and spirit

mtil we can obtain a better one. The quacks are

vatching the solution of the problem with interest,

md their fraternity is safe from prosecution so long

18 legally qualified j^ractitioners remain unregistered,

ind by such means openly defy the law.

THE CLAIMS OF COMPABATIVE MEDICINE.

Fo young men, ambitious of earning their living in

scientific pursuits, the facts given elsewliere concern-

ng the condition of comparative medicine should be

ead with attention. We are told by Prof. Bates that

lere is one branch of science which offers a rich field

'or study, and, furthermore, that it is sure to bring

substantial pecuniary rewards in a short time. There

is, he says, a deploi-able lack both of knowledge and

'kill in most of those who now practise among ani-

iiiala, and the opportunities for helping the removal

oi such deficiencies are very great. There are now
not enough educated veterinary surgeons to furnish

the cities of this country with one apiece. There is

i constant demand upon the veterinary colleges of

bids city for skilful practitioners, and those who have

l>een sent out thus far have at once stepped into

very lucrative practices.

Veterinary science is one which has been growing

rapidly within the past few years. There are two

coUeges, both in this city, which have done excellent

work in educating young men in comparative medi-

liine. They have already secured for themselves a

frood reputation, and appear to have ample facilities

for maintaining it. There are also three veterinary

journals, all published in this city, which give evi-

<ience that there is much aeientiflo ability as well as

l>rofes8ional enthusiasm among those following vet-

erinary practice. It seems to be the aim, and it is a

laudable cue, of the teachers of this branch of medi-

cine, to make the education of their pupils broad

and comprehensive. It is desired to have the grad-

uate not alone a horse-doctor or a cow-doctor, but a

man cpialified to give medical advice upon the dis-

eases of all domestic animals ; to make him, in faet,

a doctor of comparative medicine. Such an aud>ition

is to be commended, not only because it will enlarge

the scientific knowledge, and elevate the status of the

veterinary practitioner, but because it answers a prac-

tical need. Of the two billions of dollars wliich the

domestic animals of this country represent, only tliree-

fourths is in horses. The amount of money annually

lost by a single disease affecting hogs, is estimated at

:i?20,000,000. Plexiro-pneumonia also causes great

losses among cattle, and it is as.serted that if the dis-

ease should get among the herds of the West, the

price of beef in the east would go up to five or even

twenty times its present amount.

Obviously it is worth while, therefore, both to the

state and to large stock-owners, that there should be

men acquainted with these diseases and competent to

advise regarding them.

It is not without reason that there has been little

reputation in the past associates with the title of

"horse doctor." If, however, those who assume

this title hereafter show themselves educated, in-

telligent, and useful practitioners, the reproach will

soon disapi^ear. We commend the subject to the

attention of the large numbers of young men who
are now proposing to enter an overcrowded profes-

sion where success is slow and the final comjiensa-

tion not always great.

The results to the human race from a better knowl-

edge of the diseases, such as tuberculosis, which

afTect domestic animals, are matters on which we

need not dwell. It would be in the interests, how-

ever, of the more purely scientific branches of medi-

cine, physiology, and pathology, for example, that

there should be a more active study of comparative

medicine.

THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

The necessity for the creation of a state board of

health for New York has been lu-ged so strongly in

these columns that we notice with no small satisfac-

tion the promising outlook of the usefulness of the

organization. At its recent meeting the real begin-

ning for sanitary retorm was made by ordering re-

I)orts to be prepared for public circulation on cer-

tain important sanitary subjects, among which were

the pollution of wells and general house-sewage,

drainage of towns and villages, danger of kerosene,

school hygiene, the prevention of small-jjox and

diphtheria. Although with full power to make such

regulations for abating suc^h nuisances, and for en-

forcing such sanitary regulations as may seem ne-

cessary in the difl'erent towns and villages through-

out the state, the board wisely prefers as much as
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po8HiliIt> to act in the udnsory rapacity. In tluH re-

spect it is taking tlio good exaniplo of the National

Health Boanl, of which latter body it is the legiti-

mate offsprinf^. The history of true Hanitiiry reform

briuf^s out the patent fact that at the bottom of it

all is the education of the ])eople and tlie creation

of an intelligent public sentiment in favor of enfor-

cing sanitary laws. Once convince the people that

certain things are necessary to their safety—point

out the dangers to which they may be subjected by a

neglect to t-omply with certain well-ostablishod hy-

gienic laws, and the proper foundations are laid for

the enforcement of any regulation which may be

deemed neces.sary. It is this course which mu.st

stimulate wise legislation in health matters and
which must tend to the creation of laws which, while

aiming' to protect the community, do not arouse the

antiiL^'onism of th(^ individual.

It is quite important, in more ways than one, that

the state board should vindicate the right of its

creation by a liberal and consistent course. Not
only is there an immense amount of work to be

done in its own particular sphere, but upon it de-

volves a responsibility of proving the practical work-

ing of a law which may be taken as a model for any
state in the Union. In no other state is a wider

field for intelligent direction on sanitary matters.

Not only is New York the most densely populated

state in the Union, but it is, by the natui-e of its sur-

roundings, its extensive and varied trade, its large

cities, its aggregation of towns, its water-supplies

and the like, peculiarly exposed to unsanitai-y influ-

ences. It is perhaps safe to say that the board fully

appreciates this fact and is prei>ared to act accord-

ingly.

So much, then, for the general purposes of the

board, as foreshadowed in the determination to edu-

cate the people on sanitary matters. The selection

of subjects has been wise. In many of our large

towns the privy-vault and water-supply are neces-

sarily but a few feet from each other in a narrow

lot. In connection with sewage the drainage of

towns and villages can be very properly treated.

Concerning offensive trades no better illustration

than that afforded at our own Hunter's Point can

be selected. The proper means to be adopted to

abate this and similar nuisances will doul)tless en-

gage the attention of the board. The remedying of

the nuisance comes within the pale of its jurisdic-

tion. The prevention of accidents from kerosene is

hardly possible, in view of the stupid recklessness

of the average servant, but it is clearly within the

province of the board to do all it can not only to

prevent the sale of impure oil, but to guard against

accidents in such as are determined to use it. Diph-

theria, ventilation, school hygiene and small-pox are

also themes which can Vje treated in a way to do

an immense amount of good and save numorous

valuable lives. WHiile awaiting the appeanince of

the tracts we bespeak for the coming elTorts of the

board the endorsement of the profession and the

api)reciation of the i)ublic.

Tlir: MALAltlAL MANIA.

A couRK.si'ONDEST calls attention to the prevalence

of what he terms malarial mania among medical

men. In many respects we agree with him that it

is getting to be too much the fashion to refer every-

thing to malarial infection. There is no doubt that

there is a great deal of malarial poisoning to he

found throughout the country, but that the numl)er8

affected are greatly overestimated does not admit of

a doubt. The frequency with which the diaguosis

of malarial element, in almost all diseases, is made
by some practitioners, is being noticed by the public,

and is not unfre(piently an object of ndii-ule. The
knowing patient in a malarious district does not

really need to seek the advice of his jihysician, but

can take his quinine by wholesale, and buy it in

quantity as he would an article of diet. It would

seem that i)ractice of medicine is by many being

narrowed down to one diagnosis and one system of

therapeutics.

THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OP MEDICINE.

The fifth annual meeting of the American Academy
of Medicine was recently held in Newport, R. I. It

is gratifying to learn that the organization is in a

prosperous condition, and that its aims are being fos-

tered by a goodly share of the representative men in

the profession. Established for the purpose of fur-

thering the interests of a higher medical culture, it

remains true to itself in keeping the idea constantly

before the profession and the public. Dr. Lente, in

his annual address, tells us the old story of lack ol

preliminary requirements on the part of students ol

medicine, of colleges that admit any and every one

able to pay the fees, and of the lamentable deficien-

cies of medical graduates of to-day compared with

those of one hundred years ago. But the old stort

needs to be told again and again, until the majority

of the profession shall believe it to be true, and .shal

take the necessary steps for reform. The Americar

Academy of Medicine is doing a good work in thi^

direction. It has shown its determination to keej

its own standard of qualifications intact, to insist

that no one shall be a member unless he shall hav(

enjoyed the advantage of a university training, a3id(

from that in medicine, and consequently it can affort

to insist ui)on equal qualifications in others. Iti

province as an organization is to show the advan

tages of higher medical education, and to enoourag<

the rising generation of physicians to tit themselvei

thoroughly for the practice of their calling—to clain

for such a ]).)sition equal to that of the educatet

lawyer or clei'gyman. Such reforxus must of neces
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uty be made slowly, but the Academy is taking the

right course to accomplish them. It is, after all, the

general practitioner and the educated i)ublic which

must work out the problem, and be educated to the

point of demanding a higher grade of matriculants

for our medical colleges, and higher qualifications for

graduation. The colleges will never take hold of this

question, and give it the necessary practical turn, un-

til compelled to do so by a properly educated public

opinion. The Academy, as before said, is doing a

good work in this direction, and it is still encouraged

to go on. The best indications of its successful work-

ing are its steadily increasing membership and the

gi'owing interest felt in the purposes of its annual

meetings.

the index catalogue of the library op the

surgeon-general's office.

The appearance of the first volume of the index cata-

logue of the National Library is an event in the his-

tory of medical literature in this country which will

be hailed with satisfaction by the medical scholars

throtighout the world. Not only does it open for

practical use the vast stores of the library at Wash-
ington, biit, judging from the present volume, it is

calculated to give as compiete a line of reference to

authors and subjects as can be collected anywhere.

As an indication of what the succeeding volumes may
contain, we mention that the one before us represents

9,090 author-titles, 8,031 volumes, 6,898 pamphlets,

9,000 subject-titles of separate books and pamphlets,

and 34,604 titles of articles in jjeriodicals. The ar-

rangement of subjects is as perfect as can be made to

allosv of easy and intelligible reference, and too much
praise cannot be given for the care and discrimination

which has been exercised by Surgeon John S. Billings

in bringing about this result. Some time since, with

a view of obtaining the opinion of experts throughout

the countiy, Dr. Billings published specimen fas-

ciculi, embodying different methods of indexing, and

asked for suggestions tending to improve such

methods.

The present plan is the result of the embodiment

of the views of the majority, and is, as might have

been expected, the most perfect that could have been

obtained. The typographical arrangement is excel-

lent, and the vaiiety of type helps to subdivide the

subjects for easy and rapid reference. The volume,

notwithstanding its bulk—nearly 900 jjages—com-

prises only inelices from A—Berlinski. It will be at

once assumed that it is impossible to give more than

a general idea of the character of the work and of its

arrangement, as any attempt to do more would in-

volve something like a detailed review of a dictionary.

It is well known that the authorization by Congi'ess

for the publication of this volume was the result of

much entreaty on the j^art of the profession through

its press and its medical organizations. That the

publication has become an accomi)lished fact is as

creditable to the government as it is beneficial to the

jjrofession. If there have been any doubts as to the

real utility of the i)roject, the present volume must

efiectually dispel them, and prove to all directly or

indirectly interested that for no more worthy object

could Congi'ess have made the apjjropriation.

tlcvorts of Societies.

THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Txceiity-eighth Annual Meeting.

Held in Saratoga, N. Y., September 14th, 15th,
16th, and 17th, 1880.

Tuesday, September 14th—First Day.

The Association met in the concert-room of Congress
Hall, and was called to order at 4 p.m. by the Presi-

dent, George W. Sloan, of Indianapolis, Ind.

Chas. F. Fish, of Saratoga Springs, Local Secre-

tary and Chairman of the Local Committee, was then
introduced. He delivered the address of welcome,
in which he gave a brief historic sketch of Saratoga
and its suiToundings, and directed special attention

to the fact that it was Dr. Stearns, of that county,

who in 1809 first brought to the notice of the medi-
cal profession the therapeutical use of ergot.

President Sloan, in behalf of the Association, re-

turned to Mr. Fish sincere thanks for the cordial

welcome.
The President then appointed the following as

Committee on Credentials : F. T. Whiting, of Great
Barrington, Mass.; E. B. Gordon, of Cincinnati, O.;

and G. J. Luhn, of Charleston, S. C.

THE president's ANNUAL ADDRESS.

The President then delivered the annual address,

in which he referred to important changes in the rules

of the Association, and the general progress made in

pharmaceutical science, and then discussed at some
length the tojiic suggested by a jiaper read by James
G. Steele, on " The Medicinal Plants of California,"

read at the last meeting of the Association. He
considered the eflect produced on native medicinal
jjlants by the destruction of our forests, and asked :

Can they be successfully and profitably cultivated,

and will the cultivated possess the theraiieutic \\v-

tues of the natural plants V At present these ques-

tions cannot be satisfactorily answered, but they are

of sufficient importance to demand the earnest at-

tention of pharmacists.
E. Schelier, of Louisville, Ky.; John Ingalls, of

Macon, Ga.; and A. Bobbins, of Philadelphia, Pa.,

were appointed as a committee to whom was re-

ferred the President's address.

On motion by H. J. Menninger, the members of

the medical and the pharmaceutical professions, res-

idents of Saratoga, were invited to the privileges of

the floor.

On motion, the same courtesy was also extended
to the Committee on Revision of the National Phar-
macopoeia, then in session in Saratoga.

The Executive Committee then read the names of

141 ajjijlicants for membersliip in the Association
[they were elected at the next session].
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The Secretary then called the roll of mewbers,
when «'i>flity-six \v«»ri« found to l)«« preKcnt.

Tlu! C\>iiiniitt«'o on ( 'rciltMitiiils tlit-n pri-scnti'd their
rojiort throuKli I'. T. WliitinK, Cliiiirimiii, wlii.-li was
a<'ri>|)t<><l mill tlie dolt'^ratrs admitted.

Tlie following goutiomen wore then selected as
meuihers of the

COMiUTTEK ON NOHINATIONS,

one rt>])rpspntfttive Ix'ing named h\ each delegation :

New York Ooll. of I'Imrni., H. J. Meiiiiing.-r ; Na-
tional c;oll. of Tlianu., ('has. JJe«-kor ; Ciiicngo Coll.
of I'harni., Thomas Wliitfield ; Ma.ss. Coll. of Pharm.,
B. r. SUu-y; .St. Loui.i Coll. of I'harm., ( ). A. Wall ';

CinL-innati Coll. of I'harm., W. J. M. (lordon
; I'iiila-

delphia Coll. of I'harm., A. Kobhins; I'ittsburgh
Coll. of I'harm., F. W. Walker; Montreal Coll. of
Pharm., H. S. Evans ; Ontario Coll. of Pharm., W,
iSaunder.s ; Louisville Coll. of Pharm., E. SehelTer

;

Maryland Coll. of I'harm., J. Roberts ; Alumni Assoc.'
of Mass. Coll. of I'harm., Wm. W. Bartlett ; Alumni
Assoc, of New York Coll. of PJiarm., S. H. Ambler

;

Alumni Assoc, of St. Louis College of Pharm., (). A.'

Wall; Alumni Assoc, of Louisville Coll. of Pharm.,
O. Beckman ; Alumni As.stx-. of Riiladelpliia Coll. of
Pharm., E. M. Hatton ; Alumni As.soc. of Cincinnati
Coll. oi Pharm., H. Serodina ; Wisconsin Pharm.
Assoc, J. A. Dudd ; New Hamiishire Pharm. Assoc,
C. A. Tufts ; North Carolina Pharm. Assoc, W. Simp-
son ; Connecticut Pharm. Assoc, A. F. Wood ; Kings
County Pharm. Assoc, W. P. De Forest; South
Carolina Pharm. Assoc, (x. J. Luhn ; Vermont Pharm.
Assoc, A. W. Higgins; Iowa State Pharm. Assoc,
Geo. H. Schaefer; New Jersey Pharm. Assoc, H. H.
White; Newark Pharm. Assoc, Chas. Holzhauer

;

Pennsylvania Pharm. Assoc, J. H. Stein ; New York
Pharm. Assoc, L. E. Nicot ; Kansas Pharm. Assoc,
G. H. Ferdinand ; Ohio Pharm. Assoc, T. J. Casper

;

Georgia Pharm. Assoc, John Ingalls ; Kentucky
Pharm. Assoc, J. F. McKinnie ; Pharm. As-oc of the
Province of Quebec, R. McLeod ; Literary and Scien-
tific Society of the German Apothecaries of the City
of New York, P. F. Lehlbach.
The President appointed from the Association at

large, in addition to the above, J. G. Thibodeaux, of
La. ; W*. B. Blanding, R. I. ; Wm. J. Morlev, Texas

;

E. Martin, Ind. ; E. Bucking, W. Va.
The President also announced the following as the

Committee on Exhibitions : C. H. Dalrvmple, N. J.
;

C. Huston, O. ; Wm. Blaikie, N. Y. ; P. C. Candidas,
Ala. ; and G. H. Schae:er, Iowa.
The Business Committee then called up the report

of the Committee on By-laws relating to Business
Council, and it was read by J. P. Remington, of
Philadelphia.
On motion, the report was made the special order

for Wednesday morning, immediately after the com-
pletion of the regular order of business.

Wedxesdat, Sept. 15th.—Second Day.

The Association was called to order at 9.45 a.m. by
the President.
The minutes of the previous session were read bv

the permanent Secretary, John M. Maisch, of Phila'-
delphia, and adopted.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS.

The Committee on Nominations, Charles A. Tufts,
Chairman, presented the following nominations for
officers and committees for the ensuing year :

For President, James Thornton Shm'u, of Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; for In/ Vire-Preititlimt, Geo. H. Schaefei
of Ft. Madison, Iowa ; for 2U Vice-J'n^idr.ul, Wm. V
Thomi»son, of Washington, I). C. ; for 'iUl Vn;
I'l-fsnl'-itt, Wm. Simpson, (>f Raleigh, N. C. ; fo
Trmisurn; Charit-.s A. Tufts, of Dover, N. H. ; fo
I'friiKttirul Sixretmy, John M. Maisch, of Pliihi
delphia, I'a. ; for Jiirportur on J'rixjrfSH of I'liarinari,

C. Ijowis Diehl, of Louisville, Ky,
Kiefiitin- Colli inittt!^.—Geo. W. Kennedv (Chair

man), Pottsville, Pa.; Adolph W. Miller, Philadelphin
Pa.; Charles Huston, Coluinbiis, O. ; Thomas Doli
Ixjr, Boston, Mass. ; Jolin M. Maisch. ex-othcio.

Commilli-f on lh'it>j Mnrki'l.—Louis Lehn (('hair
man), of N.-w Y'ork ; James F. Stet'le, of San Fran
cisco ; Isaac L. Lyijns, of New Orleans; Thoma

I Whitfield, of Chicago; John P. Muth, of Baltimore.
I t'owini//':; on /'iijn'i-s iiiid IJwrieH.—.J. U. Llov<

I

(Chairman), Cincinnati, O. ; Starr H. Ambler, of Nev

I

York ; Wm. W. Bartlett, of lioston.
Jlusiiiess ('oniiititt>'>'..—H. J. Menninger (Chairman)

I

of Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Charles L. Eberle, of Philadcd

,

phia, Pa. ; Ed. H. Heinitsch, of Columbia, S. C.
Coinmittw on J^rizn J-Jssni/s. —C. Lewis Diehl (Chair

I

man), of Louisville, Ky.'; John F. Judge, of Cin
cinnati, O. ; E. Scherter, of Louisville, Ky.

I
Com mitt1"^ on Li-'jidnlion.—John M. Mai.seh ((Ihair

mann oi Philadelphia, Pa. ; Jesse W. Rankin, o
Atlanta, Ga. ; Samuel A. D. Shepi)ard, of Boston
Mass.
On motion by P. "W. Bedford, of New York, th«

report was accepted and the Association proceedet
to ballot for President ; C. S. Eastman, of Concord
N. H., and Jos. Roberts, of Baltimore, Md., acting,
as Tellers. James Thornton Shinn was unanimousb
elected. The Secretary was then instucted bv th(
Association to cast an* affirmative ballot for the re
maining gentlemen put in nomination, and they wen
declared elected.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee callec
the attention of the Association to the Centennia
Fund, and moved the ajipointment of a committee
to solicit subscriptions. C. L. Eberle, of Philadel-
phia, Pa.

; C. Lewis Diehl, of Louisville, Ky., and
A. E. Ebert, of Chicago, were appointed, and th€
Committee subsequently reiwrted that $120 had been
raised.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee, Geo.
W. Kennedy, then read the annual report of th€
Committee, which was accepted.
The report showed that the total membership a1

the close of the last annual meeting was 1,208. Since
that date there had been a total loss of 5« members,
leaving 1,150 in good standing. Of the 58 memberB
lost, 12 active and 3 honorary members have died.
To those three other names were added, making the
total number of deaths 18 during the Year.
Obituary sketclies were read of A. E. Dunk, Erie,

Pa. ; Michael H. Gleason, Boston ; Samuel K. Gil-
man, Boston

; Jas. W. Rideout, Brooklvn ; John J,
Cross, Louisville

; Geo. J. McKav, Cal. ;' J. W. Had-
dox, Nashville

; Jas. A. Gleeson,' Boston ; Chas. F.
Mohr, Bonn

; Prof. Chevalier, Paris ; and Wig-
gers. The names added to the list were Wm. Neer-
gaard, of New York; W. S. Merrill, of Cincinnati;
and Thomas Lewis, of Brooklyn.
The report of the Permanent Secretary was then

read and accepted.
The Treasurer, Charms A. Tufts, of Dover, N. H.,

then read liis rei)ort, which showed that there was a
balance in the treasury, not including the receipts ol
the present session, of -SI,461. 61.
The report was accejited, and referred to an audit-
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ing committee, consisting of W. J. M. Gordon, of

Cincinnati ; C. H. Dalrvmple, of Morristown, N. J.

;

and Geo. W. Sloan, of Indianapolis.

C. Lewis Diehl, of Louisville, then read his report

on the progress of pharmacy, which was a('<-(>i)ted.

The report of the Committee on Drug jNIavket, L.

Leljn, New York, Chairman, was read by J. P. Rem-
ington, of Piiiladelphia. It consisted of brief refer-

ences to drngs and new remedies, chiefly as regards

their price and general use.

The Committee on Prize Essays reported that they
had not awarded any prize because none of the pa-

I)ers submitted were worthy of such commendation.
The Committee on Legislation, John M. Maisch,

Chairman, asked leave to submit the report in writing

to the Committee on Publication, which was granted.

P. W. Bedford, Chairman of the Committee on
Membership, then read his report, which was ac-

cepted.

The report of the Committee on Publication of the

Report on the Revision of the U. 8. Pharmacopana
was then read, and showed that contributions were
received from more than one hundred sources,

amounting to ^812.50. The expenditures Avere

8733.71, leaving a balance of ^7H.79, which was
transferred, by consent, to the Centennial fund.

On motion by H. J. Menninger, the financial por-

tion of the rejjort was refen-ed to the Auditing Com-
mittee appointed to audit the Treasiirer's report.

The Chairman of the Executive Committee then
read the names of sixteen additional ajiplicants for

membershii>, making a total of 157.

The Business Committee then called up the Re-
port of the Committee on By-laws (relative to busi-

ness council), and it was read by J. P. Remington,
of Philadelphia, Chairman of the Committee. The
essential feature of the rejjort was that it jirovided

for creating a council that will take the place of the

Executive and Business Committees, and thus re-

lieve the general Association of its cumbersome de-

tail work. After considerable conversational and ex-

planatory discussion, the rei:>ort of the committee
was adopted, three-fourths of Hliose present voting

in the affirmative. The Council will consist of sev-

enteen members, nine of whom shall be elected by
ballot by the Association in the following manner :

three to serve one year, three to serve tmo years, and
three to serve three years, and at each subsequent an-

nual meeting three members shall be elected to take

the place of those whose terms of office shall then
expire, and to serve for a term of three years.

The President, the three Vice-Presidents, the Sec-

retary, the Treasurer, the Local Secretary, and the

Reporter on the Progress of Pharmacy shall be ex-nffi-

cio members of the Council.

The members of the Council to be elected at each
annual meeting shall be jjlaced in nomination I'y the

Committee on Nomination. The officers shall con-

sist of a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman, and a Secretary,

to be elected by ballot annually by the Council. All

vacancies in the Council shall be filled by the Asso-

ciation at the annual meeting next following their

occurrence. The Council shall be charged with the

transaction of xmfinished business of the Associa-

tion, and shall ai-range the business of the sessions

during the annual meetings, etc.

There shall be elected annually, by ballot by the

Council, three standing committees : one on member-
ship, one on publication, and one on finances, to

whom shall be refen-ed the business of those depart-

ments, and who shall rejiort annually to the Council,

or oftener if the Council shall so direct.

The Council shall have charge of the roll and the

publication of the i)roceedingH.

The names of the ai)plicants for membership shall

be read in a general session of the Association, and
new members shall be elected l)y ballot by the Coun-
cil. No name shall be voted upon uidess presented l)y

the Council, and the Council shall decide upon any
objection iiresented with reference to candidates for

menibershi]!. All business of the Association not of

a scientific character shall be in charge of the Coun-
cil, the minutes of which shall be read in full at each
annual meeting, and their acts shall be subject to

revision by the Association.

On motion by Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn, the

Committee on Nomination was instnicted to present

the names of nine members for the Council, to be
balloted for at the last session of the present annual

meeting.
The Association then adjourned, and accompanied

the Committee in making an examination of the spe-

cimens on exhibition.

Thursday, Sept. 16th.— Third Day.— Morning
Session.

The Association was called to order at 10 a.m. by
the President.

The Secretary read a telegram from the California

College of Pharmacy, bringing gi-eetings to the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association.

The Business Committee asked for the appoint-

ment of a committee which should report on the

time and i^lace for holding the next annual meeting.

Invitations were announced from Cincinnati, Chi-

cago, Kansas City, Asbury Park, Washington, D. C,
Milwaukee, and Peoria.

The President appointed as the Committee, G. F.

H. Markoe, E. Lilly, and G. J. Luhn.

A NEW PLAN FOR THE FORMATION OF THE COJIMITTEE

ON NOMINATIONS.

Dr. E. R. Squibb, of Brooklyn, introduced a resolu-

tion providing for a change in the By-Laws concern-

ing the formation of the Committee on Nominations.

It was substantially as follows : Immediately after

the reading of the minutes of the preceding session,

in the second session of each annual meeting, it shall

be the duty of the presiding officer to call upon the

delegation' fi'om States, Districts, Territories, and
Provinces to select one delegate from each State,

District, Territory, or Province, and report the name
of such delegate* to the Association as the chosen

member of the Nominating Committee. The names
so reported, together with the last President of the

Association, or in his absence one of the last Vice-

Presidents, shall constitute the Nominating Commit-
tee.

Joseph Roberts, of Baltimore, ofiFered, as an am-
endment, that immediately after the reading of the

miniites of the preceding session, in the second ses-

sion of each annual meeting, it shall be the duty of

the presiding officer to call upon the Association to

nominate persons to be voted for for the positions of

President, First, Second, and Third Vice-Presidents

for the ensuing year, and that the Association shall

at once proceed to elect these officers by ballot. All

the other officers of the Association shall be nomi-
nated by the Council.

On motion by J. P. Remington, of Philadelphia,

the consideration of the resolution and its amend-
ment was made a special order for the afternoon

session.
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OscAK Om>uebu, of Wuhhiii^ton, D. C, read an
exhuustive piipiT on J'hiiriii'iiojm-inl Ninneiuhiture,

wliii'h was iliHiMissi'il hy J. 1'. Uoiuiiigton, E* R.
>S((iul>)), uiul Joliii M. .MaiH<-ii.

On motion l»_v P. \V. IJoJfoiil a voto of thankM was
giviMi to I'rof. olillnTg for his ailinimltlt* |)U|>or.

Tim C'lmirnirtu, K. SclnjlVer, of tin; lloiniuittee on
tlu> rrtisiilcut's uildruss, rei>ortt'<l in favor ui luMirtily

indorsing tin* ai-tion of tlie Cloinniittco on Legisla-

tion, from the Wi'stern DrnggistH* Association, in its

efforts to socnre eilluT a repeal or u moilitieatiou of

tlie law coueeming the stamp tax on medicine, jier-

fniuery, eti\

On motion by J. F. Moore, of Baltimore, this por-

tion of tho report was sul)seipienLly amended by in-

serting the words " excepting pro[)rietary medicines,"

and then ado])ted by the Association, llc^sulutious

were also ailopted providing ft)r the carrying into

effect of the action of the Association.

Ch-vklk-s F. Fish, of Saratoga, then read a paper on

THE MINERAL SPRINGS OF 8ARATOOA.

The author fii-st gave a brief historical sketch of

the village of Saratoga and its surroundings, and then
proceeded to speak of the theories concerning the

sources of its mineral waters. All the rocks of this

county belong to the lowest sj-stems of geological

formations, and are both metamorphic and sedi-

mentary in character (the geological formations were
represented upon a chart). The theories concerning
the origin of the mineral waters are two in num-
ber.

First, that they are produced by the process of

disi)lacement, or percolation of the surface water
through the rocks, and carrying with the various

constituents of which the rocks are comijosed, and
reappear at the "fault" in the geological strata

caused liy an upheaval of remote origin.

Second, th.it the water derives its mineral proper-

ties at the " fault," and is essentially unimpregnated
until that point is reached, and that its mineral con-
stituents are obtained from the heated interior by
the process of sublimation and subsequent absoi*p-

tiou, while the gases are also derived from the same
source in a free state.

The author then described the method of securing
the mineral springs of this locality. The depth at

which the rock is situated below the surface varies

from fifteen to fifty-seven feet. The springs secured
by drilling into the rock vary in depth from tifty to

three hundred feet in depth, and the temperature of

the water ob!;ained is practically isothermic : the
maximum being 52'"^ and the minimum -40' F., and the
flow and temperature being uniform throughout the
year. The Geysar, Vichy, Chami)ion, Ivissingen, and
the so-called Magnetic (which is devoid of magnetic
properties) springs wt^re obtained by drilling.

The author then gave a classitication of mineral
waters, and subsequently refen-ed to the therapeu-
tical aiJplication of this natural remedial agent.
The Committee on the lime and lite place, for

holding the next annual meeting then i-eported in

favor of Washington, D. C, and the meeting to be
held in September, 1881, beginning on the second
Tuesday.

Discussion was postponed until the afternoon ses-

sion, when the report was amended by designating
Kansas City, Mo., as the place, and changing the
time to the ihird Tuesday in August.

In the tii-st morning session on Friday, the time of
holding the annual meeting was changed to the fourth
Tuesday in August.

C. Lewih Diehl, of Loui8\-ille, Ky., then road a

paper on

FLUro EXTRAfTS.

Dr. E. K. SyriiiH, of Brooklyn, asked I'njf. Diehl

wliether or not he notice«l any considerable proi)or-

tion, witli a weak i)ercolate, that remained insoluble

in tlie fluid extract; and also whether he noticed

that the residue of the evaporated portion was of the

same character as the contents of the reserved por-

tion. He regarded these as prime points in connid-

ering the vulue of the process propo.sed for making
fluid extracts. The value of the claim for the pro-

cess of repercolation depends particularly upon the

total avoidance of heat in tho making of fluid ex-

tracts, and, if it be of any force at all, the above
questions were pertinent to it.

Another j)oint was with reference to the adoption
of volume for weight, and not weight for weight, as

decided upon by the Committee on the lievision of

the rharmacopcjL'ia. He asked whether any experi-

ments had been made to determine whether or not
the menstnium used might not be so mo<litied as to

bring the mutter within i)ractical reach ; that is to

say, cannot the menstruum be so modified as to

represent weight for weight? The point made was
that a menstruum that did not dissolve the constitu-

ents of the drugs afterward, although it might ex-

tract them, would not produce a liquid that contained
the constituents of the original substance.

Prof. Diehl rei^lied that in his first paper on this

subject he had stated that when the original menstru-
um was restored in the projiortion in which it was
before evaporation, the extracts were almost always
dissolved again. That point he has settled with re-

gard to the fluid extracts upon which he had made
experiments previously, and, in making the exi^eri-

ments reported in the present paper, he had found
that the same thing held true with reference to nearly
all of them. On general principles he was opposed
to any such method, because it will lead us to adopt
menstnium which will not be proj^er for the best ex-

traction of a drug, holding everything extracted in

solution. He thought, however, that if a reasonably
fair set of formulae could be obtained for the phar-
macopoeia, we should be reasonably satisfied.

Prof. John M. Malsch, of Philadelphia, remarked
that, while be believed with Dr. Squibb that it woiUd
be well to harmonize volume and weight, he would
go even farther, cite instances in which that cannot
be done, and give it as his opinion that fluid extracts

should be made weight for weight. He thought it

was a great mistake to use only weights in the Phar-
macopana, except with x-eference to one class of prep-
arations.

FERRIC HTDBATB.

The next paper, an answer to query 20, was read
by O. F. H. Markoe, of Boston.

" What are the advantages and objections to pre-

paring ferric hydrate by the use of concentrated so-

lutions of ammonia and fenic sulpliate, as comjiared
with the use of diluted solutions, with the special ob-

ject of employing the ferric hydrate in making the

cale salts of u-on."

He advocates the use of the dense form of ferric

hydrate for use in making other iron preparations.
This dense hydrate is, of course, obtained by xising

more concentrated solutions. It may be ijreparecl

either with ordinary or with stronger water of ammo
nia.

Hydrated ferric oxide, as an antidote for arsenic.
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should be prepared from dilnle solutions, in order to

insure more rapid solubility in acids.

Dr. Squibb tlioup:ht that if Prof. Markoe had ex-

tended his observations to the; i^recipitate afterward,

and said how niueh sulphate of ammonia was left in

the iron, he would have covered the pc>'<>i^ii(l more
closely. He thought Prof Markoe would have found,

by so doing, that luuisiderable suli)hate of ammonia
was left in the iron precipitated, and that it was not
washable out, in the ordinary sense, and also that^it

was very effectual in rendering the hydrate soluble in

citric acid, and other things added afterward.

PuoF. Maiucoe remarked that he was aware of the

fact mentioned by Dr. S(iuibb, in a chemical point of

view, and that he recommended the preparation ex-

hibited merely for specific purposes.

KHAMNUS PUKSHIANA.

The next paper was an answer to query 12, and
was read by Geo. W. Kennedy, of Pottsville, Pa.

"Rhamnus puivshiana has attracted considerable

attention as a purgative remedy. What forms of

galenical preparations of it are desirable, and how
should they be prepared ?

"

The writer recommended a fluid extract and an
elixir as the only preparations, to his knowledge, at

this time prescribed and used. He recommended an
elixir made from the weaker pharmaceutical prej^ara-

tions, because it is more palatable.

ASPIDIUM MAKGEStAIiE.

Geo. W. Kennedy also read an answer to queiy 16.

" Aspidium marginale has been found by Mr. C.

H. Cressler to be very similar in its medicinal value

to the European Aspidium,/z7/.r mas. Can the rhizome
of the American plant be obtained in quantities ? If

so, should the latter not be recognized by our Phar-
macopceia in place oifilix vias?"
The answer was, that, since its therapeutic proper-

ties have been found efficient, there should be no
objection to its introduction into the Pharmacopoeia,
and the two substances used indiscriminately in the

preparation of the oleoresin.

The next paper was an answer by S. L. Coffin, of

Chicago, to query 17, and was read by Dr. H. J.

Menninger.
"Aromatic Spirits of Ammonia has been Proposed

as a Menstruum for Exhausting Lupulin. Has this

any Advantage over Alcohol ?
"

He stated that he finds them equally good for this

jnirpose. He has also learned fi-om physicians that

the tincture prepared with the aromatic spirit of am-
monia presents no therapeutic advantages.

The Committee on the Centennial Fund then re-

ported that the amount of money in their hands was
lj^577.81, thus insuring to the Association the ^500
offered by residents of Philadelphia and vicinity.

()uestion indefinitely. TiOst : ayes, 44 ; nayes, 53.

The discus.sion was continued, and W. P. De Forest,

of lirooklyn, moved to lay the subject on the table.

Aves, 52; nayes, 52. The Yice-1'resident cast his

vote in the negative, and after further discussion

a vote was reached upon the substitute, which was

adopted. Ayes, (52 ; nayes, 21. A vote by ballot

was then taken on the original resolution, as amendcul,

and it failed to secure the requisite three-fourths to

adopt it. Ayes, (ii» ; nays, 44. A l)allot was then

taken for the nanies of sixteen candidates for mem-
bership, and all were unanimously elected.

The Auditing (.'committee reported that they found

the Treasvirer's account correct, and also the financial

portion of the report of the ('ommittee on the Revi-

sion of tlie Pharmacopeia. The report was adopted,

and a si^ecial vote of thanks extended to the Treasurer

for his faithful and efficient labors.

J. U. Lloyd, of Cincinnati, O., then read a paper

in answer to C^nery 21 :

" The Resin of Leptandra Virginica (the Leptan-

drin of (Jommerce) varies much in Apijearance and

Sensible Properties. To what (!ause are these Varying

Results to be attributed? What is the Best Pro-

cess for the Prei)aration of the Resin, and what is

the Average Yield of the Root?"
The commercial " leptandrin," as made by differ-

ent manufacturers, varies consideral)ly in appearance.

This is owing to two causes, viz. : first, to a difference

in fineness of powder ; and second, to a difference in

composition.
If an alcoholic tincture of the root of Leptandra

Vhybiicd is evaporated to a thick syrup, and the

latter is poured into cold water, a black, tarry sub-

stance separates. On being washed with water, it

becomes tasteless, and may be dried and jjowdered.

At present, manufacturers probably j^repare " lej^tan-

drin " by another process, and not by precipitation.

Prof. John King made his original preparation from

the root in this manner. But his therapeutical ob-

servations are based on the results obtained from a

dried mixture of the aqueous and alcoholic extract.

" Lei^tandria " was discovered by Merrel, in ^SO.
This substance, however, has been found to be de-

void of medicinal properties. The active principle

has so far not been isolated
;
yet it is well known

that the root, as well as the active kinds of "leptan-

drin," possess laxative properties.

Mr. Lloyd exhibited a large mass of the precipi-

tates above mentioned, the result of working with

1,000 lbs. of the root.

The next paper was read by Frederick B. Power,
of Philadelphia, and entitled :

" Constituents of the

Rhizoma or Asarum Canadense."
The Executive Committee then announced the

names of eiglit candidates for membership. They
were elected at a subsequent session, making in all

105 new members.

Third Day.—Afternoon Session.

The Association was called to order at 3.45 p.m. by
the First Vice-President, G. H. Schaefer, of Fort

Madison, Iowa.
The special order being Dr. Squibb's resolution,

providing for a new plan of forming the Nominating
Committee.
Mr. Jos. Roberts, of Baltimore, offered his amend-

ment, which gave rise to discussion that was partici-

pated in bv J. P. Remington, A. E. Ebert, L. E. Ni-

cot, G. F. H. Markoe, C. Eberle, G. M. Baker, Maine,

and J. F. Moore.
Mr. Nicot, of Brooklyn, moved to postpone the

Friday, Sept. 17th.—Fourth Day.—Morning Ses-

sion.

The Association was called to order at 9.30 a.m.

by the President, and the minutes of the previous

session were read and approved.
A. G. VogeliEr then read a jjaper on a " Formula

for Syrup of Liquorice Root."
This was followed by a paper by Louis Dohsie, of

Baltimore: "Would the Substitution of Citrate of

Sodium for Citrate of Ammonium in the Officinal

Pyro-phosphate of Iron, make the latter less liable

to become insoluble in keeping ?
"
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A paper was nlso road upon the Banio subject by
C C'asi'ahi, .Iu., r>;iltiiii(trt', Md.
A jtiipor on " JOlixirs," iicc'oinpiiui<'il bv Haniplos,

was tlu'ii rouil by II. W. (Iaudnku, of N«'w York, in

which, uftt>r pointing' out the iil)Hohit(' uoccssity of es-

tabbshiiivJ stiiiuhml foniml;i' for tho i)riiu'ipal (dixirs,

lie proposed tliat tlic Assoriiitioii aiipoint a Standing
C'omuutU^e on Elixirs, and tliat the menilmrs bo re-

tpiested to send to that t'oniinittee samples of all

elixirs considered proper ; each bottle to bear a label

givinj^ the working formula, date of preparation, and
name of eontributor ; that the Committee prepare
elixirs from sueh jiublished formuhu as may be
thouglit j)roi)er ; that these various specimens be
kept, and their condition rej)orted upon, orexhilnted
oacii year, for say three years, at the eiul of which
l>eriod such preparations as have stood the test of

time, are the most palatable, etc., be given the sanc-

tion of the Association, credit being given to the
originator.

Tlie author submitted several formuhe.
A. Cr. VocKLEu, of Chicago, then read a i^aper in

answer to Query 10 :

"Fruit 8yrui)s ; an Essav on them, with Special
Reference to their Probable Introduction into the
next Pharmacopoeia."
These may be prepared either by combining the

juice, expressed from the fruit, with sugar, or the
uninjured berries are mixed with the sugar, when
the latter will extract the juice, leaving the berries

shrivelled and tasteless. Among the fniit syrups
discussed by Mr. Vogelei-, Si/rnp of Ji'isjihcm'i'.'^ is the
most im[)ortant. He quotes the following different

methods of preparation

:

1. Contuse the berries, put them into a suitable ves-

sel or vat, add two per cent, of sugar, and allow them
to ferment at a temperature of 70-.S()^ F. from three
to four days, until the i)ectin has separated, and no
more signs of ferment.ition are noticeable. Exj^ress,

let the juice settle for a few days in a cool place,

decant and filter. Preserve the juice by Appert's
process (introducing the juice into stout bottles, not
quite filling them, corking, setting them into a ves-

sel full of cold water, with straw packed between
them, so that the water reaches up to the shoulder,
and slowly heating the water to boiling ; then secur-

ing the cork with wax), or convert it into a syrup by
dissolving nine parts of sugar in five of the juice,

and heating to boiling.

2. A better way is to add at once to the fresldy

bruised fruit five to six per cent, of alcohol ; then
proceed as in No. 1.

3. Crush the berries in a glass vessel with a wooden
pestle, add five to ten per cent, of cane or grape-
sugar, and allow to stand, stirring occasionally,

When fermentation is completed the juice becomes
clear. Filter and bottle.

4. Put 4 lbs. of the berries into a china bowl with
1 qt. of water containing 2i oz. of citric acid in so-

lution. Let remain twenty- four hours. Strain, tak-

ing care not to bruise the fruit. To 1 pint of the clear

liquid add li lbs. of sugar, and stir until it is dissolved.

5. Proceed as in No. 1. AYhen the fermentation is

nearly over, express the juice, and add to each pound
of it f. 3 j. of deodorized alcohol. Set it a.side for

one night, filter and bottle, or convert into svi-up.

6. M:vcerate the l)erries interspersed with layers of
sugar, 1| lbs. to 1 lb. of berries, for twenty-four hours,
in a cool cellar, and di'uin oflf the juice. Preserve
by Appert's process.

7. Add to the foregoing product some alcohol or
a little bisulphite of lime.

8. Pure fniit-juico, x^^. ; dil. acetic acid, f. 5j.;

watiT, f. I vii. ;
gninulaU-d sugar, .'1 lbs. Dissolve

without heat. The acetic acid is considered by the

author as objectionable.

The Xinniiintiini < 'ninmittec then completed their

rei)ort, as follows :

For Jjocfil .S'-rrftitn/ : Wm. F. Ford, of Kansas Citv,

Mo.
For Mnnhn-s of the f^oiniril, to serve three years : J.

P. Remington, of Philadelphia. Pa. ; G. \V. Ken-
nedy, of i'ottsville. Pa., and H. J. Menninger, of

Brooklyn, N. Y. To serve liro years : Thomas Whit-
field, of Chicago ; \Vm. Saundt>rs, of London, Ont,
Canada ; and S. A. D. She]q)ard, of lioston, Mass.
To servei onf year : ^Y. J. M. (Jordon, of Cincinnati,

O. ;.Tohn Ingalls, of Macon, Ga. ; and Joseph Roberts,

of Baltimore.
The Secretary was instructed to cast an affirmative

ballot for Mr. Ford for Local Secretary.

The Assoi-iation then balloted for members of the
Council, and the gentlemen nominated by the com-
mittee were unanimously elected.

The Cinnmittw on Xeir, Mriufirrship was enlarged,

so that it consists of the following members : P. \Y.

Bedford, of New York ; E. C. Jones, of Philadel-

phia ; S. A. 1). Shejipard, of Boston ; R. H. Cowdrey,
of Chicago ; G. A. Schaefer, of Ft. Madison, Iowa ;

Jas. G. Steele, of San Franciso, Cal. ; Thos. J. (ras-

per, of Springfield, (^. ; Wm. Moll, of Saginaw City,

Mich. ; Rudolph H. Hasting, of Denver, Col. ; H.
J. Rose, of Ontario, Canada ; L. M. Connor, of Dal-
las, Texas, and John Ingalls, of Macon, (ia.

A vote of thanks to the Committee on New Mem-
bership for last year was unanimously adopted.
On motion by the Business Committee, a vote of

thanks Avas unanimously tendered to ihe Local Sec-
retary, Mr. Chas. F. Fish, and to the citizens of Sara-

toga, for the efficient and courteous management of

the details connected with the annual meeting.
The names of three candidates for membership

were then read, and the Association took a recess of

five minutes.
At the expiration of that time the Association was

called to'order, and the minutes of the previous ses-

sion were read and approved.
The three candidates for membership were then

balloted for and unanimously elected, making a total

of one hundred and sixty-eight new members elected

at this annual meeting.

A. B. HiESTED, of Albany, moved that the thanks
of the Association are hereby tendered to the pro-
prietors of the Saratoga mineral springs for their

kindness and courtesy during the present annual
meeting of the Association.

C. Eberle, of Philadelphia, moved that a vote of

thanks be tendered the proprietors of the Congress
Hall, which was unanimously carried.

On motion by Wm. Saunders, the thanks of the
Association were extended to the retiring officers for

their efficient sei-vices.

C. H. Dai.rymple, Chainuan of the Committee, re-

ported that the Committee had carefully examined
all the exhibits, and asked permission to prepare
their report in writing for the Committee of Publi-

cation, within thirty days. Leave was gi-anted.

The list of (pieries was then read by the Secretary.

On motion by H. J. Mensixger, the queries to

which no response had been received will be dropped
from the list unless notice be given to the Secretaiy

at once, by the gentlemen who accepted them, that

they wish to continue them for another year.

The minutes of the present session were then read
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and apx)rovecl, and the President then declared the
Association adjourned, to meet in Kansas City on the
fourth Monday of August, 1881.

The whole number registered at the twenty-eighth
annual meeting was one hundred and eighty-seven.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Fifth Annual Meeting.

The Academy assembled at Manning Hall, Brown
University, Providence, R. I., on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 28th. The first session was a business meeting
at 4 P.M. About twenty-five fellows Avere present.

Dr. Fredekick D. Lente, of New York, President
of the Academy, occupied the chair.

ELECTION OF NEW MEMBERS.

First came the election of new members, the fol-

lowing gentlemen being made fellows of the Acad-
emy : Drs. James Chester Morris, Philadelphia

;

H. Webster Jones, Samuel J. Jones, and Chas. Gil-

man Smith,Chicago ; P. S. Conner, Cincinnati ; Cor-
nelius Rea Agnew, New York ; Chas. O'Leary, Provi-
dence, R. I. ; Robert Amory, Brookline, Mass. ; J.

W. C. Ely, Providence, R. I. ; Theophilus S. Hart-
ley, Ridgeway, Penn. ; Lloyd Morton, Pawtucket,
R. I. ; Albert E. Ham, George AV. Porter, and
George D. Hersey, Providence" R. I. ; Theodore T.
Wing, Susquehanna, Penn. ; Francis M. Perkins,
Philadelphia ; Audley Haslett and Josei:)h Mott
Turner, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Lemuel J. Deal, Phila-
delphia ; Nathan Allen, Lowell, Mass. ; William El-
mer, Jr., Trenton, N. J. ; Chas. Carroll Lee, New
Y^'ork ; William Elmer, Princeton, N. J. ; Lewis D.
Harlow, Philadelphia ; Theophilus Parvin, Indian-
opolis, Ind. ; Albert H. Smith, Philadelphia.
The reading of the report of the "Council" was

next in order, by the Secretary, Dr. Richard J.

DuNC.LisoN, of Philadeljihia.

A pi'oposed amendment to the constitution was
brought up and discussed, but will lie over until

next year's meeting for conclusive action. It related
to clauses first and second of Section II., Article III.,

which designate the requirements for admission to

the Academy. As amended, the two clauses will be
united into one, and read as follows :

" The degree
of Bachelor of Arts, or Master of Arts, etc.," clause
fourth of the same section to be correspondingly
amended.

CERTIFICATE OF MEMBERSHIP OF THE ACADEMY.

Drs. p. D. Keyser, R. J. Dunglison, and L. H.
Steiner were appointed a sjjecial committee to jjre-

pare a "certificate of membershii? " for the Academy,
and have the same engraved and printed. A com-
mittee of three was also ajJiioiuted to nominate a list

of officers for the coming year.

REGUIiATING THE' PR.\CTICE OF MEDICINE.

It was moved that the "Council be instructed,
during the next year, to collect all the laws in any
degree bearing on the regulation of the practice of

medicine in all the states of the Union and also in

the Dominion of Canada, and to i^repare a digest of

the same for presentation to the Academy at its next
annual meeting." After brief discussion the resolu-
tion was adopted.

It was next voted to invite President Robinson, of

Brown University, to open the evening session with
prayer. The faculty and students of the University
were also cordially invited to be present, it being

announced from the Chair that it was pre-eminently
one of the objects of the Academy to interest and
instruct younfj men in the su])jects under considera-

tion. The business meeting then adjourned till 10
A.M. the next day.

After prayer by Rev. Dr. Robinson, Dr. Fredeukik
D. Lente delivered the annual address, which was
the special ol)ject of the session. After a few intro-

ductory words, the subject of the evening was an-
nounced to be

the higher EDUCATION OF MEDICAL MEN,

and its influence on the jjrofession and the public.

Dr. Lente admitted that our profession did not oc-

cupy so favorable a position with regard to the pub-
lic as it did in its earlier stages. The same was
true of the legal and other professions. If we wcmld
reform evils we must thoroughly understand their

nature. The standard of medical schools had dete-

riorated. Those of a hundred yeai-s ago required a
far higher preliminary standard than those of to-

day. How was it possible for a student to men-
tally digest all the varied sulijects now gone over in

the short time allotted to them. Forty years ago
students were obliged to work all their time in order
to pass examination for their degree in medicine,
but there wei'e no special branches taught then.

There were far too many medical schools. In
the United States, twenty-one, known as " regular,"

were established between 1867 and 1876. The nat-

ural outgrowth of excess in numl)er of schools was a

great rivalry among them resi^ecting their number of

students, and their chief aim seemed to be, not so

much to make good doctors as a large number of doc-

tors. It becomes a question of diitj/ v. i^iteresf with
these too numerous medical institutions. In some
countries a population of twenty-five hundred, and
in this, one of fifteen hundred, was required to sup-
port a physician decently, and keep him in a condi-

tion to work effectively in his iirofession. Biit in the

United States there was now a physician to every
six hundred inhabitants, whereas, in thirteen other

countries, there was only one in twenty-eight hun-
dred. A whole book might be written on the vicious

results of overcrowding the ranks of our profession.

A gi-eat number of doctors had to struggle for the

bare necessaries of life—work so hard for a living

tliat the higher aims of a physician's life were lost.

The lamentable instances of gross ignorance and
carelessness were too frequent. Despite, however,
certain unfavorable conditions, many American phy-
sicians stand second to none in the world. In the

realms of uterine surgery and ansesthesia, for in-

stance, our position was very high. Our medical
literature was beginning to command the attention

of the world, though the number of published works
was still ridiculously small. It was a significant fact,

that the preliminary ediication of many men, high in

our ranks as practitioners, was insufficient to admit
of their ever becoming authors. The Medical and
Surgical Report of the U. S. Army and Navy, de-

served highest i^raise, as does also the National Med-
ical Library.

How could the number of physicians be limited ?

was an important question. Why not, like manu-
factories, "shut down" when supply was in excess
of demand, and not produce so many? The doors
were too wide open to the study of medicine—much
more so here than in other countries.

The study of medicine had come to be regarded as
a very simple affair ; hence, our ablest young men
went into law or theology. Those who were too lazy
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to work, or too iliill to take iiji witli Inw or the min-
iBtrv, Htudii'.l iu«-(lu'iiH\ In Eu^,'lunil in't two \wr
rent, of uumIu'iiI .stuiU'iits wt-re f^rii«liuit«'s df tin? uni-

vorsitii'S. Hut ii cliiinK*' was ulrnidy takiiiK place.

Prof^ivss in sficMc*', and iiitrrt'st in saiiit;n\v srinifo,

and the pn'ator i-irculati*iii of soicntific pcriotlicalH

among the peopU', n-ndcred a pliysii-ian jioorly reatl

in scii-ntitic Hul)j('cts no longer Hafe among Iuh pa-

trons. How to raise the standard of niedicul educa-
tion was the vital cpiestion. Various atteniits had
been made by appointing one and another hoard of

examiners, censors, vU.\ The National Association

of Medii-al Colleges had sought to enforce* a three

ifffirs course; the American Medical Association had
ma^le one committ^'e after another, but none of these

n^ethods had been sutticient. The .same had been
true of Kiigland. I'reliminary examinations had
been urged, hut what did they amount to? Sir Wm.
(lull's idea was to have the examination conducted
by m ;n not in the profession. In (Jerraany prelim-
inary examinations were not relied on ; they were a
measure of cniimniiif/ and not of real acquisition.

What means, then, are left? Kefer to the constitu-

tion of the Amerii-an Academy of Medicine, Article

II., wherein the objects of the Academy are stated

to be, 1st, "to bring those who are alumni of clas.si-

cal, scientific, and medical schools into closer rela-

tions with each other," and, "id, " to encourage young
men to pursue regular courses of study in classitral

and scientific institutions before entering upon the
study of medicine." Young men should be made to

show evidence of good preliminary training before

they were allowed to commence professional study
;

in other words, must liave received a degree from
some respectable college which required a four years'

course after two years of preparatory study.

This may seem Utopian, and objections might be
raised, some of which might be anticipated. Excep-
tional cases were quoted where a few rare men, like

John Hunter, had risen from no preliminary disci-

pline to the first rank in the profession. But such
men, moi*e than any others, themselves missed and
lamented their loss of early advantages. Many pro-
fessors in medical schools had no A.B. Tnie, but
the degrees of A.B. and A.M. did bear evidence of a
certain number of years of devotion to study and life

in literary suiToundings. It may be claimed that

too much time was wasted in college curriculums.
Dr. Lente maintained that the classics had a value
in medicine above a mere literary and linguistic dis-

cipline. A medium course between the classics and
a too jjurely scientific course would best meet the
demand. It had been said that improvements had
already been made in longer terms and more thorough
preliminary requirements. This did not apply,
surely, to the great majority of schools. Too great
exclusiveness might be charged. He asked, in re-

ply, Who could not go to college these days ? If the
average young man so wills, he can accomplish it.

Indeed, this profession should be more r.ixiunire than
any other, and a degree in medicine should mean
the same the world over, whether under the auspices
of anarchy, monarcliy, or republic. This e.cclusire-

ness would help rid us of superfluous members. The
guanintee of a literary education was what distin-

guishes the American Academy of Medicine, and its

•diploma would be of aid at home and abroad. Mem-
bers of the profession at large might be excluded
from our ranks by one clause in our constitution.

He urged the importance of clinical teaching, and re-

gretted that it could be enjoyed by so comparatively
few. He approved of state boards of examiners for

the degree of M.D., and the college which would not
educate for such an examination should not be sup-
ported. The ]>lan of conjoint boards of examinerH
was now being agitatc<l. ('case granting charters to

any more nu!(lic:il societies without the approval of

the State Society.

He claimed that three years was not enough to

teach ull that pertain«'d to practice, and it was sim-
j)ly iinpossil)l(? for the sttidcnt to gain a thorough
knowledge of the si)ecial branches in the time allotted

to tlutm. The profession had pn^bably sustained no
greater disgi-ace than from the conflicting o])inionH

of pseudo-experts. Any union of medicine and state

was not to be thought of. The hicturi'shijis and lec-

turers in our schools of liighcst .standard were well
worthy our respect and jjrai.se.

The closing session of the Academy occurred Wed-
nesday, Sejitember 29th, at 10 a.m. Dr. Lente pre-

sided.

Dr. E. H. M. Sell, for the Comn»ittee on Nomina-
tions, I'ejjorted the following list of otlicers for the
coming year, all of whom were unanimously elected :

y'7V's;//t'/</—Edward T. Caswell, M.D.. ^)f Provi-
dence, R. I. \'i(<-/'ri'si//e)its — Henry Orlando Mar-
cv, M.D., of Cambridge, Mass. ; Wm. T. Tavlor,
M.D., of Philadelphia ; Howard Pinckney, M.D'., of

New York ; Horace Lathrop, M.D., of Coopertown.
N. Y.

Secreffirif nttd Tn'asurer— Ricliard J. Dunglison,
M.D., of Philadelphia. Assislmil Sea-ei(uy—Ch&r\es
Mclntyre, Jr., M.D., of Easton, Penn.

Dr. Traill Cireen offered the following : Bexolved,

"That tlie thanks of the Academy be jjresented to

the authorities of Brown University for their hospi-
tality, and to the resident members of the Academy
for their efficiency in providing for this .session."

The above resolution was unanimously adopted,
and also another, thanking the President for his able
address, and referring the same for ])ublication.

Then, there being no motion before the meeting, an
informal discussion took place on general subjects
relating to the welfare of the organization, after

which the Academy adjourned sine die.

Corrcsponticnce.

MAT.ARIAL MANIA.
To THE Editob of The Mesicai, Record.

Sib :—In the following remarks I shall endeavor to
insert the point of the wedge, which, hy the repeated
blows of abler and stronger minds, shall tear asun-
der the encircling bonds of fashion which force those
who, by the brilliancy of their intellects, should
know, and do know better, than to ascribe to mala-
ria the honor, if honor it be, of being the source of
all the ills which we mortals inherit. In order that
the reatler may the more readily understand my own
position in regard to this subject, I will state that I
accept beyond a doubt, first, that malaria does exist

;

second, that the malarial poison ju-oduces a specific

disease ; third, that this sjiecific disease may 1 e a
complication of other diseases ; and, further, I have
a growing suspicion, which during the last few
months is fast ripening into a con^^ction, that men-
tal malaria is a jirevalent disease, hitherto over-
looked, yet none the less present among us. During
my observations of some years, the tendency on the
part of the rural doctor has been to conceal obscure
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diseases iincler the malarial cloak, and not until the
indignation of the misnamed visitor has reached so

high a pitch as to thrust his entire physique througli

this unseemly garment so as to be recognized by any
layman, has the medical expert laid aside the mask.

Only a short time ago two of my patients were
taken to the citv for consultation with two of our
leading specialists. Case first, an epileptic, was
carefully questioned and examined, the place of resi-

dence was ascertained, and, with a self-conscious

smile, he , rejieated the word malaria. His anti-

malarial prescription was written ; the medicine was
taken by the patient, with the exjiected result on my
part, viz., failure.

Case second : aphonia from acute laryngitis. Simi-

lar experience with our specialist, similar treatment,

with similar result. Impression made by both sjie-

cialists on minds of all interested :
" examples of

malarial mania." The physician in case first as.sured

me that remaining a few hours in the locality where
I reside caused him to suffer an attack of intermit-

tent fever ; in fact, he believes that jjassing through
the district in an express train has produced such an
attack.

A jjractitioner from a neighboring to-s^Ti, a senior

in years, volunteered the advice, that if I hoped to

become a successful physician, I must add a large

proportion of quiniii? sulphatis to every prescription
;

and, judging from the liberal use he himself makes
of this drug, I am satisfied that he believes what he
preaches.

Again, on a recent visit to the examining physician

of one of our life insurance companies, his first obser-

vation was an examination of the liver and spleen,
" for enlargement," he said, " as I lived in a malarial

district."

Without wishing to multiply instances of this

character, let me say that if we accept the three

principles in reference to malaria which are laid

do\vn at the l)eginniug of this article, is it not jslain

that we must have something peculiar in a given

case which will call to mind the fact that malarial

poison is at work, just as we decide that scarlet fever

is present, by its peculiar symptoms? It is not

necessary to relate what these symptoms are ; we are

are all familiar with them, and yet in the two cases

noted, aside froui the fact that their homes are in a

locality where intermittent fever does occur, there

was nothing to warrant any such conclusions. In
closing, let me remind the city specialists that if they
desire to retain the confidence of the suburban doc-

tor, something other than a continual reference to

malaria as the source of all disease must be resorted

to. H.

SANITARY ADMINISTRATION AND EPI-
DEMIC disease:.

4 To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

rfiR :—Not wishing to weary your readers by unneces-

Barily prolonging the discussion iipon this subject, I

wish only to answer a few of the statements in Prof.

Lyman's paper in the Medical Record of Septem-
ber 4, 1880.

The illustration given by Dr. Lyman of the ravages

of measles during the early history of the Sandwich
Islands seems to me to have nothing whatever to do
with the question of heredity, and to be capable of a

very different explanation from that given by him.

Mv solution of this problem would be, that when
epidemics ai-e carried by the whites to ignorant and
barbarous natives, unlearned in the proper manage-

ment of such diseases, knowing absolutely nothing
of hygiene or the ])roper medical treatment of such
cases, it can scarcely be a cause of wonder that mul-
titudes are slain.

The failure of heredity as a protection in measles
is shown by the fact that severe and fatal e])i(lcmic8

of measles are not unknown even in our own day, as
is witnessed by the epidemic occurring in Kiel du-
ring the year 1800. Dr. Lyman sxirely cannot have
forgotten how severely our United States Aimy suf-

fei-ed from this same disease during 18()2 nnd 1863.

A striking illustration of the failure of heredity to

l)rotect from ei^idemic disease is shown in the case
of cholera.

In a certain part of India, known r.s the cholera
district, cholera is, and has been from time immemo-
rial, always endemic, and mounds are said to be
formed of the bones of the unfortunate ])ilgrimswho
perish every year of the i^ilgrimage. Has the long
continuance of this disease lessened its mortality ?

The history of small-pox in England and the con-
tinent of Euroi^e is also very instnictive on that

point. For hundreds of years this disease had full

sway, and had it not been for the beneficent dis-

covery of vaccination by Dr. Jenner, it would be
slaying its thousands at the present day.

I must in this connection again ask Dr. Lyman to

explain the reason why inoculation was abandoned,
if it be true, as he says, that it is necessary to pre-

serve the virus of epidemics in the commimity ?

Inoculation, if Dr. Lyman's theory be true, would
seem to be just what is needed, and yet, as we all

know, it has been Tiniversally abandoned.
Among the North American Indians, especially

among the wilder tribes, who refuse to be vaccinated,

and treat their small-pox patients by the incantations

of the medicine man, small-pox is still a dreadful

scourge, and heredity has not diminished an iota of

its fatality.

I wish to remind the doctor of the failure of here-

dity to diminish the mortality from scarlatina in

England and the rest of Great Britain, for, as is well

known, the mortality from scarlatina is just as great

as it was a century ago.

In all zymotic diseases the subtle poisons or

germs of each one produces its specific disease, just as

infallibly as the planted acorn produces the oak, and
never any other kind of tree. I am unable to find a

scintilla of evidence to show that any of the ordinal y
zymotic diseases have been in any respect modified
by heredity, but present the same phenomena that

they did in the earliest periods, when we have any
authentic information concerning them.
Not only is heredity no protection from epidemics,

but in some cases the mortality from them is actual-

ly increasing instead of diminishing in our day.

Dr. Farr, of England (in the Seventeenth Annual
Report of the Registrai'-General of England), has
shown that the mortality from diarrhtua, summer
cholera and diseases of a choleraic chai-acter, has
been unusually great during the present century;

that the mortality from them STidd'enly rose in 1827,

and progressively increased till 1831, and that it still

increased till 1838, and has kept on increasing until

the present day.

In the bulletin of the National Board of Health
(U. S.) for September 4, 1880, page 513, will be
found a table showing the mortality for the country
of Spain, for the month of June, 1880. This report

shows that during the above period, four hundred
and seventy nine (479) persons died of typhus fever.

On the same page will also be found an abstract of
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the mortalitv of part of the United StateR, embraoing
Ktuti.stit-s of ov»'r ei^jht inilliim iHTsons (M,1HH,414),

with not ft single c'iiHt> of tvj>huH frvrr reported, and
the following reniiirk is made ut tlie liottoni of the

aanic pttge :
" In fonii)ftrinn this and otlier reports

with those of the United States, tlio most conspicu-
ous point of difl'ereuee is the eoniparutive absentee of

typhus fever in this eountry, where it is so rare as to

give no appreciable death-mte for the whole popula-
tion.

Now, what is tlie cause of this exemjjtion from
tvjdius in the United Stiites— is it heredity? Can we
suppose th:it there is anytliing peiidiar in the or-

ganization of the i)eople of Spain, that renders them
liable to typhus fever whilst we are exenij)t ? Sure-
ly not. Heredity and natural seleetion have just

about as much to do with the spreadin^^ of zymotic
disea-ses as the " baying of dogs upon the full

moon." The simple exj)lanation of this is of course
the existence of V)ad hygiene, and when the .same

condition of things prevailed in England and this

country, we ha<l typhus fevt>r as well as they.

Did heredity save Memphis from being desolated

by yellow fever, and why has it escaped this year?
Certain sauitarians, not believing in the heredity or
natural selection of tilth, have partially drained and
cleansed \inhai)py Memphis, and see the result

!

Dr. Lyman says in his article (p. 277):

"It is the long-continued weeding out of our com-
munities by disease that has contributed to bring
the human race to its present condition."

" A stern and unremitting process of natural se-

lection, i^ermitting only the sm-\ival of the fittest, is

one of the principal sources of national vigor."
" Just as soon as this process is interfered with, by

the misguided efforts of ignorant man, deterioration

begins."
" In this connection it is suspiciously significant,

that, during the past forty years of sanitary enthusi-

asm in England, the average duration of life in that

country has not increased."

Truly " this is the most unkindest cut of all," and,

if it means anything, gives the fair inference from the

language used, that the misguided eflforts of ignorant
men (i.e., sanitarians), in filling cesspools, improv-
ing drainage, and supplying pure air and water, are
actually increasing instead of diminishing the mor-
tality in England This seems, on the face of it, an
astounding statement, and is worthy of inquiry as to

its correctness. It is perfectly true that the mortality
has scarcely diminished in England during the i)ast

forty years, but the Doctor should give the reasons
for this condition of things, and not place all the
burden of it upon the heads ot unhappy sanitarians.

The first reason or cause to be mentioned for this

condition of affairs, is the immense emigration that
has taken place from the British Islands during the
past forty years. These emigrants are, as a class, in

the prime of Life and vigor, and their withdrawal
from the population necessarily leaves behind them
an abnormal proportion of the feeble, the very young
and very old, thus increasing the average ratio of
mortality.

The second cause and a most potent one, is the
vast and alarming increase in the consumption of in-

toxicating drinks in Great Britain of late years, with
the terrible increase of crime, pauperism, and dis-

ease which necessarily results therefrom.
Other reasons I might give, connected with the

moral and social condition of society in Great Bri-
tain, but I have only 8]iace to give one (which is be-
lieved by good authorities to act more powerfully

than any other), and that is the neglect of and wilful

disobedience to the laws of healtli and hygiene, by
the peojilo of England. But, in order to show how
mistaken Dr. Lyman is, 1 will only refer him to the

sanitary con<lition of the city of London, England.
In that city, as all know, the greatest elVorts have
been j)ut forth to imjjroveits sanitary contlition, and
London is to-day the healthiest large city iu the
world.

Its average annual mortality this year is twenty-

three i)er thousand. I'aris, France, has twenty-

eight per thousand. Berlin has forty-four per thou-
sand. New York, U.S., has twenty-five per thousand,
Washington. D. C, has about thirty per thousand
of anniuil mortality.

The Turk, when asked to improve sanitary mat-
ters in order that the people may not be swept away
by pestilence, shrugs his shoulders and says :

" It is

fate ; it is the wiU of Allah." People believing as

Prof. Lyman does, calmly say :
" Keeji still, the fittest

will 8ui-\ive." The reasons given in the two cases are

very diflerent, but the final result (inaction; is the

same.
Rohert Rei'bubn, M.D.

2129 F Stbeet, Washington. I). <;.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States A iiny,

frmn September 2G, 1880, to Octobei- 2, 1880.

Irwin, B. J. D., Major and Surgeon. Relieved

from duty in Department of Dakota, and to report in

person to the Lieut. -General Commanding Military

Division of the Missouri for duty as Attending Sur-

geon at Headquarters of that Division, relieWng Sur-

geon Sjjencer. S. O. 205, A. G. O., September 24,

1880.

Spencer, W. C, Major and Surgeon. When re-

lieved by Surgeon Irwin to report in person to the

C6mmanding General, Department of Dakota, for

assignment to duty. S. O. 205, C. S., A. G. O.

GoDDAKD, C. E., Major and Surgeon. To report in

person at the expiration of his present leave of ab-

sence to the Superintendent Mounted Recruiting
Service for duty as Post Surgeon at the cavalry de-

pot, Jeflferson Barracks, Mo. S. O. 205, C. S., A.

G. O.

Brown, J. M., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To ac-

company Battalion, IGth Infantry, from cantonment
on the Uncompahgre, Col., to Fort Garland, Col., and
there remain on duty. S. O. 211, Department of the
Missouri, September 22, 1880.

Brewer, J. AV., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To
report in person to the Commanding General, Depart-
ment of the South, for assignment to dutv. S. O.
205, C. S., A. G. O.

Tremaine, W. S., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Re-
lieved from duty in Department of the Missouri, and
to report by letter, at the expiration of his present
sick leave of alisence, to the Surgeon-General. S. O.
205, C. S., A. G. O.

Weisel, D., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To report
in person at the expiration of his present leave of

absence to the Commanding General, Department of

the East, for assignment to dutv. S. O. 205, C. S.,

A. G. O.

Harvey, P. F., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty at Fort Snelling, Minn. S. O. 113, Depart-
ment of Dakota, September 22, 1880.
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BiAUT, v., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. Re-
lieved from duty in the Department of the Missouri,
and to report in person, at the expiration of his pres-
ent sick leave of absence, to the Commanding Gen-
eral, Department of Dakota, for assignment to duty.
S. O. 205, C. S., A. (t. O. The operation of the above
order suspended until May 1, 1881. S. O. 209, A.
G. O., September 31), 1880.

Benham, R. B., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
Assigned to temporary duty with escort to working
l)arties on extension of Northern Pacific Railroad, at

Camp Houston, D. T. S. O. 113, C. S., Department
of Dakota. "

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases
reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending October 2, 1880.
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Hart's Falls niiisanros. The investigating committee
reportod tlmt tho nnliciilthiin'SH oxi.stin^ in Unfralo,

cansotl by tljo ouiptyinj,' of sowiij^c into tlio canal,

would i)robal>ly l»o ronu'dicd by tlir lo<al authorities

by tlu' constniction of a new Howr-r i)assin}^' un<l»'r tlio

oanal and tunptyiuf,' into tlio lake. Tiny also ro-

port«'d that tlic niahirial tn)ul)l(>s at HartH Falls can
be eradicated by tlio removal of the nearly staKiiant

pool, coveriuf^ about thre(> and a half acres, which is

the cause of the evil. This can be a<'coini)lished by
cutting off tlje entire area from the Hoosac River,

dniining the jxx)! and fillinj,' in the basin.

Iveports for ))ublic circulation were ordered to be
prepared on the followin^j subjects : Pollution of

wells and general house sewage ; drainage of towns
and villages ; ofVensive traders; dangers of kerosene
and the i)revention of accidents from its use ; diph-
theria ; proi)er construction and ventilation of school

buildings ; small-pox and ventilation ; disinfection.

The " Eriz<ioTY " has apjieared among the horses

of this city and is nffecting them very extensively.

The di.sease, which is a kind of influenza, has been
quite severe in some cases, but there have l)een no
deaths up to the ]>resent week, and, as a rule, the at-

tacks are mild. The temj)erature in severe attacks

runs up to 107" or 1()S\ Some veterinarians are in-

clined to think that the di.sease is not the epizooty
after all ; but this view does not seem i)robable.

During the ])resent week the disease spread to

Philadelphia and affected a large nuudier of horses.

It also .seems to be extending up the Hudson, there

being many cases along the river and at Poughkcei)-
sie.

The Charters of the PHix.ADELPniA Boor-s Medi-
cal Colleges Annulled.—On September )50th the

charters of the Eclectic Medical College and of the

American University of Medicine were annulled by
the courts. This was done with the consent of Dean
Buchanan, who has given up the tight. By Buchan-
an's own confession, over 40.000 bogus diplomas had
been issued from the two iustitutioxis.

An Epidemic op Diphtheria is prevailing in Ben-
nington, Vt. It liegan with a few isolated cases dur-

ing the summer months. Toward the last of Sep-
tember it increased rapidly. Twenty cases were
reported in four days. The i:)ublic schools have
been closed.

Removal of Epiglottis —Dr. Clinton Wagner, of

this city, successfully removed the ej^iglottis, at the

Metropolitan Throat Hospital, on Tuesday last. A
full report of the case will appear later.

Death of a Fasteii.—The London Telegraph re-

lates the following : On September 13th an inquest

was held by Dr. Di2)lock and a coroner's jury upon
the body of one George Alvensbury, a suburban book-
seller, who died on the 10th, from the etl'ects of self-

imposed starvation. !Mr. Alvensbury api)ears, phys-
ically considered, to have been a strangely credulous
soul, combining a i>rofound belief in the Tannerian
doctrines with a tirm faith in the capability of dis-

embodied spirits to administer supernatural nourish-

ment to any fasting man who had faith enough to be
assured of their especial protection and favor. Reg-
ulating his diet upon these convictions, he rejected

all food for an unknown number of days, and, when
urged V)y his landlady and friends to swallow some-
thing more solid thtn spring-water, indignantly re-

plied :
" Mind your own business ; the spirits will

keep me alive." The spirits, however, conspicuously

failed to justify his confidence in their nutritive abil-

ities, for he died of sheer hunger and in a frightnl

state of enuK'iation last Friday. His demise is ren

denul nuMiioralile by having elicited the following;

I)eculiar verdict from the jury wiiich sat ujion his

wastcnl remaiiiH, viz. : "That deceased died from
inanition from want of food, and that it {sic) was
caused by misadventure."

The HoKi'iTAL Satmidav and Hospital StTfDAT
Akkociation of New York city mot and organized at

St. liUke's IloKjiital recently, by the ado])tion of a
constitution and i>y-laws, and the election of the fol-

lowing board of olliccrs : I'rfniili'nt—(Jeoi-ge McCul-
loch Miller; I '/*•(?- y'jr.N/Vto//--Hyman Blum; Sucre-

tdiy—The Rev. Oeorge S. Baker ; Treasiirii-—Vhnr\ea

Lanier; Kierulirn Coin in iffa- -George Jones, the Rev.
(Jeorge 8. Baker, TV'illy Wallach, Dr. Richard H.
Derby; Dis/rifmtiiir/ ('oDiniit/ct'—Frederick Sturges,

the Rev. Thomas Arjwitage, Henry E. Pelh^w, .fudge

Oliver H. Palmer. The total amount collected last

year was ;S;2(5,000.

Progrf-ss of Medical Regi.stration in thih C'ity.

— Uj) to October (Jth 2,2")() physicians had registered

at the County Clerk's office in this city. Of this

number 24 had registered since October 1st. Re-
ports from various ]>arts of the state show that regis-

tration has, as a rule, been quite thoroughly done.

Color-Blindne.ss in the British Medical A.sso-

ciATioN.—In the recent Candjridge meeting of this

Association, Mr. Herbert \V. Page examined 700
memliers for color-blindness. Of these 700, there

were 12 who were completely color-blind (6 Ijeing

red-blin<l and i] green-blind), and 2 who were incom-
pletely color-blind. In four others the chromatic
sense was feeble. All who were thus color-blind

knew of their defect, but several who thought they
had this visual defect were found to he all right. The
examinations of Mr. Page give a much lower per
cent, (only 1.71) than has been found by Dr. Jeftries

and others. After speaking of the great importance
of this examination in calling the attention of medi-
cal men to the matter, Mr. Page adds : It should
be especially observed that this examination has
dealt only with congenital color-l)lindne.s.s, and has
taken no account of the color-blindness which is

a symptom of various jmthological states, notably
of the amblyopia due to chronic tobacco-poison-

ing, which may affect those whose color-perception

has been j^eri'ectly acute. The existence of such
a condition, and it is by no means uncommon, shows
how gi'eat is the Jiecessity that the examination of

railway men and sailors should be made, not only
before they enter tlieir respective services, but should
be also jjeriodical, and conducted by competent ob-
servers, among all who are so emjiloyed.

Books Received.

Atlas of riuman Anatomy. By Drs. OeRterrelcher and Erdl. With
Exploniitory Text by J. A. Jean^on, M.D. Parts V.— XIV. Cin-
cinnati : A. E. Wilde ii Co.

Treatise on the Practice of Medicine, for Stndents and Practitioners.

By Robert* Bartholow, M.A., M.D., LL.D. New York: D. Apple-
ton & Co. IStO.

A New Case Record, General and Gyn»cologica1, for Chronic and
Acute Diseases. By Joel A. Niiner. Ann Arbor, Mich.

Wood's Libmry—Diseases of the Pliari,'n.t. T>arynx, and Trachea. By
Morel Mackenzie, M.D. Lond., etc. New York : W. Wood & Co.

Wood's Library—A Treatise on Common Form?, of Functional Nervous
Diseases. By L. Puty.el, M.D. New York : W. Wood & Co.

Nasal Catarrh. By Beverley Robinson, M.D. W. Wood k Co.
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THE PRACTICAL BEARINGS OF THE
CRx\NIAL BONES

In theer Relations to Surgery and Medicine.

By AMBROSE L. KANNEY, M.D.,

ADJCSCT PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY IS TUB MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF
TllK UNIVERSITY OF TllK CITY OF NEW YORK.

It is a fact to be rogretted that tlie study of the

bony framework should l)e so often made one of dry
detail to the student, especially as it is usually the

first sul)ject which, as an aspirant for future medical
honors, he is oltliged to encounter, and which too

often tends to cast a shadow over the bright \asions

which his fancies had painted, as its i3er]jlexities in-

crease.

Sir Charles Bell was in the habit of frequently em-
ploying the living subject as one of the most effi-

cient means of teaching anatomy, and the points

which he thus impressed upon his pupils were fur-

thermore made matters not only of information but
of practical interest, by the constant ajiplication of

the regions discussed to the needs of the physician

in his daily associations with the sick.

There are many well-known facts in anatomy which
can be taught without the aid of dissection ; and
many of those well versed in theoretical anatomy, '

and who could, if necessary, pass a satisfactory ex- '

amination upon the siibject, would utterly fail if

compelled to point out upon the cadaver many of the

structures concerning wluch they think themselves
familiar. Holden recognized the necessity dt this

method of demonstration of anatomy upon the liv-

ing subject, and the need of guidance, which the

general profession accepted, when he published his
" Surgical and Anatomical Landmarks ;

" and the svic-

cess of the efibrt has justified its republication in

one of our popular text-books.

In this article it is my intention to direct attention
to such points upon the cranial bones as seem to me
capable of being applied to the general practice of

medicine and surgery, and I shall endeavor to so
apj)ly them as to once more recall scattered points
which may have been known and forgotten, and, if

possible, suggest means by which this information
may be fixed in the memory. It is not to be ex-

pected that many original ideas will be presented, as

the researches of the greater anatomists have left

little to be added, which can help to make this line

of study attractive, to which a claim of originality

can justly be laid ; but much that is old will bear
repeating with profit, and many facts which are now
scattered throughout text-booLs will be rendered
move useful if compiled in the same article.

The entire skull is sometimes deficient at the

time of birth, and the term "acrania" was applied
by Boclard to this condition, while the term "anen-
cephalia" was applied by him to those forms of ar-

rested development of the skull where the base only

is pi'esent.

We find that the orifice of the ear corresponds, in

the normal skull, neai-ly to the level of the floor of

the cerebrum ; so that the height of the skull above
this point indicates, in general, the relative amount
of brain possessed by an individual. If a string l)e

made to pass from one external auditory meatus to

the other over any i^art of the calvaria, the relative

development of that portion of the brain to other

portions can be approximately deteiiuincd.

The bom/ skuU-vap is not often symmetrically
developed upon its two lateral halves. The fre-

quency of this lack of symmetry may be a])preciated

by examining the impressions of heads taken by any
of otir prominent hatters. No two skulls have iden-

tical measurements or contotir, since, although faces

are never alike, mechanical causes may furthermore
alter the shape of the lie^ul. (This is evidenced to a

marked degi'ce in certain Indian tribes, where the
heads of the young are mechanically conq^ressed.)

In the head we have the bony framework of the

cranium and face covered by its soft tissues. We
have its numeroTis cavities, ridges, depressions, pro-

minences, and foramina. In its soft tissues ramify

many of the more important nerves and vessels of

the body, while within its cavities are contained the

organs which aff"ord the special senses of sight,

smell, hearing, and taste, and also the brain with its

ganglia, its protective coverings, its vessels, and the

nerves by which it jierforms its various functions.

We find these various component j^arts so nicely

adjusted, as to weight, that the head is almost per-

fectly balanced upon the spinal column, and so ar-

ticulated to the trank as to facilitate the motions of

flexion, extension, and rotation without injury to any
of its structures.

It is my piirpose, in this paper, to treat of those

practical points which are aflbrded l)y the osteology

of the head alone, and to show in how many ways
the study of this portion of human anatomy may con-

stantly suggest to the jahysician new thoughts of

value.

THICKNESS OF THE SKITLL.

The skull-cap is not of eqttal tliickneas in all its

parts ; neither is it of the same thickness in all indi-

viduals. It is thicker at the occipital jjrotuberance

than elsewhere, and thinnest over the temple. Hol-
den's rule for trephining should never be forgotten :

" Think you are operating ui^on the thinnest skull

ever seen, and thinner in one half of the circle than
the other."

Trephining the cranium should be regarded as an
operation always fraught with danger,* and only to

be performed from absolute necessity. The following

general rulesf should guide in deciding the question :

1st. In diiiused injuries to the cranium and its con-

tents all operative interference is unjustifiable ; 2d,

in simjile fractures, with or without depression,

operative interference is only called for when marked
and persistent symptoms of local comi:>re8sion of the

brain exist ; 3d, in compound comminuted fractures,

with or without brain symptoms, the depressed bones
should be elevated and the fragments removed, with
the object of taking away known sources of initation

to the membranes, a common cause of encei)halitis

;

4:th, in all cases of local injiiry to the cranium, of

fracture, or other injury, followed by clear clinical

evidence of local inflammation of the bone and jier-

sistent symptoms of brain irritation or subosteal

suppuration, the oi)eration should be undertaken.

Old people often suffer absoii^tion of the diploe,

and thus are especially liable to i)resent very thin

skulls.

The exterior of the skull-cap does not corre^ond
absolutely to the emine^ices and depressions of the sur-

face of the brain, but it bears, in some cases, a resem-
blance to its general outline. Phrenology cannot,

therefore, be more than an approximate .science.

F. LeG. Clarke. t T. Bryant.
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Tlio thickness of the Hkull-oap seems to bo modi-
fied soinowlait l>y the expiisure of tlie hi-inl to the

effect of the sun, a» it is iismilly very thick iu the

ERVptiiiii, ami in other nu-es where tlie liead is

generally uncovered ; whih* it is liahU^ to l»e very tliin

and soft in the I'ersian race, and in «.)ther races where
the head Ls covered with a tiirhan from infancy.

TAnLETS OF TIIE SKl'LL.

Tlie nu'ilille fuNt't of the skuU-cai) (diploc) is alnin-

(lantly supplied with veins. It is not infrcipient that

a s\ipi)unitive phlebitis of these veins is created by
wonntls re<-eivetl upon the liead, even when the scalp

is not iacerat<'d. or synii)tonis of dtqircssion of the
skull exist. Sucli nn occurrence usually results in

disintegration of theblooil-clots formed within the in-

flamed veins, whit-h are carried downward to the

heart, and are then thrown into the arteiies, only to

act as emboli and induce infarction and metastatic

abscesst>s in the various viscera. ThLs probably ex-

plains why pyiemia occurs in closed wounds, where
no opportunity seems to be atforded for the absorp-
tion of any poisonous miasm generated fi'om decom-
posing pus.

The tithli'ts of tfie sk-iiU differ in their relative densi-

ties—the inner table being extremely brittle, the

middle being spongy and vascular, wliile the outer
table is more yielding and tenacious than the inner.

Cluthrie * stat^js that .sabre-cuts of the head, making
only an incision of the outer table, may splinter and
ilepress the inner table over a large extent of surface.

The large numl)er of cases iu which the inner tab-
j

let has been fractured when the outer table has been
|

uninjured, seems to jjrove that the biittleness of the
inner table, as well as the fact that it is the last to

feel the blow inflicted, tends to render it especially

liable to fracture. It is, therefore, important that all

forms of injury of the head be examined for evidences
of local pressure upon, or injury to the adjacent brain-

substance, even if no superficial injur.' to the bone
can be detected.

The aperture of exit of a bullet is always larger

than that of its entry.t and, in gunshot wovmds of

t'le skull, the most damage to surroimding j^arts may
thus be produced at that point.

It is also a well-known fact that some forms of in-

jury to the bony vault of the head are followed by an
enormous increase over the average thickness of the

skull-cai) at the seat of injury, and thus a valuable

point in diagnosis is often afforded, where, from de-

fective memory on the part of the patient, or other
causes, the seat of former injury cannot be absolutely

defined.

GITDES TO INTERCEKEBKAL POINTS OF ES'TEBEST.

Aline drawn from the e.vte)'nal angular jjroceas of the
frontal bone to the e.rlenial autiitoty meattis corre-

.spond-s closely to the level of the floor of the anterior

and middle lobes of the brain ; while one drawn
from the e.itern^tl auditori/ meatus to the occipital pro-
tuberance coiTesponds to the level of the base of the

posterior lobe of the cerebrum, and to the upper sur-

face of the cerebellum.
The level of they/ow of the hrnin, in front, corre-

sponds to a line drawn transversely across the fore-

head, about one-quarter of an inch above the supra-
orbital arch.

The lowest level of the cerebellum cannot be defined
upon the living subject by any given rule. It de-
pends entirely upon the extent to which the occipi-

* Guthrie : Commentaries, Lect. XVIII.
t Kricheen : Science and Art o£ Surgery.

j
tal fosHa bul^jcs into the neck. It is this variation

which produces tin- pcciiliaritics of outline of the

back and lower j>ortion of the skull in different indi-

viduals.

Tluf I(ni;/itu(li>ial sinuKi's of the brain may be in-

jm-ed by any wound in tlie median line of the cranium,
above the level of the <)ccii)ital i)rotnberance, since

these venous channels are formed by the separation

of the two layers of the falx cerebri.

It was an old practice among the earlier physi-

cians to Icrr/i tlif jitme to relieve congestion of the

brain, and it is recognized that epistaxis is often a

great relief in cases of conj^estive headache. This
circumstance is exjjlained by the anatomical fact that

the veins of the frontal siuus communicate, through
the foramen ciccum, with the superior longitudinal

sinus of the brain.*

In the tiger, cats, and other of the feline race, the

partition between the lateral halves of the cerebrum,
corresponding to the fair cerebri of man, is not fi-

brous in character, but is compo.sed entirely of bone.
The latertil sinuses correspond, for a part of their

course, to a line drawn from the mastoid process to the
occipital jirotuberance, but that portion of the lateral

sinus M hich is indicated by a groove in the postero-

inferior angle of the parietal bone, may be defined
by measuring one inch from the anterior border of

the mastoid process, on a hue with the zygoma.
The tentorium cerebelli, in man, supports the

posterior lol)e of the brain and protects it from the

injuries which must, of necessity, often occur from
concus.sion, if it rested ujjon bone. In the camivora
and other mammalia, the tentorium cerebelli is ossi-

fied.

SUTTRES OF THE CBANIXIM.

Tl^ coronal suture ffrontal-parietal) .separates the
frontal bone from the parietal bone of either side.

In the coronal suture, tlie middle portion is formed
by the frontal bone overlapping the parietal, while,

at the sides, the parietal bone overlaps the frontal

;

a provision which manifestly is intended to prevent
displacement of the bones.
The lambdoidal sutu)-e (parieto-occipital) also ex-

tends, like the coronal, transversely across the head,
separating the posterior borders of each parietal bone
from the occipital bone.
Thefrontal suture se^jarates the two lateral halves

of the fo-ontal bone until ossification is perfected be-

tween them. It is therefore situated in the median
line of the forehead.

In one out of every eleven cases of adult skulls

found in the catacombs at Paris, the frontal suture
remained unobliterated.

The mnsto-parietal suture separates the posterior

inferior angle of the parietal bone from the mastoid
portion of the temporal bone.
The squrnnous suture separates the parietal bone

and the great wing of the sphenoid bone from the
squamous portion of the temijoral bone. It consists,

therefore, of two jjortions, viz. : the " squamo-parie-
tal " and the " squamo-sphenoidal " sutures.

In the mastoid suture, small isolated bones called

"Woi-mian bones" are chiefly found.f
The sutures of the cranium are of great practical

interest for the following reasons :

1. Because they may be mistaken for a fracture,

as was done by Hippocrates himself.:^

2. Because, in any form of injury of the skull, it is

* Qtiain.

t Leach. Thia fact U also described by Eustachius and Paracelftnii.

+ Celbus.
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not advisable to trephine over the norrrijil situation of

a suture.

3. Because they enable us to definitely locate the
position of any 2Jortion of the head of the child dur-
ing labor.

Tlie sagittal suture runs from the frontal to the
superior angle of the occipital bone, and lies in the
mesial line of the skull. At either end of it lie the
two largest fontanelles, viz., the anterior and the
jjosterior. The edges of the parietal bones which
form this suture are very much seri'ated, except op-
posite the parietal foramina, where these serrations
are much less prominent.*

THE NASAIi FOSSA.

The e.rternal aperture of the nose lies on a plane be-
low the bony floor of the nasal fossa.f The nose has,

therefore, to be pulled upwai'd, to allow of a free in-

spection of the inferior meatus for polypi or foreign
bodies.

Since the perpendicular axis of the inferior mea-
tus is much greater than the transverse, forceps in-

troduced into the nose, for the purjjose of removing
either a growth or foreign body, should be opened
in the longest axis of the nasal fossa.

J

The turhinated bones serve to afford a lai'ge expanse
of surface for the distribution of the nerves of smell
(olfactory). They are, therefore, studded with
grooves and canals, through which the nerves come
down from the cribriform plate of the ethmoid to

sju'ead themselves out upon the mucous membrane
of the nose.

In man, they only form a single curve ; but in

animals, where the sense of smell is greatly devel-
ojjed, they often make rolls within rolls, like a sheet
of parchment which has been rolled together. In
the seal, they are arranged as individual and jjar-

allel plates, and are of great number, so that 120
square inches of surface has been computed to exist

in each nostril.

An arrest in the progressive ossification of the
perpendicular jjlate of the ethmoid bone occasions
the deformity known as the " pug nose.'\
The roof of the nose is extremely thin, being

formed only of the cribriform plate of the ethmoid
bone, so that perfoi'atiou of the brain is extremely
easy to be performed at this point. The old Egyp-
tians were in the habit of first removing the brain
through the nose with an iron hook before commen-
cing the process of embalming,^ and subsequently
the c&yitj of the cranium was filled with drugs
through the same channel.

||

An anatomical peculiarity of the skull of the negro
race is often exhibited in the nasal fossa, as a, fourth
meatus, which lies above the su2>erior turbinated
bone.
The horn/ edge of the anterior nares is a guide to

the lower orifice of the nasal duct, which appears as

a minute slit, about one quarter of an inch behind
the bony edge of the nose, on a level with the infe-

rior turbinated bone. The nasal duct is usually
probed, in case the escape of the tears is obstructed
from above downward, however, as its lower o^jen-

ing is difficult to i-each, especially as it is situated

upon the outer wall of the inferior meatus of the
nose.^

* Broca : Osteologie du crane, 1S~5.

[ tHoMen.
t H. H. Smith.
§ Herodotus: Euterpe, chap. 86. ST, 88.
(i H'llden states th;it in the collection of Efryptian pkulls brouRht

from Thebes by Pi-of. Flower, of London, every one showed the cribri-

form plate of the ethmoid bone destroyed,
1 Hornei', La forest.

The vomer is not always felt to be in the median
line, as it is often deflected toward either the right
or left side. Oases are recorded where such an ab-
normality, when associated with a tumefaction of
its mucous covering, has been mistaken for a poly-
pus of the posterior nares, and attemi)tH at its re-

moval have been made.*
Tlie edge of the vomer may be felt in examining the

posterior nares with the finger. To accomplish this,

the head must be thrown as far back as possil:)le, iu
order to bring the upper and posterior part of the
pharynx below the level of the soft jjahite, and
the finger should be pushed upward behind the
2)alate, and hooked forward till it entei-s the poste-
rior nares. This step has a jjractic^al value in esti-

mating the size of a plug, (usually one inch long and
six lines wide),! to arrest nose-bleed, and in the
diagnosis of polyjii of the posterior jjortion of the
nasal fossa.

I

OCCIPITAL BOKE.

The basilar process of the occipital hone is within
reach of the finger when introduced behind the soft

palate until it touches the base of the skull (the i^o-

sition of the jaatient being the same as when the jjos-

terior nares are to be explored). It is often the seat
of attachment of polypi J within the jiharynx, and a
positive diagnosis can thus be made by the sense of

touch, if sight j|or the laryngoscopic mirror detects
the existence, of such a tumor, and its point of at-

tachment is a matter of doubt.
The upper surface of this jn-ocess. although situ-

ated within the cranial cavity, alTords sujajjort to the
medulla oblongata. This imi^ortant ganglion does
not, however, rest ujDon the bone itself, since a thin
layer of fluid is interposed, like a water-bed, to pre-
vent injury to it in case of concussion being trans-

mitted to the head through the sj^iual column. ^

The strength of the ligaments whicn bind the head
to the vertebral column do not alone jirevent disloci -

tion of the head, since the deep cups of the atlas hold
the condyles of the occipital hone firmly in place.

||

The centre of the condyles upon w^hich the head
moves may be defined by a line which shall connect
the hips of the two mastoid jjrocesses.

The occipitalprotuberance, being the thickest por-
tion of the skull, is seldom fractured by violence re-

ceived upon that point ; but the same force, being
transmitted, may create fractures either of the base
or anterior portions of the skull.

The condyles of the occipital bone are much longer
than the articulating cui3s of the Atlas, and thi:s per-
mit the forward and backward motion of the head

;

while the deej) fossf behind the condyles allow an ex-

tra amount of motion in the backward direction, so
that vision can be directed ijerisendicularly as well
as iu a horizontal direction.

The abnormalities in length of the styloid jrrocesses

of the skull, which are occasionally found, are de-

pendent upon an ossification of the stylo-hyoid liga-

ment.
FRONTAL BONE.

The m-hital plates of the frontal bone are often ab-
sorbed in the aged, and large holes in them may be
frequently discovered. Their extreme thinness ren-

ders any form of punctured wound of the orbit Liable

to be complicated with injury to the frontal lobe o

I
Jargavay : Anat. chir.

^ + Velpeau.

X John Watson ; Am. Med. Jour., 1842. ]jj

§ Hilton :
" ttest and Tuin."

I Quain.
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tho l>min.* Tho arch of tlio nrbitjil ])liit<i in not nni-

foiiu ; iviid, if j^n'iit, tho frontal lolx'sof tlic Imiiii iirc

Itroportioiinlily huiuU. Id the nionkuv trihu tluH is

Very rt|)|)iin'iit.

Ill tlio frontal bono, aftor pnbortv has \tecn roaclied,

the tnMt's of tho Hkijll-cni) hof^in to Hopamto ; thus

louvitiK (I cavity callod tho /n>}ilii/ ximis, wIioho witua-

tion is nsnally in(li<"ato»l by a proininonct* of the fon^-

lioad. It is a point of snrj^ical valno. that tho frontal

sinns may not be always projjortionate t« this emi-
nenoe ; and. in rare oases, the oniinenoe may be en-

tirely absent, in case the sinus be formed by a reoes-

sion alone of the inner tablet of tho sktill. Wounds
of the forohi'ad over this sinus may l)reak the skull

•witlunit injury to tho brain. Small insects have been
known to enter tliis cavity throurrh the nose. The
sense of i)ain in the frontal rej^ion, wliieh accompa-
nies nasal catarrh, has been exi)lained by .some au-

thors as an extension of tho inflammation to the
|

mucous membrane which lines this cavity.

Blumonbach mentions the case of a lady (Pouleta.s-

eribes this case to Man^chal of Met/.) in whose frontal

s-inns a centipede manajxed to jiass, after entorinj? the
nostril. It •.,'avo her intense j)ain, and was expelled
alive one year afterwards durinpr an attack of sneo/.ing.t

The lars'a^ of insects, especially those of the horse-

flv, not infrequently are found in the frontal cells of

animals.J
Sir Charles Boll ? reports a case, whore a patient,

who had 8le[)t in barns, had a com insect enter the
frontal sinus, and which was discharged eventually

a.s a worm.
Fi'actures of the skull over the frontal sinus may

cause fragments of bone to be discharged by the

nose, and a loss of smell is often produced by such
accidents. Emphysema of the tissues

||
al)out the

forehead may l)e i^rodueed during attacks of sneez-

ing or coughing, if the outer wall of the frontal

Binus be injured, and air be thus allowed to escape.

In some trilies (especially the Aiistralians). where
the frontal sinuses are imperfectly developed, a want
of resonance to the voice is produced. *|

Musket-balls have been found within the frontal

sinnses.**

The enormous nir-chamhei'K in the head of the ele-

phant explain why mnsket-balls may be shot into the

cranium of that animal without ajiparent injury, tin-

less it happen to wound the hollow at the root of the
nose, at which place the encasement of the brain is

very thin, or chance to enter the orbit. This ar-

rangement, constituting an approach to a double
skull, is a protective one on the i)art of nature, since

the falling of trees, etc., to which danger this animal
is constantly subjected, would othei'wise be liable to

produce fatal injuries.

The extent of the frontal sinuses differs in races

and with age. They may reach, in extreme develop-
ment, a depth of one inch, and extend more than
half-way up tlie forehead.

Wounds of the frontal region are especially dan-
geroTis to life for four reasons : first, on account of

nerves which may be wounded ; second, from the
danger of meningeal inflammation ; third, from the
fact that the frontal vessels, being derived from the
same trunks as those of the cerebrum, may indiice

similar changes in the brain ; and fourth, because the
shock may create a tendency to inflammatory effu-

sions upon the meninges, or within the ventricles, ft

• Holden : Haman Osteology.
+ Holden.

t Poulet.

j System of Surgery.

I Hyrtl : Topop. Anatoniie.
*, Ammnn : De Loquela, 1700.
** Guthrie,
tt BlaniUn.

The danger of this clans of wounds was recognized
l»y tho ancionts, who attribiito(l it to injury of the
"(Jalea Capitis."* wiiich, from its white color, they
mistook for norve-tissuo.

I'AUIKTAL. IJONE.

T\\o mitin-rs of tiio jinrii-tnl fxmi' are wonderfully
ada]>tod l)y nature to i)rovont displacement inward,
since tlu'V are lovollod ujion alternate sides. It is

therefore impossible to injure tho lirain in this region
witiiout a fracture having j)revionsly oc<'urrod.t

There are six portions of the cranium whore ossi-

fication is delayed and where the pulsations of the
])rain may be felt. These .spots are callod Aw /'/ne/Zes-.

since the brain jiulsations were first likened to tho
bubbling of a spring. The fontanel les are called the

anterior, posterior, and the lateral of either side
; X

and they exist at the points where the angles of the
several bones eventually meet. Tlie (lutn-inr is

quadrilateral, and is formed by the two i)arietal bones
and the two halves of the frontal bone. The poxfcrk/r

is triangular, and is formed by the two parietal and
the occipital bones. Tho lutei-al are u.snally nearly

filled at the time of l>irth.

These ojjonings are of value to the obstetrician in

determining, by the sense of touch, the po.sition of

the child's head during the first and second stages

of labor.

TEMPOBAIi BONE.

On the whole, the skeleton of the temple is thin-

ner than that of the preceding region, and its exter-

nal and internal ])erio8tea adhere to it more firmly,

because there are here more .sutures, which are united
to each other by fibrous bands and emissary veins.

The vKistdiil process is intended chiefly to afford

additional leverage to the muscles destined to act

upon it.

The mastoid jyrocess contains numerous cells which
communicate with the cavity of the middle ear. It

has occasionally to be trephined in cases of suppura-
tive osteitis, in order to afford an exit for the infil-

trated pU8»
Its cells are constantly filled with warm air, which

enters the tymi)anum through the Eustachian tube,

and which thus renders the bone lighter than if it

were not thus excavated. These cells undoubtedly
are an aid to the full development of the sense of

hearing, since they increase the s]>ace in which the
^'il1rations of the air contained within the middle ear

may be diffused.

It was formerly the i)ractice to opeji these cells in

the mastoid process as a remedy for deafness, de-

pendent upon obstruction of the Eustachian tube,

since, by so doing, air was freely admitted to the
cavity of the tympanum. The oi)eration fell, how-
ever, into disrejmte. from the death of the physician

of the King of Denmark (Just Berger), who was him-
self made a subject for the operation.

Tlie mastoid i)rocess transmits through the " mas-
toid foramen " a vein which communicates with the
lateral sht>/s of the lirain. This exj^lains why leeches
behind the ears relieve congestion of tlie brain.

Tlie supra-mastoiif rirh/e on the side of the skull is

so extensively developed in the negro race, as to be
possibly mistaken for an acquired deformity.
The post-gleno ill prrx-ess of the temporal bone is

intended by nature as a protection against backward
dislocation of the condyle of the lower jaw. It is

• Another imtr.e fbrtlte tendon of the occiinto-frontalin muscle.
+ Hrirrer.

J VogeL
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much more extensively developed in the negro race
and gorilla than in the European.
The e.i-tnni(d auditor;/ cmuil is narrowest at ahoiit

its middle point.* For that reason, foreign bodies
which enter the ear are apt to be piished beyond this

constriction during attemi)ts at removal, and thns
additional difHeulty in the extraction is atlbrdod. In
addition to this fact, the natural moistnre of the ear

may canse some foreign bodies to swell, and thns
render their removal a matter of great difficulty.

The temporal foss(v are largest in the carnivorous
animals, as their size depends upon the relative

strength and development of the temporal muaclcs.

In some animals, the temporal muscle almost entirely

covers the cranium.
The zifgomatic arch is modified, as to its size, in all

animals, by the development of the muscles of the

jaw and by the character of the teeth which exist.

It is most strongly marked in the carnivora, where it

is arched both in a horizontal and a vertical direc-

tion, so as to aiford abundant room for the play of

the temporal muscle ; while in the ant-eater, which
has no teeth, the zygomatic arch is incomplete.
Between the zygoma and the ear can be often felt

the pulsations oif the main trunk of the temporal ar-

tery.

BASE OP THE SKULL.

In fractures^ of the base of the skull, blood and the
eerebro-spinal fliiid may flow from the ear of the
affected side. If the latter escape, it indicates that

the petrous portion of the temporal bone has been
fissured, and the dura-mater sheath to the auditoiy
and facial nerves has also been lacerated.

In this form of injury, as well as in diseases of the

ear, the facial nerve may be implicated, since it

passes thi'ough a canal (the aqueductus Fallopii) in

the petrous portion of the temporal bone ; and this

explains why we sometimes have paralysis of the
muscles of one side of the face under these circum-
stances. Pressiu'e on this nerve, at its escape from
the bone, as in case of tumors, jjarotid abscess, etc.,

may also produce a like effect.

In fracture at the base of the skull, blood often es-

capes from the nose. This is due to the fact that the

air-cells in the body of the sphenoid bone are lined by
a prolongation of the mucous membrane of the nose

;

and any fracture which involves the body of the
sphenoid bone is liable to be associated with hemor-
rhage from the nostril.

Ecchymosis of the lower eyelid is a symptom veiy
frequently associated with fi-acture of the base of the
skull. This discoloration is subconjunctival in

character, and appears, as a rule, within the first

twenty-four hours after the accident. It may be ex-

plained as an infiltration of blood fi'om the nasal
cavity into the orbit, or by an escape of blood into

the orbit, through the spheno-maxillary fissure, in

case some one of the numerous vessels which enter

the cranium at its base are involved.

It may also occur if the orbital plate of the frontal

bone be involved, or when blood escai^es through
the sphenoidal fissure into the orbit.

BONES OF THE FACE.

Much of the character exhibited in the face de-

pends upon the supei'ior maxillary and inferior max-
illary bones. In them the teeth are inserted, wliich

contribute much to fill out the cheeks and to modify
the character of the mouth, while to them most of

the muscles of expression are attached.

* Wilde : Auriil Surgery.

The orbits are surrounded, at the facial margin, by
a very strong ring of bone, while its ujiper wall is as

thin as parchment.
The mechanical object of thus protecting the ex-

posed portion of the orbit from injury is also still

further shown by the strong ridge of bone which runs
from the zygoma. It is tlius almost impossible to

directly crush in the orbit, except the most extreme
violence is used.

The axis of the orbits are so directed that, if pro-

Icmged backward, they would meet at the sella tur-

cica. This divergence affords to the eye a range of

vision gi'eatly in excess of that which would be af-

forded were the orbits directed in the antero-poste-

rior plane.

The muscles of the eye are enabled to retract it

within its socket, and thus to still further protect it

from violence.

Injuries from jiointed instruments within the orbit

may produce death from injury to the 1)rain.

Modifications in the configuration of the hard pa-
late often affect the tone of the voice. On the hard
palate can often be felt the pulsations of the poste-

rior palatine arteiy, which escapes at the inner side

of the last molar tooth.*

A pin introduced in the centre of the ciiicial su-

ture of the hard palate would touch five bones, the

fifth one being the vomer.
The sejttum between the no.strils is seldom exactly

in the median line, and should not be considered as a

deformity unless one nostril be seriously occluded.f

The lower edge of the superior and middle turln-

nated hones can be made visible by widely dilating

the nostril. This is of importance in attemi^ting to

include the pedicle of a ijolyjnis withiil the grasp of

a forceps. J
The second molar tooth of the upper jaw is a guide

to the orifice of the duct of the parotid gland (Steno's\

which can be seen in the mouth as a small papilla

on the mucous membrane of the cheek.

A line drawn from the interval between the tvo

bicuspid teeth to the point of jimction of the inner and
middle thirds of the supra-orbital arch, will cross the

supjra-m-bital and infr(t-orhital foramina, and, if pro-

longed downward, will intersect the mental foramen.
This point is of value in dividing nerves for facial

neuralgia. The division of the main tmnks of either

the third, fifth, or seventh nerves, in remo^•ing tu-

mors or other operations upon the face, is apt to

cause distortion of the featiu-es or loss of sensibili-

ty.? But in nearly every instance, as any deep inci-

sion must necessarily divide .some jjortions of the

nerves of the part, the surgeon can do little more
than bear in mind the importance of avoiding them,
if possible, or, at least, of not excising their ti-unks

if they should be divided, as union may possibly re-

store their function.
||

The last molar tooth is a guide to the introduction

of a tube into the mouth, in case of tetanic fixation

of the jaw requiring forced alimentation, since a space

exists between that tooth and the ramus of the

jaw suflSciently large to admit a tube of moderate
size.

The caritu of the superior ma.rillarj/ hone (the an-

trum or 1[ maxillary sinus) is the frequent seat of

disease. Within it** may be developed either solid

or cystic tumors, and pus not infre{|uently accumu-
lates. The close relation of the different walls of

* Qiiain.

+ Gros.s.

X Wat£on,

§ Horner : Special Anatomy.
[ H. H. Smith.
1 Galen.

** Highmore.
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tliis cavity to important Rtnictures give to those

l^owtlis more tliiin ii ]>as.sin^( interest.

If tho inner wull becomes expanded, tlie nostril

nifty Iki ot'eluded ; if the lower wall, tl»e roof of tlie

miMitli m IV be depressed ; while tlie inft-rior maxilhirv

nerve, whieh runs above it, may be pressed upon if

the ujipor wall is afteeted, and the orbit may fnrtlier-

more be so encroached npon as to greatly disjilace

the eye. If tho posterior wall be crowded l)ackward
the zyjjTomatic fossa will be encroached npon, and
tumors have thus created a marked swelling in tho
region of the tem])le. * Finally, the anterior wall

may become ])rominent, and thus greatly distort and
distigiue that side of the face.

The walls of the antrum are thicker in the child

than in the adult, and for that reason the growth of

tumors within that cavity will be liable to progi'ess

more ra]>i(lly after ]>nberty than before. Sui)punv-
tion of the antrum arises not infreipiently from de-

cav of the teeth, or from a failure to remove a nerve
within a tooth after it has been killed by caustics

previous to tilling a cavity, since the ]>utrefving

nt^rve I'reates gas, which escapes from the end of the
fang, and thus creates suppuration in and about the
alveolar process.

The antnim is the largest of the air ca^^ties of the
lieatl. t A large-sized musket-ball has been know^l
to remain loose within it for years, and in some in-

stances such balls have been known to escape
through the roof of the mouth. %
Drake reports a case where a woman endeavored

to explore the cavity of the antnim through a socket
of a tooth witii a quill pen, and, to her horror, intro-

duced the whole six inches of its length by its assum-
ing a spii-al direction within the cavity, and thus
curling upon itself. She sought medical assistance,

supposing it liad entered her brain.

The antrum shoiild be tapped in case of its disten-

tion from fluid either within the mouth, at a point
situated one inch above the margin of the gum,
covering the firM molar tooth, or, that tooth hrt\ing

been drawn, puncture of the antrum should after-

ward be made through the socket ; or, in case it is

deemed important to preserve the teeth, puncture
through the canine fossa, as recommended by De-
sault, or through the molar tuberosity, as recom-
mended by Lemorier, can be performed.
The yiastal bom-fs, although slight and small in them-

selves, form an arch of enormous strength, whose
buttresses are the superior maxillary l)ones, and
whose centre is siijiported by the spine of the frontal

bone. The feats of suppoi-ting great weights, such
as a latlder with an adult on the top, as seen in the
circuses, attest to the strength of this method of
construction.

It is for this reason that fractures of the nasal
bones are usually associated with a fracture of the
perpendicular plate of the ethmoid bone, and occa-
sionally with a fracture at the base of the skull.

The linrer jair in man consists of one bone, but in

the serpent it consists of two symmetrical bones
joined by an elastic band or ligament, which allows
them to be separated in a lateral direction to a great
extent. It is by means of this arrangement that the
serpent is able to swallow its prey, which is often as
large or even larger than its own body.

In man, however, this bone is very strong, so as to

perform mastication even of hard substances, and its

points for muscular attachment are rough and promi-

* Blandin : Anat. Topoir.
+ Guthrie : Cjnimentaries, p. .^28.

X Jargavay : Anatomie oliirargicale.

nent, to aflTord the finnest possible union between
the hone and the power which moves it.

I

Tho aftsorj'tion of tli>- six-kfls (tlie alveoli), which is

j

natural in the old, constitutes a disease, when it

occurs in youth or midille life. Such an al»M<irption

is lial)le to occur in cases of long salivation, scurvy,

I

or purpura, and a ]>remature age of the jaws is pro-
; duced.

I

When the jaws are closed, we see that i-ach tooth is

npposfilhi/ tiro ti-rth in the other jaw, being an evident
attemjit on the i>art of nature to render the loss of

\
any one tooth hardly perceptible in the act of nias-

I

tication.

Each crternal nisj) of the lower teeth fits into the
hollows between the cusps of the teeth of the upper
jaw, and thus ensure a more perfect adaptation of
the giinding Hurfa<'es.

I

Tlie two comti/lca, or articulating surfaces of the
lower jaw, are not directed absolutely backward, but

! are placed at such an angle that, if their long axis

were ])rolonged, they would intersect each other at

the anterior edge of the " foramen magniam." This

I

is to facilitate the rotary movements neces.sary for

the mastication of our food.

Each coudi/lc of the lowerjam can be felt in front of

the ear, on motion being attem])ted. It can be felt to

move forward wlien the mouth is held wide open,
and return when the mouth is closed, thus affording
the grinding motion demanded during mastication of

food.

The ramus of the lowerjaw jiartially protects the
external carotid artery from injury, since the artery

enters the parotid gland close to its posterior border.

The xi/mjihi/sis of the lower jaw, within the mouth,
is a guide to divide the genio-hyo-glossus muscle, in

case the tongue has to be drawn far out of the
mouth to remove tumors of that organ, or in case it

is divided as a means of cure for stammering.
The coi-o}2oid process of the lowerjaw can be felt at

the lateral and posterior part of the mouth. Its in-

ner surface is a guide, in some cases, for puncture of

a deep temporal abscess, since pus Imrrows between
it and the tuberosity of the superior maxillarj' bone.
An attempt has been made to decide as to the

character of food indicated by nature for the best
nutrition of an animal by the character of his teeth.

I

It does not always hold good, however, as, while
' man seems adapted to masticate both vegetable and
animal food, the bat species have incisors, canines,

and molars, and still some are purely frugivorous,

while others live entirely on insects. The monkey
tribe also have large canines, yet they live exclusively

I

on vegetaliles.

I
The angle of the lower jnip marks a region of spe-

I

cial surgical interest, since the temporal, temporo-
maxillary, facial, external jugular and internal jugu-

' lar veins can be found in the immediate vicinity.

Hence the necessity of caution in operating in this

j

vicinity.

I The internal angularprocess of the frontal bone is

used as a guiile to detect the reflected tendon of the
' superior oblique muscle of the eye, which can be
felt by pressing the finger beneath this process, and

' which should be always carefully avoided in opera-
tions in the vicinity of the orbit.

THE CRANIUM AS A WHOUE.

I
Holden, in his work on osteology, lays great stress

upon the relative situation of the various buttresses
' of the diflferent regions of the cranium, since, " like

I all other arches, the cranium transmits a shock toward
I its buttresses."
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Thus, the frontal bone is supported bv the malar
bones and the wings of the sphenoid ; the parietal

bones by the temporal bones ; the occijiital bone by
its entering the base of the skull and adjoining the
body of the sphenoid.

It may, therefore, be often possible to predict the
diredio)! of the course of a frncture., produced by
transmission of a foi-ce applied to the vault of the
cranium, by a knowledge of the exact seat at which
the force was first applied ; and, by a thorough fam-
iliarity with the surgical bearings of the special
cranial foramina, and the parts which lie in close

contact with the different jiortions of each of the
cranial bones, to predict symptoms which may sub-
sequently be developed.
By far the greater 2)ropoi'tion of the blows received

by the head are applied to the parietal region. This
bone rests iipon the temporal bone, which is weak-
ened by the following cavities and foramina : the
meatus auditorius externus and internus, the tym-
panum, the cochlea and semicircular canals, the
aqueductiis Fallojjii, the jugular fossa, the carotid

canal, the opening of the Eustachian tube, the Glass-

eriau fissure, and other smaller canals. It is therefore

extremely probable that a fracture of the parietal

bone will extend in a direction to involve some of

these special portions of the temporal bone.
It has been argued in the past, by Malgaigne,

Velpeau, and Beclard, that the analogy between the
head and a sphere will account for many of the phe-
nomena of transmitted force, producing the so-called

"//•acfxre by contre-coup ;" and since a sphere, when
struck smartly, is most apt to break at the point im-
mediately opposite to the point where the blow was
received, such an analogy would theoretically indi-

cate a like effect within the skull. Practical obser-

vation seems to have proved this, however, to be a

fallacy, and the defect in the analogy will account
for the error in deduction.
The skull is in no respects a sphere ; on the con-

trary, it can with far more reason be compared to an
arch, and all mechanical deductions on the latter

basis will approximate far more closely to the facts

presented by nature than vi]K>n the previous hypoth-
esis. It is the buttresses of the arch, all of which
converge toward the body of the sphenoid bone as a

centre, that feel, first and chiefly, the effects of trans-

mitted force, and most " fractiu-es by contre-coup
"

will be found to affect not antagonistic portions of

the cranium, but the supjiorts of that jjortion of the
vault which is injured.

VARIATIONS IN THE FOK5I OF THE SKULL.

An external \aew of the head may show variations

in its form. These may be due either to age, sex,

national characteristics, or mechanical causes.

The skitll of the infant is large in its occipital

region, Miiile its frontal region is imi)erfectly devel-

oped, and the face is extremely small in comparison
with the skull, being usually only one-eighth of the
entire weight.
The sutures are iisually separated or imperfectly

closed, and the fontanelles are apparent.
In childhood the face increases in its relative size,

reaching one-quarter to one-third the weight of the

skull ; and the frontal and parietal regions also

develop rapidly, giving the head a more symmetrical
appearance.

Tlie skxll of thefemale is characterized by the fol-

lowing peculiarities

:

1. The bones are individually smoother, lighter,

and smaller.

2. Tlie face is smaller in proj^ortion to the skull.

3. The frontal sinuses are smaller than in the
male.

4. The parietal region is very large in compaiison
with the frontal and occiijital regions.

5. The jaws are much narrower than in the male.
Camper first pointed out the variations in the s7i-ulls

of different races, and showed the modifications which
ensued as civilization advanced. The more imi^or-
tant points to which he called attention were as fol-

lows :

1. The smallest skulls are found in the Hindoo
and the ancient Penivian races.

2. The largest skulls are found in the Caffre and
Scandinavian races.

3. The skulls of all riide tribes are characterized
chiefly by the following deviations from those of the
civilized races

:

(a) Prominent tempoi-al ridges.

(b) Extremely wide zygomatic arches.

(c)
*• " anterior nares.

(d) Extreme length and strength of the jaws.

(e) " " of the incisor teeth.

{/) Obliquity of the incisor teeth to each other
when approximated, in contrast to the right

angle found in civilized nations.

(g) Prominence of the points of muscular at-

tachments.
Among the deviations in form, dependent upon

mechanical causes, may be enumerated :

1. Non-closui'e of the sutures (as in chronic hydro-
cephalus).

2. Imperfect ossification (as in rickets).

3. Excessive develojiment.
4. IiTegularities in shape, dejiendent upon a pre-

mature obliteration of the sutures (synostosis).

5. Acquired distortion, from compression, etc. (as

in the flat-head Indian tribe).

6. New gi-owths.

POISE OF THE HEAD AND THE DIAGNOSTIC VALUE OP
DEVIATIONS FROM THE NORMAL ATTITUDE.

No part of the osseous system of man affords more
striking evidence of his adaptation for the erect atti-

tude than the cranium. The vertebral column forms
a right angle with its base and thus affords it a di-

rect support. The condyles, or points of articula-

tion, are situated very near to the centre of its base

;

by which arrangement little active muscular power
is required to maintain it in equilibrio. In this re-

spect the human cranium differs from that of other
animals, in which the condyles are usually placed
much further back, especially in those animals where
the head is suspended by an elastic stnicture (the

ligamentum nuchie) at the extremity of a S2}inal col-

umn which lies horizontally.

The head, as has been obsen'ed, consists of two
distinct portions, the cranium and the face ; the one
being intended to contain the brain—the organ of

the mind, and the organ of hearing ; the other to

enclose the organs of sight, smell, and taste. The
more the organs of smell and taste ai*e develojied, the
greater is the size of the face and the greater its rela-

tive proportion to that of the cranium. On the con-
trarv^ the larger the brain, the gieater must be the
caiiacity of the skull, and the greater its proportion
to the face.

On this principle, a large cranium and a small face

indicate a large brain w^ith a restricted development
of the sense of smell and taste ; but a small cranium
and a large face mark an opposite conformation.
This point is of special value to the naturalist, inso-
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niurli as it nffonl.s liiin r moans of rolativ«'ly cMtiiiint-

iiifJC the fa»-nltifs, iii.stiiict.H, ami nip«l>ilitii'.M of <linVr-

ent imlividuttls, a» w«ll a« of tlitToruut clusHeH of aui-

umls.
Camper siipjf^ests a simple rule tocHtimato the pro-

portion of the fraiiium to tliat oi the fiwe.

If a hne be drawn upwanl from the side of tlio

chin to tlio mi>st prominent part of tlie foreheml, it

will form an angle with a horizontal line drawn hack-

ward over the external auditorv foramen from the

margin of the ant^'rior nares ; the .v/:-' < if tin- uni/lr no

formetl will indicate the degree of development of

the cnmium and hrain, as comj)ared with that of the

face and the orgi\ns of nen.se.

As <>xanii>les of this, these lines are so nearly coin-

cident in tlie crocotlile an to form st-arcely any ap-

preciable angle ; while, in the horse, it measures 23°;

in the dog, '20" to 'M) ; in the onrang-outang, 06° to

()() ; and in the Eiiroi)ean adult, from H5 to 95'.

Thus, we lind man at tlu? toj) of tlie .scale of all of the

animate beings, and distinguished from the rest as

well by his external conformation as by his physical

and monil attributes and his internal organization.

The heiwl is cai)rtble of direct movement only in

one of tluee directions, viz., foi-ward, backward, and
a rotary movement. 13y means, however, of the cer-

vical vertebr;v, which have great mobility, the head
may also be given a lateral inclination, and the for-

ward and backward movement of the head may be
also thus greatly increased. The dititerent attitudes

assumed by the head have not only a physiological

interest but also a diagnostic value. By i)ermitting

a free and unrestiicted use of tlie head, mankind is

afforded a scoj>e of rision equal to that of those ani-

mals, where the absence of such latitude of move-
ment requires that the eye shall have multiple pu-

jjils or such a prominence of the eye itself as to
I

permit it to cover all points with distinct vision

without motion of the bead. Fui-thermore, M-ere it

not for this mobility of the head and neck, Ifaring

would also be rendered far less acute in man than

in those animals who are provided with larger and
movable ears.

The physiological acts of prehension of food and
its mastication, the sucking of liquids through a

tube, the swallowing of food after mastication, and
that part of normal respiration which is performed
in the larynx and hyoid region, are all materially

assisted by movements of the head.

Much of the gnvce of movement which character-

izes some iudividuils depends upon the carriage of

the head as well as that of the tnink and extremities.

The idiot * may often be told by the motions of the

head alone.

The attitude of the liead may have a diagnostic

as well as a ]>hysiological value. Thus, in convul-

sions, the head is usually inclined to one side, from the

destruction of the proper balance between the an-

tagonistic power of the corresponding muscles on
the side opi:)Osite those then in active exercise. In
hemiplegia the same etFect is produced, since the

loss of nerve power aliects only the mu.scles of one
side. In dislocation of the cervical vertebrie, al-

though an infrequent accident, the head is usually

inclined from the mesial line of the trunk ; and in

glandular swellings and large cicatrices, from burns
of the lateral a.spect of the neck, a mechanical im-
pediment is often proiluced to an erect poise of the

lieiid, which may demand surgical relief.

The head is bent forward in some types of verte-

* HammoDd.

bral nialfornuitions : in ca.se of large growths uj)on

the neck or HhoulderH, in emphy.s«'ma, in the cica-

triccB of burns affecting the anterior portion of the

neck, and in many conditions of the «i)iiial coluum,
muscles, or vessels, which render the erect poHition

painful.

In almost all diseases resulting in extreme dysp-

ncBtt,* such as crouji, laryngismus .stridulous, laryn-

geal obstruction from foreign bodies, new gr(jwtii8,

or paralysis, giowths in the neck, asthma, i>neiniio-

tliorax, heart lesions, etc., the hea«l is, as a rule,

thrown ba«-kward to afford an unobstructed channel

for air through the mouth, nares. and jiharynx.

The .same attitude will be also i)erceived in tetanus,

cerebrospinal meningiti.s, and brain affections of

children.!

Ah in some cases of deformity, resulting from per-

manent contraction of the muscles whicli affect the

attitude of the head, a knowledge of the muscles
which are involved may prove of senice, I ai)p«^nd a

list of the muscles, which may assLst in the various

forms of distortion.

THE HEAD MAY BE MOVED
Forward, by Backwnrcl, by LaternUy. by

Rectnscnp. ant. major. Reotnm-np. |kmI. major. Il.-ityrttna.

'• •' " minor. " " '• miiiDr. SUTin>-iiia.'<toiil.

Stcnioma^'toid. Comploxus. I'art of tmiii'ziiis.

Plntysiim myoiiles. Sploiiiiis i-npitis. bploiiiiin capilis,

Oiilujunw cap. unp. '• colli.
A^lited {when the Tnictiel.>-mnst<.id. Tracrh-lo-maHtoiil,
lower jaw t» fixed) p^^t of irapcrius. Compleiua.
by

Mylo-hyoid.
(iciiio-hyoiil.

Otmio-hyoglofgns.
Diga>>ti-ic.

Certain muscles, which act alone upon the neck,
may also assist in dis2>lacement of the head from its

normal attitude, among which may be chiefly enu-
merated the longus colli, the scaleni muscles, the
levator anguli scai>ul;e, the omo-hyoid, and .some of

the deep mus(^'les of the back. The result of the
contraction of any of the miLscles enumerated must
depend entirely upon the associate muscles in con-

traction, and upon the exciting cause ; since, if either

muscle acts in common witli its fellow of the oppo-
site side, the result will differ materially from that

produced by the contraction of the same muscle or
muscles acting M-ithout its fellow.

15<( Madisos Avkscb, New York Citt.

A LiABOE C.\ix;'ui/us was removed from a patient

in the Mas.sachusetts General Ho.sj>ital, by Dr. Bige-
low, a short time ago. Its dimensions were 3j x 3^ x
3 inches, and it weighed 6,1G6 grains (about three-

quarters of a pound). The stone was less than tliree

years old, as the patient had been examined at that

time. He had been able to work until three months
before the oj^eration. Dr. Bigelow at first tried

crushing, but after working half an hour he had
evacuated only 47G grains. The stone was very hard,

and, furthermore, was too large to be grasped by the
lithotrite. It was therefore decided to cut. Even
then extraction was very difficult, as the patient's

pelvis was small and the stone was adherent to the
side of the bladder. At last, however, by using Fer-
gusson's lion forceps, and by strongly pressing it

down from above the pelvis, it was removed. The
patient was much exhausted, but at the time of re-

port, the third day after operation, he had no fever,

and was doing yfe\L—Boston Medical cmd Surgical
Journal.

\

Xiemeyer, Corfe, Chas. BeU.
tVugel.
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CONVERGENT SQUINT.

Cause, Besults, and Tkeatment.

By C. a. BUCKLIN, M.D.

(Continued from The Medical Record, Vol. xviii., No. 4.)

Having completed in a previous issue the considera-

tion of the causes of squint, we will now consider its

results and treatment clinically.

Case I.—Little girl, 12 years of age, daughter of

Dr. D . She has a hyperopia of ,V, and s(piinted

strongly for three weeks. After hearing the oijinion

of several specialists, the plan of treatment which
was adopted was to keep the fixing eye covered with
a shade for a number of hours each day, hojaing by
thus forcing the child to use the squinting eye to

prevent its acuteness of vision from being lost by
disuse. The oj)eration of tenotomy was to follow

later.

By the use of test glasses I was unable to get any
satisfactory results. Upon examination with the

ophthalmoscope, hyperopia -iV was easily recognized.

Convex glasses No. 12 were given. The squint dis-

apjjeared immediately. Two years have now elapsed
and the child is jjerfecth- free from squint, and finds

it only necessary to wear glasses for reading or ob-
serving small and near objects.

Case II.—Annie L ; has hyjseropia of -|V 5 tas
squinted badly for four years ; came to me to be
operated upon. The mobility of the eye toward the

nose was not abnormally increased. While observ-

ing veiy small, near objects, the squinting eye made
unusual spasmodic movements inward, thus showing
that a great amount of accommodation was being
pi-oduced in the fixing at the expense of position of

the squinting eye. I therefore placed convex glasses

No. 12 bef(n'e her eyes, and, to my siirprise, the
squint disappeared entirely.

In both of the above cases the glasses reduced the

amount of accommodation required to the normal
standard ; therefore, with the glasses on, if the chil-

dren increased their accommodation by squinting,

the increased lens power added to the glass lens

made them near-sighted.

Without the glasses they tould not see distinctly

without squinting ; with the glasses they cannot see

if they squint.

Green has proposed to treat squint by continued
instillations of atropine, thus paralyzing the accom-
modation. The patients deriving no benefit from
trying to accommodate give it up and allow their

eyes to remain parallel. I have no doubt but he
has had some success with it. I have seen one case

where it appeared to be of temj^orary benefit. If it

has a i>lace anywhere it is with children who are too

young to wear glasses. It is certainly a scientific

fact of intei'est that complete paralysis of the accom-
modation should cure squint. My experience has
been, that, if the child is old enough to talk, this means
of treatment is a pretty sure way of losing your pa-

tient.

The paralysis must be complete and must be
maintained, if not complete the atropine only makes
the squint worse. If a sufficient quantity is used to

insure complete paralysis of the accommodation, the

specific efl'ects of belladonna jioison are sjjeedily

developed. The parents rush in post haste to a

family practitioner, who perhajis berates specialists

in general, or they go to one of your good friends

who is also an ophthalmologist. He will sympathiz-

ingly remark I would not like Doctor No. 1 to treat

a child of mine. Doctor No. 1 is regarded in the
same light as if he had operated upon the eye and
destroyed it, when the only sin he committed was to

put atropine in it.

In most cases of squint the internal muscle, l)y its

continual over-stratn, hypertrophies, and shortens so
that if the accommodation is entirely released the
muscle is too short to allow the eye to return to its

normal position. Tliei>e two cases, however, illustrate

that it is poftsib/c; for squint to exist from three weeks
to four years, without the internal rectus undergoing
organic shortening.

Case III.—Child thirteen years of age has H. -|V.

Has squinted ten years. She oan'ies pupil of the
s(}uinting eye half out of sight behind the nose, when
she moves it to the utmost inward. (She should only
be able to carry the sclerocorneal margin to the ca-

runcle.) The fixing eye has only a normal amount of

mobility inward.
When asked to observe a near object the squinting

eye moves sijasmodically inward. The muscle has
become stronger and shorter from the constant ex-

ercise, and the eye cannot return to its normal posi-

tion without the fixing eye makes a corresjjonding
deviation inward. The acuteness of vision in the
squinting eye is one-third as acute as in the other
eye.

The above case represents the usual conditions
found in a simple case of hyperopic squint.

The only way to treat it is by tenotomy. The way
this was done is a fair descrijjtion of how one should
do it till they have had sufficient experience to

choose for themselves as to the best method. The
eye is held open with a spring speculum at a point
where a vertical and horizontal tangent of the cornea
would meet ; a good firm fold of conjunctiva and
subconjunctival tissue is grasped with a fixation

forceps, the fold is elevated and cut through Avith a
small pair of sharp scissors (they should cut jier-

fectly to the extreme jioint). The first point is to

be sure that the oi:)ening is not too small, and that

you are through the capsule of Tenuon. A blunt
hook is now passed through the opening, with the
point close on the sclera, pointing downward, pass-

ing it pretty well back ; the hook is revolved on its

shaft, keeping the point constantly in contact with
the sclera. If these details have been properly car-

ried out the tendon of the muscle will always be
found on the hook. Slight tension is then made
upon the hook to separate the muscle from the
globe, and the tendon is cut through with the scis-

sors. In our case this was done—the tendon, with
its lateral attachments, were divided sufficiently so

that the eye could only be carried inward till the
edge of the cornea reached the lachrymal puncta.
The results were so perfect that three months after-

ward I was unable to say, from a su^jerficial exami-
nation, which was the eye ojjerated ujjon ; there was
no scar and no abnormal limitation of the movement
of the globe. If the first three cases one operates
on are of so simjjle a nature, he is certain to regard
himself as a very clever squint operator.

If the eyes can be made straight, without decreas-
ing their mobility beyond the normal standard, the
greatest perfection has been reached. It is, how-
ever, sometimes impossible.
Case IV.—Child nine years of age; has squinted

for several years ; hyperopia one-sixteenth. Mobil-
ity of squinting eye less than that of fixing eye,

which is very uncommon.
Tenotomy on squinting eye had little or no effect.

I next tenotomized the fixing eye and waited till she
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partially rocovoro<l from otlior. Findinj? thoro wan
H Hliplit ca-st roinaininK the cthor was contimiod, ami
the tendon of the Hqninting eye was also carefully

divitk'il, I satisfyin;^ myself at each stoji that the mo-
bility of neither eye was abnonnally reduced. The
result remained a perfect one.

Case V.—Miss M ; slightly hyperopic ; squinted
for ten years. When she observes a near oltject, the
S(]uintinf; eye makes strong movements inward.
When the eye is at rest there is a decided s(piint.

If she thinks any one is observing her she can gen-
erally look perfectly straight. Slio says I cannot tell

always whether my eye is straight or not, but if any
onir tells nu> it is not, I can turn it straight. I con-

vinced my.self in a few moments that the above was
true in every jiarticular. Tlie moment I asked her
to look at any object, far or near, the scpiint came
back instantly. Upon in(piir\-, she acknowledged
that when she was holding her eye straight she could
not see au^'thing distinctly. To cover the mortifica-

tion of having a deformed eye she had learned the
unusual "//•;'•^•" of relaxing her accommodation en-

tirely, and then by a separate innervaticm of the ex-

ternal rectus she cotild hold her eye straight while
any one was looking at her. This led her parents to

believe for many years that she must outgrow it.

Glasses would not relieve the trouble. Tenotomy
was resorted to. The position and motion of the
eyes are perfect. A slight granulation is the only
means by which one could judge that she had ever

8 |uinted.
Case VI. is a simple case of hyperopic squint with

hyperopia i. After a single tenotomy tliere still

remained a slight degree of squint, which entirely

vanished as soon as his hyperojiia was corrected
with glasses. As it is nece-sary for him to wear spec-
tacles to see well on account of his hyperopia, I think
it would be unnecessary to limit the mobility of his

eyes any more for the coiTection of the squint.

Case VII.—A lady, fifty-tive years of age. Ex-
cessive myopic squint ; far point of distinct vision

two inches. In attempting to direct both eyes at a
very near point both internal muscles became hvper-
trophied and shortened ; conseqiiently, when the op-
tical axis of one eye occupies the position of an eye
which is looking in the distance, the fellow eye must
converge. She converged one eye nearly as fre-

quently as the other, always fixing with the eye uijon
which the light fell the strongest, because that eye
had the smallest pupil.

She consulted the leading ophthalmologists of this

city. The tirst one, notwithstanding the impossiliil-

ity of ever placing her eyes in such a position that
they could both be directed at any one object they
could see, did a double tenotomy for simple cos-
metic purposes. No change in the position of the
eyes followed the tenotomy.
Another specialist, hearing of the poor success of

the first tenotomies, gave her a pair of glasses which,
could she have seen through them, would have been
of great benefit ; but. to use her own words, she had
to remove them to tell which way the stage was com-
ing. He declined to operate, and advised her never
to allow any one to o]ierate.

I succeeded, with Dr. Pomeroy's assistance, by
freeing both internal muscles and stitching both ex-
ternal muscles farther forward, in fulfilling the cos-
metic indications perfectly. Her eyes are sti-aight

and mobility is good. Although these eyes, since
she commenced to squint, never were in position
where both eyes could observe the same object at

the same time on a corresponding retinal point, con-

' Hequently she never could see the same object with
1 both eyes without seeing it doTil)le. I cannot speak
' very warmly of an oj>eration which places the eyes in

such a i)osition that they cannot both fix on an object

which is within tlicir range of distinct vision. This
case is no worse otlin this respect; neither can it be
said that she is any better. If sipiint is jiresent in

near-sighted ])erH<ms where the far point is far

enough away, or can be remove<l l)y the aid of glasses

to such a distan<*e that it is practical to converge
both eyes at it, the s(piint may be satisfactorily

cured with glasses alone, or with tenotomy and
glasses.

Case VIII.—A case of myopic squint, tenotomized
some years ago in Cincinnati four times. Slight

divergen«'e was the result, with double images, from
the mfmient of the la.st tenotomy. I divided both
external muscles, and he was able to merge the two
retinal images into one again, thus having binocular
vision restored, after having had six tenotomies.
This is a very uncommon result, and only illustrates

what I said above, that where the far point of <listinct

vision is far enough away to make it jiractical to

direct both eyes at it, myojiic squint is not difhcult

to deal with. Unfortunately, out of five cases I have
met within the i)ast year, in only one of them was
the far ])oint of distinct vision far enough away,
nor could it be removed with glasses sufficiently to

make its con-ection desirable on any but cosmetic
grounds.

Accuietits.—It will be seen, in oj^erating for squint,

the conditions to be fulfilled are to leave the eye in

proper position withoiit limiting its mobility. We
are in hi/jfropic sijuint, where glasses are not to be
worn, ol)liged to so weaken the internal muscle of

the s(]uinting eye that the same muscular contraction
which formerly existed is not able to divide the eye
abnormally inward, but not to so weaken it that

when the muscle is perfectly relaxed that the eye
wanders outward. The margin which remains be-
tween divergence when the accommodation is at rest,

convergence, where it is active, is sometimes very
small, as the following case illustrates :

Case IX.—Boy twelve years of age ; hyperopia
one-tenth. After two tenotomies the eyes were ]>ax-

allel. After three modths, while observing any ob-
ject, they remained in proper position, but upon
becoming tired, or if his attention was not fixed

upon any object, the eye which formerly squinted
would wander slightly outward, but always return-

ing when he was obsei-ving any ol>ject closely. The
mobility of both eyes being good a simple tenotomy
of both externi will jirobably remedy the trouble.

W^here the eye is can-ied inward from infiammatory
contraction of a muscle, and hyperopia does not ex-

ist, the difKculties to be overcome are not so great.

Here there is a broader margin between the limita-

tion of motion required to keep the eye straight and
divergence. After a single tenotomy the eye may re-

fuse to move beyond the median line inward ; some-
times it cannot be brought even to the median line.

Such an accident can only be remedied by dividing
the external rectus, and carefully dissecting out the
internal muscle, which must be stitched as far for-

ward as possible. The stitches should be passed un-
der the conjunctiva from the wound above and below
the cornea as far as the median line ; thus a firm

hold of the globe is insured. I never have seen any
one who was able to get too much efTect from this

operation. The rule is, you must get all the efiect

you possibly can ; at least try and converge the eye
as far as the lachrymal puncta.
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The plan of trying to catch the muscle together
with a lai'ge fold of conjunctiva with forceps, and
bring the whole mass forward, is aa nnscientific as it

is uncertain. In the first ])lace you can never be
sure you have the muscle. If you have the muscle
you never know whether you have a free end which
will attach itself to the globe. Possibly the end is

already curled u]> and attached to the conjunctiva,

so that it is impossible for it to become attached to

the globe.

You also have a large red fold of conjunctiva which
reqiiires years to absorb sufficiently not to be a de-

cided deformity.

The best way is to avoid the above accidents by
msisfhif/ that every eye you tenotomize shall move,
at the time of the operation, to the lachrymal pnncta.
If this is always insisted upon many unpleasantnesses
will be avoided. It makes no ditierence what the

objections of the patient or friends are, if tlie eye has
not a desirable amount of mobility the ether should
be continxied and the over effect should be taken uji

with a strong silk suture. There is no time better

than this time to do it.

Where you operate and do not get enough effect,

you certainly have done your patient no harm, which
is not the case when you get a divergence.

I have seen two eyes where the vitreous chamber
had been opened some years previous, during a

squint operation. Such a wound closes without a

suture. I should, however, prefer to unite the

edges of the wound with a suture.

An accident whicli quite frequently happens is ex-

travasation of blood in the cajjsi/le of Teminn. It

usually makes a very black eye, but is not attended
with any other unpleasant result. I have seen a

hemorrhage so extensive from a simple cut through
the conjunctiva that the tissues of the orl)it swell

sufficiently to force the spring speculum from the
eye. The orbit apjjeared as if it were filled with an
immense melanotic cancer ; the retro-bulbar pres-

sure was so great that the sensation of light vanished
for several minutes. I lighted a lamp and the i^a-

tient was imable to see it in a dark room four feet

away. In from two to five minutes the vision began
gradually to return. No unjileasant effects were ex-

perienced. In four weeks all traces of extravasated
blood had disappeared.

KECAPirCTLATIOX.

1. All persons squint who can see by so doing and
cannot see without. The degree of their hyperopia
or the strength of their internal muscles can be what
they may.

2. Every squinting eye that is not due to jKifalysis

of a muscle can be straightened.

3. Never fail to satisfy yourself before leaving an
eye you have tenotomized, that the mobility of the
eye is sufficient.

4. The use of one eye is usually lost in convergent
squint. Consequently its earliest symptoms should
receive prompt attention.

The cases which I have reported to more jiracti-

cally illustrate my text, have been selected from a

collection of over two hundred cases of squint per-

sonally examined by myself.

24" East Fiftieth Street.

Bromtde of Ethtl is still used by Dr. Levis in his

private practice. He considers it safer than chloro-

form and more agi'eeable than ether.
I

supprb:ssion of urine for nine
DAYS.

Acute Diffuse Suppurative Nephritis Folixjwing
Scarlatina.

By GEOKGE F. BATES, M.D.,

NEW YOr.K.

The patient, Henry S. K , a child of four, was
attacked with scarlatina on the seventh of January.

The first symptoms of the malady were vomiting and
diarrluea. Two other children in the family were
ill of the same disease, one having been attacked

two days before, the other on the same day as the pa-

tient above, and all with the same initial manifesta-

tions of vomiting and purging. In each case the

rash developed within twelve hours. Henry had the

disease in a mild form, the highest temperature hav-

ing been lOlf ' on the day the eruption appeared.

The rash had entirely disajipeared on the sixth day,

and the patient was out of bed on the tenth day.

From the sixteenth to the twenty-second of January
the patient's temperature was normal, appetite only

fair, complained of feeling tired, looked " kind of

forlorn," as his mother expressed it, but otherwise
ajipeared to be convalescing.

He was kept in the room in which he had been
ill, was warmly clothed, and the temperature of the

room was carefully regulated. The treatment, up to

this time, had been : in a warm bath evei-y evening

;

internally eight minims of the tincture of the chloride

of iron, and one drachm of a saturated solution of

chlorate of jjotash every three hours, and one grain

of the tannate of quinine, in the form of a lozenge,

three times daily.

On Wednesday morning, January 22d, the i)atient

awoke complaining of nausea. After a light break-

fast he was dressed, but felt too ill to sit up, and was
put back in bed. He was given a dose of the spirits

of nitrous ether, and soon thereafter voided two
ounces of urine. From then tiU night he jmssed
urine twice, half an ounce each time. The temjier-

ature at 11.30 p.m. was 100|°. The urine i^assedwas
found loaded with albumen.
By the use of the hot-water baths free diaphoresis

was induced, and two drachm doses of the bitartrate

of soda wei'e followed by active catharsis. A flax-

seed i^oultice was applied over the loins, and frequent-

ly renewed. On the day following, the 23(1, patient

vomited several times. The temperature in the eve-

ning at eight was lUl^'. On the three succeeding
days two hot-water baths daily were given, and the
soda wr.s continued ; the sweating was profuse, and
frequent watei'v stools were voided. The catheter

was ijassed daily, and at no time was there obtained
as much as a drachm of urine, and testing this small

amount, it was found to contain seventy-five i>er cent,

of albumen. A separate vessel was used at each
stool to catch the urine should any be passed, but
there was none. The temperature on the morning of

the 24th was 103^". It ranged from this down to 99"

for three days, being irregularly high and low with-

out reference to the hour of the day, or any appre-
ciable cause for its wide variation.

On Januaiy 26th, in the afternoon, the respirations

became difficult and superticial, in numl)er sixty pei'

minute. I called Dr. Leaming in consultation. A
hot-air bath was constructed, the tempenxtiire kept
at 100 to 10.5 , and the patient placed in it. By Dr.
Leaming's advice, five gi'ains of the mild chloride of

mercury were given. Cujis were applied over the
chest and kidneys, and one-half grain jjowders of digi-
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talis were administered every nx hours. ( )n the fol-

lowin^f nioniin^ liia condition wan soinowliat Ix'tter,

tho it'siifnitioiiH wcro fiutvM-ij^'lit per iiiiimtc, mid
deoper. Tho liot-iiir luith was kept up duriiif^ tho

diiv, but us the skin did not soeiii to rospond coni-

nu'iisumti'ly witli tho hout applied, u hot-water hath
was ordorod, ami aft(>r tliohath tho ])ationt was wrap-

pod in hhiidvfts, and tho diajdioiosis ch'sirod was tlie

result. Tho hroathinj,' li«'oaino much improved, forty

per miuuto, and not lal)ored. Tho howols aotod freely,

but the nausoa and fro(|Uont omosis oontiniied. A
diet of milk had boon onlorod, but a small j>ortion

only WAS rotaiiiul, and thoro was substituted whey
with br.indy an 1 t;in on altornato hours. The brain

remained ptM-foctly oloar, and thoro was no anasarca.

On Janiiary 'iSth, Sijuibb's lluid extract of digita-

lis was substituted for tho jxnvdor, and given in one-

drop doses every four hours ; also the oleoresin of

cubebs iu emulsion, minims throe every three hours.

S[>.)n'j:iopiliniJ, soaked in an infusion of digitalis,

3 i. to 3 XX. was ])laced over tho hypogastrium and
over the loins. Pupils normal, and responded readily

to the light. B(nvols and skin active.

On the "iWth, during tho day there was no material

change. During the night i)receding /k of a gi-ain of

morphine was given to allay restlessness. In the eve-

ning, at six o'clock, patient's breathing became la-

bored and slightly stridulous, and it was necessary to

elevate his head to ease the rosjiiration.

At 11 P.M. I found the i)atient's breathing stertor-

ous, and accomplished only with the iutensest etJbrt,

and there Wiis eveiy evidence of immediate dissolu-

tion, with the one exception of the pulse, which still

continued full and forcible.

On the morning of the 30th, to my surprise I found
the boy living, and breathing with comparative ease :

respirations forty jjer minute. Ordered the body
sponged with bay rum and warm water every three

hours. The brandy, gin, and digitalis were contin-

ued. Called Dr. Gillette in consultation. Percus-
sion revealed the I'iglit kidney at least enlarged. By
Dr. Gillette's advice, the ])ody from the axillje to the
hips was completely enveloped in one large flaxseed

jjoultice. Temperature at 10 p.m., 102^°.

On the morning of the Hist the temperature at

eight o'clock was 103i-" ; at 3 p.m., 102^'', respiration

3o, pulse 120, and at eight p.m. the temperature was
lOii^. I used the battery with the induced cmTent,
placing the positive pole over the lumbar region, and
tiie negative pole over the hypogastrium, at three, six,

an I eight p.m., and for twenty minutes each time.
During the day the patient lay jjrone, with the head
thrown back.
Ai 11 p.m. the boy died without a straggle. The

patient's mind had been clear from the commence-
ment of the disease till death, save only a dulness of

perception during the last twenty-four hours, due
solely to exhaustion ; he had no convulsions ; there
was no coma. From the 22d of January till his

death, on the 31st, there was not secreted a half-

ounce of urine altogether. As before stated, the
catheter was passed daily, and every precaution taken
to verify the abolition of the kidney's function. There
was no (odeina of the connective tissues, nor was
there any etFusion into any of the serous carities.

Tiiis latter condition can be accounted for by the
persistent catharsis and diaphoresis induced. The
exhalations from the body, however, had not the
slightest ui'inous odor.
On the tirst of February, the day succeeding death,

the abdomen was oi^ened. The peritoneal cavity con-
tained onlv the normal amount of serum. The intes-

tines were diHtended with gas. The bladder was
shrunken to the si/.o of a small English walnut, and
hard to tiie ftiol like tho uterus. Tiu; ki<lin'ys were
enlarged from two to three times their natural size,

and no aiiiirecial)lo ditroronoe the right from the left.

On cutting through their capHules a dark brownish
liipiid gushed forth, the liipiid having no odor of

urine. Tins liipiid sejtaratod tlie capsule from the

cortex by a percoptil)le interval. The capsule was
entirely f ec^ save at on(> or two points, where it was
bound down by inflammatory adhesif)ns, and an at-

tempt to peel it oil' at those jjointsresultiul in tearing

away the substance of the cortex. The surface of

the cortex showed numerous bright red points be-

tween which were whitish areas of supjjurating and
necro.sed tissue. On cutting into the parenchyma,
the j)yrainids were found nearly normal, but the cor-

tical ])ortion was dotted throughout with innumera-
ble minute ])oints of suppuration. Numerous infarc-

tions from tliiee to live lines in diameter were found,

and in tho bodies of some of these a bright red dot,

as of an obstnu-ted l»lood-ves.sel (thrombus). Around
these infan-tions, and around the bases of the pyra-

mids (the arterial arcades), were white margins of

8up])uration, a line in width. The kidneys were such
as are i)athologically termed " surgical kidney," as

found after death from i)ya;mia, or the urethral fever

following urethrotomy, ditiering only in this ; the

sui)purative process was ditiused throughout the

cortical substance of the kidneys, instead of being
limited to ])ortions of both organs. By the micro-
scoj^e, much of the kidney stinicture showed no traces

of the uriniferous tubides, and the tubules, where
existing, were found to have undergone fatty degen-
eration of their epithelial cells.

225 Wbst Twkstv-tuird Strbbt. •

procuress of iHetJical Science.

The Ccre of Cancer by Radical Operations.—In

the Deutsche Zeilsdirift far Chirurgie (vol. xiii., p.

134-1(36) Prof. Kocher, of Berne, publishes a report

of twenty-nine oijorations for cancer. Five of these

were partial ])haryngotomies, fourteen were cases of

excision of the tongue, and ten were cases of rectal

excision. Four cases terminated fatally, three in

consequence of septic i)rocesses, and one owing to

accidental hemoiThage. Of the remaining twenty-

five, nine may be looked upon as radically cured.

Kocher's method for the extirpation of the jiharynx

consists of a combination of the methods of Langen-
beck and Gusseubauer. He favors extensive cutane-

ous incisions. Crico-tracheotomy is a necessary pre-

liminary operation. In two cases Kocher secured

an efficacious "tamponade" of the trachea by intro-

ducing, diiring jirofound anaesthesia, a suitable car-

bolized sponge into the larynx. The incision which
he practises is an angular one, and proportionate in

its extent to the amount of glandular jjarticipation

in the morbid gi'owth. He begins his cut in the

median line, or directly below the angle of the

mouth at the maxillary margin, and extends it dowTi

to the hyoid bone, and thence backward to the an-

terior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle. From
this point he again proceeds ujiward along the pos-

terior border of the ramus of the inferior maxillary

as high as the pinna of the ear, and downward as

far as the larynx. This flap is then turned back and
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temporarily fastened by suture to the facial skin.

Now the larcfo vessels are found by preparation
along the anterior border of the exposed sterno-

mastoid ; then he works his way to the great cornu
of the hyoid bone, and along the anterior belly of the
digastric muscle to the margin of the maxillary bone,
and backward to the angle of the jaw. The lingiial

and facial arteries must be ligatured, of course.

Now the larynx is filled with a tamjion. After this,

he finds his way through the mylo-hyoid muscle
on the inner side of the maxilla to the mucous
membrane, which is incised at this point. The fin-

ger can now be readily introduced into the mouth
and pharynx, and the exact limits of the cancerous
tumor ascertained. The o]>eration is then continued
along the hyoid bone, and proceeds thence to the
tongue. The lateral and posterior pharyngeal walls

are easily separated from below, whereas the soft

palate can be reached fi-om the buccal cavity. Anti-

septic dressings are strictly enforced. The same
Listerian rigidity is applied to the excision of the
tongue and operations on the rectum. As a prepar-
atory treatment for rectal operations Kocher allows
only fluid food for two weeks before an operation, and
also insists on daily irrigations of the rectum during
this time. The irrigations immediately preceding
the operation are made with berated or salicylated

water.

—

Centralbl. fiir Chir., August 14, 1880.

An Epidemio of Favtjs Affecting SiMtJiiTANEOusLY
Cattle and Cheldken.—Dr. Gigard reports the oc-

cuiTence of this epidemic in a village called Nantoin,
in the Canton Cote Saint Andre. Porrigo favosa had
existed for several years in the village, but the in-

habitants had been heedless of its pi'esence. Many
cows were suddenly affected, and at the same time
the disease manifested itself among the children.

The original culj^rit, according to the wi'iter, was a
calf, which in a somewhat roundabout way commu-
nicated the disease to the village cows, and hence to

the children.

—

Lyon medical, Aug. 15, 1880.

Treatment of Nasal Polypi by Injections of
ChXiOride of Zinc.—The parenchymatous injection of

aqueous solutions of chloride of zinc has been success-

fully tried by Dr. Ingels {Annalea et hnl. de la Sac. de

Med. de Gand, July, ISSO), in cases of nasal and naso-

pharyngeal polypi. After alluding to Dr. Barthelemy's
recent experience in a case of this kind, the writer

comnnmicates his own observations, three in number.
The first case related was that of a lady, sixty-six

years of age, who had suffered for manv years from
the presence of a naso-pharyngeal polypus of the

fibroid variety. The senses of taste and smell were
quite abolished, and her respiration was emban-assed.
Previous attemjits at operative treatment had inva-

riably been thfe occasion of alarming hemon-hage.
A final examination, in consultation with a colleague,

revealed a gangrenous patch iipon the tumor, just

behind the velum palati. It was therefore deter-

mined to assist the process which natiire had seemed
to indicate, and for this purpose a saturated aqueous
solution of chloride of zinc was injected, by means
of a suitable hypodermic s^Tinge. Similar injections

were repeated at intervals of two weeks, and numer-
ous eschars were thus formed. The detachment of

these produced a palpable diminution in the size of

the tumor. It was also attacked from the nasal open-
ings, and here, also, good results were obtained.

The second case passed from under Ingels' observa-

tion before definite results of the injections, only two
in niimber, could be ascertained. This patient had
complained of much pain after each injection, and it

was probably owing to this circumstance that he
failed to reappear. The last case, showing the most
com])lete success, was that of a strong man, al^out
tliirty years old. This case, however, ali-o demon-
strated that those parenchymatous injections are by
no means entirely harmless, for immediately after
introduction of tlie fiuid, tlie man had a severe and
prolonged attack of syn('oi)e His comi)lete recov-
ery from all untoward symjjtoms only took jjlace on
the third day after the oi)eration. A cviinotic patch
which had formed on his forehead remained even
some tirtie longer than this. Dr. Ingels ex])]ain3

these manifestations by an assumption of extreme
vascularity in the tumor, and by the direct entrance
of the chloride of zinc solution into an engorged
vessel. The blue spot on the forehead would thus
be the result of impeded venous return, due to the
presence of an obstructing clot.

A New Method for the Operative Treatment of
Prolapsus Ani.—Prof. Kehrer, of Giessen, Germany,
has devised a new method for the treatment of jjro-

lapsus ani, and reports two successful cases with the
same. After briefly alluding to the ordinary methods
now in vogue, and commenting upon their frequent in-

efficiency, he proceeds to explain how he was led to
attempt the new method. This was by the simple con-
sideration of a rubber ring, which, owing to frer^uent

over -distention, has ceased to act in a proper manner.
If a knot be tied into such a ring, or if a loop of it be
secured by a string, its former action will be restored.

This simple jjrinciple he applied to the over-dis-

tended sphincter ani in cases of prolapse. That is,

he folds together a ijortion of the sphincter, and
after excision of its mucous covering secures the
folds by means of a fii'm suture. Thus a portion of
the ring is eliminated, and the calibre narrowed coiTe-

spondingly. In the two cases which were subjected
to this operation, a speedy cure took place.

—

Deut.
med. Woch., Aug. 14, 1880.

On Papaine.—The digestive ferment of cnHcn
papaya has received this name from Bouchut and
Wurtz. The latter contributes to our knowledft-e of
the drug in a communication to the '' Repertoire de
pharmacie." He finds that it possesses a composition
of an albuminoid substance. When purified by the
subacetate of lead, the following additional qualities

were ascertained. It is freely soluble in water, dis-

solving in less than its own weight of that fluid, just

like gum. When shaken, this fliiid forms an abun-
dant froth. Ordinary impure jjapaine, when dis-

solved in water, sometimes leaves an insoluble white
residiie. On boiling, the clear solution becomes
turbid, but does not coagulate like albumen. When
allowed to stand it also becomes turbid, owing to

the formation of low organisms. Hydrochloric acid
causes an abundant i:)recipitate, which redissolves in

an excess of the acid. Nitric acid forms a precipitate

of yellowish flakes, which likewise redissolves in an
excess of acid. Ordinary phosjihoric acid and acetic

acid cause no precipitate ; but the metajdiosphoric
acid does. Other reactions are given, which all tend
to show the albuminoid nature of this substance.

Its action on albuminoid bodies is similar to that
of the pancreatic ferment called trypsine. It rapidly
dissolves large quantities of fibrin, even in fluids of
neutral reaction. M. Wi:rtz has also been able to

extract from the juice of carica papaya a saijonifiable

greasy substance, and a crystallizable nitrogenous
principle, which remained undissolved in the fluid

from which the impure pa])aine was precipitnted

—

Annales et bull, de la Soc. Med. de Gand, Julv, 1880.
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MEDICINE IN THE UNITED STATES,
AS OTHEltS SEE IT.

In a book recently published in London, entitled

"Melical Eiucation and Practice in All Parts of

the World," we get a very candid, though not entire-

ly accurate picture, of the condition of medicine in

this country. The opinion of the author, Dr. Hard-

wicke, is that medicine here has been in a most
scandalous condition, from which it is only now be-

ginning to emerge. He seems to think, and no
doubt there are many with him, that up to the past

summer bogus colleges in the United States were as

thick as atmospheric germs in the imagination of a

Listerite, and were quite as active in producing an

ichorous discharge of quacks and impostors. In
speaking of the recent decree of the French govern-

ment requiring all foreign medical men to pass an
examination before receiving license to practise in

France, he says :
" All foreign physicians, whether

graduates of the bogus universities with which, until

lately, the United States abounded, or of such first-

class universities as exist in Europe, were included in

the sweeping tiat " of the government. And further,

in introdiicing the subject of medical education and
practice in this country, he says :

" Until lately the

condition of medicine in the United States was verv
bad indeed. Universities were established all over

the country, and degrees sold in open day with the

coolest effrontei-y." The author then devotes seven

pages to the recent exijosure of the Phikdelphia bo-

gus colleges, going into the minutest particulars of

the downfall of those lamented institutions. There
is no doubt that Dr. Hardwicke thinks medicine in

the United States, prior to the misfortune of "Dr."
B.ichauan, to have been clouded in worse than Cim-
merian gloom. Things have been and are bad
enough with us, but we feel inclined to resent the
igaoranee which would spread the idea that this is

the home of diploma-BhopB, and that bogus medical

coll««g(>H are here tli** rule.

The dij)i()nia tniilic in the United Statps has mainly

been conlincd to two rities, Pliiladi'l|)liia and Cin-

cinnati. There have been some degrees sold in this

ind other cities, but not many. On the other liand,

the cities of Germany have done consideralde Imsi-

ness in tliia lino also. There are verj' good reasonn

t'or })oli('ving tliat just now the fatlierland is manu-

facturing more degrees than are turned out in Ameri-

ca. "We trust that Dr. Hardwicke, in any future

editions of his valuable work, will give less promi-

nence to what lias been, after all, the smallest, be-

cause the most easily remedied, of our educational

evils.

In the subsequent details which he gives regarding

medicine in the United States, some very instructive

facts may be found. The author states that, in going

over the various statistics regarding medical educa-

cation and practice, he could make this generaliza-

tion : in jjroportioii to the height of the educational

standard at the iiniversities and medical boards will,

as a rule, be found to correspond the stringency of

the laws affecting the medical jirofession.

Thus, in countries or states where the medical ex-

aminations are incomprehensive and irregularly con-

ducted, the medical laws are elastic, defective, or

absent. When medical education is lax, medical

legislation is deficient and (juacks abound.

According to Dr. Hardwicke's rule, then, the un-

happy condition of medicine in this country is due,

primarily, to the wealcness of the medical colleges.

The states which he enumerates as having no medi-

cal laws whatever are : Arkansas, Colorado, Con-

necticut, Indiana (which state is stigmatized as jDar-

ticularly bad), Iowa, Kansas, Mississippi, Minnesota,

North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont,

and West Virginia, fourteen in all. In addition to

to this must be included the District of Columbia

and all the Territories.

In many other states the laws regulating medicine

are not much better than none at aU. In Maine, for

example, a student can hardly graduate without

breaking the statutes because of their contradictions.

The jn-oposition that bad medical colleges and li-

censing boards are the chief source of the evils in

medical practice must be applied with considerable

reservation to the United States. It would be worth

while, however, for our medical teachers to lionder

over the statement that bad medical colleges beget

bad medical legislation, and that begets quackery.

PSYCHOLOGY AND THE BABY—THE DENTXCPSIENT OF

MDa> IN THE INFANT.

Most of the studies that have been made into the

constitution of the human mind have been directed

to that of adults, either sane or insane. Of late some
investigation has been made into the intelligence of
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the lower animals. A recent work of a thousand

pages, on " Mmd in the Lowor Animals." bv Dr. W.
L. Lindsay, gives evidence that we will have, some
time, a comparative psycholog}'.

But perhaps the most fruitful tield for psychologi-

cal investigation is that of infants and children. A
recent writer in a contemporary review, commenting
on chis, says :

" The psychological analysis of a sin-

gle child is worth more than a whole menagerie ; he

who knows well the mind of a little boy or girl is

already an expert in psychology'." This is a field,

however, which has been least of all investigated,

though so close at hand that every j^arent can be

something of a psychologist if he choose. Some
indication of what a little careful obsem-ation can

bring out is found in an article which has recently

appeared from the pen of Professor W. Preyer, of

Jena. We propose to give a few of the observations

which he has made. If the facts are not all new, the

professor's method of studying babies will, at least,

prove novel to many.

This study must begin, he says, with the observa-

tion of the movements and sensations of the child
;

we mtist then note the development of the different

senses, the formation of speech, and the effect of all

these things in awakening the intelligence of the

child. Movements begin first ; they occiir in utero ;

they are not reflex from peripheral sensations, but

are the evidence of a superfluous nervous and mus-

cular energy.

The first manifestation of voluntary motion occurs

when the infant begins to hold up its head. At-

tempts to do this were noticed in the fourteenth

week, and after four months the head was kept well

balanced. Next after the head, the upper part of the

body was balanced ; and the full power to sit up was

acqiiired at the tenth month.

Ability to stand was, in the cases studied by Prof.

Preyer, gained suddenly at the end of the first year.

The movement of grasping sometimes takes place at a

bound. A jjencil is grasped mechanically, when put

in the hand, in the first quarter-year, but the action

is wholly reflex. The first voluntary attempt to take

hold of an object was observed in the seventeeutli

week. This first grasping was at once followed by

many others of similar character. The child does

not show self-consciousness, a knowledge of itself as

an independent person, until after the fifth quarter-

year.

The sensibility of the skin of a new-born child is

very low. We may stick needles into its nose, ]ii)s,

or hands, without its giving any sign of discomfort.

The eyes of new-born children close, when they are

touched, more slowly than at a later period, and they

do not close at all when wet in the bath. An in-

crease of sensibility may be noticed in one or two

days after bii-th. Prof Kussmaul has shown that all

new-born children can distinguish strong tastes.

Taste, indeed, seems to be the first sense after that

of sight, which affords clear perceptions to the baby.

It is the first which gives occasion for the exercise

of the faculties of memory and judgment. Infants

distinguish odors vei-y early, but to what extent has

not been ascertained. Some animals bom blind are

guided to their food—the mother's milk—by this

sense. Some odors, as tobacco-smoke, have been

found uni^leasant to young animals ; others, as that

of camphor, agreeable.

All infants are deaf at birth because the outer ear

is as yet closed, and there is no air in the middle

ear. A response to a strong sound is obsen'ed, at

the earliest, in six hours, but often, not for a day or

two. The awakening of the sense may be observed

by the irregular muscular movements and blinking

which a loud noise occasions. No other organ con-

tributes so much as the ear to the intellectual devel-

opment of the child. This is shown by the intel-

lectual backwardness of those born deaf compared

with those born blind. The sense of hearing becomes

early developed, so that the child soon distinguishes

the different tones of those about him.

Light is at first unpleasant, and the infant shuts

his eyes when brought to it. Brightness and dark-

ness can alone be distinguished. The motions of the

eyes are wholly unregulated. There is no real sym-

metry of movement before the first six days. The

first perceptions are those of light. The child turns

his head to the window within the first week. It is

three weeks, however, before the eyes will follow a

light that is moved before it.

The stupid expression on the child's face does not

leave it until the second quarter-year. The face then

begins to grow more human and spirited as the

power is gained of regarding objects with a steady,

independent look. The faculty of accommodation is

then developing. The power to distinguish colors

follows that of intelligent attention. Children all

prefer light and bright colors. But they can rarely

distinguish them by name before the beginning of

the thii'd year.

The recognition of form, size, and distance, comes

on slowly. It must be helped by the sense of touch.

In the third year children will show ignorance of

size, and inappreciation of distance. In the first

month no notice is taken of the swiftest approach of

a person's hand to the motith, and the act of blink-

ing, which is evidently acquired, does not take place

till the third month.

The study of the gi-owth of the faculty of speech

has been piu-sued by Prof. Preyer with especial in-

dustry. He has set down upon paper every expres-

sion and sound that could be represented in writing,

uttered by a child during its first two years. He
informs us that at first only the vowels are heard.

Even in the first five weeks, however, these sounds are

so diversified as to express many different feelings
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of the child. Thus, according to Prof. Proyer, the

periodically brokea crv, with knit eyes, dtmoteH hun-
ger ; the continuous whine, cold ; the liigh, i)enotra-

ting tone expresses pain. Prof. Preyer heard the

consonant m during the seventh week ; in the sev-

enth month the consonants in, b, it, n, r, aiid rarely

//, h, and k were tlistinj^iished. Very imperfect im-

itations of sounds were heard in the sixth month,
and at this time voices began to be distinguished by
the child. Great jiroprresa is made in the imitation

of sounds aft<»r the third half-year, and the jjowers of

articulation become well developed by the fourth

half-year.

These are some of the observations that are given

us. Very many of the professor's statements are

based on but few ol)servations, and it is very evident

that there is a wi<l6 tiold for further study, and much
that can be learned which will be of value in the edu-

cation of children as well as to pure ]>sycholo{?y. It

might be in the interests of science to commend mat-
rimony- to young men ambitious of psychological

study.

UcuiciUG aiiti notices of Oooks.

CHiRrRorE .A.N'TiSEPTiQUE. Principes, Modes d'.\ppli
cation et R'sultats du Pansement de Lister. Par
le Dr. Just Lucas-Cl^ampionni^re. Deuxi(5rae Edi-
tion compl&tement refondue avec 15 figures dans le

teste. Paris : J. B. BailliSre et Fils. 1880.

AxTrsEPTic SuBGEur. The Principles, Modes of Ap-
lication, and Results of the Dressing of Lister.
By Dr. Lucas-Championniiire.

Dr. C. is the editor-in-chief of the Jnurnnl de me-
dccine et de chirurf/ie pratiques, and also surgeon
to the Maternity of the Cochin Hospital. He has
had a wide personal experience, and, being a diligent
worker and close observer, his opinions are well
worthy an attentive consideration. Wliile we can-
not accept all his antiseptic teachings, we have,
nevertheless, read with interest the work which em-
bodies them. Divested of some of its Gallic enthu-
siastic colorings, the book before us is an earnest
plea for the universal adoj)tion of " antiseptic," even
if not strictly Listerian, dressings.
The work is appropriately inscribed to Mr. Joseph

Lister, and the author " hopes that it will enable its

readers to realize the greatness of the progress which
surgery owes to him" (i.e., Lister). In the intro-
duction the writer points out how profoundly the
surgical methods of the present day have been modi-
fied and transformed by the progress of antiseptic
doctrines. After allusion to the reception which
Lister's method was accorded in various countries,
we are told that in France at least there is now no
prospect of its being superseded by other methods.
"Piu'ulent infection has vanished as a comi)licatiou
to be dreaded wherever this method is followed.
Erysipelas has become a rarity. Astonishing regu-
larity of reparation, rapidity of the healing process—two phenomena of the greatest importance—are
no longer exceptional occurrences ; they take place
commonly —yes, constantly." These are almost liter-

ally the words of the enthusiasiio Listerito, and simi-

lar passages abound throughcjut the volume.
The antiseptic UH-tliod is so well known here that

it seems nee(iless to follow the author in his descrip-

tion of all its details. We will, however, indicate

the contents of each chai)ter. thus enabling the
reader to jutlge of the t'xtent and scope of the vol-

ume, and the thoroughness with which the subject

is handled. There are thirty-four chajjters. Of these
the first deals witli the past progivss of surg(^iy, the
methods now in use to defend wounds from the inju-

rious effects of atmospheric contact, occlusion dress-

ings and antise))sis in ancient and modern times, and
the method of Lister.

Chajjter II. contains an account of the theoretical

views which form the foundation of the use of anti-

septic dressings. Of course, the " germ theory" here
receives a goodly share of the author's attention.

On page 23 we are i)lainly told that, " in order to

succeed, the surgeon must be perfectly convinced of

the tnith of the germ tlieory." Now, it so happens
that we are acquainted with many surgeons who are

by no means "i)erfectly convinced," and who.se re-

sults would creditablv comi)are with those obtained
by Dr. Lucas-Chamjuonnir-re. It se-^ms a difficult

matter to reconcile this ai>j)arent discrepancy with
perfect credence of the author's em])hatic statement.

The following cha})ter gives a very' satisfactory de-

scription of the various details essential to the "only
original, true " Lister dressing. We are taught how
to destroy germs before the operation, during its

progress, ami after the operation, the only wonder
being that, after this wholesale germicidal onslaught,

there are any surviving germs left to threaten the
life of the next patient.

In the next chapter we receive instruction con-
cerning the management of "old wounds, with or

without fistulse." We are also told how to apply
antiseptics to "wounds in the vicinity of natural
openings." An aqueous solution of chloride of zinc

is recommended for the latter purpose.
" Boracic acid and non-in'itant dressings, ununited

wounds," forms the title of Chapter V. Boracic acid,

we learn, may be advantageously substituted for car-

bolic acid in cases where the " cutaneous suscepti-

bility" to the latter is inconveniently great.

Then comes a chapter explanatory of the proper
time when to substitute ordinai-y for antiseptic

dressings. We know all about that here. In the

seventh chapter "sutures and the reunion of wounds,
superficial and deep siitures, compression by carbol-

ized sponges," are succe'^sively disposed of.

The subject of drainage is next considered.

This, we are not surprised to hear, plays a "role
capital." We are surprised to hear, however, that

"it is the surgeon's object to reduce drainage to a
minimum" (p. 88). Now, hitherto it was our belief

that if there was one thiner more nseftil than another
in the antiseptic method, this was thorough and pro-
longed drainage. We almost fear that our previous
belief •will not be materially altered by Dr. C.'s dic-

tum.
Chapter IX. is on antiseptic prilverization (i.e.,

the spray). From the illustrations in this part of

the work, we infer that the American atomizers are

somewhat less com])licated and formidable in ap-
pearance than the French apparatus ; and perhaps
they will be found equally sen-iceable, bamng a cer-

tain mysteidous tendency to occasionally explode
without previous notice, though even this unex-
plained leaning toward exijlosiveness is rajjidly be-

coming traditional.
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" Cat};-ut and its uses, ligature, drainage, suture,
'

osseous tanijjuns," are dealt with in the next chapter,

and the auLlior then turns to " the results of the

method as regards the phenomena of refjaration,"

discussing at some length the " absence of sui)})ura-

tion." He also briefly refers to the c(.)nimencement

of his experiments in tliis direction, which showed
the absence of germs in all the antisejjtic dressings

submitted to his examination. On page l"il> we find

an incomplete list of French surgeons, who follow

with more or less strictness the antiseptic method.
Suyon, Yernenil, Panas, De Saint Germain, Le Den-
tu. Terrier, Perrier, are the names of those cited.

The most important part of Chapter XII. contains

statistics with regard to some of the earlier antisep-

tic operations. Ijister, Saxtorph, and Volkmanu are

cited in this connection.

The following chapters are devoted to a consider-

ation of the special methods to be emjjloyed in cer-

tain operations. Autoplastics and the extirpation of

tumors situated in the soft parts are treated of in

Chapter XIII.
Compound fractures and wounds i-esulting from

firearms come next ; then follow osteotomy, rachitic

curvatures, genu valgum, articular fractures, and re-

sections for pseudartliroses.

In Chapter XVI. amputations and exarticulations

ai'e discussed. Then come "accidental and surgical

wounds of the joints," followed by " articular resec-

tions."

Chapter XIX. is on abdominal surgery—strangu-

lated hernia, laparotomy, ovariotomy, Cesarean sec-

tion and the operation of Porro, finally, hepatic cysts,

are each in turn considered. Of course all tliese

operations are described only in so far as it is neces-

sary to explain the manner in which Listerism is car-

ried out in connection with them.
The following chapter contains an account of anti-

septic surgery in relation to operations on the female
organs of generation. Nine pages of this chapter are

devoted to the subject of '^ afcouclienient aseptique,"

the author strongly condemning repeated carbolic

injections immediately after delivery. He insists,

however, with eij[ual emphasis, on carbolized " hands"
on the part of the accoucheur, and '^ Vantiseplie de

tout le personnel qui entoure les accouchees."

Ligation of the blood-vessels, the radical cure of

varicosities, and varicocele, are the subjects of Chajj-

ter XX£. Then comes the " treatment of abscess—
acute and chronic," followed by a chajjter on "em-
pyema." Next we find a brief reference to operations

on the testicle, and the radical cure of hydrocele by
Volkmann's method. Operations on tendons are then
alluded to, also trepanation, and then comes Chap-
ter XXVII., with a short but good account of the
" treatment of ulcers by cutaneous transjilantations."

Ocular surgery has a chajater by itself, and this is

followed by a statement of the good " influence of the

antiseptic method on the healthiness of hos^jitals."

In Chapter XXX., carbolic acid iioisoning is con-

sidered, tlie writer making rather light of the toxic

properties of phenol. Nussbaum's potion, supposed
to be antidotal to the acid, is given as follows :

3 . Sulphate of soda 5.0

Water 150.0

Syruj) of rasi^berries 25.0

M. S.—Two tablespoonfuls every two hoiu'S.

Naturally enough, a work of this kind woidd be

incomplete without some reference to the "objec-

tions to and disadvantages of the antiseptic method."
Accordingly, we find Chapter XXXI. devoted en-

tirely to this puri)ose, nor need it surprise us to find

an enthusiastic Listerite inclined to judge leniently

the various faults with which the method has been
reproached.

Chapter XXXII. tells us how to act in cases when
the essentials of Listerism are not on hand.
The last chapter but one contains a dtitailed enu-

meration of everything that is nc>cdful to properly
elVect the various antiseptic dressings, and the con-
cluding chapter is an incomplete "bibliographical
index."

The Tbansactions of the Medical Societt of the
State of New York foe 1880. Syracuse, N. Y.:

The Standard Printing Company.

The volume contains G82 pages, of which sixty are

occupied by the proceedings of tlie annual meeting,
forty by communications on various medical, surgi-

cal, and hygienic topics, over one hundred by the
lists of the state and county medical societies, and
the remainder by an appendix containing the by-
laws of the society, the system of medical ethics, and
a compilation of the various state laws relating to

medical matters that have been i)assed since 1800.

The appendix is a valuable contribution for refer-

ence. The usual care displayed by the secretary of

the society is manifest throughout the volume, which
reflects credit upon both the Committee of Publica-

tion and the publishers. It will make an indispen-
sable addition to the library of every medical man
who wishes to keep apace with the jjrogTess of one
of the largest and most active medical societies in

this country. It is true that many, if not all, of the
pajjers have appeared in the various medical journals

of this and other states ; but that fact, instead of de-

tracting from, should enhance the intiinsic value of

the volume, because it shows that the communica-
tions are of a high order, and well worthy of preser-

vation in book form.

AdDBESS DEL,r\'ERED BEFOEE THE NeW HAMPSHIRE
Medical Society, on the Etiologv, Nature, Cavises,

etc., of Diphtheria. By T. J. ^V. Pray, M.D.,
President, June, 1880.

This address is a veiy full and exhaustive discussion

of the subject of diphtheria. On all the mooted
points regarding this disease, the writer shows thor-

ough information and excellent judgment. He in-

clines to the belief that most cases of croup are diph-
theritic processes ; he doubts the local and bacterial

origin of the disease ; and he classes diphtheria
among filth diseases. In treatment, no especial plan
is advocated, but the various methods employed by
the highest authorities are given. The monograph
will be found usefid for study or reference.

On the Affections of the Middle Ear During
the Early Stages of Syphilis. By F. E,. Stcr-
Gis, M.D.

Three cases are related, illustrating the way in which
secondary syphilis sometimes ati'ects the middle ear.

The diagnostic points in this class of cases, Dr. Stur-

gis believes to be absence of acute infiammation and
the infiltrated condition of the tympanum.

Pregnancy Vomiting. By J. Marion Sims, M.D.,
LL.D. Reprinted from the Archives of Medicine.

Dr. Sims writes on the above subject with two ob-

jects : he relates a case of pregnancy vomiting in

which a resort to Copeman's method produced a mis-

carriage, this being the first reported instance of its

so doing. He also gives the full details of a case

which came under his charge in Paris eighteen years
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aRO, and reganling which ho has Bince been much
ini8r«'|>r«'s«Mit«nl in Parisian moilical and social rirclcs.

Dr. Sims j^vos an (MidorstMin'nt of tlic «>lll<'iu'y of

Coiu'iimirs. Jonos's anil (irailly-Howitt's niethutls of

troatinj? l)n'f,'uancy vomiting, when they are proiJ-

orly applied.

The MKCHANicAii Tueatment of tub Mohe Common
AbNoKMAU ('OSDITIOSS OK THE FooT. Bv Dn.

CUAHL.i:.S FUKDKUICK SxiLIiMAN.

This snudl jmniphlet coiitains a doscrii»tion of the

condition aiid indications for treatment in weak

ankles, inverted feet, and talipes varns. For each

of these affections Dr. Stillmiin has devised some
speciiil meclmnical appliitnces for which he claims

superior ailvantiiges.

The Yellow Fuvkh (^kahantink of the Ftxi-nE,

based upon the l'ortiil)ility of Atmospheric (Jernis,

and the Xon-t'onta-^nonsness of the Disease. Head
at the Seventh Ainmal Meeting? of the American

Pnblic Health Association, November 2(1, 1879.

By Hknky Fkaser CAMPnKLii, A.M., Ml).

Dk. C/AMiMJELii arpfiies against the i)resent system of

coast and inland (piarantine as being nnnecessarily

clnmsv, oppresssive, and inefficient. He presents a

simpler plan, bised on the assnmptions that yellow

fever is an exotic dise;ise and not contagious, in the

ordinarv way. Dr. Campbell's arguments are well

stated, iwid his plans for quarantine have received en-

dorsement from experienced health officers. So far,

however, as it depends on the assumption that yel-

low fever is purely an fxotic disease, he will not find

medical opinion going heartily with him.

FiKST DECEy^^AIi Report op the Manhattan" Eye
AJJD E.ut Ho.sprrAL. October, 1879.

The Manhattan Eye and Ear Hosjiital has had the

best talent of the city on its medical staff, and it has

done excellent work during the past ten years. It

is exceptionally fortunate in having a large number
of its medical officers on the government board. The
hospital received a gift of .S2o,000 from Hon. E. D.

Morgan last si)ring. In April, it began to erect a

8iK),UnO building on Park Avenue. We sincerely

trust that tlie funds for the completion of the struc-

ture may be supplied. Nine thousand dollars have

been contributed since the work began.

Cases of Leucocythemia. By R. P. Howard, M.D.
Reprinted from Montreal General Hospital Re-
ports. 1880.

The author relates four cases of leucocythemia which
recently came under his notice. Post-mortem and
microscopical examinations were made in each case.

The marrow of the long bones was also examined,

and in two cases presented eWdences of hyjjerplasia,

such as is asserted by Neumann, Waldeyer, and oth-

ers to be characteristic of a certain variety (the my-
elogenous) of leucocythemia. Dr. Howard discusses

very fully this question of the possibility of a myelo-

genous leucocythemia, and shows that the evidence,

so far, is against it. The cases related in the pamph-
let before us are admirably worked up and make a

valuable contribution to the literature of leucocy-

themia.

Report on OrxBREAK of Enteric FE^•ER at Possil-

p.ABK. By James Chrlstie, A.M., M.D.

The point of interest and importance in this report

is given on page 16: '"By this outbreak," says Dr.

Christie, " we had an absolute demonstration that

milk acts as a medium for the communication of the

infective rirus of enteric fever ; that the infective

piriui, if present in soiled clothing, may gain access

to milk through washing oi)enitioiiH in a dairy farm ;

and that the j)eriod of iiicnliation of enteric fever is

fourteen or tiftetin days." The details of the inves-

tigation which led to this conclusion have chiefly a

local interest.

Diagnosis op Malionant Ti'Moits op the Upper
Jaw. By L. McLane Tiffany, M.D.

In elucidation of the above sul)ject three cases are

relat«!d, and the operaticms for the removal of the

tumors described. In one case, pndiminary laryngo-

tracheotomy with Pa(pielin's thernio-caut<!ry was
employed, and the operator speaks highly of the ad-

ditional facility witli which his work was done.

A Case of Unilateral Excision of the Larynx,
Hyou) Bonk, and Ba.se (jf the Tongue. By Dn.
A. (i. (iERSTKR.

The operati(m here detailed was upon a man aged
fifty, suffering from a sarcomatous tumor. This in-

volved the entire right wall of the pharynx, the base
of the tongue on tlie same side, and tlie tissues of

the con-e.sponding side of the lai-j'nx, including the

epiglottis. The removal of the growth was ertected

by first removing half the larynx and hyoid bone.

The o2)eration was canied through without any
trouble or accident, tracheotomy having been first

performed. The patient, on recover}', was able to

talk in a hoarse voice and to swallow. The account
of the 02)eration wiU be instructive to surgeons who
have occasion to do anything of a similar character.

History of United States Maijine Hospital Ser-
vice. By John B. Hamilton, M.D., Supei-vising

Sui'geon-General.

This history is a rei^rint from Appleton's Annual Cy-
olopiedia for 1879. It is a narrative of the gi-ad-

ual growth of the Marine Hospital Sernce from the

year of its creation, 1798, to the present time. Much
labor and reseai"ch have evidently been expended in

making the history a full and accurate one.

The Ophthalmic Use of Qcinine, and its Thera-
peutic Action. By A. Siuley Cami'bell, M.D.,
Augusta, Ga.

Dr. Camphell's view of the therapeutic action of

quinine is, that it is a vascular tonic, restoring the

tone of the vessels and enabling them to contract.

In this way it dispels blood-stasis and may prevent
inflammations. It is jjarticularly valuable alter op-

erations on the eye, combined with tojjical applica-

tions of atropia and ergot. Dr. Campbell's use of

quinine is not new, and his confidence in it is over-

rated.

Asylum Mortality and Non-Restbaxnt.—The in-

fluence of modern improvements in asylums and in the

treatment of the insane, in diminishing the mortality

and prolonging the lives of lunatics, is (says the Brit-

ish Medical Journal) very clearly brought out by Dr.

Cassidy, in the recently issued annual report of the

County Asylum of Lancaster. The average annual
death-rate in that institution in the decennium 1829

to 1839 was 21.58 \>er cent, of the average numbers
resident. From 1839 to 1849 it was 11.24 per cent.

;

from 1849 to 1859 it was 9.89 per cent. ; from 1859 to

1869 it was 8.93 per cent ; and from 1869 to 1879 it

was 7.62 i>er cent. The first great reduction took

place at the period when Mr. Gaskill abolished the

restraint system. Dr. Cassidy's statistics should be

well pondered by those reactionists who now sug-

gest the reintroduction of restraint into asylums.
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Bcports of Societies.

THE AxMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SO-
CIETY.

Fifth Annual Meetinq, held in Cincinnati, September
l.s<, 2(/, and 3c/. 1880.

Wednesday, September 1st—First Day—Morning
Session.

Pursuant to adjournment, tlie Society convened in

the city of Cincinnati, on the first day of September,
and was called to order at 10 a.m., by the President,

Dr. J. Marion Sms, of New York.
The following Fellows responded to the roll-call

:

Drs. Fordyce Barker, W. H. Byford, S. C Busey, A.

Dunlap, (1. J. Engelmann, G. H. Lyman, T. A. liea-

mv, A. R. Jackson, R. S. Sutton, Robert Battev, J.

R! Chadwick, H. F. Campbell, T. M. Drysdale^ W.
T. Howard, T. Parvin, J. C. Reeve, J. M. Sims, H.
P. C. Wilson, and J. W. Underhill.

ADDRESS OF WELCOJIE.

After the calling of the roll, Dr. T. A. Reamy bade
the Fellows and the invited guests welcome to the

grasp of the hands, the friendship of the hearts, and
the hospitalities of the homes of the medical profes-

sion of Cincinnati.

SIEMBERS BY INVITATION.

The following gentlemen were, on nomination by
the Council, in%T[ted by vote to particijjate in the dis-

cussions during the sessions of the Society : W. W.
Dawson, W. H. H. Mussev, Thomas Wood, J. H.
Tate, W. H. Taylor, J. Tnish, C. D. Palmer, John
Murphy, l>avid Judkins, James T. Wittaker, A. J.

Miles, William Corson, A. E. Dandridge, C. O.

Wright, W. T. Brown, A. T. Keyt, P. S. Connor, and
Ct. Brahl, of Cincinnati ; John Henderson, of Cov-
ington, Ivy. ; A. F. Erich, of Baltimore ; Chas. Shep-
ard, of Grand Rapids, Mich. ; E. C. Gehrung, of St.

Louis ; and G. W. H. Kemper, of Muncie, lud.

The tirst paper was read by Dr. Robert Battey,
of Rome, Ga., and entitled

WH.\T IS THE PROPER FIELD FOR BATTEY'S OPERA-
« TIONS ?

The author took the same j^osition he took when,
in 1872, he commenced the oi^eratiou, namely, that

the o^jeration was never to be one of election.

In deciding whether or not he should advise the

operation he asked himself three questions.
" 1. Is this a grave case ?

" 2. Is it a case incurable by other Icnown resources

of medical and surgical art ? and
" 3. Is it curable by the menopause ?

"

If all were satisfactorily answei'ed in the affirmative,

he regarded the case as a proper one for the opera-

tion known as Battey's. If either question coi;ld not

be answered satisfactorily, he regarded the case as

one in which the operation was not justifiable.

TWO CASES OF ANTERIOR DISPLACEMENT OF THE OVARY
SIMULATING INTERN.VXi INGUINAL HERNIA —BATTEY'S
OPERATION

was the title of the next paper, which was read by
Dr. G. J. Engelmann, of St. Louis.

Within a short time he had oliserved two cases of

anterior displacement of the ovary that simulated in-

guinal hernia ; in one the ovary was removed, in the

other not, on account of the approach of the meno-
pause. In one case, therefore, the menopause was

produced artificially, in the other it was left to na-

ture. In both cases, diagnosis, 2)rior to Dr. Engel-
mann's treatment of inguinal hernia had been made,
and a truss had boon ai)])lied.

In the first of Dr. Engelmann's cases it seemed
that the menopause was established by the removal
of one ovary, although that point could not yet be
absolutely determined, because of the recent date of

the operation. The ovary was not enlarged. The
right ovary was not removed, and Dr. E. regretted

that he had allowed it to remain, because it was i)os-

sible that the nervous symptoms that still c-ontinued

might have been checked by so doing. The woman
recovered without an unfavorable symptom. She
had menstruated twice since the operation ; once five

weeks after, and once at a subsequent interval of six

weeks, biit the discharge was scanty.

The discussion on the papers by Dr. Battey and
Dr. Engelmann was oi^ened by Dr. Fordyce Barker,
of New York, who remarked, with regard to anterior

displacement of ovaries, that he had met with three

cases. For himself, he could not conceive the \ws-

sibility of any fall or shock of the kind mentioned,
producing displacement of an ovary, and he ques-

tioned whether the disjjlacement was not a congeni-

tal one, and that the fall aroused a congestion or
subacute inflammation that became exaggerated
extremely at the time of menstruation.

With reference to the therapeutical study of the

subject, in one of the cases he placed the patient

upon the use of bromide of potash and hyoscyaniia,

with beneficial results.

Dr. Barker then related the history of a case that

illustrated how severely the nervous system might
be affected by disturbances of the ovaries.

Dr. H. p. C. Wilson, of Baltimore, regarded
Battey's as one of the most gi-owing surgical oper-

ations of the present centuiy. He was jsarticularly

struck with the additional class of cases in which it

was recommended, namely, certain cases of amen-
orrhoea.

Dr. W. H. Byford, of Chicago, related the history

of a case that illustrated the effect produced upon a

fibroid of the uterus by the removal of the ovaries.

The case was one in which Dr. Trenholme, of Canada,
removed both ovaries for the cure of a uterine fibroid

and reported as entirely successful. The patient is

now under Dr. Byford's care in the Woman's Hos-
pital of the State of Illinois, at Chicago, and the

tumor still remains in the situation as described by
Dr. Trenholme before the operation. He believed

that, in all cases in which the operation was required,

the ovai'ies are diseased. The discussion was con-

tinued by Dr. Dunlap, of Ohio ; the President ; Dr.
Wood, of Cincinnati ; Dr. Drysdale, of Philadelijhia ;

and Dr. Jackson, of Chicago ; all favoring the oper-

ation in proper cases.

The President announced as

The Committee on Nominations : Drs. F. Barker,

of New York ; G. H. Lyman, of Boston ; and H. P.

C. AVilson, of Baltimore ; and as

ll/e Ai(ditinfi Committee: Drs. W. H. Byford, of

Chicago ; and R. S. Sutton, of Pittsburgh.

FmsT Day—Afternoon Session.

The first paper was read by Dr. H. P. 0. Wilson,
of Baltimore, and entitled,

OVARIOTOMY COMPLICATED WITH PREGNANCY.

" What shall be done with a large ovarian tumor
co-existing with pregnancy? What shall be done
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wheu it is a large, Hiniple cy-st? And what when it is

a foinixmml tumor, solid or Ihiid V " When the tumor
is hiiK'J and wholly rystir, ho hud Ihm'M tuiif^ht tt) t»i|)

from tiiiu' to time iiutil pref^mim-y hud turmimitod,
aiul tlien perfitrm o\uriotomy.
Wheu tin' tumor wus eomjjouud and the lluid pre-

dominated luri;ely over the solid or semi solid portion,
he had been taught to follow the sume ])lun of treat-

ment.
When the tumor wus entirely solid, so that it could

not be so ri'ducetl in size, ovariotomy or the induction
of premature labor were the only resources left wheu
there was no longer room in the ubdominal cavity for

the pregnant uterus and the ovarian tumor.
From these views Dr. Wilson dissented. If, in a

pregnant woman, an ovarian tumor was entirely cystic,

he advised removal in preference to rei)eated tap-

pings. When a compound tumor did not have firm
adhesions, he would select ovariotomy rather than
repeat<.'il tujipiugs for the safety of both the mother
and the child.

If, in either of the above conditions, the ^oman,
with one or more tajjpings, might be successfully
carried to the termination of pregnancy, in all proba-
bility she would be left in a worse condition for a
successful ovariotomy, on account of the adhesions
that woiUil probably be originated.

When the tumor was solid or semi-solid, or both,
and so large that it did not leave room in the ab-
domen for both itself and the expanding uterus, tap-
ping was out of the question, and he would jjerform
ovariotomy in preference to inducing premature
labor.

Dr. Wiiisox then gave the history of his case
in which the mother recovered, and was subse-
quently delivered of a healthy child, which was still

livung.

The paper being before the Society, Dr. A. Dun-
li.vp, of Springfield, Ohio, remarked that he had
three cases in which ovarian disease was comi)licated
with pregnancy, and in tiro cases abortion was pro-
duced before ovariotomy was performed, and both
patients recovered. He was inclined to believe that
abortion was likely to be produced by the ovariotomy
and if abortion did occur, the woman would probably
die. With reference to adhesions after tapjjing, he
did not regard them as especially unfavorable for
ovariotomy. Dr. Dunlap was also oijposed to the
small incision, even if no adhesions existed, because
he believed the great success in ovariotomy depended
upon proper cleansing of the abdominal cavity, and
in order to do that properly, a free incision was
necessai-y. He favored the production of abortion
and the subsequent performing of ovariotomy.

Dr. Ja.s. R Chadwick, of Boston, sijoke of sur-
gical non-interference in these cases, and based his
remarks upon three cases that had fallen under his
observation during the last winter.
Dr. Eoijert Battey, of Rome, Ga., referred to

four cases in his experience which had been let

alone, and all terminated fatally. In three, the
symptoms were such as indicated rui)ture of the
ovarian cyst. In the fourth case, abortion was
produced, and the woman died a few days subse-
quently.
Dr. Drxii.^p remarked that, in cases in which the

patient was comfortable, it was well enough to allow
her to remain without interference until forced to
do so.

Dr. "W. H. Bypord, of Chicago, refen-ed to two
cases in which he had tapped the cyst, in one three,
and- in the other six or seven times', and earned the

I

woman safely to the termination of pregnancy, both
I
mother and children living. With reference to pro-
ducing ultorti(m, he believed it to bo a ndschiovoUH
Ijractice.

The Puksident referred to the successful case

I
quot<>d by Dr. Wilson, and also to a case in which

[

riiptnre of tlie cyst occurred, yet the woman went

I

safely to the completion of her pregnancy.
With reference to non-interference, he was sat-

;

isfied that the ovarian tumor should not be inter-

fered with when simi»le and not larger than twice the
size of the fotal liead ; but when tliey Ijecame large,

I
he was satisfied that operative procedure was the
safest course to jmrsue.
The pajier was further discussed by Dr. Sutton, of

Pittsburg, Dr. Erich, of Baltimore, and Dr. Daw-
son, of Cincinnati.

UTERINE MAS.SAGE AS A MEANS OF TREATINO CEBTAIN
FORMS OF ENIiARGEMENT,

was the title of a paper then read by Dr. A. Ree'ves
Jackson, of Chicago. It contained an analysis of

i 277 gynecological cases obtained from ho.si>ital and
I
private pruc-tice. In 194 there was enlargement of

the uterus from various causes, and of tliose there
were 17'J in which the enlargement was due to causes
other than polypus, sarcoma, and carcinoma, such as
sub-involution, hy])eri)lasia, etc., etc.

In each of those 17!* cases, almost every variety of

treatment that has been devised had been em2:»loyed,

such as astringents, caustics, pessarie.s, abdominal
supportei-8, hot-water douches, together with such
general treatment as seemed aijjjropriate.

The class of cases in which massage was apjdicable
was limited ; in some it was positively injurujus, and
much judgment and tact were necessary in the selec-

tion of cases suitable for its employment.
The kind of cases in which it may prove u.sefid was

the following : When the uterus was low do^\ii, large,

tender, spongy, doughy, etc., that condition was
usually associated with hyperjemia, and iiuissaQe

would be expedient unless contra-indicated by other
circumstances.

The histories of several cases were then read,

which showed that some of the patients were mark-
edly benefited, others less so, and still others re-

ceived no benefit whatever from the maniinilation.
The paper was discussed by Drs. H. F. Campbell,

of Augusta, Ga., and T. A. Reamy, of Cincinnati,

who dwelt upon the moilus operandi of the method.
!>». J. W. RosEBRi-GH, of Canada, was then elected

an invited guest, after which the Society adjourned
to meet at 1(J a.m. on Tluusdav.

Thursday, September 2d—Second Day—MoRxiNa
Session.

The Society was called to order at 10 a.m. by the
President.

The first paper was read by Dr. R. S. Sutton, of
Pittsbui'g, and consisted of the report of

A CASE OF cataleptic CONTUTlSionS CURED BY TRA-
CHELORRHAPHY.

Mrs. C, aged thirty-eight years, had borne four
children ; never miscarried. Her last labor occurred
August I'Jth, 1S72. None of her labors could be
termed preternatural. Her disease began, as was
shown, after a laceration of the cervix uteri.

A very large amount of cicatricial tissue was re-

moved, and the patient made a good recovery.
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The paper was discussed by Dr. Wilson, of Balti-

more, and tlie President.
Di{. W. H. Byfoud, of Chicago, then read a paper

entitled

EXTIRPATION OF AN ENCEPHALOID KIDNEY.

The patient was admitted and treated in the Hos-
pital for Women and Children in Chicago, and he
was indebted to Dr. Maiy H. Thompson, house phy-
sician, for the history of the ease and the notes sub-
sequent to the operation. A female patient, ;et. iV,),

German, and the mother of six children. The tumor
weighed ionr and a half i)ounds, and upon microsco-
pical examination by Prof. Danforth, was diagnosti-

cated as enceplialoid of the kidney. The patient was
discharged in July, 1880, apparently healthy.

The ])aper was discussed chiefly with reference to

diflerential diagnosis by Drs. Chadwiclc, of Boston
;

Jackson, of Chicago ; Dunlap, of Springfield, O.

;

and Drysdale, of Philadelphia.
Dk. H. F. Campbell, of Augusta, Ga., then read a

paper on

THE VALUE OF QUININE IN GYNECIC AND OBSTETRIC
PRACTICE,

As to the supposed abortional effects of quinine,

the author of the jjaper commenced by saying that,

at a jjeriod not very remote from the present, the
medical journals of this country contained frequent
j)apers discussing the oxytocic properties of quinine.
" Abortions, miscarriages, and prematui-e births were
strongly charged to its administration." To this

opinion in regard to the action of quinine, after an
observation of nearly forty years, he conscientiously
gave an unconditional denial. Of course he spoke
of a judicious and prudent use of the agent.

Instead of withholding qiiinine, in the fear that it

might produce abortion or prematui'e labor, it was
to be given conscientiously and in efficient doses, in

prevent abortion ; for, in obviating the paroxysm of

malarial fever and its wide-sjDread perturbations, we
brought the woman out of peril, and secured her
from many possible calamities ; the one to be most
di'eaded being the suijerinduced abortion.

Dr. Campbell's pajjer gave rise to discussion,

which was opened by Dr. Fordyce Barker, of New
York, who referred to the use of quinine for quicken-
ing and rendering more efficient labor jjains, A\Titliout

being oxytocic, the influence which it exerted in pre-

venting abortion, and in controlling convulsions de-

pendent upon malarial jjoisoning.

Dr. Murphy, of Cincinnati, believed that quinine
did not excite uterine contraction, hence was not an
oxytocic

; yet it was a most efficient agent in awaken-
ing uterine contractions in certain cases of inertia of

the uterus.

Tlie experience of Dr. Keeve, of Dayton, O., upon
this point, corresponded with that given by the au-

thor of the paper, and the speakers by whom he had
been preceded.
The ijajjer was further discussed by Di's. E. C.

Gehrung, of St. Louis ; J. M. Rosebrugh, of Canada

;

Bates and T. A. Reamy, of Cincinnati ; and W. T.

Howard, of Baltimore.

ANNUAL ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT.

The hour having arrived, the President, Dr. J.

Marion Sims, of New York, called Dr. W. T. Howard,
FirstYice-Presideut, to the chair, and then jjroceeded

to deliver the anniial address, which was chiefly a

plea for liberalizing the constitution and by-laws of

the Society.

After congi'atiilating the Fellows ui)on the success

that had attended their labors during the last four

years, the hope was ex])resscd that the strife; to main-
tain the Society's well-established reputation would
be vigorously continued. The President then re-

viewed briefly the history of the organization, re-

marking that it came into existence just at " the
fulness of time," and was the outgrowth of necessity.

A worthy and brilliant tribute was then i>aid to the
memory of Atlee and Peaslee, and from that point

he proceeded to consider how tlie boundaries of the

Society could be enlarged and its proiessional char-

acter elevated and dignified. With that object in

view, he urged several radical amendments to the

constitution and by-laws, the most imijortunt of which
were the following

:

1. To extend the membership to one hundred.
2. To provide for transferring from active to hon-

orary fellowship.

3. To provide for electing candidates by the So-
ciety, ins,tead of the council.

4. To strike out the requirement that candidates

shall submit an essay as a test for membership.
5. To provide for a council consisting of five or

seven members, which shall act independently of the

other officers of the Society.
" Looking at ourselves as others see us," there was

no doubt that there was a large element of discontent

outside of the Society, but the proposed amendments
he believed would so change the character of the or-

ganization, that its work, which aU had so much at

heart, could be carried on to the highest degree of

success.

The Secretary announced an invitation to visit the

Cincinnati Hospital, after which the Society ad-

journed to meet at 3 p.m.

Second Day—Afternoon Session.

The fh-st pajser was read by Dr. G. J. Englemann,
of St. Louis, on

THE INSTINCTIVE (OR NATURAL) AND PHYSIOLOGICAL
position op woman IN LABOR.

The author of this paper had studied his subject

in the following manner :

First, with reference to the ijosition occupied by
women in labor among nations of the past, esi>ecially

those of the highest and best civilization.

Second, witli reference to the position in labor

among the savage races of the present day.

Third, with reference to the movements of women
and the position they involuntarily assumed in the

agonies of the last throes of labor, when, to the ex-

clusion of every other feeling, they were controlled

largely by instinct. In this work he has been greatly

aided by the Smithsonian Institution and by army
surgeons, who had sent out circulars to Indian agen-

cies, etc. He had endeavored to classify the different

positions according to the axis of the body

:

1. Standing or erect ijositions ; 2, the inclined

position and its varieties ; and 3, the horizontal, or

recumbent position.

The paj^er was illustrated by a large number of

drawings, representing the positions assumed by
women of the red, yellow, and black races, together

with others of civilized races.

The conclusion which the aiithor of the paper
reached from his most exhaustive investigation was,

that the fully recumbent position ui)on the back was
inimical to safe and rapid labor, and that it retarded

labor.
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He believed we should advise that, in the earlv
Btfti?<»s of labor, tho woiniin hIioiiM 1»<! permitted to

follow lior own instinct witlj rcfiTonco to position,

and ovon in tho last statues of labor sho niij,'lit bo al-

lows 1 to do tho sani'>, oxoopt, pr'rliiips, with rofor-

eno(> to sonii gonoral diroctions, and for tlioso ho
would say tho scmirocnmbent position in bod was
the one boat adapted to give her the greatest assist-

ance.

Tho paper was discussed by Drs. J. C Hoove, of
Davton, Ohio ; Fordyce Barker, of New York

;

Tljooi)hilas Parvin, of Indianapolis ; H. V. Cainp-
b-^Il. of Anqnsta, Ga. ; and A. Reeves Jackson, of
Chi<Mj?o, ni.

Tho Sjcietv then adjourned to meet on Fridav at
10 A.M.

Frioav, Sept. 3d—Third Day—MoRyiNO Session.

Tlio So-'iotv was called to order at 10.45 a.m. by
the President.

Tlio first paper was read by Dr. Theophilus Pab-
viN, of Indianapolis, and entitled

SECONDARY PUERPERAL HEMORRHAGE.

This paper was complete, and "admirable equally
for its literary excellence as for its scientific and
practical value." The r^snmC of the literature upon
the questions, what was to be understood by ]n-imary
and what by secondary puerperal hemorrhage, was
most exh:iustive, and concluded witli the author's
definition of secondary liemorrhage, namely, that
which occured at any time between six hours after
labor and the end of tho month, excluding certain
mechanical causes, as inversion of the uterus, etc.

The chiff of the causes belonging to the uterus were
included under two heads : 1, those which hindered
uterine contraction, and 2, those which produced
uterine congestion. Wlien should woman rise from
her beil after confinement, was a question which no
law could answer, and the author favored the letting
of the "nine days" be like the "nine muses," a fic-

tion of the past. The causes of secondary puerperal
hemorrhage were then enumerated, and then the
author passed to the question of treatment, prevent-
ive and otherwise. It was in a properly conducted
third stage of labor that many, if not most, seconda-
ry hemorrhages were to be prevented.
Hemorrhages occurring, wliat was to be done ? The

remedies recommended and the various plans of
treatment were then reviewed in a brief but compre-
hensive manner.
The paper was discussed by Drs. Campbell, Wil-

son, Sutton, Barker, Shepard, and Englemann.

THREE FATAL CASES OP RtTPTITRE OF THE UTERUS, WITH
LAPAROTOMY,

was the title of a paper then read by Dr. "W. T.
Howard, of Baltimore.

R'ljjture of the uterus with extrusion of the foetus
into the abdominal cavity was universally regarded
as among the gravest accidents of parturition. For-
merly they were regarded as almost uniformly fatal,
but of late, since non-interference and violent and
fruitless eflforts to deliver through the contracted rent
in the uterus had given place to laparotomy, highly
encouraging results had been obtained.
Of th^ sixtv cas-^s, native an I foreign, and collect-

ed by Dr. James Trask and Dr. Harris, recovery oc-
curred in thirty-seven, and twenty-three terminated
fatally after the operation.

Dr. Howard then reported three cases which illus-

trated and enforced Horae practical points of great
interest and importance.
He purposely avoided discussing the plan of treat-

ment to be pursui'd when the fci-tus is imrlinlli) in the
utt'rine cavity, but wlion it has passed cmnpletfil// into

the abdominal cavity, there were only three alterna-

tives from which to choo.se.

1. To abandon the case to tho efforts of nature

—

the chances of recovery ])eing almost nothing.

2. Tt) introduce the liand into the altdominal cavity,

through tho rent in the uterus, seize tlie child, and
deliver ; or,

3. Lai)arotomy, which by almost universal consent
had taken the jilaco of tho second plan of procedure,
because removal of the blood and other fluids was
only s(vond in importance to tliat of removing the
foetus itself fnmi tlie abdominal cavity.

The pai)er was discussed by Drs. Wilson, Parvin,

and Campbell, each of whom expressed tho ojnnion
that the suggestion made by Dr. Howard, aiul his

proposed modification of Poito's operation, in certain

cases, seemed to promise more for the woman than
simple abdominal section.

Third Day—Afternoon Session.

The first paper was by Dr. Jas. R. Chadwiok, of
Boston, on

THE hot rectal DOTJCIIE.

In selecting a title for this paper, the author in-

tentionally rejected the term "enema," lest it should
suggest that tho jjractice of injecting hot water into

the rectum had for its ])urpose the removal from that
viscus of its fecal contents. He had, moreover,
sought to ally the use of hot water in the rectum to
the well-known hot vaginal douche, because their

chief purposes and results were similar, though he be-
lieved the hot rectal douche to be in many cases most
eflScient.

The first group of cases in which he ha<l of late

been in the habit of relying upon the hot rectal

douche as the sole therapeutic means, included cases
hanng for their prominent symptoms diai-rh(ea,

whether acute or chronic, characterized by small,

frequent evacuations, the cause of which had seemed
attributable to inflammation, or at least irritation of

the mucous membrane lining the rectum and lai-ge

intestine.

A number of avowedly typical cases of diarrhoea
were then reported.

He came then to the second and far more impor-
tant class of cases in which the hot rectal douche had
proved eminently successful

—

pelvic injiammations of
all kinds.

He then exhibited a diagram, taken from Savage,
which showed witli how restricted an extent of the peii-

toneum the vagina was in contact, and consequently
how limited must l)e the effect of a vaginal douche in

allaying peritoneal inflammation, and promoting the
absorjjtion of effusions. The rectum and large intes-

tine, on the other hand, were seen to occupy the
greater part of the pelvic and lower portion of the
abdominal cavities.

The method of administration of the hot rectal

douche, with a -s-iew to obtaining its utmost benefits,

aimed at securing the passage of the water in large
volume to as high a })oint as possible in the alimen-
tary tract, and its retention for as long a period as
possible. Water was taken at as high a temperature
as could be borne by the hand ; the patient was
placed upon her side, preferably the right, in bed ; a
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fountain syrinj^e holding two quarts was employed,
suspended quite low, so that the flow of wut(n- might
be slow ; as soon as the patient had a sensation of a

desire to defecate, or the rectum was felt by the fin-

ger in the vagina to be distended, the current of

water was arrested for a few minutes, without with-

drawal of the nozzle from the anus. In that way
one or two quarts of water might commonly be intro-

duced without exciting peristaltic action. The pa-

tient must remain quiet for a quarter to half an hour,

when, if not sooner, the rectum would generally have
exi^elled a ])ortion, if not all, of the water. He did
not deem it wise for the patient to resist the ex]uil-

sive action of the intestine, because it would thereby
be incited to more violent efibrts, which would coun-
teract, in a measure, the beneficial action of the

douche. He was unable to state how high in the in-

testine the water usually j^assed, but was satisfied

that it occasionally traversed the whole large intes-

tine to the ileo-c0ecal valve.

The discussion that followed the reading of the

paper was participated in by Drs. Howard, Camp-
bell, and Keamy, who discussed at some length the

question whether fluid thrown into the lower ])art of

the large intestine went beyond the sigmoid flexure

and beyond the ileo-cnecal valve. Dr. Eeamy main-
tained that it did not go beyond the last point when
injected accm-ding to the method given in the paper.

OCCLUSION OF THE GKA\TD TITEETJS.

The above was the title of a paper sent hj Db. Jo-

seph A. Eate, of Augusta, Ga., and read by the Sec-

retary.

Db. T. a. Eeamy, of Cincinnati, then read a ])&\yeY

on
rLCEBATION OF THE CEBTIX UTEBI.

The following is a synopsis:

It was founded on an examination of eight thou-
sand women supposed to be suftering from uterine

disease. The author meant by the " iilcerative pro-

cess " and by ulcer what was expressed by Paget and
Billroth. Ulcerative processes, usually the result of

detachment of dead portions or molecules of inflamed
tissue. . . . Substance removed not absorbed but
ejected. . . . An ulcer usually begins by slough or

detachment of dead tissue by removing layers of liv-

ing tissue that surround it (Paget). An ulcer is

formed when, by the above processes, the vascular

and proper tissue (submucosa) is removed (Paget).

An ulcer is a wounded surface, which shows no ten-

dencj"- to heal (Billroth). Excluding syi>liilitic and
cancerous ulceration, out of the total of eight thou-

sand women examined there were found but nineteen

cases of tiaie ulceration. A large number suflered

from abrasions, erosions—so called ulcers. The
widely-extended disagreement between physicians as

to the prevalence of ulceration, was attributable not
to ignorance of a gross character, but to a difference

of opinion as to where abrasion or erosion ceased
and ulceration commenced.
The following papers were read by title :

"On the Diagnosis of Pregnancy in the Early
Months."' By Dr. J. T. Johnson, of Washington,
D. C.

" Freund's Extirpation of the Cancerous Uterus."

By Dr. J. K. Chadwick, of Boston.
" A Supplemented Contribution to the Pathology

of the Cicatrices of Pregnancy." By Dr. S. C. Busey,
of Washington, D. C.

" Manual Dilatation of the Os Uteri, as a means
of Inducing Premature Labor." By Dr. W. L, Eich-
ardson, of 13oston.

The hour for adjournment having arrived, the
President, Dr. J. Maricm Sims, congratulated the So-
ciety upon the marked success that had attended the

])resent meeting, and then took leave of the chair in

favor of Db. W. H. Byford, of Chicago, the Presi-

dent elect.

Dr. Byford took the chair, and with an expression

of thanks for the honor conferred u])on him, and en-

couraging words for the future, accepted the Presi-

dency of the Society.

He then declared the Society adjourned, to meet
on the third Wednesday in Sejitember, 1881, in the
city of New York.
The following are the officers elected for the en-

suing year

:

President.—Dr. W. H. Byford, of Chicago.
Vice-Presidents.—T)!-. T. A. Eeamy, of Cincinnati,

and Dr. H. F. Campbell, of Augusta, Ga.
Council.—Drs. A. H. Smith, of Philadelphia ; J. C.

Eeeve, of Dayton, O. ; G. H. Lyman, of Boston ; and
J. T. Johnson, of Washington, D. C.

Secretary.—Dr. Jas. E. Chadwick, of Boston.
Treasurer.—Dr. Paul F. Munde, of New York.
Dr. C. D. Palmer, of Cincinnati, was elected an

Active Fellow, and Dr. D. H. Storer, of Boston, was
l)romoted from active to honorary Fellowship.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY
OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeti7ig, Septemher 27, 1880.

Db. a. E. M. Pubdt, Peesident, in the Chaib.

fbactitbes of the tempoeal bone.

De. Albeet H. Buck read a paper having the above
title, and the following is a brief abstract of it.

Fracture of the temporal })one implied, almost neces-

sarily, damage to some part of the middle ear or

labyrinth, and, in consequence of that, many of the

cases of fracture, after leaving the stirgical wards of our
hospitals, came into the aurist's hands for the relief

of i^artial or total loss of the sense of hearing. The
value of his picture of these cases, hov\ever, must
dejDend upon the degree to which it sui:)plemented

those already drawn by surgical authors. By reason

of its peculiar structure, fractures of the temporal
bone were liable to take place in parts, and along
certain fixed lines where the bone is weaker than at

other points. From the study of the cases which
had come under his observation, he found that he
could make two grand subdivisions of fractures of

the temporal bone.
First. Fracture or diastasis of the tympanic or

squamous portion in the region of the middle ear,

without imjjlication of the petrous portion.

Second. Fractui-e of both the tympanic and the
petrous portion.

In one or two of the fourteen cases observed, the

symptoms seemed to justify a third subdivision,

namely, fracture of the petrous portion of the tem-
poral bone, without imi^lication of the middle ear.

The chain of evidence, however, though i)ointing

strongly to such a conclusion, was not sufficiently

complete to warrant the introduction of this third

class. The first class, which included fiacture of the

temporal bone in the region of the middle ear, with-

out implication of the petrous portion, might be
broken up into smaller subdivisions. For examjile: 1,

oases in which no visible hemorrhage or other dis-

charge took place from the ear ; 2, cases in which
I
hemorrhage or bloody dischaige from the ear foliou-ed

i the accident; and 3, cases in which the accident was
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followed by 8))itting of blood, dii6 to its escape from
the un<UUo ear, bv wav (»f the EiiHtju-hiiin tube and
intit the luiHiiphiirvn^^eiil eavity or nasiil passaKeH.

The cases beloiiKiiif^ to the second were, as a nile,

of a more serious charaetor than those belonj^ing to

tli»' first >j:iiin(l sub(U\ ision. Tlie severity ami tlie dura-

tion of the ilhiesH which imuic'diately followed the ac-

cident were usually so ffreat. that tiie aurist never
saw such cases until after the characteristic lesions

in the re;/ion of the druiu-menibraue had disap-

peared. The line or lines of fracture nii^'lit run in a

variety of directions, and nii}<ht involve other organs
besides that of the ear proper, and from the synijjtoms

produced we mi'^ht also locate more or less accuratt'ly

the I'ourse |)ursued by the fracture. To illustrate that

point the histories of tliree cases were given. The com-
plett^ lo.ss of hearing power in those three ca.ses con-

stituted th > distinguishing feature of this second class.

When in a case of injury of the head that symptom
|

was discovered shortly after the occurrence of the
accident, it was safe to assume, with the knowledge

j

which we at pre.seut possessed, either that a fracture ,

had taken place through the labyrinth, or that an
extravasation of blood had taken i)lace in the cochlea
witliout fracture.

|

The next symptom to which Dr. Buck directed at-

tention was that of bleeding from the ear. That symp-
tom had always been considered of great diagnostic

i

value. It was a prominent sym])tom in five of his cases.

Reference was then made to Prescott Hewett's article
I

'• On Fractures of the Base of the Skull," in which
stress was laid upon both the copiousness and the
duration of the bleeding, and we were permitted
to draw the inference that if the bleeding was not
" of a serious nature " a fracture of the base might
not have taken place. Dr. Buck thought that neither
Hewett's obsorvatioas nor his own warranted any
positive statements on that point. Indeed, the
whole subject of fi*actures of the temporal bone
should bo studied afresh. The author of the pajjer

also maintained that in every case of suspected fi-ac-

tai*e of the temporal bone an aural examination
should be made, and the conditions observed should
form a part of the record of the ease. Until that
was done in a sufficiently large number of cases, it

w.iuld not be possible either to confirm or refute
authoritatively the statements made l)y Mr. Hewett.
From his own experience he would say that the
symptom of bleeding from the ear was susceptible
of a somewhat broader interpretation than that given
to it by Prescott Hewett, and he would add to Hew-
ett's proposition, " nhen a fdll or blow upon tlie herui

is foUniced hi/ hleeiling from tlie ear, no matter lioic

triri'd, we mm/ diaf/noae afnicture of the temporal bone
in the neighborhood of ShrapneWs membrane, and
probahli/ iii the line of the Glaserian fissure." By that
proposition he meant to convey the idea, so far as
the mei'e symptom of bleeding from the ears was con-
cerned, that we were scarcely justified in assuming
that the line of fracture extended beyond the region
of the tympanum.

In the next place, the symptom of visible bleed-
ing from tlie ears was not a necassary accompani-
ment of fracture of the temporal bone. On the other
hand, evidence of intlammai^ion of the part surround-
ing the drum-membrane afforded excellent evidence
of such a fracture.

Of the remaining symptoms, the most important,
after hemorrhage from the ear. was that of a watery
discharge from the external auditory eanal. Dr.
Buck thought that the significance of that symptom
has been very fairly stated by Prescott Hewett. In

liis own caseH, there were but two in which the Hvmp-
tom of a watery discharge from the (*ar was well

marked. In one it was probably partly inllammatory
in origin.

In that connection he mentioned a fact with
which every ^iiral surgeon was familiar, and which
should make us liesitate a long time ln'fore we i)ro-

nounced a watery ilischarge, no matter how jirofuse,

to be due to the escape of the cerel>ro-sj)iiial tluid.

The fact was tliat, in exceptional cases of acute in-

flammation of tlu! middle ear, the How of a thin, se-

rous Ibiid from tliat cavity aft**r the ])erfoi-ation had
become established in thednmi-mendirane—whether
by natural or by artificial nieans it mattered not

—

was HO copious as to excite great astonishment.

Dr. Buck then examined some of his cases with

reference to the source from which blood might
possibly come, and with reference to the necessity of

making thorough aural examination in every case.

Dk. S.\Mri:ri Skxton, in ojiening the discu8.sion, re-

marked that it had been his fortune to have lately seen

two ca.ses of fracture of the base of the skull, which
had been kindly sent to him by medical friends, and
both occurred as the resiUt of falls from a wagon. In

both there was .slight unfronsciousness from the shock.

In both there was immediate trickling of blood from
the ear—not great in quantity however. The ])atient«

were confined to the house—one for one month, the

other for two or three weeks. One .sutfereil from
pain an<l deafness ; the other had no deafness ; but
accumulations of inspissated blood in the meatus
occasioned gi-eat distress to both of the ])atient3 and
caused them to suffer more than from any other part

of the injun'. He had .seen no allusion to this com-
plication in the literature of this subject, and he be-

lieved it had not been mentioned V)y the author of

the i)aper : in one of his cases the initation of this

hardened blood gave rise to a painful crop of furun-

cles. In both cases there was tinnitus aiirium, which
seemed to indicate that the midiUe ear had been
somewhat atl'ected. Both patients com])lained of

headache for a long time, and in both vertigo was a
prominent symptom, and still continued. These pa-
tients, since the injury, were very nervous, easily tired,

and forgetful. As regarded symptoms of fracture

of the base of the skull in those cases, there was
extravasation of blood under the eyes of one and be-

hind the mastoid of the other. The mastoid extrava-

sation disappeared in a few days ; the extrava.sation

in the other case lasted longer, and there was ex])ecto-

ration of blood for a longtime, and apparently coming
from the pharynx. The seat of the fracture in these

cases. Dr. Sexton said, was difficult to locate.

As to the point in diagnosis where theie had been
a large serous discharge from the ear : in one of his

cases the patient informed liim that there had been
a copious watery discharge from the ear ; it w^as sub-
sequently found to be incorrect, however, and it

occurred to Dr. Sexton that by making use of the
tuning-fork he might be able to ascertain whether
or not there had been fracture of the ])etrous portion

of the temporal bone, an injury likely to wound the

auditory nerve ; but he found that the hearing was
better upon the injured than ujoon the other side.

Dr. E. Eliot read an obituary notice of the lat€

Dr. Chas. M. Allin.

Nominations for officers for the ensuing year were
made. Several amendments to the by-laws were
proposed, to make them harmonize with the provi-

sions of the new law regulating the practice of phvsit

and surgery.

The Society then adjourned.
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Corvcsjjouttcnce,

*'0N THE RELATION OF MUSCLE AND
NERVE."

'I'To THE Editor of The Medical Record. '\

Sir :—While not seeking to enter on a controversy

"vrith jo\i in regard to your recent editorial criticism

of my theory, I trust, in justice to it and to me, that

you will kindly permit the folloAving remarks to ap-

pear.

In presenting certain facts, " j^retty definitely

known " as the basis of an argument against my
theory, you state :

" In the first place, it is known
that a muscle can contract, when irritation is direct-

ly applied, wilhout the interventiun of nerves" (italics

mine).
This proposition has been generally accepted, but

it has never been i)roven, and the inter-relations of

nerve and muscle are such that to i^rove it is impos-
sible. I need not remind you, on Dr. Klein's au-

thority, that every jiart of a muscle is imijenetrated

by nervous tissue, even to the nucleolus of the nuclei

of the muscle-cells. This being the case, it is im-
possible to oi^erate on any jjortion of a muscle with-

out at the same time implicating a corresjjonding

series of ramitications of nervous tissue. Those ex-

periments, therefore, which piirjjort to deal with
muscular tissue alone, to the exclusion of nerve tis-

sue, are erroneous, and the conclusions sought to be
deduced from them are not entitled to acceptance as

established facts.

This is not the place to enter on an expose of the
fallacies of the experiments relating to muscular
contraction ; but let us glance for a moment at the
conditions advised as best adajjted for the produc-
tion of " ideo-muscular contraction." Dr. Michael '

Foster recommends for this purpose the selection of
I

*' a nerve-muscle preijaration, which has been much
|

e:rhai'sted by treatment, or by long removal from the
body" ("Hand-book Phys. Lab.," p. 890; (italics'

mine). Why is this? If the blow with which we
|

are to " strike the muscle sharply " acts as a stimu-
lant, would not a fresh and vigorously acting muscle
be more easily i-oused to action than one ''much ex-

hausted " V On the other hand, if muscular contrac-

tion be due to the absence of nervous action, as Dr.
Radcliffe claims to have proved, an exhausted nerve
is precisely the one best fitted for the puri^ose, since

it is more readily and more certainly comjjletely par-
alyzed by the assault made on it than would be the
case with a recent or unexhausted nerve. That it is

through the nerve, rather than by direct impact
upon the muscle itself, the ordinary wave of con-
traction is produced, is shown by the well-known
fact that a blow, pinch, burn, etc., applied to the
nerve-trunk alone, extraneous to the muscle, i^ro-

duces the desired etfect equally with a similar appli-

cation to the combined nerve and muscle.
It has been (issianei/ that the blow, pinch, burn,

etc., acts as a stimulus ; but the experiments do not
prove this. They prove that muscular contraction
attends certain actions done to the nerve alone, and
to the combined nerve and muscle, but /toic this result

is brought about is merely a matter of inference, and
yet by the medical scientists of the day this infer-

ence is i^romulgated as a fact estalilished which must
pass unchallenged despite authenticated facts which
weigh against it. You do not attempt to refute

these facts, but content yourself with a reiteration of

conclusions which are unjn-ovrn, and which the ex-

])eriments relied on for their .sujjjiort do not war-

rant. In the words of a vigorous Old World Avriter

(Dr. Inman), until we rely " upon logical deductitms
rather than on what are called 'tinxi-lioiiorcd facts,'

because they have been asserted for a century or two
—though not facts at all—the practice of our pro-

fession will not impi-ove."

As for the ol)jection regarding the absence of mus-
cular contraction during the operation of a nervous
paralyzer like curare, I admit that if it were proved
that curare paralyzes the tcrmhud inolor nerves, the

objection would be a serious one. As this has not
been jiroved, and the allegation is a mere inference,

deriving all its force from its relation to the theoi-y

now prevalent ; as, besides, the allegation may at any
moment be disproved by additional e^'idence, the

objection may be passed over. All the jjhenomena
of curare-poisoning admit of explanation by its i)ar-

alyzing action on the larger nerve-trunks, leaving the

terminal nerve-ramifications free to control the mus-
cles.

In drawing a distinction between tetanized and
normally contracted muscles, you state ; "Dr. Austin
Flint, jr., believes that urea is produced by and is

the measure of muscular action. Urea, however, is

not found in tetanized muscle." This is not a fortu-

nate argument. Recent facts, of careful experimen-
tation, by able observers, who have " solved this

problem in a remarkable manner," establish that

muscle in action consumes not nitrogenous elements
but the hydrocarbons principally, and that "muscu-
lar labor causes scarcely any increase in the excretion

of urea." (See the facts fully stated in Prof. Kiiss's

lectures, etc. (Duval, Amory), pp. 78-9.) This ren-

ders your argument unnecessaiy ; and as to the other

considerations regarding rigor mortis, they need not
be refen-ed to until the physiological facts elsewhere
adduced in the Eecord are met and refuted.

I do not intend to discuss in this place the alleged

electrical phenomenon of nerve and nuiscle, on which
Professor Trowbridge's conclusive exi^eriments have
thrown the gravest doubt. But even were these cur-

rents certainly shown to exist, may they not originate

in the molecular changes attending the release as

well as the stimulation of muscle ? If, as Professor

Draper states, a "close analogy between nerve and
muscle" is to be inferred, because cells enter into

the structure of both, then the same doctrine will

apply to every organ of the body, which, as a basis

from which to infer a similarity of function, is ab-

surd. It would be strange, indeed, if two structures

so entirely different in composition, in form, and in

their relation to other jiarts of the organism, as

nerve and muscle, should evolve forces so much alike

as to have a similarity of otiRce.

You unintentionally do me an injustice in regard-

ing my theory as an extension of, or in any way asso-

ciated with, the "inhibitory" hj'pothesis of the day.

So far from this being the case, I claim it as a special

merit of the theory I advocate, that it renders this

supposititious array of " inhibitory" nerves and their

hyjiothetical "centres" and other " apparatiises

"

quite unnecessary to a full exjilanation of the facts

and phenomena of the organism in health and dis-

ease. It is therefore too bad that, while really seek-

ing to dispense with the incubus of "inhibition,"

you characterize my views as " inhil)ition run mad."
With these brief remarks, I leave the question at

issue to your readers, tmsting yoiir kindly sense of

justice and fair play will permit them to appear, well
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knowing; that a Hubjoct of this kind, presented M it

has been, can hardly e.si'apn being nometimes misap-
prehended.—Your« re8i)ectfnlly,

Thomas W. Poole, M.D.
LiNDOAT, Our., Sopfombor a7, Isno.

[Wo pnbliHh with ])leasure Dr. Poolf's courteous
letter. We have but little ivtniinent to iniike upon it,

as he brings nothing new to .strengthen his hypothe-
sis, ami it IS on hypotiiesis which we alHrni again to

be uuproven and undenionstrulile.

In i-egiird to the fact of ulio-niusculrtr contractility,

theri" are few of the dilKcult points in i)liy8iology

that are more clearly settled. We refer JJr. I'oole

to the investigations of Schilf, Kiihne, and Here-
mann ; also to the recent experiments of U. F. Lau-
tenbach, and to the facts of comparative physiology.
There are contractile organisms Mithout nerves.

The thei)ry of Dr. Poole, as we understand it, is

that the nerve hold.s on to the muscle until a para-
lyzing wave is sent down, when the nerve lets go and
the muscle contracts. In a state of rest the nerve is

const:intly exercising a repressive inhibitory action.

We therefore s])oke of the tlieory as an inhibitory
one, and must still consider it so. If Dr. Poole
really means that the nervous system exercises no
active influence during muscular repose, and that a
nervous impulse i)assing to the muscle lil)erates its

activities, transforming potential into kinetic energy,
he has not made his meaning clear. And if he did
mean this, he has been arguing all along for theories
already adopted.

—

Ed.J

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Sfalions and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Departmeaty United Stales Army,
from October 3, 1880, to October 9, 1880.

H.\PPERSETT, J. C. G., Major and Surgeon. As-
signee! to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Brown, Texas,
to enable Asst. Siirgeon F. Meacham to comply with
S. O. 190, C. S., A. G. O. in his case. S. O. 19,
Department of Texas, Sejjtember 29, 1880.

BKEWiiii, J. W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty at McPherson Barracks, Atlanta, Ga. S. O.
117, Dejjartmeut of the South, October 7, 1880.

Dickson, J. M., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty as Post Surgeon at Vancouver Ban-acks, W.
T. S. O. 171, Department of the Columbia, Septem-
ber 24, 1880.

Heizmanx, Charles L., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon.
Granted leave of absence for one month, with per-
mission to apply at division headipiarters for an ex-
tension of one month, and to the Adjutant General of
the Army for a further extension of two months,

j

S. O. 17)i, Department of the Columbia, September
I

23, 1S80. Leave of absence extended one month.
|

S. O. 143, Division of the Pacific and Department of
|

California, September 28, 1880.

Croxkhite, H., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to duty as Post Surgeon at Cami) Sheridan,
Nebraska. S. O. 94, Department of the Platte, Oc-
tober 5, 1880.

Weisel, D., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Warren, Mass. S. O.
181, Department of the East, October 8, 1880.

Gray, Wm. W., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
When relieved by Asst Siu-geon Dickson, to report to
commanding officer. Fort Cauby, W. T., for duly as
Post Surgeon. S. O. 171, C. S.*, Department of the
Columbia.

0<JBf»A8, W. C, First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Mcintosh,
Texiw, to cnalilc .Vsst. Surgeon J. H. T. King to com-
ply with S. O. 190, C. S., A. G. O., in his case. S. O.
199, C. 8., De])artmeut of Texas.

iJlelJicnl 3tcm3 ant) tlciug.

OONTAQIOCS DlHEASES — WkEKLT STATEMENT. —
Oomparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending October 9, 1880.

Week Ending
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in Gilford, N. H., in 1866, and from Dartmouth Col-

lege, at Hanover, N. H., in 1870 ; "was Professor of

Ancient Langiiages in Hooper's Academy, in Yonk-
ers, N. Y., from 1870 to 1873 ; Professor of Chemis-
try and Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the
Chester Military Academy of Pennsylvania, at Ches-
ter, from 1873 to 1877 ; and Instructor in Greek in

the University of the City of New York, from 1877
to 1879.

He was gi'aduated from the Medical Department
of the University of New York in 18^0, and was then
ajjj'ointed on the medical staff of Eellevue Hospital,

where he was serving at the time of his last illness.

At a meeting of the staff' of Bellevue Hospital, the

undersigned were api>ointed a committee to express
to Dr. Hunt's family their sympathy in the loss sus-

tained by his death, and to insert the above sketch
of his life in The Mjedical Eecord.

A. Cressap McCoy, M. D.,

WlIiLIAlI S. CHEE.S5IANN, M.D.,
Eeese H. Voorhees, M.D.,
Thomas D. Swift, M.D.

Belxevue Hospital, September .^0, ISSO.

The Death op Dr. Charles M. Allin, of New
I'oRK.—At a stated meeting of the Medical Society
of the County of New York, held on the evening of

Sejjtember 27, 1880, the following report was ac-

cepted, and the resolutions contained unanimously
adopted :

Tlie committee appointed to i^repare a suitable

minute in regard to the death of Dr. Allin respect-

fully submit the following

:

Charles Mason Allin, A.M., M.D., who was bom
at Providence, K. I., October 30, 1827, died in this

city, after a prolonged illness, June 20, 1880.

Y'our committee recommend that it be
Resolced, That in his death this Society, and the

medical prolVission as well, have lost one wlio, though
but just in the maturity of manhood, had gained an
en\*iable position in his chosen calling.

Eesulced, That in his life we recognized an example
of great industry, unsullied integrity, excellent

scholarship, and unusual public spiiit, which made
his career of great service to his fellow-men, and his

death deeply regretted by all with whom he has been
associated.

Eesoiced, That we respectfully off'er to his family
our heartfelt sympathy in the afffiction which has
deprived them so prematurely of an exemplary hus-
band and father.

Resolved, That a copy of this minute, signed by
the President and Secretary, be sent to the family of

Dr. Allin, and to The Medical Record for publica-

tiou.

Ellsworth Eliot.

A. B. Ball.
A. E. M. Purdt, President.

F. A. Castle, Secretary.
Skptembeh 27, 1860.

The Hydrophoblv. i>f France.—The number of

cases of hydrophobia, for the Dei^ai'tment of the

Seine, that liave occuiTed in dogs during the present
j

year, is 127. Of these 103 were bitten by other dogs.
;

There were twenty-four persons who had been bit-
|

ten by mad dogs, but of these only two had devel-

oped hydrophobia.

Effects of [Medical Legislation in Illinois.—
The Philadeli)hia Medical and Surgical Reporter pre-

sents the following facts regarding the effect of med- I

ical legislation in HUnois : In July, 1877, when the

law first went into effect, there were 7,400 physicians
|

in the state, of whom only 3,600 were licensed or
qualified practitioners. In 1880 the number of
qualified practitioners had increased to 4,825, while
the unqualified practitioners had decreased to 1,500.

The total number has thus decreased to 0,325. The
number of itinerants has decreased from 73 to 0, and
the number of cancer doctors from 23 to 4.

Sick Children's Excursions in Europe are be-
coming more extensively undertaken every year.

Starting at Zurich, at the instigation of Pastor Bion,
the i^raetice of sending out companies of sick chil-

dren into the countiy during the summer has ex-
tended to the cities of Frankfort, Dresden, Stuttgart,

Vienna, and Berlin.

Happy Memphis.—During the last week of Sep-
tember the city of Memphis celebrated its freedom
from pestilence the past summer. The city Mas
decorated with flags ; there were fireworks, illumina-
tions, processions, and crowds of visitors. Memijhis
may well be glad. It was a critical time for her. If

the yellow fever had appeared a third time the city

would have been ruined.

The International Congress of Hygiene held a
meeting at Turin, September 7th to 11th last. Prof.
Panchiotti presiding. Representatives from Ger-
many, France, Switzerland, Bucharest, and Italy
were present, and took j)art in the discussion.
The first subject considered was that of inter-

ternational quarantine. The creation of an inter-

national sanitary council was recommended, but no
further definite steps taken.
The congTess recommended the establishment of

health boards in all the states and countries. It

endorsed compulsory vaccination, recommended the
teaching of science in the universities, heard an es-

say on the eucalyptus, saw a body burned up at the city

crematory, and adjourned to meet at Geneva in 1882.
Nothing ai^pears to have been said about the sanitary
conference proposed to be held in this country next
year.

The Philadelphia Coronership.—It is iiimored
that Prof. Henry Letimann, well kno^Ti as a chemical
expert and as a teacher of toxicology, will be a can-
didate for coroner of Philadelphia. The office is one
requiring medico-legal ti-aiuiug, and it is therefore
evident that a medical man of ability and accejitable
to the profession would make a strong candidate.

The New Sydenham Society during the coming
year is to have translated a selection from Duchennes
works ; also Charcot's Lectures on the Diseases of
Old Age, and on Certain Chronic Maladies.

Night Medical Service.—At a stated meeting of
the New York Academy of Medicine, held at the
Academy's Hall, 12 West Thirty-hrst Street, October
7, 1880, the following preamble and resolutions were
offered by Prof. A. C. Post, and were unanimously
adojjted :

It being one of the objects of this Academy to ap-
prove and further any innovation tending to advance
the science and art of medicine, or to facilitate the
beneficent practice thereof ; and, moreover, it being
our desire to show due apiJieciation to those who
may, by their labors, have succeeded in accomplish-
ing such an end, therefore be it

j^ Reaolred, I. That this Academy believes that the
establishment of the Night Medical Service in the city

of New York is a boon to the community ; and that
by its means much good will accrue to both ijatients

and physicians, inasmuch as it places by the side of
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the Ruflr(>ring pntiont xkilleil medicul attendance at

tho sliortcst notice ; nml on the other hand, gives the

asstinmoe to tho physician that hiK merited remuner-
ation will l>e duly received.

II. Believiiii^ tlie law to be a benefit, end recog-

nizing the fact that it is duo to the earnest and well-
|

directed elTorts of Dr. Henri Xiichtel, a Htraiiger

among us, that we owe its establishment, we there-

fore desire to testify to him our appreciation, and to

extend our cordial thanks ftir his disinterested zeal

in accom)»lishingso miich good for the wtilfare of the

community, including the medical profession.

III. li''siilrcil, 'I'h.it the al)ovo resolutions, signed
by the President and Secretary, be engrossed and
forwarded to Dr. Nachtel in Paris.

Edwin F. Warp, M.D.,
Rpforiling Secretary.

Ebttttroxylon Coca in the Opium and ALcoHoii
HABrrs.—Dr. \V. H. Bentley rejiorts in the Tkern-

pentic (fiuiftti' eleven cases of the opium-habit, all

but one of which were cured by the use of a pound
or two of erythroxylon coca. Three cases of ine-

briety were also said to be cured. The drug is given

in driK'hm doses of the fluid extract, increased if

necessary and repeated till some relief from the mor-
bid desire is felt.

Canada MEDicAti As.sociation.—The thirteenth an-

nual meeting of this association was held Sept. 1st

and '2d, at Ottawa, aV)out 100 members being pres-

ent. Drs. Brodie, Brush, and Goodwillie, delegates
from the American Medical Association were pres-

ent and were elected honorary members. The work
of the society was done in a general session and two
sections, one on medicine, the other on surgery.

Thirteen papers were read, several of them exciting

quite lengthy discussion. Venesection received con-
siderable favor. The dangers of " cramming " chil-

dren and the evils of the present system of education
were discussed. Dr. J. A. Sewell reported cases in

which tea had acted efficiently as an antidote in

opium-poisoning. Dr. Stewart rej^orted fifteen cases
showing the etlicacy of cannabis Indica in the treat-

ment of hemicrauia.
In the surgical section the treatment of wounds

was the subject of discussion. No defenders of Lis-

terism appeared. There were papers upon the sub-
ject of Brain Lesions, Plastic Operations on the Eye-
lids, Mastoid Disease.

The Presidential address by Dr. Howard was de-
voted to urging the importance of health legislation.

He also spoke of the needs to society of state ine-

briate asylums, and he recommended that there be
medical experts at coroner's inquests.

The address was s]joken of as a very able one.

The meeting itself was also considered a success.

The next annual meeting will be at Halifax, N. S.,

Aug. 3, 1881.

The DENr,rE ok Bbe-vk-boxe Fever at Charle.ston.
—An account of the epidemic of break-bone fever at

Charleston has been furnished to the Bulletin of the
Nitional Board of Health, by Dr. F. P. Porcher. We
give this in substance below : Charleston has always
been peculiarly subject to this fever, and at times it

has affected seven-tenths of its poi?ulation. The
present epidemic is not a ver^' severe one and is now
abating. The Charleston Board of Health has ex-
pressed considerable indignation against the Na-
tional Board for publishing the facts concerning the
outbreak. It is thought that the commercial inter-

ests of the city will sutfer in consequence :

Dr. Porcher says of the Hymi)tomH :

The disease genrrally Ijegins with a feeling of cold-

ness, or by a chill, followcil by fever. This, with a
temperature ranging from 100 to lOf)'^, lasts gen-
erally from 'it to -IH iiours, occasionally extending to

four or five days, and even in rare ca.ses to seven.

Relajises occasional, sj)ecially in tlK)se who have
gime out too early. Headiu-he freipient, generally

frontal, from the beginning. Miliarv eruptions, some-
times elevat<'d and red, like measles, and the occa-

sional presence of suilamiiia arer tint faiy, vxk, ami
bfxli/ ; sonjetimes the eruptions were confined to the

body, and endured frjr days aft«'r recovery. We have
seen some examples of slight des(juaniation—furftir-

atious or branny in character. Sweating profuse in

many persf)iis, though o/tett a/no'nt. Hence, some
physicians are inclined to consider the disease to be
siietle nii/ian; o{ a mild form. " Breakbone " is the

best name, becaus(! i)ain in the bones and limbs is

the most constant sym})tom. There is often great

restlessness during the fever, and in some a feeling

of tightness or congestion about the throat, with
bleeding in a few cases known to us. Catarrhal
symptoms are rarely present, although cough has
occasionally existed. Bleeding from the nose not
unusual in childi'en, and also increase in the men-
strual niolimen has been observed. Pain in the back
and limbs markedly present, but no decided swelling

of joints, no carbuncular enlargements or boils, as in

the ei)idemic of dengue of 40 yeara since, or in that

of " breakbone," which followed some years subse-

quently. Weakness and prostration have Vjeen very

decided, but not nearly to such an extent as in pre-

vious ejjidemics. Some of the physicians consider
that there has been a tendency to hepatic torpor or
congestion, of no great severity, however. We have
heard of no cases of decided jaundice. Nausea and
vomiting seldom occur.

The disease does not affect all the members of a

household, oftentimes only one or two being seized,

though we have known six to be taken in one house
;

in this respect diH'ering from the dengue, as de--

scribed by Prof. Dickinson, and from the epidemic
seen by us some thirty years since. Then 10.0<X)

were down ; no one was well enough or strong
enough to help his neighbor, and one had to learn

to walk over again.

It is difficult to calculate the number who have
suffered, as very many have not employed a T)hy-

sician ; from 2,000 to 3,000, perhaps, approximates
the number.
Very little active treatment has been used ; as far

as we can learn, as follows : A mild laxative, saline

or mercurial, hot teas, nitre, pediluvia, sinajjisms,

etc., and quinine during and after the attack, ujjon
theoretical grounds, with occasionally mild stimu-
lants. SevenU persons have recovered with no treat-

ment whatever.
It has prevailed among both races, perhaps equally,

and not a single death is ascrihed to this disease as far

as we can learn. The only disadvantage which ac-

crues to those who take it is the time lost and the
temporary pain and weakness from which they suffer.

Books Keceived.

Slight Ailments: Their Nature and Treatment. By Lionel S.
BeaJe, M.B., etc. Philadelphia: Pn-.-k-y Bhiki.u.n.

Manual of Minor Surgery and Bandaging. By Christopher Heath.
6th ediliou. Philadelphia : Lindsay &, Ulakieton.

The Ocean as a Health Resort, etc. By William 8. Wilaon, L.R.C.P.
Philadelphia : Presley Blakibton. Ib80.
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(DriiVnial Cccturcs.

EXCISION OF THE INFERIOR DENTAL
NERVE.

By Means op the Dental Engine, for the Belief
OF Obstinate Neuralgia.

A CLINICAJi LECTURE.

By JAIVIES E. GARRETSON, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY AND SUKCMIY IN THE PHILADELPHIA DENTAL
COLLEGE.

The case before the class is one of neuralgia of the
region supplied with sensation by the third division

of the fifth nerve. The wonuin is so great a sufferer

that, as life itself is concerned, there exists absolute
necessity to atlord her relief. To accept her own
story, the pain aroused in the simple act of opening
the moutli is so great that she has starved during
the last nine weeks rather than endure it.

What is neuralgia ? It is nothing, it is everything.

The term itself signifies pain, nerve-pain ; that alone.

To say that a person has neuralgia is to express noth-
ing in the way of cause ; an aching toe is a neuralgic
toe ; so, too, an aching tooth ; so, also, a paining
heart.

In a case of neuralgia, that which the surgeon
wants to get at is cnnse. To diagnose simply that a
patient has neuralgia is to say nothing more expres-

sive of the doctorly attributes than is spoken by a
child when complaining of a stomach-ache. With-
out an atlded explanation as to cause, he who diag-
noses neuralgia diagnoses nothing. Pain arises out
of irritation, and diagnosis in neui'algia is apprecia-
tion of the thing that irritates.

In this hospital, where are ti'eated so many cases

of neuralgia, large opportunity is furnished for the
study of cause. So much in the way of cause are we
constantly exposing, so much in this way have we
discovered, that naturally Anstie's views come to

stand in little favor with us. Only a single week
back, as you remember, I told the class about a jjri-

vate patient, just dismissed at the time, where the
pharnracy had been exhausted in the constitutional

treatment of a tic douloureux, found finally to be de-

pendent on an ulcer situated upon the inner face of

tlie uterine fundus. In proportion as the ulcer re-

sponded to the treatment employed for its cure, so

did the pain disappear. A multitude of similar in-

stances are familiar to this clinic.

The patient before us has neuralgia from a cause.

From what cause? From the presence of an irri-

tant. Where is the irritant, and what is it ?

In the press of the service to-day I have no time to

tell you how I axTived at a conclusion that the trouble

is disorganization of a nerve, and that the part af-

fected lies in the denfjal canal of the lower jaw. A
matter of interest to the class, and as well of vital

concern to the patient, is the correctness of the infer-

ence made.
I now proceed to expose and i-esect the inferior

maxillary nerve. Here, gentlemen, I introduce you
to a manner of performing the operation which I am
sure needs only to be seen to be appreciated. The
operation is one of my own devising. I show you the

lady without a scar ; I desire to cure her without
making one. Now to the surgical indications of the

case. The first is to operate without resulting dis-

figurement ; the second, to so expose the nei-\'e that

it may be examined before being lifted ; the next is

the cutting of the bone in sucli manner as will jus-

tify me in acting from the c-onclusion of no suppura-

tion. The patient will now be etherized. . . . I now
pull the skin of the neck ui)ward upon the jaw, and
thus draw up the shade-line from the base of the face

(right side) until it rests ujjon the body of the infe-

rior maxilla ; and then, feeling for the facial artery,

I protect it by my finger-nail placed just in front.

Inserting the blade at tliis i)oint, with its heel toward

my finger, I cut forward, making an incision about

an inch and a half in length parallel with the bone.

Now my assistants, with the aid of retractors, i)ull

the artery backward and also stretch and hold the

lips of the wound apart. No hurry, gentlemen

;

make haste slowly. I now remove a strip of the pe-

riosteum corresponding with what I judge to be the

breadth of the maxillary or inferior dental canal.

This is accomplished with the aid of the raspatoi-y

at the end of the scalpel. I look now for the men-
tal foramen, which I know signifies the position of

the canal. I have it.

Now I resort to the engine, with a fine circular

saw attached making at least two thousand revolu-

tions a minute. The machine, as a whole, is noise-

less and efficient in operation. Rapidly as this Little

saw is revolving, I hold the hand-i^iece and can con-

trol it as I would a pen. The delicacy of its manipu-
lation in experienced hands every surgeon who has
ever used it must appreciate. I pass the saw from
the mental foramen backward along the margin of

the canal. The upper side is cut. Back again to

the starting-point, and soon the lower portion is di-

vided. Now, replacing the saw with this delicate

trei^hine, I sever the strip of bone at either extrem-
ity, and with this finely temjiered chisel pry up and
remove it. Underneath should lie (normally^ the
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vessels ami the nervo, but Iuto I Imvo from i>atho-

logioal oxprt'ssioiis (haj^noseil an ahiiorinal coiulitiou

ami <lisorj?iiiii/.ati()n of the nervo ; or it may ht? that

au iiiHammatorv oxiulato is pressing uixin it, or, 1)oh-

sihly, a foreii^u (jjrowtli developing within the <*anal.

I will examine. Si*e with what ease we proceed—no
anxiety, no blunder, but })erfectly satisfy ourselves
as to what wo have or have not. I do not rtml auy-
thini? like a nerve in the centre of this canal. (Jono.

disorj^anized as well as the vessels ; I was right in

my diuf^nosis. Now, I have the end of the posterior

portion of the nerve. IJefore exseirting it at the pos-
terior part of the opening I will stretch it, in order
to obtain whatever benefit may result from such
stretohin^?. I now divide it. The end of the ante-

rior portion is as red as a cheriy. I will cut it out
also.

Now I wash and cleanse the parts, which is an
important jinint to be observed. Again the engine.
This time it carries an inverted couoidal corundum
disk, with which I smooth down the roughness and
l)oints around the margins of the opening, for I do
not wish to have necrosis or caries, which there
might not be sutHcient vitality to resist. I am care-

ful to have no foreign material enclosed. Tlidt would
interfere with my calculations. Finally, I bring the
lips of the wound together in such manner as to

leave no hag to give trouble. I aim to get as imme-
diate union as possible. I have not used a single

ligature. If hemorrhage shouhl occur, the wound can
be opened and the bleeding arrested by packing.
My dressing is antiseptic and dry. Now, gentlemen,
there is a nerve resected and uo deformity. The in-

dications have all been met, and I expect you to ap-
preciate the refinement of the operation josthetically.

(The i)atient was kept in the ward for two or three
days and then sent home. Two weeks afterward her
physician seat word that she was reUeved of pain
and doing exceedingly well.)

A CLINICAL LECTURE.
By C. R. AGNEW, M.D.,

NEW TORE.

Case I.

—

Facial Erysipelna— Treatment of Lachrymal
Abscess.

This man comes with an extensive patch of red-
ness upon the left side of his face, covering the eye-
lids of the left eye, extending over the bridge ot the
nose, down upon the cheek to the angle of the
mouth, and back half way to the angle of the jaw.
Upon the bridge of the nose it is broken by what
seems to be a rujitured bleb, and scattered about
that broken bleb are two or three vesicles, little

blister-patches of skin, looking as though beneath
them were some serous fluid. Now, it is a question
whether this is an eye case or whether it belongs to

some other surgical category. The patient is twenty-
live years old, and a shopkeeper by occupation. He
says that last Saturday he felt chilly, went home, went
to bed. Upon Sunday was uj) about the house ; went
to bed about ten o'cloc': in the evening ; felt chilly at

that time, and his eyes began to hurt him, were red,

and water ran out of them, and on the following
morning the eyes were swollen, the face on the left

side was broken out, and this morning the left eye
was closed entirely. He also says that he takes " a
drink occasionally," and that the left eye was hurt
about a year ago by lieing partially goiir/ed out. This
is an operation the results of which, several years

ago, we used to see a gicat di-al of. Tlie operator who
felt m(-lin(!d to perform it twisted the fori'finger into

a lock of the hnir of the objective, and then inserting

the thumb of the same hand into the teni]i(jral or

nasal side of the orbit, pressed the eyeball out upon
the side of the cheek, 'lljis jjractice, however, 1 am
glad to l>e able to say, seems to be going out of use,

with some other jiractices which seem to be flagging.

The pui>il of that left eye is a little larger thuu
the pupil in tlie fellow eye, and he says he has not
been using any droj)H in the eye. His eye looks
as though he liad i)areHi8 of the sphincter of the

pupil, either from some morbid condition of the ner-

vous supply, or from the effect ])roduced by some
mydriatic. It is barely i)os.sil)ie that the slight dila-

tation of the j)Uj)il in this case may l)e due to the in-

jury to whidi he lias alluded. We have, then, this

red patch and swollen eyelids, and when a man pre-
sents this condition you must look carefully to the
tear api)aratus, because I have seen just such a blush
sjjringing from inflammation of the lachrkmal sac

;

not sufficient to produce abscess of the sac nor obvi-

ous .swelling of the sac, becau.se this inflammation at

the side of the nose and upon the cheek produces
more or less (edema of the connective tissue, which
elevates the skin and submerges the small swelling
existing in the sac itself. The condition of the lach-

rymal sac, therefore, must be carefully ascertained,

and that can be done by placing the finger or thumb
by the side of the nose, over the region of the sac,

and making gentle pressure. If you find a doughy
swelling in the region of the tear-sac, and by pies-

sure can squeeze out from one of the puncta a semi-
glairy, muco-purulent fluid, you may feel confirmed
in the belief that there is some tear-sac trouble. But
in this man's case I cannot see, at this moment, that
there exists any such trouble. The nostril upon that
side discharges rather more freely than the other. A
sharp catarrhal inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of that tear-sac and nasal duct might, by con-
tiguity, develop inflammation of the skin. Then,
again, it might be a patch of er\'sipelas, and to that
view color is lent by the fact that when it began he
was chilly all day, went to bed feeling chilly, etc., and
prodromal symptoms continued for several hours just

before the red jjatch appeared. He seems to have
had that kind of malaise characteristic of the onset
of an attack of erysipelas, this cutaneous outbreak
being merely an external exjiression of that peculiar
vitiation of the blood which exists in connection with
erysipelas.

It is decidedly erythematous or erysipelatous-like ;

it is limited rather sharply about the edge ; pressure
iipon it causes the blood to desert the capillaries,

but it quickly returns, and I should be disposed to

think that it is a patch of erysipelas following some
catarrhal inflammation about the nostrils, with a
little catanhal inflammation of the conjunctiva of
the lids occumng in a man whose general condition
is not good. His tongue is furred, and his hand is

rather shaky. He uses tobacco to exce.ss.

[Here the patient went into the adjoining room.]
You cannot always dejiend ujion evei-ything which

a patient says. I did not wish to expose him before
the clinic regarding the matter of habits ; but he
does not look as though they were altogether hy-
gienic, and yet I should be sorry to have any preju-
dices against him. He looks to me, however, " a
little stale," to employ an expression used among
trainers, as though he was in that condition in which
the laws of waste and repair are so disturbed that he
is not quite right relative to his tissue-metamorpho-
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sis. There is a lack of clearness about his com-
plexion which we should not see in a man at his time
in life. The fact, also, that he suflerod from tlu^ pe-

culiar injury of his left eye at one time is rather sug-

gestive.

Nothing new was learned in the private examina-
tion.

As to treatment, I should give him some mild laxa-

tive—say, a wineglass of bitter water in the morning,
in a tumbler of liot water, a mild saline laxative

which will clear his mucous membrane ; and then a
little quinine— say, two grains t.i.d., and jiut upon
that reddened surface some simple w^ash. As there

is no eye-affection, I should use a solution of acetate

of lead, 3 j. to Oj. of water, and he should keep
out of the Avind, should not be exposed to wet or
cold, and should have a diet consisting chiefly of

milk, with a moderate quantity of meat once a day.

Although there is no swelling about the lachi-ymal

sac, I think it is worth while to watch it, because it

is quite possible that the lining of the sac is in a
state of catai'rhiil inflammation just sufficient to give
rise to the cutaneoiis inflammation, and that we may
yet see the sac till up. The fact that the nosti-il

upon that side is wet seems to show that the catar-

rhal difficulty gets vent into the nostril—that there
is no strictftire. Yet it is worth while to watch the
sac itself.

Now, suppose that to-morrow we should find a dis-

tinct swelling in the region of the left lachrymal sac

—a doughy, somewhat egg-shaped swelling extend-
ing up along and behind Horner's tendon—and tipon

l^ressui-e we should be able to cause to exude a little

glairy fluid from one or both puncta, but not suffi-

cient to empty the tumor—and no reasonable amount
of pressure will be sufficient to press its contents
down into the nose ; suppose you make up your mind
that you ha^^'e to deal with a beginning abscess of

the lachrymal sac, are you prepared to mark out a
line of treatment ?

One of the gentlemen answers, " I "woiild slit up
one of the canaliculi." That is correct ; that is the
rule, and it should be given with emphasis. It is

not more than two or three weeks ago that I saw
such a case, in which a good surgeon had made an
external opening. Now, what is the objection to such
an oparation '? The answer is a two-fold one : first,

it will leave a scar, and the risk is taken of having a
lachrymal fistula follow the incision. So you would
no more think of making an external oiJening into

the sac, than you would of opening into the blad-
der through the perineum, to let the urine out of

a distended bladder, before trying to evacuate it

through the urethra. The first attemjit should be
in the direction of emptying the bladder by way of

the natural passage. Now, if an accumulation of

material occurs in the lachrymal sac of this man's
eye, and it cannot be relieved through the nasal
duet or through the canaliculi, then you must cwi
into the sac by entering the natural opening, and, if

needs be, enlarging that opening to enable you to

effect a free entrance. You would then apply the
well-established rules of surgery in the treatment of

such cases, and slit up either the lower or iipper
canaliculus. I think it is better to open the lower
one, because it is more easily reached. Then, having
slit up the canaliculus, you should try to evacuate
the contents of the sac through the opening made by
your instrument.
But suppose the swelling of the skin and the siib-

cutaneous connective tissue is so great over this dis-

tended lachrymal sac that you cannot get at the

lower punctum, what should T)e your jirocedure

then ? I have seen such cases frequently. You w ish

to empty the abscess at the earliest possible moment,
and how and where should the incision be made ?

One gentleman answers that he thinks we would be
obliged to cut through the integument. The anatomy
of the parts is about as follows : we have first the eye-

lids covering the eyeballs, and toward their inner ex-

tremities we have the puncta. Now, behind this angle,

which is called the internal canthus, you have that lit-

tle gland called the caruncle, and now, just in the
crease between the caruncle and the angle of the eye-

lids there is nothing between the external world and
the cavity of the sac but conjunctiva and the sac-wall.

As the eac fills up with matter, its anterior wall is

brought forward, the tendon of Horner's muscle is

more or less stretched, and the sac bulges below and
above it and is made prominent. Now, standing be-

hind the patient who has such a lachrymal abscess
that you are not able to enter the cavity through the
puncta, you may take a knife, such as is known by
the name of Beer's knife, or a bistoury such as is sold

in the shops as Graefe's cataract-knife, and, holding
the head firmly, poise the blade of the instrument
flatwise, so as almost to be in contact with the cor-

nea, pass it behind the internal canthus behind the
angle where the lids come together, canying the-

point inward and enter the sac, reaching it by mak-
ing a slight wound. This woimd usiially heals read-
ily, does not interfere with the canaliculi, and if it

becomes fistulous it does no possible harm, because
it is inside of the eyelids, and the sac empties itself

inside instead of outside upon the cheek. I do not
think you will find a description of this procedure
in the books. Then, having emptied the sac, voir

may treat it afterward as the case may seem to re-

quire. ' You may siibsequently slit up one or both
canaliculi, in order to carry a probe into the sac

;

but never under any conditions cut into a lachrymal
sac through the skin. You will meet with cases,

probably, in which ulceration has gone to such an
extent that the only thing which prevents the matter
fi-om coming out upon the cheek is a mere film of

the cuticle, and with the finger-nail you can scrape
through it ; under these circumstances you may
scrape through the cuticle, but never, in cases where
you do not see the matter directly under the skin,

make an opening into the lachrymal sac from the
outside. There are two niles by which you should
be governed in such cases : either enter the sac

through a canaliculus, slitting up the canal if neces-

sary, or open into it through the angle behind the
canaliculus, just in front of the caruncle. I think
that cutting into the sac through the cheek is in the

highest degree objectionable.

Case II.

—

Stillicidium.

This man complains of " water in his left eye," and
he says it began "to run over" about a year ago.

When he came under oV)servation, it was observed
that the lower lid was slightly everted, as it is now,
and that there was stillicidium. Dr. Webster very
properly slit up the lower canaliculus, canying his
incision as far backward as possible, and so cut
through the wall close to the floor of the canolicuhis,

and yesterday he passed a probe on into the nose.

You must remember, in cases of stillicidium, to

give directions to the patient to apply the handker-
chief, gently pressing it toward the inner canthus
when the teai-s are wnped away. If the eye is wiped
outward and downward it tends to expose the con-
junctival lining, causes it to become somewhat in-
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flamed nnd HwoUen, and brin^ on hucIi uvcrHJon as
exists in this cnm\ When the huixlkerehief is

puslied towiiril the intenml iiiif^h? of tlic eve, Kpong-
iiig np the tears iis it were, tliere is less danger of
prodiieing this condition of oversion.

The eaniilicnhis is now open, and we will introduce
Weher's probe and see if we eneoiinU'r any obstrue-
tion. \V<f will try the large end lirst, as it is always
safe to do that, but it does not pass into the sac. We
will next try the smaller and ; it enters, and I now
bring it into a vertical j>t)sition. The end of the probe
now rests on the bottom of the sac, and when it is in

that j)osition it is a wise thing to bring the thumb of

the other hand up and feel for the sliarp eilge of the
maxillary bone, and hold it there while the probe is

passed through into the nose.

Tlie thumb is brought up and lield upon the sharj)

edge of the uuixillary bone for the )>urj)ose of ])re-

venting the probe fn)m breaking through the ante-
rior sac-wall, and making a false passage over the
edge of the bone and ui)on the outside.

lu all these cases of c.itarrh of the lachrymal ])as-

sages involving the canaliculi, tlie lachrymal sac, and
the nasal duct, the mucous membrane is injected,

and, not infreipxently, more or less softened even
in comparatively young sul>jects. And in many cases
the lachrymal disease is made incurable by lack of

caution upon the part of the siirgeon ; that is, as
many a case of stricture of the male urethra is very
seriously complicated or made incurable by incau-
tious mancfiuvres of the surgeon. Nothing is easier

in the male urethra than to make a false passage.
It is the experience of all surgeons in cases of stric-

ture of the male urethra that have passed through
two or three hands, even of good general surgeons,
to find one or more false passages. The tempta-
tion is so strong, when an obstruction is found, to

overcome it, that it is almost irresistible. When you
have a mound-like thickening of the mucous mem-
brane standing up. down a little dee2Jer, by the side
of it, there ^^ill be a small crypt or fold of soft

mucous membrane, soft like wet jjaper, and as you
thrust the end of the instrument against this mound-
like obstruction, which is tough and tirm, it will be
diverted into the little sulcus or fold-like pocket of
soft mucous membrane, and through it passes into
the submucous cellular tissue.

So I advise you, when you get the probe in this
position, and are aljout to i)ush it forward, to hesi-
tate sufficiently to bring the thumb or finger up and
feel for the sharp edge of the superior maxillary
bone, allowing the tlmmb to overhang it slightly so
as to steady the probe, and in that manner you will

inflict the miniumm amount of damage and the mini-
mum degree of pain. I have in two cases removed
a stile that was put in for disease of the lachrymal
passages ; but it had j^assed through the periosteum
and was running down nearly to the ala of the nos-
tril upon the outer surface of the bone.
My impression is that we shall see improvement

in this case from the establishment of better drain-
age, and I would not resort to any further treatment
for the present.

([>riaiHal Counmnucntions.

A New Medic.*.l School in Rcssi.a..—A project for

the creation of a faculty of medicine in the Univer-
sity of Odessa has been submitted to the Imperial
Minister of Finance. The annual cost of the faculty
is estimated at 127,000 roubles, and the construction
of buildings at 600,000 roubles, of which the munici-
pality undertakes to supply one-fourth.

TRACTIROTOMY TX CROTTP.

By ALEXANDER HADDEN, M.D.,

ATTKHDIMO rUTBIC AN To PIIKSBYTCRI AN HOSPITAL, NRW rilRK.

This ojjeration is still struggling for a ])lnce among
the well-recogni/»'<l life-saving pro<-edure.s resorted to

by earnest practitioners of medicine and surgei-y. It

has still to contend with popular jirejudice on the
one hand, and, on the other, the incr<'<lulity of medi-
cal men, who, in this instance, will be satisfied with
nothing short of uniformly successful results.

Tracheotomy is still opposed by many highly intel-

ligent ))ractitioners, in face of the fact that thousands
are yearly dying in cities where is to be liad the best
medical skill, with even' ai)jdiance needlul to secure
favorable results by medical means alone ; and not-

withstanding that a careful study of the historj- and
statistics of the operation discloses the fact that life

has been saved by it in many instances where with-
out it death was inevitable.

Tracheotomy—or at least laryngotomy—was known,
it seems, to tlie ancients, and practised to some ex-

tent prior to the Christian era, for Cadius Aurelianus,

in writing of a disease of the i)harynx and larynx,

which we can readily recognize as <liphtheria or mem-
branous croup, speaks of Asclei)iades, a jdiysii-ian of

the first century before Christ, as having, perfoimed
the latter oi)evation.

Coming down to modem times, we find that trache-

otomy was suggested on theoretical gi'ounds by Dr.
Home, as long ago as 17G5. Subseijuently to this

period the operation was performed a few times, bnt
without success, until in 17.S2 John Andre of Lon-
don saved by it the life of a girl five years old.

This is the first successful case on record.

But the operation did not -seem to be received with
favor, for we notice nothing more concerning it until

some time after the beginning of the jtresent centuiy,

when it was revived in France through the efibrts of

M. Bretonneau, of Toiirs. He performed tlie oj-era-

tion first in 1818, then again in 1824, in both cases

without success. In 1825 he performed tracheotomy
for the third time, and this time successfully, saving
the life of his patient. He afterward operated upon
a child three weeks old, and under circumstances
otherwise very imfavorable, with entire success.

Since the time of Bretonneau, the most notable

operator has been his pupil, M. Ti'ousseau, who per-

formed the operation more frequently than any other

practitioner of his time, and with the following re-

sults : Out of 150 operations, 26 ])er cent, of re-

coveries ; 1851 to 18.5-i inclusive, 24 oi)erations with
14 cures, 58 per cent. In the last of these years,

1854, he had 9 operations with 7 recoveries, over 77
per cent. His success seems to have been constantly

gi-owing, his latest ojierations, taken seriatim, show-
ing the highest average of recoveries.

M. Trousseau was not only the most successful

operator of his time, but he was also the most ardent

and i)ersevering advocate of tracheotomy that ever

lived. In his last publication he says that "he is

detei'mined to preach tracheotomy, and that with the

gi'eater conviction in proportion as the .success of

the operation increases, and to urge it upon practi-

tioners as a <hiti), a duty as imperative as the ligature

of the carotid artery after a wound of that vessel,
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thoiigli death follows that operation as frequently as
recovery."
Tracheotomy has also been performed a number

of times in Paris by Gery, Robert, Gnersant, Jr., and
others with varyincf success. The records of the
Hospital for Sick Children, in Paris, for twenty-five

years, show 2,H.51 tracheotomies for croup, witli (MA
recoveries. Also those of the Hopital St. Eugenie,
for twenty-two yeai's, show 2,312 tracheotomies for

the same, with 50!) recoveries. At the latter institu-

tion we find the percentage of recoveries constantly
increasing from first to last, if we except a single

year— 18(54—from 12 j^er cent, in 1854 to 40 per cent.

in 1876. In all the hospitals of France, taken collec-

tively, the average of cures by tracheotomy seems to

be about 30 per cent.

The results of tracheotomy in England are gener-
ally s]ioken of as being less favorable than in France.
Yet Sir Thomas Watson reports 14 operations at the
Middlesex Hosjiital within eight years, 7 of which, or

50 per cent , wei'e successful. In two of the seven
fatal cases the condition of the patients was hojie-

less before the operation was attempted.
As to the success of the operation in our own

country, we have no reliable statistics to offer, with
the exception of the publication by Dr. A. Jacobi, of

this city, giving the histories of IfiG cases operated
upon by himself and by Drs. Krackowizer and Voss,
with 39 recoveries, rather less than 25 per cent.

Also the following in the neighboring city of Brook-
lyn. Dr. L. S. Pilcher, of that city, has with com-
mendable industry collected the histories of 121
cases of croup, in which tracheotomy was performed,
with 24 recoveries. This is not quite 20 per cent.

The cases, however, in which Dr. Pilcher was himself
the opei-ator, show better results. He had' 5 trach-

eotomies, with 3 recoveries, or 60 per cent. This is

second only to the practice of Trousseau in his most
successful year.

True membranous croup, by common consent,

takes its place among the alarmingly fatal diseases

of childhood. The record of \ital statistics of this

city (New York) shows that dui'ing the year ending
December 31, 1878, there were 499 deaths from crouiJ.

There were also in the same period 1007 deaths from
diphtheria ; a disease which, according to the views
of some practitioners, covers all cases, of membranous
croup. I do not wish to be understood as saying
that all the cases reported as deaths from dijihtheria

were caused by suflfocation ; but many of these were
doubtless due to that cause ; cases which by myself
and some others would have been considered as true

membranous erouiJ. This would have swelled very

materially the number set down under the head of

croup.

The immediate cause of death in membranous
croup is, in most cases, mechanical obstruction in

the larynx or trachea, from the presence there of

false membrane, either closing the passage entirely,

or so narrowing it as to prevent the ready access of

air to the lungs ; hence death occurs from suffocation.

Now, in the case of a foreign body accidentally in-

troduced into the trachea, and lodged there in such
a way as to produce strangulation, we do not hesi-

tate to cut down to the obstruction and remove it, if

possible ; why then should we, in a case of suffocation

from membranous croup, hesitate to make an opening
into the trachea below the seat of the obstruction, so

that the air may have free passage to the lungs, and
thus aflfoi'd relief to the patient ? Even if the disease

have already made such inroads upon the consti-

tution, and the vital powers are so far spent that

recovery is impossible ; still the relief afforded to

the child struggling for lucath is so great and im-
mediate that we hold it to be the duty of the hu-
mane physician, if he cannot save the life of his

jiatient, to give it at least an easy and ])ainless death.

It is true that tracheotomy has been opposed by
some medical writers of standing and ability, among
whom may lie mentioned Drs. AViliiams, Cheyne,
Stokes, Mr. Ryland and Mr. Porter in England

;

and by Drs. Dewees, Eberle, and Stewart in this

country. The expression of o])inion antagonistic to

the operation by these gentlemen is not, however, un-
qualified ; for Mr. Porter is willing to admit that he
cannot say that there are no cases of croup in which
tracheotomy would be useful and i)roper. Dr.

Charles West, while not favoring the ojieration, hesi-

tates to express a decided opinion against it. Dr.

Meigs, " while feeling himself," as he says " entirely

justified in recommending the ojDcration under cer-

tain circximstances, does not still feel at liberty to

urge it strongly ujjon the parents of the child. He
would state to them candidly its chances for success

and its risks, and if they should throw the entire

responsibility upon him, act as though the patient

were his own child, and advhe the operdtimi." On
the other hand, most of the medical authors of a

later date, especially those of the present day, favor

the operation.

Although it is not to be denied that medical opin-

ion is yet somewhat discordant upon this subject,

still we'may be allowed to say that this is merely a

verification of the old adage, " that doctors differ."

They difier upon other questions as well as upon this

;

and it is only after long, careful, and painstaking

clinical research that the profession can be brought
into substantial agreement upon any question of

medical practice.

Another surgical operation at one time considered

dangerous, and therefore unjustifiable, was ovarioto-

my. There are many things in the history of this

operation which bear a striking resemblance to

the history of tracheotomy. This, like that, was
also advocated on theoretical grounds long before

its performance was attempted in practice. It was
thus suggested by Wm. Hunter in 1762. Such in^

different success, liowever, .attended the operation at

first, that for a time it fell into disrepute, until Spen-
cer Wells, by a series of brilliant and successful op-

erations, brought it again into favor. Even in his

hands the results wei-e far from favorable at the be-

ginning ; but each successive series of operations

showed an increaseoVnumber of recoveries over the

preceding series, somewhat as did tracheotomy in

the hands of Trousseau. Of the first series of 100

cases ojierated upon by Mr. W^ells, 6G recovered;

of the second 100 cases, 72 recovered ; of the third

100, 77 recovered; and of the fourth 100, 78 recov-

ered. It was the opinion of this surgeon that the

mortality might, and in some future time would, be
brought down to ten jier cent. His prediction has

been more than verified. The mortality was subse-

quently reduced by Mr. Keith, first to one in seven,

.

and tlien to one in ten and one-half. But in the

five years immediately following, by the employ-

-

ment of Lister's method in the operation, the fatali-

ty was reduced to one in twenty-one. Finally, by
rneans of this, together with the introduction of the

clamp and some other improvements well known to

surgeons, of the last eighty-one cases operated upou
by this eminent surgeon, every one recovered !

' Now, we do not look for any such remarkable re-

sults as this last in the case of tracheotomy, at any
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future tiino, however romote. The fnrt that this op-

eration hi\.s for itssultjei'ts, cliiMn'ii, in nuvnv <'ases very

younijrlultlren, iiiHteiul of adults, us witli oviiriotoiuy,

woulil. of course, preehiile the jiosHihiiity of any re-

sults lit all to l»e eoniparetl with this; hut, from the

constantly increasin}jf success of the operation in the

hands of its most experienced and best known per-

formers and most enthusiastic advocations, wo may
venture to predict that the time will come, and is

now fast approachinjj:, when tracheotomy will he uni-

versally recofifnized as a i>roper, nay, an imperative
life-saving operation. At least, so far as our reading
of the latest authonties extends, medical opinion
seems to point in that direction.

Prof. Aitken says :
" The evidence is daily accu-

mulating th.it tracheotomy ought to be resorted to

much oftener as a remedy for croup than it has
hitherto been, and that at a much earlier j)eriod in

the disease." And in substantiation of his opinion

he states that in a wild district of Scotland, where
crouj) is alarmingly prevalent. Dr. Cruikshank saved
eight patients out of eleven on whom he operated
in two years, by the timely performance of trache-

otomy. Dr. Condie says: "That it may, in many
instances, when timely performed, save the life of

the patient, we have the most untiuestionable evi-

dence." Dr. J. L. Smith :
" Few will deny, in the

light of statistics, that tracheotomy is, in certain

cases, proper, and that the physician at times would
be culpable if he did not strongly urge its perform-
ance." Dr. S-piire, in " Reynolds's System of Medi-
cine," says : "No degree of severity in the general
disease should interfere with this mode of averting

threatened death from asphyxia, unless the presence
of some other complication, necessarily fatal, can be
demonstrated." Dr. Austin Flint :

" The i^ropriety

of the operation hinges not on the number of cases

in which it has proved successful, but on the answer
to the question, whether any lives are saved by it.

Now, it cannot be doubted that patients have been
snatched from impending death by this operation.

It is, therefore, not only justifiable, but the prac-

titioner is bound, if possible, not to allow jjatients

to die from suffocation for the want of its jierform-

ance."
The balance of testimony thus appears to me to be

largely in favor of tracheotomy. But, independently
of this, and influenced by a long and earnest study
of the subject in all its bearings, I am forced to the
conclusion that the operation is not only a practica-

ble one, but one that is imperative ; in many cases

the only expedient that can hold out the least hope
of saving life ; and that in all such ca.ses the prac-

titioner who neglects to urge its performance is re-

miss in his duty to his patients. Governed by such
considerations as these, I have not hesitated to ad-
vise tracheotomy when the circumstances seemed to

me to demand it. I have myself performed the
operation a number of times, with what success wiU
appear in the sequel.

C.\SE I.—My tirst case was that of an adult, a
woman twenty-one years of age, by occupation a cook,
who came to me in 18G0 with laryngeal cataiThal steno-

sis, and on the point of suffocation. She had lost her
voice several days previously, and had suffered much
during the time from dyspnoea, continually growing
worse. For the twelve hours last previous to the
operation which I performed, scarcely enough air was
allowed to reach the lungs to support life. She had
already been subjected to every variety of treatment
usually adopted in such cases, but without relief. I

therefore advised tracheotomy, believing that that,

and that alone, could bring relief. It was, in fact,

about the only thing in the way of remt^lial nieusureH

yet left untried. Thu consent of the patient being
gain(>d, I jn-oceeded to jjcrform the oi)eration without
further delay.

Dividing the integument and intervening tissue

with a scalpel, I made an incision through the uj)per

rings of the trachea, just below the crico-thyroid

membmne, and inserted a double silver canula.

Breathing at once became ea.sy, and no complica-
tions followed. She remained under my care for

about four weeks, and then returned to her work,
still carryijig in her larynx the canula, which, on ac-

count of the orgaiii*; lesiim which had taken ])lace, she
was never aftta-ward able to dispense with, though
she had on several occasions made the attempt.

Fifteen years aftersvard she returned to me wearing
only the inner tube of the double canula, the outer
one having become so corroded that no further use
could be made of it. I examined the inside of the

larynx in the attempt to di.scover, if jiossible, any
cause why the tube could not be dispensed with. I

found the mucous lining and the vocal cords thick-

ened, but the larynx otherwise healthy. After

thoroughly satisfying myself that her life was unsafe
without tiie canula, I enlarged the opening and in-

serted another, which I presume she still wears.

She complains of no disability otherwise.

Case II.—C. B , a lad six years of age, not of

a robust constitution, but still enjoying usually good
health, came under my care on the evening of De-
cember 13th, suffering from fever and sore throat.

Pulse, 120 ; temperature, 103'. Tonsils red and
shghtly swoUen, a little whitish exudation on each
of them. As the boy had taken a cathartic of castor-

oil during the afternoon, and this had operated well,

I at once proceeded with the following treatment : I

placed a napkin wning out of cold water around his

neck, ordered the patient to be kept in bed, and to

take every hour during the night a teaspoonful of

the following mLxture :

Tinct. ferri chloridi,

Sodae chlor Sil 3 j.

Glycerinie | ss.

Aquae purae 3 ijss.

December 14th, a.m.—The fever had abated, but
the throat was w\irse. The exudation on the tonsQs
had spread, and was clearly of a membranous char-

acter. The same remedy was ordered to be con-
tinued, and a gargle, I ij. chlorate of potash to a

l^iut of water, to be used. In the evening hoarseness
: set in, followed during the night by a croupy condi-

I

tion. The case was now taking on a more serious

I

aspect ; I therefore ordered the temperature of the
I room in which the patient lay to be maintained at

I

70° to 80' F., and the atmosphere to be kept constantly

j

moist with steam. These directions were faithfully

I

carried out.

In the afternoon the croupy cough continued. An
application of a strong solution of nitrate of silver was
now made, by means oi' a probaug, to the throat sev-

eral times during the afternoon and evening. This
seemed to lessen the symptoms and check the exuda-
tion of membrane.
December 1.5th, a.h. — Seems better, but still

croupy ;
pulse about normal ; temperature 101\ On

the night of the 16th patient grew suddenly worse,

suffocation at times threatening. Membrane had ex-

tended to the larynx, and involved the vocal cords.

December 17th, morning.—The remedies hitherto

employed having failed of their intended effect, I re-
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treated to the last position. Assisted by Dr. D. F.
Leavitt, who put the i)atient under the influence of
chloroform, I opened the trachea through the upper
rings, and introduced a double canula of silver. This
gave instant relief by liberating a large amount of

mucus and membranous exudation which was loose
in the ti'achea, allowing free access of air. The room
was kept at a temperature of 75° to 80°, a sjionge
WTung out of hot water was placed upon the opening
of the canula, and close attention given to keep the
tube free. On the eighteenth day the tube was re-

moved and the ojsening allowed to close up. I had
made an effort, both on the eleventh and twelfth days
after the operation, to remove the tube, but the
larynx was not yet free. Recovery was attended by
a sensitive condition of the optic nerve, which in a
few months passed away, however, and the lad is

now healthy and vigorous.

Case III.—C. B , a girl four and a half years
old, sister of Case II., was seized 15th of the same
month, that is, two days afterward, with fever, fol-

lowed by hoarseness and croup. As the other reme-
dies had failed in her brother's case, turpeth mineral
was given as an emetic, and for its alterative action

;

but to no purpose. On the 21 st sufifocation became
so imminent that I decided to open the trachea,

which, with the assistance of Drs. Leavitt and Irving,

I did. The relief afforded by the oijeration was
only temporary, as the false membrane had extended
below the opening made, even to the larger bronchi,
and to the lungs. On the 24th the patient died.

Case IV.—W. C , a little boy, aged four years
and a half. Was called to see him January 22, 1875.

Had been hoarse for several days. Pulse quick, tem-
jierature 101°. Tonsils and posterior fauces slightly

red. Could not discover any false membrane at first,

but inferred from the history of the case that there
must be false membrane, and afterward found it in the
larynx ana trachea. At 10 p.m. the dyspnoea had in-

creased to that degree that his life depended upon
the immediate performance of tracheotomy. Drs.
Cremin, Schoonover, and Leavitt being jjresent, by
their approval, and with their assistance, the opera-
tion was at once performed, as described in Cases II.

and III. The usual relief of breathing followed, and,
with the exception of an attack of pneurponia on the
upi^er right side, convalescence was uninterrupted.
The caniila was removed from the trachea on the seven-
teenth day, and on the twenty-second day the oj^en-

ing closed. No sequelae in this case.

Case V.—M. D , a male child, eighteen months
old, came under my care on the night of April 15,

1875. with croup. Membrane visible on the tonsils

and the sides of the pharynx, and had evidently de-
scended to some extent into the larynx. On the 16th
it became evident that the usual treatment had failed,

and the dyspnoea had now become so great that death
threatened from suffocation. I accordingly advised
tracheotomy, and with the approval of Drs. Cremin,
Schoonover, and Leavitt, I opened the trachea and
introdticed a double canula, which gave instant re-

lief. The case progres.sed favorably. On the fifth

dav eveiything promised well. As the pai'ents and
nurses were of the laboring class, and not fully alive

to tiie special care required in such cases, not aware
of the great importance of keeping the tube free, I

made it a practice either to call myself or send my
assistant every night shortly after midnight, in order
to be fully assured that all was going well. My as-

sistant accovdinsly called at about two o'clock on the
morning of the 6th, and found the attendants asleep,

the tube filled with diy mucus, and the child dead.

I examined the trachea below the opening made and
could find no false membrane, nor even mucus. With
greater vigilance on the part of the attendants this

case would, without doubt, have recovered.

Case VI.—S. J , a male child, three and a half
years old. Was called in October 12, 1875. Found
the patient suffering from true diphtheria. His
nares lined with membrane, and rn acrid discharge
flowing from them. Tonsils and uvula also envel-
oped by membrane, and the cervical lymphatics
considerably swollen. On the fourth day of my at-

tendance the false membrane had extended so as to

surround the rima glottidis, and was prodiicing dan-
gerous stenosis. To jirevent immediate suffocation,

with the ai^proval of Drs. Leavitt and Schoonover,
I opened the trachea and introduced a canula, which
had the efi'ect of jjermanently relieving the difficulty

of breathing. The patient, however, died five days
afterward in convulsions from uriemic poisoning.
Case VH.—J. S , a male child, two and a half

years old. Was called in to attend it on the evening
of July 11, 1876. He had been ailing for several
days ; hoarseness had commenced the preceding day.
On examining the throat false membrane could be
plainly seen on the tonsils and on the mucoiis mem-
brane surrounding the glottis. I a^iplied an astrin-

gent to the affected parts, such as I had found of
great value Avhen the false membrane did not extend
to the larynx. This was :

Liq. ferri. sulphatis 3 j.

Glycerinte ^ j-

Misce.

I also ordered lime to be slaked in the apartment,
so that the patient could breathe its fumes. In ad-
dition, I ordered the bromine solution recommended
by Dr. W. H. Thomson of this city, to be taken
internally. But all these measures failed to give
relief. On the morning of the 13th, when death was
about to close the scene, with the assistance of
Dr. R. C. Irving, I performed tracheotomy as above
described. The patient was relieved for the time,
but four days later he died, the false membrane
having in the mean time extended to the bronchial
tubes. The circumstances and suiToundings of this

case w^ere highly unfavorable to its recovery ; the
apartment in which he lay had no ventilation to speak
of, and was badly kept in all respects.

Case VIII.—A. H , a little girl, five and a half
years old, came under my care Jiily 8, 1877, suffering
from sore throat and nares. Patches of false mem-
brane were to be seen on the tonsils and fauces.
These were dissipated by the repeated application
to them, by means of a throat-brush, of the solution
of 23ersulphate of iron and glycerine, in the propor-
tions before ordered. On the 11th, symj^toms of
crouj) appeared. These increased, notwithstanding all

ordinary means were taken to prevent—increased so
rapidly and to such an extent, that by the morning of
the 13th tracheotomy had become urgently necessary.
With the assistance of Drs. Schoonover and Perham
the operation was performed, and a double silver

canula introduced. In this case the difficulty of
keeping the tube from clogging up with plugs of
dried mucus and shreds of false membrane was so
great, the child being also very weak, often unable
to bear the feeblest coughing, that to relieve this I
resolved to apply to the inside of the trachea, by
means of a feather, through the canula, the mixture
of persulphate of iron and glycerine, for the three-
fold purposes of: 1st, coagulating the loose mucus
in the tube, so that the child might the more easily
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free it bv oouKliinf? ; 2(1, in order tlint tlio falHe

lutMulir.ine on the tniclu'iil Hurfat'o below the tiibo

liiiKht be shrivelled, tind thus be more eusily detiiehed ;

;M, that the mixture minht uet as a local astrin-

gent to the intlaiiu'd Hurfiwe which jirodnces the

false membrane, thereby chanj^in^,' it to the extent

that it may cease to products it. In this case and in

the siibse jnent cases, this apj)lication seems t<i have
fjiltilled the reijuirements perfectly. After relief was
thus obtained, the j)atient, with some sufferinf^ and
distress, went through convalescence uninterrupt-

edly, and is at tlie present time a well and liealthy

girl. In this case the canula was removed on the

sixteenth day.
(;.\SE IX.— J. M , male, thirty months of age.

Was called to see him December 21), 1K7H. Found
him in charge of Dr. IJh^ythinj^, who had been in at-

tendance for thirty-six hours j)reviously. The doctor

stated that the crouj) was well advanced when he
tiret .saw the patient, and that the membrane lined

the fauces, and had already entered the larynx. He
had thoroughly t*»sted upon the patient the effect of

breathing the fumes of slaking lime. It did not seem
to give relief. I advised tracheotomy, and we proceed-

ed to perform the ojjoration forthwith, as the child

seemed aViout to suffocate. The canula bemg intro-

duced, relief was at once obtained. I continued to

attend the case in association with Dr. Bleything, he
attending to the details of the treatment. As in Case
VIII., the jiersulphate of iron and glycerine was ap-

plied with the same good results, both to the fauces

and to the throat, through the tube. The canula

was removed on the twenty-fourth day, and conva-

lescence went on uninterruptedly ; recovery complete.

I would here state that tliis same child was seized ten

months afterward witlx the same species of croup and
died, the pai*ents refusing to have the operation

again performed, on account of the trouble and anx-

iety that the former operation had caused.

C.\sE X.—A. S , a girl, six and a half years of

a^e, was taken with croupous laryngitis, and was
treated with the usual remedies, which failed to give

any but the most temporary relief.

March 2d, a.m.—Death seemed imminent from
suffocation. I therefore, with the advice and assist-

ance of Drs. A. H. Smith and D. W. Perham, opened
the trachea and introduced a silver canula. This
gave the desired relief at once. The subsequent
treatment was about the same as in the two preced-
ing cases. The mixture of persulphate of iron and
glycerine was freely used. Canula removed on the
eleventh day after the operation. Recovery in this

case took place slowly, but in the course of six weeks
was full and complete.

C.\SE XI.—J. S , a lad, six and a half years old.

I visited him first on ^larch 7th, p.m. He had been
hoarse for two days previously, and croupy for the
past twenty-four hours. There was no false mem-
brane visible on the tonsils or fauces. I was at first

inclined to think the case one of catarrh, and to treat

it accordingly ; but on the morning of the 8th the
croupy symptoms had become graver, and the mem-
branous character undoubted. Suffocation threat-

ened at times, and at 12 M., consulting with Dr. E.
S. Bates, whose patient it was, I advised trache-

otomy as the only means left that afforded any
chance of relief, to which he assented. Dr. Gerster
was also called in, who accorded with us in opinion.
At 2 P.M., assisted by Drs. Gerster and Bates,

I performed the operation. There was a little more
hemorrhage than u.sual in this case, on account of

the tuij^id coadition of the veins, due to the spas-

rao<lic atta4-k of suffocation which the aniesthetic

did not fully relieve. The dysi)n<i'a was rtdioved in

a few siMronds, and all distre.ss allayed. The ques-

tion as to its nieiiibrunous ciiaracter was settled by the

patient's coughing up through the* tube a membra-
nous cast on the tliinl day and slire<lK of the same on
several occasions afterward. In this cas*! Dr. E.

S. Bates was associated with me until convare.Htuince

was fully e.stal)lisiied. The treatment was essen-

tially the same as in Cases \1II., IX., and X. Tube
was removed on the ninth day alter the operation.

On the third day after the n^moval of the tul)e seve-

ral slight hemorrhages t«H)k place from the inside of

the trachea, which created some alarm, bnt which
were easily controlletl by the astringent solution of

iron and glycerine ap])lied by means of a feather to

inside of the trachea ; also by the use internally of

the fluid extract of ergot, six drops every two hours

for twenty-four hours, and the ai)i)lication of ice to

the neck by means of a rubber ])ouch. When the

closure of the wound in the trachea was complete,

all hemorrhage ceased.

The foregoing is the record of eleven tracheoto-

mies done in my i)ractice, with seven recoveries. With
the exception of the first case on the record, the sub-

jects were all children of tender age, about to die with
membranous croup. I say, without hesitation, about
to die, for subseijuent conditions have confirmed
this belief. This is about GOJ per cent, of the whole
number, or GO per cent, of the children. I will also

state in this connection that of those who died, not in

a single instance was death the result of the operation,

either directly or indirectly ; that in every instance

life was prolonged and the most distressing symiitoms
mitigated. But for the accident or carelessness in

Case v., I have reason to believe that I .should most
certainly have had one more to add to the successful

cases of tracheotomy, which would have brought the

percentage up to 72 J. In aU cases of children oper-

ated upon, where recovery took place, the opening
made into the trachea closed up in three or four days,

so that no air could pass, and it healed perfectly in

about fourteen days after the removal of the canula.

In some cases, however, slight granulations on the

outer side appeared during the process of closing,

but these were reatlily reduced by a few applications

of sulphate* of copper.
Rules and Kez/idsiles.—1. To operate as soon as I

find that suffocation threatens, and that medical
agents will not be likely to afford further relief.

2. To place the patient under the influence of

chloroform, the aniesthetic which I prefer in these

cases. Then provide and arrange for use the follow-

ing instruments and articles : several towels, sponges,

a basin of hot and one of cold water, a curved bis-

toury, two small scalpels, a director, an artery-for-

ceps, 2)li^iii dressing-forceps, two pairs scissors, a

tenaculum (Langenbeck's, modified by straightening

the hook), several goose-quills, well feathered, silk

ligatures, and a double silver canula, armed with a

tape long enough to reach around the neck of the

patient, and tie.

3. Lay the patient on a table two and one-half feet

in height, about the same in width, and long enough
for the patient to lie at ease, and so placed that the

light may fall upon the part to be operated upon.
4. Kemove all clothing from the neck and chest,

and place under the back of the neck a cylindrical

body of say three to three and one-half inches in

diameter and a') nit ten inches long, wrapped in a

towel, so thit tie l.eul may fall backward, and thus

throw the trachea upward, producing at the same
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time some degree of tension of the tissues through
which the incision is to be made.

5. To take up, between the thumb and index finger

of the left hand, the integument overlying the jiart of

the trachea through which the opening is to be made,
and divide it witli a shar})-pointed curved bistoury,

and tlien, on the median line, work through the tis-

sues and fascia down to the tracheal rings, by means
of the finger-nail, director, and scalpel.

6. To open the trachea through the upper rings,

jjaying no attention to the isthmus of the thyroid
gland, commonly dividing it, unless it is found to be
unusually large, in which case I would advise that it

be puslied downward out of the way. Reasons for

so doing will be given farther on.

7. To effect the opening in the trachea, I fix it by
means of a strong tenaculum thrust through one of

the tracheal rings, just below the crico-thyroid carti-

lage, and hold it firmly until I make the opening and
place the canula in the new-made air-passage. This
tenaculum I have modified so that it will divide with
a slide, and open the trachea as niy knife passed
through the rings downward from it, thereby dis-

pensing entirely with the use of retractors. This
tenaculum is, I have learned since I had it made, a
modification of Langenbeek's.

8. When the tube is once in place, and fastened

around the neck by means of the tape, the next step

is to free the parts of all blood and mucus, and what-
ever may be in the way, and to keep them so by the
frequent removal and cleansing of the inner tube.

9. Replace the patient in bed. Keep a small
sponge, wniug out of warm water as frequently as

possible, over the canula. The atmosphere of the
room ought to be maintained at a tem])erature of

about 80", and loaded Avdth steam from boiling Avater

containing lime.

10. To make application through the tube, by
means of a soft feather taken from the tail or wing
of a hen, of the solution of iron and glycerine before-

mentioned to the inner surface of the trachea. This
may be done as often as every two or three hoiirs

during the day. This application has doubtless been
an imjiortant factor in the good results obtained in

the last four cases.

11. To remove the canula when the air can pass
and repass through the larynx freely. This is easily

determined by occluding temporarily the outer tube,

or by removing the canula entirely for a few mo-
ments, and closing the artificial opening.

12. Give attention to the diet. Let it be mainly
fluid in character, highly nourishing, and easily di-

gested and assimilated. Let it, too, be given in small
quantities and at frequent intervals. Have the bowels
moved at least once a day, either by injections or

cathartics.

13. Allow the opening in the trachea to close of

itself, without any aid from adhesive plaster, com-
presses, or any such agents as might force the granu-
lations to the inner side of the trachea. Should
granulations spring up in the wound after it has
closed, after it no longer admits air to pass and re-

pass, apply a little powdered sulphate of cojiper once
a day for several days, protecting the neck by means
of a soft silk handkerchief tied around it.

In support of the operation above, and when ne-

cessary, through the isthmus of the th^Toid gland,

we quote from Linhardt, who opposes the making of

the incision below this point, and says :
" Not only

on account of hemorrhage, but because of the entiy
of air into the left innominate vein, is injury of the

infra-thyroid, if not actually fatal, yet one of the

most dangerous accidents. Besides this, the trachea
is frequently very dee2)ly seated, and l)etw(^en it and
the nniscles arising from the sternum, tliere is so

much cellular tissue that, in opening the trachea, a
general em])hysema is produced." This condition I

once saw follow this operation, and when one of our
most skilful si;i-geons was the operator. Death en-

sued, not fi-om the operation, but from general emphj -

sema. Dr. Jacobi reports two cases of death from
the same cause. The introduction and fixation of

the canula is also more difficult here. Hyrtl—Zeig-
liederungskunst—says :

" Objection, too, is made to

operating here on account of the danger of section

of the lai-yngeal artery, which, though in size is out
of i:>roportion to the size of the lai-ynx, is still only a
branch between the superior and inferior thyroid
arteries. The lai'yngeal artery, therefore, if not ex-

actly jjarallel, runs in the same general direction as

the contemplated incision, and does not, at any
point, cross that line, nor is the line of incision

crossed by any other important vessel ; these con-
siderations, together with the slight vascularity of

the larynx, will point to this locality as the most ap-
propriate one for the performance of tracheotomy."
In practice I have foi;nd this opinion, based on the
above anatomical reasons, to lie coiTect.

The mixture of persuljihate of iron and glycerine,

which I apply to the inner surface of the trachea,

I consider a very essential i)art of the treatment. Its

salutary effect in the last four cases given above was
remarkable, and contrilmted not a little, in my ojiin-

ion, toward the recovery of the patients. It has the
effect to coagulate the secretions poured out on the
mucous surface of the larynx and tonsils ; besides
that, its astringent eftect also extends to the under-
lying vessels, from which the secretions are derived,

thus lessening their quantity.

A warm atmosphere, so 80° F., moistened with
steam, charged with the fumes of slaking lime, has a
very soothing effect, and I am inclined to believe

that, when well applied, is more likely to give relief

in membranous croup than any other remedy of a
non-surgical nature known to the profession. I have
a number of cases on my list which were doubtless
going on rapidly to the stage where surgical inter-

ference would became necessary, but in which the
disease was checked by its timely and faithful ajipli-

cation. The mode adopted in administering the

steam most effectively is to construct over the bed
of the patient a tent-like enclosure, and keep the
space within, where the patient lies, filled Mith the
vapor of boiling water containing lime, and keep this

up unremittingly, night and day.
It should be well understood that tracheotomy

is not curative of crouj) : only a means of continuing
life by jireventing suffocation. Mechanically the
continuance of medical treatment after the operation
oiight to be essentially the same as before it. This
we wish to press with some degree of insistence, for

we feel assured that harm has often resulted from
the prematiTre suspension of the treatment before

the disease had been cured or had run its course.

The keeping of the canula free by the frequent re-

moval of the inner tube, and cleansing it from the
mucus constantly discharging from it, is troublesome
and requires the utmost care. For, should occlusion
of the tube at any time occur, and it be not immedi-
ately cleared, the death of the patient would he the
inevitable resiilt, an accident which, as we have al-

ready seen, happened in one of my cases from the

attendant falling asleep at a critical moment.
In order to obviate the difficulty just alluded tc.
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attempts Imvo boon inado to keep open the inoision

inado into the tmohni without the u.so of tlio (>unuhi.

In order to eHoct tliis. Prof. Pancoust, of IMiilailol-

pliiii, aft<>r luukinK the inoision, outs out n snmll tri-

angular pieoo from ono of tho traolioal rinses. This
method is ol)jo«-tiunal>lo, howovor, on a<"oount of tho

contraotion whioh takes plaoe upon tlio liealiu^ of

tiie oritice, thus losHeuing the caliber of the tracheal
tube.

Dr. Martin, of IJoston, liowovor, has a jdan whioh
I tljink better of, and wliich 1 am dispo.sod to try at

the earliest favorable opportunity. He binds to-

gether the severetl edges of the tracheal lings and
the overlying integument by a single suture on each
side of tho incision. The ends of the thread with
which the sutures have been mad«> are loft of a .suf-

ficient length to attach to the ends of an elastic band
going around the nock. When fastening the bands,
suflicient tension is made to sejiai'ato the edges of

the incision in front, and the band by its elasticity

yielding so as to accommodate itself to any change
in the si/e or situation of the i)arts produced by
breathing or by tho expulsion of extraneous products
from the air-pas.sages through the opening. The ap-
plication of local treatment is also more readily ac-

comi)lished when there is no camila in the way.
I am indebted for a part of the ancient history of

tracheotomy to an unjjublished manuscript of Dr. A.
JacoV)i. on Diphtheria. Also to Dr. E. C. Spitzka
for some translations from the CK^rman authors (quo-

ted in the text.

155 East Fiftt-first Street, New YonK.

A CASE OF SECONDARY PERITONITIS,

Treated with Enormous Doses of Morphia.

By ROBERT MILBANK, M.D.,
LATE EOrSE PHVSICIAS IX BELLEVCE HOSPITAL, NEW VORK.

Kate L , ;et. 22, married, domestic. Admitted to
Belle\-ue Hospital. January 9, 1881). Patient's jjrevious
history and that of her family unimportant. She had
never used opium or any of its alkaloids. Had al-

ways enjoyed good health until January -ith, when she
had slight rigors, recurring several times at irregular
intervals until January 7th. On that day she went out,
and began to suffer from abdominal pain. On the fol-

lowing day she aborted, being at that time at about
the fourth month of pregnancy. Since then has had
constant and severe pain over the entii-e abdomen.
Has had some diarrhur-a and occasional epistaxis.
Has not vomited. On admission, physical examina-
tion of her chest gave negative results.

Her abdomen was tender and painful, and some-
what tympanitic. There was a slight muco-sanguin-
eous discharge from the vagina. Her tongue was dry
and dark, and sordes were on the teeth. Rectal tem-
perature, 105

' ; respirations, 23. I ordered sol. moqih.,
U. S., 3 j. hourly until pain subsided or respirations
should be lowered to 12.

January 10.—Abdomen growing more tympanitic,
pulse, 120, hard and small. Her respirations did not
diminish in frecpiency, although she had the morphia
hourly. Her temperature was 105 . She now had
sp. vin. Gall., 3 ss. q. 2 h. Turpentine stupes over
the abdomen, and I ordered the nurse to give Magen-
die's solution, Tr;.x. q. 1 h., until her respirations
s ijuld fall to 12. She received in this way Z iij., IT^ 1.

i^lageudie's solution, or seven and two-third gi-ains

morphia in the twenty-four hours.
January 11.—Her abdomen had become more tym-

panitic
; pulse rather better; temperature, 101' ; respi-

rntions, 15>. Her mental condition was clear. On tliis

day I ordered MaK'oiidio's solution hyi)odormically as

la'fore, increasing tho amounts as indicated by respi-

rations. She received, therefore, Magondie, Z iv., 7(1.

XXX., or grains ix. of mori)hia in the twenty-four hours,
and Hp. vin. (lall., 5 *^s. (j. 2 h.

January 12.— Pati<'nt's condition about the same,
except an extensive bronchitis which has set in.

Temj)erature, 102" ; resj)irationB, 18. She received

J v., TT, xl. Magendie's solution hyj)odormically, or
eleven and one- third grains morphia in tlie twenty-
four hours.
January 13.—Temjjerature, 104"

; respirations, 20.

Magondie hypodermically, ? j., 3 v., or grains xxv. in

the twonty-four hours.

JanuaiT 1-4.—Temperature, 103J' ; respirations, 22.

Magendie hypodermically, I j., 3 iij., TTl xl., or grains

twenty-three and one-third in the twenty-four hours.

January 15.—Temjterature, 102"'; respirations, 23.

Magendie hyi)odormically, ? j., I iv., TT^ xx., orgi-ains

twenty-four and two-thirds in the twenty-four hours.

January 10.—Temperature, 101"; re.spirations, 25.

Magendie hypodermically, 3J., 3 xj. TT;^ xl., or gi'ains

twenty-nine and one-third in the twenty-four hours.
January 17.—Temi)eiature, 102}"" ; resjiirations, 26.

Magendie hyjmdormically, 3 iij., 5 vij., or gi'ains Ixij.

in the twenty-four hours.

January 18.—Temperature, 102i°; respirations, 30.

Magendie hyijodermically, § iij., 3 vi., or grains Ix. in

the twenty-four hours.

January PJ.—Temperature, 100}° ; respirations, 26.

Magendie hypodermically, 3 iv., 3 iij., TT^ xv., or grains
Ixxss. in the twenty-four hours.

Januaiy 20.—Temperature, 101°; respirations, 28.

Magendie hypodermically, 3 iv., 3 iij., TT^ xv., or grains

Ixxss. in the twenty-four hours.

January 21.—Temijerature, 100° ; respirations, 27.

A solution of morijhia, double strength of Magendie's
solution, gi'ains xxxij. to 3 j., was now given by the
stomach ; 3 ij., 3 vi., or gi-ains Ixxxviij. being given in

the twenty-four hours.

January 22.—Temperature, 101°
; respirations, 27.

Tympanites much diminished, pulse slightly irregu-

lar when excited ; countenance bright ; slight deli-

rium at night ; regular jjassage from bowels every day.

Double Magendie's solution by stomach, | iij., or
grains xcv. in the twenty-four hours.
January 23.—Temperature, 99}° ; respirations, 26.

Double Magendie's solution, 3 iij., 3 v. by stomach, or
gi'ains cxvj. in the twenty-four hours.

January 24.—Temijerature, 991" ; respirations, 20.

Bronchitis nearly cleared up. Respirations increas-

ing during the day. Morphia has been given in larger

doses. Double Magendie's, I iv., 3 iij., or grains cxl.

by the stomach.
Januai-y 25.—Temperature, 100i° ; respirations, 21.

Doulde Magendie's solution hypodermically, 3 iij., or
grains xcvj. in the twenty-four hours.
January 26.—Temperature, 101}°; respirations, 17.

Double Magendie's solution hypodermically, 3 ij., 3 v.,

or grains Ixxxiv. No movement from bowels for

three days. Subsultus tendinum present.

January 27.—Is quite delirious, with constant mus-
cular twitching. Has had slight epistaxis for four
days. Tympanites has nearly disai)peared. Tem-
jjerature, 101 i" ; resijii-ations, 17. Double Magendie's
solution, 3J., 3 j. hypodermically, or gi-ains thirty-five

and two-thirds in the twenty- four hours.
January 28.—Temperature, 100}° ; respirations, 19.

Bowels not ha\4ng moved, 3 ss., ol. ricini given. Res-
pirations increasing during day. Double Magen-
die's solution hypodermically, 5 iij., T^i vi., or grains
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ninety-six anil two-fifths in twenty-four hours were
given.

January 29 —Large movement from bowels. Pa-
tient much brighter and better. Tympanites but
slight. Temi)erature, 102% respiration, 21. Double
Magendie's sohitiou hypodermically, 3 vi., Tl|_xv., or
grains xxv. in the twenty-four hours.
January 30.—Temi)erature, 101^% resjiirations, 21.

Double Magendie's solution hypodermically, 3 v.,

1Tl_xx., or grains twenty-one and one-third in the
twenty-four hours.
January 31.*—Temperature, lOlf", respirations, 19.

Double Magendie's solution hypodermically, § j., 3 ij.,

TT^xxx., or gi-ains xlij. in the twenty-four hours.
From this time patient steadily improved in all re-

spects until February 25th, when a tumor made its

appeirauee just below the free border of the ribs, in

the axillary line of the right side. It was poulticed,
and on February 28th, Ihictuation being felt, I opened
it and 3 viij. of fetid pus mixed with blood were re-

moved. The abscess was extensive but superficial.

Daring this time the doses of morpliia were being
reduced, until March 1st, when she received Magen-
die's solution, 3 ss. in the twenty-four hours.
On March 5th she commenced to menstruate, and

continued to do so for a day and a half. She had
occasional attacks of pain, and on March 16th re-

ceived Magendie's solution hyijodermically, 3 ij. in
the twenty-four hours, and up to this time has re-

ceived altogether 3 iij., grains xiij. morphia sulphat.
March 24.—Is now sitting uj) every day.
May 29th.—All morphia discontinued.
July 1.—The abscess, which has remained open and

been discharging, has closed.
July 30.—Menstruated.
August 23.—Discharged cured.
Is now performing the duties of waitress in a res-

taurant.

The wide variations in the doses of morphia are
accounted for by the fact that her respirations occa-
sionally varied in a correspondingly irregular manner.
The points to which I desire to draw particular

attention are :

1st. That the patient had never used morphia be-
fore her admission to the hospital.

2d. That the doses of morphia were increased with
great rapidity without producing the full jshysiolo-

gical effect of the dmg.
3d. That they were decreased as the indications

for their use diminished, with almost as great rapid-
ity.

4th. That they were finally discontinued entirely
without suifering to the patient.

5th. That but one small abscess in the arm was
caused by the use of the hyi^odermic needle (and I

;hink that could have been avoided), attributable,

ioubtless, to the fact that it was plunged deeply into
;he tissues, being really intramuscular rather than
subcutaneous.
6th. That the mode of administration of the mor-

phia was changed from hyijodermically to adminis-
ration by stomach, and back again to hypodermi-
nically, without varying its effects upon the patient.

The tolerance for morphia in one unaccustomed to

ts use seemed to jjoint clearly to the need for it in

iich large doses, and if anything were necessary to

.dd to the weight of eNddence as to the freedom with
vhich morphia may be used in this disease, as taught
IS by Dr. Alonzo Clark, I think this case would go
ar toward furnishing such proof.

* Dr. Delnfield visited until February Ist, Dr. Jacobi visiting from
hat date until April 1st.

|3roi)VCS3 of iHctiical Science.

Two Cases of iNTESTiNAii Obstruction Success-

fully Treated by the Application of Electricity.

—Electricity has not hitlierto enjoyed a W'ide range

of aj^plicability in the treatment of intestinal oli-

sti'uction, although several cures have been reported

to have foUowetl its employment. Dr. M. Boudet,
of Paris {Le Frogrh medical, August 14th and 2 Ist,

1880), reports two new cases, which were apparently

saved—one from imminent death, the other from the

doubtful chances of a dangerous operation—by the

use of this new therapeutic agent. The report of his

cases is additionally interesting from the fact that he
employed the constant current, whereas others have,

as a rule, chosen the method of faradization. His
first case was that of a girl, aged 15, who was at-

tacked by an acute peritonitis, which soon became
general, and confined the little sufferer to her bed for

about a month. During convalescence she was sud-

denly seized with severe abdominal pains, and began
to vomit profusely. Her jiulse grew small, rapid,

and feeble, her facial expression became i^inched,

and all rectal evacuations ceased. Soon her abdo-

men became tender to the last degree, and it was
now no longer doubtful that the gut was obstructed

by peritoneal bands or adhesions. After unsuc-

cessful attempts to effect a cure by ordinary treat-

ment, the application of electricity was commenced.
The negative pole was placed in the rectum, and
the positive pole upon the umbilical region, which
appeared to correspond to the site of the o))struc-

tion. Visibly energetic contractions of the intes-

tine were thus jsroduced, and the treatment was
jjersisted in, although the first trials did not ajipear

very encouraging. Two days later, after an attack

of intense painfulness in the umbilical region, a

rectal evacuation followed the application of the

constant current. From this moment convalescence

was established, and rapidly progi-essed to jierfect

health. The use of electricity had been prolonged
over an hour at each sitting, and had been rejjeated

several times during every twenty-four hours.

Case II. was one of obstruction by accumulation'

of fiBcal matter in a man aged 60, who was a sufferers-

from chronic constipation caused by intestinal jjaiial-

ysis. Prof. Gosselin, who was called in consultalion,.

advised an operation, but consented to a previous-

trial of electricity. Accordingly, Dr. Boudet intro-

duced a uterine sound into the rectum, connected,

this with the negative pole of a battery {Gaiffe),.and

l^laced the positive pole on the abdomen. The cur-

rent was gradually increased, and after twenty min-
utes, when fourteen elements were in action, gurg-
ling sounds were heard, which ^jroceeded. from the

contracting intestine. Now the current was inter-

rupted, and for ten minutes more the abdomen was
subjected to faradization. Similar treatment was
maintained for several days, during which time the
patient vi.sibly improved, and at last completely re--

gained his health.

In the remarks appended to the description of

these two cases, Dr. Boudet obseiwes that elec^tricaj

excitation evidently i^roduces intestinal contractions,

and that the movements of the gut may suffice to

cause the reduction of a volvulus,.invaginations, or

strangulations. Matters occupying the lumen of the

digestive tract may also be discharged by this means.
The physiological researches .of .DuGhenae, Legi'DS,,
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ami Ouiiiuis, of Tripior, and HtMirot, nil sjjouk in

favor of til is viow. C^ontiiuums jind ptiriuunent nir-

rent.s niv thorofore rocomnu'nilod for tlio troutmcnt
of inti'stiiuil olistruotion, osi)eoiall_v when tlu>re exists

a eomlition of jjiimlvsis or pixresis of tho gut. The
indui-ed cniTont iniiy, novortheless, be employed to

aid self iv.laction, bv its action upon the abdom-
inal museles, exciting them to violent contractions.

This sliows that a single method of ajjplying elec-

tricity will not answer in every case of intestinal ob-

struction, the variations depending upon the differ-

ences in the nature of the occlusion, differences

whicli have special indications in every given case.

Finally, attention is drawn to tlH> fact that initial

failures .should not discourage one from the repeti-

tion of electrical treatment.

Ten C'.^ses or Lithol.ai'.wy.—Dr W. W. Greene,
Surgeon to the Maine General Hospital, reports ten
cases of litholapaxy, and supplements his account of

them by some exi)lanatory statements. All the jia-

tients were thoroughly etherized. None of the cases,

eccept the t^.'nth, gave any evidence of renal disease.

In all but this case the urine was previously analyzed
and the capacity of the bladiler api)roxiniateIy esti-

mated. In each of the nine cases of litholapaxy con-
sent was obtained and arrangements made for imme-
diate lithotomy in case of failure, from any cause, to

complete the litholapaxy. In five o\it of the nine
cases, slitting of the external meatus was necessary.

It was noticeable that in no case was the operation
followed by cystitis or septic;emic fever. In the first

six cases some of his familiar lithotrites were used
(Civiale'.s, Tiiomp.son's, Teevan's, and Merciei-'s).

In the seventh, eighth, ninth, and attempted tenth,

Bigelow's instrument was used. Dr. Greene believes
that, in the hands of a skilful surgeon, any good litho-

trite may do the crushing satisfactorily in litholapaxy.

Still, he prefers Dr. Bigelow's instrument to tlie

others, for reasons clearly stated by the latter in his

monograph. But even this lithotrite will sometimes
clog or hold ft-agments unless the surgeon is very
careful. In each of the first nine cases reijorted, the
bladder was completely emptied at one ojieration,

and the patients all remained free from any symp-
toms of calculus up to the date of the report. In no
case did incontinence or any other uni)leasaut conse-
quence follow the use of the large tul)es. In no
instance was there but the most tritiing hemorrhage
—the tenth case gave much more than all the rest

—

and in four cases not a drop of blood was seen from
first to last.

—

Reprint from the Boaton Medical mnl
Siirgic (I Journal, 1880.

Locomotor Ataxy .\xd Cardiac Lesions.—At the
general hospital of Montpellier, Dr. Grasset, (hiz.

mi'd. d>' Paris, Aug. 21, 18S0, had occasion to observe
manifest cardiac symptoms in conjunction with two
cases of locomotor ataxy. [Montpellier Medical, June,
1880.) The question arose whether this was merely
an accidental coincidence, or whether the two lesions
stood in causal relation with each other. In 1879
Berger and Rosenbach (Gas. med. de Paris, p. 45'.))

reported seven cases of aortic insufficiency occurring
in ataxic patients. To this number Grasset was able
to add fifteen other cases, where a cardiac lesion
existed together with the afiection of the cord. In
most of these cases, as also in the two observed by
himself, the form of the disease had the painful type
(forme douloureuse). This circumstance led the
writer to believe that a direct action of the cord on
the heart did not take place. In his opinion the
cardiac troubles are a secondary manifestation jDro-

ceeding from the reflex action conseijuent u]>on tlie

painful sensations. He supports his views by calling

to mind the recent investigations of French and
Teissier tils, who demonstrated the nnirked inHuence
that excitation of sensory nerves exercises on the
circulation and respiration. Potain's stuclies are

al.so alluded to, stndit^s which established tlie fact

that gastro-hepatic di.sorders may caiise, in a reflex

manner, disturbance of the right heart. ' Intense,

l)rolonged, and frequent jjains, have, according to

Grasset, a direct ellcct on the lieart, thus disturbing

the circulation and giving rise to lesions. For tliih

reason locomotor ataxy may prove the reflex cause
of cardiac tntiiblc, not becau.se it is a disease of the
.sjiinal cord, l)ut because it is a i>ainfnl affection.

Considering the small number of .such observations,

as contrasted with the frequency of cardiac disease,

all such theoretical explanations must be received
with gieat reserve. AVe certainly need more extended
and fuller observations before we can accejit this

new i)athogeny as a solution of this intex'esting coin-

cidence of the two morbid conditions.

Progre&s in the Treatment of Strictuke of
THE Urethra.—Some remarks were made on this

siibject by Sir H. Thomijson, at the annual meeting
of the British Medical Association, in Cambridge,
August, 1880. As illustrations of this advance dur-
ing the last thirty years in England, the doctor men-
tioned five points

:

1. A general recognition of the principle that a

delicate and gentle manipxilation of auy instniments
in the urethra is alone trustworthy or permissible, in

the place of that which was formerly gi-eatly preva-
lent, viz., that urethral obstruction might often be
overconae mainly by force.

2. The substitution of veiy pliable and taper in-

struments for silver and stiff" gum-elastic instruments
in much of the treatment, both in ordinary and in

continuous dilatation.

3. A more general acceptance of the doctrine that,

given time, i^atience, and gentle handling, very few
strictures should be met with which cannot be fairly

and successfully traversed l)y an instiniment passed
through them into the bladder. At the same time,

an undoubted improvement is to be noted in the
mode of operating for those exceptional eases in

which the surgeon fails to accomijlisli that object.

4. A more general acceptance of the doctrine that

dilatation of the urethra, whether with or without
incision, may be carried with advantage to a some-
what higher degree than had for .some time previously

been regarded as desirable.

5. The substitution of internal iiretlu-otomy in

some form for the application of cau.stics, and for

external urethrotomy on a guide. Each of the top-

ics named is then considered somewhat in detail

In connection with the subject of the "calibre,"' or
"diameter" of the urethra, or the amount of its

dilatability, he refers to Dr. Otis's revival of the
theory of "the large diameter of the urethra." He
records his sense of the value of this point, but
he adds that "it is a very easy thing to damage
irreparably some individuals by overdistending the

urethra." Thompson also opposes another doctrine

which is associated with the preceding, viz. : that

stricture of the urethra is jiermanently cured by
complete division of all the diseased tissues aflfect-

ing the passage. In sjjeaking of the many methods
of performing internal urethrotomy, he says thai

the princii^les which govern a sound jjrocedure art

more essential jjoints for the surgeon to discovei
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and to teach, than a consideration of small details.

These principles he briefly states as follows : 1. The
necessity for a ]>hYsical examination before opera-

ting, to detect and estimate the narrowed portions

of the urethra. This is best accomplished, in his

opinion, by means of a series of metal bnlbs on slen-

der stems, taking care not to regai-d as clianges of

disease those points at which the urethra itself is

natui'ally only slightly dilatable. These bulbous
exploring sounds he invariably used, advocating
them as essential to diagnosis, in his first work
twenty-six years ago. He still jjrefers them to any
others, as safer, less irritating, and not less efficient

than more complex instruments which have been
devised. 2. The necessity for accomplishing a com-
plete division of all the morbid tissiie constituting the
stricture, by an incision cari'ied through it, no mat-
ter what part of the ui-ethra, or how much of it, is

involved in the disease. As a general rule, he
thinks, this is most efficiently done by a slender
blade, carried beyond the stricture and made to cut
from within outward ; this latter proviso being,
however, an open question. The important point
is that any alleviation of the patient's condition at-

tained by operation will be transitory if any part of

the narrowing be left undivided. 3. He regards it as
essential, after such division, to place at once a full-

sized catheter for some hours in the bladder, to ensu)-e a

free outlet for the urine, and prevent all possibility of

extravasation of urine into and through the incisions

thus made. 4. The necessity for passing full-sized

bougies subsequently, at occasional intervals, in order
to effect free distention of the walls of the urethra,
which lie in almost constant apposition, and so to pre-
vent reunion of divided surfaces by the first intention.

Finally, he declares that the great desideratum of

the present time unquestionably is the discovery of

a mode of treatment which shall permanently restore

to the sti-ictured passage its original dilatability

;

and he adds that a thoughtful consideration of the
l^athological condition which constitutes organic
stricture does not embolden him to hope that such
a result can be insured by the application of any
principles of action at present known to us.

—

The
British Med. Joiirn., August 28, 1880.

Noises in the Head.—Much distress is occasioned
to the subjest of aural disease when he is ignorant
of the conditions to which noises in the head owe
their origin. Dr. Samuel Sexton offers an explana-
tion of the modus oj^erandi of these phenomena, de-

ducted from his researches in the disorders of the
middle ear. They are due, he believes, to anomalies
of the drum-head and the small bones of the ear,

striictures composing the conductive apparatus,
which, in a normal state, jirotect the patient from a
cognizance of the somewhat noisy performance of

the body's natui-al functions. In order that this

normal duty may bo performed, the drum-head and
small bones of the ear are found to be suspended, as

it were, in a state of tension between the outside air

and the fluid in the labyrinth, tluis effectually re-

sponding to wave-sounds from without, but ineffect-

ually to those from within.

It is to be inferred from Dr. Se.xton's explanation

that the normal ai-rangement of the conductive mech-
anism is such that protection from tinnitus aurium
is thus afforded to the auditory nerve, inasmuch as

otherwise interference would obtain. In other words,

the perceptive sense would be occupied at the same
moment with disturbing noises from within the head,

as well as with the undulations of sound that arise

from sources without. The com])lete and satisfac-

tory apprehension of the latter by the perceptive
faculty retpiires that noises within the head should
be excluded.
When the drum-head, either from acute or chronic

disease, is rendered tensile, or the articulating sur-

faces of the small bones from similar influences be-

come ineffective, the patient at once hears the sounds
that arise within his own body, more especially those

of the head, to which he was hitherto a stranger.

Many of the sounds which thus become audible are

well known to be most distressing, esi^ecially to

weak-minded and nervous people. Some of the most
annoying of these subjective symptoms arise from the

patient's own voice (autophony), his own acts of

swallowing and eructation, and from the imijulses

imported by the current of blood which traverses the

carotid canal in its curvature near the middle ear ;

the last-named impTilses causing a throbbing, i)ump-
ing, or gurgling sound. The disordered movements
of the conductive mechanism itself sometimes give

rise to discordant noises of an intensely disagreeable

character. The author's clinical experience has led

him to the conclusion that many anomalies of audi-

tion, hitherto supjsosed by him to arise from abnor-

malities in the inner ear, are really due to jaatho-

logical conditions of the conductive apjiaratus.

—

The
Iji-i^ish Medical Jourwd, June 26, 1880.

Statistics kelating to the Seat of Chancrous
AND Chancroid Ulcers in Women.—Dr. Kazumoff
tabulated 1,374 cases, treated in one of the Moscow
hospitals, as follows : Ulcers were seated on the

uterine cervix in 117 cases (8.5 per cent.) ; 13 of this

number were chancres with subsequent general in-

fection ; 664 on large and small labia ; 272 at the va-

ginal entrance and between mystiform caruncles

;

176 on posterior commissure ; 60 on the perineum ;

55 about anus ; 26 anterior commissure ; 3 in differ-

ent parts of vagina, and 3 on meatus urinarius.

—

Med-
itz. Obozrenie, p. 360, May, 1880.

Local Uses of Pepsine in Diphtheria.—Dr. K.
Dauilewsky recommends the following formula

; B .

Pepsine wine, 5j. to § iss. ; acidi. muriat. dil., gtt.

XV. to XX. ; aqxise dest., ? vj. S.—To use as a mouth
wash or gargle four times an hour, for five to ten

minutes each time. Medicine should be kept in

water-bath, 37" to 40' C. Local applications of it

with a brush can be used also. Dr. AVischinsky

speaks also veiy favorably of this treatment.— Vratch,

1880, No. 18.

Treatment of Excessive Perspiration or Hands
AND Feet by Far.\dic Current.—As this symptom
is due to disordered functional activity of periiiheral

nerves, Dr. Gordon was led to study this particular

condition with the following results : the tactile and
faradic sensitiveness of these parts is diminished,

their temperature is lower. Systematic faradization

controls the jjerspiration, and corresi)onding to the

effects of treatment, the above two conditions are

relieved.— Vratch, 1880, No. 20.

Atropia as a Substitute for Morphia for the
Relief of Pain.—Dr. Wrightson, of Newark, N. J.,

reports a case of cholera morbus in which the intense

pain was instantly relieved by one-eightieth grain of

atropia hy]5odermically, after the failure of thirty

minums of Magendie's solution of morphia. The pa-

tient was on board of a pleasure yacht, and the ati'o-

pia, Magendie's solution, and a hypodermic syringe

comprised the doctor's armamentarium.

—

Maryland
Med. Jour., Sept. 1st.
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CLIMATE CURE.

It is Immorously said by the laity that, when all

other plans of treatment fail, the patient is sent

away to try another climate. With snch a belief that

this method of treatment is a last resort, and that the

physician is driven thereby to the desperation of re-

linqnishing a profitable patient, it is no wonder that

it has taken a long time to establish in the minds of

the people, and with some part of the profession as

well, the value of what may now be called the sim-

ple climate cure. But that the study of the latter

is growing in importance goes without the saying.

Judging from tlie number of pamphlets and books

we receive bearing upon the advantages of this or

that climate for invalids, it would appear the theme

is a wide one and its advocates very many. Having

no particular locality in mind, and desiring to make
a few general remarks upon the subject, we are safe

in saying that there is altogether too much special

pleading, on the jjart of the writers in question, to

divest their opinions of a natural partiality for the

localities in which they live and practise. Divesting

the writings of this element, which is to a certain

extent excusable because natural, we find in them

much for study and contemplation, and much to

guide us in choosing a particular locality as a tem-

porary or perhaps permanent residence for our pa-

tients. For instance, we have laid before us a col-

lection of facts regarding humidity, temperature,

wind velocity, raiuf ill, and soil drainage which are

of the greatest possible importance to the general

practitioner in enabling him to make a proper selec-

tion for his patient. In attempting to do so, how-

ever, more than ordinary discrimination is necessary

and more than ordinary responsibility is involved.

If the physician is not sufficiently acquainted with a

given locality, it is much better for his patient to

stay at home. The advice should be founded on

just as good reasons, and with as much care, as in

proscribing any other method of treatment. In

fact, many more things are to ))o tuk(>n into account

than are usually necessary in a casual ])rescripti()n.

Tlie ])aticnt has not the advantage of stopping his

modicine, in case it disagrees witli him, and of sub-

stituting therefor something that may not be posi-

tively detrimental.

Possibly the reason why the prevalent loose way

of prescribing change of locality to patients, without

even more disastrous results than is sometimes ob-

tained, is due to the fact that those with i)hthisis, and

who are ])roverbially hopeful, are usually selected.

But that the changed conditions of life, even in this

class, oftentimes tends to strike the balance the wrong

way, is a fact that has been brought home to the ex-

perience of very many whose advice is sought in

these cases.

At a time in the year when so many invalids are

seeking advice as to change of quartei"s, these general

obsen'ations seem to be called for. Considering the

number and variety of well-established health-resorts

now in successful operation in our own country,

there would seem to be an embarrassment of riches

in making a choice. There are no douljt cilimatic

facilities for the treatment of all varieties of phthisis

or of any other intractable disease, but the trouble

is to use them i^roperly. The careless prescriber,

however, is so constantly trying to tit the square

plug into the round hole that there seems to be a

necessity at certain times to remind him of the im-

practicability of such an endeavor.

The conditions to be taken into account in pre-

scribing a change of climate are numerous and im-

portant. Taking phthisis as the typical disea.se for

which this i)lan of treatment is mostly emidoyed, we
have its varieties, its different stages, the age of the

patient, condition of general health at the time, and

many other conditions to consider before deciding

upon any special plan of climatic treatment. The
choice of place and climate in this country is proba-

bly better than in any similarly accessible region.

We may safely say that we can command, within a

few days' travel, any range of temi^erature, humidi-

ty, high or low level, that can possibly affect the

treatment of any of the varieties of jihthisis. From
the Adirondack woods to the coasts of Floiida, from

Minnesota to Colorado, from the Pacific coast of

California to the Bahama Islands, and from the arid

plains of New Mexico to the jjine forests of Georgia,

we have a range of selection which must needs satis-

fy the most exacting requirements of every stage and

variety of disease for which change of climate is pre-

scribed. This condition of things is so well ac-

knowledged by our European contemporaries that

America is claimed by them to be the country which

offers a far gi'eater choice of climates than is to be

found across the Atlantic. In no country can the
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climate cure of this tlreaclM disease be more satis-

factorily settled.

So far we are quite well agreed that there are

certain principles tolerably well established upon

which the climatic method can be based, but that

there are still some difterences of opinion upon certain

points must be also acknowledged. For instance, we

know on general principles, that the catarrhal variety

of phthisis does not do as well in high altitudes as on

lower levels, and that the contrary is the case with

the fibrous variety of the disease. For the tubercular

variety the ecpiable climate, whether warm or cold,

whether moist or dry, seems to be indicated. In

still other cases, especially in middle-aged, broken-

down persons, a sea voyage is likely to be beneficial.

But as each case must be treated by itself, it can

easily be seen that too much care cannot be taken in

weighing all the chances of the change and of off-

setting all the enthusiastic descriptions of different

sanitaria by the more or less inevitable privations of

home comforts and pleasant social surroundings.

Concerning the latter points there is not so much
discretion used as there should be. Not only must

a proper diagnosis be made of the character of the

disease, its stage and progress, but the previous

habits of the patient must be taken into account.

Very often the social proclivities of the i)atient are

more imj^ortant in taking into account his chances of

recovery than any change of climate can possibly be.

On second thought this appears so much like a self-

evident jdreposition, that its presentation would hardly

seem necessary, except for the fact that it is con-

stantly lost sight of by a large majority of prescribers.

To send a patient away from his home appears a

simple procedure ; but in reality the magnitude of

the sacrifice which it involves is seldom appreciated

by the physician, and almost never by the invalid,

who for the first time is to sej^arate himself from his

family and fi'iends. Home comforts are often re-

placed by the most annoying inconveniences. In

some of our most healthful climates the food is defi-

cient in quality and variety. Game may be abundant,

but man cannot live on game alone. The absence

of fresh meat is much complained of, as is also the

quality and choice of fruit in other places. Then

again, in many places the charges for accommodation

are very high and tempt the economical to lose in

one way from lack of home comforts what they

might otherwise obtain from the delightful climate.

The general advice to be given in regard to such pos-

sibilities is that the jjatient, unless he is perfectly

easy in money matters, should not go at all ; that

under proper circumstances, having concluded to

start, he should select a well-regulated sanitarium in

the district, where the nearest approach to home
comforts could be obtained, where mail and other

kindred facilities exist, and where there are meat I

and vegetables in reasonable abundance. That I

many of these deficiences exist in even well-regulated

establishments, we have good reason to know from

many complaints we have received from different

quarters, and we take this occasion to refer to them,

as more than possibilities in some general and neces-

sarily cursory remarks upon the climatic treatment

of disease. For obvious reasons we have omitted a

reference to any particular localities, but merely

give some general directions founded on general read-

ing and observation, which each physician may apply

to the individual necessities of the cases under his

care. It is perhaps unnecessary to say in this con-

nection, that climate cure is a science in itself, that

it should be studied as a science, that as a system of

treatment it is a powerful one for good or evil, and

that as such it should be used with intelligence and

discretion.

THE PROTECTION OF THE INSANE AND THE PREVEN-

TION OF INSANITY.

We have received a pamphlet containing the three

addresses delivered at the time of the organization

of the National Association for the Protection of the

Insane in Cleveland last summer. The first address,

by Dr. George M. Beard, presents with much force

the reasons for the creation of the society in ques-

tion. The undoubtedly rapid increase in the num-

ber of the insane, and their i^eculiar helplessness and

weakness are alone, we are told, sufficient cause for

establishing an organized watch over the disease, its

\'ictims, and their keepers. " We have," says the

speaker, " societies for the prevention of cruelty to

children ; but the insane are children without their

iialvete, their innocence, or their sweetness ; we have

societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals,

but insanity oftentimes reduces man below the grade

and habits of the lowest animal ; we have societies

for relieving the condition of the poor, but insanity

makes us poor, while jjoverty makes us insane. We
have health boards for the warding off of fatal epi-

demics, but death, even at the hands of the foiilest

disease, is poetry compared with hoi^eless disease of

the mind." Another reason given for creating the

association is that it wiU help to bring about a state

supervision of the insane. And such supervision,

properly carried out, will give in this country, as

it has in Great Britain, assurance that the insane

in asylums, public and private, will be treated kindly

and wisely.

Such a society will also, it was claimed, helji to

raise the standard of thought and treatment of the

insane, both in and out of asylums. The care of

the insane is one that must interest not only phy-

sicians, but politicians, economists, and i^hilanthro-

pists, and this includes a large number of persons

who are now ignorant of the disease in many of its

aspects. To infuse throughout society a true notion

of the character and dangers of insanity and of the
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needs of tho. insane, would aflford plenty of scope for

organized effort.

We can heartily subscribe to the sentiments thus

quoted. Tlje Association for the Protoction of the

Insane has truly a wiilo enough Held bt'forc it, and

we are nhu\ to learn tliat it has already secured, as

members, men and women who will be sure to accom-

plish good work in the cause for which they are

united.

The address of Dr. Shaw on the practicability and

value of the treatment of the insnne is a plain and

modest statement of what ho has done at the Flat-

bush Asylum, during the past two years, in the way
of introducing non-restraint. The simple statement

of facts that he gives is the most powerful argument

•we have seen for the system in question. In two

years Dr. Shaw has turned one of the worst ayslums

in the State into one of the best. With the diffi-

culties which he had to contend against he cannot

be too highly praised for this work. Dr. Seguin's

address treats of the same subject, but more elabo-

rately, and with reference to the personal rights of

the insane as well as to their proper therapeutical

treatment.

Altogether, we can congratulate the society that it

was inaugurated in so successful a manner, and that

its first work is so worthy of the high aims which it

professes.

THE rSTERX.VTIOX.^L L.UtYN(JOLOGIC.\L CONGRESS.

The International Laryngological Congress, which

met at Milan last month, ajipears to have been a very

successful aflfair. Italy, Germany, England, France,

Russia, and America were represented. A very in-

teresting discussion took place upon tuberculosis of

the larynx. Some of the German professors claimed

to have cured this affection—a claim which will give

strength to a similar one that has been made by
some American laiyngologists.

A veiy interesting case was exhibited by Professor

Caselli of complete removal, twelve months pre-

viously, of the larynx, 2>liarynx, base of the tongue,

soft palate, and tonsils, for an infiltrating lymphoid
growth, interfering with respiration and deglutition.

The patient appeared in excellent health, swallowed
easily both liipiids and solids, and s2>oke distinctly

by me.tn3 of an ingenious apparatus acting after the

manner of a clarionet.

The members of the congress were entertained

with an excursion, two collations, and two crema-

tions. The latter excited much interest, as they il-

lustrated two different methods of incinerating the

corpses. The one was done with the ordinary fur-

nace, wood-fire, and iron gi-iddle. The latter was a

new process, the combu.stion being entirely by gas.

The hospitalities extended to the guests were very

cordial, and appeared to have been gi-eatly enjoyed.

This was the sixth International Congress that has

occurred at Milan this year, the others being repre-

sentatives of ()|)hthalmology, otology, public health,

history, and the teaching of deaf-mutes.

THE HISTORY OF OVARIOTOMY.

A QUAitUEL has been gtnng on in the lirifish Medical

Juuniul upon this subject. It arose from an editorial

article which, in reviewing the history of ovariotomy,

gave only .slight noti<'e to the work of Dr. (Jharles

Clay, but heaped the honors ujjon Mr. Sj)encer

Wells. This was nsented by the former gentleman,

who claimed that he was the first prominent ovari-

otomist in England, and had done a great deal to

put the operation on a solid footing ; al.so, that much
which the Journal had ascribed to Wells should have

been ascribed to him (Clay). He also said that

Spencer Wells first saw him operate in 1857, fifteen

years after his first operation, and that as Mr. Wells

had not at that time operated at all, he then learned

much regarding the operation. Dr. Clay also claims

to have used the iiitra-peritoneal suture before Wells

demonstrated its value by experiments on animals.

Mr. Wells, on the other hand, denies that he ever

saw Dr. Clay operate until 1863, at which time he

(Wells) had operated fifty-eight times. Various let-

ters and editorial comments have appeared upon this

matter, the last being a letter from Dr. Clay, in

which he reaffirms his statement that WelLs saw him
operate in 1857, and he brings considerable evidence

to substantiate his point.

Hcports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Stated Meeting, September 22, 1880.

Dr. T. E. S.^tterthwaite, President, in the Chaik.

Dr. Heineman presented, on behalf of a candidate
for admission into the Society, a specimen of .saccu-

lated aneuiism of the aorta, which, although of small
size, had, in consequence of its impiugement u^jon

the last dorsal, niptured prematurely, and had caused
an immense subperitoneal hfematoma.

adherent PIiACENT\.

Dr. F. V. White exhiliited a specimen of adherent
placenta with the following history : Mrs. M ,

aged twenty-six years, primipara, was taken in labor
September' 20th", 10 p.m. 2.80 a.m. of the 21st the

bag of waters broke. The os uteri was dilated to the
size of half a dollar, and was dilatal»le. She was de-

livered at 10.30 A.M., after a natural liut severe labor.

After separating the child from the mother, Dr.
White wrapped the cord around one hand, and made
moderate traction in the direction of the superior
strait, the fundus uteri being held in the meantime
by the opposite hand. Shortly the cord broke, and
Dr. W. then found it necessaiy to introduce the

hand into the uterus. He then discovered that the

placenta was adherent to the anterior portion of the

uterus in the median line, where the membranes
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were also thickened. The woman was placed upon
her aide, the womb .steadied with one hand, and witli

the other the placenta was duly separated. Ct)nsid-

erable hemorrhage attended the operation. The
specimen was interesting to Dr. White as it was the

first of the kind that he had seen during his obstet-

tric experience, comprising an attendance on 2,0(10

cases of labor.

In answer to a question from Dr. Tauskv, as to

whether he used Crede's manner of compressing the

uterus before attempting traction wi)on the cord. Dr.

White stated that he did not think that compression
availed much in such cases as the one under consid-

eration. Immediately after the child was born, Dr.

White stated that his practice was to make firm pres-

sure upon the uterus, and, if in a reasonable time the

placenta was not discharged, it was his custom to

help nature by making careful and moderate traction

ujion the cord ; at the same time the placenta was
gently freed from its connections.

Dr! Tausky believed that by puUing on the cord

there was danger of producing inversion of the uterus,

especially when the placenta was adherent.

In answer to a question from Dr. Satterthwaite,

Dr. White stated tliat he was not in favor of using

ergot in such cases as the one presented.

Dr. Tau.sky remarked that he had seen several

cases of adlierent placenta. All of these were com-
plicated witli placentitis. He was in the habit in

such cases of using Crede's method combined with

the use of ergot. If both these means failed, he in-

troduced his hand into the uterus, and separated as

much of the placenta as was jjossible. The hand
failing, the curette was employed, and the remaining
parts were detached piecemeal. For the hemorrhage
which usually attended this operation he used hot-

water injections (110' F. to 125" F.). The injection

was continued for half a minute, and then there was
a rest for an equal period of time. This plan was
continued until tiie hemorrhage ceased. If it be
impossible to remove the entire ijlacenta without

using force, he thought it was much better to wait.

Dr. Sell stated that he had met ^vith several cases

of retained placenta. He referred to one of these

which occurred after the delivery of an aeei:)halic

double-faced monster. Three-cpiarters of the pla-

centa was entirely adherent, and was removed piece-

meal. In regai-d to the relative merits of forcibly

removing the placenta and of allowing it to remain
until discliarged by nature, he had witnessed the

effects of both practices in the University of Vienna.

The results were in favor of allowing part or all of

the adherent portions to remain. In none of the

cases in which the latter practice was followed was
there any bad result, and in none was there any hem-
orrhage.

ANEURLSM OF AORTA.

Dr. Peabody presented a heart removed from the

body of a male waiter, aged thirty-nine years, a na-

tive of Switzerland. Unfortunately, the patient died

an hour after his admission into the New York Hos-
pital. The history of the case was incomplete and
unsatisfactory so far as it was obtainable. Tlie pa-

tient had been ailing for several months, but lie

was able to follow his occupation until four or five

days before admission. He was examined l)y the

house physician. The heart was large and feeble in

pulsation, but without murmurs. There was fluid in

both pleural cavities, and he was in the condition of

general anasarca. He died without premonitory
symptoms, after being put to bed in the ward.

At the autopsy there were six hundred cubic centi-

metres of fluid found in the pleural cavities, and
lialf the quantity in the cavity of the peritoneum.
The conditions of the heart and aorta were the points

of interest. The left ventricle was thin, and was
markedly dilated. The aorta was atheromatous, and
at its commencement and on its anterior asjject was
dilated, forming an aneurism large enough to con-

tain half a hen's egg. It contained l)otli old and
recent clots. The aortic valve was normal, but would
not have been incompetent except for the dilatation

above it. The muscular tissue of the heart was dis-

tinctly fatty, the dei)osition of fat being more on the
right than the left side.

Dr Heitzmann objected to the use of the term
deposition of fat, inasmuch as it did not exi)ress the
true pathological condition of fatty degeneration.

The latter was an actual transformation (if the sarcous

element of the muscle into fat, and was in no sense

a dejiosit or infiltration. Whether the granules re-

mained as such, or coalesce to form globules, the

condition was the same. The difference was in de-

gree, but not in kind.

Dr. Peabody admitted that the term was a loose

one, and did not explain the pathological condition.

He was aware that fatty degeneration was a transfor-

mation of the sarcous element.
Dr. Heineman referred to the teaching of Prof.

Clark in regard to the difference between fatty de-

generation and fatty infiltration. The former was
a transformation of the sarcous element, and the lat-

ter was a deposition of fat beneath the sarcolemma.
Dr. Peabody presented a second specimen, which

consisted of a heart of normal size removed from the

body of a man thirty-five years of age. The jiatient

was admitted to the New York Hospital during the

summer, and died from sunstroke a few hours after

admission. At the post-mortem examination there

were found the usual lesions of the disease, and in ad-

dition an interesting and anomalous condition of the

aortic valve. There were but two cusjjs to the valve,

one of them being twice the size of the other, and
no evidences of previous inflammatory action to ac-

count for it. Dr. Peabody believed that the condi-

tion was one of congenital malformation, and stated

that he had failed, in a hasty reference to the litera-

ture of the subject, to find any case like it.

TUBERCULAR MENINGITIS, WITH EXTERNAL AND INTER-

NAIi HYDROCEPHALUS.

Dr. Kobinson presented a sjiecimen of dilatation

of lateral ventricle on behalf of a candidate for ad-

mission to the Society, after which he exhibited a

brain which illustrated the lesions of tubercular

meningitis with external and internal hydroceiiha-

lus. The history of the case, from the hospital rep-

ords, was as follows :

Edward Person, born in New York, aged thirty-

seven, married, no occuijation. Admitted to St.

Luke's Hospital September 17th. He was brought
into the hosi^ital comi^letely unconscious, and the

following incomplete history was obtained from his

friends : Had been intemperate for several years

(princijially drinking beer). Two weeks ago was
taken with a diarrluKa which was quite severe, but
for the past few days it was pretty well under con-

trol. For the week previous has been more or less

"out of his head " at various intervals. Yesterday

morning (16th inst.) was perfectly sane, and went
out alone for a walk, and drank some beer. Last
evening became unconscious and has continued so

up to present time. He lies quietly on his back,
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ntonning with encli pxjnration. Has nvHtngnins.
Movt'H arms iiimU'Hsly about (right inoro thun lt>ft).

Iiu-or)tii)t>nfti of nriiu» unil fa-ct's. Kt'op.s his luoiith

opou, uiul is ahiiost iiu-OHsuntly moviiif^ h)\vi>r juw
with u sort of hitfral, grinding motion. Kxamina-
tion of urino : sptvitii' gravitv, 1()2S, nlkaiinc, muddy,
with riocculi of mucus; no pus, no ulliunion.

U r.M.— I'atiiMit much the sami> condition, llospi-

ration, 40 ; pulse. 100 ; tomi)craturo, 101 '. I'upila
sonunvliat dilated.

Sejitember iMth. a.m.—Besijiration, 15. Patient
is porsi)iring very freely.

;j I'.M.—Examined by Dr. Robinson : Congestion
of both hings and i)U>nroi)neumonia of right hing,
posterior. Doctor thinks tiiis is an etl'usioii into the
right ventricle, and probably some meningitis.
September IHth.—Temperature, !> ,\.m., 102.^; 9

P.M., 10av\ Pulse, i> .\.M., 120; p.m., 14(5.

.September liUh.—Has convulsive twitchings of
muscles of left side of face. Kespiration, 50. Same
general condition. Temjierature, a.m., 104i'; 9
r.M., 104". Pulse, A.M., 145; i) p.m., 142.

September 20th.— Patient failing rapidly. Tem-
perature, !) A.M. (axillaj, I04i ; i)ulso, .\.M., 160,
and dichrotic. Patient perspires freely. \N'hite film
over left eye. 3.30 p.m.—Patient died, still having
high temperature and sweating.

AHtnpa;/, Sei)tember 21st, !) A.M.—Drs. Satter-
thwaite and llobinson present. Surface of brain
cedematous, and considerable opalinity of pia ma-
ter. Congestion, thickening, and tubercular depos-
it (probably) of membrane along fissures of Sylvius
of both hemispheres. In tlie middle of left optic
thalamus a cheesy nodule, size of a walnut. Brain-
tissue soft and watery. Foramen of Monro consid-
erably dilated. Some effusion into ventricle of sim-
ple serous Huid (about four ounces).

Tubercular meningitis, with external and internal
hydrocei)halus. Left lung bound by adhesion at

apex and upi)er lobe, posterior. Cavity, size of small
hen's egg, in the anterior portion of uj^per loV)e, which
was empty and partially healed over. Also some
tubercular deposit of this lobe and congestion of
the lower. Right lung closely bound by adhesions

j

throughout. Tubercular and i)neumouic dei^osit
I

scattered throughout the entire lung.
Tubercular phthisis and hypostatic pneumonia.

Liver fatty, weight 3 lbs. 13 oz. ' Heart valves slightly
thickened, weight 9^ oz. Kidneys slightly fatty;
right, 0^ oz.; left, oz. Spleen, weight G^ oz'.

FLUID FROM SPINA BIFIDA.

Dk. Lorrs H. Satre presented some fluid which
had been removed by aspiration fi-om a case of sjiina
bifida. The patient was a girl eight years of age,
of perfectly healthy parentage. At birth there ap-
peared a small ecchymotic spot in the lumbar re-
gion, which gradually enlarged until it attained the
size of a large orange. The case was seen by Dr.
Sayre, .senior, who encased the swelling in plaster
to guard against any injury to the jiart. The only
symptom complained of by the patient was severe
heailache when any undue pressure was made upon
the swelling. After repeating the ai)plications of
the plaster as occasion required, aspiration of the
sac was finally determined upon and jjerformed.
After six ounces of fluid were withdrawn, a drainage-
tube was inserted. The patient suffered from no
inconvenience during the operation. Dr. S. stated
that the patient would suffer from nausea and ver-
tigo on rising in the morning.

Db. Amidov thought that these Rymi)tom8 were
occasioned by a relative change in tiie j»resHure of

the cernbro-Hj»inal fluid as a result of gravitation.

Dk. Hkitzmann next i)rosente<l some reasons why
there should be a ••hange in the nomenclature of

sarcumatuus tumors.

ON MYELOMA TviRCHOW'S 8\Rf!OMA).

Ho claimed that Virchow's terminology was incor-

rect, l>otli because tiie word sarcoma had no signiti-

cance, and these tumors, as all otliers, were built uj)

by a tissue, ami not by individual cells. On »rloser

examination it had ]»een found that all medullary
elements were connected with each other by means
of delicate offshoots of living matter, which i)ierced

the surrounding narrf)w basis- or cement-snl).stance.

A reticulum of living matter was present, also, in

every variety of fibrous or myxomatous basis-sub-

stance. Ho pi'oposed the terra " myeloma," which
first had been suggested to him by Dr. L. Elsberg.

Essentially, tiiere are but two varieties, viz. : globo-my-
eloma and sijindle-myeloma (V^inihow's round-cell

and spindle-cell .sarcoma). Net-cell sarcoma was
nothing but a spin<lle-myeloma, in which the spin-

dles i)roduce a relatively wide reticulum. Vii'chow's

giant-cell sarcoma did not represent a 8i)Hcial variety,

but was a myeloma with multinuclear i)rotopla8mic
bodies, which only indicated the tendency toward
the formation of a basis-sub.stance. Also melanotic
and alveolar myeloma were only sub-varieties. My-
eloma represented the most primitive, embryonal,
medullary tissue, and also clinically, the most malig-
nant tyi^e of tumors. Cancer, when growing rapidly,

often changes its stnicture into the more simple
structure of myeloma.
Dr. Satterthwaite believed that it would be de-

sirable to change the nomenclature of tumors, but
that it would be immature to do it at present, in

view of the accejjted working model of Virchow.
Dr. Pearody stated that such a change was a se-

rious undertaking in the face of the general accept-
ance of Virchow's classification. In any event, he
thought that great cai-e should be exercised to pre-
vent the combination in one term of words derived
from different languages.
Tho Society then adjourned.

Experience with Eight Hundred Obstetricaij
Case.s.—Dr. W. J. Kelly gives a summary (Ohio
Medical Recorder) of 800 obstetrical cases, and ap-
jiends to his analyses some very sensible conclusions
from his experience.

The forceps he commends very tempemtely ; he
jirefers the long forceps of Hodge. For rigidity of
the OS uteri he strongly recommends warm baths or
tincture of lobelia in doses sufficient to j^roduce nau-
sea. Ergot he condemns as a A-ery dangerous drug,
which he has used with more caution every year.
Following the admini.stration of chloroform, he has
always found more danger from post-partum hemor-
rhage, and its use during application of forcejjs is

unqualifiedly condemned. Version has been the
trial of his life, and is never resorted to when it can
be avoided. In iiuerj^eral fever, veratrum viride and
quinine have always acted well. In placenta jjrevia
his practice always has been to divide the placenta
with the fingers, rupture the membranes, and allow
the head to descend. In this way liemorrhage has
always ceased, and labor progressed favorablv.
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Corres|)outicuce.

INDUCED HYSTERICAL SONAMBULISM
AND CATALEPSY.

MtTscuL.Ajj Htperexcitahility—Induced Delusions
AND Aphasia—Phenomenon of Suggestion—Uni-
A'ERSAL, Muscular Contracture—Method of in-

ducing THESE Conditions.

To THB Editor ok Thtc Mkdical Record.

Dear Sir :—About the court-yards and the wards of

SalpC'trii^re, pursuing various occuijations, such as

reading, sewing, and assisting here and there, one

may see any day a goodly number of patients, whose
appearance is far from suggesting that they are the

s\ibjects of the violent convulsive attacks incident to

hystero-epilepsy. Unlike the epileptics—the class

that would most nearly corresjjond in respect to this

apparently normal interval—these patients present

no sign of intellectual diilness. The hystero-ejjilep-

tic is bright-witted and vivacious ; the ei>ileptic dull-

witted and listless. But a day later we may see any
one of these intelligent and seemingly healthy young
women launched into a long series of violent crises,

such as described in my last letter. Having then
fully considered the " attack," we may now at leisure

give our attention to the behavior of these same pa-

tients at other times.

In the first place, their condition m the intervals

between the attacks is by no means as normal as it

appears. To say nothing of that emotional insta-

bility (disposition to laiigh and cry, etc.) so charac-

teristic of the hysterical, there will be found, on ex-

amination, certain tolerably permanent physical

changes relating to the general sensibility, the spe-

cial senses, and the muscular sense and force ; indeed

it would be safe to say changes relating to the whole
innervation of given districts— in most instances an
entire lateral half of the body. For instance, all of

these patients will be found to be hemianjesthetic,

generally on the left side
;

pinching, cutting, or

burning produce no sensation of pain, nor do tests

of temperature, position, etc., provoke their normal
responses ; in short, the cutaneous anaesthesia is ab-

solute ; thej' are equally hemiparetic, or, to use a

milder term perhaps, hemiamyosthenic ; tested by
the dj-namometer their muscular power is found to

be weakened on one side or the other. If the exam-
ination is pushed farther, the hemianfesthesia will

be found also to involve the mucous membrane and
the special senses—all this on the same side of the

body. The hearing is dull ; the eye is amblyopic,

and fails to distinguish, perhaps, any color whatever,

or, if the entire field of vision is not achromatopsic,

distinguishes the red or the yellow ; and the sense

of smell and of taste are also abolished.

The only excejjtion to this almost absolute obnubi-
lation of nerve-function upon one side is the exist-

ence of a certain number of hyperiesthetic and at the

same time hysterogenetic points or regions. At
these points the cutaneous anaesthesia is as complete
as elsewhere, thus presenting a ready means of diag-

nosis from dermalgia, in which the cutaneous sensi-

bility is exaggerated to such a degree that a slight

touch even may produce intense pain. The hystero-

genetic regions, on the contrary, are more deejily

situated, and are characterized by the i^eculiarity

that slight j)ressure upon them, or other form of

light ii'ritation, will produce the complete hystero-

epileptic seizure, or at least certain aurae, while
strong and continuous pressure will i>rcduce an ar-

rest of the seizure, however originating. This, con-

tradictoiy as it seems, has l)een demonstrated again

and again, until, by mere force of rei)etition, it has

become an acknowledged law. Chief among the
hysterogenetic zones is the ovary.

But all the symptoms just alluded to may be taken

up more suitably in connection with the effects j)ro-

duced by magnets, metuls, and static electricity.

They have been mentioned here only, since they take

a natural precedence of the more novel sym^jtonis

whose descrijition follows, viz., induced hysterical

sonambulism and catalej^sy.

One morning Prof. Charcot very kindly had a num-
ber of these hystero-epileptic young women sum-
moned, and demonstrated, as he has already done
hundreds of times on numl)ers of different patients,

certain phenomena, which I will attemi)t to describe

as they occurred, always asking my readers to re-

member that I have no other office, for the present at

least, than that of a simple mirror, which reflects to

their eyes the morning clinic at SalpGtriere.

In apjjroaching the subjects of induced hysterical

sonambulism and catalepsy from a scientifically med-
ical point of view, I cannot forbear (^noting some
very pertinent words of Doctor Paul Eicher, formerly

interne at SalpOtri&re, in regard to the spirit in

which the work has been prosecuted. " Despite the

difficulties of all sorts," writes Dr. Eicher, "which
such a subject must, in the nature of things, present,

M. Charcot has not hesitated to begin this study

;

for he thinks that all natural phenomena, whatever

may be their ajjpearance of complication or of mys-
tery, are none the less susceptible of methodical ex-

amination, and that it is the part of a true observer

to guard himself, as well from denials easy to make
from the standpoint of having i)rejudged a case, as

from the danger of giving too free rein to the imagi-

nation. It is no more allowable to deny facts rigor-

ously observed than it is to rest upon a single incom-

plete observation theories which, at the least, are

premature."

1. Sonambulism and Induced Delu.sions.

The first patient brought into the clinic was
\;\"itt , a young woman of about twenty years

of age, large, finely formed and muscular, and sug-

gesting, in personal ajopearance, no idea that she

differed from healthy people. Her hereditary ante-

cedents, however, from a neurojiathic jjoint of view,

were bad ; her father had been insane and her

mother "nervous." Hystero-epileptic attacks began
at the age of fifteen, but were not very frecpient. At
eighteen they became frequent, and the sn-ies longer,

and she was admitted to Salpetri^re. Her case is a

perfectly typical one. All the familiar symptoms
may be studied in it : hemianesthesia, hemiparesis,

ovarian hyperassthesia, hysterogenetic zones, achro-

matojisia, etc. She had been summoned, on this oc-

casion, for the examination of two additional symp-
toms—sonambulism and catalepsy.

Ha\-ing first established the fact, by indiscrimi-

nately thrusting large needles through her skin, that

a coruplete hemiantesthesia existed on the left side,

Prof. Charcot asked her to be seated, and to look at

his finger, held a few inches above and in front of

her eyes. Her look remained fixed upon the finger

for perhaps ten seconds, and then all at once her

head fell heavily to one side, her eyes closed, there

was a slight sound and movement of deglutition, and
the patient slept. Her body was in a state of com-
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plete resolution; if iin nrin was raised l»y tho ob-
server, it fell iif^iiiu iitiiivily.

Tlio prooeMs just wituessetl is most coininoiily

known us hv|>notisni, the state us tliat of soniniiiti<jn,

sontinilinlisin, or, us proposed by Prof, t'liurcot, since

it involves no theory, lethargy. The imtient will

rent.iin in this eundition of soniinilmlisni (retaining

for the present the more fumiliiir term) for niiiny

hours, but miiv bt> iiroused from it at uny moment by
blowing ipiiekly in the face, when, upon awakening,
she will be found to retain no rerolleetioii of any-
thing whieh has oeeurred during her -sleep. We may
now note a most interesting jihenomenon eharacter-
istic of this state ; this, diseovered by Prof. ('Iiareot,

Las been named by him musi-ular hyj)erexeitability.

If, for exam{)le, we press lightly upon any muscle
we choose to select, or, better still, rub it with mod-
erate force, we shall at once i>roduce in it a persis-

tent contracture, and that to an extent of rigidity

depending upon the degree to which we have excited
it. Light pressure or rubbing produces slight con-
tracture, strong pressure produces exti-eme contrac-
ture, and, as indicated by the word contracture, the
muscular contraction produced is jiersistent. In
order to undo or resolve this contracture it is neces-
sary to rub, and thus excite, the antagonistic mu.sde
until the mtmber or trunk has resumed its natural
position. The method of ]n-oducing this contracture
most nearly recalls that pursued in electrization at

the usual electromotor points. But it does not ap-
pear that one need confine himself to these points.

Let us see how what we have just described ap-
plies to our patient, now asleep with head drooi^ed,
and reclining in the chair before us, a heljiless sub-
ject for experimentation. The left sterno-cleido mas-
toid is rul)bed several times with the point of the
finger, and straightway this muscle stands out like a
rigid column in the neck producing at the same
moment its usual action of turning the face around
to the right ; we have a perfect torticollis which, left

to itself, would pei-sistat least for a number of days.

But the opposite sterno-cleido-mastoid is now nibbed
and contracts until the face looks directly forward,
and the torticollis is resolved. The flexors of the
forearm are pressed upon and rubbed, and they at

once become rigid, flexing of course at the same
time the hand upon the arm. If the irritation be
continued the muscles become extremely hard, and
the bystander, by any force which he can reasonably
exert, cannot overcome this flexion. But it may be
at any moment resolved by rubbing the correspond-
ing extensors. Or a number of muscles may be con-
tracted at once—the flexors of the forearm, and we
have flexion at the wrist—the bicejis, and the fore-

arm flexes in the upper arm— the pectorales, and
arm and shoulder draw inward and forward, recall-

ing in features the contracture seen in hemiplegia.
But all this may be resolved at once, if the bystander
or operator chooses, by simply exciting in turn the
natui-al antagonistic muscles.

In short, it was perfectly evident that each muscle
in the body could be made to exert and maintain its

normal action. This was the more patent when dem-
onstrated upon small and isolated muscles. Tak-
ing for convenience a penholder, its blunt end was
pressed ui^on the attoUeus auricuhc, at once the ear
was elevated ; or upon the retrahens, and the ear
moved coiTespondingly. I satisfied myself of this
again and again, not only in the case of Witt

,

but in that of several others, by selecting isolated
muscles with special actions, generally taking the
familiar electro-<notor points for the exi^eriment.

!
ProHsure ujxui the pronator longua, and i)ronation

alone ensued -upon the Hupinut<»r, and supination
resulted ; or, for variety, upon the two oxtensorH of

the tiiumb, and eacit acted u])on its proper phalanx.

A most interesting demonstration was to seh-ct in

turn, using tlie einl of the penholder, the grouj) of

muscles al)out the thumb—notliing could be more
exact than the results «*licited—an op])onenH, an
abductor, an adiluctor, a flexor, ea<!h in tura respond-
ing by throwing the tliiiml) into corresj)onding posi-

tit)ns, ea<'h of wliicli positions persisU^d as u con-

tracture until resolved by exciting an antagonistic

muscle. In the same manner uny single mu.sde of

the face was made to contract. The experiment, of

course, was suscejitible of an endless variety of com-
binations. The very natural suggestion ari.ses, may
not the future anatomist, who writes upon the action

of muscles, contribute much to scientific accuracy
by studying from such a sul)ject as Witt ?

But the same kind of contractions may also be
brought about by exciting by pressure the trunks of

nerves. Pressure upon tlie ulnar at the elbow pro-
duces a fixed state of contraction in all the muscles
innervated l)y this nerve. If the facial nerve at its

exit in front of the ear is pressed upon, the mouth
and side of the face is drawn strongly to tlie corre-

sponding side, though owing to some as yet unknown
law of exception the contraction of the facial mus-
cles remits as soon as the irritation is removeil.

Up to this point it has been possible not only to

produce a contracture, but to resolve it at will.

—the patient, it must be recollected, being all this

time in a state of sonumbulism. But we may create

a contracture which cannot be thus removed. We
will suppose that, having produced a strong con-
tracture of flexion at the wrist and at the elbow,
one blows quickly in the face of the .subject and
wakes her up. She blinks her e^'es, stares about her
a few seconds to get her bearings, and then sudilenly

discavers that her arm is rigid ; she tries in vain to

move it ; it seems as firm as metal, and thus it will

remain for several days if left to itself. The phy-
sician cannot now, as previously, resolve this contrac-

ture by rubbing the antagonistic extensors. True, a
very strong faradic cunent applied to the extensors
will overcome the contracture, but the moment the
current is remitted the arm flies back to its contrac-

tured state almost as if it were a steel sjiring put on
the stretch and suddenly let loose. There is but one
means of resolving this state of affairs, and that is to

again put the i)atient to sleejj ; the contracture may
then be made to yield on the instant to the usual i)ro-

cess of exciting antagonistic muscles. The patient,

for example, may be waked from her sonambulic
sleep with an artificially produced toriicoUis. One
may imagine how very puzzling this would be to a

physician not knowing the history of the case. If

we recall in this connection the fact that exactly

these same contractures may occur spontaneously in

the hysterical, we see at once the imi)ortant bearings
of these cases of artificially produced contracture.

I recall, for instance, in the case of an hysterical

i
girl, a torticollis which was operated upon by ten-

otomy again and again by a distinguished surgeon,
and treated by apparatus for months—all without
the slightest cxirative efi"ect. In another instance

the tcndo Achillis was cut more than once in the

same kind of a i)atient, equally with no result. Such
cases at least are suggestive.

The experiment of waking the patient with a con-

tracture which neither she herself nor any one else

can relieve (without again hypnotizing her), is ol
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course, like the first series of experiments described,
subject to many combinations. Some of the (-on-

tractures thus produced and left to the jjatient may
be ludicrous, and some more or less distressing and
dangerous. Often the tongue is contractured by
pressing the finger Tipon its base and thus rendered
immovable ; the patient is waked and finds herself
speechless. Or again, in too much manipulation
about the neck, muscles of the larynx become con-
tractured, and a distressing and persisting laryngis-
mus striduhis is produced.

Oiir patient, Witt , has thus far been in the
first stage only of the induced sleep—a stage most
familiarly known as that in which the jjatient may
wander about (whence the term sonambulism), an-
swer questions, obey commands, etc. Up to this

point we have examined only a single character-
istic of this stage, viz., the muscular hyper-ex-
citability, since this one point is not only a newly
discovered one, biit has also an exti-eme practical
interest in its relations to every-day practice. We
•will pause for but a word in regard to induced hal-

lucinations, another characteristic of this stage, and
then pass on to the second, or cataleptic stage, where
we may also pause by the way to obsei-%'e induced
aphasia.
Two simple experiments jjerformed on another oc-

casion with Witt illustrate the method of jsro-

ducing hallucinations. Witt is hypnotized ; her
eyes are opened by the operator, and she is told
to look carefully at the bystander—that he is Ernes-
tine, a young woman friend of hers j^resent. Her
eyes are then closed. Ernestine is now led up,
Witt 's eyes opened, and she is told several times
that Ernestine is the bystander, and her eyes again
closed. The operator now blows quickly ujjon
W 's face. She wakes, and at once addresses and
treats the bystander as Ernestine, and Ernestine as
the bystander. This delusion persists a long time un-
less W is jigain put to sleep and the hallucination
removed by reversing the process of its creation.

Or again, W is hyjinotized, her eyelids held
open, and the operator directs her attention to a
spectator lapon whom he is pretending to greatly
elongate the moustache, pull up the collar to a ridi-

culous height, form colored rings around the eyes,
and otherwise figuratively represent him as ludi-
crous. These pantomimic motions ended, W 's

eyes are closed, and she is twakened. She takes a
second or two to recover her wits, and then looks up.
She catches sight of the sjiectator thus transformed
to her eyes, breaks into laughter, and runs away,
saying, "Oh! what a droll man," "Who is he?"
etc. This impression will, as in all of these instances
of i^rovoked or induced hallucination and delusion,
remain for all day, or perhaps several days, unless dis-

sipated, as already desci-ibed.

There is, of course, infinite variety to this experi-
ence. We have only to delineate to the eyes of the
patient the crucifixion or the image of the Virgin
Mary, and we shall have at once all the attitudes and
exi>ressions of veneration, love, worship, and beati-
tude, just as recounted in multitudes of histories
where undoubtedly these hallucinations have occurred
spontaneously, as they often do in this numerous
class of excitable women.

II.

—

Catalepsy and Induced Aphasia.

Witt thus far then, as we have just said, has
been in the first stage of the induced sleeiJ, that of
sonambulism. W^e recall that the trunk and mem-
bers were in a state of resolution, and the eyes closed.

She may now, in the simplest manner imaginable, be
made a cataleptic, and thus enter a second stage, ac-

comi)anied with new phenomena. Tlie U2)per eye-
lids are raised by the operator, and it is done. A
slight sound and movement of deglutition announces
the transition, and perhaps a little foam in tlie cor-

ner of the month. There is now no isolated " mus-
cular hyperexcitability." We press and nib the
muscles in vain ; there is no contraction or contrac-
t\ue. On the contrary, an altogether diff(!rent (con-

dition exists : body and limbs now maintain any
position in which they are i)laced ; in short, we have
the condition familiarly known as catalepsy. If the
arm is raised to a right angle with the body, it re-

mains so ; if the leg is placed in a simDar i)osition,

it does not fall. The patient may be moulded at
will, like a waxen figure, into any j)ose one i)leases,

and the position will be retained. The patient is

totally anaesthetic, whether so previously or not.

She makes no response to questions, nor in any way
gives any sign of being in commimication with the
external world ; the eyes are wide open. There
exists but one method of i^roducing in her any ex-
ternal evidence of intellection. This constitutes the
curious phenomenon called " suggestion." If, for in-

stance, the now waxen limbs are placed in a pose
which indicates aversion, i.e., with the arms fully

extended in front and the palms of the hands turned
outward, the muscles of the face at once contract,
and its whole expression is that of aversion. If,

again, her hand is placed at the lips, as in the act of

throwing a kiss, the face at once breaks into a smile.

The catalepsy may be equally sim2)ly resolved by
closing the eyes. The arms, for instance, a second
before raised and fixed like those of a statue in a
given attitude, fall, at first slowly, then more quickly
and heavily, downward. The whole body is now
again in a state of resolution. We have returned
from the stage of catalepsy to the first stage, that of

sonambulism. Or, the experiment of transition may
be varied in an interesting manner. The jjatient,

we will say, is in the first stage, that of sonambulism.
We open the right eye, and she is now catalejjtic on
the right side, for the limbs of this side will iJreserA'e

any attitude given to them, while the muscular hyper-
excitability has disappeared ; at the same time, on
the left side, the muscles are still in the condition
appertaining to sonambulism, i.e., hypericsthetic, for

the usual contractures may be brought about in any
of the single muscles of that side. If now the left

eye is opened, the patient becomes wholly catalep-
tic ; if both eyes are closed, she is wholly sonam-
biilic.

We have here the curious anomaly of hemi-cata-
lepsy and hemi-sonaml)ulism existing at the same
moment in the same patient, and occupying indiffer-

ently, thoiigh each in turn, the one side or the other
of the i^atient's body, according to the will of the
operator.

We will at this point relate a most interesting

exiJeriment, that of induced aphasia [apJ/asie pro-
voqui'e). Witt is in the state of sonambulism.
We ask her to count. She begins, and pronounces
in a monotonous manner, one, two, three, four, five,

six. We open the rif/h( eye, and still she continues,
seven, eight, nine, ten. At this moment we open the
left eye, and she has on the instant ceased. We close

tlie left, and she continues, eleven, twelve, thirteen.

We oj^en it, and she ceases. This is to say, oj^ening
the right eye has no efl'ect upon language, while
opening the left eye has obliterated it. We may re-

peat this experiment in many ways, and on many
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patients, alwiiv.s with tho samp roKiilt. Hh<> may l)o

askocl to ropoiit u vprse familiar to hor. Tho riffht

eye is oponod, and slu» still cDntinm's ; the loft is

opomnl, and she stops short in the very miilst of n
word. When the loft is closed she tinialies this word
and rontinnos the vorso, unless again iiiterruj)ted.

Or she miv be askod to write a vei-se. Th(> left eye
is opened, and tho jien pauses on tho stroke of a let-

tor ; it is closed, and she continues. Opening the
riprht eye has no effect upon her prosn''*ss-

This is a stvikiufj corrohontion of the theoi-y that

lanf^nacje resides in tho left hemisphere, and it is in-

teresting to know that it was communicated hy Prof.

Charcot to Prof. Broca some months before his death.

At this point we may leave Witt . Her case

is a very tyj)ical one, but there are others at SaUpP-
tri^ro in which the same phenomena may be efpially

well studied, some exhii)iting one stage, some an-

other, in ditrerent degrees of i>erfection. Now and
then unusual and exceptional symptoms are pre-

sented, as in the following instance of an interesting

young girl named F . Meeting her at any turn
of the wards or corridors, Prof. C'harcot says :

" Look
at rae a moment, F ." She obeys, and after

about five seconds of intent gaze on her part falls

slowly V)ackward in a st.ite of universal muscular con-
tracture, in the form of opisthotonos. She is at the
same time totallv antosthetic and insensible to all

external surroundings. At the end of several hours
she returns to consciousness and muscular flexi-

bility. No means of arousing her have yet been
found. Prof. C'harcot regards this as a third stage

of that general condition of which sonambulism and
catalepsy form an allied part.

And now a few words as to the methods emjiloved
to bring about sonambulism and catalepsy. That
most commonly in use is by the simjile process of

holding the finger, or, if preferred, a bright object

near to and jiast above the eyes. This {produces the
first stage, or that of sonambulism. Another method
is to place the patient in front of and facing a bril-

liant light—an electric or Dnimmond lamp—and
caxise her to look intently at it. In a few seconds,
or perhaps a few minutes, the cataleptic state super-
venes. By closing the eyes the patient then be-
comes sonambulic and vice versa. Or the cataleptic

state in many patients mav be instantly induced by
the "sonoi-ous vibrations" of a large tuning-fork, or
by the loud sound from a Chinese gong struck un-
expectedly. In fact, those subjected to these experi-

ments seem soon to become so susceptible to any
method that they fall at once into one stage or the
other upon very slight provocation. With many in-

deed it is sufficient for the physician merely to close

their eyelids suddenly while he is speaking to them,
and they are at once sonambulic, and may then, as
described, be made cataleptic.

In bringing about this sleep the personality of the
ojjerator is altogether unimportant. Prof. Charcot
often turns to a visitor or a student and requests him
to make the experiment, and in all instances the re-

sult is the same. Nor are any manipulations or
pa-sses made use of ; they are unessential. It is per-

fectly understood and accepted that these phenom-
ena are entirely subjective. The vagaries of ani-

mal magnetism, using the term in the sense that any
influence passes from the operator to the subject,

find no support at SaltpOtri&re. Professor Charcot
offers no explanations ; he says simply, " facts first,

theories afterward." But we may now see, from
what has preceded in this letter as well as in others,

that the study of sonambulism and catalepsy has been

the very natural outgrowth of investigations into the
nature of hystero-e|»ilopHy, or we should now say
with incroawd (•(mlidence, of hysteriii major, for both
of these coiiditiims frecjuontly oc«-ur spontaneously
in hystero-epilej)tics, not only dtiring the ai)]>arently

normal interval between series of attacks, but also

during the attacks themselves, replacing in the latter

instance one or anotlier of tho well-known periods.

Tho two directions of study then -sonambulism,
catalop.sy and allied stat<»s on the one hand and hyste-

ria major on the other—form a very natural sujiple-

mont and comj)lemont.
But I have already pa.s.sed beyond tho limits of a

single letter. My only aY)olog\' is that it has seemed
to me that the readers of the REfoni) wWl be equally
interested with me in seeing these matters studied
from a practical nither than a visionarj' stand i)oint

;

for the.se subjects are left too much in the hands of

mediums, clairvoyants and charlatans, who, getting
hold of a single available and a])parently supernatu-
ral phenomena, play u])on the wondc^r of the multi-

tude. Or what is sadder still, such phenomena, hav-
ing become in tliem.selves a matter of repeated ob-
servation, and therefore facts, to the trained ])hysi-

cian, are used by him as a basis u])on which to erect

theories of " magnetic influence," " influence of mind
on matter," "mind reading," etc., etc., until, as a
result, he himself and his readers are led off into the
quagmires of the unknowm. Be it the charlatan or
be it the visionary scientist whom the community
has followed beyond its depth, at last comes the
opposite swing of the pendulum, and facts become
now as much underrated as before overrated. More
or less sceptical or more or less speculative seems to

be the present state of the medical world's mind in

regard to the iihenomena described briefly in this

j

letter. Of the measure of the former I will not
I speak—of the measure of the latter just a word of
quotation from a recent medical work of apparently

,

good authority will bear witness. •

I

" Magnetism is the special action that the nervous

j

activity of a person in health, and endowed with a

,

power which, in want of a better term, we shall call

I

magnetic, exercises on the nei^vous activity of an-

other; " or again, "according to the law of influence

the nervous activity of the operator vibrates* in unison
with that of the subject," etc. Here we have the
speculative side of the question. But we have neither

time nor space to criticise such views. We merely
hold them u]> for contrast. On the one hand a
"power" or influence residing in the operator or

"magnetizer," and passing through intervening sjiace

to the subject ; on the other the recognition of the
fact that all the phenomena in question are subjec-

tive ; that they reside in the personality of the patient,

and may be excited into activity by a dozen and one
methods, or, indotd, occur spontaneously ; the recog-
nition of the fact, in short, that v.e have to deal sim-

ply with the symptoms of disease. From this latter

point of view the magnetizer, with his pas.ses and
counterpasses, his manipulations and his concentra-

tion of mind, his " nervous activity " and his special

l>ower, retreats into the mists of superstition, while
at the same moment the physician steps forth into a
field of investigation strictly within the domain of

scientific medical study. Such, at least, are some of

the reflections suggested by our morning clinic at

SaltpGtri^re, and inspired also, I may add, with equal

ability on oui- own side of the Atlantic.

Ver\- truly yours,

W^ILLIAM J. MOBTON, M.D.
PxJUH, August 20, 1S80. J
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MEDICAL REGISTRATION LAW.
To THE EniTOR OF Thb Medical Record.

Sm :—A leading article in The Eecokd, of October
9th, referring to the Medical Registration Law, ob-

serves that " the countersigning of diplomas that are

gi-anted outside the state does not appear to be very

well understood." With this observation every one
who has striven to elicit a consistent meaning from
the clnmsy phraseology of the Act in question

must fully concur, and I crave tolerance for my pre-

sumption in doubting whether your editorial expla-

nation satisfactorily solves the difficulty.

If section 4 stood by itself, the present participle,

"coming," might, perhaps, be construed as imply-

ing a future sense ; though, even so, it would be
questionable if a person who came into this state on
the 30th of September [i.e., "before the 1st of Octo-
ber ") could register an unendorsed foreign diploma.

But section G renews and aggravates the confusion

of i^ast, jjresent, and paulo-pasb-future, and unsettles

all the ideas which one may have laboriously de-

rived fi'om the preceding sections. "Nothing in

this act "—that is, neither requirement of registra-

tion nor of endorsement of diploma— "shall apply
to commissioned medical officers of the United States

army or nnxj, or of the United States marine hospi-

tal sen^ice. Nor shall it " (presumably anything in

this act) " apply to any person who has practised

medicine and surgery for ten years last past, nnd "

(mark the "and") "who is now pursuing the study
of medicine and sui-gery in any legally incorporated
medical college within this state, and who shall

gi-aduate from " (from whence is not mentioned)
and receive a diploma within two years from the

passage of this act." If the peculiar syntax of this

lause bear any meaning at all, it means that ten

i'ears of practice confer no immunity unless the
practitioner be "now" (i.e., at the date of the jms-

mge of the act) studying his profession in an incor-

porated medical college. It seems, also, to mean
ihat if any person have seen fit to jjractise medicine
ind surgery for ten years before beginning to study,

he question of his registration is to be deferred until

,wo years shall have determined his possible fitness

X) " graduate from and receive a dijjloma." Setting
iside gi'ammar, however—as the originator of the

ict has manifestly done—it appears probable that

Jie spirit of section 6 was intended to apply only to

•-he endorsement of foreign diplomas, leaving regis-

ration as compulsoiy upon aU practitioners ; and
Tom this point of view present matriculation in a

»tate college is required to entitle a physician of ten
rears' practice to register a diploma from another
rtate without paying twenty dollars to the dean of

lome domestic faculty for an endorsement. Wli^t
vould be the judicial constiniction of the amazing
Huddle of language contained in this act is beyond
piessing ; indeed, a legal friend, after much puzzling
)ver its ambiguity, recently told me that he doubted
f any judge living would attempt to interpret such
m incongruous document.
Nevertheless, whilst waiting for either a judicial

instruction or a judicial giving up of the conun-
Intm, it is, as you remark, desirable that our profes-

ion should show its willingness to comply with any
aeasui'e intended to elevate the status of medicine ;

.nd to the end of securing unanimity of action in this

•espect some discussion is needed. If, as you oijine,
' every man who came into the state before the 1st

f October, with a diploma from outside the state,"

is entitled to registration without further inquiiy,

why is there the subsequent provision of a ten years'

limitation ? Sui)pose the case of a man who has

been jiractising for some time here on the strength

of a " single qualification " license from a minor lirit-

ish provincial school : is he aiithori/.ed to register

his inferior grade as a full and sufficient pniaranty of

his capability ; or must his license be converted into

a degree of M.D. by some home faculty ? In other

words, are our registration clerks to recognize the

L.S.A., L.K.Q.C.P., etc., or does the act, in s])eci-

fying (section 5) that "the degi-ee of doctor of medi-

cine, lawfully conferred by any incoiqiorated medical
college or university in this state, shall be a license

to practise medicine and surgery within the state,"

exchide by implication degrees conferred outside of

this state? In considering these questions it should

be borne in mind that degrees from other states have
never conveyed a legal right to practise here, each

state alone conceding the title to practise within its

own boundaries. Hence, the most rigorous con-

struction of the " endorsement " claiise would trench

upon no vested rights, but solely upon the long-usual

courtesy which it is to be regretted that the act did

not explicitly extend to reputable schools elsewhere.

I am, sir, yours, etc.,

Alfred L. Caeeoll.
OCTOBEB 12, 1880.

[The questions raised in this communication have

been referred to the chairman of the committee that

had the matter of the passage of the act in hand.

His reply is given below.

—

Ed.]

Interpeetation of the Medical Act.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—It aj^pears to the undersigned that most of

the misapijrehensions concerning the meaning of the

act in question have arisen either from careless read-

ing of the act itself, or from unacquaintance with

previous acts undisturbed and unrepealed by this

one. I will, therefore, with your permission, state

briefly the force and intent of the diflerent sections

so far as I had anj' influence in their construction.

Sec. I. No question, I believe, has ever been
raised as to the meaning of this section.

Sec. II. Declares that all persons legally prac-

tising at the time of the passage of the act (or rather

twenty days thereafter *) shall register, etc. It has

been asked who were legally practising at that time,

and hence entitled and obliged to register. I can

only reply by quoting the words of the last previous

medical act, that of April 11, 1874, which admits

to practice those "authorized to do so by a license

or diploma from some chartered school, state board

of medical examiners, or medical society." This, I

conceive, includes the lawful holders of diplomas or

authorizations to practise, from other states and
foreign countries, who were, at the time the act went
into etfect (twenty days after its passage, which was
May 29, 1880), practising in the state.

The word " coming " in the fourth section is to be
taken in a/ufm-eaeime, and certainly does not apply

to the persons just mentioned, who had already

come and were engaged in practice. These persons

were alreadv licensed practitioners bv the Act of

1874.

* Unless otherwise specified, a statute of this state does not go into

effect until twenty days after its passage.
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ComiriR now to section 6, it cortninly H«»em8 to

me that its mennin^ is HufHcieiitlv cloiiv down to the

wonls "nor hIiuU it." I ipuit*' tliis portion :
" Noth-

ing in this not sluill apply to conmiissioneil nu'dioal

ofticors of tl>o l'nit«'(l Stutos Army, Navy, or of the
United States ^Inrine Hospital Service." I cannot
iniai^ine any other meaning; than tliat tlie st«te did
not wish to interfere in ajiy way whatever with the
medical oftleers commissioned hv tlie ^^eneral f?ov-

ernmerit. Section 0, as ]>resented to the lej^islature

by the cominittne of the State Society, terminated at

the word last iiuoted (" service"). It so ])assed the
Assembly. It so stood when tlio State Society's

committee were piven a hearing? on tlio bill bv the
Senate Committee on Pn]>lic HeaUli, Alay VI, IHHO.

Later, I received from Albuny a letter dated IMay
2()th, andcontiiininjj; tlie followint;: "Our bill passed
the Senate with an amendment exemptinpj persons
who hiid ])rartised ten years. It was not as I desired '•

it sliould bo, but tlioiifrht we had better take it than
j

nothinf^ The amendment was the work
of ."*

Tlie amendment referred to reads as follows

:

" Nor shall it apply to any person who has jiractised

medicine and 8ur{.jei\v for ten years last ])ast, and
•who is now pnrsninp: the study of medicine and
surpfery in any legally incorporated medical college

within this state, and who shall graduate from and
receive a diploma within two years from the passage
of this Act."

Mv tirst knowledge of the details of this amend-
ment was when I read it in the certified copy of the
act re;'eived from the Secretary of State a few days
after its passage. Not being in the counsels of the
person that procured this amendment, I am not pre-

pared to otfer any authoritative interpi-etation of

what it was iiitend^df to mean. Your corresjiondent
and others may do as I have done—guess at it. My
own surmise is, that the amendment was intended to

exempt from registration and prosecution for prac-
tice for two years, those persons who, for ten years,

had jn-actised without legal qualitications. and who,
at the time the act went into force, X were already
matriculants in a medical college in tliis state. A
larger number of persons, I conceive, however, could
have availed thera.selves of this amendment if they
had so chosen. For instance—both your correspond-
ent and myself. If, for any reason, we desired not
to register (at a cost of fifty cents), we could have
matriculated (cost five dollars) at a medical college
within the proper time. J Practicallv. however, I do
not believe that a dozen uni|ualitied practitionei's

in this state were in a position to avail themselves
of this exemption clause. The great majority of
such persons were not matriculants in a medical
college at the time.?

I cannot follow your correspondent into the intri-

cacies and " confusion of past. ])resent. and paulo-
past-future " of medical legislation in this state.

The " past" he can acquaint himself with bv perus-
ing the compilation of the medical acts of the stite
since 1806, recently published by the State Medical
Society; the "present" we have %-ividlv before us;
the '• paulo-past-future " I shall not attemjit to sjjec-

ulate on.

In the latter portion of his communication your

* Hore wim triven the nnme of a well-known citizen of Ere County.
+ Wh;»t it rto«v mean, I think should Ix- olear to any one acquainted

with the English Wnemasf b-; >i>naily wTitten.
{ Twenty dhvs after Mny -JO, 1SS(I.

§ Those (lesirine further inforjiation concernine the meanincr of thiR
portion of section 6 may read the opinion of Judge Chnrrh. of Erie
Co. in the October number of the Buffalo JfcU. and Suiy. Journal.

corresponilent raiHes some important qnestionH. Be-
fore considering tln'm, liowever, it should be under-
stood (1) that the ,\ct does not make a legal ])racti-

tioner of any one who was an illegal ]iractitioner at

the time the .\ct wr-iit into eflect, except such as are

exempt by the latter jjortion of sectirm (5
; (2) that

no one legallv pnictising at that time l)econies an il-

legal ])ractitioner, excej)t such as fail to comply with
section '2 of the Act; (H) the county clerks, for ob-
vious reasons, are not made the judges of who are

and who are not hfgal ])ractitioners ; (4) the admis-
sion of an unqualitie<l ])ractitioner to registry does
not thereby necessarily make him a legal ])ractition-

er
; (5) the county clerk, so far as he uses his discre-

tion in ])ermitting and not permitting jiersons to

register, must do so in accordance with the iJroW-
sions of this Act, taken together with those of the
Act of 1H74

; ((\) the Act of IHSO was not intended to

disturb the status of any legal ])ractitioner3, nor does
it do so exce]>t in so far as it obliges them to register

if they wish to continue to be legal ])ractitioners.

Your corresjiondent alludes to foreign minor de-
grees and asks "are our registration clerks to rec-

ognize thoL.S.A., L.K.Q.C.P., etc., or does the Act,

in specifving (section 5) that ' the degree of doctor
of medicine, lawfully confeired by any incorjiorated

medical college or university in this state, shall be a
license to practise medicine and surgery within the
state,' exclude by implication degrees outside the
state?" The law of 1874 made the diplomas of all

metlical colleges in the state licenses to practise, there-

by repealing the ^iroATsion in the Revised Statutes
which declared that "the degree of doctor of medi-
cine, confeiTed by any college in this state, shall not
be a license to practi.se physic or siirgery." The
law of 1880 (section 1) confirms this portion of the
Act of 1874, and ]irovides (section 5) that this " shall

be " the case in the future, or rather until the Legis-
lature sees fit to change its mind on the subject.

Section 5 excludes nothing. The other .sections of
the Act provide for that.

The minor degrees of foreign countries were not
licenses to jiractise in this State prior to 1874.

Whether they became such through this Act, there-

by entitling the holder to registry, is a question that

cannot be definitely answered except by a judicial

opinion from the Court of Appeals. This has been
an open question since 1874, which no one has yet
thought it worth while to bring to a legal issue. At
least, so far as I am aware, there has been no legal

decision on the point. Certain it is, however, that

the minor degrees referred to will not be licenses to

practise in the hands of persons hereafter coming to
this country.

Y'our correspondent regrets that the "long-usual
courtesy" was not by the Act extended "to reputa-
ble schools elsewhere."

If he will take the trouble to prepare a claiise

satisfactory to the majority of the profession that

will effectivelv exclude from this state bogus and
low-grade diplomas, without at the same time inter-

fering with the holders of diiilomas from rej^utable

colleges, and which clause would stand the ghost oJ

a chance of becoming law, he will accomplish more,
I am frank to confess, than the State Society's com-
mittee believed itself cajiable of doing. No one
more than myself regrets the nece.ssity for this seem-
ing discourtesy to the reputable colleges referred to

I remain yoiirs, res])ectfully,

Henry G. Piffabd,
Chairman nf the. Ctinxmit're on Leii'lalion of Uu

Medical So<.Uly of Uu State ofyew York.
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OVARIAN TUMOR COMPLICATED
WITH PREGNANCY.
Successful Operation.

To Tiis Editor of Thb Medical Recokd.

Sir :—I was called, in consultation with Dr. Thos.
Carson, June 20, 1880, to see Mrs. C. 11 , .-et. 28,

married December, 1871), always had good health up
to present ilhiess, good family history. About Feb-
ruary 1st she had ceased to menstruate ; she thought
she was pregnant, and although soon after this she
began to fail in health, she did not call a physician
until about April 1st. From this time until I saw
her she had been confined to bed, had siiflered but
little pain, but was weak and had difficult breathing.

At my visit I found patient with abdomen enor-
mously swollen, very much prostrated, rapid pulse,

breathing oppressed. After careful examination I
made diagnosis of ovarian tumor, with pregnancy,
which was concurred in by attending j^hysician. I
recommended that the tumor be aspirated, and that

the pregnancy be left alone for the present, in the
hope that abortion would occur before the tumor
would again fill. This being agreed to, I aspirated
the tumor, and withdrew thirty pounds fluid serum.
The gra%-id uterus could then be distinctly felt, and
there now seemed to me to be no doubt as to the
correctness of the diagnosis. The ox^eration was fol-

lowed by great relief, and the patient improved in a
general way every day. On July 1st miscarriage
occiirred, and a seemingly well-developed foetus of

five months was delivered, everything occurring in

the natural way, and was followed by no bad symp-
toms. The tumor at once began to till, and by July
30th was almost as large as at my firet visit ; she
was suffering gi-eatly from dyspnoea, rapid pulse,
and fever. I again asjiirated the tumor, but found
the contents to be jnts. I jjartly evacuated the
tumoi\ withdra'.ving seventeen and a half pounds of

pus, with but little relief to the patient. I then in-

formed the patient that her only hope of life beyond
a few weeks was to suV)mit to an operation for the
removal of the tumor, and the case would not admit
of delay. After two weeks' deliberation she finally

consented to have the operation jjerformed. On the
IGth of Aiigust I performed the operation, assisted by
Dr. Thos. Carson, Dr. John Carson, Dr. W. T. Lan-
nier. Dr. W. W. Leech, and Dr. W. W. Johnston.
Her condition seemed to be almost hopeless ; coated
tongue

;
pulse, 120 ; temperature, 103.5° ; extremely

prostrated. It is not my intention to go into the
full details of the operation, as they are in many
respects familiar to all, but simply to refer to some
of the more important points. The Lister spray was
used, and full antiseptic precautions taken in detail.

The tumor was multilocular, the larger cyst contain-
ing pus, the smaller ones serum (proving that even
the sinal/ aspirating point may cause inflammation of

the cyst-wall). The tumor was adherent to the omen-
tum and to anterior surface of abdomen in several

places quite firml}'. The adhesions were all sepa-
rated by the hand, except those of the omentum ; that
was ligated and exit, leaving ligature on omentum.
The pedicle was ligated by double ligature, linked as

suggested by Emmet. And now comes what I deem
the most important part of the operation, the thorough
cleansing of the abdominal cavity. One hour was
spent in this ; bleeding or oozing points upon the
surface of the abdomen, that did not entirehi dr}i by
hot water and Monsel's sol., were carefully lifted by
tenaculum, and a small ligature passed around and

cut close ; in this case sep«i points were so ligated.

Sponges were used until they returned ])erft>ctly

clean from all jiarts of the abdominal cavity. The
abdominal wound was (dosed with silver sutuies, and
the surface of abdomen covered with salicylicated ab-
sorbent cotton, covered with oil-silk, and retained by
adhesive plaster and bandage.
Not an untoward symptom occurred ; she rallied

from the operation well. Not a dose of anodyne,
or any other medicine, was used after the operation.
She was moderately nourished by beef-tea, etc., dur-
mg the first week ; solid food allowed after that.

The external wound healed by first intention through-
out, the high temperature and rapid pulse soon
began to improve, and in two weeks were normal.
At this date, October 7th, the patient is walking
about.

J. L. Crawford, M.D.
Saltsbckg, Indiana Co., Vk.

ERGOT-POISONING.
To THE Editor of The Medical Rkcobd.

Sir :—In the number of The Medical Eecord of

September 18, 1880, page 318, Dr. J. M. Keating, of

Philadelijhia, reports a case of ergot-i)oisoning, jjost-

partum, in a woman who had previously suflered

from some uterine troubles, 3 ss. of fluid extract of

ergot having been administered by the nurse every

half hour "by misunderstanding," in anticipation of

or to prevent returning uterine hemorrhage, following
" 3 ij. of the fluid extract administered by the doctor

(who attended the delivery) himself," "after ihe ute-

rus was well emptied, and the binder ajiplied." After

relating the symptoms of the patient, which he at-

tributed to the action of the ergot, he says :
" Ui)on

inquiry I learned that in all she had taken about

§ ss. of the fluid extract of ergot (and this was after-

ward corroborated by the medical attendant from
the amount left in the bottle, which he himself had
brought to the house)."

In the Philadelphia Medical Times for July 17,

1875, page 657, I rei)orted a case of placenta pntvia
in which it is found I ordered "a teaspoonful of

Squibb's fluid extract of ergot every half-hour," and
by reference to that report it will be seen that the

patient, up to, or previously to, the delivery, "had
taken, in about twelve hours, an ounce and a half of

fluid extract of ergot without injurious effects." It

acted promptly and energetically in expelling the

foatus (one of six months) with the placenta, the lat-

ter first, with perfect safety, the case ending " with-

out accident of any kind—with the loss of scarcely a

drop of blood." "The powerful uterine contrac-

tions," '• one of the most interesting features of the

(Dr. K.'s) case," was also observed in mine ; but what
I^roved salutary in my case seemed to be detrimental

in his.

My intention, therefore, is simply to call attention

to another obstetrical case where 3 iss. of Scjuibb's

fluid extract of ergot was given, in about twelve

hours, without detriment, " without injurious effects,"

and to show that, while there may be idiosyncrasies

or conditions in which it may not be given with im-

punity, there may be other cases where it may be
administered, not only safely, but with absolute bene-

fit, even in largely repeated doses. In a large ex-

perience, I might say I have never seen a case of what
might be termed real ergotism, or the toxic effects

of the medicine, and I have used it freely and largely,

not only in uterine, but in other affections ; and may
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it not ho Hujjjifestetl, thiit tl»e " pliicontiil iKlhosions

of Ki't'ftt rtrmnuss, iiiul, in ronseiiiu'iu'c, nmro tliaii

ortlin.irv amount of li(Mni)rrlia««>," in his case, wi>ro

prominent factors in ])roiln<-iii(^ tln> symptoms, such
as mi;<lit oocnr from sli^lit or tomporarv oml)oIiHm,

etc., anil not tin* orgot. I say sui^i^estod, bocause 1

am attai-heil to ergot, ami do not iik<> to abuso an
old friend. H. J. Kaucmki-'e, M.D.

1211 K St., N. W., Washisoton, I). C.

THE "AMKRICANIZP^D" MF:TRTC SYS-
TEM.

To THK Bditor or Thk Medical Uecoiid.

Sir :—The advanta^os which would follow the use of

the metric system have been ])roclaimcd in nearly

every city and town of the United States, and it is,

therefore, unnecessary for me to present any argu-

ments in its favor.

Most i)hysicians appreciate these advantages, and
a large uumlx^r are using it in their ijrescription

writing. A majority of the pharmacists have provi-

ded themselves with the necessary weights and meas-
ures, and are anxiously waiting the day when they
can discard the time honored drachm and ounce.

But, notwithstanding this gratifying appreciation,

the system is not coming into use as ra2)idly as it

should. In considering the subject, it has seemed to

me that there are two reasons for it. 1. Many phy-
sicians, either through ignorance or jirejudice, have
not acquainted themselves with the .system ; and
2. Tliose who have acquainted themselves with it

are afraid to prescribe by it, l)ecause they know their

prescriptions might fall into the hands of a druggist
who is not supplied with the metric weights and
measures, and who is, moreover, ignorant of the
rules for converting the metric to the Troy weight.

What, then, is necessaiy? Evidently some simpli-

fication and explanation of the terms used, and rules

for conversion that are easily understood ; so simple
that one " running may read and be free from error."

It is with this necessity in mind that I have aiTanged
the following on the back of the ordinary prescription

blank.
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treme peril. Now, I was placed in precisely this

predicament, and, contrary to the wishes of the hns-
band, refused consultation with a physician (V; who
had asserted to some old women that, were he in at-

tendance, he would certainly perform abortion.

The following case shows conclusively the propri-

ety of judicious conservatism and the success of the
treatment by ether-spray. Mrs. S , aged thirty

years, pluripara, two and a half months pregnant,
had vomited almost incessantly from the first three
weeks of her pregnancy. For four weeks she vomited
every few minutes, and the smallest spoonful of fluid

set up at once the most violent contraction of the
stomach. In a word, the symptoms were so grave
that I had almost decided that abortion was the only
alternative left to me to prevent death from exhaus-
tion. I now called in Dr. Porter (U. 8. A.) for con-
sultation, but as all the possible remedies had been
tried without avail, further medication seemed en-

tirely out of the qiiestion. I conceived, however,
the idea that freezing the pneumogastric near its

origin might possil)ly control the intensely irritable

stomach, and suggested it to the doctor, who also

reasoned that my theory was sound and logical, and
in view of this fact we at once commenced the pro-
cess of freezing the nerve in its track, tinder the
steruo-mastoid, on both sides of the neck alternately.

The effect was indeed remarkable, for decided bene-
fit was observed after the first trial, and during the
first twenty-four hours the woman vomited only ionr
times, and in three days the vomiting ceased entirely.

This process was performed every two hours the
first day, and at much longer intervals during the
second and third days, and continued ten minutes at

each sitting—the jjulse was closely observed.
The stomach, in sympathy with the pregnant

uteras, becomes intolerant to both solids and fluids,

and enei'getic contraction is set up when such are

taken into it, a reflex phenomena produced in con-
sequence of the intimate connection which exists be-
tween the uterus and nervous and digestive systems,
a sympathy which a knowledge of the origin and
distribution of the pneumogastric and sympathetic
nerves would lead us to exi^ect. As the muscular
coat of the stomach is paralyzed by section of the
pneumogastric, a similar, though less decided, effect

may be produced by benumbing the nerve by the
use of the ether-sjiray, and thus controlling the ab-
normal peristaltic action of that organ, hence con-
ti'olling the vomiting. Again, it may be advanced
that the symi^athetic was in some way influenced by
this freezing jjrocess, but as to that I am not pre-

pared to say. As I have not met with any descrip-
tion of a similar method of treatment, or come in

contact with any one who has employed it, I feel im-
pelled to place it before the profession as a possible
discovery in that department of medicine.

F. W. Lester, M.D.
Key West, Florida.

mm— I ^
ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
frmx October 10, 1880, to October 16, 1880.

LippiNcoTT, H., Capt. and As-st. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for six months. S. O. 218, A. G. O.,

October 12, 1880.

Pope, B. F., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Having
•eported at these headquarters, is assigned to dutv
it Fort Sullv, D. T. S. O. 122, Department of

Dakota, October 9, 1880.

WHiSON, \Vm. J., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Hav-
ing reported at these headiiuaitcrs, is assigned to
duty at Fort Meade, D. T. S. O. 121, Department
of Dakota, October (5, 1880.

Matthews, W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Having
reported at these headcpuirters, is assigned to duty
at the Cantonment on the Uncomphagie, Col. 8. O.
223, Department of the ]\Iissouri, October 8, 1880.

Semig, B. G., Cai)t. and Asst. Surgeon. Fort
Fred. Steele, Wyo. ler. Granted leave of absence
for one month. S. O. 95, Department of the Platte,
October 9, 1880.

Shannon, W. C, Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for six months. S. O. 220, A. G. O.,
October 14, 1880.

iHctiical 3tcmgi auti tlcius.

Contagious Diseases — "Weeki-T Statement. —
Cc mparative statement of cases of contagions diseases
rej orted to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Depai-tment,
for the two weeks ending October 16, 1880.
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BblijEVuk Hospital Medical OoLLEaE.—The an-

ntJftl niootinp of tlio Ahimni Association of this Col-

Ippi' WHS hold lit I'iiumd's, Moiidftv (noiiiriK, October
IS, ISSO, the I'rosi.h'ut. Dr. A. *A. Smitli, in tlie

Cliiiir. Tl«» time for holding the annual meeting
wiis changed to tlie evening of the yearly com-
meneement exercises of the ('ollege. Th« following

Alumni Were elected ofHcers for the ensuing year:

J. Tnhor Johnson, of Wivshington, 1). ('., President;

Laurence .lohnson. of New York, and N. A. Ewing,
Vice-Presidents ; (1. H. Swazey, Kccording Secre-

tary ; Roi)ert Newman, Corresponding Secretary;

W.' H. Kat/.enliach, Treasurer; F. A. Civstle, His-

torian ; (r. W. Wells, uKMnlier of the f]xecutive Com-
mittee ; Drs. T. H. Jiurchanl and T. R. Pooley were
appointed us a committee to escort the newly-elected

oilicers to their seats. In absence of the President-

elect, the Vice-President-elect took the Chair and
thanked the Association, both for J)r. J. Taber John-
sou auil himself, for the honor conferred upon them.

The retiring President, Dr. A. A. Smith, Professor

of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Clinical Medi-
cine in the College, then delivered the Annual Ad-
dress, which was listened to with marked attention.

The Association then adjourned to partake of a sub-

stantial repast. Within the last year Dr. Charles H.
Sayre, of New York, and Dr. A. D. Felton, of Sara-

toga Springs, have been removed by death.

Answers Tt) Courespon'dents.

PnoFESsioxAii Competition.—Would you jilease to

give the benefit of your valuable advice to our medi-
cal society upon the following : Our town has three

thousand inhabitants and eight jiractitioners of medi-
cine and surgery. Each doctor is the soul of honor,

has a family diploma, a copy of the Code, and a secret

longing for a specialty. Each one would like to an-

nounce his specialty ; but that requires the renounc-
ing of his general practice. After many warm debates

we have become divided into two i)arties, and now
we want you to bring about harmony by deciding
which of these two is the best plan.

One party jjropose that we organize a medical col-

lege, each one taking a chair, w hich, of course, noti-

fies the public what each man's specialty is, and yet

allows of general practice, not to speak of the fees of

the students or how much practice the title of " pro-

fessor " might bring from a ilistauce. I rather favor

the idea. The other party oppose this (but they al-

ways oppose what we want) ; they want us to work
under the law regulating the practice of medicine,
which requires a diploma or a License from a county
medical society. They say that each man could take

ten students at two hundred dollai-s each, and after a
year's study these students might come before us, we
acting as a board of censors, and receive theii* license

to practise by paying the same fee as they would for a

diploma, which would be fair, as it amounts to the
same thing. By this plan each man can examine
in the specialty he wishes, and, of coui'se, the i^ublic

would soon find it out. I am well acquainted with
the newspaper men, and our specialties would be ad-

vertised as w-ell aa by a professorship, and we make
as much money.

I don't want to influence your decision ; but, if you
do decide for the college plan, don't you think it

would have a good efiect for us to insist upon the
amended Hippocratic oath as used in Oregon, add
to it the entire Code, and require each graduate to

commit it to memoiy ? Y'ou know that if the Code

wa« taken away there would be nothing left of the
practice of medicine.
The other party urge that as a society we have

much mori' pow<'r than as a collegrt, for a society can
fix a fee-bill, and, by refiising or revoking a lifcnse to

practise, dictate who shall i)ractise, and in that way
keep out com])etition. Y'ours anxioiisly,

(^HliOUAL HyUKATE, M.D.

Since writing tlu; above we have had another
meeting, and it looks as if both plans would be put
in op(;ration. I am afraid there won't be students
enough to go around.

Lati:u.—^More trouble! A strange doctor has lo-

cated h(;re with a micro.scope and a batt^iry, and he
has got all the preachers' families on his list. Of
course there is no money in them, but think rjf their

influence ! I was ai>i)ointed to iiujuire about his

school. He said Darwinian ; and when I wanted to

see their code, he said it was too short to piint

—

"The survival of the fittest." I don't understand
him. W'e batlly nee<l his initiation fee and dues, so

some of us think we had better compel him to join

us according to law ; but he has said that he could
u.se his money and time to better atlvantage by buy-
ing and reading the Medical Kixoki> and other first-

cla.ss journals, than to attend our medical caucuses
;

but, he said if we started a college, and did as they
have done in Detroit—each professor 2)ublish his own
medical journal—that he would sub.scribe. Wliy
couldn't we ? We are puzzled and divided about this

fellow, as to whether we had better not conii)el him
to join us and then revoke his license for " unprofes-

sional conduct " (he took one of my patients away
from me the other day without my written permis-
sion) ; besides, he says we are only a doctors' trades

union, and the people are beginning to find us out.

One-half of us are afraid we can't make him join us,

and the other half are afraid he will yet insist upon
joining. C. H.
llocKY Mountain MF.nirAL Society,
AuaPAHOK I'EAK, Cdlorado, Oct. 1, 1880.

[There is, no doubt, room for a medical college

in that locality, and each practitioner can select

his specialty without overcrowding the faculty.

What is left for general pnictice can then be handed
over to any new comei-s. The microscope and bat-

tery be etfectually disposed of by keeping them
in the institution, as well as the man who knows
how to use them. The faculty and county society

can have the same members, one body endorsing the
action of the other. Similar plans have worked well

with other influential bodies having joint interests.

If the college term is made short enough, and the

fees pro2>ortionately low, there will be no difficulty

in getting students. There will not be much danger
of damaging competition by outsiders if the clinics of

the college are kept in a flourishing condition, espe-

cially if the local i)apers show becoming entequise.
If promising young men settle in the place despite

these drawbacks, it is just and proper to give them
a chance to make their reputations by electing them
clinical assistants. Should the worst come to the
worst, each member of the faculty might publish a

journal in his specialty and become a corresponding
member of the Associated Press.

—

Ed.]

Books Received.

The Physician's Visiting List for 1881. Philadelphia: pindsay Si

B'lakiston.

Rev. Mr. DnRhwell, the New Minister at Hampton. By E. P. B.
American News Company, New York.
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TABLE CONTAINING FORTY-EIGHT CASES OF VESICAL AND URETHRAL CALCULUS,

Under the Care op Prof. GEORGE E. POST, M.D.,

OK THE SYKIAN PROTESTANT COLLGOE, BEIRUT, SYIIIA.

Compare table in Mkdical Record yo. 851, Jult/ 28, 1877.

I.—Vesical Stones Removed by Perineal Section in the M.ai.e.—Numbered as in Case-book.

i
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II.

—

Yesicai. Stonks in tiik Fkmai.i;.

No. Name. |A««. BMldonor. Diirnllon. Oporatton.
No. of
Ktoncii

HhB|>e.
WciKlit,

Kriirii<.
AnaljiilH. RcauIU mad rom«rka.

April •I yciim. NUklnn of
in<iiiuH and

'

fxtractiun.

1 OvnI.

137 Muflallaly. 65 Siulud.

Km Tcmlnioh. 3 Mi\'i»11iik*t Autr. M.T7. 1 .vcar. DllnUitioii Jc 1

<•<! l>iiiiiiir. extrnction.

113 Miliili. 11 Uutniim. Jmi. 10, "TS. 5jinoiiths. Diliitiition 4i 1

extrnct.tin.

July 3, '7». From Dilatatior. Si 1

r!iililh(>o<l. extraction.

l'tiiM|iliatc

ami i-arlK>n

iif of liiiio.

Oval.
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V.

—

Urethral Stones in the Male,

t

No. Name. i Age.

1
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to my loft, tlio other fillo<l with ftir to my rij^lit. the other experimentH, 5 waa obtained with water
They were iimiiipnliited until the levers (liHi)laye(l aixl <5 with uir, iih tl>e best traces the same pulHe

their hewt moveuientM, and then the traees were ta- would yield under the resjieetive media.

keu. No. 1 sliows the traee of the left radial 1>y wa- Theae resultH all ro to hIiow that under the same
ter ; No. 2 of the ripht rntlial by air. This experi- or jmnillel conditions water produces a trace of

ment was several times rept-ated with very similar much greater amplitude antl better definition than

K.
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shows at least great promptness in the transmission
by ail', ami whether this be really more rapid than
by water will bo seen farther on. The relationship

shown is different from what I had a priori ccpecited.

I inferred that the air nnder the stroke of the pnlse
wjjld be compressed for a time, before the lever

time results obtained with the two media as em-
ployed in my apparatus, I made the following fur-

ther experiments :

Krperimenl 5.—Object : to test the correctness of

water to show the time relation of two phenomena.
Details: Apparatus, except the carriage, prepared
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in u l)lo('k, side by Hitle with nioinbmnt'H looking up-
wiinl. Twi) aiiiiiliir roik.s tninsfixcd liy a iii<»tiil rod
woii> pliiftMl ouo upon I'Ufh ni(*ni\>riiii)', and a niotal

bar of sullicitMit wvi^^ht was placrd, with one »»nd on
tho rod, the otlirr on a support. A toiicli of tho bar
would instantaneously atVcct tho basal infuilirancs, and
tho motion in due time would be (•onniiunifaf('<l to the

U>v«'rs, and written by thoni on tin* advan(•in^J slide.

If the apparatus were true, the records of a motion
thus eommunieatod to tho mendiranes would be
synehronons. To show more ]»hiinly any .suc<'ession,

a c.irri;i!^ti w.n siib^tituted whoso speed was much
groati<r than that onlinarily usimI. Tho usual chro-
no)j:r.i.ph, writing .seconds and fifths was employed.
When all was ready, while the chronof^rai)h and
slide were in motion, I made a series of (piick taps

with my linger on the bar, and thus obtained two
lines of traces. Immediately tho slide was repassed,

and halted at the points where tho levers and basal

point.s of the tiivces were in, or nearly in, conjunc-
tion, and then tho levers were made to describe their

curves by i)ressing on the membranes. The rela-

tions of these curves, termed sij^nal lines, to the
basul points, respectively indicates the sync-hronism
or succession of the records. The result of the exper-

iment is .shown in No. 7. The basal points and sig-

nal lines, above and below, are jn-ecisely in the same
relation, wliicli i)roves that the two instruments
trans mitt3d and recorded the same movement in

exactly cijual times.

Erperiinfiit 6.—Object : to test the coiTectne.ss of

air to show the time relation of two phenomena.
Defiiils : The .same as in last experiment, except that

the iustrume:its were charged with air instead of

water. Kosult shown in No. 8. Here, too, the traces

are uniformly synchronous.
Erperinifliit 7.—Object : to test the difference in

time of transmission by water and air. Detdils : The
same as in Experiment 5, except that the upper in-

strument was charged with water and tho lower with
ail". Result shown in No. 9. The eye can readily

detect a difterence in favor of an earlier elevation of

the traces by air. The difference is small, and raeas-

Tires, I believe, about ,',0 of a second. The proof is

positive that in my instrument a movement is more
rapidly transmitted by air than by water.

Erjy'riinfiit 8.—Object : to determine the time con-
sumed in the transmission of a movement by water
through my instrument as usually employed. De-
t'liLf: A crank moving vertically on a central axle
was so placed in relation to the instrument that one
arm l>ore upon the basal membrane of the iipper in-

strument, and the other arm supported directly the
lever of the lower instrument. Tho same bar was
placed with its end renting on the arm that pressed
the membrane. Tapping the bar would raise the
lower lever instantane jusly, and the upper after the
movement had been transmitted through the chan-
nel of the instrument. Thus tho experiment was
made, and the result is shown in No. 10. The delay
seems to measure about ,!s of a second.

Erperiment 9.—Object : to determine the eflfect of
tubes of different lengths on transmi.s.sion by water
through my instrument. Details : The same as in

Experiment 5, except that the lower instrument
was furnished with a tube fifty-eight inches long,

while the tube of the upper remained twenty-six
inches. Result shown in No. 11. Delay of the long
tube over the other is measured at about sV of a
second.
These experiments were all several times repeated,

with great uniformity of the time results.

("ONfLrHlONH.

1. lioth water and air are reliable as mcsdia of tranh-

misHiou for inoveuientH within thoir respective ranges
of availability.

2. Water transmits movements with much greater
power than air, which gives it a wider range of appli-

cation, end>ra<Miig feelde movements that air is inca-

pable of in.scribiiig.

;{. With a ])ro])er apjjaratus, properly adjusted, the
form of a moveinent as transmitted by water is en-

tirely correct; the form, also, as transmitted by air,

may be correct.

4. The time relation of two mf)vement8 may be
unifonnly correctly shown by either water or air-
provided respecting the latter tho movements be suf-

ficiently strong.

5. The tiuK! lost in tho transmission of a move
nient is greater by water than by air, and by either i

in proi)ortion to tin,' length of the tube.

6. In order to show with ])rccision the synchro-
nism or succession of two movements, both instni-

monts must be charged wholly with water or wholl
with air, and both transmission tubes must be of th'

same length.

In i)ractical effect the foregoing experiments de-

monstrate the fidelity and availability of my method
to show the form and syn<'hrunism or succession of

movements, great ami small. They go, also, to show
the fidelity of Marey's meyiod for the jinrposes named,
within the range of its availability. Hence, the re-

sults which have boon achieved by the careful appli-

cation of either method, may be accepted as rigidly

true. If improvement in Marey's apparatus .shall l)e

found to adequately enhance its force of transmission,

then the choice between his method by air and mint

by water will be governed by less weighty consid-

erations than difference in energy of transmis.sion.

REPORT OF CASES OB' PHTHISIS
Treated at Aiken, S. C, During the Season

1S79-80.

Br W. H. GEDDINGS, M.D.,

AIKK.S, 8. C.

(Continuod from Mrdical liEcoiii), November 15, 1879, p. 4<W.)

My report of cases of phthisis treated at Aiken in

the season of 1878 and 1879. and published in the

Medical Record of November 15, 1879, closed with

the following summary : Arrested, 4 ; imj^roved, 13 ;

unchanged, 5
;
gi'ew worse, 8 ; died, 1 ; total, 31. Of

these eight returned to Aiken or reported at Bethle-

hem, N. H., and thus afforded me an opportunity of

continuing their case histories.

Case XVIL— (Dr. R P. Lincohi). This patient

passed the greater jiortion of the summer at Bethle-

hem (White Mts.), improving at first and then losing

ground in conse.juence of an ill-advised trip to New
York, during which she was exposed to great fatigue

and sufi'ered much from the heat. After this she

again improveel, and remained tolerably well until

October, when she started for Aiken.
November Oth.—Pul.se, 80; temijerature, 99f .

Looks very well and has a healthy color. There is

e\'ident depression of the upper jjortion of the thorax

on the left side. The percussion sound is much
more resonant over the upper portion of the chest,

but the area of dulness to the outer side of the heart

is now quite distinctly defined, extending two inches

upward into the axilla. Everywhere else there is
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normal resonance. Patient completed lier fourth

season in Aiken without relapse or any untoward ac-

cident, and is now doinp; well.

Case V.—(Dr. Morrill Wyman). I had the pleas-

ure of meeting this patient at Bethlehem. He had
steadily imjiroved, and for some months past had
been entirely free from cough. Being rather nerv-

ous, he refused to submit to an examination, l)ut his

genei-al appearance is that of a person in i)erfect

health. His ruddy color, liis increased weight, the

cessation of his cough, and the absence of all sub-

jective symptoms warrant me in classing him among
the cases in which arrest has taken place.

Case XXIX.—(Dr. Calvin Ellis). It will be re-

membered that tliis patient, after great improve-

ment, was much prostrated l)y a severe attack of diar-

rhcea, during which he lost even more than he had
gained, and for that reason he was classed among
the cases that (/rew worse. Fortunately, the diar-

rhoea exercised no lanfavorable efi'eet on the progress

of the disease, and during his residence at his home
in Vermont he gradually regained all he had lost

during the attack, im])roving slowly during the sum-
mer and more rapidly during the fall months. Ar-

rived in Aiken November 6th, and has been improv-
ing ever since.

November 12th.—Pulse, 80 ; temjDerature. 99°
;

weight, 1374 lbs. Coughs three or four time.> in

twenty-four hours, raising each time a small quantity

of muco-purulent matter. 'Dull on the right side

from above clavicle to the upper border of third rib,

and between the scapula and vertebral column, the

respiration being bronchial in character.

December 10th.—Has continued to improve. Pulse
and temperature are normal, and his weight has in-

creased to 1-40 i^ lbs., a gain of three poiinds since

October 12th. Cough has ceased almost entirely, a

little hack after breakfast being all that is left of it.

January 10, 1880.—Improvement has continued
without interruption ; has not missed a meal since

his arrival in Aiken ; has attained his full average

weight, and presents the ai3pearance of a person in

perfect health.

Right siili.—The dulness in front extends now-

only to the lower border of the first rib ; posteriorly

it remains unchanged. Respiration slightly bron-

chial.

April 24:th.—-Notwithstanding several weeks' con-

finement to the house with an old gunshot woimd,
the patient has contiiuied to improve. The little

hack in the morning noted at the last examination
has disappeared, and for six weeks there has been no
cough of any description. Pulse and temperature
remain normal. There has been no further change
in the physical symptoms excej^t diminution of the

area of duhiess behind, which is now confined to the

space above the spine of the scapula, and between
that portion of the bone and the column.

Remdrks.—The above is the most remarkable ease

of arrest of phthisis that has ever come under my
observation. At one time, in the spring of 1879, he
was so pale and emaciated, and the temperature so

per-^istently high, that a fatal termination appeared
to be inevitable. I heard fi-om him in July, 1880,

and up to that time no relapse had taken place.

There being no business opportunities in Aiken, and
not deeming it prudent to return to his old home,
he went to Colorado. Tlie climate there not coming
up to his expectations, he has concluded to return
to Aiken.
Case XIX.— CDr. Chapman, of New Haven). Im-

proved a little after his return home. He then went

to Colorado, and passed the summer there with some
advantage to his general liealth. On the approach
of cold weather, not feeling as well as usual, he
returned to Aiken, remaining there several months.
An examination made in January showed that tliere

had been no change in the extent of the infiltration,

and that his general health was precisely the same
as at the time of his arrival in Aiken one year ago.

AVhen seen again lie hnd improved, and had added
three pounds to his weight.*

Case II.— (T)r. Busey). Passed his sixth season at

Aiken enjoying his usual health, and in the same
condition as the close of the last season.

Case XIV.—(Dr. Burton, of Adams, Mass.). The
wonderful improvement which took jjlace in this ap-

l^arently hopeless case caused me to look forward
\nW\ much interest to her return. On leaving Aiken
last sirring she was advised to return early in Octo-
ber. Unfortunately, this advice was not followed.

She continued to do well throughout the summer,
but about the secf)nd w^eek in October an abscess

formed in the diseased lung which, making its way
into a bronchus, discharged very profusely. This
reduced her considerably and caused her to lose all

that she had gained in w-eight during the jDrevious

winter. She was sent over to some j^lace in Con-
necticut where she imjDroved a little, but was unable
to undertake the journey south until January.
January 13th. — Pulse, 8() ; temperature, 991'.

Y>'eiglit, ninety-two and a half pounds, which is with-

in two and a half pounds of her weight when she ar-

rived in Aiken one vear ago. Expectorates one-half

to one ounce. Tongue coated and yellow ; appetite

poor ; has not been able to take oil for some time
past.

Rigid side.—Diminished resonance under clavicle

down to second rib, with complete dulness every-

where else. The dulness does not disappear with
change of position. Respiration bronchial, with pro-

longed expei-ium, moist rales everywhere audible.

Feliruary 13th.—Notwithstanding the unpromising
condition of the patient when she first arrived, there

has been a steady improvement, and she has gained
five and a half pounds. Takes long walks without
being fatigued.

February 2Sth.—Catamenia, which had disaj^peared

during the fall, have returned. Coughs but very
little, and has scarcely any expectoration.

March 16th.— Since the last date her appetite and
digestion have failed, and she has gradually lost six

pounds.
April 19th.—Patient has to some extent recovered

the ground lost during the last month ; her sti-ength

is improved, and her color is remarkably good. Con-
tinues to cough but little, and does not expectorate
more than a teasjjoonful in a week. Has regained
two or three pounds of the flesh lost during the late

attack. Goes north.

Result.—Marked improvement, rapid increase in

weight and strength, with lessening of cough and ex-

pectoration.

Remnrlcs.—The renewed improvement in this case

(one with total filling of the lung with cheesy infil-

tration), especially after the relapse in the fall, makes
this case one of the most interesting of the whole
series.

Case X.— (Dr. George C. Webber, of Millbury,

Mass.). This ]iatient, Avho at the time of her arrival

had an infilti-ation of the ajiices of both lungs, im-

This patient died snddenlv after bis return home. No antojipy
was made, but it was .supposed that his death was the result of cerebral
hemorrhage.
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l)rove«I atoatlilv, the ar«>ii of dulnosH tlisappoaring

entiri'ly on one nu\o, and heiiif^ j^roatlv rt'duccd on

tho otiier. With tho oxr»'|)tion of oiu' or two " ookls"

she (lid well thnmKhout th<' suinincr.

Febniivrv "Jlth.—Pulse, 1()4 (uiuIlt iiorvons excito-

menti; tt'inperaturo, WM^ . Hor Roneral apiM^annice

is that of a iicrson in pt'rfect health. Slio lost a little

ill wiM^^ht duriiif^ the snininor, hut has gained one

and a half i)ounds since iier loturn to Aiken, and
now woiglis 112 Ihs. The only physical signs of dis-

ease are diminished resonance under the left clavicle,

with bronchial respiration liehind.

April l'.>th.—Has improved steadily, her Hash is

tirm, her color ruddy, and lier weiglit has increased

from 110^ to IK) lbs. She walks long distances without
experiencing the slightest fatigue. She coughs only

in the morning, an<l then very little. With the ex-

ception of slightly diminished resonance above the

clavicle, physical examination reveals no evidence of

the old intiltnxtion.

A'''/H'//-X-.s-.—Were it not for the occasional cough
in the morning this would also be regarded as a case

of arrest.

C'.\SE XXIII.—(Dr. Van Bibber, Baltimore). This
patient, whose imjirovement was so marked during

the past season, had no relajjse during the summer
and fall, but lost eight or nine pounds.

April tjth.—His appearance is that of a perfectly

healthy man. He coughs occasionally throughout
the day and expectorates about a half an ounce,

mostly mucus.
Patient has been two months in Aiken and during

that time has gained ten pounds. Pulse and tem-

l)erature are normal. The only jihysical symptom
of the old disease is diminishe.l resonance under the

left clavicle. This patient may be regarded as nearly

well. y

It will be seen in this supiilementary report that

the disease was arrested in six out of the thii-ty-one

cases, and that in two more, X. and XXIII., there

is every prospect of speedy recovei-y.

Thus corrected, the summary for the season
1878-79 would read : Arrested, 6 ; improved, 13

;

unchanged, 4
;
grew worse, 7 ; died, 1 : Total, 31.

The report for the past season, 1879 and 1880, in-

cludes thirty-eight cases, of which I have been able

to preserve a tolerably complete record. Including
as it does only tho.se that were under observation

for at least six weeks, it contains the worst cases ;

the lighter ones—and such are always in the majori-

tv at a health resort—were naturally less regular in

their attendance, and are consequently excluded from
this rei)ort. The cases are not selected, but taken as

they appear in my daily record of jiractice. It con-

tains no case in which there were not positive signs

of chronic infiltration of the lungs. Not deeming it

expedient to publish the names of private patients,

I have, in nearly every instance, identitied the case by
giving the name of the medical attendant or that of

the consultant.

C.\.SE XXXII.—A young man, twenty-four years

old, from Burlington, N. J., a patient of Dr. Grant.
Does not know whether there is any hereditary \:>re-

dispositiou to consumption in his family. He began
to cough in July, 1879, and shortly afterward had a

slight hemorrhage, which, in its turn, was succeeded
by night-sweats and loss of flesh. He has lost in all

twenty pounds, his present weight being 120 lbs.

October 20th.—Color pale; pulse, 112; tempera-
tm-e, 100.2". Expectoration muco-pui-ulent in char-

acter and small in quantity.

Left side.—There is dulness in front, from the

clavicle to the heart, and beliind, from the upper
border of tlie scajjula to its low<*r angle. The respi-

ration ovt>r the front is bronchial in character, with
l)rolonged experium ; jjosteriorlythe respiratory mur-
mur is indistinct.

liight side normal, exce]>t that the respiration over
the ajiex is harsh, with prolonged exi)erium.

November 3d.-Pul.se, 108; temperature, 100.2°.

Looks much better, is stronger, has gained five

pounds in two weeks, and the sweats have ceased
entirely.

November 20th.—Pulse, 100; temperature, 99.5".

Weighs 130 lbs., a gain of ten jjounds during the

month.
December 8th.—Pulse, 98 ; temiierature, 99°. Has

continued to im])rove, looks well, and coughs but
little. Weighs 132i lbs., a gain of twelve and a half

pounds.
January 10th.—Pulse, 96; temperature, 90". Looks

fresh and ruddy, and has the ajjj^earance of a person
in good health. His j^resent weight is 13<) lbs., a

gain of sixteen i)ounds since his arrival in Aiken.
Couglis only once in three days, on which occasions

he exjjeetorates only a little i)ellet of mucus.
March 8th.— Color rosy; never coughs except af-

ter some unusual exertion, such as a fit of laughter.

The area of dulness in front has become more reso-

nant, especially below the claWcle and near the ster-

num. The dulness now does not extend lower than
the third rib. Behind, the dulness reaches fi'om the

spine of the scapula to its lower third, the region
above the spine and the lower third having become
resonant. The respiration is no longer distinctly

bronchial, but rather undecided in its character.

Beanlfs.—A gain of sixteen pounds, disappearance
of all febrile symptoms, entire cessation of sweats,

almost complete cessation of cough and exjiectora-

tion, and great improvement in general health.

Case XXXIII.—Male, about twenty-two years of

age, patient of Dr. Shurly, of Detroit. Family his-

tory not noted. Had severe cough in August, 1878,

which was followed by fever, intermitting in type
and attended with jirofuse sweats. Has lost twenty-
eight pounds.

October 22d.—He looks very ill, is pale and ca-

chectic in ajipearance, quite feeble and greatly ema-
ciated, his present weight l>eing only 112 lbs. Pulse,

108 ; temperature, 100.2' (at 11 a.m.). Left fi-ont

dull from clavicle to fourth rib, with tympanitic res-

onance and hntil de pot fide under second and third

ribs. No dulness elsewhere. Auscultation on left

side reveals bronchial breathing, with prolonged ex-

perium and loud amphoric respiration, correspond-
ing with the area of tympanitic resonance. On the

right side the respiration is bronchial, with pro-
longed respiratoiy murmur.

October 31st.—Temperature has risen steadilv

from 100.2°, on 22d, to 102.7' to-day. Is much
weaker.
November 10th.—Continues to grow weaker e\ery

day. Temperature, 103'.

November 24:th.—Has had less fever since the 16th,

but there has been no improvement in any other re-

spect. Feeling much discouraged, he insists ujion

going to Florida.*

Rpsult^.—Rapid decline, with steady rise of tem-
peratTire and increased emaciation.

Eemarks.—This was evidently a case of subacute
tuberculosis, with extensive breaking down of lung-

A letter from his physician in JacksonvUleJannouuoed hLs'death at

that place two weeks after bis arrival there.
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tissue. His condition at his time of arrival in Aiken
was sncli as to pi'eclntle all possibility of even tem-
porary improvement.
Case XXXIV.—A maiTietl lady from Brooklyn,

thirty-six years of age, patient of Dr. Barker, of Mor-
ristown, N. J. Disease began with cough in Janu-
ary, 1879 ; had a series of moderate hemorrhages,
night-sweats, etc.

October 27th.—Looks very pale and is much ema-
ciated, her present weight being only ninety pounds.
Exjjectorates two ounces of muco-purulent matter.
Pulse, 84; temperature, 100° at 11 a.m., but is said
to be much higlier in the evening.

Right side.—Dulness from clavicle to second rib in

front, and half down the scapula behind. The res-

piration both front and back is bronchial, with nu-
merous moist nlles. Conducted heart-sounds dis-

tinctly audible. The general appearance of the
patient is extremely unfavorable. In addition to

the pulmonary disease there is a uterine complica-
tion which, by interfering with locomotion, prevents
her from taking exercise in the open air.

The day after the above examination the patient

was seized with an obstinate attack of diarrhtea, ten

days elajising before it yielded to treatment. During
the montli of December there was considerable fever,

the temjjerature at times rising to 103°. Emaciation
progi'essed slowly but steadily during this and the
following month, the patient being very ill most of

the time. During January the weakness had in-

creased to such an extent as to confine her to bed,
and notwithstanding the greatest care a troublesome
bed-sore developed over the sacrum. The emacia-
tion continued to progress through the month of

February, the patient becoming so reduced that she
presented the appearance of a living skeleton. An-
other sore develoi^ed on her left shoulder, and to add
to her sufferings the mucous membrane of her mouth
became covered with jiainful aphthous ulcers. She
was relieved by death on the 25fch of February, hav-
ing steadily declined from the time she first came
under observation.

Remm-ks.—This case was so manifestly hojaeless

from the very first that no notes were taken of the

condition of the lungs after the first examination.
Case XXXV.—From Cohasset, Mass. ; male, fifty-

six, years (Dr. Spalding). Commenced to cough in

the spring of 1879, lost live to eight pounds, and has
had night-sweats.

November 28th.—Pulse, 88; temperature, 99.2°.

Color pale. Expectorates one ounce, all of which
floats. Present weight, with overcoat, 140 lbs.

Right side.—Dull from clavicle to third rib in front,

and to one and a half inches below the spine of the

scapula behind. Auscultation : bronchial respiration

over the upper portion of the lung, both front and
back.
February 19th.—There has been a slow but steady

improvement. He coughs much less, and the expec-

toration is reduced to one-third of what it was at the

time of his arrival. There has been little or no fever,

the pulse ranging from 72 to 84. His color is better,

and there has been some increase in weight. Physi-
cal examination shows marked improvement, the

lower border of the area of dulness in front having
receded to the second rib, while behind it cannot be
detected below the spine of the scapula.

Result.—General improvement, with lessening of

the area of dulness and slight increase in weight.
Case XXXVI.—A gentleman from Canada (Dr.

Boswell, of Quebec, and Dr. Campbell, of Montreal),

fifty-six years. Took cold in Sei^tember, 1879. Suf-

fered much with attacks of congestion of the lungs,

and had several profuse hemorrhages, followed by
loss of flesh and night-sweats.

Noveml)er 2r)th.—Pulse, 84 ; temperature, 99 i°. Pa-
tient is vei-y thin ; collar-bones very prominent, with

sinking-in of the supra-clavicular regions. Breathes

very rapidly, and coughs incessantly, exj^ectorating a

large qiaantity of muco-punilcnt matter, a consider-

able projjortion of which sinks to the bottom of the

vessel. Sweats profusely. Severe pleuritic pain in

the left side. Api^etite poor and digestion much im-
paired.

Left side.—Dulness extends from the clavicle to the

heart, with diminished resonance lower down. Pos-

teriorly there is marked dulness under the supra-

spinous fossa.

December 8th.—Pulse, 84; temperature. lOOi".

Flushing 'of face, respiration very rapid, comi)lain8

of pain at the lower border of the infiltration. Dul-

ness has extended downward, and now occuiaies the

ujiper half of the chest.

December 28th.—Patient has grown thinner, the

dyspnoea has increased ; is weaker, and sufiers with

fi-equent attacks of indigestion. Night-sweats con-

tinue to recur.

January 10th.—An abscess has formed on the outer

side of the anus, causing great suffering. An open-

ing afforded prompt relief.

It is useless to follow the details of this case. The
already enfeebled digestion grew weaker, and it was
only with the greatest difficulty that he could be in-

duced to take even small quantities of food. The
emaciation, of course, progressed steadily, and with

it the weakness of the patient continued to increase.

As soon as the weather became sufficiently warm to

admit of his removal, he was taken by slow stages to

his home, where he died a short time after his ar-

rival.

Residt.—Extension of the disease.

Remarks.—In this cpse a fatal termination was in-

evitable. The extent of the disease, the dyspncea,

but more especially the condition of the digestive

organs, leaving no room to hope for a more favorable

result.

Case XXXVII.—A young lady, twenty-four years,

patient of Dr. Pepper^ of Philadelphia. The disease

dates from an attack of acute i^neumonia in Janixary,

1879. Couch has jjersisted ever since, w^ith a loss of

ten pounds in weight.

November 28th.—Pulse, 124; temperature, 101^.

Color j)ale. Has dyspepsia, associated with great

nervousness, and is subject to severe fits of nervous

depression. Has biit little appetite, and is full of

unreasonable fancies in regard to the character of her

food. Has an almost invincible repugnance to any-

thing in the shape of medicine. She is very weak,

and cannot walk from her room to the adjoining ve-

randa withoiit assistance.

Right side.—The thorax on that side does not ex-

pand during inspiration. There is dulness over the

whole front, from above the clavicle to the liver, in

the axillaiy line from the arm-pit half-way down
toward the liver, and behind from above to two

inches taelow the spine of the scapula. Ausculta-

tion : bronchial breathing, with distinctly prolonged

experium over the upper portion of the chest, in

front, with crepitation below. Behind, the breathing

is bronchial, with prolonged expiratoiy murmur, and
in one place cavernous respiration. Exqiiisite bron-

chophony. Nothing abnormal on the other side.

Deceniber 21st.—Has gradually grown worse.

Cough very persistent, and at times almost inces-
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H.mt. Is troubled with )>lirtrvii^'itis, wliich in very
])Ainfnl, luid intorfores with doKl'itition. Is eviilently

iiinch wmktM-, fttid is losing llcsh (hiily. Cavernous
rt>spinitii)u is now also audil»U' in front.

l)p«-i>rnl)or "Jiitli.—Pulse, 12(5. Wanders in her talk,

and is ra])i(lly failing.

December Hist.—Pulse, 12.'). Appears to have ral-

lied a little, but i.s still delirious.

January' Ifith.—]5ut little elmnge took place in the
condition of the i)atient until a few days apco, when
she refused to take nourishment. Since then she
has prown every day weaker, the delirium continuing
all the while. Death at 4 p.m.

Ji'\<iHlt.—Steady destruction of Inng tissue, with
death seven months after the first attack.

R'-markx.—The ^eat extent of the disease, involv-

ing nearly the whole of one lung, its rajud and un-
interrupted course, the inability of the patient to

take food and remedies, and her j)eculiar nervous
disposition, caiised nie to express an unfavorable
prognosis when I first took charge of the case. It

was acknowledged that she was brought to Aiken as

a (lernii^r ressfirt.

C.^^SE XXXVIII.—A young man of twenty-four
years, patient of Dr. Thomas lieiley, of Adams,
Mass. Disease began in May, ISIH, with cough and
l)leuritic pain. This was followed by fever, night-

sweats, and loss of flesh. Family history not noted.

November 29th.—Pulse, 92; temperature, 100.5°.

Pale, cachectic appearance. Weight, 128 pounds.
Suffers with profuse sweats.

Rirjht aide.—There is dulness in the supra-cla^-icu-

lar region and uuder the clavicle, also in the axillaiy

region and under the suj^ra-spinous fossa. There is,

besides this, a patch of dulness to the outer side of

the scapula. Auscultation reveals bronchial breath-
ing over the apex in front, under scapula, and to the
outer side of that bone.
December 2Sth.—Pulse, 8(3 ; temperature, 99^°.

Great improvement in color. Cough and exjiectora-

tion much lessened. Sweats have ceased, and his

weight is 135 pounds, a gain of seven and a half
pounds.
March 7th.—Has had an occasional rise in tem-

perature, but has done well in other respects. Pulse,
92 ; temperature, 100.4^. The dulness has disap-
peared, except uuder the clavicle and supra-spinous
fossa. Respiration feeble and indistinct. Weighs
138 V lbs., a gain of ten and a half pound%
March KUh.—Pulse, 84 ; temi)erature, 99°. Has

had a severe attack of gastric catan'h, and has also

suffered with headache, formication over the whole of
the left side, burning of the palms of the hands and
of the soles of the feet, together with other obscure
nervous .symptoms. He has recovered from these
attacks, but has lost five pounds.

April 12th.—Pulse. 80 ; temperature, 99.3°. Has
entirely recovered from his late sickness, looks quite
well, and is able to walk ten miles withoiit experi-
encing fatigue. Has regained several pounds of

what he lost in weight during the late attack, and
now weighs about 136 lbs. The dulness has disaj)-

peared evervwhere, except over the supra-spinous
fossa, and between that jiortion of the scapula and
the column. The bronchial breathing has given
place to normal respiration.

Re:iult.—Diminished cough and expectoration, ces-

sation of sweats, a gain of eight pounds in weight,
disappearance of all physical signs of disease, except
at the ajiex, and great improvement in general
health.

Case XXXIX.—A young lady from Elizabeth,

N. J., patient of a homu'opathic i)ractitioner of that

place, twenty years of age. Her j)reKent sickness

dates from an attack of l)ronchial catarrh in the
spring of 1877. Has had several hemorrhages, and
has lost fifteen jxmnds. Has had attacks of fever,

intermittent in type, supposed to l)e malarial, Imt
which were, in all probability, hectic. SujjpreBsion
of catamenia for several months.
December 1st.—Pul.se, 112 ; temperature, 105.5°.

Pale, with bright red spots on the cheeks, respira-

tion hurried, her general appearance being that of a

\er\ sick jierson. Expectoration coi)ious. Present
weight, 114i lbs. Examination made some time
later showed an exten.sive infiltration occujjying

nearly the whole of the upper half of the left lung.

January 21st.—Pulse, 90 ; temperature, 100.3°.

The fever continued to recur until about two weeks
ago, since which time there has been slight improve-
ment in her symptoms, and a gain of two jwunds.
Februaiy 12th.—The improvement noted at the

last ^^sit proved to be of short duration, and she is

now endently miich worse. The patient, thinking
that a change would i)rove beneficial, removed to

Georgia, and was lo.st sight of.

Result.—Slight imijrovement, with a gain of two
pounds ; subsequent relajjse and rapid decline.

Remiirks.—This case was from the first a hopeless
one.

Case XL.—Male, eighteen years, St. Louis ; Dr.
P. G. Robinson. Parents both alive ; no hereditary
predisposition. After confinement and overstudy at

school, i^atient began to cough, had several hemor-
rhages, and lost ten pounds in weight.

December (Jth.—Pulse, 90 ; temperature, 100.2°

Present weight, 105 lbs. Expectorates aliout two
ounces, all of which floats. Can lie on either side

with comfort. Has night-sweats.

Left siile.—Diill in front from clavicle to third rib,

that portion of the chest-wall being depressed and
exi^anding but little during insjnration. Behind
thei-e is a small area of diilness under the supra-

spinous fossa. Prolonged expiratoiy murmur and
conducted heart-sounds. On the right side no dul-

ness, but harsh inspii-atoi-y murmur with i>rolonged
experium.
December 31st.—Pulse, 92 ; temperature, 99°.

With the excej^tion of a slight attack of fever on the
19th there has been steady and uninterrupted im-
l^rovement. He looks much better, coughs less, and
expectorates only three-quarters of an ounce instead
of two ounces. Sweats have ceased entirely, and he
has regained two jjounds.

January 18th.— Continued improvement; weighs
168 lbs., a gain of three ijounds.
February 6th.—Pulse, 104 ; temperature, 100.

Took cold on 28th, and has had fever and pleuritic

pain ever since. Has lost four pounds since January
18th.

March 16th.—Fever has persisted, and patient has
continued to grow worse ever since the exacerbation
in Febi-uai-y. Left Aiken for North Carolina.

Result.—Marked imijrovement followed by relapse.

Case XLI.—A young girl of sixteen years, a patient

of Drs. Powell and Donaldson, of Baltimore. Has
had cough and fever since last June. Has lost twenty-
five pounds. Family history not noted.
December 16th.—Patient looks pale, but, notwith-

standing her great lo.ss of weight, does not present
the appearance of an emaciated person. Pulse, 104

;

temperature, 101^°.

Rif]Jit .tide.—Dull from clavicle to second rib in

front, with diminished resonance over the upper por-
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tion of the hing behind. Respiration undecided
over front and back, with pi-olonged expiratory
murmiir.
February 6th.—Improvement has been retarded by

a variety of intercurrent troubles, sucli as dyspepsia,

sick headache, and diaiTlioea, but in spite of all these

drawbacks she has made some jirogress. Pulse, 104:

;

temperature, 99.5°. Her color is more healthy. The
area of dulness is diminished, and is now confined to

tlie clavicular region.

March 1st.—Much improved, her weight having
increased from 105 to I09i(^ lbs.

May 2d.—Pulse, 96; temperature, 100^°. The
dulness in front remains confined to the clavicular

region, but behind it cannot be detected below the
spine of the scajjula.

Result.—Imi^rovement in general health, diminu-
tion in the extent of the area of dulness, and a gain
of four and a half j^ounds.

liemarks.—There was in this case no very striking

imi^rovement, but when the age of the patient is

taken into consideration, together with the con-
stantly recurring attacks of gastric catarrh, the result

is far better than could reasonably have been ex-

pected.

Case XLII.—A married lady, thirty-three years

;

patient of Dr. 8. Forman, of Jersey City ; hereditary
tendency to pulmonary disease, an aunt on the
mother's side having died of consumption. In the
fall of 1877, after having been much prostrated by
the fatigue and anxiety occasioned by the illness of

one of her children, she began to cough, but did not
lose much flesh until a year later, when she was
attacked with chronic diarrhrjea which reduced her
considerably.

December .31st.—Pulse, 96 ; temperature, 99°. Pa-
tient is very pale, does not know her weight, but is

evidently mach emaciated. Tongue coated, ajjpe-

tite poor, suffers with dysj^epsia, and has frequent
attacks of dian'hoea. Has uterine disease, with pro-
fuse leucorrhcBa. Physical examination of the cLest
reveals extensive disease of the upper portion of the
right hmg. On the left side no dulness, but occa-
sional moist rtlles.

February 9th.—Patient's condition remained un-
changed until about the 4th of February, from which
time there has been a marked imjorovement evidenced
by increased strength, some gain in weight, and less

cough.
February 23d.—Has been hoarse for several days,

and has had attacks of fever. Laryngoscopic ex-

amination reveals ulceration of the right vocal cord.

Is much worse.

March 21st.—Patient having grown weaker and
more emaciated was advised to return home.

Eesnlf.—Slight improvement at first, subsequent
relapse, and extension of disease to the larynx.

C.iSE XLIII.—H. B , colored female, about fifty

years of age. This patient consulted me in 1870 on
account of persistent coiagh and loss of flesh, accom-
panied with slight fever. Physical examination re-

vealed consolidation of the upper third of the right
lung. She gradually regained flesh and strength,

the cough disappeared, and with it the other symp-
toms of pulmonary disease. She has remained well
ever since, and has been able to resume her usual
work.
December 31st.—Ten years have elapsed since her

first examination ; there has l^een no return of cough
or of any other symptoms of lung disease ; the pulse
is somewhat accelerated (92), but there is no corre-

sponding rise of temperature. The only trace of the

disease present is an area of dulness on the right

side, extending from ab(jve the clavicle t(^ the ui)per
border of the second rib. She has had no threat of

a return of the old disease, and althongh well ad-

vanced in years is able to do a full day's work as a
washerwoman.

Ri-aitlt.—The absence of any symj^toms of disease

during the jmst eight or nine years justify the con-
clusion that the phthisical ju-ocess has been com-
pletely and permanently cured.

C'ase XLIY.—]\Iale, twenty-five years ; from Mai-
den, Mass.

;
ijatient of Dr. Bemiss, of Medford, Mass.

Heredity on the maternal side, and two brothers have
tlied of phthisis. The disease began with a slight

attack of luBmojitysis in May, 1878. This was fol-

lowed wdth loss of flesh and night-sweats. Had an-

other hemorrhage in Ai)ril, 1879, much more jirofuse

than the first, and then began to cough. Went to

Minnesota, where he for a time ceased to cough.
Over-exerted ^himself, brought on profuse hemor-
rhages and a return of his cough. The hemorrhages
continuing tojrecur, he started for Aiken.

January 1, 1880.—Pulse, 100 ; temperature, 100=
;

weighs 126 lbs. ; color good.
Eight side.—Dull from the clavicle to the second

rib, with diminished resonance under the third.

Respiration bronchial, with jerking expiration. Be-
hind, the dulness extends over the upper two-thirds

of the scai:)ula. There is no dulness on the left side,

but the respiration is very harsh. Moist nlles over

both lungs. Expectorates one-half ounce, some of

which sinks. Can now lie on both sides, which he
was unable to do during the summer. Prognosis
favorable. Patient improved steadily, the tempera-
ture sank to [99.5°, and he gained two jDOunds in

weight ; the cough became much less troublesome,

and the expectoration ceased altogether. During
the month of March an abscess formed near the

anus, and developed into an exceedingly trouble-

some and very painfiil fistula. This prevented any
further increase in weight, but seemed to benefit the
local symptoms in the lung, the cough ceasing en-

tii-ely after the opening of the abscess. At the time
of his departure he was suffering too much to sub-
mit to an examination, but I afterward met him at
Bethlehem, and found him quite well. There had
been no return of the coxigh, and his general appear-
ance was that of a healthy man. Physical examina-

\

tion showed a reduction in the size of the infiltra-

tion, the dulness extending in front from below the
clavicle to the second rib, while, behind, the only
evidence of disease is diminished resonance between
the upper portion of the scapula and the vertebral

column. The fistula had been operated upon, and!

was gradually healing.

Result.—Arrest of the phthisical j^rocess, increase

in weight, and diminution of the area of dulness.

Remarks.—In order that the good result in this,

case may not be credited to the fistula, attention is-

called to the fact that a favorable progno.sis was ex-

pressed at the first examination, and leaig before its

formation.

Ca.se XLV.—a clergyman from Morristown, Ohio ;

age not stated, probably about thirty-five years; Dr.
Trimming. There is hereditary predisposition on
both sides, several maternal aunts and one uncle on
the father's side having died of con.sumption, as did
also the paternal grandfather. Six years ago he be-

gan to experience uneasy sensations in the left hing.

A year later he had a succession of hemorrhages, but
recovered from them without couj?li. In the fall of

1877, after haA'ing been muxuh debilitated by the sum-
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mcr heat, lio Itccaiuo lionrHo, iiml hepfnn to cough.
Diuiiij^ tlu> followiiiK spring (1S7H) the cough disap-

jicarcil, and \w. gained four i)(mud«. Thin itnprovo-

luont hust^'d until .luly, when fever set in, witli tlie

return of cough and rapid h)8s of llesh (twenty
jiounds). Has iini)roved since his arrival in Aiken,
having gained six ]>ound8.

Januarv '2'-U\. —^ Pulse, 9G ; temperature, 101°;

weight, iV) lbs.

L'/l .s/r/'-.— Some depression, and iiui)erfect expan-
sion. Pull in front from the clavicle to the cardiac

region. In the axillary line the dulness extends
half way down. On the l)a<'k the area of dulue.ss

occupies nearly the whole of the upi)er i)ortii)n of

the clu!st, exteutling downward to within one inch
of the angle of the scapula, and even below that point
the percussion sound is less resonant. Respiration
in front feeble and indistinct, except below the outer
tliird of the clavicle, wliere it is distinctly cavernous.
Behind, the breathing is bronchial, and at one point
cavernous.
February 2:>d.—Pulse, 88; temperature, 100.5°.

Looks well, coughs less, and has gained three and
a half jKmnds during the month, making a total of

nine and a half jiounds since his arrival in Aiken.

No change in physical signs, except a small spot
under the right clavicle, which was probably over-

loolcod at the previous examination.
April t;th.—Pulse, 88; temperature, 10.3.3°, Pa-

tient has lost two and a half pounds, but still weighs
more than when he arrived.

Jii(jhl .s/(/ '.—The disease has extended, as evidenced
bv dulness e.xtending to the upper border of second
rib.

Le/t siile.—Extension of the disease, the area of

dulness behind now reaching as low as the angle of

the scapula.
Besidt.—Considerable gain in weight, manifest im-

jirovement for about six weeks, and then extension
of the disease in both lungs.

Benidrk-M.—The marked improvement in this very
unpromising case, during the tii-st six weeks, is wor-
thy of note, and there can be but little douljt that his

residence in Aiken not only added to his comfort,
l>ut that it also prolonged his life.

Case XLVI.—A gentleman from Croton Landing,
New York, forty-two years of age, who has been un-
der the care of a homoeopathic physician. Heredi-
tary predisposition on the mother's side. Much ex-

hausted with the cares of business, he was taken in

November, 1877, with influenza, at that time endemic
in his neighborhood. Scarcely had he recovered
from this when he went through an attack of per-

tussis. These diseases left him with a cough from
which he has never recovered. He has had vesperal
fever, night-sweats, and loss of flesh.

January 28th.—Pulse, 92 ; temperature, 99° at 12
M. ; weight, 141 lbs. ; color bad ; expectorates one-
half ounce of muco-ijurulent matter, all of which
floats. On the right side there is dulness above and
under the clavicle, with diminished resonance as low
as the second rib. Over the back diminished res-

onance to within an inch of the angle of the scapula.

Respiration, both back and front, imdecided in char-

acter.

April 14th.—Pulse, 72; temperature, 99.8°. Pa-
tient has improved steadily ; has gained four pounds,
now weighing 145 lbs., his normal weight ; does not
cough, and ajjpears to be quite well. Physical ex-

amination reveals no ex'idence of disease other than
slightly diminished resonance over the outer half of

the clavicle. Respiratory murmur is normal.

Jicmilt.— ( 'omplete arro«t.*

Cahe XLVII.^A married man a])out thirty-two

years old, a jiatient of Dr. Riggin Buckler, of Balti-

more, who kindly pttrmits me to publish the follow-

ing extracts from his letters :

'• nAl.TlMonr. .Itiniiary 28. 1880. '^

" In 1870 he had trouble at the summit of the riglit

lung ; went to China, and returned in 1871 well. The
physical signs still show traces of the old disease."

Dr. B. did not see him again professionally until

December, 1H79, when he sent for him on account of

a i>ersistent facial neuralgia, the result of a ])roken-

down condition of health. It was found "that he
had been losing weiglit for some time past, had morn-
ing cough, loss of appetite, morning nausea, and
shortness of lireath. His pulse was quick, 115 ; tem-
perature, 100 ; this at 11 A M. The dulness over apex
of right lung is (juite limited, and there are no signs

there beyond feel)leness of respiration and flattening

of the chest-walls. At apex of left lung (upper third)

the dulness extends over a greater area. I find in-

creased vocal fremitus, interrujjted respiratory move-
ment with feeble and prolonged expiration."

January 29th.—Piilse, 102 ; temperature, 100.4°
;

weight, 130 lbs.

Februarv 2.3d.—Pulse, 102; temperature, 99.2°.

Has gained twelve and a half iiounds since his ar-

rival in Aiken, and walks six miles by the pedo-
meter without experiencing any fatigue. Coughs
and exjiectorates only in the morning, and has a
good color.

March 26th.—Piilse, 96; temperature, 99.3®;

weighs 150 lbs., a gain of twenty jjoiinds since his

arrival. His general ap2)earance is that of a healthy
and robust man. Physical examination reveals a
marked diminution of the area of dulness on the left,

the lower border of which extends now only to the
second rib. With the excejjtion of bronchial breath-

ing at the ai)ex of that side there are no evidences of

disease in either lung.

I did not have an opporiunity of making another
examination, but Dr. Buckler was so kind as to send
me the following report of his condition after his

return home

:

"Baltimorb, April 12, 1»80.

" W. anived Saturday night in the midst of a reg-

ularMarch 1 )low,with the thermometer at 32°. I called

on him in the morning, and was more than surprised

at his wonderful improvement. His gain in the two
months, by actual weight, is twenty pounds, and he
has the appearance of a well man. His muscles are

hard and firm, voice steady, and his skin has the

ruddy hue of health. He tells me that he has no
cough whdierer ; that he can breathe freely and easily,

and that no amount of exercise fatigues or makes
him short-breathed. His ajjpetite and digestion are

excellent, and he ' sleejjs like a top.' His pulse this

morning at 11 a.m. was 80, respiration 24, and tem-
perature, 98°. I find he can expand his chest with-

out pain, and freely and ea.sily. I can find nothing
wrong on the right side, and, with the exception of

a small area of dulness (with feeble respiration) over
the upper and anterior .surface of the left lung, I can
discover no signs of disease either in that lung. Cer-

tainly this shows a most marked change as compared
with the condition of things when he left this place

* I had an opportunity of examining this patient in Bethlehem,
N. H.. in Jnly. Jsotwithjtanding his having gone throngh an attack
of dyBentery and malarial fever, the cough hart not returned, and the
pbyRical signs were the same as at the time of his leaving Aiiien.
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for Aiken, aud speaks volumes in regard to the fit-

ness of the climate there for incipient i)hthisis.

" Veiy truly yours,

(Signed) "Riggin Buckler."

Result.—Complete aiTcst of jihthisical process, a

gain of twenty pounds, disaiipearance of all jjlivsical

signs of disease in the right hiug, and marked dimi-

nution of the area of dulness on the other side.

[(To be continued.)!

protjircss of iftctiical Science.

A Peculiar Disease of the Intestine.—Dr. Hel-

weg relates, in the Hospitals Tidende, Seite '2, Band
VI., the case of an insane peasant, aged forty-live,

who had for many years suflfered from constipation,

pain in the abdomen, and swelling in the ileo-ciecal

legion. These symptoms came on when he was oixt

of bed, and were relieved when he was lying down.
At last he was obliged to remain in bed continually.

About every month he had an attack of disorder of

the digestive organs—diarrhoea or constipation

—

which lasted about ten days. In May, 1878, an in-

dolent tumor, feeling like a loop of intestine and
yielding a tympanitic sound on percussion, was de-

tected in the right iliac fossa. On deep pressure a

sort of crepitation was felt in it ; it sometimes sud-

denly disappeared w^hen friction w^as made, and re-

appeared after an interval varying from a few min-
utes to a day. The patient died in December, 1878,

wdth the symptoms of meningitis at the base of the
brain. At the necropsy, miliary tubercles were
found in the pia mater, lungs, and liver. The up-
per part of the ctecum and the lower part of the

colon were much distended with gas ; then came two
contracted portions of colon, separated by a distend-

ed portion of the bowel filled with gas ; the por-

tion of the colon on the other side of the flexure w^as

normal. In the first of the contracted portions of

the colon the mucous membrane formed a si^onge-

like tissue, the meshes of which and the intestinal

space were filled with round scybala ; in one jilace

there were two straight channels lying parallel with
the lumen of the gut. In the other contracted por-

tion the mucous membrane was thickened, but not
spongy. On microscopic examination it was found
to have its ordinary structure of intestinal mucous
membrane.

—

The London Medical Record, July 15tli.

A SniPLE Apparatus for Artificial Inflation of
THE Lungs.—Dr. Gadbury, of Yazoo City, Miss.,

employs a very simple and inexpensive apparatus
for artificial inflation of the lungs—a method of

treatment which, however valuable, has been greatly

restricted in practice on account of the bulk and ex-

pensiveness of Waldenburg's apparatus. It con-

sists merely of a Richardson hand-ball and bulb at-

omizer, in which a mouth-piece has been inserted in

place of the spray tubes. The method of its em])loy-

ment is as follows : the jjatient, ha^^ng dilated his

lungs to the fullest extent, immediately places the

tube of the compressor between his lij^s, closes the

nasal passages with one hand, and works the com-
pressor rapidly with the other hand. A few squeezes
pump an intermittent current of compressed air

into the kings ; as soon as the distention becomes
unpleasant, or the need of an expiratoi-y movement
is felt, the instrument is withdrawn, to be replaced
and re-employed in the same manner a few moments

subsequently, the operation being repeated four or

five times in succession. In a healthy subject the
oiioration is painless and may l)e prolonged for a

minute or more, but to a person with diseased lungs
it is at first disagi'eeable though not painful. The
l)atient can at first force in ])ut little air, but \n&c-

tice soon enables him to pump it in more freely

and for a longer period each day. After fi'equent

use it afi"ords great comfort to those who sufler from
a feeling of suftbcation and have diminished capacity
of the lungs. Dr. Gadbury gives brief histories of a
number of cases in which the apparatus was em-
jiloyed with gi-eat benefit. He claims that the fresh

air thus forced into the lungs exj^ands unused capil-

lary tubes and air-cells, displaces the residual air

and noxious gases, excites cough and expectoration,

removing morbid secretions at once, and obviating
the necessity for exi^ectorant medicines, oxygenates
the blood, promotes absorjition, relieves dyspnoea,
gives impetus to the pulmonary circulation, reduces
temperature in fever, and dessicates the fluids in the
air-passages. He expects beneficial effects from in-

flation by this method in croup, dijihtheria, bron-
chitis, asthma, tuberculosis, whooping-cough, as-

l^hyxia, chloroform-poisoning, foreign bodies in the
air-passages, and many other obstructive lesions of

the pulmonary organs. Vapors and gases may also

be introduced into these organs by means of this

method.
Dr. J. Solis Cohen writes that he has given this

plan a trial during the past year. He has found that

it cannot be emjjloyed safely in all cases in which
Waldenburg's apparatus can be employed with ad-

vantage, but that it has a sufiiciently wide range of

utility. In jjatients liable to hiemoptysis or other
hemorrhages, and in certain cardiac and visceral dis-

orders, the intra-thoracic comin-ession, if left to the
patient, is apt to be too powerfully exercised, and
thus to be absohitely detrimental. He believes that

it is seldom safe to use compressed air with a i^ies-

sure exceeding from one-sixtieth to one-thirtieth of

an atmosphere, and quite delicate handling of the
ball-compressor is requisite to keep within this lim-

it, while the size of the compressor prevents access of

air in large volume, or at constant pressure. He has
found the Gadbury particularly useful as a mechan-
ical expectorant.

—

St. Louis Courier of Medicine, Au-
gust, 1880.

Two Cases op Inversion of the Uterus Mistaken
FOR Polypi.—Dr. Chavernao recently rejiorted the
following ease to the Society de Chinirgie : A wo-
man, aged flfty-eight years, had suffered since her
last confinement, thirty years j^reviously, from a tu-

mor in the vagina, which the physicians consulted
unanimously regarded as a uterine polyp. As her
health was impaired by it, she demanded an opera-
tion, and an ordinary ligature was applied. She
immediately complained of pain, which rapidly in-

creased in severity, and a paralysis of the left leg

developed. Dr. Chavernac was then called in con-

sultation, and came to the conclusion that the tumor
W'as not a polyiius, but an inverted uterus. One of

the reasons that led to this diagnosis was the fact

that when the tumor was pressed between the finger

and thumb it felt as if it were hollow. The ligature

was at once removed, but although it had as yet
produced very little local effect, the symptoms of

peritonitis persisted, and the patient died thirty

hours after the operation. In discussing in connec-
tion with this case the treatment of inversion of the
uterus, Dr. Chavernac insisted that surgical inter-
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vontiuu is only justiliulilc \vlu»n nil tlio thcniix'utic

iiu'iisuros have fiiih'd, luul tlu' lif«' of tlio imtit'iit is

sorionsly int'iiiu-etl. If an oiM^nition lit; (h'ciiled on,

tlu> lij^iituiv siioultl ho choson in pivforent-o to tho

knifo, iiuil prt>f(»r;il>ly tlu» elastic li^^ature. It must
Ih' boriu' in niiml tlmt a ligature badly applied may
cause gmve accidents.

In the discussion which followed, M. Delona sta-

ted tiiat he had ont-e removed an inverted uterus,

wliich was mistakou for a tihrous jjolypus. A cor-

rect diaj^nosis was rendorod very dillicult by the fact

tliat the i)edicle was very small, scan-ely larger in

fact than the thumb. The contlition of the patient,

moreover, was very serious—there was extreme anje- 1

mi;i, accompanied by a Hyncoi)al condition, wliich

would have called for an ojteration even if a correct

diagnosis had been nuide. The tumor was removed
by the ecraseur, the operation lasting twenty-tive

minutes. The hi.stological examination .showed that

it was really the body of the uterus with the Fal-

lopian tubes. The patient rei-overed without any
untoward symptoms. A digital examination under-

taken some time afterward revealed nothing abnor-

mal—the cervix projected into the vagina in the

ordinary nxanner, and no one ignorant of the facts

would suspect that the body of the uterus had been
removed. M. Delens has collated the reports of

I'ighty-two cases of excision of the inverted uterus.

Tlio ecraseur alone was employed in four of the
cases, and in one case the ecraseur and ligature

t-ombined. Only one of these five cases terminated
fatally, and hence it would be wrong to discard this

method of operating. The results of ligature and
excision, howevei', have been still more favorable.

M. Deprcs drew att'^ntion to the gi*eat difference

between ablation of the entire uterus, whic^h has
very often been followed by death, and amputation
of a pediculated portion of the organ. In the latter

case the cervix uteri jjrepares the ground for the
operation by the permanent constriction which it

exercises. When the inversion is complete, ampu-
tation leaves an open wound by which the vagina
communicates with the peritoneum.— Gazttte obstel-

ricuk', July -iUth.

Fat.\l PrBUiiENT IxFEcnoK Following ax Un
OPENED Abscess of the Thyboid Body.—Dr. Oulmont
reports this case, which was observed at the Hotel-
Dieu, in the service of Professor S(?e. A robust
country girl, aged 26 years, was admitted in June,
18S0. Ever since her eighteenth year she had carried

a goitre, like most women in her native country. She
stated that her menses had on several occasions been
accomiianied by a slight erysipelas, starting at the
nose, occupying only one side of the face, and dis-

appearing in aboiit tive or six days. She entered the
hosjiital on account of a similar erysipelas which had
appeared simultaneously with her menstruation, but
this time, unlike her former attacks, she had suffered

from repeated rigors, intense fever, and bilious vomit-
ings during the formation of a little red patch on her
left cheek. Moreover, her goitre, until then always
indolent, had commenced to enlarge and grow painful.

Examined on admission, her condition was as fol-

lows : high fever (105.8" in the axilla), languor, dry
tongue, anorexia, some abdominal tension, slight diar-

rh(Ba, and an erysipelatous jDatch on the left side of

the nose and cheek. The thyroid tumor had the size

of a small orange ; showed heat and redness in the
median line ; pressure there, movements of the neck,
and deglutition provoked severe jaains. For some
time her condition remained unchanged, then the left

shoulder became swollen and ])ainful. Kejxiated
rigors occurred, and purulent infection was now pro-

nounced. The tibio-tarsal joint of the left side was
next affected, prostration increas»>d, the septic con-

dition became still more marked, atid at last the pa-

tient died. At the autojjsy the goitre was found to

consist «tf three lolies ])r(!tty evenly devt»loped. The
middle lobe was transformed into a i)urulent jiouch,

with fibrous walls, and contained a thick, gi'ayish,

sanguinolent matter. The other lobes w<'re in a con-

dition of follicular hyperplasia, with ])redoniinance

of interstitial tissiie. Tiie til)io-tarsal articulation

c()ntained about a tablespoonful of greenish pus.

The condition of tlie other organs indicat<'d the exist-

ing septiciemia.

—

Imi France midivale, Aug. 25, 1880.

Stjdden Death in iNTERsriTiAii Nephbitis.—At a
July meeting of the SociC-tf^ Mf-dicale des Hopitaux,
MM. Delove and C'apitan presented a i)aper the ob-

ject of which was to prove that fatal syncope may oc-

cur in interstitial nei>hritis. In two recent cases of

sudden death at the Jiicetre, M. Delove found at i\\%

autoi)sies only the lesions of interstitial nephritis.

Both of the sufferers had been in good health up to

the time of death, which was not jireceded ])y any
morbid phenomena. A third patient had been sub-

ject to attacks of suffocation, in one of which he
died. There was no trace of valvular lesion in any
of these three cases, l)ut the cardiac muscle present-

ed sclerotic alterations. In discussing the paper
M. Landouzy stated that he had made an autopsy a
few days before, on a woman who had died sudden-
ly. The brain was normal, but he found considera-

ble hypertro2)hy of the left ventricle of the heart,

and signs of advanced interstitial nephritis. M.
Dujardin-Beaumetz drew attention to the fact that

medical literature contains a number of cases of very
rapid death of jiersons affected with interstitial ne-

phritis, after the hypodermic injection of even very
small doses of opium.

—

La Fnmce medlcale, July
28th.

The Ganglionic Centbes in Bbight's Dlsea.se.—
Da Costa and Longstreth, in summing up the re-

searches on the state of the ganghonic centres in

Bright's disease, have arrived at these conclusions :

1st. That in Bright's disea.se, especiaUy in the

contracting kidney, there exists a constant lesion of

the renal plexus.

2d. That whilst this lesion might be looked upon
as forming part of a general process of degeneration,

in connection with the kitlney disease, it is more
probable that it is the cause of the renal malady, and
precedes the degenerative changes.

3d. That the diseased condition of the ganglia

furnishes the clue to the alterations of the vessels of

the kidneys.

4:th. That similar changes producing similar re-

sults may exist in other ganglia ; for instance, in the

cardiac plexus, explaining the hypertrophy of the

heart.

—

American Journal Medical Sciences, July, 1880.

A Novel Mode of Treatment of Gonobbhceal
Ophthalmia.—Mr. George Critchett, F.R.C.S., re-

I ports in the Lancet a case of gonorrhceal ophthalmia
in which he hatl recourse to a heroic and novel method
of treatment. Owing to the extreme acuteness and
severity of the symptoms, the difficulty in separating

the lids or exposing the cornea, and the impossibility

of getting any solution into contact with the con-

junctival surface, he had relinquished all hope of

saving the sight, and felt justified in adopting any
treatment, however severe, that promised a ray of
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hope. He passed a small, silver director under the

upper lid as far as the edge of the orbit, against

which he kept it pressed, and then with a small,

sharp-pointed bistoury completely divided the lid

perpendicularly as far as the margin of the eyebrow.
In order to more completely uncover the cornea he
separated the two angles of the divided tarsus and
fixed them with fine sutures to the skin of the eye-

brow. The cornea looked steamy but not ulcerated,

and was buried in chemosed conjunctiva. The im-
mediate effect of this proceeding was to diminish the
redness and swelling of the lids and conjunctival

membrane, and completely to expose the .surface.

The subsequent treatment consisted in painting over
the entire surface of the conjvmctiva, three times
daily, with a solution of nitrate of silvei'—thirty grains

to the ounce— and frequently cleansing and syi'ing-

ing with a solution of alum—ten grains to the ounce.
A piece of linen moistened in this solution was kept
constantly applied to the eye. This plan was con-
tinued, with gi-adual abatement of the symptoms, for

a mouth ; a weaker solution was then substituted.

At the end of six weeks from the commencement of

the treatment the eye had recovered with a perfectly

bright, liealthy cornea. At the termination of another
fortnight the child was again placed under the influ-

ence of an antesthetic, and the edges of the divided
lids were pared and brought together with line

sutures. Good union occurred, the deformity very
slight, and the lid perfectly performs its function.

In the early part of the treatment the other eye was
kept careftilly closed with strajsping so as to prevent
any risk of inoculation.

CAiiCiuM Salicylate rsr the Sebous Diakkhceas
OF Ineants.—Dr. Alexander Hutchins recently read
a jjaper l^efore the Medical Society of Kings County,
on the treatnient of serous diarrha?as of infants by
calcium salicylate {Proceedings, September, 1880).

During the preceding three months he had treated

in private practice, some twenty-seven cases of serous

diarrhoea in infants, ranging from two months to two
and a half years of age, using this one drug only.

Some of the cases were seen but once, many only
twice, and none above four times, and in all the dis-

ease is kiiown to have been promptly and permanent-
ly controlled. No discrimination was made as to

diet, which in some instances was breast-milk exclu-

sively, in others condensed milk, the patent foods, or
a mixed diet. In no case was any modification of

the i^revious diet called for, save in the matter of

quantity. All the patients were in good social and
hygienic suiToundings. In two instances the infants

were at their summer homes, and the telegi'aph and
mail related the symptoms and conveyed the medi-
cine. In all ca^es the dose was three to five grains
every two or four houi-s. The total quantity con-
sumed by each patient varied between six and eigh-

teen powders. In a few cases minute doses of aco-

nite and veratrum were given during the persistence
of high temperature, and in a few others, small doses
of quinine were given after the subsidence of the dis-

ease. It was noted that the medicine seemed to have
no influence in changing the secretions so as to mod-
ify the character of the evaciiations. The discharges
would be under control for a time, say from two to

twelve hours, and the next movement would be a wa-
tery one, but there would be no further recun'ence of

the diarrhoea. There might be a return to normal
movements, or there miglit be a change to a dian-hcea
of indigestion, or to a diarrhoea from irritation of the

mucous surface, each of which would require some

special interference. These sequelfe were exception-

al, and in no case did the serous discliarge recur.

The calcium salt had no appreciable effect on any one
of tlie other forms of intestinal flux, whether liente-

ric or inflammatory, the serous diarrhea alone seem-
ing to be amenable to the drug. Each of the other
forms required special treatment. An additional fact

was noted, that the vomiting accomi)anying these di-

arrhceas was controlled as soon as the medicine began
to show its effect on the discharges. Certainly, with-

out exception, the stomach tolei-ated the presence of

the drug.

The drug is prepared by mixing 270 parts by weight
of the acid with 100 of prepared chalk, which will

form 311 i^arts of the anhydrous salt, or, what is

sufficiently correct, eleven of the acid to four of chalk,

making about twelve and a half of the salicylate of

clacium. It is given in syrup, or rubbed up in sugar

and moistened with water, to a sufficient extent. The
salicylate of bismuth has been used with success

as well as the calcium salt, in the diarrlueas of in-

fants, but it is, according to Dr. Hutchins, no better,

and has the disadvantage of discoloring the dis-

charges. It is ijrepared by adding 828 parts of the

acid to 468 parts of bismiith oxide, which make 1242

parts of the anhydrous salt ; or twelve parts of the

acid may be added to seven jjarts of the oxide, which
will make about eighteen parts of the salt.

Eelation op Atropia to Opitjm-Poisoning.—Dr.

A. Dochman, as the result of a study of a number
of cases of opium-poisoning, states that between
these two drugs exist an antagonism only in their ac-

tion on the pupil and respiratoiy movements. But
on the heart and brain they act indei:)endently, one
rather intensifying the toxic effect of another than
neutralizing each other.

—

Meditz. Obozrenie, May,
1880.

Lesions of Costal Cartilages and Ribs in Con-
sumption.—To determine the cause of the severe pain

l^hthisical patients comjalain so much of during the

last stages of the disease in the region of ensiform

cartilage. Dr. Kostiurin made microscopic examina-

tion of this and adjoining parts. He found perios-

teum and perichondrium thickened, and their vascu-

lar supply increased. Cartilages were in a state of

inflammation. Softening and fatty degeneration.

Tubercles were found in the marrow of the ribs. Mus-
cular fibres of the diaphragmatic attachment to these

parts were opaque and granular. These lesions de-

termine a decrease of elasticity of the thorax, and,

conseqiiently, a diminished gaseous exchange in the

lungs.— V7-atch, 1880, No. 5.

Inoculability oFlNTEEiNrrrTENTFETER.—Dr. Doch-
man reports a number of cases where he succeeded

in inoculating the intermittent by using the contents

of the vesicles of herpes labialis of patients suffering

from the fever. In the first case he inoculated, on
the 8th of Febiiiary, a healthy man thirty years old

from a boy twelve years old, with quartan. On the

11th of February the man had a full paroxysm with
30.1° C. On the 14th only malaise, without chill,

with 38.3° C. In the second experiment he inocu-

lated, fi'om a girl with quotidian, three men. One of

them suffered every evening for five days from full

paroxysms, with the temperature 38.5° to 39° C. ;

another had only evening malaise ; in the third no
effect was observed. In the third experiment a girl

was inoculated on 12th of April. She had parox-

ysms on the 14th and 16th.— Vratch, 1880, No. 22.
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HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT.
At present a disciission is being carried on in Great

Britain regarding the proper relations which should

exist between the lay and medical boards of hospi-

tals. The immediate occasion of this is a published

m.xnifosto of the governors of Guy's Hospital con-

c^iTiiug the nursing question in that institution.

The document in question is intended to be explan-

atory of the course jjursued by the governors and to

reconcile, as is mildly intimated, any misunderstand-

ings with the medical board. That it utterly fails in

such endeavor is j^lainly evident by the comments
of the English medical press. Without exception

the governors are condemned not only for the course

originally pursued in attemi^ting to make radical

changes in the nursing dei)artment of the hospital

without consultation with the medical staff, but for

making, under the cover of i-)ublic explanation of their

position, a misstatement of facts and a misrepresen-

tation of the motives of the staff. The consequence

is that the two boards are further than ever from any
agreement, and, as has been boldly stated by a lead-

ing medical organ in London, the time for compro-

mise has passed and an appeal to Parliament is

necessary.

It will be remembered that a year ago the gov-

ernors of the hospital determined upon making
certain radical changes in the nursing dei^artment

which appeared to them to be necessary. A con-

trary opinion held by the staff was ignored, and
many so-called sweeping reforms were made in the

department named, much, as was claimed by the staff,

to the detriment of the hospital as a strictly medi-

cal institution. From what can be learned by an

impartial investigation of the question, it seems evi-

dent that the governors not only persisted in carry-

ing out their views without consulting the medical

staff, but used the power they possessed in an arbi-

trary and offensively dictatorial manner. Wliat was

simply a difference of opinion on an apjiarently

trivial matter thus in time l)ocamo an actual cftsus

hi-Ui between the executive and medical boards, and

demanded an appeal to public opinion for the ad-

judication of res]>ectivo rights.

Tlio history of this diihculty is not without its

h»sson as applied to the government of our ovra

cliarities. It is not the "luestion of dianging the

methods of nursing in any given institution. This

is of small imi)ortance comjiared with the principle

involved of lay boards interfering with the rights of

medical boards. Its discussion involves a decision

pro or con as to whether a hospital is most useful in

the cai)acity of an institution for the medical care of

the sick or as a free hotel for the sick poor—wheth-

er medical treatment for the sick, or lay manage-

ment of the institution as a mere charity, is to take

the precedence. It does not seem that there could

be two oi^inions concerning these points, and yet the

misunderstandings concerning them which constantly

occur between the two boards of hospitals have made
up, and doubtless will continue to make up, the his-

tory of most, if not all, of the errors in hospital man-

agement. That each board has its own well-definetl

prerogatives is now well settled. If we admit that

the i^rimary object of a hos2ntal is for the cure of

the sick, it is safe to assume that any interference

with such an object, either directly or indirectly, by
the managerial boards, is, to say the least, ill-advised.

Hence, in all matters of a medical character the

opinions of the medical staff should be asked for

and acted ujion. It has been j^roved here that

while the medical boards have no disposition to in-

terfere with the rights of managers, they are equally

jealous of theii* own rights. That the prosjierity of

the hospital, in fact all the real troubles in hospital

management, have centred in what have been a vio-

lation of the latter by the governors. But in this

country both boards are beginning to understand the

true merits of these relations, and are jireparing to

act accordingly. To such an extent is this the case

that it would be hard to find here a parallel to the

Guy difficulty. It may be safely stated, as a rule,

that no board of managers of any hospital in this

or other city would presume to dictate to the medi-

cal board concerning the medical management of

patients. In all matters, even of an indirectly medi-

cal or surgical character, the ojiinion of the physi-

cian or surgeon is as final as it would be upon a

particular remedy to be taken or a particular appa-

ratus to be applied. Hence it is now the custom to

consult the medical board on the questions of sew-

erage, ventilation, heating, nursing, and the like.

"ViTaatever orders are given regarding the detail man-

agement of any of these matters, are subject to the ap-

peal of the medical board, and experience has shown

times without number that a proper understanding

between the two boards is usually obtained without

trouble.
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It is easy to see, when \'iewmg the battle of Giiy's

at this distance, where the mistake has been made
and how easy it conld have been prevented by the

governors taking a very natural course in consulting

the medical staflf before revolutionizing a system

which was really jiart of the medical service of the

hospital. That the governors still persist in at-

tempting to vindicate their course is an evidence

that what was at first sujiposed to be an error of

judgment, has degenerated into downright obstinacy

in exercising their jjowers. There can be but

one en el to all this, and until it is reached a great

deal depends upon the united stand of the medical

staflf.

NEW STUDIES INTO THE NATUEE OP DIPHTHERIA.

Under the direction of the National Boai-d of Health

certain experiments have been recently performed by
Drs. H. C. Wood and H. F. Formad with the object

of discovering the nature of the diphtheritic poison.

These experiments were made for the most part upon
rabbits, and were intended j)rimarily to discover

whether diphtheria could be induced in those or

other lower animals. This j^articular point was quite

well settled in the negative some time ago by Curtis

and Satterthwaite, whose investigations were far more
extended than those which are now presented. Drs.

Wood and Formad have, however, given some valu-

able corroborative evidence, and have added other

facts which are very suggestive and which really

bring us somewhat nearer a true knowledge of the

pathology of dijihtheria.

The first series of experiments was made by inocu-

lating bits of fresh diphtheritic membrane in the

mouth and thigh of thirty-two animals ; eighteen be-

ing rabbits, the remainder cats, dogs, and a goat. Six

of these animals, all being rabbits, died within about

two weeks or less from the time of inoculation. Post-

mortem examination discovered evidences of tubercu-

losis in every instance. In only one case was there

any tracheal false membrane, and in this the deposit

may have been due simply to a catarrhal inflamma-

tion. Micrococci were found in the blood. In no

case did inoculation by the mouth cause any local or

general symptoms, a fact which corresponds with the

observation of Curtis and Satterthwaite, that inocu-

lations in the cornea were entirely ineffective. The
inoculations in the thigh seemed to result in the de-

velopment of small, cheesy lumps. These either be-

came absorbed, or they infected the system and

caused death by tuberculosis. The rabbits, then, it

is concluded, may either die very soon after inocula-

tion of diphtheritic membrane, by absorption of a

non-specific septic poison, or they may die a week
or two later from a tuberculosis due to absorption of

cheesy products. Most of the animals experimented

on by Curtis and Satterthwaite died from the former

cause, perhaps because they used larger pieces of

membrane and inoculated more deeply.

It was shown by subsequent experiments that the

tuberculosis was not due to anything specific in the

membrane, for that disease followed the inoculation

of bits of wood, glass, and wire.

So far, not much more had been discovered than

was already known.

The next series of experiments was made to de-

termine the accuracy of Trendelenburg's assertion

that the introduction of pseudo-membrane into the

trachea produces diphtheria. Dried dij)htheritic

membrane was introduced into the trachea of four

rabbits. One of these died in five days. The post-

mortem showed a delicate pseudo-membrane in the

trachea. It was 1 mm. thick in some i:)arts, was

infested with micrococci, and showed the usual struc-

ture of natural and traumatic pseudo-membrane. The
internal organs were tuberculous, but there were no

bacteria in the blood. The experiments, as far as

they went, confirm the statements of Trendelenburg,

but they indicate very little.

A study was then made of the effects of ammonia

in producing pseudo-membranous trachitis. This

substance Avas injected into the trachea of four rab-

bits, a cat, and a dog. All the animals except the

dog died, death generally coming on in two or three

days. False membrane was observed in the trachea

of all six animals, and tubercles were also uniformly

present in the internal organs. Furthermore, con-

trary to the statements of Oertel, bacteria and micro-

cocci were in every instance found in the traumatic

false membranes. The experiments seemed to show

that diphtheritic membrane placed in the trachea

will produce a fatal isseiido-membranous trachitis,

although the same membrane inoculated in the thigh

will not cause death, except indirectly, by exciting

caseous foci and a resulting tuberculosis. This point,

as stated by the exi^erimenters, needs a further study.

A fifth set of experiments showed that other for-

eign bodies, such as slougji, inflammatoiy products,

and pus, will also produce a pseudo-membranous

tracliitis. So that the conclusion is almost certain

that such trachitis is not a specific process, but is

only an intense inflammation such as any highly irri-

tant body may excite.

As a general conclusion, then, it is stated that the

contagious material of diphtheria is really of the na-

ture of a septic jioison which is also locally very irri-

tant to the mucous membranes ; so that when brought

in contact with the fauces and nose it produces an

intense croupous inflammation simj^ly by its local

action, and without any absorption. But further,

though it may sometimes thiis act locally and di-

rectly, it may also bring on the angina by being first

absorbed, then acting locally by being carried in the

blood to the mucous membrane of the throat. Un-

der this theory, again, it is jDossible that the poison
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niav cause a pur(>ly local angina, no almorption oc-

curring ; or, on the othor hiuul, ii niniple local nou-

specilic trachitiH may end in adynamic tliplitlieria in

consequonce of absorption of septic material.

In regard to tho relatioD of bacteria to the disease,

it is stated that it seems altogether impruliable that

they have any connection witli it wluitever. There

is, however, tlie i»ossil)ility tliat the bacteria may act

tipon the exudations of the tnu-hea as the yeast plant

acts upon sugar, and cause the production of a sep-

tic poison which differs from that of ordinary putre-

faction, and bears such relations to the system as,

when absorbed, to cause the systemic symptoms of

diphtheria.

These >'iews in regard to the nature of the diph-

theria poison have a good deal of the hyi)othetical

about them, and are, indeed, only put forward ten-

tatively by their a\ithors. The experiments of Dr.

"Wood and Dr. Formad are veiy instructive, but per-

haps in no direction more than in showing where

further investigation is needed. It is to be hoped

that the National Board of Health, whose biilletius

have heretofore been somewhat meagre in scientific

matter, will see that the present work is continued.

Ucuifius iiiitt Uoticrs of Oooks.

On the BHiE, Jattndice, and BrLTorrs Diseases. By
J. WicKHAM Lego, Fellow of the Eoyal College of

Physicians of London, etc. 8vo, pp. 719. New
York : D. Appleton & Co. 1880.

The practitioner who has come to the conclusion
that very little of value can be said of the bile or the
diseases with which it is associated, will be somewhat
astonished at the size and contents of the present
work. Considering the subjects treated, and the ne-
cessity for positive knowledge concerning them, lie

is, at tirst, willing to condone the infliction of such a
large volume and such an elaborate treatise, but af-

ter wading through the larger number of chapters,
and arrinng at " conclusions in which nothing is

concluded," he naturally jv'ishes that the work was
half its present size, and was of a more jiractical

chai*acter. Saying thus much, it is due to the author
to state that the work shows great research, labori-
ous consultation of authorities, and carefxil stitdy of
the results of experiments upon the complex fluid.

That very few jjractical deductions are made is due
more to the abstniseness of the subject itself than
for any lack of painstaking on the jjart of the author.
In a word, then, the practitioner who takes uj} this
work for the sake of any aid that it may afford him
in the treatment of diseases of which jaundice is a
symptom will be much disapjiointed. To the phys-
iological chemist the case will be entirely different,

for such will find a very complete review of the
chemistry of the bile, and what :s known of its phys-
iological properties. Concernii g the latter point,
in view of the expressed ixnce, t .inty whether the
liver be a mere filter, or if it secrete the bile itself,

it would appear that some further investigations are
called for. The same may be said concerning the
direct influence of the ingestion of food and the

quality and amount of the latter, the influence of

nervous excitation, the real offices of the fluid, and
the causes of its absence' in the fa-ces in certain i)ath-

ological conditions. Concerning tlie latt^-r i)oint

our author maintains that it cannot be looked upon
solely as an excrement, for it has been seen that deep
changes in nutrition have followed its diverhion from
the body ; that there is no evidence that it is neces-

sar}' for the process of digestion, or for the puq)Ose8
of a purge ; tliat it has any sj)ecial power in arrest-

ing ijutrefaction ; and that it is capable of neutral-

izing the acid of the chyme. In fact, the only offices

which are not positively disputed to it are the emul-
sifying of fats and the changing of starch into sugar.

What we do uftt know lias lioen proven by ver^' care-

ful and numerous experiments, and it is, perhaps,

comforting to imagine that so far we have made a

good beginning. The action of various dnigs upon
the 1)ile is given in much detail, and is a careful sum-
mai-y of tlie experiments of Rutherford, Scott, Koh-
rig, and others. The usual ])ractical guides to the

presence of bile in the fseces not l)eing reliable, ac-

cording to our author, much of clinical experience

regarding the action of so-called cholagogues goes
for naught. For instance. Dr. Legg maintains that

the absence of color in the tVeces is not, as a rule,

due to the absence of h\\e, and that the presence of

the latter can only be determined with cei-tiiiuty by
chemical examination.

In the ]iortions of the work in which the diseases

of which jaundice is a symptom are treated, the au-

thor has expended much labor and research, but in

the general arrangement of his subjects he has re-

versed the general order by giving precedence to the
symptom and its treatment. And yet, in the last

chaptei', he suggests that the term bilious diseases

be entirely abolished. But the faulty arrangement
does not detract from the otherwise vahxable mate-
rial presented under the diff"erent jjathological con-
ditions associated with jaundice.

Under these heads we have presented to us a very
exhaustive account of the symjitoms and pathologi-

cal anatomy of acute yellow atrophy, of the jaundice

of yellow fever, the icteric conditions associated

with phos])horous, antimony, arsenical, and other
poisonings ; also the jaundice of pregnancy, of the

fcE*us, of the new-bom, etc. The work concludes
with a copious bibliography, which is jjarticularly

rich in references to the literature of acute yellow
atrojjhy. The work is well juinted, and is gotten up
in the usual good style of the publishers. The
jjaper is fine, the tvi)ograi)hy excellent, and the

chromo-lithographs and eugi-avings are well exe-

cuted.

A Treatise on the Practice of Medicine, for the
Use of Stxtjents and Practitioners. Bv EoBEitTS
Barthodow, M.A., M.D., LL.D., Prof. Mat. Med.
and General Therapeutics, Jefferson Med. College,

Philadelphia, etc. Hvo, pp. 853, New York : D.
Appleton & Co. 1880.

In a work such as the one before us there are many
points to take into consideration in estimating its

value as a text-book for students and practitioners.

But, considering its varied contents, these points can
only be discussed in a general way. It may be said

in the beginning that the work is of a thoroughly
practical character, which fact will account for, or

;
rather excuse, its almost comparatively small size. .

j

It would api^ear that everything is sacrificed to

I

bre\-ity and condensation of such facts in clinical

I
history, pathology, and theraj^eutics as may serve
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the purposeSijof one who desires to get at a practical

point by the shortest and surest ronte. To accom-
plish such a resiilt not only involves a vast amount
of study, researcli, and experience, but a faculty for

bringing out the salient points, and presenting them
in an intelligible and practical form. That Professor
Bartholow is peculiarly qualified for such a task the

l^resent work fully attests. The discussion of any
extraneous matters is omitted, as is also the reference

to theories to explain this or that symptom, patho-
logical condition, or therapeutical result. The divi-

sion of subjects is natural, because anatomical in

character. Each ajiparatus is taken up in turn,

the various diseases described as to etiology, diagno-
sis, and treatment. In perusing the work, the reader
cannot fail to be stnick with the appreciation on the

part of the author of the wants of the practitioner.

This is api^arent not only in referring to the pathol-

ogy and treatment of the disease, but more particu-

larly to its symptomatology, giving a pathological

reason for the latter which serves to fix it in the
mind of the reader. The diagnosis of disease is

studied with jjarticular care, and no pains are taken
to present in the smallest space the necessary jjoints

to be taken into consideration in arriving at a con-
clusion. In some of these respects it resembles Da
Costa's Medical Diagnosis, which, so far, is giving it

the highest praise.

As might be anticipated, our author is a therapeu-
tist in every sense of the word. But in his efforts to

25rove that medicines are of value in the treatment of

disease, and that some are almost specific in their

action, his enthusiasm sometimes gets the better of

liis judgment. Still the end so much justifies the
means that no candid reader will call him to account.

The new departure at this time is particularly desir-

able, and will tend to turn the attention of the pro-

fession to the more thorough and comprehensive
study of the science of therapeutics.

The work as a whole is peculiar, in that it is

stamped with the individuality of its author. The
reader is made to feel that the experience upon which
this work is based is real, that the statements of the

writer are founded on firm convictions, and that

throiighout the conchisions are eminently sound.
It is not an elaborate treatise, neither is it a manual,
but half-way between ; it may be considered a thor-

oughly useful, trustworthy, and jH-actical guide for

the general practitioner.

A New School PHYSiotiOGY. By Eichard J. Dungli-
sox, A.M., M.D., Editor of Dunglison's Medical
Dictionary, etc. 12mo, 314 j:)!?. Philadelphia

:

Porter A: Coates.

Tms is a well an-anged, comprehensive maniial of

physiology, and cannot fail to meet with the wants
of teachers and scholars. The author has used good
judgment, not only in the selection of his subjects,

but in their intelligible and jjopular j)resentation.

On Slight Ailments : their Xature and Tre.\t-

MENT. By Lionel S. Beale, M.B.F.K.S., Fellow
of Roval College of Phvsicians, etc. 12mo, pp.
353. Philadelphia : Presley Blakiston. 1880.

The title of this little work is quite novel and taking.

It cannot as such fail to recommend itself to the

attention of the medical public. If it is destined to

fulfil the expectations that it would naturally create,

it will invite attention to an entirely new department
of study, a study which is very much neglected.

Fully fifty per cent, of all the cases that the physi-

cian is called upon to treat are comparatively trifling

in character ; that is to say, are such as do not par-

ticularly endanger life, or invite a permanent derange-
ment of health. Hence the jn-escril^er treats them
with more or less indiflerence, and dismisses the
patient without caring to give him much satisfaction

or treatment. But there is ofttimes more skill to be
shown in the satisfactory treatment of these ailments
than is generally imagined. A slight dyspepsia, a
teasing neuralgia, a l)ad breath, a jjersistent muscular
jjain, and a headache are just as legitimate subjects
for treatment as pneumonia, Bright's kidney, dysen-
tery, or typhoid fever. It is safe to say further that
many times more reputations are made and unnjade,
as measured by the skill in treating what are called

trifling ailments than is usually believed to Ix? the
case by general i)ractitioners. Prof. Beale's little

work furnishes a very efficient means to that end,
treating as it does of the diseases which are of com-
mon occuri'ence, and on that account supi^osed to be
of no importance. The reader who peruses the work
will be imjiressed with the necessity of studying the
slightest depai-ture from the healthy standard, and
thereby preventing serious maladies. Its table of

contents will give a fair idea of the scojje of the
manual. After a suitable introductory, the state of
the tongue in health and slight ailments is consid-
ered, after which are likewise treated in turn the
conditions of appetite, nausea, thirst, hunger, indi-

gestion, constipation, diarrhtea, biliousness, sick
headache, neuralgia, rheumatism, feverish states, and
common forms of slight inflammations. All these
subjects are well considered, and will well rej^ay a
careful penisal.

A Manual of Minor Surgery and Bandaging. By
Christopher Heath, F.R.C.S. Sixth edition.

Philadeliihia : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1880.

This edition of " Heath's Manual " has been some-
what enlarged and revised. It now contains 115 il-

lustrations, and, as far as its text is concerned, veiy
efiectually covers the field usually occupied by works
of its class. The descriptions of the various minor
operations are to the point, and are, by aid of the il-

lustrations, made perfectly intelligible to the merest
tyro. Its standard has been fixed for the require-

ments of the house-surgeon in a large hospital, and
is maintained throughout the work. For obvious
reasons it is peculiarly fitted for the wants of the
general jDractitioner who is called ujion to do ordi-

nary surgical ojjerations.

The Ocean as a Health Resort : a Handbook of
Practical Information as to Sea Voyages, for the
use of Tourists and Invalids. By William S.

Wilson, L.E.C.P., Lond. 12mo, pp. 260. Presley
Blakiston. 1880.

This is a readable book, s\Titten in a j^opular style,

and, as its title indicates, gi^ang some practical hints

concerning life on the ocean. The remarks are based
on the incidents of a voyage to Australia, and much
practical information is given under the following
headings : curative effect of ocean climate ; various
health voyages, such, for instance, as those to West
Indies, Brazil, Ca])e of Good Hope, India, Suez
Canal, etc. ; choosing a ship ; life at sea ; climate

;

weather ; objects of interest at sea ; climate of Aus-
tralia ; South Africa and its climate ; and the meteor-
ology of the ocean. Api^euded are some directions

concerning the necessary outfit, and a chart showing
the ocean routes and illustrating the physical geog-
raphy of the sea. The author gives ample evidence
of being practically familiar with his subject, and has
written for the travelling i^ublic a very useful manual.
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ThK PATHdUinV, DiAONOSIS, AND TkEATMENT OF Dl8-
KASRs OK Women, inclinUnpr tho Dini^iosis of
rrc^Tiancv. Hy (timi.rA- Hkwitt, M.D. Third
Aiin'ric'iin from Thin! Loiitlon H.litioii. IJovisoil

and onlftrged. With Oiio Unndrod mid Thirty-two
lUnstrutioiis. Philadolphiii: JJndsiiv A: BlukiHtou.
ISSU.

Dr. Hewitt is i)erlmi).s tho best representative of
English g\Tieoology, and liis name, as tho autlior of
this hook, gives a.ss\irance tliat its couteuts deserve
attention, even though they are now eight years old.
The last London edition of this work was printed in
1872. Still, in most deimrtnients, the views therein
expressed have not ])eeu superseded, and the book
is to be criticised more for what it lacks than for any
errors it directly conveys. The author belongs t<)

the mechanical school of uterine i)athologists, put-
ting displacements, tiexions, etc., as the initial i)oint
of most of the morbid changes. His views are just,

so far as they go, but he fails to ai)i)reciate at all the
pathogenetic importance of lacemtions of the cer\-ix
and of the i>eriueum. His methods of treating dis-
placements are essentially in acicord with those of
the best American g}-uecologists, and need not be
farther criticised. In regard to gynecological sur-
gery, however. Dr. Hewitt is far behind his American
comi>eers. He is not only unsatisfactory in describ-
ing the operations, but he does not give all those
that have been introduced at the present day. We
instance the fact that cystotomy for cystitis is not re-
ferred to at all, so far as we can find."^

The book is written in a pleasant and readable
style. It will form a very useful addition to the
libmry of the specialist, but it is quite insufficient
for the beginner, who wishes to gi-ound himself in
modern gynecological science.

A Treatise on the Common Forms of Functional
Nervols Diseases. By L. Pctzel, M.D. New
York : William Wood " A; Co. ISSO. " Wood's
Library of Standard Medical Authors."

In the preface to this work the author states his be-
lief that patliological anatomists have now done
nearly eveiything possible to discover the lesions
in the diseases of which he writes. They have sig-
nally failed so far, and it is highly imi>robable, he
says, that they ever will succeed. ' The changes at
the i-oot of the so-called functional di-seases are mo-
lecular, and if ever their exact nature is discovered,
it will most likely be through the balance of the
chemist. It is perfectly legitimate, therefore, we are
told, to use the term " functional disease," and it is

wiser just now to pay more attention to the clinical
study of this class of afifections, as being much more
likely to produce .satisfactoiy results.

These are bold views to exjiress at a time when
pathological anatomy is being studied with so much
enthusiasm. That they are sensible and true, how-
ever, we confidently believe, and the valual)le charac-
ter of the present work gives a solid support to the
judgment of the author in asserting them.
The four classes of diseases treated of by Dr. Put-

zel are, chorea, epilepsy, neuralgia, and peripheral
paralyses. In each the clinical history is made a
prominent feature. On all the .subjects the author
shows a complete familiarity with neurological liter-
ature, while he adds no little original matter from
his own experience.
The section on chorea is, perhaps, the most perfect

of the four. It is, indeed, the model of a practical
monograph, and forms the best short presentation of
the subject that has been given. Xo one, of course,

can diHcusH the pathology of chorea without Bubject-

ing himself to criticism ; nor will Dr. Putzel bo an
exception. He discredits the value of jiathological

anatomy as atlbnling any light to the seat f)r nature
of the lesion in tliis disease, and he gives support to

the theory of the malnutrition of tlie cortical gan-
glion cells as affording the most satisfacton.' explana-
tion of its pathology. No theory, however, shonld
be considered at all complete or satisfactory which
ignores the facts of the close relations often existing

between hemichorea and embolic hemiplegia, or of

the anatomical fact of the extremely frequent exist-

ence of vcg(!tations upon the valves of the heart.

The chapters on epile{)sy are excellent ones. They
contain, besides descriptions of the different fonns
of the disease, the records of cases illustrating cer-

tain i*are clinical features, such, for instance, as the
persistence of consciousness during an epilei)tic at-

tack. The author favors the " explosive " theors' of

Jackson to explain the nature of the disease. The
chapter on treatment is rather meagi-e.

The section on neuralgia does not call for s])ecial

comment, except, perhaps, in regard to the jmrt de-
voted to treatment. Dr. Putzel is inclined to l>e

pessimistic as to the efficacy of dnigs. He ])arade8

no panaceas, and announces no wonderful specifics.

Additional c-onfidence can therefore be given to those
measures which are recommended.

Strychnia and galvanism are strongly endorsed in

sciatica, and aconitia in trigeminal neuralgia. We
find no mention of croton chloral or of tonga, and
very little is said regarding nen-e-stretching. Mor-
I^hia is refeiTed to with little favor. The section, on
the whole, is vastly .superior to the last work upon
this subject by Dowse.
The chajiters on jieripheral jjaralysis are especially

valuable, l:)ecause they contain descriptions not found
in works on general medicine, nor to any full extent

in English works on diseases of the nen-ous system.
The subject is treated here as completely as possible

in a jjractical work. We are unable to see, however,
by what authority he classifies inflammations of the
nerves among functional diseases.

We regret that the author could not include some
of the other than "common" functional nervous dis-

eases in his work ; nor do we see how he could justly

exclude such diseases as hysteria, migraine or writers'

cramp. What the author has done, however, he has
done more than well, and it would be hypercritical

to find fault for what the book has not.

TRAN8.ACTIONS OF THE StaTE MeDICAL SoCIETY OF
Arkansas. Fiith Annual Session, May 5, 1880.

This is a modest-looking volume, but it contains a
number of interesting pajiers. One of the most im-
portant is that by Dr. J. H. Southall on " Exi:)ert

Testimony without Compensation." In this the
author relates the history of a case in which he vin-

dicated the right of the physician to refuse to testify

as an expert under pay as an ordinary witness. A
novel case is that reported by Dr. Thos. W'. Hurley
on "Septicemic Poisoning and Mercurial Eczema
Caused by Wearing Vulcanite Plates."

Health and Healthy Homes : A Guide to Domestic
Hygiene. By George Wel-son, M.A., M.D., etc.

With Notes and Additions ])y J. G Richakd-Son,
M.D., etc. 8vo, pp. 314. Philadelphia : Presley
Blakiston. 1880.

The author has endeavored, in this work, to place
before the laity the subject of hygiene in a practical

and concise manner. All the topics treated of are
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well worthy of penisal, especially the chapters on
the "Causes of Disease," "Food and Diet," " C'loan-

liness and Clotliinf^," and "The Home and its Sur-

roundings." The book is gotten up in a creditable

manner, and will prove of inestimable value to thoso

who are interested in the care of families, as well as

to others who wish to gain a knowledge of a subject

about which so little, comparatively, is known.

Heports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Stated Meeting, Octobei- 7, 1880.

FoRDTCE Barker, M.D., LL.D., President, in the
Chair.

After the reading of the minutes, the Librarian, Dr.
Laurence Johnson, reported that 202 bound and
29 unbound volumes, 535 medical journals, and 245
medical pamphlets had been received since the last

meeting.
The Corresponding Secretaiy, Dr. John G. Adams,

announced the death of Alfred Swavue Taylor and
Wm. Sharpey, of London, Francis Eichley, of Italy,

Paul Broca, of Paris, von Hebra, of Vienna, and C.

D. Jackson, of Boston.
The Chairman of the Committee on Admissions,

Dr. Mark Blumenthal, recommended the election of

the following gentlemen as Corresjjonding Fellows

:

Philip S. Wales, Surgeon-General of theU. S. Navy ;

Gaetano La Loggia, of Palermo, Italy ; and Fred-
erick D. Lente, of Florida. They were unanimously
elected.

THE AIR WE BREATHE AS AFFECTING HEALTH

was the title of a paper that was then read by Dr.
Francis V. White, who first referred to the compo-
sition of atmosjiheric air as found without and within
l)uildings. Bad air, according to Angus Smith, con-
tained 20.06 of oxygen, and an atmosphere that could
l)e endured for only a short time, according to the
same author, contained 17.20 of oxygen. The
maximum proportion of ozone was stated to be

To-J-iuni Pfi'i't of the bulk, and the chief source of that

constituent was atmospheric electricity. Ozone was
more abundant during the night than in the day

;

more in winter than in summer ; and least in damp,
foggy weather. The author of tlie paper then re-

ferred to the purity of the atmospheric air at dif-

ferent heights, from six to forty feet, and showed
how the character of the strata could be modified
by winds, etc. He then passed to the consideration
of the atmospheric air within buildings, and dwelt
at some length iipon the deleterious influence of

ground-air and the methods that had been proposed
for giving us immunity from its eWls. Reference
aud quotations were made from Dr. Stephen Smith's
writings on hosjjital organization in that connection,
and special mention was made of the heated shaft,

with openings at various dej^ths, as the proposed
means for removing the e\'il influence exerted by
ground- air.

The sources of impure air within dwellings were
then noticed, such as vegetable and other siibstances

in the cellar in an improper condition, the advent of

sewer-gas, the use of carpets which become loaded
with dust and all sorts of impurities, and when stirred

or Tinloaded, fill the atmosjihere with deleterious
particles.

Another source of vitiated air within buildings

was combTistion from artificial lights, and some in-

teresting analyses of the air in theatres were given.

The question of ventilation was considered under
three heads : 1, natural, 1)V means of doors, etc. ; 2,

asi)iration, by means of chimneys, etc. ; and H, pro-

pulsion, by means of fans, etc. A somewhat ex-

tended reference was here made to the writings of

Dr. John S. Billings on this sul)ject, who regarded the
question of heating and ventilation as still prol^lem-

atical—that is, so that all parts of each room, at all

times, shall be as free from dangerous imi)urities and
perceptible odors as the external air, without caus-

ing discomfort to the occupants, irrespective of the

dryness or moisture of the external air. The author
of the paper accepted the fan plan. He then passed
to the consideration of the varieties of heating appa-
ratus, such as tirei^laces, steam radiators, furnaces,

stoves, cast aud wrought iron, and jjointed out the

advantages and disadvantages which each possessed.

For i3roi:»er ventilation there must be ingress and
egi'ess of air.

The question of aii'-sujiply was then discussed, and
the conclusion reached that it should l)e taken be-

tween six and forty feet from the ground, and that it

should be screened and conveyed through conduits

made of i^roper material to which ground-air could

not have access.

A preference was expressed for vrrought-iron in-

stead of cast-iron furnaces, because of the porosity

of the former.

The author's decided preference, however, was in

favor of heating with clay heaters which have three

chambers : 1, for the recejition of cold air—below ;

2, for combustion—between ; and 3, for the hot air

—above. The quality of the heat was moist and mild,

and usually the water-pan was not needed. One ad-

vantage which the clay had over water was its power
of retaining heat for several hours after the tire had
gone out. Steam and hot water, however, were re-

garded as acceptable methods of heating, where ex-

l^ense was not a bamer.
The President asked for an expression of oj^inion

concerning the influence of gas-stoves, and the "sliam

wood fires " so fi-equently seen in fireplaces (gas

made to present the appearance of a wood fire), and
called iii^on Dr. Janes to open the discussion.

Dr. E. H. Janes, after complimenting the note-

worthy departui-e from custom which the Academy
had made by giving opportunity for discussing a

topic belonging to preventive medicine, remarked
that, in his opinion, heating rooms with gas-stoves

was the least desirable method, and was inJTirious,

because it was next to impossible to provide a suffi-

cient amoimt of ventilation to get rid of the i)r()ducts

of combustion constantly being discharged into the

room. He would not, however, say the same con-

cerning " sham fires ;
" for, he thought if th(>y were

placed well within the fireplace so as to be subject to

the draft of an ojien chimney, no harm would follow

their use. The subject of the paper was an impor-
tant one, because it was an accepted statement that

poisons entered the human body through these

channels: 1, food; 2, water; and 3, the air we
breathe, and he believed it safe to conclude that, in

the majority of cases, the offending material entered

with the ins]nred air, hence the importance of as

nearly absolutely pure air as possible for breathing

purposes. He agi-eed with Dr. White with reference

to the deleterious influence exerted by groiind-air,

and the danger to which we were exposed unless our

cellars were properly i^rotected against the exhala-
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tioDH oonstniith' rising nnd constantly li«'in^( drawn
into our lionsos, especially tlnriii;^ the HciiKons when
fiirnacos in the cellar wt>re lunited. He believed it

to be j)osHible, however, to have cellars so thorotifj;hly

cementeil as to prevent the inpn*f^s of prronnd air.

With reference to ventilation Dr. Janes tlion^ht

that if udvanta;<e was taken of the priiiciph* of hot
air ascendinj^ and cold air de.scendinf?, the waste
heat in our buildiuf^s could be ni:iJiaj<ed so as to en-

sure ]>rop(U' ventilation. Ventilation, however, was
not con lined merely to the f^ettin^ rid of a certain
number of cubic feet of vitiated air, and supply-
int? its place with a certain number of feet of pure
air, but the rcffulation of the degrees of moisture of

the atmosphere was an iinixirtant fiu-tor. He did
not believe tliat air was dei)rived of any of its mois-
ture bv comiuf^ in contact with hot iron furnaces ; it

was simply warmeil, and its capacity for holding
moisture incn-ased, therefore, only relatively dry.

But we felt that it was diy and irritating and uncom-
fortable unless a certain amount of moisture was
added.
He did not agi'ee altogether with Dr. White in

regard to heating by radiation ; but considered it as
the most healthful method of warming a room. One
of its di.sadvantages was its expense. One great ad-
vant.ige was that it warmed the body Avithout heat-

ing the air, and air wliich had not been heated was
more healthful than that which had been subjected to

heat.

The imperfect combustion of coal in heating fur-

naces give rise to a large quantity of carbonic oxide,
which was a direct poison ; and which more or less

passed through ciial iro», when heated to redness,
and thus existed in the air as a direct poisonous con-
stituent. Iron furnaces should be sufHciently large
not to require red heat. One advantage of the clay
heater was its large surface, thereby avoiding the
necessity of raising it to so high a degree of tempera-
ture as was usually necessary with the stove or iron
furnace. He thought that heating by means of water-
pipes had tlie same advantage that clay heaters did,
namely, were slowly heated and retained heat for

some time after the tire was extinguislied. With
reference to the steam coil, it was very liable to be-
come dusty, and, therefore, objectionable, as Dr.
White had remarked, but otherwise, and if kept clean,

be thouglit there was no serious objection to it as a
means of heating Imildings.

Dr. O'SuLiiFS'-^N spoke with reference to the im-
proper ventilation of churches and school-houses, and
of the necessity of avoiding ground air. As an illus-

tration of how little attention was paid to the matter
in the construction of public buildings, he cited a
ease in which a 7)eir public .school building had one-
half of its cellar Hooded with water, and the board
of managers had no idea of the exact condition of
affairs.

Dr. J.\xes thought it essential to test the air with
a hygrometer before reaching any ct)nclusion con-
cerning the amount of moisture it contained.
Dr. a. C. Post introduced resolutions complimen-

tary to Dr. Henri Naclitel, who was chierty instru-

mental in establishing " The Medical Night 8er%dce,"
and tliey were unanimously adopted.
On motion by Dr O'Hullivan. they wei-e refeiTed

to the medical and the secular press for publication.
Dr. John Ct. Ada>ls, on the part of the contributors,

presented to the Academy a portrait of Dr. H. D.
BuiiKLEY, late ])resident ri870-'71). His remarks
were seconded by Dr. Fr.\xk H. Hamilton. The
Academy then adjourned.

OHSTETRIC SECTION.

ShiU'il Mt'cdiu/, September 2'.\, 1H80.

Du. Salvatoue Caro, Chairman.

DBMONHTRATION OK POUTiLET'S OIIHTETRIC FOIW.'EPS, WITH
GENRRATi REMARKS TU'ON THE I'RtJPER USE OP FOR-
CEI'S AT THE Htll'KRIOR STRAIT.

Dr. Josef Klcher read a pajxtr and made the dem-
onstration above indicated. Tin! princijih) illustrated

in Poullet's instrument was essentiaUy that ujton

which Tarnier's forceps o])erates, with tiie adilition

of an a]>paratus for regulating and determining the
amount of traction foiVe applied. To illustrate, take
an ordinary i>air of h)ng forceps, pass a strong cord
or tai)e through each fenestra (in Poullet's instru-

ment there is a hole for this ijurjjose in shank of the

blade, just below the fenestra), bring the ends out
and tie them around a i)ivot attached to a button
which is moved forward or backward by a thumb-
screw at the end (jf a long iron btCr that terminates
in two ))added feet which ])ress against the inner sur-

face of the thighs of the woman.
The author of tim paper doubted whether either

Poullet's or Tarnier's instruments would ever come
into general use while so much could be accompli.shed
by an intelligent use of forceps long and favorably

known to the profession. (The application of Poul-
let's forceps was demonstrated on a manikin.)

Dr. T. G. Tho.ma.s remarked that he had but little

to say concerning the forceps exhiltited, for the reason
that it was of doubtful utility to discuss the use of

an instiiiment the ]>ractical action of which we know
little or nothing. There were two fields in which to

demonstrate obst(^trical instniments : 1, on the man-
ikin ; and 2, in the lying-in chamber, on the living

woman^ However jjrettily an instrument might fit

the manikin fcetal head and draw it through tlie ])assa-

ges of a manikin body, it could not he argued there-

from that it would operate equally satisfactorily uijon

the living woman. He thought the ojjinion exi)re8.sed

by the author of the jiaper, with reference to the use
of forcei)s, were those which were generally accejjted

by obstetricians in this countiy. There was one
point to which he wished to dii'ect attention, and it

w'as that in deformity of the jjelvis the forceps were
very frequently applied too early. He had seen the
forceps applied and the most strenuous etforts made
at effecting delivery fail. The instruments were then
removed, and in the course of a few hom-s reapplied,

when a delivery that was impossible before had be-

come much easier from the fact tliat during the hours
of waiting the labor-pains had been moulding the
head of the child, its shape had become conical, etc.,

so that it entered as a wedge into the contracted
pehds.
Another point was as to irhen the forceps should

be applied. He believed that the nile, when the
head of the child was at the inferior strait or in the
cavity of the pelvis, was entirely different from that

which belonged to the use of the forceps at the su-
perior sti-ait.

If the head was within the pelvis or at the inferior

strait, the forceps should always be applied with ref-

erence to the child's head, not with reference to the
pelvis of the mother ; and for the reason that the op-
erator could choose the short diameters of the head,
put them on where the i)elvis was not occuj^ied, and
deliver with greater advantage tlian by doing other-

wise.

But delivery from the superior strait was an en-

tirely different question. In most instances the
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necessity arose from deformity of the pelvis, ami
when sucli was the ease, delivery should be attem])t-

ed only witli special reference to the diameters of tlie

entrance to the bony canal. He thon^^ht that, wli(>ii

Dr. Barnes insisted that in delivering from the snjje-

rior strait tlie ftn-ceps should bo used with reference to

the pelvis, that lie was in accord with Sniellie's origi-

nal idea in the construction of the long forceps ; f(n-

they were constructed with reference to that very

fact, and not with reference to the head of the child.

Again, in probably uinoty-nine out of one hundred
cases we were uncertain as to the degree of the de-

formity of the pelvis. The measurements of the

pelvis were very imperfect indeed. Let it be sup-
posed, for examjjle, that the obstetrician was uncer-
tain with regard to the extent of the deformity : he
thought it was safe and good 2)ractice to watch the
woman carefully, taking into consideration her gene-
ral condition, the condition of the soft parts partic-

ularly, and not interfere until the necessity was man-
ifest. With reference to the application of the for-

ceps, he thought that a great mistake was made if

they were used with the idea that they must be ad-

hered to throughout the case. The obstetric forceps
should be applied as a tentative measure. A mod-
erate or full degree of force might be applied, but
after such, and the head not descending, the forceps
should be displaced by some other method, and one
of two others the obstetrician might adopt :

First, if the head was perfectly movable, rersion.

Second, far better than either the forcejas or ver-

sion, if the head was immovable, was the operation of

craniotomy.
Dr. Isaac; E. Taylor believed that the forcejis, in

a case of contracted pelvis at the sui^erior strait,

must always be applied to the sides of the pelvis, and
that they could never be ap23lied over the ears, as had
been claimed to be possible by some writers. He be-
lieved it to Ije impossible to apply the forceps directly

autero -posteriorly under such cii'cumstances, as had
been claimed by some gentlemen in Philadelphia.

Again, he thought he had never seen the forceps
applied to the child's head in tlie cavity of the j^elvis.

With regard to forcf, he believed that there was no
necessity for it in forceps delivery. He believed in

what he called the " relay treatment ;
" that is, the

application of the forceps, gently holding the head in

contact with the internal os, changing the direction
of the expulsive force if necessary, etc., for ten, fif-

teen, or twenty minutes, and if not much advance-
ment was made, remove the instruments, and, for a
time, allow Nature to manage the case. Then re-

apply the forceps, and in most cases it would be
found that a moderate amount of traction would cause
the head to descend much easier than before. In that
way the instruDjents might be reai^plied several times

;

and finally, he never completely delivered the woman
with the forceps. He contended that an intelligent

operator was as capal)le of judging concerning the
amount of force to be expended as was the instru-

Qient offered by Tai-nier in its modification by Poul-
let. The fact was that all obstetric operations must
be tested at the bedside of the woman, where a li\ang

aianikin was to be operated on and two lives were to

be saved. He regarded Dr. Thomas's remarks as en-
irely proper with reference to version in case deliv-

ivj could not be effected by the forceps ; but he
thought that it could be accomplished by external

.'ersion. He has not introduced his hand into the
items for that purpose over three times during the
ast thirty years.

He thought that craniotomy should, as much as

possible, be avoided. Dr. Taylor then related the
history of cases illustrating the value of the " relay

treatment."

Dr. Studley exhibited a modification which ho
had made of Tarnier's forceps.

Dr. Kucher remarked that Tarnier had made six

modifications of his own instrument, and, curious
enougli, liis /?'r.s< modification was exactly that offered

by Dr. Htudley.

Dr. S. T. Hubhard referred to throe cases, inter-

esting, with reference to modes of treatment :

In the^AV.sV, Dr. Taylor in consultation, attempt at

delivery with forceps failed. Version was performed,
and a living child was the result.

In the fidcond c&se, Dr. Taylor in consultation, the
use of the force])s was unsuccessful. Craniotomy
was performed. The mother lived. The same wo-
man became pregnant again, and was delivered with-
out assistance, and there was not much difference in

the size of the children.

In the third case, Dr. Taylor in consultation, the
forceps were ajjplied three times, and the woman was
delivered with safety.

The Chairman remarked, with reference to the
time \rlien the forceps should be applied, that after

Nature had ceased her efforts art must come to tlie

aid of the mother, but the delay must not be too
great.

CoiTcspoiiticnce.

RAPID LITHOTRITY.

BiGELOw's IVIethod—Death From Suppression of
Urine.

To THE Editor of The Medical Eecokd.

Sir :—I wish to put on record a synopsis of a fatal

case of lithotrity, hojiing that before long the statis-

tics of this operation will enable the profession to

jDass a verdict upon its merits as compared to

lithotomy.

August 25, 1880, a gentleman, iot. 70, resident of

Alabama, consulted me concerning some trouble

with his bladder. For six years jiist previous he
had suffered from occasional attacks of cystitis and
had passed at various intervals of this time a dozen
urinary calculi, the largest of which measured about
one-quarter of an inch in its longest diameter.

I sounded him and discovered a stone about one
inch in diameter. Within the last few months his

suffering had been much increased. He was pros-

trated from loss of sleep and the intense pain ex-

perienced in micturition, which act was necessary
during every hour or two of the twenty-four. He
was consuming about four grains of oi)ium a day.

The urine was loaded with pus and contained con-

siderable blood. No casts. A slight amount of al-

bumen was present, due to liqucn' puris, which always
contains this substance.

For two weeks I prepared the patient for operation
by tonics, diet, and gradual dilatation of the urethra.

His condition improved considerably, and in consul-

tation with Professor E. L. Keyes and Dr. E. A.
Banks, who rendered me ver}' valuable assistance,

the operation was performed on September 14tli.*

The etherization and operation lasted fifty minutes.

I am also under obligation to Drs. Cramer and Ayers for the ser-

vice rendered as assistants.
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Four soparuto cnisliinf»8 and washings wcno niadn.

Tho stono nu'asurod a fnu-tion more than one inrh
in tho Krii'^p <»f the litliotrito. Tho instninu?nt used
was Profossor Kcyos' moditication of Sir H. Tlionjp-

son's crushor, and the exlianstin^' aiijmratu.s was
Thompson's. Tl»e largest tubo (18 Ann'rican) tillod

tho urethra tightly. Tho stono, as the autopsy provod,
was thoroughly roniovod without any injury to the
bladdor. Tho patient rallied well from tho opera-
tion, talked rationally, and passed his urine several

times in small (piantities during the first six hours.
A few hours later his water ceased to How, he be-

came delirious and vomited a small quantity of dark-
colored fluid. The vomiting was oxj)losive in char-
Rcter and indicated nra-mia. In order to be sure
that there was no retention, I introduced a small soft

catheter into the bladder and drew off about two
ounces of bloody urine, at the same time washing the
bladder out witli a three per cent, carbolic acid solu-

tion. The urioruia i)er8isting, I administered a " jss.

fl. ext. jaborandi per rectum, which ])roduced pro-
fuse perspii-ation and relieved these dangerous symp-
toms for the time. In consultation witli my friend

Dr. E. A. Banks, it was determined to attemjjt a res-

toration of the functions of the kidneys by the use of
infusion of digitalis and citrate of i)otas. As soon as
the patient was l)rought under the influence of this

mixture the uri:-ie flowed in fair quantity, but incon-
tinently. Chloral and morphia were given when
necessary to relieve pain. He was fed on iced milk
with a small quantity of whiskey added, at intervals

and in fair quantity. Despite every effort the patient
sank in a comatose condition and died eighty hours
after the operation.

"With the assistance of Drs. Banks and Edward
Avers I made an autopsy sixteen hours after death.

A careful examination of the bladder showed this

organ positively without an injury. There was evi-

dence of the cvstitis which had long existed. The
third lob? of the prostate, which stood uj) in front

of the internal orifice of the urethra, was slightly

bruised by the passage over it of the exhausting
tubes ; but this injury was trifling in extent and not
worthy of consideration as a factor in the fatal re-

anlt. There were a half-dozen sand-like particles of
the stone at the neck of the bladder, all of which
would have easily passed /)er 7trethram with the first

forcible act of urination. The condition of the
mucous membrane of the bladder proved that it had
not been " caught up " by the lithotrite. In the
prostatic follicles were found embedded twelve small
calculi, which had undoubtedly formed in these
follicles. The longest of these was about one-six-
teenth of an inch in diameter.

The left kidney showed two cicatrices, most proba-
bly the remains of quite recent abscesses. In the
peh-is of this organ and in the interpyramidal sub-
stance was a quantity of extravasatod blood. The
right kidney was intensely congested, as in acute
desqxiamative nephritis.

It was concluded that the cause of death was sup-
pression of urine and uriomia, resulting ft-om the
shock of lithotrity, the shock resulting from urethral
distention rather than from irritation of the bladder.

In summing up this case it may be said that, in
justification of the unsuccessful issue :

1. The patient was over seventy years of age. 2.

Had suffered from the disease at intervals for six

years past, and constantlv and severely for over a vear
just precetling the operation. 3. Had had old kidney
trouble. 4. Had twelve calculi in the .substance of
the prostate.

As against tho result : 1. Despite his a<lvanced age
and long sickn(?sH, he was thought to be iu good
enough jdiysical condition to stand lithotrity without
much danger. 2. He was calm, i)hil<is<)phic, coura-
geous and iioijoful. The stone was of small size.

J(JHN A. Wyeth, M.D.
Oct. 1. ISSO.

ASYLUM MORTALITV AND NON-RE-
STliAIXT.

To TUB Editor or Tub Mriiical RBConn.

Sir—In the RnroRD of October Ifith appears an item
headed "A.sylum Mortality and Non-restraint," in

which is noted a diminishing death-rate in the County
Asylum of Lancaster, England, and the fact is ex-

plained solely by the abolition of mechanical restraint.

Scofl'ers might laugh at this exegetical feat, but the
humble searcher after truth would rather ask a ques-

tion. At my elbow lies a tabular statement of the

ratios of deaths to the average numl)ers under care

during the year 187(5, in ten asylums—all located

within the narrow limits of New England—as fol-

lows : at Augusta, Me., 13.07 per cent. ; at Concord,
N. H., 10.00 ; at Brattleboro, Yt., 5.82; at Worcester,
Mass., ir).40 ; at Taunton, 10.24 ; at Northampton,
7.80 ; at Somerville 12.50 ; at Providence, R. I. (But-

ler Hospital), 8.27; at Hartford, Conn., 6.76; at

Middletown, Conn., 6.69. Now, here is presented a

mortality varving considerably, and at .several places

as low as at Lancaster. But in all these institutions

mechanical restraint is advantageou.sly used like any
other therapeutic measure on the phvsieian's pre-

scription. Will some one explain these figures on
the " abolition " theory ?

Querist.

MALAKL\L MAMA.
To THE Editor op The Medical Record.

Sir—In a recent issue of the Medical Record I notice

a corresi^ondeut has ventured to deny that malaria is

the cause of all disease to which humanity is heir.

I am glad to know that one member of the profes-

sion has the brain to see and the courage to talk

against this assumjjtiou of human ignorance. When
I commenced the practice of medicine, thirty-five

years ago, the liver was the only organ noticed in the

human body, and calomel the only remedy. Now
malaria is the source of all oui" woes and quinine
the antidote.

Being an old doctor, I am frequently called in con-
sultation by the younger members of the profession,

and for the last ten years I cannot call to mind a
single case of any disease, from a stone bruise to a
broken neck, in which the doctor had not given qui-

nine. These doctors tell me the liooks recommend
us to do so and so. Before a man writes a book he
is just a common doctor like the balance of us ; but
as soon as he gravely writes his opinions down in a
book they become as the voice of inspiration.

Not long since I read an article at one of our county
medical societies against the use of quinine in pneu-
monia. I said that if there was no more quinine
used in the treatment of disease than was necessary,
that quinine would not be worth a dollar an ounce.
Well, my brethren said I was a heretic.

There has been an epidemic here, during the lasl

few days, among children. They had a fever, at-

tended with a cough, and the disease ended in aboul
seven days.

My professional brethren all gave quinine, tliej
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said it was malaria, and the patients all got well. I
could neithei" see noi* smell tlie malaria, so I gave no
quinine, and my jjatienta all recovered also. Of
course it was all malaria.

There has been in this vicinity an epidemic of ty-

phoid fever, or, as it is now fashionably called, tyi)ho-
malarial fever. Some gave quinine fi-om alpha to

omega, but with no apparent benefit. It neither
abated the violence, nor shortened the duration in

the slightest degree in any case.

The doctors who gave it said it was recommended
in certain books, and they considered it their Chris-
tian duty to prescribe it. I was called to one of these
cases on the ninth day of the fever, the case was a
girl of fourteen. She was most inveterately delirious.

The physician in attendance had give this beauti-
ful maiden twenty grains of qiiinine per diem, for

nine long, dreary days, and the stuff would neither
act antipyretical or vaso-motorically !

This doctor said the girl was " pizened " with ma-
laria, and he wanted to continue the quinine.
The spleen has now sujierseded the liver. We

have all become leucocythemic instead of bilious.

I am living where malaria is stii:)i)osed to reign
supreme,

j

Where the crocodile croaks,
And the bullfrogs enchant

:

Where the pond-lillies bloom,
And the lizards do haunt.
Where the goose and the duck
Forever do quake,
As they dip their broad bills]

In the mud of the lake.

But inasmuch as this malarial phantom does not
put in his appearance, unless the days are hot and
the nights cool, I suppose I may be excused for not
following the " traditions of the elders."

G. M. D.
Keytesviixe. Mo.

ARMY NEWS.
Official Lii>t of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from October 17 to October 23, 1880.

Matthews, "W. C, Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. His
assignment to duty at Cantonment on Uncomiihagre
River, Col., revoked ; and he is assigned to duty at

Fort Wingate, N. Mex. S. O. 229, Department of

the Missouri, October 16, 1880.

ToRNEY, G. H., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. When
relieved by Asst. Surgeon Matthews, to jiroceed to

Fort Lyon, Col., and report to the Post Commander
for duty. S. O. 229, C. S., Department of Missouri.

Gibson, E. J., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon. Re-
lieved from temporary duty at Fort Leavenworth,
and assigned to duty at the Cantonment on Uncom-
phagre River, Col.

'
S. O. 229, C. S., Department of

Missouri.

Extreme Rarity of Round Ulcer of the Stom-
ach IN THE South of Russia.—Prof. Laschkewitch of

Charkoflf, in a letter to the editor of Meditz. VeAtnik,

calls the attention of the profession to the extremely
rare occurrence of this disease in southern Russia.
Since 1869, when he took the charge of the University
therapeutic clinic, he had seen only one case of ulcer
of the stomach, and that was in a Jewess. Examin-
ation of 383 autopsy reports failed to find a single
mention of this disease, or of the scar indicating its

previous existence.—i»/ecto«. Vestnik, 1880, No. 29.

iHctiical 3tcnij5 aiiti Hems.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases
reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending October 23, 1880.
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6tio " HoeniH t^ have ftfTocted, to a Inrpo pxtont, Ininmn
beinj^s in this i-ity at least. I'eoph' who rarely hiivo

"eoMs," and who Ijuve not been at all exposeil, are
sn<l(lt'nly tukeii il.iwn witli a very severe form of in-

fluenza. The attiick.s last lonfjer anil are uuich more
.severe than onlinary "cohl.s."

It is useless to speeuhite on the eauses of the pre.s-

ent epidemic. Tt is, of course, attributed to some
atmospheric influence, but further than that nothing
eortain is known. There is no specific treatment for

the disease either in horses or men. Fortunately.
few of the former and none of the latter die from
its effects.

LisTEUiSM AMD OvARioTOMY.—We copv part of a
I)ungent editorial from the Lonixrillc Mrdiail Xeirs,

and can heartily endorse tlie sentiments exju'essed

by its eilitors :
" .\ h)t and acrid discussion is now

in prof^ress in Eup;laiul between Mr. Lawson Tait,

the well-known ovariotomist, and Mr. Knowsley
Thornton, a surgeon of large and growing fame in

the same line of work. Mr. Tait claims to have had
but two deaths in sixty ovariotomies jJerfornuMl with-
out the carbolic acid spray. He sjieaks of patients
' killeil by Listerism,' and declares that the recent
reduction in the death-rate in this operation is

largely, if not entirely, due to the introduction of
Mr. Keith's intraperitoneal method The
editoi*s of this journal ai-e entirely in accord with ]\Ir.

Tait on this important ([uestion. The majority of

the profession throughout the world follow Lister

;

but we believe the majority of the profession in this

instance, as in many others which medical history
records, is wrong. In republics the power is with
the majority ; but scarcely more in science than in

religion and politics do truth and right necessarily
dwell with the largf^st number. The majority in

metlicine once bled all fever patients witli as little

compunction as the maple-sugar makers tap their
trees in the spring, and with equal confidence in the
wisdom of their procedure. The majority in medi-
cine used to regard salivation about as necessary to

corpor.xl salvation in serious sickness as the clergy
tell "us ' con\-iction and forgiveness of sin" are to the
soul's eternal safety. If niimbers prove the truth,

then the crusades were wise, Mohammedism is right,

and the opponents of Listerism are constructive
homicides. Listensm is founded on the germ the-

oiy, and this is based on the microscope and the
imagination Medical dogmas as plausi-
ble as Listerism have flourished and perished in the
past, and we have little doubt that before the close
of the century Listerites will be as rare as white
crows, if not, like the dodo, ntterly extinct ; and
when discovered, they will be looked on as a curious
specimen of the nineteenth centurv's medical credu-
lity."

If we are correctly informed, Listerism in ovari-
otomy was abandoned for a time at the Woman's
Hospital in this city. Excellent results were ob-
tained while thus operating without the s])ray. Lis-
terism was taken up again, however, largely on ac-
count of the remarkable sxiccess that Wells and
Keith were ha\nng while operating with it. In the
large general hospitals of the city the method is not
very extensively used, and has of late rather lost

groiTnd.

Red Perspibatiox in Axill.!!:.—Dr. H., of Sa-
vannah, Ga., writes: "I noticed, in a recent issue
of the Record, a short article on ' Red Persjuration
of the Axilhe,' in which the words. ' The perspira-
tion from the axillie stained the shirt red, but oc-

casioned no other in<ronvenience.' Ah I am subject
to this red ])ersj»iration of the axilhe, and Huffer no
other inc<jnveni«;uce whatever, I can corroborate the
above statement.

"The descri|)tion of the state of the hairs in the
arti(de referred to <'oiTes]»onds exactly to the condi-
tion of mino. Jbit a strange f«'ature in my v,anG is,

that although I always jicrspire a great deal eveiy
summer, saturating my undershirt at least once daily
since the first day of June, as well as I can i"ememl)er,

it is oiih/ ovriisidiKillii th:it my shirt is stained red at

the axilla ; and I think that this is mor*' likely to

occur if I tak<! an unusual amount of exen-ise, su<di

as a l<mg walk out of town, or rowing. In the lii •

ORD of May 22d, j). oSO, is another article on tl'

same subject, by Dr. A\'. A. Dayton, in which he .says :

' In each instance the })atieiits were atliicted with
pediculi juibis, and the axilhu were inhabited.'

"Now, on this i)oint I think the doctor is entirely

mistaken, and as far as my own case is concerned I
knoir he is mistaken, as I never yet had to support a
family of ])ediculi pubi.s, and I have been subject to

the red persjjiration of the axilhe for several years.
" Another fact which induces me to believe that

Dr. Dayton is mistaken in regard to the cause of this

affection is that in my case I have never known this

red pers[)iration to occur except in summer, jwhile I

am inclined to think that in this climate (perha])S

also in others) the jjediculi pubis will affect persons
in winter as well as in summer. Although I have,
while hunting, been perfectly covered with i>ers])ira-

tion in the middle of winter, yet I have never noticed
a red stain or the peciiliar condition of the hairs at

that season.
" As to the treatment, I Hiave not yet given it a

thought, but I find that a liberal and daily apjdica-

tion of soap for weeks continued has not removed
that i)eculiar condition of the hairs ; and from the
fact that I have been in the habit of using soap and
water liberally and daily, winter as well as summei",
I knfiir that their use has not prevented the affection

in my case, but it has prevented the hairs in the
arm-pits from being ' invariably matted together with
the honey (?) secretion.'

" If this affection were produced by ' a sticky .sub-

stance (honey?) covering the hairs,' this sub.stance

would impart its sfickiiiess to the perspiration, and
through it to the fabric of the shirt, but I have not
found this to be the case.

" Although I have not made a microscopical ex-

amination of the hairs thus affected, I am inclined to

think, with Dr. Key, that the affection is due to a
peculiar fungous vegetation."'

The HmiAN Tail.—Virchow (says the Chicago
Mediail lierieir) makes the receipt of a communica-
tion aboiit an alleged case of tail in man, from one of

his Greek correspondents, the occasion for a full re-

\-iew of this subject of caud .te human beings. He
considers the condition of so-called sacral trichosis,

in which a large tuft of hair is found at the sacral

region, as related hereto. Instances of this latter

kind indicate probably a genuine ancestral trait, for

a tuft of hair on the sacrum is all tliat represents

the tail in anthropoid apes. The immediate ances-

tors of the human race were as tailless as men them-
selves, and as their nearest living relatives, the orang,

gorilla, chimpanzee, and gibbon. The presence of a

true tail in a human being can therefore be regarded
only in two lights—either as a hap-hazard monstrosity,

or an atavism in the sense of the preservation of an
early embryonic feature. Among well authenticated
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examijles of human tails, Yirchow describes that of

an infant' born in 01denl)urg. It had a tail which it

could move and which was coiled up like that of a

pig. He r,uspects that among certain little studied
races, Tartars, Greeks, and i)ossibly some African
tribes, this feature may be of more common occur-

rence than in our own. He finds in such tails as he
has examined no true vertebral elements ; the only
feature which exhibits its homology' is a central cord,

representing, perhaps, tlie chorda dorsalis.

Watermelon Seeds impacted in the Rectttji.—
Dr. E. J. Bei-gen, of Waniego, Kansas, writes : Seeing
a few weeks ago an account of an accumulation of

watermelon seeds in the rectum, I send you the fol-

lowing : About the first of September last, I was called

in the night to see a girl, aged ten years, the daugh-
ter of Mr. 11., who lives seven miles south of this

town. After having examined the child, I was not
satisfied as to what was the matter, but as her bowels
had not moved for a day or two, I left a dose of

calomel and jalap, with instruction to give it to the

girl, and came away. The next day I was sent for

again, and as she was then complaining of consider-

able tenesmus, I made an examination of the rectiim,

and saw a watermelon seed projecting from the anus.

Taking the smallest blade of a Sims' sj^eculum, which
I happened to have with me, I inserted it in the
bowel, and obtained, after a good deal of difficulty,

over one-half pint of seeds, with complete relief to

the child.

Antiseptic Treatment of Typhoid Fever.—Dr. J.

H. Putnam, of Riitland, Vermont, writes : In the issue

of the Record, dated Oct. 2d, I noticed an article

in relation to a new method of treatment—the anti-

septic—of typhoid fever, by Dr. C. G. Rothe. I have
been in practice thirteen yeai's. The first eight years
I treated my cases of tv|ihoid fever according to the
prescribed methods, embracing quinine, acids, tiir-

Ijentine, opium, calomel, etc., reading Flint and Aitken
principally as text-book*. I was located in a section

of country where I saw a large number of j^atients for a
country practitioner. It was my lot to lose a number
of cases. Five years ago I adopted a new method
of treatment—the antiseptic—and I have not had
cause to regi-et it, as all my cases have recovered.
My treatment now is hyposulj^hite of soda, charcoal
and carbolic acid. Milk and beef-tea in abundance,
and stimulants if required. I find this diff"erence in

symptoms : tongue and mouth remain moist ; sel-

dom any delirium, and when present only slight,

bowels slightly tympanitic, and in most cases entirely

absent. The majority of cases beginning to con-
valesce the fifteenth day, occasionally running to the
twenty-first day ; but I have not had to contend with
those long lingering cases of four and five weeks'
duration. I rely mostly upon the hyposulphite.
"When it causes nausea I use the carliolic acid. If

diarrhoea is active I use the charcoal. I keep the
vapor of bromine in the sick-room all the time. If

patient is restless and an anodyne is required, I use
the bromides in milk, or valerianate-ammonia, or some
mild anodyne. Not ojjium, because it locks up the
bowels too much. I prefer my patient would have
from four to eight discharges daily, because it keeps
the bowels empty, not allowing the products of the
ulceration to remain long in the alimentaiy canal. I
insist upon the use of large quantities of milk, and at

stated hours ; the length of time between taking
nourishment deiJending uj^on the ability of the
stomach to retain it. I believe the antiseptic reme-
dies do for the contents of the intestines just what

we seek to do when we use a disinfectant in the
vessel which receives the evacuation. I have no
doubt the remedies have some local action upon the
ulcers, but it is aiq)arent that they cannot be admin-
istered in a form strong enough to make a decided
impression without injury to the stomach and pas-
sage thereto. The above method of treatment is not
original with me, but the result of suggestions made
to me by Dr. M. Goldsmith, Rutland, Vt.

MATHEMATICAIi CALCULATION IN A DwARF.— Dr.
Samuel AV. Francis, of Newport, R. I., writes : In a
recent number of your journal you mention an inter-

esting case of a dwarf in Europe, whose powers of
calculation were remarkable. I remember distinctly

witnessing a similar phenomenon in New York, some
four years since. "While visiting Dr. Sayre, a dwarf,
about eleven years old, with a curved spine, came in

the office to be treated by Dr. Sayre's method of em-
jiloying hanging as one of the fine arts. While there
the dwarf asked Dr. Sayre the day and year he was
born, and before several gentlemen, and witliout any
aid but his brain, told him in three minutes wul a half
exactly how many seconds he had lived. It is well
to record such cases.

Treatment op Fetid Perspiration of the Feet.
—Dr. F. E. Maine, of Philadelphia, wiites : In the
fall of 1876 a young man came to me suffering from
a most disagreeable bromidrosis. Remembering the
common treatment by astringents and cleanliness,

I at once recommended him to wash the feet each
night and morning with a strong castile soap-suds,
and gave him for an application :

IJ . Acidi tannic! 3 ij.

Aquae | iv.

]M. S.—Apply after the bathing and at once put on
socks.

This was faithfully used for over a week, Init no
improvement could be discovered and a change was
necessary, and I gave him a large lumj) of alum and
told him to put it in enough hot water to wet his

socks in (in order to get as strong a solution as was
possible) and let what would dissolve, and then wet
the socks in it and put them on hot and wet, and he
tried that for two weeks, at the end of which time a

very slight inqirovement was visible. Not satisfied,

I tried clear alcohol, but, like the latter, it was slow.

The strictest cleanliness was enjoined, but my pa-
tient was discouraged and said I must do something
as soon as jjossible that would tlo some good, and
not knowing what else to try I finally settled on
chloral hydrate and prepared a tincture of the drug
in the following manner :

9 . Chloral hydrat gr. xx.

Spts. vini 3 iij.

M. S.—Bathe the feet thoroughly in castile soap-

suds. Ajjply the solution with a sponge, and jiut on
socks while feet are wet.

The preparation was used that strength for four

days when the young man returned reporting a

greater improvement than he had seen during the

wliole i>eriod of treatment before used. And upon
examination I found the stench was very much di-

minished and tliey had not sweat as freely. I gave
him a solution of just double the strength of the
other and advised him to use it the same as the
other. On the fourth day he returned again and
said "a new skin was coming all over the bottoms
of his feet and the old skin was most cleaned off."
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He continnM to uso the proparation for two wooks
more ami was entirely cnired. I saw tlie jiatient

durinj? the month of September, 1880, and he says he
has never had any reeurrence of the trouble.

The second rase came to me by recommendation
of No. 1, and wivs much the same in natun-, and the

treatment was the same and was cured in less than
three weeks.
The tliird case which I have full notes of and f^ive

you the histor^' of was the sixth ca.se that came to

my notice, anil was tlie worst case of tlie disease I

ever saw. I will ^ive you the history just as it is

given in my note- book.

Male ])atient came to office tirst time, morning,
August 2, 1871). Disease —bromidrosis, very severe.

Soles of both feet white, puffy, and so tender he can-

not walk without producing the most severe pain.

Stench unbearal)le, and the feet sweat so profusely

that he can wrin^ water from his socks after having
them on but half an hour.

Prescribed :

IJ . Chloral hydrat 3 vi.

Spts. vini Iv.

Aipiio Z iij-

M. S.—Bathe the feet thoroughly in hot castile

soap-suds, wii)e dry, and ai)ply, with a sponge, the

solution and put on the stockings while feet are yet

wet.

To be applied thrice daily. Patient told to come
again in one week.

August 11th.—Patient returned. The edges of the

white, piiffy skin are loosening and the stench is not

so bad. Continue the treatment and return in one
week.
August 18, 1879.—Patient returned. Brought the

soles of both feet done up in a paper. Reported
that " they came off the IGth, when he took off his

socks." Healthy skin all over the bottoms of the

feet and no stench of account. The sweating nearly

stopped. He thought tlie solution most too strong,

as it smarted him. Diluted with one-third water.

Continue the treatment and report soon.

August 30tli.—Patient walked to my office a dis-

tance of one -half mile. Said, " Could not have done
that six weeks ago to save his life." Gave him some
more of the preparation as Aveakened. Told to use

until skin became tough. I have seen the lad re-

centlv, and he has never had any recuiTence to pres-

ent date, October, 1880.

Ner\-e-Stretching fob the Ccke of Lom.\GO axd
Sci.\TiCA WITHOUT ANY CuTnNo OpEKATiox.—Dr. Jamcs
M'Craith, of Smyrna, writes to the British Medical

Journal upon the above topic : "I have had," he says,
*' very lately an attack of lumbago, for the first time

in mV life. A patient of mine, whom I could not

go to see came to my hou.se and volunteered to cure

me, assuring me he had cured, almost instantane-

ously, several peojjle su.Tering in the same manner
as I then was, by kneading and i^ressing veiy hard

the parts affected. He placed me on my face and
hands on the sofa, and kneaded the painful parts

very forcibly for some time, and then he said :
' I

don't hear the cric-cric which I always hear when I

succeed at once, so I fear I shall not succeed with

you.' This is evidently the sensation of 'adhesions

giving away,' as described by Dr. Bramwell, when
the cure is satisfactory. I have known of cases of

torticollis getting suddenly well, also of jjain in the

shoulder, on some A^iolent movement being made.
These are evidently cases of ' nerve-stretching,' and

I think we have got at the true scientific explana-
tion of the success of the j)opular proceeding in

those cases ; and with the distinct object of ' stret<*h-

ing the nerve' and ' br»,'akiiig up the existing ad-
hesions,' we may a<lopt witli advuntage, and nnu'h
greater chance of success, this jjopular method. In
severe cases, chloroform may have to be used, as the
knea<ling is )>ainful."

A Change toom Hyi'EUMEntoPiA to Myopia, in the
eyes of four j)ersoiis, is recorded by Dr. S. D. Kisley

{Am. Jour, of Mi-ili'-al Sciences). The cases were
under his care all the time. The change took place
in two cases within two years. The ages of the pa-
tients varies from nine to twenty-eight.

Mllk Diet and liEcrrAL Accumulation.—Dr. D.
W. Niles, of Worcester, Mass., calls attention to a
peculiar tenacious ])ultaceous fiocal accumulation
in the rectum as a result of continuous milk diet. In
a case to which particular reference is made, the
mass could only be dislodged from the rectum by
mechanical means. Milk diet tried ui)on a perfectly

healthy individual for forty-eight hours, caused the
same kind of accumulation within the rectum.

A NoATiL Theatment of Hydkophohia is related
by a correspondent of T/ie Lancpt as being practi.sed

in certain rural districts of England. A boy was
bitten by a dog and severely lacerated on the face.

There were three deep cuts, one requiring a stitch.

In order to jjreserve the boy from any possiljility of

contagion, the friends adopted the following pro-
cedure : They wiped all the saliva they could get out
of the dog's mouth, rubbed this well into the cuts,

and then shot the dog. It is a common belief among
the district where this occurred, that such a ])roce(l-

ure will infalliV)ly prevent the bitten i)erson from go-

ing mad.

Double Ge.station.—A case of double gestation is

reported by Dr. P. J. Murphy in the Obstetric (Jazette.

The patient, a young marrietl woman, had one child

four years before. The last pregnancy was attohded
with no unusual symjitoms except some (edema of

the legs. Labor came on regularly and a child was
born, weighing about four j^ounds. It was very weak,
and evidently not more than eight months old.

About twenty minutes after its bii-th a four months
foetus was delivered. There was a separate );lacenta

to each foetus. The patient made a good recovery.

Twins had " run in the family."

Dr. Austin Flint, Jr., has dechned an invitation

to accept the Chair of Physiology in the Jefferson

Medical College of Philadelphia. The Bellevue Hos-
pital Medical College is to be congratulated on this

decision. But we wonder what Philadelphia had to

offer which New York has not—outside of Dr. Bu-
chanan.

The Night Medical Service.—Sanitary Inspectoi

Ewing, executive officer of the Night Medical Ser-

vice, presented to the Board of Health a report ol

the operations of the service from the 5th to th<

30th ult., during which period there were 27 visitf

paid by 15 different physicians. In one case th€

patient died before the arrival of the physician. Oj

the 27 patients, 3 jiaid the fee for the physicians

\-isits. Dr. Ewing reported that he had investigatec

the majority of these calls, and formd them, without

exception, cases of sudden illness or emergeneiei
occurring in the night-time among the poor, ant

there appears to be ijo attempt on the part of an]

one to take undue advantage of the charity.
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d^riivnal Cominuuication;

SOME OF THP: UNSEl^rLED QUESTIONS
CONCERNING NASAL CATARHII.

Bv niANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D.,
CLINICAL LKCTUItlOR ON DISKASES OK THE THROAT IN THE BEI.LE-

VUE HOSPITAL MEDIPAL COLLEGK, NEW YORK.

[Reiul before the New York Aciideniy of Medicine. Oc-tobor 21, lh*S(l.]

Mr. Preside)if and (lentleme)i of the Academy of Medi-
cine:

I HAVE designedly announced my subject as " Some
of the Unsettled Questions Concerning Nasal Ca-

and virtually nothing more. It of course is endowed
with certain functions in ])honation, and is also Ihe

organ of the sense of smell ; but in this respec t, for

the ])resent, it does not (concern us. It is lined with

a mucous membrane riclily endowed with glands, and
there is constantly going on a s('cretit)n of niu( us,

together with an evolution of epithelium in the \)Y0-

cess of growth. Nature lias provided l)ut one method
by which this accumulation is gotten rid of; the

ei)ithelial cells are endowed with cilia', by which the
mucus and worn-out epithelium are carried toward
the outlets of the passage.

The essential difference between the two regions,

therefore, lies in the fact that the lower pharynx ia

constantly traversed and impinged u])on by solids

and fluids, while the upper jiassage is only traversed

by the current of air in resj)iration. Hence the lowertarrh," with the object of bringing before you cer

tain conclusions which an exceptional experience in region is kejjt comi)aratively clear of accumulations,
dealing with this troublesome disease has led me to

! while in the upper region the mucus secreted, and
adoi)t ; and also that I might elicit a discussion which the worn-out epithelium tend to accumulate in the
it is my hope may serve somewhat to tlirow more
light upon the subject, and place on a l)etter footing

some of these vexatious (juestions.

The main points Avhich I desire to discuss are :

first. What is nasal catarrh? second, What are its

tendencies ? third, How can
we treat it ? and fourth, Can
we cure it?

The first question that we
have to decide is, What is

nasal catarrh ?

If we glance over the litera-

ture of the subject, we meet
with a host of names which
in their multitude certainlv

sinuous passages, and remain in contact with its lin-

ing membrane. Especially is this true if, as the re-

sult of chronic inflammation, the cilia> with which
the epithelial coat of the membrane is endowed l)e

destroyed. As the result, therefore, of this marked

add nothing to the clearness

of our nomenclature of dis-

eases. Among these I might
mention naso-pharyngeal ca-

tarrh, post-nasal catarrh,
chronic pharyngitis, retro-

pharyngeal catarrh, glandu-
lar hyperti'ophy of the vault

of the pharynx, adenoma of

the vault of the pharynx,
clergyman's sore throat, fol-

licular pharyngitis, hypertro-
phic nasal catarrh, nasal stenosis, infiltration of the
septum of the nares, etc. I may have omitted some,
but these are all that occur to me. There is Ijut one
disease embracod under all these names, and it is

nasal catarrh, and I prefer to retain the old name,
not only out of deference to a very ancient usage, but
also from the fact that it defines the disease more
simply and quite as completely as any other.

The question arises, first, what region is involved
in the disease. If we glance at a sectional diagram
of the head, it will be seen that the border of the

Fig. 1.—Section of a imicoiis membrane: «, submncciis layer of connective tissue: 6, mncoiiR
membrane proper, containing blooil-vessels, nerves, closed follicles, connective and elastic tissue
tibres, and marked by villi ; c, epithelial layer; </, simple follice ; e. racemose gland.

difference of function and environment, it seems to

me a fair conclusion that the true l)oundaiy line be-

tween these two regions should be drawn at the bor-
der of the palate.

Now, anatomy teaches that the nasal cavities ex-

tend from the nostrils, anteriorly to the two oval

openings of the posterior nares, where they open into

the ijhaiynx ; and that the j^harynx is that cavity

which extends from the basilar process of the occipi-

tal bone to the entrance into the laiynx and otsopha-

gus. As the result of this anatomical division, and
soft palate marks the boundary line between two i based upon it, we have a classification of diseased
avenues of the upper air-passages which are totally

j

conditions which is utterly (confusing. The point,

distinct and separate, both as regards their functions then, which I would make first, is, that whatever the
and the influence of their surroundings. In that

[

anatomical division may be, the time nasal cavity is

portion below the border of the palate we have a
j

the one I have described, and extenils from the nos-

region which is being constantly impinged ui)on and tril to the border of the soft palate, and includes

swept by the passage of food and drink, the result of what we usually call the vault of the pharynx. This
which is necessarily that an accumulation of mucus

I
division is justified by the physiological division of

is prevented, the surface of the membrane is kept
;

the parts, as I have said ; furthermore, and more
comparatively clean, and the mouths of the follicles ! prominently still, it is the division which, from a

are kept open. On the other hand, we find that pathological j^oint: of view, must be made ; for it is

the region which is above the border of the soft
j

this whole region which is aftected in the disease we
palate is subjected to entii-ely different influences, are discussing. Nasal catarrh, therefore, is a chronic
It is traversed by the current of air in respiration, , inflammation of the mucous membrane lining that
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portion of tlif uppiM* air-i>.is.sii>?i>s, wliich oxtiuuls from
the uostriln uuteriorlv, to the poHterior horder of tlie

Hoft jialato.

The next point whicli presents is, What is the char-

actor of the niorhiil i)nK'oss whicli constitutes the

ilisease? In V'n^. 1 there is shown a section of a mu-
cous uieinhnme. There will be noticed the three

layers of which it is comj)osed : a ImsiMuent layer of

connective tissue, a midille layer, composed of fibrous

and elastic tissue, muscular Hl)res, blood-vessels,

rounded, closed follicles, and simple ami racemose
fi)llicles, whose ducts pass throu<jh the superficial

epithelial layer, and open on the surface of the mem-
brane. This layer is marked by minute projections,

or villi. The sujierticial layer is comjjosed of epi-

thelial cells, displayeil in a number of layers one
upon the other. Now, when a mucous membrane is

acutely inllamed, what takes place is briefly as fol-

lows : the blood-vessels become distended with l^lood,

enlarjxed and tortuous; the white corpuscles accu-
mulate at the sides of the vessels, and finally pass
throu.Q;h the vascular wall, carrying with them a cer-

tain amount of liquor sanguinis. These escaped
white blood-corpuscles constitute the so-called leu-

cocytes or amoeboid corjjuscles. In connection with
this, and probably as the result of it, the normal pro-
cesses of the membranes are stimulated to great nu-
tritive activity. The rounded cells in the mucous
membrane proper are proliferated, new epithelial

cells are generate<l, the glands pour out their mu-
cus, and all the normal processes of growth and se-

cretion become enormously exaggerated. This con-
stitutes the acute intlamraatory process. Now, in a
chronic inflammation, virtually the only difference
we recognize is that the hyperamiia of the memV)rane
subsides, but all the exaggerated nutritive processes
go on. There is excessive cell-proliferation, there is

abnormal secretion, and there is poured out from
the surface of the membrane an excessive secretion,

which is more or less charged with young, unripe
cells, constituting a miicus or muco-piirulent dis-

charge, according as the cell-i)roliferation is active

and the secretions become charged with the young
cells and worn-out ejiithelium. Applying this, now,
to the membrane lining the nose. As tliis chronic
morbid jirocess goes on we find that it undergoes a
form of genuine hyi^erplasia. Its meshes become
infiltrated with these young cells, new connective
tissue and elastic tissue fibres are developed, while,
at the same time, the superficial or eiiithelial layer
becomes piled up and thickened by the development
from beneath of the new ei)ithelial cells, the result

of the morbid activity ; and we have the whole mem-
brane, in process of time, becoming marketUy thick-
ened or hypertrophied, while, at the same time, the
secreting organs are pouring out their excessive mu-
cus or muco-punilent discharge.
Now, if we- glance at the plate again we will under-

stand how this abnormal deposit of neoplastic tissue
in the membrane may, to a certain extent as the re-

sult of mere adventitious circumstances, result in one
or the other of two very distinct conditions. If the
secretory organs of the membrane undergo the same
hypertroi>hy as the other j^ortion of the membrane,
we have a genuine hypertrophy of the mucous mem-
brane, characterized prominently by thickening, to-

gether witli an excessive secretion. If, on the other
hand, we have the adventitious results of the morbid
process so distributed in the membrane as to en-
croach upon its glandiilar structure we may have an
entirely difi"erent condition resulting. Tlie glands
gradually succumb to the i^ressure uiDon them, their

ac'ivity is destroyed, and they undergo atrojdiy. The
memlirane, therefore, Itecomes dei)riv«Hl of its supply
of normal mucus, and w«i have a dry catan-h.

We tlnis have the explanation of the first diWsiou
we are comjielled to make in the classification of

nasal catarrh. In the first variety we have a hyper-
trophy of the membrane lining the nasal cavity, )•

suiting in a nasal catarrh whose prominent synii)t()i

are excess of secreticm with narrowing of the na^^^l

l)as.sages. The natural ten«lency of all nasal seen
tion is toward the fauces; this is increased by tli<-

disposition to constantly draw or snulTback throuj/h

the nose. The mucus, therefore, accumulates in tlj'

upper i)harvnx, or is drawn down into the fauces uthI

lodges between the palate and wall of the j)haryii\,

giving rise to the feeling of a mass or i)lug in that re-

gion, which is attempted to be dislodged by that (lis

agreeable nasal screatus with which we are familial.

That the main source of the excessive mucus di-

charge in nasal catan-h is the nasal cavity propei 1

have repeatedly verified, by arresting it by means it

remedies api)lied to the turbinated bones. If tin;

.secretion is excessive there is liable to be the con-
stant dro])ping in the throat of which patients so
often complain.
As a further result of this thickening of the mem-

brane of the nose we have the normal breathing s])ace

narrowed—nasal respiration is interfered with. This
becomes a source of extreme discomfort to the .suf-

ferer, and also compels him to breathe through the

mouth. The long-continued action of respiration

earned on habitually through the mouth is a prolific

source of catarrhal inflammation of the lower pha-
rynx and larynx. Of this fact I think there can be
little doubt. This is very well illustrated in the case

of a mild acute inflammation in the larynx. Those
of us who have sufiered from a subacute larv^ngitis

or pharyngitis will recall the efiect of a long insi)ira-

tion through the month, giving rise to marked irrita-

tion of the i)arts with oftentimes an attack of cough-
ing. The explanation of this, of course, is familiar

to all. The current of inspired air passing over the

blood-warm, moist, and sinuous passages of the nose
becomes warmed, moistened, and cleansed in its pas-

sage. This does not take place in its jiassage through
the mouth, hence it becomes to an extent imtating
to the lining membrane of the larynx and phannx.
This deleterious action of breathing through the

mouth, which is compelled by nasal stenosis, explains

the frequency with which the throat symjjtoms in

nasal catan-h are complained of by patients, while the

nasal disease is, to an extent, overlooked.
This hypertroi)hic form of nasal catarrh is the one

with which we have to deal in the very large majority

of cases ; and is the one concerning which what I

have to say to night relates in the main.
A few words, however, Avill suffice to explain how

the other form of the disease may arise from patho-
logical changes, w hich are mainly identical in the
two forms of the disease.

The essential pathological change in the mem-
brane is a deposit in its meshes of newly developed
cells and fibres.

Now, in that form of the disease in which the newly
deposited material encroaches upon the glandular
structures, we find that their activity is to an extent

destroyed, and the membrane is robbed of its normal
supply of mucus.
There is, therefore, poured out on its surface a

thick mucus wliich is deficient in its watery constitu-

ents, and hence it dries rapidly, forming a thin crust

or mass, which adheres closely to the parts be-
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neath. There is thus formed a pellicle upon the mem-
brane covering it and extending over the convexity

of the turbinated bones and into the sinuous pas-

sages. This pellicle dries under the influence of the

current of air i)assing over it, but it protects the

parts beneath, forming, as it does, a complete air-

tight shield. Secretion goes on beneath it neverthe-

less, and this secretion is not dejjrived of its mois-

ture by the ciirrent of air, for the air does not reach

it. The secretions are imprisoned, undergo degen-
eration, and become fetid and offensive. There is

now a purulent discharge established—a discharge
which in many cases is almost pure fluid pus. This,

I am disposed to think, in many cases serves to in-

fect the membrane as it were, and excites a still

further purulent discharge, whose source is largely

in the epithelial layer. As this punilent discharge

is jjoured out, the dried pellicle is lifted from the

membrane, but the loss of moisture still going on, we
have built up those thick, offensive, fetid masses, or

crusts, which are dislodged with so miich difficulty,

and which render this form of the disease so dis-

tressing in the intolei'able stench which often at-

tends it.

We thus have accounted for the two forms of nasal

catarrh by virtxially the same pathological change
in the onset of the process. These two forms virtu-

ally comprise the whole subject. Excluding, of course,

syphilis with its attendant iilceration and necrosis

;

and disease of the accessory cavities, as of the antrum
of Highmore, and the fi'ontal sinuses, which constitutes

true oztena, both of which are diseases entirely dif-

ferent from true nasal catan'h.

In this connection it might be mentioned" that ul-

ceration in the nasal cavity is not a symptom of nasal

catarrh. I have never seen it except in sy]ihilis,

scrofula, or some of the blood poisons. With the
exception above noted, then, all forms of nasal catan-h

may be embraced under the two heads above de-

scribed. Hypei'trophic catarrh, with excess of secre-

tion and nax-rowing of the i^assages, and atrophic

catarrh, with its resultant fetid discharges. This
latter form of the disease I do not propose to further

discuss in the necessarily limited province of this

paper. The hypertrophic form of the disease, as be-

fore stated, is the one which j)resents for treatment
in the large majority of cases, and is the one which
will be the subject of what remains to be said.

Another question which may be briefly noticed

in this connection is the cause of nasal catarrh ; and
first, Is there a catarrhal diathesis ? We have already
the tuberculous, strumous, rachitic, gouty, rheuma-
tic, dartrous, neurotic, and possibly other diatheses.

Shall we add, also, a catarrhal diathesis ? It seems to

me that those already mentioned have done mischief
enough with their confusing and discoxiraging ten-

dencies. A catarrhal diathesis does not exist. The
disease is purely a local one. It occurs at all ages,

in both sexes, and in all conditions of birth, color,

and social position. It occurs in persons otherwise
in the enjoyment of perfect health, and does not
seem to be aggravated by an impairment of the gen-
eral health fi*om intercurrent causes. It occurs in

one member of a family to the exclusion of others,

and is not hereditary. It may involve one or both
nasal cavities, but is often more marked on one side

than the other. It occurs in men more frequently
than in women, simply because men are more ex-

posed than women. The true explanation of the
very great prevalence of the disease may be stated

as follows : The uj^per air-passages, owing to their

exposed situation, are extremely liable to take on a

mild morbid condition. This is due entirely to

the fact that they are exposed to the flrst ingress of

the inspired air, with its varying temperature, hu-
midity, and purity. From its dam])ness or from its

containing particles of dust, irritating vapors, and
other deleterious matter, the air we breathe serves to

irritate the upper passages, and causes a mild chronic

inflammation. As the result of this, the baljility

to take cold ensues. These attacks serve to aggra-
vate the chronic condition. As months or even
years go on there results a chronic catarrh.

It may result from measles or scarlatina, simply
because those diseases are attended with an acute
coryza, which, from its protracted course, undergoes
incomplete resolution, and lajjses into the chronic
process.

It should be further added that it is essentially a
disease of those climates which are characterized by
frequent and rai)id changes in temperature and gi'eat

humidity, while in the drier and more equable climate

of the tropics it does not prevail to the same extent.

The next qiiestion for consideration is. What are

the tendencies of nasal catarrh ? As already inti-

mated, one of the direct results of the disease in the

nasal cavity is the development of a catarrhal inflam-

mation in the phaiTnx and lai-ynx. This was ex-

jilained as being due to the deleterious influence of

respiration carried on habitually through the mouth,
this mode of breathing having become a necessity as

the result of the nasal obstruction. This tendency
is still further aggi'avated by the secretions from the

nose and upper pharynx passing down the ])hqi7n-

geal wall, and finally making their way into the

laryngeal cavity, where they necessarily act to cause
a morbid condition.

Whether there is direct extension of the inflam-

matoiy process from the nares to the lower pharynx
and larynx I think is very doubtful.

We have then estal dished a chronic inflammation
of these organs. The existence of the chronic mor-
bid condition entails an especial liability to take cold

from slight provocation,—the so-called liability to

take cold I believe in every case to mean that there

already exists a mild chronic inflammation, which
takes on a renewed activity from a slight exciting

cause. As the result of these repeated attacks of

acute inflammation, the chronic morbid process be-

comes aggravated. Each fresh attack undergoes
less perfect resolution. Furthermore, as these at-

tacks recur, there is a disposition to their extension

farther toward the lungs. Eventually, there sets in

a bronchitis, with persistent and troublesome cough.
The repeated colds recur with greater frequency, and
resolution becomes more protracted and less jjerfect.

The sequence of events, then, is a nasal catarrh, a
pharyngitis, a laiyngitis, a tracheitis, and finally

a bronchitis. That this is a frequent sequence of

events, when we consider the very great prevalence

of nasal catarrh, I do not of course assert, biit that

it is a not uncommon occurrence I do not think can
be controverted. A nasal catarrh, then, I think we
may safely regard as a menace, if nothing more, to

the air-passages farther down.
We are frequently asked the question, as physi-

cians, by those suffering from a nasal catarrh, will

the catarrh extend to the lungs '? I do not think we
are justified in answering No to the question. I be-
lieve that it is the tendency of the disease in many
cases, and that we should say so. That a given case

will necessarily develop into ptilmonary disease, of

course, cannot be said. That it is a not improbable
danger is certainly true.
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Aside from any danger that menaces the lungs in

the oxistonco of a irnsnl catarrli, that a chronic lar>'n-

gcul catairii arises in a lar^c proiiortioii of ca.scs a.s

tlu* result of t!iu nasal disi^asii cannot be (jiu-stionctl,

and tiiis bccoines a matter of no little j^ravity in

those wli > ni.iy be tleju'iident on tlu; healthful con-

dition ol the vocal apparatus.
We come now to the consideration of by far the

most important (pu'stion which )»r((sents itself in

connection with the disease, viz., the treatnu-nt. The
disea.s«\ as wo have f«>und, consists essentially in a

true hypertrophy oi the mucous niend>rane. In con-

nection with the hypertrophy there is abnormal se-

cretion. The two symptoms are virtually one as

n>gards nioasuros of treatment. The removal of the

thickened membrane removes tlie source of the dis-

charge. Hence there is no good reason for discuss-

ing separately, measures for the relief of one or the

other of these .symptoms.
AN'heii the na.sal douche of "Weber or Thudichum

was first suggested it was thought that in this rather'

ingi'uious device we were finally to be put in posses-

sion of a mode of treatment which would enable us
to ct)pe successfully with nasal catarrh. I need not
say that the douche has proved a most signal failure

in accomplishing more than a moderate degree of

relief to the more prominent features of the disease.

Tlio stream which enters one nostril jjasses around
the septum and makes its escape through the other
nostril. It traverses the jiassages in a slow and slug-

gish manner, bathing the lower passage and turbi-

nated bone. That the fluid mounts higher than the

middle meatus is questionable. It fails then to

thoroughly reach all the parts ; it fails to completely
cleanse the membrane of its accumulation of mucus ;

and it exercises but a moderate amount of influence

on the diseased tissue. It does nothing more then
than to relieve in a moderate degree the subjective

symptoms of the disease.

Nearly thirty years ago tlie idea of making local ap-
plication to the air-passages of fluids in a state of fine

atomization was tirst canned into practice. The meth-
ods by which this was accomplished were at fii"st some-
what rude, but the introduction subsequently of the

principle of Lewin, and later, that of Bergson, have
placed in our hands instruments for the atomization
of fluids and for apjilying them to siich parts as we
may desire, which are eveiything that could be
wished. The nasal douche failed, and the 2n"inciple

of atomization was received with an enthusiasm which
led to the expectation of great results from its use.

The atomizer enables us to make a])plication of medi-
cated fluids to the nasal cavities in such a manner
that there can be no doubt that every portion of the
membrane is reached and acted upon. In this it is

undoubtedly a more valuable device than the douche.
We have used the sprays now for over twenty

yeai's, and we should be able to say with consider-

able detiniteness how far they have justified the early

expectations.

By tlieir use the morbid activity of the inflamed
mucous membrane is to an extent controlled, the
secretion is lessened, and, if the case be a mild one,

the disease may be arrested. But in the more ag-

gravated cases, attended with a considerable degree
of thickening of the membrane, the best that can be
e.x^pecte.1 from the use of sprays is that the disease

may be to an extent dej^rived of its more trouble-

some symptoms. A i^ermanent cure is, as a rule, not
accomplished, the disea.se generally returning, sooner
or later, in as aggravated a form as befoie.

The method of treating nasal catarrh, then, by the

sprays we must also regard as, to an extent, a failure.

In the use of the douche and the sjiray, then, we have
exhausted our most ingenious methods of managing
this dis(>a.se by means of topical medication.

I do not ))r()pohe to <'nter uj>on the discusHion of

the u.se of powders. What is said us to the ellicacy of

sprays applies e(|ually well to the use of ])owderH.

On the one hand we have a tojjical agent diluted
in water diflused through the njisal cavity by means
of an atomizer. ( >n the other hand it may be equally
diflused by the insufliutor, but reduced l>y a neutral
powder.
The devices alluded to failing us, then comes the

final alternative of resorting to some destructive
agent, l)y means of which the hypertrophied mem-
brane may be ablati-d.

For some years there has been a growing convi<--

tion on the part of those who come in (contact largely

with throat diseases, that topical agents fail to ac-

complish all that should be accomplishiid in these
cases, and, furthermore, that in

tlie use of destnictive agpnts lies

the only i)lan of treatment whi(-h
will enable us to coi)e, with any
hope of success, with a large
proportion of cases of nasal ca-

tanh. Whether this conclusion
is the ti-ue one or not I do not
propose to discuss. It is a con-
viction which I have anived at

after a considei-able exjierience,

both in i)rivate and disj)ensary

j)ractice, of the frecjuent incfli-

cacy of the simpler jjlan of treat-

ment, and one to which an every-

day experience is adding strength.

I shall therefore simply add
some brief considerations in re-

gard to the various means l)y

which these destnictive mea.suies
may be carried out.

I show here (Fig. 2) a jiair of for-

ceps with long, tapering blades,

toothed in their whole length,
which have been designed for the
puri)ose of seizing the hypertro-
phied tissue, and i)artially cutting
and partially tearing antl wrench-
ing it away. The ojieration is a

bloody one, and ten-ibly jiainfnl

;

it furthermore bruises and in-

jures the healthy tis.sues, often

to an unjustifiable extent. I
have never felt myself warranted in resorting to
the use of this in.stniment.

Chemical agents for the accomplishment of this

purpose are often resorted to. Of the.se I shall refer

briefly to nitrate of silver, nitric acid, chromic acid,

and acetic acid.

There are few agents of greater value than nitrate

of silver, if properly used, and few that have been
mofe abused by imj^roper use. It is an escharotic
of undoubted activity, but it also possesses another
property which is too often overlooked. It is a veiy
powerful stimulant. Hence, in its use, while it may
destroy the superficial layer of the membrane in the
disease we are cousidei-ing, it also stimulates the
mor})id i^rocesses in the deej^er layer to such re-

newed activity that there results a morbid action
there, which fuUy, if not more than counterbalances
all that has been accomplished by the .superficial

cauterization. This remedy, then, I should decidedly

Fig. 2.—Robinson's
forceps for the evulsion
of the mucous mem-
brane over the turbi-

nated bone.
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condemn for the pnrjiose of destroying the hyper-
troi)hic tissue in nasal catarrh. I recall with some
satisfaction that in the past three years I have rarely

made use of nitrate of silver of a strength greater
than twenty grains to the ounce as a toi)ical agent,

with the sole exception of the use of the solid stick,

in destroying mucous patches.

In nitric acid we have a powerful escharotic not
open to the objection made to the nitrate of silver.

It is an eflicient destructive agent, i)Ossessing no
marked stimulating qualities, Init there lies the diffi-

culty of controlling and limiting its action. This ob-

jection has been largely overcome by the ingenious
little device of Dr. A. H. Smith, of this city (Fig. 3).

This consists of a hard-rubber tube containing an

aMi

Fig. 3.—Smith's canula for applj ins nitric acid to the na.sal mucous
membrane.

oval fenestrum. This is passed into the nasal cavity

until the part which it is desired to cauterize isouches
into the fenestrum. A slender probe, wrapped with
a pledget of cotton, is dipped in the acid and passed
into the tube to the opening. The action of the acid

is thus confined to that j^ortion alone of the mucous
membrane Avhich lies against the opening in the
canula. We possess no better means of using so

jjowerful an escharotic as nitric acid. The only ob-

jection that would remain against the Tise of nitric

acid is that it erodes deeply, and that a troublesome
ulcerative process may be established, which may
become a source of annoyance by delayed healing.

Chromic acid pi'esents in its acicular crystals an
extremely convenient form of application, and is

also an efficient escharotic. I am disposed to think
it possesses many of the advantages of nitric acid

and none of its disadvantages. I have, however,
made such limited use of this remedy that I cannot
speak of its virtues. Of all the chemical agents for

cauterization my preference is very decided in favor

of the glacial acetic acid. I have for nearly a year
made fi'equent and increasing use of this agent, and
I am rarely disappointed of excellent results. It is

mild and yet efficient in its action. It possesses no
marked stimulating qualities, and it not only serves

to destroy the superficial layer of the hypertrophied
membrane, l)ut by its absorption it seems to exer-

cise a marked controlling influence on the morbid
activity of the chronic inflammatory action in the
deeper layer of the membrane.
Wiien flr.st applied it occasionally seems to cause

some imtation, as the result of whicli the membrane
swells up, and the patient sufl"ers for a few hours or a

day with many of the symptoms of an ordinary cold in

the head. This, however, subsides very soon, and
there is soon voided shreddy masses much resem-
bling a croupous membrane, after which there is a

mai'ked amelioration of all the symptoms.
I show here (Fig. 4) a small flattened and bent

probe, by the use of which tlie acid is very etHciently

applied. This probe is wrapped with a pledget of

cotton, and then the acid is taken np on another
probe and dropped on the side of the WTapped } robe

until that side is fully cliarged. It will be found then
that the acid is conflnod to one side of the i)roV)e,

and that in passing it into the nares the s('i)tum is

not touched by the es(;harotic. Of course, the acid is

placed on that side of the probe which will come in
contact with the turbinated bone of the side it is

desired to medicate. After the probe is charged it

is swept rapidly through the nasal passage in such
a manner that the face of the turbinated bone is

touched in its whole length. Tliis may be rejx'ated

for the middle turbinated bone if that
is diseased. The ai)plication is. of
course, extremely painful, but this

may be instantly relieved by throwing
in immediately, by means of the atom-
izer, a small amount of the following :

IjE . Acidi carbolici gi-. j. .

Sodic biborat.,

Sodie bicai'b 5a gr. ij.

Glycerin 5 j. .

Aquie ad Ij.
M. (i)obeU).

This application should be made at

intervals of one week, which may be
increased as the disease succumbs to

treatment, until two or even three
weeks may be allowed to elapse be-
tween the applications I desire to
speak with some positiveness concern-
ing the use of the acetic acid, as the
results which have attended its use, in
my hands, have been uniformly favor-

able. As a rule, the irritation caused
by it is but momentary, and i:)asse8

away before the patient leaves the
office, and the sense of relief follows
immediately and continues. I should
add that a patient ought not l)e al-

lowed to leave the office until all irri-

tation which has resulted from the
treatment has been subdued. This
can always be accomplished by the use
of the solution given above, it being
sjirayed repeatedly into the cavity until

the parts are made entirely comfortal)le..

If this fails to relieve, a small amount
of solution of morphia, grs. viij. to 3 j.,

may be thrown into the ca%'ity.

As before stated, the acetic acid is not a powerful
escharotic, and many cases of nasal catarrh occur in

which a more active metliod of destruction of the
membrane will be demanded.

In these cases in which the hypertrophic membrane
is largely developed, and in which the nasal cavitj' is

much encroached upon, I know of no more efficient

method of dealing with the disease than we jiossess

in the use of the galvano-caiiteiy.

The serious objection to its use is that it is not
only a somewhat cumbrous affair, but it is an ex-

pensive instrument. Moreover, its use is attended
with an amount of preparation and detail which
renders this method of treatment oftentimes some-
what irksome. It is, however, an extremely valuable
aid in managing the aggi-avated cases of catanh.

I show a set of instruments which I have had con-

structed for my own use to fulfil the requirements of

a light, easily manipulated handle, and an electrode

mounted at such an angle as will still further facili-

tate the ease of manipulation, and also mounted in

such a way as will enable the operator to follow by
ocular insjiection the movements of the heated wire.

Fig. 4.—Probe
for applj'ing ace-
tic acid to the na-
sal mucous mem-
brane.
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Ar will hp Roon, tho circuit closor ik inimcdiiitoly iin- | noHtril. For milking a])])Iication to tlio vault of the

«ler tlio tlminb when the instniincnt is lu'lil in tiio
[
i)hurynx, thcdiniciilty K<''»«'nilly mot witli is iji manag-

han<l, ami thf ciirnMit can Im> closrd or opened at

will. Till' elei'trtnle. nionntod in the handle, has a

vertic.il l)lade for cautt^rizinx tho faeo of the hyjjor-

trophied tissues.

When the thickened mass presents a rounded

iu^ the soft (talate, whieli lifts it.self up, and of course
is in diin><er of beinK hurned hy contact with the elec-

trode. This may l>c ol>viat<'d l>y tyinf< the i)alate after

the nninner of Wales, or as demonstrated i)y myself
last winter hefcjr*; tlu^ Acath;mv. This, of course, con-

bulging tumor anteriorly, I find that more can;^be
{
sumes time, ami is not always agreeable to the pa-

tient. I have devi.sed the electrode
shown in Fig. tJ, for making this ap-
plication without the necessity of

tyiiig the j)alato. As will bo seen,

it consists of a sjural wire, mounted
at the proper curve for reaching
the pharyngeal vault ; over this

there is fitted a hard-nibber hood.
When the instniment is ])a88ed to

the jjoint at which it is desired to

cauterize, it is j)resscd against the

l)art, and emerges from its hood,
when the circuit may be closed and
the part burned. Before removing
it the circuit is broken, when it is

easily withdra^\•n. The palate, dur-

ing the manipulation, is jjerfectly

2)rotected and saved from any injury.

In connection with this instni-

inent there is shown a convenient
little device for an ecra.seur—Fig.

(), c. The double canula, being iiv-

serted in the handle, is fitted with
a wire, which is wound upon a
wheel, as shown in the cut mount-
ed on the handle, and also in a
separate figure in profile. The
wheel tits in a slot on the handle,

and can easily be removed when
This device is modified somewhat from

MmUmiHIi'i

Flo. 5.—The writer's palvano-cautery instruments: a, knife for cutting laterally; b, elec-
trode for cauterizing the pharyngeal vault ; c, ecraseur.

accomplished by making a linear incision along its

face, cutting well down to the vascular layer of the
membnxne. The result of this is a cicatrix, which,
in its contraction, reduces the mass far more than
occurs from the superficial burning. The instniment
by wlrtch this is done is shown at <i. As will l)e seen,

the cutting blade occupies but one side of the elec-

trode, and is on a horizontal plane.

In making these applications to the turbinated
bone it is well that there should be some protection
afforded to the septum. I know of no better device
for this purjiose than the little instrument shown in

Fig. tl, devised bv Dr. Shui-lev, of Detroit. As will

Ftg. 6.—Shnrley's nasal Bpeculnm.

he seen, it consists of an adjustable speculum, to one
blade of which is fitted a movable slide. When the
instrumBnt is introduced, the ivory slide is jjassed

into the cavity, and lying along the septum, affords

a perfect pr >tection to it from the heated electrode.

Of course a different instrument is required for each

not used.
that of Dr. Shurley.

In many cases of nasal catarrh there wiU be fonnd
a large sessile mass at the posterior termination of

the lower turbinated bone. This may be so large at

times as to almost completely fill the oval opening
of the posterior nares. I show here (Fig. 7) a cut of

Fio. 7.—Posterior view of hypertrophy of the lower turbinated bone«,
from a drawing of a case of Dr. lAjffert's. (From Robinson.)

a case from a drawing of Dr. Lefferts, which iUus-
trates this not infrequent comjilication veiy graph-
ically. This condition entails no little di.«comfort,

and often distress, both from the occlusion of the
nares, with interruption to nasal respiration, but als-o

from the amount of secretion which arises from it.

The methods of treatment alluded to are not compe-
tent to deal with this satisfactorily, as a rule.
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The little instrument shown in Fig. 8 answers so
perfect a jiiirpose in removing these masses that it

leaves nothing to be desired. It is the design of

Dr. Jarvis, the assistant at the Bellevue Throat Clinic.

It is an extnuuely simple form of wire ecraseur, and
needs no description. Success in its iise depends
largely on the use of steel wire. The wire I always

Ctto^^'i.W. WKLVWl

Fig. S.— Jarvis"s wire snare ecraseur.

use is the No. 5 piano wire, which possesses a high
degree of elasticity, together with a tensile strength

which no tissue of the body can easily resist. I

have, on sevei'al occasions, cut through dense fibrous

tumors with this instrument.

In dealing Anth the condition above alluded to, the

instrument is mounted with a loop, which an exam-
ination of the mass has shown to be sufficiently large

to embrace it, and is then passed through the nares

until the end of the loop passes the end of the turbin-

ated bone, and is free in the upiier pharynx. The
loop having been bent slightly to one side before

entering the nares will, by its own elasticity, slip

over the mass, when it can be easily drawn into

place and the tumefaction cut through. Of course
there is considerable hemorrhage as the result of

this, but if the operation be done slowly, a half lioiir

or even an ho^lr being consumed, it may often be
done without loss of blood. If, however, hemor-
rhage does occur, a plug of absorbent cotton can
easily be i:)assed back and wedged between the cut

surface and the septum, and allowed to remain until

Fig. 9.—Lateral view of hypertrophy of the lower turbinated bone
terlorly, with snare in position.

the following day, if necessary. The relief attending

this operation is immediate and striking.

The accompanying Fig. 9 gives a side view of this

posterior hyijertrophy. It is a drawing by Dr. Jar-

vis of a morbid specimen in his possession. There
is also shown in the plate the snare in position for

severing the mass.

A condition not unlike this at the posterior termi-
nation of tlie lower turbinated bone is fretjuently

met with, though in a far less degree, at the anterior
termination of the same bone. This consists in a
rounded, pufi'y-looking mass, which encroaches on
the lumen of the anterior nares, more or less com-
j)letely filling it, and serving to obstruct materially
the entrance of air.

A very simple device for removing this by meanH
of the same snare ecrasure has been suggested by
Dr. Jarvis. This consists of transfixing the mass
from below upward and backward by a long, slender
transfixion needle, mounted in a suital)le handle.
The loop of the snare is then passed over the handle
of the needle, and subsequently over its point, when
that portion of the mucous meml)rane which has
been transfixed is cut through and removed. There
is tlms taken out a small mass about the size of a
split pea. The cut surface heals kindly, and the
resiilt in my experience has been invariably to relieve

the condition of stenosis. This, of course, accom-
plishes what the forcejjs does, but it does it in an
almost painless manner, and with absolutely no
bruising. The hemorrhage resulting is not great,

and is easily controlled by a plug of cotton inserted

for a few minutes.

It will be noticed that I have confined the subject

of my remarks mainly to the nasal cavity jiroper, to

the exclusion of the vault of the pharynx. As stated

at the commencement of the paper, I regard the
pharyngeal vault as a part of the nasal cavities. In
nasal catarrh it undergoes the same changes which
occur in the other portion of the passages. This
consists in a true hyijerplasia. In the pharyngeal
vault, however, we find that there is an extremely
rich distribution of glands, giving this jiari the name
of the pharyngeal tonsil ; hence we find that in this

region the inflammatory jirocess assumes a glandular
character, and we have what, if it is of an aggravated
form, is generally called adenoma of the vault of the

l)harynx. It is extremely rare, however, to meet
with this condition develojied to such an extent as to

Avarrant the name. There is, as a rule, but a moder-
ate glandular hypertrojohy which occurs in connec-

tion with the hypertrophy extending throughout
the nasal ca%dtj'. It is a mistake to suppose that

this region is the source of a large amount of the

secretion that characterizes nasal catarrh. The
main source of the discharge is in the hypertro-

phied tissue over the turbinated bones, and the

removal of this removes the prominent features

of the disease. Still it wUl often become neces-

sary to use measures directed to the pharyngeal
vault, for this region is undoubtedly responsible

for some of the untoward symptoms of the dis-

ease we are considering. I have already referred

to the use of the galvano-cautery in this region.

In my own experience we have no better method
of coping with the disease there located.

To revert now somewhat and briefly. The use

of the spray and douche were stated to be in-

efficient in more than controlling the disease. I

pos- should state that I invariably make use of the

atomizer in all cases of nasal catarrh in my
office work, and that I very freqiiently direct

patients to use the douche at their homes.
The first step in all forms of treatment is the u.se

of the carbolized alkaline fluid, the formula for

which was given, to thoroughly cleanse the part of

the accumulations of mucus. In addition to this I

ajjply, by the same means, a mild astringent, such as

tannin, gr. x.—xx. to 3]'., zinc, sulph., gr. x. to 3].,
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potans. ohlorat, ^)i. to 5 j-.ot<-i >n the order of prefer-

ence. Tlics«> iiK'usurDs are in nu)st cases, however,

only rof^anU'd us aids to tlio otht^r nwasuios already

enumemtod. The question arisen aH to which of the

other measures to adopt in a ^ivi-n case. It is, of

course, extremely dillicalt to formulate any rule for

the Helection of the sj)eeial i)Iun of treatment. If

there is a mass at tlie posterior termimition of the

inferior turbinated hone, such as already described,

and which will a4lmit of or is sulliciently larf<c to en-

gage the snare, that instrument sliould l>e used. We
pos.sesH no method of dealin^^ witli this condition

comparable to it. If the mass anti-riorly is larf^e,

roundcil, and pufVy, and occludes the nostril it shoidd

be transtixed and removed liy tli(> snare. It is a less

painful and mon^ ellicient method than the cautery

or tlie use of escliarotics

For those irre^^ular and woll-orfranized hypertro-

phies, whicli have existed for several y(>ars and which
involve the continuity of tlie lower and middle tur-

binated bone, the j^alvano-t aubery atlbrds the best

means of dealinj^j with them.
If the disease has not existed for a long time,

and the thickened tissues have not become hardened
and dense by organization, the acetic acid will ac-

comj>lish all that can be hoped for.

In milder cases, not characterized by any marked
degree of hypertrophy, the use of atomized Huids

will serve an excellent purpose. Unfortunately,

these cases are not attended with any very promi-

nent symptom, and they do not, as a rule, present

for treatment.
The other remedies, such as chromic acid and nitric

acid, I do not discuss further, for the reason that I

have made but limited use of them, and in what I

have said to-night I have endeavored to contine my-
self to personal experience.

Mention should be made before closing of one of

the dangers which attends the use of any destructive

agent in the nasal cavity ; I refer to the danger of

facial erysipelas. As we know, this disease may result

from an apparent extension of an acute coryza. It is

easy to understand, then, how any destructive agents

used in the nasal cavity may be followed by the

same unfortunate accident. The immediate result of

the application of a caustic to the lining of the nasal

caWties is to excite virtually an attack of acute coryza,

with all the symptoms of that atlection—such as

intense congestion of the membrane, occlusion of

the nares, profuse secretion, sutfusion of the eyes,

neuralgic pain, etc. This traumatic coryza would
naturally tend to produce the facial erysii)elas to a

far greater extent than would the idioj)athic coryza.

The galvano-cautery is most at fault in this direc-

tion ; next to this I should rank nitrate of silver,

and then the nitric acid. Acetic acid, as far as I

know, manifests no tendency in causing this acci-

dent. The only .suggestion I can make in regai-d to

the prevention of this accident is, that too nuich
should not be attempted at one sitting, and that the

cautery, if it be used, should not be allowed to re-

main in the cavity more than a few seconds at a time,

and that the nares should be flooded with the douche
or sprav of tlie carbolized alkaline solution as soon
as possible after the withdrawal of the cautery elec-

trode or the escharotic.

There remains but one more unsettled question to

these CMeH may have endowed him with, is justified

in prondsing to cure any given case of nasal catairh

of long standing ; and by a cure I mean a genuine,

complete, and ])ermanent nunoval of all the symp-
toms. Many of us have cured cases of this disease,

and as our exj)enences enlarge, as our Hi)ecial skill

becomes better established, as our means of diagno-

sis extend, we will cure a still larger jiroportion of

cases. lint the ability to cure any given case in-

volves the ability to «'ure all cases, and that we <;au-

not do ; and it reflects no credit upon our candor and
conscientit)Usness if we ])roniise to do what we know
we are not safe in undertaking.

If, however, W(^ bring to bear on each case all the

means of diagnosis which are at j)resent within our

l)ower, and doing away with that conception <jf nasal

catarrh which regards it as an entity to be managed
in a routine? manm.'r, Imt rather regarding it as a

group of divers symptoms and conditions, each one
of which is tt) be th^dt with in a rational way, I be-

lieve that a large i)roportion of ca.scs will become
amenable to treatment, and most, i)ermanently cured.

That the .same conditions which gave rise to the dis-

ease originally may not operate to induce a reciir-

rence eventually of some of the symptoms, it is not

safe to say ; but that they need return in the full

force of the original disease need not, as a rule, be
expected.

In regard, then, to the question of the curability,

I do not hesitate in making the assertion, and I make
it advisedly : with our present means of diagnosis and
knowledge of therapeutic resources in nasal catarrh,

we can permanently remove most of the features of

the disease which render it a present source of discom-
fort, and all those that constitute it a source of danger
to the more vital j)ortions of the respiratory tract.

Before closing, I should like to add one word in

regard to our means of examination for the jmrpose
of diagnosis. From what has been said, it will be
easily infeiTcd that I regard as of the tirst importance
a thorough exploration of the nasal cavity, and the

recognition of the sjiecial morbid condition which
characterizes every portion of the mucous lining.

The early history of laryngoscojjy was marked by
the invention of what their inventors were pleased to

call laryngoscopes. Tlie one which has gained the

widest notoriety is that known as Tobold's. This in-

strument is constructed on certain optical princijdes,

I take it, known only to the inventor. I never have
been able to detect them. I mention this instnuuent

as one of a class, and to illustrate this point : no
arrangement of lenses or reflectors is capable of in-

creasing the rays of light. The concave reflecting

mirror converges th«i rays and produces a disc of

light more intense only so far as its area is less than
that of the flame which is the source of the light. In its

passage through lenses and reflection by minors much
of the light, on the contrary, is lost. We are too apt

to think that, having furnished our offices with a

Tobold, our outfit is complete, and our means of diag-

nosis cannot be improved ujion.

The head- mirror is preferable to all the laryngo-

scopes that were ever invented, and should always be
used when feasible, while among the jioorer methods
of examination I shoidd reckon Tobold's appa-

ratus.

The head-mirror and the rays of the sun give such

which allusion sliould be made, and that is, can we
; a perfect illumination that no portion of the nasal

cure nasal catarrh '? This is an extremely <litficult ! cavity need escape inspection by their use, and we
question to answer. I do not believe any physician, ' should not lose the gi-eat advantages of this method
I care not what his abilities may be, or how much of examination by resorting to the use of the so-called

wisdom or skill his exjierience in the management of 1 laryngoscopes.
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It seems to me, oftentimes, that the eafijerness

with which we seize upon new ideas is something of

a comtnentary on the still incomph^teness of ouv iivt

as physicians, and that our readiness to take nj) the

newly-advanced and novel methods is only e(iuallc'd

by the tardiness and, oftentimes, almost sadness with

wliich we lay them away with the other failures in

medicine. The introduction of laryngoscopy has

made prominent a number of co-ordinate new
methods, among which are the spray, the douche,
and the various illuminating devices. We may not

really lay them away with the same regret that has

followed many of their predecessors, but we will

necessarily be comi)elled to abandon much of the

hope with which they were tirst received.

REPORT OF CASES OF PHTHISIS

Treated at Aiken, S. C, During the Season
1879-80.

By W. H. CtEDDINGS, M.D.,

(Cotitlnupd from Medical Record, October 30, 1880, p. 489.)

Case XLVIII.—Male, thirty-two years. (Dr. For-
ney, of Georgetown, D. C. ) Mother died of phthisis.

Patient began to cough in October, 1879, having had
vague pains in the chest for some time previously.

Lost twenty-five pounds.
January 29th.—Very pale, cheek bones prominent;

great emaciation ; jiulse, 120 ; temperature, 100.5°.

On the right side diminished resonance over the upper
portion of the lung, from clavicle to the fifth rib,

with an area of dulness in the axillary line. The
respiration is feeble in front, and bronchial over the

area of dulness on the side.

February 25th.— Pulse, 108 ; temperature, 99.7°.

Much improved, has a good appetite, and has gained
three pounds. The cough has become less frequent,

but is to-day a little more troublesome in consequence
of his having taken cold. Expectoration reduced to

a half.

April 24th —Pulse and temperature nearly normal.

Had gained five and a half pounds, Imt lost two
and a half during a severe attack of muscular
rheumatism. Patient's general appearance is much
improved, color good, and face fuller. There is

dulness above and under clavicle, with diminished
resonance as low as the second rib, instead of to fifth

as at first examination. In the axillary line the dul-

ness is much less mai'ked. There is also dulness
behind under the uj^per two-thirds of the scapula,

which had jirobably e.scaped observation at the time

of his first examination. Respiration over the affect-

ed poi'tion of the lung is still bronchial.

R'.xult.—Great improvement in general health, a

gain of two and a half pounds, and probable dimin-
ution in the size of the area of dulness.

Case XLIX.—Male, twenty-five years, from Belle-

ville, Ontario. (Dr. M. Sullivan.) Disease began in

November, 1S79, with bronchial catarrh ; had night-

sweats, and lost fifteen pounds.
January 31st. — Pulse, 102; temperature, 102 ;

weight, 150 lbs. Was quite ill during the journey
sonth, and had to stop at Baltimore. Color pale.

Expectorates about one ounce of muco-puiiilent mat-
ter. Tongue coated ; cannot retain food. Right
side dull in front from above cla\dcle to the fourth

rib, with bronchial respiration. On the left side,

dull from clavicle to second rib, with bronchial

breathing. (Physical signs on the back were acci-

dentally omitted.)

Ai)rii 12th. —Patient improved steadily after the

seccmd week of stay in Aiken, and now looks cpiite

robust ; has a fresh, ruddy color, and now weighs
1()5 lbs., a gain of fifteen pounds since his arrival.

Pulse, 80 ; temperature, 98.5 . Coughs only after a

hearty laugh or some other unusual exertion. The
dulness on the right side is reduced to a limited area

above the clavicle, with diminished resonance under
that bone. Behind there is diminished resonance
over a small space between the scapula and si)iiial

column. Respiration in fi'ont is vesicular; behind,

bronchial over a very small area. On the left side

the dulness has disappeared entirely, and the respi-

ration is everywhere vesicular.

Ixcsiilt.—Complete arrest of the disease, with a

gain of fifteen pounds, and entire disappearance of

all i)hysical signs of disease in one lung and partial

clearing of the other.

Case L.—Male, 41 years, New York. (Dr. Horton.)

Hereditary predisposition, several maternal aiints and
uncles having died of i)hthisis. Disease is said to

have commenced with chills and fever in the winter

and spring of 1879. Cough began in June, had
sweats in July and Aiigust, and gradually lost ten

pounds.
February 7th.—At the time of his arrival in Aiken

his weight was 141 lbs., but he has since gained
twelve joounds. Color somewhat pale. Expecto-
rates two ounces of muco-purulent matter.

Left side.—Dull from clavicle to the fifth rib in front,

and under the upper third of the scapula behind,

with feeble respiratory murmur, and loud, moist rfdes.

On the right side no dulness, but about the middle
of the lung the respiration is jerking and somewhat
bronchial in character. Has dyspepsia and digests

oil with difficulty.

April 13th.—Pulse, 80 ; temperature, 99.3°. Owing
to repeated attacks of gastric catarrh, the patient has
probably lost a few pounds of the twelve poimds
gained during the first weeks of his residence in

Aiken. He coughs much less, and the expectoration

is reduced from two ounces to half an ounce. Qp
the left side the diihiess extends in front to the fourm
rib ; only a slight diminution in that situation.

Posteriorly, the imi)rovement is more marked, the

dulness being confined to the space above the spine

of the scaijula. Respiration not noted.

lif'sidf.—A marked improvement ; a gain of at

least ten pounds, and a reduction in the size of the

infiltration.

Case LI.—Male, twenty-eight years. (Dr. George
H. Humphreys, New York.) Had hemorrhages at

long intervals during the summei- of 1879, with cough
and night-sweats. Lost eight pounds.
February 10th.—Color pale. Expectoration small

in quantity and mucopurulent in character. There
is dulness on the right side above, iinder and below
the clavicle in front, and between the scapiila and
vertel)ral column beliind. In addition to this, there

is a limited area of dulness in the axillary line. Res-

piratory murmur is feeble.

]March 10th.— Pulse, 7(3 ; temperature, 99.5'. Much
improved. Color good. Coughs only in the evening,

and without expectorating. Has gained two pounds
There is no change in the physical signs, but over

the back and side there is no trace of the dulness ob-

served at the first examination.
May 1st.—Patient has continued to improve, and

now presents the ai)pearance of a man in jjerfect

health. Flesh firm, color good. Walks eight miles
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without f»«clinK fatifOi^*!. H»» Iuih j,'iiin»'il two 1)ouh<1»

w»»i;<ht. luiil JiiiH HO omj^h. Tliv only (nidonco of

dise.iHP left is slij^lit iIiiIiu'sh nn<l«'r tlie rij<lit cliiviclt',

witli luirsli rt'S|>initioii, lUiil audible experium iit the

Rj)ox on tlint side.

i\'-siilf.— Anv-tt of the disease, a-sevideneed bv ces-

nation of the heuu)rriiii>^es and sweats; disa)ti>eiir-

anee of the eoti^^li, iuerease in weight, and the ab-

neuco of most of the physical signs observed at the

first examination.
Cask L[I.—A man-ied lady, twenty-threo years of

age. a patient of Dr. Fleminf;. of Pittsburf?. She
sutTered in the fall and winter of 187(5 with bronchial

catarrh and loss oi" flesh: grew better in 1K77, but

reLii>sed in the fall of the ensuing year. Has lost

fifteen pounds.
February Tith.— Pulse, I'iO ; temjierature, 100';

weight ninety-Hve i)ounds ; looks very frail. Ex-
pectorates about one ounce in twenty-four hours.

Over the left front there is dulness from tlie clavicle

to second rib, with crepitant rfiles. Dull behind

(extent not noted), with bronchial res])iration. On
the right side ext^Misive dulness extending from clav-

icle to fifth rib, with bronchial breathing and i)ro-

longcd expcrium. Posteriorly, ox\ this side, tliere is

duhiess under the lower third of the scapula and be-

tween that bone and the column ; respiration bron-

chial.

March Ifith.—Has gained one pound and the face

api>ears fuller. No change in other .symptoms.

May Sth.—Pulse, lOK ; temperature, i>'.>.5 . Ke-
ports that she coughs only a little in the morning,

and that she is much stronger. Has not weighed,

but has evidently increased in weight. The symp-
toms afforded by physical examination were very

hastily noted and too imperfect for reproduction.

They show, however, some diminution in the extent

of the diseased surface.

7.V.N«//.—Improvement in general health, slight in-

crease in Mcight, and some diminution in the extent

of the infiltration.

C.vsE LIII.—A young lady of twenty yeai-s, ijatient

of Dr. Van Dyck, of Philadelphia. Disease began in

j^pril, 1>>7'.>. with pei-sistent hacking cough and grad-

ual loss of tiesh. In September of that year she

had an attack of pneumonia, irregular in style, but
Avith the s])uta characteristic of that disease. Has
lost fifteen pounds.

February bith.—Pulse, 112 ; temperature, 100.5°
;

weight, 130 lbs. ; color pale. Over the right front,

dull from tlie clavicle to the third iil>, also over the

back, as low as the angle of the scaj)ula. Bronchial
breathing, with j^rolonged experium, together with
moist rales audible over the whole of that side. On
the left side no dulness, but hai-sh respiration in

front aiul bronchial over a small area behind. Can
sleep only on the left side, and expectorates one
ounce of muco-puruleut matter.

March l.>th. — Pulse, 100 ; temperature, 101.3\
Has lost one and a half pound. Extent of dulness
unchanged, but there is cavernous respiration under
second rib on the right side.

April 'i'.itli. — Color improved ; is somewhat
stronger ; has an excellent appetite, and enjoys Tin-

disturbed rest at night. Weighs 117 lbs., a loss of

thirteen pounds. The area of dulness is unchanged
in front but extends an inch lower down behind.

Hesiflt.—Improvement in general health, but ex-

tension of the disease, with a loss of thirteen pounds
in weight.

C.\.SE LIV.—A young man of twenty-four years, a
patient of Dr. Joseph Stedman, of Boston, with hered-

itary tendency to ]>hthiRis on the father's side. During
an attack of typhoid fever in December, 1H7^>, chronic

imeumonia developed itself at the apex of the right'

lung, whicli in tiie course of the succeeding two
weeks rapidly exteiideil through the whole of the
upjicr lolie and a j)()rtion of the lower. Emaciated
rai>idlv and liad night-sweats.

Februarv- 21tli.-Pid.se, I'iO ; temperature 102.3°.

Looks i)ale, and is ijuite feeble, being unable to walk
even very short distaiu-es without becoming fatigued.

On the right side an extensive area of dulness, ex-

tending in front to the fourth or tifth rib, and behind
as low as the angle <if the scajuila. The resjjiration

is distinctly broMi-hial over the area of dulness, and
somewhat cavernous below the clavicle ; experium
prolonged, ^'ocal frcmit\is increased.

April 2.")th. — Pulse, 100; temperature, 100.4'.

Patient looks a little better ami his general health is

somewhat improv(>d, but the local symptoms remain
as at first examination.

Ri'sidt.—Tlie result in this case, i.p., prolongation

of life, was fully as good as the grave nature of the

case would admit of. The great extent of the dis-

ease and its rapid development in a young subject,

after a long and exhausting illness, precluding all

hope of a more favorable issue.*

{'ase LV.—A young man from Baltimore, who has
had i)hthisis for several yeai-s, and has twice visited

Aiken on that account, having each time derived

marked benefit from his residence there. Becoming
careless, and disliking the prolonged a]).sence from
home, he remaine<l in Baltimore until the latter part

of February, when increase of cough and renewed
loss of flesh induced him to start for Aiken.

Februaiy 27th.—Pulse, KXJ ; temperature, 98.5^

;

weight, 13<U lbs. ; color pale. On the left side there

is dulness in front, extending from the clavicle to the

tifth rib, also in axillary- line
;
posteriorly the lung is

still resonant. The respiration is feelile in front

with abundant mucous rales behind. On the right

side there is a small area of dulness under and lielow

the clavicle, the respiration over the upper portion

of that liuig being bronchial in character, with pro-

longed exi)iratorv murmur.
March 0th. —Pulse, 90 ; temiierature, 99.8^ Looks

a little better, and has gained four pounds.
AjJiil 23d.—Has been veiy impmdent, and has ex-

posed himself in the most reckless manner. Looks
badly ; has lost one and a half pound and is e%*ident-

ly much woi^se. The dulness extends over the great-

er portion of the left lung, and there is little or no
movement of the thorax on that side during respi-

ration.

Jie.oilf.—Extension of the disease.

Jieni'irkii.—The marked improvement which took
place during his former visits to Aiken justify the

assumption that the result would have been diH'erent

if this patient had returned in due setson and had
taken projjer care of himself.

Case LVI.—Male, thirty-four years. (Dr. Haddock,
of Beverly, Mass.) Began to cough in September
and had pleuritic jjains on the right side during the

fall months. Expectoration has at times been tinged

with l)lood. Has lost thirty pounds. Has been
three weeks in Aiken, and during that time has im-
proved in strength and has gained three pounds.

Februai-y 2.Sth.—Pulse, 84 ; temperatiu-e, 99.3'
;

weight, 140 lbs. Right side dull in front from the

clavicle to the third rib, also behind under the supi*a-

* This iiatinnt declineti rapidly after leaving Aiken, and died in ihe
early part of Jnnc.
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spinous fossa. Respiratioa is much feebler than on
the left side.

March Kith.—Pulse, 100; temperature, KKV.
About ten days ago the jiatient had a severe attack
of hyper.eniia of the liver, with considerable pain and
some d3\spniea. Is much reduced and has evidently
lost ground.

April ;JOth.—Pulse, 96 ; temperature, 98.9° ; weight
140. C'oughs only in the morning, or after an in-

digestible snpi)er, and has no expectoration. His
color is good and his general appearance healthy.

The dulness in front has receded to the second I'ib,

a gain of one rib. Over the back the area of dulness
is unchanged, except that there is a small dull space
between the scai)ula and column. The respiration

over the ajjex, both front and back, is bronchial.
A'e.NV^//.— General imjirovement, with some diminu-

tion in the amount of dulness, and a gain of three
pounds.

Kemarkn.—This patient was gaining rapidly until

prostrated by the hepatic complication, which caused
him to lose much that he had jireviously gained.
Case LVII.—An Irishman, forty-three years. (Dr.

Wright, of Indianapolis.) Has had pulmonary dis-

ease since 1870. Had repeated hemorrhages in

1877-78, lost thirty-two pounds in weight and has
had night-sweats. In addition to disease of the
lungs, the patient has had intermittent and remit-
tent fevers, rheumatism and dyspepsia. Came to

Aiken in January, improved for the first two weeks,
gaining three pounds, but since that time has made
no progress.

February 28th.—Pulse, 112 ; temperature, 99.5°
;

weight, 180 lbs. On the left side, dull in front, from
the clavicle to the fourth rib sensitive on perciission,

loud, moist nlles over the upper portion of the chest.

Posteriorly the dulness extends down two-thirds of

the scapula, over wliicli surface mucous rtlles are
everywhere riudible. On the right side there is

nothing abnormal in front, but behind there is a
small amount of dulness, with bronchial respiration,

betvreen the lower third of the scapula and column.
Laryngoscojiic examination reveals extensive ulcera-
tion of the vocal cords and congestion of other parts
of the larynx.

Remarks.— This patient remained two months
longer at Aiken, and, as would naturally be expected
from the character and extent of the disease, failed

to derive any benefit.

Case LVIII.—A married lady, thirty-one years old,

a ijatient of Dr. H. A. Johnson, of Chicago. Mother
and aunts died of consumption, and also one brother.
Has had cough during the winter for several years,

but last October it became persistent and was accom-
panied witli night-sweats and emaciation.
February 28th.—Pulse, 100; temperature, 101°.

The patient, who is greatly emaciated, presents a

decidedly cachectic appearance and suffers with
dyspnoea upon the slightest exertion. The amoiint
of dulness does not correspond with the gravity of
the other symptoms, being confined to a limited area
above and under the right clavicle. The respiration
over the lapper portion of that lung is decidedly
bronchial in character, with prolonged experium.
On the left side the only abnormal sign is a loud
expiratory niTirmur.

March'2:3d.—Pulse, 96; temperature, 98^°- Has
had one acute exacerbation, but now feels better as
well as stronger than when she first anived.
May -ith.—Pulse, 112; temperature, 103". Is evi-

dently failing. The dulness is now plainly percepti-
ble under the supra-spinous fossa on the right side.

The disease has also made rapid advance in the right

hing, the dulness on that side extendmg from the
clavicle to the fourth rib.

Jiesnl/.—Extension of the disease.

Jienuirks.—The cachectic appearance of the patient,

her extreme emaciation and great weakness, with
evidence of disease in both lungs, precluded all hope
of a more favorable result.

Case LIX.—A young lady, twenty-six years old, a
imtient of Dr. W. W. Johnson, of Washington, D. C.
Tlie disease began with cough in 8ei)tember, 1879,
followed by loss of weight and hemorrhage in De-
cember. Has also had night-sweats. Has lost nine
l)ounds. She arrived in Aiken seven weeks ago and
lias improved, having already gained eight ])ounds.

March 2d.—Pulse, 108 (under excitement) ; tem-
l)erature, 98i°. Looks quite healthy. Physical exr
amination reveals dulness on the left side extending
from the clavicle to the fourth rib, and under the
upper portion of the scai^ula.

April 20th.—The improvement noted above con-
tiniied until the middle of March, when she was im-
fortunate in contracting a severe cold, during which
she suffered with severe pleuritic jjains and lost her
voice. Up to that time she had gained twelve
pounds. She has now recovered from the attack and
is again im])roving.

RefiuU.—Great improvement checked by an acute
attack, with a gain of aboiit nine pounds. Change
in physical signs not stated. Not having seen her
until several weeks after her arrival, I am unal)le to

state what alteration has taken jjlace in the extent of
the infiltration.

Case LX.^—Married lady, twenty-nine years. (Drs.'

Conrad and Learning, of New York.) Disease began
with a "cold" in September; cough has been i)ersis-

tent since that date. Expectoration occasionally

tinged with blood.

March 2d.—Pulse, 92 ; temperature, 98^°. Dul-
ness over upper portion of the left lung in front and
under the supra-spinous fossa behind. Pesj^iration

feeble on that side, with increased vocal fremitus.

April 27th.—Improved during the first weeks,
gaining a few poiinds. Since then there has been a

great deal of gastric disturbance, occasional fever,

and some pain in the lung. No change in the physi-

cal signs other than the jjresence of a few moist
rales.

Result.—Leaves Aiken in about the same condition
as when she arrived, the gain during the first weeks
of her residence there having been counteibalanced
by subsequent loss

Case LXI.—A young lady, twenty years old. (Dr.

Henderson, Brooklyn, N. Yi. The disease began
with an attack of lu^mojjtysis in May, 1879, which
recun-ed again in July and September, and was
very profuse in December. Has had steady cougli

since September, and has lost six pounds. Has
been two months in Aiken, and did well until a few
days ago, when the cough became sirddenly more
frequent, and was attended with marked increase of

temperature.
March 4tli.—Pulse, 120 ; temperature, 100.4°. Looks

pale and sick ; tongue coated ; no ai)])etite, and com-
plains of headache. Right front dull from the clav-

icle to the third rib, iinder the supra-spinous fossa,

and between the scapula and column. Respiration
is bronchial in character.

March 22d.—Is (piite hoarse ; has some pleuritic

pain, and is feverish, all the result of exposure for

several hours in a damp locality.

April 23d.—Has gi-adually recovered from the at-
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tack in Mnrcli, which proved to be qnite severe. Up
to tlmt tiiuu n\u' hml xninfil t«>n poun«ls. Her j)res-

eut wi'if^ht is I'is lUs , which is four p«»nii<ls p^cat+'r

thiiii wht'ii sill' iirrivod. I'livsicul sij^^ns uiichniip^ed.

Kfsn/t.— Iini>rovoin»«nt in ^'nenil hniltli and a giiin

of fonr ponniLs in wviglit.

Came LXII.^A nnirricd IjkIv, tliirty-two yp»r«.

(Dr. .1. .Soils Cohen, IMiihuU'lpliin. ) Hert'tliturv jjre-

tlispositioii to ])htl>iHis. ( 'on-^h hcpcan in S«>i)tHmi)pr.

lH7;t, followed hy li\rytif,'itis in Octolier. Aphonia
from that date until her arrival in Aiken, when her
voii'e returned, ami is now ipiite clear.

Miirrh ."»th. Pulse. iH ; temperature, 99.1°. Color
good ; cou^h verv troiiMesoine. On the right side
dulne.s.s from the clavicle to the fourth rili and over
iippor third of the scapula, llespiration loud and
bronchial in character, .somewliat cavernou.s, with
increased vocal fremitus l)ehind. Ijar\ngoscopic
examination reveal-s erosion of both vocal cords,
which are (piite red near their insertion into the ary-

tenoi<l cartilages.

April l24th.—Pulse, 92 ; temperature, 99.5°. Gen-
eral imj)rovement ; has gained one jjound, and coughs
less. The dulness in front has receded to the third
rib. Physical signs in other respects unchanged.

lirsull.—Imj)rovement in geneml health. Slight
increase in weight. Some diminution in the extent
of the infiltration, and recovery of voice, after four
or live months of more or less complete aphonia.

C.\sE LXIII.—A married lady, forty-five years.

(Dr. Ralph Walsh, "Washington, D.C.) Hereditary
predisposition, father, mother, brothers, and sisters

having died of consumption. Has been in feeble
health for several years, and has had cough since
November, 1H78. Has had one hemorrhage. Loss
of weight, twentv pounds.
March 12th.—Pulse, 92 ; temperature, 101.6°.

General appeai-ance decidedly cachectic. Expecto-
rates al)out two ounces of thick muco-pumlent mat-
ter. On the right side there is dulness above and
under the clavicle, with diminished resonance as low
as the third rib. Behind, the dulness extends over
the upper two-thirds ot the .scapula. Eesi>iration
both front and back decidedly bronchial, and in

some places cavernous in character. On the left

side there is also an area of dulness, extending in
front from the clancle to the second rib, and occuijy-
ing behind the sjjace corresponding with the sujira-

spinous process. The respiration on that side bron-
chial, with an occasional ronchus.

This patient improved, but, owing to her being
suddenly called home, I had no opportunity of agixin

examining her. With a %-iew to completing the his-

t )ry of the case, I wrote to Dr. Walsh to ascertain
h ?r condition. He wiites to me, under date August
^Dth, that he " firmly believes that the trip to Aiken
has so far saved her life," and that he proposes to
have her retura next season.

Resnlt.—Marked improvement in general health
;

changes in physical symptoms not noted.
Case LXEV.—Male, twenty-two years. (Dr. J. S.

Lothrop, Boston.) Lost a brother with pulmonary
phthisis. Disease began in March, 1S79, with cough
and emaciation. Lost eleven jjounds, but subse-
quently regained eight pounds.
March 13th.— Pulse, 84; temperature, 98^;

weight, 125 lbs. Expectoration small in (piantity,

and of late occasionally streaked with blood. Over
right front dulness above and under the clavicle.

Respiration feeble, with prolonged exjjerium. Be-
hind there is dulness under the supra sijinous fossa,

the respiration being as in front.

I

April 23<1.—Patient lias Lad an exacerbation of

his diseasi', with fever, pleuritic pain, an<l a Iohb of

four poun<lH in weiglit. From this lie soon rallied

and now weigiis 12H lbs., which is three pounds more
;
tlian at the time of his arrival. 'IIh* inllltration iH

j
Hlightly increased in size, there being diminiHhed
restmance to the second rib in front, and two-thirds

down to scapula behind.
I linsiill.— Extension of the disease at first, witli

! marked improvement afterward ; the loss during the

i

acute attack being nmre than counterbalanced by
I his subse(pient imi>rovement.*

I

Cask LXV.— Male, thirty two years. (Dr. Edwin
i

Powell, Chicago. J
Disease began with bronchial ca-

j

tarrh in the summer of 1K7H. Lost twenty jKtunds,

I

of which he afterward regained ten. Has liad fever,

and occasional sweats. Went to Colorado in Novem-
ber, 187K. and remained there until August, 1879,

lost his cough, but did not increase in weight. Has
been hoarse since Sejitendjer, 1879. Cough reap-

peared after his return to Chicago.
March l»>th.—Coughs but little, but when he does

the expectoi-ation is cpiite profuse. Weight, 130 lbs.

Physical examination—the notes of which are rather

incomplete—^reveals a small infiltration at the ai>ex

of the right lung, as evidenced Vjy dulness and bron-

chial respiration.

April 28th.—Pidse, (50 ; temperature, 98.9\ Weight,
13(5 lbs , a gain of six pounds. Coughs ver\' little (a

short hack two or three times a dayj, expectorating
a small (piantity of matter, which is gradually dimin-
ishing in (piantity. Flesh firm ; strength much im-
proved. Walks two and a half miles without fatigue.

His appearance is that of a perfectly healthy man.
Slight dulness under outer jiortion of the clavicle,

under the supra-spinosis fossa, and between that

portion of the scapula and the vertebral column.
Respiration bronchial. Hoarseness greatly imj)roved.

Result. — Great improvement in general health,

diminished cough anct expectoration, and an increase

in weight of six pounds. Voice much clearer.

CaseLXVI.—Male, twenty-one years. (Dr. Loomis,
New York, consulting jjhysician. ) Had cough through-
out the winter of 1878-79, which disappeared during
the summer, but returned in December, after taking
a severe cold. Had an attack of luemoptysis in Janu-
ary, 1880. Has lost twenty pounds, and has had
night- sweats.

March 18th.—Pul.se, 120; temperature, 100.7.
Weight, 115 lbs. ; appearance cachectic ; expectora-
tion two ounces. There is an extensive area of dul-
ness, with feeble respiration to the outer side and
below the angle of the right scapula.

May 2(3th. —Pulse 84 ; tenii)erature, 99.8°. Weight,
130 lbs., a gain of fifteen pounds. Cough.s less, and
looks much better, has a good api)etite, and is able
to walk three miles without fatigue. Marked de-
pression of the thorax below the right clavicle. Dul-
ness as at first examination. Respiratory murmur
feeble and indistinct.

Rf'xull.—General imi)roTement, and a gain of fif-

teen pounds.
Case LXVII.—Male, twenty-five years, from New

York. Has been treated by a homteopathic prac-
titioner of that city. No hereditary predisposition.
Is said to have had malarial fever in August, 1879.

This was followed by cough, and loss of weight to

the extent of seven pounds. Has had night-sweata.

Expectoration has been occasionally tinged with

* This patient was again under my cjiru during the Biimmcr months
:it Tk-thleitem, N. U., where hie improvement was both rapid and con-
tinuous.
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blood. He arrived in Aiken late in January, and lias

been steadily improving ever since. The night-sweats

have ceased, and he has regained the seven pounds
which he lost in New York.
March8()th.—Pulse, HH; temperature, 99.2 \ Color

good. Expectorates two oiinces.

KUiIit .svV/ft;.—Dull under the clavicle and first rib,

with diminished resonance under the upper portion

of the scapula and in the interscapular s])ace. In the

latter situation the l)reathing is bronchial.

May 8th.—Patient did well until two weeks ago
when he was taken with diarrhoea. He reports that

he consulted a physician, who informed him that it

was his liver which was at fault, and gave him pow-
ders (probably calomel), during the administration

of which he grew rapidly worse. The i)atient is

much changed for the worse and presents a miserable

appearance. His pulse is 96, and his temperature
102'. Is pale, and is exhausted by the sliglitest ex-

ertion. There is (bilness over the entire front of

the right lung, with bronchial breathing. Under
proijer treatment he improved sutliciently to start

for home during the following week.
Remilt. —Great improvement during the first three

months, with a gain of seven pounds, followed by
relapse and rapid extension of the disease.

Case LXVIII.—A young man of about nineteen

years, from Boston. (Dr. Knight, consultant.) ' Has
had cough since last spring, attended with loss of

flesh. Spent the summer at Bethlehem, N. H., where
he held his own. Returned to Boston in the fall,

and while there lost ground. Came to Aiken a month
ago and has been improving ever since. Has gained

ten pounds since his arrival.

April 6th.—Pulse, 112 (is very nervous) ; tempera-
ture, 100.9°. On the left side there is a dull area

extending in front from the clavicle to the seventh

rib, and behind as low as the angle of the scapula.

The respiration is distinctlv bronchial in character.

April 30th. — Pulse, 104 ; temperature, 100.7°.

Color improved. Weighs 146 lbs., a gain of two pounds
since last examination, and of twelve jiounds since

his arrival. Coughs less, expectoration reduced in

quantity and with a greater proportion of mucus.
In front the dulness has receded to the fifth rib, but
this is counterbalanced by extension behind, the

lower border of the area of dulness now reaching to

one inch below the angle of the scapula.

Eesull. — Great improvement in general health,

with a gain of twelve jiounds.

Case LXIX.—A young lady, twenty-eight years, a

patient of Dr. Opie, of Providence. Several rela-

tives on the maternal side, including the patient's

mother, have died of phthisis. Had cough during

the winter of 1K78 and 1879, hut was free from it

during the ensuing summer. It returned again in

the fall after an attack of " nervous prostration " and
has persisted ever since. Has lost a great deal in

weight, but does not know how much. Spxita have
been occasionally tinged, and has also suffered with

night-sweats. Has improved a gi-eat deal since her

arrival in Aiken six weeks ago, eating and sleeping

well, increasing in weight, and coughing less.

April 17th —Pulse, 100 ; temperature, 99.5°; weight,

ninety pounds ; expectorates half an ounce. Over
the right front, which is very sensitive on jiercus-

sion, there is no marked dulness, but the respiration

is decidedly bronchial. Posteriorly there is dulness

nnder the scapula and between that bone and the

column. The respiration over that region is bron-

ehial.

May 5th, -Pulse, 80; temperature, 99.8". Has

gained eight i)ounds, and has a healthy color.

Coughs but little, and does not expectorate more
than a drachm. (I did not have an opijortunity of

examining her l)efore she left Aiken, but on meeting

her a few months later at Bethlehem, N. H., I found

she had been entirely free from cough for several

months. The bronchial respiration haddisai)i)(!ared,

leaving only a little roughness. The area of dulness

behind, although still present, was much more lim-

ited than when I first examined her.)

7i't'.sv///.—Marked improvement in every respect,

with subsequent anest of the disease.

Tabclaii Statement of Caie'^ of Phthisis trkateh at Aiken,

SocTii Carolina, duping the Winter of IJilll-Ml.

Case No. Lung affected.

Term of

lesidenco
in Aiken.

Left.

Left.

RiKht.
Rit-'ht.

Right.
Right.
Rij-'ht.

Left.

Left.

RiRht.
Both, with laryn-

geal complication.
Rieht.
Right.
Bnth.
Right.
Both.
Right.
Both.
Loft.

R^ght.
Both.
Both.
Right.
Both.
Right.

Botli, with larj-n-

geal complication.
Both.
Left.

Left.

Right.
Right.
Both.
Right.
Right.
Right.
Right.
Left.

Right.

5 inonth-s.

1 month.
4 mniiths.

(3 months.
5 months.
'i iiiontlie.

5 month.s.

y months.
3 months.
4 months.

a months.
10 year.ij.

4 months.
4 months.
4 months.
3 months.
3 months.
3 months.
3 months.
3 moiiths.

3 inonths.

I 3 months.
i 2 nionths.

j

'i months.
4 months.

4 months.
2 mon'hs.

I
4 months.

I

2 months.
4 months.
3 months.
2 months.
2 months.
3 months.
3 months.
3 months.
2 monthr.
2 months.

Improved.
Grew worse.

Died.
Improved.
Grew worse.

Died.
Improved.
Grew worse.
Grew worse.
Improved.

Grew worse.
Arrest.
Arrest.

Grew worse.
Arrest.
Arrest.

Im))roved.
Arrest.

Improved.
Arrest.

Improved.
Grew worse.

Unchanged.
Grew worse.
Improved.

Unchanged.
Grew worse.
Improved.
Unchanged.
Improved.
Improved.
Improved.
Improved.
Improved.
Improved.
Grew worse.
Improved.
Arrest.

Increase
in weight.

l»i lbs.

Not noted.

8 lbs.

iX lb«.

Not noted.
2 ll)s.

7 lbs.

4 lbs.

20 lbs.

'iVi lbs.

15 lbs.

10 lbs.

2 lbs.

Not noted.

3 lbs.

<• lbs.

II

4 lbs.

1 lb.

Not noted.
3 lbs.

6 lbs.

15 lbs.

12 lbs.

8 lbs.
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of tlie arrest, I hftvo concla«le«l to adopt a more
moilivst hut Hafor toriii to sij^nify thiit tlic disease

has boon hroiififlit to a stundstill. Many of the local

manifostiitions of dis«'.\s«>, sncii as doprossion of the
thoracic walls, dulnoss on percussion, otc., ar«^ still

proHont, to a jj^roator or less cxtont. in most of tlios<j

cases, nor is it to ho expoct<^!d that thov will ovordis-

api>car.

I havo soon oasos that have enjoyed good health
nnintcrrni)todly for twenty or thirty years in whom
the dnlnoss was as distinct as when tiio process was
at its heif^ht. Case XLIII., where after ten years of
good health the dnlness is still iireseut, atfords a
good example of this fact.

proiucGS of iUctiifiU Science.

^[iLl'lPLiE Sy.MI'ATHETK' AfFKCTIONS ('ArSKDHYTHE
PuKSKNiK OF Intestinal Woums.—Dr. CTuennonprez
(Joiirtitil (lea sciiitices ink/, de Lille, July, 18<S()) re-

poi"ts this curions case: A girl, eleven years old,

•witiiout morbid antecedents, ar.d lacking all heredi-

tary taint, had occasiouiiUy passed some long round
worms (ii.-iciiria liiiahrii-iti</':<), but in less number
than many other children living in the same locality.

Her father noticed that her intelligence began to

•weaken, and that she showed peculiarities of charac-

ter. She would tear her clothes, nin away from
home, or grow morose, irritable, and perverse. Her
memory began to fail her. At irregular intervals,

an 1 without appreciable cause, these i)sychical dis-

turbances became even more marked. Her nights
would then be si)ent in restless agitation. This
lasted about a month. The restlessness was at

that time constant ; when about, she must walk ; if

stopped, she stamped her feet, kicked with irregular
movements, gave no answers. When seated, her
limbs were in jieriietual motion. Tliere were mo-
ments of apparent calmness, but also decided exacer-
bations. Hearing was lost, and vision became im-
paired. In addition, sijeech forsook her, and her
face was distorted by grimaces. Fi-equently she
cried, at other times she ajjpeared to be viciously
inclined, pursuing her sister with a knife. Again,
she would be the victim of actual hallucinations.

The bodily functions were regularly performed, but
she had grown somewhat thinner. Opium, chloral,

bromide of potassium, and baths, all j^roved una-
vailing in the cure of her malady. At length a
vermifuge was tried, and thirty-seven worms were
passed. On the following day the nei-vous condition
was \-isibly improved. In twelve days she passed
about eighty worms, and as she got rid of them her
agitation subsided and her intelligence returned. In
two months she had completely recovered, and the
cure has remained undisturbed for the two years since
that time.

—

Gazette mid. de Furi.-i, August 21, 1880.

Em?oiiisM OF THE Abdominal Aorta above the
Iliac Bifurcation.—Dr. Deroyer reports the follow-
ing case : A priinipara, twenty-two years old. having
passed through a normal pregnancy and delivery, de-
veloped a marked febrile movement on the third day
after the latter event. She was then giving the
breast to her child, but the condition of the abdomi-
nal organs gave no clue to the fever. Antipvretic
treatment soon controlled the fever, but three days
later it retm*ned, together with painful sensations in

the left iliac fossa. After several days the febrile

movement again ceased. The i)atient being consti-

patod a castor-oil injection was given. A diHicuIt

evacuation followed, and during the ellbrts of defeca-

tion she suddenly uttenMl a loud cry, and comi)laiiied

of a severe pain in her abdomen. The ])hysician ar-

riving soon after found iiei with an anxious expres-

sion of countenance, breatliing ra))idly, and with a
pulse of I'iO. No tynijianitis, no alxloniinal tender-

ness, and normal hwhial discharge ; utenis and ap-

pendages sliowe<l no signs of intlanmiatorv action.

Her condition tlui-tuated for several days between
))ain with f«'v«'r, and complete freedom from all mor-
l)id manifestations. Then one night the doctor was
suddenly summoned, and found the patient suHenng
intoleral)h' j)ains in both legs, together with a feeling

of numiiness tiiere. In ex))loring the condition of the

circulation it was found that both femoral artj'ries

lacked a i)ulse. The abdomen being su})j)le, abdom-
inal i)ul.sations could be readily felt, (-xtending as far

as the umbilicus, where they cea.sed. Hence that

point conesponiled to the seat of obstniction. It

was determined to try energetic jire.ssings and rub-

bings along the course of the aorta. The i)ain sub-

sided somewhat under this treatment, but on the fol-

lowing morning the femoral jjulse was still absent.

A rej^etition of yesterday's experiment was followed

by the reappearance of the pulse, and A\as repeated

as (fften as it began to flag. Sjiots of discoloration,

however, made their ai)pearance on Ijoth legs. The
pulse seemed permanently re-established on the left

side, but was again ab.sent on the right. The frictions

were followed l)v a reappearance, for a short time, of

the pulsatioiLs, but at last they invariably ceased soon

after this manipulation. Gangrene at length super-

vened, and the patient died. An autopsy was not
permitted.

—

Gazette des hdpitnwr, Aug. 10, 1880.

Anthrax AcgumED on Pasturage.—Dr. Poincar6
reports the following, which is of interest from the

standi)oint of experimental patholog;^'. On an isola-

ted farm the cattle were attacked by anthrax, and
nineteen animals perished within three weeks. A
veterinarian observed that the grass of the meadow
serving as pasturage gi"ound was always wet with a

marshy liquid. He thought that this might contain

the germs of the disease, and advised the farmer to

seek new pasturage ground. Another veterinarian's

advice, to the eflfeet that the animals should not be
allowed to return to their stable, being followed,

three more beasts died. Dr. Poincare received some
of the marshy fluid, together with blood from one of

the dead animals. Both contained similar bacteria.

Some of the bogg;s' fluid having been In-podermically

injected into a guinea-pig, the latter soon fell sick,

and died in a few days after the injection. The
blood of the animal showed the parasitic alteration

described by Davaine, and being introduced sub-

cutaneously into a second guinea-pig, caused the

death of this one on the same day. The autopsy
and microscopic examination demonstrated that the

disease was anthrax.— (Jazelte med. de Pttris, August
21, 1880.

Mastich in the Treatment of Uterine Cancer.—
Dr. O. Jennings has tried this dmg as a substitute

for the Chian turpentine, in six cases of uterine can-

cel', and while he has, of course, lieen unable to ef-

fect a cure, the treatment was nevertheless, in eeverol

instances, followed by a decided improvement in the

genei-al condition of the patients. The dmg (tur-

pentine of Fistdcin lentincus) was administered in

connection with flowers of sulphur, and in the form
of pills, the proportion being six parts of the turpen-
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tine to four of the 8iili)linr. Eight pills, each one
containing 15 t-entigiaumies of the tnipentino, were
given as a daily dose. In the tiist case, after ten

days of siich treatment, the local signs \vi're hnt
slightly changed ; still there vas a marked im])rove-

nient of the patient's general health, the ajjjjetite

was better, and the vaginal discharge had considei-a-

bly diminished. The existing i)ainfulness in the
lumbar and hypogastric regions was also much les-

sened. In the second, the drug caused some initial

vomiting, but tolerance was soon established. Here,
also, the ])atient was notably imi)roved. In the;

third case, the imj^rovement was still more marked,
so that the jjatient insisted on leaving the hosi)ita],

being now in a condition of absolute painlessness,

whereas on admission she had suffered intensely. In
the fourth case, the pains were not controlled, but the
discharge diminished during the administration of

the drug. The lifth case showed no local anx^ioration
after one montli's trial of the turpentine, though the
general health of the patient continued to be satis-

factory during all this time. In the sixth and last

case the drug increased the already existing tendency
to vomit, and after one week she refused to continue
with the medicine. There was no imin-ovement.
Finally, the writer says that these trials certainly had
encouraging results, and in view of the difficulty of

obtaining jjure Chian turpentine, ordinary mastich
deserved to be further tried.

—

La Tribune mklicale,

Aug. 15, 1880.

Influence of the Epileptic Attacks on Weight of
Patients.—Dr. Kowalewsky read a paper bearing the
above title before the twenty-first convention of Rus-
sian naturalists and physicians. He divides his jia-

tients in five groups : 1, chronic grand mal, with fre-

quent attacks (twenty- five cases) ; 2, recent (one to one
and a half years) grand mal, with few attacks (forty- sev-

en cases) ; 3, petit mal (seven cases); 4, status epilejiti-

cus (about ten cases) ; 5, epilepsy with niania : a, with
convulsions, and b, without convulsions (number of
these cases not stated). Patients were kept on the
same diet, were weighed at regular hours, were not
made to do any hard work, and all suffering from in-

somnia, fever, etc., were excluded : 1. In old cases of
grand mal, the loss in weight, after each jiaroxysm
varied from one to two jaounds. 2. In recent cases
of grand mal the loss was from three to twelve
pounds, but more commonly, three, five, and four
pounds. One patient, who was free from the attacks
during six months, after two consecutive paroxysms
lost nine jjounds. 3. Attacks of j^etit mal were also
followed by loss in weight, but to a lesser degree.
One patient has had twelve attacks, and each time
his loss amounted to from four to five j^ounds. The
maximum loss in this category of cases was nine
pounds after two attacks during the same day. 4.

During the status epilepticus the loss was not great,

one to one and a half i^ounds. But the total loss in

some cases extended to twenty-five per cent, of the
weight of the patient. 5, Among the cases of epi-
lepsy complicated with mania, those that suflTered

from convulsions and vertigo wei-e particularly ob-
served. In one such case, in the course of observation,
the weight fell from 146 to 114 pounds.
Although the cause of this phenomena lies in the

increased nutritive changes, still, to determine the
exact nature of them, a further study of the question
is needed.— r/v//t//, 1880, No. 2.

The Condition op Blood in the CornsE of Dis-

eases Affecting Lymphatic Glands.—Dr. PawlofF
read a paper on this subject before the same conven-

tion. His conclusions, based ui^on ninety-three ex'

aininations of fifty-two cases of diftcrent diseases o

lyiiii)liatic glands, from simple hyiier])]asia to pro"

lusc .sni)2nuati<)U, aic as follows : the number of red
b]ood-cori)nscl(s is not afi'ectcd. Increase of white
corpuscles is observed only in the course of imrulent
l)rocesses in the connective tissue suirounding the

gland. The decrease of hamoglol.)in is due, not to

the glandular lesion, but to the state of patient's gen-
eral habit. ^— VnUch, 1880, No. 4.

Akteiual Transfi:sion of Blood.—Prof. S. P.

Kolomnin performed this operation ten times. He
injected detibrinated blood into the i)eriplural end of

the radial artery. He claims the following advantages
over the venous transfusion : it is as simple and as

easily performed as the latter, a greater amount of

blood can be injected (from 100 to 220 c.c), which
enters the heart more gradually, and there is no dan-
ger of obstructing the vessels of internal organs.

—

'J'j-a)isac/iu}is of (lie Society of liussiau Plitji^icians,

1879-1880.

CuEiors Cases of Volitional Contkol over In-

voluntary Acts.— Dr. Berliakoff repoits in Vr(tich,

1880, No. 8, a case of a man sufi'ering from syphilitic

ulceration of the rectum, who succeeded in gain-

ing such control over his sphincteis, that he could,

under certain conditions, open the anal orifice, per-

mitting a jierfect inspection of the rectal mucous
membrane to the depth of seven centimetres, the anus
aiJjjearing as a hole two centimetres in diameter. He
could retain the parts in this condition for ten to fif-

teen minutes, becoming very much fatigued at the
end. To accomplish it, he had to place himself in the
position known as a la vache, cover his head with a
blanket or a gown, stop breathing and draw in the
abdomen : perfect silence was absolutely necessary.

He could not give any explanation of how he was
doing this. Silence and darkness were necessary to

jjermit him to concentrate his mind on the act. He
was led to this by a desire to assist his physician, as
local manii^ulations were very difficult and i)ainful.

Prof. Mauassein, editor of Vratdi, speaks of two
medical students : one of whom can accelerate and
the other retard the jjulse-rate at will.

—

lb.

Faradization of Abdominal Muscles for Asci-
tes.—Dr. Sigrist rej^orts a second case of ascites suc-
cessfully treated in this manner. Ascites was due
to hypertrophic cirrhosis of liver. Every muscle was
made to contract from fifteen to twenty-five times;
two seances per day. Under this treatment patient
began to lose in weight about 200 gims. ])er diem

;

amount of urine became double, and abdominal cir-

cumference was diminishing from one-half to one
centimetre jjer day. On the tenth day abdominal
bandage was ajq)lied. In three weeks ascites entirely

disai)i)eared and had not recuiTcd Avhen seen three
months later.

A similar case, complicated with ne]ihritic conges-
tion, diminished urinary secretion, and trace of albu-
men in the urine, was treated bv faiadization alone,
by Dr. Popoft' ( Vrafch, 1880, No\ 22), with the like
result. Amount of urine was increased from 800 to
1,000 c.c. to more than double the quantity. Albumen
disappeared from the urine on the eighth day and
did not return. Abdominal circumference fell from
ninety-five centimetres to eighty centimetres ; as-

cites was cured ; spleen became much smaller.

The days when faradization was omitted, amount of
urine was always smaller. Beneficial ettects of this

treatment was also ascertained in the clinique of Dr.
Lesch.— rr«/c//, No. 9, 1880.
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THE VALUE OF SANITATION IN NEW
YORK.

A REVIEW of the vital statistics of this city for the

present year may on some accounts produce a little

discoiirapfement as regards the efficacy of sanitation.

We have had for some years as efficient a board of

health as exists in any city, and its work is helped

by a reasonably good snjjply of money. In addition

to this, there are several private associations which

contribute largely to the work of preventing or re-

lieving sickness among children. Our tenement-

houses ai'e visited by sanitary inspectors and physi-

sicians ; many of the children of the poor have been

taken out upon the harbor, or have been to sea-side

sanitaria, or carried for tlie summer into the country;

and there has been, apparently, every possible at-

tempt made to lessen the prevalence of disease. Na-

ture has to some extent made this work easier, for

New York is admirably situated for purposes of thor-

ough drainage, and it can be swept by the wind from

every (piarter.

On looking over the tables of Wtal statistics,

however, we find that, in the present year, sickness,

and especially contagious disease, has markedly in-

creased, and that for a few weeks in the ]>ast sum-
mer New York had the highest mortality rate of any
city in the world which reported its deaths. This
i^ate, for example, during the week ending July 3,

1880, was 56.20 per thousand, estimating the popu-
lation at 1,200,000. For several weeks an ex-

tremely high rate was kejit iij), despite eveiy pre-

caution.

This particularly high death-rate cannot be ascribed

to the heat alone, because there are many hotter

cities than New York ; and in these —such, for ex-

ample, as Philadelphia and St. Louis—the mortality

was much lower than it was here. Neither can it he

entirely ascribed to the conditioa of our tenement-

hoiiBefl, for the increase of mortality was not pro-

jKirtionatt'lv ho very much greater in tlie tenement-

houses than in other districts. W(! must add, proba-

bly, to these factors, an " epitlemic constitution " and
—dirty streets.

By examining the statistics of contagioiy* diseases

for the year 1880 as compared with 1879, it will be

found that during tlus ])resent year tliere has been

an increa.sc in nearly all forms. The exact figures we
have already jmblislied. This increase has not been

very great in any particular case, but, taking it as a

whole, the difference is very marked. And this dif-

ference, as we remarked, has occurred in the face of

active measures to secure ])urer air, better drainage,

and disinfection and isolation in all cases of infectious

disea.se. But these facts do not give a brilliant show-

ing for the efli<-acy of sanitation, though we do not

mention them with the intention of undermining

faith in hygiene or lioards of liealth. It has been

abundantly }>roven that our City Board has consid-

erably reduced the mortality rate during the j'ears

in which it has been in existence, and the number
of lives thus saved or pi'olonged amounts to many
thousands.

On the other hand, it does not do to ignore the

darker side of the matter. Sickness will prevail and

death-rates increase, although sanitai-y officials do all

in their power to i)revent them. There is no danger

that the people will fail to know it when the authori-

ties are making the city healthier. But it is quite

as important, though not nearly so likely, that the

people should know when the city's health is not

so good. A daily contemporary chooses to as-

cribe all the sanitary and other ills of our muni-

cipality to the dominant party which looks first

after the " spoils " and last after the streets. Thnt

the present rale under which New Y'orkers live, is

deplorably bad in many respects, we can safely

assert without being accused of i)artizanship. But,

apart fi'om its politics, there are two peculiarities

in our city to which its unhealthiness is largely

due—two things which are to a gi-eat extent under

municipal control : these are the dense accumula-

tion of people in badly constructed tenement-houses,

and the filthiness of the streets. A gi'eat deal can

be done to relieve the first trouble ; vastly more im-

provement, however, can be accomplished in keep-

ing our streets clean. They are now the reproach

of the city ; and it cannot be that the miles of fester-

ing filth exposed to the summer sun has not some-

thing to do with the mortality rates.

These are lessons, then, in the vital statistics of

the year. Health boards do not always succeed in

the fight against pestilence, or even against the ordi-

nary course of disease. And when this is the case

in New Y'ork, we may look for explanation not only

to the obstinacy of pathological processes, but to

the peculiarities of municipal politics.
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CIVIC MALARIA.

This is a term used—perhaps coined—by Dr. Ji)lm

C. Peters in the annual report of tlie Committee on

Hygiene of the Medical Society of the County of New
York. We presume that he used the word "milia-

ria " in its broadest sense, viz., " bdd iiir," and

merely applied a slightly mysterious and high-sound-

ing phrase to the collective bad air of great cities

and its varied ingredients. As far as we understand

Dr. Peters, he merely claims that certain i)arts

of New York, like Harlem, and many large cities,

were once truly malarious in its narrow sense, and

produced intermittent, remittent, and other paludal

fevers and do so still ; thus Murray Hill w'as once a hot-

bed of fever and ague ; malarious diseases in large

numbers have been produced by the deep upturning

of the soil in excavating the Fourth Avenue Tunnel,

and also along the lines of the elevated roads. But the

subsoil of large cities is always further contaminated

by bad drainage, obstructed underground water-

courses, filling of low-lying places with street-sweeii-

ings and other more objectionable refuse ; leakage

fi'om numberless old-fa.shioned out-door privies and

cessjjools, from sewers and gas-jjipes, and last but

not least, soakage from ijerennially filthy streets and

gutters. The exhalations from such a subsoil when
liberated produce a peculiar typho-malarial fever, as

was evidenced when large water-pipes were put down
in one of our largest and most fashionable avenues.

Dr. Peters claims that ordinary street pavements,

especially wlien made of cobble-stones, are not sure

preventives of the rise of these miasmatic or malarious

exhalations fi-om the subsoil ; much less are many of

the ordinary pavements of the cellars of numerous
houses, which are far from being air or water-tight,

and allow subsoil bad air to rise, which becomes es-

pecially noxious at night when all the doors and win-

dows are closed. Tlie exhalations from the street-

sewer openings, and of these into the docks, and

from the water-logged soil in the neighborhood of

whaiTes, are highly jDroductive of all the varieties of

malarial and typho-malarial and miasmatic diseases.

Bartholow includes cholera, diphtheria, cerebro-

spinal meningitis, influenza, etc., among the mias-

matic diseases, while the Germans have correctly

added a class of miasmatic infectious and miasmatic

contagious disorders. The miasmatic contagious dis-

eases are such as are developed exterior to the body

in animal and vegetable decompositions, to which has

been added the specific jjoison of some disease which

had its origin in a diseased body. The peculiarly

miasmatic contagious diseases are typhoid and yel-

low fevers, diphtheria, influenza, and Asiatic cholera.

The miasmatic infectious disorders are cholera in-

fantum, cerebro-sijinal fever, lung fever, etc., etc.

Additional causes of civic malaria, according to Dr.

Peters, are exhalations from gas-works, otfal-render-

ing, the making of fertilizers, from various other of-

fensive and noxious trades which jn'oduce smoke
and smells, and from the dunii)ing-groundsof stable-

manure and street-sweeijings and garbage. Tlie.'-e

abound along the river banks of many large cities,

and in one of them, not far distant from New Y'ork,

the principal slaughtering establishments are sand-

wiched between docks for manure-dum])s and street-

sweepings on the one side, and some of the most of-

fensive offal-rendering establisliment.s on the other,

and the meats are cooled oif in this impure air.

According to Dr. Peters, cholera infantum or

summer complaint is a miasmatic infection arising

from the foul air of cities, aided by heat, l)ad milk

and food. Impure air is the great cause, and pure

air the gi'eat cure. Diphtheria is a miasmatic con-

tagious disease, arising from impure air, and some-

times becoming contagious. True influenza—not

mere common cataiTh—is a miasmatic contagious

disease, arising originally from impure air, and be-

coming contagious like diphtheria and measles.

Tyjjhoid fever is a filth fever, which becomes infec-

tious first, and contagious afterward by the decom-

position of the discharges. Asiatic cholera and yel-

low fever are miasmatic disorders which become
infectious and contagious like tyjihoid fever.

We give Dr. Peters' views for what they are worth,

and can only say if the streets, gutters, sewers, and

subsoil beneath us were as pure as the gi'eat mass

of air above us, there would be as little filth, mala-

rial, typho malarial, and miasmatic contagious dis-

eases in large cities as in the jsurest country places.

THE question OF ETHICS IN THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OP

THE COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

Another annual report to the Medical Society of

the County of New Y'ork, that presented In- Dr.

Samuel Sexton, the Chairman of the Committee

on Ethics, invites a word or two of special com-

ment. Although the j^rinted minutes of the society

will soon jilace this rejaort, which touches upon

many i^oints of unusual interest to the profes-

sion, befo e its members, we may in the meantime

briefly allude here to some featui-es of the com-

mittee's work. From the observations of the com-

mittee the most amicable pei-sonal relations are

maintained by the profession, a state of afl"airs that

we should naturally expect to prevail in a gi-eat

metropolis where rivalry seems to inspire greater

endeavors rather than petty jealousies ; but on the

other hand rivalry seems also to have engendered

among professional men a desire for advancing their

interests by methods that, although not afiecting

l^ersonal relations directly, are held by the codes of

ethics, both national and state, to be inimical to

the general interests of the profession. We here

allude to professional advertising, a subject upon
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irhich the County Hoeiety has expressed its senti-

inents in the plainest terms. On this suhjort there

is anvinf? i)hy.Hician8 a difference of opinion, and

it seems to have been the endeavor of the committee

to deal witli it on hnmd j^ronnds, without giving

olence to any by singhng out iiuliviihinl cases for

8i)eciAl investigation. Tliat tlu\v were not able in

all cases to avoid criticism was to be expected, for

there wore some who failed to appreciate the delicate

position of the gentlemen who accepted this dis-

a<jree.\ble duty with a desire to aid the society in

keeping the tlock within "the fohl. Every means

Rtiggested by the codes was resorted to in the en-

deavor to prevent members of the society giving

certificates to dealers in mineral waters, ])roprietary

goods, etc., and it is to be regretted that its efforts

were only partially successful, for it is believed that

such advantages extended by the ])rofes3ion to trade

interests is an injur}- to our owni. We should state

here, that before its adjournment, the annual meet-

ing, at which there was a large attendance, adopted

a by-law which it is hoped will effectually prevent

m?mbers publishing such certiticates in the future.

As regards the publication in the newspapers of

interviews ^nth physicians on medical subjects, re-

sponsibility in such cases is not avoided, the com-

mittee believes, by placing the adverti.sing physician's

name at the beginning of an article instead of the

end ; it was found, however, that existing laws did

not reach these cases, although they may have been

sufficient for the evils tliat existed when they were

enacted. We agree with the committee that it is

time that the codes of ethics should be revised in

order to free them of the accumulated mass of ver-

biage, sentimental advice, and useless moral plati-

tudes with which they are encumbered ; such laws

as we find buried here by no means serve the pui*-

poses of the profession of the present day. It

really seems as though the society ought to either

make ample provisions for holding its members to a

more strict accountability, or else cease altogether

the futile effoi-ts that when persisted in bring ridi-

cule upon its actions. Perhaps, after all, we shall, as

the committee intimates, have to rely upon the

higher sentiment in the profession and simply hold

ourselves amenable to the unwritten code that pre-

vails among gentlemen everywhere. This report

refers to some points in the system of ethics of the

Medical Society of the State of New York , that seem
to have long been observed in the breach only ; one

is as follows : Every practising physician, under
these laws, forfeits his license by a failure to join a

county medical society. The other alludes to the

termination of membership, which may occur by
abandoning the profession, by removal from the

county, by expulsion, or by death. It now remains

with the State Society to carry forward the work
that these gentlemen have inaugurated in so earnest

a manner, by providing effective measures for meet-

ing the.se (jnestions. There are other recommen-

dations in the report which should command i]\(^

careful attention of every meml>er of the society.

Of the committee itsflf, it may be said that it fully

accomplislii'd its object in clearly bringing forward

to the pr<>f»!Hsion tlie nuinerous rpiostions of general

interest that were referred to it for action.

A STATE BOARD OF HEALTH FOB VERMONT.

A BILL has been introduced into the Vermont legis-

lature, now in session, to create a state board of

health. It provides for the njipointiuent of six per-

sons, who, with a secretary, shall constitute the board.

They are to meet regularly once in two years, and

oftener if necessary. Their duties include the sujier-

vision o^ all matters pertaining to public hygiene.

The mayor and aldemien of the cities, and the select-

men of the towns, are made ex ntficio local health

officers, whose duties are to keep things in good san-

itary condition. The State Board is chiefly advi-

sory, but the local boards have executive power.

The secretary of the State Board is to deliver one

lecture on sanitary science annually, in every county

in the state.

The bill seems to be a good one, but it appropri-

ates only the ridiculous sum of S'300 for annual ex-

penses. There are generally a great many doctors

in the Vermont legislature, and they ought to see

that the bill, if passed, is not made inoperative by a

short-sighted parsimony.

Ucuicius auti IToticcs of Oooks.

Clinical IJRixARy Examinations. Arranged and
compiled by J. F. Gould, M.D. Boston : Doane
<fe Greenough. 1880.

Thls is a blank case record prefaced by half a dozen
pages on the clinical examination of urine. A ta])le

is given showing the action of the main reagents in

the examination of urine ; al.so tables with the indi-

cations given by the urine regarding general and
renal diseases.

The diWsion of the nephrites into seven different

kinds is an impracticable clinical refinement, even if

justifiable pathologically. Otherwise the tables are

clear and helpful. The book is dedicated to the
physician who is clinically earnest and honest, and
is not afraid of a little extra work. It is to be hopeil

that on this, if not on many other accounts, the
manual will be a success.

The Brain as an Oroan of ^SIint). Bv Chable.s
Bastc.an, M. a., M.D., F.R.S. Pp. 708. New York :

D. Appleton Jt Co. 1880.

This book is remarkable for the lucid manner in

which a difficult subject has been treated. Although,
as the title implies, the work treats of a philosophi-

cal subject, the style is so fluent and simjile that it

reads as smoothly as an essay on some popular his-

torical subject. The author, an avowed evolutionist
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of the most adv.mced type, has taken the evohition

theory as a basis upon whicli all his views are

foundeil. While we recognize the fact tliat the largo

majority of scientists of the present day adoi)t the

theory in question, we believe that, in tlie jiresent

instance, the author has at times accejjted certain

views as proven, because they harmonized well with
the general theory, although they are not by any
means thoroughly donumstrated.
In the first nine chapters Bastian describes the

uses and origin of a nervous system and its anatomy
in the lower animals. These chapters will well re-

pay perusal by all as a i)rei)aration for the study of

the anatomy of the nervous system in man.
Cliapter X. contains a discussion on the scojie of

mind, and it is very evident from the following ex-

tract that the author's views on this siibject are de-

cidedly ditl'erent from those generally entertained.
" In treating of 'the brain as an organ of mind,'

therefore, it will be understood that we use the

word ' organ ' merely in the sense that it is a part

whose molecular changes and activities constitute the

essential correlatives of those phases of conscious-

ne.ss known as sensations, emotions, thoughts, and
volitions, an irell as of <i considerable, jiart of the sum
total of those other related nerve-adio^is irhich are nv-

nttended hi/ votiscioNsness, and irhose results form, in

accordance icith the views above stated, so large a pro-

portion of the jihenomena comprehended under the gen-

eral abstract word 'mind'" (italics by the reviewer).

Or, as he e.vpresses it in another j^lace, "the word
* mind ' must be very considerably enlarged, so as to

enable us to comprise, under its new and more ample
signification, the results of all nerve-actions other
than those of outgoing currents."

Unless we arbitrarily define the boundaries of mind
as coextensive with those of consciousness, and thus
exclude what is now known as unconscious cerebra-

tion, we are of the opinion that the position assiimed
by our autlior is well taken, and that the definition

given above is a logical outcome of his jjrevious

statements.
Then follow chapters upon reflex action and uncon-

scious cognition, instinct, nascent reason, emotion,
imagination, and volition, the mental cai^acities and
powers of higher brutes, will, and voluntary move-
ments, cerebi-al mental substrata, the cerebral rela-

tions of speech and thought, etc., all of which are

discussed in an eminently suggestive manner, so that
even though we cannot always entirely agree witli

the views expressed, we are, nevertheless, deeply
impressed by the judicial fairness of the author
and by the depth of his philosophical acumen

—

the latter, we are sorry to say, not being a- universal
characteristic of the medical men who have ventured
to enter the field of psychology.

It is interesting to note that Bastian takes strong
ground against Fenier's view with regard to the mo-
tor centres of the cerebral convolutions, and which
has also been forcibly urged by the entire body of

English physiologists and pathologists. His views
are best expressed in his own words : "The cerebral
cortex is, in our view, to be regarded as a continu-
ous aggregation of interlaced ' centres,' toward which
ingoing impressions of all kinds converge from va-

rious parts of the body ; here they come into rela-

tion with one another in various ways, and con-
jointly give rise to nerve-actions, which have for

their subjective correlatives all the sensations and
perceptions, all the intellectual, and all the emotional
processes which the individual is capable of experi-
encing. From these terminal and complexly related

* end-stations ' for ingoing currents, and from certain

annexes in connection thereAvith, oiitgoing currents

issue, which rouse in definite ways the activity of

the highest 'motor centres' (the cor])ora striata and
cerebellum), and through them evoke the i)roperly

adjusted activity of lower motor combinations, so as

to give rise to any movements that are ' desired,' or

which are accustomed to api^ear in response to par-

ticular sensations or ideas."

Ikit a thorough review of even a single chapter

would require several pages, and we must tJierefore

content ourselves by urging a careful study of this

book upon all who manifest any interest in the sub-

ject.

As a preliminary to the study of the intimate

structiire of the brain, its perusal will be of great

service, giving, as it does, a very fair and concise

summary of most of our present positive knowledge
of the topic, and in a style which is much easier of

comprehension than that of systematic treatises on
cerebral anatomy.

A New Case EEfORt), General and Gynecological, for

Chronic and Acute Cases, and a (yomi)lete Obstet-

ric Record. Copyrighted by Joel A. Miner, Ann
Arbor, Mich. 1880.

This case-book will no doubt be very accejjtable to

some practitioners, and will serve a good jjurpose in

securing systematic records that can be easily re-

ferred to. Its method of arrangement is somewhat
complicated, and some study will be required before

the book can be easily used.

Ajierican Health Pritmeks. The Skin in Health
AND Disease. By L. Duncan Bulkley, M.D,
Philadelphia : Presley Blakiston. 1880.

This little work on the skin is one of the most com-
plete and carefully written of the Primer Series. The
author states that he has endeavored to make the

l)ook serve both as a guide for the preservation of

the health of the skin and as a popular dictionary

or encyclopiedia in matters pertaining to derma-
tology. In this object he has well succeeded, and
the book will have a more permanent value than
most of its class. It is fully illustrated, and with
excellent cuts.

JaHRESBERICHTE tlBER DIE FoRTSCHRITTE DER AnA-
TOMiE UND Physiologie. Herausgegebcn von Dr.
Fr. Hofmann, Professor an der Universitat Leip-
zig, und Dr. G. Schwalbe, Professor an der Uni-
versitiit Jena. Leipzig : F. C. W. Vogel. 1880.

Annual Reports on the Progress of Anatomy and
Physiology. Edited by Drs. Hofmann and
Schwalbe.

In conjunction with some of Germany's most dis-

tinguished savants, Profs. Hoffmann and Schwalbe
pul)lisli annually these thorough and complete re-

l^orts on the progress of anatomy, embryology, and
l^hysiology. Sections I. and II. of Volume YIII. are

before us, fully maintaining the standard of excel-

lence which characterized the previous volumes.

The aim of the authors is not so much to present a

critical alialysis of recent work in the fields of these

fundamental medical sciences, as to furnish an ab-

stract and summary of what has been accomplished
in them. Of course, impartial criticism is not alto-

gether abstained from ; but the bulk of the volumes
is made up of condensed information regarding the

progress of anatomy and physiology. Accordingly
these books will be of inestimable value to all who
are interested in those branches, and who, wishing
to be kept an fait of these sciences, are unable to
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gain access to all the recent literature of the sub-

jects. M«irely to glance one's eye over the imlex

will iiaproHs one with some notion conooniiiiK tlio

vast uiuoiint of intfUfct aiul liihor cnntinuiilly busy
with the conipiirativcly uunMimuerativt' jmrstiit of

soietititic kn()wlt>il>;i> for its own sake These re-

ports aro strictly iuternatitnuil, no one country beiuj^

ne^{lei!teil at the expense of another. Tor this very

ro.isoii it is somewhat liuiuiliatinj,' to our national

prido to timl .so very nle,l^^re a rei)reseiitation in th(^

pai^os oi those hooks, while our Euf^lish brethren

make a very fair showing ami (lermany fairly excels

in elaborate monographs and exhaustive treatises,

some apparently on the most insi<,'iiificant of sub-

jects. It is imi»ossible to do more than thus indi-

cate in g«Mierol terms the character of the books be-

fore us, for any attempt to enter into the details of

analysis would clearly exceed the limits of our space.

It is not tt)0 much to say that these reports form in-

di8i)ensable works of reference to all who, engaged
in anatomical and i)hysiologieaI pursuits, wish to

keep pace with modern progi-ess in these important
branches of medical science.

TrAItA d'AnESTH^SIF. C'HIKlTROICAIiE, CONTENANT LA
DE-St'RIlTION ET LES APl'LICATIONS DE LA MkTHODE
ANESTHteiyiB de M. Pail Bert, par le Docteur
I. B. Rottenstein, Membre de I'Acadi'mie Leo-
poldina Caroline, de la Socir-td Odontologiijue de
New York, etc. Avec 41 figures intercah'es dans le

texte. 8vo, pp. 428. Paris : (lermer, Bailli^re et

Cie. 1880.

A Treatise on Sfroical Ax.«sthesia. with the De-
scription and ISIode of Application of the Ansesthe-

tic Method of Paul Bert. By Dr. I. B. Botten-
stein.

Ax.^-stuesla for surgical pui*poses, ever since its dis-

covery, has received a goodly share of attention, both
professional and unprofessional. Even at the pres-

ent day, when all are agreed as to the great utility

of aniesthesia, the particular anpesthetic method to

be chosen is still a point of much heated contro-

versy, and will probably remain so until we shall

Lave found a perfectly reliable and absolutely innoc-

uous dnig.
Dr. Rottenstein is apparently a dentist. Now, al-

though this would not preclude the possibility of his

gi\T.ug us an excellent work, it certainly explains

why his book is not so much a general and imiJar-

tial treatise on surgical an;esthesia as a strong plea

in behalf of a more extended employment of nitrous

oxide gas administered according to Bert's method.
A general treatise on surgical antesthesia, finished,

if not entirely written, in 1880, should, under the

heading of rarely employed auiesthetics, certainly

contain more than seven lines on the subject of bro-

mide of ethyl. Mention might also have been made
of the method of inducing partial anjesthesia by
rapid breathing, and of the possibility of perform-
ing minor operations during the i>eriod of ju-imaiy

narcosis. Desjjite, however, these and other de-

fects. Dr. Rottenstein has produced a creditable vol-

ume, which, even if it lacks originality, jjresents at

some length and with laudable thoroughness most
of our jjresent knowledge on the sul)jects of which
it treats. We will briefly indicate the contents of

the twenty-five chapters composing the book. Chap-
ter I. is iiistorical, and in it the author urges the

claims of Horace Wells to the title of discoverer of

antesthesia. Incidentally we may here remark that

the work is adorned with a gootl steel engi-a%nng of

that gentleman. In the second chapter the progress

of aniesthesia is discussed, with nitrous oxide first

in the list of ana-sthetics. The following chapter is

devoted to chemical " iiotiftns," nitrous oxide again
coming first with ten j)ageH. and being followed by
the remaining agents with all in all nine ])ages. The
general action of amestheticrs has a chapter by itself,

and then we are treat^'d to fifty-eight j»ages on the
l)hysiological action of laughing-gas, also in a sepa-

rate chaj>ter. The modes of administering anjesthe-

tics, the accidents attending and following their use,

the treatment of those accidents, and the indications

and counter-indications of surgical anjesthesia, are

disposed of in four chai>ters. The following six

chapters treat of the various a]>])lications of anjes-

thesia in surgery, oj>hthalmology, and dentistry.

(!haptor XVI. deals with the medico-legal aspects of

the subjcict. Aniesthesia jtroduced by the condtined
action of morphine and chloroform is the subject of

the following cha])ter, in which, by the way, we were
.somewhat startled to find Nussbanni, of Munich,
suddenly Gallicised into Niisbaum. Dr. Rottenstein

is so evidently a Teuton, besides being the author of

a German l>ook, that there ajipears to be no excuse
for this barbarism. Local ana-sthesia is described
next, and then follows the chapter giving the <letails

of Bert's method. This gentleman's theorj' c(mcem-
ing the production of ana-sthesia by the respiration

under i)ressiire of a mixture of nitrons oxide with
oxygen gas has been verified by experimentation
upon animals and by clinical trials on man. Theo-
retically, therefore, we find no fault with the meth-
od, although it must be admitted that the number
of experiments is not so gieat as to warrant a gene-
ral conclusion as to its entire amVinvariable immuni-
ty from danger. But at present the method must
be confronted with great practical objections to its

universal employment. We will mention only the
formidable apparatus apiwrently necessary for the
production of aniesthesia by this method, and the
great cost of such apjiaratus. The author's own
figures are "scarcely" 65,000 for a large receptacle

able to accomodate 300 sjjectators, or §3,000 for a
complete ajji^aratus for 40 persons.

The remaining chapters deal with the " uses of an-

aesthetics in obstetrical practice," " rarely emijloyed
anaesthetics," and the comparative value of the vari-

ous aniesthetic agents. The work closes with gen-
eral conclusions, clinical observations, and a l)iblio-

graphical index.

A Treatise on Comparative Embryology, by Fran-
cis M. Balfour, M.A., F.R.S. In two volumes.
Vol. I. London : MacmiUan it Co. 1880. 8vo,

jjp. 514.

The reputation which Professor Balfour has gained
as an embryologist insures authority to the present
work. It is indeed the most exhaustive treatise that

has yet been written upon the subject in question.

It in fact tills an almost entirely unoccupied field,

since, with the exception of a small work by Pack-
ard, and the previous writings of BaKour himself,

nothing but detached monographs have been written

upon comiiarative embryology. The book, there-

fore, will be a necessity to all students in this de-

partment of science. The diflferent chapters are
profusely illustrated, and the typograjihical charac-
ter of the book is excellent.

If there had been some facts in regard to com-
parative anatomy added to the work it would be
more widely appreciated ; but this does not of

course alter the fact that it now stands as the au-

thority on the subject of which it treats.
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Transactions of the American DERisiATOiiOGicAij As-

sociation, with the President's Address. Third
Annual Meeting, New York, 1879.

The American Dermatologieal Association, whose
transactions are here given, is one of the most creil-

itable of the medical organizations in this country.

Thougli now only in its third year, it has already

done Avork which has gained notice and higli praise,

both abroad and at home. The rise of deruiatology

and the history of the present society are fully and
fittingly told in the very able address of Dr. Dnh-
ring. The activity of the members of the Associa-

tion is shown by a list of their contributions to der-

matology in the year 1878, a list covering over three

pages. The papers in the present volume, though
not numerous, ai'e for the most part of much value

practically, and have a thoroughly scientific charac-

ter as well. We make no analysis of them now, be-

cause they were quite fully reported in the Record
on their first appearance.

President's Address at the Maine Medical Asso-
ciation, June 15, 1880, by Seth 0. Gordon, M.D.

We find in this short address an able plea for better
medical legislation in Maine. The present laws are

pernicious and absurd ; and it is to be ho^jed that
the demands for reform will be listened to.

Tunnel Trichinosis and the Cornwall Out-
Break.

We have received from Dr. Cobbold a pamphlet con-
taining some facts relative to the endemic disease
which appeared among the laborers in the IMt. St.

Gothard tunnel, also concerning the outbreak of fe-

ver on board the English school-ship Cornwall. Re-
garding the first matter, the observations of Dr. E.
Perroncito are quoted, showing that the symptoms
of olig:emia ] 'erniciosa, developed among the tunnel
workmen, were due to the jsresence of two difier-

ent kinds of parasites in the intestinal canal. These
parasites were : nnchilosfomd (tnguilula and anguilu-

lu stercondis:. They produced identical symptoms,
which are classed under the head of anchylostomosis.

Referring to the fact that several authorities had
mistaken tliis anchylostomosis for trichinosis, Dr.
Cobbold cites a like error committed by the Lancet
regarding the Cornwall fever. In an article en-

titled "Trichinosis and Trichinosis" the Lancet as-

serted that the Cornwall fever was a trichinosis,

when in fact no trichiuio were found at all, nor did
the symptoms correspond with those of trichinosis.

Dr. Cobbold states that much ignorance prevails re-

garding many of these parasites and the symptoms
they jjroduce.

Reports of Societies.

The Physiology op Walking. — M. Marey, by
means of an ingenious instrument, called the " odo-
graph," has discovered some interesting facts in re-

gard to walking. It was ascertained that the step is

longer in going up-hill than in going down -hill. It

is shorter when a burden is carrietl ; longer with low-
than with high-heeled boots ; longer when the sole

is thick and prolonged a little beyond the foot than
when it is short and flexible. It appears that the heel
may be advantageously removed almost entirely ; but
it is disadvantageous to prolong the sole beyond a

certain limit, or to give it more than a certain amount
of stitfuess. On level ground the step becomes
longer in proportion to its frequency. In going up-
hill the steps are longer but less frequent.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Slated Meeting, October 21, 1880.

FoRDYCE Barker, M.D., LL.D., Prksujent, in the
<Jhair.

The Statistical Secretary, Dr. Francis V. White, an-

noun('ed the death of Drs. Chas. M. Allin and J.

Ellis Blake, with brief biographical slcetcdies.

The President paid a wortliy tribute to the mem-
orv of both deceased Fellows.

Dr. Goddard, of Ohio, and Dr. McDonald, of On-
tario, Canada, Avere introduced to the Academy, and
invited to seats upon the jilatform.

" SOME unsettled QUESTIONS IN EEGiVRD TO NASAL
CATARRH "

was the title of a paper then read by Dr. F. H. Bos-
worth. (See page 505.)

The discussion was oijened by Dr. J. H. Douglas,
who took issue with the author of the paper oh cer-

tain points concerning etiology and treatment. He
regarded catari'h as a constitutional and not a local

disease. What was ordinarily called cold in the

head manifested itself first through constitutional

symi^toms, such as chill, fever, etc., and the symp-
toms of what was called catarrh came subsecjiiently.

Stenosis and hypertrophy referable to the nasal pas-

sages came subsequently to constitutional symiitoms.

Chronic nasal catarrh he regarded as the simple result

of frequently repeated attacks of acute catarrh. In
chronic nasal catarrh other parts of the body were
invaded, as a rale, and his custom was always to ex-

amine the urine, and he usiially found a deficdency

of the salts that were jihysiologically eliminated by
the Iddneys. He also found the liver involved in

most cases. His own experience had been that

chi-onic nasal catarrh could not be cured by local

means alone ; but that by a combined local and con-

stitutional treatment it could be cured.

The hypertrojihy, the swollen condition, which was
one of the first symptoms of nasal catarrh, could be
easily relieved by reducing the sensitiveness of the

miicous membrane ; and his uniform jdan of treat-

ment was first to cleanse the surface of the mem-
brane with the douche, and then make a local appli-

cation of some of the prei)arations of opium—lauda-

num being that which he usually employed, from
one-half to full strength. The local symptoms being

relieved, he then turned his attention to the existing

constitutional disturbance.

In chronic nasal catarrh, where there had been
long-continued irritation of the mucous membrane,
resulting in atroi)hy of the glands, etc., he invariably

resorted to the local application of such agents as

would stimulate the parts. First thoroughly cleanse

the mucous membrane by means of the nasal douche,

anteriorly and posteriorly, and then stimulate the

tissue with heat, and afterward apply some bland

agent, such as vaseline, etc. In that way there Avas

no destruction of tissue, and the glands Avhich were
necessaiy to supply, jiroperly, mucus for lubricating

and protecting these jiarts were preserved. Again,

he addressed himself to the existing constitutional

disturbance with even more care than in the acute

cases. He regarded the liver as a very frequent

source of evil, and if defectiA^e in its action, the salts

which normally should be eliminated by it must find
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exit throii(?h some other clmnnel. If riipIi morbid
matoriiil did not ttnd its oxit throuKlj the kidtiovH,

tho skin, or tho Innj^s, it wum very upt to niiinif<»st

its ovil ofTocts in tho mucous nu'mlmino of tlio nasul

possiitft's. An ordinary cold in tlic head niif^lit l)e

the startiufl[-i)oint of all tliat. Several of jiis ])atient8

liad h id a severe attack of jaundice witli their nasal

catarrh, and when thev had recovered from tho for-

mer, the latter was entirely relieved.

Du. Anoukw H. Smith paid special compliment to

the candor of the author of the pajx-r in mentioning
the roco;^ni/ed and inherent difhculties in the satis-

factorv treatment of nasal «-atarrh. He tiiouKht that

the more a man knew concerning; nasal catarrh tlie

less confidence he would have in his ability to treat

all cases satis 'iw.'torily. Not that he believed treat-

ment to be inoperative, for he was fidly convinced
that even every bad case could be materially relieved,

vet he as tirndy believed that certain cases could not
be radically cured. The difliculties with reference

to elTectin;; a cure were numerous, and arose from
various sources ; but jirobably the first in impor-
tance was the fact that, in a majority of cases, the
original cause remained operative, and fi'om the na-
ture 'of the case could not be removed. The cause
might exist in some hereditary' peculiarity of the pa-
tient, or some accjuired diathesis, or in occu]jation,

or peculiar atmospheric influence, and it might not
be possible to change those conditions. AVith ref-

erence to local treatment he doubted that sprm/
reached all portions of the mucous membrane of the
nasal passages—that is, reached them so as to be
thoroughly satisfactory. Particles of the liquid
might adhere to the surface in places, but it was ex-
ceedingly ditficult to cause those particles to take a
deflected course. The first surface, by which they
were struck, aiTested the greater portion of them, so
that tho.se prominences received the gi'eater share,
while those which were situated, as it were, around
the corner, escaped with almost no application what-
ever. He thought that the same difficulty was some-
what diminished by using i)owders ; for the moist
surfaces first touched were rendered dry, and there-
fore the currents and the eddies could carry the dust
onward so that the surface beyond could be pretty
thorougldy covered with the pulverized agent. With
reference to the nasal douche, he thought that it

could be used very efficiently posteriorly, and that
if the stream was projected with some force the water
would not observe its own level, but would reach
nearly all portions of the cavity with some degree of
certainty ; with the exception, perhajjs, of those
cases in which the disease extends into sinuses con-
nected with the nose. With reference to caustics he
had of late used chi-omic acid, with water only suffi-

cient to liquefy the crystals. It was sufficiently pow-
erful to destroy at once the sensitive nerves with
which it came in contact. A great objection to
acetic acid was the intense pain that it produced.
He had used nitrate of silver in powder a great deal
and with very satisfactory results. An impalpable
powder could be made by triturating sulphate of
potash, 3 j,, .subnitrate of bismuth 3 j., and nitrate of
silver from 10 to 40 grains, according to the strength
desired. That powder, which did not become lumpy
by exposure, could be readily blown into the nasal
passages without difficulty. The advantage was that
this powder remained in contact with the surface of
the mucous membrane for a long time, and the ac-
tion, though it might be mild, was very persistent.
He had obtained better results with tliat agent than
with any which he had ever employed.

One pT^ftt obHtacle to effecting a radical cure was
that wln-ri im])rovement had reached a <-ertain j)oint,

where relief from the disease woidd be less than the
inconvenience resulting from tn-atnujut, the i)atient

disappoiued with a remnant of the disease almost
always left behind. The vast majority of ])eoide,

when they ceased to be actively distiirlM-d by the
disease, ceased treatment. Again, the most healthy
mucous membrane, when subjected to constant con-
ta<'t of foreign substances, would finally be brought
into an abnormal condition, and he doubted whether
they could be ajiplied daily without themselves ])ro-

ducing such results, especially the more i)owerful

agents. So even if we jjos-sessed a specific local ap-

plication for nasal cataiTh, a time wtjuld come when
the continuance of such local ajiplication would be
deleterious. He fidly agreed with Dr. Douglas that

there was a constitutional element present in most
ca.ses of nasal catanh. The little in.stmment to

which Dr. Bosworth referred should be made of hard
rubber instead of gla.ss.

Dr. .Vscu remarked that he agreed entirely with Dr.

Bosworth in his description, and essentially in the

treatment of tlie disease so far as related to the hy-
pertrophied mucous membrane and the enlargement
of the turbinated bones. But it seemed to him that,

in a great many cases the catarrh did not arise from
that cause, for many cases occuiTed in which there

was no hypertrophy nor enlargement of the turbin-

ated bones. He believed that in such cases the
lesion existed upon the jiosterior surface of the

velum, and could be easily recognized with the

rhinoscope. He also thought that, in many cases,

the cause was constitutional. In all cases of chronic

nasal catarrh he had obtained Ijetter results by di-

recting attention to the constitutional as well as the

local treatment than l>y resorting to the latter only.

The principal causes and .symptoms were constitu-

tional, the local ones were accessory. He made use
of Dobell's solution purely as a cleansing agent.

Local aijplications were entirely u.seless so long as

the mucous membrane was covered by secretion.

He employed nitrate of silver, twenty to forty grains

to the ounce, and had been able to control most
cases of nasal catarrh that were not specially bad
ones. He made his local application to the posterior

sui'face of the velum either with a brush or a platin-

um probe wrapped with a pledget of cotton, and V»y

the aid of the rhinoscope. For remo-\-ing redundant
tissue, when necessary, he thought the galvano-cau-
tery was the best means that could be employed.
Dr. H. Kx.\pp spoke of the analog\' existing be-

tween certain diseases of the nasal passages, the pha-
rynx, and the ear. and certain diseases of the eye.

The two diseases of the eye which were repeated in

the other }>assages were trachoma and blenoivha'a.

At one time those affections were treated by burning
away the tissues, etc., but that plan had been aban-
doned entirely. The vegetations, it was time, disap-

peared under the old jDlan, but the mucoiis membrane
also ; and since it was essential to have a mucous
membrane for the purpose of keeping the eye smooth,
such remedies were now applied as only stimulated
and favored an excess of blood in the tissues, and
thus caused absorption. Long-standing trachoma
could be successfully treated in that way. In nasal

catarrh there certainly was hypertrophy of the mu-
cous membrane, adenoid granulation, which fre-

quently enough had been cmshed or cauterized ; but,

he had commonly abstained from that method, and,

by resorting to mild local applications daily, for a

long time, had obtained finally much more satisfac-
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tory results thau A\iien more severe measures had
been atloptetl. He was certain that he had, by means
of the ijosterior nasal syringe and the local nse of
mild af>:ents, persisted in reptnlarly for months, ef-

fected a perfect cure, especially in children.
With regard to the origin of the afVection, there

was also an analogy between it and diseases of the
eye and ear. Formerly, oculists held that trachoma
was a constitutional disease, but latterly it had come
to be regarded as a local ati'ection.

Di{. A. J. Chadsey regarded the cause of nasal
catarrh as an obstniction of the capillaries, hence
retention of eiiete material ; and the agents most
serviceable in removing that obstniction were dia-

phoresis and mercury. No local remedy could re-

move it. He also spoke of the beneficial effects pro-
duced by change of climate.
Dr. O'Sulmvan spoke of the eminently satisfactory

results obtained by the late Dr. Horace Green, in the
use of the nitrate of silver in this jjarticular affection,

and his statements were corroborated by Dr. Doug-
las.

Dr. Bosworth, in closing the discussion, remarked
that, while very much good could be done by the use
of the spray, the douche, jjowders, the syringe, etc.,

it seemed to him the treatment of nasal catan-h
should be jjlaced upon a somewhat better basis than
tliat. The treatment he had described could be re-

sorted to without serious discomfort to the patient.

Certainly, he had sought diligently for a diathesis
which might be regarded as the underlying cause of

the disease, but had failed to find it. In the majority
of cases there were no constitutional symjjtoms. It

existed in people who were otherwise perfectly well.

With regard to change in climate, it was beneficial
as a rule, but as soon as the patient returned the at-

mosphere of the old locality would again initate the
hypertrojjhied parts, they would respond to all kinds
of irritation, and the catarrh would return.

The Academy than adjoui-ned.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY
OF NEW YORK.

Annual Meeting, October 25, 1880.

Dr. a. E. M. Purdy, President, in the Chair.

Aj?-ter the reading of the minutes of the last stated

meeting the report of the Comitia Minora, together
with the minutes of that committee during the last

year, were read.

The Treasurer and the Auditing Committee then
presented their reports, after which the Society pro-
ceeded with the balloting for officers, with Drs. Con-
rad, ]\Iittendorf, and S. S. Jones as tellers.

While the ballots were being counted, the Com-
mittee on Ethics, through its chairman. Dr. Samuel
Sexton, presented an elaborate report which dealt

candidly with the many vexed ethical questions and
intricacies that had been brought before them dur-
ing the last year.

On motion, the report was accepted and ordered
upon the minutes, with instructions that it should
be printed and distributed before the adjourned an-

nual meeting.
The Committee on Hygiene then made its report,

through Dr. J. C. Peters, Chairman, and Dr. E. G.
Janeway. Dr. Peters spoke in unmistakable terms
of the condition of the streets of the city, the deleteri-

ous effects i^roduced by sewer-gas, offensive smoke,

stables, offal nuisances, etc. The latter had been re-

ferred to the Health Dei)artment as a comijlaint. Men-
tion was made of the imiirovod but still imiicrfoct con-
dition of the Fourth Avenue tunnel, to the nui^^ances

belonging to the elevated railway, and to the filthy

and overcrowded condition of street railway cars.

The Chaii'man also presented a rei)ort offered by
Dr. Chas. C. Lee, who directed attention to the filthy

condition— sufiicieutly filthy to constitute a nuisance
—of that portion of the city lying between Sixty-

seventh and Sixty-eighth Streets and Third and Lex-
ington vivenues. It wsjis believed to be the duty of

the mayor and the controller to see that the nuisance
was abated.

The report of the committee was continued l)y Dr.
Janeway, who made special reference to the mor-
tality in the city from small-pox, typhoid fever, and
tj'phus fever.

With reference to small-pox he directed attention

to the fact that two-thirds of the cases which had
occurred during the last month, came from Philadel-

phia, where an epidemic of the disease seemed to be
threatening. The importance of vaccination was
shown, and he believed that it would be wise for the
society to urge its performance.
A lamentable case was cited in which a member of

the profession, in good standing, had been said to

have stated that " the child " died as the result of

vaccination, where the truth was that death occurred

from scarlet fever. Should the statement be sul)-

stantiated, he recommended that charges should be
preferred against the member by the Committee on
Ethics.

AVith reference to typhoid fever the mortality had
been absolutely less during the last year than in any
year during the last ten, with one or two exceptions

readily explained by local causes. Dr. Janeway
dwelt at some length upon the necessity of complete
sewerage and drainage, thorough and comi^lete dis-

infection of all discharges from the patient, all water-

closets, privies, etc., if the best results were to be
obtained in the treatment of that disease.

An interesting history of a few cases of tyj^hus

fever was given, in which the diagnosis Avas sustained

by post-mortem examination.

The report took the usual course, and will be re-

ferred to the Committee on Hygiene of the State

Medical Society.

Dr. J. C. Peters presented an additional rej^ort

on the yellow fever fund, which showed that a small

sum of money remained for distribution. The thanks

of the society were extended to Dr. Peters for his

untiring diligence in this benevolent work.

Dr. David Webster read the report from the Board
of Censors, which was ordered to be entered upon
the minutes.
The Society then adjourned.

Medical Statistics of Kussia.—According to the

report of the medical department, Eussia had, in 1878,

13,4:75 physicians, 2,035 of which had the scientific

degree of" doctor of medicine, 5,100 male trained

nurses (feldschers), 2,666 sage-femmes, 33 schools

for trained nurses, 1,652 pharmacies. The list of

physicians for 1878 was increased by 690 new names
and decreased (bv death) by 370.— Vrachebn. Vedo-

mosti, 1880, No. 418.

[In this country, 1878, 59 medical colleges gradu-

ated 2,708 men. The number of physicians for the

year being about 57,000. Population of this country

is about half that of Russia.]
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Corvcspoiiticucc.

IIKKKDITARVTOLERAXCK OF DISEASE.
To THR KniTOR or Tiik Mkdicai. nKrnito.

Siu —I am nuu'h intlebted to my fuitlifnl friend,

Dr. Uoyhurii. for a number of ilhistrations (The
Medic .\"l Uecord, October 9. INHO, p. 417) of the
correotnesa of the doctrines which I liave previously
Ret forth. Tliese illustrations are sufticiently inter-

estin;? to merit a more complete analy.sis than they
have yet received.

The doctor's explanation of the mortality following
tlie tirst epidemic of measles amon<? the Sandwich
Islanders is excellent as far as it goes, but it utterly
igii'ires the fact tliat the knowledjye " of hygiene or
the proper medical treatment of such ca.ses" consti-

tutes no small part of that accumulated stock of he-
reditary- intluences by which the course of disease is

modified wherever it becomes endemic. I do not
refer now to the acctimulated results of .scientific ob-
.servation and experiment, Vnit to that popular stock
of ancestral experience which cuts so large a figure

in the domestic management of di.sea.ses with which
the common ])eople are familiar. But that this sort

of hereditary inflaence is not alone sufficient is well
shown bv the experience of our army in 18G2 and
18(53. The soldiers to whom measles was then so
fatal had the advantage of the best stock of accumu-
late<l scientific ideas that could be ilerived from ages
of experience, and yet they died like Sandwich Isl-

anders, or worse. Gould they have had the measles
at home, like other boys, no one doubts that their
mothers would have nursed them successfully through
the disea.se, jierhaps without thought of scientific

medical aid. Why this difference ? Because, if thev
hatl been sick at home, like other boys who did not
go a soldiering, they would have enjoyed the full

benefit of aU the hereditary influences by which thev
hatl been qualified to resist an attack of measles at

home. But in the army they were ]ilaced under con-
ditions entirely different from those in which they
were born, and to wliich their race had become adapt-
ed. Conse;piently, all their ancestral inheritance of
tolerance was lost to them. Thev found themselves
placed under conditions for which the centuries had
never prepared them, and they could not re.sist that
combination of forces against which their constitu-
tions had never been fortified. In like manner, when
a city like Kiel, to which Dr. Revburn has maile al-

lusioa, receives a sudden and artificial increment of
population, it always contains a great nximber of in-

dividuals dislocated from the environment to which
their constitutioas hatl, bv influences hereditarv and
personal, become adjusted. Such persons, such fami-
lies, yield a ready harvest for epidemics ; and dis-
eases, ordinarily benign, assume among them a great
fatality. In course of time, however, the population,
nnder the inflaence of natur.U selection, becomes ad-
justed to its new environment, and the mortality ot
epidemics, as well as their general ])en-asivenes.s, is

correspondingly diminished. In this respect the
visitations of small-pox in Europe before the davs of
Jenner contrast most instructively with the epidem-
ics which swept away the American Indians. The
Indians, unprotected by hereditary experience of the
disease, were almost exterminated, while relatively
the E iropeans and the Asiatics were scarcelv dimin-
ished in numbers by its almost constant prevalence.

A better illustration of tlie value of here<litar>' pro-
tection cotild liardly bo desired.

In this cdrinection I may re))ly to Dr. Reybnm's
question, " Wliy ino4-u1ation was abandoned if it be
tnie tliat it is necessary to yireserve the vims of epi-

demics in the c(miniunity V " Sinnily Ik^cuusc a meth-
od of securing a suflicient protection by a great^^r at-

tenuation of tlie riruB of Hinall-j>ox was di^coviTed,

Inoculated small-jntx represents tlio first degree of

attenuation of small-pox >-iruH, wliih- vaccine jlisease

represents its second <legree of attenuntioit. It Mas
once supposed that variola and va<'cinia were sepa-

rate and distinct diseases ; but now we know, thanks
to the labors of Mr. C'eeley and his ]>ui)ils, that the

last, which we propagate with such care, is merely
small-pox modified by passage through the >>ody of

the cow. Had we not learned how to effect this ad-

ditional attenuation, inoculation would still l>e our
best means of protection against the virulent form of

the di.sease.

Dr. lieybum declares that in Great Britain "the
mortality from scarlatina is just as great as it was a
century ago." It is very likely that his assertion

mav be correct. Such a fact would not, however,
militate against the doctrine of hereditary tolerance

ofdisea.se. It is a matter of continual observation

that in a rapidly increasing population, suddenly ex-

posed to newly organized conditions of existence,

scarlatina is much more prevalent than in old and
stable communities where changes are almost inaj)-

preciable. Now, Great Britain has for a century past

been the arena of the most remarkable fprmpninti'in

and change that could unsettle any population. The
introduction of steam has more i)rofoundly altered

the conditions of existence for the English than for

any other people, and the British race has not yet

had time to adapt itself to these profound modifica-

1

tions of its en%-ironment. Consequently, all the con-

ditions for extensive prevalence of .scarlatina among
the British islanders have been maintained with

I

great perfection. After a time an e(iuilil)rium will

< be established, and scarlatina will become less ])reva-

lent, without any reference to. or influence by, the

\ new-fangled attempts at quarantine of the disease.

I

Dr. Revburn asserts that "not only is heredity no
i protection from epidemics, but in some cases the
mortality from them is actually increasing." He then

' calls attention to tlie increasing mortality fiom in-

testinal diseases which has been noticed in Eno-land.

This fact, by itself, has no bearing upon the discus-

\ sion. It merely serves to illustrate the fact that man
can neitlier create nor destroy force. He can simply
modify its direction and the mode of its incidence.

I

" Stamp out " one disease, and another vrvW ineritably

I

spring up in its place. Diminish the prevalence of

scarlatina, diphtheria occupies the field. Ravage a
city with scarlet fever during the winter, fewer cases

I

of cholera infantum will be numbered during the

I

succeeding summer. There is for everv pojMilation

^

a certain mean about which all mortality tends to

equilibrate.

Mv friend thinks that the prevalence of tvphus
fever in Spain and its absence in the United States

are sufficient to prove that heredity and natural se-

lection have no modif\-ing influence over the spread
of zvmotic diseases. I cannot admire such logic.

The question is not as the doctor .seems to conceive

it. The question is not whether hereditv and natural

selection will extirpate disease, but whether they will

not evolve a population more tolerant of the diseases

with which it is continually acquainted than a popu-
lation for the first time exposed to the influence of
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the same diseases. The history of cholera in the
portions of India where it is endemic throws much
light upon the jn-oper answer to this question. As
the doctor has stated, it is among " the unfortunate
pilgrims who perish every year of the pilgrimage "

that the greatest mortality from cholera is observed.
They are the people who are unaccliriiatized in the
district—dislocated from the environment to which
they had been adjusted by heredity and natural se-

lection—thrown ui)on conditions for which they had
never been adapted. C-holera must necessarily take
such %-ictims at an enormous disadvantage. The in-

habitants of the cholera district only lind themselves
in a similar i)osition of disadvantage when famine or
war destroy all the defences which natural selection

had built up.

A similar illustration is furnished by the experi-

ence of the colored jjeople in the Southern States.

Descended from a race which from time immemorial
had been in jsrocess of continuous adjustment to the
most deadly forms of malaria, the former slaves were
remarkably tolerant of the malaria in our Southern
States. It is noticeable that with an increasing dis-

tance from the j^arent stock in Africa, that tolerance
which the American negro inherited from the African
is diminishing. The process of natural selection
relative to malaria is not as vigorous in this country
as in tropical Africa.

The history of yellow fever teaches with equal
clearness the value of natural selection and heredi-
tary tolerance as agents for modifying the danger of
disease. Among the native West Indians yellow
fever is scarcely feared. The greatest mortality is

among the newly imported foreigners who have never
been adjusted to its causes. It is not among the
Creoles of Louisiana that this disease is most terrible :

it is among the exotic inhabitants of Memphis, t nd
in a jjoijulatiou where the disease is never endemic,
that its havoc is so frightful.

In fact, the iniluence of natural selection, and the
hereditary resistance thus elaborated during succes-
sive generations, is so imiversal and so pervasive
that. Like the air in which we live, it is seldom no-
ticed by superficial observers.

The explanation which Dr. Eeybum offers, to ac-

count for the comparatively uniform rate of mortali-
ty in England, is hardly satisfactory, though it does
express certain of the causes which everj'where mili-

tate against the longevity of the race. Emigi-ation
from the British islands has been going on with
great activity for two hundred years, consequently
that factor can hardly be said to have exerted any
extraordinary influence during the last forty years.

Nor is the withdrawal of the vigorous emigrant class

necessarily a soiu'ce of enfeeblement to those who
remain behind, and who find additional room and an
increase of food as a consequence of diminished
Bompetition.
As for the "vast and alarming increase " of intem-

perance " in Great Britain of late years," the student
of history knows that relatively to the increase of

population this vice has long been diminishing in

Great Britain. Compare the condition of the Eng-
lish a hundred years ago with their j^resent condi-
tion, and it is e\'ident that temperance has greatly
increased during the intervening period. The au-
bhorities quoted by Lecky in his various historical

works, exhibit a most instructive picture of that age
in contrast ^^ith the present. As for the "wilful dis-

ibedience to the laws of health and hygiene by the
people of England," I have no doubt that it is bad
enough, but I do not believe that it has been any

worse during the last forty years than during the
preceding forty thousand years. And yet Dr. Bey-
burn tells us that the men of old could not comi)are
with their descendants in physical vigor and size.

Scientific men see in this the result of natural laws
which are everywheie and always in operation. By
these ever-acting forces the races which inhabit the
earth are exactly adjusted to their environment, and
a i)erfect equilibrium is thus maintained. The true
way to improve the condition of mankind is to stiuly

the methods of nature, and to follow in the light of
the experiments which have been so frequently per-
formed on the gi-andest scale—for our benefit, one
might almost say. In this connection the medical
history of isolated races, like the Pacific Islanders,
the annals of pestilential ei>idemic8, the ex})eriments
of Ceeley in the attenuation of the virus of small-

l)OX, the kindred experiments of Pasteur with fowl-
cholera, and of Toussaint with charbon, are fraught
with an importance not yet suspected by the average
unscientific sanitarian. Would such people but at-

tend to the well-known facts of chemistry, i)hysiolo-

gy, and biology, instead of urging a promiscuous
activity like that of a bull in a china-shoi), they
would soon learn that "inaction" may often be the
result of the highest wisdom.
One more extract from the eloquent author whom

I have previously quoted, and I have done :

"Any one who has been, what Bacon recommends
—a servant and interpreter of nature, no longer re-

garding the mere outside of things—has learned to
look for the secret forces by which they are upheld.
After patient study this chaos of phenomena, into
the midst of which he was born, has begun to gen-
eralize itself to him; and where there seemed noth-
ing but confusion, he can now discern the dim out-
lines of a gigantic plan. No accidents, no chance

;

but everywhere order and completeness. One by
one excei^tions vanish, and all becomes systematic.
. . . . But, above all, he is struck with the inherent
sufficingness of things, and with the complex sim-
plicity of those principles by which every defect is

being remedied—princiijles that show themselves
alike in the self adjustment of jjlanetary perturba-
tions, and in the healing of a scratched finger—in
the balancing of social systems, and in the increased
sensitiveness of a blind man's ear—in the adaptation
of prices to produce, and in the acclimatization of a
l)lant. Day by day he sees a further beauty. Each
new fact illustrates more clearly some recognized
law, or discloses some inconceived completeness,
contemplation thus perpetually discovering to him
a higher harmony, and cherishing in him a deejjer
faith.

" And now, in the midst of his admiration and his
awe, the student shall suddenly see some flippant
red-tapist get upon his legs and tell the world how
he is going to put a patch upon nature ! Here is a
man who, in the presence of all the wonders that
encompass him, dares to announce that he and cer-
tain of his colleagues have laid their heads together
and found out a way to improve upon the Divine ar-

rangements ! Scarcely an idea have these meddlers
got of what underlies the facts with which they pro-
pose to deal—as you shall soon find on sounding
their philosophy—^and yet, could they can-y out their
l^retensions, we should see them self-apjiointed nur-
ses to the universe ! They have so little faith in the
laws of things, and so much faith in themselves,
that were it possible, they would chain earth and
sun together lest centripetal force should fail

!

Nothing but a Parliament-made agencv can be de-
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pnnded npon ; and only when thin infinitely com-
plpx liunmnity of onrs has hoen jmt niidor tlioir

inj^piiions rf^iilations, ftnd jjrovidtvl for bv their hu-

promo intplli^iMice, will the world hocoiuo whi\t it

oiij^lit to l)i> I Such, in esspnce, is the astounding
creed of these froation-iiuMulers."

Henky M. Lyman.
Cbicaiio, Illinois.

SAMTA!?V ADMINISTRATION AND
KPIDKMIC DLSEASK.

To TUB Kditox or Tin Midical Rccord.

Siu —In the discussion which hns been carried on
in your columns on sanitary administration and epi-

demic disease I cannot but believe that Dr. lley-

bnrn lias allowe<l his interest in a favorite theory to

warp liis otherwise pood jn<lf?ment. It onpclit to be
sujiertluons in this age to be eomi)elled to sliow why
heredity does necessarily influence disease. To do
it is only to go over the known ground that has
given the principle of natural selection its tirra })lace

among known scientihe truths. The only cpie.stion

would seem to be, to what extent this influence is

exerted, and whether in some cases it may not be re-

lied ui)on to the exclusion of measures tending to
repress or stamp out the disease. Dr. Lyman's illus-

tration of the influence of vaccination on small-pox
is hardly a fair one. There is no direct evidence
to show that the unvaccinated individual of to-day
is better protected from an attack of small-pox be-
cause his ancestors for the last five generations have
been vaccinated, although, reasoning from analogy,
it is ijuite probable that he is. But I think this

country does furnish an illustration directly bear-
ing on the subject. The population of New Mexi-
co is made up of Americans and Mexicans, the
native i)opulation being mainly a mixture of the
ancient Aztec, or PueVdo Indian, witli the Spaniard.
Among the natives there has never been any attempt
to prevent or avoid small-i>ox ; the patients are never
isolated, and in its treatment the contagious char-
acter of the disease seems to be entirely disregard-
ed. This has been the case as long as we have any
record, probably for two hundred years—long enough
any way, considering the contagious and fatal char-
acter of the unmoditied disease, to allow the iJrinci-

ple denounced by Dr. Reyburn a fair test.

Now, this is the result : among adults the disease
is very little regarded. Occasionally we hear of a se-

vere and even fatal case, but in general it is not con-
sidered as a dangerous or even troublesome di.sease.

It is different with children ; the germs of the dis-

ease are generally to be found somewhere in the
community, and a child susceptible of contagion is

reasonably certain to be exposed, and among chil-

dren the mortality is still considerable. Inoculation
is practised to some extent, but vaccination is the
exception, not the rule.

In the absence of statistics it is not right to draw
general conclusions. I can only give my own opin-
ion and belief, founded on my own observations dur-
ing the last twelve years ; and my l>elief is that the
total mortality from small-i)ox, young and old, among
the native population, does not exceed the propor-
tionate mortality in a community protected by vac-
cination. It may be a little more.

This protection I attribute entirely to the influ-

ence of natural selection in persistently weeding out
those subjects capable of contracting the disease in
a severe or fatal form, and breeding fi-om the sur-

vivors. Now, whether the present comparative im-
munity, with its ])roH])ect of coniid«>t4' protection,

has /»'//'/, is a ipiestion for moral ecoiiomiHtH to do-
teriiiine. It lias been gained at tiie ex]>ense fif many
individuals who would othei-wise iuive ))asHed away
l»y fever, fiiiiiine, or some one or other of tho tiiou-

sand different nioih's of torture l)y which nature jiutH

an end to everything that lives, ho that <nen, irre-

spective of present benefit, it woidd be hard to say
now that thev were not mercifuUv destroved.

L.
La Mbbiixa, New Mexico, October l(i, 1S80.

thp: medkwl law of Kansas.
To TiiK Editor or Tbk Mrdical RicoBb.

Sra—In the Kecokd of the l(Jth tilt., in com-
menting on the recent publication of Dr. Hardwicke,
you gave his list of states " that have no medical
laws whatever," in wliich is included the State of

Kansas. If Dr. Hardwicke simply wished to be
ironical, ho is, perhaps, correct, but literally he is

not. We h(iri' a law regulating the ]»ractice of

medicine in this state, passed by the last legisla-

ture, which went into effect June 1, 1879. By the
operations of this law three medical boards were
recognized, viz., Kegidar, Homceopathic, and Eclectic,

to be appointed l)y their respective state societies as

having authority to license the following i)ersons to

practice medicine : first, i^hysicians having a dii^loma
from a medical school in good standing ; second,
persons i)assing an examination before the Boards.
By a paragraj)!! in the law, persons who had been in

continuous i)ractice within the state, for five years,

were exempted from these proA-isions.

It will be observed also that since the 1st of April,

1880, the Boards have no authority to gi-ant license

to others than graduates of medical institutions.

The Boards received from candidates, as fees, ir

case of diploma five dollars, where examination waf
made, twenty dollars. These fees, after paying salary

and exjiense of Board, were turned into their society

Now as to its jiractical workings :—1 have before mt
a report of the examining board of the Kansas
Medical Society, made to that society at its lasl

annual meeting in May, 1880, fi-om which it appeart
that up to that time ()H3 certificates to practice hat
been issued by the Board to graduates of medica
schools, 148 persons had been examined by th«

Board and received permit to practice, and Hi
persons had failed in examination. The report sayi
" many of whom we found ignorant of the firs'

principles of medicine." The law provides that ai

applicant failing to obtain a permit from eithe:

Board is debarred from reapplying for one year, th<

" report" on this subject says :
*' They (the Eclectii

|

Board) have also issued certificates to numeroui
persons who were previously rejected by you
Board," and this in direct violation of the words o
the statute, and further the " rejiort " reads, " W<
venture the remark that no reputable physician ha;

taken a certificate from the Eclectic Board." Thi
remark will doubtless be taken cwn grano salts b;

persons outside the profession, and is not entirel;

correct, but unfortunately very nearly so.

Shortly after the law went into effect, the bullet

headed individual who holds the office of Attorney
General to the state (and who pre-eminently confirm
the oft-repeated assertion that Kansas was neve
guilty of electing a lawyer to that position), form
ulated an " opinion " that the Kansas Medica
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Society " had no legal existence " (having been
chartered while the state was a territory), and was
therefore incompetent under the law to gi'ant permits
to practise.

. This c>j>i)U(m was at once pnhlished broadcast over
the state by tlie Eclectic Board who had obtained it,

who also adilressed circulars to the physicians that
had been licensed by the Kansas Society, notifying
them that they were practising in violation of the
law, and ojferhir/ to itisite an J^Jc/ectic lUxird license on
receipt of tJ/e proper fee.
The Eclectic Board had become, it seems, a sort of

" home for friendless," and in consideration of the
fees allowed by law threw its protecting mantle over
the irregulars of all shades and complexions. The
report says :

" twenty-nine aj:)i)licants were rejected

by the Eclectic Board," a nund)er of whom //rrr*? sivce

received certificates from said board. It is possible
that their le^-al adviser, the Attorney-General, fur-

nished them another "oi:)inion" that permitted this.

From my knowledge of the personnel of some of

their licentiates, I can conceive nothing but a
(lejicienci/ in the consi(t''ration that would cause the
rejection of a candidate.
The salutary effects of the law, thus far, has

simply been nil ; it has probably not prevented fifty

persons in the state from practising medicine. Its

future effects are yet to be seen. The granting of
' permits to practise " on examination by Boards of
iifierent schools of medicine is pernicious in the
extreme, as has been fully demonstrated here, and
although it might work hardshi]) on sparsely settled

communities to be dejirived of the service of a

)hysician by reason of his not being a graduate, in

1 short time this would have been remedied and the
?.nforcement of proj^er laws would have sent those
who really possessed qiialifications for the jjractice

af medicine to the schools for dijjlomas and relieved
vhe state of its quacks and impostors.

I remain
Yours verv truly,

M. E. Leart, M.D.
Gaylord, Kansas, Oct. 19, 1880.

©bituarg.

EDOUARD SEGUIN, M.D.,

NEW YOBK.

Dr. Edouard Seguin died at his residence in this

aty on the 28th ult., at the age of sixty-eight years.

He was born at Clamecy, France, January 20, 1812.

3oon after completing his education at the colleges

)£ Auxerres and St. Louis, in Paris, he began his
itudies upon the physiological education and train-

ng of idiots, a study of which he was the originator,

kUd in which he became the master. It was in 1837
hat he first undertook the treatment of an idiot boy,
n the study of whose case he benefited from the
.dvice of Itard and Esquirol, his teachers. Before
839 Dr. Seguin instituted the first school for idiots,

fhich was the parent establishment of seventy- five

nstitutions for idiots since opened in civilized coun-
ries. Of these, the eleven schools in the United

Tltates which he heljsed to organize are among the
nost prosperous. Shortly after the revolution of
^^48 Dr. Seguin came to this country, spending the

; suing ten years in Ohio, at first in Cleveland, and
utterly in Portsmouth. He subsequently revisited

Franco, and on returning to the United States .'-ottlcd

in this city, where he completed his studif s, f;i adu-
ating an M.D. at the University College in ]8(il. A
year later he was elected a meml)er of the American
Medical As.sociation. In IbCi't he began to devote
much of his time to a special study of medical ther-
mometry, and to his work and writings in this direc-
tion the profession of this country is greatly indebted
for the introduction and popularization of the clinical

thermometer.
In 1873 Dr. Seguin was made United States Com-

missioner on Education at the Vienna Exposition.
At this time he examined the educational sy.stems in
nearly all parts of Europe, but paid especial atten-
tion to the kindergartens of Germany, and the solle

crasi/le of France. His studies included also the edu-
cation of deaf-mutes and of idiots. To this work he
brought the qualities of intelligence, enthusiasm,
and extensive scientific knowledge, and his finnl re-

port foims one of the most valuable of educational
documents. It has been reprinted and has gone
through several editions, the last of which Avas jmb-
lished quite recently. His studies at that time led
to the production of his memoir on Garden Schools,
recently read before the New York Academy of Sci-
ences. In this he proposed to incorporate with our
existing public school system a method of outdoor
training, to develoj) alike the muscles, the special
senses, and the intellectual faculties, by means of
natural history studies at the Park. The essay met
with a cordial reception by the Academy, but it was
in advance of the time, or at least of our municipal
politics, and it awakened no general interest.

Of late years, Dr. Seguin had been interesting him-
self in efforts to introduce the metric system into med-
icine in this country. His work in this direction is

familiar to all. As delegate from the American Med-
ical Association in 1879, he did much toward starting
the movement in England. He also presented the
subject, during the same year, at the International
Medical Congress, and at the French Association for
the Advancement of Science.

A list of the writings of Dr. Seguin best gives an
idea of the extent and direction of his studies. They
are as follows : "Hygit-ne et Education des Idiots,"
1843 ; "Images Graduees a I'Usage des Enfants Ar-
riercs et Idiots;" "Traitement Moral, Hygit)ne, et
Education des Idiots et des autres Enfants Arricres,"
1846 ;

" J. E. Pereire, Premier Instituteur des Sourds
et Muets en France," 1847 ;

" Hi.storical Notice of
the Origin and Progress of the Treatment of Idiots,"
translated by Dr. J. S. Newberry, 1852; "Idiocy
and its Treatment by the Physiological Method," re-

vised by a son of the author. Dr. E. (J. Seguin, in

1866; "New Facts and Remarks Concerning Idiocv,"
1870 ;

" Medical Thermometry," 1871 ;
" Prescrip-

tion and Clinic Records," 1865-1877; "Mathemati-
cal Tables of Vital Signs," 1865-1877 ;

" ThermomS-
tres Physiologiques, Manual of Thermometry for

Mothers, Nurses, Teachers," etc., 1873 ;
" Official

Report on Education at the Vienna Exhil)ition of
1873," published in 1875 ;

" International Uniformity
in the Practice and Records of Physic," and "Medi-
cal Thermometry and Human Temperature," 1876

;

" The Phvsiological Training of the Idiot's Hand,"
1879.

Although Dr. Seguin was intelligently informed
on all medical matters, and although he interested
himself si^ecially at times in medical thermometry,
the metric system, and other subjects, his claim to

permanent remembrance will lie in the work he did
for the education of idiots. He was the first to in-
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truiluco n syHteiu of ihtelligunt training f^t these un-
furtiiimtes, litist'd ui»on thoroii^li kiiowltMlge of their
physiologictil uxul iiiiutoiniciil ])(>cnlianiti(>s. Tlie
l>r<>)>l<Mii which, at tin* vcrv first, ho set Itcforo hiui-
Holf. was to <h>vt«lo|) to its utmost tht' scant nervous
oentr«vs of tlic iiliot. To this prolih-ni he l>rou^'lit an
unHaf^f^ii;; ciitliusirtsnj, constunt industiv, a wcll-
storoil and ori^^inul mind ; and his work resulted in

the wid<> estal)lisliiuent of u system of eihicational
training wliii-li will remain a perpetual monument to
him. liy an enthusiasm that could not ho dani])-

eneJ either hv lack of symitathv or th«' approach of
ohl a>,'e ; hy an orij^inality which could conceive and
an ability which could create a new and henoHcent
educational system, Dr. Sof^uin has won a name
which will not bo forgotten.

ARMV NKWS.
Official List of Chnnfjes of Sfn/inyts and Dnfieft of Offi-

Cf^ra of the Mt'dicul Department, United States Ai~iny,

fmm October 'it, 1880, to October 30, 1880.

B.viLY, E. I., Lieut.-Col. and Surgeon. When
relieved by Surgeon Moore, to jnoceed to Wilming-
ton, Del., and report, by letter, his arrival to the
Snrgeon-Geueiul. S. O. 232, A. G. O., October 28,
1880.

MooKE, Jno., Major and Surgeon. Relieved from
duty with Army Medical Examining Board in New
York city, and to report in person to Commanding
General, Department of the Columbia, for duty as
Medical Dii-ector of that Deimrtment. S. O. 232,
A. G. O., October 28, 1880.

Spencek, W. C, Major and Surgeon. Assigned
to duty at Fort Snelling, Minn. S. O. 129, Depart-
ment of Dakota, October 2.j, 1880.

White, C. B., Major and Surgeon. To report in
person at the expiration of his present leave of ab-
sence to the Adjutant-General of tlie Army, for sjiecial

dntv in connection with the Recruiting Service. S. O.
229, A. G. O., October 25, 1880.

Caldwell, D. G., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to diitv as Post-Surgeon at Fort Fred.
Steele, Wvo. Ter. S. O. 98, Department of the
Platte, October 20, 1880.

Wood, M. W., Cajit. and Asst. Surgeon. At the
expiration of his present leave of absence, to report
in pei-son to Commanding General, Depaiiment of the
East, for assignment to temporary dutv. S. O. 232,
C. S., A. G. O.

Bi-RTON, H. G., 1st Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
Granted leave of absence for two months, with per-
mission to apply for one months extension. S. O.
230, A. G. O., October 26, 1880.

CrNNixoHAM, T. A., 1st Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
Granted leave of absence for six months, with per-
mission to go bevond sea. S. O. 227, A. G. O., Oc-
tober 22, 1880.

iN'TESTrSAL OBSTBrCTIOX FOR SEVENTY DaYS, FROM
STRicTrRK OF THE Re<;tum.—Dr. D. W. C'oble, of
Westerville, Ohio, reports a case of the above oc-
cuning in a farmer aged twenty-eight. The stric-

ture was annular, non-malignant, and apparently the
result of the dysenteric ulcerations. Strange to say,
there was no stercoraceous vomiting during tlie

whole sickness. Lumbo-colotomy was performed
by Dr. J. W. Hamilton, of Columbus, Ohio, but too
late to save the patient.

/Wftiicnl I^ltcms nnti llnus.

CONTAOIOUB DiBKABES — WKEKIiT STATEMENT. —
Oomi»arative statement of cases of contagious diseaseR
reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Healtli Dei)artment,
for the two weeks ending ()ctoi)er 30, 1880.

Week Ending
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AN ACCOUNT OF A SERIES OF CO]\r-
PLTCATED CASES OF TYPHOID FE-
VER TREATED AT THE EPISCOPAL
HOSPITAL, PHILADELPHIA.

Sernice of Dr. Louis Starr.

By T. H. CATHCART, M.D., Ph.D.,

EX-RESIDENT PHYSICIAN, EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL.

The following cases of typhoid fever, which I wish
to 2^1'^sent for consideration, show com])lications
which, if not Tini(ine, are still uncommon. They have
been selected from a number treated in the wards of
the Episcopal Hospital, Philadelijhia, during my resi-

dence there as an interne. It is my desire to simi^ly
place them on record, to establish the fact that such
departures from the ordinary ensemble of typhoid
fever symptoms do occur, to give to each just that
amount of consideration to which its importance en-
titles it, and not to advance any theory or new line

of treatment for the subject in question.

Case I.

—

Ti/plinidfever complicated tri/// lu/steria mid
ricarioHs menstruation.—Ida W , aged seventeen
years, a domestic, was brought to the hospital on
December 25, 1879. At the time of admission she
was in a semi-unconscious condition, and the only
history that could be obtained from her friends was
that the attack had begun one week before with ma-
laise, headacJie, fever, and diarrhoea ; that she had
been gi-eatly agitated when told that she was to be
taken to the Jiospital, and had soon after jiassed into
the semi-unconscious state. Her body was well
nourished, hor skin hot and dry, her face flushed,
and her pulse feeble. Her tongue was moist, cov-
ered with a heavy white fur in the middle, and trem-
ulous. Her abdomen was distended, and there was
slight gurgling, on pressure, in the right iliac re-

gion. The typhoid eruption was well marked. The
lungs and heart were healthy. The urine contained
a slight trace of albumen. On the evening of ad-
mission the axillary temperature was 105 F., the
pulse 102 and feeble, and there was active delirium.
A diet of milk and beef-tea was ordered, four cachets
(each containing five grains of sulphate of quinia)
were administered in the course of an hour, and ten
grains of carbonate of ammonia were given eveiy
three hours during the night.
Next morning, December 26tli, the temperature

had fallen to 103"'
; the jiulse was very weak. She

was apparently comatose, but, her eyes being wide
open and fixed, the pui^ils dilated, and the lids

tremulous, her face had rather a hysterical expres-
sion. After great coaxing she could be induced to

swallow a small quantity of milk, but there was so
much delay and difficulty about the process that
both food and medicines were administei'ed by the
rectum. The bowels were loose. The urine was
now free fi-om albumen.
On the following day, December 27th, the patient,

while still refusing to speak, to protrude tlie tongue,
or to swallow food, was so restless that it was neces-
sary to remove her from the ward and allow her to
lie upon a mattress placed on the floor in a separate
room, and even then it was difficult to keep her

j

covered with the bed-clothing. In this condition,
seemingly unconscious of all that took place about
her, she remained iintil the evening, when her mo-

ther, who had not visited her before, came into the
room. The girl instantly recognized her, spoke ra-
tionally, giving an account of many of the occur-
rences of the previous twenty-four hours ; eagerly
swallowed milk and ])unc]i, taking the cup from her
mother's hands ; and voided a quantity of colorless
urine. During the night, though resjjonding to
questions only in monosyllabk^s, she ])ut out her
tongue when requested, and swallowed freely ; as
morning api)roached she relapsed, and so remained
until her mother reajjpeared in the evening.
On December 20th she was mucli more quiet, and

was ])ut into bed again. From this time there was
no trouble in getting her to swallow food (milk,

beef-tea, milk-punch) and medicine (15 gtt. tr. digi-

talis thrice daily, and Ave grains of carbonate of
ammonium every four hours), quinine being adminis-
tered by the rectum. Her bowels continued loose
for Ave or six days. The hysterical complication was
occasionally evinced by "laughing-spells," though
there was no return of the grave symi^toms. The
temperature ranged from 103' in the morning to
105° at night, and the pulse from 104 to 120 until

January 1st, the beginning of the third week of the
fever.

During the third and fourth weeks there were
no unusual symptoms, the fever gradiaally subsiding,
and the hysterical manifestations entirely disap-
pearing. On January 15, 1880, the commencement
of the fifth week, the temperature was normal and
the pulse was strong and full, counting from 80 to
100 beats per miniite. On January 23d the patient
was seized with cramps in the lower part of the ab-
domen and inability to retain her urine. The tem-
peratiire rose from normal to 100.5", and the pulse
became frequent. Twenty-four hoiirs later she vom-
ited twelve ounces of bloody liquid and complained
of weakness and abdominal tenderness. Now, as
there had been no hemorrhage from the bowel, nor
from the nose into the jiharynx, it was difficult to

fix upon the cause of the h;ematemesis, until it was
ascertained that it was the time in the month for

the catamenial flow ; the bleeding was then consid-
ered to be vicarious. The subsequent course of the
case was a steady progression toward health. She
left the hospital strong and well— weighing 111
pounds—on March 10, 1880.

The clinical history of this case is interesting from
the fact that in none of the journals or text-books
have I been able, after diligent search, to find any
record of the occurrence of vicarious menstruation
during the course of typhoid fever, nor any statement
of the existence of hysteria as a comiilication of the

latter. That the semi-comatose state was really

hysterical in nature was demonstrated by the girl's

rapid transit from a condition of ol>livion to one of

complete consciousness, in which she recognized her
mother, talked rationallj', and swallowed freely.

Minor items in proof are the mode of onset and
cause of the first attack, the peculiar expression of

the face during its contiuiiance, and the passage of a

large quantity of colorless urine at its termination.

Dr. Gairdner ("Clinical Medicine," Edin., 18(i2) has
called attention to a condition simulating tliis, and
Murchinson ( " Continued Fevers," Lond., 1873) states

that he has met with cases answering more or less

to his descrii:)tion ; but nowhere have I been able to

find any account of hysteria and vicarious menstrua-
tion comjjlicating the progress of an attack of typhoid
fever.

Case II.

—

Ti/pl/nid fn->er followed hi/ pZe/n-/.s?/.

—

Henry K , aged twenty-two years, a native of
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Oermany, was admitted to tho mediiral ward, Hcpt.

1, 1H7'.>. He was a butfluT by ocfiiimtion, ti'mju-nite

in his liaMts, and liad had only uiu! ilhitvss since

childhood, niinu-ly, an attack of tonsillitis in the
Bpring of lyTS.

Tho typhoid fevor bej^an fonr (hiys before ad-
mission. It was ushered in by ri^^ors, lassitude,

headache, epistaxis, and diarrhd-a. It nm a course
of moderate intensity, the axillary temperature never
runuiuK hij?her than 101 , the |)ulse ran^'inrj from •.(('»

to 100 beats per minute, and tho nervous system
being little atTocted. The abdominal symptoms,
however, were very well niarked. Tho treatment
consisted of a prescription containinj!^ four j^'rains of

sulphate of quinine with lifteen minims of dilute

muriatic acid, and a mixture of live minims of oil of

tur[)entine and an equal (piantity of dilute muriatic
acitl, administered alternately at intervals of two
hours ; the diet was exclusively milk, and from two
to six riuid ounces of whiskey in the form of milk-

l>unch were given daily.

On September lioth, 21st, and 2'2d the temi)erature
was normal, ranging from 08' to 98.5', and con-
valescence seemed to be M'ell establ'sh'd. On
September 2:kl, however, there was a sudden change
in his condition. The face became pale and anxious,

he moved about uneasily in bed, and complained of a
sharp pain in the left hypochoudriuc region. The
respirations were shallow and much increased in

frequency, counting 41 per minute, but a physical
examination of the heart and lungs furnished negative
results. The abdomen was tense and tympanitic,

there was tenderness on ijressure along the left

costal border, and the abdominal respiratory move-
ments were suppressed. His tongue was coated,

there was anorexia, and during the preceding
twenty-four hours there had been one scanty evacu-
ation from the bowels. The pulse rose from 84 in

the mornincc to 120 in the evening, and the tempera-
ture from US.5^ to 101°

; notwithstanding this rise in

the temperature, several times during the day the
hands and feet felt cool. Peritoneal inflammation
being suspected, one grain of opium was ordered
every three hours, a light flaxseed jjoultice was ap-
plied over the lower part of chest and the whole of
the abdomen, and the milk diet and milk-punch were
continued as before.

On the 24th the teinperature fell several degrees,
but the pidse became more frequent—136 per
minute. The coolness of the extremities was no
longer noticed, the respiration was less hurried, and
as the opium asserted its influence he grew much
less restless. On account of the frequency and weak-
ness of the pulse, moderate doses of digitalis were
added to the other treatment.

On the 25th the tempevatiu'e at both the morning
and evening obsenations was 100°, tlie pulse 124-
12S. and the respiration 2S. Tenderness on pressure
was still present in the left hypochondrium, though
the abdomen was more flaccid, and there was some
movement of the abdominal muscles on the right of

the median line in respiration ; over the lower third

of the left chest, autero-laterally, a loud, rasping
friction-sound and a well-marked friction-fremitus

were perceptible, and i)ercussion elicited diminished
elasticity and ti'ansmitted gastric tympany ; the
cardiac apex was elevated and pushed to the right.

September 27th, while there was little change in

the temperatui'e and pulse, the repirations became
more frequent. On the left side of the chest there
was flatness and increased resistance on percussion
from the third to the seventh rib, and below this

point incrcfoaed reHistance and tympanitic percuKHion-

Hound ; near the upper margin of flatnews friction-

sounds and fremitus still (>xistcd, and at the base
there was tubular breathing. The heart was forced

still farther to the rigid, tlie ai)ex-beat being situated

just to tilt! left of the left etlge of the Hternum, in the
fourth interspact.'. There was much imjjrovenient

in the appetite, and the abdomen was more natural

in aiqx'arance, theulxlominal r(!si)iratory nunements
being reestablished. Tho jjain was less and the

oiiiiun was reduced to half a grain every tliree hours.

Sei)temb(!r Mlltli tiie opium was discontinued and
the prescrii)tion containing quinine and dilute muii-

atic acid resuminl. From this date to October 15th

the ideuritic etlusion gradually disajjpeared and the

heart returned to its normal iK)sition. The tenq)er-

atiu'e varied from !>8" orW in tho morning to 100"

or 101° in the evening, the pulses gradually fell to 00,

and the respirations numbered from 2(j to 28 per
minute. Despite every jtrecaution a large Ijed-sore

formed over tho sacrum. After October 15th the
temperature fidl to the normal line, and he imj)roved

steadily, but very slowly. The doses of digitalis and
the stimulants were gradually reduced, tlie diet cau-

tiously increased, and the quinine mixture steadily

continued.

He left his bed for the first time on December 1st,

and weighed 117 ll)s. He was dischai-ged December
30th in excellent general condition ; the heart was in

its normal jjosition, no evidences of the pleuritis re-

mained, the bed-sore was entirely healed, and he
weighed 13(j ll)s.

Pleurisy with more or less effusion is a sequel

of rather rai'e occurrence. Louis* reports that

it existed in 2 of 4(5 of his cases ; Murchison t i» 6

out of 19; and LiebermeisterJ states that in 1743
cases of tyi^hoid iever treated in the Basle Hos-
pital it was observed in (>4. It is apt to terminate,

unless early recognized and treated, in empyema,
and of course the iirognosis is made by its presence
more unfavorable and uncertain. As causes, irrita-

tion due to the blood being chai-ged with fever-

poison, the adynamic state of the system, and ex-

posure to draughts of air, may be cited. Cold baths,

wet packing, or sponging, do not, according to the
extensive observations of Liebermei.ster, favor its

development, but rather tend to make it — as well as

other affections of the resi)iratoiy apparatus —occur
more rarely, and cause it to run its course with less

severity than any other treatment which is not anti-

pyretic.

C.A.SE m.

—

T>/phni<I/over in'th olbv.minitrin.—Jacob
, aged nineteen years, a butcher by occupation,

was admitted to the hospital, October 13, 1870. He
had suftered fronx bronchitis during the winter of

1878, but stated tliat he had never had any other severe

illness. The first symptoms of typhoid fever were
noticed two weeks before admission, though he did
not become ill enough to quit work until about one
week later.

When first seen, on October 13th, his face was
flushed, both the upper and lower eyelids were putty,

he comi)lained of headache, thirst, and anorexia, and
his tongue was heavily coated in the centre with a
white fur. The bowels were loose, and there waa
some abdominal distention, with tenderness and
gurgling in right iliac region. The axillary temper-
ature at tj p. M. was 105.3' and the ]nilse 94.

The morning urine of October 14th was acid, had

* Recher. sur gastro-enterito. fievre putride, adynamique, Pajis, 1829.

t Murchison, op. cit.. p. *vi4.

X Ziemsscn's Cyclop, of Medicine, New York, 1879, p. 173.
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a spec. grav. of I.OIG, was cloudy and highly albumi-

Qoiis ; no casts could be found on careful microsco-

pic examination.
The tyi>e of the fever proved to be quite severe.

The evening temperature for the first four days of

treatment was above 104°, and for the succeeding
eight days above 10;^", the morning remissions being
slight. The pulse ranged about SR), and only on one
occasion reached lOS. The eruption was well marked.
There were several pi-ofiise hemorrhages from the

nose, a harassing, spasmodic cough, resulting from
catarrh of the larger bronchial tubes, and a tendency
to wakefulness and occasional delirium. The tongue
soon became dry and the teeth covered with sordes

;

the abdominal distention increased, and the diarrhoea

gave place to constipation. There was rajjid loss of

flesh:

The patient was fed entirely upon milk ; he had
four fluid ounces of whiskey, in the form of milk-

punch, during the day, a mixture of sulphate of cin-

chonidia and dilute muriatic acid at intervals of four

hours, and also, in the second and third weeks of

treatment, live drops of oil of turpentine with an
equal quantity of dilute muriatic acid every four

hours, alternating with the cinchonidia mixture.

Hypodermic injections of ^ to i- gi'. of sulphate of

morphia were administered when required to j^ro-

duce sleep, and enemata were employed every twenty-
four or forty-eight hours when the bowels became
confined.

The temperature commenced to remit on October
29th, the beginning of the fourth week of the fever,

and fell to the normal line on the 4th of November.
The diet was now cautiously increased ; he was placed
upon citrate of iron and quinine, and a small quantity

of sheriy wine (four fluid ounces) was substituted for

the punch. He left his bed for the first time on De-
cemljer '2d ; at that time he weighed 131 jiounds, and
the albumen had entirely disappeared fi"om his iirine.

After this he improved rapidly. On December
30th, the date of his discharge, he weighed 160

pounds, and felt perfectly strong and well. His eye-

lids had still rather a full appearance, which, he said,

had always been the case. The urine was voided
freely, was clear, acid in reaction, with a specific

gi'avity of 1.022, contained neither albumen nor
other abnormal ingredient, and was free from casts.

The presence of albumen in the urine of typhoid
fever patients has been mentioned by Solon*, Fried-

rich f, GriesingerJ, and many others. In a list^ of

547 recoi'ded cases it was present in 157, or in 28.6

per cent. Albuminuria is seldom observed before

the second week, and is most apt to appear coinci-

dently with cerebral symptoms. In typhus fever it

generally occurs earlier and lasts longer. Cases in

which the albuminuria is great and persistent gene-

rally run a severe course, and the prognosis is p(iri

passu more indeterminate and gi'ave. It is to be
referred to the febrile attack, provided there be no
histoiy of antecedent renal disease. Whether any
peculiar structural alteration of the kidneys is pro-

duced is uncertain. Most probably not, or we should
: not find the evidences of kidney lesion so transitory

in their character. It is due to the altered condition

. of the blood and to hyperaemia of the kidneys, in-

duced by the pyrexia, and is indicative of an obstiiic-

tion to the channel by which the increased amount
of urea and other products of retrogade tissue-

* Bulletin de I'acad. de m6(1., torn, xiii., 1847. Paris.

+ Schini(U"s Jahrb.. 185.5, Bd. Sa S. 1T2.

J Infectionskranklieiten, Zweite Auflage. Erlangen, 1S64.

iilarchison, op. cit., p. 5.32.

metamorphosis are eliminated from the system.

The prognosis* is always dependent u])()n tlie (]uan-

tityand the date of ajipearance of the albumon ; thus,

the earlier its ai)pearance, the larger its (juantity and
the longer its i)er.sistence, the more unfavorable will

the prognosis be, and rice versa; hence the im])or-

tance of daily examinations of the urine during the

course of the fever. In this patient, the albuminuria

being associated with a natural fulness of the eye-

lids, closely simulating oedema, pointed at first to

some structural lesion of the kidneys, a suspicion

dispelled by the sulisequent course of the case.

Case IV.

—

Ti^plioid ftrer foUoired Inj <llphl]ii'ria.—
G. A , aged twenty-one years, a Norwegian sailoi,

was admitted to the medical ward on October 8,

1879. His haliits were temperate, and his health had
been good until six days before he entered the hos] >ital,

when the first syDii)toms of typhoid fever were noticed.

The fever was very mild in type, the evening temper-

ature in the axilla ranging about 102°, and only on

two occasions reaching 103 , while the morning re-

missions were well marked, usually amounting to 2"

or 2.5'. The pul.se was, if anything, slower than

normal, varying from 68 to 76 beats jier minute.

There was some occasional hebetude, a constant

sense of muscular weakness, partial anorexia, with

moderate abdominal distention, and gurgling in the

region of the cjecum, but with a tendency to consti-

pation. The enii^tion was ordinarily well developed.

The urine was normal. The treatment comprised a

milk diet, two fluid ounces of sherry wine daily, and a

prescription containing four grains of sulphate of cin-

chonidia and fifteen minims of dilute muriatic acid,

administered evei-y four hours.

On October 24th, the twenty-second day of the

disease, the temperature was normal and remained
so on the 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th. During these

five days the jiatient's general condition was good,

and he had a much better appetite, though he made
some complaints of headache and weakness. The
diet was increased by the addition of a moderate
quantity of farinaceous food ; no other change was
made in the treatment, and he was not allowed to

leave his bed.

On the 29th the headache was more intense, and
there was a recurrence of fever, which rapidly in-

creased as evening ajiproached, the temperature at

6 P.M. being 105', and the pulse 132. The milk diet

was resumed. On the 30th and 31st, and on Novem-
ber 1st, the following notes were made :

October 30th, 8 a.m.—Temperature at six o'clock

this morning, 104°
;
pulse, 124. Face dusky, with a

peculiar, anxious expression ; headache intense ; thirst

great ; tongue heavily coated ; appetite greatly im-

paired ; abdomen slightly distended, gurgling and
tympany in right iliac region. Has had two liipiid

stools during the night. At 12 m., while swallowing

a mouthful of water, an expression of jiain was oli-

served to pass over his face. Pressure beneath the

angles of the jaw caused pain, and an inspection of

the pharynx sliowed redness of the half-arclies, red-

ness and moderate enlargement of both tonsils, and
the presence of two white patches, scarcely larger

than pin's heads, upon the left tonsil. The breath

had a hea\-y, oftensive odor. Chlorate of potassium

was ordered, together with the cinchonidia mix-

ture. Directions were given to wash out the mouth
every hour with a solution of the ijotassium salt, and

* Vide Brit, and Foreign Med.-Chirur. Uev., 1S59. p. .31H : Prnp.

Viegteljahrsch.. 1847, iii.. p. 28; Schmidt's Jahr., 18(i8. Bd. 131, S.

44; Dentsch. Aiohiv f. klin. Med., ISCifi; London Med. Times and
Gazette, vol. i. 1^64, pp. 5'JO, t!66.
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twelve fluid ouiu'os of inilk-puiK-li (one to two) were i

substitutcil for tli«> KJuTrv. At <» p.m. tlio t<Mnj)em-

tiiro wii.s 1(1"). .{ .the pulsf i Id. Tiii' howoi.s Imd lut'ii

eviu'imted four tiiiu's during the day and the Mtools

were li(iuid. The Hlidoineii wus distended iin<l tender.

OeUiher JUst.—Morning t«'nii)errttnre, 10;{.r> (per-

haps reduced by ."JO jfr. lu-iil. salicylic., atlniinistered

in the ni^diti; i>ulHe, l.'}4, very weak. Face ]>inched

and livid. The whole of left tonsil covered hy a
diphtheritic mend)rane ; dofjjlutition ditlicnlt. Com-
plains for the first time of iiharvn^feal and abdominal
pain. Ketention of urine. Kveninp; tem])eniture,

KU.d ; pulse, HO, thready. Five large licjuid stools

during tlie day.

Novendier 1st.—In a condition of collajj.se. Skin
livid and bathed with sweat. Hands and arms nyi

to the elbows cold. Tenii)erature, 1(U°; pulse not
perceptilde in radial or brachial arteries. Con-
sciousness retained. Death occurred at 11 a.m.

An (iiitopsi/ was made six hours after death. The
surface tem))erature to the hand was higher than it

had been for several hours before death. Both cav-

ities of the heart contained firm ante-mortem clots,

and the blood in the veins was more fluid and much
darker in color than usual. The lungs were healthy.

The mucous membrane of the stomach and small in-

testine presented evidences of congestion. The
patches of Peyer were indurated and swollen, and
several of those toward the lower end of the ileum
showed cicatrizing idcers. The mucous membrane
of the cjvcum and colon wfts thickened and studded
with follicular ulcers. These ulcers extended only
as far as the miiscular layer ; they were about one-
eighth of an inch in diameter, with moderately clean-

cut edges and yellowish white floors, and were most
numerous in the ctecum. The mesenteric glands
were enlarged.
The liver, kidneys, and si)leen were engorged with

blood, the latter being aliout twice its usual size.

The above case recalls the theory advanced by
Hunter,* that "no two of the so-called specific dis-

eases can exist in the same person at the same
time." A great deal of conti-oversy has been held
on this subject at various times. Much has been
said for and against it, and a number of al)le author-
ities and skilled clinicians, notably Murchison,t have
adduced eases and given a vtsnine of evidence in

point to prove its falsity. Without going into the
details of the discussion, it may be stated that the
fact is proven that two specific diseases can coexist
in the same individual, and that, furthermore, each
will preserve its own characteristic .symjitoms. An
analysis of this case would lead one to suppose
that the diphtheria commenced after the typlioid
fever was over (twenty-eight days) ; but when it is

recollected that the patient was so situated that he
could not have received the diphtheritic contagion
after coming under observation (since there was no
case of diphtheria in the ward at that time, nor
had there been any in the hospital for many months),
we are led to believe that it must have been absorbed
before he entered the hospital. In other words, that
the two specific poisons must have been taken into
the system simultaneously, one to develop, the other
to remain latent ; and that that disease first mani-
fested itself whose poison was received in gi-eatest

quantity or virulence. In the case detailed by Mur-
chison, X the diphtheria appeared after the thirty-
fifth day from the beginning of the typhoid fever.

'

* Hunter's works. Palnicr's edition. Voi i., p. :il:i.

+ Urit. and Foreign Med. (Jhir. Rev., 1&5!>, p. 176.

t Op. cit., p. otS.

Case Y.^Ti/jtfioid /em' nith siuiil^n a/iil f/nuil rise

of leinjtn'fiturf iluritnj Cf/Jirnli'scmre. rmi.vfi/ hi/ ittipnr-

tiiDi iif till- I'-rdnn.—Harry ('
, aged twenty-seven

yean*, a brakeinan, was admitted to the men's medi-
cal ward of the Ej)iscopal Hospital on Novendier
2i, 1H7'.). He stated that he hud always enjf»yed
good health tintil the beginning of the jyresent at-

tack, about Nov( inber 10th. This illness proved to
be tyi)hoid fever.

The fever ])ursued a regular course, and was mild
in tyi)e. The eni))tioii and the abdominal sym])toni^
were well marked, and the s])leen wa.s enlarged.
The jmlse throughout was slow and occasionally di-

crotic. The axillary temj)erature, which on one oc-

casion alone—the evening of the day of admission^
reached 104..')

, fell to the normal line on December
11th, the seventeenth day of treatnu'ut and about
the twenty-first of the disease, the jiatient having
taken to his bed on Noveml)er 20th. There were nn
nervous symjitoms except slight hebetude. Tin
treatment consisted of a milk diet, stimulants in

moderate quantities, cinchonidia with dilute muri-
atic acid, and oil of turjjentine. For a short time
before convalescence became established, a tendency
to sluggishness of the bowels was obsei-ved.

On December 13th two stools were obtained by a

dose of castor-oil aided by an enema. These wer<
large, formed, jnitty-like in consistence, and light

yellow in color, the act of defecation being diflicult

and somewhat ]iainful.

December 14th.—No evacuation. Temperature :

morning, 98 ; evening, 100'
;
pulse 68 to 76. Com-

plained of coldness of extremities. Treatment : li-

quid diet (milk and beef- tea), fifteen fluid ounces of

milk-punch, four grains of cinchonid. .sulph. with
fifteen minims ac. muriat. dil., three times daily.

December loth.—No evacuation ; belly indolent

;

tongue becoming coated again. Anorexia and nau-
sea ; skin hot. but moist. Temperature : morning,
98°; evening, 101". Pul.se: morning, 68 ; evening,

80, veiy feeble. (Quantity of food reduced, cincho-
nidia mixture stopped, and an ett'enescing draught
ordered eveiy two hours.

December IGth.—No evacuation ; some distention

and tenderness of the abdomen, with dulness and a

feeling of resistance in the left iliac fossa. Tongue
coated white ; 1 >reath hea^'y ; face anxious in expres-
sion ; sense of general discomfort and restlessness,

and disturbed sleep. Temperature : morning, 10:5 :

evening, 100..3 . Pulse: morning, 96; evening, 7('.

Treatment continued, with the addition of a caca^
butter sup2)ositorv eveiy six hours, and a large ein

ma—the latter to be rei)eated if necessaiy.

December 17th.—Bowels evacuated in the earl

morning, stool veiy large and passed with great

difiiciilty ; its expulsion was followed by a short pe-

riod of jirostration. Belly less prominent—the ten-

derness has disajipeared ; a few lumps of fa-ces can
be felt above the ])rim of the pelvis on the left side.

Had a second stool at 11 a.m. At 6 p.m. his general
condition was much improved ; tongue cleaning, ap-
petite returning, and face natural in expression.
Temperature, morning, 96' ; evening, 98°. Pulse, 76.

On the 18th the effervescing draught was discon-
tinued and the cinchonidia mixture resumed.
For the succeeding eight days the temperature re-

mained normal and there was a steady improvement,
though an occasional laxative or an enema was re-

quired to keep his bowels open.
On the 25th it was noted that the patient was do-

ing well. He had one large, lumpy stool, brought
about by a dose of castor-oil given the day before.
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He consumed nearly eight pints of milk daily, to-

gether with twelve fluid ounces of ]>eef-tea.

On the 2(itli there was no passage ; his tongue was
lightly coated ; his breath was heavy ; there was an-

orexia, tliirst, and slight naiisea. On palliation a

few fecal masses were detected along the course of

the sigmoid flexure. Temperature : morning, 98'^

;

evening, 1)8 \ Pulse : morning, (58 ; evening, 104. At
9 P.M. ho had a severe chill ; the thermometer at that

time indicated 105', and the i)ulse counted 104.

On the 27th, at 4 a.m., the temperature was still

105°. The same treatment was instituted as on De-
cember l(5th. At 9 A.M. the temperature had faHen
to 104°, and at 6 p.m. to 102°, while the pulse fell

from 112 to 86. He vomited several times during
the day.

On the 28th there was a large, light-colored,

formed stool. Temperature, morning and evening,
99°

;
pulse 8G to 88.

After this time convalescence proceeded uninter-
ruptedly, though slowly, the patient not being dis-

charged fit for work until February 13, 1880.

Impaction of the rectum, with consequent rise

in temperature during convalescence, is a clinical

feature in the course of typhoid fever which merits

our attention and study. No reference is made to it

in Liebermeister's exhaiistive article in "Ziemssen's
Cyclopiedia of Medicine," nor have I been able to

find record of it in any of the journals. Sudden
great rise in temperature, feeble pulse, tender abdo-
men, and symptoms of prostration occurring in a con-

valescent typhoid patient, would warrant the supposi-
tion either of a relapse, a perforation of the intestine

with peritonitis, or some pulmonary inflammation.
Of course minute differentiation of the attendant
symptoms, with careful examination of the patient's

abdomen and chest, would put one on the right

track. This case demonstrates the value of these

examinations and also of carefiil attention to the

state of the bowels. The causes of the consti-

pation were a natural sluggishness of the intestines

and the use of milk * diet. If the impaction had
occurred higher up in the bowel and at a time when
Peyer's patches were ulcerated and had not cica-

trized, death fi-om perforation or hemorrliage would
have been almost inevitable. In fact, Wilksf men-
tions a case where death occurred during the third

week from perforation due to obstinate constipation
;

and Hudson J describes a similar one, in which there

was profuse hemorrhage. So also Murchison,^ who
makes recoi-d of a death in typhoid fever from per-

foration and peritonitis on the forty-second day,

preceded by prolonged constipation. The hyjjer-

pyrexia in the case under consideration was due no
doubt to reflex irritation, and the prostration, to the

exhausting and unavailing attempts at defecation.

The treatment necessarily consists in a prevention
or removal of the cause. This is best done by the

administration of a teaspoonful of castor-oil every

third or fourth day when the bowels become confined,

or by the use of simple enemata. Under no condi-

tion, however, should any of the drastic purgatives

be given.

The tendency to produce constipation during con-

valescence is almost the only disadvantage of an ex-

clusively milk diet ; it may be usually overcome by
allowing the jjatient from six to twelve fluid ounces
of beef-tea during the dav in addition to the milk.

* Stilla nnri Maisch's Dispcn^iitorv, Philartplphia, 187!>, p.

t Gny"s Hospital Reports, thinl series, IS.iS.

i Lpotureson the Study uf l-'evers, Dublin, 18t5T, p. 200.

$ Op. cit , p. 575.

Case VI.

—

Ti/pJioidfever— Complete ohstipdiinnfrom
parali/sis of lar</e i)>/esfi)ie.—A. A. S , aged twenty
years, bartender, of ordinarily temperate habits, was
admitted to the men's medical ward on December 17,

1879. Throiighout his life he had been subject to
attacks of epistaxis,.but nevertheless considered him-
self healthy; he had rubeola in 1874. His fiiends

gave December 13tli as the date of the onset of the
fever, as this was tlie day on wliich he was obliged
to give up work. The symptoms were rigors, a sense
of great muscular weakness, headache, epistaxis, heat
of skin, anorexia, vomiting, and a sluggishness of the
bowels. From December 13th until his admission
to the hospital he rather fought against his illness,

was very imperfectly cared for, and was given one or
more purgative pills, which acted inordinately.

AVhen admitted his condition was very grave. He
was greatly prostrated, had evidently lost mucdi flesh,

his face was dusky and exj^ressionless, and there was
hebetude and subsultus tendinum. His tongue was
red and clean at the edges and tip, while the centre

was covered with a dry, brown, fissured coating ; it

was protruded slowly and was tremulous. His lips

and teeth were covered with sordes, his jiharynx was
reddened, food was taken with reluctance, and there

was occasional vomiting. His abdomen was tymi3a-
nitic, there was tenderness in the epigastrium and
gurgling in the right iliac region, and the area of

splenic dulness was extended ; the bowels had been
confined for twenty-four hours. Fifteen or twenty
characteristic rose spots were counted on the abdomen
and anterior suface of the chest. There was reten-

tion of urine, and a si)ecimen removed by the cathe-

ter was found to be clear, high colored, acid in reac-

tion, 1.026 in specific gravity, to contain an abundance
of urates, and a quantity of albumen equal to nearly

one-fourth of the bulk tested ; no casts could be dis-

covered by the microscope. The axillary tempera-
ture at 6 P.M. was 104.5°, the jjulse 116 and veiy
weak. During the night there was muttering de-

lirium.

On December 18th his general condition was un-
changed ; he vomited several times, the ejecta con-
sisting of curdled milk and mucus tinged with bile

;

the epig:>stric tenderness continued, and when roused
he complained of pain in this position ; he could be
induced to take but little food, on account of a con-
stant sensation of fulness of the stomach. The con-
stipation and retention of urine continued. A pro-
fuse epistaxis began at 11 a.m. and lasted for an
hour and a half. The temperature at (5 a.m. was
101.5\ at 6 P.M. 104° ; the pulse at the same hours
was 100 and 120, and was very compressii)le.

On December 19th the hebetude was less decided
and the face had a l)etter color. There was more vom-
iting, a few dark-colored clots of blood ])eing reject-

ed ; the epigastric tenderness and pain remained.
There was no evacuation from the bowels, and the

urine had to be withdrawn by a catheter, and showed
no diminution in the amount of albumen. Tempera-
ture: morning, 101.6°; evening, 103.5'; pulse, 116,

somewhat stronger ; respirations, 37, shallow.

On December 20th the hebetude was again very-

marked, and the face was more dusky and expression-

less than on any of the previous days. The consti-

pation and retention of urine persisted. The ab-

dominal distention was noticed to be somewhat ir-

regular, the outline of the colon being indistinctly

traceable. At 4 p.m. and at 8 p.m. he vomited a large

quantity of red, clotted blood. Temperature, 101°

to 103°
;
pulse, 100 to 120, after the hjematemesis it

was verv feeble. At 6 a.m. on December 21st the
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ttMnpemturo was l(>:r, tho ]>nlHP was iiiiiMTcoiitiMo

ill tho riKliiil aiU'rirs, and tln» i>ati»>iit had |>ii.ss»'<l into

a state of ooma. Tlu>n* was a sliKiit disclinixo of

Idood from the anus. Death cu-i-urivd aliont two
hom-s later.

l)iirii»i( the fihort period that the ca.se was in the

liospital even' effort was made to maintain the

stivn^'th l>y the adiiiiiiistratioii of li(|uid nourish-

ment, anil of .stimulants in tin- form of alcohol, ear-

boiiatf of ammonium, and dif^itiilis. Twontv grains

of ciuinia were ^i^*'" i'> four doses between seven and

eif^ljt o'eloek in the evening of i'a<-h day. Hypoder-
mic injections of ^r. i to t^v. i of sulphate of mor-

phia were emph»yed with modei-ate sui-oess to induce

sleep, ami enemata repeatedly f,nven without any
effect upon the eonsti])ation. A hypo<lermic injec-

tion of TH. X. of the rtuid extract of erf^ot (piickly ar-

rested the epistaxis of l)ecend>er IHth, after the ap-

plication of ice, of powdered alum, and th(> injection

of hot w.iter up the nostrils, had failetl ; Vmt the same
procedure seemed to have little influence ujiou the

biematemesis which occurred hiter. Attempts were
made to lessen the ei>i};astric pain by mustard plas-

ters and flaxseed i)Oultices.

At the (lulnp^iif the colon was found to be altered

in position, the transvei-se portion of the gut being

curved df>wuward nearly to the jielvia. overlaying

and concealing the .small intestine. From the ileo-

Crt^cal valve to the sigmoid flexure the large gut was
dilated, its diameter being increased at least one-

half. This distended portion was tilled with dark-

colored, coagulated blood, audits mucous membrane
was thickened and dusky red in color, the redness

ending abruptly at the lower extremity of the dilata-

tion. In the caecum and ascending colon there were,

in addition to the intense congestion, a number of

superficial follicular ulcers. The f^ifpnoid fie.nire and
rectum were empty, quite contracted, and without

alterations in their mucous surfaces. The snuill in-

testine was nearly empty, and the m\icous membrane
in the duodenum and jejunum was normal ; in the

ileum it was injected, and the Peyer's patches were
ulcerated, these characters becoming more and more
marked as the ileo-ciecal valve was approached. The
stoDiJic'i was empty, its mucous membrane presented

the changes observed in chronic catarrhal conditions,

and scattered over its surface were a few ecchymotic
patches, none of which were larger than the head of

an ordinary ])in. The spleen was about four times

the usual size, and was engorged with blood. The
other viscera presented no important alterations.

Constipation due to paralysis of the large intes-

tine is quite a rare complication of typhoid fever.

With this there was also in this i)atient retention of

urine, c.msed by paralysis of tlie coats of the blad-

der. The varieties of i):iralysis that occur most fre-

quently during the febrile stages of this disease are

involuntary evacuations of the bladder and rectum
(pai-alvsis of the sphincters of the anus and neck of

the bl idder), inability to jirotrude the tongue, dys-

phagia, inarticulate speech, and lack of power to

close the eyelids. Those which happen in the post-

febrile stage* take the form either of paraj^legia,

hemiplegia, strabismus, paralysis of the facial or of

other individual nerve. Temporary aphasia f has
also been reported to have occurred.

In connection with this case. Dr. Starr stated that

it was the fii-st instance that had ever come under
his notice where obstip.ation from paralysis of the

bowel existed as a complication of typhoid fever. In

* Dcutschfis Archiv fur klin Med., 1872, ix., p. 4S0.

t Gaz. hebdom., 1S<», p. 140-591. j

his o))inion tin- paralvHiH was due to the iiiteuKe in-

Hammation of the coats of the gut, the intlammation
having luidoubtedly been set uj) by the a<'tive and
ill-advis«>d jiurgation of the early days of the illness,

before entering the hospital. He consiilered the

case of great interest, also, because it illustrated the

fact that i)aralysis of a segment of intestine is ca)>a-

l»le of jtresenting an obstruction (juite as imjiassable

to the intestinal contents as an invagination or stric-

ture.

Case VII.

—

7]i/}>finiil /erer romplicalctl hi/ tin erup-

tion of t<ic)ics hli'iKilres, iind folhnri'dlni ci/stitis.—James
C , aged twenty-four years, weaver by occupation,

was admitted to the men's medical ward, December
'24, IHT'.I, very ill and ])rostrated. He stated that he had
had variola ten years previous, but with this excej)-

tion had enj(»yed good health until the y)resent

attack. It commenced on December lOth, with head-

ache, malaise, muscular soreness, anorexia, abdomi-
nal jiains, and diaiTlnra, which had .so weakened
him that he was ineai)acitiited for work, and took to

his bed one week before his admission to the hosj)i-

tal. At this time he was pale and drowsy, the .skin

was hot and diy, the pulse was frecpient and feeble ;

the bowels were loose (six watery pa.^.sages daily),

the belly distended, and there was pain and gurgling

on pressing over the ciecum. The tongue was diy

and coated, jirotruded with difficulty, its edges
trembling ; organs of respiration healthy ; urine noi-

mal. Over the belly was a characteristic emjjtion of

rose-colored spots, and in addition a number of light

bluish spot.s, the "taches bleuatres" of French WTit-

ers. These were also noticeable on the inside of

the thighs and forearms. They were of an irregu-

larly rounded form, one-fifth to one-third inch in

diameter, not elevated, not affected by j^ressure, and
mo.st noticeable by candle-light.

At 6 P.M. on the evening of the day of admission his

axillary temperature was 103'
;
pulse 04. He .slept

very little during the night ; was restless, but not

delirious.

On December 25th the morning temperature was
100°

;
pulse 80, feeble. He was ]iut on liquid diet,

with twelve ounces of milk-punch (1 to 2 1, and a

mixture of 3 gr. (piinijc sul])h. with 10 gtt. ac. mu-
riat. dil., every four hours. Moderate doses of am-
monii carb. and tr. digitalis were adniinistered when
the pulse indic^ited their use, and hyi)odermic injec-

tions of morjih. suljih., i gr., were ordered p. r. n.

Pain over the abdomen was so great that a flaxseed-

meal poultice was ai)plied.

The fever pursued a course of moderate severity ;

the diarrha-a subsided, the heart's action improved
so that the ammonii carb. and tr. digit, were soon
discontinued. The temperature during the second

week fluctuated between 102.5" in the evening and

}

100° in the morning, the pulse at the corresponding

I

times being 100 and 88.

i

On December 29th retention of urine occurred,
i which persisted for six days and required the use of

j

a catheter three times daily. Sleei^lessness was the

only other unfavoi-able .symptom present, but was
readily overcome by the u.se of morph. sulph

j

On December 31st, the commencement of the
1 third week of the fever, the symptoms began to

amend. The tongue became more moist, was pro-

. traded with ease, and its coating, as well as the sordes

around the teeth, gi-adually disappeared. The typhoid

eruption had faded away, and the blue spots above
noted were not visible on the forearms, while those

on the abdomen and thighs were lighter in hue. The
I pulse had become feeble, but was soon strengthened
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in force and fulness by an increase to fifteen ounces of

the milk-punch. The axillary tenijjerature did not

run to a higher })oint than 102° in the eveninj^ and
fell to 100° in the morning; ])ulse : evening, !•(!; morn-
ing, 84. The bowels were inclined to constipation,

but the occasional use of eneniata provoked easy

passages, natural in consistence and color. Toward
the end of the week the temperature began to make
marked remissions, and by January 6th, the close of

the third week, it had fallen to the normal line both
in the evening and morning.

All the symptoms indicated a rapid convalescence.

There was no i)ain in the abdomen, the organs of

circulation and respiration were healthy, the urine

was voided siiontaneously, bowels regular, sleep

natural, and the patient, though emaciated and
weak, felt well and was hungry.
On January 8th the diet was cautiously increased

and consisted of milk, beef-tea, chicken-broth, two
soft-boiled eggs, farina and soft bread ; the milk-

punch was reduced to twelve ounces, and in a few
more days to six ounces.

On January 11th, however, the patient comidained
for the first time of tenderness over the bladder, with
burning pain during urination, and from this time
until the 24th suffered severely from cystitis.

On January 28th he sat up for the first time, and
though weak, was able to walk to the end of the

ward to be weighed. His w^eight was 123 lbs. There
were present no unpleasant symptoms, except loss

of flesh and weakness. He was put on a mixture of

iron, quinine, and strychnia three times daily. From
this time he made decided and rapid improvement,
and by February 17tli, the date of his discharge, he
weighed 144 lbs. and felt perfectly able to resume
his work.
The presence of " taches bleuatres," retention of

urine, and cystitis, are the features of interest in the

clinical history of the above case. The first have
been occasionally observed in typhoid fever, and also

in simple continued* fever, and they hence do not
constitute a siDeciflc characteristic of either. They
are apt to confuse the physician and lead him to

supjjose the eruption to be that of typhus fever, or

that the two diseases—typhus and typhoid—co-exist.

In typhus fever, however, th3 spots are first pink-

ish or florid in hue, and disapi^ear by pressure ; sub-

sequently they become reddish brown or livid,

according to the amount of pigment, and do not dis-

appear on pressure. The " taches bleuatres " do not

pass through these successive stages, but are always

of a uniform delicate bluish tint ; they ai'e not ele-

vated above the skin, are of an irregularly rounded
form, and are not atiected by i>ressure. Trousseauf
described them and made the observation that, when
present, the case generally ran a mild course.

Retention of urine has been noted by Murchison
in 2 oiit of 100 cases, and was present in two of the

cases here recorded. It does not occur so frequently

as in typhus fever, and is due, most probably, to

paralysis of the coats of the bladder. Neglect to daily

examine the hypogastric region by palpation and per-

cussion, and to question the patient concerning his

urine, may lead to serious results, such as convulsions,

catarrh, or ulceration of the bladder. It also must
not be forgotten that incontinence may coexist with

retention—the " incontinence of retention " of some
writers, the urine dribbling away from a distended
bladder.

Cystitis, like other catarrhal aflfections of the mu-

* Dav.assc : Des fifevres 6i)h4mere« et svnoques, Paris, 1S47, p. 2.3.

t Cliiiique nuid., Paris, 1801, p. 169. Eiig. Transl., 1S69, vol. ii.

cous membranes, is not a very uncommon sequel o^

typhoid fever. Its symjitoms are so marked that it

can scarce fail to be early recognized, and it gener-

ally yields to judicious tieatnunit. Its direct causes

are unknown, but retention of urine and the con-
stant use of quinine* may be cited as elements in its

production.

326 South Twelfth Strket, PHiLAnELPiiiA.

A CASE OF EPILEPSY
Depending Probably tipon Hypertrophic Cervicaii

Pachymeningitis.

By HORATIO R. BIGELOW, M.D.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The above hypothesis is, possibly, more absolute

than it should l)e. The patient is still living, so that

a diagnosis, while it may wear the semblance of

probability, cannot be confirmed by actual demon-
stration. It is sufficiently interesting, however, to

warrant publication, as it seems to be confirmatory of

the views of Charcot, as given by him in his " Lemons
sur les Maladies du Syst&me Nerveux." The word
" epilepsy" in this connection does not convey pre-

cisely the meaning intended, but for want of a better

nomenclature I use it as indicative of a train of

symptoms constituting an " epileptic condition." The
minutest inquiries from the patient and from the

father failed to elicit any history of syphilis, although
there had been suspicious symptoms in the gi-and-

father.

About twelve months ago I was called to see F.

H , a young man, twenty-three years old, of bil-

ious habit. I found him lying upon the floor with
an ej^ileptic seizure. The father is a hale, hearty

man, fifty-five jears old, somewhat eccentric in con-

versation. The mother is a few years younger, thin,

angular, and sallow, and an ardent spiritualist. There
are two daughters of this parentage, the younger of

whom is chlorotic in a marked degree. The elder is,

seemingly, in perfect health.

Earhi Histmy.—From infancy my patient had suf-

fered with similar attacks, coming on periodically.

For many years they appeared every four months,
but latterly they manifest themselves oftener—eveiy

three months perhaps. They have never supervened
upon the ingestion of a full meal, neither have they
been preceded by any "especial aura." His first

remembrance of any precursory symptom was that

of a whirling and dizziness in his head. Latterly

he has suffered with loss of muscular jiower in the

arms, and with en-atic " rheumatic i:)ains " of so sevei e

a nature that he often cries out. He has no will-

power over the arms, which jerk about in all direc-

tions.

Condition at time of Examination.—He is of medium
height, dark hair and eyes, and with a peculiarly

vacant, wandering look. His conversation is childif h
—as from arrested cerebral development. He has
but little power of mental concentration, although
he does not lose the thread of the discourse. Tlure
is no aphasia or agraphia, neither is his speech falter-

ing. He delights more in the things belonging to

childhood than in the mature discussion of ideas

aijpertaining to manhood. His gait is uncertain and
tottering, which, he says, has come upon him lately.

The power of pressure in both hands is so small as.

to be almost unajipreciable. The protruded tongue
shows no deviation to the right or left, and there is

* StiH6 and Miiwh, op. cit., p. 1173.
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no loss of symmotrv in tlie fftoo. His si^yht is l)a<l

—

woi"so at soino tinu's tliiiii iit otliPia. lit' coiiipluiiiM

of niiu-h puin till uroniid tlu> hoiid, at tiiiicH uiost

severe over thf «\v»'l)r()\vs, und tvt othor tiiiu's over tlie

oeeipnt. Hi> 1ms "innnhiu'ss" in tlie iirniM, with
shiirp, wanilerinf^ paiii.s. The lieart and Innps are
l)()tli healthy, and his dij^estion pretty <,'()od. Of lato

his j>arents have noticed a loss of nieniDry. chietly of
recent and present events. His urine is normal.
There is no responsive innscular excitability to the
faradie current. The hands and feet are cold and
colorless, with much muscular wastin^j;. His Hn<^ers
not respondinj?, lie is unable to write well. The " jta-

tella tendon reflex" resi>onds at about .1'2 interval.

He luis electric sensations in various parts of the
body. In the left axilla the temperature is lOO ; in

the rif,'ht, 101"
; in the rectum, Idl.") . In the right

parietal region it is 101.2 ; in the h^ft parietal, DH.i)
;

over the occijnit it is 101'. which temix-rature re-

mains as far down as the last cervical vertebra, when
it commences to fall slightly. There is no tender-
ness upon pressure along the spine. The i)upils are
contracted.

Siii'h. in brief, were the points of diagno.sis which
I had for guidance. Upon my first visit I confess
that I was puzzled to make out either cause or local-

ization, and so administered a gentle placebo, l)ro-

mide of potassium I think, and returned to my ofHce
to study and to think. The salient features in the
case were

:

1. Contraction of the iJujiils.

2. The peculiar gait.

3. The condition of the muscles, wasting, loss of
electric irritability, Iosp of j^ressure power.

4. The periodicity of the attacks.

5. The peculiai" and painful sensations of the pa-
tient.

6. The temperature.
7. The absence of essential jiaralysis.

All of these symi^toms accompany intra-racliidian

tumors, vertebral cancer, thrombosis nith softening,

gummata, and Pott's disease. The ijeriodicity of the
attacks, together with the youth of the jjatient and
the absence of a syphilitic histoiy, would seem to
render the presence of pachymeningitis imj^robable.

But while C'harcot admits that periodical seizures in

this disease are rare, and not at all characteristic, he
has met with five cases in which they occuiTed. The
age of the patient excluded the existence of senile

arterial degeneration, but such degeneration occa-

sion nili/ exists in the young. The muscular condi-
tion indicated a pressure upon the interior roots of

nerves—pachymeningitis ? But these same muscular
phenomena also occur in meningo-myelitis. This
latter disease being very usually of syjjliilitic origin.

My patient, so far as I could learn, had not had in-

herited or acquired syphilis. Reasoning by exchi-
sion c liefly, I formed the conclusion that it was
either a case of cervical pachymeningitis or of men-
ingo-myelitis with wliich I had to deal. It must be
remembered, however, that there was no tenderriess

along the spinal column, no dysphagia or difficulty of
breathing, no marked sensation accompanying the
application of heat and cold along the si>ine, no sexual
derangement, no parasthesia, and no sense of con-
striction. The muscular conditions common to both
of these diseases were present, and in either case
might be caused by compression of the cord. The

• contraction of the pupils pointed to a lesion in the
upper part of the cord.

The next day I called at the house and applied the
actual cautery at three diflerent points in the upper

cervical region, and ordered ])ill8 of the iodide of iron

and ergot. I also advised daily shainjiooing of the af-

fect«Ml muscles, salt liaths esfry morning, the b()4ly to

be well rubbed with a crash towel afterward. The
blist^'rs maiie by the <-autery I kejit open, applying
to them an ointtiient of the iodide of calcium. I'or

three months there was no a))i)reciable change in the

condition of the patient, altliougii the disease diil

not seem to be progressive. Tiie jiains were (juieted

with fiUl doses of the bromide of })otassiuni. A.s

time went on, however, and the treatment was per-

sisted in, there was considerable return of power to

the hands, the j)ainH became less severe, and the
sight was somewhat improved. During the past

twelve months he has had but one epilei)tic seizure,

and his gait is much better, although still uncertain.

His mental powers are luialtcired. The disease seems
to be held in abeyance. The swelling and thicken-

ing of the cord, should such a condition really exi.st,

chronic in nature, numifests no tendency to increase,

but judging from the improved action of the anterior

roots of nerves, the inference is a proper one that the
pressure is becoming less. This pres.sun; was not
due to inflammatory i)roducts, as I believe, for such
products always manifest a tendency to increase in

severity, unless they hai>pen to be of a sj)ecitic nature,

and then, if the ca.se l)e seen early enough, they will

disappear under specific treatment. The tempera-
ture which was so iine(iual and interesting when I

was first called in, has greatly imijroved and is nor-

mal everywhere, oave at the occiput, where it is very
slightly elevated.

A CASE OF

EXTRACTION OF A FOREIGN BODY
FROM THE VITREOUS CHAMBE li,

With Retention' of L'seful Vision in the Injtred
Eye.

By henry S. OPPENHEIMER, M.D.,
RESIDENT SURGKO.V NEW YOKK KYB AND EAR INFIIIMART.

L. R , a healthy smith, aged nineteen years, came
to me on July 2, ISSU, with the request to have his eye
looked at. He said, three days before, while striking

one hammer with another, he felt something fly into

his right eye. He had no pain or other inconveni-
ence from it, and had been at work, as usual, but
concluded to come to the infinuaiy " to be sure that
it was all right," as he expressed himself.

On examination, I found, immediately below the
limbus, down and inward, a slight elevation above
the sclera of a minute nodule of tissue, consisting of

the conjunctiva and underlying ti.s.sues. Exi>ecting
to tind the foreign body imbedded there, I Ufted
this up with a needle and found instead an ojiening
through the sclerotic. The front of the eye ap-
peared otherwise i)erfectly noi-mal. The ophthal-
mo.scope showed a faint ojiacity in the vitreous. A
few drops of an atropine solution soon dilated the
pupil widely. During this process of dilatation a
few drops of bhjod made their appearance in the an-
terior chamber. Through the enlarged pui)il could
be seen two or three red streaks (blood) in the vit-

reous extending from the region of the wound out,

up, and backward. No foreign body could be seen.

I informed the patient that the jnece of steel was
in his eye ; that either it or the eye had to be re-

moved, and that I should try to extract the former
with a magnet. He consented at once. Dr. Emil

1
Gnieniug very kindly lent me the magnet devised
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by himself for this special purpose, and I am also

indebted to liim for his kind assistance and moral
supi)ort during the operation. The patient was
etherized, and it was noticed that during this i)ro-

cess the anterior chamber filled with blood. The
eve was adducted at maximxTm, and an incision was
made as far l)ack as practicable, on a level with the

lower border of the rectus externus. This incision

was carried to the sclera, and from this time the over-

lying tissue were well dissected back over a sjjace

the size of a small lozenge. When all bleeding had
stopped, I carried a lance-knife, about 4 mm. in

width, into the vitreous chamber the whole length of

its blade.

I then introduced the magnet, revolving it care-

fidly, and, after a time, removing it slowly. Noth-
ing came with it. A powerful magnet was then
held to the edge of the wound without evident ef-

fect. These movements were repeated three times,

the magnet being revolved each time in a different

portion of the vitreous chamber. Great care was
taken to avoid the lens and the fundus. After the
third withdrawal the foreign body aj^peared in the
wound, and was withdrawn by the magnet. The
lips of the wound had not been held apart, and prob-
ably the foreign body (which proved to be a scale of

iron about a grain in weight) was stripped from the
magnet on its exit through the wound. Not a parti-

cle of vitreous was lost.

The conjunctiva was united over the wound by
three sutures. Union per primam occurred. Im-
mediately after the operation the anterior chamber
was densely black, so full was it with blood, and it

remained in this condition for over three weeks.
Wlien the blood was finally absorl:>ed, a dense, dark
greenish deposit could be noticed on the posterior

surface of the cornea. This has gradually disap-

peared since then from the jDeriphery, but can still

be seen over the centre of the cornea, although even
there it has become much thinner, and is evidently

being absorbed slowly. The patient suffered no
pain during the healing process. On Sejitember 1st,

two months after the operation, he was permitted to

resume work. His condition was then as follows :

Conjunctiva and sclera normal ; cornea clear, except-
ing the thin central opacity above mentioned. Iris

normal in color and easily dilatable with atropine,

but recovers its normal contraction somewhat read-
ily. Lens clear ; on its anterior capsule a fine,

thread-like stellate marking can be traced. Vitreous
filled with dark stripes. Details of fundus cannot
be made out clearly. Tension normal. Vision= 20 'C

on clear days (V. L. E. ='20'xx). Field contracted
somewhat in all directions, but markedly so upward
and inward. The interesting points in this case to

me are

:

First.—The demonstration of the usefidness of the
magnet in similar cQ,ses. Before its application in

ophthalmic surgery the foreign body, as it could not
be seen, would therefore either have been left in the
eye—a source of permanent danger to it and its fel-

low—or the eye would have been enucleated. At-

tempt at extraction of a foreign body which could
not be seen out of the vitreous chamber without a

magnet would not have been thought of.

Second.—The bleeding into the anterior chamber
began only after the instillation of the atropine and
serioiisly precipitated by the administration of ether.

This hemorrhage seems to have been from the wound
in Fontana's space, or the extreme periphery of the iris.

The scale seems to have passed through this region
and through the zonula without touching the lens.

Third.—The peculiar deposit on Decemet's mem-
brane, which remained so persistently. Tlie color-

ing matt(!r of it must have been deposited from the
l)lood, but very probably some plastic mat{;rial was
united with this, else the absoi"ption must have gone
on much more rapidly.

Fourth.—The dense masses of blood in the vitre-

ous absorbing so very slowly, as they usually do, go
to strengthen the opinion generally held tliat the in-

troduction into the viti'eous of instruments is, at

best, a matter of very serioiis moment, and should
not be resorted to lightly.

Fifth.—The limited field, to all but light percep-
tion, seems to me to indicate the pi-obability of

changes in the i5erii)heral portions of the choroid,

thus interfering with the nutrition of the lens. The
slight marking on the anterior capsule could not
have been caused either by the foreign body or the

manipulations. The prognosis for a further improve-
ment in vision within the field seems to be good.

Uc]Jort3 of Cjospitals.

HOSPITAL OF UNIVERSITY
SYLVANIA.

OF PENN-

Case of DouBiiE i\js'ErKiSM of Aokta and Descrip-

tion OF Treatment of Internal Aneurisms by
Electrolysis.

By WILLIAM PEPPEE, M.D.,

PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL MEDICINE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENN-
SYLVANIA.

Gentlemen : I show you first, this morning, the spe-

cimen from a case of a very interesting character—

a

case, in fact, of double aneurism of the aorta ; and I

projjose to discuss with you, for a few moments, the
subject of electrolysis w^ith reference to the relief

and cure of aneurism. The man from whom this

specimen was taken was always a hard-working man,
l)lying an occui^ation .which required a gi-eat deal of

muscular exertion, and who also showed a distinct

syphilitic history. He first came under treatment

for supposed intercostal neuralgia, but the pain re-

mained so constant and severe that a more thorough
examination was given, and a prominence at the

spine in the thoracic region was discovered, whose
l^ulsating and heaving character, and whose thrill

wan-anted the diagnosis of aneurism. To make sure

it was no other form of thoracic tumor, the explor-

ing-needle was used to eonfirm the diagnosis.

At this point let us discuss the treatment of in-

ternal aneurisms. As they are internal and not in

reach of the surgeon, so that the main arterial trunk

may be ligated, the followdng medical means have
been thought of

:

7'7rsf.— Specific remedies, and those that will favor

clotting of blood, as the mineral salts, lead, etc.

*S'wo»r/.—Physicians, finding that as people were
stai-ved the blood liecame very rich in fibrin, thought
that there was more likelihood of a clot being formed
under a plan of partial starvation than when the pa-

tient was allowed full diet.

Tliird.—As all inci'eased muscular exertion causes

increased action of the heart, and hence, the more
immediate danger of rupture by the increased force

of the blood-cun-ent through the sac, rest was consid-

ered beneficial.

2rln realitv, the last two, namely, perfect rest end
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as low (liot as is i-onsisti'iit witli absolute lifo, arc the

most itiipoi'tiiut olein«!iits in our meiliciil treutmcnt

;

auil, Hs yt)U never find uneurisius witlioiit atheroiim-

tous ehani^en in the <'(»iits of the arteries, ulterativo

remedies, as]u)tassiuni iodide, heeouie valnaMe, uioro

espeeially when syphilis is an element in the disease.

In the ease before ns, ])otassiuni iodide did not

check the projjress of the afieetion.

But supi)osing, despite the treatment referred

to, the aneurism goes on f^rowinj:^ larger and larger,

protruding more and more against the chest, so that

the thonieie walls and rilis are giving way before it,

the tissues over it are glowing thinner, and the thrill

and i)ulsation more evident each day, the question

will then come up, and is often anxiously asked by
the patient. " Can nothing else be done to relieve

me, to ward off this impending result, and .save the
life just hanging by a thread V"
This is often very difficult to answer, except when

the aneurism is of a vessel so located that the main
trunk can be ligated ; but of course, when situated

in the thoracic aorta, or arch of the aorta, this cannot
be done.
There remains, then, nothing to do but to put

something into the sac that mechanically will form
a clot in it. Needles, horse-hair, threads, etc., have
been tried with little advantage. The galvanic cur-

rent alone has proved a success.

You know tliat if two needles, connected with the
poles of a battery, be placed in a dish of albumen,
it will be soon coagulated. I take here two needles

so connected, and by placing them into this white of

egg you see immediately the needles become coated
;

and as I continue the process, a fii-m, strong clot is

formed at the negative pole, and a small, fiialde

one at the positive pole. This process has been
taken into consideration in the operation of elec-

trolysis.

The mode of operating is very simple. You need
two sharp platinum needles, coated with gutta
percha, and after freezing the skin with ice or with
ether spray, you should plunge one needle, pre-

viously connected with the galvanic battery, boldly
in with a single stroke, until 'you feel all resistance

cease. The second needle is to be introduced in the
same way.
Thus far it will eaiise but little j^ain, but the mo-

ment the current is turned on the heart will give a
great bound and the pulse become greatly accelerated.

This should not, however, be any cause for alarm.

Gradually turn on the full current and leave it on
for some minutes, when the operation is completed
by withdrawing your needles.

Electrolysis is only appliable when the medical
treatment has been tried, and when the aneurism
comes uj) close to the thoracic walls ; but this is so
often the case, that it can be fi-equently applied.

Here is a specimen from a case in which the
operation had been performed twice in this hosjjital,

at the urgent request of the patient.

The needles were introduced, and almost immedi-
ately wei*e followed by great relief of jjain and
great reduction of iiuLsation and thrill.

In a short time, however, all these bad symptoms
returned, and the operation was repeated, with the
same beneficial results. The man finally died fi-om

exhaustion, and at a i)ost-mortem examination large

fibrous clots were foiind at the points of insertion of

the needles, which no doubt prevented mptiu-e of

the sac. The operation was therefore perfectly sat-

isfactory, so far as relief of ijain and comfort are con-
cerned.'

The last fact is the .same as is shown by tlie study
of the result of about otitf hundred cases, in whom,
in about two-fhirds of them, temjtorarv relief from
l)ain and suffering was given, and in only a very
small })er cent, had it a curative effect ; still, in no
case had it ever done any harm. I think, myself,

that the operation under su<'li circumstances as 1

have stated is i>erf('ctly jtistifiable, and I would be
perfectly willing to have it jierft'vmed ui><m myself.

To r(,'turn to our first i)atient, I would say that he
came into the hospital for such treatment; but the

day before yesterday, while standing at his bed.side,

he commenced spitting blood, and iu less than two
hours he was dead.

In looking at the aorta, it .shows disease of the

coats of the descending jiortion, and a double aneu-
I'ism : a small one coming from the descending
arch, about the size of a walnut, unniptured, and
one rui)tured sac, as large as a child's head, sjn-ing-

ing from the jjosterior wall of the thoracic portion.

This large sac had hollowed out the suiToimding
lung, and in bursting had torn the adjacent stnictures

and opened a bronchial tube. Of course, in this

case the i)rocess had gone on so long that the oper-

ation of electrolysis would have been perfectly nega-
tive in its results, and, as upon it might have rested

the blame of this unfavorable termination, I am glad

it was not i)erformed.

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL, NEW YORK.
TRANSPOSITION OF VISCERA.

Service of Dr. Geo. F. Shrady.

Reported by J. W. STICKLER, M.D., HouiW Siirgnon.

H. Tipr, aged twenty-seven years ; single ; farmer

;

native of United States, enjoyed good health until

two years ago, when he had an attack of cystitis.

For the treatment of this disease he entered the Pres-
byterian Hospital, in the service of Dr. Geo. F. Shrady,
attending surgeon.

A physical examination revealed the following re-

markable deviations fi-om the normal jjositions of the
v-iscera of the tliorax and abdomen. Heart : apex-beat
directly under the right nijiple ; imjiulse and rhythm
normal ; no valvular murmurs. Surface mea.sure-

ments : vertical—from the second intercostal space to

the fifth rib, if inches ; from the median line to the
right on the third rib, 3 inches ; on the fourth rib, 4
inches ; on the fifth rib, ii inches. Liver occupied
the left h^i^ochondiium and part of the ei^igastrium.

Its vertical measurements were, so far as could be as-

certained by auscultatory i)ercussion : on the left of

the median line in fiont, 3^ inches ; on a line with the
left nipi>le, 2^ inches ; in the axillary line, '2i inches;
posteriorly in the dorsal region, 2^ inches. Spleen
was behind the ninth, tenth, and eleventh ribs, on
the right side in the axillary line, and measured, in

length, i inches ; in breadth, 2^ inches.
"\Vhile listening to the patient swallow, it was

found that the ci'sophagus passed down in fi-ont of

the spine to about the fifth dorsal vertebrae, at which
point it was defiected toward the cardiac orifice of

the stomach in its abnormal position. The position
of the stomach was ascei-tained by jierforming per-

cussion in the epigastric region after giving the pa-
tient a seicUitz i)owder. The area of tympanitic res-

onance con-esi)ouding to the cardiac end of the
stomach was on the right side, while the resonance
diminished toward the left extremity of the \-iscus.

The right testicle was the lower of the two. The rec-
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turn passed from the right side pi the sacrum to its

left side.

Patient says he has never liad an inflammation of the
jileiira, lungs, i)erieardium, or i)eritoneum, and a care-
ful physical examination would confirm the statement.
His present excellent health, fortunately for him, will
precliide the possibility of verifying the diagnosis in
the manner usual with such interesting cases.

pragtcss of iHctiical Science.

Experimental Study of the Valvular Lesions
OF the Heart.—By means of a sound j^assed through
the carotid artery of an animal. Dr. Otchakowsky pro-
duced perforation or entire separation of one or more
aortic valves. As the result of this artificial valvular
insufficiency the blood-pressure in the arterial system
was very much lowered in proportion to the degree
of the valvular defect. This effect was most marked
at first, gradually subsiding, and entirely disappear-
ing in five or six weeks. If the animal was killed at

that time, hyijcrtroi^hy and dilatation of the left ven-
tricle were always present ; these two conditions
were always associated, the hypertrophy being more
prominent at first, and the dilatation later on. All
the abdominal organs were found congested, the
liver the most, and the kidney the least ; the con-
gestion was in inverse inojiortion to the length of
valvular lesion, except in the case of the liver, which
always contained an abnormally large amount of
blood.— Vratch, 1880, No. 12.

Infli'exce op Alcoholic Baths on the Perspira-
tory Fi^'ction of the Skin\—Dr. S. Wassiliefi" found
that, after the skin had been thoroughly rubbed with
ilcohol, hot baths induced much more profuse j^erspi-

I'ation, exceeding sometimes four and five times the
xmount of wat. r lost without jjrevious treatment
with alcohol. Hence, the two jirocesses should al-

ways be combined when there is indication for ex-
traction of a considerable quantity of water through
;he skin. Dr. W. explains the action of alcohol by an
rritation of the sensitive, and, perhajis, also of the
secretory nerves of the skin, and also l)y the removal
)f fat from the surface of the skin and the glandular
ioi-es.— Vratch, 1880, Xo. 13.

Two Consecutive LrrHOTOMiE.s on a Boy.—Dr.
Drloff removed a stone weighing one ounce, l)y the
ateral method, from a boy twelve years old, and
mother stone weighing 100 gi-ains, by suprapubic
)peration, eighteen months later. The wounds in
he latter case healed in nineteen days.

—

Mcditz.
Obozrenie, p. 726, May, 1880.

Alkaline Treatment of Cancer.—Dr. Reier ex-
libited to the St. Petersburg Medical Society, three
)atients who had been treated in the above manner, as
)roposed by Dr. Busch. It consisted in scraping
>flf all cancerous tissue, and in the systematic use of
.saturated solution of soda. The first patient was
ixty years old. On the left side there was an absence
if the eye, orbit, superior maxilla, also hard ])alate

-nd greater part of the nose. Five weeks before,
hese parts presented cancerous infiltration with a
endency to rapid extension and ulceration. "When
'Xhibited, the surface j^resented healthy granulations
nd cicatrization was akeady beginning at the an-
le of the^ mouth. The second case was also an old
nan. Destruction less extensive. Healing more
dvanced. Surface granulating, and general periijh-

eral cicatrization. Third case was a woman nearly
ninety years old, cured. Former seat of cancerous
growth showed a cicatrix of a uniformly solid ai)pear-

ance. The growth was examined microscojiically six

months ago, and had every feature of a malignant
tumor. This treatment is based ui^on the power of
strong alkali to dissolve the cellular elements.

—

Vratch, 1880, No. 23.

Continuous Intra-uterine Antiseptic Irrigation
IN Septic Puerperal Diseases.—This method, pro-
2)osed by Dr. Schiicking in 1877, was very favorably
received by all the i)rominent obstetricians in Europe,
and its use is rapidly increasing. In Russia, it has
been but little used, and Dr. Levenstein has sought
it this paper to Ijring it to the favorable notice of his

compatriots. He uses an ordinary black rubber tub-

ing fastened by tapes to the belt. The irrigating fluid

is the dilute tar-water (1-20), but other antisei^tics

can be employed— salicylate of soda (1-250), chlorate

of potassium (1-200), chlorinated lime (l-^.jO), car-

bolic acid (1-100), etc. The temi^erature of the fluid

in the febrile conditions is lower, in apyrexia higher,
the subjective feelings of the patient being always con-
sidered. The fluid enters the uterus droj? l)y drop,
and escai^es per vaginam through a hole cut in the
mattress into a receptacle under the bed. Irriga-

tion is kept up continuously during the entire

sickness, two to eight and sometimes eleven days.

It is borne very well by the i^atients and does not
cause any inconvenience w'hatever. The cases

where this treatment is indicated are various sep-

tic i^rocesses following labor : puiiilent, crouijous,
and diphtheritic endometritis, acute j^ara- and jjer-

imetritis, and particularly pyajmic metro-iihlebi-
tis. In the course of three months Dr. L. treated
•41 such cases, with only 34 per cent, of mortality,

while the usual death-rate in his institution had
been 50 to 57 per cent. Of these 41 patients, 16 were
treated in November ; 14 recovered. They were
mainly cases of sejitic endometritis, frequently com-
plicated with i^ara- and jjerimetritis, but several were
cases of pyajmic metro-phlebo-thromboses ; some of

the cases were very severe, presenting as many
as nine rigors, and a temperature as high as 41'".

During December, the cases of dii^htheritic endome-
tritis made their appearance, fi-equently complicated
with general peritonitis. Usual death-rate, according
to Winkle, is 65 j^er cent, for this disease. Eleven
patients were treated during this month; 7 recovered.

In January diphtheritic endometritis became still

more common, and the malignity of the eindemic
reached its maximum. Seven cases appeared in one
ward, all attended by the same nurse. Fourteen cases
were treated by irrigation, of which 6 recovered. All

cases, with the exception of those of diphtheritic

endometritis, were treated exclusively by iriigatiou,

the latter also by special treatment iieculiar to this

disease. Constant irrigation of uterus is recom-
mended not only as the treatment i&n these diseases,

but also as a prophvlactic measure.— Vratch, 1880,

No. 25.

Effects of Electric Light on the AccojniODA-
tion.-—Yeiy extensive experiments with Jablakofi''s

candle lead Dr. Liubinsky to the conchision that elec-

tric light, by its T)rilliancy it has the same eftect on
accommodation as an insufficient light, namely, pro-

ducing temporary myopia. As the light is never
absolutely even, the changes in its intensity produce
a very fatiguing effect on the eye, as with the varia-t

tions of light accommodation has to be constantly
readjusted.— l>a/cA, 1880, No. 26.
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ExPERnrENTAL CoNTRinmONS TO THE QrESTION
OF SiMNTANKOfS llYPKltTHorUY AND DiLATATION OP
THE Hkaht.—To (letfniiiiie tlu> oxtfiit of tlu> otio-

logical iinportniu'o of incnnisod cnnliiio iictivity in

the formation of hyix'rtrophics and diliitatioii of the
lioiirt, Dr. Zftssietzky iiiulcrtook the following ox-

j)eriinonts : Ho seloctotl four iniil«> kittfns l)(>l(>nging

to the siiine litter, imd aft<'r tliov had grown up two
of thorn were ehased daily for one-half to two honrs.
At the end of six months all were killed and their

organs examined. He found that the lu-arts of the
chased kittiMis ])resented some peculiarities indieat-

iug that essential stnietural changes occurred as the
result of the exjierimental eondition.s. They were
longer, a triHe wider, l)ut weighed less; the thick-

ness of the right ventricles and auricles was greater,
but the walls of the left ventricles and auricles were
thinner. The aorta at its junction with the heart was
wider ; no diti'ei'ence was observed in the pulmonary
arteries. The muscular fibres of the left side of the
heart were less wide, while those of the right side were
thicker. The lungs, sjjleen, and bmin were found
to weigh less. No difference in the other organs.
These changes were explained by an earlier oc-

currence of hypertrophy and subse(iuent atrophy
and dilatation on the left side of the heart, than on
the right, so that at the time oi post-mortem examina-
tion the first had entered already the stage of atro-

phic pre2)onderance, while the second bore still all

tlxe signs of hypertrophy.— Vratch, 1880, No. 28.

On the Reunion of Isolated Pieces of Long
Bones.—Dr. Jakimowitch states that thin pieces of

long bones entirely sejjarated from periosteum and
marrow can again be reunited with the adjoining
parts.— ]ra/c/<, 1880, No. 29.

TRE.^.T^rENT OF Brosiide Rash by SAiiicYLic Acid.—
Mr. Prowse, of Cambridge, says that salicylic acid,

applied locally, is a very eti'ective and certain remedy
for the pustules and jjeculiar ulcerations that are

caused Ijy the prolonged use of bromide of potas-
sium. He uses a saturated solution of the acid (one
grain to the ounce of water) and applies it freijueutly,

and where possible, constantly by means of lint and
oiled silk. He states that he has seen sores as large
as the palm of the hand, due to the bromide, heal
soundly in less than seven days under the use of this

lotion.

—

British Med. Jour., July 24th.

The Arciform Fibres of the Medilla Oblon-
• GATA.—M. Luys has made an interesting communi-
cation to the Soci''!.' di' liiohx/ie on the subject of the

• connections of the arciform fibres of the medulla
oblongata. He maintains that they are nothing more
ithan the terminations of the inferior cerebellar

peduncles. After these have reached the lateral

parts of the medulla, the fibres pass obliciuely into

this region and increase its size by passing between
the ascending fifeciculi from the S2)inal cord. Some
of the fibres, however, pass into the interior of the
medulla, and these are the concentric fibres which
form so conspieuous a feature in all transverse sec-

tions of the medulla. That part of the fibres which
apparently remains on the external surface of the
naedTiUa, and extends on the restiform bodies and
anterior pyramids, presents great variations in direc-

tion and terminal distribution. Some of the fibres

•sniTound the olivaiy bodies and penetrate the median
raphe, while others have a seiijentine direction
toward the pons. The conspicuous fact regarding
•these fibres is that, whatever be their course, all

•€eem to decussate at the middle line, and this de-

CTiSBation in fact confititutes the median raphe, the
significance of which lias not been accurately es-

timated. Tlie ultimate destination of these fibres is

still uncertain. M. Luys thinks it ])ossible that,

after decussating, they enter one of the dejjosits of
gray matter which are seen close to the rai)he, and
whidi are composed of large cells with interlacing
processes. Others probably jja.ss to the network of
cells of the olivary bodies on the sitle opj)osite to
that on which they entcrctl the medulla from the
cerebellum. In sui)poi-t of the.se views, he showed
sections from a case of congenital atrophy of one
lobe of the cerebellum. The inferior cerebellar
peduncle on that side was com])letely atroijhied, and
so also was the olivary body on the ojjposite side,

which contrasted strikingly with the full develop-
ment of the olivary body on the same side. This im-
portant observation speaks strongly for the view
advanced by M. Luys, that there is an intimate con-
nection between the olivary bodies aud the cere-

bellar fibres.— The Ltmcet, July 24th.

Treatment of Respiratory Dlseases by ^Ieans
OF A Portable Inhalation ArrARATts.— Dr. Haus-
mann, of Mesan (Tyrol), has devised a little a])i)ara-

tus which he calls an "'inhalation respirator" and
which he has found very serviceable in the treat-

ment of various affections of the organs of respira-

tion. Its action is said to disinfect, deodorize, and
also diminish expectoration. This little contrivance
is made of tin, and consists of a mouth-piece and a
receptacle for the medicine, the two portions being
se^jarated ])y a sieve. The receptacle also has ex-

ternal perforations, so that the external air may have
ready access to it. The medicine is dropped upon
cotton, and this is placed in the receptacle, .so that

with each ins])iration the breathed air cairies with
it the volatile elements of the dnig. The whole ap-

paratus is conveniently small and has a jjleasing

shape, besides being readily adjusted to the mouth.
Patients may wear it during their promenades.
Among the medicaments which the writer has em-
ployed in various aftections, such as putrid bronchi-
tis, bronchiectasis, jdithisis, may be mentioned rec-

tified tar, the unguentum picis (1:4), carbolic acid

solution (five to ten per cent.), and tuii^entine. The
author finally cites typical cases, which exemplify
the gratifyuig results which he has obtained from
the i^ersistent use of his little apparatus.

—

Berlin,

klin. Woch., August 23, 1880.

RE.SORCIN ANT) ITS ANTIPYRETIC AcTioN.—In a series

of articles [Allyemeine med. Cent. Zeitung, July 28tl:

and 31st, and Aug. 4, 1880j Prof. Lichthei'm, of Berne,
calls attention to this powerful drug, which, althougl
discovered several years ago by the chemist Hlasiwet?
in Vienna, has not hitherto received the attention o:

the medical world. Dr. .Ajideer, of Wiirzburg, quit<

recently studied the therapeutic value of resorcin

and Lichtheim has siipijlemented this study by t

series of clinical observations, which certainly meri
professional con.sideration. Resorcin has derived it

name from its similarity to orcin (contained in i

coloring moss termed orseille) and certaiji resins

especially galbanum. The chemical formiila o
resorcin is said to be CeHi (OH2) and it belongs t

the series of phenols. Its antisejitic properties ar

in eveiy way equal, if not superior to those of caTb(5lS

acid. In febrile conditions its administration pre

duces a rapid and considerable lowering of the teiu

perature, which exceeds that of quinine and saL'

cylic acid, but this effect is of short duration. 1

dose of two or three grammes produces, after a fe^
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minutes, vertigo, tinnitus aiirium, facial congestion, an
accelerated respiration, and an increased pulse-rate.

In ten or tifteen minutes perspiration begins, and
about tifteen minutes later the patient is bathed in

sweat. About one hour after its administration the
patient's pulse and temperature are normal. This
antifebrile action is, however, not invariably so

marked, and in this respect resorcin ap])ears to be
subject to the same variations that characterize other
antipyretics. Besides its very temporary eflects

(pulse and temijerature generally attain their former
height some three or four hours after the cessation

of the drug), resorcin appears to have certain other
drawbacks, which until now have not been remedied.
Phenomena of excitation usually precede its febri-

fuge action, and these may sometimes assume the
the shape of active delirium or other cerebral mani-
festations. Coma was also observed in one case.

On the other hand, all these acute symptoms are

quite evanescent, and in no case was any deleterious
" after-action " noticeable. Lichtheim thinks that if

we should succeed in doing away with these un-
pleasant symptoms, resorcin would soon liecome as

widely known and iised as quinine and salicylic acid.

In non-febrile conditions and on healthy subjects

the new drug apjjears to have no action at all. The
pulse and temperature show no change, neither were
any cerebral phenomena observable, barring perhaps
a slight vertigo and moderate tinnitus aurium.
Kesorcin is easily soluble and readily absorbed, and
this appears to account for the rai^idity of its action

and its powerful effects.

Pneumonia, erysipelas, and typhoid fever are not
much influenced in their course by the administra-
tion of resorcin, but on intermittent fevers it seems
to have a si:)ecitic antidotal action. As a disinfectant,

and for external antisei^tic application, resorcin may
also be conveniently employed.

The Tkeatment of Ruptuke op the Utertts.—In
a recent number of the Zeitschrift fi'ir Gi/ncekologie,

Dr. Frommel, of Berlin, reported a case of perfora-

ting uterine iiipture, which had been successfully

treated by establishing abdominal drainage and irri-

gating the peritoneal cavity with carbolized water.

The author now reports two new cases, which, imder
similar treatment, likewise recovered. The first case

was that of a small woman, aged forty, who had giv-

en birth to twelve children. Three of them had
been delivered by artificial means. During her last

confinement the labor-pains suddenly ceased, and a

subsequent very painful examination showed that

the child had partially escaped from the uteinis into

the abdominal cavity. With some difficulty a dead
fcEtus was extracted, and an examination now re-

vealed a transverse rupture.of the uterus at its low-

er segment near the cer%-ical junction. The uterus

was almost completely torn off, only anteriorly and
to the left a bridge of tissue existed, measuring about
five to six centimetres. The jDeritoneal coat, how-
ever, was not ruptured, biit had been stripped off

by the protniding foetus. The entire cavity was
cleansed by a copious irrigation of a warm aqueous
solution of carbolic acid (two per cent.), and a thick

drainage-tube was then inserted. Ice was ajiplied

over the abdomen. The patient never vomited, her

pulse was always good, her temperature never rose

above 100.4:° F' Only one intra-uterine injection was
practised through the drainage-tube, which was re-

moved as soon as the discharge ceased. This oc-

curred on the twenty-sixth day after the accident.

Two days later the patient was able to leave her

bed, and shortly afterward was discharged in ap-

parently perfect health.

Case II. was that of a woman, thirty years old,

who in her youth liad suffered from rachitis. She
liad had three confinements, each with tedious la-

bor. Uterine rapture took place, jierhaps in con-

sequence of the administration by a midwife of four

ergot powders. Prof. Schrcider succeeded in extract-

ing the dead child, which, together with the ])lacenta,

was found lodged in the abdominal cavity. The treat-

ment was in all res])ects similar to that adopted in

the first case, with the differ<'nce that, in the present

instance, carbolized injections were made through the

drainage-tube every time the tomjierature rose above
100.4' F., which occurred on several evenings.^

In his remarks on the successful termination of

these cases, the author observes that this plan of

treatment is much to be preferred to laparotomy.

But he admits that it is applicable only to cases in

which septic infection has not already taken jilace,

though he adds that laparotomy under such circum-

stances would also necessitate a bad prognosis.

-

Centralhhdtfiir (hpupl:, August 28, 1880.

The Hypoderjuc Injection of Alcohol and Sr&u-

LAR Substances in Diseases of the Blood-Vessels.
—Dr. Schwalbe, of Magdeburg (Virchow's Archiv,

vol. Ixxvi., 13. 511), relates his experience with this

method, suggested to him, as early as 1872, by V.

Langenbeck's recommendation of the subciitaneous

use of ergot dissolved in alcohol and glycerine.

Schwalbe found alcohol injections serviceable in

varices, varicocele, and hemon-hoids. Hasse also

treated successfully several cases of telangiectasis.

Schwalbe practised above 8,000 hypodermic injec-

tions with a solution of ethyl alcohol, varying in

strength from fifteen to eighty per cent. In all

these cases suppuration was observed only eight

times : twice owing to the use of an unclean canula,

twice because a blood-vessel had been j^ierced, and
four times because the injections were made at in-

sufficiently long intervals. Schwalbe's method is as

follows : the hypodermic canula is first introduced

under the skin, in the direction of the vessel, and
at a distance from it of about three centimetres.

Then, provided a blood-vessel has not been struck,

the syi-inge is secured to the canula and its contents

slowly injected. If the skin show considerable

tension he immediately stops the injection, rapidly

withdraws the canula, and places a finger upon the

puncture. The siibsequent pain varies in intensity,

and may last two hours. Then the skin usually

turns red, and begins to swell, sometimes for a con-

siderable distance beyond the point of injection.

After several days, however, all these symptoms dis-

appear, and the operation may then be repeated, the

point of injection being moved a little nearer to the

vessel. In this way a cure is usually effected after

from three to ten injections.

—

Schmidt's JahrhucUer,

July 26, 1880.
1^ I ^

A New Medical Journal, called the Rocly Moitn-

tain Medical Her ieir, has recently been started at Colo-

rado Springs, Col. It is a monthly journal and is the

organ of the State Medical Society. The editorial

announcements state that it will be devoted to en-

coiiraging a better knowledge of the state as a

sanitarium, and to promoting the general interests

of the medical profession there. The first number
contains some very well written criticisms, and the

general appearance of the journal is highly creditable

to its editors.
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THE CLIMATE-CURE OF PHTHISIS.

In a previous issue we made some remarks regarding
climate-cure in general, and alluded at the time to

the necessity of a closer stwdj of the subject on the

part of pliysicians. The importance of this question

of climate-cure can hardly be overrated, and we make
no excuse, therefore, for discussing it again in that

particular phase which relates to phthisis. We
have intimated that jjhysicians were by no means
sufficiently well informed, as a rule, upon this sub-

ject ; and when it comes to exactly fitting the projjer

climate to each i)articular form or stage of phthisis,

we fear that few, if any, can tiniformly succeed.

This last fact, however, is not so much the fault

of the physician as the fault of the science. Climate
therapeutics has not yet reached even an api^roach

to maturity as a jiractical science. There are, cer-

tainly, some general facts that are quite well estab-

lished in regard to the proper kinds ot climate for

the sick, but an examination of the literature of the
subject will be apt to leave the reader in a state of

much confusion as to where are the ideal climates,

and which he should most recommend.
There are five fundamental characters which are

especially studied in connection with the therapeutic
effects of any climate. These are its relative humid-
ity, its purity, its temperatui-e, equability, and dens-
ity, the last being a quality that has been more es-

pecially investigated of late years. In addition to
these there are various minor qualities, such as the
prevailing winds, the diathermism, the electrical ten-
sion, prevalence of ozone, etc., which have also to be
considered. At present, it is probable that cool, dry,
and equable climates have received the strongest
commendation. Dr. Henry Bennett claims that a
climate of this kind is the ideal one for phthisis, and
speaks strongly against cold of mountain sanitaria
on the one hand, and the warmth and moisture of
such places as Madeira and Florida on the other.

]\I(>nt<»Me and tlie neighboring ])laces on tlin Med-
iterrauf-nn funilHli, lie considers, tlie conditions in

question most j>erfectly. In this country the coast

of southern Cahfornia has, to some extent, the same
desirable characteristics. lint autliorities are now
arising, mIio, while not denying the value of cool-

ness and e(iuability, claim that a rare atmosiihere,

provided it is dry, is an elfMnont that is of very great

importance in the cure of phthisis. The increase in

number of mountain sanitaria in Europe, and the

growing ])opularity of Colorado, furnish evidences

tliat physicians are looking witli favor ui^on this pe-

culiarity of climate as a heli) in pulinonan' disease.

Tlie fact tliat plitliisis does not occur in localities at

an elevation of .5,000 or 0,000 feet or more, is adduced

as an apriori argument in favor of the special value of

a rare atmosphere. Some statistics have been com-

piled to support this view, and ingenious i)hysiolo-

gical theories advanced to satisfy the craving for

scientific ex])lanations. Now, while it cannot be de-

nied that the climate of elevated regions often does

a great deal of good to phthisical patients, its real

value is far from being perfectly determined, and we
are by no means sure that it has not been exagger-

ated. It is true that jihthisis does not exist at higli

altitudes, but neither does it exist at certain low alti-

tudes, such as that of the islands to the north of Scot-

land, and in other places along the north coast of

Europe. And yet these localities would probably

be the last to be recommended as sanitaria for the

phthisical. Furthermore, although high altitudes

may have a monthly or yearly equability of temjier-

atiare, yet the rarity of the air makes it impossible

that there should not be sharj) diurnal rises and falls,

corresponding with the rise and setting or even

clouding of the sun. The theories to explain the

special physiological effects of a rarefied atmosjihere,

contain, doubtless, some elements of truth, but they

are incomplete and conflicting. We may instance

the theory of .Tourdanet, who believes that the in-

habitants of high altitudes have a deficient supply of

oxygen and an excess of carbonic acid in the system,

a condition which secures to them immunity from

phthisis. Dr. Wm. Marcet has recently tried to

prove that at high altitudes oxygen penetrates the

pulmonary tissue more rajjidly and easily. In this

way he would explain his observations to the effect

that as a person ascends to a higher level, the amount

of oxygen inspired decreases, while the amount of

carbonic acid exj^ired increases. A prevalent belief

is that a rare atmosphere acts upon the pulmonary

surface like a cupping-glass. In this way it humes
on the blood, and relieves stasis and threatened in-

flammation. We can only conclude from all this

that there is as yet neither sufficient physiological

knowledge or statistical evidence to settle definitely

the true value of high altitudes.

We would not be understood, however, as inclined
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to underrate the efficacy of those regions. The at-

mosjihere ahvajs presents the essential elements of

purity and dryness. It is also cither cool or cold,

ai d has a certain kind of equability. There is, just

now, hardly any more popular health-resort than

Colorado. And this state furnishes a much better

kind of high altitude than can be found in Europe,

since at the same level the temperature is milder

and vegetation flourishes.

But while climates, such as Mentone and Colora-

do represent, are claiming so much superiority, it

should not be forgotten that there are other regions

which have very strong advocates and which undoubt-

edly are in many cases preferable. The cold, dry

balsamic, and tolerabh' equable climate of the Adi-

rondacks in winter has a well-attested value in the

treatment of phthisis. The low temperature and

dryness of Minnesota, the pine districts of Georgia;

and the warm and equable climate of Florida, have

given these places a deserved reputation as sanita-

ria. Despite the statements that warmth and

moisture are bad for phthisis, there is no question

whatever as to the efficacy at times of sea-voyages,

or of a winter in Florida or Madeira.

With all these facts before us, it is easy to see

how difficult it may often be to form a good judg-

ment regarding the best place to which a phthisical

patient should go. There is but one common element

underlying the whole of climate therapeutics, and that

is the change of air. In each individiial case there

are, of course, certain facts which make the determi-

nation of a suitable climate easier. These are well

enough known, and we need not dwell upon them.

But we would insist that, with the present increas-

ing tendency to treat phthisis by climate-cures, the

physician should be aware of the responsibility

he is under in deciding where the patient shall be

sent. There is undoubtedly a best place for each

case of phthisis ; and there is not any ideal spot as

yet known which meets all conditions and is suitable

for aU phases of the disease. The problem is to fit

the proper climate to each iiatient. And that this

may be done intelligently and successfully, further

study of climate therapeutics is needed. We can

only say now that probably dryness, purity, cool-

ness, and equability meet the most indications, but

that atmospheric rarity, coldness, warmth, ozone,

electricity, balsamic odors, and various local condi-

tions or personal idiosyncrasies, must often be given

a high prominence in the selection of the best cli-

mate for a particular case of phthisis.

THE EATIONALE OF NERVOUS SLEEP.

Seventeen years ago, in 1843, Mr. James Braid,

M.R.C.S., of Manchester, England, wrote a book en-

titled " Xeiirypnology ; or, the Rationale of Nervous

Sleep." A few years later the same author published

a work on trance, and in 1852 a second work on

hypnotism.

Mr. Braid wrote these books at a time when the

excitement over mesmerism was at its height. Har-

riet Martineau had become a convert, and, tliough

unable to believe in a God, was profoundly convinced

that some people could see through a board, and that

her abdominal tumor had been dissolved by mag-

netic fluids. Mesmerism had fastened itself upon

medicine. There were mesmeric inflrmaries, mes-

meric hosjjitals, and a vast crowd of medico-magnetic

healers. Even educated physicians of high stand-

ing endorsed it and used it in their hospital wards.

In Mr. Braid's first book, while some of the phe-

nomena were accepted as facts, the theory of a mag-

netic fluid, or of any occult influence, or deus e.v ma-

china, was denied ; and the work was an eflbrt to

show what phenomena were genuine, and how these

might be explained by natural laws. But Mr. Braid

was too skeptical for the mesmerists and too liberal

for the conservative members of the medical profes-

sion. The consequence was that his work was ig-

nored by subsequent ijhysiologists, and it dropped

into oblivion, along with the delusions which it ex-

posed. Mr. Braid's memory is handed down to pos-

terity by Mr. Allibone, with the single comment,

quoted from Dugald Stewart, "Too great skepticism

is equally the child of imbecility with credulity."

The author of Neuiypnology was thus forgotten,

but his memory has been recently and unintention-

ally revived. A short time ago, Professor Rudolf

Heidenhain published, at Leipsic, a treatise on

hypnotism. The facts and conclusions given in this

treatise were very similar to those of Braid, though

Heidenhain appears to have been entirely ignorant of

that author. This recent work on hypnotism, how-

ever, was at once noticed by physiologists, and the

subject received prominent attention at the last meet-

ing of the British Medical Association.

Professor Heidenhain made most of his experi-

ments upon medical men and students. He found

that, out of ten persons, three or four were suscepti-

ble of the hypnotic influence, these being generally

of a nervous temperament, though not abnormally so.

He distinguished, as did Braid, three stages of the

condition, which differ chiefly in intensity. The pa-

tient, being subjected to gentle and continuous sen-

sory stimuli, and his attention being fixed, falls into

a hypnotic state. If this is slight in degree, he re-

members what has passed when he returns to his nor-

mal condition. If the sleep is deeper, his remem-

brances are partial. If he reaches the third stage,

all memory of what occurs in it is lost.

A patient in the third stage of hyiinotic sleep

presents many curious phenomena. His conscious-

ness and volition are in abeyance. These faculties

seem to be inhibited, leaving the subject mostly un-

der the control of the basal ganglia. His sensory
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porcoptions reiunin, Imt are niucli cliaiif^od. H«> is

very sensitive to some kinds of stimuli, sm-ii as cold

RTiil heiit, a breath of air, gentle strokes, the sounds

of the voice. On the other hand, he may be cut,

pinched, burned, or a pistol may be fired off close

to his ear, and there is no rcsjjonse.

There is a strong tendency to imitation. He re-

peats sentences that are uttered, follows a jjorson

about the room, imitates muscular movements.

There is a tendency to perform such actions as the

habits of the individual have accustomed him to

;

the proper initiatory stimulus being given, the pa-

tient ])ec()mes an automaton. Reflex sensibility is

greatly heightened, as might be expected, from the

lessened authoi'ity of consciousness. There is a ten-

dency to tonic spasms ; and, what is curious, such

spasms may last for days after the patient has come
out from the hypnotic condition. Stimulation of

diflerent jiarts of the skin brings out diflerent reilex

eflfects.

Braid tried to deduce from this a certain law which

he called that of the " anatomy of expression." His

theory was, that if the muscles oftenest used in con-

nection with the expression of a certain emotion

were stimulated, such emotion, by association,

would be caUed out. In other words, he believed

that in the hypnotic state the higher faculties were
set at work by stimulating some of the lower organs.

He asserted that facts proved his theoiy. Heideu-

hain found that when he stroked the back of the

ne^k, between the fourth and seventh cervical verte-

bne, the patient emitted a gentle sighing sound.

By stroking the left side of the head, he produced
aphasia ; by stroking both sides, the patient became
cataleptic. There were many other interesting reflex

phenomena. Thus, the hypnotized eye is color-

blind and its accommodation paralyzed. By jires-

sure on, or by speaking against the seventh cervi-

cal vertebra, or the epigastrium, imitative sounds
were produced. So, a tuning-fork, placed on the

same regions, produced a like effect. By this latter

instrument the sensitive regions could be mapped
out.

It is stated by Heidenhain that the respirations

of the hypnotized persons are increased fourfold, and
the pulse is also more rapid than usual. Braid, on

the other hand, asserted that the respirations were
lowered, and he believed that the carbonization of

the blood thus resulting was one of the factors in

producing the hypnotic condition. The other fac-

tors were absorbed attention and gentle sensory

stimuli. Among other phenomena which this lat-

ter author pointed out as belonging to hypnotism,

wei'e an exaltation of the imagination, the excita-

tion of memory by sensory stimuli, an extraordinary

sensitiveness to heat and cold, and the existence of

"double consciousness." By this latter was meant
that a person, when hyijnotized, might do things

which ho had no romembrauco of when he returned

to his normal cctndition. When hypnotized again,

however, he recalled, with jjerfect readiness the acts

done in his first hypncjtic state. This jjhenomenon,

which is well enough known now, Braid claims to

have first discovered.

We have no intention of giving any complete ac-

count of the phenomena of hypnotism. Thero is

much yet to be learned in regard to it, and much to

be inferred from it. As it appears now, the condi-

tion at the base of it all is one in which there is an in-

hibition of (H)nsciousness and volitional control, with

extraordinary exaltations, dejiressions and })erver-

sions of the sensory apparatus, both special and

general. Even apart from Braid, hypnotism is not

a new thing, and, although since his time no one has

studied it so thoroughly as Heidenhain, there have

been contributions by Carpenter, Huxley, Bear<l, and

others, which should not be forgotten. But no one

has ever spent so much time and labor, or had so

wide an experience with hypnotic persons, as Braid
;

he was the first and largest contributor to its litera-

ture, and it is but justice that liis name be not for-

gotten.

lUuicius aiiti notices of Xlooks.

Diseases of the Pharynx, Laryxx, and Tkachea.
Bv MorelIj Mackenzie, M.D., London. Pp. 440.

New York : WiUiam Wood & Co. 1880.

Diseases of the Thboat and Nose, iNCLUDiNa thb
Pharynx, Larynx, Trachea, (Esophagus, Nasal
Cavities, and Neck. By Morell Mackenzie, M.D.,
Loudon. Vol I., pp. 570. Diseases of the Pharynx,
Larvnx, and Trachea. Philadelphia : Presley
Blakiston. 1880.

Hygienic and Sanative Measures for Chronic
Catarrhal Inflammation of the Nose, Throat,
and Ears. Part I.

, pp. 166. By Thomas F. Rum-
bold, M.D. St. Louis : Geo. O. Rumbold Jt Co.

1880.

A Practical Treatise on Nasal Catarrh. By
Beverly Robinson, A.M., M.D. (Paris) pp. 182.

New York : William W^ood k Co. 1880.

The two books first named are the same, but the

titles differ slightly. The work of Dr. Mackenzie
has been wisely chosen as one of Wood's Lihrari/ of
SUmdard M''di<:<d Authors in the series for 1880, for

there is a demand for a treatise on this subject which
shall bring the latest literature before the ])rofession.

The volume before us is to be shortly followed by a
second and concluding one on the CEsophagus, Nasal
Cavities, and Neck. The author of this work haa
had a large experience in both private and hospital

practice extending over the past twenty years, a
period of time that has witnessed the development
of a special jiractice in laryngology. His methods
for recording the details of Listoi-v and treatment are

known to have been accui-ate, and when the large

number of cases thus observed is taken into account,

we have a right to expect that the authors book will
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be one of the best of its kind that lias yet been pro-

duced. An exhaustive review of such a book, liow-

ever desirable, must fjfive Avay to some practial views
concerninef its salient points, and it may, tlun-efore,

be stated in general that its plan of construction is a

good one. At the beginning there is a condensed
but sufficiently complete scheme of the special

anatomy most needed in connection with the text,

followed by l)rief l)ut clear directions for the exam-
ination of tlie pharynx, the subject first treated of

in the book. Illustrative woodcuts are introduced
where it seems desirable to make the description of

the instruments recommended for use more easily

understood ; and it may here be stated respecting

the illustrations throughout the book, that they ap-

pear to have been well selected, without the unneces-
sary profusion that characterizes some literary efforts.

The arrangement of the diseases treated of appears
to be very satisfactory, the nomenclature adopted
being calculated to make the subject clear to the

reader ; but all doubts respecting this point vanish

under the author's ikjinition of suhjecti^, which comes
next in order, and is remarkably clear and succinct.

The systematic treatment of each subject is strictly

adhered to throughout, and the entire text is well

written— it is, in fact, a marvel of good English, the

clear and precise style rendering the book's jjerusal

easy and pleasant, although the matter is by no
means unscientific.

The author exhil)its a discriminating judgment in

availing himself of the literature at his command,
bringing most effectively into the text the thoughts of

others, yielding full credit either in the text or in the

foot-note references, the latter being numerous and
conveniently arranged.
Many of the chajiters in Dr. Mackenzie's work are

monographic in merit, and in themselves would com-
mand attention. The chapter on diphtheria may be
cited as an example of this kind, its history being
given from Hippocrates to the present time. Of the

etiology, symptoms, pathology, and prognosis under
which, respectively, each subject is treated, we can in

general only speak in praise, but as regards treat-

ment. Dr. Mackenzie's methods will not, we feel

sure, command the same endorsement here that will

be most heartily awarded to most of his writings.

There is here a growing dislike for ready-made
preparations such as Dr. Mackenzie recommends in

his book for almost every symjitom. These may
serve for the hasty, not to say superficial, treatment
of hospital patients, but it is safe to in-edict that they
will not lie generally accepted by physicians for use

in private practice ; and, indeed, it may well be con-

sidered a reflection upon one's intelligence to have
thrust into i)rominent notice, on almost every page
of the book, the preparations of the "Throat Hospi-
tal Pharmacopo3ia." That the aiithor should become,
from strong contemporaneous influences, partial to

local treatment is not strange, especially when we
consider how strong the tendency to such methods
has been. That this is notably a weakness in spe-

ciahsm generally goes without saying, and we alhide

to the matter here but briefly, feeling tliat, whatever
the i^ractices abroad may be, ujoon the whole the

abuses of local treatment among physicians here is

daily becoming less i^opular. We shall have to be
content with citing a few examjjles only of the au-

thor's treatment : in tonsillitis, for example, the tinc-

ture of aconite, in doses of two to five minims every

three hours, is recommended as sometimes effica-

cious. For this remedy, he informs lis, we are in

great measiu-e indebted to homoeoiiathy. The homoe-

opathicity of this dnig is claimed by homrEopathic
writers to lie in its power of setting tip the essential

])henomena of fever, and of its action upon the same
parts and in a similar manner, that it controls this

condition when already jiresent (Hughes). With
this therapeutical idea for a guide, infinitesimal

doses are administered by the exclusive system of

jiractice, and we are unable, therefore, to landerstand

why Dr. IMackenzie uses such large doses—one might
hesitate long before thus administering the drug "in
doses of two to five minims every three hours," espe-

cially as the British pharmacopojia directs that the
tincture shall be prepared from the root.

The author speaks of controlling, in all cases, the
hemorrhage following excision of the tonsils by the

use of a tanno- gallic acid gargle, which is comi)osed
of the following ingredients : IJ . Acid, tan., gr. ccclx.;

acid gallic, gr. cxx.; aqua, 3 j. M. Half a teaspoonful

of this mixture is to be sipped at short intervals in

order that during the act of deglutition the styptic

fluid may be worked into the cut surface of the ton-

sU, "and," he then says, "the hemon-hage is efiect-

ually restrained in all cases." We should hesitate to

allow a child to swallow many sips of this mixture,

and, indeed, we are inclined to doubt its infallibility

" in all cases." In taking leave of Dr. Mackenzie's
book, we can but say that it will justly take its place

among the standard medical publications of the

day, and whatever we may think of its therapeutics,

it is, to say the least, a faithful record of the least

objectionable features of a period in special practice

when the local treatment of some affections has been
greatly overdone.

We speak thiis regarding this matter from a strong

conviction that other si^ecialties must eventually un-
dergo the same reformatory elimination as to treat-

ment that the past twenty years has witnessed in gyne-

cology, where the shameful jiractice once existed of

applying caiiterizing agents to the os uteri of eveiy

confiding woman who submitted herself for treat-

ment. The book under review is well made in both
editions ; the first-named is uniform with the other

works in Wood's library, and the last-named is well

printed in plain ty^je.

The two little books of Drs. Eumbold and Robin-
son, although touching on the same tojiic so exten-

sively treated of by the Englishman just noticed, are,

jierhai^s, better suited for popular reading than the

use of the jihysician, for they liotli show considerable

thought in the hygienic asjject of the subject. Dr.

Eumbold's book is to be followed by Part II., which
will be devoted to " therapeutic and operative meas-

ures." As far as chronic inflammations of the throat

and nose are concerned, this author's methods (hy-

gienic ?) do not greatly vary from those recom-
mended by others, but he has, as a laiyngo-aurist,

carried into the field of aural surgery some -views

that are quite novel in their character. As such

Literature in this country has not hitherto had
an existence, we may be pardoned for drawing
upon Dr. Eumbold's book for some examples of

its earliest efforts. The author dives into the sub-

ject rather abriiptly, for he begins with a chapter

on cleansing the ears. He says : "Whenever the

secretion of an inflamed middle ear is so exces-

sive that the mucous membrane cannot absorb it,

then it must be removed by mechanical means. The
means taken to accomplish this should not cause

the least irritation, and it should apply the irrigating

fluid to every portion of the tympanic cavity." The
author's means for the accomplishment of this in-i-

I gation consists in forcing warm salt water into the
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luiiMlo our tlJn)U^Jh a ti}^ht-tittiiif,' appliance intro-

iliictvl into the meatus extonms, that pciiuits tho

water tu rather .sh)\vly escape ajfaiii fruui tlie ear
throiiL^'h a small opening ; this irrigation is to be
CDutinncil while the i)atient performs a complete cir-

cle with his head from five to ten times, the number
of revolutions tlei)i>nilinf? on the size of the opening
in the drum (drum-head V). The object in perform-
ing? these circular movements is to allow every por-

tion of the tympanic cavity to be, at some stage in

the procedure, in a position to favor the escajje of

the retained air that otherwise would prevent the
water from coming in contact with all i)ortions of the
cavity. The author's allusion to the absorption of

the soci'etions of an intiamed middle ear by tlxe

mucous membrane imi>lies a greater confidence in

the curative powers of nature than most jihysicians

]>ossess ; and his method for removing the unab-
sarbetl seci'etions is certainly a very wide departure
from that confided to nature in the first instance.

It is not likely that this teaching will become pop-
ular either in domestic or other practice. In the
next chapter the author introduces the subject of the

teeth. Ho says :
" I have observed for many years

that diseased teeth and gums tend to maintain the
catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membrane of

the nasal and i)haryngo-nasal cavities, the throat and
ears." In what manner diseased teeth produce these
effects the author does not make clear, nor does ho
state why he has kept this important knowledge
from the profession for so many years. The book is

l)rinted on good paper, but is fall of tyjjographical

eri-ors, etc., showing an undue haste in preparation
and publication.

Dr. Robinson, at tlie outset, enters into a consid-
eration of the proi:)hylaxis of the subject, which,
however, seems intended to cover the same gi'oimd
occupied by Dr. Rnmbold under the head of Hy-
giene and Sanative Measures. If the author intended
this i)ortion of the book for the instruction of physi-
cians it could well have been abbreviated, or even
omitted altogether ; if for the nursery, it would bear
simplification. Space will not permit a lengthy ex-

amination of the merits of tliis woi'k, but before quit-

ting tlie subject we would again draw the reader's

attention to some jjoints that will further illustrate

the influence some of the tendencies of special prac-
tice have in the direction of bringing our theraijeutics

into further disreiJiite : we hope that iJointing out the
defects in the book before us may have some influ-

ence upon those who are interested in these matters
and thus hasten a much-needed reform in this direc-

tion. Wo shall, therefore, begin by an examination
of Dr. Robinson's treatment of the acute coryza of

infants. It will not be necessary to bring in here
all that is .said concerning the management of these
cases ; we will only allude to a local method de-
scribed on page 68. This treatment consists in blow-
ing into the anterior nasal passages of the infant, by
means of a powder-blower, the following mixture :

B. Camph. pv., sacch. alb., u5 3 ss., acid, tannic,
gi-s. xl.—Ix. After one or two applications of this

powder the infant, it is asserted, is enabled to sleep,

and the mucus is prevented falling back into the
throat. The author says :

" Another gi-eat advantage
to be gained by a thorough apiilicatiou of this pow-
der is the power which it gives to the infant by open-
ing its nasal passages to suck its mother's breast, or
take the feeding-bottle without being obliged to let

go its hold with a distressing cry eveiy few minutes."
This will, perhaps, be considered a doubtful proce-
dure by physicians, although the author gives some

encouragement to the timid who may feel disposed
to trj* the treatment on his recommendation ; on page
15;J h(! says: "In my oj)inion local treatment ino

matter what may be its conditions) is jirn-r so eflica-

cious as it is frequently believed to be." And on
page 154 tlie author states that it is /ifii/siailli/ htijios-

ftihln for i)owtlers to reach the numerous fol Is and
infractuosities of the mucous membrane lining the

nasal fossa. Thus, in speaking of parts long aflected

by chronic; i)roces.ses, l)ut respecting the acute coryza
of infancy, tho author says :

" So soon ns these pas-

sages (the nasal; are at all inflamed, they become
rapidly almost impervious to air" (pJigi 57). Fur-
ther on, in the treatment of acute coryza in general,

the author says (page (il) : '-In my own experience,
however, I liave found it jn-eferable in these instances

to give the first night a full dose of some simple
diuretic and diaphoretic medicine which acts upon
the skin and kidneys, but is not followed by almost
absolute loss of appetite and gi-eat dulness of intel-

lect the next morning." We shall not pause here to

quote the fonuula that possesses the })ower to act a^
a diuretic and diaplioretic at the same time, believ-

ing, as we do, that the skin and kidneys cannot be
thus influenced by treatment.

In sjieaking further of acute coiyza the author
gives the following advice :

" If one is compelled to

go out into the open air when it is cold, during an
attack of coryza, it is wise to protect the ears by some
outer covering, as it jjrevents, in a certain degi'ee,

the coryza from extending itself into the ijharsnx,

and still further along the resjiiratory /met." This
statement will ])e quite new to many, biit further con-
firmation will be required before it is generally ac-

cepted.

We rise from a somewhat careful perusal of these
works impressed with the belief that tlie sooner a
line is drawn between medical works intended for the

instruction of the jirofession and those apparently
wi'itten for their use, but really intended for the laity,

the better it will be for the interests of scientilic

medicine. ^—•—^
Diploma-Mills in San Franci.sco xsd Boston.—

The Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal gives an
expose of a certain "eclectic" medical school in

Oakland, California. From its accoTint this school

does not apjiear to furnish A'ery much more educa-
tion than did Dr. Buchanan's colleges. Eleven per-

sons were gi-adnated, it is said, in 1879, and only one
of these had had more than a year's training. Fur-
thermore, three of these medical yearlings have been
appointed to jirofessorshijjs in the college. There
are still worse facts regarding this institution which
the etlitor of the Jourmd holds in reserve. As the
existence of a bogus college must entirely neutralize

the efi'ects of the medical law in California, the pro-

fession of that state ought to do eveiTthing possible

to put a stop to its work.
The Boston Herald has recently exposed a bogus

institution knoA\Ti as "The New England University

of Arts and Sciences," which has flourished in the
modern Athens for several years. The "dean" in

this case was a "Dr." Heniy C. Stickney. The Uni-
versity was incorporated by the New Hampshire
Legislature in 1875, but the charter was repealed
the next year. The diplomas were chiefly medical,

end cost from SlOO to 8145. Some of them had been
presented to the Board of Health of Illinois. Stick-

ney acknowledges most of the charges made against

him, and his business will doubtless be i^ermanently
closed.
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ticports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Octohei- 13, 1880.

*Dr. Satterthwaite, President, in the Chmr.

case of double intussusception—polyroid growth
op intestine.

Dr. E. C Wendt presented a si)ecimen of the above,
for wliich he was imlelited to Dr. Haiipt, House Phy-
sician to the St. Francis Hospital, wlio was one of
the attending physicians during the patient's last

illness.

A tinroofer, fet. 24, who had previously enjoyed
perfect health, was suddenly seized with severe ab-
dominal pains. This occurred on Thui-sday, the 30th
of September last, while the jiatient was walking
the streets in search of employment. Although, as

he stated, the pain continually increased, he was
nevertheless able to return to his home, and subse-
quently to consult a physician. The pain meanwhile
had grown so intense that he lost all mental control,

and even attempted suicide by jumping into the East
River. Dr. Haupt saw him for the first time on the
evening of the following day, i.e., October 1st. The
following observations were recorded by him : Pa-
tient found in dorsal decubitus, with knees dra'mi up,
complaining of nausea and pain over the entire ab-
domen. This was most severe in ileo-CcTcal region.
It was further learned that since Wednesday no
movement of the bowels had taken place, nor had
the escape of flatus been noticed. The urine had
been scanty, and there was pain on micturition.
Pulse was 118, but a febrile movement was not no-
ticed. He comiilained very bitterly of a distressing
thii'st ; but, though he drank repeatedly, the swal-
lowed fluid was almost immediately returned. Acute
intestinal obstruction was diagnosed, and oi^ium and
quinine ordered. On the following morning the i^a-

tient was again seen, and though he comi^lained less

of pain, the symptoms of obstruction were now more
marked. Spontaneous vomiting of fluid matter, hav-
ing an unpleasant intestinal, though not decidedly
fecal odor, now occurred. The oppressive thirst

continued. There had been no rectal evacuation, no
escape of flatus ; the urine was almost suppressed.
Pulse feeble, 152 ; temperature still normal. Dr.
Haupt then advised him to enter a hospital in order
to have laparotomy performed, as this was his only
chance of getting well. Another physician having
been summoned, who gave his opinion that the pa-
tient would get well shortly, Dr. Haupt saw no
more of the case until Sunday morning, when curi-

osity prompted him to make another -v-isit. The
vomiting was now almost incessant, the fecal odor
of the vomited matter was more pronounced, and the
patient was evidently much worse. The case was
thought to be one of intussusception at this time.
On Monday the patient was brought to the St. Fran-
cis Hospital, a distance of about ten blocks, but he
died very shortly after his admission.
At the autopsy, performed shortly after death, the

following appearances were noted : The body was
somewhat emaciated, the face looked pinched, the
abdomen was but slightly distended, rigor mortis
incompletely developed. Palpation of the supple
belly revealed nothing in the nature of a tumor, not

even a conspicuous hardness was anywhere discerni-
ble. On opening the abdomen all the viscera ap-
peared to be normally situated. A coil of small in-

testine in the hypogastric and left inguinal regions
was at once remarked from its conspicuous reddish
brown discoloration. In this neighborhood slight

adhesions of recent origin e.visted, so that the loojjs

of intestine were here loosely matted together. Else-
where the signs of peritonitis were less marked.
There Avas slight general congestion, with occasional
areas covered by delicate i)seudo-membranes, and
the peritoneal caA^ity contained about three ounces
of a turbid, sanguinolent fluid. Upon closer exam-
ination it was ascertained that the small intestine
was invaginated at a i)oiut about midway in distance
between the duodenum and ileo-ciecal valve. A con-
striction was found in the gut at a point correspond-
ing to the site of most intense congestion and dis-

coloration. Above this si)ot the intestines were
distended with gas and fluid. A soft, sausage-like
tumor was felt below the constricted portion, ex-
tending downward somewhat over eight inches. Be-
yond this jjoint the intestine was still of a jnirplish
hue, and appeared to be distended by thick con-
tents for the distance of several feet, where the dis-

tention stopi^ed rather suddenly Below this iJlace

the intestine was completely emi:)ty, constricted, and
shrivelled up into thin, cord-like masses. The in-

vaginated jjortion was then removed, together with a
piece of intestine on either end of it. On oijening
the gut above the constricted i>ortion, ordinary in-

testinal contents of a somewhat fecal odor escaped.
The other end of the gut, however, contained onlv a
gi-umous bloody mass without any marked odor,
and some fluid blood.

The intestine covering the invaginated portion
was then opened, disclosing the latter, which ap-
Ijeared to be bathed in the bloody gi-umous matter
above mentioned. After washing the mucous coat
of the inclosed jjart it was seen to be somewhat rough-
ened, and the entire piece of intestine was deeply
congested, greatly swollen, and somewhat macerated.
A further examination showed that the entire eight
inches of invaginated gut contained a second intus-
suscej)ted i:)iece of gut having about the same length.
The constricted portion was found to correspond to
what appeared to be a sui)erficially ulcerated mucous
polypus about the size of a hickory-nut. The intes-

tinal walls opposite this polypus were extremely at-

tenuated, and in fact, while the specimen was being re-

moved, they raptured, allowing a very small quantity
of 13US to escajje. The most internal of the invagi-
nations, judging from the absence of extensive jjatho-

logical changes, was apparently the more recently
formed of the two.

This case a^jpeared to have a two-fold inter-

est : first, as regards its etiology, and second, as re-

gards its surgical asjDects. Laparotomy was evi-

dently indicated fi'om the first, and its performance
would probably have saved the patient's life.

Dr. Briddon remarked that there Avere several
cases of intussusception on record which were as-

sociated with polyi^oid intestinal gi-owths as a cause.
Such an one formed the text of an exhaustive
monograjih by Dr. Samuel Whitall, of this city.

In regard to the indication for lajjarotomy, he did
not think that there was any question.

Dr. Howe concurred in the latter opinion, and
expressed the belief that many patients were allowed
to die whose lives could have been saved by the
operation.

Dr. Satterthwaite asked if the injection of air
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ami of water were not somotiines Biiccessfiil. He
had reail of sncli cases.

Du. I5itii>i)«>N bolioved tlint sucli moasuros Hhould
be resorted to before ])erforniinK liipiirotoiny.

Du. Ki!-LKY remarked tliut ii larj^c nuinlier of cases

were relieved l>y injection. He had recently seen a
case in point. The patient wa.s a child six months
old, who had suffered from symptoms of invagina-

tion for twenty-four hours. The injection of warm
water was made hy means of a No. Vi catheter, at-

tached to the india-nd)l»t>r tubing of a bulb-.syringe.

The symptoms subsided immediately thereafter, and
the child mailo a good recovery.

In regard to a question as to whether an injection

could pass the ileo-c;ical valve, he stated that such
a possibility had been j''"*^^'^^ °" ^^^^ living subject.

He had freipiently verified it upon the cadaver.

He considered that water was better than air, as the

latter tended to keei) up an uncomfortable tympan-
ites afterward.

Dr. Biui)I>on' remarked that it was generally easy

to discover a tumor before tympanites set in.

Di{. Ripley remarked that in his opinion the

presence of a tumor could not always l)e made out.

A case of invagination had occurred a few weeks be-

fore the meeting, in which the whole question of

diagnosis turned tipon the existence of a tumor.
An accomplished surgeon was called in, but because
no tumor could be discovered he declined to operate.

An autopsy of the child a few days afterward showed
well marked intussusception.

Dk. Howe suggested the advisability of puncturing
the intestine in doubtful cases where tymi^anites

existed, with a view to removing the gas.

Dk. Briddon presented, on behalf of Prof. Detmold,
a specimen of ungual exostosis of the distal phalanx,
which that gentleman had removed by amputation
through the proximal joint. Dr. Briddon also ex-

hibited, on behalf of Dr. Hardiich, of Brooklyn, a
specimen of

CAIiCLFIED DEGEXERATION OF THE MUSCULAR WALLS
OF THE HE.VRT.

I. S , aged twenty-six years, married, brewer
by occuijation, German ; entered St. Catherine's
Hospital, September 11, 1879.

Histi'iy.—Parents died when he was young, he
had two attacks of acute rheumatism before marriage,
which occurred two years ago. Has been sick since

last April with his present illness, having had liut

slight temporary amendments at short intervals ; this

last attack began with vomiting, dysi)na?a, i^mecordial
and lumbar jjain, and ]ialpitation, rigoi's and fever,

scantiness of renal secretion, tedema of the feet, rest-

lessness, and marked uritability.

Pr^'H'-nt condition.—Is anasarcous, has orthopncea,
irregular action of the heart, and says he has not
voided urine for forty-eight hours.

Phuaic'il signs.—Eyes protniding, face cyanotic
and tumid.

Chest-exi:)ansion deficient on both sides
; prte-

cordial region retracted in insjiiration
; jjercussion

reveals diminished resonance over entire surface;
area of cardiac dulness increased, biit it was not
possible to mai^ it out with accuracy on account of
the infiltration of the parietes. Auscultation re-

vealed small crackling nlles over entire chest ; the
heart-sounds were obscure, neither trrst nor second
could be distingiiished, being masked by a peculiar
swashing sound such as might be jn-oduced by walk-
ing in shoes fiUed with water. Abdomen-walls cede-

matouH, fluctuation obscure ; legs were swollen, but
tlie scrotum was free from infiltration.

Pulse intermits every tenth beat, irregular in force

and volume.
His c(»ndition gradually became worse, without

marked change in any of the physical signs, and Ijo

died September 19th, eight days after admission to

ho.si)ital.

Anlojiai/ twenty-four hours after death.—Rigor
mortis incomjilete.

C//>!st.—About a pint of clear serum in each pleu-

ral sac ; lungs collapsed and in condition of marked
hyi)ostatic congestion.

Heart.—Pericanlium firmly adherent to chest-wall

and its enclo.scd viscus ; all attempts at .separation

were of no avail. There were a number of liard nod-
ules in the structure of the heart itself, varying in

size from a pea to a hiclcoi-y-nut. A section of the

largest of these presented a cavity filled with disin-

tegrated jnis. The walls of the cavity were brittle

and in a condition of calcific change ; the smaller ones
were of the consistency of cartilage, the larger pro-

jected into the left ventricle.

Abdomen partly filled with senim ; liver enlarged,

friable ; capsule non-adherent, color dark blue.

Kidneys five inches in pei-jjendicular, three in

horizontal, diameter ; ca^isule non-adherent ; corti-

cal substance increased and distinctly separated from
pyramidal portion by a line of a deeper hue than
that adjoining, Init the entire organs were deeply
congested.

Dr. Briddon also exhibited a malignant tumor of

the left breast that he had removed from a mamed
colored woman, aged thirty-five years, a patient at

the Colored Home. It presented the usual appear-
ances of carcinoma, but in the centre of the diseased

mass was a quantity of effused blood. The speci-

men was accompanied by a detailed history fur-

nished by Dr. Burke, resident surgeon.

Db. Ridlon presented an encysted thread which
had encircled the penis of a boy, aged seven years,

since last Christmas. It was not tight enough to

produce any degi'ee of straugi;lation, was discovered
by accident, and was removed without difficulty.

IKTERMTrTENT HEPATIC COLIC FROM GALL-STONES.

Dr. Satterthavaite presented, on behalf of Dr.
Castle, a sj^ecimen of multiide abscess of the liver, the
result of intermittent obstruction of the common duct
by gall-stones. The jjatient was a widow, aged forty-

five, a native of New York. She enjoyed good health
until four years ago, when, after an attack of intermit-

tent fever, she began to suffer fi-om attacks of nausea,
constipation, and vomiting. Eighteen months ago,

during one of these attacks, she became jaundiced,

and so remained. At the time of her admission to

the Presbyterian Hosi)ital her skin was of a green-

ish hue, and emaciation was marked. Her stools,

for the most i)art. were clay-colored, but occasional-

ly they would contain bile, especially after an attack
of hepatic colic, from which slie would suffer at sta-

ted intervals. She finally died from exhaustion,

Sei)tember 30th.

At the autopsy the liver was found to be studded
with small abscesses and deeply bronzed. At the
first division of the hepatic duct were two biliaiy

calculi the size of marbles, Mng in each duct. It

was supposed that these stones caused an obstruc-
tion to the fiow of bile by closing the ducts, and
when the gall-bladder was sufficiently distended, that
the bile overflowed alongside of these calculi.

The Societv then went into executive session.
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NEW YORK SUllGICAL SOCIETY.

Sfdted Meeting, October 12, 1880.

Dr. H. B. Sands, PRES^)E^fT, in the Chair.

NOTES OF CASES OF DISEASE OP THE UPPER CER\^CAL
VliKTElSR.E.

Dr. Leuoy M. Yale read the notes made in three
cases of disease of the upper cervical vertebra;, and
presented one of the patients for further examination
and opinion.

Case I.—J. C , aged forty-two years, admitted
August 12, 1880, to Ward 9, Bellevue Hospital.
Family history unimportant. Father died of heart

disease at the age of sixty-six. Patient does not give

a history of syi>hilis. He has had several attacks of

inflammatory rheumatism, the first one twenty years
since.

Four and a half years ago (March, 1876) patient
fell from a trapeze, and was rendered unconscious
for a time. He also sustained from the fall a cut of

the forehef.d and lip, a fracture of the nasal bone,
and a fracture of the left clavicle. There was pain
and loss of power in the left arm for some time. The
patient is not aware of any injury to the neck, and
after the recovery from the injury to the shoulder
was well until Aiigust, 187i), when he began to suffer

from sliooting pains in the back, neck, and forehead.

A week later (about August 10th) his neck became
stiff, like an ordinary " stiff-neck," as far as he can
remember. He was then admitted to Ward 19 in

Bellevue Hospital—a medical ward—and treated for
" muscular rheiimatism." He remained in the hos-
pital three weeks, but without benefit. After leav-

ing the hospital his pains became more severe, espe-
cially in the back of the neck. At this time muscular
spasms first occuri'ed. They have troubled him ever
since, and are excited by a sudden touch, a false step,

and the like. On account of these spasms he again
entered Belleviie Hospital in December, 1879, and
was again sent to a medical ward (No. 2(5), where he
remained until March of the i^resent year. During
this stay in the hospital the symptoms were very
marked, and during February the rigidity of the
neck became greater, and he noticed a lump in the
back of the neck in the mesian line. Shortly after

this his jaws became stiff, and the lower one \tvo-

truded. When he left the hospital in March, his

head was drawn backward, as at present. He thinks
the lump was a large one ; that he had greater diffi-

culty in swallowing, and that he could separate his

jaws less widely than now. Certain movements of
the jaws, as in rolling over a morsel, excite a shoot-
ing pain, which seems to start from the temporo-
maxillary articulation and to shoot through the
shoulder and down the inner side of the left arm.

Appetite good ; eats very little solid food, owing
to the ditliculty of chewing it.

E.rninhuiH(ni.—Head inclined to left ; chin de-
pressed. The latter can be flexed against the ster-

num, and can be raised till the head is erect, but no
farther. llotation of head not over two inches.
Movement from side to side about half normal. Jaws
cannot be sei)ai-ated above half an inch. Slight lat-

eral motion of jaws. Has no facial anicsthesia or hy-
periesthesia. No marked atrophy of sjiinal muscles.
In the median line of the neck is a proininence

larger than a horse-chestnut, the most prominent jmrt
of which ai)i>arently contains the sjiinous process of
the axis. No tenderness on pressure. Concussion
gives very slight pain. Some slight grating on
moving the head.

The finger introduced into the phaiTnx detects a
depression opjjosite the i)roniinenco in the neck, and
a relative i)roniinence immediately below it.

Tli(!re is slight lateral curvature.

On the left side there is some loss of power, more
of extensors than of flexors.

No hypertrophy of heart or murmurs.
Dr. Yale remarked that he sul)se(piently learned

that two members of the society, whose opinions he
valued, had made diagnoses so diverse from his own,
that he thought it better to present the ])atient for

examination before stating his own diagnosis.

[The patient was then presented for examination.]
Dr. L. a. Stimson stated that when he saw tlui ])a-

ticnt first, there was some difficulty in opening his

mouth, perhaps more marked than at i)resent ; that
there was gi-eat difficulty in swallowing, and that the
position of his head was not materially different from
what existed when he was presented to the society.

He made an examination first wdth the fingei-, which
encountered, behind the base of the tongue, a hard,

l)rominent swelling that reached forward as far as
the base of the tongue. The finger caused a great
deal of gagging, and he was unable to cany it down
over the base of the tongue. He then introduced a
needle to the depth of half an inch into the project-

ing mass, but no cavity was encountered. The i)a-

tient was then aniesthetized, and, with the finger.

Dr. Stimson was able to feel distinctly a large, smooth,
hard mass occupying, apjiarently, the entire phar-
ynx. He then reintroduced the needle a little more
directly than at first, and it struck bone almost at

once. He thought it probable that, when the needle
was introduced the first time, it jjassed by the side
of the mass. The mucous membrane of the pharynx
had a deep, red color, almost livid, an;l, ap|)arently,

was roughened and thickened. Posteriorly, there
was a i)rominent spinous process, just below the oc-

cipital bone, which he regarded as the spinous pro-
cess of the seconil vertebra. There was considerable
thickening of the tissues on both sides of the neck,
which w'as not painful, neither did pressure down-
ward produce pain. The motions of the neck were
quite free, both rotation and flexion, and were pain-
less. His diagnosis at that time was tumor of the
pharynx. None of the symjitoms, however, had re-

mained wliich then led to such diagnosis.

Dr. T. M. Markoe thought that the general fea-

tures of the case were those of caries with displace-

ment.
Dr. G. a. Peters inclined toward the impression

expressed by Dr. Markoe.
Dr. Lange siiggested the importance of determin-

ing, if possible, whether the elevation posteriorly
corresi^onded with the projection anteriorly.

Dr. Y.ale thought that the prominence in the
pharynx was a little lower than the ijrominence upon
the back of the neck, and it gave to him an impression
as if one vertebra had slipped backward ujion an-
other.

Dr. Stimson thought that the prominence in the
throat was lower than the one behind.
Dr. Yale statetl, with reference to diagnosis, that

his own impression was that it was a case of disease

of the spinal column, and, without too much insist-

ing upon diflerential diagnosis, he was inclined to

think that it was much more akin to spondylitis de-
formans than to ordinary caries, and that the nervous
symptoms were the result of pachymeningitis.
Dr. McBurney remarked that the ditlerence be-

tween the ijresent and the previous condition of the
patient's throat was very marked. At the time he
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made his first <>xaiuinatioii tlio imprcssioti iniuli> ujx)!!

liis lia,'«'r was that tlio jxjstenor wall of tlic jduirvnx
was cvouly and utiivorsallv tliickeiKHl. Th«!ro wuh
noitlier a Hjuvial point of proniiiicnco nor dopres-
sion, and no softoniu;^, hut the »'ntiro jxistorior wall
of thi> pliarvnx had a Iiony feel, and ]>roj(>ct<>d for-

ward HO as to toiu'li tho l»asi» of tiic tongue. Now,
he t'ould fool distinctly that tlu' ui>p('r portion of the
plurynx was (piito dtvp, and that from a level with
tho njjper surface of the ton;?ue downward the
pharynx was quite prominent, the difference in
de|)tl» between the upper and lower portions of the
pharynx bein^,' from one-half to tliree-fonrths of an
inch. He thought the i)resent condition pointed
verv stnin^ly toward caries with disi)lacement.
Dk Maukok asked whether the prominence in tlie

back of tiie neck could be referred to the original
injtiry ?

Dk. V \i-k said the patient believed there was no
connection whatever between the two, because, for
three years after the receipt of the fall he was as
well as ever, and he felt sure that the tumor did not
appear until last February.

i)it. ('. T. Pi>oi{K referred to a pnxt-morfcm ease in
wliich he saw a swelling: as low as the second dorsal
vertebra, covered witii very tliick, hard inte<?ument,
and the tumor came forward (luite prominently. It
was a case of caries, but there was no evidence of
fluctuation at pnat-mnrlmn, and there was scarcely
any pus. In that case the patient suffered from
spasm.
Da. M vuLcoE believed that Dr. Yale's case could

be placed in the cate.,'ory in which there was caries
with displacement without auv appreciable quantity
of pus, but with great thickening oi the tissues
about the seat of the disease.

D«. Yalk next presented the history of a case
which he saw but a few times, but in which he was
exceedingly interested. He was enabled to give the
termination of the case and to show the specimen
obtained at the autopsy, through the great courtesy
of Dr. D. M. Stimson. He gave the history as it

stands in his case-book, with some additional or ex-
planatory notes (enclosed in brackets) regarding the
earlier historv of the case copied from the case-book
of Dr. WiUard Parker.
Case II.—B. D. P , New Canaan, Ct., aged thir-

tv-three years, occupation carpenter. Seen November
8, IHT'.t. Family history good. Parents both living—one sister living. Patient says that he was always
W3ll until three years since, except that, when about
eighteen years old, he had a carbuncle upon the
back of the neek, scars of which remain. His present
trouble dates back three yeai-s. About that time he
fell from an apple-tree, .striking upon the back of his
head and shoulders. He was not rendered uncon-
scious nor much liurt. He is not certiin whether
this fall preceded the pain in the occipital region or
not, but is inclined to think that it did.

[Drs. Parker and Stimson subsequently learned
that seven years earlier still

—

i.e., ten years before the
time of the taking of this history, the i)atient had fall-

en from a building, striking upon the head and shoul-
ders. He speedily recovered from this fall, and con-
tinued well until after the second fall.]

This pain [experienced two or thi-ee days after
the fall

I
—at tirst rather a grating sensation on mo-

tion—was dull in chai-acter. It was, and still is, re-
ferred to the neighborhood of the superior curved
line of the occipital bone, and rather to its outer
part (splenius and sterno-mastoid insertions). It
began on the left side, but dm-iug the past year the

right side has also been nffcnrted in a siiuilar wii

This pain has recently rapidly increased in scveril

The patient informs me that lie has, during tl

cour.so of the tlisease, been seen l<y Dr. Willurd I*a

ker, whose country-seat is near his home, and t

'

tln^ doctor considered the case one of deep-.se;i

cervi«'al iiiflaiuiiiation. [From Dr. Parker's not.

learn that he lirst saw tlio ])atient in June, 1"

The symptoms then comjiiained of were a stitVii'

jiain on jarring the head or on walking, althoi,

the man slept and at(^ well and worked at his tin
" Diagnosis : inllammation of the deep fibrous sti

tnres coiuiected with the upj)er cervical vertel.i

Recommended counter-irritation, iodine, and !

ters. I wished to make a <Avy> it^sue, it was declint .

In tlie summer of ].S7!> I often saw Mr. Purdy at h;

work ; he seemed better ; he became worse as col

weather came cm."]

Recently he has been troubled with Bpasms in tli

neck, associated with the jiaiii already described,
he is lying in bed he is perfectly easy and sleej

well. If he is well placed in a chair, with the lieu

supported, he is also comfortable. If, however, h
attempts to move, more especially if to rise, he i

seized—this symptom varying in severity—with
jerking of tlie head backward, a kind of backwar
nodding. He is obliged to steady his head with In

hand. He has devised for his relief a splint of ligl

board to support the head beliind and at the sidei

It rudely resembles the head-piece of an operatinj^

chair, and is more firmly fixed by tying al>out it an
the neck an ordinary comforter scarf. Quite recenth
since he has supported his head in this manner, h
has observed a tendency of the head to turn to th
left, and the position is as if the right sterno-cleidc

mastoid were the acting muscle.
Patient's general condition is good. Appetite an

sleep good. Muscular system well developed. Ha
worked at his trade until within three weeks. Es
amination .shows a thickening of the ti.ssues in th
back of the neck, which make a marnma-like eleva

tion at that point. Tlie middle of it is quite promi
nent and suggests a kyphus, but on handling it seem
to be made up of the sulicutaneous tissue. Th
muscles of the back are tense, so are the stemc
cleido-mastoid and omohyoid.
Concussion on head not ]>ainful. Percussion o:

si^inous processes not painful. Rotation to left no
painful ; to the right slighty painfixl after it has bee:

carried a little way. No other motion painful, es

ce])t when it is caused by the spasms of the muscle*
Has had no ]jain of any sort except that in the occi

put already described.

No heart-murmur ; no history of rheumatism.
On the historv and examination I thought I couL

exclude caries of the vertebra for which I was search
ing particularly. As I considered the evident syiup
toms to be those of the nervous system rather thai

the osseous, I requested the gentleman who ha«

brought the patient to me (Mr., .since Dr. W. H
Mahler) to consult Dr. Janeway. The latter referre*

the case back to me, calling my attention to thi

pharynx, which I had strangely forgotten to examine
There is felt in the pharynx a depression which seem,
to correspond to the third cervical vertebral body
This depression Dr. Janeway was inclined to attribut

to a loss of substance from a caseous ostitis. In die

cussing the case with Dr. Janeway, the possibility o
fracture was suggested, but dismissed as incredibl
from the history. Personally I could make no diag
nosis, as I still thought the case unlike any case o

Pott's disease I had se:n, and yet was unalide to ac
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oiint fov the depression. But it was agreed that I
should apply a ])laster jacket with a head-slinpr, with
;he hoi)o that it woxild steady the head, while the
ioubt as to the nature of the disease was ex])lained

;o the patient. I invited Dr. Gibney to examine the
;ase, wliieh he did at my otfice, but he declined to
renture a diagnosis.

The plaster of the first jacket proving to be bad, it

vas removed and another applied (November lOth)
Avo days later. The patient returned home and I
lid not see him again. From Mr. Mahler and from
Dr. Janeway, with whom the patient's jihysician com-
nunicated, I learned that the head-sling did no good,
;hat it had been abandoned, that the patient was try-

ng the support of a chair on the jirinciple of a
)arber's chair, and that he was growing worse. Mr.
\[ahler spoke with me about visiting the patient at
is home, but I could see no good that I could do by
he visit.

The remainder of the history is from notes fur-

bished by Dr. Stimson.
The spasnjs being violent, and increasing, the

jafient was obliged to rely upon morjjhia, only
arge doses procuring relief. He seized the pillow or
heet between his teeth, to j^fevent sj^asm, so con-
tantly that his teeth were loosened and drawn to

)ne side. The patient tried other methods, appar-
mtly extravagant, to control the spasms.
On or about the 10th of May, 1880, Dr. Stimson,

issisted by Dr. Brownson, of New Canaan, and Dr.
?. S. Gould, of New York city, performed an opera-
ion, with a view of preventing the twitching of the
lead.

The patient needed but little ether, since he was
ontinually under the influence of moriohia. An iu-

ision was made about one-half an inch to the left of

he mesial line, and parallel to it, and about four
nches long, and carried down to the laminae. The
utis and areolar tissue were excessively hypertro-
)hied, probably on account of the previous irritation

carbuncles, blisters, and hypodermic injections), and
ras not far from one and one-fourth inch in thick-

less. Tiie obliquus inferior, and the rectus capitis

(osticus major were reached after no little difficulty,

nd found to be extremely enlarged. Their attach-
aents to the spinous process of the axis were broken
ip, and three-fourths of an inch of the second cer-

ical nerve (of left side) was removed. During the
curse of the operation the patient ceased to breathe
n account of the combined effects of mori^hia and
ther, and only very vigorous treatment re-estab-

ished respiration.

The operation did not accomplish the purpose in-

ended, for when the patient came out from the ef-

scts of the ether, the twitching recommenced. The
iext day Dr. Brownson divided the complexus and
he splenius, under the impression that this would
trevent the twitching. This proved to be futile.

Ithough the operation was extensive, it was attended
dth little hemorrhage. Three ligatures were ap-
ilied to small vessels. The patient died three days
iter from exhaustion.
The autopsy, made forty-eight hours after death,

a the presence of Dr. Brownson and Dr. Allan McL.
lamilfcon, showed areolar hyperjilasia, the condition
£ the vertebra? e.xhibited in the s))ecimen, which
hows the atlas dislocated forward and slightly

.ownward in such a way that the left side of the
tlas is slightly lower than the othei', and the tuber-
le is slightly rotated to the right. On the left

ide the lip of the superior articulating surface is

little lowar and more promiueut than that of the

right side, but not more so than may be a normal
difference. The odontoid process has been fiactured
and is displaced forward and to the right with the
atlas. The bodies have not been sawn through, but
externally no ai)])earance of caries exists. The de-
l)ression felt during life in the pharynx was caused
by overriding of the atlas ; the bottom of the de-
pression corresponding to the body of the axis. No
actual depression existed.

Dr. Stimson adds : "My diagnosis, as given to Dr.
Brownson, was pachymeningitis from extension of in-

flammation from without inward to coverings of the
cord. I had no idea of fracture of the odontoid ])ro-

cess, although I thought some other portion of the
bones might have been injured at the time of the last

fall, i.e., that from the apple-tree."

Dr. Yale then added the history of one more case,

which he did not see, but in whic^h I was interested
by Dr. Gibney's account of it during life. Dr. Gib-
ney has been kind enough to i)lace the notes of the
case at his disposal, and he, therefore, presented so
much of them as bore upon the cen-ical disease.

Case III.—J. J. B , aged thirteen years. The
l^atient had been in the Hospital for Eiijitured and
Crijipled since October 21, 1875, and under treatment
for infantile paralysis.

January 19, 1880.—For at least a week has had a
stiff neck, thought to have come from a cold. Later
it was discovered that a 'sveek before the appearance
of the symjjtoms he had fallen backward, sti-iking his

head against the floor with considerable force. Lini-
ments ineffectual. No infiltration ; tenderness along
ligamentum nuchas ; blister to nape.
January 21st.—No relief from blister. Ergot, 3 ss.

t.i.d. No appreciable rise in temjierature
; pulse and

respiration normal. Keeps bed simply from diffi-

culty of holding head erect.

January 22d.—Ergot not retained.

January 26tli.—Still unrelieved. In fact, there now
apijears to be a subacute cellulitis, jirobably involv-

ing the cervical fascia. No enlargement of vertebrae

to be felt in the fauces, and no prominence to be felt

posteriorly, and, indeed, a careful examination fails

to detect any vertebral disease.

January 28th.—Belladonna lotion. Ergot again,

not bome, followed by a blister.

On February 8th the entry is continued : "No ma-
terial change Can this be a case of pachy-
meningitis cervicalis hyjiertroi^hica. with extension
of disease along nerve-sheaths, caiising a peri-pachy-
meningitis, or is it simply a rheumatic form of an in-

flammation affecting cer\acal fascia ?
"

February 9th.—On right side, just back of mastoid
process, is a tumor barely perceptible.

February 10th.—Spinal brace and head-spring ap-
IDlied.

February 11th.—Out of bed.
February IStli.—Gets much support from head-

spring, but dislikes the body brace very much.
Tumor enlarging slowly. Some tenderness.

March 30th.—Incision made an inch deep before
pus is reached. Tent and poultice. Temperature,
P.M., 103°.

March 31st, a.m.—Attempt made to enlarge open-
ing. A branch of occipital artery (probably priceps
eervicus) was divided. 3 ss. of blood lost. Com-
press. Brandy. Temperature, p.m., 103'.

April 2d.—Discharge very slight. He suffers so

much that he begs to sleep in his rolling-chair, the
pain on lying do^\"n being excessive.

April 5th.—A jirobe inserted fully two inches into

the sinus touches bare bone. Parts kept open by
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paHsin>< proho tliroo times daily. CompliiiiiH of j^roiit

]>ain in loft siilo of nei'k, hut n(>Miiii<^' luoro tl»nn

gliuitluliir t'liliiixoinont fan bo seon tlicro.

A|)ril '.'til.- I'ain so j^rinit as to nvniiro tlio couHtant
ap}>lii'ution of ir(>(l cloths. I'ationt <lislikos inoi'i>hia.

Potassimn l>ron»ide forty f^rains usod inst<>a<l.

April lull. —Delirinru due appanMitly to aniomia.
Disriiar^je froer. Looks better in ev(»rv way.

April 17tli.—Hot fomentations used in ]»laeo of

poulti«'es. C'omplains of dirticnlty in breathin<?. of
soreness of throat, and for a week or two has been
unable to take .solid food. Takes liipiid with a tube.
Breathes heavdy in his sleep.

April I'.ith.—Complains this morninf? of bein^ un-
abltr to breathe throufjfh his nose. Kxamination
shows a i)ost-i)harynf»eal abscess. Incision with a
bistoury, about I ij. t)f ]ms evacuated. Pus thick,

and toward the end al)out 3 j. of caseous material
like bone iletritus flows out. Parts washed with
carbolic solution. Immediate relief of dyspn<pa.

April '21d.—Tumor near mastoid not discharpfinf?

to-day, and is much smaller. Fomentations left off.

By 10 i>.M. it had increased in size, was red and
2)aiiiful.

May 2d.—No poultices for two or three days.
Discharge not very great, but neck is just as tender
as before. Emaciation continues. Still sleeps in

rolling-chair in sitting posture.
May 3d.- -Brace tits badly, and boy appears to sit

uncomfortably. He leans to the right side nearly all

the time, and occasionally backward, lioy, much
against his will, was accordingly ])ut to beil and all

apparatus removed. No excoriations caused by
brace. As he is turned to the left side of the bed
he screams and the agony is so great that the eyes
seem to start from their sockets. The helpless con-
dition of the limbs is very notable, the left lower
one hangs perfectly limp, seemingly devoid of all

vitality, and the right is very little better. Discharge
from the pharynx very slight, though the sac seems
a little distended. After a while boy found an easy
position, and lay with little suffering all day.

4 P.M.—Nurse reports speech difficult.
" He lost

strength and then rallied.

5 P.M. —Became deathly pale, the respiration sud-
denly ceased. On reaching his bed found life neai-ly
extinct. He was lying on his back, chin on sternirm.
After a few pulse-beats and gasps he died. After
death, ringer in pharynx found sac of abscess empty
and glottis clear.

Au/opai/, twenty hours after death. Dr. Janeway,
superintending. Present : Dr. Poore and house staff.

Thorax and abdomen not examined.
Spinal column exposed by sawing through the

processes and exposing canal throughout its whole
length. The cord carefully removed. No evidence
found at any point of meningitis, acute or chronic ;

no tubercles ; in the upper portion of the cervical
region anteriorly the dura was a little thickened ex-
ternally, which Dr. J. explained as an old pachy-
meningitis externa. Sections of the cord were made
in the lumbar enlargement, and all that could be
seen, macroscopically, was a cloudiness of the gray
horns anteriorly and a diminution of these and, ap-
parently to a slight degree, of the whole lumbar cord.
No very marked changes, however, were discovered.
The cephalo-rachidian fluid normal in quantity and
appearance.

Bodies of the vertebrfe were carefully examined
from behind, and no evidence of caries found. As
the mastoid abscess was enlarged and explored by
the ringer there could be distinctlv felt one or two

bits of roughened bone, probably sejjaratcd by sat
and chisel. The condyles of the occijmt were fel

bare and eroded.
On opening the calvarium the dura was found ver

flrndy adherent. In removing the bruin nothing ab
normal was found until tlie medulla was readied
Against its anterior surface, just below the decussn
tion, a bony process was found projecting, wliid
))roved to })e the odontoid. Aft<»r the renioval of th<

brain (piite a dej)re.ssion could bo recognized in th(

medulla at the i)oint named. On H(>xing the horn

U])on the spine the odontoid could be ])lainly scei

to move backward and forward. On inserting tli

ringer tiirough the foramen magnum there could b
felt toward the right side a small bit of eroded bone
decided to be the in.sertion of the cheek ligaments
both these and the transverse ligament being to al

api)earance separated from their attachments by dis

ease of the bones at their insertion, thus allowiuf
the disi)lacement described. The mastoid i)roces
.seemed to be normal.
The condition, then, was one of caries of the occi

pito-atloid articulation and of the body and odon
toid i)rocess of the axis. Both the ])haryngeal an<

the external occii)itaf abscess were dependent ui)oi

the caries.

FRACTURE OF THE EPrrROOHLEA (INTERNAL CONDVL]
OF THE HOIERrs).

Dr. L. A. Sttmson narrated a case as follows : 1

boy, eleven years of age, while sitting astride of t

fence, fell upon the right side and, as he said

"caught his arm nnder him." Within half an hou
from the time of the occun*ence of the accident he en
tered the hospital, and it was stated by the attendant
that he had dislocation backward ofboth bones of th-

forearm. After the dislocation was reduced, it wa
noticed that on the inner side a piece of the humeni
was loose, and diagnosis of e])itroehlean fractun
was made. On the next day, when he saw him fo

the first time, there was no swelling, no ecchymosis
the movements of the forearm upon the arm wen
almost perfectly free, and there was no pain. J

small fragment of bone, however, could be graspe<
between the thumb and ringers on the inner .side o
the arm, and it could be moved foi-ward, backward
upward, and downward, with slight crepitus, whicl
was not distinctly bony in character. On the fol

lowing day the patient was seen by two members o
this society, and on the day following that, the elbo\

in the meantime being kejit in a right-angle splint

there were some blebs upon the inner side of tb'

arm and elbow, there was considerable swelling, am
the limb was quite painful. A lead and opium was]
was applied, the swelling diminished, and on Mon
day the boy was seen by another member of thi

society. Dr. Stimson thoiight that there had un
doubtedly been fracture of a portion of the boni

involving the epitrochlea ; and he further said tha

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton stated very jiositively tha

he could feel distinctly that a fracture followed thi

line of the conjugal cartilage of the eincondyle, at leas

its upper portion, and therefore had no questioi

that it was a pure fracture of the epicondyle. Dr
Stimson was not able to make out those points ii

diagno.sis, and limited his statement to fracture of i

small portion of bone, perhaps one-third of an inel

in diameter, upon the inner side of the condyle o

the humerus. The piece was distinctly movable
and the injury did not seem to involve the joint a

all. In other words, he regarded it as an extra
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articular fracture, occuijying the seat of the epi-

trochlea.

Dk. Makkoe remarked that he examined the ])a-

tient's elbow with a great deal of care, but it was
when the parts were considerably swollen and ten-

der, and he did not feel tliat he was entitled to sjjcak

positively with reference to a diagnosis. He, however,
noticed that the lateral motion betwe(>n the forearm
and arm was greater than it should be if the internal

condyle was entirely intact. The arm being held
firmly, he made motion backward and forward, and
he thought that he could move the internal condyle.
Although not entitled to speak ijositively, he in-

clined to the opinion that the fracture involved the
oii.t.

The President stated that he had an opj^ortunity

to examine the boy's elbow before there was very
much swelling, and had no doubt whatever as to the
existence of fracture of a very small, button-shaped
piece of bone Avhich was altogether outside and in-

ternal to the articulation. The jjiece was distinctly

movable, and crei)itus was distinct, but not bony.
He did not make lateral movements of the joint, but
such movements as he did make seemed to show-

that the articulation was unati'ected. He thought
that there could be no clearer evidence, clinically, of

such a fracture than was offered in the present case.

He was unable to conceive that it could be anything
else than a fracture of the ej^icondyle.

Dr. L. a. 8timson remarked that in looking over
the recorded cases he had been struck by the fact

that in several of them there was simultaneous dis-

location at the elbow-joint. In the case just re-

ported, the house surgeon stated that he reduced
the apjjarent dislocation by simply drawing upon
the forearm, and that it was accompanied by no
sound' or jar similar to that which is usually found
on reducing a dislocation. [A recent examination of

the case gives reason to believe that there was par-
tial separation of the epijahysis with angiilar dis-

placement backward.] In all the recorded cases the
injury was ijrodiiced by a fall upon the palm of the
hand.
Taking into account the difficulty of explaining

how fracture of the internal epicondyle could be pro-
duced by that force, especially in children whose
muscles are weak, it had seemed to him that a pos-
sible exi)lanatiou might be found in the fact that the
fracture might not be contined to the internal epi-

condyle, but might involve also a portion of the epi-

physis corresponding to the uhia, and that when the
epiphysis was torn off by the fall upon the hand,
the muscular force might be sufficient to break off

the internal ei^icondyle, which was attached only by
a limited surface. That would also explain the pro-
longation of convalescence, and the stiffness and tem-
porary general anchylosis which had resulted in one
or two cases.

EMPYEJLV TREATED WITH THROUGH-DRAINAGE.

Dr. T. M. Markoe narrated a case as follows : he

was called in consultation to see a patient who had

a history of having had, during live months preced-

ing, three distinct attacks of pleurisy, from each of

"which he had jjartially recovered, but each had left

Mm in a feeble state of health, with considerable

soreness on the side, and evidently his pleiiritic trou-

ble not entirely eradicated. Gradually the lower

part of the left "side of the thorax became enlarged,

and the symptoms seemed to point to accumulation

of pus in tiiat region. His constitutional symptoms
were marked : high temijerature, sweating, etc. An

exploring-needle Avas introduced to a dejith of three

inches, but no 1)UK was found, and no satisfactory

relief was given. After the lapse of two or three

weeks, during wliich time the i)atient's general con-

dition deterioiated considerably, another exjjloration

was made with an asjjirating-needle, which was in-

troduced in nearly the same place as was the first

needle, namely, between the ninth and the tenth

ribs, well ])ack, and in the central jjortion of the

general fulness, and this time jius was encoun-
tered and several ounces were withdrawn. The mat-
ter ceased to tiow, and it was supi)osed that tlie ab-

scess had been evacuated. The geneial condition of

the patient, however, continued to deteriorate, and
the encroachment of the tumefaction upon the ab-

dominal cavity became more and more marked, and
then Dr. Markoe saw him for the first time. He
found a swelling extending well forward, tender,

and, in the dorsal region, just at the outer edge
of the quadratus lumborum ; there was marked
fluctuation. There was also a fluctuating spot in

the anterior asiaect of the chest at the level of the

junction of the tilth or sixth ribs with the steinum,

and he satisfied himself that the wave of fluctu-

ation could be transmitted from before backward
so that it could be felt in the loins. Dr. Markoe
made an opening into the tumor in the lumbar re-

gion and let out two quarts of extremely fetid pus,

and as it flowed away the prominence on the ante-

rior aspect of the chest became more and more flaccid,

and Anally disajjpeared. He then introduced a long,

leaden probe, pushed it carefully forward, doing as

little violence as possible, and finally succeeded in

causing the end of it to make an impression on the

flaccid wall, when fluctuation was felt anteriorly.

An opening was then made and a drainage-tube in-

troduced, and the case was subsequently treated

upon the plan of tJtrovgli-drdinofie—the plan of treat-

ment originally suggested for this precise condition

by Chassaignac. The cavity was first syringed with

warm water, then slightly carbolized water from one
to two per cent., never above two and a half per
cent., and at no time using it very freely.

The effect of the operation was somewhat depress-

ing, but within a few hours he rallied, his temj^era-

ture soon fell from 103" to 100 F., and from that

time on it had not again risen. There was no in-

flammatory reaction. The injections were continued.

An abscess had since formed in the lumbar region,

but it was evidently extra-thoracic, and after a time

ceased to discharge. At present the general condi-

tion of the boy was greatly imjaroved. He had spent

some weeks in the country. Only a few drops of

pus are now discharged, and only a few drops of fluid

can be thrown into the cavities, and he seems in a

fair way to recover. He heard from him last about

the end of September, three months after through-

drainage was established.

[At the next meeting of the Society Dr. Markoe
added that he had examined Chassaignac's descrip-

tion of the method, which was very explicit, and
consists in introducing the trocar between the sixth

and seventh ribs, then turning it forward and bring-

ing it out again at the distance of two fingers, and
leaving the drainage-tube hanging from these open-

ings. He thought that operation was very dift'erent

from the procedure wliich he adopted where the

drainage-tube traversed the entire pleural cavity,

from one oj^ening to the other.]

Dr. L. a. Stlmson mentioned a case in which an

abscess occupied a similar region, was very large,

discharging more than a quart, and its contents were
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very fetid. Ho troiitod it l)v making; a Hiiij^lo opon-
in}< in the loin, and witliout antiHt'ptic inj(^cti<>n8.

Till! ouro was rapid and Katisfaftorv. Ht» refrained

from injecting; the cavity of th»> al>sc'(>HS in that caHe
because of the termination of a case that luid come
to his knowledf^e, in wliii-li an abscess in the iliac

foHsa was eviu-natcd, and then injected with a car-

bolic sobition, and the jcitient ilied within two lionrs,

witli symptoms indicatinj^ (•arbolic acid jK)isoninR.

Dii M VHKOK thon^fht tlnit an essential feature of

this plan of treatment was to secure not only free

evacuation of the i)us, but also of the fluid used in

the injection. He would not be willing to inject a
lar^c empyemic cavity with carbolic acid solution, for

fear of acciilent.

Dis. Yalk referred to a ca.se in which a simple large
absci'ss of the thipjh was hy|)erdistended with car-

bolized water, and the operation was followed l)v col-

lapse, nearly complete suj)])reHsion of urine and
other alarmiufj symptoms, and the ])atient's life was
saved only l)v the most active exertion.s.

Dk. G. a. Petkiw alluded to a case in which he
proposed to hypei'distend an aV)scess of the thigh
with carbolized water, but the opinion given by sev-

ei"al gentlemen was so decidedly against it that he
abandoned the method.
Dn. EusKisE M.^sox spoke of a case which occurred

in Prof. Post's clinic, where an abscess was distended
with carbolized water, and the operation was fol-

lowed quickly by alarming symptoms, but the boy
finally recovered.

With reference to injecting the pleural cavity,

some years ago he made a free opening into a i)a-

tient's chest in Roosevelt Hospital, and removed
fifty-six ounces of fetid pus. The cavity was then
washed out with a weak solution of salicylic acid,

and at once the discharge was deodorized. He had
done the same thing repeatedly since, using a solu-

tion of salicylic acid, 1 to 100, without bad eflfects.

The man upon whom he used it first remained in the
hospital for some time, but finally recovered. His
chest was irrigated daily.

PROBABLE TWISTING OF INTESTINE.

Dk. L. M. Yale narrated a case which he saw in
consultation with Dr. J. W. Pinkham, of Mt. Clair,

N. J. It had the following history : A man, aged
twenty-three years, had diarrhcea on a Tuesday and
Wednesday, and on Wednesday night he summoned
a i>hysiciau who, from the severity of the jjain, diag-
nosticated probable intestinal obstruction. On the
day following the patient's symptoms were so much
improved that he doubted the value of the diagnosis,
but on Friday the symptoms returned with increased
severity, yet did not seem urgent enough to wan-ant
interference. The symptoms were constipation,
vomiting of cofiiee-colored fetid material in excess
of the quantity of liquids ingested, and frequent go-
ing to stool, particularly after enemas which were
not followed by fecal evacuations, but by discharge
more or less of blood. No tumor was recognized in

the abdomen, none in the rectum. The next day the
general condition of the patient seemed better, but
on the day following that all the serious symijtoms
were again present. A more complete exploration
was then made, and Dr. Berry introduced his hand
into the rectum as high as the sigmoid flexure, and no
tumor was recognized. On coming out from under the
influence of the aniesthetic, the patient had a \"iolent

attack of pain, but it was si^ontaneously relieved.
Xo further pain ensued. The patient's bowels began
to move freely, and he made a r&ind recoveiy. The

8ymi»toms were ])ersistent constipation, vomiting o
fetid, cofVee-coinred material, bloody tlischarges, pail

localize<l, in a general way, in tlie lower part of tin

abdomen, but not always j)recisely in the same sjiot

and tiie j)oints at which tympanitic percussion o
duliiOHs existed were not always the same. The ex
]>lanation which Dr. Yale gave of the symptoms wa;

that there luul been a twist of the intestine withou
intu.ssuscej)f ion, and that the manipidation duriuj

the ex])l()rati(in liail rejjlaced it and caused a cure.

Thk Phkhident thought it quite jirobable that i

was a case of twisting rather tiian intussuscejjtion

He also mentioned a case on record, of reduction o
intussu.sception by the introduction of the hand intc

the rectum.

MODE OF EXTmPATTNO THE MAMMABY OLANI>.

Du. Lancie presented a breast witii its attach

ments, that illustrates a ])articular method of ampu
tatiou. The essential point was extirjjation of the

breast, together with the fatty and glandular content;

of the axilla, in one piece, including all the connective

tissue between the borders of the pectoralis and tlu

latissimus dorsi muscles, in order to include all th«

lymphatics which are in a state of carcinomatou!
degeneration.

Dr. li. P. Weir remarked that in a number of in

stances he had noticed a chain of lymphatics runninf.

across the pectoral muscle, forward from the axilla

and reaching nearly to the sterno-clavicular artiiu

lation.

Dr. Peter-s said that he had noticed the sam<
condition mentioned by Dr. Weir.
The Society then adjourned.

Corvcsyouticnce.

THE TOXIC ACTION OF ERGOT.
To TOE Editor or The Medical Record.

Sir—In the Medical Record for October 23d, pagt
473, Dr. S. D. RadclilTe, of Washington, D. C, refen

to a communication of mine that gave to your read-

ers the details of a case whose symptoms I attribu-

ted to the toxic action of ergot. I will not take up
your valuable si)ace with a recital of the points thai

formed my diagnosis. SufKce it to say that I stiU

believe the case to have been one of ergotism, the

symptoms not merely due to loss of blood. P>go<
is given by many in large doses—I believe even much
larger ones than spoken of by Dr. Radcliffe, without

bad effects (especially in uterine tumors, etc.) ; at

the same time I do not see why we cannot occasion-

ally meet with a case where intolerance to its action

may exist to the same degi'ee we often find present

in connection with the use of other i:)Owerful drugs,

as opium, cinchona, etc. I presume my case was one
of these. Small, though often-repeated doses, given

to a case where absorjition is probably unusually
rapid from bleeding, or the .system susceptible eithei

from prostration or inherent qualities, may, at times,

be followed by alarming results, autl as my case waa
one of these, I rei^orted it as a warning.
In a series of exjjeriments upon animals with the

various preparations of ergotine,* the toxic symp-
toms were analogous to those witnessed in my pa-

tient. That ergot is a powerful and dangerous dinig,

Alumni prize thcfit!. XTniversity of Pennsylvania, 1873 : "Physio-
logical Action of Ergot."
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no one, I think, will deny, and I earnestly hope that

ray lew renimks will biinj:;; out the expression of the

opinion of many who us(! crji^ot in larf^e doses.

Very respectfully youis,

JOUN M. IVEATING, M.D.
rBILADKLFHIA, OctobtT 2!l, 18811.

MEDICAT. LAW IN WYOMING.
To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir—Allow me to correct an eiTor in your editorial,
" Medicine in the United States as Others see it,"

of the lOth inst. After quoting Dr. Hardwick as to

the states having no medical laws whatever, you say,
" In addition to these [names of states] must be in-

cluded the District of Columbia and all the teri-ito-

ries." The error consists in including Wyoming
Territory, for w'e have a most excellent statiite law,

entitled, "An act to prevent the practice of medicine,

surgery, or obstetrics by unqualified persons." As
the law is too long for your columns, I will give the
principal features.

Only graduates of chartered medical schools are

allowed to practise, and, as jiroof, evei-y physician is

required to file a copy of his or her diijloma, for

record, with the registrar of deeds of the county in

which he or she pro^joses to practise, exhibiting the

original, and making an affidavit that he or she is

the identical person named in said diploma. The
penalty for a violation is a fine of from fifty to five

hundred dollars, and imprisonment from thirty days
to six months in the county jail. It is further made
the duty of the police, sheriff, or constable to arrest

ill persons violating this act.

From the fact that there is not a single unqualified

practitioner of medicine in the territory at i^resent,

we believe the law is all that can be desired.

Yours resi^ectfullv,

J. H. FixFKOCK, M.D.
Laramie City, Wyo., October 27, 1880.

SOME OF THE MEDICAL HISTORY OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

To THE Editor op The Medical Record.

Dear Sir—In re your editorial of October IGth on
'Medicine in the United States as Others see it,"

Dr. Hardwicke might have learned a useful lesson

iiad he studied the medical history of Great Britain

!rom 180G to 1826. During this time the trade of

granting degrees in physic by the Scottish universities

was carried to such an extent that a royal commis-
uon was appointed to inquire into the general state

jf the Scotti-sh universities. This commission "was
istonished at the small increase of students com-
pared with the large increase of gi-aduates " during
jhis time. The repoi-t of this commission goes on
;o state : "It does appear quite unreasonable that

when there are belonging to the university a number
if professors, who must be supposed equally skilled

n medical science, there should be a monopoly of

jxaminations to a particular part of them, aijparently

"or no other jmrpose than that the j^ersons so fa-

fored may receive the addition to their emoluments
udsing from the fees paid to the examiners." The
miversities of Edinburgh, St. Andrew's, and Aber-
ieen were alike guilty, and in this course the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh was upheld by the College of

3iirgeons of Edinbiirgh. St. Andrew's, however, in

;he end prevailed in " destroying this most odious
aaonopoly that ever disgraced British legislation."

So will it be here in time. The time is coming when
the state, or bettor still, the American Medicul Society,

will have a voice in saying who shall and who shall

not receive the honorable title of " Doctor in Medi-
cine."

Those wishing to pursue this matter further
might consult the rejiort of His Majesty's commis-
sion on the state of the Sc;ottish universities from
18U(j to 1820, or the i)reface to "IMcIntosh's Practice
of Physic" (2d Am. ed., 1887).

liespectfully yours,

M. A. McClelland, M.D.
Knoxville, III.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes nf Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of tlie Medical Dejjartment, Cnited States Army,
from October 31 to November G, 1880.

Meacham, F., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for one month. S. O. 234, A. G.
O., October 30, 1880.

Patzki, J. H., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. As-
signed to duty at Jackson Barracks, La. S. O. 12(3,

Department of the South, October 29, 1880.

Heizmann, Chas. L., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon.
The extension of his leave of absence of Sejitember
28, 1880, from Headquarters, Division of the Pacific
and Dei^artment of California, is further extended
two months. S. O. 234, C. S., A. G. O.

Lauderdale, J. V., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Pie-

lieved from duty as Post Surgeon at New i^oit Bar-
racks, Ky., and assigned to duty at McPherson
Barracks, Ga. S. O. 127, Department of the South,
November 1, 1880.

iHetJical 3tcmQ autj Hems.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending November 6, 1880.
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CONSTITITIONAI, DiSKASKS AM) KyK TuomiiES.

—

Dr. 1>. M. St. .lolin Hoosn writos : "Dr. (ioor^^o S.

StovtMis, ill tlie last ntimltor of tho Hkcoiu), states
* that the ndvioo which Ur. Kodsii rrprcsouts nw as

hiivin^ f^ivon was lu^ver romhMod l>y iiip in this

cftso.' From a nnto roooivod from tho doctor I loam
that tli<' ciisc referred to is the one of Miss P., qno-

tod in full in my Icctnre <»n the C'ure of (^onstitntion-

al Disen.ses hv tlie Use of (Masses. In answer to this

I have to state that tlie father of the jiatient, a phy-

sician, writes me as follows, in a note dated October
14th :

' I informed y<Hi that she had been under Dr.

Stevens' care for some timi> ; tliat she had been in

Albany for several weeks, and that the doctor had
exercised the muscles of the eye ; that she had im-

proved soiiiewliat, but that her heailaches had con-

tinued alK>ut tlie same as before the treatment com-
nieiiccd. Then Dr. Stevens projio.sed the same
oiieiiition that he had ijerformed on her cousin. I

understood this to be partial tenotomy of internal

rectus of one eye.*

" An occvilist of this city, who knows the case and
has talked with Dr. Stevens about it, tells me that

j

Dr. Stevens said to him that he had recommended
an operation on one of the recti muscles in this case.

I think I have now cleared myself of the charge of

basing my criticism xipon 'supposed advice' of

which I am ' only informed by rumor.'
"

A New Depakture in Teaching TuERAPEmfs has

been introduced by Dr. Bartholow, at Jefferson

Medical College. A laboratoi-y has been fitted up,

and the students are taught practically how to

manipulate drugs and how to pursue experimental
therapeutics.

Statistics Relattng to Medical Education of
"Women in Ki'ssia.—From the article of Dr. Hertzeu-
steiu in Vrntch, 1880, No. 34 and 35, we learn that

the St. Petersburg school of medicine was ojiened

to women in 1872. During eight years 796 students

matriculated. Under 22 years old were 72 per
cent.; between 22 and 30, 24 per cent; above 30, 3

per cent. According to social condition they are

classified : single, 80.4 per cent.; married, 9 per
cent.; widows, 1.(5 per cent.

As the course of studies is five years, only the first

three cla'^ses had graduates; their number is 111,

corresjionding to 2()() matriculates. During 1879
453 students pursued the study of medicine, and as

111 graduated and 30 died, 202, or 25 per cent.,

abandoned their studies. This large percentage is

due to the fact that the majority of students are

obliged, while studying, to earn their living by giving

lessons, literary work, etc.. a condition not favorable

for a steady study of five years.

The LinRART of the Physicians to the German
HosrrrAL and Dispensary of the City of New York,
which is located at the Dispensary Building, No. 05
St. Mark's Place (East 8th St., bet*". 1st and 2d Aves.),

contains nearly 8,000 volumes of German, English,
and French periodicals, the series of which are con-
stantly being completed. Ha^^ng been put in perfect

order, and a jirinted catalogue having been published
last spring by the present librarian, Dr. Hermann G.
Klotz, the library is now open to the medical jjro-

fession. Those wishing to avail themselves of its

advantages may apply to any member of the medi-
cal statl' of the hosjiital or dispensciy, except the
librarian, for letters of introduction, upon which the
librarian will issue, free of charge, tickets of admis-
sion, good for one year from date, which entitle the

holder to visit the reading-room as well as to borrow
books. The reading-room, where all the new joiirnalH

as soon as jiracticable after arrival, will be on Hie foi

at least one week before going into circulation, \t

open from 2 to 5 o'clock, Sundays and holidays ex-

cepted. Those wishing to borrow books must a])plj

either jiersonally or in writing to the librarian on Mon-
days, Wednesdays, an<l Fridays, from 4 to 5 o'clock

(except in July and .\ugust), and sign their name and
residence to blinks furnished for this purpose, o

single blank to be used for each volume, jiook?

ordered by letter may be obtained from the jaiiitoi

of tlie dis])cnsary after 5 o'clock, <m deliveiy of re-

ceipts. Time allowed for keeping books not over two

months. Catalogues at twenty-five cents are sold b^

the janitor.

Cases SHo\nNo the Idiopathic Origin of Dkei
AnscE.ssEs. —We have received an interesting lettei

from Dr. J. P. Creveling, of Auburn, N. Y., in which
three cases of deep abscess are related, the cause in

each instance being non-traumatic. Dr. Creveling

refers to the statement made by Dr. L. A. Sayre, at

the last meeting of the State IMcdicol Society, to the

effect that it is doubtful whether deej) abscesses evei

occur with local injury. As evidence against thif

oi>inion the jiresent cases are reported. The first

patient, a young man of eighteen, had a scrofulous

histoiy. He had been suffering from general debilitt

for several months. At length, swelling and
]

apjieared in the abdominal wall, an abscess deveh

and burst near the umbilicus. It buiTowed ddwi:

toward the left side of the pubes. It was between
the abdominal muscles and the peritoneum. Thret

incisions and drainage were employed, and in about

two months after being put under treatment, and

five months after the first symptoms appeared, th<

patient was well.

The second case was that of a woman, aged fifty-

five, who had suti'ered from a lumbar abscess. Wher
brought to the hospital she was nearly moribund,

and she soon died. The abscess had existed foi

about six months, and was attributed to a "cold."

There was no historv' of traumatism.
The third case was that of a young woman, aged

twenty-two, who gave a malarial and scrofulous his-

tory. She was first seen last April, when she was

found to be sufi'ering from debility and chronic

diarrhcea. She also complained of soreness i-ound

the left side of the pelvis. She was seen again foui

months later, and was then found to be sufi'ering

with a large abscess in the left inguinal region, anc

another smaller one near the last lumbar vertebra.

There hati been no injury received. Under propel

surgical treatment she recovered.

Dr. Creveling believes that these cases show very

positively that deej) abscesses can occur withuul

traumatism.

A Tjeni-a, "in Sitt."—M. LaboulbC-ne, in making
the autopsy on a man who had died suddenly from

the nipture of the pulmonaiy artery, was afforded

the opi^ortunity of studying a tienia " in situ.'

Nothing was found in the stomach or the duodennrc

of the subject. When the jejunum was reached, he

found a ticnia folded upon itself, and occupying fl

space of forty-eight centimetres (about a foot and 8

half;. The head was directed superiorly. The worm
was still living, thirty-three hours after the death o)

the patient. Several living cucurbita were seen.

The tape-worm measured 412 centimetres in length.

—Cor. of Monthly Review.
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(DriiVmal Cccturci

ON THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTAGONISM BE-
TWEP]N MEDICINES, AND BETWEEN
REMEDIES AND DISEASES.*

By ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, M.D.,

PROFESSOB OF MATERIA MEDICA AND TnERAPEDTICS IN THE JEFFER-
SON MFDICAL COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA.

(Special Report for The Medical Record.)

Lecture I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION—THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTAGO-
NISM BETWEEN OPIUM AND BELLADONNA.

Mr. President and Gentlemen—In this country private

beneficence, although va.st in its generous outlays,

is seldom devoted to purely medical objects. It,

therefore, behooves us to honor the memory of the
foitnder of the Cartwright lectureship. In this gift,

so rare and admirable in its provisions, the medical
profession is offered an opportunity for honorable
distinction ; while it is replete with benefits not less

to the founder than to the profession. By this means
his benefactions are especially celebrated annually,

and he is enrolled for all future time among the
philanthropists who really benefit their fellow-men.

I cannot be insensible to the very high honor
of having been selected to deliver the first course
of these lectures ; but I do not conceal from myself
the difficulties and obligations of the position. In
the Gulstonian, Liimlian, and other lecture courses
which have done such good work in England, it is

customary to expect that new facts, new truths, and
new discoveries will be set forth ; and brought into

comparison with sivch admirable efforts, I can but
feel how humble are the attempts to which I am to

ask your attention. After careful consideration, how-
ever, I have selected a topic which has a strong in-

terest at the pre§eut day, and to which I have been
able of late to add some few new facts.

My subject is, the Physiological Antagonism be-

tween Medicines, and between Remedies and Dis-

eases ; and this antagonism or oi^iJosition of action

may exist thro^ighout the whole range of the rela-

tions of such agents, or it may be limited to a few
points only. There are, however, few, if any, in

which the antagonism is universal. The popular
view of the doctrine of antagonisms in the profession

is an opposition of action of 25oisc>uous medicinal
agents, by which the effects produced by one are

counteracted and rendered void by those of the other.

A dose of one may thus be completely antagonized
by a dose of the other. This conception of physio-
logical antagonism is exaggerated; for such a perfect

antagonism is as rare as exact similitude. It has
been proposed by some to substitute the word an-

tidotism for antagonism ; but this implies a chemical,
rather than a j^hysiological action. Physiological
antagonism means simply a balance of opposing
agents.

Some such conception as our modem doctrine of

physiological antagonism has existed from the re-

motest times, as is evident from some of the apho-
risms of Hippocrates. Thus, he speaks of repletion

* Cartwright lectures of the Alumni Association of the College of

Physicians and .Surgeons. New York. Course of 1^80. Delivered
Tuesday evening, November 9, ISbU.

being counteracted by depletion, and says that dis-

eases are cured by their contraries. In another

aphorism he says that some diseases are cured by
contraries, and some liy similar remedies. On this

was founded the well-known criticism of Cams in his

controversy with Hahnemann :
" Whatever is new in

homceoijathy is not triie, and whatever is true in it is

not new." The doctrine of contraries was held by
Theophrastus, and many others who succeeded Hip-

])ocrates ; but it was opposed by some of the most
distinguished of the Alexandrian school. Galen,

however, was essentially a trimmer, and he " claimed

to create a science of medicine in which every prac-

tical precept was deduced from some pre-established

principle." But the only rational exjiedient in med-

icine applicable at that time was the doctrine of

contraries, which controlled tlie practice of the whole

profession until the sixteenth centuiy. Feniel, the

teacher of Vesalius, wrote an elaborate treatise in

which he contended that every disease must be con-

trolled by contraries. Some claimed, he stated, that

certain diseases were cured by similars ; but this

modns ojyey-andi yvas only api)arent, and not real, since

remedies, which appeared to act in this way, in fact

destroyed the disease by removing its cause.

This ingenious attempt of Fernel, however, could

not prevent the final overthrow of the doctrine of

contraries, and when Paracelsus burned the works of

Galen and Avicenna, it vanished away in their smoke.

After the discovery of the circulation of the blood

many new theories" were advanced, and the systems

of S'tahl, Bro^ai, Rasori, and others necessarily at-

tracted the attention of the profession. Then arose

that eccentric and mystical enthusiast, Hahnemann,
imbued with the fanciful ideas of Mesmer. Before

the period of his senility, which was especially

characterized by his spiritualistic tendencies, the

law of similars propounded by him was merely a

statement of the views of Hipi^ocrates, to which al-

lusion has already been made. Both the law of con-

traries and the law of similars were stated by Hippoc-

rates, as we have seen. Hahnemann claimed that

the disturbance in the functions caused by a drug

must interfere with the course of a disease ;
there thus

being two forces acting on the same tissues or organs.

The great epoch of modem physiological investi-

gation was inaugurated by Bichat, and his dis-

coveries were of vast importance. When he came on

the stage, therapeutics were in a truly chaotic con-

dition ; there being no settled principles whatever

w^hich constituted reliable guides for practice. Some,

he said, considered materia medica, of all sciences,

that which showed to the fullest extent the contra-

dictions of the human mind ; but, for his part, he

did not think it a science at all. " It is said," he

continued, " that the practice of medicine is repul-

sive. I go farther. I hold that it is impracticable

ih the present state of our therapeutics." When
Bichat, the founder of modern ]ihysiology, died, in

1802, Magendie was passing through his course

of studies. Thoroughly imbued with the teachings

of Bichat, he pursued investigations of similar

character with great entluisiasm and success, and

was the first to engage in a scientific physiological

and therapeutical research. The subject of this

was upon poisoning, and such an experimental in-

vestigation was only possible after the functions of

the spinal nerves had been determined. He next

pursued a brilliant series of experiments in regard to

the new alkaloid, strychnia, and the result of this

was the discovery of the first physiological antago-

nism, that between strychnia and paralysis. Mrny
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have HuppoHed that the Ih-wt uho of thin aKcut in the
tit'rttiiient of punilysis was t'litiifly finpirical ; hut
this was not tho i'ast>. It was pit'sciilH'tl with a
detiiiitt" anil scit'iititic view after Muncndii' ha«l

I)ointt'tl out its «'xart jilivsioht^'ical action, and the
result i)rovod how «'orioct were the <h'duetions eon-
cerning its therapeutic vahio which he based upon
this.

Having now advanced thus far, let us take up some
special instances of physiological antagonism. As
early as 1570 Pena and De Lohel ]»ui)liHhed an ac-

count of the counteraction of the etVect of helladonna
berries hy means of tiieriaca, a preparation of opium.
Afterward theriaea was reported as a i)Owerful anti-

dote for i>oisons oi all sorts ; hut later experience
proved that it was for helladonnii. 15y tlie ht'ginning
of the nineteenth century sullicient facts had ucc\imu-
lated to demonstrate the iiidisj>utal)le antagonism
between belladonna and opium, and since then the
evidence has been still more abundant ajid conclusive.

In the year LSIO Josei)h Lij)p, and in 1.S55 L)r.

Thomas .\ndersop, showed how the toxic etl'ects of

belladonna were overcome by the use of opium ; the
dilatation of the jjuiiils which had been produced l)y

the former at onc(> disajtpearing. In July, 1859,
Benjamin Bell, of Edinburgh, published a case of
poisoning by atropia successfully treated with oi)ium.
In January', 18t)2, Dr. C. C. Lee jjublislied in Phila-
delphia the report of two cases, illustrating the an-
tagonistic eflfeets of the two drugs. The first was one
of opium-poisoning, and the second one of bella-

donna-poisoning. In his paper Dr. Lee gave a
resume of the literature of the subject, and also

entered with some detail into the history of the ad-
verse experience of Brown-Sequard. Then Dr.
William F. Norris, of Philadeljihia, gave a complete
tabulated sketch of evei'v case, which he could jjos-

sibly collect, tliat illustrated the antagonism between
the drugs. In 18G5 an adtnirable paper on the sub-
ject was published by Mitchell and Moorhouse, of

Philadeli)hia. and since then the cases and papers
had greatly multiplied.

The history of this subject is not comi^lete, how-
ever, without some reference to the oi)inions and
experiments of those oi)i)osing the view of such an
antagonism. These authorities, it is well to know,
have based their conclusions j^rincipally on exjjeri-

ments made ujion animals. The most noted of them
is Browni-Sequard, and he experimented upon guinea-
pigs. Bois used cats for tlie purpose. Thus, to a
cat he gave a dose of niori)hia almost but not quite
sufficient to destroy life, and when the animal had
entirely recovered from the etl'ects of this he gave it

a dose of atroi)ia just short of producing death. Then
when a sutHcient time had elapsed to ensure comjilete
recovery from that, he gave the cat the same doses
of morphia and atropia together, and they jjroved
fatal. Onsum, on the other hand, made his experi-
ments on frogs ; but whatever are the animals em-
ployed, or whatever the methods resorted to, the
results were uniformly unfavoraVde to the existence
of an antagonism between the two diaigs. None of
these experiments, however, were free from certain
sources of en-or. Harley collected the largest number
of factvS, but his fundamental error was that he was
willing to accept only those cases in which the an-
tagonism extended throughout the whole range of
effects.

Although the antagonism between opium and bel-
ladonna was the first to be discovered, these drags
do not by any means afford the only example of such
physiological antagonism. There are, in fact, more

]>erfect antagonisms tlian this, and Huch an instance

is that between strychnia and disease. Magendie'.>:

exjterimeiits ui><iii animals with this agj'ut enabled

him to suggest what its therapeiitic etl'ects would be,

and Fouquii'r a])i>lied the suggestions successfully in

l)racticul medicine. Magendie said in advance that

me<licine would derive great benefit from an agent
that was ca]mbh> of i)rodiU'ing certain si)ecial ell'ects

upon the spinal c(jrd, and his opinion was afterward
abundantly continued 1)V the results of clinical ex-

perience. Could any fact more; strikingly exhibit the

benetit to be derived from jihysiological experiment?
Jjater followed the renjarkable investigations of

Claude Bernard, and the discovery of the physio-

logical ellects of woorara. This agent is essentially a

jiaraly/er, and hence it is recommended in cases w here
spasm is to be overcome!. Ksj)ecially is it indicated

in tetanus and hydrophobia, and experience with it

thus far seems to show that it is the single remedy
which has appeared to have a curative effect in the

latter disease. Such discoveries ought certainly to

have enough weight to silence forever the silly cavils

of anti-vivisectionists.

Next we have the discovery of the antagonism be-

tween atroi)ia and jihysostigma. In 18t!7 a single

exjjeriment was made by Bounieville in i)roof of this.

He first gave a dose of calabar bean to a griinea-pig,

and then followed it with a sufficient dose of atrojiia

to counteract its effects. During that year I was
engaged in making experiments in the same direc-

tion with a view to offering their results to the pro-

fession, in a jjaper to be presented in competition
for the prize of the American Medical Association.

This paper was published in 18G9, and in it I dis-

tinctly asserted the existence of the antagonism. In
the following year the remarkable paper of Thomas
R. Frazer, of Edinburgh, apj^eared on the subject.

In the meanwhile. Professor Preyer had })ublished,

in 18(58, the first part of an elaborate treatise on
prussic acid. In the second part, which ajji^eared

the following year, he contended that hydrocyanic
acid and atropia were i>hysiologically opposetl to

each other. That this was the case, however, was
denied by a number of CTern>an authorities, and also

by Hare and Keen, of Philadelphia, as well as by
myself. In a second j^aper, more recently pub-
lished. Professor Preyer jiays his respects to us all,

and ])roves to his own satisfaction, at least, that we
are mistaken.
In 1869 Oscar Liebreich gave us chloral, and dem-

onstrated its antagonism against strychnia. Noted
results, in proof of this, were also obtained by the
committee ap])ointed by the British Medical Associ-

ation, with J. Hughes Bennett at its head. The next
year Dr. Fothergill, under the ausj)ices of the British

Medical Association, showed the antagonism between
aconite and digitalis, and in 1877 Husemann's paper
on the antagonism of chloral appeared. To such im-
portance, then, has this subject attained, that no
study of a medicinal agent is complete until its

antagonisms have been determined. As we have
seen, the doctrine of contraries was, for a very long
period, the leading principle in the field of thera-

peutics, and it is evident that, even when this pre-

vailed, many instances of antagonism must have been
discovered by clinical experience.

(The lecturer then went on to show that the doc-
trine of physiological antagonisms found its counter-
part in the mechanism of the functions of the brain
and nervous system. Thus, in the brain, there were
centres for the inhibition of reflex action, and reflex

action was interfered with when coincident opposing
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impressions arrived from different points. In this

ivay singultus might be eliecked by tlie application

af a strong faradic cun-ent. In the medulla oblon-

gata there was a centre of extreme sensibility, and
ibove it a spasm centre ; and if there were not this

jheck u])on the latter the most violent effects would
be produced. Hence, the abnormal readiness to re-

act when the influence of the cerebrum was with-
ilrawn. In the same way the vascular tonus in the
lieart was maintained at the normal by the action of

mtagonistic inHuences.) The manner in which the
cardiac action is affected by opi)Osing influences, he
continued, is admirably shown by the effect of cold
and heat. If we jjlace the heart of a turtle or a frog,

freshly taken fi'om the body of the animal, upon a
metallic surface, and apply cold to the latter, we
shall tind that the organ gi-adually ceases to contract

md dilate ; but if we then apply heat in the same
way, the heart-l)eats will at once be resumed. Again,
if we droj) upon the freshly-exposed heart of a frog

3, small quantity of serum, containing mu.scarin,

the organ at once ceases to act, and apparent death
is i^roduced ; but if we then drop upon the heart a
little senim, containing two-tenths per cent, of atro-

pia, it will begin to act again.

The reci]n'ocity of action is a safeguard, and thus
langer to the circulation is prevented by a quicken-
ing of the pulsations of the heart. A similar mech-
inism is found in the fxmction of respiration, where
:he movements of inspiration and exi^iration are an-
tagonistic, as well as in the control of the sijhincters

md other physiological phenomena.
We tind also that the same principle obtains in the

rt'orld of jjliysics. I need hardly remind such an
ludience as this, that if two waves of light, of equal
dtitude, arriving fi-om opposite directions, meet at

:ialf the distance of their respective elevations and
lepressions, so that the crest of one corresponds to

he hollow of the other, both are obliterated, and the
esult is darkness ; nor that if two equal waves of

ound meet under similar circumstances, the result

s silence. In the same way, when two bodies of

qual weight and momentum come together, both
ire aiTested at the point of impact. So, in electrici-

y, when the positive and negative elements are equal,

,n exact equilibrium is maintained ; and in chemis-
ry, too, the great princii^le is the same. But why
miltiply examples, when nothing can possibly be
acre evident than that antagonisms exist every-
where ?

I will now ask your attention more particularly to
he physiological antagonism between opium and
)elladonna, and in what follows I shall use the terms
tpium and morphia and belladonna and atropia
ynonymously. In the investigation of any such .siip-

»osed antagonism two inqiiii'ies present themselves :

irsi, Does the antagonism exist? and second, What
3 its nature? Dr. Norris, of Philadelphia, in the
>aper before alluded to, presented to the profession
he first complete tabulated statement of all the in-

tances of the antagonistic action between the two
Ircgs that had been recorded in clinical medicine up
the date of its publication. I have now added to

his list all the cases that have apjieared since that
ime, as well as two others, occuning ]ireviously,

.'hich seem to have escaped the attention of Dr.
Tori'is. One of these was published in 1854, by
jindsay, and the other, in 1855, by Dr. Sibson.
Ihe total number now on record is 120. Of these
nly fifteen cases proved fatal, which is a percentage
f 12.5 failures, a re.sult which certainly indicates

ometliing more than a post hoc. The antagonistic

agents which were employed must undoubtedly
have averted death ; but at the same time it is

also necessary to estimate the part that may have
been i)layed by other agents, such as emetics, the
stomach-puni}), coffee, flagellation, etc.

The history of the fatal cases is very instructive
;

for why should the antagonism fail? A number of
elements must be taken into consideration in an-
swering this question, and these can jierhaps best be
brought out by taking a rapid glance at the fifteen

cases mentioned.
Case I.—This was reported by Ludwig Pollak in

the M'iener Presse. The patient was sixty years of
age, and four years before had had an apoplectic seiz-

ure. He took Wn of a gramme, or about five grains,

of atropia, with suicidal intent. The report states

that a syiingeful of morphia solution (strength not
stated) was injected Inqiodermically, and that no
apparent effect being i:)roduced by this, another dose,

of half the quantity, was employed in the same way.
Commentav]/.—The condition of the brain in this

case was undoubtedly very unfavorable for a recov-

ery ; but esi^ecially is the failure to be attributed to

the inefficient method in which the morphia was ad-
ministered. If we assume that the solution was of

the usual strength and the syringe of the usxial size,

the amount could not have exceeded three gi'ains

altogether. The jiroper method to have jjursued

here would have l)een to inject one-quarter or one-
half a gi-ain of morj^hia eveiT twenty minutes, until

some i^ronounced effect had been produced upon
the respiration and the pupils. The patient having
had a cerebral lesion, however, there would of course
have been less chance of a favorable result than if

this had not Ijeen the case.

C.\sE II.—Reported by James Seaton in the Medi-
cal Times and (jazette, in 1859. This was one of ten
cases of i:)oisoning by belladonna berries, the patient
being a child. Eight minims of tincture of opium
were given every half-hour at first, and afterward
the dose was increased to twelve minims. Death
ensued at the exj^iration of twenty-nine hours from
the time the poison was taken. Altogether seventy-

two minims of laiidanum were taken—which is abouit

equal to three gi-ains of cnide opium—and this quaii.~.

tity was entirely too little to coianteract the effect of
a lethal dose of belladonna. The post-mortem showed,
however, that the heart was flabby and that there
was pleural effusion and adhesions.

Case III.—Eepoi-ted by Samuel W. Gross in The
Amei'ican Journal of (he ]\[edic(d Sciences for October,
18(39. The patient was a lady, forty-three years of

age, and she took four pills containing three gi-ains

of atropia, which were sent her through the mis-
take of a drnggi-st. Among the other symptoms
there was complete muscular relaxation, with the
exception that there was trismus of the lower jaw.

At first an enema and qiiantities of emetics were
given, and then half a grain of laorphia was admin-
istered hypodermically, after which the resi>irations

became twenty to the minute. The eflect being
temporaiy, however, the dose was repeated, when
the respirations again became twenty. The faradic

current was also employetl, and respiration was kept
up artificially. Later, a third half-gi-ain of morphia
was given, Vmt the respirations now liecoming four-

teen to the minute, and stertorous in character, it

was decided not to give any more opium. Artiflcial

respiration was continued, and the use of the faradic

current and flagellation after a time seemed to re-

store the patient to partial consciousness. Subse-
quently she ajipeared to sink into a natural sleep,^
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tlio ros])initi()iis tlu>n Iwinp: pijjhteon. Just as the
|

mpili<'rtl iiHMi were about to l(>av(> lior, liowfvor, the
j

toxic svniptojiis rcturnpil. Vomtnim ointment was !

now ml)l>«Hl vifjorously into tho Hkin alontr tlic spine,
'

an«l artificial roKpimtion bcinj^ rcHumcd, slip seemed
to improve a^ain. About this time some of the nrine

was injected into a cat, when it was found that the
j

animals i)ui>ils became dilated. No more morphia
was <riven, and the patient finally exi)ired. At the

antiipsy it was fountl that the su])erticial veins were
con^cstt'd and that tho veins of tlie brain were also

[

very full, while there was (general softeninf? of the

cerebml tissue. The tissue of tlie heart was also I

soft aJid easily torn ; so that this case ca!i hanlly be

rejrarded as a failure for the doctrine of antago-

nisms. In \'iew of the considerable ipiantity of atro-

pia taken, moreover, scarcely less than six f?rains of I

morphia wore needed to counteract its effect. After I

the tii-st dose of one-half fn't^iiii the trismus of the

jaw ceased and the respiration became twenty. A
little later no inconsiderable jiortion of the l^elln-

donna poison must have V)een already eliminated,

since, as we have seen, the injection of the patient's

nrine into a cat was snfKcient to produce one of the

most marked physiolofdt'al effects of tlie dnig. It is

of no little importance in such cases to estimate the

quantity of the poison that is being eliminated.

The case was a very unfavorable one, however, from
the condition of atiairs revealed Viv the autopsy, and
there can be little doubt that the heart was in an ad-

vanced stage of fatty degenei-ation.

Case r\'.—Reported by Dr. Southam in the Bn'tinh

Mediail Jounxil, in 186H. The patient was thirty-

eight years of age. and took two ounces of lauda-

num. Nearly eigliteen hours had elapsed before he
came under treatment, and by that time the pupils

were contracted to a pin's point, and the resjnra-

tions had become reduced to four in the minute.

The hypodermic injection of -h of a grain of atropia

was given, with the effect of raising the respirations

to nearly the normal numlier ; but this beneficial ef-

fect was very brief in duration. Accordingly, the

dose was repeated, until five in all had been taken.

At the autopsy there was found to be marked con-

gestion of the h\ngs.

CommentrDy.—The poison had ah*eady been ab-

sorbed when the treatment was undertaken, and
there was an obvioiis deficiency in the employment
of the atroi)ia. As the whole of the opium remained
in the blood, the whole of the atropia ought to have
been given at once instead of in divided doses, so as

to make a more profound and promjit impression.

In a similar case Mibier Fothergill administered one
gi*ain of atropia at once, and with entire success.

Of course the long duration of the toxic symptoms,
before the remedy was given constituted an unfa-

vorable element in the case.

Case Y.—lieported by Dr. Paget in the Bn'fish

Medical Journal. A child three and a half years old

swallowed an unknoxsTi quantity of laudanum, and
in order to countei-act its effects, 7^77 of a gi*ain

of sulphate of atropia was given in four houi"s after

the taking of the poison. No apiJreciaVde result

foUovring this, a second dose of half the quantity
was promptly administered, and after this it was
noticed that the pupils dilated slowly, while the ex-

tremities grew cold and the respii-ation began to fail.

Artificial res])ii-ation was then resorted to. and. in

addition, coffee was given and amlmlation and flag-

ellation emi)loyed. There was then a temporary
improvement, but death took place in twenty-eight
hours.

Cftmrni-nlnri/.—The important effect of atropia on
the pujiil and the brain is well shown in this case.

Here it is j)robable that the lii-st injection of tlie

remedy was sTiflicient, for after the second the cold-

ness of the extremities was noticed. It would Iiave

been decidedly l)etter to wait and see what the effect

of the first dose was before resorting to a second. It

seems altogether likely, thoreff>re, that here the
amount of opium taken was not very large, and that

the too free use of the antagonistic agent, together
with the other active treatment employe<l. j)roved

too much for the strength of a cliild of three and a
half years.

Casks VI. ani> VIT.-—Reported by Dr. Haynes, of
Philadelphia. One of the ])atients took an ounce
and a half of laudanum, and the other one ounce of

crude oi)ium. In both the.se cases the doses of atro-

pia were much too small, and hence the source of

faihire was sufticiently plain.

(Jase.s VIII. TO XIII.—These were reported by
James Johnson, and occurred in the Chinese hos-
pital at Shanghai. In all there was j)rofound oi)ium-
poisoning, and in each but one dose of atro])ia

was administered, the amount given being totally

inadequate to counteract the effects of the ])oison.

All of the cases occurred in the practice of Dr.
Johnson, whose experience has been exceptionally

large in this class of cases. He considei-s the effec-ts

of atroi)ia mars'ellous, and says that in the profound
coma of opium narcosis he knows of no other remedy
whatever that can produce a beneficial result.

Case XIV.—Eei)orted by Horatio C. Wood, of

Phila<lelphia. In this case one and a half grains,

and afterwards one and a quarter grains of opium,
had been given for the relief of cholera morbus.
To antagonize the profound narcotic effect produced
by it. fourteen hypodermic injections of atrojiia were
administered, the whole amount given aggregating
one-(piarter of a grain. Here the nnderlvlng disease,

no doubt, had much to do ^rith the fatal result, and
such a case is of small value, owing to the uncer-
tainty wliich is thus introduced into any estimation
of the antagonistic action of the two agents.

Case XV.—Eejjoi-ted by Dr. Beddoe. The pa-

tient took a tea.spoonful of belladonna liniment, and
death ensued in sixteen hours. Three injections of

morjihia of one grain each were given in all. It was
found that decided stui)or followed the second dose,

and hence the third should have been withheld, for

after that the iiatient breathed stertorously, notwith-
standing the fact that the jsupils remained widely
dilated.

It was noted by the observers present that toward
the last the case precisely resembled one of opinm-
jioisoning, with the exception that the pupils were
dilated instead of contracted ; and this leads me to

say that the condition of the 2^upils in such cases

cannot always be de])ended upon as an index of the
actual effect of the antagonistic agents upon each
other and upon the system. But, owing to the late-

ness of the hour, I shall have to defer until next
week the further consideration of this subject.

Children's Sxjmmer Saxitaritjm.—The Treasurer
of the Children's Aid Society reports that Mr. D.
Willis James has given the society 810,000 for the

establishment of a summer sanitarium for sick chil-

ilren.

The same society reports that at the Summer
Home at Bath, during the past season, 3,081 sick

children were treated.
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(Original Conummicatious.

NOTES OF FOUR CASES OF PHARYN-
GEAL TUMOR (MYXO-SARCOMA),

With Remarks.

By GEOEGE a. PETERS, M.D.,

,

ATTENDING SURGEON ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL, ETC.

(Read before the New York Surgical Society, October 25, 18S0.)

Case I.—My friend, Dr. Andrew H. Smith, sent me
a patient named Annie Dormody, aj^ed thirty-nine

years, United States, single, lanndress, who was
admitted into St. Luke's Hospital September 27,

1878. Patient states that seven years ago a tumor
about the size of an English walnut suddenly
appeared inside the mouth, at the back part of

the lower jaw, upon the left side, which she took
to be a gumboil. The swelling was not accom-
panied with pain. There was no carious tooth in

the jaw, nor was there any redness of the cheek o])-

posite the site of the tumor. She consulted a physi-

cian immediately, who said it was an abscess, and
treated it as such for three months, puncturing it

seven times dui'ing that period, twice with an instru-

ment resembling a long darning-needle, and live

times with a lancet. There has been no discharge
from it except a little blood and i:)us at the time of

the first puncture.
For five years the tumor remained stationaiy and

caused her no annoyance. Two years ago it Ijegan

to grow, and has slowly increased in size to the
present time. One year ago she became quite deaf

in the ear on the affected side, accompanied with a

roaring sound. This she attributed to a "cold," and
it lasted but a few weeks. There is no family his-

tory worthy of remark in this connection. General
health good, and menstruates regularly.

The only trouble she now experiences from the

tumor is an increasing difficulty in deglutition, but
not accompanied by pain. Is obliged to depend
chiefly iipon fluids for nourishment. Respiration is

not interfered with. Voice nasal.

On admission, the tumor presented the following

appearances, viz. : externally the left cheek is some-
what swollen, especially over the body of the lower
jaw. The swelling extends slightly before the angle

of the jaw, and downward into the neck for a distance

of about two inches Ijelow the lower edge of jaw-

bone. Forward, externally, the tumor extends as far

as a point opposite the second bicuspid tooth. This
swelling is quite hard, and the skin is freely movable
over it. On opening her mouth, which she can do
with ease, the tumor is seen to occupy about half the

buccal cavity, pressing the tongue over against the

teeth of the right side, and hiding the left tonsil from
view. Forward, on the left, the tumor extends as

far as the first molar tooth of the lower jaw, but lies

back of all the teeth of the upper jaw, springing
from the alveolar ridge behind them. From these

points it extends across the roof of the mouth, slight-

ly beyond the median line. The finger can be readily

passed upward ai'ound its posterior border, but the
longest finger cannot i*each its lower border in the
pharynx. The tumor is covered by healthy mucous
membi-ane, has a firm consistence and semi-elastic

feel. No point of fluctuation. Aspiration yields no
fluid.

Examination of the urine gives negative results.

October 10th.—Removed the tumor, assisted by
Drs. ^IcBurney, Sabine, and others. After the pa-

tient had been brouglit under the influence of ether

in the usual way, an o])eniug was made through the

crico-thyroid space, and my modification of Trende-
lenburg's canula was introduced, through which the

etherization was continued throughout the operation.

The left cheek was then laid open through its entire

thickness, from the angle of the mouth outward.

The jaws were then forced apart with a mouth-gag,
exposing the tiimor well to view.

An incision was made tlirough the miicous mem-
brane, about three inches long, over the most jn-omi-

nent part of the tumor. Enucleation was then
done, chiefly with the fingers. This was rendered
difiicult by the size and depth of the mass. After

about one-third of the tumor had been enucleated

the investing sac burst, and the contents, resembling
soft cartilage, exuded fi-eely. Finally, the entire sac

was removed, with its remaining contents, the finger

at one time touching the cricoid cartilage. Hemor-
rhage moderate, no vessels requiring the ligature.

The edges of the woimd in the mucous membrane
were brought together with two fine carljolized silk

sutures, and a rubber drainage-tube was introduced,

the end projecting from 'the angle of the mouth.
The wound in the cheek was secured with hare-lip

l)ins and carbolized silk sutures. Trendelenburg's

canula was then withdrawn, and the wound closed

with carbolized silk sutures. Patient rallied well

and had no vomiting. Ordered strictly milk diet,

carefully administered.

By the lith of October all the sutures from mouth,
face, and neck had been removed.
By October 2ith the wounds, except that through

the mucous membrane over the tumor, had healed.

Patient had a teazing, irritative cough, which finally

ceased, and she was discharged cured on the 19th of

November, 1878, at which time, on looking into the

mouth, hardly a trace of operative procediire could

be detected. Dr. Satterthwaite reports as follows :

'' PaihAofiical report.—The specimen consists of a

number of soft, pulpy, almost gelatinous masses,

surrounded by gelatinous fluid. On microscopical

examination it was found to be composed of connec-
tive-tissue fibres studded with connective-tissue cor-

l)uscles of various forms, some having tail-like pro-

cesses (at two or three i:)oints). The connective

tissue and corjiuscles, at many points, were in a

state of miicoid degeneration. This was decided to

be a myxo-sarcoma—by which is meant one that has
round, oval, or stellate corpuscles or a mixing of the

ordinary elements of sarcoma."

Up to this time, October, 1880, there has been no
return of the disease.

Case II.—October 2, 1880. David Lauderbach,
aged forty years, United States. Admitted to St.

Luke's H\)spital with following history : Has never

had syphilis ; urine normal. Up to three years ago
he had frequent attacks of quinzy sore throat, since

which time he has been free from them.
About five months ago he noticed that his throat

felt sore on rising in the morning, and he swallowed
with difficulty. These symptoms increased in se-

verity. For the past three months he has not been
able to swallow solid food, and has lived principally

upon milk and beer. During this time he has lost

thii-ty pounds in weight.

Externally a slight fulness is observed below +he

angle of the jaw upon the right side. On opei in^

the mouth a tumor is discovered in the posteiior

fauces extending down into the pharynx. Tumor is
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ovftl in shftj^e, sitnnteil benpath the phnrynReal mii-

oons luonibmiio, aiul nttiu'luMl hy a broad buHo y)OH-

torinrly ami to tho right si(h>, Indiiig thr tonsil from
view. Tlie inaHs exteml.s inward and jinslioa tho
nvnia to the left side. The entire bonn<lary of tho
tumor fannot be reached with the finger, especially

at it.s lower i>art, which cxt«'n(ls nearly to the cricoid

cartilage, but the linger can be reatlily jmssed above
and behind it.

The tumor gives an elastic feel, and is covered by
healthy mucous membrane. Patient is somewhat
anicmic and says ho is losing strength rajjidly. Res-
pii-ation is somewhat embarrassed during sleep.

Voice na.sal.

October 11th.—Operat<»d this day, assisted by Drs.

Mcliurney, Sabine, and Bull. Several other sur-

geons were pre.sent.

Patient etherized in the usual way, wIkmi laryn-

gotomy was i)erformed. and the improved Trende-
lenburg's canula was introduced, through which he
breathed ami took the ether in the subse(iuent steps
of the operation. The jaws were forced ajiart with
an instrument, and a ligature i)assed through the tip

of the tongue by means of which that organ was
drawn well over to the left side of the month. A
piece of sponge, with a long string attached, was
then passed into the throat, shuttixig off entirely

the trachea and oesophagus.
An incision was now made through the mucous

membrane covering that j^art of the tumor in view.

The first attempt at enucleation with the linger
broke through the thin investing sac, and the con-
tents, resembling soft cartilage, oozed out. The
mass was rapidly broken down with the fingers,

after which the sac was seized l)etween the jaws of a
fenestrated pile-forceps and entirely removed. Hem-
orrhage was moderate ; no vessel requiring the liga-

ture.

Removed the tracheal canula. and brought edges
of the wound together with tine carbolized silk liga-

tures, passed merely through the thickness of the
skin. No sutures were used in the wound of mucous
membrane in tlie moiith, nor was any attempt made
to drain it. Patient recovered well from the effects

of the ether and had no vomiting.
October l'2th. — Patient passed a comfortable

night. Swallows with considerable difficulty, but is

able to take a fair amount of milk. Has but little

pain. Ordered a mouth-wash of sol. chloi-ate of pot-
ash and m\Trh. On the second day after the opera-
tion patient's temperature rose to 102 , but as there
was no swelling or tenderness in the throat I was
forced to look in another direction for the cause, and
found it in a rectum impacted with fjeees, on re-

moving which his temperature fell and he improved
daily.

October 25th.
—
"Wound in fauces is healed, and he

swallows with ease. There is no swelling to be dis-

covered. "Wound over the larynx externally is clos-

ing by second intention.

November 6th.—The wound in the larynx is en-
tirely healed and the in-itative cough has ceased.
All the wounds are now healed.

Patliolofiiijul report.—Dr. Satterthwaite reports :

" It is eitiier a tibro- or myxo-sarcoma ; probably
there is an admixture of both mucoiis and fibrous
elements, but which was in excess I cannot say now."
Case III.—Professor Henrv B. Sands has kindly

furnished me with his notes of a ease operated upon
by him. which read as follows, ^-iz. :

OetoVier 15, 1878.—Henry Sands, aged twenty-eight
years, Norwich, N. Y., came with Dr. L. I. Brooks

to consult me with regard to a poHt-])hai'Tng«!al tu-

mor, which was first noticed last December, but
which j>robably existed at least eighteen months ago,

as at that time his voice was ob.served to have a
nasal tone. Dr. Ib-ooks saw tho case first on May
last, and thinks that since that time the tumor has
not grown much larger. No hereditary antecedents.

Patient seems rather anannic, and says he has lost

ten i)ounds since last June. Ajipetite fail'. Com-
plains of slight debility.

The tumor is oblong, situated beneath the jihar^Ti-

geal mucous membrane and attached posteriorly and
on the left side, where it hides the tonsil from view.

The palatal mucous membrane is expanded over it

and the uvula lies on its right surface in contact with
the fauces. The tumor fills the phaiynx below the

level of the ])alate, and can be felt in the submaxil-
lary and parotid regions, where it is slightly promi-
nent. It is somewhat movable laterally, but seems
clo.sely attached on the left side. The mucous mem-
brane over it is healthy. Left carotid apparently
not enlarged. No complications. Urine normal.

Patient says he can swallow easily, Imt he takes

hardly any solid food. Resjiiration is sometimes
embaiTasscvl during sleep. Voice nasal. The tumor
is moderately firm and elastic. Dr. lirooks lias de-

termined its solid character by means of the aspira-

tor.

October 22d.—Dr. Sands removed the tumor as-

sisted by Drs. Markoe and Curtis. Dr. Geo. A. Peters

was also i^resent. Ether, laryngotomy. Trendelen-
burg's canula, the action of which was entirely sat-

isfactory, the only inconvenience noticed being a
momentary imitation of the tracheal mucous mem-
bi'ane when the rubber bag was inflated. Made one
vertical incision, about three inches long, over the
most prominent part of the tumoi-, and then effected

enucleation mainly with the fingers, using the scis-

sors to divide a few bands of connective tissue. The
tumor was not unlike soft cartilage, and seemed to

be a mj'xo-sai-coma. It came to pieces in the attempt
to remove it, and api)eared to be contained in a well-

defined capsule of areolar tis.sue, which was also

taken away, leaving the suiToianding parts, as far as

could be a.scertained, entirely healthy. The bleeding
was vei'v moderate, and no vessel required the liga-

ture. United the upjier half of the wound witli three

silk sutures. Removed the tracheal tube and closed

the wound with silver sutures. The operation lasted

forty-live minutes.
October 25th.—Patient has done well since tht

operation. Until last evening the bladder had to be

emptied by a catheter.

Yestei-day he was hoarse and complained of diffi-

culty in swallowing, but was free from dyspn<jea.

Has been fed on beef-tea and milk. Removed silvei

sutures to-day, the wound in the neck having entire

ly healed by the first intention.

October 26th.—Patient feels quite well and wants
to sit up. 9 P.M. —Has suffered from headache, anc

passed an uncomfortable day. Feels better now
Swallows without difficulty. Tempei-ature, 101°.

October 27th.—Doing well ; removed sutures fron
palate, which was united.

October 28th, 12 m.—Had an uncomfortable night

Being kept awake by a cough and exi)ectoration, th<

substance expectorated containing considerable pus
Temijeratiire, 100 i '; pulse, 104. Left side of neck
near angle of the jaw, slightly swollen and tender
Swallows without difficulty, but still takes ouIa

soups, etc., except raw oysters, which are not masti

cated. Insj^ection of the phar}-nx does not exjjlaii
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the cotigh ; neitlier does auscultation ; the breatliinp;

being normal. 5 r.M.—More comfortable. Took
one-eighth grain of morphine and slept several hours
during the day. Felt chilly an hour since, bnt had
no rigor. Coughs less. Pulse, 104 ; temperature,
loir.
October 20th.—Pulse, 124: ; temperature, lOn^.

Considerable swelling in pharynx and behind angle
of jaw. Deglutition dilHcnlt. "Wound cavity dis-

charges freely ; washed it out with permanganate of

potash, introducing with a syringe. No dyspnoea,
but occasionallv troublesome cougli.

October 31st.—Much better. Temperature, 98?°
;

pulse i)6. Swelling and suppuration greatly dimin-
ished.

November 1st.—Convalescent.
November lOth.—Quite well. Is able to walk out.

November llrtli.—Patient left for home.
Dr. Delafield writes as follows : The tumor of the

pharynx removed by you is composed of. 1st, con-
nective tissue ; 2d, mucous tissue ; 3d, adijiose tis-

stie ; 4th sarcomatous tissue ; 5th, irregular glandu-
lar follicles, lined with ]iolygonal eijithelium, and
containing masses of hyaline matter.

It is not a cyst, but a solid tumor which has soft-

ened at the centre. It seems to belong to that class

of composite tumors which occur most fi-equently in

the jiarotid and siibmaxillary region. It might be
called an adenoid myxo-sarcoma.
The prognosis is that of local recurrence, but with-

out metastatic growth.
October 16, ISSO.—Patient called to report himself

in excellent health. No return of tumor. Phonation
and deglutition perfect.

Two years have elapsed, and there has been no
return of the tumor.
Case TV.—Dr. Morris J. Asch has kindly furnished

me with the following brief notes of a case of pharyn-
geal tumor upon which he operated in 1877. Mrs.
H , aged fifty years, came to me in April, 1875,
complaining of soi'e throat. Examination showed the
right tonsil to be hypertrophied, with some swelling
of the velum above it. Local applications having
failed to relieve, a portion of the tonsil was excised.

Nearly two years afterward, in December, 1876, the
patient again presented herself. She was suffering

from dyspn(Pa and dysphagia, and articiilation was
seriously impaired. Inspection revealed a hard and
elastic tumor filling up nearly the entii'e pharyngeal
apace. It involved the whole of the soft palate on
the right side, extending downward between the pil-

lars to the free border of the epiglottis, and across,

pushing the u\'Tila before it to the pillars of the oji-

posite side. Backwai'd it extended to the wall of the
phars'nx, against which it was pressed so firmly that
its extent upward could not be determined. The
interior pillar of the right side was stretched tightly

3ver the face of the tumor, and the tonsil of the same
ude was not visible. As the functional trouble was
rery severe I determined to remove the tumor at

5nce, and after showing the patient at a meeting of

"/he New York Lai-yngological Society, I pei-formed
;he operation, on January 4, 1877. in the presence of

Drs. Erskine Mason, McBiirney, Beverley Robinson,
Dawson, and others. The patient being put under
•he influence of ether, an incision was made in the
ace of the tumor from the hard palate, downward ;

vith some difficulty the tumor was enucleated ; the
sac drawn out and severed fi-om its attachments by
he galvano-cautery. Some trouble was experienced
luring the operation by blood flowing into the laiynx,

>ut no serious inconvenience resulted. The tumor

was submitted to several microscopists for examina-
tion, and was i)ronounced l)y Drs. Heitzman and
Mann to be myxo-sarcoma. The iiatient made a good
recovery. The functional troubles were entirely re-
lieved, and u]) to the time of the jiresent writing
(October 21, 1880)—a period of four years—I have
not heard that the growth has reappeai-ed.

Remarks.—I am here enabled to present to the so-

ciety an interesting grouj) of four cases of tumor of
the phaiynx, ajjparently identical in character, and
certainly rarely encountered. During an experience
of thirty years, and for the greater part of that time
connected with large hosi)itals. Case No. 1 (that of
Dermody) was the first tumor of the kind which had
been brought to my personal notice. Her case was
one of such interest that a large consultation was
held, at which many surgeons other than the imme-
diate staff of St. Luke's were jiresent. No one of
them had seen a similar case, and there was gi'eat

diversity of oi")inion as to its nature and the best
method of operation.

I have consulted many of the systematic works on
si;rgery easily accessiltle and find l)i;t little light
thrown uj^on the subject of tumors of the i)harynx.
Some writers ignore the subject entirely, while others
merely allude to polypoid and cancerous gi-owths in
this situation, and state that these are of rare occur-
rence. Holmes, in his " System of Surgery," gives more
sjiace to the subject than most writers, but he devotes
only two scant pages to its consideration. He states

that " tumors attached to the i:>harvnx are not very
commonly observed. When they occur, they are gen-
erally ajjt to be somewhat pendulous, and are often
attached to a portion of the walls by a narrow neck.
They have been found to consist of fat and fibrous
or fibro-cellular tissue." He mentions the record
of a fatty tumor of the pharynx, by Mr. Holt, in the
" Transactions of the Pathological Society": "This
specimen was removed from the body of a man eighty
years of age. Twelve years ju'eviously his attention
had been first drawn to his throat, from an occa-
sional sensation of choking. About four years pre-
vious to his death, during an attack of vomiting, a
large mass was protruded into the mouth, and, to

prevent immediate suffocation, he was comi^elled to
return it as quickly as possible. He was at all times
better able to swallow fluids than solids. He died
suddenly, while in the act of smoking. The tumor
was found to be a large, pendulous, fatty mass, fill-

ing the phaiynx and extending downward to the
oesophagus for nine inclies. It was attached by fi-

brous tissue, covered by mucous membrane to the left

side of the epiglottis, and also to the uiijier part and
side of the jjliarynx. The tumor had by its weight
so dragged upon the epiglottis that the perfect clos-

ure of the laryngeal ajierture was not practicable.

The mass, except at its attachments, was hanging
loose in the pharynx and a?sophagus. It consisted
of adipose tissue." Holmes also mentions two speci-

mens of tumors of the j^harynx in the College of Sur-
geons, successfully removed during life : " One is a
large, soft lobulated mass, ai)parent]y fatty or gela-

tinous, like a nasal polypus ; it was attached by a
naiTow pedicle behind the tonsil. A second is a]?-

parently a firm fibroTis mass, and was attached by a
naiTow pedicle to the wall of the phai-ynx." He also
states " that tumors, either of a fibrous or fatty struc-

ture, which ai'e not pendulous, have been seen to
gi'ow and insinuate themselves under the mucous
membrane ; and as they increased in size so they in-

terfered with the ajierture of the glottis, and inter-

rupted the passage of food to the stomach."
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At a meeting of the American Larnygological

Sofietv (.SV. Jjoiiis Mi-il. ami Sur;/. Jonrwil, Sc^ptfiiilMsr,

iHT'.t), Dr. F. I. KninUt, of Boston, ri'porttHl ii ciist' of

rt'tro-])harvngt'iil Huri'oina. His i-asi' induct'd Dr.

Knight to lookup tlie rm-onls of Hiniilar pliurviit,'»'ftl

prowtlis uinl to nuiki' l^ricf iiliHtrftcts of crtscs foiiiul.

Tlio rosiilt is II ri'fonl of i-fist's (l('sfril)t'(l hy Aniott,

Uns»'h. Kitser, AVukiu'V, LiiroiuU'llo, Kosoiilmcli,

Voutiirini, JJillroth, Syiu»\ J. C'lincno. S. il. ("Imp-

uiftii. and Cohen, «>f I'liihuh'lpliia. In tlic huKcr
nunilitT of thci-asosdi'sirilted the tumor was attached

to tlie walls of tlie pharyux by a pedirle. 1 would

refer all who are interested in this sulijeet, and who
have not ready aecess to the S/. Louis JiiiidioI, to

the monthly abstract of Metlicul Scicna; for Nov.

l«7i», vol. VI., No. 11, p. 501, where they will find

a Visitmi of the i)ai)er.

That so little is said on this subject by writers on

Burgery establishes the rarity of the occurrence of

tumors in this situation.

Most writers reconunend the early removal of poly-

poid and i)endul()us ^^rowths in the pharynx, but in-

sist strenuously, that the only hoi)e of benefit must
be from treatment restricted to the pendulous form

of tumor, stating' that the attempt to remove a tumor
attached throuf,'hout to the walls of the i)haiTnx

would be a highly dangerous proceeding, and most
probably unsuccessful in its results if not fatal du-

ring its progress.

One object of this pajier is to contend, that in the

past surgeons have overestimated the dangers attend-

ing this operation, and to suggest a plan of operation,

which will reduce the danger to a minimum.
In my tirst case, as I have stated, no one present

at the consultation was able to gi^•e the result of any
experience as to the best method of procedure, and

I was left to work it out myself. C3n reflection, I

determined to be prepared, so far as jiossible, to meet
any danger or complication which might arise. The
tuinor was a very large one, tilling up most of the

buccal cavity, and giving very scant room to work
through the natural opening of the lips. I therefore

determined to si)lit the cheek, thus giving me more
room. Feaiing that this opening might not give me
sufficient room, or that the tumor might not bQ euu-

cleable and rec^uire a tedious dissection for its com-
plete removal, I had a dentist make a gutta-percha

splint for the jaw and was thus jjrepared to make a

section of the lower jaw, if necessary. Recognizing
that the chief danger to the i)atieut would be from
the entrance of blood during the operation, into the

trachea through the epiglottis, I determined upon
lar\Tigotomy as a preliminary step, believing that

experience had proved laryngotomy to be a simple

operation and safe in its results, jjrovided the parts

are in a healthy condition, and that no danger or

irritation need be apprehended from the introduction

of the tube.

All the steps of the ojieration, pre\nously deter-

mined upon, were pursued ^vith the exce})tion of sec-

tion of the jaw-bone, which was not found to be
necessary. Trendelenburg's canula did not give me
entire satisfaction, as the inflation of the rubber bag
caused temporally imtation of the larynx, whenever
it was distended, and it is also very ditiicult to keep
up perfect and continuous iutlation. My improve-
ment of Trendelenbiug's canula, alluded to above,

consists in considerably shortening its length ; in so

arranging the rabber collar, that when it is inflated

it will not occlude the lower oi>ening (as I have
known it to do in the original instrument), and the

method of supplying air to the collar through a

smaller silver tube within the larger one. The result

of tlie o]>oration in the case of Annie Dermody was
in every way satisfactory, and I felt much betU^r i)re-

l)ared, ]»y the exi»erien<'«> thus gained, to attack my
second case, that of Lauderbach.

In this case the tumor was somewhat smaller, ho

that J was enal)led to get sulHcient room t<» remove
it without sjilitting the cheek, thus avoiding the scar

resulting; althougli the natural opi'iiing through the

lips was so small, that 1 was mon; than once tem])ted.

during the j)rocedure, to make the incision. In this

cas(i (No. 2) I relied more upon the sponge, which
was made to till up the throat, for preventing the

entrance of blood into the air-jjassages, than u])on

Trendelenburg's ai>}iaratus. Indeed, I consider that

the ordinary tracheal canula, together with the si)onge

in the throat, will answer every })ur])08e.

It will be seen l)y Dr. Sand's re])Oi-t of liis case,

that he als<j considered it advisaV)le to commence his

o])eration by doing laryngotomy; and the value which
Dr. Asch ])laces upon that procedure may be best

learned by his own testimony.

Dr. Asch, in a note received on the 24th of October,

18HU, says that the only real difficulty met with in

his operation resulted from the want of experience

as to the value of tracheotomy in similar cases. The
bleeding was very profuse at times and would get

into the laiynx, rendering it necessary to delay the

operation, in order to clear the throat of blood and
to re-establish suspended respiration. This occurred

several times, extending the time of the oiieration to

one hour and forty-five minutes.
Eecdpiluhition.—First. These four tumors all pre-

sented the same pathological ai)i3earance, belong-

ing to the class known as mixo-sarcoma. They were
invested by a sac-wall of considerable firmness, and
were enucleable.

Second. Tumors of a large size, situated in the

pharynx and having very broad origin and attach-

ments can be removed with safety, and will be found

in many cases to be enucleable. Should the tumor
be of considerable size and distinctly cancerous in

its nature, I should recommend non-interference.

Third. I should in all cases perform laryngotomy,

as a preliminary step in the attempt to remove the

growth, believing it to be a safe procedure.

Fourth. I shoiild provide against the flow of

blood into the trachea by the use of Trendelenburg's

canula, and as an additional precaution crowd a

piece of sjjonge with a long string attached into the

pharynx, so as to shut off the laryngeal opening and
oesophagus.

Fifth. A tumor of considerable size can be re-

moved through the natural oj^ening of the lii)s, al-

though it greatly facilitates the operation to sjilit the

cheek, and in some cases it may be necessary to saw
through the jaw-bone. The only objection to in-

cising the cheek being the scar which remains ; tliis

is to be avoided, when possible, especially if the

patient be a female.

TRAN.SMIS.SIBILITY OF BoVIXE TlTiERCtTLOSIS.—F"'

ther evidence of the transmissibility of tubercuL

from cows to other animals through the milk L^

been obtained by M. Peuch. He fed two pigs, and

some rabbits were fed upon the milk of a tuberculoui"

cow for from one to two months. The animals, on

being killed, were in each cases found to have tul)er-

cles. It should be added, however, that the tuber-

cles were very few in number, and had caused nc

marked symptoms.
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ELECTRICITY AS A PARATAVJNG
AGENT IN THE TREATMENT OF
EXOPHTHALMIC CiOlTRE.

BY THOMAS W. POOLE, M.D.,

LINDSAY (ONT.), CANADA.

De. a. D. Rockwell, of New York, has offered to the

readers of The Medical Record, on two occasions

(October 4, 1871), and September 11, 18S0), interest-

ing and iisefiil rejjorts of cases of exophthalmic goi-

tre treated by electricity. For some time i)ast I have

held and advocated (Medical Recokd, November 1.

1879) that electricity is essentially a paralyzing agent

;

and I propose to show here, as brietly as possible,

that the beneficial results thus recorded in exoph-

thalmic goitre are due to the paralyzing action of

electricity, and not to any supposed stimulant, tonic,

or other quality with which this agent is popularly

accredited.

While seeking to avoid the prolixity of an enu-

meration of the symptoms of this disease, which are

well known or easily accessible, it is necessary to

glance at the genei-al physiology and pathology of

the implicated parts. The thyroid gland is in part

composed of " a dense capillary plexus." It is fed by
four large arteries passing directly to it from great

arterial trunks. These thyroid arteries are " remark-

able for their large size and frequent anastomoses."

They are occasionally supplemented by an additional

artery derived from the arteria innominata. If the

gland be not an erectile tissue, as has been sug-

gested, it is at least extremely vascular. Dr. Sojl-

berg Wells writes: "Its veins are generally much
dilated, even, perhaps, to such a degree that the dis-

ease might be termed ' bronehocele aueurysmatica ;

'

and often a distinct diastolic murmur can be heard

in them" (" Dis. of the Eye," p. 710;. Again,
" among the first symptoms are great jmlpitation

and acceleration of the action of the heart," leading,

after a time, to " dilatation and hyi^ertrophy, espe-

cially of the left ventricle" (lb.). To this, join in-

creased pulsation in the carotids, inflamed eyelids,

injected conjunctivie, the presence of "liyiierMemic

swelling of the adipose cellular tissue of the orbit,"

and as " Dr. Wright found, besides strong dilatation

of the veins, a small quantity of half coagulated blood

extravasated over the eyeball" (lb., p. 711), and there

can be no room to doubt that the pathological con-

dition is one of extreme vasciilar dilatation and en-

gorgement, in which an excess of pabulum leads to

hyperplasia of tissue.

Now, the calibre of the dilated arteries thus con-

veying an excess of blood is under the nervous con-

trol of the middle and inferior cer^^cal ganglia of

the sympathetic ; but chiefly of the former, which
was called the thyroid ganglion by Haller. These
ganglia are in direct communication with the spinal

nerves, from which their motor power is largely rein-

forced. The i)osition of the electrodes in Dr. Rock-
well's treatment, it will be seen, is eminently calcu-

lated to bring these ganglia and their nervous con-

nections within the circuit of electrical influence.

Indeed, this is the very position prescribed by elec-

tricians for "galvanization of the sympathetic."

There can be no doubt, therefore, that it is through
these sympathetic ganglia and their vascular or vaso-

motor nerves that the diseased condition is influ-

enced and its improvement effected.

From this it is evident that the starting-point of

the disease is to be sought in some perversion of func-

tion on the part of the symj)athetic and its vaso-mo-

tor nerves, which permits or induces undue vascular

dilatation in vessels apocnally undcu- the control of

these nerves. What is this pathological condition of

the sympathetic ganglia and nerves? All observers

are not agreed. The vv(dght of authority, however,

largely i)rei)onderate8 in favor of the conclusion of

Sd'lberg Wells, that it is " far more i)robable that

the afiection is due to an irritation or neurosis of the

sympathetic." Thus, "Wright, Moore, Trousseau,

etc., found the cervical ganglia of the sympathetic

enlarged, hard, and firm. . . . The trunk of the

sympathetic, as well as the branches going to the

inferior thyroid and vertebral arteries, were found to

be enlarged." It is fair, therefore, to conclude that

there is here an undue excitation of the symi^athetic

just as there is also said to be " much nervous ex-

citement " generally.

Here, then, we have vaso-motor (sympathetic) ex-

citation and vascular dilatation with hypencmia ; a

cause and effect, which (in sjjite of the theory of the

day) are found in constant association, just as vaso-

motor i^aralysis and arterial contraction also go to-

gether ; for at no time is arterial contraction so general

and complete as in death, irhen nerve-force is extinct.

Here the property of contractility in muscle surv-ives

nerve-force, contracting these tubes to the emjitying

of their contained blood into the veins, which, though
more capacious than the arteries, undergo material

distention.

In the cases under consideration the electric cur-

rent, by a moderate parahIsis of the excited vaso-motor

nerves, brings about a reduction in the calibre of the

arterioles of the parts affected ; thus gradually put-

ting an end to the vascular engorgement on which
the exophthalmic goitre depends.

Arterial contraction is never produced hy a stimu-

lant. In whatever degree it occurs, it is a tendency

toward the contraction present in death ; and the

agents which produce it are inimical to life in a

greater or lesser degree, according to their power.

Electricity produces this effect on the arterioles,

through their controlling vaso-motor nerves, by par-

alyzing them ; because only by withdrawing nervous

force could it do in part what the extinction of nerve-

force renders complete. In other words, a i^rogres-

sive diminution of nerve-force is necessary to arrive

at a goal where nerve-force is extinct, that is, where
arterial contraction is most complete. Free play

being thus afforded to the property of contractility

in the arterial muscle, it, like all other muscles,

passes into a state of contraction in proportion to

the absence of nervous influence (Dr. C. B. Radcliffe,

FR.S., "Lectures on Epilepsy," etc., p 100).

Hence, for curative purposes, only a moderately

paralyzing wave of electricity is permissible ; other-

wise undue arterial contraction will induce ansemia

of the brain, with dizziness, loss of consciousness,

and other alarming symptoms, well known to bold

electricians. No one VOI venture to call in (piestion

the fact that electricity produces the effect on the

vascular system here stated, since it has been defi-

nitely proved by direct inspection of the vessels of

the dura mater and pia mater during external ap-

plications of the electrodes to the neck and scalp.

Furthermore, the greatest degree of contraction oc-

cuiTcd at the moments of interrujjtion of the gal-

vanic current, a circumstance which accords with Dr.

Rockwell's greater success with the faradic or inter-

rupted current {(iazette hehdom., Oct. 3d).

Nor is the fact that arterial contraction is thus

produced by electricity at all inconsistent with the

other tact, that electricity, when superficially em-
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ployed, lUftj proJuco local kypersDinia. It doos bo
by tlu) contractions it occusionn in nmscl«'s, which
exorcise tiicni, ivnil thus lilood und ptihiiluni tire at-

tracted to tlicir sulistancc, and, if sullcrinK from dis-

use, their nutrition is iui|irovud. IJiit «»vcn here
the muscle derives udvuntai^e at the expenstt of the
nerve, the function of wliich is temporarily arrestoil

in order that the musch^ may contract. Hence it is,

that the muscles of a lind), whoso motor nerves are
already j)artially paralyzed by diseast>, contract to a
weaker current of electricity than will sullice for the
muscles of a limb whose nerves are acting normally
(Dr. J. Kussell lieynoKls, "Lee. on Clin.' Uses of
Elec"). The weaker current snllices to extinguish
the power of the feebly acting nerves, but fails to
annul the vigorous action of the healthy ones. If
electricity were a stimulus to nervous action, it is

obvious that results the very opi)osite ought to
follow.

I must pass over further discussion of this part of
the subject, in order to notice brieHy a statement
commonly made on high authority, and very gen-
erally accepted, it is that a moderate current of
electricity acts as a stimulant, while a very powerful
current i)aralyzes. (Dr. A. H. Benuet, Brit. Med.
Journal, Jan., 1880, ]>. 4(i ; last " Braithwaite," p.
71.) It is impossible that this jn-oposition can be
true. Electricity is one of the forces of nature, and
the mode of action of the natural forces is necessarily
invariably uniform and consistent. From the spark
of the battery to the flash of lightning there is an
immense progression in jjower, but the addition of
any number of sparks to that of the battery can in

no way change its character or modify its mode of
action, wliich is ever the same, and tends toward the
same goal. Just as the flash of lightning kills, the
battery spark tends to kill, in projiortion to its

power, and only fails to kiU because of its feebleness
and the counter-action of oppo.sing forces. We take
advantage of its weakness (as we do of fire, water,
heat, etc.) to render it beneficial to ns ; and if the
effect i^rodnced is difierent from that of the very
powerful current, or the scathing lightning, it is not
that tlie thing itself has changed its nature or modi-
tied its mode of action. If the greater discharge of
electricity is a paralyzer, the battery spark is a i)ar-

alyzer, too, in i^roportion to its 2)0wer ; the difi'ereflce

being not in quality but in degree. To assert
otherwise is to controvert the jdain teaching of
natural science.

The same law of imiformity applies to the action
of drugs, which are the embodiment of natural
forces ; and any really scientific exposition of their
mode of action must rei:)udiate the ideas now cun-ent,
that a given drug reverses its mode of action in
varying doses, or that it stimulates one nerve or
one portion of a nerve while jjaralyzing another.
(Dr. Ringer, belladonna, etc.).

In conclusion I may add, that a practical experi-
ence of some years in the use of electricity confirms
the views expressed above as to the chai-acter of its

influence on the nervous system. I do not deny its

utility—like other jjaralyzers—in approi)riate cases.
But it bears a wrong label. The en-oneous estimate
which assigns it a ijlace as a stimulant, tonic, or vital-

izer, has been a fruitful source of much charlatanry,
and has led also to numerous erroneous inferences
both in physiology and therajjeutics. Because it

arrested the frog's heart, which it could hardly do as
a stimulant, other nerves, antagonistic to the cardiac
motor nerves, must be found to suit its assumed
action. Hence the pui-elj imaginary "inhibitory"

syBtem of nen-es, with etpially hypothetical inhibitoiy
" contr«'s," arraying the entire field (if innervation in

two hostilt! I'umps, ti»e function of each being to

c<>\niterniand or int«'rdict the action of the other, in-

volving a frightful waste of force in the organism.
\\'e smile now at the Arclueus of I'anicelsUH, that

"imaginary demon" supposed to ))resid(! over cer-

tain bodily functions. Future generations will sndle
at many of the notions of to-day, and recognize the
simph; fact that electricity stojis the heart by jiara-

lyzing its motor ganglia.

Note.—Since the foregoing has passed out of my
hands, I find in the .simple facts of the authentic
exjieriments, ani])le and conclusive proof of the para-
lyzing character of the electric current, in all its jdiases

—intra-polar, extra-polar, direct, and inverse. 1 hope
soon to submit this jjroof to the Editor of the
Kecohd.

-^m— I ^

FOREIGN liODV IN THE URETHRA.
By CHAS. M. seltzer, M.D.,

RESinBNT PHYSICIAN TO TUB EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL, PIIILADKLPIII A.

The following curious case is another instance of that

form of human de^iravity of which we rarely hear,

and then only when the culprit is brought to giief

:

J. Y , aged forty-four years, was admitted to the
hospital August 2()th, comjilaining of pain in his i)eri-

neum, difiiculty in urination, and inability to walk
without great pain. His history was entirely nega-
tive, though a i)undent dischai-ge was seen issuing
from his urethra. Upon making an examination, I

felt a i)rojectiug, hard body in the median line of the
perineum, half-way between the anus and .scrotum

;

this, upon being sharjjly questioned, he confessed to

be what he callcnl a long pencil, that he had at-

tempted to introduce into his lu'ethra while " foolish

from drink " the Saturday night pre^^ous (August
21st), and after it was part way in it slipi^ed from his

fingers, and passed beyond his reach. Upon intro-

ducing the finger into his rectum, the object could
be felt i^rojectiug into the bladder, but the end of it

could not be reached. The bladder was not over-

distended, because the urine dribbled out alongside
of the foreign body. The case was transferred to

the ward of Dr. Chas. B. Nancrede, Surgeon in

charge, and the next day he attemjited to withdraw
the body by means of various urethral forceps and
instruments ; biit fearing the use of too much force,

lest the bladder or urethra be injured, it was deemed
advisable to perform median i^erineal section.

An incision about one and a half inches long was
made into the urethra, in the jierineal median line,

and the end of a wooden handle of a common j^enny
penholder was exposed. This was seized with the
forcei)s, and the entire handle, five inches long, was
withdrawn, the removal of which was followed by
the escajie of a moderate amount of jnis and urine.

The bladder was washed out, and a flexible catheter

introduced through the urethra. Two days later the
catheter was removed, and the jjatient had no diffi-

culty in passing his urine, vei-y little of which camo
through the wound. A wash comjjosed of ac. sali-

cylic, gr. XX., aquie, Oj., was ajiplied to the wound,
and the following infusion given for his cystitis :

U. Foliic buchu,
Folijc uv;e ursi,

Sem. liui . aj | j.

Sodii bicarbonatis 3 ss.

Aqua; buUien Oij.

M. S.—A wineglassful t. i. d.
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His temijerature fluctiiated slightly between 98.5'

and 100 , until the afternoon of the tenth day, when
he had a severe chill, followed by fever, and a tem-
perature of 103.4". Two days later he had another
chill, and rise of temperature to 101.4°. No assign-
able cause could be found for these chills. The
wound was entirely healed at the end of the second
week, when the patient was placed on tonic treat-
ment, and at the end of the third week was discharged
cured.

One of the most noteworthy features of this case
is the fact that for six days this man walked aroiind,
and sometimes actually worked, with this i)iece of
wood, live inches long, lodged in his xirethra and
bladder.

proc\rc53 of iHctiical Science.

Acquired UNI^^:RSAL Leucodekma.—Dr. George
P. Hall, of Belleview, Texas, records a case of leuco-
derma in the Loidsrille Medkal News, September
25, 1880. The affection was at first ascribed to a
partial sunstroke, but an examination of the symp-
toms and course of the disease render it more proba-
ble tliat the primary illness was a remittent fever,

and the skin-affection a true malarial leucoderma.
The i^atient, a dark mulatto, became overheated
while at work, and lay jjrostrate for several hours

;

on recovering from his illness two weeks later he
noticed a circular spot of discolored skin, the size of

a silver dollar, just Ijeneath the i^omum Adami. Oth-
er sjjots of white skin shortly appeai'ed in different

situations, till his whole body became j^ied. This
discoloration proceeded slowly for five years, then
became quite rai)id, and finally the leucoderma be-
came almost universal. There was no evidence of
hereditary or specific taint, the general health was
excellent, and the functions of the skin were in no
wise altered. The jjatient had been under treat-

ment, but without avail.

SUCCESSFXJL, REMOVAIi OF A CeRVICAL TuMOR IN-
CLOSING A Portion op the Pneumogastkic Nerve.—
Prof. Liicke, of Strasburg, reports the following
case : Mrs. K., jet. 28, in 1878 consulted him in re-

gard to a tumor in the right submaxillary region.
She was a well-made woman of healthy comjilexion,
Irat with a rather poorly developed thorax. Her
elder sister had died of hydi'pemia following a ma-
lignant lymphoma of the neck. For this reason the
professor supposed that the i:)resent tumor, which
was oval in shape, movable, and of firm consistency,
had the same character. Accordingly it was re-

moved by a simple operation, and the ^vound healed
by primary intention. Upon examination by Prof,

von Recklinghausen, the tumor was found to lielong
to the hyaline variety of epithelioma, and it was
thought that it had taken its origin from an ulcera-
ted lobule of the submaxillary gland. The parotid
gland was not involved.

In Febniaiy, 1880, the patient again j^resented her-
self with recnn-ent tumors—one in the cicatrix ; a
second, larger one, beneath the right sterno-mastoid
muscle. Functional distur])ances were ai)parently
absent ; the patient's general health was good. The
cicatricial tumor was readily removed, although
there was considerable venous hemoniiage. The
larger tumor was then exiiosed by a longitudinal in-

?isio ' along the border of the muscle ; the latter

was now seen to be so closely united with the tumor
that it had to be cut above and below. The carotid
artery was easily sej)arated from the tumor, but the
l)neumogastric nerve and jugular vein apjieared to lie

entirely surrounded by it. The vein was ligatured
just above the clavicle, and again above the upper
end of the tumor, and the latter was then exsected
together with the inclosed portion of the i)neumo-
gastric nerve. Upon measurement this was found
to be twelve centimetres long. During section of
the nei"S'e disturbances of jjuLse or respiration were
not noticeable. The wounds healed kindly ; on
the tenth day union was complete, supiiuratiou had
not occurred, neither had resi)iratory disturbances
been observed. The pneumogastric nerve was found
to be four times its natural thickness, and was inter-
woven with ijortions of the tumor. In July the pa-
tient was seen again. Her respiration was then
easily "excitable," otherwise normal. The right
arm was weaker than the left, and the shoulder was
not easily lifted. Flattening of right side of neck,
and suijerficial carotid jjulsation. Attacks of cough-
ing were j^rovoked by pressure upon the cicatrix.

The right half of the face, esijecially about the
cheek, was hyijertrophied, which, according to
Li'icke, resulted from the ligature of the jug-alar

xein.—Cenfralbl.f. Chir., September 4, 1880.

A New Method of Applying Pressure in Trau-
matic Aneurism.—Dr. B. E. Palmer, of Sauk Cen-
tre, Minn., rei:)orts a case of traumatic aneurism of
the femoral, resulting from a knife-wound, in which
he made an ingenious use of the plaster-of-Paris
bandage to facilitate the application of jiressure to
the artery. He took a band of coarse, thick Mack-
inaw flannel about six inches wide and long enough
to envelop the thigh and lap over about two inches,
soaked it in a mixture of the plaster, and ajjplied it to
the thigh over the tumor. An aperture was cut in
this band, directly opposite that part of the femoral
artery just below the jjrofunda, where the pressure
was desired. As soon as the plaster had set, about
twenty minutes, a piece of cork, properly shaped and
covered with chamois-skin, was pressed down upon
the artery through this aperture, about an inch of the
cork being allowed to project outside the baud. A
roller-bandage of stout elastic webbing was then ap-
plied around the thigh, outside the plaster liand,
and over the projecting portion of the cork com-
jjress, the tension being increased at every tuni, un-
til pulsation in the popliteal space could be no longer
felt. The aj^pai-atus was allowed to remain in situ
for about twenty-four hours, with very little incon-
venience to the i)atient. On loosening it there was
no return of pulsation, and coagulation of the con-
tents of the tumor seemed to have taken place. In
a few weeks the tumor had become absorlied and
gave the patient no trouble. Dr. Palmer has also
employed this apparatus -^nth gTeat .success in the
treatment of secondary hemorrhage from gunshot
wounds and after amputations, particularly those from
frost-bites, where secondary hemorrhage so frequently
occurs, and where long-continued pressure is neces-
sary.— Chicoffo Mediail Rcvieiv, September 5th.

Hemorrhage from the Gujis Resulting in Death.
—A case of hemorrhagic diathesis in a strumous
patient, which ended fatally from profuse hemorrhage
from the gums, is recorded in the Lovdon Lavcet,

Sei)t. 4tli, by Dr. Thorowgood. The bleeding from
the gums first showed itself a few days before ad-
mission to the West London Hospital." The patient
had previously been subject to profuse htemoi^tysis,
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and at times ha«l found " large blue lumps" on the
chest, over tlio Htenmm, coming without any cause.

The swt'Uings last»»d a few days, and thon disap-
peared. He hud never lind any lia'iiiiit^Miiesis or
mehena, nor any etVusi<m into tljc joints. Hr vol-

unt4HMvd tlie stat«>nient tliat four of his relatives liad

died of the same thing, hut did not know wliiit rela-

ti<uiship tliev hore to liiin. .\fter entering tlie liospitah

the hh'eiling from the gums was eliecked ff)r a few
hours hy astringi-nts, h\it it then returned as bad as

ever. The blood came with a pulse-like motion from
the gums of the last two up])er molars on the right
side ; it was watery-looking and seemed to be arterial.

The teeth were all sound, white, and jminless. On
the second day after admission he began to vomit
black diseoloreil blood at fre(pient intei-\'als, and he
died of exhaustion on the following day.

A C.\SE OF Simple Stkictuke of the Common Bile-
Di'CT, CArsiNo Jaixdk'e and Ascites.—I'rof. (leorge
John.son reports a case of simple .stricture of the com-
mon bile-duct, causing jaundice and ascites, in which
the true nature of the pathological changes was not
suspected until the autopsy. The main phenomena
were : deej) jaundice, followed by gi-eat ascites ; the
disappearance of lioth the jaundice and the ascites

after three tapi)iugs ; the reai)pearance of the same
after an interval of live months. There was no in-

dication of syphilis, no history of gall-stones. The
patient was much relieved by each tapping, and ap-
parently recovered from her illness, but the ascites

always reappeared after a varying interval. A
fourth operation also aHorded gi-eat relief, but four
days afterward she had a rigor, which was followed
by symptoms of i^eritonitis and death. The autopsy
revealed a large amount of dark, turbid liquid in the
abdomen. Liver stained of an olive-green color.

The gall-bladder was distended by dark bile to the
size of a turkey's egg, and extended some distance
below the margin of the hver. The cystic and
hepatic duets were much dilated, the dilatation of
the hepatic ducts extending into the interior of the
liver. The common duct was obstmcted by a lil)rous

thickening of the coats. It was evident from the
lesions that the jaundice was a direct mechanical re-
sult of the constricted gall-duct ; the ascites an in-

direct result. It is interesting to note that, although
the last tapping, when the strength of the patient
had been much impaired, was followed by peritonitis,
the previous three tappings not only afforded gi-eat

relief, but unquestionably prolonged her life in com-
fort for several months.

A Case of Fatty Growths in the Right Attricle.
—Dr. Lewis Schooler, of Nevada. Iowa, reports a
case of fatty tumors of the right auricle in (juil-

Inrd's Medical Journal for August, 1880, with the
following history : Patient, female, set. 22 years, had
suffered from dyspniea and palpitation in the recum-
bent posture, but in the upright position she experi-
enced scarcely any difficulty. The doctor found her
in bed, with jjale countenance, eyes closed, breathing
stertorous, ^julse irregular, sometimes beating regu-
larly for a few seconds, and then there would be
total absence of the jnilse from the radial artery for
a few seconds. Patient was unconscious and evi-
dently dying ; auscultation over the region of the
heart showed the contractions of that organ to be
regular; when the pulse was felt at the wiist
the sounds were normal, and when the jjulse was
absent at wrist the sounds were scarcely discernible.
Patient died in a few minutes. Autopsi/.—Body pre-
sented aU the appearances of one who had died sud-

denly while in good health. Brain normal, Avith

Hiight congestion of the cerebellum. The right
auricle was found to be greatly enlarged, and of a very

dark, almost black color, so great was the vc'nous

congestion. On ojiening the right auricle the cavity

was found to be almost comjileti'ly tilled with two
sejmratt' fatty tumors ; the largest was of oblong form
and measun-d an inch and three-fotii-ths in length
by an inch and one-fourth in width, and about three-

fourths of an inch in thickness; the smaller one was
ovoid in shajje. and was about three-fourths of an
inch in all its diameters. The larger one was attached
to the right over the entrance of the vena cava, and
the smaller was attached to the left of the vena cava,

and to the septum between the auricles. Both were
easily detached without any injury to the wall of the
auricle. On the under surface of the tumors there
was adherent about two ounces of coagulated blood

;

and to the upper ])ortion of the larger tumor there
was adherent a semi-transparent gelatinous substance
which extended into the vena cava about three inches,

and was about one-third larger than a lead-pencil.

A New Operation for the Radical Cure of
Hydrocele.—Dr. BeiTiard Bartow read a jiaper upon
this subject before the Butialo Medical Club, Ai)ril

28, 1880. The operation consists of an incision from
three to four inches in length, in the .scrotum— in the
centre of the hydrocele tumor—extending through
the scrotal tissues until the sac is exposed. The

i

loose connective tissue is then separated from
1 the sac to the extent of about an inch on either

i

side of the line of the incision, exposing about
one-third the circumference of the tumor; the dis-

!

tended sac i)rotruding into the wound renders this
' last step very easy of aecomphshment. Into the

j

most dejiending part of the tumor thus exposed, a
I fine trochar and cauula are introduced, and the fluid

is drawn off, the entire wound being left to close by
gi-anulation. It is intended that air shall not be ad-

mitted into the sac, and it is preferable to make the
incision with antiseptic jjrecautions, and to continue

I

them duiingits subsequent treatment. Of the two
' cases where this ])lan was used, the first was a large

hydrocele that had received no jjrevious treatment,

I
the second case being one in which repeated tap-

ping had been performed. The clinical features
following the operation were very similar to those
following the injection of the sac with tr. iodine. At
the end of nine months there was no sign of a re-

turn of the disease. Following the operation in both
cases, the testicle was movable in its .sac, showing
that obliteration of the sac did not take place. The
recommendation of this operation is based upon the

fact that it is free from the dangerous constitutional

disturbance which is liable to follow inflammation in

an open serous sac—as in the case where a hydrocele >

is incised ; and the prolonged suppuration attending
i

obliteration of the sac by incision is superseded by i

i that which would follow from a suiaerficial wound !

I
only. By preventing access of air to the interior oJ

;

I

the sac, the liability to supijuration within the sac ie

I

almost nil ; this princiiJal danger being avoided, the !

I
method would seem to possess the conditions bj

j

which inflammation could be excited with safety in

I
the sac and suiTounding tissues.

—

Buffalo Medica<
i Jouryud.

I
The Microphont: and Dreams applied to the

j

Dlagnosls of Disease in the St.\te of Incubatios,
is the title of a paper by Dr. M. Macario, published
in the Xic medical. The exaggeration of sound pro-

I
duced by the microphone is said to be so great that
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the steps of a fly sound like the galloping of a horse,

and the author expresses the hope that some ai^pli-

cation may be made of the instrument m the future,

in reference to medicine ; his idea being that we may
with its helji succeed in hearing the sound ])roduced

by the molecular movements and in distinguish-

ing between those prodiiced in health and in latent

pathological processes. If this hope were realized,

we might be able to stitie and strangle in their birth

a number of diseases which are now only recognized
when their ravages are already far advanced. He
has been led to think that this result may be ol)-

tained, by the fact that evidences of latent patho-
logical work are sometimes obtained in dreams.
Certain dreams, he claims, may l)e looked upon as

precursory signs of an undeveloped malady still in

a state of incubation. This fact is demonstrated by
such examples as those of Arnaud de Villeneuve, who
dreamed that he was bitten in the leg by a dog, and
a few days later an anthrax develojjed at the same
place. Galien sjieaks of a man who in a dream saw
himself walking with a stone leg, and a short time
afterward the same leg was stricken with paralysis.

Hippocrates, in his Treatise on Dreams, says that im-
agining oneself crossing rivers, battling with enemies,
gazing at armed men, hideous and ten-ifying objects

etc., is the forerunner of madness. This is verified

at the present day by many practitioners, who have
made the study of nervous diseases a specialty.

Sanguinary congestion and certain hemorrhages are

frequently announced by jjeculiar and chai'acteristic

dreams. Other remarkable cases are cited to i^rove

that if these di-eams are repeateel often, we may con-

sider them as precursory signs of a more or less seri-

ous affection. Now, if certain dreams can make evident
pathological conditions which are still latent, and
which are working their way in the depths of the
organs of the system, it is simply owing to the fact

that a molecular movement imperceptible to our
limited sensibilities is jjassing in these organs, and
the writer asks, inasmuch as the microphone is to

the ear what the microscope is to the eye, why may
not we expect to obtain with it analogous results ?

—

Gaillard's Medical Journal.

Dilated and Mobile Pupil in Epilepsy.—Dr. L.

C. Gray draws attention to the diagnostic significance

of a dilated and mobile pupil in epilepsy. He re-

gards it as a symptom of importance, and states that

by means of it he has been enabled to make a diag-

nosis in several instances where the history of the

attack was uncertain. He describes it as a pujiil

which changes from contraction in a bright light to

dilatation in a shaded light much more quickly than
the normal pupil, sometimes instantaneously, under-
going the changes from dilatation to contraction with
the same facility, and which is, moreover, modei*ately

dilated even in a bright light. An examination of

forty-nine epileptics was made at the Flatlnish and
other institutions, and in all but four of these the

pupil had the characteristics described. These ob-

servations apply only to cases of functional ejiilepsy.

The mobility and dilatation were usually in propor-

tion to the inveteracy and violence of the disease,

although not always so. The cases of ^)e/?7 nud ex-

hibited this phenomenon in a marked degree.

—

Amer. Joiirn. of Med. Sci., Oct., 1880.

A New Reagent for the Detection of Biliary
CJoLORiNG Matter in the Urine —M. Masset de-

scribes in the Archives medicales Belf/es a new
method of testing for bile, which is calculated to

be of service at the onset of certain diseases.

Two grammes of the urine to be examined are

])laced in a test-tube, and acidified with two or

three dro^js of concentrated sTiljihuric acid ; a small

crystal of nitrate of jiotassimn is then drojjped in

in' siich a way that it reaches the urine at the

bottom without touching the sides of the tube.

If the proi)ortion of biliary matter in the urine be
large, its presence is at once indicated by the ap-

l)earauoe of streaks of a magniti<'ent grass-gi-een

coloration ; on shaking the tube this coloration be-

comes uniform and of a deeper shade of gi-een ; it is

unaftected by boiling, and remains unaltered for

several days. If the quantity of biliary princi])les

is extremely small, the liquid in a very short time
acquires a pale gi'een hue, which is as lasting ag the

deeper shades. This coloration is easily detected

by holding up the tube between the eye and the

light, or on looking vertically through the tube and
urine against a white background. Normal urine so

treated takes on a light rose-colored tint.

—

Bulletin

yen. de therap., July, 1880.

Electricity in Lead Colic.—Dr. Eothe, of Alter-

burg, reports the following case : A man employed
in a type foundry recently consulted him on account

of obstinate constipation, which had lasted three

days and was associated with severe colicky i^ains.

Purgatives had failed to produce the desired etfect.

A hypodermic injection of morjjhine was immediately
given, and an emulsion ordered containing ten drojis

of croton-oil to four ounces of castor-oil, a table-

spoonful to be taken every hour. After a sleepless

night the patient was found in the same condition.

A rectal evacuation had not taken place. Several

tablespoonfuls of the emulsion had been vomited.

A new drastic purgative also produced no efiect, and
similar negative results attended other attempts to ob-

tain an action of the bowels. Dr. Rothe then deter-

mined to use the faradic cun-ent to relieve the sj^asm

and obtain peristalsis. One electrode with an olive-

shaped point was introduced high up into the

rectum, and the other armed with a rather large

sponge was applied over the abdomen and to the

lumbar vertebne. During the ten minutes of appli-

cation violent contractions of the abdominal muscles
occurred, and the patient also complained of severe

l^ains. They soon ceased, however, after discontinn-

ance of the electricity. On the following morning the

patient was found to be completely relieved of his

former troubles, and stated that a very copious

rectal evacuation had taken place very shortly after

the use of the faradic current.

—

Memorabilien Mo-
natsch.f prakt. Aerzte, Aug. 31, 1880.

Flaccedity of the Iris in Real Death.—Mr. Joll,

of London, draws attention to the fact that the con-

dition of the iris furnishes a reliable means of de-

termining the question of real or apparent death.

In real death the iris is in a state of complete

flaccidity. This can be easily shown by synchronous

compression of the globe of the eye in two opposite

directions, when the pupil will readily assume an

oval or irregular shai)e, whereas in cases of apparent

death no ordinary amount of compression in this

manner will have the least effect in altering the

usual circular form of the pu])il. This sign is es-

pecially valuable because it is found before the cool-

ing of the body, and before the supervention of

rigor mortis. Mr. Joll states that the value of this

sign was first pointed out bv M. Ripault.

—

British

Med. Jour., Sept. 25, 1880.
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HOSPITAL xMANAGEMENT.
All such as are interested in studying the princi-

ples of hospital management will watch with inter-

est the growing comi)lications in the Guy's Hospital

aflfdir. From all apjwarances it is, if possible, far-

ther than ever from any equitable adjustment of the

respective rights and privileges of the medical staflf

and the governing board. The stand which was

taken by the medical staff—perfectly proper, on the

principle that anything pertaining to the medical

management of the hospital should be left to medi-

cal men—has been not only yielded to the managers,

but a \-irtual ajjology has been offered to them by

some members of the staff for holding such opin-

ions. There has been no doubt a great deal of in-

tliscreet letter-writing in which passionate expres-

sions have taken the place of calm reasoning, and in

which motives rather than principles have been

largely discussed, but an apology for wrong-doing

in those directions was all that could have been rea-

sonably required of dignified gentlemen. But we
imagine that it will be hard for the profession to

understand why, on the trivial pretence of preserv-

ing servile positions, of protecting what are thought

to be the interests of a medical school, the medical

staff should yield a principle that was ijractically

unassailable, and should virtually acknowledge that

even in the medical management of a hospital

they have no rights. In all the history of hos-

pital mismanagement, in the record of all the quar-

rels which have ever taken place between the medi-

cal and lay boards of such institutions, there is no

more humiliating spectacle of abject truckling to

expediency than is presented to the medical world

by some of the medical staff of Guy's, The lay

board in the hospital, taking advantage of the situ-

ation, have shown renewed courage in declaring

that the power is entirely in their hands and that

the staff must in future behave with becoming re-

spect to Bnch authority. Thus the matter stands at

])reapnt, and the staff have the melancholy satisfac-

tion of knowing that they have not only lost a grand

opi»ortuuity of settling a great question, but have

compromised their inlluence with their brethren to

the extent of never being trusted again in any emer-

gency recjuiring cool judgment, self-respect, and

moral fortitude. Tliere was no more favorable op-

portunity than lias l)een offered l)y this discussion

to opon the eves of the public concerning the ob-

jectionable features of the lay management of some

hospitals, and to bring about the necessary reforms.

But, for the present, such an oi)i)oi-tunity has been

lost to the i)rofession hy the surprising action of the

medical stall' of the hospital in question. It would

have been far better for this staff never to have

touched upon the question of rights, to have suf-

fered their infringement in silence, than to have in-

vited public discussion concerning them, only in the

end to advertise a weakness to tlie world, which is

the more deplorable because inexcusable. There is

now a hope that the charter of the hospital may be

altered to prevent too much lay interference in fu-

ture ; but what would have been comparatively easy

before the back-down of the staff, will now be likely

to be attended with great difficulty. The only hope

now left to the friends of the sick poor, for whom
the hospital was primaiily intended, is that the staff

will not destroy a last chance by another ignomin-

ious apology.

It was veiy unfortunate that the governors should

have insisted in changing the nursing system of the

hospital without consulting the staff, but still worse

was it for the staff, after complaining, as it had a

right to do, of such interference, not only to change

its %-iews, but to ask forgiveness for ha^-ing held

them.

PROGRESS OF PSYCHIATRY IN THIS COUXTRT.

In Febi-uaiT, 1880, Dr. J. C. Shaw, Medical Superin-

tendent of the King's County Insane Asylum, burned

all the camisoles, wristlets, strait-jackets, and otlier

forms of restraining apparatus in his institution. Dr.

Shaw did not, in the Byronic matter, awake the next

morning and tind himself famous ; but he did, never-

theless, perform an act which will make his name
historic among alienists, since he now stands as the

first American physician to do away entirely with

mechanical restraint in the treatment of the insane.

The significance of Dr. Shaw's (in a very literal

sense) burnt offering to psychiatry and liberty was

very forcibly brought out at the meeting of the Soci-

ety for the Protection of the Insane and the Preven-

tion of Iu.sanity, an account of which is given else-

where in this issue. The remarks and discussion on

that occasion tended, in genei-al, to furnish the au-

dience with a view of the condition of psychiatry in
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EnroiJe as compared with that in America. It was

shown beyond all cavil that American insane asylnnis

and the American methods of caring for the insane,

are at present behind those of Europe. Home of the

special deficiencies of our system mentioned were,

the large asylum buildings, the lack of central super-

vision, the interference of politics with executive man-

agement, the too gi'eat use of mechanical restraints,

and the absence of systematic emjjloyment of i)atients.

It was because a radical method had been applied,

in the King's County Asylum, for the relief of the

last two deficiencies, that its superintendent received

such prominent notice and commendation. But,

though Dr. Shaw has done something for psychiatry

and the insane, there is a great deal still to be ef-

fected. The sociologist in this country finds himself

confronted with two indubitably established facts.

The one is that insanity is increasing faster, propor-

tionately, than the popiilation, and faster probably

than it increases in some, if not all, other civilized

countries.

The other fact is that the management of the in-

sane, as a whole, is worse here than it is in the lead-

ing European countries, and is eminently behind the

age. This condition of things does not imply that

much has not been done to help our insane, or that

we have not humane and skilful alienists among us.

But it does show that some further earnest work is

demanded, and it is in response to such demand that

the association has been organized whose recent

meeting we chronicle. Radical reform can only come

when the people see its need and call for it. There

must, therefore, be organized effort to instriict the

peoi^le, and this is one of the ends toward which the

association in question intends to direct itself.

At the same time it must be shown in what par-

ticular ways a reform can be obtained, and upon this

point nothing could be more wise or practical than

the remarks of the Rev. Ai-thur Brooks in his plea

for breaking up the jjresent union of politics with

the administration of charities. There are plenty of

illustrations of the injuriousness of this union, but

none more striking than the fact, which is currently

reported, that one of the State Asylum superintend-

elits has been working all the past summer to secure

the failure of the investigation now being made by a

Senate Committee into the condition of the state in-

sane.

But while ptiblic feeling is being thus aroused and

properly directed, something can meanwhile be done

by urging all possible improvements in asylums as

they now exist. This has been ilhastrated by the

work of Dr. Shaw.

Taking it altogether, there is gi-eat reason to be-

lieve that we shall before long see much advance in

the care and treatment of our insane. The interest

in the subject is steadily increasing, and reaches both

medical men and the laity. The National Associa-

tion has an extensive and increasing membership of

a character which commands respect, and insures a

constant activity ; and constant agitation means ulti-

mate success.

ACTS AND OKDINANCES TO REGULATE THE SALE OF POI-

SONS IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YOllK.

An Act, that of 1872, is in force, ? 7 of which de-

clares :
" It shall be unlawful for any person from and

after June 1, 1872, to retail any jioison enumerated

in Schedules A and B, as follows to wit :

" Schedule A.—Arsenic and its preparations, coito-

sive sublimate, white and red jDrecipitate, biniodide

of mercury, cyanide of potassium, hydrocyanic acid,

strychnia, and all other poisonous vegetable alka-

loids and their salts, essential oil of bitter almonds,

opium and its i^reparations, except paregoric and

other i^reparations of opium containing less than

two grains to the ounce."

" Schedule B.—Aconite, belladonna, colchicum, co-

nium, nux vomica, henbane, savin, ergot, cotton-root,

cantharides, creosote, digitalis, and their j^harmaceu-

tical preparations ; croton-oil, chloroform, chloral'

sulphate of zinc, mineral acids, carbolic and oxalic

acids, without distinctly labelling the bottle, box,

vessel, or paper in which said poison is contained,

Poison."

"The provisions of these sections shall not apply to

the dispensing of poisons in not unusual qunntitiea or

doses, upon theprescriptions ofpractitioners of medicine.

And nothing shall apply to, or interfere with the

business of any practitioner of medicine who does

not keep open shop for the retailing of medicines and

poisons ; nor with the business of wholesale dealers,

except by | 7, and the penalties for its violation."

It will be seen by this act, if a physician prescribes

unusual quantities or doses of poisons, the apothecary

is called upon to put a i^oison label upon the bottle,

box, or paper, etc., containing the medicine so pre-

scribed.

It must be admitted that physicians sometimes

order large doses of active medicine, generally by

design, sometimes by mistake, and that the public

is entitled to protection in this direction, and some

pharmacists, instead of putting on a poison label,

wisely and kindly use a cautionary one, viz. :
" Use

ONLY AS directed; Take care in measuring the

DOSES ; or. Use with care." In the German jiharma-

copoeia there is a table A, of eighty-six medicines,

designating the largest doses for an adult, which the

physician must not exceed in his prescription when

intended for internal use, unless he adds an excla-

mation point (!) as a sign to the apothecary that he

is fully aware what he is prescribing, and has made

no mistake ; otherwise the apothecary is compelled

by law to refuse to put up and dispense the prescrip-

tion.
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Would it not be well for our physicians to adopt

a like method, and also to order labels : To be um-d

with cure: or, To he used imlif as (lirected; or, Take

care in wiixurinij the iloses, etc.

Coniparativoly few mistakes are made by learned

physicians and skillod pliarniacists ; still, a few do

oofiir and create great excitement in the public

mind. So great has this grown from late occnn-en-

ces—notably one at Long Branch—that tlie Common
Council of New York are, or were, on the point of

passing a most mischievous ordinance, ordering every

apothecary to put a poison label upon all prescrip-

tions of physicians containing " arsenic, aconite, bel-

ladonna, conium, gclseminum, nux vomica, opium,

hyoscyamiis, stramonium, veratrum viride, and all

medicinal substances composed of them, wholly or in

part, or derived from them ; corrosive sublimate,

biniodide of mercury, hydrocyanic acid, all cyanides,

oil of bitter almonds, oxalic acid, phosphorus, and

veratria, and all couii)ounds and preparations of these

substances."

"We have learned that the above list was given to

the Committee on Law of the Common Council by a

well-known jihysician, whose name often appears ap-

pended to certificates for i^ropi-ietary articles, inter-

views with reporters, etc., etc. He cannot be accused

of ignorance, but carelessness or mischief toward the

Common Council and to the medical profession may
be perhaps inferred. In the first place, many of the

compounds .of phosijhonis, such as the phosjihates

of soda and iron, are almost inert, and the phos-

phites and hyjjophosijhites, and the numberless

syrups composed of them, are not i)oisonous. In the

second place, it would be very difiicult to kill any

person with any ^preparation of hyoscyamus, except

hyoscyamia. The same holds tme of belladonna and

conium. Digitalis, colchicum, and lobelia are far

more dangerous. In the third place, the smallest

quantities of the interdicted medicines must be la-

lielled j)()iso>i by the apothecary, from the thirtieth

dilution of the homceopathist up ; while physi-

cians generally prescribe these medicines in such

small doses that they are no longer poisons.

We understand that Dr. John C. Peters took the

stand before the Law Committee of the Common
Council that the ordinance was not only a reproach

and injury to the medical profession, but was aimed
in the wrong direction if it was intended to protect

the public, as more poisons were dispensed in

the shape of secret, projjrietary, and patent medi-
cines, than from physicians' prescriptions ; that even

a celebrated soothing-synip had caused death, and
was generally supposed to contain morphine ; that

almost all secret and patented cough-syrups con-

tained opium in some shape ; that most of the hair-

dyes contained lead and were poisonous, and under
the latter should be enumerated all jDatented worm-
lozenges, lung-balsams, blood-purifiers, cough-can-

dies, carminatives, teething cordials— Godfrey's,

Dalby's ; heart-correctors, cough-dro])s, worm-drops,

invigorating drops, elixirs, inchidingMfMnnn's, were

poisonous. ])r. IN^ters insisted that all these j)atented

and i)roprietary artichss were more worthy of having

poison labels upon them than jdn'sicians' prescrip-

tions containing the same articles. Also very many
of the pills, powders, etc., made by the great manu-

facturing druggists ; and last, not least, all the pre-

scriptions which are duplicated by apotliecaries with-

out special directions from the i)hysicians, which are

even dispensed to others for whom they had never

been prescribed.

tlcports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

SlfUed Meeting, October 27, 1880.

Dr. T. E. SATTERTHWArrE, PRE.SIDENT, IN THE ChAIB.

Dr. Carpenter reported, on behalf of the Miscrosco-

pical Committee, that the heart jiresented at the

last meeting by Dr. Briddon was the seat of fatty

degeneration and that the deposit was calcareous

rather than osseous. The breast, also presented by
Dr. Briddon, was a specimen of ordinarv carcinoma.

Dr. Satterthavaite presented a specimen of fib-

rinous pericarditis, cirrhotic kidney, and chronic dif-

fuse ne|)liritis, on behalf of a candidate for admission

to the Society.

ATONY OF BLADDER—CONGE.STED MUCOUS IIEXIBRANE.

Dr. W. M. Carpenter presented a section from
the anterior wall of the bladder of a man, aged twen-

ty-eight years, who had been under medical obsen'a-

tion as a i)atient for nine days before his death in

Bellevue Hospital. At the post-mortem examination

the bladder was found overdistended with urine,

containing about thirty-eight ounces of this fliiid.

The man was reported to have passed the normal
qiiantity of water, and attention was not iiai-ticularly

directed to the bladder. On opening the latter and
removing the larine, a condition of the mucous mem-
brane was discovered which seemed to have a bear-

ing upon the possible occurrence of cystoiThagia.

The entire surface of the memV»rane was intensely

injected. Dr. C. thought that, in case the bladder

had been suddenly evaciiated and the pressure of

urine thereby i-emoved from the injected vessels,

cystorrhagia would have occurred. "The patient, at

tiie time of admission, was suflfering from phthisis.

His body presented a museum of jiathological speci-

mens. The lungs, too, contained miliary tubercles,

and there was a ca^'ity in the left apex. The liver

was large and probably fatty. There was the large

white kidney on both sides. The right of these

organs was thickly studded with tubercles. There
were no tubercles in the walls of the bladder. The
urethra was not the seat of stricture, and there had
been no purely mechanical impediment to the flow

of iirine. The ureters were moderately dilated, prob-

ably due to the setting back of the urine from the

overdistended bladder. The urine was one-third al-

buminoTis. No examination was made for casts. The
immediate cause of death was uraemic coma.
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Dk. Post asked if atony of the bladder at that a^^e

was not a very nni;snal condition. Also if it were
possil)le that a jjaralysis of a central organ conld ex-

ist witlioiit a corresi)onding paralysis of the ex-

tremities.

Dr. Carpenter stated that he had seen retention

of urine apjiarently from simple atony of the bladder,

in a patient aged sixteen years. This condition ex-

isted a week, requiring catheterization during that

period.

Dr. Post thought that such a case might be re-

garded as one of si)asmodie retention, as occurs in

hysterical females. In tliis connection he referred

to a similar one which occurred to him while house
surgeon of the New York Hosijital. The patient was
a female, who, if not relieved by catheterization three

times daily would develop symptoms, which simula-

ted those of i^eritonitis, for the relief of which blood-
letting appeared to be the only remedy.

Dr. Carpenter remarked that there was no special

nervous element in his case.

Dr. Sell referred to the case of a young married
man, who was unable to pass his water in any one's

presence, and when on jury duty would suffer from
retention because he would be accompanied to the

closet by an attendant of the court.

Dr. Satterthwaite remarked that the bladder was
very often found full at a jjost-mortem examination.

As he iinderstood it, the point made by Dr. Post
was whether there could be any paralysis of the mus-
cular coat of the bladder without a general paralysis

of the lower extremities.

Dr. Carpenter supposed it was well recognized

that retention of urine was common when the blad-

der was simply overdistended.

Dr. Post remarked that such a state of things was
due to atony, but not to paralysis.

Dr. Lange asked if the stagnation of blood in the

mucous membrane of the bladder was due to the re-

moval of the pressure of the urine or to inflammatory
action.

Dr. Carpenter thought that it was from the re-

moval of pressure.

Dr. Lange believed that the acceptance of such a

view depended entirely ujion the thickness of the

walls of the bladder.

Dr. Briddon stated that this sudden removal of

pressure from the blood-vessels and the consecpient

varicose condition thereby invited were, according to

some authorities, the explanation for the shock which
occurs when the overdistended bladder is suddenly
evacuated.

THE PATHOLOGX OF DTSMENORRHCEA.

Dr. Tausky presented a specimen of dysmenor-
rhsel membrane discharged by a young lady aged
nineteen years. She commenced to menstruate at

fourteen years of age, and continued to do so regu-

larly without discomfort until her seventeenth year,

when she began to suffer from excruciating uter-

ine pains. At each of these attacks she would pass

membranes such as the one exhibited. He remarked
that he had met with but one case similar to the

above, and presented the sjjecimen on account of its

rarity. A microscopical examination would be made
by Dr. Heitzmann.
Dr. Putnam-Jacobi remarked that the pathology

of membranous dysmenorrhoea had received a gi'eat

deal of light from the researches of Drs. George
and Frances Haggan, of England, who published an
article on the subject in the Anl/ir/ib- (ij/utfkulof/ie

some three years ago. They found in the uterine

mucous membrane of all the mammalian animals

which they examined, a "dei)osit" of embryonic
tissue existing under the epithelium. To the forma-

tive activity of this tissue was due the develoi)nient

of the mucous mem1)rane at the beginning of preg-

nancy. She had occasion to study it in the uterus of

rabbits. A lesser degree of formative activity in

this same tissue than is aroused in i:)regnancy i)ro-

vides for the production of the superficial layers of

mucous membrane which desquamate in menstrua-

tion. In endometritis, as in other inflammations,

this embryonic tissue was in excess— a fact which
explained many, if not all, the symptoms of the dis-

ease. A continuous succession of stages might be

traced from the thickened mucous membrane of or-

dinary endometritis to that degree of excess in the

paroxysmal formative activity of the embryonic tis-

sue, which led to the development of a membrane
necessarily extended as a foreign body as soon as

its gi-owth was arrested by termination of the par-

oxysm.
The Drs. Ilaggan believed that the nervous influ-

ences presiding over that plastic jirocess emanated
from the same source in the case of the dysmenor-
rha3al and of the normal decidua, namely, from the

ovary. Membranous dysmenorrha?a was a highly ex-

aggerated endometritis, dependent ultimately upon
a special form of ovarian irritation, in which the

most characteristic function of the ovarian nerves

was called into play by an abnormal instead of a

normal stimulus.

Dr. EiPLEY referred to a case in his practice in

which a dysmenorrhoeal membrane was thrown off",

and in which he dilated the cervix a week before the

menstrual jjeriod, and applied to the mucous mem-
brane of the uterus an eighty-grain solution of iodine.

This plan of treatment resulted only in the jjreven-

tion of the dischasrge of dysmenorrha?al membrane
in the following menstruation. Dr. Sims had ad-

vised the application of strong nitric acid to the mu-
cous membrane, but this advice was not followed.

Dr. Pittnam-Jacobi remarked that, theoretically

speaking, there appeared to be an impropriety in

such a plan of treatment as carried out by Dr. Eip-

ley. It seemed to her that an excessive develop-

ment of the embryonic tissue would be invited

thereby, and besides, in the pre menstrual period

such ajiplications were apt to be followed by danger-

ous consequences.
Dr. RrPLEY replied that at the time he used the

application he did not know that there were any set-

tled views in regard to the pathology of the affection.

In that particular case no bad result followed the

application. He was not quite certain that there

was any special danger in making such applications

during the pre-menstrual week. On the contraiy, he

believed that the danger was especially gi-eat in mak-
ing such applications the week after menstruation,

as at that time the uterine mucous membrane was,

so to speak, more exposed.

Dr. Pcttnam-Jaoobi remarked that an Extended

observation m a large numl)er of cases had proved

that after the menstrual i)eriod the whole uterus was
in a quiescent state. In this connection she referred

to a case in which, by some misunderstanding as to

the time of menstruation, she had made an applica-

tion to the uterus a week preceding the period, and
that metritis was the result. She was strongly con-

vinced that the occurrence of many cases of metritis

was due to the fact that the ditterence l)etween mak-
ing applications during the pre- and post-menstrual

periods was not taken into account.
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Dii. K1HI.EY n'pliiHl that it woh a very comuion prac-

tice ti) (lilato tlie corvix just before ineiistruiition

mul luiiki! iinpliciitions to the uterus, iiml thut such

ft priu'tiee wns not, as a ruU', followed h\ had results.

In eases of sterilitv with narmw eervix, the latter

was dilated with a sponn«i-tent, whieh wius introilueed

durinj; the pre-nienstrual i>eriod and allowed to re-

main for some time in direct eontact with the mu-
cous membrane of the cervix and fundus. This
latter practice had been adopted by the best men of

the city, at least up to a vers' recent date.

TIIE THE.\TMENT FOR TAPE-WOKM.

Db. Tausky presented a second specimen, which
consisted of the head of a tienia solium. The in-

terest in the .same centred in the fact that this i)art

of the worm was, on account of its small size, seldom
found in the stools. In connection with the speci-

men he described his plan of treatment for tape-

worm as follows ; three ounces of the ])omcgranate

root is soaked for twenty-four hours in ei}<ht ounces
of water. This was then l)oiled down to three oun-

ces, to which were added three ounces of the etherial

extract of male fern, one and one-half drachm of

sulphuric ether, two drachms of fluid extract of vale-

rian, one drojj of croton-oil, and one and one-half

ounce of honey. The jjatient then abstained from aU
food, save herrings and onions, and also from water.

Dose : One-third every half-hour, as soon as the

patient felt intestinal contractions or colic, whether
this was after the first, the second, or third dose.

One ounce of castor-oil was administered hourly, in

cold, black coffee, without sugar, until the worm was
expelled. In case the vermicide mixture caused
nausea, lemonade, ice-ijills, or strong, cold, black

coffee without sugar, relieved it. The jireparatoiy

treatment was a tlose of castor-oil forty-eight hours
before taking the worm-meilicine, so as to empty the

bowels thoroughly of fieces. Milk diet exclusively

for twenty-four hours following the laxative, and the

twenty-four hours before taking the mixture the pa-

tient abstained from food and drink, except that he
occasionally took a little salad, made up of salt her-

ring, onions, and garlic. After the worm was ex-

pelled, mucilaginous food only was taken for a day
or two, and a starch and laudanum enema in case of

tenesmus.
Dk. Sell remarked that he had had the same suc-

cess with virtually the same kind of prescription.

Dr. Van Giesen asked if any of the members had
had experience with the aspidium marginale in these

cases. The herb belonged to the same family as the

male fern, and was indigenous. He had used it in a

single case, but did not succeed in bringing away the

head, at least he did not find the latter. The time
for collecting the aspidium was during the fall, just

before the tojis began to die. After allowing it to

dry for a few weeks, it could then be treated the

same as the roots of the male fern.

Dr. Carpenter called attention to a report on this

drug made by a member of the State Pharmaceutical
Association at the recent meeting of that body, as

jjublished in the Medical Record. The report was
to the effect that the vermifuge was equally effica-

cious with the male fern.

Dr. Lewis Smith stated that it was the custom, in

treating cases of tsenia in the childi-en's out-door
dei^artment of Belle%"ue Hospital, to give them as

large doses as usually prescribed for adults. He had
never seen any harm following the practice. He
thought that the usual dose as given to children was
too small.

Dk. Brldikis Hai<l that ho never failed witli di*achm-

doses of male fern. He usually administered the

latter in an ounce of olive-oil. Forty-eight hours
l)eforo the j)atient took a dose of .salts and senme

;

for twenty-four hours Ix^fore, Ixcf-tea only; twelve

hours before, a dose of castor-oil, and then the ver-

mifuge the morning afterward.

HEABT-CLOT AND SACCfLATED ANEUBIHM.

Dr. Van Giksen presented a specimen thought to

contain an ante-mort«'m heart-clot. He had not seen

the i)atient during life, and the .specimen was brought
to him by Dr. I'ulda, of Brooklyn, the attending
physician. The j)atient, a man aged twenty-five

years, first ajjjdied to Dr. Fulda, August 2d, for the

relief of extreme dysjuio.'a. The latter was his only

sym2Jtom. Ho had had a jjrevious attack on July
4th, and also one seven years i)reviou.sly.

On i)hysii'al exploration of the chest the apex-beat
I of the heart was found two inches below the normal
I level and nearer to the median line. There was a
' mitral murmur with various brf)n(;hial sounds over

I
both lungs. Area of precordial dulness was very

1 much increased. Dr. Sauford, who was called in

consultation, detected an aortic murmur. The diag-

nosis was cardiac dilatation. The man died August
yth. A limited autopsy only was made. At the

autojisy a heart-clot of considerable firmness, but
with no prints of the valves, was found in the left

ventricle. The mitral and aortic valves were insuf-

ficient, and there was a commencing sacculated

aneurism of the ascending aorta.

ecbolic effect op strychnia.

Dr. J. Lewis Smith jiresented a specimen with the

following history : On October 11th a plethoric and
robust German woman, about eight months advanced
in her first jiregnancy, according to our reckoning,

called at my ofldce for treatment. She stated that

her only ailment was numbness of the fingers of both
hands, and a pricking sensation in them as if they

were asleep. Her imlae was strong and regular, her
features rather florid and of healthy asjiect, and her
temperature ai)parently normal. Her urine, obtained

two days subsequently, was found free from albumen.
Two remedies were prescribed, namely : citrate of

magnesia, on account of her plethoric state, although

there was no constipation, and -},; or 7,^^ jiart of a

grain of strychnia in sugar-coated pill three times

daily. On the following day the medicine was taken

as directed, and the bowels were opened. She took
three doses of the stiychnia, with an iuter\al of six

hours between the doses, in all one-tenth of a gi'ain.

The following night was passed comfortably, the

numbness and pricking of the fingers having cea.«ed ;

but about eight o'clock on the following moiuing, be-

fore another dose of the medicine had been taken,

unexpected symptoms of uterine contraction com-
menced. Several hours elapsed before I was called.

The pains were different from those of ordinary

labor. They were more jjersisteut, so that nearly

half the time her breathing was accomj^anied by a

low moan. The pain at first had been felt in the

u^jper part, or fundus of the uterus, near the epigas-

trium, but it grachially extended over the entire

organ. It was not felt at all, or was felt but slight-

ly in the back. The uterus, examined through the

abdominal walls, seemed firm as if its muscular fibres

were in a state of moderate tonic contraction, and
the OS uteri, examined per vaginam at different times

through the day, was closed and uniformly rigid. The
uterine contractions had no effect in dilating it.
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At my first visit the pulse was natural and sur-

face cool, but in a few hours the surface became hot,

the face flushed, and the i^ulso rose to lOH j)er min-
ute aud was full. During this time of febrile move-
ment there was occasional vomiting, and the entire

laterus was tender on pressure. The symptoms, in-

deed, bore considerable resemblance to those of in-

cipient peritonitis of mild form, but the temi)erature

after the pain had begun to abate I found nearly

normal.
In the afternoon of the 13th, being satisfied that

the pains were not those of normal labor, I pre-

scribed a mixture, containing the deodorized tincture

of oi)ium and (!am2)hor, but the doses were vomited,

and therefore seemed to have little efi'ect. The night

of the 13th was jjassed without sleep and in i)ain,

but early in the following morning I prescribed pt)w-

ders of sulphate of morphia, w'hich were retained

aud in the course of a few hours produced entire re-

lief of symptoms.
During the next twenty- four hours no pains oc-

curred, namely, from the morning of the lith to

that of the 15th. The uterine tenderness gradually

abated, the os uteri had apjjarently undergone no
change, and it seemed probable that the full term of

gestation would be comjileted. However, on the
morning of the 15th the pains returned, but this

time with more distinct intermissions, and normal
in their nature, and in the following evening the

child was born. Nothing unusual occurred during
the labor, and the mother has made a good recovery.

The infant presented the appearance of prema-
turity, wo;ild not nurse from the nipi^le of the moth-
er, but nursed from an artificial nij^ple (Neidlin-

ger's) ai^plied over that of the mother. It had no
lividity, its respiration was normal, its cries strong.

It had a scanty gi'owth of hair, and its nails were
developed. Its evacuations also were normal. But
by the second or third day it began to be icteric,

and before its death became much so, the urine ju-o-

ducing a deep yellow stain in the diaper. In the

afternoon of the fifth day it refused to nurse, and
was perhaps somewhat weaker. It was not sup-

posed, however, to be in any immediate danger, and
it was as iisual j^laced ujjon its side, at a little dis-

tance from the mother, in the same bed. After a

little time the nurse examining it found it dead.

The point of chief interest in this case was the ap-

parent causative relation of the strychnia to the mis-

can'iage. It would seem from this case that strych-

nia should, like large doses of quinine, be one of

the forbidden remedies for pregnant women ; and
the interesting question arises whether nux vomica,
now recommended by the highest authorities for the

naiisea of pregnant women, should not be used with
caution.

There was nothing of siaecial interest in the jaun-

dice, as it is common in the new-born, especially the

weakly and premature. The explanation of its oc-

currence, which I think is generally accepted by the

profession, is that given by Frerich and others,

namely, that its cause is not catarrhal, as in the or-

dinary form of icteiais, but that it originates from
the diminished fulness and tension of the blood-

vessels within the liver consequent on ligature of

the cord and the cutting off of the supi^ly of blood
through the umbilical vein. For, if immediately
after birth the cii'culation be for any reason feeble,

as in premature infants, and the tension of the
blood-vessels witliin and around the hepatic lobules

be diminished, a part of the bile produced in the

hepatic cells would, by the law of difiusion, enter

these vessels instead of the bile-ducts, and the pres-

ence of bile in the Idood in notable quantity is all

that is required to cause jaundice.

Permission was obtained to examine the heart and
lungs of the infant. The heart seemed normal, there

being the usual valvular sjjring of the foramen ovale.

The left cavities were emjjty, while the right con-

tained considerable dark fluid blood. The lungs

were dark, colla})sed, and non-crcpitant. They re-

sembled in ai)i)earance the fetal lungs, although

the infant during its short lifetime had cried vigor-

ously, and its respiration had been normal. It

seemed that the contractility of the lungs had ex-

l)elled nearly all the air which it had contained.

Dk. Putnam-Jacoiu, in connection with the symp-
tom of jjariesthesia, as manifested in the patient,

exjiressed the opinion that it was dotibtless con-

nected with the nervous jdienomena of i>regnancy.

In other cases it was associated with a gouty diathe-

sis, and simple amemia ; Dr. Putnam, of Boston, had
l^resented a paper on this subject in which he had
collected twenty-five or thirty cases of para?sthesia.

He was unable to find the evidences of central lesion

in any of them. Dr. Gibney had seen three similar

cases and he did not believe that any treatment was
available. A possible exception to this rule was that

of a strong, robust man, who was greatly annoyed by
pariBsthesia of the ulnar asjject of the forearms. In
that case actual cautery over the entire area of pai'Ois-

thesia was attended with a good resiilt.

Dk. Van Giesen stated that of four cases of j^ara^s-

thesia he had seen within the past eighteen months,
two were evidently due to malarial influences. Both
were permanently cured by quinine and nux vomica.

In the other two cases treatment was unavailable.

Dr. Beiddon believed that the condition of j^ara'S-

thesia was deiaendent ujjon some of the forms of

toxpemia. He had found it most commonly associ-

ated with gastro-intestiual disturbances and in the

rheumatic aud gouty diatheses.

Dr. Putnam-Jacobi thought that strychnine was
very liable, in the latter months of jiregnancy, to

invite i^remature uterine contractions.

Dr. J. G. Peters was accustomed to give from
three to five drops of nux vomica thrice daily for the

nausea of jsregnancy. He had never seen any bad
eflects therefrom.
Dr. Eipley remarked that Piinger advised even

smaller doses of the same drug for that symptom.
Dr. Peters beUeved that the doses thus advised

were too small to be of real service.

aneurism of MIDDIiE cerebral RUPTtTRING INTO THE
left ventricle.

Dr. Ridlon presented an aneurism of the middle
cerebral artery with the following history : Peter

W , aged thirty nine years, Sweden, i^iano-maker,

came under observation December 29, 1879.

Complains of pain and stiffness in back, and head-

ache ; feels strong and looks so
;

' apjietite good;
sleeps w^ell

;
pulse, 72 ; temperature, 98.2^ ; bowels

consti2:)ated.

Has had rheumatism several times during last

fourteen years ;
present attack has lasted nearly six

weeks.
At 3 A. M., January 6th, after passing a comfortable

night (the condition having remained unchanged up
to this time), })atient was found wildly delirious, and
with great difficulty was forced back into bed. After

an hour he became quiet and breathed hea\-ily. At
8 A. M. he was comatose, breathing stretorously

;

pujjils normal; pulse, 72, full and strong; mine
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ilniwii ; foiiml to \>v acid, spccifu' gravity, 1015, Al-

buinon, 15 \wt cent. No casts.

When seen at 2.30 p.m., respiration, 5r)
; pnlso,

130; temperature, lOJ.H (axilla). The lines of the

left face are less marked than those of the right.

Has not moved hand or foot.

January 7th, H .v.m.—No longer breathing stertorons-

Iv ; conjunctiva" sensitive. Pupils somewhat contract-

ed. Facial muscles react to irritation. Has moved right

hand. Choreiform movements of Hngei-s most marked
on right side. Resi)iration, ()0 ; tenii)erature, 101°.

Heart-l)eats. ICA. Cannot l>e counted at the wrist.

At this point it was learned from the jjatient's

friends that sixteen days before he came under obser-

vation, following a severe attiick of rhenmati.sm, he
had suddenly fallen down ([uite unconscious ; that
unconsciousness and delirium alternated for ten

days. It is not known that there was any paralysis.

At 6 p.m. coma had deepened. Rcsjuration, -48;

temperature, 105.5° (axilla)
; i)ulse, 200 (?j. He died

half an hour later.

Autojisy twenty hours after death : rigor mortis
well marked. Body fairly nourished. Both lungs
firmly adherent all over. Hypostatic congestion
exists. Lung-tissne does not sink in water. Heart
hypertroi)hied throughout. Mitral and aortic valves
thickened and slightly insufficient. Aorta somewhat
atheromatous. Intestines bound down by old ad-
hesions. Kidneys showed -slight amount of par-

enchymatous nephritis. Liver large, fatty, soft, and
congested. Si)leen soft, pulpy, and of normal size.

The meningeal veins of the l>rain were distended.
No signs of hemorrhage at either convexity or l)ase.

On section, the right lateitil ventricle was filled with
a soft blood clot which extended through the septum
lucidum into the anterior horn of the left ventricle.

The clot was most fiiiu and darkest in the anterior
horn of the right ventricle. Following the clot for-

ward, in tlie anterior wall of the ventricle, between
the anterior cornua and the fissure of Sylvius, was
found a small firm mass.

After the anterior half of the right hemisphere
had been macerated the arteries were drawn out.

About half an inch from the beginning of the middle
cerebral artery (right side), where it gives otF its first

large branch, in the acute angle formed l)v the artery
and its branch was found an aneurism about the size

of a white bean. It was ruptured at about the
junction of its proximal and middle thirds, the
proximal third being empty and collai3sed, and the
remaining two-thirds capjjing over a firm yellow clot

which seemed of a size to fill the sac. No other
aneurisms were found.

VENTR-VIj HERN'I.\ COXTArTDfG HTPEKTROPHIED OMENTUM.

Dr. E. C. AVexdt presented a specimen of the
above, with the following statement : This case can
claim no interest Ijeyond that which naturally belongs
to every rare pathological condition. The hernia Mas
found as an accidental comiilication in an old man
who died at the St. Francis Hosj^ital from a disease
which had no connection with its jjresence. The
tumor apjieared at the junction of the umbilical
and right lumbar regions, and somewhat below the
umbiheus. It presented the clinical chai-acters of a
lipoma, being soft, painless, and freely movable un-
der the skin. Beyond slight mechanical discomfort
it had never been the source of trouble to the patient.

"UTien the abdomen was ojiened at the antojisy, the
hernial neck was foTind to be very narrow, and on
one lateral half the omentum adhered to it. The
hernial sac consisted of attenuated peritoneum with

an abundance of Hubpcritoneal fat. The omental
cont<>nts of the sa*- ditl't-red from tlu' normal omen-
tum, in presenting larger fat lobules. Between the
latter numerous adhesicms also existed. Tiie site of

the hernia cf)n-esj»ond('(l about to the lower linea

transversa, but there was no ajjparent attenuation of

the abdominal parietes.

MAXKJNANT TUMOU INVOIAIXO THE UPPEB JAW OF A

HOKSE.

Dr. Li-XtTARi) jtresented a malignant tumor of the
upper jaw of a hoi-se, whidi was accompanied with a
detailed written history : The specimen was olitained

from a very valuable animal (Prospero) of gi'eat rejju-

taticm on the trotting turf. The disea.se was diagnos-
ticated by Dr. L., in May last, when the animal was
condemned, but by a mistaken kindness of his mas-
ter was allowed to die of stai-vation. Some time in

April this animal was stabling in Philadelphia and
was noticed to have a little swelling on the riglit

side of the face, under the eye. This increased, and
was accompanied by offensive discharge from the
nose. He was then shown to a so called veterinary
dentist, who found and extracted a tooth supi)osed to

be decayed, but afterwanls found healthy. A favor-

able prognosis was given, but still the animal grew
worse. The swelling increased and the discharge
became more abundant and offensive. A veterina-

rian was then called to see him, who diagnosticated
sui^puration in the antrum, and trejihined him. The
tumor was then quite large, soft at spaces, and the
ojiening throiigh the maxillary bone was done with
a single scaljjel, showing how disea.sed it already
was. At this time Dr. Liautard saw the animal and
diagnosticated osteo-sarcoma of the face, and advised
him to be destroyed accordingly. At the time when
he was abotit being kiUed, a veterinarian of some
rei^utation in Philadelphia and another pretended
horse-dentist celebrity of New York who were pres-
ent objected, as in their oi)inion the animal was suf-

fering with decayed teeth only, and would soon
recover if those were removed. Permission for ex-
tracting the teeth was granted, and the fourth, fifth,

and sixth molars were removed. Only one i:)resent-

ed a decayed spot. Then came another horse-den-
tist, and the horse was trejihined on tlie up2)er end
of the nasal bone through a poi-tion of the turbinated
bone, and then sent to the country- at his birth-place
to complete its recovery, which was at times reported
as making fast progress. The animal died on the
22d of September, and the post-mortem proved that
death had taken place by starvation, complicated by
repeated secondary hemorrhage from the palatine
artery of the right side.

The body was much emaciated, stomach contracted,
and intestines almost emj^ty, and i)resentiug the usual
api:)earances of death from starvation. The sjileen,

kidneys, and liver were healthy. Lungs generally
healthy, a little emphysematous in the anterior lobe.

Pericardium filled with serum. Heart pale, flabby,

with i>ost-mortem clots in both ventricles. Large
blood-vessels almost empty all through the body.
Ganglia of the abdomen and of chest infiltrated ; they
were saved for microscopic examination.
On remo^•ing the skin the tumor was found to be

irregular in shape, soft in some places, hard in others.

The cavities of the alveola were filled ^-ith new
gi'owths, somewhat harder, showing on their lowef
surface the marks of the lower molar teeth. The
second cavity, from which a healthy tooth had been
recently extracted, was filled with partly masticated
food. The palate bone was diseased in its whole
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extent, ami the mui;ous luembrane of the region on
the O])i)osite side is separated from the teeth by an
accumulation of jnis extending more or less into the

alveola on that side. Sections being made thi'ough

the \unu\ a little on one side of the median line,

showed the sei)tum nasi healthy, and this being
taken off, allowed a full view of the nasal ca\dties.

On the right side, in the meatus, in the cavities of

the turbinated bones, in the sinuses, were observed
several malignant gi'owths of various sizes, extending
back into the fauces and closing them. A similar

condition, though less marked, was also discovered
on the left side.

The diagnosis of cancerous disease was then made,
and was ])roved to be correct by a microscopical ex-

amination by Dr. Peabody.
Dr. Post exhibited two specimens, one of which

consisted of a tumor of the cheek formed of two
cysts, one over the other, and gi'owing resi^ectively

into the skin and adii^ose tissue. A second sjieci-

men consisted of a cancerous breast, which jjresented

a remarkable contraction of the nipple and an ab-

sence of lobular induration. Both specimens were
removed by operation.

FIBRINOUS PERICARDITIS IN THE HORSE, AVITH ENOR-
MOUS EFFUSION, ASSOCIATED WITH PURPURA HEMOR-
RHAGICA, AND FOLLOWING THE " EPIZOOTIC " CA-

TARRH.

Dr. Sattertitsvaite, in behalf of Dr. W. H. Porter,

who was unable to be present, exhibited a gigantic

heart with pericardial sac, both of which were cov-

ered with a most exuberant growth of villosities,

constituting the condition know'n as "hairy heart."

The mare had been under the charge of Dr. Frank
Walton, veterinary surgeon, and the history which he
furnished was as follows : Gray mare, aged eighteen
months, weighmg about 1,200 lbs., was first seen
October 11, 1880. She then had marked oedema of

both hind extremities, and slight ijedema of the fore

ones. She had previously suffered from the"ei3i-
zootic,"' though mildly, and it was thought she had
recovered. The visible mucous membranes at this

first inspection were very much congested, and
marked by numerous blotches, indicating extrava-

sations of blood. Temperature, 102.4' F. ;
pulse,

44 ; respiration, 15. The animal was now eating

well, and the bowels were regular. The .symptoms,
howevei", did not improve, and hemorrhagic spots

were soon found on the inner sides of the thighs and
under the skin in other i^arts. The diagnosis of

purpitra he)norrhaglc<( had been made.
When next seen the temperature had risen to 104°

F., and the pulse had fallen to 42 ; respiration, 15.

The general condition had not improved, and there

was a serous oozing from some collections of oedema
on the extremities.

On October 1 5th the mare was found to be failing.

The oedema had mounted to the body, and was appa-
rent on the nose, where the characteristic line of

demai'cation between the serous collections and unin-

•vaded tissue was well seen and sharply defined, as is

usual in jiurpura. The respiration was now 25, and
much embarrassed, owing to the external swelling.

Temperature was 106' F., j^ulse, 50. The animal
was greatly depressed and debilitated. On October
16th the swelling of the head had become so great

that it was almost imi^ossilile for the resi)irations to

be carried on. Accordingly, tracheotomy was per-

formed (10 A.M.) by Dr. X. F. Thompson, veterinary

surgeon. The asphy;!dated condition was at once
relieved, and respiration became almost normal in

frequency. The ai)])etite also returned. Digitalis

was now administered to control the heart and re-

move the ujdema.
On October 20th this object ai)peared to have

been accomplished (piite satisfactorily, so on that

day the tracheotomy tube was removed. The con-

dition of the animal seemed to be fairly good,

though there was great exudation of serum from the

posterior extremities, and some ulceration and even
sloughing of the skin. This latter unfortunate con-

dition progressed so that the lower parts of the ex-

tremities were simply covered with ulcerations. At
this time the urine was examined, but though it con-

tained the carbonate and phosphate of lime in abun-

dance, together with some pus, there was no more
albumen than would be accounted for by the latter.

The pulse now became very rapid and feeble (80),

l>ut the mare continued eating and walking about.

Suddenly, at 11 p.m., she fell, and was found to have

instantly died. A post-mortem examination was
subsequently made l)y Messrs. Wallace and Frey,

students of veterinary medicine.

On removing the sternum the pericardium was
found firmly attached to it and to the sternal end of

the ribs on the right side, leading at first to the er-

roneous sui^position that it was a case of pleuritic

adhesion.

Upon cutting into the j^ericardial sac it was found

to contain an enormous quantity of slightly turbid

serous fiuid, ranging from nine to twelve gallons.

This distended sac had displaced and compressed

the right lung much more than the left. The whole

inner surface of the pericardium was covered with a

thick layer of \-iLlous projections on both visceral

and i^arietal surfaces. To the naked eye the heart

looked much like an enormous sponge that had been

soaked in water. The layers of fibrinous material

were neither very thick nor very firmly attached,

which would imply that the disease had not existed

a long time. The'weight of heart with its contained

coagula and the pericardium was nineteen pounds,

an excess of ten pounds over the w^eight of a normal

empty heart. Under the microscope the villosities

were found to be partially organized and ontained
an abundance of crystals of a In-own color, either in

rhombic plates or in needles, which latter were often

arranged in stellate fashion. The rhombs were re-

garded as htemoglobine ciystals and the imperfect

rosettes as haanatoidine. The hnuis were normal,

except for oedema and h^^jostatic congestion. Be-

neath the mucous membrane of the stoi/idch, as well

as in other organs, there were numerous hemor-
rhagic spots. The spleen was soft ; so also were the

liver and kidnei/s. These latter were almost diltiu-

ent, and on microscopic examination exhibited very

granular epithelia, indicating parenchymatous diffi-

culty such as is met with in aU diseases where the

blood is profoundly infected.

Dr. Satterthw;iite obsei-ved that, apropos of the

connection between epidemic diseases of the lower

animals and man, a subject that was now attracting

much attention, it was well to know that this disease

was thought to be closely alUed to another disease

in the horse known as scarlatina. Indeed, several

eminent English veterinary surgeons had thought it

impossible always to distinguish between the two.

Others again had regarded it as a carbuncular dis-

ease of the anthi-ax or charbon family. Since Cop-

land, according to Williams—one of the most recent

systematic wniters on veterinary medicine—had sta-

ted that scarlatina originated in the horse and had
been communicated from him to man and other ani-
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mals, the tliseoHe wan worth some RerioxiH attention.

It {'OTilil not !>*> said, liowevor, that thoro was any
nmrkod juvnillolism botwt'on smrlutina in tlu> horno
an<l in man.

Still, if wo accept the description pjiven by Wil-
liams, it would l»o nhservod that the jictccliial onij)-

tion, which later is continent, corresponds to the

human tyi)o ; then (cdrMua is common to hotli, ami
80 arc slounrhinfT ,,f tlic skin, rlicniimtism, iicart cnm-
]iliciitions, and extravasations of blood. Tiic cedema,
however, is not tlioufj;lit to be renul, and tlie disease
is intermittent, or rather remittent, in character,

having ctirious exacerbations. It is also thought
to be non-contajyious.

This ]»articnlar disease was purpura, and it ex-

hibited the characteristic ajjpt^arances that have been
described. The fibrinous pericarditis was thouf^ht
to have been excited by the general l)h)od disease.

In answcn* to a (piestion Dr. Liautard stated that
purpura hemoiThafcica was a common seipiel of the
epizoiitic and occurred generally as an evidence of a
broken-down condition in horses that were kept at

work during the progi*ess of the disease. The pur-
ptini was the direct cause of death in the large pro-
portion of those cases.

NEW VORK SURGICAL SOCIETY.
Shited Me'>tiurf, Odoher 26, 1880.

Dr. K. F. Weir, VicE-PREsroE>rT, in the Ch^vir.

PHARYNGEAL TDMOR (MXSO-SARCOMa).

Dr. Georc.e a. Peters read a paper on phai-yngeal
tumor, with the notes of four cases. (See p. .5(50.)

Dii. T. M. Markoe said he had always felt that
there was one i)hysiological objection to Trendelen-
burg's tube. The sensitive i)ortion of the larynx was
the orifice of the glottis, and that was the portion
into which blood would trickle, create siiasm, and
delay the operation, and the tul)e did not provide
ag.ainst the occurrence of that accident. He had
nniformly been jjleased with the sijonge in the throat
as a protection against the descent of blood into the
larynx.

Dr. a. C. Post referred to two cases in which he
used the sponge in the throat in tracheotomy n-ith-

out the tul>e, and the method gave results that were
entirely satisfactory. The small quantity of blood
which did get into the trachea could be readily re-
moved, because there was no tracheotomy-tube to
obstruct the manipulation.
With regard to the enucleation of tiimors in the

buccal canty, he had had one case in which the
gro«-th involved one side of the soft jialate, and he
was able to enucleate it without dirticulty.

Dr. Markoe, in contirmation of the ennclealiility
of these tumors, cited a case in which Dr. Willard
Parker, about twenty years ago, iu the New York
Hospital, removed one situated in the same region
referred to by Dr. Post, and he was able to enucleate
it without rupture of the sac. Dr. M. thought it

could be laid down as a imthological law that these
tumors, as a rule, are enuclcable.
Dr. McBtKNEY stated that he had used the origi-

nal apparatus of Trendelenburg in two cases of thy-
rotomy and met with serious difficulties arising froin
it in both. In one case the expansion was so great '•

that the rubber bag doulded over the end of the
canula, and entirely obstructed respiration. In the
other case the irritation of the trachea was so gi'eat,

that it became necessary to remove the tube and

proceed with tho thyrotomy without any protection
at All.

In most of such coses there was not sufficient room
to use a very large ajiparatus, and it was somewhat
hazardous to trust to a small sjiongo. Therefore it

was desirable to find some means by whii'h tho
trachea could be actually ]tlugged without causing
irritation. In Dr. Ijange's cane tho trachea was
I)lugged without irritation, and it was done by means
of punk or amadou.

Dr. TjANcWv remarked that this material swells when
moistened, and that it could be wet and fitted before
being applied for use.

Dr. Wefr remarked that of these tumors presented
in the ])aper just read, there wore three varieties:

1, Palatal ; 2, retrophaiyngeal ; and 3, subtonsil-

lar, and of these he thought that the last variety

was the rarest. Some time ago he assisted Dr. A.

H. Smith in removing a tumor that involved the soft

palate, and afterward, in looking np the subject, he
found a pami)hlet wTitten by Kouyer, in which eleven
cases of the same variety were reported—tumors origi-

nating in tlie soft jialate. Nearly all of them were
glandular in nature, and were easily removed by
simply dividing the mucous membrane and enucle-

ating them with the handle of the scaljjel.

About a year and a half ago Dr. Knight, of Bos-
ton, presented at a meeting of the American Laryn-
gological Society a case of retropharyngeal tumor.
His paper embraced some twenty cases of similar

tumors, princijially sarcomatous in origin. Most of

these were enucleable, and displayed only a moder-
ate tendency to recurrence.

j

With reference to tracheotomy, he yet donbted

I

the innocuonsness of this opei-ation in such cases.

: In the removal of palatal tumors he regarded
Rose's method of hanging the head over the edge of

a table as preferable to tracheotomy ; and he thought
that many of the retro])harvngeal tumors could be
cured by the same method, for it has been proved
that the blood does trickle down the trachea, even
where either Trendelenbui'g's tube or a sponge in the
larynx is employed.
Dr. Post thought one gi'eat objection to Eose's

method, if the operation was a prolonged one, was
the inability to keeji up the aniesthesia.

Dr. Weir remarked that while the ana-sthesia

could not be maintained so perfectly as with the
tracheal tampon and tube, yet the administration of

ether could be, from time to time, renewed by the
mouth without serious inconvenience.

Dr. Post remarked that it was vexatious to be
obliged to susjieud the administration of the anjes-

thetic during an operation, and that prohably, in

most cases, the prolongation of the operation in that

way added to its dangers.
Dr. Weir refeiTed to an additional case in which

the inflated jjortion of Trendelenburg's tube de-

scended and projected over the end of the tracheal

tube, and thus arrested respiration entirely.

Dr. Peters remarked it was exactly that difficulty

which led him to make a modification of the instru-

ment.
Dr. Markoe thought that Rose's position was

suitable to certain operations in the buccal canty,
but believed it to be important to support the head
in the pendent position, and not allow it to hang un-
supported.
Dr. Post preferred tracheotomy because of the

non-necessity of suspending the anaesthetic during
the operation.

Dr. Weib said that if McEwen's method was cor-
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roliorated, the [apparent necessity for tracbeotomv
would be somewhat modified, because this surgeon

passed a moderately large tube through the mouth
into the larynx . To this a flexible tube could be at-

tached through which anjesthesia could be main-

tained as in the tracheal tampon.
Dr. Laxge remarked it was believed to be possible

that some of the retropharyngeal tumors originated

in the thyroid gland from misplaced germs. With
regard to the discomfort of position, Eose had pro-

posed to introduce, after the patient had been anaes-

thetized, a rubber tube into the mouth merely, and
administer as much cldoroform as possible through
that tube during the operation. To that end he
used an apparatus specially designed for that pur-

pose.

Db. M.\kkoe suggested that it might answer with
chloroform, but not with ether.

TMCAIj nSTTXiE FOLiiOWDCG THE TSE OF THE ASPI-

Dr. a. C. Post narrated a case as follows : A
young man came with three fecal fi^stulfe in the an-

terior wall of his abdomen, and gave the following

history. Xearly two and a half years ago he was
suflfering from retention of urine arising from ure-

thral stricture, and he applied to some person who
called himself a surgeon and who attempted to per-

form j)erineal section, but did not succeed in getting

access to either the urethra or bladder. He then
asjjirated ; the point at which he introduced the

nee<lle was about half way between the pubis and the

umbilicus, and, instead of drawing urine, he with-

drew only fecal matter. Afterward he introduced
the needle lower down and emjitied the bladder.

The result of the first aspiration had been a perma-
nent fecal fistTila. About a year subsequent to the

aspiration .some secondary inflammation developed
which led to the formation of two other sinuses

through which fecal matter had been discharged.

CAEIES or THE RIBS.

Dr. Post narrated a second case with the follow-

ing history : A man presented himself at this clinic

with a fistulous opening over the left stemo-clavicu-

lar articulation. When a probe was introduced it

pas.sed downward and outward about two inches,

and then encountered rough bone—-probably the

first rib. It was the result of a blow received fi-om

a man's fist about one year ago. Recently an in-

flammatory swelling had occurred as low as the

third and fourth ribs, and it had begun to soften at

one point. He thought it probable that caries of

8ever:al of the ribs would be found when it was
opened. He regarded it as a rather formidable re-

sult to follow a blow from the fist.

FCTNGOrS GROWTH AT THE rPPER PABT OF THE NECK.

Dr. Post nan-ated a third case, that of a woman
fifty-six years of age, who had a swelling at the lower

part of the neck, evidently located in the thyroid

boily, and above that as high as the os hyoides, a

fungous mass of the size of a hen's egg, which first

appeared as a small swelling ?H»e years ago, had
gradually increased in size, and finally become ul-

cerated. Several of the lymphatic glands under the

stemo-cleido-mastoid muscle were also enlarged

;

and that was the feature of the case which led him to

regard it as an improper one for an operation. The
disease seemed to originate above the thyroid body,

and the question was whether disease originating

above could extend downward and involve the body

it.self. The growth did not interfere with re.spu-a-

tion.

Dr. Weir remarked that he saw Dr. Post's case of

ftecal fistula, and it was extremely interesting from
its rarity and on account of its treatment. He also

referred to a case, recently presented to the New
York Clinical Society by Dr. W. T. Bull, in which
an abscess and death followed the use of a ]jroper-

sized aspirator needle, and the comjilication was
attributed to the failure to keep up aspiration while
the needle was being withdi-a^\Ti. Dr. Weir had also

since heard of a case in which death resulted in a
similar manner, and yet this operation bad been
justly regarded as a safe one, it having been done in

one case twice a day for a month.

CYSTS OF THE CHEEK.

Dr. Post presented a tumor removed from the
middle of the cheek of a woman, thirty or thirty-five

years of age. Externally there was a translucent

swelling jjrojecting from the skin which evidently

contained fluid. Beneath it a Lard mass could be
felt, and after the tumor was removed it was found
that the hard mass was a second cyst attached to the

one that projected externally.

CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST.

Dr. Post also presented a mammary gland re-

moved fi"om a woman fifty-three years of age. The
si^eeial point of interest was the exti-eme degree of

retraction of the nipple. Although the breast was
fiiin, it did not have any hard nodules so commonly
felt in ordinary cases of scirrhus. One pathologist had
recommended that an operation should be avoided
because of the iusuflSciency of the e\'idence that

the gland was the seat of malignant disease. Dr.

Post, however, regarded the general induration and
the deejj retraction of the nijjple sufficient to justify

amputation and accordingly performed the operation,

believing it to be necessary to remove the breast as

early as possible if it was the seat of malignant dis-

ease.

The following was the report of a microscopical
examination made by Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite : " The
nipple was unusually retracted, and at its base, with-

in the substance of the gland, some softening had
taken place. From this point as a centre and radi-

ating outward toward the ijeriphery of the mamma
were glistening cords, of a pearly transparent ap-

jDcarance, Ann to the touch and creaking under the

knife. From these large cords smaller ones were
given off", which penetrated the gland-tissue and its

enveloping fat, gi^'ing every portion of the breast a

much firmer consistency than usual. The micro-

scopical appearances were in no way different from
those commonly observed in ' scirrhous carcinoma.'

The disease, however, had commenced in the larger

mUk-ducts in all probability, and in this way the

very great retraction of the nipple is accounted for.

The eioithelial corpuscles were not cylindrical, but
more or less sjjherical."

The Society then adjourned.

Cabrttng out THE Medical Law IX California.

—The State Board of Examiners at their August
and September meetings reported the licensing of

ten medical men under the law. Tliey also rei>orted

the arrest of eight men who had been practising

without a license. One of these ran an " anatomical

museum." Three fines of .?50 had been collected.
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Corrcopont«cnrc.

TIIK SVMPTOMS OF INTUSSUSCEPTION.
To THE Editou or The Medical Recouo.

SiK— In the last nunibor of tho Kkcord (vol. xviii.,

No. 'JO,
i>.

r».j2) the followiiifi jtiissuKe occurs in the
rojiort of the i)roceetlinffs of tlio I*atlu)lof,'ical Society,

in a tli.scusaiou upon the diagnosis of intussu.scep-

tion :

" A ca.se of invagination had occurred a few weeks
before the meeting, in which the whole question of
diagnosis turned upon the existence of a tumor. An
ftccomplished surgeon was called in, hut because no
tumor could be discovered ho declined to operate.

An autopsy of the child, a few days afterward, showed
well-marked intussusception."

I desire to call attention to two .serious eiTors in

thi.s statement. The gentleman making the remarks
had evidently been misinformed. I did not decline
to operate "/«'oj//.sr no tumor could be discovered,"
nor did the irJiolf question of diagnosis turn ujjon the
exi.st**nce of a tumor. In truth, the a/>se>tce of n (ii-

vinr was, in my judgment, but an insignificant factor
in the problem.

In cases of intussusception it is well known that
the three prominent symptoms are vomiting, strain-

ing at stool, with the discharge of nothing but blood
and mucus, and an abdominal tumor. With all three
symptoms i^re-seut a diagnosis is most easily made.
With all of them ahseut, I am of opinion that a diag-
nosis is beyond human ken ; and such was the condi-
tion of the little patient whom I saw, with another
physician, who had himself grave doubts as to the
nature of the trouble.

I declined to operate because there had been nei-

ther vomiting nor bloody stools since the first day
of attack (two days previous), and because the symp-
toms, since then an<l at tlie time of mi/ I'isit, did not
point si/rfjcienf/i/ to obstruction to irarrant laparotomif.

In this opinion the attending physician entirely co-
incided.

Had there been evidence of obstnaction at the time
of my visit I should have unhesitatingly advised and
performed the operation, regardless of the question
of the existence of a tumor.
As no surgeon would be justified in operating for

stone unless he had himself recognized its existence,
so should he decline to operate for intestinal ob-
struction, unless he be moi-ally certain that such
obstruction exists.

One other correction I would make in the doctor's
remarks ; namely, I am not " an accomplished sur-

geon."

S. Whitall, M.D.

NON-RESTRAINT OF INSANE AND
DEATH-RATE.

To rns Editor or Thb Medical Recop.d.

Sir—In the number of the Record dated October
30, 1880, one of your con-espondents, named ' Que-
rist," raises the question as to the influence of non-
restraint or restraint on the death-rate. AVhile ac-
knowledging the value and i)ertinency of Querist's
criticism, and believing that mechanical restraint is

indicated in certain cases, still I must call " Que-

rist's " attention to the fact that he has totally omitted
to take into acccmnt what mathematicians (-all the
"personal element of his c(iuation." Tiiis, as Storer*
has pointtMl nut, is by no means inconsiderable, since,

as one HUperintemlent inforinf-d him, the death-rate
could be jegititiiiitely altered fifty ])er cent. Ijy simply
calling the attention of tiie friends of dyi'ig jjatients

to the fact that it would be better for them to die at

home in the ])osom of their families. An examina-
ti(Hi of the deatli-rate of any badly managed county
a.sylum will show that it is less than that of many
well-managed state asylums, simjjly for the reasons
above given. These jjcrsonal factors do not enter
into the English statistics, ])ecau!Mi of the strict gov-
ernment 8U])ervi.sion. Trusting this will satisfy

Querist as to the reason for the lesser American
death-rate,

I remain youra, etc.,

jAilES G. KlEBNAN, M.D.
144 SscosD Avenue.

INTERMITTENT HEPATIC COLIC FROM
GALL-STONES.

To the EDiTon of The Medical Record.

Dear SrR—I would like to add to the notes of the
case reported under the above title on ])age 5iV2 of

the Medical. Record, that the stools are always clay-
i colored, excepting when ox-bile was administered
per orem (even then the change in color was not very
mai'ked). There was no perceptible change in their

color after an attack of colic. Previous to the com-
mencement of a paroxysm the distended gall-bladder

could sometimes be easily distinguished below the
margins of the ribs. The frequency of the paroxysms
was decidedly increased by the use of Boldo, and the
distress attending them was somewhat relieved by
draughts of hot water rendered alkaline with bicar-

bonate of soda. The administration of ox-bile in

doses of ten to fifteen grains thrice daily had no very
decided influence upon nutrition.

The effect of boldo upon this case was really the
most notable circumstance connected with it.

Yours very respectfully,

F.\A.. Castle, M.D.
New York. Xoveniber 1.3. 1880.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the }[ediral Department, United States Army,
from Xocepiber 7, 1880, to Xoveniber 13, 1880.

King, Wm. S., Col. and Surgeon. His leave of

absence still further extended six months on account
of sickness. S. O. 240, A. G. O., November 9, 1880.

WoRTHiNfiTox, J. C, Capt. and Asst. Surgeon.
Granted leave of absence for six months. S. O. 2il,

A. G. O., November 10, 1880.

Wood. "M. W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned
to duty at Foi-t Brady, Michigan. S. O. 201, De-
partment of the East, November 12, 1880.

Satterlee, Richard S., Lieut. -Colonel and Brevet
Brigadier-General, Chief Metlical Purveyor, U. S.

Ai-mv—retired. Died at New York citv, November
10, 1880.

* Insanity in Women.
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iUftiicnl 3tcms anti Hems.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseasee

reported to the Sanitary Biu'eaii, Health Department,
for the two weeks emling November 13, 1880.
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to aspiro ]>ns to tho snrfiico of woumls l>y moans of

an indiii-ruMtor cai), houio tubes, unci ii piu'uniutic

pump, ho is oapiiblo of anythiiif? {on rsl citjuihlf ile

toutfs l>'s <iu(i i:cs), a\u\ funis tho careful and corroot

experimontor, who will not aunounco his method to

tho worlil bofoiv boing ablo to doinon.strato it, siiij^i-

larly simplo. This is a question of scientifii- honor.
I shall not risk compromising mino bv too hasty
public.ition, for tho satisfaction of gmtifying tho in-

discreet and unhealthy curiosity of M. (Juurin." To
this M. (tut'rin essayed to rejjly, but was i>roveuted
by a motion to adjourn. Tlie discussion, however,
was continued in a warm and informal stylo after ad-
journment, and it culminated in wliat may be called
a "row." M. Guorin sent in his resignation, and
both parties began to make arrangements for a duel.

Peace was linally restored, however, and an amicable
letter has been sent by M. Pasteur to M. (luCriu.

Treatment of the In.saxe fn ^MAs-SAfHrsErrs.—At
a recent meeting of the Norfolk District INIodical

Society, the subject of the management of the insane
was discussed. At tlie conclusion the Society adopted
the following resolution : R'-solrfd, That in the
opinion of this District Society the present condition
of tho treatment of the insane, prior to their legal

commitment to an insane asylum, desen'es a very
searching investigation, and the Society would re-

port the subject as worthy the consideration of the
Massachusetts Medical Society, either in the corpo-
rate capacity or by some competent committee to be
appointed by its council.

—

Bost. Med. and Surg.
JoitDial.

The New Health Regcl.ations—QrARTERLX Meet-
ing OF TfrE State Board of Health.—This meeting
was lield at Albany, November lOth, there being a
full attendance of the members. The most impor-
tant action taken was the adoption of a series of
sanitary orders, resolutions, and ordinances for local
boards of health.

Those regulations are substantially as follows

:

Everything dangerous to human life or health is

deemed a nuisance, and must be removed under
penalty.

The particular nuisances are then enumerated :

No privy vault is to be allowed within fifty feet of a
well or spring. No oflfal or dead animals or refuse
to be thrown in the streets, and all decaying vege-
table or putrid matter to be removed from cellars on
or before May 1st, with a i)enalty of twenty-five dol-
lars for violation. No tanner, refiner, or manufac-

j

turer of gas, starch, leather, chemicals, or fertilizers
j

to throw refuse in any natural stream of water. No
|

impure fish, fiesh, fowl, or vegetable, or anything
{

for human food, be allowed within the city or vil-

lage limits. The penalty for a violation is twenty-
five dollars, in addition to a penalty for misdemeanor.
Householders in whose dwellings a case of cholera,
yellow fever, typhus or typhoid fever, scarlet fever,

dijjhtheria, or small-jjox is, shall give notice to the
local board of health, and, until instructions are re-

ceived, shall not pei-mit any clothing or other pro2ierty
to be removed

; physicians and attendants also to
report to such board, and avoid exposure to the ]nib-
lic of any garments or clothing about their own per-
sons ; that such occupants refrain from lea\-ing their
premises or changing their residence until all danger
to the public health shall be over ; that there shall
not be a public or church funeral of any person who
Las died of scarlet fever, Asiatic cholera, small -pox,
diphtheria, or yellow fever, and the family is re-
quired to limit the attendance and prevent needless

assembling in tho apartments where such dead per-
son may lie.

Other regulations are promulgated regarding the
oflTonsivo odors from manufacturing i-stiiblishments,

slttughtor-houses, sanitaiT inspection of Imildings,

contagious disoaKos among animals, the sale of im-
ptiro milk, and tho registration of vital statistics.

Proper rules are laid down in regard to all those
points.

Resolutions urging the importance of vaccination
were jmssod, of which the following is the first

section :

liesiilrrd, That this board would iirge upon the
medical profession in every part of the state tho im-
portance of a thorough jirovention of small-j)ox by
pro])or vaccination, and would appeal to jiliysicians

to influence families and others under their profes-

sional care to tho prompt and faithful compliance
with this important duty.

A resolution was ado])ted that a committee of

three, of which the Attorney-General .shall bo chair-

man, be named by the I'resident, u2)on the nece.s.sary

further legislation deemed proper, for the better

protection of life and health of the state. The Chair
appointed Erastus Brooks and Charles F. Chandler.
Erastus Brooks and Dr. Han-is were a])i)ointed to
attend the annual meeting of the American Public
Health Association, to he held in New Orleans, De-
cember 7th. The board then adjourned to meet in
New York on November 17th.

Fifty-Cext Doctors.—The practice of nnderljid-

ding, among even regular physicians, is known to be
prevalent in some parts of this city. A number of
such cases have been called to our attention. One
of these, sufficiently illustrative, is that of a man in

veiy good circumstances, who hail been accustomed
to employ an up-town physician when he or any of

his family was sick. For office visits he jiaid a dol-

lai\ Being of a thrifty turn of mind, however, he
determined to do better, if jiossiblo, and, after a
little inquiry, he found a down-town doctor who
would charge him only fifty cents, including the
medicines ; so he made the change.

It is cuiTently reported that there are a good
many physicians who will barter their valuable ex-

perience for even half the above sum. It is not a
very uncommon practice for persons who are aware
of the elasticity of medical charges to go from one
I^hysician to another in order to find out who will

treat them or operate upon them at the cheapest
rate.

AVe make no special protest against charging small
fees when the jjatient is poor, though it w ould cer-

tainly add more to the dignity of the profession if

doctors would either charge respectable fees or make
the case a charitable one. But the system of covert
underbidding, the practice of quietlygiWngont notice
that " fees at this office are only fifty cents " is unjiro-

fessional and degrading. It is the s^jirit of the trailes-

man, but made a thousand times worse, because the
physician assumes to be moved by some other con-
siderations besides those of profit and loss.

A No^t:l Treatment for Watermelon Seeds im-

pacted IN the Recti-m.—Dr. James Oliver, of Athol,
Ma.ss., writes: "I have seen in the Record several
cases reported of watermelon seeds impacted in the
rectum. One would gather from these that it is of
iinusual occurrence. I jjassed several years among
the Sea Islands of South Carolina and foimd it a very
common trouble among the negi'oes dui-ing the water-
melon season. They take the handle of a common
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tal)l(»si)oon and clean each other ont when the im-
I'lu-tioii takes place, rarely (falling a physician.

• The operation subjects the iiej^ro to a good deal
of rliaffing, as his fellow negroes accuse him of eating
Jiis melons like a hog, seeds and all. 80 when a

: negro is ' dug out,' as they call it, he is shy for a
time, as he becomes the subject of ridicule."

A Cheap Hypodermic Syringe.—Dr. John M.
\\ !iite, of Pleasant Eidge, Ala., writes :

" A simjjle and
ilu'ap hypodermic syringe can be made by attacliing

I! 'lypodermic needle to a rubber bulb. If it is ne-
'c-^sary for hypodermic syringes to be graduated tlie

;il'Ove can be made in different sizes; or, if not, the
injection can be measured in a minim measure. The
ad\antages of this syringe are simplicity, cheajjuess,

•iiul dural)ility."

The National Association for the Protection
(IF riiE Ins.^'E and the Prevention of Insanity
held a business meeting on the afternoon of Novem-
ber 11th, at which it was voted to ajjpoint a commit-
tee to co-operate, if possible, with the senate com-
initte, which is now investigating the state asylums.

In the evening a reception was held in a parlor of
liir Fifth Avenue Hotel, Dr. H. B. Wilbur, of Syra-
lusc, presiding. In his opening remarks he said
that, at a moderate estimate, there are 50,000 insane
in the United States. The state of New York, hav-
iii-- .),000,000 of population, has 10,500. Half of the
'ill. 1100 are in state hospitals or asylums ; about 2,000
'le in incorporated or private institutions; about
7,(1110 are in city or county asylums, and about 16,000
It' in county poor-houses or in the custody of
i-irnds.

J'ollowing the president, the Rev. Arther Brooks
1

>i ike upon the subject of the evils of the interference
if politics with the administration of charities and
•oiiection. The ai'guments for separating politics

! 'i;!i charities were j^resented with much force and
li iuence. To administer charities and correction,

^uid, is the hardest kind of work, requiring the
^t and best training, and politics is not the school
iiich to tit men for this. Politics are more likely

' uake men insane than to cure insanity.

I >r. G. M. Beard gave a series of conclusions which
!! had arrived at from a visit to several asylums in
riiat Britain and Germany. The first was, that in

\iv management of the insane Great Britain is ahead
if all the world, with Germany close behind. In

land the insane are better treated than anywhere
Second, some method of central governmental

ijitrvision of the insane is practised in those coun-
ries and France. The United States is alone of the

t^ nations in compelling its insane to depend on
liutendents and local trustees. Thii-d, in the

" -1 asylums mechanical restraints have been reduced
o ;'. small i^ercentage, and the i)atients are employed

- 'me kind of labor. The extent to which the in-

are emiiloyed was almost incredible. He saw
not only cooking and washing, and engaged in

nlture, but even in various trades. Fourth, pa-
ts in the best asylums are treated like children,

ir!i a watched and guarded liberty. Fifth, the best
Niunis are not enormous or imposing buildings,
it series of moderate-sized cottages. It is believed
111 asserted that this sjireading of the insane over

areas gives immense advantages toward restora-

Sixth, the methods which have proved most
atisfactory in Europe can and will be introduced
nto America, despite the jwesent existent dilhcul-
ies. The chief of these is the nature of our po-
itical svstem.

Dr. E. C. Seguin read extracts from the letter of
an eminent German s})ecialist, ujx))! American in-

sane a.sylunis. The letto- was published in the
Aj-rJn'res of Medichw. and has been already noticed
in the Record. Its reading excited marked attention.
Dr. W. J. Morton gave a very interesting descrii)tion
of his visit during the past summer to the insane
colony at Gheel, and to another somewhat similar
institution at (.'lairmont, France. He spoke favor-
ably of what he saw at Gheel, but was most im-
l)ressed by the institution at Clairmont, which he
considered a remarka])le one in every resi)ect. It
was composed of two farms of 1,500 acres each, with
a central infirmary. Each farm was complete, hav-
ing its own flour-mill, blacksmith's shojj, etc., and
live stock. The men are emi>loyed in agriculture,
etc., and the women in laundry work. Even the
engineer and fireman of the laundry were lunatic
women. All were hapi^y, laughing, joking, and dis-
ci;ssing various subjects. No attendants were visi-

ble. The institution has DOO patients of all phases
of insanity, and all of the lower classes, but not one
was under any form of restraint.

The meeting concluded with some brief remarks
from Mrs. Erminia Smith and the j^resident. The
attendance was large and much interest was arou.sed
in the objects of the Association.

The Second Edition of Dr. G. M. Beard's work
on Neurasthenia is to be translated into German by
Dr. Neisser, of Breslau.

Small-pox has appeared in Brooklyn ; diphtheria
has also been quite jn-evaleut there.

The Influence of STRONCi Winds on Diphtheria.
—Dr. John Binnie, of Poynette, Wisconsin, calls at-
tention to the influence of cold winds upon the in-
crease of diphtheria. In his region the north and
northwest winds, with a clear sky, have this particu-
lar effect.

Dr. Tanner and the Mean Weight op Man.—
In relation to the now historic performances of Dr.
Tanner in this city, the Union midicahi gives some
data from M. de Parrille regarding the mean weight
of man. This weight is seventy kilos (a kilo is a lit-

tle less than two pounds), which is constituted as
follows : Muscles, 81 kilos ; skeleton, 12.40 ; skin, 5

;

fat, 12 ; brain, 1.40 ; thoracic viscera, 1.20 ; abdomi-
nal viscera, 4 ; blood, 3. The total weight of tlie

liquids is 40 kilos, and of the solids 30 kilos. In
twenty-four hours the body loses 2 kilos, 700 grammes
of water, 250 grammes of carbon, 25 gi-ammes of ni-
trogen, and 25 gi-ammes of mineral substances. In
order that the receipts may balance the expendi-
tures, there are required 500 grammes of dry aliment,
G50 grammes of oxygen, and 2,300 grammes of water.
An mdividual who ceases eating can only l)e nour-
ished by his own tissues and his own fat ; and sTip-

posing he be very fat, he has at his disposal about fif-

teen kilos, after which the human machine must be-
come wasted and the subject dies. It results from
the above figures that the daily physiological loss in
carbon and nitrogen is about 300 grammes. In 15
kilos we have fifty times 300 grammes

—

i.e., abso-
lute exhaustion will not take place before fifty days,
if we admit that 15 kilos have to be expended, which
is a somewhat high figure. Dr. Tanner thus nearly
approached the theoretical limit. It is said that
he lost thirty-two i>ounds during his fast, which is

above fifteen kilos. If we add to this some kilos due
to excess of water, we find the real (leperdilion agi-ee-

ing pretty nearly with the theoretical dipei'dition.
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Tims tlio exi)orimcnt wa« riRoronsly )M>ssil)lo. siip-

posin^ tlio constitution of the siibjort ndmittod of it.

Pleasant foh the CiriLonEN.—A roviewor in the

TjDnisriU'- Mflintl Si'irs discoursos as follows n>f^aril-

inj? *'«'rtuin oi)inion3 of Dr. RinnhoM : "CiuulicR,

cakfs, iiml ])astrios should be prohiliitod, says Dr.

Runil)i)M, and in tiiis advice ho is sustaiiu-d Iiy pop-

ular i)rfjudic»« and the conmion voice of the i)rofes-

sion. On this point experience has convinced us

that Dr. Kunibold is utterly, t<itally wronj^. The
natural appetite is seldom a false fcuide in diet, either

in sick adults or children. . . . The craving f<»r can-

dies, cakes, and pastries, as well as for fruits, is natu-

ral, physiological, and should be gratified. If Huch
appetite is excessive and excludes totally meat diet,

then the ferruginous and bitter tonics, and sun and
air, auil not deprivation of one class of food an<l com-
pulsion of the other, are the i)roper measiu'es for the
welfare of the patients."

BiKNiNo OF .\N Insane AsTLrM.—The Insane Asy-
lum at St. Peter, Minn., containing GoO patients,

caught tire from some unknown cause during the

niglit of November loth. The loss of life is stated

at from three to fifty, but no reliable rejiorts have
been received np to the time of going to jjvess. The
damage to the building amounts to .9200,000, the
north wing in which the tire originated being de-

stroyed. The structure occupied ten years in build-

ing, and was completed three years ago at a cost of
i?5lMl,000.

Mrsic AS A Thebapectic Agent.—The case quoted
by 77/^ liriliah Mt-dioilJorcr^al, in which Dr. Francis,

of this city, saved the life of an apparently moribund
lady by playing to her on the banjo, has called out
further communications on the subject of the thera-

peutic value of music. Dr. G. Herbert Lilloy writes

that he is a believer in the efficacy of this agent, and
that he ptiblished a pamphlet early this year entitled
" The Therapeutics of Music." He was not the first

to wi"ite on this subject, however. In lSO;i Dr. Louis
Roger, of Montpelier, published a treatise entitled,
*' Trait;^ des eflfets de la musiqne sur le corps hu-
main ;" and in 1874, Dr. Chomet wrote on 'Effets
et intluonce de la musiqne sur la santd et sur la

maladie."
Should music after all become more pojiular than

piUs in the treatment of disease, the physicians of this

city at least would no doubt be fully prejiared for

the change. Veiy many of the medical men of the
city have fine musical accomplishments.

A HOMCEOPATHIC CoLLEGE IN ENGLAND.—EflEoi-ts are
being made among the English homoeoijaths to start

a college of their own. Owing to the smallness of
their numbers, however, and private dissensions, the
effort is not likely to succeed.

FrCHSINE IN THE TREATMENT OF BrIGHT's DiSEASE
has been adopted in some of the hosjjitals of Italy.

It is given in doses of gi-s. ^•iij. to Z, ss. t.i.d. The
effect is to color the whole digestive tract, deepen
the color of the blood and of the lU'ine. The albumen
is then reduced in amount, and the symptoms gen-
erally improve. In cases where it does not avail, it is

observed that there is no coloration by it of the urine.
In this case some obscure alteration in the action of
the kidney must be admitted.

—

Cor. Chicago Med.
Journ. and J£.ram.

Gen"eral Practition'er.s and Specialists.— Dr.
George Johnson, at the introductory addre-ss of the
King's College Medical School, said some i)retty

severe things regarding the abuses which had grown

about specialism. .\ft<'r referring to the indiscrimi-

nating way in whidi tlie ]mblic often looks at tlie

matter, he related the following anecdote of ])r.

Latliam : "Dr. Latham, as you are aware, waH a very

eminent, learned, and accomplished physician of St.

JJartiioloniew's Hosjiital, but he had pulilished m<>r«

on the (liseases of tiio heart and lungs than on
other subject. A j)atient of his, who had reci

recovered from some ])ulmonary atVection, one <i;iy

said to him :
' I feel that as regards my lungs, I am

quite well, and now I think of going to consult Dr.

Watson al>out my geniM-al health.' To which 1 )r.

Latham replieil: 'Yes, I see—in your estimation !
'

"Watson is an archite<-t, and me, I suppose, yf)U I

upon as a bell hanger,'" Dr. Johnson advised ...

students to be arciiitects, learning at the same time
how to hang a bell.

The Taste of Chloral is veiy disagreeable to

many. It is said to be disguised by administering
it in syrup of gooseben-ies, with the addition of a

drop of chloroform to each grain of chloral.

Hydatips in the Bladder.—Dr. J. A. McKin-
non, of Selma, Alabama, WTitcs : "I reported a case

in the Auiericnn yfvilical H'c'j/iVv, Louisville, Ky., "in
1IS74 or 1H75. The puii>ort of it, according to my
recollection, was a case, when I first saw it, that had

every indication of cystitis with gieat thickenin '

the walls of the bladder. Frequent mictuir
caused my patient to exclude herself from so.

for two years before a correct diagnosis of her
was formed. She was becoming prostrated liwu,

her constant dysuria, and, in order to give her tpiie-

tude, I attemjited to introduce a Syme's catheter,

to be retained during the night, but, meeting witl

an obstruction in the bladder and by manipula
tion with catheter finding that she was insensible at

to the i)oint of the instrument, I concluded that i

hydatid formation was i^resent, and designed at ouc<

to have it exjielled if possible. I would say hen
one of the strongest arguments in my own mind, a

the time, of hydatid formation was, when force wai

u.sed to push the instrument farther, a small amoun
of fluid escajjed and no blood.

I

I injected into the bladder two drachms of liq

sodne chlor. (French preparation). In about an hou
violent spasms of the bladder occuiTed, the urethn
dilated, and there was expelled into the ve.ssel abou
a pint of hydatids. The shajie and attachment o

these resembled the cactus ; the sacs were transpa

rent and well defined. There was but slight hemoT
rhage. This I attributed to the forcible distentioi

of the urethra. It is now over five years since thei

exijulsion, and up to this day my patient has had n-

more inconvenience with her bladder.
Fortunately my case was a female, and she is well

this might not have been if it had been one of on
own sex.

Hospital St-nt^at in Philadelphia.—A meeting c

jirofessional and Imsiness men was recently held i

Philadeli^hia for the jnirpose of inaugurating th

observance of a '"hosiiital Sunday" in that city. .

committee was appointed to an*ange the matter, an

it is probable that eventually a permanent associf

tion will be organized.

The Medical Library Journal is the title of ai
i

other new medical journal published montbh- '

Boston. It aj^pears without a salutatory-, and
name of its editor is not given. It is to be de\

chiefly to the reviewing of books and literai-y notu-L-

The contents of the fii'st number are excellent.
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ON THE
PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTAGONISM BE-
TWP:EN MEl^TCTNES, AND BETWEEN
REMEDIES AND DISEASES.*

By ROBEETS BAETHOLOW, M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF MATERIA MEDICA AND Til ERAPEOTICS IN THE JEFFER-

SON MhDICAL OOLLEOK, PHIL ADELPUIA.

(Special Report for The Medical Record.)

Lecture II.

THE ANTAGONISM BETWEEN OPIUM AND BELLADONNA,
CONTINUED.

Mr. President, and (ientlemen—My first lecture was
occupied, cliiefiy with a historical review of the doc-
trine of contraries, from the time of the aphorisms
of Hippocrates to the time of Bichat. I then traced

the modern revival of the subject, in the doctrine of

antagonisms, from the indignant protest of Bichat
against the absurdities and inconsistencies which
liad so long prevailed in the world of therapeutics,

down to the latest investigations and discoveries

which had been made in this field. I showed that

Magendie was the first physiological experimenter,
and that one of the most brilliant results of his

studies was the discovery of strychnia as a tetanizer

against paralysis—the first api^lication of a remedy
as an antagonist to a diseased state. (In this way
Dr. Bartholow continued until he had given a com-
plete and detailed outline of the previous lecture

;

. when he went on to speak as follows in regard to the
antagonism between opium and belladonna :)

A review of the fifteen fatal cases in which the an-

tagonistic drug was the j^rincipal agent employed in

the treatment diminishes very greatly their impor-
tance as evidence against the existence of such an
antagonism. From a consideration of these cases

we may safely conclude that where, in any instance,

the use of the antagonist fails to counteract the ef-

fects of a poisonous dose of its opposite, either (1)

the toxic dose has been excessive, (2) thr.t it acted
so long in the system that the tissues could no lon-

ger respond to the action of the antagonistic agent,

or, (3) that the antagonistic action was defeated by
the failure of some vital organ.

In eleven of the cases referred to the treatment
was inefficient ; in six, but a single injection of the
antagonistic agent was given, and in all the proper
quantity required was not stated. In two of the fif-

teen, on the other hand, the antagonist was given in

excess, and there can be no doubt that death was
really due to the preponderating influence of the
latter. In six the patients were already in a patho-
logical condition ; so that in these the doctrine is

not in the slightest degi-ee invalidated. If, there-

fore, in the series of fifteen cases, all the sources of

fallacy are removed, the amount of evidence remain-
ing is so trivial as to be scarcely worthy of consid-
eration, and so prei^onderating are the examples of

success, that it must be admitted that there is a
high degree of certainty in the antagonistic appli-

cation of opium and belladonna.
The next point to engage our attention is the ne-

cessity of determining that the amount of poison
taken in the successful cases was sufiicient to con-

* Cartwright Lpctures of the Alninni Association of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, New York.

stitute a lethal dose. This is a very difficult matter,

for comparatively small doses of opium and lauda-

num have sometimes jiroved fatal, according to

Taylor and other reliable authorities ; and, on the

other hand, no less than eight ounces of laudanum
have been taken Avithout injury. In one instance a

drachm of the extract of belladonna did not prove
fatal, while in another two grains of atro])ia de-

stroyed life. Harley has collected a number of

cases in which the ordiuaiy lethal doses did not
prove fatal, notwithstanding the fact that no antago-

nist or other efficient means of treatment had been
employed. Consequently it becomes necessary to

look into the one hundred and six successful cases,

and see whether in all a really lethal dose was taken.

Still, the antagonism may be admitted to exist if

well-marked symi)toms caused by one are removed
by the other. Among them was one case where
thirty grains of cnide opium were taken, another in

which an ounce and a half of laudanum, another in

which from twelve to fifteen gi-ains of morphia, an-

other in which five grains of morphia, another in

which six grains of morphia, and another in which
a teaspoonful of belladonna liniment, were taken.

In all but two we find that lethal doses were un-
doubtedly taken, and hence in this series of cases

are fulfilled the necessary conditions for determin-
ing the antagonism.
A source of fallacy in estimating the validity of

the antagonism in these cases is the fact that in the
greater number of them various approved agents,

such as emetics, the stomach-inimp, faradization, am-
bulation, flagellation, etc., were made use of in ad-

dition to the antagonist. The state of the pupil, the
phenomena of resi^iration, and the action of the
heart, however, showed conclusively the action of

the antagonist in them all. Very often in such
cases the protracted efforts at resuscitation are in-

jurious. Dr. Johnson, of Shanghai, China, quoted
in my last lecture, says that when the system is

fairly under the influence of atrojjia, with the respi-

ration tranquil, however slow it may be, it is only
injuring the patient to resort to artificial respiration.

The violent measures which are frequently resort-

ed to, such as ambulation and flagellation, some-
times quite exhaust the remaining strength of the
jiatient, and, in certain instances, there can be little

doiibt that they have really been the cause of death.

Let us now examine the evidence in opjiositior,

based on experiments upon animals. It is unfortu-

nate that the results of the first of these experiments,
by Bi'own-Sequard, Bois, Harley, and others, were
vitiated by the fact that the observers did not first

determine the exact lethal doses of the dmgs. In
1866 Erlemeyer published a series of researches in

which for the first time the nature of the antagonism
between morphia and atropia was determined in ani-

mals. This he conclusively demonstrated to exist in

their action upon the Ijrain, pupil, heart, and respira-

tion, and he also showed that the two agents were
much better borne by the system when given in com-
bination than separately. Somewhat the same re-

.sults were obtained by Harley, who thus formulates
his observations on dogs : "1. Belladonna, when ad-
ministered simiiltaneously with opium, more or less

completely prevents nausea and vomiting, and when
given previously, entirely prevents these eflects. 2.

Wlietlier given previously, simultaneously, or subse-
quently, atrojiia comj^letely counteracts the re.sjiira-

toiy resti-aint on the free action of the heart, which
is so prominent an effect of the ojieration of opium.
We can wish," he goes on to say, " for no more jier-
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foot an illustnition of tlio bonoficial influoiice of a
inetlioino undersuitublo comlitious tlmn tliutull'Dnlod

l»y the siiupK' and direct action of atropiii in rt-licv-

ing the iiupendinf^ svncopi' wliich often jtersists for

many hours after a dose of o|>iuni. . . . Wliilst the
spinal etVect^ of opiiun on tlie mnsrleH of organic life

are thus ciMinteracted by the stimulant a<'tion of

atropia on the sympathetic, the cerel>ral and an.es-

thetic effects are intensitied and j)rolonf;ed hy bella-

donna, and hypnosis is converted into mircosis."

In 1870 Kouing published some results of experi-

ments on animals which led him to decide adversely
to the existence of the antagonism Ijetween oi)ium
and belladonna, notwithstanding that he noted the
opposing influence of the drugs uj)oa the heart, res-

])iration, and pupil. In 1873 IVihlich experimented
uj^on cats and frogs, and although ho obsei-ved de-
cided jjoiuts of op])osition between the agents, he
found that the antagouism was not suflieient to pre-
vent death when lethal doses were given. In 1874
the report of the committee of the British Medical
Association, of which l*rof. J. Hughes Bennett was
chairman, appeared. The committee took extraor-

dinary pains to determine whether or not the sup-
jjoseil antagonism really existed, and the important
conclusions at which they arrived after their expeii-
meuts. which were mainly conducted upon rabbits,

were as follows :

"i-Vrs/.—Sulpliate of atropia is physiologically an-
tagouistic to meconate of morphia within a limited
area.

" Seconil.—Meconate of morphia does not act
beneticiaUy after a large dose of sulphate of atropia,

for in these cases the tendency to death is greater
than if a large dose of either substance hail been
given alone.

" Third.—Meconate of morphia is not specifically

antagonistic to the action of sulphate of atropia on
the vaso-inhibitoi-y nerves of the heart.

'• Funrth.—The beneficial effect of sulphate of atro-

pia after the administration of large doses of meconate
of morphia is probably due to the action suljihate of

atropia exercises on the blood-vessels. ... It may
also assist up to a certain point, not precisely fixed

in these experiments, by stimulating the action of
the heart through the sympathetic, and obviating the
tendency to death from deficient respiration observed
after large doses of morphia."

In 187G experiments were made by Corona on dogs
and cats, from which he arrived at the conclusion
that a partial, but not a theraijeutical antagonism
existed between oiiium and belladonna ; for while
the poisonous effects of morphia might be overcome
by the administration of atroj^ia, the reverse of tliis

was not true. In this opLuiou Corona stands alone.

In 1877 Dr. Hans Heubich also published the re-

sults of a series of experiments upon animals, made
at Biuz's laboratory, at Bonn, and his conclusion was
that a limited antagonism existed between the two
agents in their action upon the cardiac and respira-

tory organs. All the exijeriments on animals have
been singularly uniform in their results, however the
interpretation of the facts thus tlemonstrated by the
various observers may differ ; and if the lethal effects

be omitted from consideration, they are certainly of
great value in the ehacidation of the antagonism of
opium anl belladonna on man, for they successfully
demonstrate not only the nature of this antagouism,
but the method of its production. We find, then,
from these experiments also, that the two agents are
antagonistic on the pupil, the respiration, and the
action of the heart.

Wo may now ])roceed to the investigation of the
nature of the antagonism as it exhibits itself in man ;

and, in the first place, it is necessary for us to form
a delniite conception of the jihysiological effects of

the two age^its. What is the ui'tion of each, in what
res])(>cts do their elh'cts agree, and in wliat do they
differ? The action of ea<-h in full and lethal doses
must therefore be understood. Wlien a full dose of

opium is t;dien, drowsiness (in some subjects per-

sistent wakefulness is noticed) ensues, the pupils
contract, the tongue and throat become <lrv, the ap-

petite fails, constipati(jn results (from diminution of

secretion and imjiairment of muscular j)o\ver in the
walls of the intestines), the heart slows, the resj)ira-

tions become less fre(iuent, the urine becomes scanty,

and is pas.sed with difliculty, and the skin is covered
with a ])rofuse persjiiratiou. When a lethal dose is

taken all these effects are intensified. The patient
passes into stupor, and from thence gradually sinks
into a state of coma, from which no kind of irritation

can arouse him ; the pupil contracts to a jnn's point

;

the conjunctiva grows insAsible ; no reflex action

can be set up l)v irritation of the cornea or fauces

;

the respirations become stertorous, and fall to six,

four, or even two ])er minut'3 ; the pulse is weak, and
may be either slow, or rapid and irregular ; the skin
is covered with a clammy sweat ; the countenance is

sunken, and may be either pale or livid ; the ears

become purple, and the back of the neck a bluish
black from the ecchymoses which occur ; the extremi-
ties grow cold, and death occurs by failure of the
resjnration.

When a full dose of belladonna is taken, the mouth
and lips become dry, and there is difficulty of deglu-
tition, fulness of the head, vertigo and tinnitis au-

rium ; flying pains through the head and elsewhere
ensue, and there is marked excitement, great volu-

bility, and a busy delirium, in the hallucinations of

which the individual is ajit to imagine himself pursu-
ing his ordinary avocations ; the pupils are widely di-

lated ; the heart's action is quickened, and, though
there is at first increased arterial tension, this after-

ward diminishes to below the normal standard ; the
respirations are increased ; the bowels are usually
relaxed ; there is muscular inco- ordination ; the face

is flushed, and frequently a scarlet etflloreseence

spreads over the skin, and the urine is passed with
diiBculty. When a lethal dose is taken the same
symptoms are increased in intensity : vertigo quickly
comes on ; the vision becomes dim and uncertain
from the extreme dilatation of the pupils ; there is

acute and violent delirium succeeded by coma ; the
pupils dilate until nothing of the iris can be seen

;

the mouth is utterly devoid of moisture, and the

tongue lies in it shrivelled and dry as a l)one ; the
flush of the face is succeeded by a deadly pallor

;

the pulse and respiration are very rapid ; the tem-
perature rises ; the increased arterial tension is fol-

lowed by paresis of the vessels, rendering the pulse
weak and iiTcgular, and death takes place from
failure of the heart and lungs.

In man it is found that there is a distinct antago-
nism between the two agents in their effects upon
the brain, the jiupils, the stomach, the lungs, the

skin, and the heart. When they are administered in

proper doses together the result is a calm and ap-
parently natural slumber, as is shown in the case

reported by Dr. Legg, where the patient, a boy five

years of age, swallowed a mixture of equal parts of

opium liniment and belladonna liniment. The same
thing was observed in a case treated by Dr. Mussey,
of Cincinnati, and myself. There the patient was a
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boy of eight years, who swallowed by mistake an ano-
dyne application for earache, containing two grains

of morphia and a grain and a half of atropia. Wo
found the jnipils fully dilated and the face flushed,

with the presence of active delirium. Afterward a

state of sopor set in, as in Dr. Legg's case ; but, as

the respiration was full and rhythmical, and the
pulse regular and strong, we determined to await tlie

result Avithout attempting any interference. We were
both perfectly agreed as to this being the i)i'()per

course under the circumstances, and the sequel per-
fectly justilied the view we had taken of the case.

Another case, in which opium and belladonna were
taken together by accident, is reported by Dr. Cotter.

A young lady swallowed a i)ortion of a liniment con-
taining twelve grains of opium and twenty- live grains
of extract of belladonna. As in the other two cases,

the effect of the belladonna largely preponderated at

tirst, but afterwai'd the stupor of opium, nai-cotism

came on. Still later there was a return of the ex-

citement and delirium caused by the former, and
then, finally, sopor succeeded again, from which she
finally awoke relieved. Such being the results of the
accidental taking of the two agents conjointly, let

us next inquire what the clinical facts of the case are.

Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen conclude that " the
headache and phantasms of atropia are certainly thus
controlled (by morphia), as weU as the partial deaf-

ness and visual defects which in high doses it occa-

sions. On the other hand," they continue, "when
morphia has been fully used, the drowsiness and
stupor, which are the best tests of its power, disap-

pear before the influence of atropia Per-
haps the most peculiar cerebral symptom of atropia
is its tendency to cause phantasms and illusions.

We found, under doses of one-twenty-fifth of a grain,

these were common, and in some men could always
be brought on This condition was singular-

ly subdued by morphia. Drowsiness caused by
mori^hia was as surely lessened or destroyed by the
(• ninter-agency of atropia ; and, in fact, atroj^ia given
alone and in full doses is very apt to cause a restless

uight to follow, so that it is assuredly in no sense a
liypnotic."

Harley strongly insists on the modifying action

which opium has upon the cerebral effects of atropia

;

yet, strangely enough, he does not regard the elFects

(if the two upon the brain as antagonistic, but as

svnergetic. Yet in his observations we find the
s ime results that were obtained by Mitchell, More-
house, and Keen. The fact is that professional

opinion is no longer divided on this point, and at

the present day opium and belladonna are frequent-

jn-escribed together in order to get hypnotic ef-

•lS which are not attainable by either alone.

The results of clinical experience on man have
ii-m confirmed by observations on the lower ani-

mals, so far as they are applicable ; but the effects

if opium and belladonna on the brains of animals
can be compared with tliose upon the Ijrain of man
oaly according to the extent of development, for the
human brain must necessarily be affected less severe-

ly and in. a greater variety of manifestations on ac-

count of its more complex structure and higher
physiological development. In this difference of

development seems to lie the explanation of the fact

that morphia and atropia when given together have
so much greater toxic effect upon animals than on
man. In regard to this Bernard says that from the

physiological point of view the experimental study
of the organs of sense and of the cerebral functions

must be made on man necessarily, because on the

one hand man in above the animals in respect to

those faculties of which they are not ])Ossessed ; and
on the other, animals are unable to indicate the
nature of tliose sensations of which they may be-
come conscious. Hence my conclusion is that, as
resi)ects the brain, opium and belladonna exert op-
posite ac^tions.

The result of their combined action, when the
quantity of both the agents is large, is sopor, which
deepens into coma. When administered simultane-
ously, if the effect of the belladonna preponderates,
lieriods of excitement and delirium will alternate

with relatively shorter periods of so})or ; while the
more opium preponderates the less excitement and
delirium will there be, and the longer and more pro-
foTind the sopor.

No little interest and importance attach to the con-
dition of the pupil in cases where one of the agents
is administered for the purpose of antagonizing the
other. Graves, as is well known, first proj^osed to

use this antagonism as a guide for treatment. As a
general rule, opium undoubtedly contracts, and bel-

ladonna dilates the j^uijil ; but there are occasional
exceptions. It is extremely important to determine,
therefore, whether this indication can or cannot be
depended upon. In number fourteen of the unsuc-
cessful cases, notwithstanding the fact that a large
amount of morphia was given to counteract the ef-

fect of the belladonna which had been taken, the
pupils remained dilated. In one of the successful
cases of joint administration of opium and bella-

donna, on the contrary, where the other effects of the
latter greatly preponderated, the pupil continued
minutely contracted. In some instances, also, the
pupil has been known to become contracted in bella-

donna-poisoning and dilated in opium-poisoning.
Though such cases are certainly exceptional, the

fact that two of them occurred in 120 cases is suffi-

cient to detract considerably from the vahie of this

indication for treatment. No less than twenty cases
show that the pupil may not be very much affected

by the antagonist. Atropia, however, exerts the
more powerful action upon the pupils, and sixteen of

the twenty cases were examples of preponderating
dilatation.

The next point to be examined is the antagonism
of these agents Tipon the action of the heart. When
given alone, ojjium undoubt-edly has the effect of

Rowing the organ, while belladonna quietens its

action. Observers are not agreed, however, as to

the influence of the two given simultaneously.
Mitchell, Morehouse, and Keen contend that as re-

gards the circulation they do not counteract each
other, and Harley, that morphia, as in other organs,

increases the efi'ect of atropia. In my own obser-

vations I have invariably noticed that the quicken-
ing influence of atropia was appreciably diminished
by morphia, and r/ce vei-sa. This is also the con-
clusion which I have derived from the reported cases
of jjoisoning ; although it cannot be denied that the
effect of the atropia j^reponderates. The experi-

ments on animals, in addition, show that, to some
extent at least, the action on the circulation of the
one is antagonized by the other, and Harley's ex-

jieriments on dogs certainly exhibit this in a strik-

ing manner. In the careful exijeriments of Heubach,
too, the same result is shown. We therefore con-
clude that oi;)ium and belladonna have a limited
antagonistic action upon the heart ; but that the
effect of the latter preponderates. Hence the restdt

of the two combined is a rate of movement greater
than the mean.
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Uinl«)ubto<lly the moBt inijxirtant )>oint of the an-

tftf^onism lR't\v«>ru tlie two ilru^'s is tht-ir opposed
(u-tioii ui»on the respiratory funetion, and in repird

to tliis there in lesH ditlerenee of opinion tlum upon
any other. In ^•'"'''•il terms it may he said that

opium is a respiratork- depressant and b«'lladonna a

res)>iratory stiinidant. All the eases of jjoisonin^c

t<>aeh this lesson. When tiie system is lnouKht
more and more under the intlueneo of oi)ium, the

(piantity of oxy^^on ailmitted to the blood l)eeome3

less and less, and oxidation is to a jmiportional ex-

tent interfered with ; so tliat carbonic acid narcosis

is sujieradded to that primardy ])roduced by the

opium. Belladonna, on the other liand, eountt^raets

the.se effects by inereasinp the number and depth
of the resjiiratory movements, by which an increased

quantity of oxyj^en is supplied to the blood, while

excretion is fiu-ilitated. These improvements are

shown by a flushed face, warm and dry skin, and
greater activity of the circulation generally. Atropia
proves fatftl by exhausting the irritability of the

heart and of the vaso-motor system, as well as of the

respiratory centres. Morphia opposes these effects

by diminishing the work thrown upon the heart and
lungs. Nothing could be more striking than the
effect of this antagonism as exhibited in many of the

120 cases of poisoning so often referred to. In a

case narrated by Dr. Fothergill, the intlueuce of the
antagonist upon the res])iratiou is most cons])icuous.

A woman hatl taken laudanum containing from twelve

to seventeen grains of opium, and when first seen

the respiration was almost gone, one grain of sul-

phate of atropia was promptly injected, and in half

an hour afterward the respiration was very greatly im-
proved. In an hour and a half it was going on
steadily at thirteen i)er minute, and the breathing
was long and deep. It is probable that in this case

the amotint of atropia used was almost too large,

since the subseqxient account shows a preponderat-
ing action of atropia. Dr. McGee, of Tennessee,
also reports a very instructive case in this connec-
tion. A man forty years of age swallowed thirty

grains of opium in ten or twelve ounces of whiskey,
and became profoundly nacotized. In two hours
one-eighth of a gi*ain of atropia was injected, and
this having no effect, in half an hour the dose was
repeated. By this time the respirations were nearly
suspended, and the face was livid. Under the in-

fluence of the atropia, however, the respirations no\jf

began to increase, the ]nilse came uj) to 140, the
pupils became widely dilated, and consciousness
was restored to such an extent that the i)atient could
be aroused. After this he slept soundly for a number
of hours ; but the pulse continuing fair and the res-

piration regular, full and dee}), no further interfer-

ance was made in the case. I might also nan-ate
other instances of similar character. The cases of

atropia-poisoning treated by morphia are not less

instructive, and these are mainly furnished by such
authorities as Graefe, Schmid, Fi'onnmiiller and
other eminent ophthalmologists. In some of them
the amount of atropia taken was probably not lethal

;

but the antagonistic effect of the morphia was none
the less marked.

If we pass from the clinical to the experimental
evidence (derived from both man and animals), we
are greatly surprised with the differences in the con-
clusions arrived at. Thus Mitchell, Morehouse, and
Keen concluded, from their oljsei-vations, that in this

particular the supposed antagonism of opium and
belladonna did not exist. In some experiments
which I made personally on a medical student, I

found, on the other hand, that mor|)hia modified to

a considerable extent the effects of Rtroj)ia on the
jjulse and resi)iration. Hurley (although lie distinct-

ly refuses to aceejit such an interi)ret[ition of them)
(duces facts which seem to provn undoubtedly the
stinmlating ellV-ct of atropia on the respiratory or-

gans, in exact accordance with thi^ evidence furnished
by clinical ex))erienco. Notwitiistanding such adverse
oi)inions, it may now be regarded as settled that opium
and belladonna have an antagonistic effect upou the
resi)iratory function.

The antagonistic action of the two agents is fur-

thermore sho^n in the controlling eff(;ct of atropia

upon the nausea, depression, and ByTicoj)e caused hj
mor])hia. This antagonism is seen when ordinary
medicinal doses are given, and clinical ex])erience

justifies the wisdom of Harley's assertion that mor-
phia should never be given alone, unless its effect on
the patient is well understood, but always in combin-
ation with atropia. The explanation of the abolition

of the depressing effects of the morphia thus accom-
plished, is found in the antagonistic effect of the two
agents upon the cerebrum. But while the dei)re8-

sion is thus prevented, this is not always the case

with the nausea ; for, unfortunately, atropia also

catises nausea in some individuals.

The coldness of the surface and clammy per8j)ira-

tion caused by morjjhia are relieved by atropia, and
this is often a matter of considerable importance.
The action of the atropia excites the vennicidar con-
traction of the peripheral vessels, and causes more
blood to be received from the heart, in consequence
of which the surface grows warm a»d dry and the

metamorphosis of tissue is accelerated. The effect

of this resumption of activity at the periphery is

only second in importance to the renewal of oxygen-
ation of the blood at the lungs.

Atropia excites, to some extent, the action of the
kidneys, while morjjhia checks the flow of urine.

They both, it is true, render the emission of urine
more difficult, but this is due to entirely different

causes in each instance. Morphia has the effect of

impairing the sensibility of the mucous membrane
and weakening the action of the muscular coat of the

bladder ; while atropia stimulates the sphincter to

abnormal contraction.

We are now prepared to examine how a lethal dose
of one of these agents counteracts the effect of a
lethal dose of the other. We have seen that very

rarely is this the case in animals, and this fact is, no
doubt, to be explained by the difference in jjhysio-

logical cerebral development between man and the

lower animals. Hence, we find that in animals the

force of the iioison is expended on a few compara-
tively simple organs, while in man it is diffused over

much more extensive and comi)licated structures.

Experience has demonstrated that the quantity of

poison which can actually be antagonized success-

fully is comparatively limited ; the amount which
gets into the blood being, as a rule, very much less

than that which is taken into the stomach. When
the antagonism is successfully employed, what dispo-

sition is made of the poison ? The fact seems to Ije

that the two agents are simply opposed until elimi-

nation has been effected. Furthermore, the .sejjara-

tion of the poison from the blood, and its excretion

through the usual channels, is greatly promoted by
the action of the antagonist in restoring and main-
taining the functional actiWty of the organs depressed
by the poison. The principal route of the excretion

is through the kidneys (though the agency of the

skin and intestines is also of service), and free action
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of the kidneys should therefore be maintained by
the use of dihients. Another point of f^-eat practical

importance is to draw off the urine from the bladder

as fast as it accumulates. Brown-Sequard has shown
that alkaloids are absorbed from the mucous mem-
brane of the bladder ; and it is probable that alka-

loids contained in the urine pass back into the blood

again from the bladder. The action of the bowels
and skin should also receive attention.

No absolute rule can be laid down as to the dose

of the antagonist to be used in any case. We must
be governed in this by the effects observed upon the

system. The state of the pupils is not a safe guide,

because in some instances, as we have seen, they do
not react normally. The tnie guides are the condi-

tion of the respiration and the circulation. If the

pulse is full and regular, and the respiration deep
and rhythmical, the state of the pujiil and the de])th

of the narcotism are of little imiiortance. As a rule,

it is the best plan to give the antagonist in small

quantity, frequently repeated, until a sufficient

amount has been introduced into the system. In
some actual trials I have found that one-twentieth of

a grain of atropia is about equal to one grain of mor-
phia in toxic jDower.

Having now finished the survey of these two agents,

I submit the following conchisions :

Morphia and atropia are antagonistic in their ef-

fects on the cerebrum, and the result of the antag-

onism is to induce sopor ; but this deepens into

coma if the quantity used is larger, and hence the

antagonism does not extend to lethal doses.

They are antagonistic in their action on the pupil

(though this is not constant), and the effect of the

atropia preponderates.
They are antagonistic in their action on the lieart,

but the effect of atropia is more powerful and pro-

longed.
They are antagonistic in their action on the respi-

ration ; morphia slowing the respiratory movements
and diminishing the excretion of carbonic acid, and
atropia inci'easing the respiratory movements and
the excretion of carbonic acid.

They are antagonistic in their action on the arte-

rial tension ; opium slowing the heart and paralyzing

the arterioles, and atropia counteracting these effects.

Atropia prevents, to a large extent, and often com-
pletely, the depression, coldness of the surface, cold-

sweating, and cerebral nausea caused by morphia.
Morphia and atropia are antagonistic in their ac-

tion on the kidneys, the one diminishing and the

other increasing the urinary discharge. They differ

also in their action on the bladder, the one dulling

the sensibility of the mucous membrane and im-

pairing the vigor of the mtiscular coat of the viscus,

and the other stimulating the sphincter. They are

not, therefore, antagonistic in their effect on the

bladder.

In therapeutics these antagonistic actions may be
utilized to seciire effects which cannot be obtained

by the employment of either agent alone. The whole
subject affords a beautifid example of the success of

the methods employed by modem pharmacological
research to improve our knowledge of the action of

the oldest remedies, and to increase the safety, cer-

tainty, and range of their applications to the treat-

ment of disease.

HiPPOPHAGY is on the increase in Paris. In 1879

nearly two million pounds of horse, mule, and ass

flesh were consumed.

(Driginal Conummications.

Thb Practicaij Points Afforded by the Anatomy
of some of the

SURGICAL REGIONS OF THE HEAD.
By AMBROSE L. RANNEY, M.D.,

NEW TORK.

SPECIAL SURGICAL REGIONS OF THE HEAD.

There are certain practical points pertaining to the

anatomy of the head which can be given, in detail,

only by considering special regions whose anatomi-

cal construction brings them constantly to the notice

of the surgeon.

It has been the custom with almost all authors

upon topographical anatomy to follow some special

plan as to the division of the head into regions,

based either upon those landmarks which Nature

has herself defined, or upon a physiological con-

nection between the various stnietures. To follow

in detail siich a chart as Blandin recommends would
increase the scope of this article beyond its projjer

limits, while it would conflict in many ways with the

general plan of its construction. I shall therefore

call attention, imder this heading, only to such i^rac-

tical points as pertain to the temporal, orbital, nasal,

and biiccal regions, since other portions of the head
have been quite exhaustively treated of in a previous

contribution (October 15th).

tejiporal region.

In the temporal region the ear often presents nu-

merous anomalies. The pinna may be flattened or

some of its prominences may be excessively devel-

oped. The lobule may be absent or adherent to the

skin, while the auditory passage may be abnormally

short or narrow, and, in some cases, entirely oblit-

erated. The ancients, deceived by the false idea

that the cartilage of the ear was endowed with ex-

cessive sensibility, considered injuries to the pinna

to be extremely serious ; and some have even spoken

of fracture of' this portion, evidently mistaking an

incised wound of the cartilage for such an accident.

The follicles of the external canal may, if morbid-

ly developed, result in small encysted tumors ; and
inflammation of the external ear or of the auditoiy

canal is rendered extremely painful by the close ad-

hesion of the skin to the subjacent parts. If the

external ear be removed, the hearing is markedly im-

jjaired, but is not entirely lost.

The curve of the auditoiy canal explains the ne-

cessity of draining the ptinna upward when we wish

to examine it, since we thus remove the ciirve, which

does not extend to the osseous portion of the canal.

In removal of foreign bodies by instruments, it

should be borne in mind that, if the iustniment has

only one blade, it must be carried down ujion the

lower n-all of the canal, since we can thus introduce

it more deeply before arriving at the membrana
tympani, as this portion of the canal is the longer

;

but, if the instrument has two blades, one should be

introduced below and the other aliove, as the verti-

cal diameter of the canal is longer than the trans-

verse, and the foreign body will be, for this reason,

less pressed upon, and a gi-eater space for the in-

struments will be afforded to pass inward and em-
brace it.

"Whenever it is desired to remove an insect from
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the car, tho hoiwl of tlio i)fiti«Mit sliould l>o inclinod

to oiu> side, uiul tho iiii'iitus tillt-d with iiiiv niilil oil,

wliic'h may l»n retftincd in tlu> oar a fow miiiutcH,

simply liy ktH'piiig tlu> lu'ad in tho iiwlinod position.

Tho oil thus o(•(Mlpyin^; tho tnho closos tho rosj>ira-

tory poros of tho oroaturo, and soon oithor killH it

or oaust's it to seek tho surfaoe to obtain air or to

oscapo, when it may i)o soi/.od or Hnhsocpiontly
washod ont with a syrinpo or topid wator. K.sj)o-

oially if intlammation oxistK, this lattor modo should
be i)rartisod. sinoo this oondition incroasos tho sen-
Kibility of tho ])art and renders the introduction of

instrumonts iminful.

If the foreign body slioiild bo a liard snl)stanoe,

and one not capable of absorbing wator, thon the
best plan of removing it will be to wash it away by
tho force of a stream of water thrown in on one side

of it, and made to Hy outward from the resistance
created to the entrance of the water by tlie surface
of tlie membraua tymj)aui.

Cases have been rei)orted by Sabatier, Blandin,
and others, of meningitis having been ])roduced from
foreign bodies which have been lodged in the exter-

nal auditory canal and which have withstood all at-

tempts at removal.
The escai)e of pus, which often occurs, from the

auditory passage may arise from its own lining
membrane, or may come from the tym])anum or
from the mastoid region. The auditory j)assage is

j)artly membranous on its posterior wall ; and this

anatomical fact explains how abscesses of the mas-
toid or parotid regions sometimes point in tliis canal.

The membraua tympani is sometimes broken by
loud noises, as is not infreqiiently the case with can-
noneers ; and perforation may also be produced l\v

the jiressure of accumulated and hardened wax in

the external auditory canal, and sometimes by the
pressure of the haniUe of the malleus. Ai-titicial

puncture of the membraua tymijani is sometimes
l)erformed (as first suggested by Cooper in 1800) to
allow the introduction of air into the cavity of the
middle ear when the Eustachian tube is obliterated,

or for the jjurpose of evacuating pus during attacks
of suppurative inflammation of the tympanum.
The operation of opening the mastoid process, as

a means of relief for that obstinate form of deafness
produced by permanent occlusion of the Eustachian
tube, was first suggested by Jasser, a Prussian sur-
geon, who thus hoped to establish a permanent and
free entrance of air to the cavity of the middle ear
by means of the mastoid cells, and who urged the
facts that no anatomical dilKculties existed to the
operation, and that the membraua tympani was left

intact, as its chief advantages. The unfortunate ac-
cident of erysipelas in the case of Just Berger (phy-
sician to the king of Denmark) brought serious
criticism on Koeljnn, of Copenhagen, who performed
the ojjeration upon that distinguished man, and the
operation fell into disrepute.

It is a fact worthy of mention in this connection,
that the mastoid cells are absent in childhood and
are not fully developed until middle life.

The intense pain which is present in suppuration
o/ (fie midilk' ear is produced by compression of the
sensory nerve filaments, since most of the walls of
that cavity are bony ; hence, we find in those cases
an abnormal outward protrusion of the membrana
tymi)aui, which is a symptom of great diagnostic
value ; and, if not surgically relieved by pimcture,
spontaneous perforation of the drum is liable to fol-

low, and rei:)aii- of the damage often becomes diffi-

cult.

I'agoH have boon written on most of tho aural op-
eratioiiH, but with a t( iidoii''v to coiifuso and ombar-
rasH, ratiior than to oiicourago tho reader. NVasliing

out tho interiuil and oxtoiiial auditory tubes, with
perforation of tho membrana tympani, or, )>erhapH,

the mastoid cells, r<'ally constitutes tho entire por-
tion of aural oj)orativo surger}-, and all are easily ex-

ecuted. l"or this reason, the stejis of catheterizing
the Eustachian tube will lie foun<l apjiondod in the
description of the na.sal cavity as a surgical region,

while tlie stops necessary in the operation of o])en-

ing the mastoid j)rocesH can easily bo a.scortained

by reference to any work on surgery. The dangers
from the surgical relations of this ])roce83 will bo
given in full detail later on in this article.

Wounds of the temporal region, even if not very
deep, may be attended with profu.se liemorrhage. es-

pecially when they are situated near the auditory
passage, and the t<?mporal artery may possibly have
to be tied to an-est it.

The whole of the temporal region may be ren-

dered prominent by tumors of the antnim which
have perforated its posterior wall, passed through
the zygomatic fossa, and thus encroached upon the
temple.
Trephining should never 1)6 performed in this re-

gion unless the case absolutely demands it, since

the thickness of the soft parts which cover the bone
renders the operation a difficult one, and since the
skull is extremely thin in this i)ortion, and the brain
is therefore liable to be wounded. The proximity of

the middle meniinieal artery is an additional reason
why the oi^eratiou should not be performed in this

region, unless demanded.
In the region of the mastoid process, the lateral

fontavelle may be abnormally large, or late in closing,

and thus a hernia of the encej^halon, whether of the
cerebrum or cerebellum, may occur through this

opening. Such cases are, however, fortunately infre-

quent. Woimds in the vicinity of the mastoid pro-
cess maybe attended with profuse hemorrhage if the
cutting instrument pass either in front of or behind
it, since large vascular trunks are in close relation to

it, both anteriorly and posteriorly.

Caries and necrosis of the temporal region are fre-

quently the result of syjihilis, and exostoses may
also be developed from the same cause. The occur-
rence of necrosis usually indicates that the disease

has affected the pericranium, and has sej^arated it

from the bone, thus destroying its nutrition. It is a
curious fact that the cranial bones are seldom repro-

duced after removal of the entire thickness of the
skull-cap ; and this seems to indicate that the dura
mater does not take the place of a true periosteum,
since it sends few vessels into the bone, which are

chiefly nourished by the jiericranium, and, for this

reason, shows little if any tendency to reproduce
bone-tissue.

In treiihining over the mastoid process—and the
same statement is api)licable to other regions of the

i skull—the liability of injuiy to some of the emissari/

veins, which chiefiy pass through the sutures of the
skull, atfords a danger of meningeal inflammation ;

hence all sutTires should be looked upon as points of

danger in trej^hining.

KEGION OF THE XOSE.

The cavities of the nostrils are much narrower in

the infant and the aged than in middle life. In the
infant, this narrowness is due to imperfect develop-
ment of the nasal cavity in the transverse direction ;

while in the aged, an excessive development of the
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turbinated bones tends to occhide both the superior,

middle, and occasionally the inferior meatus of the

The jirominence on the ascending process of the

superior maxillary bone may be nsed as a (juhle for

h/aei'tinf/ (ijn-obe into the lower opening of the nasal

duct. In performing this operation, a probe which
is properly curved is introduced along the floor of

the nostril, with its i)oint looking outward; when
it has penetrated for the distance of an inch, it is

genei'ally withdrawn with the point in close contact

to the oTiter wall of the nasal fossa, until it is arrested

by the prominence above mentioned ; the probe is

then dejiressed and carried a little inward, and, by a

vibratory motion, the instrument is made to pene-
trate the nasal duct, passing underneath a valve of

mucous membrane, which partially occludes its lower
orifice. Probing of the nasal duct through the nos-

tril is now seldom resorted to on account of the valve

of mucous membrane which occludes its moiith.

The cavities of the nasal foss?e communicate, in the

superior meatus, with the sphenoidal sinus and the
posterior ethmoidal cells ; in the middle meatus,
with the frontal sinus, the cavity of the antrum, and
the anterior ethmoidal cells ; while, in the inferior

meatus, the nasal duct opens. The inferior meatus
is of importance to the surgeon in the operations of

plugging the posterior nares, dilating the nasal duct
from below, catheterizing the Eustachian tube, and
the removal of polypi or foreign bodies.

In plugging the posterior nares, should the sur-

geon not be able to obtain Bellocq's canula, he may
readily carry a ligature thi'ough the nostril and
mouth by means of a common elastic catheter, the

ligature being passed through the eye of the instru-

ment, the latter being M'ithdrawn after the pellet is in

position. After the lapse of several hours, the lint

in front of the nostril should be removed by the fin-

gers or forceps, and that from the posterior nares
displaced, either by pressing it into the throat by a

probe, whence it may be dra^vn by the thread left

attached to it for tliis piirpose, or it may be drawn
out by simply employing the end of the ligature left

in the mouth.
When the position of the orifice of the Eustachian

tul)e is recollected, it will be seen that the introduc-
tion of a catheter in the mouth of that tube is a sim-
ple operation, though the verbiage in which it has
often been described tends to create a belief in its

being difficult.

The patient is seated wnth the head thrown slightly

backward and firmly supported, while the surgeon
takes the catheter in his right hand, and, after oiling

it, introduces it into the nostril on the side to be di-

lated. Then, keeping its point on the floor of the
nostril, and its convexity upward and inclined

against the septum of the nose, he slides it backward
till it reaches the soft palate, as may be readily told

by the sense of touch transmitted along the instru-

ment, or by the patient making a slight gulp or ef-

fort to swallow. At this moment the surgeon should
turn the point of the catheter upward and outward
by rotating it a quarter of a circle, and then, by a

slight movement forward and backward, he may slip

it into the tube with as much, if not more ease, than
a catheter can be made to enter the bladder. When
the proper jiosition of the instrument is ensured, it

will at once be known by its steadiness, and also by
the sensation of the patient.

Foreign bodies in the nostril may be extracted
either from the front, or pushed back into the throat,

according to the proximity to one or other of these

orifices. As they seldom fill up tlie entire front of
the nose, a curette, or curved ])robe, or Leroy's in-

.strument for removing fragments of calculi from the
urethra, may generally be j)assed to one side of the
article, so as to enable the operator to draw it for-

ward. If jammed between the inferior turbinated
bone and the septum, gentle ])res.sure from above
downward, by crowding it upon the floor of the nos-
tril, will facilitate its subsocpient removal, either by
the instruments above named, or by a jjolypus-for-

cefjs, or common dressing-forcei)s. If, however, the
foreign substance should be a piece of ribbon or
something similar, which has been stuff'ed high up in
the cavity of the nose, washing out the nostril by a
stream of water with a syringe will often dislodge one
end, and thus enable the operator to seize and draw
it out with the forceps.

During attacks of sneezing, coughing, laughing, or
fright, at the time an attemi^t at deglutition is being
made, foreign bodies in the throat may be forcibly
driven into the postero-superior jiart of the nares';
and similar instances are recorded during attacks of
vomiting, although vomited matters are usually ex-
pelled from the nose wath little difiiculty, in case they
chance to enter.

Metallic rings have been forced into the nostril
through the pharynx* during attacks of sneezing;
and cherry-jjits and other substances have been in-

troduced by attacks of vomiting, and some have re-
mained there iindetected, until oz?ena caused a care-
ful examination of the nares to be made.f
Foreign bodies can also be thus forced into the

Eustachian tube, as reported by Fleischmann, where
a gi-ain of barley became so lodged, and created ring-
ing in the ears, a sensation of hair in the fauces, and
interference with hearing.

It is well known that horse-flies are particularly
prone to deposit their larv;e in the nasal fossae of
animals, and that, after their maturity, the animals
which are hatched are often thus enabled to enter
some of the air-chambers of the head. In countries
where leeches aliound, they are occasionally intro-
duced into the i>harynx with water drank from pools,
and they thus are enabled to crawl upward and lodge
themselves in the nasal fossa, where they are often
detected only by the epistaxis which they create.
They are extracted by salt douches or medicated in-

jections, which cause them to loosen their hold and
drop into the inferior meatus, where they can be
reached.
The presence of any form of foreign body in the

nose creates a feeling of irritation, which is indicated
by an uncontrollable desire to forcibly j^ass air

through the nose and a peculiar stinging i)ain and
sneezing, which the patient seldom becomes deprived
of, no matter how long the foreign substance be re-

tained. By its in'itation, such an accident may de-
stroy smell, since an oftensive oza^na is usually pro-
duced if the foreign body be long retained ; or, l)y

comjiression alone, it may occlude the nasal duct,
and thus induce symi:)toms referable to the eye or its

lachrymal apparatus, or create necrosis or caries of
the bones of the nasal fossa, with the many symiJ-
toms dependent upon those conditions.

The subject of foreign bodies of the nasal fossa
has much of interest which cannot be here given,
and to such as seek for further information the ad-
mirable work of Poulet is recommended. J

Swelling of the mucous membrane of the nasal
cavity may partially or completely occlude its calibre

Hickman Lowndes. + Poultt.

+ A Treatise on Foreign Bodies in Surgery.
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and thns affect tl»o tone of tlio voice, and perhaps
oivasiou dv.spiKLni ; wliilo u simihir swclliii'^' in tho

ro}{i(>n of th'.> luwtT oritico of tlio iiuhuI iluct luuy so

oirluilti tluit canal as t») pn>v«>ut the escape of tlio

tears throu^jh their natural channel, and thus cause

thorn to tlow over the cheek.

Abnormal tumors witltin the nasal fossa may be

either wucnus pitb/pi, which are localized hypertro-

phies of the mucous memlirane or the submucous
tissue ; fihrous pn/i/jii, whicli spnuj^ from the i)eri-

osteum. and which are com;)osed cliietly of I>undle8

of librous tissue ; curtilitijiinius i/nnrths, which spring:

chietly from the septum of the nose and the frontal

or ethmoidal cells ; osseous tumors, sdraiiruUti, and
canctT.

The mucous type of polypus rarely, if ever, sprinf^s

from the sei)tum of the ncjse, but usually arises from

the mucous liniuf^ of the sujierior or middle meatus,

or from the inferior turbinated bone. In rare cases

thev may arise from the roof of tlie uasal fossa, or

even from the frontal sinus,* and thoy may occa-

sionally be so extensive as to hanj^ into the pharynx.

The fibrous type of polyjjus, on the contrary, may
f^-ow from any part of the walls of the uasal fossa,

l)ut is most freipiently attached to the basilar pro-

cess at the base of the skull, and, for that reason, is

usually found within the upper portion of the pha-

rvux, behind the uvula.

KEGION OF THE ORBIT.

Injuries in the vicinity of the eyebrow may be re-

garded as particularly liable to bo followed by seri-

ous results. Death has resulted in such cases from
a fracture at the base of the skull, and an accom-
panying amaurosis from injury to the ojitic nerve

is freq[uent in such cases. Besides these two sequelie,

an emjjhi/iii'in'itoii.t condition of tln'/oreliedd may occur

if the frontal sinus be opened, and tistuhe may re-

main, through which air may be forcibly blown if

the nose be held. • A case is on record where, after

such an accident, the patient could blow out a candle
through an opening in the forehead which com-
municated with the frontal sinus. The sui)ra-orbital

nerve which escapes from the orbit by a foramen
underneath the eyebrow may also be pressed upon
by fragments of bone, and thus become the seat of

a tormenting neuralgia, or, by creating reflex symp-
toms in other nen'es which communicate with the

fifth pair, may cause manifestations of a diseased
condition of other parts of the head and face.f

Penetrating wounds in this region may pass above
or below the globe of the eye, or they may aftect the
globe itself. If the eye itself be injured, it may be
destroyed either as a direct result of the accident or

by intiammation following it ; while, if the eye be
not (b'stroi/ed, opacities of the cornea or lens may
result, foreign bodies^ may be deposited within its

chambers, the iris may be lacerated, and many other

unfortunate conditions ensue which may imjjair to a

greater or less extent the functions of the eye and
lead to subsequent changes of a more or less serious

character.

Wounds exterior to the globe of the eye are not
as serious in their results, excei>t in those cases

where the jjenetrating instrument has 2)assed deeply
within the orbit and has injured (1) the orbital arch
and the adjacent brain-tissue, (2j the internal or
external bony walls of the orbit, (3) the important
nerves and vessels situated in the sphenoidal tissure,

or (4) by penetrating still more deeply the vessels

of the zygomatic fossa. In this latter region, all

wounds are eHpe«"ially Herio\is for the following rea-

sons : tirst, liecause such woum<1s necessarily pre-

HU])pose that the piercing instrument, before arriv-

ing there, has jjassed either through tlie cheek, the

temple, the parotid region, or the orbit; secondly,

because it is almost impossible for the brunches of

the internal maxillary artery or its main trunk to

escape injun-, wliile Meckel's ganglion and th«' su-

perior maxillary nerve may also be wounded ; and
thirdly, liecau.sc! the collateral circulation Ixitween

the branches of the internal maxillary artery witli

the surrounding ves.sels is so extensive that, even if

the common caiotid artery be tied, the other vessels

are liable to produce fatal hemorrhage.
In extirj)ating the eye, wo must guard against

plunging the instrument too deeply, in order to

avoid injury to tlie nervous and vascular structures

of that region, since, if roughly introduced, the scis-

sors might be forced into the sphenoidal fissure, or

even through some portion of the bony wall of the

orbit.

In those cases where amputation of the globe of

the eye is ])erformed in preference to extirpation,

the globe should be cut behind the iris, leet the

contraction of that membrane prevent the escape of

the vitreous humor and consequently the formation

of a stump for the insertion of an artificial eye.*

Elevation of the floor of the orbit by a tumor of

the antnim, or the i)ressure of an abnormal gi-owth

or of suppuration behind the glolje of the eye, may
cause a protrusion of the eyeball from its socket—

a

condition to which the term " exophthalmia " is ap-

plied. In case the exciting cau.se of such a conditicm

be a vascular tumor, ligation of the internal carotid,

or even of the primitive carotid, may be demanded.
"Within the orbital region, the operations of divi-

sion of certain branches of the fifth cranial nerve, for

the relief of neuralgia, are performed, whose stejjs

will be found given in detail in the general treatises

on the art of surgery.

The pulley, through which the tendon of the su-

perior oblique muscle of the eye plays, is situated

at the upper and inner angle of the orbit, and in

close pro.ximity to the internal angular process of the

frontal bone. Care should always be taken, in op-

erating in the orbit, that this looj) be not severed, as

the action of the superior oblique muscle would thus

be temporarily destroyed, and its permanent impair-

ment rendered probable.

Abnormalities in the condition of the pupil, and
deviations from the normal power of vision depend-
ent upon "anatomical defects, have previously been
considered, as far as anatomy has any dii'ect bearing

upon them, in other articles of mine which treat of

the second, third, fourth, and sixth cranial nerves.f

The lai-hrymal apparatus, which comprises the

lachrymal gland, the lachrymal canals, the lachrymal

sac, and the nasal duct, often creates a necessity for

surgical interference in the region of the orbit. In
those cases where the removal of the lachrymal
gland is demanded, an incision through the upper
lid is usually made, and the gland is then dissected

from the surrounding parts. The loss of secretion

of the gland is, in a measure, supplied by the in-

creased action of the conjunctiva, the mucus secreted

V)eing generally sufficient to assist the action of the

lid over the eyeball.

In contraction of the puncta lachrymalia, the lach-

* Mackenzie.
+ Med-cal Gazette, New York, October 30, 1880.

• BInrdin.

t See New York Medical Gazette,,October 16th, 23d, 20th, 1880.
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rvmal canals, or the nasal duct, it occasionally be-

comes necessary to cither dilate them by a i)i'obe or

to wasli them out by means of a syrinf]Ce. In per-

forming either of these operations, that eyelid, in

whose pnnctum tlie instrument is to be ]ias8ed, must
first l)e drawn toward the temple, since by so doing
the normal curve of the laclirymal canal is straiglit-

ened, and the introduction of an instrument is thus
greatly facilitated. If the canal is simply to he
washed out, the nozzle of the syringe (Anol's syringe

is perhajis the best) is introduced into the punctnm
and the fluid forced into the canal with the finger,

while the other punctum is compressed to prevent
regurgitation. If the fluid does not pass out of the
syiinge as freely as the orifice should permit, with-

draw the point a little, and, by again passing it for-

ward, any duplicature of the lining membrane of the
canal may, as a rule, be easily avoided.

In introducing a probe throiigh the lachrymal sac

and nasal duct, the instrument should be introduced
in the same way as above mentioned, and with the
handle of the jirobe pai-allel with the border of the

lids, the point should be moved toward the inner
canthus of the eye till it reaches the lachrymal sac.

In some cases incision of the lachrymal canal may
be required.

The handle of the instrument should now be ele-

vated from the horizontal to nearly a pei-jDendicular

direction, when, on can-ying the handle obliquely

forward, the point of the jirobe will pass readily

through the nasal duct and escape at the inferior

meatus of the nostril.

The intimate nersous communication which exists

between the nasal mucous membrane and the

lachrymal apparatus explains why irritation of the

nose is so frequently followed by an excessive flow of

tears, and, for that reason, any excessive action of

the lachrymal gland should always suggest to the

surgeon a careful examination of the nasal cavity, in

case no cause can be discovered in the region of the

orbit.

The passage of the third, fourth, ophthalmic branch
of the fifth, and sixth ci-anial nerves through the

sphenoidal fissure, and of the optic nerve through its

own foramen, explains why any pressure created by
abnormal growths witliin the cavity of the orbit is

so liable to be followed by symptoms dependent
upon paralysis of some of these nerve-trunks, and to

one familiar with the course of these nerves such
symptoms often indicate the possible situation of

the exciting cause.

REGION OF THE MOUTH.

Within the ca\aty of the mouth, the bones which
help to form it, the mucoiis membrane which lines

it, and the nerves and vessels which are distributed

to it, have been considered in previous articles,* and
many practical points noted which will require biit

casual mention here, since they can be referred to

Tinder each of these respective heads. The cheek,

tongue, tonsils and soft palate, however, jiresent

points of interest both to the surgeon and medical
practitioner.

In the child, the region of the cheek is particularly

liable to gangrenous and ulcerative processes, while,

in the adult, tumors are not infrequent in this

region. Its physiological functions, in the acts of

respiration, mastication, blowing, and slicking, are

seriously impaired by any cause which tends to

create interference with the conducting power of the

* Essentials of Anatomj-, ISSO ; Medical Recokd, October 16,

1880.

facial nerve. The situation of Sfano's duct gives to

wounds of the check a surgical importance, since, if

that duct be wounded, the escape of saliva between
the edges of the wound may create a salivary fistula

upon the face, and prove a source not only of dis-

figurement and annoyance to the j^atient, but one
which it is often difficult for the surgeon to relieve.

The tongue may present conditions of increase in

its size as the result of hypertroiihy or tumors, which
sometimes prevent mastication, and in rare cases

may so completely fill the mouth as to render breath-

ing difficult. Its excessive vascularity renders

wounds of the tongue a source of serious hemorrhage,

which frequently requires ligation of the lingual

artery ; hence the caution given by surgical authors

to inexperienced operators in i:)erfoi-ming the trivial

operation of the division of the frscuum of the tongue

in children. A peculiar condition of the tongue, in

which a fnn-ing of its hdcnd half is detected, may
often be a point of great diagnostic value, since it

indicates irritation of some of the branches of the

fifth cranial nerve or of the glosso-pharyngeal nerve.

Thus, Hilton reports a case where furring of the

posterior portion of the lateral half of the tongue
followed an attack of tonsillitis from irritation of the

glosso-jiharyngeal nerv^es ; and another where the

removal of a decayed molar tooth caused the dis-

appearance of a similar condition aflectiug the

anterior half of the lateral part of the tongue, which
had for a long time withstood all other methods of

treatment, since the irritation of the fifth nerve had
not been relieved. Bransby Cooper reports a case

where the furred tongue persistently remained upon
one side after fracture of the base of the skull involv-

ing the foramen rotnndum ; and a similar case record-

ed by Hilton was produced by disease of the Classerian

ganglion, which was detected at the autopsy. Such
cases as these cannot fail to excite interest in the

reader and to impress the importance of the bear-

ings of nervous distribution as an aid in diagnosis.*

In operations for the removal of tumors of the

tongue, if situated near to its base, an incision

through the soft tissues forming the floor of th6

mouth is sometimes required in order to permit the

tongue to be drawn below the chin and thus be more
completely exposed. Care should, however, be ex-

ercised, after the soft tissues have thus been divided,

to prevent the tongue falling or being drawn back-

ward over the superior opening of the larynx. This

can be easily accomplished by passing a loop of silk

through the tip of the organ, by which its move-
ments can be easily controlled.

If we look beneath the tongue at the attachment
of its frpenum, we can jierceive the oj^enings of the

ducts of the sublingual glands ; and the orifices of

the submaxillary glands (ducts of Wharton) can be
detected as two small iiapilla; on the anterior margin
of the frsenum. A swelling is often produced under-

neath the tongue by occlusion of the sublingual

ducts, to which the term " ranula" is applied, since

such a tumor is normal in the frog. The saliva also

sometimes deposits sabulous matter, and gives rise

to concretions, which are usually situated in the

ducts themselves.
The palate is composed of two portions, the hard

or bony structure formed by the palate-plates of the

superior maxillary and jsalate bones, and the soft

palate, which is composed of mucous membrane and
muscles. The soft palate extends across the back
of the mouth from side to side, being attached to the

* Ne.v York Medical Gazette, October and November, 1880,
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postfrior marfnn of tho hfinl ]>iilf\te aliovo, while itn

iiiffrior or fn-c murniii jn-t'st'iitM, at its contro, the

l>rojfrtiiij^ uvuhi, wliicli is Irom lialf to thrt'o-tpmrtors

of ail iiu'li loufx in tho hculthv state.

Thi" physiolojjfifal action of the soft i)ahitt' is chiefly

continetl to its valvo-likr ol)stnu-tion to the upjier

]»ortion of tlie pharynx tliirin^^ the act of deglutition,

wliich thus prevents the re^jurfiitation of food, and
especially that of liijuids, into the postenor narea
during the contraction of the constrictor muscles of

the i)harynx. It also niodities to some extent the
intoiuition of the voice, as is demonstrated in those
oases whore it is congenitally defective. It is abun-
dantly supplied with mucous follicles, which ailbcd

an anatomical exj)lanation of the jteculiar appear-
ance which that jxirtion presents when inflamed,

since it is then covei-ed l>v an excessive secretion of

mucus, which frecpiently gives it a whitish color.

The muscles of the palate play an important ]>art in

its movements, and, in the various operations for

fissure of the palate, a close studj/ of t/ie lu-tion of
thi'X'' w Ksclf's is essential to a successful result,

since, freijnently, .some of them have to be divided
in order to insure a close ai)proximation of the edges
of the wound by suture.

The palate may be the seat of hi/pei'(rophy, as
occurs chietiy in elongation of the tonsil ; of itlcera-

tioii, as is particularly liable to occur during the
first stages of secondary syphilis, and in scarlet fever

and small-pox ; aud of funwrs, both of the benign
and the malignant character. It may be made to
b>i/rff^ forii-dnl into the mouth by nasal polypi wliich
protrude into the pharvnx, by fungoid growths from
the neighboring regions, or by retro-phars'ngeal ab-
scess, which is usually dependent upon caries of the
eerWcal vertebr.e. Perforation of the soft palate is

liable to create considerable difficulty in the swallow-
ing of liquids, in case the abnormal opening be of

appreciable size. Most of the movements of the soft

palate are produced by means of the glosso-pharyn-
geal nerve, or branches from Meckel's and the otic

ganglion. Paralysis of the soft palate is therefore
sometimes associated with paralysis of the pharyn-
geal, lingual, and labial muscles ; hence, deglutition
aud ai'ticulation often become simultaneously em-
barrassed.

Many points of interest pertaining to the hard
palate have been already given in connection with
the bones, vessels, and nerves distributed to it,* and
need not be here rejjeated.

The tonsils are small bodies situated between the
anterior aud liosterior pillars of the fauces upon
either side. They contain a central cavity, and are
in close relations to some of the large vessels of the
neck. During attacks of chronic inflammation, or
repeated attacks of quinsy sore throat, effusions of

lymph into the parenchymatous structure of these
glands sometimes produce an induration and a per-
manent enlargement, which may be mistaken for scir-

rhus. The continuance of such an enlargement being
a source of constant irritation, renders such jjatients

extremely liable to inflammation of the throat on the
slightest change of temjierature ; and, to relieve the
sensibility, after the failure of all other means, an
operation for their removal may become necessary.
Suppuration within the tonsil, especially of both
sides, if simultaneously attacked, may so close the
fauces as to render deglutition impossible and even
respiration difficult, unless by incision the acciimu-
lated pus be evacuated. The famous case reported

* Es.«entiala of Anatomy. New York. ISSU.
Njw York MKDiCAi. Record, October 15, 18S0.

See also article iu

by Desanlt, in which the carotid artery was punc-
tured by an incision made into the tonsils, should
lead all careful Murgeons to remend)er that, in ca^••

extirpation of tlie tonsil be attem])ted, only that j)oi

tion shoulil be excised which ^*/v;yV(/.s- hn/ioni l/tr/rr

Ixn-ilt'i- of the stylo-glossus uiuscle, ami that inciHions

should always be made with extreme care.

The occlusion of the; ilucts which open into the
cavity of the tonsil may sometimes result iu the for-

mation of culcidi vitliin the ylnud, an was first de-
8Ci-ibed by Celsus.

The removal of portions of the superior maxillary

bone, or, in severe cases, of the bone itself, is de-

manded by the growth of tumors, usually of a fun-

gous or malignant character, and their encroachment
on the surrounding bony structure of the moutli.

Probably the earliest reference to the removal of thi>

bone which is known to have been recorded is that

of Acoluthus, a surgeon of Breslau, who is stated by
Gensoul * to have removed a portion of the ui>per

jaw for tumor in UilK^, although Jourdan, in ITtJS,

removed a i)ortion of the antrum, and Duiniytren, in

1820, a porti(m of the alveolar ])rocess of the bone.

This oi)eration may be demanded as a means of re-

lief for extensive disea.se of the antrum which de-

I^resses the roof of the mouth, for large polypi of the

nose, as is reported by Mott in " Velpeau's Surgery,"
and for extensive necro.sis or malignant growth. The
severity of the ojieration, and the deformity which
must ensue if the entire bone be removed, renders
it evident that this oi)eration should never be per-

formed except in cases where no other means of re-

lief is possible.

The loirar jaw may be resected either partially or
entire, although the latter operation may justly be
regarded by surgeons as a most formidaVile opera-
tion. It was first performed by Graefe and Walther
of Bonn, and has since been repeated l>v Dupuytren,
Deli^ech, Carnochan, and others ; but it is still a
question whether the evils resulting fi-om the loss of

the entire inferior maxilla should not forbid its use.

In those instances where extensive necrosis of the
lower jaw has occurred from phosphorus-poisoning,
or where tumors have so involved portions of the
bone as to impair its usefulness or endanger other
parts, a partial resection of bone will often accom-
plish relief with less difficulty to the surgeon than if

the entire bone be removed, and with far less evil to

the patient.

In consequence of the efiiect of fissure of the hard
l^alate upon the tone of the voice, as well as ui>on
the enunciation of words, it becomes desirable to at-

tempt its closure by uniting the two halves as soon
as the individual is able to a.ssist the operator in the
efforts required for its execution ; but, in those ex-

treme cases where such union is impossible, mechani-
cal api^liances can often be made which will to a
certain extent obviate the annoyances of the de-

formity.

False anchylosis of the lower jaw, dependent upon
cicatrization or contraction of the soft i)arts, may ex-

ist to such an extent as to demand subcutaneous
division of the masset«r muscle. A case was re-

ported by Dr. Schmidt, in 1841, where a young lady,

in consequence of an extensively ulcerated throat when
a child, had not been able to open her mouth for a pe-

riod of twelve years, so that the end of the httle finger

could be inserted, and where recovery followed the
division of the masseter muscle. Dr. Mott, in his

edition of "Velpeau's Surgery," treats of this con-

•Pari8, 1833.
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dition for tlie first time as a special tyije of disease,

and rejjorts seventeen cases where the condition was
treated by forcible dilatation by various mechanical
devices.

It may be advisable in this connection to again
call attention to one of the axioms of John Hilton in

reference to the nervous association which exists be-

tween tlie joints and the muscles which move them,*
since by this useful guide some local seat of irrita-

tion may possibly be detected in such cases A\hich

will account for such fixation of the jaw, and which,
when properly relieved, maybe followed by a com-
plete return of mobility without recourse to severer

methods. This would, of course, not apjjly to any
form of fixation dependent ujion cicatrical tissue.

150 Madison Ave.

A CASE OF PERFORATING PISTOL-
SHOT WOUND OF ANTERIOR WALL
OF LEFT VENTRICLE OF THE HEART.

StJDDEN Death on Eleventh Day fkom Kuptuke
AT Point op Lodgement of Ball.

By M. M. bobbins, M.D.,

AtinOUA, ILL.

I WAS called about 4 o'clock p.m., October 22, 1880, to

see J. B. W , a machinist, aged fifty-seven years,

who had been wounded by a pistol ball, and who was
then in the condition of severe shock. He rallied

fairly that evening, and on the following day reaction

was excessive.

On examination, assisted by Dr. E. B. Howell, the
ball was found to have entered the outer aspect of

the left arm. at a jioint about five inches below the
shoulder-joint, emerging about two inches below the
axillary fold, passing anterior to the bone and not
injuring it. It then struck the chest over the fifth

rib, passed inwai'd and slightly downward to the
foitrth costal interspace, and a little inside a line

drawn perpendicularly from the left nipjjle. Beyond
this point the probe would not jjass. He improved
quite rapidly. He had no pain except from a bron-
chitis which he had contracted i^revious to the injury.

There were no special symptoms indicating that the
ball had injured any %dtal organ.

On the eighth day after injury he was dressed. On
the ninth day he was out of doors. On the tenth he
walked about still more. On the eleventh he walked
about for awhile in the morning. About ten o'clock

he took a short ride in an easy carriage, and retiu'u-

ing home, said that he felt better than at any time
since his injury. During the afternoon he walked
about or rested uponthe sofa as he felt inclined ; ate

a light supper about 6.30 I'.M. ; chatted awhile after

eating ; said fi'equently that, excejjt being a little

weak he felt better than at any time since his injury.

He walked from the table to one corner of the

room, sat do\\ai and immediately complained of a se-

vere pain and pressure in his chest, in the cardiac

region. He walked to another part of the room, the

pain and distress continuing, and in a few minutes
he was dead. It was estimated by diflerent members
of the family that he lived from three to eight minutes
after the serious symptoms began, probably not more
than the shorter time. He had lived eleven days
three and one-half hours after the injury.

Post-mortem fourteen hours after death ;
present,

* Every nerve distributed to the muscles which move a joint sends
a filament to the joint itself, and supplies the integument over the in-

Bertion of each of ihe muRclea which move it.

Drs. Higgins and E. B. Howell. On opening the
chest a considerable quantity of blood was found in

the left pleural cavity, and the pericardium was filled

with blood. About one-half of that in the pericardi-

um was in the form of a recent clot ; no old clots could
be found. The ball had struck the ui)i)cr border of
the fifth rib, at the point to which we had traced it at

the time of injury, described nearly aright angle with
its previous course, perforated the pericardium,
struck the left ventricle upon its anterior wall, about
two-fifths of the distance from the base to the apex,
l)assed into and through the ventricular cavity nearly
horizontally, and lodged in its posterior wall, through
which it nearly passed at the time of injury. At this

point there was a stellate rujjture. This was at the
apex of a slight elevation upon the surface, the walls

of which were very thin. It is i>ossible that these
walls had been thinned by the roughened surface of

the l>all after its lodgment there.

There were old adhesions of tlic pleural surfaces at

the left of the heart, which accounted for the pain in

that region which attended his cough ; one of the aor-

tic valves w'as ossified. This was the only lesion, ref-

erable to the heart, discovered before death, although
careful examination was made for any symj^tom which
would indicate that the heart had been injured.

The ball was 32 caliber. I am informed that he
ran about fifty feet, after receiving the wound, before
he became unconscious.
The wounds in the arm, chest, and anterior wall of

ventricle were entirely healed. One of the pillars of

the columnie camea' was located immediately over the
point where the ball entered the ventricular ca%'ity,

and may possibly have prevented or helped to pre-

vent the flow of blood through the wound.

A CASE OF ISOLATED RHEUMATIC
INFLAMMATION OF PERICARDIUxM
CURED BY SALICYLIC ACID.

By WM.'S. CHEESMAN, M.D.,

BROOKLTN.

Chakles D , aged seventeen years. The patient

gave the following history: He had long been subject

to shortness of breath on going upstairs. Two weeks
before I saw him he was taken ill with chilly sensa-

tions, followed by pains in the bones and in his back.

He had since suffered from dyspncea, orthoi^ncx-a, and
a slight cough. He had had one such attack before.

When seen on August 2-±th, he was pale and had
anasarca of the feet. He complained of slight pain
in the wrists, M'hich were not and had not been swollen.

Examination of the chest detected, about the junction
of the fourth rib with the sternum, a double friction-

sound, synchronous with the heart's beat. This was
best heard when the patient lay on his back ; it was
inaudible when he sat up and leaned forward. The
area of prfeeordial flatness was much increased. It

extended about half an inch beyond the sternum to

the right, and beyond the apex-beat (which was very
faint) to the left. There was flatness above as far as

the third rib. Temperature, l()li°

The next day a beautiful erythema maculatum ap-
peared all over the body and limbs. The physical

signs remained the same. Temperature iii the

morning, 101'; in the evening, 101i\ To have salicy-

lic acid, grs. xx., eveiy two hours, except at night.

During the following day his temperature ranged
about 100% but on the day after it fell to, 99'.. He qobq-

plained of tinnitus aurium and dizziness.. Pere«ssion
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sliowod the area of jjreconlial flatnesH Honiowlmt tli

jiiiiiisluMl, \vliilt> ftuscultution n'voiilcd loud friftion-

sc minis DVtT tlio whi)l«' jtia'c<»nliul iiit'ti, iiiid ii fiiftion

frt'iiiitus was jtluiiily iM>ivt'i)til)lc' on luilpiitidii. TheHe
fru'tioii-signs incri'uso.l in inttMisitv, tlio imironlial

dnlness di«cTeiiso<l, and tin- ui)«'X-h«'iit came out

stronKor during tho onsiiin^ tUroc davs. All this time

till' salii'vlic arid had lt«'«'ii i-ontinued (gr. xx. q.'i.h.)

and tlu' tonii>(Mutuiv had n'niaini'd l)«>lo\v KM) . On
tht' nif^ht of August IJlst tho jiationt beranu- noisy

and delirious. As there had been no increase of tem-

j)er.itnre, and as the inHannnatorv ])rocess was on the

wane, tho delirium was uscrilted to salicylic poison-

inj^. and the druj^ was stopped ; whereupon the de-

lirium i)assed into sojKirand mental Lebetiule, which
lasted a coui)le of days.

On September :U tho area of cardiac dnlness

seemed normal, and the fnction-sounds were much
diminished in number and intensity. But with the

recession of the sij^is of jiericarditis, there came out

more and more ch'arly a mitral systolic murmur, au-

dil)le as far as the left posterior axillary line.

A slight rise of temperature which occurred about

this time was reduced by salicylic acid, and left the

patient feeling very well, the friction-sounds almost

gone, but some anasarca of the feet, and a loud mi-

tral regurgitant murmur remaining. No albuminuria

or casts. Tr. digitalis ordered.

The jxitient was last seen on September 20th

mitral murmur persisted, but examination failed to

detect other evidence of any morbid condition in the

chest.

The interpretation of this case I take to be as fol-

lows : For years the patient had had mitral disease

of rheumatic origin, which caused his shortness of

breath. Acute rheumatism had now attacked him a

second time, but instead of atiecting his joints, an in-

flammatory effusion into the ^pericardium took place.

Like an ordinary rheumatic arthritis, this conclition,

as well as the fever, was removed by salicylic acid.

As the effusion was taken up, the roughened surfaces

of the pericardium played upon one another, pro-

ducing the friction-sounds and fremitus ; and as these

grew fainter through removal of intlammatory depos-

its or agglutinations of the visceral and parietal sur-

faces, the old mitral murmur began to be heard.

The main intei'est of the case centers in the fact

that a true rheumatic inflammation had attacked the

pericardium nlone, and was controlled by salicylate

of soda.
"

. In addition, it is an instrnctive fact that delirium
may be caused by salicylic acid. This is now pretty

well known in our hospitals, but has not yet fovmd
its way into text-books; yet it is none the less a fact.

I have notes of a case of rheumatism, in the treat-

ment of which salicylic acid was pushed till delirium
supervened, but ceased when the drug was discontin-

ued. An an e.q)eriment the salicylic acid was repeated
and stojjped iowr times, always with the result of

producing a delirium, which passed away with the

stoppage of the medicine.

Ucpovto of C)oopital5.

piiiLADEr.rniA hospital.

Notes of Puactu'e and I*Eci;LiAi{rnE.s of Treat-
ment.

Clinical Service of HOKATIO c;. WOOD, M.D.,

PBOFEHSOR or MATKIIIA MKL>ICA IN THE UMVKIIXITY OF fENKHYL-
VASIA, AND 1-HVHIClAN lO TUK fIIII.AiJt.LI-H I A HOhflTAL.

Dl\betis IxsiPiDrs C^red by Ergot.—A case of

this kind is reported by Dr. E. W. Saunders in the
St. Louis fourier of Mediciyie. The patient was a

•woman, aged fifty-three years, who had suffered from
polyuria for two years. She passed from eight to ten
quarts of water -per day, sp. gr. 1004. Under ext.

ergot, fl. 3 j., t.i.d., she rapidly im^jroved, and in three
months had made a perfect recovery.

INJTJRT OF THE SPINE FOLLOWED BY SYMPTOMS OF FRAC-

TURE— OBSOIRE CASE OF APHASIA— DIAGNOSIS OF
HEPATIC CANCER.

Case I.

—

lujrn-y of Oik !tphie,/ul/i)irwl h>/ /tt/mjttoms of
/rrir(iii-e, villi dittojisi/.— I find myself, gentlemen,
this morning, in a dilemma, as the first case about
whom I desii-ed to lecture died just an liour or two
ago. However, as the symptoms were of a negative

character, I will occupy your attention for a few mo-
ments with their discussion.

The man came into the hospital with about this

histor\' : On September '2Sth he fell down a cellar-

way, knew nothing after, until he came to his con-

sciousness in a station-house, and found himself
completely paralyzed in all parts of his body below

fpijg
j

the neck. He was brought to this hospital on the

following day, at which time he l)egan to suffer from
severe jiain in both legs and arms.

Wlien I first saw him he was completely paralyzed

as to motion ; sensation was impaired, although not
completely gone, and he had no control over the

bowels or bladder. His respirations were about twenty
per minute and purely diaj^hragmatic, and his tem-
perature about W0'\
On October 2d there was a slight change in his

condition. There was then complete loss of volun-

tary movements on right side, the left leg was weak
but still capable of exercising all movements, and
the left arm and fingers still retained some motion,
while movements of head and neck were perfect.

Reflex action was retained in left leg but all gone
in right ; there existed incontinence of urine, and
the bowels, though constii^ated, were not under con-

trol.

His respirations were deep, labored, and purely
dia^jhragmatic. On raising him to a sitting position

he had intense jjain in the region of the sixth cervi-

cal vertebra. He complained of sore throat, but
had no apparent difficulty in swallowing. "When this

man was first i:)icked uj) you would have almost taken
it for granted that he was suffering from concussion
of the brain, or perhaps compression from fracture ;

as, after remaining in the ward, he regained his con-

sciousness, but with such permanent lesions below a

certain point in the neck (sixth cervical vertebra),

and as when I sat him up he complained of such
acute, sickening pain at that j^oint, I concluded that

there was a fracture at that point of the canal, al-

though no evidences of it were brought out by the

external appearances of the column.
Another CNadence of a lesion high up in the cord

is the absence of reflex motion. This could not be
so if there was not some interraption to transmission

of impulse to the centres in the medulla. The man
went rapidly from bad to woi-se, and died this morn-
ing from exhaustion.
We will doubtless find, on a post-mortem examin-

ation, myelitis at that point, together with possible

degeneration of the stmcture of the cord. At a post-
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mortem examination which was made, no distinct frac-

ture was discovorod at the position of the sixth cervi-

cal vertebra, but distinct evidences of concussion,

with degeneration and disintegration of the substance

of the cord, at that point.

Cask II.

—

Obscure case of aphasia.—This woman,
gentleman, has been an inmate of this hos])ital for

some time, and came in with an unknown history.

You will notice as she lies on the bed that thei-e is

slight paresis of tlie right side of the face, and that

the right leg is drawn up. Now, if I ask her in Ger-
man " How old are you ? " " How long have you been
sick?" or any such question, note her reply : It is

always "Yes," " No," or " Gott in himmel." She is

fairly intelligent, can understand numerals when
your lingers are held up, can always make her wants
known, so that whatever she may have the matter
refers to language and not to ideas.

A curious fact is developed when I touch lightly

her right arm or leg ; they seem to be excessively

hyijertesthetic. This is sUght in the arm, but much
more marked in the leg.

We have, then, a case before us without any his-

tory, which otfers these symptoms : right-sided palsy,

with power over the muscles of the larynx and face,

with loss of language but retention of ideas and no
cephalalgia or localized pain in the head.

I think the attack came on suddenly. This I

judge, although there is no history, from an inability

to discover any progressive lesion of the brain ; there

only appears a damage wrought, but no progressive

steps of a disease, the poor woman being here from
day to day in exactly the same condition. There
must be then a lesion of the brain in the nature of a

clot or thrombus. Although we can suggest no
means of diagnosis between a clot or thrombus, we
are able, at least, to locate the position of the lesion.

Y'ou know that we have, separating the frontal and
middle lobes of the brain, a fissure—the fissure of

Syh^ius. Bounding this is the third frontal convolu-

tion, which on the left side has been abundantly
proved as the seat of language. This centre is com-
pressed in a small mass of convolutions about the

island of Reil. Now, any lesion of this island of Eeil

is followed by loss of language or aphasia, and al-

most invariably by right-sided hemiplegia.

It is a curious fact that these aphasias always re-

tain their emotional language at the expense of all

other. For example, if a person is addicted to

sweai'ing, when suffering from this disease he will

often solely use his oaths with great fluency ; or, as

in a case I knew, the man being very religious, could

drop upon his knees and recite the most fluent

prayer ; but on rising could not group two words
together intelligently.

There is a dislocation between the ideas and words
•which is retained for the emotional language, but is

lost for all other. It is a common thing for them to

use their native language, although perhaps long in

disuse. Here our case uses the expression " Gott
in himmel " in her mother tongue.

Some time ago I met a case of this kind in an old

lady in the city, who some months before her death

talked incessantly in a curious jargon, to the conster-

nation of those around her. This was quite unin-

telligible, until a linguist being present explained

that it was Portuguese. It was not until then that

it was discovered that in very early life she had lived

in Brazil, and now, when under the strong stimulus

of her disease, her mother tongue had welled up to

the surface, although hidden for almost half a cen-

tury.
,

Why this woman has this extreme hyperaisthesia

I cannot tell, exc(q)t there be some lesion causing an
irritation of the brain centres, probably of the crus

cerebri or the cerebrum itself.

Case III.

—

Diagnosis of hqiatic cancer from cirrho-

sis and abscess of the //re?*.—This man, our next i)atient,

is about fifty years of age, and came into the house

early in Septeml)er, suffering from in-egularity of

bowels, slight pain in the region of the liver, and in-

cessant vomiting, which nothing seemed to relieve.

Thei-e were no chest symptoms or gastric tender-

ness, but percussion over the liver showed marked
enlargement of that organ.

His histoiT, in brief, shows that he was always a

hard drinker, had had syphilis, and was considerably

exposed to malarial influences.

As you see him before you there is apparent a dis-

tinct enlargement in the right and left hypochondriac

and ejjigastric regions, and as I percxiss the tumor,

which is the liver, I can show you its edge extending

down below the level of the umbilicus. As I grasji

the organ it is resisting, and its edge very rounded
and hard ; while over its surface can be felt numerous
hard nodules or fossilations.

When I first saw this man, I suspected, fi-om liis

appearance and history, that he was suffering fi'om

chronic interstitial hepatitis. You know that when al-

cohol is taken in excess into the system, it produces

two different results. First, should this alcohol be

taken diluted, iipon a full stomach, it will eventiiaUy

produce fatty degeneration of the liver. The liver

looking, lipon a post-mortem table, large, yellow,

smooth and fatty ; but secondly, should this liquor be

taken "straight," and, as is generally the case, upon
an empty stomach, it is carried by the portal vein un-

diluted to the liver, where it acts as a direct irritant,

setting up a chronic inflammation.

This is called chronic interstitial hepatitis or cir-

rhosis of the liver, or, owing to its prevalence in

England, where gin is the national di'ink, gin-drink-

ers' or hob-nailed liver.

Now, I say, when I first saw this man, I thought

that this latter condition was present, but as he stays

in the hospital, the organ continues to enlarge grad-

ually and does not take on the projoer course of the

last stages of cirrhosis, and, at present, has reached

a far greater size than any case of that kind that I

have ol)served.

It can be one of two affections, viz., abscess of the

liver, or carcinoma of the liver.

I do not think it is an abscess, as he has no histoiy

of recurring chills or fever, no cause, such as dysen-

tery or ulcerative change in the intestines, or acute

disease of the liver. Abscess of the liver, moreover,

is a very obscure and hidden disease, and is rare in

this country. I have seen three or four cases on the

post-mortem table, but never one which was diag-

nosed during life, although it is often recognized iu

hot climates, following acute hepatitis. I must,

therefore, come by exclusion to the belief that he

suffered from carcinoma of the liver.

This disease is usually associated with severe pain

in the region of the affected organ. He has none at

present, but did suffer a great deal prior to this time.

This pain, however, is not necessary, as it is due, not

to disease of the liver itself, but to an involvement of

the capsule or covering of the organ, in fact a local-

ized peritonitis. Then, again, this disease is often

accompanied by jaundice. It is not in this case, nor

ever is unless the position of the cancerous nodules

is such as to press upon the hepatic ducts ; hence,

the absence or presence of jaundice is of little diag-
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nostic valno. To briefly sum iij), I l)eliove this to

he cancer for tin; followinf^ reasons :

The rapitl and continuous ^Towth of the orj^n, its

tliick, rouuth'tl cdj^es, its Imnl, unfluctuutinK', nodu-

lateil surface, the acute pain which was at one time
present, the man's age, his emaciation anil liis cachec-

tic apjM'arance.

Tr>'tttin<'itt.—Under the 8np])osition that ho was
sutferiiij^ from chronic interstitial hei)atitis, he was
placed under the int*;rnal and external use of dilute

nitro-muriatic acid, and direct treatment for his vom-
iting. For this i)resent condition, none but general
supporting treatment can he available. The course

of this disease, of course, is toward a fatal tennina-

tion, but as the diagnosis is only probable, not cer-

tain, care shotild be taken, as in all such cases, to

make a guarded prognosis.

|3roarcGo of iUctiical Science.

Gr.\\'e Febrile SyjrPTOsis followino Explor.\-

TION* OP THE KECTtTii.—tM. Ricliet rei)orts this case,

which is interesting on account of its rarity and of

the lesson it teaches : The patient, a woman, was
sutfering from a stricture of the rectum, which bore
all the appearances of being benign in nature. It

was located a little above the anus, was almost cir-

cular in form, and interfered seriously with the pas-

sage of the f;eces. For several days wads of chai-jiie,

smeared with an ointment of the bichloride of mer-
cury, were kejit in contact with the stricture, in the

hope of producing absoqjtion. A second digital ex-

amination was then made, and considerable force

had to be used in order to get through the stricture.

On the following day the patient had a violent chill,

followed by fever, and her condition became very

alarming. The chill was repeated at irregular hours,

the liver increased in size, the appetite was lost, and
the facies assumed a cachectic appearance. The
patient had never had chills or lived in a malarious
district, and all the symptoms, moreover, ijointed to

an embolism of the liver. After a time she began to

improve, the fever stopi:)ed, the liver diminished in

size, and the appetite returned. Although the pa-
tient could be considered out of danger, M. Eichet
did not dai'e to make another rectal examination

;

as, however, the passages are now regular and well

formal, he believes that the stricture has been cured.— Gazelle des hopilanx, August 7th.

Maize ant) Maizenic Acid.—The following are the
conclusions drawn by Dr. Vauthier in a brocliure en-

titled : fjtude sur le mnU (Zea maisj el ruckle mai-
zenique

:

1. The action of Zea mays is always favorable in all

affections of the bladder, whether recent or chronic.

2. Maizenic acid is the active principle of the
stigmata of maize, and it alone contains the thera-

peutic properties.

3. The diuretic action is not constant ; it is met
with in cases of acute traumatic cystitis and in cases

of retention, but here the improvement in micturition

is due to the recoveiy of the affected organs, and not
directly to the action of the maizenic acid.

t. The best results are observed in uric and phos-
phatic gravel, in acute cystitis, whether simple or

due to gravel, and in mucous or muco-i)urulent ca-

tarrh.

5. In the cases observed by the writer, the ordi-

nary remedies for these affections had already ])een

employed without benefit, while the maize never

failed to effect a cure. In connci-tion with the maize,

simple and medicated vesical injections were em-
jjloyed.

<>. The maizenic acid, moreover, has the power of

dissolving calculi by its chemical at'tion, and not only

vesical calcidi, but also all the other calcareous con-

cretions that are met with in the human system.

Hence its use seems indicated in cases of gout and
rheumatism as well as in affections of the urinary or-

gans.

The preparations used by the author were the in-

fusion (10 parts ofcom-silk to 100 of boiling water,

with s^^^ll1 '/'/ lihitum : dose, a tablespoonful every

two hours), the extract in do.ses of one and one-half to

three grain.s, and maizenic acid in doses of one-eighth

of a grain in pill or mixture.

—

Archives vitd. Be/i/'s,

August, 1880.

Treatment of Mest^re's Disea.se by Qitnixe.—
In I8*).j M. Charcot recommended tlie systematic ad-

ministration of quinine in the treatment of Meniere's

cli.sease, and he now states that he has several addi-

tional cases of perfect cure obtained by this method
of treatment. He lays stress, however, on the impor-
tance of administering the drug in large doses and
for a prolonged ])eriod. He gives from ten to twelve

and one-half grains daily, and even more if the patient

can bear it, and continues its a<lministration for

a month, despite the api)arent agjfi'avation of the

symptoms that the remedy generally produces at

first. At the end of a month treatment is discon-

tinued for fifteen days and is tlien resumed for another
month, and, if necessary, it may be repeated a third

time after another intenal of two or three weeks. By
this method "SI. Charcot has cured a lady who ha<l

already been subjected several times to a quinine
treatment carried on without method.

—

Gazette des

hopitaiu; August 14th.

PrTRiD Plefrlsy with SLoroHixG OF a piece of
Gangrexocs LrNG.—Dr. Wagner, of Kfinigshutte,

reports the following case (Berl. llin. Woch., Sept.

6, 1880) : I. W . aged seventeen, miner, was ad-

mitted to hospital suffei-ing from dysentery. Croup-
ous pneumonia supen'ened on the left side, and dur-

ing convalescence from this attack he was seized

with an acute left-sided pleuritis with effusion. In
a few days the effusion was ascertained to have be-

; come purulent, and microscopic examination revealed
the presence of countless bacteria. A large incision

was made in the eighth intercostal space, near the
vertebral column. The escaping pus had an offen-

sive odor. In spite of antiseptic irrigation the odor
of the escaping fluid became decidedly putrid, the

temperature rose to 104', and the patient's condition

grew worse and worse. At this time, during re-

newal of the antisei^tic dressing, a In-ownish mass
appeared in the wound. Moderate traction resulted

in bringing to light a piece of gangrenous lung, about
three inches long and one inch thick, to which pleu-

ritic false membranes firmly adhered. After this

event the patient gradually recovered, although con-

!
valescence was somewhat interrupted by ptiruleut

retention and the expectoration of offensive sputa.

At one time a large part of the injected fluid escaped
by the mouth, and this phenomenon persisted sev-

eral days. The explanation offered was that the
newly-formed pulmonary cicatrix had become eroded
by the retention of pus, and that a large bronchial
tube had been laid ojien, thus eflecting a direct com-
munication of the plem-al cavity with the mouth.
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Combination of Tuupentine -with Chlorofokm
FOR An.ksthesia.—Dr. Wacbsmuth recommoiids the
coDibination of a fifth i)art of oil of turpeutiiio with
the chloroform used for ana'sthosia. The former
agent exerts a stimulating action on the respiratory

surface, and thus prevents paralysis of the lungs. It

also increases the capacity of the pulmonary vesi-

cles, and thus exposes a larger surface to the chloro-

form vapor, while at the same time a larger dose can
be introduced without danger. This method is more
agreeable to the jiatient, because it is more rapid,

and at the same time has gi-eat advantages for the
surgeon.

—

Gazette des hopitaux, August 28, 1880.!

f Yalt'e of CitloeaIy in Phthisis.—M. Ordylowski
draws attention to the valu(> of chloral in i)htliisis.

His observations included fifteen cases, of which only
two did not have cavities. The drug was given in

capsules, in doses of fifteen to thirty grains at bed-
time, and the patients then drank a glass of water.

No bad symi)toni was noticed in any of the cases.

The sleep was peaceable, the physical symi^toms
were less distressing in the morning, and the jja-

tients felt better and stronger, and never comi^lained
of cephalalgia. Whenever the chloral was discon-

tinued the insomnia reappeared. The author claims
that, in addition to relieving the insomnia, the chloral

diminishes the night-sweats, checks somewhat the
loss of weight, lowers the temperature, increases the
urinary secretion, and imjiroves the morale.

—

Ibid.

•The TERiUNAL Distribittion of the Ner^'es in

THE Uterine Mucous Me^ibrane.—Prof. Schroder,
of Berlin, furnished Dr. Patenko vdi\x the fi'eshly ex-

cised uteri of five women, and the latter has utilized

this material for studying the nen'ous termination in

the mucous membrane. Dr. Patenko states that in

all these cases the operation was undertaken for

primary cancer, but the malignant disease never ex-

tended above the os internum, and the microscopical
and minute appearance of the uterine mucous mem-
brane was always j^erfectly normal. He employed
chloride of gold and osmic acid in solutions having
a strength of 0.01 per cent, to 0.5 per cent. Portions
of the specimens were subsequently i^laced in 96
per cent, alcohol, and used for thin sections. Other
preparations were made by tearing small bits of tis-

sue iu the solutions mentioned. He makes a provi-

sional statement of the results of his examinations.

By suitable manipulations he succeeded in isolat-

ing some of the uterine glands, and a beautiful

reticulum of delicate non-meduUated nerve-fibres

was seen in connection with the membrana proj^ria.

This network was situated above the external sur-

face of the glands, and minute filaments were seen
to proceed from it into the interior of the glands.

These extremely delicate fibres were found between
the endothelial cells of tlie membrana propria, or in

the glandular epithelial cells. Their ultimate ter-

mination in the latter was not positively ascertained.

The nodular points of the surface i-eticulum fre-

quently showed small nerve-cells. The author be-

lieves that this network takes its origin from the

nerve-fibi'es which course in the muscular substance
of the utems, and, accompanied by some intermus-
cular connective tissue, proceed to the boundary line

of the mucous membrane.

—

Centr. f. Gi/ni'lk., Sep-
tember 11th.

The Devei^ofment or FrBROtrs Bodies in the Ova-
ries.—Dr. Patenko, of St. Petersburg, is engaged in

studying the histogenesis of ovarian tumors. In a

provisional statement of the results of his investiga-

'

tions the following conclusions are anived at (Centr.

f. GyintkoL, September 11, 1880) :

1. Ovarian corpora fibrosa unquestionably develop
from corpora lutea. They may, however, also arise

from follicles of incomplete maturity. During the
progress of this development the primary follicles

are, as a rule, destroyed by colloid metamori^hosis.

2. Corjiora fibrosa occurin two varieties : n, fibrous

bodies containing an internal cavity ; h, solid fibrous

bodies, without any trace of such cavities.

3. Both kinds lack the capability of independent
growth.

4. Fibrous tiimors which actually gi'ow from the
ovaries maj attain the size of a hen's egg, or, at the

utmost, that of a goose's egg. In other words, their

size never exceeds the dimensions which the ovary
itself may reach under certain conditions.

5. In such cases the fibrous tumors are formed by
a " flowing together " of the follicles and vessels of

the ovaries. Both follicles and vessels are found to

be in a condition of sclerosis.

0. The ovarian origin of the larger fibromata of the

ovary is a matter of doubt.

[It must be confessed that the sweejjing assertions

of the author appear hardly justifiable from the lim-

ited number of cases he has examined. The ovaries

of twelve women constituted his entire working ma-
terial. The histogenetic origin of all kinds of ova-

rian tumors is certainly a promising field for more
extended study, but any undue haste in arriving at

general conclusions is even more rei)rehensible here
than in many other microscoi:)ical investigations.]

A Case of Eutture of the Trachea through
Indirect Force.—Dr. AVagner, of Kunigshfitte, re-

ports the following case : L. P , aged nineteen
years, railroad employee, sjarang from a moving car,

and falling, struck the left side of his neck against

the brake. His neck was caught by the brake, his

body was overturned, and he was dragged some dis-

tance by the rolling car. The head was violently

pushed backward by this accident. AYhen freed

from his dangerous position, the patient exi)eri-

enced severe pains Ijoth at the back of his neck and
in the anterior cer\acal region. He was, moreover,
unable to move his neck. He was removed to a

hospital, and the following was noted on his ad-

mission : active motion of head absent
;

jiassive

movements caiise him to scream with pain ; fracture

of cervical vertebrse not discoverable ; no other

abnormities. Cutaneoiis emphysema of the entire

neck, tlie face, and upper pectoral region, was found
ten hours after the accident. Kesjjiration some-
what stertorous. Hollow-sounding cough, with
exjiectoration of some fluid blood. Two fingers'

breadth above the sternum a painful sjiot is found.

Deglutition unimjiaired. Pulse feeble, 120. Tem-
jierature normal. The patient soon began to im-
prove, the emphysema gradually STibsided, the cough
abated, the cervical mobility was slowly restored.

After a few days a hard mass was distinctly felt

below the chin. It had the size of a hen's ef^q;, was
painful to the touch, and showed considerable red-

dening of its cutaneous covering. A laryngoscopic

examination revealed only congestion of the vocal

cords and visible jiortion of the trachea. The tumor
showed fluctuation after some time, and pus escaped
on incision. The patient finally completely re-

covered. The writer explains that this case was un-

doubtedly an instance of transverse rupture of the

trachea, caused by the -violent backward pushing of

the head.—i>ei</. med. Woch., Sept. 4, 1880.
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THE HOSPITAL SUNDAY FUND.

As the time api^roaches when charitable contiiliu-

tions will be made to the different hospitals of our

city, strenuous efforts are being made to popularize

the movement and to increase its sphere of useful-

ness. In these directions tlio projectors of the scheme

have much encouragement for continued exertion,

and have good reasons for hoping that the amount
of collections for this year will be gi'eatly in excess

of those of last. A permanent organization has now
been formed, and the jjroper measiires are being

taken to systematize the work. It has been thought

best, at least for the present, to allow each donor to

designate the hospital to wliich he prefers his gift

shall go, while the sums which are not designated

shall be disti-ibuted according to the sj^ecial needs of

the hospitals on the list. As these needs are meas-

ured by the actual amount of charitable aid afforded

to the sick, the system of division is eminently just.

Last year the sum of twenty- six thousand dollars

was collected in this city and distribiited among fif-

teen hospitals. Although this was not as much as

was expected, still, consi lering that the project was
a new one, and that it had been before the public but
a comparatively short peiiod, the contribution was a

very substantial one.

Since that time two more hospitals have joined the

association, making the total seventeen. The list

now includes all the larger institutions, with the ex-

ception of the three under the charge of the Eoman
Catholic sisterhoods. These charities have a system

of their own for collecting funds, and have not re-

sponded to the invitation of the committee.

Judging from the present outlook, the amount of

contributions will be very much larger than last vear.

The project has already taken hold of the public

heart, the charity is considered a laudable one, and
its management is beyond reproach. Still there is

room for much more work in popularizing the

scheme, a fact whidi the association is not slow to

appreciate. Aht-ady tlio Secretary, K<*v. (rcorge S.

Baker, lias issued a circular to the mayors of the

larger cities, asking for tlie adoption of a system of

hospital relief similar to our own, and suggesting

that the contributions be made on the same days as

here. To these requests several encouraging an"

swers liave l)eon received, showing the interest felt

in tlie general movement.

Some mayors have stated that there is no special

reasons for such contributions in their vicinity, inas-

much as the hospitals are supi)orted from the tax levy.

While this may be a good reason why local organiza-

tions are not needed, it is an argument in favor of di-

recting sucli contributions as might be obtained from

such quarters to a general fund for distribution in

needy quarters. In fact, we believe that Mr. Baker's

project looks toward the formation of larger and
more representative organization, wliich may even-

tually take charge of an annual hospital fund, to be

distributed to liospitals not only in this, Ijut other

large cities. The advantages of such an organization

would be that those who are inclined to be charitable

to the sick poor, and who have no particular de-

mands upon them at home, may be assured that their

contril)utions would be jutliciously distributed in

other and needy quarters.

Eventually, also, when Hospital Saturday and

Sunday grow in popularity, the public will be trained

to direct these alms to a common fund, and thus

cause a more etpiable distribution than at jiresent-

This will enlarge the usefulness of the association

by giving it the fidlest possible authority for discrimi-

nating between the wants of the different institu-

tions, and making their awards accordingly. At

present there are no means of doing this, except

with a small i)ropoi-tion of the general fund. If it

were otherwise, some of our hospitals would be

stimulated to show more of a charitable disposition,

and not, on the plea of want of funds, resti'ict the

number of their free beds, and narrow their benefits

to such only as choose to pay for them.

THE CHLOROFORM MORTALITY IN ENOLAXD.

The last announcement of a death from chloroform in

England follows so closely Tipon a previous one that

attention is naturally called to it. Great Britain is

the birthplace of chloroform, and she has tenderly

nursed the bantling imtil now it appears to have

develojied into something like the moimtrum, hor-

rendum, ingens, etc., of the Virgilian epic. In the

year 1879, the English medical journals reported

nine deaths from chloroform, while up to October

of the present year there were chronicled seven

more deaths from the same cause. These statistics

are entirely unofficial and can hardly represent the

total mortality from the anfesthetic. Mo.st of the

oases occuiTed in hosjiitals. "Where post-mortema
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were made the organs, as a nile, failed to show any

very satisfactory reason for death apart from the

direct effects of the an;usthetic. If the reports may

be believed, the chloroform was given in every case

with the utmost care ; and prompt measures for re-

suscitation were taken when the victim showed

signs of collapse. One can hardly help the conclu-

sion that the English surgeons think it a necessary

part of their routine duties to kill from ten to twelve

persons every year in order to perpetuate the use of

chloroform.

There is in England a very exuberant development

of emotional philanthropy. Just now it vents itself

largely in anti-vaccination, anti -vivisection, anti-con-

tagious disease societies, etc., which organizations

occupy themselves in a kind of dithyrambic agitation

of questions that are quite beyond their mental

grasp. We venture to suggest that if all this organ-

ized activity were turned against chloroform, some

good might be accomplished, or at least very little

harm could result, which is more than can be said

for the society now. There does not appear to be

any valid reason why English surgeons should con-

tinue the practice of sending a dozen jjersons annu-

ally on their long journey, simply because chloro-

form is convenient and has the authority df long

usage.

ANNUAIi REPORT OP THE StTRGEON-GENERAIi OP THE
U. S. MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE.

In making some remarks upon the subject of the

marine hospital service a year ago, we referred to

its rapid growth as a medical service and the great

promise it gave of futui-e usefulness and importance.

The report of the Surgeon-General for 1879-80 has

just been received, and the record it gives of the past

year's work abundantly justifies the jarognostications

that have been made. Under the skilful and ener-

getic guidance of Dr. Hamilton the work of the Ser-

vice has been enlarged in every direction. The

number of patients treated during the year was 24,-

860, an increase of nearly four thousand uj^on the

previous year. In addition to this there have been

two new hospitals and twenty-three new dispensaries

established. One of these hospitals, the largest in the

Service, is located on Bedloe's Island, New York

Harbor, and has an average of over one hundred

patients in it.

Another important measure, secured largely by

the activity of the Surgeon-General, is the compul-

sory examination of pilots for color-blindness. The

regulations requiring such an examination went into

effect last spring. Up to June 30th 2,870 pilots had

been examined and sixty-four found color-blind,

which gives the low ratio of .022 per cent. These

statistics, however, are not yet complete or con-

clusive. There are estimated to be over fiftv thou-

examined, the sers'ice will have a mass of statistics

which cannot fail to l)c of great value as regards

the question of color-blindness. Some opposition

has been excited by the adoption of these compul-

sory examinations, and their utility has been ques-

tioned. Such opi^osition, however, can proceed only

from the uninformed. The facts of color-blindness

are perfectly established, and, when it is remem-

bered that there are i)rol)al)ly three thousand col-

lisions eveiy year among merchant vessels, the

necessity of excluding color-blind ^lilots from the

control of such vessels needs no argument.

The compulsory physical examination of all sea-

men previous to shipping is a measure strongly recom-

mended in the report. It is shown that since 1873

there have been 14,468 persons treated by the ser-

vice who were physically incapacitated for the work

of seamen ;
yet most of these were shipjDed on vari-

ous vessels, adding by their presence to the risks of

the crew and the ship.

Dr. Hamilton gives a table showing the progi-es-

sive severity of the examination-tests for admission

to the service. At the last examination, in 1880, the

per cent, of rejections was 825^. A specimen exam-

ination-paper is given, which shows that this ordeal,

like that of the army and navy, need not alarm any

one who has the ambition and industry to prepare

for it thoroughly.

One other noticeable j)oint in the present docu-

ment is the arrangement of the medical and surgical

statistics. These are fuller than they have ever been

before, and they are tabulated in such a way that

they must prove of much practical value.

Dr. Hamilton asks for legislation transferring Bed-

loe's Island from the War to the Treasmy Depart-

ment. This is a measure urgently needed for the

good of the hospital and of the seamen at this port.

It has been favorably reported on by a Congi-essional

Committee, and it is expected that early and favor-

able action will be taken during the coming session.

Looking at the state of the service, as presented to

us in the present report, we cannot but congi-atulate

Dr. Hamilton upon the marked improvements in dis-

cipline, efficiency, and amount of medical work which

he has already secured during his second year of

office. This prosperity of the service is the best en-

dorsement that can be given of the character and

efficiency of its officers.

SMALIi-POX Ain> VACCINATION.

It would appear to be a work of supererogation to

remind the profession of their duty in respect to

vaccination, were it not that common things arc for-

gotten unless we are occasionally reminded of their

existence. The number of cases of small-pox re-

ported each week to the Board of Health for the

last two or three months affords such a reminder,

sand pilots in the countiy. When they have all been ' Several of the neighboring cities have been, and still
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are, tho sojits of tliis tlroail diHcaae, in a niort< or less

opitlomu" form. Coliops, Brooklyn, aiul Pliikdolphia

h.ivo boon srourf^oil by it, while in Sun Franoisco it

is still ruvcinf?. When tlio olosoness of coninmnica-

tion and tho constant intoroourso botwoen this city

and the places above-mentioned is borne in mind,

it is a marvel that it has not spread here. Its failure

to find a foothold here is not due to lack of o])por-

tnnity for invivtion, bnt to the vij^ilance, ])roini)tncss,

and diligence of the Board of Health. Whenever a

case has been discovered, it has been at once isolated

or removed, and experienced i)hysiciaus have been

sent to vaccinate all in the immediate vicinity whom
it was jHissible to reach.

IJiit these measures, thongh apparently sufficient

to meet the emerj^ency, are not by any means all

that is needed, or all that is to be desired. The jn'o-

fession should not allow itself to be lulled into fan-

cied security by the immTinity from an ei)idemic

which New York has enjoyed for a number of years.

There is only one way by which small-pox can be

effectually stamped out, and that is by having eveiy-

body vaccinated. But the health board can reach

only the poorer classes—those living in tenement-

houses or who go to school ; a small number com.

pared with those who refuse to avail themselves of

the i)rivileges ot!ered by the board, and who dejjend

upon the protecting care of their family physicians.

It needs no argument to prove that in many such

cases their reliance is upon a broken reed. This neg-

lect of his duty on the part of the family physician

arises, in most cases, from simjile forgetfulness or

carelessness. This is, however, by no means the ex-

cuse in all cases, and with shame must it be con-

fessed that there are among the reputable physicians

of this city some who, either because they know no

better, or for other reasons best known to themselves,

pander to and ui)hold the ignorance and prejudice

which the si)read of knowledge and enlightenment

has not yet rooted out from among the people. So

great an obstacle has this been found by the Board

of Health that Commissioner Jaueway, in a recent

report to the county society, as a member of the Com-
mittee on Hygiene, called the attention of that body

to the subject, and suggested that the censors should

take the matter in hand.

The prejudice against vaccination among certain

classes is founded on a belief that certain diseases,

notably scrofula and syphilis, can be inoculated with

it, and a fear of the severity of the sore produced.

Without attemjiting to discuss or decide the former

question, even the i^ossibility of such transmission

may be avoided by using only bovine virus, as is

proven by the experience of the board. In addition

to the undoubted purity of this lymph, the vesicle

caused by it runs a regular and definite course, and,

if undisturbed, is not apt to lead to a very sore arm.

Moreover, it is reliable when properly used, and can

bo obtained fresh, and the supply can always be

propagated. Cool weather is the best time for vac'

cination, and, unless in an emergency, the operation

should not be i)erf<irnied in hot weather on a child

that is not in good health, or when erysipelas seems

to be prevailing. A failure in the first attempt at

vaccination is in most cases the fault either of the

virus or of the vaccinator. It is true that some peo-

ple are more siisceptible to the virus than others, but

a failure on the first or sectmd attemj)t should not

be looked upon as an indication that the patient can-

not l)e vaccinated, and is therefore not liable to con-

tract small-pox. It is the opinion of the most ex-

perienced vaccinators that eveiybody can be vac-

cinated at least once, which is the strongest argu-

ment in favor of repeating the oi)eration u])on a

fresh subject as often as may be necessary, till it suc-

ceeds.

But after a time, usually estimated at .seven years,

but varying with the individual, the vaccination loses

its i>erfect protective jjower and requires to be re-

newed. After a man has once had the benefit of a

good vaccination, though it be many years before, if

he shoiild contract small-pox, it is not so severe as

in the unvaccinated, and not so apt to prove fataL

The statistics of every epidemic show that the mor-

tality from the disease is in inverse ratio to the

number of times that the individual attacked had

been vaccinated. This will, perhaps, best he seen by

a glance at the following figures, collected by Mr.

Marston during thirty years' experience in the Lon-

don Small-pox Hospital :
*

Claseification of patients affected
^'XnttiV*'

with 6m«ll-i.ox.
1^^ ^^^

1. Unvaccinated 35
2. Stated to ha%'e been vaccinated, but having

no cicatrix 23.5

3. Vaccinated :

a. Having one cicatrix 7.73

b. " two cicatrices 4.70

c. " three " 1.95

d. " foiir or more cicatrices 0.55

4. Having previously had smaU-jDox 19

From these facts and figures it will be seen that if

a pei-son who has once had small-pox contracts the

disease again, he is much more liable to die than one

who has been"! vaccinated, even ^though but once.

They also jjoint'oiit, as jjlainly as could Jbe wished,

not only the utility of primary vaccination, but also

the equal necessity for revaccination at compara-

tively frequent intervals thereafter. There is but

one way of finding oiit whether revaccination is ne-

cessary or not, and that is by trying it. If it does not

take, the previous vaccination is still in good force,

the insignificant scarification heals in a few days,

and there is no harm done. If it does take, it shows

* Reynolds's System of Medicine, vol. i., p. 168. Philadelphia, 1879.
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that the patient was liable to contract small-pox and

it was well for him that the vaccination was renewed.

We are aware that most, if not all, of what we have

said above, is, or should be, known to every member
of the profession, but daily experience proves that if

such is the case, the knowledge is not ajjplied, and

it seemed to us fitting to remind oiir readers of the

grave resjjonsibility which rests upon them now,

when the disease is in our midst, and when the time

of vear is favorable to vaccination.

lilcports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
OBSTETRIC SECTION.

Stated Meeting, October 28, 1880.

Dr. Salvatore Card, Chairman.

a new female urethral dilator.

The Chairman exhibited a female urethral dilator

which could also be used as a speculum. An ob-

jection that might be made to the instrument,
namely, that the walls of the urethra might fall be-

tween its blades, could be overcome easily by intro-

ducing a probe and j^ressing the mucous membrane
back. As was noticed, the instrument dilates more
at its distal than its proximal extremity, a fact that

favored dilatation of the urethra without doing injury

to the meatus.
Dr. Caro reported two cases in which the instru-

ment had been used with satisfactory results. A
maiden lady, aged forty years, was taken with pain
in the left hypogastric region. It recurred with each
menstrual period and existed only during that time.

Finally, she began to have painful micturition. Her
urethra was dilated, and four small calculi removed
from the bladder. The dilatation was not painful,

and tlie recovery was complete. The second case

was that of a young woman who began to suffer from
painful micturition soon after marriage. The ure-

thral and vaginal irritation became so great that

sexual intercourse was impossible. There seemed
to be a spasmodic irritation of the urethra ; there

was no evidence of inflammatory action, and a single

dilatation relieved the patient at once of all discom-
fort. The dilatation was carried to the extent of

about half an inch, when the instrument was allowed
to remain in position, and it was soon expelled spon-
taneously.

Dr. Isaac E. Taylor remarked that the dilator

presented by Dr. Caro was similar to an instrument
which the late Dr. George T. Elliot and himself em-
ployed for examining the os uteri.

Dr. A. C. Post stated that he was the first to treat

vaginismus by stretching the vagina. He also re-

ferred to one case of stricture of the fcDuile urethra

which he treated successfully by dilatation.

Dr. LiviNosTON referred to a case in which a lever-

l)essary had so compressed tlie urethra as to jn'oduce

a i)artial but jjermanent obstruction of the canal.

INVERSION OF THE UTERUS OCCURRING IN A VIRGIN.

Dr. I. E. Taylor reported a case of inversion of
the uterus occurring in a patient aged forty years,

whom he saw with Dr. Polk. There was not any
evidence whatever that the woman had ever been
impregnated. The uterus was about the size of a
large orange. The inversion was comi)lete. Dr.
Taylor believed that the inversion had been gradual
in its development, and that it began in the cervix.

ABORTION IN THE TENTH WEEK OF PREGNANCY WITHOUT
HEMORRHAGE.

Dr. Taylor also reported a case in which a pa-
tient thirty-five years of age had unusually severe

l^ains during an abortion, and almost no blood was
lost after the delivery of either the embryo or the pla-

centa. After the embiyo had been exjDelled, exam-
ination revealed a closed cervix. Laudanum was
administered to modify the j^ains, Avhieh were ex-

ceedingly severe, and the patient was allowed to re-

main undisturbed. The i:)lacenta came away on the
second day without hemorrhage, and there was no
bloody discharge subsequently.

PREGNANCY UNDISTURBED BY MANIPUI/ATION AND THE
INTRODUCTION OF INSTRUMENTS INTO THE UTERUS.

Dr. Taylor also referred to a case in wliicli the
patient had one menstrual period after marriage,

and subsequent to that had a slightly colored dis-

charge, occasionally what seemed to be membranous
remains passed off, and after a few days she flowed
very freely. During the treatment to which she had
been subjected, the case having been regarded as one
of endometritis, the uterine sound had been intro-

duced, sponge-tents had been used, and various ap-

plications had been made to the cervix, yet a])ortion

did not occur, although it was afterwards established

that ijregnancy must have existed at the same time.

CASES ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECT PRODUCED BY CHLO-
ROFORM IN LABOR.

Dr. Taylor also narrated a case in which labor

began at 5 a.m., and at about 5.30 the os was found
to be about* the size of an old-fashioned sixpence.

The jiains were severe and continued so throughout
nearly the entire day without increasing the dilata-

tion to more than what would be represented by a

two-shilling piece, and Anally they were quite irri-

tating. He put the patient under the influence of

chloroform, and within an hour she was delivered

of a large, healthy child, weighing eleven pounds.
The case illustrated the stimulant effects of chlo-

roform. In another case the woman had been thirty-

six hours in labor, and the head was upon the

perineum. Cldoroform had been given for several

hours, and also ergot, of which Dr. Taylor was not

made aware. He directed that the chloroform be
withheld, and the child was raj^idly delivered. There
was no post-partum hemoiThage. The utenis was as

round as a ball, and hard. The ergotic contraction

had followed the partial removal of the anaesthetic.

Dr. Livingston remarked that he never gave chlo-

roform in labor to the production of complete anaes-

thesia. He also referred to a case in which uterine

pains ceased entirely whenever he entered the pa-

I
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tient's room : ftncl the phenomenon wiis roi)Oftte(l

tliri'o or four tiinos. Ho pliicoil tlio woiiiiin juirtiiilly

i»n(U>r tlu' inriiiPiico of ('lilr>roform, iiml the labor

I>r(>frn»sst'(l witliout further a))n<inn:tl delny.

Dr. Liviiij^ston lilso referred to ii <-ase in which lie

was lihle to utilize a eertiiin fiiet to his ohsttUric ad-
vantages. Ho WAS calleil in eonsulUition to Koe a
woman who had been in labor for some time, and
in efTorts at etrei-tinir delivrrv the head had been left

in the e.ivitv of the utenis, it Imving been sejtarated

from the l)ody of the child by traction. Tlje woman's
pelvis was deformed. After nuikiTipf several nn.suc-

cessfiil efforts to catch tlie head, he noticed tliat,

when the chloroform was partially withheld, the
head occupied a comparatively fixed position, and
he utilized that fact, withheld the ana-sthotic, the
head was grasped and held by the utenis sufficiently

firm so that he was able to introduce the trephine,
stibseipiently the cephalotjibe, ami com])lete the
labor. It was the second case he hail seen in which
the head of the child had been sejjarated from the
body and left within the litems.

Dk. T.wlob referred to Dr. Goodell's statement,
that a tnvction force of '100 pounds was required to

pull the child's head ofT; and that he (Dr. (t.) had
never seen an instance in whii-h the head was left

within the uterine cavity. Dr. Taylor hud seen tluee
such cases, and he thought that if lUU jjouuds of
traction force was api)lied there was very great dan-
ger of pulling the head of the child off.

SPOSTAIfEOUS VERSION'.

Dr. Taylor also referred to a case, similar to
several he had encountered, in which spontaneous
version occurred n/te?' the ir<//w.< had been erncuated
four or fire hours, and an attempt to deliver with the
forceps had failed.

.\BD0MrXAL TUMOK—T.\PPISO—REMOT.\L OF PmtTLENT
FliUrD—TEMPOR.\RY RELIEF.

Dr. a. C. Post narrated a case as follows : A wo-
man, aged sixty years, came to the Presbyterian Hos-
pital from West Virginia, with a large abdominal
tumor, and expected to have ovariotomy performed.
After careful examination the conclusion was reached
that it was a compound tumor of the uterus, com-
posed of solid and fluid substance, and tapping was
advised. Tiie tumor was aspirated, and seven jjoimds
of fluid, largely purulent, were removed. There had
been no distinct inflammatory symptoms before, and
there were none afterward. A compress and bandage
were placed about the abdomen, and no uni^leasant
symptoms followed. The patient was very much re-
lieved, and, a few weeks subsequently, returned to
her home, feeling quite comfortable.

CASE FOR DIAOKOSXS.

Dr. LrviNosTox related a case with the following
history: An apparently healthy, robust girl, aged four-
teen years, suddenly felt that her clothes were wet
over the left hip and buttock. On examination, a
liqui<l, like serum, was seen oozing fi-om one spot,
and about tiro quarts flowed out. The fluid appeared
only during the clay, and at night the flow abated.
There was not the slightest change in the appearance
of the skin as compared with that on any other part
of the body, and the discharge gradually sultsided.
At the end of xeren months the same thing was re-
peated. In the month of August (1880) it occurred
for the third time, and about three weeks ago it ap-
peared for fhefourth time. Dr. Livingston then ex-
amined the patient very carefully, but, for the time,

the discharge hud ceased. He di<l not And anything
abnormal. The next nioniing the di.scliarge reap-

peared, and he then fouml, by the aid of a gloss, a
slightly enlarged follicle with an ajiparent (qtening,

but it was not large enough t« admit the en<l of the
flnest lachryiiial jjrobe. After using consitlerable

force, the point of the instrnmcut was ujade to enter

slightly, fluid began to flow more freely, and had
very much the ai)i)earaiicc of sniovial fluid, but it

was not at all tenacious, nor were the clothes at all

stiffened by being saturated with it, and aftt-rward

dried. The fluid could be .seen coining out drop by
drop, and so it continued to do until by evening eight

or ten najikins had l»een wet thoroughly. He est

mated th(> (piantity of fluid discharged at two or th).

pints. He enlarged the opening so as to permit the
introduction of the nozzle of a small syringe, and in-

jected warm water, but not more than a t<!asjjoonfiU

could be made to enter, which gave the girl i)ain ex-

tending down her thigh. Otherwise she wa.s appar-
ently in i)erfect health. When tfn years of age she
slid down hill considerably one day, s(piatting and
sliding iijuju her feet. The next moraing .she was
taken with very severe i)ain in the left hip, but she
recovered, after a short confinement in bed, and
with the use of the limb perfect. She subsequently
attended dancing-school, and it was not known that

her limb was in any way unsound when the phe-
nomenon referred to appeared.

THE NEW YORK SOCIETY OF GERMAN
PHYSICIANS.

Stated Jfeeting, September 24, 1880.

Dr. Scharlan, Presidekt, in the Chair.

MULTTPI-E UTERIXE fibroids, WrrH CAIiCABEOUS DE-
POSITS.

Dr. TaTjSzky presented the uterus of a colored wo-
man, showing numerous interstitial fibroids in a con-
dition of calcareous change.

Dr. Tauszky exhibited a second specimen, which
consisted of a membranous cast of the uterine cavity
of a young lady nineteen years of age. The lady in
question was said to sufler from membranous dys-
menoiThoea, and it was stated that a similar mem-
brane was shed at each monthly eijoch. The treat-

ment of this affection was also alluded to.

removal of STEEL SPLINTER FROM VITREOUS HtJMOR.

Dr. Oppenheimer exhibited a patient from whose
eye a steel splinter had been extracted with Gnien-
ing's magnet.

[This case has been already published in a previous
issue of the Kecord.]

LARGE UTERISE FIBROID.

Dr. Scharlan presented a large uterine fibroid

which he had lately successfully removed. He stated
that the presence of the tumor had been recognized
sixteen years ago by Dr. K;immerer.
Dr. KrcHER demonstrated the mode of application

and action of Poulet's obstetric forceps (see Medical
Record, Oct. 30, 1880, p. 498).

SrDDEN AMAUROSIS FOLLOWING THE ADMIKISTRATIOX
OF yUININE.

Dr. Gruenino related this case, and stated that, in

his opinion, the amaurosis was unquestionably the
direct result of the action of quinine. The following
historj' was given : Mrs. , aged thirty-five years,
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was obliged to have an abortion performed on her.

Fi\o days after this operation, the uterine cavity was
sciaped with a curette oh aceonnt of the continuance
of an ichorous discharge. Tliis procedure was fol-

lowed bv slight hemorrliage. The tenii)erature now
rising to 106'^ F., the local treatment was sup])le-

luiMited by the administration in thirty hours of eighty

grains of ipiinine. After a severe hysterical seizure

tlio patient now suddenly became deaf and blind. In
the course of twenty-four hours the patient's hearing
returned. The eyes were at this time in the follow-

ing condition : piipils dilated to their fullest extent,

absolutely without reaction. The difterent media of

the eye were normally transparent, but the papilla

showed whitish discoloration, and the retinal vessels

were considerably attenuated. The external jiortion

of the retina was somewhat opaque, the macula dis-

tinctly red and projecting ; absence of corneal an;es-

thesia. A few days later the patient stated that her
vision returned for some time, but this was not proven
to be the case. After three weeks, however, she was
again able to see, but once more became blind with
the reajjpearance of her menstruation. These occur-

rences were again repeated at a subsequent menstrual
epoch. The i)atient then began to improve slowly,

and, under the administration of nitrite of amyl,

digitalis, iron, strychnia, and galvanism, fairly pro-

gressed to recovery.

In his further remarks ujion such rare instances of

quinine amaurosi.s, Dr. Grueuing said that the prog-
nosis of these cases was not unfavorable. The litera-

ture of the subject embraced live cases with partial

recovery, i.e., in all the field of vision remained per-

manently diminished. In the ])resent instance, while

central vision was jjerfect, the field of vision was nar-

rowed, and in addition the patient was color-blind.

The pupils also showed absence of dilatation after

the use of eserin, but the normal calibre did not re-

turn with the cessation of the drug ; they remained
visibly enlarged. Light produced no eflect upon
their size, but during convergent motions reaction

occurred. Finally, he said that the permanence of

the diminution of the visual field was so character-

istic of quinine amaurosis, that this alone would suf-

fice to exclude sepsis, hysteria, and annemia from
the list of possible etiological factors in the present

case. •

DIPHTHERrriC EXAIfTHEMATA.

Dr. Jacobi related the history of a case recently

observed by him, which he was inclined to regard as

an instance of diphtheria accompanied by a i^eculiar

rash. He stated that in former years such cases had
more frequently come under his notice. To distin-

guish this affection from scarlatina with diphtheria,

it must be remembered that the former was charac-

terized by a rash lacking the uniformity of scarla-

tinous exanthemata, that it made its first a])pearance

on the face and feet of the patient, that it frequently

Msumed the appearance of an urticaria sprinkled

over with jiustules of fluid contents. Moreover, the

diphtheritic exanthem was not accompanied by the

well-known appearances of tiie mucous membrane of

the mouth and tongue. He also emphasized the ad-

ditional point that diphtheria rarely made its appear-

ance on the first day of an attack of scarlet fever.

Diphtheritic exanthemata usually occurred in the

early stages of the disease, commonly in cases re-

markable for the absence of all septic symptoms.
The hemorrhagic rashes of the later stages were of

serious, often fatal significance. Thus Callimani re-

ported 115 deaths in an epidemic of 200 cases.

Stated Meeting, October 22, 1880.

Db. Garrioues, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Jacobi obsers'ed that the case of diphtheritic

exanthem reported by him at the last meeting, sub-

sequently turned out to be an ordinary case of scarlet

fever, showing that strikingly characteristic symp-
toms may mislead one to form an incorrect judgment.

PERFORATION OP VERMIFORM APPENDIX.

Dr. Gleuck presented a specimen of the above,

removed from the body of a boy aged seven years,

who had recently fallen a victim to perityphlitis with
perforation. The attack had been a very acute one,

and had i)roved rai)idly fatal. The appendix showed
two perforations, and contained hardened fecal

matter, embedded in which there were found poppy
and anise seeds and gTape-i)its. It was thought
probable that a slow ulceration without apparent
symjitoms had preceded the sudden perforation.

The immediate cause of the latter was supposed to

be a jumping of the boy from the liack of his father.

Dr. Jacobi remarked that in children between three

and eleven years of age, it was a normal occurrence

to find a fold of mucous meml>rane at the entrance

to the appendix, and that this fold, acting as a valve,

would cause retention in the appendix of such par-

ticles as might accidentally have entered it. More-
over, it should be borne in mind that peritonitic

adhesions frequently brought aliout permanent fiex-

ions of the ajipendix. The late Dr. Krakowitzer hcd
expressed an opinion to this eflect—that, as a rule,

perforation of the vermiform api^endix was preceded
l)y local peritonitis.

" Dr. Kucher stated that congenital flexions of this

organ had also been observed.

Dr. Jacobi said that in future he would practise

abdominal section and drainage, as soon as the diag-

nosis was fairly established in such cases. In answer

to a question from Dr. Mantner, he added that he
should not consider it necessary to ligate the ap-

pendix, because adhesions would be likely to close

the perforated points as soon as antisei^tic treatment

was begun.

DOUBLE I^rVAGINATION OF SMALL INTESTINE, WITH
ULCERATED MUCOUS POLYPUS.

Dr. "Wendt presented a specimen of the above,

which had been previously exhibited at a meeting of

the Pathological Society. (See Medical Kecord.)

Dr. Jacobi thought that the ulceration caused by
the intestinal polyjius had ])roduced a local paralysis

of the muscular coat of the intestine, and that this

had led to the invagination of the gut.

LARGE semi-solid OVARIAN TUMOR.

Dr. Wendt presented a specimen, consisting of a

portion of an enormous ovarian tumor, successfully

removed by Dr. Bopp, of the (xerman Hospital. The
histoiy of the case, condensed from the hospital

records, was as follows : Mrs. , aged thirty-eight

years, has given birth to ten children. Menstrua-

tion, pregnancies, labors, confinements, were always

normal. Last January she had an attack of peri-

tonitis, but remembers no other serious disease. A
tumor was first noticed after her last confinement,

and from that time on her abdomen grew steadily

larger.

On her admission to the hospital the abdomen
was found to be enormously distended, and through
its walls a fluctuating tumor was palpated. The
surface was not even, and the consistence did not
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apppftr t<» be tbo samo nt all point3. No Hnid

estMpt'd lifter the iiitroiluctiiiii of a pood-sizod trociir.

On the r.itli of April ovariotoiny was ])orforiiH»(l

ill tilt' onliimry iniuuu'r, luul nmlor strictly tintisci)tic

proi'iiutions. When tho ryst was oxposod to view, a

hiTiXo SpiMioor WoUs's tronir was iiitrodiUTd, but no
contents llowe I out. Tlio tumor liad to bo incised

and jmrt of its gelatinous and sticky contents ro-

moved by nsin,'i: the hand as a scooj). The tumor
was found to weii^h twenty-ei'^ht pounds. The broad
ppdide was dropped into the pelvic cavity, and tho

wound closed by silvor wiro and c.it^^it sutures.

Tiie progfross of the case after the operation was
favorable. Only on one dav the tein])orature rose to

lot' F. The patient was discharf^ed cured in June.

The examination of tho tumor showed it to consist

of m.iny rounded ])artitions of various sizes, filled

with a s3mi-solid, whitisli, f^listenin'jf mass, havinj?

in many places the appoar.mce and consistence of

white cerebral substance. Microscopically this mass
was composed of variously-shaped epithelial colls,

the majority of which showed colloid dpp;eneration.

Many of those bodies were also found in dilTerent

stages of fatty degeneration. Portions of the tumor,
when hardened in alcohol, shrunk to about one-tenth
tlieir original size, and microscopic sections then ex-

hibited tho following appearances : From the ex-

tarual til)rous capsule, ramifying trabocles of con-
nective tissue proceeded inw.\rds, growing thinner
as the C3ntral jjortions of a jjartition were a^jproached.

These stalks of connective tissue had a single or
double lining of long, slender, cylindrical epithelia,

containing large, rounded or oval nuclei. Their
protojilasm apjiearod homogeneous or faintly granular.

Beyond this layer of epithelia a more or less homo-
geneous mass was found filling out the interspaces

of neighboring trabecuhe. Here and there in this

mas3 the delicate outlines of cells could still be dis-

covered, showing that its origin was undoubtedly
colloid metamorphosis of the lining epithelia. Many
trabecles were quite vascular, and in some minute
hemorrhages had taken place.

Tumors of this kind had been observed by Ohls-
hausv^n and others, but, when of large size, they had
invariably proceeded from the parovaries, and were
generally bilateral. In this case the tumor was of true
ovarian origin, and this fact, together with its large

size, constituted its exceptional nature. Another
feature of interest was, that although the tumor con-
tained no fluid, it had given unmistakable signs of
fluctuation. Such tumors were called by German
observers ct/stoma papillnre proliferum, or simply
papilloma profi/erum. They were really ])roliferous

adenomata with secondary colloid degeneration.
Dii. Caillic observed that he had met with similar

microscopic appearances in the early stage of a cystic

goitre.

Dr. Mantver called attention to tlie fact that
Ohlshausen had inferred the parovarian nature of
such rare tumors from the presence of ciliated

epithelia, and asked whether this had been found in

the present instance.

Dr. Wen'dt answered that a careful examination
had failed to reveal their presence, and that there
was not the least doubt about the ovarian origin of

the tumor.

MODEL OF SPINAIi CORD.

Dr. Seesel demonstrated an ingenious model,
showing the course and direction of the various
columns and fibres of the spinal cord.

Dr. MANDEUJAUii referred to three tracheotomies

which ho recently had occasion to perform. The
first oi)eration was ujton a deaf-muto. Two weeks
after tho tracheotomv siiignltus occurred, whicli

could be relieved by closure of tho canula. In the

fourth week the tracheotomy tube b(;cani<' clogged

up with giaiiulations. S|)oedy euro took ]>liic<^ upon
the removal of these. Tho second case was some-
what similar and likewise recovered. In the third

case death took i)lace.

Corvrsponticiicc.

NARCOLEPSY.
A Seventy-two Houas' Sleep.

To TUB Editor of Tiik .Medical Rbcobd.

Sir—C. A. E , aged twelve, came under mj
care May 21, ISSO, on account of attacks of pro-"

longed sleep. The seizures always came on about
nine o'clock A m., witli severe nervcjus headache and
drowsiness. Ho would lie down and immediately go
into a deep sleep, which would continue forty-eight

hours ; then ho would be troubled with nervous
chills, V)ut these would soon jjass oif and he would
prolong his sleep, waking up at the end of seventy-

two hours very much exhausted. During these at-

tac'ks he could be roused at any time with a little ef-

fort, and answered questions intelligently, butwoiild
go to sleep again as soon as left undisturbed. He had
a marked aversion for all nourishment ; when waked
uj) he would refuse to take any kind of food or drink,

so they usually allowed him to continue his sleep un-
molested. After an attack passed olF, he would not

remember anything that transpired while it lasted.

The first attai-k came on in the preceding Septem-
ber, nine months before I saw the case. All the attacks

were uniform in character, and similar to the one
above described. At first they came on once a month,
and he would recover from the immediate effects of

it in a few days, so that during the interval he would
generally feel very well. But after continuing for a few
months they became more fi-equent, returning every
two weeks ; then his general health became very

much impaired, showing marked symptoms of ner-

vous exhaustion. As the symptoms of Neurasthenia
afforded the best indications for treatment, he was
given the usual remedies for this condition, and he
responded very nicely, only having one mild attack

afterward, though he had the nervous headache and
other ijremonitory symptoms on several occasions.

He has not had a return during the last three months.
His maternal aunt is sul)ject to petit mal, and his

mother to severe periodic neuralgia, thus showing a
neurotic tendency. Yet, some of his family are phys-
ically very large and long-lived. His grandfather is

at present ninety-five, one of the oldest men in the

city ; he is a very large man, and vigorous for his

age, and bids fair to pass his centennial year in good
condition. The patient himself is very much over-

grown ; he is five feet six, and weighs one hundred
and fifty. The physical expressions of neurasthenia,

that are so easily recognized by a close observer, and
yet so difficult to describe, were well-marked in this

case and assisted very much in indicating the neces-

sary treatment. The line that separates neurasthe-
nia from the various lepsies is often indistinct. Fre-

quently, patients vibrate from one side of this line

to the other, and for a long time their morliid status

may not be clearly defined. While this may be the

case to some extent with this jjatient, yet the order
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and character of the symptoms, viz., severe nervous
headache, followed by a deep and prolonp:ed sleep,

with forgetfulness of the occurrences of the sleep,

are sufficient to make it a true narcolepsy.

The following case i>resents more clearly the
symptoms that have heretofore been described as

narcolepsy :

A. G , ap:ed forty, of full habit, came under
care four months ago for a very severe attack of neu-
ralgia with sleeplessness. The attack i)roved to be
very obstinate, and during the second week the neu-
ralgia and slee2ilessncs3 subsided, and was followed

by epileptic vertigo. In a few days the vertigo be-

gan to alternata with an irresistible desire to sleep.

While the attacks of sleep were frequent— as often

as six or eight times a day—they were of short dura-
tion, only two to live minutes long. They occurred
several times at the table, and a few times in com-
pany. Often when she would be very busy with her
household duties, she would go to sleej) for a few
minutes, then wake u]) as fresh as ever. One tlm:g
that seemed jjeculiar in this case was the fact, that

the attacks of sleep and vertigo were not associated,

but actually occurred on different days, the one tak-

ing the place of the other. The vertigo was the
most distressing, for the days on which it appeared
she was compelled to remain sitting or lying do-wn a
greater portion of the time. She would suffer for

several days alternately with these attacks, and then
be free from them for a week or ten days, when they
would return and go through the same order again.

Duiing the intervals she Avoiild feel quite well, but
not as strong as before the attack of neuralgia, which
was the beginning of the jiresent indisposition. She
had been subject to attacks of neuralgia for several

years, but none of them had been as severe as the
preceding ones.

If there is any doubt aboiit these attacks being
epileptoid, it will be removed by the following : her
mother and sister are epileptics, both subject to the

grand mal. These facts will assist also in the true

classification of narcolepsy.

T. K , aged eighteen, well nourished, inclined

to corpulence, epileptoid headache, loss of conscious-

ness, narcolepsy. She has been subject to severe

nervous headache for several years. The attacks of

sleep and unconsciousness were first noticed about
a year ago, and have occurred at irregular intervals

ever since. At first they were several weeks ajiart,

but diu-ing last summer th.o,j would return every

few days, and at this time there was a slight daily

headache, most severe at the vertex. She has never
had any symj^toms of hysteria or con%nilsion.s. The
attacks associated with the headaches have not l)een

uniform. At one time^ after suffering severely for

an hour or two, she would go into a deep, uncon-
scious sleep, lasting from five to ten hours, from
which she could be roused with difficulty, but when
awakened, would answer questions, obey instnic-

tions, take food or medicine as directed, and yet

have no remembrance of them afterward.

At another time, with the headache, she would be-

come unconscious instead of going to sleep, and
while in this state, if allowed to do so, would attend
to her ordinary household duties as usual, but in an
uninterested or absent-minded way; and there was
no intelligent mental register as to what she had said

or done while in this condition. Then again, when
suffering with headache, she would be seized with
short attacks of sleejj, lasting three or four minutes,

and recurring frequently during the day.

While she had never fallen, yet whenever these at-

tacks of sleep came on, she would sit or lie down
and go immediately to sleep, and as soon as it passed
off" woidd continue; whatever she was doing, as if

nothing had occurred.

Since the attacks became more frequent, she has,
just after one, a gieat fear of going out alone, but
this passes off" in a few days. Her father was sub-
ject to some kind of nervous attacks for several years,

and died siuldenly wliile away from home. One
brother is a somnambulist, and the other one has a
very peculiar subjective delusion.

As at i^resent understood, the meaning of the term
narcolepsy is an irresistible, morljid desire to sleep.

Now, all the cases that I have thus far seen report-
ed describe the sleej) as of short duration ; and yet,

from the very nature of the disease, the length of

the sleep cannot possibly be the controlling symp-
tom. It is not the length, but the character of the
sleep and the associated symjitoms that make nar-
colepsy a distinct disease. As a variation in the
length of the attack indicates only a difference of
degree in epilejisy, so it must in narcolepsy also.

While the sleep state is a very important symptom,
yet it is by no means the only one jiresent. The as-

sociated symptoms can be best studied during the
intervals of the attack. The liest diagnosis of a pa,-

tient's condition is formed by a general summing-up
of all the morbid indications present, rather than on
a single prominent one. I believe our jjresent im-
perfect knowledge of narcolepsy is in a great meas-
ure due to a want of discrimination of the disease
rather than to its rarity. In the above cases the as-

sociated nervous phenomena are given in full to as-

sist in a correct classification of the disease. Dr.
Putzel, in a recent work on "Functional Nervous
Diseases," classes narcolepsy under the heading of
epileptoid sleej) states, and I think this is the true
position of the disease. There are several varieties

of the lepsies that are being very diligently studied
just now ; and however imjjortant these branches
may prove, yet they will doubtless continue to be
classed with the family of epilepsy. Individuals
differ in their morbid as they do in their normal,
condition, each one having peculiarities that modify
the development of disease. When a patient who is

subject to narcolepsy is critically examined there
will be found an instal)ility of the nervoiis organiza-
tion ; and this degeneration of the nervous centres
is always jDresent in epilepsy. This instability of

the nen'ous centres has physical as well as nervous
symptoms. These morbid i:)hysical expressions be-
long as truly to the life histoiy of epilei3sy as do the
loss of consciousness or the convulsions. The jihysi-

cal expi'essions of the disease occupy a very impor-
tant place in the diagnosis of all the minor forms of

epilepsy. When these patients are subjected to a

close examination the physical indications of the
disease can always be found, yet it is frequently in-

convenient, and sometimes impossible, to see the
most marked of the nervous symptoms. When nar-

colejitic patients are carefully examined they not
only present the general characters of epilepsy, but
the nervous instability, the physical indications, and
the minor symptoms, all clearly demonstrate that

they belong to the eijilei^tic family. It is only with-

in the last decade that the epilejitoid states have
been discriminated ; and it is very probable that in

due time narcolepsy will find its ai^projiriate place

among the minor epilepsies, and occupy the border-

land between the epileptic and the non-ei)ileptic.

Respectfully, Eobekt H. Pobtee, M.D.
Louisville, Kt.
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HI.()\V1X(; ON TIIK \KW-1U)R\ A RKM-
i:i)V FOR ASIMIVXIA.

To TUB F.niTou or Tut Mkdical IUcohd.

Sir—A few years ago I Jisrovoroil thut nmlor ordi-

nary firi'iitustani'os blowinj^ on the ftspliyxiiitcd new-
born bftbo would oatiiblinli froo i\nd fidl n'spiration.

I immtnliatoly ado])ted and i'ontinne to use this to
the exchision of tho old methods of resuscitation.

Cort.iinly it is not as cruel as spankinj^ the liabe.

Surely it is luoro convenient than the alternate ap-
plication of hot and cold water. It is also a readier
remedy than " the battery," Mhich only few i)osse9S,

and which no one wishes to carry with him to every
obstetric call.

This {T,.ntle blowinpc can bo snccessfully directed
to any part of the naked body, but most eflcctively

to the abdomen, and, iiiinihiUr dictit, with a loud
squall the aspliyxtio babe will become a livinj? soul.

Having read, a few days ago, in a report of his
clinics, that I'rof. Charcot blows similarly on his pa-
tients, to recall them from the somnambulistic state

to consciousness, has ])roin])ted me to j)laco on record
my own blowing " wTinkle" for "this far more noble
and glorious purpose."

Yours very respectfully, T. J. Hutton, M.D.,
L;ite lies. Siirge<ju, L. I. Coll. llosp., Urookiyii, N. Y.

FEBGU3 Falls. Misk., Nov. 10, 18S0.

HEMIGI.OS.SITIS.
To THE Editor of Thb Mkdical Rbcord.

Sir—The rarity of hemiglossitis and our ignorance of
its true c.^use makes it desirable to note every case of
that curious aflfection. A. B , a private of marines,
aged twenty-seven years, under my care at the Naval
Hospital, Portsmouth, in 1879, was admitted with
sore throat and erysiijelas. Five days after admis-
sion he was attacked with rif/hl hemiglossitis. The
tongue was enormously enlarged, preventing swallow-
ing and impeding resjiirations to such an extent as to
require tracheotomy. In this case incisions were
useless, rectal alimentation and stimulants were of
no avail, and the patient sank rapidly, dying on the
seventh day. De Mussy, Graves, and De Chambre
mention several cases of this interesting disease, but
in all of these the congestion was on the left half of
the tongue, while in this case the hemiglossitis
was on the rir/Jit side.

Yours truly, C. J. Clebokne, M.D.,
Meilioal Inspector, U. S. Navy.

HAIR IX THE PUXCTUM LACHRYMALIS.
To TUB Editor or Thr Mbdical Record.

Sir—Twice provoked. I conclude to report an acci-

dent of which I have been the subject a second
time, and which, with the exception of the case re-

ported by Dr. Z. E. Lewis in the Record of February
14, 1880, is to me unique. My case-book shows that
April 21, 1879, I examined my left eye for the pur-
pose of detecting and removing a foreign body sup-
posed to have lodged there. Finding none, I con-
cluded tliat I was suffering only the inflammatory
eflfects of some substance ali-eady expelled. As the
disagreeable sensations continued, and I had devel-

oped quite a respectable conjunctivitis, the following
day I appealed to one of my colleagues who ofi ex-

amination discovered nothing peculiar, with the ex-

ception of the conjunctivitis, for which he recom-
mended a mild astringent collyrium. Shortly after,

while examining the eye with a magnifying concave

mirror, I detected tlie point of a hair just ]irojecting

from the punctum laciirymalis, tlie removal of which
soon relicvnd me of my troublesome Kynij)tora8.

Kecollcctiug my )>revious experience, when looking
for a fort'i^;!) body in the same eyt* a few days since,

I noticed tlie jtunctnm, and to my Hur])rise again
found it occui)ied by one of the cilia, which 1 removed
with good etlect.

Very respectfully, etc., Dr. J. H. Glass,
l-rcH. .Schuyler Co. (N. Y.) MeJ. 8oc.

facts concerning the use of the
mp:tric system.

To the KniTOR of Tub Medical Record.

Sib—In the Medical I^ecord of October 23, 1880,

under the heading, " The Americanized Metric Sys-
tem," I tind the statement that " most jdiysicians ap-
jireciate these advantages " (i.e., the advantages of

the metric system). In the sentence following the
above quotation, your correspondent of the 23d ult.

states that " a majority of tlie pharmacists," .

" are anxiously waiting the day wlien they can dis-

card the time-honored drachm and ounce."
The statements quoted may obtain in some parts of

the United States, luit in New England I venture to

say that not one physician in ten are using the ori-

ginal or "Americanized" metric system. It is possi-

ble that some A'er\' conscientious practitioners may
refrain from employing the system because of the
druggist's inability to compound the prescription

exactly as it is written, but my personal knowledge
of the men who use the new system leads me to

doubt it. For instance, a friend when he has occa-

sion to prescribe for patients living in the country,

wi'ites in the metric system, with the remark to his

assistant that he should like to see the country drug-
gist stare in his attempt to decipher it. I am aware
that the authoritative voice of the American Medical
Association lias spoken in favor of the now system,

but it is possible that a further experience will occa-

sion a change in its dictum.
The result of inquiry in different Eastern States

is, that most druggists who have jirocured new ap-

jiaratus have done so at the request of one or more
of their patrons, and not because of any desire on
their iiart to do away with the old system of weights
and measures.
To many who have familiarized themselves with

the metric method, and have undertaken its practi-

cal application, the claims for preference over the

old system have seemed to be entirely fallacious.

While there can be no doubt that many physiciam
are using the new system with the honest intent of

advancing science, it is equally true that others oi

the profession do so to appear scientific and supe-

rior to their brethren who prefer to deal with facts

rather than hvpothesis. It seems to the writer thai

the profession have, to some extent, individually a1

least, laid aside the cloak of conservatism in regarc

to the metric system. It is a question if the "Amer-
icanized " plan would not interfere with the original

intent of the new system, viz., an international sys

tem of weights and measures.
When the heads of the executive department a

the United States unanimously adopt the system, i'

wiU be ample time for those who have the health anc

life of the American people in charge to change th«

"time honored drachm and ounce" for the more ele

gant grams, 3.887 and grams 31.099.

C. S. Wheeleb, M-D
Welliamsbubo. Mass.
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NEW OVUM AND PLACENTA FORCEPS.

By T. J. CROW, M.D.,

CAllROLLTON, ILI,.

Fi)R the removal of the ijroducts of conception in
! 1

1 ose cases of inevitable abortion where it is very

difficult, if not impossible, to reach the ovum or pla-

centa with the fingers, I have devised the instrament
depicted in the accompanying sketch.

It is a double forceps made of steel wire, somewhat
like two links of a chain, with the ends of the links

properly shaped to make the blades of the forceps.

The blades are shaped like the blades of the corn-

tended to be made of it, it can be used wherever it is

desirable to introduce one blade of a forcejjs alone,
exce])t that I do not think it would do very well lor
an obstetrical forceps.

I have extemporized a pair for the removal of a
cherry-stone from a chihl's nose, out of two wire
hairpins. If desirable, the instrument can be made
with only two blades, and handles of any sort fastened
to the instrument. If greater steadiness were de-
sired the blades could be made with three wires,
thus ^^ r-.-:_

) or the blades coidd be made
solid. A fixed fulcrum could be had })y one or

more semicircular bends in the handles
as thus

,

^ and a cork
or bit of wood or rubber jjlaced in the
bend. When used in cavities too narrow
to admit the finger (as the nares, or in
gunshot wounds, etc.), a piece of cork,
rubber, or sole leather might be fastened
on the end of a wire and irashed down
between the handles after the introduc-

I

tion of the blades. The forceps is easily made. Any
I

blacksmith can make it. The first "instrument I

I

made use of was made of two loops of No. 12 wire
from a tin shoix
The above are some of the uses of the instrument

;

others will suggest themselves.

mon obstetrical forceps, the outer
edges bemg brought to a thin, round-
ed edge, and the concave surface
roughened like the surface of a file.

The instrument should be about
twelve inches long, and the blades
about one-half to one inch wide. The
side bars should be just far enougli
apart to allow of easy sliding be-
tween each other. The method of

using is shown in Fig. 1.

One blade is allowed to hang free

and the other, guided by the index
finger of the left hand in the vagina,

is inserted into the mouth of the
womb and gently pushed between
the placenta and the uterine walls.

One blade being thus introduced is

handed to an assistant to hold, and
the other then introduced by slid-

ing it along its fellow ; its point, of

course, being guided into the mouth
of the womb by the finger a«5 before.

The products of conception (ovum
or placenta) being now engaged be-

tween the blades, the index finger

of the right hand is placed between
the handles, as shown in the cut,

and a fulcrum or hinge being thus formed the

whole is withdrawn by gentle traction.

Instead of the finger, a i^iece of cork, sole leather,

or soft nil)ber may be placed between the handles to

make the fulcrum.
Very often the ovum, ijlacenta' etc., may be re-

moved by one blade of forcej^s used as a curette.

The iustrument can bo used for the removal of

tumors, etc., from the womb, and I think (properly

modified) would be very usefid for the extraction of
;

the stone in the operation of lithotomy. In fact,

modified in size, shape, etc., according to the iise in-

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and JDuties of Offi-

cers of ifie Medical Department, United States Army,
from Novembei- 14, 1880, to November 20, 1880.

Tatlok, M. K., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. To re-
port to Commanding General, Department of the
East, for assignment to duty. S. O. 2-42, A. G. O.,
November 12, 1880. Assigned to duty at Fort Wayne,
Michigan. S. O. 204, Department of the East,*'No-
vember 17, 1880.

Tesson, L. S., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for six months, with permission to
go beyond sea. S. O. 244, A. G. O., November 15,
1880.

Brewer, J. W., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Died
November 15, 1880.

iWctiical 3tcm6 autJ Ucuis.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending November 20, 1880.

Fig. 2.
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MEDICAIi PRACTmONERS rS BROOKLYN AND NeW
York.—At lust an'oiints, tlic mimKfr of inoilical men
registoroil in New York was nearly "J, ;">()(». TIk; nuin-

l)or in lirooklyii was over 7(H>. If these Hi?ures are

correet, the ililVer«»nco in the nnnihor of ])ractitio:iors

in Brooklyn ami New York is (jnite a strikinj? one.

Now York has a i>o|)tilation of l,20H,S-2;{, while the

population of Brooklyn is r)t>('t,()S'J. The jiroportion

of jihysieians to inhabitants, therefore, i.s in Now
York about 1 to -tHO, while in Brooklyn it is about 1

to 78."). We i)resent the stiitisties to young uion in-

tending to settle in the vicinity.

A Possible Leo.u'Y.—Philatlel])liia charities are in

the way of reeeiviuK a threat wintlt'all. ]\r. (r. W. J.

Reume, who recently dieJ in that city, left a jjrovi-

sion in his will to the ellect that, in the event of the

«leath oi his wife and children, his estate be devoted
to the erection of a hospital for incurables. His
l)roi)erty was valued at ;?2,000,0UU,

Registering Scientific Men.—An effort is being
made by Science to i)repare a complete list of all

those engaged in scientific investigation in the Uni-
ted States. All those engaged in 'original research,

whether professionals or amateurs, are requested to

send their names, addresses, and titles to the editor

of Science in this city. Such a compilation as is

proijosed does not now exist, and it will no doubt
be of considerable value.

A Congress of Hygiene has lately been held at

Hamburg. The hygiene of hosjiitals, and of other
buildings. i)ublic and private, was the princii^al sub-
ject of discussion.

Medical Societies op London. —London has seven
large medical societies, all of which began their an-

nual sessions in October. The names of these so-

cieties are : Obstetrical, Clinical, Hunterian, Medi-
cal, Pathological, Harveian, Medical and Chirurgical.

The SuiiPHO-CARBOLATE OP Lime in Rickets.—Dr.
D. Withers, in a paper read before the Ulster Medical
Society {Dublin Journnl of Medical Science), suggests
the sulpho-carbolate of calcium as the best agent for

getting lime into the system. Tiie ordinary lime-
salts ai'e generally not very soluble or contain but a
small proportion of the base. Tiie sulpho-carbolate,
however, is soluble in its own weight of water and
each ounce contains ninety grains of calcium.

Health of Boston. —Bearing on the facts which
we gave recently in regard to the increased mortality
in this city from some diseases, are certain statistics

regarding the health of Boston. It appears that
there were nearly 800 more deaths in that city for the
ten months of 1880 than during the corresponding
time the previous year. This increase is attributed
in part to the hot weather, and in part to the prev-
alence of diphtheria.

The Dcbation op PREGN.iNCY, as estimated by Dr.
Geo. J. Engelmann from the histories of six cases in

which the date of fruitful coition was known, varied
from 21:'2 to 280 days, the average length being 264.6
days.

—

Courier of Medicine.

I'he Treatment op Brain Symptosls in Typhoid
Feyer, adopted by Dr. G. P. Atkinson, is to api^ly a
blister to the epigastrium. This, he has found, al-

most always to quiet the delirium and relieve the pa-
tient.

—

BHt. Med. Journal.

Report op the Bureau of (Jeneral Sanitary Sci-

KNCK, Cmmatoixxiy, AND Hv(iii:Ni:, to the Auiericnn

Institute of llDina-opathy, Session of IMMO. Ah the

develo])nient of a scientitic Ki>irit among honio-opnths
means tlu* inevitable extinction of its transcendental-

ism, wo are glad to notice a <locument like the jiros-

ent one. In it wo find the subject of (juurantine in

its various ])hases discussed intelligently and tem-
j)erately. The article upon International (Quarantine

by Dr. Buslirod W. James gives a historical and
critical review of the subject, nnd is ])articularly in-

structive. The other five articles upon National

(i)uarantine, (j)narixntine for Itefugecs, Di.sinfection in

Quarantine, the Cordon Sanitaire, and the Location
and Sanitation of Quarantine Stations, show a good
acquaintance with the questions involved, and are en-

tirely devoid of any theraiieutical i)eculiaritie8.

Saxolinum.—This is the title whicli, we are in-

formed, the Committee of Revision and Publication of

the Pharmacoi)«'ia of the U. S. of America have
adopted as the official name for petroleum ointment.

The term is derived from nfu-um, rock, and oleum, oil,

and is quite expressive. It will be exactly defined as

to properties, reactions, and melting point.

The MiDwrvES in Cincinnati deliver 70 per cent,

of the labor cases that occur in the city. The women
are generally ignorant and uneducated. The Cincin-

nati Lancet and Clinic deplores the fact that they are

allowed to ]>ractise so extensively. There is a law in

tliat state which, if enforced, would put a stoj) to the

abuse.

A Proposed New Law.—The Philadelphia Coun-
ty Medical Society have had a bill drafted for the

purpose of making communications made to a pliysi-

cian in his professional capacity " jirivileged." The
proposed -law, which is similar to the one that has
worked so well in this state, has been approved by
most of the county societies and medical men of the

state, and itwiU be presented to the legislature at its

coming session.

The Asierican Public Health Association will

hold its Eighth Annual Meeting in New Orleans, com-
mencing Tuesday, December 7, 1880, and ending Fri-

day, December 10, 1880. Papers will be presented
on Abattoirs, Epidemics, Life Insurance in its Rela-

tion to the Public Health ; The Storm-water Question
in City Sewerage ; The Sanitary- Engineering Problems
of the Mississippi River ; The Hygiene of Emigrant
Ships ; The Prevention of Venereal Diseases ; Volun-
tary Sanitary Associations, etc. Tlie special ques-

tions suggested for discussion at this meeting, in

addition to those connected with the papers above
referred to, relate to methods of preventing the spread
within a town or city—after they have once been in-

troduced—of such contagious or spreading diseases

as diphtheria, scarlet fever, yellow fever, measles,

small-pox, etc., and are as follows : 1. AVhat are the
best means of securing j^rompt and reliable informa-
tion as to the presence and location of cases of snch
diseases ? 2. What are the best means of securing iso-

lation of the first or of single cases of such diseases,

and what are the chief ditficulties in securing such
isolation ? 3. Under what circumstances is it proj^er

to declare such diseases epidemic in a place '? 4.

Under what circtimstances is it proper to recommend
the closure of schools on account of the prevalence

of such diseases? 5. What precautions should be
taken at the termination of each case as to

—

a. Care
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ind disi)osal of the dead ? b. Disinfection and cleans-

ng of the room and house ? c. Period of time at

vliich it is safe to allow tlie convalescent to return to

ichool or society ? Brief practical papei's upon any
)r all of these jjoints are earnestly requested, and it

3 hoped that those attending the meetings will come
)repared to give the results of their experience upon
he questions, and to make jiositive recommenda-
ions. Gentlemen who propose to present papers at

his meeting are respectfully requested to notify the
President or Secretary of their intentions and of the
itle of their papers, in order that they may be as-

iigned a proper place in the programme. By order

)f the Executive Committee, John S. Biiiij;xGs, M.D.,
'^resident, E. H. Janes, M.D., Sea-etary.

IiiiiixoLS Training School for Nurses.—A Society

las been formed in Chicago for the establishment of

raining schools for nurses. The movement is under
he direction of many prominent citizens and will, un-
loubtedly, succeed in. its object, that of securing
!ompetent and well-trained nurses for the state.

—

Uiicago Med. Rev.

HoMCEOPATHY IN THE United States.—From the

eport of the Bureau of Statistics made to the Amer-
can Institute of Homcjeopathy the present year, it

ippears that there are 0,OU0 homiEOi^athic physicians

ogistered in the United States. There are 23 State

ocieties, of which 17 are incorjiorated by their re-

pective States. There are 92 local or county soci-

ties, and 7 clubs, j^artly professional and partly so-

ial. Of the 38 homoeopathic hospitals in this country
>0 report 1,G82 beds, which provided, in the last year,

or 14,959 patients, with a mortality of 367—about 24

)er cent. The cost of building 25 of these hospitals

las been 81,549,175, and they are mostly supported

)y contributions and paying patients. Of the 29
lomceopathic dispensaries, 25 report having treated,

n the last year, 117,501: patients, with 272,772 pre-

criptions, at a cost of 810,639.19, or about 4 cents

or each prescrijition. Eleven homceoijathic medical
olleges are established, and instructed, last year,

,192 students, of whom 387 were graduated. The
otal number of graduates from these colleges is

,922. The cost of estalilishing 5 of these colleges

las been 8230,000; the cost of the others is not given.

Chere are 16 homoeopathic journals published in this

iountry, quarterly, monthly, and semi-monthly.
Chere are about 180 homoeopaths in New York city,

i less number (130) in Brooklvn, and nearly a tliou-

aud in the whole state. We have more in New York
5fcate than in all New England, where the number is

)etween six and seven hundred. Boston has less

han a hundred. Maine, New Hampshire, Vennont,
.nd Rhode Island have between fifty and sixty, Con-
lecticut twice that number.

j
In contrast to this, it is said that in Great Britain

md Ireland there are not two hundred genuine
lomoeopaths altogether. And the number is jiropor-

jionately small in the continental countries. Homoo-
ojiathy flourishes in Australia, however. It is a dis-

ease of new countries, and of a neurotic civilization.

Battel's Operation for Hysteria.—A very in-

itruetive case, illustrating the peculiar efficacy of

.he above operation for hysteria, has been reported
o the Berlin Medical Society. Dr. Israel presented
'O the society a young woman, aged twenty-three,
iured of severe hysteria by " Battey's operation." The
)atient had suffered for some years with obstinate

>'omiting, accompanied by severe ovarian pains,

^he became extremely weak and anaemic. Many

surgeons advised the operation, and she gradually
arrived at the conviction that castration was the only
remedy for her sad state. The oi)eration was jier-

formed under chloroform, "with all antisejjtic pre-

cautions." During the first three days after the
ojjeration there was extreme tenderness in the lower
part of the abdomen, and ice had to be constantly

applied. At the same time there was retenti(m of

urine, which only i)assed off at the end of twelve
days. A week after the operation the vomiting had
ceased, and the j^ain in the ovarian region had dis-

appeared. The patient's cure remained iiermanent.
One detail, however, of this beautiful illustration of

the value of oophorectomy remains to he mentioned,
and it is not an unimportant one. The operation
was a pretended one—a suj^erficial wound was only
made

!

A case somewhat a propos to this has recently been
reported in a French journal. It was that of a wo-
man, aged forty-three, who was suffering from an
ovarian tumor. The tumor was removed, and the
ovary of coiirse with it. The woman got well of the
operation, but became permanently maniacal. The
mania could not be attributed to anything excej^t

the operation.

Life and Mind on the Basis op Modern [Medi-

cine.—The editor of the Lancet makes this comment
in criticizing a letter ujion the above subject : "We
maintain that the non-existence of a something be-

yond or behind matter cannot, with our present
knowledge, be proved. The statement, that function

or motor force is imminent in matter is not sufficient

iu these days of vigorous analysis, as an explanation
of the meaning of energy in organized bodies present
in the state called life, and absent in death. Co-ordi-

nated or associated action surely has a higher or

deeper signification than can be predicted of corpus-

cular vis iiisita. This can never account for the intelli-

gent co-oi^eration of atoms in working out harmoni-
ously the well-being of the indi\idual organism."

New Y''ork Physicians' Mutual Aid Association.—
The twelfth annual meeting of the New York Phy-
sician's Mutual Aid Association was held November
11th, at the Academy of Medicine. The retiring

President, Dr. Mark Blumenthal, who has served for

the last six years, read the annual report of the

Board of Tnistees, from which it appears that the

Association now numbers three hundred and fifty

members ; that its permanent fund has increased from
83,000 in 1875 to over 86,250 in 1880, mainly due to

the liberal contributions of Dr. Abram DuBois and
Dr. A. F. Sterling, of this city. The benefits of the

Association are perhaps best sho^vn by the fact that

it has distributed over 812,000 duiing the last six

years, and, since its organization in 1868, over

820,700 among the heirs of its deceased members.
The following officers were elected : Pre.-iiileid, Dr.

Robert A. Barry ; 1st Vice-President, Dr. W. W.
Reese ; 2d Vice-President, Dr. Geo. A. Peters ; Re-
cording Secretar;/, Dr. David Magie ; Assistant Sec-

retary, Dr. Daniel Lewis ; Corresponding Secretary,

Dr. J. H. Anderson ; Treasurer, Dr. Robert Campbell

;

Trustees to serve for three years, Drs. Mark Blumen-
thal, Erskine Mason, and Geo. G. Wheelock.

Animals -mTH a Second Br.un in the Spinal
Cord.—The fall meeting of the National Academy of

Sciences, which took place in this city last week,
was devoted almost entirely to the physical sciences.

At the closing session, however, Professor Marsh
read a paper on the "Dimensions of the Brain and
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Spiual CorJ in some Extinct Iloptiles," which con-

taino.l 8omo very iutercstiiiK facts. Professor ^Marsli

lirst l»rou;^bt the oviiloni-e to Bustain liis ]>roj)ositiuu

that the older the type of mammal, reptile, or fish,

the smaller the 1 train. He then called attention to a

very curious development, in certain fossils, near the

sacral rej^ion of the cord. In a gij^antic reptile of

the jurasaic formation, an animal nearly thirty feet

in lea^th, the brain was scarcely as larj^e as that of

an ordinary dog, jiul^ed by the size of the cranial

cavity. But the s[)inal canal presented the extraor-

dinary feature of an immense eularj^emcMit in the

sacral region, where the bone was so excavated as

to form an immense vaulted recei)tacle, several times

larger than the brain cavity. The sacrum consisted

of four vertebra', which were well ossified and of

great solidity, and within this was contained, during

the life of the animal, a posterior brain—if he might
use the term—which was eight times as large as

the eneephalon. The point was of very curious in-

terest, not only as a fiu't of fossil anatomy, but in

respect to the physiological inferences that might
be drawn from it, into which he did not i)voi)Ose to

enter. It was so remarkable, indeed, that he took
occasion to examine other examples of the same spe-

cies before accepting it as a general fact of extensive

ap})lioation. Upon recurring to some younger spe-

cimens of the same gigantic saurian, he was enabled

to verify the existence of the cavity in every in-

stance, and to i^rove that sacral enlargement of the

cord in extinct reptilians was an extraordinary fact.

If it had appeared in a single instance, it must, of

course, have been regarded as a phenomenon due to

injury or disease ; but in all cases, since his atten-

tion was attracted to the point by this enormous
creature, he had found the posterior cavity in ex-

tinct reptiles.

There was nothing analogous to this sarial enlarge-

ment, Prof. Marsh continued, in existing vertebrates.

The aurphiax had absolutely no brain—that is, no
cerebral c-nlargement of the cord at the anterior ex-

tremity, but there was no enlargement of the spinal

cavity at the sacrum which answered to what he had
observed in extinct species.

In answer to an inquiry whether the sacral enlarge-

ment was in such a position as to furnish a point of

origin for the nerves of the leg. Prof. Marsh said

that such was the case, and that the animal had very

powerful hind legs ; but the fore legs were equally

strong, and there was no corresponding enlarge-

ment.

REsrRRECTiOMSTS IX BALTIMORE.—Mucli ado has
been recently made in Baltimore over the stealing of

two bodies from the Baltimore Cemetery. The rob-

liers had not at date of wi'iting been discovered, but
it is stated to be certain that no medical colleges

had any connection with the matter.

The Twekty-Fifth ANxn-ERS-XRY of the Wom.\n's
HospiiAL was held at the hosjiital building on the

afternoon of November 18th. The annual reports

were read, showing that 5,397 patients had been
treated since the foundation of the hospital. Addi-
tional accommodations were needed for the treat-

ment of the patients, of whom there were at tlie

time 105 in the hospital. Speeches were made by
Rev. Dr. Potter and by Dr. R. F. Weir.

The Diphtheria EpiDE>nc rs* Brooklyn.—During
tae week ending Saturday, November 13th, there

were 139 cases of diphtheria reported to the Brook-
lyn Health Board, of which number 47 proved fatal.

In the week previous there were 109 cases, and 57

deaths; while in the week ending October 30th, 4tj

deaths from dii)htheria wore reported.

The disease is scattered over various sections ol

the city, but during the jiast tliree weeks it has beej:

most prevalent in the Fifth, Tenth, Eleventh, anil

Twenty-lifth Wards. The highest rate of deaths at

tained in any ward was in the Tenth, were there wen
seven fatal cases in one week. The Register of Vita-

Statistiirs thinks that the climax of the disease hat

been reached.

Meetino of Tire Sanitary Reform SoriETY.—Tht
New York Sanitary Reform Society held its annua
meeting at the Society's headquarters. No. 79 Fonrtl

Avenue, on the evening of November 18th. Chief

Justice CJharles P. Daly presided. A largo numbei
of prominent medical men and laymen were jiresent

The President, James drallatin, read the annual report

The work laid out for the Society during the coming
year was, he said, to secure a law extending tht

supervision of tlu; Health Board over the plumbing
in all houses, whether tenements or otherwise, tt

endeavor to suppress the Hunter's Point nuisances

to compel the licensing of milk venders, to educat<

the poor in .sanitary measures, and to advocate (

radical change in the present plan of cleaning th<

streets.

Prof. C. F. Chandler delivered an address upon th<

recent work of the Board of Health, devoting him
self especially to a re^'iew of the good effects o

the present tenement-house laws. He showed tha

since the passage of the law, procured by the effort.'

of the Society, 1,047 tenement-hou.ses have beei

erected in this city. These accommodate 7,73G fam
ilies, aggi'egating about 23,000 persons. By reasoi

of the new law, these 23,000 persons have been pro
vided with the best kind of house shelter, and all ii

a little over a year. The law has served to edncat<

the architects, so that now fully one-third of th

tenement plans presented to the board for approva
are accepted without requiring a change. Proi

Chandler said one of the most important results o

the improved law was the fact that not a tenement
house has been built since the law was passed ii

which air and light were not given to eveiy singl

room occupied as a living or sleeping room. In con
elusion, the Professor discussed the steady decreas
in the rate of infant mortality in the city, and thei

urged that a radical change should be made in th

jjresent system of street-cleaning, and advocated th

adoption of the " block system " of cleaning, as urgei

by him before the Senate Committee on Cities som
time ago.

The meeting was an interesting and successful on
in every respect.

Books Received.

Walsh's Phvician's H*n'1y Lodscr. Ralph Walsh, Washington, D. (

Also Walsh's Call-JJook and Tablet.

Medical Record Visiting-List. 1S81. W. Wood &, Co.

Physiological Chemistry of the Animal Body. By Dr. Arthur Garngw
Vol. I. London : Macmillan & Co. ISSi).

Invaliil Cookery, etc.. hy Mrs. Julia A. Pye. Edited by Mrs. Eliza A

Pilkin. Chicago : Knight A: Leonard. 18S0.

Treatise on Diphtheria. By A. Jacohi, M.D. W. Wood & Co.

Cntaneons and Venereal Memoranda. By H. G. PifTanl, M. D., an
Geo. H. Fox. M.D.

Ophthalmic and Otic Memor.inda. By Drs. D. B. St. John Roosa an
E. T. Ely. W. Wood i; Co.

Snrgical Diagnosis. By A. L. Ranney, A. M., M.D. Second Editioi

W. Wood & Co.
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CAETWRIGIIT LECTURES,*
ON THE

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTAGONISM BE-
TWEEN MEDICINES, AND BETWEEN
REMEDIES AND DISEASES.

By ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, M.D.,
rnOFESSOR of MATEUIA MEDICA and THEItAPEUTICS IN THE JEFFKB"

SON MEDICAL COLLEGE, rHILADELPUIA.

(Special report for The Medical Record.)

Lectube III.

ANTAGONISM OP ATROPIA AND PHTSOSTIGMA—ATROPIA
AND PILOCARPINE—ATROPIA AND MUSCARIA—ATRO-
PIA AND QUINIA—ATROPIA AND BROMALi HYDRATE,
AND ATROPIA AND ACONITINE.

il/?'. President and Gentlemen

:

Tlie next investigation concerning the antagonism
between mecliciues to whicli I invite your attention

is that relative to the action of atrojiia and pliyso-

stigma, or Cahibar bean. In the experiments made
in this connection, both the extract and the active

principle of the drug, eserin, have been employed to

produce the jahysiological effects of physostigma.
For the first time, in 18(34, a case of poisoning by
atropia was treated by Kleinwachter with the inter-

nal administration of the latter, which had the effect

of relieving the symptoms to a certain extent. In
1867 Bourneville, in a treatise on the treatment of

tetanus by physostigma, recorded a single experi-

ment exhibiting the ojiposed action of this agent and
atropia. In 1868 I made a number of exi)eriments,

whose results were similar, and, in 1869, followed the
researches of Prof. Thomas R. Frazer, of Edinburgh,
which were the most important which had been
made up to that time. Next came the report of the

special committee appointed by the British Medical
Association, of which Dr. J. Hughes Bennett was the
chairman.

In order to comprehend the extent and character

of the antagonism between the two agents, it is

necessary that we should form a definite conception
of the action of each. In what respects do they
agree, and in what differ in their effects? The
effects of atropia have already been sufficiently

studied, and therefore need not be recapitulated.

Physostigma, unlike atropia, does not affect the cere-

bral functions. It contracts the pupil, paralyzes the

voluntary muscles without interfering with sensi-

bility, increases secretion, augments the heart's ac-

tion and the arterial tension, and causes death hj
paralyzing the respiratory muscles. While, there-

fore, atropia occasions active delirium, with hallu-

cinations and illusions, by its effect upon the brain,

physostigma does not affect this organ at all. As
regards the pupil, atropia causes dilatation by
stimulating the i-adiating fibres innervated by the

sympathetic, and physostigma paralyzes these fibres.

Atropia quickens the respiratory movements by its

stimulating action, and physostigma paralyzes the
muscles of respiration. Atroj^ia increases the rate of

movement of the heart, without increasing its power,
and physostigma inci'eases its power without adding
to the rapidity of movement. Atropia diminishes

• Of the Alumni Association of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York.

the salivary and intestinal secretions, and physo-
stigma increases these. Finally, they differ in their

action on the voluntary muscular system, atropia
paralyzing the motor nerves, and physostigma caus-

ing spinal paralysis.

In regard to the lethal effects. Professor Frazer
says : "Atropia prevents the fatal effects of a lethal

dose of jjliysostigma l)y so influencing the functions

of certain structures as to prevent such modifications

from being produced in them by physostigma as

would result in death. The one substance counter-

acts the action of the other, and the result is a physio-

logical antagonism so remarkable and decided that

the fatal effects, even of three and a half times the
minimum lethal dose of physostigma, may be i)re-

vented by atropia." The first case reported of the

treatment of poisoning by atropia with jihysostigma

was successful, and the first experiment made for

the purpose of testing the antagonistic action of the

two also proved a success.

The first extended and complete series of experi-

ments on the subject, however, were made by my-
self in the year 1868, as mentioned iireviously, before

the appearance of the account of Bourneville's ob-

servation in the same year, and the results of these

were ijublished in my prize essay of the Ameiican
Medical Association in 1869. I resijectfully submit,

therefore, that I have a priority of a whole year over

Frazer, although I do not hesitate for a moment to

acknowledge the superiority of his researches. In
his historical review I think he hardly does me jus-

tice, for when he quotes from my essay he merely
takes a sentence or two from the general conclusions

which do not give a satisfactory idea of the whole
meaning of my researches. Yet, as I shall presently

show, subsequent investigations have confirmed my
conclusions, which were as follows :

" Atroi^ia and jihysostigma are antagonistic as to

their influence over the respiratory movements

—

atropia increasing, and physostigma retarding them.
" They are antagonistic in their action on the heart

—atropia producing excitation of the cardiac gan-

glia, and physostigma joaralyzing them.
*' They are opposed in respect to their action on

the sympathetic—atropia causing increased action,

and physostigma paralyzing this system.
*' They have opposite efiects on the pupil, in virtue

of opposite effects on the sympathetic—atropia di-

lating the pupil by its action ou the radiating fibres

of the iris, and physostigma contracting the j)upil

by paralyzing the radiating fibres."

Frazer was convinced, by his extended and careful

researches, that the lethal effects of atropia and phy-
sostigma were antagonistic throughout a wide range ;

but the committee of the British Medical Associa-

tion, while admitting the existence of the antagonism,

arrived at the conclusion that it was much more hm-
ited in its range than Frazer believed.

The special points of the antagonism between the

two agents have now been studied with gi-eat care by
a number of observers. As regards the heart, phy-

sostigma first causes an increase in the blood-pres-

sure, but afterward a diminution of the same, while

the action of the heart remains accelerated. It slows

the heart by lengthening the diastolic pause, aug-

ments the force of the contraction, and increases the

arterial tension. (After alluding to the experiments

of Amstein and Sustschinsky, Rossbach and Fri h-

lich, Harnach and Witkowski, Kohler, Laschkewich,
and others, the lecturer went on to say ) : How
much soever the various observers may differ in their

explanations, the fact remains that atropia and phy-
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Isostigma are opposed Id their action as regards the
heart.

In refTifd to tlieir offoct on respiration, tliore are
ft>\vor ilill'oroni'es of opinion. It is ^cnonilly conceded
th;it ntr(ii»ia stiumliites the resj)imtorv centn\ wliilo

phy.si»stij,'iuii tonds to suspend r(>flex excitaliility, and
is a spinal i»andyzor ; so that the function of respi-

ration is early atloi'tiHl when it is given.

The jioint of oi)position which is most conspicu-
ous, and that which first attracted attention to the
antagonism lietween the two, is their action tipon
tlie pupil—eserine j)roducing contraction, and atro-

l)ia dilatation. There are great differences of opin-
ion in regard to the mechanism of these two op-

l)oseil actions. By some the contraction of thei)ui)il

in' eserine is believed to he due to a paralyzing etiect

on the dilator fibres, and by others to a spasm of the
sphincter fibres. The latter view would seem to bo
correct from the fact that the eflect of physostignm
on the muscular coat of the intestines is to bring on
tet.iuic contracti(m or spasm. When the jmpil is

contracted by eserine, it can readily be dilated by
the employment of atropia ; but when it is dilated
by the latter, eserine has no elfect in causing its con-
traction.

The delirium, hallucinations, and other cerebral
phenomena cau-sed by atropia are in no wise aflfected

by physostigma. In cases of poisoning by the latter

the mind remains unalfeetcd until toward the close
of h'fe, when carbonic-acid narcosis comes on. This,
indeed, occurs under the toxic effect of all purely
respiratory poisons, and is due simply to the sus-

pension of ha^matosis. Now carbonic-acid narcosis
being one of the prominent effects of atroijia-jioison-

ing also, jihysostigma and atrojiia cannot be said to
be antagonistic in their action on the cerebnim.

In their spinal effects there are obvious differences

between the two agents. It is true that they are both
paralyzers ; but atropia gives rise to an after-tetanic

condition in the cold-blooded animals. When they are
given together, this tetanic condition occurs at once
(a fact that I was the first to demonstrate), and so ex-
alted is the reflex function of the spinal cord that a
t3tanic spasm is excited by a slight tap upon the sur-

face of the body ; the condition between being one
of relaxation. In several of the cases of atrojjia-

poisoning tri.smus was quite a marked symi^tom.
The i^ai-aiysis occasioned by atropia, as Ringer and
others have shown, is largely spinal, although the
irritability of the motor nerve-trunks is impaired.
Dr. Mary Putnam-Jacobi's experiments show that
atropia impairs the sensibility of the sensory nerves.
Physostigma, on the contrary, augments their sensi-
bility, and is a spinal paralyzer ; while the motor
nerves and muscles remain unaffoct3d by it. These
agents, therefore, agree in more points than they
differ in their action on the spinal cord.

In their effects upon secretion, however, we find
greater differences. An increase of the flow of saliva,

tears, sweat, and the secretions of the intestinal

glands is a constant result of the action of physo-
stigma, and this is due, according to Haidenhain, to
its general stimulating effect upon the secretory
nerves. This conclusion is ajjparently confirmed by
the fact that when the chorda ti/mpatii nerve is di-

vided near the submaxillary gland, no increased flow
of saliva takes place. As is well known, the action
of atropi.\ is the opposite of this. It suspends secre-
tion, most probably by paralvzing the end organs of
the nerves in the gland. Thus, Schiff has demon-

!

strated that when the chorda lympani nerve is divid-
I

ed, secretion of the submaxillary gland is arrested.
I

Physostigma and atro]iia also act differently upon
the motor functions and tlie muscles. I have alrea<ly

laid stress upon the tetanic <>tlect jtrrjdnced by
atroi)ia in the cold-blooded uniinals, and the fact that

trismus occurs in many of the cases of atro])ia-

poisoning. IJotkin ))ointcd out that iitroj>ia paralyzed
the motor nerv(>-trunks, while Laschkewich and Frazer
have shown that neither these nor the mtiscles are

afTected by jdiysostigma. Though differing in their

action on the motor functions and muscles, therefore,
they are not opposed.
Our conclusions from a study of the subject may

be summed up as follows :

First.—Physostigma, or eserine, and atropia are
antagonistic in their action on the pupil.

tSectmd.—They are different, but probably not an-
tagonistic in their action on the heart.

Third.—Tliey are opjjosed in their effect upon the
respiratory function ; i)hysostigma paralyzing, and
atropia stimulating it.

Fourth.—They are not opposed in their action on
the cerel)rum. Atroi)ia produces delirium and hallu-

cinations, while phy.sostigma does not affect the
cerebral functions ; but both cause mox'e or less car-

bonic-acid narcosis.

Fifth.—They act differently, but not antagonis-
tically on the s])inal cord and nerves. Both cause
paralysis ; but while atropia imi)airs the instability

of the motor nerves, physostigma does not. Physo-
stigma increases the irrital)ilitv of the sensory nerves

;

while atropia, if it has any effect at all upon them,
dimini.shes this.

Sixth.—They are antagonistic in their action on
.secretion

; physostigma stimulating it and atropia
arresting it.

From the above conclusions it follows that atropia
overcomes the lethal effects of physostigma by stimu-
lating the respiratoiy function ; but it is certainly

very doubtful whether physostigma is of any practi-

cal service in i^oisoning by atropia.

BELL.\DOXXA AND PILOCAKPINE.

The opposed action of these two agents constitutes

one of the most interesting and complete in the
whole series of medicinal antagonisms. Having suf-

ficiently studied the jihysiological action of atropia,

we must now inquire what is that of pilocarjjine.

The history of jaboi-andi affords an admirable illus-

tration of the achievements of modem physiological

and ther.apeutical research. When it was first intro-

duced, gi'eat numbers of observers all over the world
set about the investigation of its action and effects.

The results of their first researches have been abun-
dantly confirmed by subsequent observations, and
the literature of the subject is already vast.

In a few minutes after a dose of pilocarpine has
been taken into the stomach, or hypodermically in-

jected, tlie action of the heart is increased, a feeling

of warmth goes through the system, and the face

becomes flushed. When a veiy large amount is

taken, this increased action of the heart does not

occur, and in the smaller doses it does not continue
after the sweating commences. The pupil becomes
contracted, spasm of the accommodation takes place,

and recession of the near point residts. There is

more or less cephalalgia and feeling of tension about
the head, ordinarily accompanied by transient verti-

go. Soon after these symptoms are noticed the per-

spiration begins, and quickly becomes excessive, the

skin literally pouring out water. Simultaneously, or

even before the sweating, the saliva commences to

flow also in enormous quantities, so that it can often be
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measured by pints. In some instances, however, the

one secretion seems to be substituted for the other,

though usually both are excessively increased. When
the sweat and saliva have thus become i)rofuse, the

pulse declines in force, volume, and quickness, the

face grows pale, and a sense of exhaustion ensues.

The temperature, which may perhaps ascend above
the normal at tirst, now falls somewhat below it, and
a feeling of chilliness is experienced. The secretion

of urine is less than normal, but the bladder is very

irrital)le. Drowsiness comes on as a result of ex-

haustion, and not in consequence of the direct eft'ect

upon the brain. When the agent is taken into the

stomach, more or less nausea and vomiting are usu-

ally produced, but are much less marked if it is in-

jected under the skin. Sometimes a watery diarrhoea

is also one of the results.

(The lecturer now proceeded to indicate the main
points of antagonism between atroj^ia and pilocarpine,

after which he alluded to two cases of belladonna-

poisoning treated by Ringer, with the subcutaneous
injection of ijilocarjiine, without appreciable result.

He then went on to detail the results of the experi-

ments made for the purpose of testing the antago-

nism by Yulpian, Langly, Marmf', Petrina, Nowroski,
Robin, himself, and other obsei-vers, and arrived at

the following conclusions :

First.—Belladonna and pilocaipus are antagonistic

in their action upon the secretions, especially of

saliva and sweat, pilocarpus stimulating these enor-

mously, and belladonna arresting them.
Second.—They are antagonistic in their action on

the heart and the arterial system, pilocarpus slowing

and weakening the heart, and lowering the vascular

tonus, and belladonna strengthening and accelerating

the movements of the heart, and increasing the arte-

rial tension.

TJiird.—They are antagonistic in their action on

the eye, pilocarpus producing contraction of the

pupil, spasm of the accommodation, and recession

of the near point of vision, and belladonna dilating

the pupil, paralyzing accommodation, and inducing
presbyopia.

Fourth.—As regards the brain, there is no real an-

tagonism between the two. The excitement, deli-

rium, and hallucinations caused by atropia remain
unaffected by pilocarpine, while the soporose condi-

tion induced by the latter is due merely to exhaus-

tion and cerebral anajmia, and not to any primary
etfect ujjon the brain.

Belladonna and pilocarpus agree in the unsuscep-

tibility of children to their action. Ringer and Gould
found that a quantity of jaborandi which would ex-

cite profuse perspiration in adults had little or no
effect upon children ; and it has been equally well

proved that children are much less susceptible than

adults to the effects of belladonna.

We have next to consider the mutual counterac-

tions of

ATEOPIA AND ITUSCARIA.

Muscaria is obtained from avian ita muscaria (the

fly-fungus). Muscaria or muscarine has strong al-

kaline and basic properties, and unites with acids

to form salts. It is a colorless substance, of the

consistence of syrup, is readily soluble in water,

and its salts rapidly deliquesce on exposvire to the

air. It seems to be a very active toxic agent, one-

thirtieth of a grain producing marked symptoms in

the human subject. The general effects are as fol-

lows : considerable gastro-intestinal disturbance is

caused by it, consisting of nausea, vomiting, diar-

rhoea, and severe colic, which are due to the tetanic

contraction of the mtiscular layer of the bowel which
it produces, and an active delirium charac-terized by
rambling incoherence and a somewhat pleasurable

excitement rescm})ling the effects of alcoholic intoxi-

cation. During the stage of delirium the i)U})il is

contracted, and the vision is dim, blurred, and prob-

ably double.

In toxic doses the agent produces epileptiform

seizures, trismus, loss of reflex irritability, and coma,
more or less profound, after the period of intoxica-

tion. The action of the heart is enfeebled and finally

arrested in the diastole ; the respiration is labored

and stertorous ; the secretion of the salivary glands

is increased ; the surface of the body gi'ows cold,

and death takes place from failure of the heart. On
the brain it i^robably acts in two ways : first, stimu-

lating the cells of the gray matter, and then paralyz-

ing them, the organ being in a state of an:emia, on
account of the enfeebling effect of the agent upon the

heart. On the eye it caiises spasm of the accommo-
dation and marked myosis by stimulating the motor

oculi. The secretions, and especially the salivary,

are increased by muscaria, and, according to Pre-

vost, the bile, the pancreatic and the urinary secre-

tions are stimulated by it, an effect which is probably

due to the action of the drug upon the end organs of

the nerves. The cardiac movements are at first

slightly accelerated, and shortly afterward retarded

by it, and a marked decline in the blood-jiressure is

an invariable result, after a short preliminary in-

crease in it. Muscaria would seem to act on the

motor ganglia of the substance of the heart, and not

on the muscle or the inhibitory ajjparatus. The
respiration is quickened dviring the stage of excite-

ment, but is afterward retarded and rendered shal-

lower by the j^aralyzing effect of the agent upon the

respiratory centres.

No antagonism could well be more exact than that

between muscaria and atropia. As regards the brain,

the intoxication with cerebral anaemia caused by
the former is opposed by the delirium and cerebral

hypersemia resulting from the latter. The contrac-

tion of the pui:)il caused by muscaria, by its stimu-

lating effect ujion the circular fibres, is oi:)posed by
the dilating influence of atroi^ia, due to its stimulat-

ing action on the radiating fibres. The effect of

atropia is relatively more powerful, however ; for

when the pujiil is dilated by the action of the latter,

it cannot be forced to contract by the use of mus-
caria. The salivary secretion is increased by mus-
caria, which stimulates the end organs of the nerves

in the glands, while it is arrested by atropia, which
paralyzes these nerves. The antagonism is very

striking in regard to the heart, as I mentioned in my
first lecture ; for if the organ is aiTested in diastole

by muscaria, it is started again by atropia. Not less

marked is their opjjosed action on the respiratory

function ; muscaria gi-adually rendering the respira-

tion less and less frequent and deep, and finally ar-

resting it, while atropia stimulates it.

I next call your attention briefly to the antagonism

between
ATROPIA AND QTJINIA.

Pantelejeff, who made the only systematic series

of experimental investigations concerning the op-

posed action of these agents, has found that quinia

arrests the heart in diastole, and the subsequent use

of atropia causes it to resume its action. This result

he observed both in rabbits and frogs. There is

abundant clinical experience in regard to this an-
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tfipronism, but this does not concom our prosent pur-

(Kiso. He ulso nscortained tlmt contmction of tho

urtorioli's was caused by the injection of (|ninia, and
(lilatntion by tliat of atroi>ia, and that qiiinia caused
a rise in tlie bl()od-])resRuro after a brief prt'limi-

nary fall, while atr()])ia retarded it. (Tho lecturer,

after speakin;T brielly of tho antap;onisni8 between
atropia and bronial hydrate, and Vietween atrojiia and
aconite, concluded as follows:)

One of the triumphs of modern orpfanic chemistry
is the reconstruction by syutiiesis of orj^anic alka-

loids, the ])]iysiolopjical demonstration confirming
very strikinj^ly the accuracy of chemical methods

;

and not less interesting is the demonstration that

apparently different alkaloid principles obtained

from different .sources are the same. Thus atrojjia,

daturia, and hyoscyamia are all found to be identi-

cal in chemical composition. The new mydriatic
duboisia, with the exception of its more prompt and
transient effect upon the pupil, its less irritating ac-

tion on the conjunctiva, its less deliriantand greater

hypnotic power, apjiears to have just the same phys-
iological effects as atropia, and the late researches
of Ladenburg seem to prove that it is identical with
hyoscyamia. Throughout the whole range of the
antagonisms of atropia, duboisia might be .substi-

tnted for the latter, and the facts true of atropia are

likewise applicable to duboisia and to hyoscyamia.
Special researches have been made in regard to

the antagonisms of duboisia, and thus in a short

time after its introduction to professional notice this

agent is as fully understood in respect to its powers
and uses as belladonna after centuries ; but the one
is studied by the modern physiological method, and
the other, coming down with vague traditions and
baseless theories, is only properly understood at last

when the progress of jihysiological research enables

new investigations to conduct to right conclusions.

(Diialual Communications.

EXTENSION AND A NEW METHOD
FOR ITS PRODUCTION.

By CHARLES F. STD^LMAX, M.D.,

NEW TOr.K.

The subject of extension is one of vital importance
to surgeons, since upon its correct understanding and
application de^jends the arrest of inflammatory pro-
cesses in joints. At present the profession is divided
as to the necessity of extension, its opponents em-
bracing many of our most eminent authorities, and
its advocates being also numerous and influential.

I propose in this paper to touch as briefly as pos-
sible upon some of the more important features of
the subject, defining the true significance of exten-
sion, stating the reasons why each of the systems at
present used for its production are not universal in
application, and advocating a new system founded
upon heretofore unrecognized principles and appli-
cable to every joint.

Best is universally conceded to be the chief desid-
eratum in the curative treatment of inflammatory
conditions of joints, but complete rest ofa joint is never
obtained during life icitJiout the emploi/ment of a cor-

rect e:i-tending apparatus. The most perfect type of a
joint in a state of rest is the joint of a corjjs'e, or, in
other words, a dead joint. This is mobile and re-

laxed. Now, what factors liavo l)een eliminated by
death to jtroduce tliis conditicm of restV These are :

1. Tile disapi)earunce of contractile power in the

muscles governing the joint, and
2. Relief from Hn])erincuml.>ent weight.

Every joint of the bodv is so constructed that the

muscles governing that joint have their origin above
and their insertion below it, and these muscles pos-

sess a persistent o])i)osition to one another which
must be exactly balanced or distortion occurs. The
contractile power of these muscles is therefore con-

stantly striving to keep the balance of jjower exactly

even in every posture of the body, and as this is invol-

untary, it cannot bo subdued, so long as functional

life exists in a muscle, without the use of an extend-

ing api)liance.

The joint of a corpse after cessation of the rigor

mortis is already in a state of extension, as l)oth the
weight of the body and the contractility of the mus-
cular fibres have ceased to be factors in holding the

articular surfaces together, which are only i)revented

from falling apart by the ligamentous and non-con-
tractile stnit'tures.

Therefore the numerous experiments which have
been made to demonstrate that extension cannot ex-

ist, and which have invariably lieen made upon the

dead body, are entirely unreliable, as the joints were
ah'eady in a state of extension, i.e., of complete rest

or relaxation, and beyond this the inherent ligament-

ous strength of the joint does not readily allow of

stretching, if it indeed would not prove to be posi-

tively injurious, by interference with the ligamentous
structures and siipports of the joint. The amount
of extension then, which any extension or stretching

apparatus should allow, is just sufficient to produce
the relaxed condition found in the dead joint and no
more.

It is certainly impossible to obtain even a minute
separation of the contip^ious articular surfaces unless

this muscular contractility be first overcome. "When
this is done, the relaxation which follows prevents

the opposing surfaces from being jammed too closely

together, and allows a scarcely perceptible separation

of the surfaces of a joint ; but the extent of this is

wholly dependent upon the inherent strength of the
non-contractile stnictures of the joint.

It is not, then, as many of our leading surgeons
suppose, and which has brought the practice of ex-

tension into such disrepute, the bones or ligaments
of a joint which we shoidd attempt to extend. The
bones cannot be pulled apart more than they are in

a dead joint by any extending power we ought to use,

unless the ligaments are in badly diseased condition,

and to do so then is "bad practice."

This function which the muscles possess of keeping
the joint-surfaces closely in contact at any angle dur-

ing health is abnormally increased in inflammatory
conditions in direct proportion to the acuteness of

the process.

Suppose, for instance, the articular surfaces from
some exciting cause become irritated, and efiiision

takes place. By this effusion the individual fibres of

the muscles are put still more upon the stretch, and
in consequence the contractile force of the miascles is

involuntarily excited to press the opposing articular

surfaces still closer together.

As a result of the increased irritation we have still

further effusion, with its involuntaiy reflex muscular
contractions (which fix the joint rigidly), and injury

to the articular surfaces, and finally, implication of

surrounding tissues.

Therefore, in order to overcome tliia primary irri-
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tation of the joint, we must overcome tlie contractil-

ity of the miiscles governing the joint, and also re-

lieve it from weight, in other words—place it in the
relaxed condition of a dead joint.

There is one more feature of a dead joint whoee
importance we have failed to recognize in treating

inflammatory condition, and that is its mohili/i/.

When eflusion takes place—for instance, in an aciute-

ly inflamed knee—the limb immediately begins to
flex in 2)roportion to the acnteness of the attack
and amount of eff"usion, as in this position the bal-

ance of power is most easily maintained. But this

flexion is graduated by the course of the inflamma-
tory process, and it varies constantly, according to the
ever-varying amount of eftusion in and al)out the joint

—its period of increase corresponding to the increase
of eftusion, and its period of decrease corresi^onding
to the decrease. It is then in a state of constant va-

riation.

We have already noted the fixation of the limb as

a consequence of the contractile irritation of the mus-
cles induced by inflammatory action—but this fixa-

tion continues through all the degrees of flexion, act-

ing as a protector for the joint, with especial jiower
to prevent lateral deviation fi-om the vertical axis

—

and, therefore, if by an extending api)liance we sub-
due the contractility of the muscles we must have it

so arranged as to jjroduce this lateral protection for

the joint which ceases with the muscular contrac-
tility.

Our model extension splint should then combine
among its qiialifications the power to :

1. Overcome contractility of the muscles.
2. Relieve sujjerincumbent weight.
3. Afibrd support to the joint at every angle the

limb may take, adapting itself automatically to all

degrees of flexion.

4. Allow any degree of flexion, in other words, it

should provide a false joint which would perform the
functions of the affected one, and give it absolute vp-'^t

by producing a symmetrical extension of the muscles
which govern it.

We have already stated that the surgical jirofession

is now divided on the question of extension—one
party opposing its practice, and the other advocating
it. The former try to produce rest by encasing the
joint in a splint which will fix it immovably in a de-

sired position, and prevent the movements due to ir-

regular contraction of any one set of mtiscles in its

eftbrts to preserve a balance of j^ower.

This jilan of treatment is iusufiicient, since the in-

herent contractility of the various muscles is not re-

duced to a degree in which the articular surfaces are

prevented from pressing sti'ongly against each other,

and no motion is allowed. The more eflicacious of

these splints are made of plaster-of-Paris, felt, and
allied substances, which adai:)t themselves perfectly

to the form of the limb, and yet are rigid and un-
yielding.

Some surgeons also try to produce rest for a joint

by having the supine position assumed.
This, alone, is not suflicient, because :

1. The contractile force of the muscles is aroused
by irritation in a joint, and if there be no properly
devised and applied extending power to overcome
this, the inflammatory process is destined to increase.

2. The supine jiosition relieves sui')erincumbent
weight, but does not reduce the contractility which
is the cliief factor to be subdued.

3. The general health is aj^t to suffer.

The advocates of extension have heretofore chosen
methods for producing it which may be classified

under //iree different systems, which I will here biiefly

descril)e, and will also detail a fourth, which i)resents

many new i:)oints for consideration.

These systems are known respectively as " Hutchi-
son's method," "Buck's extension," and the "long
sjilint."

Let us glance at their most important features.

The practice of swinging the aftected lind) (see

Fig. 1) is one of very ancient date, and is again com-
ing into prominent notice through the advocacy of

Prof. Hutchison of Brooklyn. Bearing in mind the

two main features to be overcome, viz., the persist-

ent contractility of the muscles and the superin-

cumbent weight, it will readily be seen that to com-

FlG. l.j Fig. 2.

bat these we have but one factor—the weight of the
part below the joint—and even this ceases when the
body assumes a supine position.

The superincumbent weight is to a great extent
taken off (from a knee- or hiiJ-joint, for instance), in the
swinging or Hutchison's method, by the use of

crutches, but the contractility of the powerful mus-
cles which control either of these joints is but little

affected by the weight of the part below it, for it is

the natural function of these muscles to lift and swing
the i^art below. Then, too, since the contractility is

not subdued, the opposing inflamed articular surfaces

are not prevented from being jammed together, pro-
ducing the reflex train of symptoms already described,
and in less acute cases does not prevent jjain and in-

voluntary startings.

Then, again, the lateral mobility allowed by this

system is harmful unless the contractility be first

overcome, and to remedy this, splints are moulded
ujjon the joint (see Fig. 2), but these afford siipport

only in the position in which they are placed, and do
not admit of vai'iable flexion, which is of great im-
portance to the proper restoration of function.

Hutchison's method, then, does not produce com-
plete rest for a joint, because ; 1st, it fails to control
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the persistent muscular contractilitT, and therefore
fiiils to prevent the oj>i)(isinff surface from lieinf<

janiniotl to;,'etlier; 2il, it does not aHow tU'xion ; '.id,

it only partially relieves snix-rincninlu'iit wei-^iit.

Its advanta^^cs are, tliat its )»artially relieved super-
incumbent weight supjiorts the joints in any given
position, and does not contiiie to bed.
AnotluT system, whii-h has l)een genoral'y recoff-

nized as luung of great value, is known as " JJuck's,"

from its ))roniint>nt advocacy and introduction l)y the
late Dr. (.iurdon JJuck, of New York. It consists in

the suspension of weights from a limb, the counter-
extension being prodm-ed by i)l:icing the l)ody ui)on
an inclined plane, or attaching a perineal band to the
headboard by a cord (see Fig. I}). It acts as An ex-

tender by increasing to a gi-eat degree the amount of

weiglit below an alVected joint, the natural amount
of weight being, as we have seen, controlled by the
oontnictility of the muscles.

It produces extension andcoml)ats this contractility

certainly, but it does so l)y impairing the entire mus-
cular stnicture of the limb, for by placing this upon
a prolonged stretch, the muscles lose in contractile

power, not only those governing the atl'ected joint,

l)at also those governing other joints in the limb.

Added to this the i>atiout is obliged to lie in bed to

Fio. 3.

the great detriment of the general health. Then
again, as efifusion in a joint increases, tlie limb must
tlex or severe suffering be induced. It is not j^hysio-
logical, therefore, to retard this flexion which the ex-
tra weight upon the part below would be likely to do.
Buck's .system, then, does reduce the contractility of

the muscles, and relieve superincumbent weight ; but
while not entirely preventing, it tends to limit flexion.

Therefore among its disadvantages may be enu-
merated : 1st, limited flexion ; 2d, confinement to
bed; 3d, ajiplication confined to a few joints; ith,
necessity of a perineal band; 5th, lack of lateral
suj^port ; Gth, extension afi'ects the entire limb, and
is not confined alone to the aftected joint.

A third form of extension apj>liance is the " long
splint," or straight extension splint, which is fixed to
the foot below and the hip above, with the help of a
perineal band, the extension being produced by a
ratchet, located between these points, which forces the
extremities further apart (see Fig. 4).

This causes extension in the straight position, bnt
is open to the same objection as "Back's," viz., that
it extends tlie entire muscular system of the limb,

and has the additional fault of not j)roducingit in the
vertical line, tlie foot bcingtlirown inward in propor-
tion as tlie extension power is exerted.

It n-lieves superincumbent weight, and ]>osfleB8e8

the advantage over " Jiuck's " of not confining the pa-
tient to bed. It is, however, inferior to it in the fact

that it entirely ju-cvents flexion, and thus tends to
])rodnce iinchylosis by causing i)rolonged fixation in a
straight jxisition.

One of the reasons why a straight extension ap-
paratus is of little use in sui)duing inliammatory con-

ditions attended with swelling
or efTusion, is l)ecau.se the ex-
tension j)ower is not exerted
in the axes of the limb at right
angles to the transverse mus-
cular fil)res ; for as the joint

begins to fill, the limb begins
to flex, and, taking the knee
for example, the exten.sion is

not directed in the proper axes
of thigh and leg.

Then again, unless the limb
can be put in a straight posi-

tion, the splint cannot be ap-
plied, so that its range of ap-
plication is limited.

In enumerating the disatl-

vantages, then, of the long
si)lint as a method of exten-
sion, we may include : 1st,

extension in only the straight

position ; 2d, extension of the
entire muscular system of the
limb ; 3d, extension not pro-
duced in the vertical line ; 4th,

prevention of flexion ; 6th, ob-
lique attachment to the entire

muscular system of the limb
by adhesive plaster ; 7th, ne-
cessity of a perineal band

;

8 th, apjilication confined to

few joints.

Its advantages are, that it,

1st, relieves superincumbent
weight ; 2d, pi'oduces exten-

sion in a straight position of
the limb ; 3d, affords lateral .sui)port to the joint

;

4th, does not confine to bed.
The long si)lint embodies the principle, variously

modified, njion which are based the forms of appa-
ratus now most in use for dii-ect extension in cases
of joint diseases. Its many modifications bear the
names of their advocates, and while in this article

we avoid a discussion of their individual merits, we
must remember that one leading feature has been
frequently enunciated, i.e., that they produce ex-
tension by efi"ecting a separation between the bones
of a joint. Now, the writer of this article believes

and has endeavored to demonsti-ate that extension
means prevention of opposing surfaces from being
jammed into immediate contact, thus producing the
state of rest found in a dead joint, and that so long
as pressure is thus reinoved, it is not necessai-y to
forcibly sei:)arate articular surfaces, and a glance at

any of our instrument catalogues will show that only
those splints have survived the test of experience
and come into general use Avhich are attached to the
muscles governing the affected joint, throughout
their entire length, by adhesive plaster, and all those
appliances attached only at the foot and hiii • have
been discarded.

Fig. 4.
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The method of extension which it is one of the aims
of this paper to lay before the i)rofession is based
upon the proposition that we should endeavor to ef-

fect a complete reduction of the contractility of mus-
cles afiecting the inflamed joint witliont diminishing
their vitality, relieve superincumbent weight, and yet
allow all necessary motion.

This can only be i)roduced by an extension splint

which adapts itself to every angle the limb may take,

and so firmly and rigidly attached just above and bo-

low the joint that, by couutei'-pressure against the

bulk of muscles above the joint, the fibres between
the two attachments are forced to lie in a relaxed
condition, thus aftording the joint rest by transfer-

ring to the extension si)lint the task of combating
the contractile tension of the muscles and bearing
the superincumbent weight.
This counter-i)ressure is effected by pushing the

muscular mass away fi'om the joint by the segment
of a hollow rigid cone, until the inherent contrac-

tile resistance of this miiscular mass governing the
joint is entii'ely neutralized by the i)ower exerted by
the extendei'.

The two fixed points for extension by this method
are gained through the neutralization of the mus-

cular contractile resistance by the extension exerted
and by a tiim attachment to the limb over the inser-

tion of the muscles (so that the extending force will

always be directed toward their origin) ; and thus
the only part of the muscular system of the entire

limb which becomes relaxed is that lying between
the two attachments, immediately over the joint (see

Fig. 5).

"We have a simple splint in surgery which will

meet all these various indications. I devised it some
two years ago, and have since faithfully tried it in

every form of disease that I could obtain and on
every joint, and each case seems to develop new
possibilities.

It consists of two slotted strijis connected to a
slotted sector by three clamps, and can be readily

inserted into any form of attachment.
I have given it the name of the " Sector splint,"

and its construction is such that it enters as a cura-

tive element in every known form of joint disease.

If properly attached—and no joint splint is proj^erly

attached if it be not fastened so as to directly ojipose

the power of the muscles controlling the joint—it is

capable of the follo^ving combinations without re-

moval from the limb :

1. Extension at ami angle vnth motion, the degree
of which may be exactly limited. This is the only

spHnt known by which this can be produced.
2. Extension at any angle, with^.ra/jo».

3. Exjiosure of the entire surface about the joint,

admitting elastic compression, hot and cold appli-

cations, blisters, dressings, and easy inspection.

4. Production of passive motion when required.

5. The production of elastic extension, with mo-
tion, by the addition of appropriate rubber cords.

This alone opens up an entirely new and useful field

which will be treated of in a subsequent article

—

combining, as it does, sii])port, extension, and elastic

education of miiscles with deficient power to which
so many of our deformities are due.

C. Gradual reduction of deformities and anchyloses.

Now as regards the attachment of the sector R2>lint.

The sector may be readily inserted into any form
of brace attachment known. But when it is desired
that the si)lint should remain \\\>on the limb for any
length of time, or, as in acute inflammation of joints,

where it is used to reduce the contractile antagonism
of the muscles, I prefer to use it in the form of a
bracket, which is to be attached to the affected i)art

by some immovable dressing, which will be suf-

ficiently inflexible to i^revent unequal pressure upon
the soft parts.

Tlie sector bracket consists of two terminal jilates

of thin coj^per, jierforated ujjon the upper side, con-
nected with each other by a sector bridge raised to

any desired distance from the surface. This bridge
consists of two overriding slotted steel strijis, con-
nected by three clamps which may be either thumb-
screws or key-clamps. To this has been added a
ratchet upon the upper bar for further increase of
extension without alteration of angle (see Fig. G).

With regard to the attachment of this bracket, I
prefer my combination dressing of swans'-down ad-
hesive i^laster and flour paste, to the plaster-of-Paris
so much in vogue, because : 1st, it is much lighter

;

2d, it is more cleanly ; 3d, it adjusts itself as i^er-

FiG. 6.

fectly to the surface, and has no subsequent expan-
sion or contraction in bulk—one of the chief demerits
of plaster-of-Paris ; 4th, its adhesive j^roperties.

For exami:)le. Suppose the knee to be the affected
joint upon which the sector splint is to be ajiijlied

with this dressing. When dry, this dressing forms
the segment of a hollow inflexible cone which has
firmly grasped the muscular structures above and
below the joint—the smaller end of the cone being
nearer to the joint—and thus any extensible force

which pushes these segments farther apart acts di-

rectly antagonistic to the inherent strength of the
muscles—causing them to assume less bulk, without
reducing their vitality in the least or interfering

with their capillary circulation, and since one seg-

ment is over the bidk of the thigh muscles and the
other segment is iinalterably fixed over their inser-

tion just below the knee-joint and for a little dis-

tance beyond the convexity of the calf-muscles fas

some of the fibres of the thigh tendons are finally

lost in the fasciie of the leg), it will be seen, when ex-

tension is produced (by pushing up the ujiper stiip

of the sector and fastening the upjier clamp, leaving
the other two loose, thus allowing motion), tliat the

rejiex contractility of tlte muscles of the joint, and the

weighi are both transferred to the sector and its at-

tachments, thus placing the joint in the very best

possible condition for recovery by making it to all

intents and purposes a dead joint (see Figs. 5 and 7).
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Thim flplint justly olniins to be not only applicable

t) ovory j>)int, bit ills > iiiii)lifablo to fractures and
diseases iu the continuity ()1' bones.

It is at present in the infancy uf its develoiiment,

Fia. 7.

Init enough has been demonstrated by its various
usas to show us that we have in it an unprecedently
successful splint in all diseases and conditions of

joints.
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Case I.—On the 27th of July, Burton Wilkes, a lad
aged sixteen, was struck in the right eye by a No. 5
shot projected from a gumbo-shooter in the hands of

a boy forty yards distant. The shot struck the nasal
margin of the cornea and passed under the inferior

retro-tarsal fold. I was i^assiug the street at the time,
and being observed by the boy's father, was halted
and reijuested to examine the eye. Lass than fifteen

minut33 after the receipt of the injury the anterior
chamber was filled with blood. The cornea at the
nasal margin was depressed and looked as though it

had been pei'forated. Careful examination, however,
showed that it had not. I ordered a solution of atro-

pia and dii-ected the boy to bathe his eye in cold
water.

The next morning there was considerable tension
of the globe, the ocular conjunctiva being suft'ased,

lids oedematous, intolerance of light, circumorbital
pain, the anterior chamber still l)eiug full of blood.
The pulse was 120 ; the tongue dry ; temperature,

102". I ordered flvo {2^ainH each of calomel and
chlorate of jjotasli to be taken at once, and twc;nty

gr.iins of (juiniiie to lu! taken immediately after the
purgative cllcfts of the i)owder.

July 21)tli the j)alii!iit'8 general condition was much
improved, the ])ain Iiad di.sap]»eared, ninl the ])lood

had commenced to undergo solution in the aqueous
humor.
August 2d the clot had entirely disappeared, the

aipieous «-liaiiil)er benig ])erfectly dear. Careful ex-

amination witli obliipio light disclosed a circular de-

l)rossion in tlie surface of tljo ciy.stalline lens, about
half-way l)etween its anterior pole and Jiasul marjrin.

A circular opacity of th;? cornea, very near the scleral

margin on the; nasal side, marked the jioint of the
former depression.

lladiating in evc^ry direction from the depression
in the surface of the lens were to be observed opaque
striie, S= ;,i. It was not known at this time that the

shot had lodged in the inferior rotro-tarsal fold, nor
was its presence* there susi)ected until August 21st,

when I accidentally dej^ressed the lower lid with my
finger, and the sliot rolled out. It had created no
irritation—remaining from the 27th of July to the 21st

of August, all the while in contact with the delicately

organized mucous membrane, the .shot being eroded
and no sign of irritation of the membrane present.

Case II.—A negro boy, fourteen years old, had
been fighting, and was gouged in the eye by his an-

tagonist. After the fight he was washing his face,

and discovered that he was blind in the left eye. He
sutiered no pain, and the eye exhibited no evidences
of contusion or other injury. Ophthalmosco])ic ex-

amination disclosed a rent iu the retina immediately
surrounding tlie optic disk, extending more than
three-fourths of the way around. None of the large

vessels of the retina were ruptured, and that there

had been no hemorrhage was evident. The traction

had been so great upon the globe as to sever the

continuity of the retina around the margin of the disk.

I saw him first on the 9th of August, and again
on the 17th. No inflammatory reaction followed the

injury. He has had no pain, the rent has widened,
and the whole retina has assumed a milky haziness.

It is scarcely necessaiy to mention that from the first

he had no perception of light in this eye. I mention
the case on account of its rarity, as well as the grave
character of the injury, and the extraordinary immu-
nity from pain and intlammatory symptoms;
Case III.—A little girl, about eight years old, a

bright child, playing with a fan, slipped and fell, the

end of the fan striking her full in the eye. She com-
plained of flashes of light, of many-colored s^Dots

floating before her, and was broiight to my office for

examination. I saw her twenty-four hours after the

injury. The eye was watery, conjunctival vessels

sufl'used, and the pupil widely dilated. I was at first

unwilling to believe she had not been subjected to

the influence of atropia or some other mydriatic.

Ophthalmoscopic examination, however, revealed

the startling fact that the retina was completely de-

tached and floating loose in the vitreous chamber.
Case TV.—A lady, about fifty years of age, of high

social i^osition, perfectly temperate, and liious in her
habits, had for a long time suffered from an irritation

in the tliroat which was greatly aggi'avated during
the act of swallowing. The uvula was natural in ap-

pearance, except at its base, where an encysted tu-

mor, causing an elevation of al)out two lines above
the surface, appeared, perfectly ovoidal in form, and
which had been growing slowly for more than two
years. There was no local inflammation, but at eveiy
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act of (leghitition a tearing sensation upon the left

side of the u\aila was exjierienced.

I made an incision, and removed what appeared
to be an encysted fibroid. Under the microscope it

was readily seen that the encysted growth was com-
posed, in the main, of steatomatous material, with an
abundant supply of connective tissue. The removal
of the growth was followed by considemble soreness
and aggravation of the dilik-ulty in swallowing for

two or three days. On the Stli of August, four days
after the operation, the local discomfort had entirely

disapjjeared, and the act of deglutition was unat-
tended by any disagreeable sensation whatever.
Case V.—MissW , aged about twenty- four years,

suffered more or less discomfort in attempting to

read, and especially at night, during the last seven
or eight years, and had sought the aid of a dozen or
more oculists, who made hasty examinations and pre-
scribed glasses which were thought to be more or less

comfortable for a time, but the sense of dryness, heat,

and pain in the eyes, with the intolerance of light

and the difficulty to trace lines, always returned on
attempting to read at night.

She had more than two dozen pair of spectacles,

not one of which gave immunity to the suffering.

Recognizing this as one of the almost innumerable
cases requiring very careful examination, I ordered
a four-grain solution of atropia to be dropped into

the eyes every morning and evening for five consecu-
tive days. At the end of that time an attempt to

test the state of refraction revealed the fact that the
accommodative function was still exercised. The pa-
tient was directed to continue the droj)s for two days
longer, and, on returning, the accommodation was
still not fully suspended. Two more days—making
nine in all—were employed in the persistent use
of the drops both morning and evening. On the
tenth day the accommodation was found fully sus-

pended, and the following defects of refraction ob-
served. In the right eye, hypermetropia = to ^,\ was
observed. In the left, hypermetropia = to -,V in me-
ridian 130^, and in the meridian at right angles to

this hypermetropia =; to t,^,;, thus disclosing astigma-
tism in the left eye = to -7V. She had been using -(-uV

for both eyes, with little improvement to her vis-

ion, and no immunity from the suffering. On cor-

recting fully all the defective refraction observed,
she has been able to make continued use of her eyes

for writing all day, and almost constant reading for

two or three hours at night, with perfect freedom
from i)ain or any sort of discomfort. I report this

case to show that as'ihenopia of a very troublesome
character demanded the correction of an astigmatism
existing in one eye only, and equalling but ;'., > whereas
it is taught by Donders and others that astigmatism
of less than ^^r is of no particular significance, and
never requires correction. It has been my constant

habit, for more than ten years, to make full and com-
plete correction at once in all cases of hypermetropia,
and to correct the least gi-ade of astigmatism observed
in reading Snellen's test letters. These I regard as

affording a more practical and delicate test of defect-

ive refraction than any of the numerous devices of ra-

diary lines, not excepting Pray's test of letters, form-

ed of sections of lines running in different meridians.

It is a more practical way of testing astigmatism than
with the optometer of Thompson, Graefe, or Young.
The relief obtained by MissW , whose case I re-

port to illustrate a class by no means rare, is conchi-

sive argument against the doctrines of Donders and
others who regard low grades of astigmatism as un-

worthy of notice.

LARYNGOTOMY FOR MEMBRANOUS
CROUP.

Operation after Cessation of IlESPrRATiON

—

Death
FROM AcciIDENTAIi AsPIIYXIA FiVK DaYS

AtTER Ol'EKATION.

By ALFRED NORTH, M.D.,

WATEnBCnT, CONN.

Louise Miller, aged eleven years, born of healthy
pai'ents, was brought to my office on the afternoon
of February IH, 18M(). The only subjective symp-
tom of which she complained was intense dyspnrea.

Pulse, 110 ; temperature, 103°. Auscultation showed
moist bronchial rales on both sides ; respiratoi-y

murmur feeble, especially on left side ; and other
evidences pointing to congestion of left lung. Or-
dered a mercurial cathartic ; quinine, ten gi-ains, an
expectorant mixture, and steam inhalations.

February 19tli.—Was unable to see the patient

again until 7 p.m. to-day, when I found her l)reath-

ing very laboriously, face dusky, and apparently
very little air entering either lung. Respiratory
murmur very feeble

;
percussion sound moderately

dull over both lungs, esjiecially so on left side. She
was lying, and it seems had lain since my seeing her
yesterday, in front of a window where a draft of air

was distinctly to be felt. Caused her to be moved
to a large, well heated and ventilated room, and or-

dered the steaming to be more vigorously kept up
than ever. 10 p.m. called again, and found her
breathing still more labored, so much so that I

feared without surgical interference she would die

from asi)hyxia before morning. I therefore urged
the necessity of laryngotomy, but the consent of the

parents could not be obtained.

February 20tli.—I went away so sure in my con-
victions that death would ensue during the night,

that I did not call to-day until about 10 a.m., when
I was summoned by the message that she was dying.

I found this was indeed the case, and urged upon
the j)arents the necessity of an operation as the last

resort. Consent being at last obtained, the patient

was laid upon the table and preparations speedily

made. While deliberating upon the best point at

which to open, respirations suddenly ceased entirely.

Artificial respiration was immediately commenced
and kept up by Dr. Barliour, who was assisting me,
and, without more delay, the knife was entered and
the larynx opened through the crico-thyroid mem-
brane. This procedure was followed by the forci-

ble expulsion through the opening of a large amount
of muco-purulent matter, which was so tough and
tenacious that much of it, after being forced neai'ly

through the ojiening, would be draw^n back during
inspiration, unless retained hv the sponge. Some
minutes were thus occupied before time could be
found to introduce the tube. Again resjiiration

ceased, and this time the pulse was wholly lost, both
at the \\Tist and cardiac a|)ex. Both, however, were
soon restored on resuming artificial respiration.

There was so much trouble in the expulsion of the

tenacious mucus that a suction-jiump was applied to

the tracheotomy-tube, and with eacli withdrawal of

the piston the face brightened and the former dusky
hue rajiidly disapjieared.

No anjcsthetic was employed. As patient was insen-

sible through asphyxia, there was little or no hemor-
rhage, a few drops of blood only being lost. The
double canula was used and secured by a tape in the

customary manner. Respiratoiy murmur was now
heard over both sides of chest. 5 p.m.—Six hours
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after the operation, tlie little patient in langhinf? and
feeling vorv lirtpi>y at lirr dolivenmcc from siiffomtion.

Ii«'spimti()n easy, Imt more rupiil thiiu uormal. Sel-

dom iuvs it hoeii my lot to sen 8o greiit n clmiiKe pro-
diuvil in so short a time by any opcmtive i)r(»<"C(lnre.

February '21st, M a.m., twentv-fimr hours aft^er

oi>eration.—Patient pivssod a i.-d.rss nij^ht. The
bron.'hial soeretion a])j>eai"s to have almost entirely
ceiv.sed, and a dry, nearly eoutinuous couf?h annoys
p;itient exeeeilingly. Teinj>erature, KU" ; pulse, I'ji)

;

respiration, 40. Sli^rlit ilulness on left side, and
dimini.shed vesicular munnur. Soft mueous nil*? on
right side. Refuses all nourishment. Diseontinued
the use of Wi'ir's steam atomizer, whieh up to this

timt> had been eonstantly employed, and in its place
used ordinary steam from an improvised api)aratu.s.

Covered the entire chest with a lye and bran poultice,

anil ordered milk and brandy. 10 p.m.—Patient a
little easier ; bronchial passiiges le.ss dry, but very
little secretion thrown out. After using the simi)le

steam for two hours a return wivs made to the atom-
izer at the i)atieut'3 reipiest, a.s it gave so much more
relief.

February '22d.—Patient much more comfortable
this morning, sleeps well, and breathes quite natural ly
through the tube. Temperature, lOOJ ; pulse, IKT;
respiration, 21. Desires and takes all the nourish-
ment necessary. During the night forced through
the tube several pieces of liard, partially desiccated
mucus, alx>ut half the size and thickness of an ordi-

nary peanut.
Bowels moved three times during the night.

Atomizer steadily used ; patient soon becomes very
restless when its use is interrupted. Cannot get
breath when the tube is closed by the finger.

Monday, February 2:kl, 7 a.m.—-Patient has passed
quite a comfortable night, sleeping frequently Sot
half an hour at a time. Temjierature, 102 ; pulse,
118; respiration, 30. 11 a.m.—Was hastily .sum-
ZQoned to find the patient tossing from side to side
and laboring very hard to breathe, very little air en-
tering the lung. In considering what to do, a case
occurred to me that came under my observation in

1864. The case was oue of diphtheria in which, to

l^revent impending asphy.\ia, tracheotomy had been
done. After a time, as in the present case, the ac-
cumulation in the trachea and bronchi seeming likely

to cause a fatal result, in order to provoke coughing
the bronchial passages were washed out with a solu-
tion of salt and water. The procedure was vers- suc-
cessful, a large piece of membrane and much tenac-ious
mucus being ejected, from which moment the child
began to mend. I therefore at once resorted to this
measure, using a solution about the strength of sea-
water. With a long, curved rubber syringe I threw in

aV)out half an ounce. Violent coughing immediately
ensued, during which membrane and large pieces of
tough, inspissated mucus, re.sembling glue in texture
and appearance, were thrown off. The operation was
repeated in a few minutes, and was followed by a Uke
result, after which the patient fell back and slept
quietly for half an hour. For the first time to-day
some of the nourishment given found its way into
the trachea and was thrown out thi'ough the camda.
At first I feared this might be caused by the canula
sloughing through into the oesophagus, biit .subse-

quently found was to be due to the paralysis of the
laryngeal muscles. I now directed that nourishment
should be given per rectum, beef-juice and pancreatic
emulsion being employed for the purpose ; brandy
and quinine administered in the same way.
The bronchi required to be washed out repeatedly

—each washinf? followed hy the exj)ul8ion of mem-
brane and nniciis as l>efore, and by great relief from
dyMpnu-a for live to six hours. When the passuges
became obstructed and the bn-athing ditlicult, the
child would hersr-jf rail for the .salt and wat<'r.

February 2.^7th.— At my usual morning cull I found
thei>utient sleeping .so (piietly that I diil not awaken
her. Slie seemed to breathe so easily an<l ai)]»eared

so well that nourishment was again attempted by the

mouth. A j>ortion of tliis pa-s.sed into the larynx and
bnmchi. Sitivere dysjuioa immediately ensued. I

was hastily summoned, Imt found my.self powerless
to relieve the troul)le, and thus, in tlie fl])ace of an
hour after her cpiiet sleep and hopeful appearance,
on the fifth day after the operation, she died of acci-

dental suffocation.

J'fist-)iiorli'in, made the following day. The epi-

glottis standing erect, the larynx lined with a thin,

diphtheroid membrane ; the trachea below congested,
but having no membrane, presented an appearance
suggesting the i)robability that a membrane had re-

cently been thrown off.

Permis.sion to examine the lungs could not be ob-

tained. The left one I believe to have been affected

with catarrhal i)neumonia. The i)ractical lessons to

be leametl from this case I consider to be :

1st. That after oi^erations iijion the larynx or
trachea, where the nourishment given regurgitates

into the air-passages, rectal alimentation should en-

tirely supplant feeding by the mouth.
2d. That, as is indicated in this case and proved

by experience in innumerable others, the operation

is in itself not a dangerous one, and must o£ itself

be exceedingly rarely, if ever, a primary cause of

death ; therefore, we should undertake it far oftener

than is at present done in this country, especially in

children dying from suffocation in simple croup.

That even the nearly total absence of vesicular mur-
mur need not render the case hopeless, for in this

instance the murmur retiiraed as soon as the open-
ing of the trachea admitted sufficient air to expand
the lung.

I have a case in mind where I now regi-et exceed-
ingly not having operated, in which I was deterred
at the time mainly by the almost complete absence
of vesicidar murmur over the entire chest.

Dr. Leale recently reported a .successful case to

the Academy of Medicine in New York, where the

false membrane had tilled the larynx, penetrated to

the small bronchi, as well as extending down the
oesophagus into the stomach.
The benign and simple nature of the operation

may give lis confidence that, even in those cases

where we do not save life, at least we have done
no harm. Furthermore, even when a fatal result

ensues, something has been gained, for, as Dr. Gross
says, " it is the easiest way for the jiatient to die."

Although the lariTigeal tube was employed in this

case, I would avoid its use wherever practicable, and
thus do away with the irritation which its presence
is liable to cause.

A plan for doing without it was, I remember,
prominently brought forward by Dr. Henry Martin,

of Boston, in a jjaper upon the subject read before

the American Medical Convention in 1872. He had
employed this plan for sixteen years with very favor-

able results, being first obliged to do it in a despe-

rate emergency, when he had at his command only an
orduiary thumb-lancet and a needle and thread.

His i:>lan, in brief, was, after making the oj^ening

into the trachea, merely to stitch together the outer

and the inner margin of the wound with a single
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thread on each side, draw the wound sufficiently

open by tliese threads, and keep it so by fastening
their ends to a rubber i)hxster jiassed about the neck.
As to the time of ojjeration, I wouhl not recom-

mend so early a resort to it as is advised by most
French surgeons ; not necessarily waiting, either,

till tlie case had become almost or quite hopeless
;

but, after a fair and thorough attempt to relieve by
other means steadily increasing dyspnoea, I would
proceed to operate, feeling sure that if this were
generally done, many cases might be saved which
we now allow to die.

KiTjrovts of hospitals.

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.
Notes of Practice and Peculiarities of Treat-

ment.

kteumonic fever—acute lobar pneumonia—anti-
pyretic treatment ry the use of cold.

The case of pneumonia seen was interesting, espe-
pecially with reference to the method of treatment.
A male patient, aged twenty-one years, a cooper, and
a native of the United States, was admitted to the
hospital September 29th, without important family
history. He had had intermittent fever more or less

during the last three months, and also had been
dissipated in his habits. During the week imme-
diately preceding the present attack there rras 7in

recurrence of the chill, and he felt well. On the 26th
he had a short, severe chill, and naturally enough his

first thought was that it was the beginning of an-
other paroxysm of intermittent fever. The chill

was followed by vomiting, fever, and a sharp lanci-

nating i^ain in the left side, in a circumscribed s])ace

near the nipple. To the fever and pain were added
cough, and he soon began to expectorate. On ad-

mission he still complained of pain in the side,

shortness of breath, severe headache, and a general
feeling of illness. His countenance was anxious,

his face flushed, his respiration accelerated and pant-
ing, his pulse 120, his temperature 104^° F., and
he was expectorating distinctly rusty material. On
physical examination there were found over the
lower lobe of the left lung increased vocal fremitus,

dulness on percussion, broncophony and pectorilo-

quy. The last physical sign is not common with
simple solidified lung. On the next day after ad-
mission, September 30th, his temperature in the
morning was 104" F., and at 12.30, 105^ F., and then
he was jjlaced in the cold, wet pack—that is, the
body, nude, was WTajjped in a wet .sheet, which was
sprinkled -with cold water at short intervals. He re-

mained in the pack two hours and fifteen minutes.
It was agi'eeable to the patient, and he subsequently
called for the pack at times when its use would not
have been advisable.

At 2.30 P.M. his temperatiire in the axilla had
fallen to 103' F., and at 2.45 p.m. to 102' F.—a good
illustration of the fact that the temperature some-
times falls considerably after the patient is removed
from either the pack or bath. The rule adopted in

tliis case was to resort to the cold pack whenever the
temperature rose above 103' F. At 3.30 p.m. his

temperature was 103r F., and he was again put in

the pack, where he remained an hour and a half, and
his temperature was reduced to 101^' F. One hour

subsequently, at 6 p.m., his temperature was again
104° F., and at 6.30 p.m. the cold jiack was renewed,
where he remained one hour and a quarter, when his
temperature was 102"' F.

October 1st.—Morning temperature, lOOfT. ; noon
temperature, 104 F. At 12.15 p.m., 104i F., and he
was again put into the cold pack. At 12.45 p.m. his
temperature was 103|° F., and at 1.15 p.m. it was
102" F. At 3 p.m. his temperature was 102^^' F., and
at 6 P.M., without further antipyi-etic treatment, his
temperature was 101° F. It was believed to be a
fair sus]ncion that the malarial element in the case
was exerting some influence on the temperature
curve.

October 2d. — Morning temperature, 102^° F. ;

noon temperature, 103" F. Temperature at 3 p.m.,
102° F., and at 6 p.m., 101}° F.
October 3d.—Delirious, and succeeded in getting

out of bed once. Morning temperature, eight o'clock,

103V' F., and he was put in a pack, where he re-

mained an hour and a quarter, when the temi:)erature

was 103°. At 9.30 his temperature had fallen to
100} " F. ; at 12 m. it had again risen to 102}° F. At
3 P.M. his temperatm-e was 102" F., and at 6 p.m.

10H° F.

October 4th.—Delirious through the night. At 8
A.M. his temijerature was 99}° F. .; at 12 m. 98^° F.,

and rales redux were heard distinctly. At 3 p.m. his

temperature was 97^° F., and at 6 p.m. the same.
October 5th.—The treatment up to this date con-

sisted of milk and eggs for food, half an ounce of

whiskey every two hours (having been accustomed
to the use of alcohol), carbonate of ammonia, five
grains every two hours, and morj^hine sufficient to

relieve the pain and secure rest. His temperature
at 8 A.M. was 97' F. His exiiectoration on this date
was mostly a yelIo^\i.sli mucus.
October 6th.—Morning temperature, 97i° F., and

the evening temjjeratui'e was the same. Urine nor-
mal. Evidence of lesohition of the solidified por-
tion of the lung well marked, although there was
marked dulness on percussion, due to plastic exuda-
tion remaining. The tympanitic resonance from the
stomach was propagated upward, and prevented the
outlining of the intra-lobar fissure. The patient was
regarded as convalescent.

NON PROGRESSIVE CIRRHOSIS OF THE LITER—PLEURISY
WITH EFFUSION—THORACENTESIS—RECOVERY—A SEC-
OND ATTACK OF PLEURISY.

The following case presented two interesting fea-

tures, one with reference to the liver and the other
referable to pleurisy. A male patient, aged forty-two

years, a barber by occupation, a native of Canada,
was admitted to the hospital October 4th. His family

histoiy was unimportant. He had been accustomed
to the use of alcoholic drinks. Five years ago he had
acute articular rheumatism, and he had had syi^hilis.

Four years ago—and here is one of the interesting

features—he had ascites, with oedema of the feet, and
a careful examination made in the hospital at that time
reached the diagnosis of cirrhosis of the liver. Since
that date he had not drank any stimulants, except
occasionally a glass of beer, and had not suffered

from any of the symptoms of the disease. He had
been able to stoj) the use of alcoholics, and the cir-

rhosis had become 7)on-pro<jrcssire, and he was appar-
ently free from any disease excejit the pleurisy, for

which he came into the hospital.

Two years ago he came into the hosj^ital with
pleurisy in the left side, and he was tapped and 3 Ix.

of fluid withdrawn. He then fully recorei-ecl, and was
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able to irork as ireU as erer up to his present illness.
Ton <la,v8 boforo admission to the hoHpitul lio liatl a
chill, and on the following day coiigli and sliarp pain
in his Hi»U>, and he was so sick that he took to liis

bed. On a<linission, i)ljysifal oxamination rovealod
evidence of plenrisy, with effusion on tlie left side.
Thrre inis tin rrii/ftn-e <i/ ji/itfiisis. Dia^niosis of j)len-

risy with t^ffusion was nuide positive l>y the introduc-
tion of a liyjxxlerniic needh.' and witlidmwiiif^ serous
fluid. The (juantity of lliiid present was not large,
and the chief item in the treatment was to i)ut the
patient'.s general nutrition in the hest condition pos-
sible. A Idistt^r was not objected to, although it was
not recommended.

prot\rc55 of iUftiical Science.

A Case of Chondromyxom.\ of the Uterine Cer-
vix.—Dr. Ct. Keier demonstrated to the St. Peters-
burg Society of Kuasian Phy.sicians speciinen.s of an
exceedingly rare form of malignant gi-owth, the proper
name of which should be myxoma endiondromatodes
papilare s. arborescens. A case similar to this was
also described by Thiede in Zeitschr./. (iehurtsh. mul
Gijnipc., 1877, Bd. i., H. 12. More recent case of
Spiegelberg {Arch. f. (ii/mpc, Bd. xiv., H. 2, p. 178)
bears a strong resemblance to the two above. Pa-
tient was single, twenty-one years old. The tumor
began to grow a brief period previous to May, 1874, as
the tirst symptoms referable to the uterine disease ap-
peared at the end of 1873. The growth gave rise to
severe pelvic pains, profuse leucorrhusa, menorrhagia,
and metrorrhagia, and to failure of general health. She
was admitted to the hospital March 4, 1875, and a part
of the tuTiior was removed then, the remaining portion
six days later. Very soon the tumor made its appear-
ance again, and a second operation was undertaken
September 29th. Patient died the following day in
collapse, with the symptoms of commencing peritoni-
tis. Tumor, with the part of cervix removed with it,

weighed 100 grammes, was of soft consistence, light
color ; the surface of its main portion was covered
with small, round, secondary growths, having the
general ai>peai-ance of a bunch of grapes. Tumor
was com2)osed of myxomatous tissue, with cartila-
ginous nuclei distributed through its substance.—
Travstictioua nf the St. Petersburg Society of Russicm
Phmcimis, 1879-1880.

Ox -AxBrMixTKiA AXD Peptoxtbia.—Dr. A. Doch-
man read a paper on the above subject before the
Kazan Medical Society, the essence of which was that
the presence of albumen in the urine is neither due
to changes in the albuminoid substances of the blood,
nor is always determined by the diseases of kidneys,
being frequently absent in the case of the latter. Con'
ditions determining its presence are as follows : 1. In-
creased pressure in the renal arterial system, causing
static and active hypersemia. 2. Various diseases—inflammations and degenerations of the paren-
chyma of the kidney, and of the entire urine-secret-
ing apparatus. 3. Various febrile diseases—tvphus,
small-pox, scarlet fever, etc. -4. Various diseases of
the brain and spinal cord (even mental excesses ) : in-
flammations, concussion, epilepsy. Here belongs
also albuminuria, produced by diabetic puncture and
the albuminuria of hydrophobia. 5. Poisoning by
various substances: cantharides, carbolic acid, ar-
senic, morphia, alcohol, and phosphorus. 6. Irritation

of the skin by chemical, thermic, and electric agents.
Here belongs, also, tlie albuminuria of miliary fever.
7. Injection in the vessels, and even introduction
of large (piantities in the Htoma<h of the white o(
the egg. Injection of detibrinated blood or water.
8. In some cases it aj)])ears in i)erfectly Ijealthy
persons ; for instance, after fon-ible muscular exer-
cises ; also, in ana-mic patients. 9. Isch.-emia of
kidneys, compression of renal artery, suflfocation

;

here also is the albuminuria in cases of intestinal
catarrh. Ke<'ent investigations jirove, also, its occur-
rence if the arterial pressure is lowered in the vessels
of Malpighian tufts (with the increase of pressure in
the urinary tubes). 10. Diminished (juantity of
cliloride of sodium in the system leads to tlie all»u-
minuria, the same disappearing after (quantitative
restitution of this substance.

All these numerous agencies determine albuminu-
ria, not directly, but by inducing, tirst, changes in
the filtering apparatus, the walls of the ves.sels of
Maljiighian tufts (where the filtration of albumen ex-
clusively takes place), changes of such a nature that
permit the e8cai)e of albumen through them.

Peptonuria, which is the presence of peptones in
the urine, with or without simultaneous presence of
albumen, attracted considerable attention within the
last few years. According to Maixner (Cw/W./. t/i.

If iss., 1879, No. 33>, peptones are found in the urine
in cases of profoiind disorders of general nutrition,
such as acute phosphorus-poisoning and local morbid
processes, of which number purulent processes and
croupous inflammation of the lungs are invariably
associated with peptonuria.

Dr. Dochman, as the result of very extensive ana-
lyses, arrives at the following conclusions : 1. Pepton-
uria is not a disease, y-tr.s'e, and is different from albu-
minuria. 2. Peptones of the urine do not come directly
from the blood, but are the artificial products, devel-
oped outside of the circulation, in a minor degree, in
the urinary tubes, but to the greatest extent aft^r
the urine is voided. 3. Peptones are the results of
urinary digestion of albumen, a process analagous to
the gastric digestion, and the existence of which is
proved by the following facts : a. Brukke proved the
presence of pepsine in urine a great while ago, and
Potiechin (personal communication to the writer)
recently found, also, peculiar substances of acid re-
action, b. Transformation of albumen in peptones
is retarded, if the urine, after being voided, is kept
at the temperature of 0' C. or its acid reaction is
neutralized by alkali, c. Urine, if it is alkaline when
voided, contains only the traces of peptones, or none
at all. In acid urine, containing a good deal of albu-
men, the amount of peptones increases with time, and
at the exi^ense of albumen.— 7Vrmsac//oH.<j of the Ka-
zan Medical Society, 1880, April 8th.

Pathology op Oxalic Depo-sips and Stones in
Human Urise.—As the result of a thorough studv of
this siibject Prof. Schtsclierbakoff arrives at the fol-
lowing conclusions : Freshly voided urine does not
contain free oxalate of lime. Decomposition of an
unknown compound group takes place, one of the
products of which is oxalic acid. The latter dis-
places calcium from the lime combinations, forming
with it an imperfectly soluble oxalate of lime. The
same urine does not contain either oxaluric acid, so
that it cannot be considered as the .source of oxalie
acid, and is also due to the decomposition of an un-
know-n compoiind. As the substance from which
oxalic acid is derived is readily decomposed by acids
and substances of acid reaction, its formation is to
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te associated with acid fermentation of urine. Al-

liough acidity of urine is a necessary condition for

lie formation of both deposits and stones, there ex-

sts a very important difference, as the former are

ilways colorless, while the latter are always of a dark
olor. This fact indicates that the formation of

atones can hardly be as simi)le a i)rocess as the forma-
tion of deposits. The nuclei of oxalic stones are always
either urates alone or the mixture of urates and free

uric acid, suiTounding which is the layer of oxalate

of lime. This layer always contains iirates, its color

is in proportion to the amount of the oxalate, and
there is also iron, amount of which is in direct pro
portion to the quantity of oxalate and the depth of

color. Analyses show also the presence in it of hem-
atine (coloring matter of calculus). Hematine and iron

strongly point to the fact that the formation of calculi

is intimately connected with the effusion of blood.

To enable the study of this point he produced the cal-

culi artificially, by taking frog's blood in a vessel and
pouring gently over it some human urine (with the
addition of a few drops of carbolic acid), after the
former gave a sohd clot. As long as red corpuscles
were not destroyed, no crystals of oxalate of lime
were to be found. They appear with and in propor-
tion to the disappearance of red blood elements.

Usually, on the third or fourth day, portions of blood-
clots can be easily found, containing not a single cor-

puscle, fibrine threads being profusely infiltrated with
the oxalic crystals. The latter cannot be found in

the urine above the clot, or in the same urine kept
for comparison, even after three weeks. It wo\ild

appear then that the formation of oxalate of lime de-

pends upon the disintegration of red blood-corpus-
cles. But after a while the latter cease to break
down, infiltration of the clot with the ci*ystals stops,

and yet the deposit of salts above it keeps on, showing
that it is derived from the ingredients of urine and not

from the substance of blood-corpuscles. This appar-
ent contradiction he intends to clear up in the course

of his present studies. He reports also the presence

in the oxalic layer of cholesterin, and of crystals very

closely resembling those of impure leucine. His stud-

ies would suggest then that the oxalic calcidi are an
accidental occurrence in the course of the formation of

uric stones, depending upon the escape of blood, this

accident being indicated by an oxalic layer, for the

time-being the energy of uric growth is retarded, but
not arrested entirely. When the disturbance pro-

duced by hemorrhage subsides uric process is re-

sumed again and it continues until a new escape of

blood occurs again. This theory gives account for all

peculiarities, alternate laminated a^jpearances of these

stones included.

—

Transactions of the Kazan Medical

Societt/, 1880, Nos. 8-12.

[We would like to have Prof. S.'s explanation of

that rare form of oxalic stones which are perfectly

white (renal stones)].

A C.\SE OF Rupture of Rectum with Anal Ori-

fice AND External Sphincter Intact—Recovery.—
The patient, fifty-five years old, glazier by trade, suf-

ffered from rectal prolapse for the last twenty years.

He carried a verv heaA'y case, and crossing humedly
a street he stumbled, falling on a prominent part of

the pavement. He struck the abdomen with such a

force that the bowel protruded, followed by a very

severe pain in the rectum and a hemorrhage from the

anus. Being taken to the police station a trained

nurse replaced the prolapse. HemoiThage ceased,

pain lasted for Ave days, hypogastrium became tender,

coiiatipation occurred and fever ensued. On the

fifth day he was admitted to the hospital. On exami-

nation the rectum was found ruptured to the extent

of six inches, running across the anterior riglit wall

of intestine obli(|uely from above downward and from
before backward. The edges of the wound were gaping
widely and very much infiltrated. As the result of in-

jury phlegmonous inflammation of ijeriproctal tissue

occurred, also extending in ischio-rectal fossa, from
which he recovered. Laceration of rectum healed

also, and he left the hosjjital cured about seven weeks
from the date of injury. As the result of inflammatory
process around the rectum the jirolaj^se was cured

also. The mechanism of ruj^ture is easily understood,

if we compare the abdominal cavity to the cartridge

chamber of a gun, the jjelvis to the bore, and the rec-

tum to the charge, with the difference that the rectum
is attached by muscles and connective tissue to the ad-

joining parts, and its forward movement is arrested by
adhesions, but as the force is great, the rectal tissue

gives away.

—

Mediiz. Vestnik, 1880, Nos. 410, 411.

Subcutaneou.s Emphysema occcbbing during La-
bor.—Dr. Lwoft" finds only three cases of this con-

dition reported in Irish Hospital (kizette for 1873,

jip. 38, 105, Qtc. His i^atient, a primipara, was ad-

mitted to the Kazan University obstetric clinic on
Feb. 8, 1880. She was a healthy, robust young woman,
with normally developed parturient canal, and was
delivered of a'healthy child after normal labor. At the

close of the first stage of labor Dr. L. obsei-ved that,

the patient's face gi-ew puffy, her neck became veiy

thick, so that all natural depressions on it disap-

peared, and the face grew cyanotic. Examination
of the parts revealed very distinct crepitation, Avhich

was not sui^erficial, but extended quite deep into the

tissues. Emphysema extended to the insertion of

platysma myoides and mastoid processes of temporal

bones, and downward it reached to the third ribs.

Posteriorly it did not extend beyond the anterior

borders of trapezii. Patient complained of jmin in the

throat, slight cough, and difldcult deglutition. On
auscultation after labor breathing at the apices was
found, harsh, but ve-sicular in character. Percussion

of the chest normal. Breathing, at first 32 per min-

ute, soon fell to 20. No dyspnea. On the third day
emphysema began to disappear and left no traces on

the seventh. Patient left the hospital entirely well

the following day.—il/et/i^z. Vestnik, 1880, No. 34.

OLTVTi-Oiii IN Large Doses for the Softening and
Easy Expulsion of Biliary Calculi.—Dr. Roderick

Kennedy, Kingston, Canada, has found olive-oil given

in large' doses to be the desideratum for softening

and proiuoting an easy expulsion of biliary calculi.

In the London Lancet, September, 1880, he says that

in every instance in which calculi were proved, or

presumed, to have been the cause of periodic suffer-

ing, these bodies were promptly and painlessly ex-

pelled in larger or smaller quantities by the use of

larr/e doses of olive-oil. Three cases are cited with

the symptoms of the jmssing of gall-stones. AU the

usual remedies were emi)loyed, but no appreciable

effect on the pain was obtained until the olive-oil

was used ; six ounces of the oil were administered at

bedtime, followed in the morning by a full dose of

castor-oil. When there was no action of the bowels

an enema was given, which was usually followed by
several copious motions containing softened gall-

stones. The administration of the oil at intei-N'als of

a few weeks or months prevents the re-formation of

the concretion for the time, but still the oil alone

does not alter the causes or diathesis upon which
the formation of these bodies depends.
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THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE MEDICAL
LAW.

Now that we have a law regulating the practice of

physic, a very natural question arises as to tlie means

at our command for enforcing it. It is hardly to be

expected that the individual practitioner will under-

take to be the prosecuting jmrty unless, j)erhai>s, in

isolated cases, and under peculiarly aggravating cir-

eumstauces. At best such cases will be few com-

pared \nth the aggi'egate number of iinqualified

practitioners who will need attention. Occasionally

some outsider may enter a complaint against an un-

registered man merely for the sake of half the pen-

alty which he may receive. But the possibility of

sxich occurrences will be slight, and the results fol-

lowing tlierefrom will be comi:)aratively insignificant.

In this as in all other similar matters in which the

true interests of the profession are concerned, the

profession must act in a corporate capacity, through

one or other of its societies. It requii'es no second

thought to determine the proper organizations. These

are the county societies throughout the state. Such
organizations are thoroughly representative in char-

acter, are, as a rule, composed of all the reputable

practitioners of a given district, and are interested in

maintaining the rights and privileges of their indi-

vidual members. The Medical Society of the County

of New York has possibly taken the initiative in this

matter, at least so far as regards jirei^aring its treas-

ury by extra assessment for increased outlay in pros-

ecuting irregular practitioners.

There is no doubt that this is the best way to solve

many of the difficulties which must necessarily attend

the practical working of the law. The exti-a assess-

ment of S2 per member upon the medical society in

this county will not be felt, and will no doubt be

cheerfully paid. We are not informed of the i^ecu-

niary ability of other county societies to meet similar

extra expenditures, but if more funds are needed the

example of our own society should be followed.

If the medical profession as a body show no inter-

est in Hof'ing the law enforced, it will become a dead

hotter upon the statute book. I'erhaps never Ix-fon?

was such a good opportunity offered to pit legitimiit

medicine against quackery, and create a pro])er jjhIi

lie syiiii>atiiy for tlie former. The central idea of the

law—^tliat of registration of (lualified ])ra('titioner8

is so simj)le that the public are already i)rejudic<.4l

in its favor.

The Medical Society of the County of New York is

the fitting one to set an example to other similar

organizations tliroughout the state and prove tlie

practicability of the law. If there are weak ])oints

in the law they can 1)0 ttssted in no better way than

in the courts. When flaws are discovered they can

be mended by future legislation. Until it is dem-

onstrated to the contrary by actual tests before the

proper tribunals the law mu.st be considered perfect

and the county societies through their projier com-

mittees .should act accordingly. The details of action

can be left with the different committees. Perhaps

no better general suggestion could be made than that

a committee should examine the register at least

once every six months, and in their report to the

society embody such suggestions and recommenda-

tions as may appear neces.sary to enforce the full

letter and spirit of the law. But we presume that

the other county societies are quite willing that the

New York society shall take the initiative, and are

prepared to await developments.

PASTECBS DISCOVERT OF THE "VACCINE OF FOWIi-

CHOLEBA.

M. Pasteur has at last made known the method by

which he claims that the vii-us of fowl-cholera can lie

modified so as to produce a morbid disea.se which

has the same protective power against the original

disease that vaccinia has against small-jjox. M. Pas-

teur's communication on the subject is of extreme

interest, on account of the bearing which the alleged

discovery has to all infectious diseases. Fowl-chol-

era itself is not a disease of much consequence ; it is

not a cholera at all, but is a highly virulent blood in-

fection, characterized chiefly by fever, swelling of the

cervical lymi>hatics, pericarditis, and duodenal con-

gestion or inflammation. Its termination is fre-

quently fatal, but not necessarily so, and the jioison

seems to differ in the degree of its virulence at dif-

ferent times. The special poison of the disease,

according to Toussaint and Pasteur, is an oval-shaped

micro-organism about 4 .Jiiiu of an inch in diameter.

This organism can be easily cultivated in certain

media, such as decoction of muscle ; and it was by

cultivating it in these media that Pasteur obtained

the results he now announces.

In describing his investigations, the facts of the

variable intensity in the symptoms and course of the

different infectious diseases is referred to. It being
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admitted that such a variability does exist, the prob-

lem proposed by the experimenter was to take the

infective organism in cases of virulent fowl-cholera,

and try whether by artificial cultivations the inten-

sity of their effect could not be diminished. It was
found that if these micro-organisms were subjected

I

to numerous cultivations immediately succeeding

^ each other, the virulence was not at all diminished
;

I

but if the intervals between the cultivations were pro-

' longed, a gradual diminution in intensity did take

place. Thus, for example, the germs from a very

!
malignant case may be placed in a muscle-decoction,

and there allowed to multiply. Multiplication hav-

1
ing ceased, the decoction is allowed to stand for two

j
months ; some of it is then taken and placed in fresh

I

culture-fluid, where growth and multiplication again

i occurs. Now while the inoculation of the first de-

coction will kill ten chickens out of ten, and that in

a sudden manner, the virus of the second decoction

does not kill all, or at least it will have lost its fou-

droynnt character. If the time between the succes-

sive cultivations is extended to six, eight, or ten

months, the virulence of the poison continues to be-

come weaker, until it finally causes simply a mild

disease that does not injure the fowl, but jirotects

it from the effects of any further inoculations even

with the freshest and most virulent organisms.

This is M. Pasteur's method of obtaining the pro-

tective virus of fowl-cholera.

The next question which he proposes is : What is

the agent that causes this jsrogressive diminution in

the intensity of the special poison ? He found that

3ultures wliich were kept preserved from the atmos-

phere in hermetically closed tubes did not lose their

virulence in the least, although preserved for ten

siouths in this manner. Cultures fi-om the same
Hjurce, that were exposed to the air, gradually lost

iheir strength, as has been described. M. Pasteur

inds in this fact a clear demonstration that it is the

oxygen of the air which weakens or extinguishes the

'irulence of the poison ; and he believes further that

his is not merely an isolated fact, but possibly the

^rand principle that to this influence is due the

uodification and limitation of great ei)idemics.

This, as well as the other of M. Pasteur's commu-
lications on the subject of fowl-cholera, read very

nuch like a romance. It must be said, however,

hat he is not alone in announcing discoveries of the

and just described. M. Toussaint states that he

las been able to modify the poison of anthrax, so

hat after its inoculation in healthy animals a mor-

lid action is produced which removes the suscejjti-

)ility to the original poison. Only in M. Toussaint's

use the alleged infective germs were removed from

heir fluid medium, instead of being cultivated in it.

le took the blood of animals aflfected with anthrax

nd destroyed the organisms in it by filtration and

ai-bolic acid. He then injected the filtered fluid

into healthy animals, and found them jjrotected by
it against the anthrax.

Similar exiJeriments with the virus of splenic

fever have been made by Dr. Burdon-Sanderson and

Dr. Greenfield. The latter showed that if a guinea-

Ijig be inoculated \\\i\\ the blood of a heifer suffering

from sjalenic fever, the former animal takes the dis-

ease. Then, if the blood of the guinea-pig be inocu-

lated in a healthy heifer, it will protect that animal

against splenic fever. Still other experiments by

Buchner and by Koch, showing the apparent possi-

bility of changing by cultivation the supposed spe-

cific properties of micro-organisms, have been made.

All these investigations have led their authors to

conclusions which, if correct, are of a vast import-

ance to pathology as well as to practical medicine.

While hoping that these experimenters are not de-

ceived, we cannot but remember that the histoi'y of

specific germs is full of the ^Tecks of brilliant hy-

potheses. From Hallia, with his rice-fungus, to

Oertel, with the diphtheria spores, the story has

been one of laborious experiment, alluring theoi-y,

then refutation, and final collajjse. There is a re-

markable medico-geogi'aphical fact also in this con-

nection. It is that all the si^ecitic micro-organisms,

except a few in Ohio, live on the other side of the

Atlantic and cluster around the laboratories of a few

pathologists. Therefore it is not surprising that

some incredulity be shown toward specific germs,

in whose geographical distribution there is shown
such a conspicuous bias.

THE BENIGNITY OF SYPHILIS.

It is seldom that a committee on prize essays gives

such good reasons for its action as did such a com-

mittee of the County Society of New York, in award-

ing its annual jjrize to Dr. Chas. L. Dana ; and it is

also rarely the case that the i^rize essay is upon such

an interesting and novel tojiic. We are so much ac-

customed to associate syphilis with everything that

is bad, that any claim for its benignity is somewhat
startling. Still Dr. Dana attempts to prove this by
a " conscientious and laborious study" of three hun-

dred and seventy-eight cases occurring in seamen.

Whether syphilis behaves diff'ereutly with seamen

than others, and whether their hygienic surroundings

are capable of modifying the usual manifestations of

the disease are questions of more than ordinary im-

portance, especially in connection with several points

brought out in the essay. At a future time we shall

publish the essay in full.

THE FILTHY STREETS AND DISEASE.

The new Committee on Hygiene of the Medical So-

ciety of the County of New York consists of Drs.

Janeway, Roosa, Billington, A. B. Judson, secretary,

and John C. Peters, chairman. The subject which

will principally be investigated by the committee is
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the comlition of tho streets and gutters of the city

and the disoa.se.s urisiug therefrom.

It is claimed by some of tho committee that a great

deal of sickness and some deaths occur from the filthy

condition of tho streets and gutters alone, and uiiiny

diarrlue.il diseases, notably, cliolera infantum in the

summer, and diphtheria in the cooler mouths. An
ordinary sore throat caused by taking cold in piire

cold air will generally be simple catarrhal or inflam-

matory in its nature ; but a sore throat contracted in

impure air will probably be septic, malignant, or

diphtheritic in character ; and this foul air may bo

supplied by dirty streets and gutters alone. A great

deal of streiit and gutter dirt is washed down into

the receiving-basins and sewers by every rain-storm,

and adds to the foul contents of the sewers, and in-

creases the quantity and malignancy of sewer-gas.

Much diphtheria is caused by sewer-gas, and a great

deal of it is owing to the neglect of the stx'eet-clean-

ing department. We would suggest that every phy-

sician aid the Committee on Hygiene, by noting

nuisances in his own neighborhood which injure his

property and the health of his family, and report to

the committee. Common humanity also requires

that physicians should do this for their patients.

llcuiciDs anti lloticcs of Oooks.

Die Pneumatische Behantdlung der Kespirations-
tJJfD Circulatioxs-Kr.ankheitex 151 Anschlu.ss an
DIE Pneumatometrie un'd Spirometrie. Yon Dr. L.
"Waldenburg, Professor an der Universitfit Berlin,

etc. Zweite vermehrte Auflage, erweitert um einen
Beitrag iiber das Hohenklima. Mit Holzschnitten.
Berlin, 1880 : Aug. Hirschwald. 8vo, pp. G18.

The Psei'm.atic Treatment of Diseases of Respi-
r.ation and circulation, based on pnerxiatometry
AND Spirometry. By Dr. L. Waldenburg. Sec-
ond edition, containing an appendix on the clima-
tology of high altitudes. Berlin, 1880.

Prof. Waldenburg is well known as the able editor
of the Berliner TcUnhche Wochem^chrift, and his con-
tributions to medical literature are appreciated both
here and abroad. The present large volume deals
with a highly imi)ortant class of internal diseases,
diseases which include the most largely fatal of mal-
adies. Any new light, therefore, which is shed on
this part of the medical domain must needs be wel-
come to the profession. And this even if, as in the
present instance, the direct practical benefits to be
derived from such a source are quite incommensurate
with the addition to our theoretical knowledge. Not
that we are inclined to undervalue the therapeiitical

successes obtained by the author, and perhaps
equally attainable by others, but we doubt whether
the general practitioner will ever provide himself
with the large and costlv apparatus necessary for
pneumatic treatment by Waldenburg's method. Still,

in the hands of specialists, the " portable Walden-
burg," as we would like to call it for short, will
doubtless prove an instrument of rational therapeutic
eflficiency and great practical utility. We Lave seen

his latest imj)rt)v«'d api>aratuH in use, and have also

ourselves tried it with gratifying results. l}ut we
still believe that the i)r()fo8sion at largi- will not em-
ploy it. It is imi)ossiblo here to do full justice to

the elaborate dj^luctions of the jtainstaking author.

He ha.s, wo belifve, fairly succeeded in his attempt
to suj)])ly us witli an accurate fcmndation to a me-
chanical therajjv of diseases of resi>iration and circu-

lation. His api»aratus is so constructed that ])atieiit8

can inhale or exiiale into a reservoir containing air

which has lieen rarefit^d or compressed to any de.sired

degree. During the process of breathing the degree
of compression or rarefaction remains the same.
There is also a convenient ajjpliance for medicating
the air before it is breathed by the j)atient. For all

the minute details and necessary precautions the
reader is referred to the author's G18 jmges.

School ant) Indu.strial Hygiene. By D. F. Lin-
coln, M.D , Chairman Department of Health, So-
cial Science Association. Pliiladeli>hia : Presley
Blakiston. 1880.

This is the twelfth little volume in the series of

American Health Primers, and like its jiredecessors

it contains many practical hints and valuable sugges-
tions, addressed to an intelligent laity. Perhaps no
one subject i)ertaining to our general health will

more amply reward the time and attention bestowed
upon it, than that of school hygiene. The general
principles which imderly a rational management of

our youth during their years of school-life are every-

where clearly stated by the author. Parents, guar-
dians, school-teachers, and all who are interested in

educational matters, will find food for thought in the
pages of Dr. Lincoln's little book. Chapter VII.
might, perhaps, have been omitted altogether, since

the subject of the care of the eyes has been treated

with the fidness it deserves by Dr. Harlan, in volume
IV. of the same series of health primers.

The Nature and Treatment of Syphilis and the
other so-called " Contagious Dise.ase.s." By
Charles Robert Drysd.\le, M.D., M.R.C.P., etc.

Fourth Edition. London : Baillifere, Tindall &
Cox. 1880.

Dr. Drysdale, without a word of explanation, sub-
stitutes the term " contagious diseases " for what we
are in the habit of calling venereal diseases. In this

country, at least, the profession does not limit the
meaning of contagious diseases to gouorrhtjea, chan-
croid, and syiihilis. If this misnomer were the only
faiilt to be found with Dr. Di-ysdale's little book of

172 pages, we would feel inclined to spend more
time in the discovery of its merits. But the truth
is that, after aU the weeds have been eliminated,

there is not much flower-garden left. We are not
inclined to attemj^t any such undertaking, for it

would prove a thankless task. His preface the au-
thor conchides as follows :

" My hope is that any
earnest student who does me the honor to read this

little treatise will be able to make up 7iis mind (ital-

ics ours) from the e\'idence before him, without any
need of dogmatic assertions on my part." Exactly
what is to become of " any earnest student " with
liis mind thus "made up," it is somewhat difficult to

realize, unless it be that he will succumb to the con-

tagion, and likewise try to compile a book from scat-

tered sources without the connecting cement of per-

sonal ideas on the subject treated of.

On page 6 we learn that "in the affection called

chordee the urethra runs along the under surface of

the penis." In what affections it runs along the
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upper surface or elsewhere, is not mentioned. Our
knowledge of pathology is enriched by the astonish-

ing information that "the cause of gonorrhani is the
urethral mucous membrane being red and injected."

Gonorrluca is also a special inllammation, whereas
we always regarded it as a specific one. At any rate,

it is consoling to know that " some patients get well
171 time, who are refractory to all other influences."

We believe the reader can judge from these few spe-

cimens, culled from a few pages of Chapter I., how
the book is written, and what i)roflt can be derived
from its perusal.

TRE.iTiSE ON Therapeutics. Translated by D. F.
Lincoln, M.D., from the French of A. Trous-
seau and H. Pldoux. Ninth Edition, Revised and
Enlarged, with the Assistance of Constantine Paxil.

Vols. ir. and III. New York : 1880. Wooi>'s Li-
braky or Standard Medical Authors.

A LARGE part of the second volume of this work is

taken up with a discussion of the antijihlogistic treat-

ment. The chapters display the masterly manner in

which Trousseau discussed therapeutical and patho-
logical questions. And although, as is remarked by
the translator, the points involved are now somewhat
obsolete, yet the pages will fully repay perusal. T^he

remainder of the volume is devoted to the evacuants,
excito-motors, and narcotics. The mode of action,

and, especially, the uses of these classes of medicines,
are presented in a clear and practical manner.
The third and last volume is devoted to anaes-

thetics, antisi^asmodics, neurosthenic tonics, exci-

tants, sedatives, and anthelmintics. There is, under
each head, a discussion of the general principles
upon which the particular class of remedies acts.

These general discussions, however, do not take up
so much space as they do in the other volumes, and
we find here a great deal more that is specific and
practical.

The work before us gives, on the whole, a very fair

presentation of the therai^eutics of the present day.

The i^hysician who is looking for remedies and
methods that will help him in his everyday work, can
learn here the conclusions which the long experience
and acute observation of Trousseau and his jjupils

furnished regarding the treatment of disease, and he
will find these conclusions, and all that accompanies
them, presented in the brilliant style of which Trous-
seau was so great a master. The first edition of this

work was published over forty years ago, but, with
the later additions, it still continues an invaluable

contribution to therapeutics ; and its translation into

English is equally a matter of justice to its author
and of practical value to the medical profession.

If we were to criticise it from a purely practical

standpoint, we might object to the length of some of

the discussions of general princij^les. The book
could be used to better advantage if these were left

out or condensed.
The translation seems to have been very carefully

done. The index is not as complete as it might be,

03r as a work of such character ought to have.

Cancer in the Lowt:r Animals.—In the Archives

of Comparative Medicine for October is the report,

by Dr. W. H. Porter, of a necropsy made upon an
Oclos-Feli-Paradalis, an animal that died at the Cen-
tral Park Menagerie. For some weeks it had shown
signs of jmin and exhaustion. On examining the ab-

dominal cavity a cancerous gi-owth was found in-

volving the pancreas and omentum.

Hcports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, November 'ith, 1880.

FoRDYCE Barker, M.D., LL.D., President, in the
Chair.

Dr. Tyron, of the U. S. Na\y, and Dr. Ferguson, of

Troy, N. Y., were introduced to the Academy and in-

vited to seats on the platform.

The Report of the Librarian showed that 81 bound
and 16 unbound volumes, 520 medical journals, and
33G ijampldcts had been donated to the library since

the last stated meeting.

Dr. Paul F. Mund^ then read a paj^er entitled

diagnosis and treatment of obscure pelvic abscess,

WITH remarks on THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS BE-

TWEEN PELVIC PERIl'ONITIS AND PELVIC CELLULITIS,

in which he gave a review of the differential laoints,

anatomically and clinically, between inflammation
involving only the pelvic peritoneum and inflamma-
tion confined to the pelvic cellular tissue. He was
induced to briftg up this much discussed question

by a recent revival of the controversy as to which of

these two atlfections was the more frequent, and the

denial by Gufrin, a i)rominent French gynecologist,

that such a thing as cellulitis of the broad ligaments
existed. • The presence of cellular tissue between the
layers of peritoneum forming the broad ligaments
had recently been denied by Guerin, who asserted

that he was unable to find it, and therefore coiTobo-

rated the old statement of Bernutz that the evi-

dences of inflammation and plastic exudation found
in those localities were due to pelvic peritnjiitis, and
not i^elvic cellulitis ; that the serous membrane was
inflamed, not the cellular or connective tissue under-

neath it. Bernutz, indeed, claimed that pelvic cel-

lulitis was a rare affection, but i^elvic jjeritonitis a

very common one.

Dr. Munde then refeiTed to the investigations of

Konig and Schlesinger, Byrne of Brooklyn, Spiegel-

berg, and others, which jiroved conclusively that pel-

vic cellular tissue existed in abundance.
The place of election for inflammation of the pelvic

connective tissue was between the layers of the broad
ligaments.

With reference to differentiation between a pelvic

cellulitis, an inflammation and exudation into the

celhdar tissue of one broad ligament and one-half of

the jjelvic cavity, and a pelvic peritonitis, an inflam-

mation of the peritoneal envelope more or less cov-

ering that same pelvic cellular tissue, which also

showed itself by effusion and localized swelling, he
believed that tlie two affections were so often asso-

ciated that it was impossible to difterentiate between
them ; with an exudation into the supravaginal con-

nective tissue there always was a plastic eflusion on

the surface of the contiguous peritoneum or into the

adjacent serous i)ouch.

That was the opinion expressed by Emmet in his

recent book, where he confessed his inability ever to

distinguish between perimetritis and parametritis at

the bedside, and jjronounced the distinction to be
merely a theoretical one.

He thought, however, that Dr. Emmet went too far

upon that point, liecause he believed that typical

cases in which the two affections could be separated
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existe«l. Tlip etiology of tho nffection nuKlit, to a
certain extent, aid in uiiiking a diagnosis.

Tbo j)liysifal shoek WiUM a l>etter eriterion, for that

of a largo intraperitoneal elFiiHion was vastly more
severe tlmn from an exudation into tlie eonneetivo
tissue, wiiieli latter was often scarcely attended with
fover or pain.

The ])hysieal sign, as elicited by the touch, gave the
best tliaLfuostie evidence.

As a rule, it might be held that in pplric jifrilfmi/is

the only tlistinct tumor formed wivs behind the

uterus in l)ougla.s' jiouch ; that that tumor jmshed
the nterus forward if snlliciently large; that it did

not reach down to a level with the external os, and
that in jielvic i)eritonitis the vaginal roof was bnt
rarely depressed by an intraperitoneal effnsicm. If

a lateral tumor was felt, it was only when the effu-

sion has become so large as to exceed the capacity

of the median pouch, and that lateral tumor was then
always po.-^terior to the uterus. Tlie tumor could be
felt by abnormal palpation only when very large.

In;W»-(V c'llitli/is tlie tumor was usually felt at the

side of the uterus, might reach behind and below the

cervix if the e.xudation was large enough, but then
was usually as low as the external os ; laterally it

bulged out the anterior vaginal wall, and might also

till the whole posterior segment of the pelvic cavity

;

it was felt at once as soon as the inflttnimatory symp-
toms ap])eared, and tiie exudation, being confined
by its surroundings, must always form a tumor. It

always pushed the uterus to the opposite side, and
not forward, and could usually be felt without diffi-

culty by bimanual palpation.

In both affections the rigid exudation rendered the
utenis immovable.
The practical importance of the distinction between

pelvic peritonitis and pelvic cellulitis, with reference

to prognosis, was very much greater than with refer-

ence to treatment. An intraperitoneal effusion was
always a more serious matter, aud was more liable to

leave traces behind it in the shape of adhesions and
obscure abscesses than a cellulitis. The prognosis,

therefore, should be more guarded in peritonitis, al-

though the majority of cases recovered. With regard
to treatment, both affections were amenable to the
same measures, and would show equal tardiness in

recovering.

With regard to the relative frequency of the intra-

peritoneal and cellular effusions, he found that in over
2,000 gynecological cases of which he had accurate
and full notes, there were 108 cases of distinct well-

marked pelvic effusions ; of those, 73 were noted as

suffering from pelvic cellulitis, the precise seat and
extent of the exudation being given in all, and 26
were pronounced to be i)elvic peritonitis, on what
appeared to be good and sufficient eAadence. Of the
cellulitis cases, 33 were noted as being chiefly on the
left side, 21 on the right, in both broad ligaments,
and 10 behind and surrounding the uterus.

PELVIC ABSCESS—ASPIRATION.

Dr. Mund^ then spoke of the diagnosis and treat-

ment of a peculiar variety of pel\-ic abscess which he
had met with several times during the past two years.

By pelvic abscess he meant an aV)scess formed as the
result of, and in an exudation of, jdastic lymph in

the cellular tissue of the pelvis, and in this jjaper he
wished to refer solely to abscess of the broad liga-

meat, in which locality all the deposits there referred
to w'ere situated. This exudation into the broad
ligament (generally the left one) was bounded behind,
above, and before, by the jjeritoneum, laterally by the

uterus an<l i)elvic wall, and below by the vaginal
roof. Between th<' exudation and the tinger was,
therefore, oidy th<i wall of tho vagina.

An exudation of that kind was ordinarily soft,

doughy during tlie first few days ; but it h<x)U hard-
ened and lost the tenderness which it at first had to

a high th'gree. In seven of his cases the disease

took a diflerent course from the usual, and another
method of treatment was fin illy emjdoyed. In all

those seven patients all the ordinary reme<lies failed

to dissipate the exudation, although faithfully and
persistently employed for months. The patients all

came under his care after they had been under other
medical treatment. In all the cases there wius a large

solid tumor at the side of the utenis, filling up one-
half of the pelvic cavity and reaching deep down to

the pelvic floor, and distinctly palpable by bimanual
examination. Tho histories of the seven cases were
then read. The special method of treatment men-
tioned was as])iration for deep-seated pus.

The special points which he emphasized in his

paper were : (1) the anatomical and clinical differ-

ence between pelvic peritonitis and pelvic cellulitis,

and the ver>' frequent impossibility of distinguishing

between the two affections, for the very simple rea-

son that they were often combined ; (2) the possiV:)il-

ity of .suspecting the exi.stence of serum or pus in

an intrapelvic exudation, by reason of the long un-
changed continuaiK-e of that exudation, its rounded
outline, uniformly boggy feel, or the presence of oc-

casional softer indentable spots ; further, by the con-
stitutional symptoms, siich as anaemia, cachexia,

perhaps rigors ; (3) the safety with which such
chronic lymph-exudations could be punctured and
aspirated; and (4) the rapidity and certainty with
which the removal of even reri/ small quantities of

clear serum or jjus from such exudations, by means
of the aspirator, was followed by complete absorp-
tion of the mass, and a return of the patient to

health and strength.

He stated most emphatically that he meant only
the old, chronic, stationary dejiosits (the very chron-
icity of which called for interference) which he would
aspirate and expect to benefit thereby. The. punc-
ture of a fresh exudation and the removal of a greater

or lesser amount of clear serum, as recommended by
Brickell, of New Orleans, he considered a decidedly
risky proceeding, and one that he would almost in-

variably expect to see followed l>y a fresh exudation.

He could scarcely be impelled to use the aspirator

(special indications of early supj^uration excepted)
under two months after the beginning of the attack,

since he had seen so many of these large deposits,

which seemed destined to suppuration, melt away, or

shrink and couti'act under steady, hot ajiplications

and tonics, after two or three months. Hard, con-
tracted, fibroid lymph-deposits were therefore not
fit subjects for aspiration.

The dangers of this aspiration he believed to be
very slight. Indeed, he had, in several cases in the

dispensary, plunged his small hypodermic needle
into a pelvic exudation where he suspected pus, and
found himself mistaken, without the slightest reac-

tion. A proper amount of caution and rest after-

ward, should, however, always be enjoined.

In choosing the spot through which to aspirate,

the most dependent, most boggy paxi should be se-

lected, where the tinger could indent the tis.sue, and
the needle should be thrust in at least an inch, until

either a cavity has been reached, or there was danger
of jiiercing the whole mass. To simplify the opeiu-

tion, also, and chiefly because he feared that thick pus
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woiild not eseajie tliroTigh tlie ordinary fine hypoder-
mic needle, and thus the diagnosis fail, he had a
slender needle, 10 centimetres (-t inches) long, made,
which had about double the calibre of the ordinary
hypodermic needle. In that resi)ect the needle was
like any asj)irator needle of corresponding size, but
he had the attachment made to fit both a hyjinder-

mic syringe and a larger glass syringe holding 20
grammes (-1: oz.). He was thus enabled, first, to aspi-

rate the mass witli the long needle and small hypo-
dermic syringe, and fluid having been found, remove
the hypodermic, attach the large syringe, and with-
draw the fluid. If its (Quantity exceeded tlie capacity
of the syringe, he had merely to close the stopcock
attached to the removable nozzle, detach the syringe,

emjity it, piish forward the piston and reattach it,

oj^en the stoi^cock, and withdraw the rest of the fluid.

Air was thus eft'ectually jirevented from entering.

In liis treatment of asjiiration of obscure pelvic

abscesses and indolent exudations, he was pleased to

be supported by the testimony of two sTich compe-
tent gynecologists as Drs. Richard B. Maurv-,* of

Memphis, Tenn., and Angus Macdonald,t of Edin-
burgh.
No doubt the i^ermanent opening of such abscesses

was the proper treatment if they persisted in refill-

ing after repeated aspiration. But he should j^i'^f^r

the jierfectly safe j^uncture with the Paqiielin needle
to the always rather hazardous free incision which
might unexpectedly strike an arteiy, large branches
of the circular being easily felt pulsating in the roof
of the vagina.

Dr. Munde then spoke of Dr. Lawson Tait's treat-

ment of pelvic abscesses l)y making an incision through
the abdominal wall, and remarked that that method
should be resorted to only when the vaginal method
failed.

The paper being before the Academy for discus-

sion, Dr. W. M. CH.viiBERLAiN directed attention to

one diagnostic point between pelvic peritonitis and
pelvic cellulitis that had not been mentioned by the
author of the pajier, and that was the location of the
exudation in the cavity of the pelvis, below the level

of the i)eritoneal plane, in cases of j^elvic cellulitis.

He had often recognized the extreme upward limit

of the infiltration in regions clearly extra-i^eritoneal,

and he had seen small pockets of pus in the cellular

tissue in the recto-vaginal septum which had oi:)ened

spontaneously or had been opened with the jjoint

of a small bistoury. The issue of some cases of jjelvic

cellulitis, he thought, was conclusive evidence that
the disease was in the cellular tissue, and not intra-

peritoneal—namely, those in which an external open-
ing occuived. (These openings occurred or were
made in the line of Poupart's ligament or close to

the iliac fossa, or by the side of the anus.) In all

these cases the jnis escaped from a cavity that was
subperitoneal. He had had no exjierience with the
method of treatment brought forward by Dr. Muudo,
but did not suppose that it was mentioned becaiise
it was a new procedure ; for it had been extensively
discussed nearly twenty years since by Prof. Simp-
son in his Lectures on Gynecology, and many cases
adduced, among which was that of a London sur-

geon, who, having made one or more such oj^erations

about 18.50, had found them to be the entering
wedge of a large gynecological practice.

Dr. Wm. T. Lusk expressed his aj^preciation of
the value of the paper, and referred to the frequency

* The St. Lriuis Courior of Medicine. Jnmiarv, l&SO.

t The Edinburgh Medical Journal, June, ISSO.

with which pelvic inflammations were overlooked in

general practice, because of the multitude of symp-
toms to which they might give rise, many of them
simulating closely the symjitoms belonging to dis-

ea.ses of various organs. For some time he liad been
in the habit of aspirating these tumors and, if pus
was found, to enlarge the opening at once, put in

a drainage-tube, and keep the cavity clean until the
healing process was comjdete. Dr. Lusk related the
history of several cases. He furtlier remarked that
he had tried simple asi)iration on ratlier a large scale

in hospital practice, and he had not lieen Avell pleased
with the results. Those results, however, did not
invalidate Dr. Munde's views at all, because the re-

sults obtained in hospital could not be applied to
private jjractice.

He regarded the fact that the abscesses in Dr.
Munde's cases were not refilled after lieing emj^tied
once as the most interesting j^oint in the pajier ; for,

as a rule, a large a])sces8 refills after it has been
evacuated. He regarded that point as a valuable
addition to our knowledge. He had heretofore sup-
posed that, unless an abscess was opened freely, and
kept clean, the healing process would not take place.

It had been his practice to treat abscesses that
reached above the pelvic wall by making a free inci-

sion, four or five inches in length, and had obtained
satisfactory results. By simply emptying the ab-
scess, he had seen only temi^orary relief afforded,

but by making a free incision, and then filling the
cavity with oakum, it had been rapidly closed by the
process of gi-anulation.

Dr. T. Gatllard Thomas was happy to avail

himself of the opportunity to speak upon the sub-
ject, not only because of its importance, and on
account of the special interest in it, but for the
reason that he had been one of the earliest and
most i^ersistent workers in connection with it. He
had listened with pleasure to the paper, regarded it

as a good resiaui' of the subject, but certainly it con-
tained nothing new. During the last ten years he
had persi.stently striven, as was well known to the
President, both in his writings and teachings, for the
establishment of the views m.iintained by the authcr
of the jjaper. That which had brought the question
to the .surface again were the views of Gin'rin, ard
those expressed liy Dr. Emmet, with regard to the
imiiossibility of making a distu:ct diagnosis of each
of the.se two affections—pelvic j^eritcuitis and pelvic
cellulitis. With regard to the ])resence of cellular
tissue in the jielvic cavity, he believed that all were
unprepared to accept the claim that there was none
in that j^art of-the body.
With regard to the aspirator, it had been com-

monly used both as a means of diagnosis and treat-

ment of these j^elvic tumors, but that fact made the
subject rotie the less important, nor the paj^er any
the less ^ a\uable. He believed it to be as easy to ac-

cept the s atement that there was cellular tissue in

the pelvis, and also disease of that tissue, as well as
the tissue which was just above it, as it was to accept
the statement that there were two tissues in the lung,
the one belonging to the lung proper and the other
consisting of its serous covering the pleura ; that
each could be diseased and that a differential diag-
nosis could l)e made bet^reen pleurisy and j^neumo-
nia. Not that one disease, in most eases, existed with-
out the other entirely, but pursued their course as did
23ericarditis, which rarely terminated without affect-

ing the cardiac muscle and develoi^ing myocarditis.
He maintained that there was no reason for confound-
ing the two affections, because pleurisy and pneu-
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inonia commonly (>xi.st«'il tofifcthor. In many cases it

wiiH oxci'cdirjf^'ly ilillicnlt, if not inipoHHildc, to sepa-
rate tlieiii positively by either physical examination
or clinical history, or lioth comltinecl ; hut that was
no reason for not soparuting them and studying thorn
afl two diseases.

The sjime was true of i)elvie peritonitis and pelvic

cellulitis, and there was a large number of typical

cases in which the merest tyro coidd distinguish be-

tween them. He thought that we were taking a step
hdckinard if we confounded these two diseases one
with the other. On the other hand, he believed that

•we were going a little too far in diagnosis wlien we
found so many cases of pelvic cellulitis.

Since the appearauco of Dr. Emmet's ojjinion upon
cellulitis, it had become very customary for diagnosti-

ciaiis to declare, in cases where pelvic pain existed

without apparent, or rather discoverable cause, that

this disease existed. Dr. Emmet's views had been
misconceived, and we were, he thought, drifting into

mysticism in diagnosis in reference to an important
affection, the physical signs of which were very plain.

Again, while he believed that there was a pelvic

dise:vse to which the name of pelvic cellulitis had
been given, he doubted whether it could be called an
advance to classify under that head those cases in

which there existed neither the rational symptoms
nor the physical signs of the affection.

With regard to treatment, he would make the rule,
" Ld pelric effu.^ious alo)ie irhfuerer <ivd irhererer i/nu

can." Do not use the aspirator. Do not evacuate
the accumulation. It was a well-kno\\Ti fact that

every now and then a different jjlau had been
brought forward for the management of nearly all

diseases. Only a few years ago it was suggested and
carried into effect, that the jjroper method of mana-
ging pelvic hematocele was to open the tumor ; but he
presumed if there was any point fixed, at the present
time, with regard to the treatment of pelvic and
uterine diseases, it was that pelvic hematocele should
be let alone just as long as possible. But when symp-
toms were developed which made it evident that the
patient would die if left alone, then act ijromptlyand
at once. So he would say, with regard to pelvic effu-

sions, he had opened many of them, and aspirated
many of them, and had regretted so doing in many
cases. So much in a general way upon the subject.

To come to the paper more closely, he believed that
Dr. Brickell's rule, spoken unfavorably of by Dr.
Mundo, was a bad one. It was in violation of the
rule which he had just given, namely, let pelvic ef-

fusions alone whenever and wherever you can. He
also believed that if two or three months had passed
and the patient showed symptoms of sejitic absorp-
tion, and those symptoms did not disappear promptly,
the accumulation should be treated as we were occa-
sionally obliged to treat abscesses in other parts of
the body, especially in the pleural cavity. He who
would draw off a pleuritic effusion within three
weeks was a dangerous man ; and he who would
leave it for three months was also a dangerous man.
After a certain length of time has elapsed, and the
patient did not get well, do with it as should be
done with an accumulation of fluid in the pleural
cavity.

As to the method of removing the fluid he looked
upon the use of the aspirator in the treatment of
purulent pelvic effusions as an unsurgical proce-
dure. It was an excellent means where a first-

class surgical procedure could not be adopted.
Under such circumstances he used the as^jirator.

While in the evacuation of fluid accumulations in

other ])art8 of th<> body he reganled the aspirator
as an iuvalnuiile resourc*;, ho looked upon it as often

an unsurgical and hazardous (jne when used for pu-
rulent acc'umulatioiis in th»! ])elvis when their loca-

tion, and even their very existence, was a nmttcr of
doubt. He used it as a means of diagnosis, and in

tentative treatment, when he did not dare to resort

to better surgery. But when the tumor was within
reach, and he felt that it was safe to ovacnat(> its

contents, he then r.fsorted to the following method :

Place the patient upon her side, introduce u Sims'
speculum, carry in an exploring needle and move
it about until pnn is seen Howing through its gutter,

and then, with a small pointt>d bistoury in the gutt<!r

of the needle, enlarge the opening, evacuate the pus
thoroughly, kee])the oj)ening free by means of drain-
age-tul)es, and chninse the cavity regularly with a
solution of carbolic acid. Such a procedure he had
found more satisfactory and less dangerous than the
use of the aspirator. The aspirator had been used
frecpiently through the abdominal walls, and with dis-

astrous resiilts, as was weTl known ; for the fatal (lasea

were a1)undant, thus showing that it is not so safe an
instniment as it ajjpears to be. Dr. Thomas then re-

ferred to a fatal case recently rej^orted in the Boston
Medial! mid Sunpcd Journal.

Dr. W. Gill. Wylie had had several of these cases
under his care within the last six or eight months.
The first was one in which the absce.ss was between
the uterus and the rectum. He aspirated it, the ab-
scess refilled, an opening was then made with a
knife, but the i)atient died.

In the sfcond case he asjiirated the abscess twice,

and the patient recovered. Aspiration, however,
was followed by a curious accident, namely, labor-

pains, which caused spontaneous exi)ulsion of a
fibroid, together with a large quantity of pus.
In the /hird case he attemi^ted to wash out the

uterus, but the water did not return. It was evident
that severe inflammation existed somewhere, but no
evidence of pus could be obtained by physical ex-

ploration, although the constitutional disturbance
indicated its ]>reBenco. It was thought that sigm
of pus in one or two imlurated masses were obtained
and an aspirator needle was introduced, but no piu
was withdrawn. An abscess finally opened into tht

bladder, and daily pus was discharged from that or-

gan. He had seen asjjiration done several yean
ago, and he had also resorted to it several times
In one or two cases he had tried to use the needli

attached to a .syringe, but found difficulty m man
aging the needle and using the syiinge at the sam<
time, and since then had used a short needle with i

sujiple tube. He l)elieved that there were two dia

eases, jjelvic jjeritonitis and jjelvic cellulitis, al

though there were many cases in which a differen

tial diagnosis could not be made either by physics
signs or the histoiy of the case. He also refeiTed t

pressure as a means for reducing indurations in th
jielvis which were not sensitive, and thought it couX
reach some cases which could not be cui-ed by blie

tering and the use of hot water.

Dk. FR.4.NK H. H.\5nLToy was surprised that tli

existence of subperitoneal areolar tissue in the pelr
should be denied. He had had to deal with a &
share of pelvic abscesses, and he believed he would t

sustained by all general surgeons in the statemei
that the vast majority of these cases came to a sa
cessful termination without surgical interferenc

Not that interference might not be desirable, but th
they took care of themselves before fluctuation w>

j

detected, and discharged either into the vagina or tl
j
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((turn, or the bladder, or in other directions. Ho
ins \ery sure thixt the surgeon who searclied for un-
iiown pus in tlie pelvic cavity would often do more
lanti than good.

] )u. A. C. Post referred to a case which illustrated

hi' fact that sometimes uni)leasant consecpiences fol-

o\v(>d aspiration through the ahdoniiiial walls. The
esult was the formation of a fecal fistula.

Dk. R. Tauszky spoke of the anatomical relations,

.11(1 the difference between the peritoneum and the

Lllular tissue of the pelvis. He had used the aapi-

•ator in four cases, besides the one mentioned by Dr.

\Iundi', and with good results.

T>R. MuNDK remarked that he knew very well that

lis paper did not contain anything new, and that he
id distinctly that it was brought out entirely by
supposed new discoveries of Guerin and the

laiiuuents of Dr. Emmet.
i le M'ished simply to revive the subject before a

1 ui-gynecological audience. He agi'eed with Dr.

riiDmas with regard to letting ]i8lvic cellulitis alone,

)ut did not see why it was wrong when pus was
found to let it out. Judging from the results ob-

r:iined in the cases in which he had aspirated he be-

ioved that he did right in evacuating the i^us, and
:lio imtients recovered without the slightest unfavor-

xble symi)tora. It was in the cases of jjelvic celluli-

tis, in wliich there was a large exudation that re-

mained unchanged for months desj^ite all treatment,

xnd the patient was in a cachectic condition, that

seemed to depend upon the jjelvic exudation, that he
recommended the plan of treatment described. Was
it not proper in such cases to introduce an aspirator-

iioedle to see if pus existed, and if it was found, was
it not proper to evacuate it? To aspirate an intra-

1
)evitoneal tumor he regarded as a dangerous jiroce-

.lure. He was equally surprised with Dr. Lusk that

the abscesses did not retill, but still the fact remained
that there was no reaccumiilation of pus. Of course,

if the abscess refilled, and he knew that pus was
present, he would not again aspirate.

For himself, he had always hesitated with refer-

ence to using a knife in the jjelvic^cavity. The ob-

jection which Dr. Wylie had offered to the syringe

Dr. Munde accepted as a good one. But his sug-

gestion with reference to treatment by pressure was
not new, and had been long j^ractised by Dr. Boze-
man and others.

Dr. Hamilton said that he did not say he would
not oi)en the cavity if he discovered the existence of

pus.

Dk. Thomas remarked that his rule was simply to

leave the abscess as long as possible ; but when the

time came that the surgeon could be certain that pus
existed, the abscess should be evacuated, but not by
means of the aspirator.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meeting, November 11, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Sattei^thwaite, President, in the Chair.

FUNGI IN SYPHIIilS.

Dr. Berman, of Baltimore, by invitation exhibited

under the microscope a fungus net-work in the lym-

phatics and blood-vessels of the neighboring tissue

of a jirepiitial chancre, and which he believed to be

peculiar to syphilis. Associated with the condition he

claimed that there was an infiltration of small cells,

together with the bacteria dcBcribed by Klebs.

Dr. Iveyes did not think that the subject would be

readv for discussion until additional evidence had

been given by Dr. Berman regarding the claim that

the fungus was peculiar to syphilis. For instance,

it would be necessaiy to prove that the fungus ex-

isted in all the secondary lesions known to lie con-

tagious, that they were never absent in such lesions,

nor in the chancre itself ; that they never occurred

in any ordinary ulcerations ; and finally, that they

were the elements of contagion. There was no
doubt that the contagion of syphilis was due to a

virus, but whether chemical or organized had not

yet been demonstrated even by Klebs.

Dr. Otis agreed with Dr. Keyes in regard to the

inadvisability of discussing the subject before addi-

tional investigations had been made. He did not

think that anything had lieen sho-mi by the gen-

tleman presenting the specimens to prove that the

fungus was dependent ux)on the syphilitic poison.

Dr. Beiddon asked if any investigations had been

made by Dr. Berman tending to fix the limit of time

during which the fungi were confined to the initial

lesion.

Dr. Berman had not yet had the opportunities for

making such obsei'%'ations.

Dr. Tauszky referred to the investigations of Los-

tofer in regard to the sujjposed syj^hilitic corpuscle,

and how, finally, tha same appearances, supposed to

be characteristic of syphilis, were found in the blood

of persons suffering from scrofulous and tuberculous

diseases.

Dr. Satterthwaite remarked that it was very easy

to criticise such work. He did not suppose any one

knew how difficult it was to investigate the question

of vegetable germs unless they had tried to do so.

Every step was attended with danger. For instance,

the first difficulty with which to contend was the

fact that almost "^all the specimens we were called

upon to examine were filled with different varieties

of germs. It was true that Dr. Berman had shown
some rod-like bodies that were yoked together in a

peculiar if not unique manner, but their general char-

acter could be studied only on a large scale and

under different conditions of preparation. Thus, a

great deal depended upon the character of the stain-

ing used, it being well known that nitrate of silver,

for instance, would, of itself, produce some remark-

able microscopical appearances. Again, the rod-form

of fungus was particularly common, and presented

many varieties.

On motion of Dr. Keyes, a vote of thanks was

tendered to Dr. Berman for his presentation.

CONOENITAn DISLOCATION OF THE HIP—CLEFT PALATE.

Dr. GinxEY presented two living specimens, a

....^^^ ,

mother and child, the former .showing imilateral con-

from the"case are noTtrbe'acceTted without a good I
genital dislocation of the hip caused by the arrest" of

deal more investigation. 1
development of the upper nm of the acetabulum, and

"E»- -- -e=»-

ScARLATiNA FROM AMERICAN Hams. — American
hams are ha^dng a hard time of it. They have

already been credited with causing trichinosis,

anchylostosis, and hydatids. Now it is asserted that

they may convey scarlet fever. A family near

Chester, England, consisting of father, mother, and
. children, ate American ham one day, and within

i ty-eight hours were all down with the scarlet

lever. The fever was preceded with vomiting and

purging. An infant which took no ham was the

only person in the house that did not get the fever.

Air the patients recovered. The inferences drawn
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tlu» Inttor illnstmtinp cloft pnlnto. Tho intorest in

tliei'ii.st>s stuMucil tocnitrt' in thcfiu't tliiit tlio inotlior.

iilthoiiLjli horsolf Kul)joct to nrrest of dovrlopnicnt,
huil U'li cliildron boru i)reviously witliout any do-
foruiity.

FOUEIOX BODIES IN THE (ESOrilAOrS.

Dr. F. V. WiiiTE presented a small, irrcpnilarlv

shaped sharp-pointed bone, which had lte;'U dis-

lodp:e;l from the cesophap^iis of a male adult bv moans
of the parachute bristU; probanpf. In that con-
nection ho roforrod to a case in which a i-liickon-bone

was supi>osed to have been swallowed, and in which
an (psophaQ^eal bristle jn-obanpf havin;? been intro-

duced no bono was found, but a small i)ortion of tho
mucous membrane of the avsophagus was broui^ht
away. No bad ellects followed. At tho conclusion
of his remarks he took occasion to exhibit difl'crent

patterns of crsophageal instruments from Tiemaun
* Co.

Dr. Briddon remarked tliat it was oftentimes
more dillicult to extract small substances from the
cesophaj^is than larger ones, and referred in that
connection to his case of .swallowed shawl-jjin in
which the extraction of the head of the pin, wliich
was a miniature velociijede, was attended with con-
siderable dilliculty.

Dr. Rii'ley did not think that the extraction of
portions of the mucous membrane of either the
cesojihagus, urethra, or rectum was attended with
any bad results. In connection with foreign bodies
in the (esophagus, he took occasion to refer to a
case in which a cast-iron jack-stone had been lodged
in the throat of a child for two weeks. When the
patient was brought to him at the end of that time
it aijpeared to be sufifering from croup. Chloroform
was administered and a polypus forceps introduced,
and the foreign body was seized by one of two
prongs that overlaid the larynx. But the forceps
slipijed and the foreign body jiassed farther down
the throat. The finger was"^ tlien thrust far back
into the pharynx and fortunately got behind and 1)0-

lo-y the jack-stone and extracted it accordingly. He
believed that chloroform was an almost indisj^ensa-
ble adjuvant in these cases.

Dr. Satterthwaite said that not infrequently long
after the foreign body had been extracted, a sensa-
tion of its presence was left.

Dr. White, by way of illustrating the point, re-
lated the case of a gentleman who had accidentally
swallowed a pivot tooth, and who imagined he felt

the foreign body in the fosophagus, until, after a
diligent search, it api^eared in the fa?ces.

Dr. Eidlon presented a small brass shoe-eyelet
which had been imbedded for four months in the
mucous membrane of the lower lid of a child four
years old. Fortunately the eyelet was an old one,
and its smooth side was against the ocular conjunc-
tiva, producing little if any irritation.

TAPE-WORM AXD EXTRACT OF MALE FEKN.

Dr. Van Giesen' exhibited a tape-worm which had
been discharged from a child, twenty-one months af-

ter taking in di\-ided doses two drachms of the ex-
tract of male fern. The interest in the case was in
connection with the discussion at the previous meet-
ing, showing how large a dose of the vermicide
could be given to a child of that age with evil etfect
to the worm only. He also took occasion to exhibit
a specimen of the fluid extract of aspidium marginale
made by himself, and to compare it with that manu-
factured bv Merck.

CONTRACTINO KIDNEY AND ITS SYMPTOMS.

He also exhibited the heart, portion of the* live

and two kidni'vs, taken from a gentleman aged fort;

nine years, an engineer l»y occui»ati<>n, and of ma|
nirtcent ]ihysi(|ue. Tlio patient had enjoyed goc
liealtli until last Aj)ril, wlien he began to sutler froi

craiii|)s in the legs. In tlie beginning of ]\Iay he wi
seized with a V(>ry severe occipital headache, attendc
with sliglit nausea and some <limness of vision.

('om])ound jalajj-jiowder was administered with
considerable relief to tho symptoms. His urir

showed a specific prravitv of 1010, and was faintl

all)uniinous. Not enough of sediment could be ol

tained for n)i<Toscopical examination. Tho ])atiei

was seen again on tlio Kjtli of May, when his rigl

arm and riglit leg were found to be numb, with lof

of ])ower in each, as noticed in a noticeably weakf
grasp of the right hand and a dragging of the rigl

foot. Another examination of the urine on the 18t

showed no renal elements. On tho 20th the sod

ment was obtained from a comparatively large qnai
tity of urine, and a small amount of albumen and
few hyaline and finely gi'anular casts were discoveret

The specific gravity was still low and quantity (

urine increased, which led to the diagnosis of coi

tracted kidney. By the 24:th of i\Iay the i)atier

seemed to gain more control over his legs, and hi

headache disappeared from that time imtil June 3t

He then went to Boston to take electrical baths, an
remained there until June 24:th, when he returned t

his work. At this time his appetite* was inclined t

be ravenous. During Sejitember the urine was e>

amined several times, showing the same pathologic:
conditions already mentioned.

October 2l^d, for the first time, he was attacke
with dysputea, not that usually seen in Brighfs dif

ease but more of an asthmatic character. There wer
no symptoms of heart troulile. He recovered quid
ly from the attack, and had another on the 2!Hli an
31st. After he recovered from the last attack h
became unusuallv jolly and talkative, and an m
favorable prognosis was given accordingly.

November 1st he came home at 1 p. m. and pai
took of a hearty dinner. He still complained of a
aching pain in the arms and legs and dimness of v
sion. After his dinner he was taken with another a1

tack of dyspnoea, staggered across the room, fell iipo

the floor, and expired. At the autopsy the cadaveri
rigidity was well marked. Intestines were distende
with gas. The kidneys were very little larger tha
the normal size. The cortical jiortion was markedl
diminished, and i>resented the microscopical appeal
ances of chronic diffuse nejihritis. The capsules wer
adherent, and the organs appeared to ha^e been muc!
larger and to have undergone contraction. Numei
ous small cysts were scattered throughout their Bui
stance. The liver presented the a])pearances c

chronic hyiiora^mia, associated with the nutmeg con
dition. In estimating the cause of the phenomen
which gave rise to the i^aralysis he had hoped to fim

some sohition in the condition of the valves of th
heart, but they appeared to be healthy. Thes
valves responded i)erfectly to the hydrostatic tesl

The heart itself was slightly hypertrophied, and h
removing it from the cadaver a rent occurred in th
muscular tissue just below the insertion of the ptJ
monary valves. The m\iscular tissue in the vicinit

was the seat of true fatty degeneration. The lung
were normal, and the pericardium contained very lil

tie fluid. The brain was not examined.
Dr. Seguin thought it possible that the cerebra
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•niptoms were due to miliary aneurisms, a condition

liiih was often associated with that condition of

i.]m>v, and which Mas also found coincident with a
iiiilar state of the retinal vessels.

kecxjreinct asthma in height's kidney.

!)i;. RiriiF.Y thought that rcci;rring asthma was a

. in[)tom which was quite common in Britjht's dis-

i~;(>, in fact, it might be the only one that at tirst j^re-

11 1 I'd itself. Such cases, for obvious reasons, were
inmptly relieved by hydragogue cathartics.

Dr. Van Giesen remarked that the passage of an
icreased amount of urine in these cases of contract-

ig kidney was not well explained.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF POLYI'RIA.

Dr. Sattekthavaite remarked it was well known
iat the increased secretion of urine and the low
pecific gravity of the same were more signilicant

rmptoms of that form of Bright's disease than the
resence by themselves of casts or of albumen.
Dr. Ripley stateel that a patient might pass more
lan the ordinary quantity of urine and still be suf-

;ring from urajmia and anasarca.
Dr. Seguin called attention to another quite con-
;ant symptom, viz., increased arterial tension.

Dr. Satterthwaite referred in this connection to

le frequency of hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

Dr. Van Giesen remarked that in these cases of
olyuria the net amount of urea was less than
Drmal. He had tested this on one ease by frequent
caminations extending over a period of eighteen
Lonths. He believed that after all the non-elimina-
on of urea probably j^roduced the morbid results.

Dr. Seguin stated that a great many of the symp-
•ms said to be due to hyi^ertumia were explained by
16 condition of contracted kidney. For instance,

le attendant arterial tension explained the frequent
sadaches in connection with this form of Bright's
sease. As a rule, these headaches were confined

> tlie brow, but they occasionally occurred in the
'cipital region.

cerebral excitement in bright's disease.

Dr. Van Giesen stated that m his case the head-
'he was occipital. In this connection he again
.Ued attention to the significance of cerebral ex-

tement as an element of prognosis. He always
>nsidered it a bad sign. He mentioned a case in

)int of a child recovering from scarlatinous nephritis

which sudden hilarity in singing was a striking

mptom. An unfavorable prognosis was given ac-

irdingly. Convulsions soon after took place, and
;ath occuiTed in the course of a few hours.
Dr. Tafszky referred to the methods of Dr. Heitz-
an in diagnosticating different diseases of the kid-

ly by the appearances of the fibrinous casts. These
Lve already been presented to the Society by Dr.
eitzman.

casts as prognostic signs.

Dr. Seguin said that casts in the urine were of
emselves of little importance as bearing upon a
ave prognosis, and instanced as an example the
imber and variety which occur in scarlatinous ne-
iritis.

Dr. Ripley remarked that in his experience, when
I the different varieties and sizes of casts were
and in scarlatinous nephritis, showing the involve-
eut of the entire kidney, that the prognosis was
ways grave.

Dr. AMn)ON remarked that the occurrence of

albuminuria by itself was sometimes explained by
anaemia.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY
OF NEW YORK.

Adjourned Ayiyimd and Stated Meeting, November 22,

1880.

Dr. a. E. M. Purdy, President, in the Chair.

report of committee on prize essays.

After the reading of the minutes of the annual
meeting and the re})ort of the Auditing Committee,
the Committee on Prize Essays reported that only

one essay had been sent to them for examination.
Its title was, " On the Benignity of the Specific Dis-

eases, with a Tabular History of Three Hundred and
Seventy-Eight Cases," ])y Parva Lux. The commit-
tee recommended that the i)rize be awarded for this

essay, because it pos.sessed " so much merit as a con-
scientious and laborious study of clinical phenome-
na, and as a valuable and important contribution of

new researches and original observations, with such
literary excellence in simjilicity, and variety of style,

and clearness of statement."
The Society adojjted the recommendation of the

committee, and the President then oijened the sealed

enveloi)e bearing the motto "Parva Lux," and found
the name of Dr. C. L. Dana, who was announced as

the successful essayist.

On motion, the Society voted to assess each of its

members the sum of tu-o dollars, in addition to the

annual dues, to be used for defraying its exi^enses

for the ensuing year.

committee on hygiene—supplementary report.

Dr. J. C. Peters then read a supplementary report

from the Committee on Hygiene, which dwelt especial-

ly upon the filthy condition of the streets of the city

of New York and their influence in the propagation of

such diseases as cerebro-sjiinal meningitis, diphthe-
ria, and scarlet fever. On motion, the request em-
bodied in the report was granted, and the committee
was further requested to confer with the Society for

Sanitary Reform in the City of New York, concern-
ing the best method by which the special object of

their supplementary report could be accomplished.
The President read a communication from the

Committee on Law of the Board of Aldermen, ask-

ing that the Society api^oint a committee to unite

with a like committee from the College of Pharmacy
of the City of New York, to draft an ordinance regu-

lating the sale of poisons and poisonous drugs and
medicines by apothecaries and others in this city.

It was referred to the Comitia Minora, with power.
The Secretary offered a series of resolutions in-

tended to pro^-ide for the disposal of the volumes of

the Transactions of the Medical Society of the State

of New York, received annually by the Society.

Adopted. The subscription list will be kept open
for one month.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ETHICS.

The report of the Committee on Ethics, made at

the annual meeting, was then taken up, and Dr. H.
G. Pit^ard offered the following resolution, which was
adopted

:

liexolved, That the report of the Committee on
Ethics be adopted, and that the Medical Society of
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this stftto l)p minostoil to roviao tlio rodes of othics

bv whioli tho jirofoision of tliis Htatr> nro frovomed.
Tho Adjounii'l Annual Moetinp then ftdjiiirnod.

Tho Statinl MootinK was called tn ordfr by tho

President, Dr. A. E. M. Pcudy, wli) thanked tho

Society for tho honor of an election for a second
term as its presidinp; onicer.

Tlio following wore annonncod ns tlio standing
committees for tlio ensuing year :

Cnininift'-e on Ktliirs : Dr. E. D. Hudson, Jr.. Chair-

man ; Drs. .Tas. 11. Learning, Walter R. Gillette,

Cfoo. T. Harrison, and Wm. F. Cuahman.
('(/ininitf'-" on Ifi/i/iriii- : Dr. John C. Peters, C'h.air-

man ; Drs. E. G. Janewav, C E. Billington, D. B.
St. John Koosa, and A. I J. Judson.

Coininitti'i' on Pri:/' K<.«ii/ : Dr. Fi^rdvco Earlcer,

Chairman ; Drs. H. B. Sands, Austin Flint, and E.
Eliot.

A'uliting C^mmi/tee : Dr. "W. M. Chamberlain,
Chairman : Dr.s. Ellsworth Eliot and Horace P.

Farnham.
On the recommendation of the Comitia l^Tinora

it was voted to grant certilicates of membership to

Drs. W. B. Goldsmith and E. A. Judson.

FOR THE PROTECTIOX OF THE CEXTRAL P.\RK.

Dr. a. Jacobi oflfered the following resolution,

•wliich was seconded by Dr. Boosa and unanimously
adopted by the Society :

Jiesolred, That the President be authorized and
directed to ajipoint, in case of necessity and at his

leisure, an appropriate committee for the purpoiye

of defending the Central Park against any attempts
to change its destination.

A communication from Surgeon and Bt. Brig.-

Gen. U. S. Army. T. A. McParUn, M.D., was then
read, after which the Society adjourned.

BALTIMORE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
SOCIETY.

Discussion on Urethral STRicTrRE.

(Reported for The Medical Record.)

Ox November 3d the regular discussion was oj^ened
by Dr. C. F. Bev.an, on

URETHRAIi STRICTrRE AST) ITS TREATMENT BY IN-

TERNAL XniETirROTOMY.

Dr. Bevan began his subject by saying that a few
years ago the answer to the question, What is the
best and most proper treatment of iirethral strictiire?

would have been something like this : To introduce
a bougie, and graclually dilate the urethra till a suf-

ficient Oldening should be obtained, and that a
No. 8 or 10 (English) would be sufficiently large;
that if the stricture should be very dense, and not
readily yield to well-directed efforts at dilatation, or
if the case demanded jirompt treatment, then divul-

sion might be practised and followed np hy dilata-

tion ; and that it would, in extremely few instances,
be necessary to do the operation of perineal section
with or without a guide ; that patience and a little

knowledge of anatomy would generally enable the
surgeon to find the road to the bladder, in -which
event dilatation could be relied upon to complete the
cure, and that, finally, patients the subjects of stric-

ture -were doomed to life-long urethral meilication
in the shape of sounds and bougies, for such con-
tractions would always return, no matter how care-
fully the case might be treated.

In the last ten years these views had been ener-

getically atta<'kod by Dr. F. U. Otis of New York, wh(

in a series of able i)apers, i)roi)osod new instnimenti

new i)rinciplos. and new methods of treatment i

fitrictured urctiiri'. Dr. Otis's views hail, howeve
made hoadwuy very slowly among the great body <

flurgeons, and are still the subjects of active, not i

say acrid debute.

Dr. ]{evun has operated for 225 Btrictures by ii

ternal uretlirotomy, in 100 cases, and used the»

cases as a basis for the examination of the views i

Dr. Otis as jiroposed by himself in the last edition «

his work on " Stricture of the Male Urethra." The*
are : The great questions in regard to normal up
thral calibre ; the definite proportionate relation b
tween tlie circumference of the urethra and the orga

in which it is situated ; the importance of recogni
ing the possiliiiity of stricture of a calilire above tl

then accejited normal standard size of the nretlm
the common dependence of gleet and often of troubl
some reflex irritations upon such strictures ; tl

greater freqnencj' of stricture in the anterior part

the canal ; the iiossil)ility of a radical cure of stri

ture by dilating urethrotomy ; the great advantagi

of .such operation over the dilating procedures, bol

in regard to safety, comfort, time, and jiermanein
of resiilts.

The results of nearly 300 measurements of tl

urethra made -with the urethrometer and bulboi
sounds have convinced Dr. Bevan that the form^

estimates of the normal size of the urethra, accordir

to leading English and French surgeons, were nm<
too small. These estimates were No. 8 English ai

No. 21 French for the respective schools. In D
Bevan's experience, the calibre of the urethra was
no instance less than No. 26 French, nor more thi

No. 47 French. The latter case had been operat<

upon by the late Dr. T. 1\. Browm, and is probab
the largest uretlira on record. The average measui
ment was No. 30 French.
In the experience of Dr. Bevan the meatus is «

ways the narrowest part of the urethral canal ; it

often contracted when the rest of the urethra is d(

mal, and it is frequently the site of cicatricial co
tractions resulting from venereal sores and oth

forms of inflammatory action. From this exi)erien

he concludes that the rule given by Dr. (3tis w
afford a more nearly correct guide to the size of i

urethra than can be found in the meatus. It m
be that with a larger exjierience the relationship I

tween the circumference of the penis and the calil

of the Tircthra can be accepted as proven ; at prese
it is a valuable working rule.

Dr. Bevan considers the recognition of strictui

of large calibre of great importance. The freque

dependence of gleet and of troublesome reflex aflFc

tions upon the contractions invading only slighl

the canal of the urethra needed no demoustratic
The sooner such contractions are recognized a
brought under treatment the better for the patien*

An interesting case of purely reflex nervous sym
toms depending on stricture was related, which
briefly as follows

:

A well-developed man, forty-three years old, it

suddenly seized with vertigo and cardiac distni

ance, June 13, 1879. He was seen within an ho
after his seizure, at which time most of his sym
toms had abated. He complained of headache, whi
had been quite frequent of late, and of a train

symptoms referable to dyspepsia. Physical exai
nation negative. The first clue to the cause of 1

symptoms was found when about to examine 1

urine. It was found that urination required a gw
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fort, and that the water was passed very slowly,

^hen interrogated he admitted having had a stric-

ire eigliteen years ago, which had, however, been

ired by a distinguished surgeon of New York. He
lid he had never had any trouble with his urethra

uce that time. On examination, a contraction, ad-

litting a No. 10 F., was found at three inches from

le meatus, and at four and a half inches another

jntraction was found, admitting only a bulbous

)und No. 4 F. The circumference of his penis was
iree and a half inches, and normal urethral calibre,

3 determined by the urethrometer, thirty-foiir mil-

metres. After division of the strictures by internal

rethrotomy all the symptoms of dysjiepsia and his

eadache ra^ndly subsided. He is now in jjerfcct

ealth, and a No. 31 F. bulbous sound passes to the

ulbo-membranous urethra without detecting any
jcontraction fourteen months after the operation.

The location of the 225 strictures treated by Dr.

tevan were as follows : including contractions of the

eatus there were 38 strictiires in the first quarter

ich, 47 between J and 1^ inches, 51 fi-om li to 2i
iches, 50 from 2^ to 3^ inches, 1-4 from 3| to 4|

iches, 11 from 4i to 5\ inches, 9 from 5|- to 6J
aches, and 5 from G\ to 7i inches. Out of the en-

ire 225 strictures, therefore, 18G, or 82 per cent.,

rere located in the anterior four and a quarter

aches.

Whether stricture is ever entirely cured by any
ither method of treatment than that of cutting is

exceedingly doubtful. To dilate a stricture up to

vo. 8 or 10 English, and then send the patient away
rith a sound which he must jsass during the rest of

lis life, is certainly not curing it. On the other

land, Otis, Mastin, Pease, Brown, Teevan, and others

lave placed on record the resiilts of their own expe-

ience, and claim radical cures. Otis rejiorts thirty-

me of his first imblished series of 100 cases in which
10 recontraction had taken place in from two weeks
o three years. In his second series of 136 cases,

hirty-eight were examined, and no recontraction

bund. Mastin claims nine radical cures out of

hirty cases operated upon. Pease re-examined
wenty-four out of forty-five cases, at intervals from
)ne month to two years, and found no recontraction.

Brown makes a similar report.

In twenty-seven cases, re-examined after an inter-

ral of from four months to three years from the time

Df operation. Dr. Bevan found no recontraction.

It is probable that even a larger proportion is cured

han is indicated by these figures, since most of Dr.

Bevan's cases were dispensary patients, who would
aot be likely to return unless there was trouble from
recontraction.

Id the 100 cases upon whom the operations of Dr.

Devan were performed, urethral fever followed in

ten cases. This was limited to a chill followed by a

rise of temperature from two to four degrees, which
subsided in a few hours and did not return. The
'>• Miliylactic administration of quinine and morphia

IS to be of service,

x'ori-urethral abscess occun-ed in one case. The
section was made with a Maisonneuve urethrotome.

The patient, an old subject of stricture, was seized

with retention which he tried to relieve with his own
catheter. He drew blood several times, and failing

to introduce the instrument consulted two or three

physicians without obtaining relief. Dr. Bevan was
consulted on the fourth day of attack. His condi-

tion was very bad from pain and loss of rest, as well

as great nausea, the result of the use of opiates.

He had become very weak. A firm, painful swelling

was found in the perineum. Under chloroform, a

filiform bougie was introduced through the stricture

with difliculty, and after it tlie guide of the Maison-

neuve urethrotome, with which the stricture was cut

to No. 8 Engli.sh, and a catheter used to draw his

water. Forty-eight hours after the operation the

abscess was opened and several ounces of pus evacu-

ated. The week following he was cut to No. 30 F., his

normal calibre, without the slightest accident. He
was re-examined five months afterward with No. 36

bulbous sound, and no recontraction found.

Acute urethritis followed in three cases, but gave

no trouble.

Curvature of the penis, very annoying to the pa-

tient, resulted in one case. This passed off within

three months without further treatment.

In one instance eijididymitis followed the opera-

tion ; the patient afterward stated that his testicle

had been painful for twenty-four hours previous to

the operation. No hemorrhage of consequence fol-

lowed in any of the 225 strictures divided. No deaths

occurred in' Dr. Bevan's series of 100 cases. In one

case the patient was suflering from an attack of jjyelo-

nephritis and abscess at the time of operation. The
abscess discharged through the ureter and bladder,

and after a serious illness of several weeks he recov-

ered.

The suggestion of Dr. E. L. Keyes, to restrict the

operation of dilating urethrotomy to the pendulous

urethra, while perhaps a wise rule to follow,^ is of

small apphcability, inasmuch as from seventy-five to

eighty per cent, of all strictures occur in the anterior

four- inches of the urethra. In the opinion of Dr. Be-

van, Holt's operation (divulsion) should be absolutely

discarded. It was a dangerous operation, and more-

over failed to cure the stricture. The tearing of the

tissues is liable to be followed by a traumatic stric-

ture which may become very intractable in the future.

Db. Coskery said that, notwithstanding the favor-

able showing made for internal urethrotomy in Dr.

Bevan's paper, he was not yet ready to adopt the op-

eration. It should be remembered that dilating ure-

throtomy was a very youthful operation ; one that

was stiU on trial. On the other hand, slow dilatation

was safe, settled, and satisfactory. Because a child's

head and body could be forced through a woman's

vagina during parturition, certainly did not make it

desirable that all women should have a vagina with a

calibre of 4-5 inches. For the same reason, because

a crowbar can be rammed down a man's urethra

under certain circumstances does not make it advis-

able that all men having urethral narrowing should

be thus treated. A urethra with a calibre of No. 8

English was large enough for all practical puri)oscs ;

all that was necessary was to kee]) it pervious to that

extent. "With patience and a little knowledge of

anatomy a surgeon could introduce a bougie into any

opening through which water could pass out.

Dr. Lyxch was disposed to look more favorably on

the modification of internal urethrotomy introduced

by Dr. Otis. Putting the question to himself, if he

had a stricture that gave him trouble, he should cer-

tainly prefer having his stricture cut to passing a

sound into his urethra daily or weekly for the rest of

his life.

Dr. Erich, while believing himself possessed of the

average amount of patience, was compelled to admit

that he had re])eutedly been unsuccessful in passing

even a filiform bougie through narrow, tortuous stric-

tures. He was not willing to accept the old dictum

that where water could pass out a bougie could be

passed in, as entirely true. So far as a knowledge
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of tho normal anatomy went, it would ])n7.zlo some of

tho host anatonusts toilonionstrnto a urotlira in some
of thoso sjMvimcns. A j>()int whicii he lia<l fro |n<>ntly

noticed, and to whi<'h lie was diHi>oHC(l to attach Honio

iinnortanco is, that a narrow stricture niifrht l)e di-

lated to a certain si/.o—say to Xo. i» or No. «• Kn^^lish

—

witli comparative ease ; but as soon as it was at-

tempted to Ro lievond that, so much tumefaction fol-

lowed at the site of the stricture tliat at the next sit-

ting only a No. .*$ or No. t Enciflish could be ])assed, and
tlie same tedious work had to be gone over. He de-

cidedly ])referred Otis's operation, and believed that

radical cure of stricture by its means was po.ssible.

Dr. Kohb expres.sed 8uri)riHe at the reactionary

views of Dr. Coskery. Dilatation could certainly not

be so safe, rational, and satisfactory a procedure as

had been claimed. It was less than ten years since

Dr. Otis had presented his novel views on tliese sub-

jects. During this comparatively brief i)eriod the
operation of dilatating urethrotomy had been per-

formed jierhaps l,r)UO times. Surely such popularity

could not have been won in face of an established

procedure if this had been so reliable and satisfactoi-y

as Dr. Coskery claimed for life-long dilatation. Dr.
Otis's operation was on trial, it was true ; but it was a

trial that seemed to lie eminently satisfactory to both
surgeon and patient wlicrever it had been adopted.
It was worthy of note that the greatest opponents of

dilating urethrotomy were those surgeons who had
not tried the operation, while those who had once
tried it were almost without exception strenuous ad-
vocates of it.

Corrcspoiiticncc.

THE SALE OF POISONS.
To THE EorroB of Thk Medical Rkcobd.

Sm—Referring to your article on the sale of poisons
in your issue of the '20th instant, I cordially indorse
Dr. Peters' suggestion that patented and proprie-
tary articles, such as soothing syrups, cough mix-
tures, etc., should have poiso)) labels upon them.
Many of tlie pills advertised for the cure of con-

stipation, headache, biliousness, and liver complaint
ought to be labelled in the same manner. "The
Little Giant Pill" so extensively advertised and sold
in the New England States, especially in New Hamp-
shire and Connecticut, contains in each jiill J gr. each
of ext. belladonna and ext. nux vomica, and serious
conseqiiences may be apprehended from the sale of
such a remedy.

Smtlax.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of tlie Medical Department, United States A nny,
from November 21, 1880, to November 27, 1880.

HoFF, J. V. R., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for one month. S. O. 20S, Depart-
ment of the East, November 26, 1880.

Woman's Medical CoLiiEGE, New York. — Dr.
Charles L. Dana has been elected Professor of Phys-
iology in the Woman's Medical College of this city.

illftiical Sterns aiiti Ucius.

CoNTAOiouB Diseases — Weeklt Statement. -

Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseaHt

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Dei)artmen
for the two weeks ending November 27, 1880.
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I'la^vALENCE AND Caitse OP Typhoid Fe\'er.—The
11-lish journals report an unusual number of out-

' aks of typhoid fever during the ijreseut fall.

)n!0 of them have been very severe. They have oc-

irrcd for the most part in small rural communities,
liiise systems of excrement disposal is by i)it-i)riv-

-s. ;ind whose water-supply is derived from wells

iig in the vicinity of the houses, and, therefore, of

le privies. There is usually no history of any i)re-

ous case before the outbreak begins ; and, unless

16 latter is to be accounted for on the pathogenetic
leory, which does not receive general accejitatiou,

16 reason for the outbursts, says the Bri/ish Medi-
d Journal, must be found elsewhere. The most
iitiiral explanation would seem to be that which
;sts upon the presence of old germs of the disease

iug latent in the soil. The prolonged drought,

ich as England experienced last summer, dried the

ibsoil and sunk the level of the water in the wells,

eavy rainfalls in the autunm then came and rapidly

ercolated through the soil into the wells, carrying

lere the infective germs. Such a theory as this is

lought to be more rational than to suppose that the

isease has arisen de novo.

The Har-veian Lectures for the coming season

re to be delivered in December, by Dr. James E.

olloek. Subject :
" On the Prognosis and Treat-

lent of Chronic Diseases of the Chest in Relation to

lodern Pathology."

Effects of LoNG-coNTEsruED Lactation ttpon the
•varies and Uterus. ^—Dr. W. Japp Sinclair relates

number of cases from whose histories he considers

le following conclusions may be presumed to be
me

:

1. Lactation tends to prevent conception by its

ifluence on the ovaries in retarding their retui'u to

16 state in which ovulation is perfect.

2. After weaning, the evolution of the ovaries be-

ames more rapid than it is during any period of

ictation.

3. After long-continued lactation, its sudden ces-

ition is liable to be followed by a rapid evolution of

lie ovaries and uterus, giving rise to symptoms of

varian and uterine hypertemia.
4. Long-continued lactation may cause superin-

olution of the ovaries and uterus, resulting, under
ivorable circumstances, in complete or partial jiro-

ipse of the uterus.

CiiiNic^vL Study in American Medical CoiiLEGES.

-A correspondent of the Lancet Myites from Phila-

elphia, concerning the Philadelphia hospitals, as

allows: "The total absence of clinical clerks and
j-essers could hardly fail to be remarked, the house
ui'geon's assistant taking the form of a four-wheel
;o-cart fitted with every requisite. Clinical study in

he medical curriculum is apparently unnecessary.

was assured that at Jefi'erson College, which is one
if the leading medical schools in the country, a man
aight take his degree in medicine and go forth to

•ractice his profession icithout ever having seen a
ase !

"

Phthisis and Dajepness of the Soil.—The inves-

igations of Dr. Bowditch and Dr. Kelly, which
eenied to demonstrate the causal relation between
)hthisis and dampness of the soil, have been recently

Usputed by Dr. Charles Kelly, health officer of West
Sussex, England. He gives a table showing the geo-

ogical formation of the soil in the difterent districts

ind the corresponding mortality from phthisis. In

this it is shown that there are more deaths in the
dry districts than in the moist. Dr. Kelly seems to

have considered any outside factors that might mod-
ify his conclusions. The question evidently needs
further study.

—

Brit. Med. Juurn.

Castration of Dods.—It is estimated that sheep
to the value of .1?30,00() were killed by dogs in Ken-
tucky in 1879. It is claimed [Archives of Compar.
Med.) that castration jirevents this tendency to kill

sheei).

The Sudden Death op Dr. Lotms Presse, of Paris,

is announced. Dr. Presse was an eminent litteratem'

and medical journalist. He contributed especially

to the Revue des deux mondes and to the G'azette

mi'dicale.

Treatment op Sea-sickness.—Nitro-glycerme in

doses of gr. t»u to gr. ^[,77 is highly recommended
for sea-sickness by a correspondent of the British

Medical Journal. In the same paper Dr. 11. Bruce
Low states that after long experience with many
kinds of remedies he has settled down on drachm
doses of bromide of potassium as affording the surest

relief.

Influence of Music on the Circulation op tee
Blood.—Dr. Dogiel has made some studies on this

subject, from which he concludes : (1) That music
has an influence on the circulation of the blood. (2)

That it sometimes raises and sometimes depresses the

blood-pressure. This influence is brought about by
the reflex action of the excited auditory nerve upon
the medulla oblongata. (^V Generally the heart

beats faster, the automatic motor ganglia being stim-

ulated. (I) Strychnia increases the effect of music
;

curara lessens it. (5) The effects vary with the jiitch,

loudness, and tone of the music.

Removal of Three Ovaries.—In the Allgemeine

Wiener viedizinische Zeitung (No. 36) is a short notice

of an ovarian operation performed by Dr. Fritz Kejip-

ler, a German jihysician settled in Venice, which was
undertaken for the purpose of removing what ap-

peared to be ovarian and tubal degenerate growth
on both sides. In the course of the operation, how-
ever, it appeared that there was a fully formed third

ovary and tube, which were also the seat of disease,

so that it was necessaiy to perform extirjiation of the

three ovaries and three tubes. Such an anatomical

anomaly is, it is stated, previously unknown ; so that

the case is one of great anatomical as well as surgical

interest. The oi^eration was entirely successful.

—

Brit. Med. Journ.

Stramonium-Poisoning and Stammering.—Dr. J.

H. Straughn, of Lexington, Mo., "WTites :
" Some time

since I had a case of stramonium-jjoisoning in a child

—gave an emetic and a purgative, and used morphia
hypodermically ; child made, as I thought, a perfect

recovery ; but I have recently learned that she stam-

mers hadly, something she never did before the

poisoning."

The New York Societt for the Relief op Wid-
ows and Orphans op Medical Men held their thirty-

eighth annual meeting on the evening of November
2-4th, Dr. S. T. Hubbard in the chair. The laws

governing this society entitle the widow of a member
to 8400 per annum, but for every §10, or multiple of

810, of income possessed by the widow, an amount
equal to fifty per cent, of said income must be de-

ducted from' the annuity, and an orphan is entitled
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to 3100 per annnm, subject to liko conditions. The
oarninK-s of ft wiilow or of tho childn-n liy tlirir own
iiiilnstrv lire not ronsiilercil ns inconio Hubjci-tiiig the

annuity to ilcduction. In Hpociftl cftscs tlio ftgcd

fiithor, tho widowed mother, or ligcd sister of a de-

ceased lueaibor who liad l)oon dopendoiit upon liim

for support m ly roceivo assistance at tho discretion

of tho Board of Managers, or by a thrce-fourtlis vote

of tho members. The society numbers 150 members.

The Treasurer's report showed the total assets of tlie

society to be ."?l-'-',H-'».or>. The receipts during the

jiast year were ^10,727.72, and for the same i)eriod

5j4,Gl8.7"j was paid out in annuities, and ;pll5.80 for

miscellaneous expenses. The foHowing olhcera were

elected : J'rK-iitl'-.ut—Dr. Wilhird Tarker ; Vicr-Pres-

idenls—Di: Jared Liusly, Dr. Isaac E. Taylor, and
])r. S. S. Purple ; Tredsurrr—John H. Hinton

;

3/((/i<i.7fT.s-—Dr. S. T. Hubbard, Dr. William Det-

mold. Dr. (.'Imrles WriLjht, Dr. John C>. A<lams, Dr. J.

Wiener, Dr. William N. Blakeman, Dr. E. C. 8eguin.

SMAT.ii-Pox is committing dreadful ravages among
the Indians who people tho sparsely settled districts

on the north shore of the Gulf of St. LawTence. Infor-

mation recently received by the Canadian government
shows that they are dying by hundreds. A panic has

seized the survivors and they have fled from the dead
and dying, leaving the former unburicd and the lat-

ter uncared for, to seek refuge in the woods, where
their trails are marked by lines of corpses. The
worst feature of the case is that when a doctor was
sent by tl)e local authorities to relieve the condition

of the distressed savages, it was found that he was a

political opponent of the Board, and he was at once
recalled, and the panic-stricken district left to itself

until a medical man of their own political stripe can
reach it.

A New HrpoDERinc Strtnge.—^Dr. W. E. Leonard
writes : "In the Medical Recoud of Nov. 20th, p. 587,

Tou mention a new hypodermic syi'iuge by Dr. John
^I. White, of Pleasant Eidge, Ala. Allow me to draw
your attention to the fact that such a syringe as de-

scribed by Dr. White has been in use for the last

eight years, was published in the Xew York Medical

Journal for October, 1876. It is illustrated on page
901 of Shepard «k Dudley's illustrated catalogue of

surgical instruments."

Alms-House Hospitajj, B. I.—Warden Vought, of

the Aims-House, Blackwell's Island, has just fitted

up a beautiful new dispensary for the occupancy
of the Resident Medical Stafif of the Aims-House
Hospital, thus supplying a long-felt want.

OcuiiAK Defects and Coxstitutional Diseases.—
Dr. George T. Stevens writes: " In his recent card

Dr. Roosa fully confirms the statement made in my
note of November Gth. The point to which I call

attention of the readers of the Record is, that a

lecturer who attempts to convince his auditors and
readers that views advanced by myself ' arc probably
not founded upon accurate obsers-ations,' while he
utterly fails to establish even a fair ground of sus-

picion against me in this respect, actually convicts

himself of ' inaccurate observations ' in regard to

the central case of his lecture. The case which, he
says ' has induced me to speak to you on this subject.'

" In the lecture, the author starts upon indirect

authority, that in the case reported the headaches
had been 'attributed to a want of co-ordination of

the internal recti and it was now advised
that the crternal recti be cut.'

"He now publishes an extract from a letter from

his informant in which it is stated that ' Dr. Htoveni

projxtsed the Kanie o]>eration tiiat he had j»erformed

on his cousin. I understood this to bo jiartioi

ti'7if>/fnni/ of iiihmnl rt'dus nf one ei/e.' Now, as Dr.

HooHft iias introduc<'d a second case in order to shon
that 1 have? jurformed a c€»rtain operation in dim

case and might in another, it may be of interest t<

know what he does not state. That the cousin U.

whom ho refers, has, during the year which liat

pas.sed since tho o])eration referred to, enjoyed a

degree of health to which she had previously been •

life-long stranger, and that whereas she had from

early childhood sulFered from neuralgic lieadachei

of most intense character, occuring so frequently at

clouded lier whole life, she is now free from hei

terrible attacks. It may also be a matter of interert

that in respect to all the tests of muscular ])owei

spoken of in Dr. Roosa's lecture, the cases of th<

two cousins were, to a singular degree, alike.

" It is not my purpose here either to discuss th«

peculiar logic of Dr. Roosa's lecture, nor to i)re8eni

new evidence regarding the value of my own views

In due time, however, I shall present many instance*

in which tenotomy, more or less complete, of the in

temal rectus has been performed with tho mogi

marked beneficial results in cases in which the mu»
cular relations have been similar to those in th<

cases spoken of by Dr. Roosa."

Poisoning by Ergot.—Dr. M. F. Leary, of Gay
lord, Kansas, writing to Dr. J. M. Keating, of Phila

delphia, says :
" Referring to your articles in th«

Record of October 18th and November 13th, aiu

Dr. Radcliffe's criticism on your diagnosis, I liej

to state that some two years since I had about th<

same exi)erieuce with ergot that you have detailed

The case was in my own practice, a case of miscar

ri(if/e, and when everything was doing nicely, I ss. o
' Squibb's ' ergot was given l)y error, 3 j. every hall

hour, followed by an alarming collapse and symptom
much resembling those obsei-ved in your case. Sine

seeing your article I have written the case uj) ani

sent it to the Xew Orleans Medical and Surgico

Journal, belie\-ing that this drug is more dangerou
than commonly supiDosed. I can find but one othe

instance on record of poisoning from ergot. In m;

own case I am satisfied there was neither hemoi
rhage, shock, nor idiosyncrasy at work, but purely

case of poisoning from ergot."

Dr. C. R. Agnew has been chosen to fill the VI

cancy in the State Electoral College.

Philadelphia's Coroner.—Dr. W. S. Janney WB
made Coroner of Philadelphia at the recent electioi

This makes the thii-d medical incumbent of this ofl&c<

as Dr. Jauney's predecessors were Drs. Kingsto
Goddard and'W. Kent Gilbert. The politicians s

last seem to recognize the fact that no ouo but

physician can be acceptable to the voters.

-^^ » ^
Books Received.

On the Vse of the Cold Puck, followed by Massage, In the Treatmei
of Ansemia. By Mary I'utnain-Jncohi and Victoria A. White, M.l
New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. I860.

Care and Culture of Children. By T. S. Sozinskey, M.D., Ph.l

Philaclclphia : H. C. W.itts i Co. li^O.

Elementary Treatise on the Function of Vision. By Dr. Giraud-Te
Ion, Paris. Translated by Lloyd Owen, F.R.C.S.I. London: B»
Here, Tindall & Cox.

Diatrnosis and Treatment of Ear Di.seases. By Albert H. Buck. 11.1

New York : W. Wood 4: Co. (Woods Library of Standard Medic
Authors.

)

Descriptive Atlas of Anatomy. 92 royal 4to plates. Philadelpliia:

B. Lippincott & Co. 1S80.

Is Consumption Contagious, and can it be Transmitted by Means
Fooil t By Herbert C. Clapp, A.M., M.D. Boston : OtU Clapp

Son. ISbO.
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CARTWRIGIIT LECTURES,*
ON THE

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANTAGONISM BE-
TWEEN MEDICINES, AND BETWEEN
REMEDIES AND DISEASES.

By ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, M.D.,
PROFESSOU OF MATKItlA MBDICA AND THERAPEUTICS IN THE JEFFER-

SON MbOICAL COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA.

(Special Report for The Medical Eecokd.)

Lecture IV.

CHLORAL AND STRYCHNIA—CHLORAL AND PICROTOXINE
— CHLORAL AND ATROPIA— OPItTM AND VERATRUM
VIRTDE—OPIUM AND GELSEMIUM—OPIUM AND ACONITE
—MORPHIA SUBCUTANEOUSLY AND CHLOROFORM BY
INHALATION, ETC.

The discovery of cliloral hydrate and of the antago-
nism between this agent and strychnia by Liebreich
are followed by a vast number of I'esearches upon the
subject, and the literature of chloral accordingly has
already become enormous. As we are concerned at

present only with the antagonisms of chloral, how-
ever, I shall contine myself to what has been accom-
plished in the elucidation of these. In the first

place, Liebreich demonstrated that animals which
had been thrown into a deej? stupor by lethal doses
of chloral were aroused by the administration of

strychnia, which thus proved the means of saving
their lives. Again, if a lethal dose of strychnia were
given to two rabbits, and to one of them fifteen grains

of chloral were given in addition, the one which re-

ceived the strychnia alone would die in tetanic con-
vulsions in the space of ten minutes, while the other
would sink into a quiet sleep, lasting perhaps a couple
of hours, from which it would awake in the same con-
dition as before either agent was administered. Such
a striking experiment would seem to afford conclu-

sive evidence of the existence of the antagonism be-

tween chloral and strychnia ; but the results of the
researches of Liebreich have been abundantly con-
firmed by the labors of other observers, and especial-

ly by the exhaustive investigation of the subject
undertaken by the committee of the British Medical
Association, of which Dr. J. Hughes Bennett was
chairman. The conclusions which they reached were
as follows

:

" (1.) That after a fatal dose of strychnia, life may
be saved by bringing the animal under the influence

of chloral hydrate.
" (2.) That chloral hydrate is more likely to save

life after a fatal dose of strychnia than strychnia is to

save life after a- fatal dose of chloral hydrate.
" (3.) That after a dose of strychnia, producing

severe tetanic convulsions, these convulsions may be
much reduced, both in force and frequency, bj the
use of chloral hydrate, and, consequently, much suf-

fering saved.
" (4.) That the extent of the physiological antago-

nism between the two substances is so far limited

that a very large fatal dose of strychnia may kill be-

fore the chloral has had time to act, or so large must
be the dose of chloral hydrate to antagonize an ex-

* Of the Alumni Association of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York.

cessive dose of strychnia that there is danger of

death from the efi'ects of the chloral hydrate.
" (5.) Cliloral hydrate mitigates the effects of a

fatal dose of strychnia by depressing tlie excess of

reilex activity excited by that substance, whilst

strychnia may mitigate the effects of a fatal dose of

chloral hydrate by rousing the activity of the spinal

cord ; but it does not ai)pear caj^able of removing
the coma produced by the action of cliloral hydrate
on the brain."

Huseniann, who made a careful investigation of

the antagonism supjjosed to exist between chloral

and strychnia, holds that the former is an antidote

to the latter, ovei'comiug the spasms and preventing
death, and that it acts in the same way in regard to

the strychnia-basis known as brucin.

(Having alluded to the experimental researches

concerning the antagonism conducted by Rajewski,
Erlenmeyer, Arnould and Ore, the lecturer ])roceeded

to discuss the results obtained from clinical exj^eri-

ence.) I have found seven cases of strychnia-i^oison-

ing in which chloral was the ijrincipal or only agent
employed in the treatment, and they were all suc-

cessful. I have also found severe cases of strychnia

successfully treated by chloroform-inhalation, and
if we accei^t the view of Liebreich that the eff'ect of

cliloral is due to the disengagement of chloroform in

the blood, these will afford additional and confirma-

tory evidence as to the reality of the antagonism. I

have been unable to find any instances of chloral-

poi-soning in which strychnia was adequately em-
ployed as an antidote. In summing uj) tlae evidence

we are forced to conclude that chloral hydrate and
strychnia are antagonistic ; but at the same time it

is true that chloral is an antagonist to strychnia-

poisoning rather than that strychnia is an antagonist

to chloral-jjoisoning. In the treatment of the toxic

effects of strychnia by chloral, the doses of the latter

employed should deiJcnd upon the symptoms ob-
served. Sufficient chloral should always be given to

put an end to the sjsasms caused by the strychnia,

in order to j^revent a stoppage of the respiration

through fixation of the respiratory muscles, which is

one of the chief dangers to be aiii^rehended. The
amount will vaiy according to cii'cumstances. In
the case of a Sioux Indian treated by Dr. Turner,.

105 gTains of chloral were given within four hours..

The quantity of strychnia taken could not he ascer-

tained ; but the chloral was kept up until there was
no tendency to a return of the spasms.

"When strychnia is used in chloral-poisoning, the

object is to overcome the tendency to failure of the

heart and respiration by stimulating the cardiac and
respiratory centre, and the doses required are prob-
ably considerably less than would be supposed theo-

retically. About one-sixtieth of a gi-ain should be
given at first, and after that one one-hundred-and-
twentieth of a grain reijeated every half-hour until

the maximum is ai)proached.

Let us now consider the mechanism of the an-

tagonism between chloral and stiychnia, and in order

to do this we must understand the j^hysiological ac-

tion of each. Chloral, with or without a biief stage of

excitement, produces sopor closely resemliling natu-

ral sleep, and in lethal doses, coma and insensibility.

In toxic doses, therefore, it susj^ends the cerebral

functions. It acts in like manner on the spinal cord,,

preventing refiex action and motility, although it

does not interfere with sensibility until the cere1n-al

functions are suspended. It enfeebles the heart's-

action, reduces the arterial tension, and lowers the^

I
temperature to a considerable extent. Under its-
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influenco roHi)imti<)n boconies pfnitliially slower and
more sliiillow, iiiul is liiially ftrrcHtt'tl. Deiitli takoH

plsum eitluT from jniralysis of tlio lioiirt or of tlu* n-s-

piration, or inuy bo duo to the arrest of liotli the cir-

ciilfttorv and respiratory fum-tionK siiuultaneoiisly.

Stryehnia, on tlio otiier hand, does not atVeet the
corehral functions at all, but aets «'ni'rKetically on
the spinal cord. It exalts its reflex irritability, and
is a motor »'xcitant. It also has the efl'ect of stimu-

latin<{ respiration, stren^theninK the heart's action,

and vaisiu)^ the arterial tension. Cidoral and strych-

nia can hardly bo re<^arded as antaf^onistic in tiieir

effects on the cerebrum, since the former suspcMids

its functions, and the latter does not afl'ect it in

any way ; but In regard to the spinal cord, their

antagonism is very complete, strychnia exalting its

functions and chloral internijjting them. Thus, ])y

HtimuUiting the respiratory aiul vaso-motor centres

in the cord, strychnia counteracts one of tlie chief

dangers from chloral narcosis. The great danger
from strychnia is tetanic fixation of tlie respiratory

rau.scles, and this is obviated by the action of chloral.

This antagonism is more complete than the oi>posite

one. Whenc3 it follows that chloral is more useful

in strychnia-ijoisoning than strychnia in chloral-

poisoning.

CHIiORAL ANT> nCROTOXINE.

Husemann, in his investigations of the antagonisms
of chloral, found that picrotoxine was to be included
among the ageuts that act in opposition to it. The
only reliable researches in regard to this antagonism
are those of Dr. J. Crichton Bro>^Tie, of the ^Yest
Riding Lunatic Asylum, England. Picrotoxine, it

may be stated, is the active princii^le of Cocculus In-

dicus, but it is not ])roperly an alkaloid, and does
not coml)ine with acids to form salts. Its action on
the brain is to produce delirium and stupor, and it

gives rise to einleptiform, tonic, and clonic con-
vulsions, which are succeeded by coma and insensi-

bility. It has the power of .suspending the reflex

functions, as well as the irritability of both the mo-
tor and sensory nerves.

At tii-st res|)iration and the pulse-rate are quick-
ened by it for a brief pei-iod ; but this preliminary
excitement is qiiickly followed by a more permanent
depressing effect, the respiration becoming shallow
and the hearfs action enfeebled. The temperature,
also, which at first is slightly elevated, becomes re-

duced, especially after the convulsions. On compar-
ing the physiological effects of the two agents, there-
fore, we find that they are antagonistic in their effects

on the cerebnim and spinal cord, but not on the heart
and respiration. Dr. Browne summarizes his conclu-
sions from experiments on animals as follows

:

" Chloral hydrate is physiologically antagonistic
to picrotoxine in rabbits and guinea-jiigs, and may
save life when administered fifteen to twenty min-
utes after a fatal dose of the latter. There is no an-
tagonisms exerted lietween these two agents on cats

;

death being caused by paralysis of the heart, a result
in which both participate." An examination into
the mechanism of the antagonism, which, from Dr.
Browne's researches, it must be admitted is very
limited, shows that it must be confined to the cere-
brum and the reflex, motor, and sensory functions of
the spinal cord, not extending to the cardiac and
respiratory functions.

CHIiOR.VL AN"D ATROPIA.

The antagonism between chloral and atropia was
first studied by myself, and later by Husemann, Foth-

ergill, and others. The i)hyHiological actions of

both of these agents having already engager] our at-

tention, we nuiy j)roceed directly to an (-xamination

of their antagonisti<- action. On the lirain and s])inal

cord they act in an oj^posed manui'r to a limited

extent. Atroj)ia diminishes the hyi»notic effect of

chloml, and tlie stupor and insensibility produced
by it are counteracted by atropia in the same degree
as by strychnia. On the sj)iiial cord they act in a
different manner, and, to a certain extent, antago-
nistically. The action of atrojiia on the spinal cord
and veins is of a <-omplex nature ; having a tetaniz-

ing effect upon the cord, exalting its reflex ftuiction,

and paralyzing the nu)tor nerves, while it greatly

diminisiies the irntability of the sensor}' nerve.s. On
the other hand, chloral suspends the reflex function

of the cord and causes a paralysis which is j)urely

spinal. Both the agents, however, j)roduce motor-
paralysis. On the circulation and res])iration tlieir

action is decidedly and obviously antagonistic ; a
point which is abundantly confirmed l)otli by clin-

ical experience and experiments u])on animals. In
animals, however, owing to the fact that such drugs
have a more concentrated and overwhelming eflect

on the brain, on account of their less complex cere-

bral development, only rarely does it occur that

death can be averted by the emi^loyment of the an-
tagonist after a lethal dose of either of them.

Whilst the good effects of atropia in jn-eventing

death from (ililoral by failure of the heart's action

are very jirobable, it does not follow that the con-

verse of this is true. Although there are no clinical

or experimental data to de]iend upon in regard to

this point, it must be gi-auted that chloral could only
act in the same manner as morjjhia under the cir-

cum.stances, viz., by reducing the strain upon the

cardiac and respiratory centres caused by the stimu-
lating effect of the atropia. In cases of poisoning
by chloral it is better to give a small dose of atropia

and rej^eat it at short inter\-als iintil the character-

istic ettects of the dnig are noticeable, rather than
to administer a lai-ge dose at once. Unless caution
is observed in this respect, the evils of atropia-poi-

soniug may be added to chloral-narcosis. When there

is a return of i-eflex irritabUitj , an improvement in

the i)ulse and resj^iration, and a dilatation of the pu-
jiil, all the good effects that can be oV)tained by the
use of the antagonist have been secured, and it

would only be foolish and dangerous to persist fur-

ther in its employment.

THE ANTAGONISTS TO THE CABDIAO AND KESPIRATORY
DEPKES.SANTS.

We have now reached a most important and inter-

esting point in the course. From a jjhysiological,

as well as a clinical jjoiut of Wew it is very desirable

to know the various relations existing between those

remedies which act upon the heart and the lungs. Let
us first consider the action of

OPrCTM AND VERATKUII YIRIDE.

It has long been known that tincture of opium
counteracts the dejiressing effect of veratrum viride

upon the circulation, though I have been unable to

find when or by whom this was discovered. The
first instance of opium-poisoning treated by veratrum
viride, so far as I am aware, is that reported by Dr.

J. S. Todd, of Georgia. The jjatient took, with sui-

cidal intent, a quantity of laudanum representing
forty grains of crude opium. Emetics were admin-
istered, but they did not act until long after the

whole amount had been absorbed. The other treat-
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ment consisted in the hypodermatic injection of

tincture of veratrnm viride and whiskey, and of atro-

pia until the jjupils became dihited. Wlien so many
agents were resorted to, it must have been dilHcult to

decide which was of tlie most service in overcoming
the opinm narcosis ; but Dr. Todd attributed the

princii)al effect to the veratrnm viride. Dr. Halde-
man, of Zanesville, Ohio, also reports cases of o])ium-
poisoning successfully treated with veratrum viride.

No experimental researches have as yet been pub-
lished in regard to the antagonism ; but during the
past summer and aiitumn 1 have been making a se-

ries of exi:)eriments ui)on animals (rabl)its chiefly),

at my laboratory at the Jefferson Medical College,

for the purpose of testing it. In the first place I

ascertained that the minimum lethal dose of fluid

extract of veratrum viride (U. S. P.) was three min-
ims per pound weight. To this quantity from three

to five minims (according to the weight of the ani-

mal experimented upon) of Magendie's solution of

moi'phia seems to be antagonistic. When the antago-
nist was used in the proper proportion, the nausea
and vomiting, the muscular paresis, and the depres-
sion of the heart and respiration were all prevented,
and the animal's life saved. When the effects of the
morphia pre})onderated the pupils became contract-

ed, convulsions were produced, drowsiness, deepen-
ing into coma, succeeded, and the effects of the ve-

ratrum viride disap^ieared. The same results were
observed when frogs were employed instead of rab-

bits ; and the antagonism would seem, therefore, to

be clearly established. I found that the antagonism
was exerted after ten, and even twenty minutes ; but
further experiment is necessary to determine whe-
ther this is the case at a longer interval. An inter-

esting feature about the antagonism is that whether
opium is used against veratriim \dride, or vice versa,

the opposed action is equally marked.
It is now incumbent on us to stiidy the nature and

mechanism of this antagonism. Veratrum viride

has no effect on the mental functions, but causes

cerebriil anaemia ; while o])ium caiises excitement of

the mental functions, followed by drowsiness, coma,
and insensil)ility. Veratrum de2:)resses the vaso-mo-
tor centres, and reduces the arterial tension and the

temperature ; while opium (if the dose is less than
lethal, and especially in the form of morj^hia subcu-

taneously injected) stimulates the vaso-motor func-

tions, inci'eases the arterial tension, and maintains
the temperature. On the heart muscle, veratrum
viride acts as a direct depressant, and on the respi-

ratory muscles as a i^aralyzer ; while opium in doses

less than lethal has a marked effect in maintaining
respiration and the action of the heart. Veratrum
viride increases secretion generally, the saliva and
sweat especially ; while opium diminishes secretion,

as a rule, though under some circumstances it in-

creases perspir.ition. Veratrum is a paralyzer, acting

upon the motor-spinal functions, but leaving the

motor nerve-trunks and muscles intact ; while opium,
in less than lethal doses, opposes the action of vera-

trum viride in this respect. I cannot too strongly

insist upon the difference in the action of opium
when given in medicinal and in lethal doses, and in

using it to counteract the effects of a poisonous dose

of veratrum viride. It is much better to employ the

former than to administer the remedy so freely that

its effects will approximate those of the veratiiim

viride.

A sufficient number of cases have now been re-

ported to fully establish the utility of emplo.^dug

one of these agents, if judiciously administered, to

counteract the effects of a poisonous dose of the
other.

OPITTM AND GELSEMIUM.

The action of gelsemixim in general resembles that

of veratrum viride, but in some i)articulars there are
important differences between the two. Gelsemium
is more distnictly a i^aralyzer, causing drooping of the
upper eyelitl, dilatation of the i)uijil, and diplopia,

by jjaralyzing the third nerve. By its action on the
brain it causes drowsiness and stupor, but does not
interfere with the mental functions until its eflects

have resulted in carbonic acid narcosis. Gelsemium
paralyzes the respiration, which ceases before the
action of the heart. It is not, as generally supposed,
an arterial sedative, since the dei^ression of the circii-

lation is merely secondai'v to its depressuig efl'ec^t on
the respiration. The i)aralyzing action of gelsemium
is spinal ; neither the motor nerves nor the muscles
being afl'ected by it. It is obvious that oijium in

medicinal doses must be antagonistic to gelsemium,
preventing the respiratory and cardiac depression,

and averting death, unless the nervous centres be
entirely overwhelmed by the amount of the poison.

A striking instance of the antagonistic action of the

two agents in man is afforded in a case related by
Dr. George S. Courtright in the Cincimiati Lcoicet

and Observer, in which life was saved by the subcu-
taneous injection of moriahia after probably a tal)le-

spoonful of tincture of gelsemium had been taken.

On animals I have i3ursued the same line of ob-
servations as in the case of veratrum viride, and have
found that the antagonism is admirably shown on
the pupil, the respiration, and the action of the
heart ; although I have not been able to avert death
on account of the severity of the cerebral effects of

the two agents. In the same way morphia antago-

nizes the depressing effects of aconite ; and the same
facts w'hich hold good in regard to the opposed
actions of opium and veratrum viride, have been
proved both experimentally and clinically to be true

of those of opium and aconite.

MORPHIA AND COCAINE, THEINE, CAFFEINE AND GUAR-
ANINE.

One of the most interesting researches undertaken
by the committee of the British Medical Association,

of which Dr. Bennett was chairman, was that in re-

gard to the supposed antagonism between morphia
on the one hand and the alkaloids of coca, tea,

coffee, and guarana on the other. It was found that

the physiological action of these alkaloids was i)rac-

tically identical; their effects being "cerebral ex-

citement, succeeded by coma, when the quantity is

large ; loss of sensibility, which is partial when the

dose is small, and complete when the dose is large

;

tetanic spasms and convulsions ; and j^aralysis of the

jjosterior columns of the spinal cord and the i)eri-

pheral sensory nerves, leaving the anterior columns
and the motor nerves unaffected. At first they in-

crease and finally they diminish the force and
frequency of the cardiac contractions, and first irri-

tate and then paralyze the vaso-motor nerves." It

will be seen, therefore, that some of these actiors

are promoted, and others opjDosed by morphia. Tie
researches of the committee .demonstrate that there

is some foundation for the pojjular idea that strong

decoctions of tea and coffee are of service in opium-
poisoning. Thus, they found that theine was antago-

nistic to miconate of morphia, and that the action of

one so far motlifieel that of the other as to avert

death after a fatal dose of either.
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MOnnilA AND CHIXJROPORM.

As ]mmly.sis of the heart or of the respimtion, or
])osHil>ly liv tlie siinnltanooiis (lo])n>ssi()ii of l»oth

fmu'tions, is tlio modo of donth from chloroform and
othor anipstht'tics, it is oortainly vorv <h>siralilt> that

we slionld liavo an a^(Mit wliich will aiita<;<>nizo and
prevent this fatal tendency. In the snhcutancons in-

jection of morphia 1 am entirely convinced that wo do
possess such an ajifcnt ; ami it is a matter of preat sur-

prise to mo that sur^^ecms have not more f^enerally

availed tliemselves of the in<lis))utal)le advanta<,'es of

mixed auiesthesia. It was about the same time that

Clautle Bernard and Nussl)aum demonstrated the
groat utility of the method of in lucint^ anaesthesia by
the subcutaneous inje-tion of morphia combined with

the inhalation of chloroform—Bernard administering
the morphia a ft»w minutes before commencing the
inhalation, and Nussbaum not until the latter was
well under way. Morphia and chlorofonn act on
the same cellular elements of tlie brain, and agree in

the production of an.esthesia, but they are opposed
in their action on other structures and organs—an
opposition which I'enders their combined use safer.

When morphia is injected before the inhalation of

the an;esthetic is begun (wliich is the j)referable

method on account of the manner in wliich it facili-

tates the latter), the irrital)ility of the l)ronchial

mucous membrane is so far overcome as to jjormit

the inhalation to proceed quietly ; the stage of ex-

citement is prevented, and consequently the danger
from asphyxia which sometimes accompanies this

;

the nausea and vomiting are also obviated, and the
au.osthetic effect is prolonged withoiit the aid of fur-

ther inhalation. In addition, the nausea and vomiting,
after-pain and depression which follow the use of

amesthetics, as well as the dangerous Byncojje which
sometimes results, can be prevented to a great
extent by this method. If the morphia and the
chloroform inhalation be carefully and projierly com-
bined, it is possible to produce amesthesia without
loss of consciousness, a point in regard to which
Bossis says in his thesis on this subject :

" There may
be obtained in man, with a little attention, by the
combined action of chloroform and morphia, a state

of complete insensibility to pain, with i)reservation,

to a partial extent, of the intelligence, tactile sensi-

bility, auditory and \'isual, and of the voluntary
movements. From the practical point of view, the
analgesia obtained by the combined action diU'ers

completely from the demianiesthesia caused by the
employment of chloroform or ether singly, in that
it is not preceded or accompanied by a i)eriod of

hyperiesthesia with violent excitement, and the
tendency to exaggerated reflex arrests of the heart
and after-syncope."

From the practical exjierience thus far accumu-
lated there can be no doubt that morphia, used after

the method of Bernard, greatly facilitates the induc-
tion of antesthesia and materially diminishes its

dangers. I have maintained that for this purpose
atropia in combination with morphia should be pre-
ferred to morjihia alone, on account of the gi'eater

stimulating effect thus jirodnced iijjon the cardiac
and respiratory centres. It might, perhaps, be sup-
posed that atropia alone would be better than mor-
phia ; but it must not be forgotten that stimtilation

is ine^itably followed by reaction, and morphia has
a power of continued sujiport which atropia does
not possess. "When administered together under the
circumstances, the evil effects of both are antago-
nized, and the power of both to support the heart and

respimtion utilized. The quantity of morphia em-
ployed sliould rarely exceed one-fourth of a grain,

and of atropia ono-hunilroilth of a gi'ain.

(Having spoken of the effect of strychnia as a
stimulant of the respiratory function, the lecturer

proceeded as follows :)

An opposition of actions has been determined to

exist between

STRYCHNIA AND NITRFTE OP AMTL.

These substances act antagonistically on the ner-
vous system of animal life and on the sympatlietic

system. Nitrite of amyl susjiends the reflex function
of the spinal cord, ami causes jiaralysis of the mus-
cular system, death ensuing from i)aralysiH of the
respiratoiy muscles. Its most chara<!teristic effects

are those upon the heart and arterial system ; the
arterial tension being depressed to the lowest point,

while the action of the heart is necessarily very gieat-

ly increased on account of the enormous dilatation

of the i)eri2)heral vessels produce<l. These effects

being the opposite of tho.se cau.sed by atr^'chnia, an
antagonism may be i)resumed from a physiological

standiKjint, and the experimental researches of Dr.
Gray, of (ilasgow, strongly supi)ort this view.

(The hour having now expired, Dr. Bartholow was
obliged to omit a portion of the lecture, and con-
cluded in the following words :)

With the antagonisms discussed in this lecture

rather hastily, as the subject matter of the course will

permit no fuller treatment, I close this part of the
subject, or the antagonism between medicines. I
have yet to discuss, in the remaining lectures, that
large and inii^ortant jjractical subject—the antago-
nism between remedies and diseases.

In my next lecture, I will, therefore, begin the
consideration of this topic, which will not only en-
force the lessons derived from the study of the phy-
siological antagonisms between medicines, but will,

I hope, demonstrate a jiath which we may surely
follow in the treatment of many diseases.

Eighty-three Grain.s of Opium vs. One quarter
OF A Grain of Atropia.—Dr. J. W. Biyant re2)oi-ts,

in the Virginia Medical Monthli/, a ease of oi)ium-
poisoning siiccessfully treated with gi'. -J

of atropia.

The patient, a man, had taken 3 iiss. of laudanum
on an empty stomach. Two hours passed before
an^-thing was done for his relief. Emesis could not
be jiroduced, and as there was no stomach-pump.
Dr. Bryant had to rely entirely on atropia. One-
fourth of a grain was given hypodermically in four
hours in six doses. When it was given the man had
marked symptoms of opium narcosis : lightly con-
tracted pujiil, slow and labored respiration, slow and
weak pulse. The tii-st perceptible effect of the atro-

pia was after the second dose, when the pupil began
to dilate slowly ; it was not fully dilated until after

the sixth dose. The pulse continued to rise until

from 55 it was 125. There was no effect upon the
respiratory centres. The galvanic battery was used
for a time with no very striking result. At one a.m.

the patient was left, the i^hysicians not knowing
whether he would live or die. Next morning he was
awake and conscioiis, but in the condition of a man
who had been on a "big spree." Some delirium
appeared the next day, but the j^atient was soon in

good condition again. His bowels were not consti-

pated.
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€>ruvual Cantiuuiucatious.

AMBLYOPIA FROM THE ABUSE OF
TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL.
By DAVID WEBSTEE, M.D.,

NEW YOKK.

Read before the Medical Society of the County of New York, Novcni-^-
borai), ItsSO.)

Mr. President mid Gentlemen—In coming before you
khis evening with some remarks upon the amblyoijia

3r impairment of vision, whicli arises from the abuse
if alcohol and tobacco, I believe I have selected a

subject which will prove to be of interest to the

general practitioner as well as to the specialist.

Probably every physician has to deal with the j^oi-

sonous effects upon the nervous system of alcohol

md tobacco in one form or another. And, I think,

;he careful medical man, when called to a case of

jhrouic disease in the adult male, and even in some
jases of acute trouble, rarely omits to incpiire into his

liabits as regards the use of tobacco and sijirits, and
aften finds it necessary to regulate, or to forbid en-

tirely the use of these drugs.

That the abuse of alcohol alone, or of alcohol and
tobacco combined, may produce impairment of vi-

dou, ranging all the way from the slightest blur-

dng to total blindness, no physician acquainted with
;he subject will, I think, venture to deny.

Some, however, doubt that tobacco alone ever

causes impairment of \-ision. And indeed it is dif-

ficult to demonstrate, beyond all controversy, that it

3ver does. Such cases seem to occur very infre-

quently in this country, and when we meet with one of

shem we often find it very difficult to exclude all other

causes of amblyopia. Take, for instance, the case of

J. A. (No. XII. of the cases herewith presented). He
ivas sixty years of age, and had smoked a strong pipe
most of the time when awake, for over forty years.

Ee had rarely tasted liquor. He had never had
syijhilis nor malarial disease. In short, no other
probable cause could be found for his impairment of

.'ision than his bemg perpetually subjected to tlie

joisonous intiuences of his pipe. On the other hand,
low often do we meet with cases of amblyopia for

vliich we can find no probable cause ! May this case

lot have really belonged to that category, and the

excessive use of tobacco merely a coincidence ? We
ihink the sequel goes to prove that it was really a
;ase of tobacco amblyopia. The patient's tobacco
vas cut olf, and, at the end of a week, without any
treatment or medication, his sight had doubled it-

lelf in one eye and nearli/ doubled itself in the other.

Dr. Edward T. Ely, of this city, recently examined
;he eyes and tested the vision of 102 workers in to-

bacco, chiefly cigar-makers. The doctor sums \\]}

lis results in the following words :
" My own im-

)ressions, gathered from these examinations as well

IS from other experience, are, that tobacco has of

tself only a comparatively slight influence in im-
jairing the vision ; that working in tobacco is as

lealthful as most other sedentary occu])ation8 ; that

D certain persons peculiarly susceptible to it, or,

dieu combined with other noxious infliiences, it may
mpair the vision or the general health, just as has
)een claimed for it ; and that constant contact with
t, as with other poisons, may beget a tolerance of it

ufficient to contradict all theory." The doctor also

lays, and, I think, con-ectly : "A tobacco ambly-

opia is mentioned in all modern text-books on the
eye, and most ophthalmologists believe in it, and on
good and sullicient evidence, so far as we can judge."
Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson, of London, seems to

have no doubt of the eflcct of tobacco in i)roduoii;g

amblyoi)ia. In the C)])hthalmic Hos})ital rf'])ort.«,

vol. vii., ho i)ublishes twenty-nine cases that liave

come under his care. Of these cas<!s ho says :
" For

myself, I may briefly avow that I have scrupulously
investigated other possible causes, and that I feel no
hesitation in believing that in most of these cases
tobacco is the real one." In two of Mr. Hutchinson's
cases there was white atrojahy of both optic disks
with total blindness. In one case the disks were
very white and the patient had only percei>tion of
light. The other cases had vision ranging from per-

cei)tion of light to two-tlurds the normal. Mr. H.
states in this article that he has long held the opin-
ion " that when tobacco causes blindness it does so
in virtue of an idiosyncrasy," and that "it is by no
means improbable that such idiosyncrasy will l>e

found occasionally in several members of the same
family."

As regards such family idiosyncrasies, I have seen
several instances of optic nerve atrophy occurring in

adult males who were brothers, l)nt, in these cases,

the disease could not be attributed to the use of to-

bacco, nor could any very probable cause be assigned.
In vol. viii. (ibid.) Mr. H. jiublishes taldes coi -

taiuing the " facts as to progress" in sixty-four case s

of tobacco amaurosis. '

' Recovery or great improve-
ment took place in seventy-five per cent. In four
cases the disease was arrested, sight remaining sta-

tionary after a certain degree of failure. In seven
cases sight became worse while under care, and five

others were quite blind when first seen, and are be-
lieved to have continued so."

The fact that so careful and so competent an ob-
server as Mr. Hutchinson has made a diagnosis of
tobacco amaurosis in so large a number of cases is,

of itself, one of the strongest of arguments in favor
of the existence of such a disease. At the same time,
it would ajDpear that it is met with much more fre-

quently in England than in any other country. This,
according to Mr. Hutchinson, seems to be accounted
for by the fact that the poorer classes of English-
men iisually smoke a kind of tobacco called s]i((g, one
of the strongest and worst of its forms.

As regards the ophthalmoscoiiic appearances found
in amblyojiia from alcohol and tobacco, I think all

ophthalmologists will agree that " there is no sjje-

cial lesion of the fundus of the eye that would at once
enable one to diagnosticate the nature of the disease
as depending upon the excessive use of alcohol or
tobacco."

Before making a diagnosis of amblyopia from to-

bacco and alcohol, we must get in all the facts which
go to make up the case^the clinical history, the
symptoms, subjective and objective, the various
complications, the habits of the patient, as well as

the oijhthalmoscopic appearances.
I must confess, however, that when a man comes

to me on account of failing vision, and I find the
characteristic "chloroform odor" on his breath, and
the scent of tobacco issuing from every pore of his

skin—a condition which is quickly appreciated while
making an ophthalmoscopic examination by the di-

rect method—I at once suspect that I have discov-

ered the cause of his afTection, and am only likely to

have my opinion ehanged by positive evidence, oph-
thalmoscopically, or otherwise. For instance, if I
found such a patient had choroidal atrophy, or choked
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disk, or incipient catnmot. I would hardly refer these

to alcohol 1111(1 tuhiicco lis a <'iiuso.

The oplitlnilmoscopic npiu'iirancos in this disease

are, however, within a cfrtain ran^'r, ijnite cuiistant,

and are always retcrahlc ti) the ojitic ncrvt' and re-

tina. Wlien seen in its e;u-lier staf,'es, there are the
appearances of a low ^^-ade of neuritis, or, at least,

of liypera-niia of the oj)tic disk. Later on, there are

appearances of incijiicnt oi)tic-nerve atrojiiiy.

In the cases herewitii ]»resented, the oplithalmo-

scopic lesion most fre juently noted was " incipient

atrophy of optic nerves." This was noted in seven
cases out of the twenty. In two cases, " optic disks

too pale
;

" in two case.s, " optic disks of a dirty,

brick-dust color ;
" in two cases, " nasal half of disk

too red and temporal half too wliite
;

" in one case,
•' disks too pale, and white bands by the sides of some
of the retinal vessels," showing the existence of a

perivasculitis.

In some cases, not well enough recorded to be in-

chuled in this paper, we timl it noted :
" Fundus has

a smirched, dirty look, but no lesion," oi-, "smirched
condition of optic disks ; surface of disks red and
outline seen with ditticulty, yet an abnormal wliite-

ness shining through from beneath the surface ; ve-

nous pulsation." Ox cour.se, it is only i)ossihle for

those skilled in the use of the o2)htliaImoscoi)e to

appreciate these nice distinctions in tlie oiihthalmo-
seopie appearances, but the jihysician will readily

understand us when we say that they all refer to dif-

ferent degrees of vascidarity, of inflammation or
atrophy of the optic nerve and retina.

In eighteen of the cases herewith i)resented, both
alcohol and tobacco were used in excess ; in one case

tobacco was used excessively, from ten to fifteen

strong cigars daily for ten years, and alcohol mod-
erately, only an occasional glass of gin being taken

;

and in one case, as before stated, the amblyopia
seemed to be wholly due to the abuse of tobacco.

In this case the \-ision rose from viVij to ,« in each
eye, the patient abstaining from tobacco, and being
subjected to appropriate treatment.

In some of these cases we omitted to note the
length of time during which the patient had been ad-
dicted to the habitual use of spirits and tobacco ; but
in most of the cases it was many yeai-s—in one case ten,

in one case thirty-eight, and in one case forty years.

The time that had transjured since the patient
first noticed impairment of vision varied from three
weeks to over a year.

In nearly all the cases the impairment of sight had
been fp-ndual, although in one case it had been ush-
ered in suddinh) " after prolonged exposure of the
eyes to glare on the water." In this case, however,
tbe sight continued to deterioi-ate gradually after the
first onset of the disease. In all the cases there was
simultaneous decay of \asion in both eyes. In nine
cases, or in nearly iifi;/ per cent., the amount of im-
l^airment was exactly the same in both eyes. The
greatest dilierence of A-ision in the two eyes of any
one jiatient was where one eye had vision ^'j; and the
other S\\-i-

In several cases it may be doubted whether the
impairment of vision was irhfAli/ due to alcohol- and
tobacco-poisoning. Several of the patients had been
subjects of malaria ; one said that his sight began to
fail during an attack of "bilious diarrhoea;" one
had had syphilis, but there was no evidence of any
syphilitic disease of his eyes, and on the other hand
he was habitually saturated with spirits and tobacco,
and recovered his vision when these were cut off, and
he had been under treatment for a few weeks.

The ])atients were all men, their ages ranging from
thirty to sixty. Two M'ere ])liysicians, two w<u-e gen-

tlemen of leisure, one a sea-ca])tain, one a lawyer,

one a merchant, one clerk, (uie sjieculator, one auc-

tioneer, ow iiiacliinist, one e(iuestrian, one mechanic,
one watchman, one coacliman, and one laborer.

About one-half the number were married and the
other half bachelors.

In all of these cases, or nearly all, the treatment
by hypodermic injections of stiychnia was jmrsued,
and generally with great ajjparent benefit. Our rou-

tine metliod of using the strychnia is this : ^Ve have
put up, at a reliable ai)othecary'K, four grains of ni-

trate of strychnia in an ounce of distilled water. I'lach

minim of tliis soluticm contains one one-hundred-
and-twentieth of a grain of nitrate of stiychnia. We
usually begin by injecting into the subcutaneous
cellular tissue three minims of this solution, or one-

fortieth of a grain of tlie drug. We then increase the
amount injected by one minim daily, giving one in-

jection a day until some of the j)hysiological eft'ects

of the dnig have been produced.
The most frequent of these we have fotind to be a

kind of stiffening of the legs with a tendency to

"kick out" in an in-egular manner. We have usually

kept the patient sitting for fifteen or twenty minutes
after the injection, in order to ob.serve the ett'ect.

Frequently the first symptom of any effect upon the
system would be this uncontrollable tendency to step

higher, or to one side, or in some direction not in

accordance with the wishes of the patient while go-

ing down-stairs to go out. At the same time stifinesa

of the muscles of the thighs Avoiild be complained of,

and sometimes slight spasmodic twitchings, or rigid-

ity, of the muscles of the jaws or other muscles
would be observed. The next most frequent symptom
was vertigo, and sometimes headache. I remember
that one man, who lived in Williamsburg, was at-

tacked with a sudden dizziness, and fell down on the
sidewalk when he had nearly reached his home.- He
soon recovered his self-control, however, and reached
home without assistance. In a veiy few cases " little

knotty pains " in the bowels were complained of, just

such pains as I have heard some persons say they
experienced from drinking lager beer.

I may say, however, that although we have been
using nitrate of stryclmia hypodermically for over
eight years, and often in three or four different i^a-

tients a day, we have never yet seen any alarming
symptoms from its use, and we do not think there
is much danger attendant upon its use in the way
we have described. Cases have been reported, how-
ever, in which symptoms of decided strychnine-poi-
soning followed its use in amaurosis and amblyojjia.
But I have not heard of anxfafrd results.

One very disagreeable complication, however, arose
in several cases, and that was a tendency to inflam-
mation at the site of the puncture.

In one case a small abscess formed and j^ersisted

for several weeks in spite of such treatment as was
employed. When this complication occurs a change
in the treatment usually seems to be indicated.

We have commonly given our injections in the
back of the neclv, sometimes in the arm, and less

frequently in the temple.
The question naturally arises. How long should

we continue these hyiiodermic injections of strv'ch-

nia? Our practice has been to continue them up to

l>hysiological effects, and then to stop them if no
marked benefit has ensued. If the vision continues
to impi'ove after physiological effects have been

I reached, the injections may be continued for an in-
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definite period, that is, as long as they seem to be
doing any good. The quantity injected should be
diminished, however, so as just to faU short of phy-
siological effects.

We have, in some cases, after reaching physio-
logical effects, stopped the strychnia injections for a

few weeks, and then resumed tliem again, going over
the same ground as at first with decided benefit.

The largest dose of strychnia I have injected in

any one case was, to the best of my recollection,

one-fifth of a grain. I have seen one patient, how-
ever, who, under the care of a friend of mine, liad the
dose increased to one-half of a gi-ain before physio-

logical effects were produced. Usually physiological

effects show themselves after you have increased the
dose to from one-fifteenth to one-tenth of a grain.

You must not sujijiose, gentlemen, that in these cases

of amblyoi^ia from alcohol- and tobacco-])oisoning we
do nothing for the patient but treat him with hypoder-
mic injections of strychnine. The first and most im-
portant thing of all in the treatment is eyitire ahstuifitice

from the jioisons which caused the disease. We find

it the best way to cut oft' the alcohol and tobacco at

once and completeh/. The " tapering-off system " will

not do here. If the j^atient be allowed to use either

tobacco or alcohol at all, he will be almost sure to

do so to the point of saturation or toxic effect. It is

certainly much easier for a jjerson accustomed to the
immoderate use of tobacco and alcohol to drop them
entirely than to limit their use short of satiety. And
generally they are ready and willing to do so when
the importance of such abstinence is fairly repre-

sented to them, and they are told to choose between
the continuation of the indulgence and their eyesight.

Such i^atients have frequently told me that they Avere

themselves surprised at the facility with which they
drojjped the habit, their " hankering " having con-
tinued, to any unpleasant degree, for only a few days.

I have known some of these patients to relapse into

their habits of drinking and smoking, but strange to

say, I do not recollect any patient who came to us
for treatm_ent a second time, having been once cured.

Perhaps the amblyojDia does not recur ; perhaps such
patients are ashamed to ajiply a second time to the
same physician for treatment, being conscious of a

sense of moral degradation in having neglected to

follow his advice.

Besides stopping the use of tobacco and alcohol,

and placing the patient iipon injections of nitrate of

strychnia, his hygienic circumstances should be care-

fully looked into, and his whole manner of living

should be properly regulated. Of course other medi-
cines besides strychnia are frequently indicated, and
should be iised.

Dr. Charles S. Bull, who published a paper in the
American Jfmrnal of Medical Sciences for Aj^ril, 1873,
" On the Treatment of Various Forms of Amblyopia
and Amaurosis," in which he reports twelve cases

which he had treated with hypodermic injections of

strychnine, gives the following as his conclusions in

regard to the value of the strychnine treatment : "In
all cases of functional amblyopia we may expect good
and permanent results from stiychnia ; and even in

some cases of organic origin, provided there be no
extensive atroi?hy of the nerve-structures, some im-

provement is gained by the use of the dnig."

Some of our colleagues say that they have no con-

fidence whatever in the strychnine treatment, and do
not resort to it at all, or, having tried it, and failed

to get such good results as others have claimed,

have abandoned it altogether.

Yet it seems to me that we may be reasonably sure

that our jiatients of the class spoken of in this paper
usually recover their vision more rapidly imder the
strychnine treatment than they would under any
other. Look at Case V. of this series, for instance.

On his first visit he had vision
i',,'',,

in each eye ; one
thirty-sixth of a grain of strychnia was injected, but
reeking as he was with alcohol and tobacco, there

was no immediate improvement. On his second
visit, one week later, he, having abstained from to-

bacco and alcohol, had vision r,f'„ in right, and f {f in

left eye. A hypodermic of strych. nitrat. gr. a'o was
then given, and vision rose in one minnle to 'i\\- Five
minutes later, vision was ^'-t, the vision thus having
doubled itself in one eye and more titan doubled itself

in the other within six minutes from the time of the
injection.

Also look at the case of Mr. McK (Case VII.).

He came to us with vision tIItt in each eye. We gave
him a hypodermic of strych. nitrat. gr. /j, and a few
minutes later his vision rose to ^i; each eye, the

sight being more than quadrupled in each eye before

leaving his seat.

These cases would seem to demonstrate beyond a

doubt that strychnia, used hyj^odermically, has a cer-

tain sjiecific influence upon the visual apparatus.

Dr. Bull, in the paper above cited, says, concerning

the influence of strychnia ujion the sense of sight,

"the only point that we are siire of is that it pro-

duces a distinct irritation or excitement of the ner-

vous portion of the visual apparatus."

There can be no doubt that most patients who are

the victims of alcohol- and tobacco-poisoning would
recover a certain amount of vision by simple absti-

nence from tobacco and spirits. Cases IX., X., XII.,

and XVI. bear out tliis assertion. Each of these pa-

tients abstained for one week without treatment.

The vision of Case IX. went uj) from -/in; to tu each
eye ; the vision of Case X. rose from -r.fi,- to ,2,r,T each
eye ; the vision of Case XII. rose from ^-ffir each eye

to TriTT right, and tI tt left ; and the vision of Case
XVI. rose in right eye from rJ'u to |i}, and in left eye

from tn to l".

Of the twenty cases here reported the vision was
improved, while under treatment, in all the cases

except tiro, in which it remained unchanged. In
seven cases, or in about thirty-four per cent., the vis-

ion rose from various degrees of impairment to the

normal standard, in one case going n-p from counting
fingers at twelve and fifteen feet to f n each eye.

If I were to formulate my conclusions drawn ft-om

these cases and from other sources of information,

they would be about as follows :

1. Amblyopia from poisoning by alcohol alone, or

by alcohol and tobacco combined, is not uncommon.
2. Amblyopia from poisoning by tobacco alone

does occur, but, in this country, somewhat rarely.

3. Cases of amblyopia from abuse of tobacco and
alcohol will usually improve, perhaps to a limited

extent, on simple abstinence from the poisons caus-

ing the disease.

4. They will improve much more rapidly under
treatment by hypodermic injections of strychnia,

this drug having a specific stimulating influence

ujjon the nervous portion of the visual apparatus.

My thanks are due to Dr. C. K. Agnew for his

liermission to make use of the cases di-awn from his

case-books.
Case I.—Dr. G——, aged thirty-two years ; Amer-

ican, married ; came under observation in January,

1873. His vision had been acute until the previous

June, when it began to grow dim, without pain or

other symptom, "just as a twilight sets in." The
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failure of Hi^^ht fi^nuluallv inoreoAod until now. Right
eye, V.= (infers at tiftoon foot, and h'ft ovo, V.= fin-

f^ere at twolvo foot. Ho cIiowh and Hinokos tobacco
frooly, and takos two or throo drinks of whi.skey daily,

occasionally more.
OphthalnioHcopit^ examination, throuRli dilatt^d

pupils, rovoais "a dirty-looking macular rof,'ion and
whitish optic disk" in both eyes.

January 2Hth.—The patient was j)ut ui)on hy]>o-

dermic injections of nitrate of strv'chnia, commenc-
inj; with ai: 4', and increasing to gr. V^- The strych-

nia was then stopped for a few days, and the j)atient

put upon iodide of potassium and bromide of am-
monium.
February 10th.—Urine examined by Dr. Edward

Curtis, and pronounced normal.
February I'Jth.—Patient examined by Dr. 'E. C.

Seguin, who tinds no evidence of intracranial or

epiual disease.

Tlie strychnine injections were then renewed, and
carried from gr. i\ up to gr. /,,, wlien the patient

returned to his home, with only slight improvement
of \'ision.

June 11, 1875.—Vision |S in each eye. Used no
medicine but cod-liver oil after leaving New York,
and took that only two months. He attributes his

recovery of vision more to total abstinence from
whiskey and tobacco than to any medication. His
recovery was very slow, and he could see sufficiently

well to shoot last fall for the first.

October -t, 1878.—He has had no further trouble

with his eyes. Vision remains 5^.

Case II.—A. C. R , aged fifty-four years ; Am-
ericau, bachelor ; officer in U. S. Navy ; came under
observation June 16, 1875. First noticed sight was
beginning to fail about two months ago, while in

Sivanuah, during an attack of " bilious diarrlnea,"

which '"laid him up" for three weeks. Had chills

and fever when a boy. Has never been subject to

headache ; never had venereal disease. No albumen
in urine.

Has used tobacco since sixteen years of age, and
has smoked excessively this winter. Has used wine
and spirits habitually all his life, never to excess

;

" only live or six glasses of whiskey a day."

The patient is very thin. He says he never had
much flesh, but lost much of what he had during his

illness in Savannah.
R- v., fjr ; L. v., ^Q. No improvement with

glasses.

Opfifhdlmoscopic e-vamination : " Apparently has
incipient atrophy of both optic nerves." Advised to

stop the use of tobacco and spirits, and injected

strychnia? nitrat., gr. J-i.

June 17th.—Injected strych. gr. -,\i.

June 22d.—Has smoked only three cigars daily,

and has drank no spirits. Vision remains the same.
Injected strvch., gr. ,S.

July 6th.—R. v., i? ; L. V., ?<}. Has had a daily

injection of strych. nitrat., the dose to-day being
gr. i.

'

. .

July 15th.—Vision remains the same as when last

tested. Injected to-day sti-ych. nitrat., gr. i, which
produced some " stitfening of his legs." Sent into

the counti-y.

September '2d.—Has been at Richfield, N. Y., for

three weeks, during which he gained 3| lbs. in

weight. While at Richfield he drank three lai'ge

glasses of mixed milk and cream daily. He went
thence to Saratoga, where he stayed three weeks,
but gained no flesh while there. Vision, sg each
eye ; visual fields normal.

April 20, 1879.—Captain R. states that he has had
no further trouble with his eyes.

(Iase III. —ThoH. M(!S , aged thirty-one years ;

Irish, married ; coachman ; came under observation

January H, 1H74. A year ago had some rednesH of

his eyes during tlu" snowy weather. Nevi-r had jiain

in his eyes or head ; never had syphilis nor malarial

disease. Noticed sight getting bad for tin; last five

weeks.
Smokes a i)ipe most of the time when not driving,

and drinks freely of ale, and occa.sionally of whiskey.
Vision v'lM, each eye ; no imi)roven)ent with glasses.

Oj>/tt/iithti<iS((/]iic f,i(tininiiti(»i : Dirty, c<jngestcd look

of fundus and na.sal half of disk ; temporal half of

disk too white. Injected strych. nit., gr. ^4. No
immediate imjirovement of vision.

January 15th.—Has abstained from tobacco and
spirits for a week, and vision remains the same. In-

jected strych. nit., gr. ,^, and before he left his seat

vision rose to /',;'„ in each eye.

Mr. McS was then sent to the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital, and placed upon daily increasing

injections of nitrate of strychnia. These injections

were continued for some days after the i)hysiological

eft'ects of the drug had been reached. The patient

states that his sight became much better while under
treatment, but no note was made of the amount of

improvement.
February 10, 1879.—Vi.sion jli each eye. The

patient states that he smokes and drinks only oc-

casionally.

Case IV.—Doctor F , aged fifty-four years
;

married, Iri.sh ; has noticed that his sight was failing

for several months. Now, Septembtjr 4, 1876, R. V.,

-i\m7; L. v., i';,. No improvement with glasses. He
has for many years V)een addicted to an excessive

use of tobacco and spirits.

Ophtlialmoscopic e.caminalion : " Incipient atrophy
of both optic nerves." Advised to quit the use
tobacco and sjjirits, and to place himself upon the

use of nitrate of strschnia.

February 24, 1879.—Dr. F , states that im-

mediately after consulting me, his son, also a physi-

cian, began to inject him with nitrate of strychnia,

commencing with a small dose and increasing a little

daily, until physiological effects were produced. He
then began taking it in increasing doses by the

stomach. He increased the dose up to gi\ -ilr daily,

and this having affijcted his muscular system slightly,

he sto^jped the drug. He has been taking it from
time to time ever since, and has abstained fiom the
use of tobacco and alcohol. His vision gi-adually im-
proved from the fust. Now, V. fS each eye ; visual

fields normal.
C.\.SE V.—G. B. W , aged thirty-seven years ;

married, clerk ; came under observation October 23,

1873. Blurring of sight came on suddenly after pro-

longed exjiosure to glare on the water three or four

mouths ago, and has since graduaUy increased. For
several years has smoked on an average fifteen

strong cigars daily, and has drank on an average
eight or ten glasses of brandy a day. Had what his

physician called a chancre fifteen years ago, but it

was never followed by any of the constitutional

symptoms of syphilis.

Vision -|\,^7 each eye ; no improvement with glasses.

No color scotoma, nor limitation of visual fields.

Ophthdlmoacopic e-vdmbiation : " A dirty, ill-defined

api^earance of the optic uei've and retina." Injected

strych. nit., gr. aV- ^o immediate improvement of

vision.

October 30th.—Has abstained from tobacco and
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alcohol for one week without treatment. R. V., i\Wi ;

L. v., 'i^. Injecited strych., gr. :^\], and one minute
later V. j^ both eyes. Five minutes later V. i; 1^1 both
eyes.

November 6th.—The injection has been daily
increased, and the dose has reached gr. iV. Vision
t^i both eyes.

November 7th.—Injected strych., gr. //, which
produced stieh decided eliects that the patient had
to lie down for an hour before he had sufficient con-
trol of his limbs to leave the offi(!e.

November 17th.—Has had strych., gr. .}^, injected
daily since last note. Vision ^1' each eye.

Case VI.—A. L , aged fifty-eight years ; Am-
erican, man-ied ; .speculator ; said that his sight had
been failing for the last nine months. He had for

many years smoked, chewed, and drank to excess.

OpliUialnioHcopic exdminatton : " Disks dirty, atro-

phic excavation, retinal veins enlarged and pulsating."
R. v., tu ; L. v., -|^,Ht; no improvement with glasses.

Placed upon daily injections of nitrate of strychnia.
After three injections, gr. -.}-x, gr. -Ar, and gr. A,
vision rose to 'ff, both eyes. After five more injec-

tions, R. v., til ; L. v., tH ; and after three more, R. V.,

ii!i ; L. v., i'i- This patient was under treatment four-
teen days, and received eleven injections, six of

which were of gr. ,V each. No physiological ejS'ects

were produced.
Case VII.—Colin McK , aged forty-nine j'ears;

machinist and engineer ; could see well with spec-
tacles up to three months ago, since which vision

has gradually but rapidly failed. Has smoked from
ten to fifteen strong cigars daily for ten years ; oc-

casionally drinks a glass or two of gin ; drinks cofl'ee

four times a day. Vision,
, j^ each eye ; improved

by +-iV, but not" to 2\"n.

Ophthalmoscopic examination : " IncijDient atrophy
of optic nerves."

Strych. nitrat. gr. -/j was injected into the back of
the neck, and within five minutes vision I'ose to fj
each eye.

He returned to his family physician with a letter,

and we have not lieard from him since.

Case VIII.—0. S. P , aged forty-six years ; auc-

tioneer ; saw well with glasses up to five weeks ago

;

read the newspapers ujJ to nineteen days ago. Never
had syi)hilis nor malai'ia. General health good.

Previous to the commencement of his failure of

sight lie was constantly under the infiuence of alcohol

and tobacco, and still has his pipe in his mouth at

least half the time.

Oplilhalmoscopic examination: "Incipient atrojihy

of optic nerves." R. V., -hh, ; no improvement with
glasses. L. V., Vi, with +-h- Central scotoma of

both eyes, but no color blindness.

This patient was treated with strychnia injections

from April 17th to May lOtli, when lie was discharged
with«vision unchanged, and has not been heard from
since.

Case IX.—R. E , aged forty-six years ; com-
plains of gi-adual impairment of sight. Drinks and
smokes excessively. V. /(I'lr each ; no improvement
with glasses.

Ophthalmoscopic examination: "Optic disks of a

dirty, brick-dust color."

Advised to abstain fi-om tobacco and spirits and
return in a week.
March 2d.—V. fS each eye, after a week's absti-

nence.
March 1.3th.—He has had five injections of strych.

nitrat., the last being gr. -,V. V. fi each eye.

March 19th.—R. V., fS ; L. V., tS.

Case X.

—

G. B , aged fifty years ; has long been
addicted to tlie excessive use of tobacco and alcohol.

Vision has been declining for several months, and is

now /in, each eye.

Ophthalmoscopic examination : " Incipient atrophy
of optic nerves."

January 15th.—Has abstained from alcohol and
tobacco one week without treatment. V. r,?,, each eye.

January 2r)th.—Has had eight injections of strych.
nitrat., the last dose being gr. i\;. R. V., Vi ', L. V., 'i'i,.

Case XI.—E. Ij , aged fifty-five years ; lawyer
;

came under observation June 16, 1875. Has smoked
four or five cigars a day, and drank brandy and water
in the evening for many years. Has had increasing
mistiness of vision for three or four weeks. Puffincss
of lower lids for years. Urine normal. Never had
sypliilift nor malaria. Never has headache nor pain in
the eyes. Latterly he has " lost stomach." R. V., 'i% ;

L. v., riii ; iiicking out the letters slowly. Reads J. 4
with glasses with difficulty.

Ophthalmoscopic examination : " Dirty disks."

June 22d.—Has smoked only one cigar a day, and
drank no spirits, and has drank milk freely. Vision
unchanged.

July Gth.—The dose of strych. nitrat. has been in-

creased from gT. -/,T to gr. i. R. V., itH ; L. V., |''.

July 15th.—The dose has been increased to gr. ^.

Slight i^hysiological effects on arms and legs.

August 23d.—R. v., rill ; L. V., j",. Can now see the
lineaments of faces across the street, while before he
could see only the dark outline. He had twenty-two
injections in all.

Case XII.—J. A , aged sixty years ; Scotchman,
married ; mechanic ; came under observation January
17, 1878. Has had failing eyesight for over a year.

Has smoked a strong pijie most of his waking hours
for more than forty years. Has rarely tasted liquor.

No headache. Never had syphilis nor malaria.

Urine normal. V. jfru each eye.

Ophtliabnoscopic exami)iation : "Brick-dust atro-

phy of both optic ner\"es." Ordered to stoji tobacco
and return in a week.
January 24th.—R. V., tott ; L. V., rftt- Put upon

strych. sulph. gi-. -^-a thrice daily, by the mouth.
April 4th.—V. /,f\v each eye. Put upon a mixture

containing bromide of ammonium, iodide of potas-

sium, sesquicarbonate of ammonia, and tincture of

columbo.
July 23d.—V. 2§ each eye.

Case XIII.—M. C , aged forty-eight years ; la-

borer, married ; came under observation January 2,

1879. Patient is partly deaf, and belongs to a fam-
ily nearly all of whom are hard of hearing. Had
malaria when fourteen years old. Never had vene-

real disease. Five months ago went to Coney Island,

where he thinks the glare of the sun on the water

injured his eyes, for the sight has since gi-adually

failed.

Chews tobacco all the time. Smoked and drank
excessively up to two weeks ago, when his physician

ordered him to stop it.

R. v., Afi.T ; L. v., jt,Ty ; no improvement with glasses.

Ophthalmoscopic examination: "Incipient atroijhy

of optic nerves."

January 8th.—The dose of hypodermic strychnine

has been carried up to gr. Vi-

R. v., ^I^r ; L. v., ^Eu.

CaseXIV.—T. W , aged forty-one years ; came
under observation January 17, 1878. Stomach out

of order. Is very nervous. Drinks, smokes, and
chews freely. For years smoked ten or twelve cigar

a day. Now averages five or six. Urine normal.
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II. v., if., with +/i; L. V., ii;, with + }„ c. ax.

•••U' C- i„ c. ax. IHO''.

Ojt/ifhitlmosaqiic i^tumhuitiim : " Di^ka too i)alo ;

wliite boiids hy the Hides of Home of the retiiuil vbh-

8 3ls."

Jununrv 3()th.—Tlio .strvchiiiti injections hiivi! boon
cairii'd up to y;r. ^, which inoducos sonit> .stilViicss

of tlie thighH. li. v., io, Hill. ,'«• ; L- V., j;;, with
+ }.. c. ax. 1)0*^ Z:-iv c. ax. IHO .

Case XV.—J. M , aged fortv-two years ; eques-
trian ; miuried ; caiuo under ohscrvation Septeinhor
2-1, 1S77. lihuring of eyesight has been going on
for over tliree months. Contracted *' dumb ague "

iu Georgia some years ago.

Smokes seven or eight cigars daily, and drinks a
great deal of whiskey.

Vision jS in each eye, and no improvement with
glasses.

Ojihtfidlmnsropic acamination : " Incipient atrophy
of oi)tic nerves."

Orderetl to quit tobacco and whiskey, and put upon
dialyzed iron, with strych. sulph., gr. ,},., fer i)i (/in.

September 28th.—V. j'j each. Appetite much im-
piin-cd.

October Sth.—Has had nine hyi)odermic injections

of stiych. nitrat., commencing with gr. ^\, and in-

creasing to gr. -,\-. V. iW each.

October Uth.—Injected strych., gr. -,V Patient
soon after became dizzy, and vision rose to ;'(} each
eye.

Case XVI.—G. M , aged fifty-one years ; mar-
ried ; merchant ; came under observation July 10,

ls7G. At the age of seventeen he had scarlatina se-

verely, which impaii-ed his memoiy for a year. He
had "cam J) fever" during the war, and chills and
fever nine years ago. Never had syphilis.

Has for many years smoked three or four cigars a
day, and has always ib-ank more or less brandy or
wine daily, but " never to excess."

Has had gi'adual impairment of vision for nine
months, as though a vail were drawn over objects.

Has for some time been under the care of a i^hysi-

cian for his eyes, and has been taking the bromides
without apijreciable benefit.

li. V. 1^;',, ; no imi^rovement with glasses ; L. V. to,

with +-7'^.

Ophthdlmoscojjic examinatioii : " A low grade of

oi)tic neuritis, with commencing atrophy of both
ojjtic nerves."

Advised to stop tobacco and spirits for a week and
take no medicine.
July 17th.—Has jn-actised abstinence for a week,

as directed. E. V., t'i ; L. V., jj}. Injected stiych.
nitrat., gr. /j.

July 24th.—The dose of strych. nitrat. has been
gradually increased to gr. A;. Has had pain in fore-

head for three or four days. Vision jJ^J each eye.

July 27th.—Strych. nitrat., gi-. i, j^roduces " leg
symi^toms."
August 11th.—Vision ^5 each eye.

August 22d.—Vision rdl each eye. Is taking a
daily injection of strsch. nitrat., gr. |.

September 25th.—Vision ;- each eye, with +-};.

Case XVII.—J. M , aged thii-ty-eight years
;

watchman ; bachelor ; came xinder observation March
28, 1879.

In the beginning of the winter got a pair of shoes
that were a size too smaU for him, and he thinks
wearing them affected his eyes. Three or four weeks
after he commenced to wear them he first noticed,
while reatling a newspaj^er, that his sight was fail-

ing, and it has gi-adually grown worse ever since.

He has Hmokod both pii)e and cigars since he was
fifteen years old. Smokes at least half a ))aper of

tobacco daily, and drinks a glass of ale every day,
and often whiskey. Had chills and fever five years
ago. Not .subject to headache. Never had venereal
diseaHO, but has beim addicted to masturbation since

the age of seventeen.

Urin(> an<l heart examined by experts, and found
to be normal.

Vision i'f, each eye, and no improvement with
glasses. Visual fields not contracted. Tension nor-

mal in both eyes.

Oj)fi(//<i/iiii)sn/jiic i;.ii 17)1 ina/ion: "The nasal half of
each o])tic disk is too red, the tenq)oral half too

pale. There is visil)le pulsation of both the retinal

veins and arteries, extending to a comi)aratively long
distance from the disks, and in some of the larger

branches it can be traced as far as the equator of the
globe. In the veins the pulsation is of the usual
character, except in its intensity, and the extraordi-

naiy distance to which it can be traced from the
disks. The arteries, however, seem to start up, and
move as a whole with each impulse of the heart,

without ajjparent change of calibre. As the arteries

start fonvard, the veins contract ; and as the veins fill

out again, the arteries recede to their former posi-

tion."

This patient was exhibited to the New York
Ophthalmological Society, the pulsation of the reti-

nal arteries, without glaucoma, or emliolism, or or-

ganic disease of the heart, being considered almost
unique.
He was injected with nitrate of strj-chnia at irregu-

lar intervals, until the 27th of April, the largest dose
being gr. Z^. He was discharged with vision 5,; each
eye.

Case XVIII.—W. C. P , aged thirty-two years
;

came under observation Febniary 6, 1877. Eyes
began to blur on reading al)Out eight months ago. At
that time he could see well in the distance, but now
he has difiiculty in reading a sign across the street.

Has long been in the habit of drinking and smoking
without resti-aint.

R- v., 517 ; L. v., |!f ; no imijrovement with glasses.

Eyes blur at times so that he cannot see :/if,;, and
then suddenly clear uj) again. Urine normal.

Oplitltajtitoiscopic e.iionination: " Ojjtic disks too
pale, esjiecially the left."

Stojiped tobacco and spirits, and commenced the
use of strvch. nitrat. bv injections.

Februaly 9th.—R. V., %l ; L. V., jg.

Febnaaiy 22d.—Is uji to strych. gr. -,^,-. R. V., f J ;

L. v., v;.

March 1st.—Strych. nitrat., gr. \, produced slight

dizziness.

March 2d.—Patient comes from a champagne sup-
per, at which he drank wine and smoked nearly all

night. He was ordered a Turkish bath, but dicLnot
rej^ort again.

Case XIX.—J. B , aged thiiiy years ; American,
gentleman of leisure, manied ; complains (May 8,

1879) that he has been getting near-sighted. Drinks
five or six times a day, and smokes at least four or

five cigars daily. Guns and fishes much. Studies
natural history and reads at night. Had rheumatic
gout at nineteen or twenty. Six or seven years ago
had chills and fever, and has since had occasional neu-
ralgia of head and down back. Never had venereal
disease. Uiine normal. V. i r,u each eye. "With — /,,

V. nftr each eye. Visiial fields normal.
Oi>thaImoscopic cramination: "A soiled or dirty

look of the optic disk and fundus."
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To desist from tobacco anil spirits, and to drink
two quarts of niilk daily.

May 2Gth.—The liypodermic injections of strycli.

nitrat. have been carried np to gr. i, and " stiffening

of tlie jaws " has been produced.
-tv. i\\ II 5 -L'' ;' nil-

May 28th.—Vision /if!,- each eye. Em.
June 2()th.—Vision remains ,,-,",; each eye.

Case XX.—D. A——, aged thirty-two years; bach-
elor ; American, gentleman of leisure ; has lived a

very dissipated life from early youth, indulging

freely in tobacco, spiiits, and venery. Has had
syphilis, and has several times been in a state of

great nervous prostration from alcoholism.

Never had any troul)le with eyes until about three

weeks ago, when, having steered a boat twenty-two
miles against a head-wind, the next morning his

eyes were red and watery. They soon recovered

from that attack, but four days ago a blur came over

the sight of both, and is daily increasing. No pain

in eyes, no headache. Had malarial disease thirteen

years ago.

Smokes from ten to fifteen cigars daily, and is con-

stantly in state of semi-intoxication.

R. v., xlv ; L. v., Yv.:; no improvement with glasses.

Beads J. 11 ^"ith both eyes at once.

Ophlhalmoscojjic examination : " Optic disks too

pale."

Advised to qiiit tobacco and sjjirits, to drink freely

of milk, to rub himself briskly from neck to heel

with hair mittens and strap eveiy morning, following

the friction with a sijonge-bath, and to take potas.

bromid., gr. xx., every night on going to bed.

Jiine 6th (two days later).—Vision unchanged.
Had a oight-sweat last night. Ordered quiu. sulj^h.,

gr. ij., ter in die.

June 7th.—B. V., -^h ; L. V., 1%
June 13th.—Has taken Marburg's tincture, 3 j.,

every four hours, and quin. sulph., gr. ij., every two
hours, since four days ago, when his temperature
rose to 103f

.

June IGtli.—Has had, besides the treatment men-
tioned, two injections of strvch. nitrat., gi". ^V each.

E. v., ji; ; L. v., H.
June 25th.—Has had daily increasing hypodermics

of strych. B. V., f fr ; L. V., Vl
July 14th.—Took injections of strych. up to a

week ago, when he had an acute develojiment of

tertiary syphilis, manifested by acute nodes on right

tibia, and acute arthritis of right ankle-joint. Was
put upon hydrarg. biuiodid., gr. 1',,-, and sodii iodid.,

3 ss., ter in die. On the second day ran the iodide

of sodium up to gr. xl., and continued at that dose

for three days, and then droi^ijed to one scrapie

three times daily.

Six days ago had a severe chill lasting three-quar-

ters of an hour, followed by fever and proftase

sweating, w'ith headache. Gave quin. suli^h., 3j., be-

tween meals. Is now taking brandy, I j., in each dose

of Marburg's tincture.

B. v., ?H ; L. v., §!}.

Dr. Gresham, of Louisville, is (says the Medical
and Smr/ical Reporter) ninety-seven years of age, and
has just started for the mountains on his "last

hunt." He is the only living fort-born native of

Kentucky. When he came into the world his pa-

rents were dodging arrows and tomahawks, and his

youth was spent with the rifle in his hand. He says

he cannot die in jseace until he shall once moi'e have
eaten venison of his own killing and cooking.

REPORT OF

A SUCCESSFUL CASE OF PARACENTE-
SIS OF THE PERICAliDlUM.

By JOHN B. BOBEBTS, M.D.,

LECTURER ON ANATOMY AND ON OPKllATIVK SCRCERY IN THE I'llII.A-

DELl'UIA SCHOOL OK ANATOMY.

The notes of the following case of successful peri-

cardial tai^ping have l)een furnished me by the oper-

ator, Dr. B. L. Payne, of North Carolina, and his son,

B. Lee Payne, Jr. As my researches previously

published have enal)led me to find but twelve in-

stances of paracentesis of the pericardirim done in

America, I feel it important to record this i)revi(nisly

unrei)orted instance of an operation easily performed,

and not infrequently demanded, but usually con-

sidered as one requiring complicated apjiaratus for

its accomplishment.
On July 1, 1880, E. P , a colored man, about

fifty years of age, consulted Dr. Payne and his son
for dropsy. He had been treated ten years jjre-

viously for a dropsical condition, but from this he re-

covered. In the spring of this year he had had a re-

turn of his trouble and now came for treatment. Ex-
amination showed the following conditions : Great
osdema of the lower limbs, and considerable effusion

in the subcutaneous cellular tissue, except upon the

face. There seemed to be no ascites. He stated

that he had had gi-eat difficulty in breathing, and
that for two months he had not been able to lie down,
bixt sat constantly in the open air. His resjiiration

w'as so labored that it could be heard at a distance of

a hundred yards. Physical examination of the chest

revealed, by the usual diagnostic signs, a large ac-

cumulation of fluid in the right pleural cavity. No
fluid was i^resent in the left side of the chest, but
some moist rales were heard in the left and at the

apex of the right lung. The patient was expectora-

ting some blood. The cardiac area of dulness was in-

creased considerably, and the sounds were so muffled

that it was almost impossible to distinguish them.

The diagnosis made was dropsy of the ri^ht j^tleura,

and chronic pericarditis with effusion. The anasarca

and hremoptysis were considered as resulting from
the heart-lesion.

He w-as placed on the fluid extract of jaliorandi

and the infusion of digitalis. At the end of a week
there was no improvement, the suffering from dysp-

noea was extreme, and death seemed imminent.
As a last resort it w^as determined to aspirate the

pericardium with the hypodermic syringe. The nee-

dle was introduced in the intercostal space between
the fourth and fifth ribs, and previous to complete
l^enetration of the intercostal muscles the syringe

was exhausted of air. The needle was then pushed
slowly and carefully on till it entered the j^ericardial

sac, when the syringe was at once tilled with a straw-

colored fluid. The syringe was detached fiom the

needle and emptied, and again ajiplied and retilled

with fluid. This was repeated until nearly an ounce
of serum was withdrawn. That the needle entered

the pericardiiam was considered certain, since it was
seen that at eveiy pulsation of the heart the needle

made synchronous movements.
Great relief to the more urgent symptoms fol-

lowed the operation, anel the patient was able to lie

a little lower than the half-recumbent position, which
he had not been able to do for weeks. The dyspnoea

was much relieved. Three days later the right chest

was aspirated, a quart or more of fluid withdrawn,

and the man thus enabled to lie flat in bed, breathe
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with eaue, and sleep quietly. At the eml of a week
hf WHS so improyoil thiit h(> was iillowctl to n'tnni to

his homo Hixteen iuih»s in the «-«)uiitrv. Ho wiis

onh>ri<il infusion of ilij^italis with iicotiite of i>otus-

Hinm thi«H> tiiiuvs ihiily. Thi- jiiitii'iit was st'tMi no

more aftor this, hut two w«>(>ks hitcr lio was rcporteil

as doin^ wt*ll, and was onhMvd to <'ontiiui<' tho
,

Bime Hni> of troattncnt. Foiir weeks hiter lie died;
'

but, as he ivsiih'd some distanot» from Dr. l'aynt>, tho
,

hittor did not know of his (h'atli until a eonsiderahle

period had elapsed, and then was unable to obtain

ae.'urate information eoneerninf^ the immediate eanso

of the fatal result. Heuee, no autopsy was obtained.

Tiiis interesting,' history illustrates what has so oft< n

been demonstrated, that tiie pericardium ean be

tapped with ease and eertaiuty, and fjjreat relief j^iven

by the withdmwal of a eomparatively small (piantity

of riuid. The use of the hypodermic syrin|,'e, which

is pmetieally a small aspirating' i)umi), shows that no

elaborate preparatitni or apparatus is roiiuireil for the

operation, which can ])e i)erformed at any time with

the ordinary appliances carried by every doctor. This

instrument has been satisfactorily nsed in a simihir

manner by Dr. Poreher, of C'liarleston, S. C, and

Dr. Paul, of Philadelphia. The ca.se shonld be con-

sidered a recovery after paracentesis, for the symp-

toms were alleviated and the patient discharged from
personal supervision.

Ordinarily, in cases of coexisting pleural and pe-

ricardial effusion, I would prefer to aspirate the

jdeura tirst. especially if there was a large quantity

of tluid in that cavity.

Tliis instance makes the thirteenth operation for

paracentesis of the pericardium that has lieen i)er-

formed in America, as far as I have been able to learn

after diligent search for a number of years. Of the

thirteen patients operated on, six have recovered and
seven liave died. The names of the operators, as

taken from my paper read before the American ]\Iedi-

cal Association, and from mv recently published

monograph, are as follows : Warren, Norris, Lyon,

Welch, Smith, Pepper, Douglas, Poreher, Paul, Sta-

ples, Poreher, Abbott, Payne. Tlie operation, it will

be seen, has been performed by Poreher twice.

It is to be hoped that others will follow the exam-
ple of Dr. Payne, and not allow a patient to die from
pericardial ettusiou because no aspirator is obtain-

able. The hypodermic syringe has almost superseded

the exploring-needle as an instrument for diagncs-

tic purposes, and, as is hei-e seen, acts well in all

cases where fluids are to be evaciiated. I, myself,

never think of using the old-fashioned grooved ex-

ploring-needle, but always jDrefer utilizing the greatly

superior suction action of the hypodermic syringe,

and have frequently employed the latter instrument

in emptying small collections of fluid, such as are

found in cysts and aV)scesses. In the ease of suspected

aneurism, the withdrawal of a few minims of blood
with the hypodermic syringe will establish a certain

diagnosis and enable the surgeon to act intelligently

in the premises. It was tirst used in pericardial

effusion, I believe, by Dr. F. P. Poreher.

A Bequest to Harv.*.rd College.—Edward M.
Barringer, who died recently at Zurich, Switzer-

land, has bequeathed a large part of his estate to

Harvard Medical College. The proceeds from the

invested fund are to be devoted to the establish-

ment of two scholarships, whose annual amount
shall be jiotlessior each than 3200 or S300.

THK THK.\TMENT OF RECENT LACER-
ATlo.NS l)F TIIE CKllVIX UTEKl.

liY ({. H. liATJ.KKAY, M.D.,

I'ATEIUION, NKW JKItHKY.

That laeoration of the cervix uteri during labor is of

common oecurrenc«> is proved by the frecjuency with
wliich tills lesion is met with in gynecologi<;al i)rac-

tice. C^liroiiic Iac»'ration of the cervix uteri can only

be cured by KmiiK't's operation, or " hystero-trache-

lorrhaphy," as Dr. Munde calls it; but the object

of this j)ai)er is to call attention to the eHicaey of

vagimil injections of warm water in the treatment of

recent lacerations.

If the a(!cident is not attended by profuse hemor-
rhage, and that in my opinion is the rule, it calls for

no treatment for the tirst twenty-four hours ; after

that, the vagina should be syringed out thrice daily

with warm water. After the third day a warm one
per cent, solution of carbolic acid may l»e substituted

for the plain warm water, especially if the lochia are

in the least offensive. Under this treatment, 1/ (he

pntient is lci-}it i/idcl in hud, a laceration of the cervix

will heal in from ten days to two weeks. It is of the

utmost importance that a diagnosis should be made
in every case of laceration of the cervix uteri before

the woman leaves her bed, for if this be done a cure

can always, or at least generally, be effected by the

simple means to which I have just referred. My own
opinion is that spontaneous healing of lacerations of

the cervix is the nile. I believe that there is more
or less laceration of the cervix in everv' delivery at

full term occurring in primiparse, but the vast ma-
jority of these lacerations heal of themselves, df the

patient does not leave her bed until the tenth day.

If the woman gets up on the fourth, fifth, or sixth

day, as commonly occurs among the poorer classes,

the uterus being large and heavy, sags dov\Ti in the
pelvis, and traction is exerted l)y the vaginal walls

upon the lips of the cervix, which are thereby evert-

ed and subjected to constant friction against the

vaginal walls V\v evei-y movement of the woman. By
this constant irritation the mucous membrane of the
cervix becomes eroded, the circulation through the

uterus becomes interfered with, and chronic engorge-
ment and subinvolution are the result.

Together with these morbid conditions, more or

less displacement generally coexists, and in my ex-

perience anteversion or anteflexion is the most com-
mon form. In order to prevent this train of evils, it

is necessary to recognize early the initial lesion.

Therefore, in my opinion, it should be a rule, in pri-

vate practice as well as in all lying-in hospitals, not
to allow a patient to leave her bed until after the

ninth (iai/, and that in ereri/ case the cervix uteri

should be carefully examined with Sims' speculum
before the woman is allowed to assume the upright
position. If an unhealed laceration is found to exist,

she should be kejjt in bed for a week or ten days
longer, during which time vaginal injections of plain

warm water, or a weak, warm solution of carbolic

acid should be used thrice daily. I append a brief

report of three bad cases, which will serve to illus-

trate the beneficial effects of vaginal injections of

warm water in recent lacerations of the cei-vix uteri.

Case I.—In Febniaiy, 1876, I was called into the

countiy to deliver a woman that a medical gentleman
had been endeavoring for several hours to deliver

with forceps. I found everything covered with blood
—floor, bedding, instruments, and doctor. I found

the head still at the sxiperior strait, but the caput
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succedaneuin was pressing on the perineum. The
cervix uteri was badly torn in four places, and there
was laceration of tlie jjosterior wall of the vagina.

The woman's i)ulse was 130, and feeble, and her
counteuant-e anxious and haggard; she was a primi-

para and had been in labor thirty-six hours. Chloro-
form was administ(n-ed, and I applied Elliott's for-

ceps and brought the head through the superior
strait. I was proceeding with gi-eat caution, and
there was as yet no great distention of the j^ii-i'ts,

when the swollen portion of the scalp suddenly made
its appearance through a central rupture of the peri-

neum, at a point corresponding to the laceration of

the vagina. I thought that I might still be aV)le to

bring the head through the \iilva, but in that I was
foiled ; and the perineum was torn from the \^ilva

to the anus. Profuse hemorrhage from inertia fol-

lowed, and the most energetic treatment was required
to save the i)atient's life.* After the uterus had been
made to contract firmly, the hemorrhage ceased, and
after reaction had been established by stimulants I

left the patient. Two days later I again saw the
patient, and finding her general condition fair, I

sewed up the laceration of the perineum in the hope
that union might result; but I must confess that I

had no great e.cjjectatiotn^ of success. The result was
perfect union. Vaginal injections of warm water
were used t^-ice daily from the second day after de
livery until the twelfth. Three weeks after delivery

I had an opportunity to examine this j^atient, and I

found the lacerations of the cervix jserfectly healed.

Case II.—Mrs. W , aged twenty-nine years, was
delivered with forceps, by an irregular practitioner,

of her second child, in June, 1879. The perineum
was torn through the sjahincter ani, and the laceration

extended about two inches up the rectum. Two days
later she was seen by another medical man, who
called my colleagues, Drs. Marsh and Blunden, in

consultation, and by their advice she was admitted
into St. Joseph's Hospital, under my care. The pa-
tient's general condition was bad, and as the edges
of the laceration and the lochial discharge j^resented

an unhealthy appearance, I decided not to sew up
the perineum, as in my judgment it would have been
useless. The patient's strength was supjiorted by
tonics and nouiishing food, and vaginal injections

of warm water were used every four hours for the
first three days, then every six hours. After the
third day a weak carbolic acid solution was substi-

tuted. A week after her admission I examined the
uterus with Sims' sijeculum, being careful not to

exert much traction on the bowel, and found a deep
stellate lacei'ation of the cervix. The vaginal injec-

tions were continued twice daily, and at the end of

three weeks after delivery the laceration had per-

fectly healed. Five weeks later I operated on the
perineum with a successful result.

C.\SE III.—Mrs. W , aged twenty-eight years,

was delivered of her first child in January, 1879. Her
labor was long and tedious, the membranes ha^ing
ruptured prematurely. Her medical attendant, a

very intelligent and skilful practitioner, finding that

the tissues of tlie cervix and the vagina and vulva

had rather suddenly and unexpectedly become oede-

matous, ami that her pulse was becoming frequent,

applied the long forceps and delivered her. Notwith-
standing great care in the delivery the cervix uteri

was badly torn, and the perineum was lacerated

through the sphincter ani. The greater part of the

* That the hemorrhage was due to inert'a and not to the laceration?,

was proved by the fact that contraction of the uterus stopped the
hemorrhage and relaxation was followed by profuse bleeding.

laceration of the cervix in this case was caused mere-
ly by the introduction of the blad(>s of the forceps ;

in fact, the doctor informed me that in ])assing his

finger between the cervix and the child's head, in

making an examination, after (udema of the parts

occurred, that the cervix tore like a piece of wet
pajjer. ^'aginal injections of slightly carbolized warm
water were commenced within twenty-four hours
after delivery. I saw the i^atient with her medical
attendant nine days after delivery, and found that

the cervix had been deeply torn in four different

directions ; the parts, however, had a healthy appear-
ance, and it was evident that the lacerations were
heahng. The vaginal injections were continued for

ten days longer, at the end of which time the lacer-

ations in the cervix had healed. The pei'ineum was
subsequently operated on with success.

lUports of Cjospltals.

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL, PHILA-
DELPHIA.

Clinic op J. M. Da Costa, M.D.,

PK0FES.SOR OF THKORY AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, AND OF CLINICAL
MEDICINE IN JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

(Special Report.)

I. KEMAKKABLE SPECIMENS FEOM A CASE OF ULCER OF
THE STOMACH.

n. CHRONIC GASTRITIS SUCICESSFULLY TREATED BY WASH-
ING OUT THE STOMACH.

I SHALL first call your attention to these specimens

from a case that was in the hospital only for a few

days before his death. Owing to this man's very

scanty knowledge of the English language it was
impossible to oljtain anything like a complete histoiy

of the case. "We discovered enough, however, to

connect the clinical evidence during life with the

remarkable results of the yiecmpsij.

J. P , aged fifty-five years, an Italian, spoke
nothing but his native language ; a plasterer by trade ;

was admitted on the first of November in an extremely

prostrated condition. Of his previous histoiy, i:)ai-tly

owing to his inability to communicate with ns, and
partly owing to his debility, we could only ascertain

that he had been intemperate in his habits and had
suffered from general dropsy for a space of two
months some twelve years ago. His drojisy was
then said to be caused by kidney affection, but the

evidence that this disease had much to do with that

of which he died was not very strong. After this

drojjsical period his health remained good until six

months before his admission, when his appetite began
to fail, and he was troubled with indigestion, flatu-

lence, and dyspno'a, and experienced a burning pain

in the pit of his stomach. For the last two months
these symi)toms of pain and indigestion have been
complicated by vomiting, especially in the morning,

and occasionally at other times. This vomiting grew
in intensity, and lately has become constant, so that

he rejects everything ; not onlv solids, but also

liquids. We never saw blood in the matters ejected,

yet he said that on a few occasions the vomit had a

cofiee-groxind apjiearance. Bowels were very con-

stipated. He had no motion at all during the six

days prior to his admission.

His condition ujjon admission was one of gi'eat

emaciation ; of extreme suffering from pain. His

I
face was all di'awn to one side and his complexion
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Htraw-coloretl. His conjunctivje were alifjhtly Htaiued
auil ht> sot'iiie«l oKlcr tluin liis Vfurs. Tlion- wuh a

uiarkotl anus st-ni/is. His aluloiucn wji.s rosistaiit. and
rather full, ami there waw t«'iiiU'riu'ss at tin- cjii^'as-

trium. I I'ouhl ilettn-t no tumor. Thy fnliit'ss of tii««

alxloiiuMi Hi'oiiHvl to he due to the fulness of the
reeti museles. There w«>re very oll'ensive eructa-
tions, with f<'tiil vt)mit and j^lairy mucus. 'J'iie

tongue was «lry and red, but not uuieh coated. He
wa.s very weak.
He remained in the hosjjital for a few days in this

condition. Our attempts at nourisliment wen^ not
suceessful. He threw up all th(> milk and lime-
water which we K»^ve him, and even the beef-tea. A
moderate amount t>f .stimulus, however, was retained.
AVe tried to discover whether the entrance of food
into the stomach produced jtain, but it was luird to

reach any conclusion refranlinf? this jjoint. A tur-

pentine injection moved the bowels, pivinj? ri.sc to

the evacuation of large masses. He rapidly grew
feeViler, a ]n-ofuse sweat broke out, and he died in a
state of collapse, the vomiting liaving prevailed to

the very last, but there was no discharge from the
bowels. I wish to call yoiir attention to the re-

markable results of the vi-cropnti.

Lirrr.—Small, dense, fatty—the liver of an intem-
perate man. There was a slight increase in its

tibrous textui-e, with fatty degeneration of the
hepatic cells.

Ki'liitys.—Somewhat harder than normal, but no
degenei-ation of their stnictnre. Urine examined re-

peatedly with negative results.

Hi'urt.—Flabby, somewhat fatty.

But what symptoms had there been during life

indicative of the remarkable lesion of the stomach
disclosed by the necrnpsi/ ?

Stomach.—Cutting it open at the cardiac extremity
we found it slightly dilated, with very thin walls,

and, as we progi-essed to^^•ard the i\vlorie extremity,
we came across a big hole (this is really the most
expressive exjilanation which I can give' of its ap-
pearance), due to a large iilcer which had laid bare
and eaten away the muscle and the i^eritoneal cover-
ing, so as to establish a communication with the large
intestine. It was an extraordinarily large perforating
ulcer, communicating between the large intestine
and the stomach.
Now, we have an explanation of the vomiting, pain,

and occasional cotiee-ground appearance of the
vomit. This explains why we were not able to de-
tect the presence of any tumor (we had suspected
cancer of the stomach). It is very strange that there
was so little intestinal irritation. The history does
not mention it at all ; on the contrary, the constipa-
tion was constant tlu-ough life, and the vecropat/

showed no peritonitis. The iilcer evidently did not
cause much disturbance.
Regarding the charactei- of tlie ulcer, I do not think

it is cancerous. The absence of thickening and of
growth are against the idea of cancer. I will tell you
at our next meeting what the microscope reveals.

The stomach .symptoms were marked, and the intes-

tinal symptoms obscure. There is no evidence what-
soever of peritonitis.

DrLATATION OF THE STOMACH.

You remember that this patient was before you
last year. We were then treating him for dilatation
of the stomach. You remember that our treatment
consisted in washing out the organ thoroughly with
a slightly alkaline solution. As the patient is again in
the liospital I have thought that you would be inter-

ested in seeing him once more. Yon recollect what
remarkable success attended our treatment by wash-
ing out the Hti)ma<h after we had tried nil kinds of
alt<'ratives and tonics. We rejiented this jirocess of
washing out even' second day for three* or four weeks.
At the same time we gave small doses of nux v<miica.

Under this rif/ime ho gained flesh, the vomiting
ceased, and he was able to digest his food. He re-

mained well until <juite recently, after leaving the
h<»s]>ital. He comes ba<-k with some of the same
8yini)t<»ms, but not in the .same degree. Ho is also
suflVring from a large irreducible hernia.
The (piestion which presents itself with regard to

present treatment is : shall we resume the washing-
out process, or, as the gastric symptoms are not so
very prominent, shall we first try other methods be-
fore we subject the ])atient to this? On the suppo-
sition that this case is one of chronic gastritis and
atony let us first try eight drachm doses daily of the
tincture of nux vomica in water. At the same time
liis <liet shall l)e strictly regulated. He must avoid
potatoes, and take only a certain amount of sf)lid

food, such as underdone meat, oysters, and milk with
lime-water. After every meal he had better take ten
grains of saccharated pejjsin.

progress of iHctiical Science.

Anetrism of the Arch of the Aokt.4 cttreh by
Rest, Restricted Diet, avd Iodide op Potasstcm
AND Ergot.—Dr. R. Sutton communicates to the
American Jovryuil of Medical Sciences, October, 1880,

a case of aneurism of the arch of the aorta, in which
a cure was elTected by rest, restricted diet, and the
administration of iodide of potassium and ergot.

The patient, female, aged twenty-one years, was
seized with a violent pain in the region of the heart
while at work, and for six months afterward was sub-
ject to repeated attacks of pain and frequently
fainted. Dr. Sutton saw her for the first time about
nine months after the .seizure, and an examination
i-evealed an aneurism of the de.scending portion of

the arch of the aorta. The ribs were bulged up
above the plane of the chest-wall ; the thrill was
very loud, and the impulse was visible in the second
intercostal space. She remained under treatment
for one year. During this time she was secluded
from all excitement, and took, three times daily, from
ten to twenty drojjs of fluid extract of ergot and five

gi-ains of iodide of potassium. She was also jiut to

bed at absolute rest for five and a half out of every
six hours—the half-hour being allowed for quiet
walking about the room. Her nourishment was re-

stricted to ten ounces of material, fluid and solid

together, for each twenty-foiir hours. This regime
was strictly adhered to for thirteen months. At the
end of this time she was reduced to almo.st a skeleton,

and an examination revealed the fact that the
aneurism was cured ; the action of the heart was weak
and irregular, with a distinct ansemic bruit. From
this time her noiirishment was increased, drachm
doses of bitter wine of iron were given, and she was
allowed to be up and down at will. Her cure ap-
pears to be permanent. At a meeting of the Alle-

gheny County Medical Society, held June 15, 1880,
the patient was examined by a committee, which
reported that the aneurism was cured, and that the
ordy evidence of disease at the time was a slight en-

docardial murmur.
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On the Cause op Bad Odor of the Feet, a\ith

Directions for Treatment.—Dr. George Tliin, in

the Bi-ilisl/ Medk'iil Journnl, Sei)tember IStli, asserts

that tlie cause of the bad odor which is sometimes
associated with excessive sweating of the feet i.s to

be found in the coverings of the feet, and not in the

sweat itself. In his experiments, which were re-

ported to the Royal Society, he discovered that the
reaction of the moisture in the stocking and in the

sole of the boot was alkaline, and that the reaction

of the moisture exuding from the skin of the sole of

the heel was faintly alkaline, whilst that of the

l^erspiration of other parts of the body was acid.

The Hiiid from the sole of the heel was thus shown
to be not pure sweat, the faintly allvaline reaction

being doubtless diie to the serous discharge accom-
I^anying tlie eczema set up by the local hyperidrosis.

The fluid in the sole of the stocking was found to be
teeming with bacteria forms

—

Bnctcrhim fcvfidifm.

The rapid development of bacteria in the fluid

which exudes fi'om the soles is doubtless favored by
the alkaline reaction j^roduced by the mixture of

serous exudation with the sweat. The following

treatment was found to be efiective : the stockings

were changed twice daily, and after taking them off",

the stocking-feet were jilaced for some hours in a jar

containing a saturated solution of boracic acid.

They were then dried, and were fit to wear again if

desired. The boracic acid effectually destroyed
the smell. But to kill the bacteria in the stocking
was not enough. The leather in the bottom of the
boot is wet and sodden, and smells as vilely as the
stocking. This difliculty was removed by the use of

cork soles. A pair miist be worn only one day un-
changed ; at night they must be placed in the boracic

jar, and be put aside the next day to dry. The
boracic acid solution is an excellent application to

the painful skin in these cases ; when the tender skin

of the soles is washed with it, a sensation of coolness

succeeds the feeling of heat and tension which are

the usual accompaniments of the eczematous con-

dition associated with the smell, and the skin be-

comes harder and loses its abnormal redness.

Fracture of Ninth DoRSAii Vertebra, with Par-,

tiaij Dislocation—Eecovery.—Dr. H. Hickman, of

St. Louis, reports a case in the St. Louis Medical and
Surgical Journal, Sept. 20, 1880, where there was
every reason to believe the injury to be a fi'acture witli

partial dislocation of the ninth dorsal vertebra. There
was no sign of paralysis. Patient, aged thirty-eight

years, a brewer, while hoisting a bucket of ashes, was
precijiitated into a cellar, a distance of ten feet, in

consequence of the breaking of a pulley-bracket, and
was found on the floor doubled up and unconscious.

Upon examination a considerable disi^lacement was
noticed, which was shown by a marked depression

sui^eriorly with a corresponding projection below

;

besides this, the soft parts on either side of the in-

jured spine had developed into tumoid prominences,
affording ample proof of the immense strain they

had been put to. The jiatient was at once lifted by
the shoulders almost oflf his feet, while steady, in-

creasing pressure with the thumbs was applied. This

soon appreciably reduced the dislocation, and a com-
press and bandage were applied, and the iiatient put
to bed. He suffered from an exceedingly acute pain

at the base of the neck and upper part of the chest,

but had verv little pain at the seat of the injurv. The
next day he was able to micturate, and the soft parts

ha\-ing almost resumed their normal outline, a plas-

ter-jacket was applied. The patient was posed on

his hands and knees during the ten minutes required

for the necessary biindaging, and although then suf-

fering acutely, his pain subsided as soon as the plas-

ter hardened, and never returned while lie wore it.

The bowels lemained torjud for six days, but this

being a very common occurrence among brewers,

who, on account of accident or for other good
reason, are suddenly denied their usual very liberal

allowance of beer, it was not thought to Ije due to

any direct result of the injury. Five months after

the accident the only signs of tlie injury were a bifur-

cation of the dorsal groove at the site of tha»fracture,

and a very slight swell of the i)osterior curve of the

right thoracic v^•all rising above the line of injury.

The jacket was reapplied but once during these five

months.

Treatment op Infantile Diarrhcea bt Powdered
Charcoal.—Dr. Gueriu, in referring to a recent com-
munication to the Ac(tdemie de medncine, made by
Bouchardat, remarks that for a long time he has

been in the habit of combating infantile diarrli^a

by mixing the milk in the suckling-bottle with char-

coal powder. He usually adds half a teaspoonful of

the powder to one bottle of the milk. The infants

take the milk readily, and in a few days the greenish

stools of the little patients change to a dark yellow,

while their consistence becomes increased. In addi-

tion to the admixture of powdered charcoal, the milk

is diluted by one-half or one-tliird of its bulk of

sugared water. He has frequently seen intractable

summer complaints yield in a few days to this treat-

ment.

Note on Vulvar Eructation.—This phenomenon,
which consists in a noisy expulsion of gas from the

vagina, has been observed by Dr. Lohlein in 8 out

of 750 gynecological patients. The conditions for

its production are, according to him, the introduc-

tion of air into the vagina in consequence of insuffi-

cient vulvar occlusion and under the influence of an

excess of the atmospheric pressure over the intra-

abdominal pressure, and the expulsion of this air

under the influence of a sudden augmentation of the

intra-abdominal pressure. He thinks that we have

to deal in these cases with atmospheric air, and not

W'ith gas develojied in the vagina or coming from the

intestines. The conditions which render the vulvar

occlusion insufficient are : 1,' lateral fissures of the

l^osterior part of the vulva when combined with a

limited development of the labia minora and majora ;

2, an excessive laxity of the vaginal walls, combined
with a slight rupture of the j^erineum. In none of

the cases was there a deep rupture of the perineum.

The positions of the body most favorable to a jiro-

duction of the phenomenon are those which diminish

the intra-abdominal jjressure, such as the knee -elbow

position, the decubitus on one side of the belly, the

dorsal decubitus with the arms raised above the

head, the act of rising suddenly in bed, etc. The
phenomenon was always met with during the first

week after labor. Tlie treatment consisted in closing

the vaginal fissures by sutures and in astringent in-

jections.

—

Li/on medical, September 5th.

Seats for Saleswomen.—The four representative

diy-goods houses in Philadelphia, employing from

one hundred and fifty to two hundred women each,

as clerks, now provide seats for their saleswomen

when not engaged with customers. A number of

smaller establishments have imitated their example.

The employers report that the plan works excellently.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EDUCATION.

It was the custom up to one hundred and fifty year.s

ago to keep young infants so tightly swathed and

bandaged that they couhl scarcely move their limbs

at all. AVhen Rousseau WTote his "Emile," a work

which started a revolution in educational methods,

he began by attacking this pernicious practice of

infant bandaging. It was not only a physical evil

to the child, but it typified well the narrow and dis-

torting influences which the priestcraft and state-

craft thi-ew over the education of the young at that

time. Rousseau advanced a new and startling idea

:

it was to give the chikl the utmost freedom in educa-

tion ; to teach him those things only which he liked
;

to develop and improve those tendencies which the

child spontaneously displayed ; to put nature first

and books last. This idea, though nearly smothered

with accomimnving exaggerations, was taken up by
others ; it has of late years been developed in the

kindergarten system of Germany and the salle crdsi/le

of France. And now we see it still more fully ex-

panded in the prevalent discussions upon " scien-

tific " and " physiological " systems of education.

There has been no abler advocate of physiological

education than the late Dr. Edward Seguin, whose
principal work upon the subject has just reached its

second edition.* Dr. Seguin's book, however, is but

one of the indications of a wide interest in the sub-

ject. There have been sharp assaults upon our cher-

ished common-school system from many quarters.

Literateurs, political economists, school-superin-

tendents, and scientists have all had their say against

it, and, though the agitation may have brought out

sonae exaggerations, we find in it a sure evidence

that some change is needed and will take place.

This new movement for educational reform has an

* Report on Eilncation, by E. Seguin. United State* Commissioner
on Eilu'-ation at the Vienna Universal Exposition. Milwaukee, Wis.:
Uoerdinger Book and Publishing Co. IS^.

interest to the j)hyHician, since it aims to bring int.

gi'eater use among teachers and pupils that knowl

e<lge with wliicli he is es])ocially familiar. The aim

of the pliysifdogical method in lulucation is " to train

all the organs to accoiupli.sh their functions in tin-

most physiological manner ; and to elevate all tlit-

functions which are under the control of conscious-

ness to the rank of intellectual cajmcities, and make

them concur in tlie oj)('rati<ms of the mind and of the

will." The methods by which this is to be accom-

plished are, in part, the extension to the common
school of certain of the features that characterize the

kindergai-tens. Instead of the present Procrustestn

sy.stem, l)v which a fixed numl)er of rules, definitions,

and facts are dosed out to be taken by a fi.xed number

of l)()ys and girls in a certain fixed time, etwh study

is to be adajited to the child and i)resentcd to him

in such a way that he learns it with actual plea-sure.

Base-ball and arithmetic, writing and skating, are to

come with ecpial ease and satisfaction to the learner.

Tiiis may seem a very Utopian idea, though even

if it be so there is no doubt that a place for educa-

tion considerably this side of utopia Mould be l)etter

than its present one. The agitation for a physiologi-

cal education indicates a tendency to secure more

.science for the teacher and less ill-judged compul-

sion for the scholar. And so far it is a healthful

tendency and one to be encouraged. There are in it

two features that especially deser^-e the attention of

physicians : It is j^art of the new system, first to see

that the sanitai-y condition of the school-room and

the i>hysical well-being of the child be kept at their

very best ; and. second, to see that the special senses

and bodily dexterities be developed to the highest

point possible. The sanitary condition of the schools

is a subject that need not be discussed now, though

wanting attention badly enough. But the question

of how much can be done for the mind, by a proper

training of its si)ecial servants, is one deserving much
more study than it has yet received. Dr. Seguin

argues strongly for the greater employment of this

kind of training, and ho would begin with the un-

born child and teach the mother to beware of those

l^hysical or emotional activities which may affect her

offspring. He would have the infant lie as much on

the right side as on the left, in order that the right

brain may not be compressed. Acting upon the

theory that man has two brains, he would make him
ambidextrous, so, perhaps, helping to develop both

hemispheres. Training the eye, the ear, teaching

habits of observation, making the pujiil acquire some

special dexterity of hand or body, all these methods

lead, it is claimed, to brighten and expand the intel-

lect, and to make the man fitter to isex'form his work

in life.

It can be easily seen that this sense-education

must be of value in the mental development of the

child. In determining how great this value is, the
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observations of the intelligent physician can be of

gi-eat assistance. We do not believe, for our part, in

caiTving too far this system of object-teaching and

sense-education. There mnst still be sTich a thing

as disci7)line and text-books ; the latter tell, perhaps,

in a few pages, the results of the studies of many
years, and the observations of thousands of persons.

Undoubtedly our common schools need a change

—

but not too much of Kousseau.

biit it is essentially the province of the attending

physician to emi^hasize the injunctions of the board

by giving some personal attention to preventive

measures. At the outset of an epidemic of both

these diseases, this advice should have more than its

Tisual force. "Whatever can be done by the physician

to narrow the chances of the spread of the conta-

gion, lessens the chances of mortality even in mild

epidemics. Concerning the spread of both diph-

theria and scarlet fever there are certain well estab-

lished causes. Whether one can believe in this or

that theory of infection is not essential. The phy-

sician can always afford to be on the safe side by

giving his families the benefit of the doubt. To

DIPHTHERIA AND SCARLATINA.

The statistics of the Bureau of Contagious Diseases

show an alarming increase in the number of deaths

from dii^htheria and scarlet fever. During the

past two months the cases of scarlet fever which I this end he should see to it not only that the houses

were reported have ranged from fifty-four weekly, at are properly ventilated, but that the privies, wa-

the commencement of the j^eriod, to one hundred and

fifty-one for the week ending December ith, the pcv-

centage of deaths being twenty and a half. The diph-

theria cases for the same time commenced at ninetj'-

fourweekly and ended at one hundred and sixty-seven,

with forty-six per cent, of deaths. From these fig-

ter-closets, drains, and cellars are in good condi-

tion. A personal inspection regarding those points

has so often been rewarded by tracing the causes of

disastrous mortality in certain houses that no special

pleading is needed for it. A knowledge of principles

of good plumbing and proper drainage is as essential

ures it would api^ear that about one in every five I to the physician as is that of any other preventive of

cases of scarlet fever, and more than two in every

five cases of diphtheria, succumb to the disease.

This would make the prevailing type of the former

disease very severe, while that of the latter would be

malignant. But in reality we can safely assume

that such is not absolutely the case in either in-

stance. The proportion of deaths to the cases re-

ported is unusually large. The only way to recon-

cile this ap2">arent discrepancy is to accejjt the fact

that all the cases are not reported, and that conse-

quently the diseases are very much more prevalent

than the figures of the health-bulletin would lead us

to suppose. We believe this to be true, judging

from the testimony of some practitioners who are

disease. None of these factors in the problem of con-

tagion are beyond solution, and oftentimes the phy-

sician is the first one to grapjile with them in the in-

terests of the life and health of those under his care.

The danger of the propagation of both diseases in

the schools will readily suggest itseK. While it is

proper to state that the Health Board does all in its

power to reduce the chances of the spread of dis-

eases in them to a minimum, its efforts are far fi-om

being successful. It is true that the moment cases

of contagious diseases are reported the number of

the houses in which they are contained are sent to

the schools of the district, and children of the same

or different families, residing in said houses, are sent

attending large numbers of cases of both diseases, and home. Biit in fifty per cent, of these cases the mis-

who habitually neglect to report them to the board,

unless compelled to do so by a death certificate.

Considering the widespread prevalence of both

diphtheria and scarlet fever, the types of the dis-

eases are not unusually severe at present. But this

is by no means a sul)ject for congratulation at

this early season, in view of the reasonable possi-

bility of the increase of both diseases during the

winter and sjmng, and the j^robable increase of their

malignancy. Very few physicians have lost fifty per

cent, of their cases of diphtheria thus far. Even

twenty per cent, would be a very high figure. Still

the prospect of the continuance of this comparatively

chief travels ahead of its supposed prevention. There

is every incentive for those inclined to spread dis-

ease to conceal its existence in their families, and

this is at the foundation of all the difficulty witli

which all health boards must contend, and which

difficulty it is virtually impossible to circumvent

under existing circumstances, except by the special

aid of the physician in attendance.

While refen-ing to the duties of the physician, re-

lating to the prevention of these diseases, it is un-

necessary to say that said duties extend to other con-

tagious maladies, notably to small-pox, which is crop-

ping out in an ominous way in our city. In regard to

low ratio of mortality is far from promising. At
j
the prevention of this disease there is now a special re-

sponsibility which is thrust upon the physician in ad-

vising vaccination for all unprotected persons, and re-

vaccination for all doubtful subjects. Not only are con-

tagious diseases quite prevalent in this city, but they

are showing themselves to such an extent in different

parts of the countiy, that our remarks have more

least, the wise jiractitioner must be on his guard,

and do eveiything he can, not only to treat j^romptly

and efficiently aU cases in hand, but prevent their

increase. It is true that the community is reason-

ably well educated by the health authorities con-

cerning the contagious character of these diseases,
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than a local application. Thus far diphtheria leads

the rest. That it will prohably continue to do so

goes without the .saying. Witli the increased oj>})or-

tuniticH for studying its etiology and jtutliolugy it is

to be hoped that .some new facts will be adilcd to

the history of this dreadful disease, which may help

us to treat it to better advantage antl lessen what

now a]»pears to be its inevitable rate of mortality.

QUACK ADVEltnSEMENTS FS THE RELUlIOrS PRliSS.

The religious jiress takes such high ground in moral

as well as 8]>iritual matters that it should bo above

the suspicion of wrong-doing in the ordinary atlairs

which concern the worldly-minded ; and yet that tliis

is not always the case we have frequent and melan-

choly exam]>les. Not the least of these latter are the

l)ublicrtti()n of the most oltjectionable (piack adver-

tisements, under the cover of a general guaranty

that everything which appears in the paper is in

keeping with its character as a high-toned religious

jonmal. And yet this is done in almost every reli-

gious periodical that reaches us. On one side of the

page of such a journal we read of the gi-owtli of

Christianity, and of its benign influence upon the

heathen, and on the other side is the advertisement of

a blood-inirifier, and of its good offices in curing

"biliousness," " dyspei:)sia," and "liver comi^laint."

In one column is a tirade against lotteries, claiming

that it is "a shame and grievous wrong that the

government itself should be the minister of these

demoralizing institutions," and in another place are

published a number of cei"titicates of bogus and im-

possible cures from a notorious quack advertiser.

In the same editorial occurs this statement, made
in evident good faith, and with the laudable in-

tention of making a telling point :
" It is one of the

curiosities of human nature that men will on one

page of their newspapers advocate good morals, and

on another i>age pander to the iiemicious and niin-

ous propensities of their fellow-men." We ad^^se

the editor of the Olisern;,-, if he would be consistent,

to look after the quack advertisements in his paper.

MLLE. BERNHARDT AND HISTRIONIC DEATH.

Doi"BTLE.s.s those physicians who saw ]Mlle. Bern-

hardt during her recent appearance in this city will

admit that there is much of pathological as well as

of dramatic interest in her various performances. It

is currently reported, in the first place (though we
do not ci'edit the stoiyt, that the renowned actress

is in either the first or the second stage of phthisis.

It is undoiibtedly the fact that she works extremely

hard, and sometimes to the point of syncope. If she

has not phthisis, the etiology of her extreme attenua-

tion furnishes a most suggestive toi)ic of inquiry.

As she is reticent upon this subject, however, the

pathologist can only si^eculate, noting meanwhile

how much better artistic milliner}' acts in relieviii;-'

emaciation than codliver oil.

The phenomena of most absorbing interest, how-

ever, connected with Mile. IJernhardt are her modes

of dying. These, up to the i)re8ent time, are of six

different kinds, and i»resent rich opi)ortunities for a

study of the moribund condition. The causes of the

deaths, so far as our analyses go, may be, oa usual,

divitled into two classes : the remote and the imme-

diate. The former cause seems always to be con-

nected with an acute hyperpyrexia of the emotions.

The fair warituru, while sutlering from this disturb-

ance, is treated with, as it were, the cold jdunge.

In other and less figurative language, there is gener-

ally some fiend in red tights or domino, who, by craft

or violences, induces a solution in the continuity of

previously happy ajf'iirt'.'i i/it cn'ttr, the result ]>eiug

dismay, desi)air, suicidal frenzy, and finally the mori-

bund condition now under discussion.

The immediate causes of death are various, and

here we find the best opportunities for pathological

study. The artist dies by jjoisons, by (jjresumably)

hemon'hage from incised woiinds, or by injuiy of

vital parts ; and sometimes, it seems, by a direct

inhibition of vital processes incident to the intensity

of the emotional excitement or the subjective vio-

lence of the suicidal purpose. The artist presents,

therefore, at different times the symptoms of vertigo,

blanching of the face from vaso-motor inhibition of

the arterioles (and possibly face-powder), invgular

cries, convulsions, both clonic and tonic, and finally

syncope, the latter occuii-ing generally on a soft

Persian rug, or a sofa.

These symjitoms, as a nile, receive no treatment,

unless the homage of tears and applause from the

audience be considered such. On no occasion is a

medical man called in, which is obviously a depar-

ture from realism and good sense, if not from high

art. For it is true that some of the convulsions look

as though they might be • controlled by ajii^'opriate

treatment. TN'e wish simply to analyze, however,

and not to criticise the subject before us.

Mile. Bernhardt's deaths are remarkable, artistic,

and effective. We must confess to having seen few

in real life that moved us so deeply. The death-

straggles, we may say, were remarkably life-like, in a

certain sense. We have never seen their equal in

real death. We can recommend the profession to

study the phenomena of the histrionic death as

showTi in Mile. Bernhardt ; for a phy.sician may
practise all his life and never see anything like them.

DRUGGIST A>-D PHYSICIAN.

At a recent meeting of the Philadelphia County

Medical Society, the relations of the draggist and

l^hysician was the topic for discussion. A great deal

of interest was evinced, and the jjropriety of physi-

cians dispensing their own medicines, in order to
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prevent iinautborizeLl renewals of i)rescrii)tiou8 and

overcharging by druggists, was maintained by a

number of the speakers. It was stated that a i)hy-

sician who dispenses his o^^•n drugs is ineligible as a

Fellow of the College of Physicians of Philadeliihia,

but this is evidently a mistake. The whole question

of the relations between dniggists and the medical

profession, and the jiroper steps to be taken to se-

cure co-operation of both jjrofessions in correcting

present abuses, was referred to a committee, corre-

sponding, we sujipose, to the Comitia Minora of the

Medical Society of the County of New York.

Uc^iorts of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Stilted Meeiitif/, November 18, 1880.

FoRDTCE Bakker, M.D., LL.D., Peesident, in the
Chaik.

The Librarian's report announced the reception of

eight bound and one unbound volumes, twenty-five

pamphlets, and sixty-six medical journals since the
last stated meeting.
The Statistical Secretary, Dr. Francis V. White,

announced the death of Brigadier-General Richard
S. Satterlee.

Dr. T. Heeeing Birch/Ved then read a paper on

OrEEATIVE INTERFERENCE IN ACUTE PERFORATrV'E
TYPHIilTIS.

P"'The ijaperwas based on observations made in four

fatal cases which had fallen under his own observa-

tion, and its chief point of interest was in the answer
to the question :

" Is this disease necessarily fatal?
"

He regarded it as surprising that some definite plan
of treatment should not have been devised before

this, for an aflfectiou the anatomical lesions of which
were of such a nature as not to preclude surgical

interference. All hopes from the use of medicinal
agents had been buried in the uniformly fatal termi-

nation of the disease. He therefore suggested that

by timely surgical interference there was reasonable
hope of saving a certain jiroportion of lives. His jolea

was based upon the following propositions :

1. The lesion in acute perforative typhlitis is not
necessarily fatal ; l)ut it derives its fatality from the

rapid development of intercurrent fatal complica-
tions : first, shock from ijerforation ; second, peri-

tonitis from extravasation of fteces.

2. The patient once resuscitated from shock is yet

imminently menaced with peritonitis.

3. The irritant action of extravasated fluids upon
the pei-itoneum being Vvcll-known, was it not one of

the surgeon's responsil)ilities to relieve the peri-

toneum of that source of irritation prior to the
development of acute fatal inflammation ?

4. Lumbar tyijhlotomy, projierly jjerformed before

the development of i^eritonitis, should give additional

chances for life.

5. While the i^roposed oj^eration, jDerformed under
such desperate circ\;mstances, could not be expected
to furnish average successful results, nevertheless,

its mortality should not be an argument against its

employment, if thereby a single additional chance
for life was offered.

Dr. Burchard then referred to many reported cases

of wounds of the intestines in which recovery had
taken jilace, notAvithstanding the large oix-nings that

had been made ; and regarded it as singular that in-

juries of such gravity could be recovered from, while

minute i)erforationH in the ai)pendix vermiforuiis

were so fatal. Doubtless the fact could be i)artiany

exjjlaincHl by the existence and inversion of the mu-
cous membrane in the former instance, and their ab-

sence in the latter, which i)crmitted the immediate
extravasation of fecal matter into the peritoneal

cavity.

Aboiit twenty i)er cent, of those patients were kill-

ed by the shock, and in some of the remaining Le
believed that recourse to surgical interference lufore

the admit ofperit(miti)i might be i)roper. With refer-

ence to diagnosis, the disease had no pathognomonic
symptom ; l)ut the history of the case, coupled with

the symptoms develojoed, atforded fair presumptive
evidence of its existence. In nearly all the recorded

cases of perforation there was a history of ]jr>'r/ov.H

attacks rf ca'Cdl distress or of well-marked typhlitis,

more or less severe. Pain to be significant must be
developed acutely and be localized. Shock was a

third prominent factor in diagnosis, and ranged from
syncoi^e at the onset to overwhelming collapse.
" Dr. Burchard then read the histories of the four

cases which he had observed. For this class of cases

he remarked that the ordinary operation for the

evacuation of a perityphlitic abscess would be use-

less, and proposed an oj^eration to be performed in

the following manner :

" Guarded by eveiy antiseptic precaution, why
not in sTich cases cut down on the perforated ajipen-

dix from the side, as in Amussat's ojieration ? "Wash
with antiseptics the adjacent peritoneal surfaces, so

cleansing them from all irritating exudations, secure

by stitches the ulcerated appendix to the mouth of

the wound, and so afford free and perfect external

drainage.
" The operation is readily performed. The appen-

dix is most easily reached by a transverse incision,

commencing two inches in front of the anterior bor-

der of the lougissimus dorsi muscle, and extending

forward about six inches parallel to and just above
the crest of the ilium. Integument, fascia, and mus-
cles are carefully divided, until the peritoneum is

reached ; this is opened, and the posterior surface of

the caecum and the api:>endix are exposed.
" Performed at an early jjeriod, before the occur-

rence of general peritonitis, and under the protective

influence of antisepsis, that the dangers of septic

poison may not be added to dangers already ex-

isting, I believe that this operation offers a better

chance for life than any jsrocedure at present jn-ac-

tised for the relief of this terrible disease."

The opinions of several eminent surgeons were
then given in sujiport of the jjroposed method.
The i^aper being before the Academy for discus-

sion, the President referred to two cases in which
error in diagnosis occurred, one being diagnosti-

cated as perforative tyiihlitis, but autojjsy proved it

to be a case of pelvic hematocele ; the other being

diagnosticated as pelvic hematocele, but proven by
autopsy to be one of perforation of the appendix
vermiformis.
Of course the proposed operation would be out of

the question in cases of pelvic hematocele, Init how
could the differential diagnosis be made, even in the

light of modern science ; and it was with the view to

eliciting opinions upon that point that he repoiied

two cases, as follows :
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In IHoi a youn^ Iftfly, the tianghter of a phyHicinn,

wliile rotnrnin;^ hoin«< from ••Inircli, was snddenly
seiziul witli jmin in tht* ri^clit iliat' fossa. It was
very near to tlio jjorioil of menstruation, and lu'foro

hIio roaclu'd homo tlicre was some l)h)ody discliar<^o

from the va<^ina, hut nono aftorward. Tho ]uiin was
Hovoro, and was foUowcd hy shock, and HiihstMincntly

intonse jx^ritonitis ih-vchipod, tirst local and tluui

pen»>ral. and within forty-ci^^ht hours sheilied. Soon
after sho was lir>)U;^iit info the house, Drs. J. Kearney
Kod'^ers and Reese reached the case, and within a

few houi-s Drs. Carnochan and Barker were added
to the council. It was the opinion of all the t,'entle-

men that the case was one of perforation of tin' ap-

pendix vermiformis. At auto]tsy neither iiiHanima-

tion of the cecum nor jterforation of tlie appendix
were found, but pelvic hematocele and general peri-

tonitis.

In 1H72 the wife of a physician was seized sud-

denly with intense pain in the ri^lit iliac fossa, there

was a ilischarj^fe of blood from the vapfina, and peri-

tonitis (piickly developed, and she died on the .second

day after the attack. Dr. Barker, with three or four

others, deservedly eminent, saw the jiatient, and
there was considerable tumefaction in the right iliac

fossa, with great tenderness and .severe jxiin, exces-

sive tenderness of the vagina, and the uterus could
not be moved on ac^-ount of its increased size and
tenderness. Dr. Barker's diagnosis was pelvic liema-

tocele, and in that opinion all the consultants joined.

At autopsy no extravasation of bloixl was found into

the pelvic cavity ; the uterus contained a very young
ovum ; the c:ecum was tilled with fu'cal matter, some
of it very hard ; the appendix was at least three

times it« normal size, had a distinct jierforation as

large as a very large pin, and fiscal matter had es-

caped into the peritoneal cavity.

Dr. L. "Werer remarked that the statements of the
surgeons which had been quoted by the author of the

l)aper, in support of the proposed operation, could
not Vie applied to that operation, because they were
the opinions of those surgeons concerning an opei-a-

tion entirely ditferent from the one under considera-

tion—namely, for the relief of intestinal obstruction.

The proposed operation Dr. AYeber regarded as pro-
phylactic in character to a certain extent, and under
such circumstances he thought it a matter of vei-y

great difficulty to decide whether or not, in a given
case, it should be j^erformed. To illustrate : in/')"r

cases which had fallen under his care, aiid in which
an operation'was performed successfully at a later

period, one on the eleventh, one on the ninth, and
two on the seventh day after the fii'st symptom de-
veloped, all the patients recovered. In one of the
cases the patient had suffered from distinct colicky

pains for one or two years befoi-e the final attack oc-

curred in the right iliac fossa ; and in all the cases

the onset of the disease was as had been described
by the author of the paper—^jiain, shock, and subse-

quent peritonitis, which became localized within
twenty-four hours, and on the third day more or less

of the characteristic tumefaction could be made out.

In none of those cases would he have been warranted
in interfering by operative procedure at an earlier

date than that on which the ojieration was finally

jjerformed, and yet all the patients recovered. He
believed that at jiresent it was impossible to say
positively whether or not the appendix had been jier-

forated, except by autopsy or by the foraiation of
adhesions. He thought that the question was im-
mensely difficult to answer when asked with refer-

ence to a i^rojihylactic operation.

Dr. Weber then referred to a case that had lately
been under his care, and which po.sHfjased points
especially interesting. A gentleman, aged lifty-three

years, who had (iujoyed an avei'age degree of healtli,

came to him with intermittent fever, from which lie

' finally recovered. A few days subse([uently, on a
I Wednesday, he came, saying that he had a jiain in
the riglit .side of his bowels. There was no fever,

I

and the i)ain was not severe. A cathartic guarded
!

with opium was adininisten.'d. t)n Thursday niorn-

\

ing Dr. Weber found that his ])ati<'nt had jtassed

througii the period of shock attending perforation
and into ])eritonitis. His abdomen was univfirsally

tender, particularly in the riglit iliac region ; he was
vomiting, had had no stool, and the doctor thought
he woulil die within a few hours of general peritoni-
tis. But he did not ; and under the free use of mor-
phine hypodermically, and stimulants, he rallied, and
at the end of forty-eight hours wa.s out of immediate
danger. No tumor developed anywhere. Four days
afterward the bowels moved spontaneou.sly, and the
patient was doing well. On the fifth day the bowels
l»egan to move at (i a.m., and discharged ten or
twelve times spontaneously ; the abdomen became
rigid, the i)ain increased, and death occurred from
general i)eritonitis that night. He reported the case
for the purpose of directing attention to the impor-
tance of not discontinuing the opium too soon, espe-
cially in elderly patients where there is diminished
tendency to plastic exudation ; and repeated action
from the bowels should be prevented.
Dr. K. p. AVeir said that he had l)een interested

in the paper, because it helped to confirm an idea
that had been floating in his mind for ten years. He
believed that where the diagnosis could be clearly

made out, and he could easily understand that it

would be difficult, perha^js a long time would elapse
before he could feel sure and before he would ad^^se
the jjerformance of the ojieration ; but when siire of

the diagnosis, he would ad\'ise the ojieration, as it

gave a cliance of saving a human life. He thought
he would go a little further than Dr. Burchard had
done, and would say that the patient would have a
little better chance of recovei*y if the operation
should be performed, even after peritonitis has de-
veloped. He also joined with Dr. Weber in the
statement that the conclusions presented by the au-
thor at the close of his paper were not apjiosite in

this connection, because there was more than intes-

tinal obstniction, namely, a foreign material in the
pei-itoneal cavity.

Dr. Qu.v.fKENiJOs refeiTed to a ca.se in which the
patient died within twenty-four ho;irs after she was
seized with the intense pain. There was a difference

of opinion concerning diagnosis, but Dr. Alonzo
Clark's was verified at autopsy, when a perforation
of the appendix vermiformis was found. Lodged in

the opening was an aiJi>le-seed and a piece of the
husk of the core.

Dr. W:m. T. White referred to a case in which
thei*e was found at autopsy an abscess jirojecting

forH'ard from the anterior wall of the ajipendix, about
the size of a small hickory-nut. There were no ad-
hesions. There was no evidence of peritonitis. The
abscess had ruptured, and caused the death of the
patient \nthin a few hoiirs.

Dr. J. C. Peters had seen several cases, all of

which had been preceded by repeated attacks of

pain in the region of the coecum. He also referred

to the fact that Dr. Jacobi had called attention to

the occurrence of such attacks prior to the j^erfora-

tion of the appendix.
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f? Dr. a. C. Post was inclined to think that some
hope might be alfonled in some of these cases by
performing an operation, as snggested by Dr. ]5nr-

chard, and he agreed with Dr. Weir in the oi^inion

that peritonitis was not a reason, necessarily, why it

should not be performed.
The President remarked that Mr. Spencer Wells

had proved that jjeritonitis was an indication for the
immediate performance of ovariotomy to prevent it

from being fatal. He thonght that ojjinion was
generally accepted by ovariotomists where the peri-

tonitis was diie to the ovarian cyst.

Dr. BuiiHALJj snggested the constant wearing of a
flannel bandage about the abdomen in cases of i-e-

peated typhlitis, as a j^rophylactic against the attack,

which miglit require operative procedure.
Dr. Chadsey favored the propo.sed operation, and

Dr. Sell spoke of the dilHculties in diagnosis.

Dr. Burcharu, in closing the discussion, admitted
the difficulties in diagnosis, l)ut l)elieved that occa-

sional cases occun-ed in which the history of the pa-
tient was well-known to the physician—a history of

repeated attacks of typhlitis—and in that class of

cases he believed the surgeon was justifiable in cut-

ting down at once after the patient had rallied from
the collapse, and establishing free external drainage.

The Academy then adjourned.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OE
NEW YORK.

Adjoumed Stated Meeting, November 29, 1880.

Dr. a. E. M. Purdy, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Da^td Webster read a paper on

AMBLYOPIA from THE ABUSE OF TOBACCO AND AL-
COHOL (.SEE P. 649).

The paj^er being before the society for discussion,

Dr. D. B. St. John Koosa remarked that the task of

proving the causes of diseases was a difficult one.

It was, in a general way, well settled what the cause
of intermittent fever was, but the exact nature of

malaria was far from being definitely known. So,

also, the cause of certain lesions occurring in syphilis

was generally recognized ; but when we came to

speak of the abuse of tobacco as a cause of disease

we were upon much more unsettled ground than that

occupied with reference to either syphilis or malarial

fever. The abuse of tobacco, if the caiise of ambly-
opia, was not a universal cause. Take, for example,
the Turks, who smoked from morning until night, and
duiing the night, and, so far as statistics went, to-

bacco amblyopia was almost, if not quite, unknown
among them. Again, all about us there were men
who smoked fi'om the time of getting up until the

time of going to bed, and yet had no occasion to

consult oculists on account of disturbed vision.

In the light of those facts we w^ere amid diffictdties,

and when they were coujiled with the observations

made by Dr. Ely, who did not find tobacco ambly-
opia among constant workers in the weed, the diffi-

culties surrounding the question were greatly in-

creased. But it should not be said, on account of

those difficulties, that tobacco amblyopia did not

exist
;
yet, he thought that other things were at work,

in conjunction with tobacco, in causing these pecii-

liar eye-symptoms. Nevertheless, he believed as

firmly as did Dr. Webster that amblyopia was caused
by tobacco and alcohol combined, but he thought
that it remained unproven that amblyopia had been

caused by tobacco almie. The author of the paper
I had referred to Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson's views and

j

statistics, and had ({noted his words as those which
went far toward settling the difficult qiiestion ; but,

j

Dr. Hutchinson had been wrong in some of his sta-

I

tistics upon other subjects, and Dr. Pioosa thought

I
that his observations were also incorrect in this jiar-

I

ticular. Dr. Roosa thought that Dr. Webster's cases

I

did not sustain the belief that amblyopia was produc-
ed by tobacco alone. He did not believe that am-
blyoijia was caused by tobacco, unaided by alcohol.

He would not say that he disbelieved it ; but, as yet
he was not prepared to accept the belief tliat it did.

As an illustration, a man with naso-phaiTUgeal ca-

tarrh and thickened mucous membrane of the mid-
dle ear. was very liable to break one of his drum-
heads while bathing in the surf ; while he who had
a moderately sound jjharynx took only a very smell
chance of having his drum-heads ruptured during
sea-bathing. So, he thought, it was c(jnoerning to-

bacco and alcohol amaurosis. When the histories

of that small percentage of all eye cases, less than

T(iTi per cent., were read, it would be found that most
of them had lived lives which would not guarantee
immunity from disease in many ways.

There was one interesting feature in Dr. Webster's
statistics, namely, they did not include the ca.ses of

any clergymen. Dr. Koosa had seen three clergy-

men who had, as he believed, amblyopia depending
upon the abuse of alcohol and tobacco.

With reference to Dr. Webster's conclusion, that

amblyopia from tobacco and alcohol was not uncom-
mon, he would say that, while he woidd not disagree,

perhaps, strenuously with it, he did not think the
cases were of very frequent occuiTence.

Again, whatever might be said with reference to

etiologv^ his personal exijerience inclined him to

supi^ort Dr. Webster in his opinion concerning the

efficacy of strychnia in this treatment of the affection.

He would not dare to withhold the strychnia in such
cases.

The incipient atrophy of which the author of the

l^aper had spoken, Dr. Roosa had not seen in any
gi-eat proportion of cases. He had more frequently

seen dirty white disks than smallness of the vessels.

In some cases ophthalmoscoi^ic examinations had
told him, hterally, nothing, and yet the patients im-

25roved promptly upon abstaining from the use of

tobacco and alcohol, sometimes alone and sometimes
in conjunction with strychnia.

While such a question could not be settled at once
by observations made by any one man, or any set of

men, the subject was greatly illuminated by .such

contributions as that with which the Society had
been favored, and he believed all would agree that,

to certain persons li\ing under certain conditions,

alcohol and tobacco might become so jioisonous as

to produce in them failure of vision, which was
remedied in a large proportion of cases by conecting
their habits, and by the use of such remedial agents

as strychnia.

Dr!^ H. Knapp believed that tobacco and alcohol

amaurosis was by no means rare. It constituted a

considerable percentage of his private i)ractice, and
to a certain extent was seen in his hosi^ital jiractice.

The remark that some were affected unfavoralily by
alcohol and tobacco, but that the majority were not.

could be applied to all causes of disease. Again, it

must be recollected that there was not only a differ-

ence in the tolerance among difierent persons, but
that the tolerance manifested by any one person
while young might not be sustained through life.
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Like the pitcher that goes to the well, it gets broken
at Inst.

Witli rt'pird to diugnoHis, ])eraon8 came complain-
ing of impairment of vinion ; tht'v wore cxainiiu'd

ami, OS was usuully tho case, central vision was ratlier

lovr, and ophthalmoscopic examination ditl not re-

veal any change adeipiato to acconnt for the impair-

ment of sight. That was in the beginning of the

case. IJnt when the ca.se was an advanced one, a
proportionate change was fonnd in tho optic disk,

and still later the arteri«'s and veins might become
so mnch redncod, both in size and nnmlxM-, tliat the

disk rescMubled the highest degrees of atropi)y.

liwt retnrning to the class of ca.ses in which there

was no ade(|nate changes in the disk to exi)lain the

imi>airnient of vision. In those cases, ])r. Kna])p
believed there was .something characteristic in the

functional disturbance itself. The periphery of tho

field of vi.sion in tho.so ])atient.s was normal, and
colors could be distinguished (piito well, but not so

in the central ])ortions of the visual field. In the

central jiortions of tho visual field there is achroma-
topsia, and .sometimes it renuired examination witli

small pieces of colored j)aper, or similar objcicts, to

detect it ; an<l, from that degree, the defect might
be increased until they become totally color-blind.

Therefore, when he saw a patient whose central

visual tield was vei-y low and i)eripheral visual field

good, and whose central i)erception of colors was
wanting, and the peripheral perception of colors nor-

mal, and there was no change in the fundus, he gave
a good prognosis, as a rule, because radical improve-
ment was usually obtained. He had seen exceed-
ingly rapid improvement take ])lace in such cases

without the use of remedies, and a case in point was
related. When we had to deal with reasonable peo-
ple, and gave them no remedy other than perhaps
iron, and bromide of ammonium or potassium at

bedtime, good results were generally obtained ; and
the tirst improvement was manifested in color ])er-

ception, beginning with yellow and bine, and, within
a few weeks, all scotoma has disappearetl.

He lieUeved that such cases were not isolated,

but were as common as glaucoma, and it was an im-
portant disease for the general practitioner to be-
come acquainted with and to treat. The cases of

rapid improvement from stiychnia had seemed to

him to be more or less isolated.

Dr. O. D. Pomeroy regarded the extremely rapid
improvement imder the use of strychnia, mentioned
by Dr. Webster, as exceedingly interesting, and such
as exceeded the experience of any other observer in

this country. However, he had seen good results

follow the use of strychnia, and he should continue
its use, because of those good results, although there
were many dilticulties encountered in determining
whether or not the sti-ychnia cured the patient. He
thought it was very difficult to determine the exact
cause of the disease in this class of cases. Many
persons had amblyopic symptoms, and when their
eyes were examined with the ophthalmoscope the
conditions found did not really prove anything—the
outer portion of the disk being a little white, the
inner portion a trifle reddish, and the border a little

inexact, etc. In seeking for a cause the examiner
was very apt to fasten upon some disease of which
there might be only obscure evidence, such as syph-
ilis, kidney, cerebral, or cardiac disea.se ; but it

was well-known that the number of the cases was
great in which no adequate cause for the trouble
could be found. The etiology of the affection under
consideration was difficult to determine. Tobacco and

alcohol seemed to be ho int«!rminglod that it was with
great ditliculty tliey could be sei)aratcd. His own be-
lief was that tobaci'o Imd Itut little intbicnce in jiro-

ducing audtlyopic .symptoms, while at the same time
he felt quit4! sure tiiat alc<ihol exerte<l a marked inllu-

ence in the i)roilu(tion of those symjitoms. For, ab-

staining from alcohr)l alone wvmhl cause im))rovement,
whih^ abstaining front tobacco alone had little or no
effect, lint there was another element to Ih- taken into

consideration, and that was visual intelligence. Tho
amount of a i)atient's vision, when tested for tho first

time, dr>j)ended largely upon his vi.sual iiit<'lligence.

A stu])id i»atient might read '',11, while an artist, with
the same actual condition of the eyes, would ))rob-

ably read '/'• Again the cultivation of the visual in-

telligence was another factor in the case ; for a con-

stant improvement took ])lace by simply testing the
patient; that is, he could see better with tho same
eyes at the (;loso than at tho beppnning of the exorcise.

There was also another factor which must be consid-

ered, and that was the improvement that might result

from the la})so of time. However, he was in favor of

being upon the side of the positivists rather than
among the negativists, and should continue to inject

strychnia, hoping to improve the vision of his patient.

Dr. W. B. MrrrKNi>ORF remarked that he used
strychnia in these cases quite extensively for four or

five years, and neai'ly every time the patients were
made worse instead of better, thus i)roving that ab-

stinence, perhajis, was a more important factor than
the sti-ychnia in effecting a cure. All his i^atients

were below i)ar in their general condition, and he
had thought that, as soon as the system gets reduced,
tobacco and alcohol would produce their ill effects ;

for so soon as they were tolerably well they returned
to their old habits with apparent impunity. He re-

garded sti-ychnia, however, as a valuable remedy,
yet care should be exercised in its administration.

He then referred to a case in which ,^, of a grain,

given to a man thirty years of age, produced such
marked symijtoms of poisoning that he was afraid

to repeat the remedy.
Dr. C. E. Agxew said that he placed his cases at

Dr. Webster's disposal, knowing, as all who knew
him did, how accurate and conscientious he was in

all his observations, and how capable he was of mak-
ing adequate and logical deductions. He also said

that he had been somewhat surprised at the tendency
which he thought had been manifested to wander
from the facts in the paper. The gentleman knew
quite as well as he did that statistics, if there be such
to any very great extent, with regard to the effect of

tobacco u])on the people of the Eastern nations, espe-

cially the Tiu'ks, were not such as we would be quite

willing to adduce here in support of the innocuous
character of tobacco. He thought there were not
many observers in the East whose judgment in this

matter we would be willing to accept in New York,
where, it might safely be said, the resrJts of careful

general ophthalmoscopic observation had been car-

ried to a niceness and accuracy that certainly did not
exist in the East, if it existed anywliere abroad. This
subject, like many others, had been .subjected to great

scrutiny, and probably there was a greater aggrega-
tion of careful observers in this city than could be
found in any single place in the world. He for one
was not disposed to accept Oriental statistics, as he
knew them, as really having much Viearing upon the
suliject. He was free to say, and in that he agreed
with the gentleman to whom he alluded, that amau-
rosis from tobacco alone, without the possible occur-

rence of syphilis and the possible abuse of alcohol,
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was comparatively rare. But, on the otlier hand,
there existed curious facts, which made it safe in

drawinf^ the logical conclusion that there was a
pathogenetic relationshi]) between alcohol and to-

bacco, hence they were united in tlu; discussion of

that jiarticular form of disease. He thought that the
ground would be much more securely occui>ied if,

in treating a series of cases hereafter, we should in-

sist upon abstinence from tobacco alone and alcohol
alone, and observe the clinical i)henomena. One of

the gentlemen had confessed his scei)ticism as to the
effect of remedies. But it could not be denied that
abstinence from the use of tobacco and alcohol, in

some of the cases reported, had enabled the jiatient

to spring i;]) in the use of his nerve-power and show
imjirovement so rapidly as to exchide the influence
of the mind upon vision, which the gentleman would
lead us to infer had been exerted. Again, that element
did not enter, because the observations were made
in his office, where they had two tables of test-type,

one differing entirely from the other, for the purpose
of excluding that possible source of error. If a pa-
tient read ^ut on the first day, and several days after-

ward, with the same illumination, and either under
the eftect of abstinence or imder the influence of a

remedy, he read -fl}, and it was repeated a sufficient

number of times, the inference was that his mentali-
ty of vision had not been so cultivated as to enable
him to read a line of letters which on the first day
he could not see.

Dr. Agnew believed that all proper precautions
had been taken in making the obsei-vations. The
urine had been examined by Dr. Maxwell, whose
ability was fully recognized, and the physical exami-
nations of the chest had been made by Dr. Leaming,
or Dr. Clark, or Dr. Flint.

In order to determine the frequency of such cases,

they must not be compared with the total number
of cases of ophthalmic disease. It was obvioiisly

proper, in getting the relative frequency, to exclude
large classes of cases. Children should be excluded,

and blindness from such causes as cataract, detach-
ment of the retina, conjunctival affections, etc. If

the cases were selected in which the dioptric appar-

atus was not affected, but those in which the lesions

were in the perceptive apparatus, he thought it

would be found that the number of cases was rela-

tively large, although it might be absolutely small.

He coiild not recall many cases in which tobacco was
the sole civuse of the amblyopia, but had had a few.

He believed that the relationship between the two
poisons—toliacco and alcohol—was such that they
were indissolubly united in some persons, and that

we should seldom succeed in breaking them from one
habit unless they were broken from the other. We
should make issue with the patient, and insist that

he abstains fotalli/ raid at 07ice from the use of both
tobacco and alcohol. Then, after waiting a reason-

able time—a week or ten days

—

use the stiwchnia if

necessary. He had waited the time indicated and
seen little or no imjirovement, and had then seen the

vision of several patients doubled in strength M'hile

in his office and after receiving an injection of strych-

nia. He felt isersonaUy indebted to Dr. Webster for

gathering the facts j^resented, and he regarded them
as indisputable.

Dr. Knapp remarked, concerning the injurious ef-

fects produced by either tobacco or alcohol alone,

that alcohol was more injurious than tobacco. He
had seen a few cases of toxic amaurosis in patients

who had the opium habit.

Dr, Eoos.\ remarked that Oriental statistics hf>d

been subjected to a criticism with which he did not
agi'ee. The point Avhich he wished to make was,

that tobacco amblyopia was rare. He did not be-

lieve in it ; he did not disbelieve in it ; and he ad-

du(;ed as some of the reasons for his non-belief, Dr.
Ely's observations, which were suiliciently accurate

to endure any criticism, and statistics furnished by
a gentleman in Constantinople, and published in Dr.
Brudeno^ll ( 'arter's text -book on diseases of the eye.

True, they wei-e not such statistics as Dr. Webster
had furnished, but they were those of a physician

who said, in general terms, that amblyopia seemed
to be unknown among the Turks, and he had made
his observations as a medical man. From those sta-

tistics and from general observations, Dr. Eoosa
thought that tobacco amaurosis was not particularly

common, and ho did not regard the statistics ad-

duced by the author of the i)a})er as pertinent to the

siibject of the infliience which tobacco alojw had in

producing amblyopia.
Dr. Agnew remarked, that he would not discard

Dr. Ely's statistics by any means ; biit he believed

that in the discnssicm of this particular subject Ave

must exclude the evidence of 2)hysicians who had
not subjected the vision to the test of its acuity, and
had not given us positive statements with reference

to the amount of vision the patient had, and the ef-

fect of remedies in changing the amount of that vi-

sion. As to the effect of trades upon the health, it

was well known how broad the subject was, and how
soon the observer got to sea when he entered that

field of observation. He thought that Dr. Ely's

statistics could be justly apialied to the question

under discussion.

Dr. Webster remarked that the rapid inqirove-

ment of vision under the influence of strychnia oc-

curred in cases of amblyopia from alcohol and to-

bacco. Biit he had seen vision considerably im-

proved by its use in cases of atrophy of the optic

nerve from other causes. Yet, after a time, vision

had failed in the latter cases despite the use of strych-

nia. In the amblyopic cases the rapid improvement
was permanent.
On motion by Dr. Mittendorf, a vote of thanks was

extended to Dr. Webster for his admirable paper.

Dr. J. C. Peters made a preliminary rejiort from

the committee appointed to confer with a similar

committee from the College of Pharmacy with ref-

erence to a city ordinance regiilating the sale of poi-

sons, poisonous drugs, etc. The joint committee had
recommended that the Board of Aldermen adhere to

the ordinance already before them.

street-cleaning and removal op noxious obors.

Dr. Peters also offered resolutions, which were

adopted.
Resolved, That many members of this Society, have

noticed, with regi-et, the dilapidated and filthy con-

dition of the majority of the streets and avenues of

this city, and their gutters, especially on the East and
North rivers, and in the gi-eat plague districts from

whence all great epidemics either originate or are

gi-eatly intensified ; but to which paving materials

are most easily conveyed, and from which the great

masses of filth which encumber them are most readily

removed.
Resolri'd, That many members of this Society,

probably the great majority, are fully convinced that

this state of things is the sole cause of much sick-

ness and mortality.

Resolrml, That in the opinion of the great majority

of the members of this Society, the large quantity of
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street or (^ttt>r filth, slopH and garboKO which io

carried dowu into our sewtTH, caiiHes lum-h iiu'rease

of the i|uaiitit,v aud luuIiKnity of th«> newer ^aHes,

followed h}' u still groat<'r sii-kness uiid inortulity.

li'-sulrrii, Thut a moderate a]>])ropriatioii for tlie

bettor |>uviiig of souic of the worst rouditioned Htroets,

notably tlie Eleventh aud part of tlie Tenth avenue,
aud for improving the condition of the sewers, will not
only be timtdy, but absolutely necessary, to prevent
New Y»)rk from becoming a pernuinontly unlieaitliy

city, with great sickness always abounding, and great
plagues and pestilences often appearing.

Jifsiilrfd, That this Society will petition all jier-

sons in authority to aid it and its Clommittee on Hy-
giene to phu-e this city in a better sanitary condition.

lifsolrfd. That in the presence of probal>le gi'eat

epidemics of diphtheria and small-pox, and of others
which will surely come at no great distiince of time,

that the Board of Aldermen should now. if ever, V)e-

come the wat^-iiful guardians of the public health,

and enforce all those ordinances which they have so
wisely p;issed, also create new ones if necessary

;

and that it should be pleased to instruct its C.'orpora-

tion Counsel and all its law officers to watch for, de-
tect, aud condiguly punish all offenders against its

own laws and ordinances.
liesitlrtiil. That the Police Board be requested to in-

struct its ollicei-s and patrolmen to faithfully ob-
serve aud report all breaches of the laws against the
defilement of the streets aud gutters ; and that its

attorneys and law-officers prosecute all oflfenders

rigorously.

Knsulreil, That the Street Cleaning Bureau be re-

quested to strain every effort with its present api^ro-
priiitious aud apjiliances to remove all the street dirt,

ashes, garbage, etc., fi-om the city at once, and con-
stantly ; also, if stress of weather prevent it from
carrying these loathsome but useful fertilizers down
to sea, that it makes the best arrangements pos.sible

with parties along the Harlem and Hudson River and
other raili'oads, and with persons in New Jersey,
Long Island, and other neighboring places, who will

be glad to get them for fertilizers aud tilling ma-
terials.

Resolveil, That the legal counsel of the Street
Cleaning Bureau be requested to exert its utmost
diligence and ingenuity in drawing ujj contracts with
these parties of equal force, at least, and comi^lete-
ness, with those which ordinary business men make
daily.
• Resolced, That the Department of Public Works
be requested to defend its sewers and docks fi-om all

injury which may arise from defective street clean-

ing, and to employ legal counsel necessary for this

purpose.
Jxe.talreil, That the Board of Health, which is espe-

cially constituted to protect the health of the city at

all hazards against all ooi-porate and private in-

terests, be requested to use all its jiowers to have
our streets and gutters better cleaned ; our sewers
better protected and amended ; that it increase its

corps of Sanitary Inspectoi-s in order that all nuisances
may be better detected and obviated ; and that it

take immediate steps to remove all noxious trades,

shanty districts, and plague .spots, which cannot or
will not be controlled by sanitaiy science.

lieMjlved, That the gi'eat slaughtering and plague
districts on the east and west sides and centre of the
city be put in the best sanitary condition that the

i

Boards of Works and Health can devise ; that the
streets and docks in their neighborhood be repaired
aud cleaned; that the manure and garbage dumps

near the great Hlanghtering diHtricts be promptly re-

moved ; and that all the offal-rendering establish-

ments be ordered away, as far as possible, from the

places wiiere the i»rini'ipal ))artsof the meats are kill-

ed, especially on tiieoast side of the city ; for freshly

killed meat requires tlicf purest air all around it.

Jiesiilrfi/, Tliatall tliese petitions an<l resolutions be
presented to the HonorabU.' lioard of Ahh'nnen witii

a respectful but most earnest request fr)r all its aid

and best advice in these matters, and subHe(|uently

the s])ecial jioints which refer to j)articular depart-

ments be placed before them also.

[The above resolutions liave been referred to the

Committee on Law of the Common Council.]

The Society then adjournetl.

Corrcsponticnce.

AMBLYOPIA FROM THE ABUSE OF
TOBACCO.

To TUB Editor or Thk Medical Becorv.

Sm—Li the discussion on Dr. Webster's paper at

the la.st meeting of the County Society, 1 al hided to

the alleged absence of the so-called '• Tobacco
Amaurosis or Amblyopia " in Turkey. I was speak-
ing extemporaneously, and I was not able to say
whether the opinion that there was little amaurosis
in the East, was foimded on the observations of a
general practitioner or on that of a S2jecia]ist. It

was thought by one sjieaker that the 02)inion was
not entirely pertinent to the discussion, because it

was not founded on exact observations like those of

Dr. Webster's. On looking up the subject in the
work from which I was quoting, that of Mr. Carter,*

I find the opinion better substantiated than was
supposed. I beg, therefore, that you wdl print the

quotation in connection with your report of the dis-

cussion in question. Mr. Carter says " I quoted a

letter from Dr. Dickson, of Constantinople, . . to

the effect that the consumption of tobacco in that

city averaged about three pounds weight per head
per month for the whole population, but that

amaurosis was a rare affection there ; and also a

letter fi-om Dr. Habsch, the principal oculist in

Constantinoijle." (I now translate the statement of

Dr. H., who wrote in French.) " As to the effect of

tobacco upon the eyes, it is very problematic^il. All

the world here smoke, from morning until night, the

men smoke a great deal, the women a little less than
the men, and children smoke from the age of seven

to eight years. I have never attributed amaurosis to

the use of toliacco. The number of smokers is im-
mense, the number of cases of amaurosis is limited.

In persons with a ver\' delicate skin and conjunctiva,

smoking freely cau.ses chronic irritations, local con-

gestion, blepharitis ciliaris, continuous lachr}"mation,

and a more or less intense redness " (of the eyelids).
" So much for the eft'ect of tobacco."

I am, sir, youi's respectfully.

D. B. St. John Roosa.
December 1, 18S0.

Subjects for Dissection are lacking in the Lon-
don medical schools, and special applications have
been made for the bodies of unclaimed paupers.

* Diseases of the Eye, London, 1ST5.
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CLINICAL ADVANTAGES IN PHILA-
DELPHIA.

To THE Editor op Tuk Medical Recoud.

In yoiii* issiie of November 4tli there is what pui-ports

to be an extract from the Jjondon Ijtna'.t, written by
a Phihulelphia correspondent, reflecting serio\;sly

upon the clinical teaching of the Philadelphia hos-
jiitals. "Clinical study," says this Cerljerus, "in the

medical currit;nlum, is apparently unnecessary. I

was assured that at the Jefferson College, which is

one of the leading medical schools in the country, a

man might take his degree in medicine and go forth

to practise his profession without ever having seen a

case."

Who this slanderer is I, of course, do not know,
but I am deeply chagrined to see such a paragraph
in your widely-circulated journal without a flat con-
tradiction. Instead of this, you place a jjart of the
last sentence in italics, with a note of exclamation,

as much as to ask, " Can this thing be j^ossible V"
This thing is not possible. Eveiybody acquainted

with the history of the Philadelphia schools knows
that the statement of the corresjiondent of the Lcm-
doii Lfoicet, is false in every jjarticular. Without
going into comparisons, it is safe to assert that no-

where on this continent is there greater attention

bestowed upon clinical teaching than there is at our
hospitals. Elderly men, middle-aged men, and
young men, all able, more or less highly cultured
and fully up, in point of knowledge, with the

existing states of the various branches of the medi-
cal sciences, are daily engaged for at least ten out of

every twelve months in delivering instruction of this

kind in connection with our large and well-equipped
hospitals. As to the Jeiferson Medical College, into

which this slanderer seems to take special delight in

fastening his venomous fangs, it is a well-known fact,

a fact w'hich long ago passed into history, that it was
the first school in this country in which clinical in-

stniction was given. It was emphatically the found-
er of the surgical clinics of the United States, if

not also of the medical. Those who were acquainted
with Dr. George McClellan, the founder of the
school—a man of great genius and of large rejiuta-

tion as a skilful surgeon and an eloquent lecturer

—

will have no difficulty in awarding to him this dis-

tinguished honor. For at least forty years the col-

lege has prided itself upon its clinical teachings in

surgery, medicine, and midwifery, to which were
recently added gynecolog}', ophthalmology, otology,

and laryngology—in fact, everything that is taiight

in any of the best schools in the world. Daily clinics

are held in the magnificent amphitheati-e in the new
hosjiital dedicated three years ago. What is true of

the Jetlferson College in this resjject is equally true

of the University of Pennsylvania. Both schools have
most able corps of clinical teachers, inferior to none
in this or, I venture to assert, in any other country.

The slanderous statement of the London corre-

spondent can only be explained on the supposition

that he is the very fellow who, by the grace of God,
obtained a degree from the college iritliout erei- hav-

ing seen a cns^e, his indolence and indifference not
having permitted him to avail himself of the pre-

cious pearls that are daily thrown before such swine
in the ample amphitheatres of the Philadelphia hos-

pitals. I am, very truly yours,
" '

S. D. Gross.

Philadelphia, December 3, 1880.

[We made the quotation for what it was worth,

and on the authority of a con-esijondent of the Lon-

don Lancet. We preferred that a denial of tlie facts
in the case should come from headquarteis, and we
publish the letter of Prof. Gross with great satisfac-
tion.

—

Ed.] ^

—

»—

^

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Siaticms and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from November 28, 1880, to December 4, 1880.

Majors J. R. Smith and J. S. Billings, Surgeons,
directed to represent the Medical Department of the
Army at the eighth annual meeting of the American
Public Health Association in New Orleans, La., on
December 7, 1880, and upon adjournment of the As-
sociation to rejoin their proper stations. S. O. 351,
A. G. O., November 26, 1880.

CouEs, Elliot, Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Relieved
from duty assigned him in S. O. I'Si, July 3, 1870,
from A. G. O., and to report in jierson to the Com-
manding officer, Dejiartment of Arizona, for assign-
ment to duty. S. O, 251, A. G. O., November 20,
1880.

King, J. H. T., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for four months. S. O. 253, A. G. O.,
November 29, 1880.

ilctiical 3tcms auti Hems.

Contagious Diseases — Weekly Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseases
reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending December 4, 1880.
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At the Utica Asylum, 4 as-siHtantM to tiOO patients ;

at tlu> Hiitls«)n llivor Statu Hospital, 2 ussiHtuuts to

250 imtit'nts ; at tli«^ Willanl Asylum, 5 ussistiiuts to

l,;iil> jKitioiits ; at t ho City Lunatic Asylum for Va-
nuiK's, JMackwrH'H Island, 7 assistants to 1,2()7 pa-

tients; at tlio Institution for Mali's on tiic same Is-

laml, .') assistants to l.OSl j)atit'nts ; at the Kin^s
County Asyhim, Flathush, i assistants to 7<M( ))a-

tients, tilt* j)roportion of assistants to jiatic-nts vary-

ing from 1 to2(>H in tilt' ftMuale asylum on iihu-kwell's

Island to 1 to 125 in the Hudson Kivor Hospital.

As illustrating tlu' ovil that nuiy rosult from tlie in-

siiflic'it'nt numlxM- or incompetent character of attend-

ants, the burning of the insane asylum at 8t. Paul,

Minn., was instanced. Here a lunatic was allowed
by his keeper free access to the kerosene.
Regarding the benefits of em]iloyment. Dr. Ham-

mond testified that at the Poughkeepsie Asylum Dr.

Cleveland was in the habit of turning out patients,

with strong homicidal ti'udencies, with pickaxes and
other formidable imi)lements in their hand.s, and this

without any evil results.

Regarding insullicient salaries, Mrs. J. S. Lowell
stated that the salaries of the superintendents of our
city asylums were from ;?2,tK)0 to .'?2,4nO, while the
superinti'ndeiits of a.sylums through the State re-

ceived from ;?;{,5()0 to 84:,0(>0. Both the present su-

perintendents of Ward's and Blackwell's Islands
were good men, but it was a wonder that they wt-re

under such a system. Of the assistant jihysieians

only a few received salaries. There were two who
received S500 each, three who were jiaid .'?300, and
one who received .^250. As a rule, the assistants re-

ceived only their board. As to the nurses, she
thought there should be a higher grade established,

with better pay, to which competent nurses could be
promoted. With this additional gi-ade and increased
numbers, she thought the present pay of 818 to S'20

per month sufficient. The great faults of attendants
were ignorance and want of judgment.
Regarding the scientific work done at insane asy-

lums, it was stated that .S30,000 had been expended
in the Utica Asylum for scientific investigations,

with very inadetpiate and unscientific results, which
results had been adversely criticised by distinguished
foreign authorities.

As to overcrowding it was testified that of the
1,200 insane males on Ward's and Blackwell's Islands,

there was not room for more than 500. Of the 3,029
insane belonging to the city, there was not accom-
modation for more than 2,000 at the outside in the
present institutions. There was not room on the
islands for more hospitals. The number of insane
under medical control had increased 100 per cent, in

nine years, antl the State had paid 810,000,000 in the
last decade for new asylums. With this large num-
ber of insane patients on their hands, the Commis-
sioners of Charities had also to care for 7,000 other
persons, aud the 3,000 lunatics were left with no one
but the superintendents to care for them. It was
thought that, in view of the large sums contribiited

by New York to the erection of new hospitals in the
interior, the State might well be called upon to pay
the .salaries of the medical su2)erintendents and staffs

of these local institutions.

As to i^olitical influence. Dr. L. C. Gray testified

that in Kings County there existed (with a few honor-
able exceptions) the worst and most unscrupulous of
Commissioners. The method of appointments by
Commissioners was bad. Under the present system
anybody could be appointed to take charge of 800 to

900 patients, without anything Like adequate knowl-

edge of insanity, which was one of the worst, most
ct)mplicated, and dillicult to treat of all disea-ses.

Tor evidence on tlu> other side. Dr. A. E. Mac-
Donald, Dr. Franklin, the charity commisHiouers,

I and others, i)rincipally asylum emi)loyee8, were

I

called in. Dr. ^hicDonald denied that excessive
restraint was emi)loyed in the Ward's Island Asylum.
Most of the other facts given by previous witnesses,
regarding the management of the <Mty asylums, were
contirmed, l)ut tlie witness thought that the su2)er-

intendents did all that was j)ossiblo under the cir-

cumstances. Dr. Franklin agreed with Dr. Mac-
Donald for the most part. He defended the use of
the crib.

The Funeral of Heuka was an event to be remem-
bered in Vienna. A jjrocession one mile and a half
in length follo\v»Ml the remains to their resting-jdace.

A great multitude rendered the streets almost impas-
sable. Eager to do him homage, laymen, students,
scientists, and nobles, all commingled, paid by their

pi'esence that silent tribute which is more elorpient

than words. He lies buried by the side of the great
Rokitansky.
The successor of Hebra is Professor Kaposi, who

is well known to the profession by his various con-
tributions to the literature of dermatology. A per-
son of quick, nervous temjierament, he combines a
vast knowledge of his subject with the qualities of a
brilliant lecturer and a good teacher. His class num-
bers more than that of any other teacher in his de-
partment.— Cor. Cincinnati Ltincet and Clinic.

The Treatment of Acne Rosacea, or "whiskey-
nose," by electrolysis, is advocated by Dr. G. S.

Mitchell (Cincinnati Lancet and (Jlinic). He reports
seven cases cured, or almost so, by this method. He
uses fifteen or twenty cells (galvano-faradic cabinet
battery). One or both poles of the battery are armed
with needle-electrodes, and these are introduced here
and there into the dilated vessels. The needles are
not allowed to remain more than half a minute in one
place, the treatment lasting about live minutes.
From eight to twelve seances were sufficient to cure
the patients. The operation is jjainful, though not
so much so as to require an anesthetic.

Medical Pr.^^ctice in Australia.—A correspondent
of the British Medicfd Jommal i\e-p\oTes the state of
medical affairs in Sydney and the adjoining places.

The gi'eatest difficulty, he says, which meets attempts
at reform, is the gi'eat sympathy shown for unquali-
fied practitioners by the peoi^le and even legislators.

Many think that these latter are better and more
honest men than the regularly qualified physicians.
Sydney and the other larger towns of the colony are
well ijrovided with good j^ractitioners of high stand-
ing

; yet in sj^ite of this, many people rush off to
any one calling himself a hnmieoijath, whether duly
qualified or not. Imiiudence and advertisement,
especially if combined with the word homceopath,
seem to ensure success invariably. They all adver-
tise, and generally some specialty, such as cancer-
cure, etc. There are some Chinamen in the colonies
who call themselves doctors. One of these, at Syd-
ney, is a " Dr. On Lee," and many jseople run alter

him who ought to have more sense. He finds out as
best he can beforehand, what other doctors think

j

about his patient, and then takes up a glass, which
he holds before his patient : then with the gi'eatest

confidence, he tells the jiatient that he has seen in

the body the very spot affected, and finally gives the
patient a small diagram showing the exact sjiot.
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Eli'ortfs to jjass a law in Parliament remedyinf? these
aVmses have so far failed. Australia and New Zealand
seem to very well supplied with dootors. Tlu-re is a
siipertiiiity, indeed, in the cities. The conntry i)rac-

tices are hard and not very lucrative. Still there are
many jjlaces where a good living can be obtained by
perseverance and work.

The Telephone as a Cause op Aueal and Nervot's
Diseases.—A reporter of the New Y^ork World has
been interviewing eminent specialists in nervous and
aural diseases as to the ett'ect which the use of the tele-

phone has upon the human organism. One sjiecial-

ist reported that he had then a telephone oi>erator

under treatment for certain nervous disturbances
which he thought might have been brought on by
the instrument uijon which the jmtient was em-
jjloyed. Another said that, as every new invention
produced a new disease, something might be ex-

pected from the telephone, though it was as yet too
soon to say what the particular trouble would be.

On the whole, pathologists may look hoj^efully to the
telephone for the production eventually of some new
phenomena.

EpizociTic IN Ottawa.—Seventy-five per cent, of

the horses in the Ottawa district are aflected with
the epizootic.

A Death feom Hydrophobia has been reported in

Washington. The patient was a boy, aged eight
years, who was bitten in the cheek four weeks ago by
a hound.

Small-Pox.—Ten cases of small-pox were reported
in this city last week. Twenty jsatients are now in

the Small-pox Hospital, Blackwell's Island.

The Ameeicax Public Health Association com-
menced its eighth annual meeting in New Orleans,

December 7th. About one hundred members were
present.

A Death from Trichinosis occurred on Saturday
last, at Bellevue Hospital. The patient was a young
butcher who had been in the habit of eating raw
pork.

Cod-liver Oil in Epilepsy— Dr. Fairbairn, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., writes : The digestive disorder
and annoying and distiguring erujition which result

fi-om taking the bromides in large doses for a length
of time, are serious disadvantages connected with
the administration of these salts. A remedy which
will prevent the bad effects of a medicine, and at the
same time will rather aid than detract from its good
effects is certainly a valuable one. I think in this

case we have such a remedy in cod-liver oil.

A young lady suffering fi-om epilepsy has been
under my care for the past five months, who has
taken bromide of potassium in large doses for

nearly a year, and by this remedy cod-liver oil has
warded off the above troublesome residts. The
mode of taking it was this : Brom. potas., 3 ss., was
taken thrice daily after eating ; this was followed one
hour after each dose by ol. moiThute, 1 ss. When
first attacked by the malady she had eight convul-

sions in the twenty-four houi-s. She began the V)ro-

mide in 3 ss. doses, but was compelled to stoj) it on
account of the gastric derangement. A friend rec-

ommended the cod-liver oil. She resumed the In-o-

mide, adding the oil, and has taken it without fur-

ther trouble since. The eruption, before profuse,

disappeared under this management. The disease

has been well controlled, only four convulsions hav-
ing occurred in the past seven months. I doubt not
that the cod-liver oil has had its share in the direct
benefit done to the nervous system, besides aflbrding
a protection from the irritating salt to the coats of
the stomach. In summing up the good effects of the
oil 1 find : First.—Absence of the digestive disorders.
Second.—Absence of the acne eruption. Third.—That
the aniemia, usually found in jjersons taking this
medicine continually, is far from being marked.
Fourth.—The body is better nourished, and ajipetite

unimpaired. I have made trial of this treatment in
other cases, with similar good results. As the arti-

cles that have ai)i)eared in your journal, in the past
month, on the bromides, have made no mention of

this device, I have been led to write the above.

Contagious Diseases in 1879 and 1880.—The Bu-
reau of Vital Statistics furnishes the following statis-

tics of mortality in this city from contagious diseases
for the nine months ending Sei)t. I'Oth, compared
with the corresponding jjeriod last year. Small-
pox, 6 deaths ; 1879, 25 ; scarlet fever, 279 ; 1879,

1,370; diphtheria, 737; 1879, 453; measles, 468;
1879, 126 ; croup, 527 ; 1879, 295 ; whooping-cough,
219 ; 1879, 469 ; tvphus fever, 1 ; 1879, 3 ; tvphoid
fever, 109 ;

1879, " 126 ; malarial fever, 339 ;" 1879,
299 ; cerebro-sjjinal meningitis, 133 ; 1879, 84.

From the above it will be seen that there has been
an increase diu-ing the present year in dii)htheria,

measles, croui^, malarial fever and cerebro-si:)inal

meningitis. In all but malarial fever the increase
is about double.
There was a decrease in small-pox, scarlet fever,

whooping-cough, typhus, and typhoid fevers.

The Medical Profession and the Homoeopaths.—
Numerous instances of consultations between homceo-
paths and regular jihysicians occurred in Dublin not
long ago. The practice, indeed, had existed for some
time. But finally it became so glaring that the Eoy-
al College of Surgeons took up the matter.

After some discussion they passed resolutions con-
denming the j^ractice of consulting with homoeo-
paths and denouncing homceoiiathy as a deception
not to be tolerated among physicians and surgeons
who have a regard for their professional character.

This resolution was confirmed by the council of the
college, and raised quite a storm among the homoeo-
pathists who, of course, denounced this action of

the regidar profession as narrow, bigoted, and cow-
ardly. The resolutions of the Koyal College were
reasserted, however, and have been sustained by the
feeling of the profession.

The Medical Press and Circidar, in some very forci-

ble comments upon the matter, says words that are

worth repeating : The profession distinctly refuses

association with hom(jeopaths, because it believes

the tenets of that schism—and more especially in-

finitesimalism—are not doctrines which may be hon-
estly held by reasonable, thinking, and educated gen-

tlemen, but are, on the contrary, theories put forward
to attract the uninitiated and imjiressible section of

the public. Of the doctrine of " Similia similih'is cu-

rantur " we do not sjieak now, for, although with
some knowledge of what has been written in its

favor, we believe it to be unscientific, delusive, and
erroneous, we can still conceive a practitioner hon-
estly holding it and acting upon it. But with regard
to infinitesimalism we cannot use any other phrase
than to characterize it as a fraud to which no prac-

titioner worthy of professional association should
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descend. We know, as a matter of fact, that very

many houiiJDoi)aths do not jtriictise on hxwU princi-

j»le . . . . ; and with overv desire to take the

liroadest and most cliaritahle view of the ermtie
ideas of individual pra^-titionerH, we really cannot
coerce our inttillif,'ence to believe that hoiineojmthH

have any more real confidence in the doxolof^y advo-

cated in the honueopathic Koran than we have.

Dkath fkom IJm)od-Poisonin(}.—Dr. ThoniasWood,
a prominent surgeon of Cincinnati, died November
21st from the elVects of ItUnKl-poisoniug, causi-d by
attending with chapped liands to the wounded in

the recent railroad accident on the Cincinnati, Ham-
ilton and Dayton Railroad.

The AnrLTEUATiON of Food.—The prize of .?1,(I00,

offered by the National Board of Trade for " the best

act or acts, accompanied by an essay, designed to

l)i-event injurious adulteration, and to regulate the

sale of food without imposing unnecessary burdens
upon commerce," has just been awarded to Vernon
M. Davis, of this city, and William H. Newell, M.D.,
of Jersey City Heights. The committee also recom-
mend the printing of the essays of O. W. Wight, M.D.,
of Milwaukee, Wis., and Albert B. Prescott, of Ann
Arbor, Mich. The report declares that none of our
staple ai'ticles of food or drink are so commonly
adulterated as to be dangerous to health or life, and
that there is much more danger in this country from
adulterated drugs than from adulterated food. Botli

state and national laws upon this subject are desir-

able.

The Internatiok.vl Medical Congress.—At a
recent meeting of the Execiitive Committee of this

Congress, it was announced that considerable j^rog-

ress in the arrangements for the coming meeting
had been made. Circulars in different languages
have been sent to medical men throughout the
world. Many and eminent members of the jirofes-

sion everywhere have expressed their interest in the
Congress and have promised to be present.

At the Annu.*.l Meeting of the Virginia Med-
ical SOviETY held at Danville, October 19th to '22d,

Dr. Hunter McGuii-e was elected President for the en-
suing year ; Dr. Landon B. Edwards, of Richmond,
was re-elected Recording Secretary, and Dr. M. M.
Walker, of Richmond, CoiTesponding Secretary.
The next annual meeting is to be held at Warrenton,
the date to be settled by the Executive Committee.

The TBornLE-s of a Private " Provident Dlspen-
SARt."—A kind of woman's private provident dispen-
sary, where the poor could get treated for twenty-
five cents, was started in this city last year by two
irregular female jjhysicians. About two mouths ago
a disagreement began and the ladies separated, one
of the partners occupAing the first floor, the other
the second. The former woman exercising what she
considered her rights as the tenant of the lower tloor

of the house, had a number of large blue signs
painted, and covered the front of her floor and the
door with them, to the exclusion of the sign of the
lady of the second floor. The latter remonstrated.
Receiving no redress, she had prepared a number of
conspicuous signs, bearing her name and the title of
her establishment in red and white colors. These
she had nailed up wherever she could find an un-
occupied si)ace about the door, in the vestil)ule. and
even under the front door-bell. War followed, and
the matter was carried to court where by means of
counsel the matter has been amicably settled.

Locomotor Ataxia Ci-red hy NERvi'.-HTRETrniNO.

—

Dr. Langenbeck rejtorts a case of tab«!s dorsalis cured
by HtreU'hing the two sciatic and crural nerves. The
stretching was done at different times, and was per-

formed antisejitically. Tiie ataxic HymjitomH began
to disappear very rapidly.

"The Wicst SriMi Ahead."—The new medical
school, somewhere in Minnesota, which started off

with such a firing of guns on acc<junt of its adopting
a four years' graded course, has not, it is said, a sin-

gle student.

Who fir-st Descrtred Malarial PuEitPERAL FE^'ER.

—Some correspondence has appeared in the \'ir-

fjinia Mrilicul .\fr»if/ih/ upon the above topic. Dr.
Hugh M. Taylor claims that the malarial puei-peral

fever was fii-st describ(!d ])y Dr. O. F. Manson, twen-
ty-five years ago, in the Virrpiin Mei/iml rnid Surgi-

cal Jovrndl. Regarding this claim Dr. TheoidiUus
Parvin w-ites :

" So far, so well. But were there not
heroes before Agamemnon ? " He then gives quota-
tions from various old works tending to show that as

early as ITTO Dr. Butler wrote upon the disease in

question ; tliat in 1K24: Dr. Blundell, and in 1H28

Dr. Burns did the same thing. Dr. Panin also

states that the malady had long been recognized by
old jjractitioners in the West.
In rejdy to Dr. I'arvin, Dr. Taylor reasserts his

claims for Dr. Manson, and analyzes the alleged

descrijitions of the disease by older ^Titers. On
the whole, he makes out a pretty strong case for Dr.
Manson. Pueri)eral malarial fever may have been
known and treated before 1855, but Dr. Manson
seems to have been the first to describe it distinctly.

PiROGOFF, the distinguished Russian .surgeon, has
recently celebrated the semi-centennial anniversary

of his admission to the doctorate. Pirogoft' is said

to be not only a great surgeon, but an eminent phi-

lanthropist.

A MONTHLT JorRN.AL OF OtOLOGT, LaBTNGOLOGY,
etc., is to be published in London shortly.

Arsenic in Tincture anx> Solution ofPerchlortde
OF Iron.—Mr. F. AV. Fletcher, V.C.S., having no-
ticed that ai'senic was ([uite frequently present in

hydrochloric acid, thought that it might ven,' likely

be found in the tincture and solution of the per-

chloride of iron. On making an analysis of sev-

eral samples obtained from leading drug-houses his

suspicions were confirmed. Arsenic was found in

the proportion of from ten to fifteen giains -per 100
fluid ounces of liquor.— llie Analyst.

The Limleian Lectures wiU be delivered this

year by Dr. Reginald Southey. Subject : "Bright's
Disease ;

" the Croonian Lectures by Dr. Moxon,
on the " Influence of the Circulation on the Nervous
System ;

" the Gulstonian Lectures by Dr. Coupland,
on " Ana'mia." •

Books Received.

Medical Heresies Historically ConRitlereU. By Gonzalvo C. Smythe,
A.M., M.D. Philadelphia : Presley Blaktston. ISN).

Horses' Teeth : A Treatise on their Moie of Development, etc. By W.
H. Clarke. New York. If^SU.

Ho\v a Person .MHictcl with Bright's Di.sease ought to Live. By Jo-
seph F. Edwards, M.D. Philadelphia: Presley Blakiston. ISSl.

Constniction, Organization, and Genend Arrangements of Ho.spitals
for the ln.s;ine. etc. By Thoina.s S. Kirkbride, M.D.. LL.D. Second
edition. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co. ISSO.

Food for the Invalid, etc. By J. Slilner Fothergill. M.D.. London.
and H. C. Wood, M.D., Phila. Kew York ; MacmiHan ii Qo. ItttC.

I
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CAETWEIGIIT LECTURES,*

PHYSIOTvOGTCAL ANTAGONISM BE-
TWEEN MEDICINES, AND BETWEEN
REMEDIES AND DISEASES.

By ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, M.D.,

rnOFESSOB of materia Mr;DIOA and THEBAPEDTirs IN THE JEFFER-
SON MEDICAL COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA.

(Spcciiil report for The Medical Uecord. )

Lecture V.

THE ANTAGONISM BETtt'^EEN EEJtEDIES AND DISEASES.

3fr. President mid Gentleinen—One of the aphorisms
of Hij)pocrates was that some diseases are cured by
contraries ; but lie was also wise enough, you will

remember, to add that some diseases are cured by
similars. Even at the remote period when he lived

it was already obvious that no one law or dogma
could embrace all the various conditions of disease.

The doctrine of antagonisms is necessarily apijlicable

only to ir.hysiological i^athology (if such an expres-

sion may be permitted), and not to structural path-

ology, unless it is remedial by physiological pro-

cesses. The limits being thus set to our inqiiiry, we
may proceed to examine into the nature and extent of

the antagonisms between remedies and diseases, or

between the actions of remedies and the symptoms
of diseases.

The first historical example of the treatment of a

symptom of a diseased state by its physiological an-

tagonist is

THE TREATMENT OP PARALYSIS BY STRYCHNIA.

As has already been stated, we owe our knowledge
of this subject to Magendie, whose researches in re-

gard to it were so thorough that later investigators

have been able to add but little to the information

gained by his discoveries. This investigation, which
was the pioneer in a hitherto untried field, is in

striking contrast, as regards the permanence of its

results, with the variable and fleeting opinions which
usually result from empirical methods. Fouguier
was the first to prescribe strychnia in paralysis, in

accordance with the views which Magendie had de-

duced from physiological research, and since then a

vast amount of clinical experience has accumulated
in regard to this important agent.

Strychnia exalts the reflex function of the spinal

cord, and is, therefore, antagonistic to those condi-

tions of disease in Avhich this function is impaired.

It also strengthens the action of the heart and in-

creases the arterial tension by its stimulating action

on the vaso-motor system, and therefore is physiolo-

gically ojiposed to all eff"ects of disease which are of

a contrary nature. Furthermore, it powerfully stimu-

lates the respii-atory function (causing death from
asphyxia, if given in suflicient doses, by exciting the

respiratory muscles to tetanic contraction), and is

therefore the antagonist of those symptoms of dis-

ease which indicate dei^ression of respiration. When
we come to examine how far the deductions of theory

are confirmed by cHnical experience, we find the most

* Of the Alumni Association of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York.

abundant evidence to establish their coiTCctness.

Diphtheritic paralysis aflbrds an excellent example of

the type of the jmralysis to which strychnia is an an-

tagonist. It is chiefly a functional paralysis, and
although some structural changes have been detected

in the spinal nerve-roots, they are remedial under the

changed conditions brought about by the action of

the strychnia. It being obvious that the remedy
will produce the better results the more it is con-

cerned with sound tissues, it follows also that mea-
sures adapted to improve the general nutrition will

increase the eflicacy of the strychnia.

The so-called reflex paralyses, which are especially

benefited by the administration of strychnia, are

probably often due to anremia of the motor centre
;

and strychnia, as is well known, i)roduces rather a

hyperjTemic condition of the cord and motor centres

generally, while it also stimulates them to greater

activity.

The action of strychnia on the heart and the arte-

rial tension is not, I fear, utilized to the extent that

it should be in medical practice. The enfeebled

state of the heart resulting from degenerative changes

in its muscular structure, and the coincident low ten-

sion of the vascular system, are conditions antago-

nized by strychnia ; and it is also a very useful

remedy in exhausting liemon-hage, which produces

weak action of the heart and low arterial tension. In

this connection I find that Dr. Fordyce Barker is in

the habit of giving tincture of nux vomica in consid-

erable doses for the arrest oijxjs!-parfirm hemorrhage,

which is a most ai:)prbpriate agent, because so exactly

antagonistic to the conditions present. Modern ex-

perience has also demonstrated the utility of strych-

nia in the treatment of depressed states of the respi-

ratory organs.

SPASM AND THE PARALYZERS.

The relation in which strychnia stands to paralysis

is comparable to that of the paralyzing agents to

spasm and cramp. Woorara, which is the only

remedy which has apparently exerted a curative in-

fluence on hydrophobia, destroys the irritability of

the end organs of the nerves in the muscles (while

leaving the muscles themselves intact), depresses and
suspends the reflex function of the spinal cord, and

l^aralyzes respiration. Hydrophobia gives rise to

symptoms in opposition to these ; but, unfortimately

for the eflicacy of woorara in its treatment, the drug

varies greatly in composition, while in hydrophobia

a peculiar virus is present which does not apparently

difi'use out of the throat, but continues in action

until death is produced from exhaustion, if not from

the spinal efi'ects of the poison. The fact, however,

that two well-authenticated cases of hydrophobia have

recovered during the administration of woorara aflbrds

some ground for hope that, with a more uniform and

staple preparation of the remedy, or, possibly by rea-

son of the discovery of some new agent which acts in

a similar manner, better results may hereafter be ob-

tained in the treatment of hydrophobia.

No similitude in the action of a remedy and the

symptoms of a disease can be greater than exists in

tiie case of stiychnia and tetanus, a similitude which

extends even to their behavior under the influence

of opposing remedies. If tetanus were cured by
strychnia, it would afibrd an excellent illustration of

the doctrine of similars ; but, as it does not, it serves

as a striking example of the fallacies of this ancient

doctrine. At least six remedies have been used with

success in tetanus, viz. : chloroform liy inhalation.

chloral) tobacco, or its alkaloid, nicotine, bromide of
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poiaHsinm, pliyRORtiprma, and gelsemiam. Although
many of tln'in tlitlVr in rt'xanl to other poiiit.s of ac-

tion, tliey all aj,'ro«* in tho j)o\vei- to diminish or su.s-

peud the redex functious of the spinal (lonl, and act

in opposition, tlierofore, to this distinctive symptom
—an exaggerated vetlex sonsihihty. Hence, in i)oi-

Boning by strychnia, also, the same group of reme-
dies arc indicated.

In convulsions of an epileptiform tyi^e some agents

that have a similarity of action, and some that act in

an opposite manner, are employed. I'icrotoxine may
ho regarded as a good representative of the former,

and bromide of potassium of the latter. The tirst

class stimulate tho spasm-centre, but as inhibition

residts when two imjiressions coming from <lilierent

points are made simultaneously on tlio spinal cord,

so here tiie normal eiiuilibrium is tho result when
the two impressions producccl by the disease and by
the remedy act on the s])asm-centre at the same time.

As the action of picrotoxino tends to i)roduce cere-

bral hypenemia, it is obviously indicated in these

states characterized by aniemia and depression,

while bromide of potassium, on the other hand, is

most elhcient when the patient is plethoric, and the

intracranial circulation too active. During the ad-

ministration of the bromides in epilepsy, the condi-

tions of the faucial retlex affords an indication of the

state of the spasm-centre, Voisin having shown that

when no movement is caused by touching the base

of the tongue, the pillars of the fauces, and the walls

of the pharynx, the effect of the bromide is sufficient.

A capital illustration of the antagonism between
remedies and the symptoms of disease is afforded in

tho administration of nitrite of amyl for the pur2)ose

of aborting epilejitic convulsions. No sooner is a
whiff of its vapor inhaled than the arterioles become
dilated, a light flush takes the place of the deathly

j)allor which characterizes the inauguration of the
paroxysm, the stage of tetanic rigiditv does not come
on, and, in short, the seizure which was imminent
fails to develop.

The principle of antagonism applies equally to the

treatment of chorea, and the most successful treat-

ment is that (whatever may be the measures adopted)
which has for its objects the maintenance of a quies-

cent state of the motor centres and the prevention of

those irregular discharges of nervous force which
constitute the physiognomy of the malady. In cer-

tain neuroses of the respiratory and circulatory or-

gans the phenomena of antagonism are exhibited in

I>3rfection, and among those characterized by sjjasm

or cramp, with which we are at present conceraed,

may be mentioned paroxysmal cough, cough by
habit, hiccough, whooping-cough, spasmodic asthma,
and angina pectoris, which can only be effectually

treated by those remedies which oppose the exagger-

ated reflex excitability. Taking laryngismus stridu-

lus as an example, we find that an irritation of the

sensory filaments of the pneumogastric nerve in the
mucous membrane, transmitted to the nucleus, is

reflected over the motor branches, and the mucles
are thrown into cramp—the result being the resound-
ing cough. In order to prevent this retlex act, such
agents as chloral, bromide of potassium, and nause-
ants, which promptly relieve the spasm, are resorted

to, and with entire success. Hiccough or singultus,

in which a recurring spasm of the diaphragm is sup-

pose;! to be the condition, affords a good illustration

of both modes of antagonism—by similarity and by
opposition. If, as I have already mentioned, a strong

and rapidly interrupted faradic current be passed at

the moment the spasm is about to take place, it is

completely aborted, becouse tho powerful irritation

of the i)eriphoral fibres induces inhibition. Tho
remedies acting by opposition, on tho other hand,
are those which diminish or snsj)end rellex action,

such as tho anjistlictics, morphia, tho bromides,

chloral, and nitrite of amyl. To J^r. Lander Brunton
we are indebt»Ml for the successful use of amyl nitrito

in angina ]»ectoris. Ascertaining that in this danger-

ous ctjudition there was a sudden and jjowerful con-

traction of the arterioles, manifested in i)allor of tho

surface, small, strong i)ul.se, labored action of the

heart, etc., he ])roposed the inhalation of this ag<'nt

to overcome the contracted state of the vaso-motor
fibres.

PAIN ANT) TILE ANODYNES.

The same principle of antagonisms holds good in

the treatment of ])ain. Several elements enter into

the comjiosition of the sensation which we call pain

—the i)eripheral irritation, the transmission of the

impression to the centre, and its realization })V con-

sciousness. Hence, pain may Vje relieved either by
intemipting its transmission to the centres of con-

scious impressions or by stisponding the functions of

these centres. For exami)le, aconite and gelsemium
relieve pain in the former manner, and the anjesthe-

tics in the latter. The anaesthetics, when applied

locally, however, have an effect similar to that of

aconite, and are, therefore, antagonistic to both
peripheral and centric rsem-algia. AVhen a few min-
ims of chloroform are injected into the neighborhood
of a nerve-trunk, the peripheral expansion of the

nerve is put into an aniesthetic and analgesic condi-

tion ; and since I brought forward this method of

treating sciatica, cervico-brachial and intercostal

neuralgia, coccydynia, and other neuralgias of nen'es

in accessible situations, my experience with it has

been extremely satisfactory. The needle must bo
inserted deeply, since merely to inject chloroform
luider the skin, like morjihia, is perfectly useless in

such neuralgias, unless the nerve-trunk is in the im-
mediate vicinity. No danger attends this expedient,

and inflammatory indurations and abscesses very

rarely result from it. The most powerful means for

the relief of pain which is now in our jiossession

—

the subcutaneous injection of morphia and atropia

together—is an illustration of the advantages derived

from the study of physiological antagonism. By this

combination the anodyne qualities of the two agents

are enhanced, rather than diminished, while the dis-

advantages of each are in a gi-eat mea.surc obviated.

The combined use of morphia and atroj^ia is also, as

has already been shown, the best preventive of the

tendency of anrcsthetics like chloroform and ether

to produce fatal paralysis of the heart or lungs

;

while the prescription of atropia simultaneously with
chloral to a gieat extent averts the dangers that

sometimes attend the use of that agent.

ilENTAIi STATES AND THEIR ANTAGONISTS.

Antagonism of a mental state by the action of a

remedy implies the fact that the mental is a mere
symptom of a jjhysical condition. The antagonism
between sleep-producing remedies and insomnia is

strikingly exhibited in the action of chloral, while

the same agent also antagonizes acute delirious ma-
nia and acute mania, when these are not due to un-
changeable structural lesions. High excitement,

with illusions and hallucinations and great motor ac-

tixnty, is controlled by gelsemium, duboisia, hyoscy-
amia, conium, and other remedies whose action is

similar ; while melancholia, with torpid movements
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and suicidal notions, is antagonized by morphia.
Acute cerebral congestion of the active form is

counteracted by such arterial sedatives as aconite,

veratrum vii'ide, and bromide of potassium ; and
acute congestion of the i)assive form by ei'got, digi-

talis, etc. ; wliile cerebral an:emia is removed by
strychnia, brucia, atropia, cjuinia, and other excit-

ants. Hence, it follows that mental changers de-

pendent on tliese vascular states must be largcVly

controlled by the timely use of the appropriate an-

tagonist. I'erhajjs, also, those changes which are

preiJaratory to cerebral hemorrhage, or which affect

the nutrition of the brain unfavorably, may be re-

tarded and possibly i)revented by the early use of

such agents as ergot, digitalis, quinia, and chloride

of barium.

CABDL^.C KEMEDIES AND DISEASES.

The most exact antagonism has been shown to ex-

ist between remedies which act especially on the

heart ; and we shall now see that there is a similar

exactness in the antagonism between j remedies and
diseased conditions of the heart. If the action of the

heart is excessive from a diminution in the energy of

the inhibition, we have agents which oppose this

state. In that curious affection, exoishthalmic goitre,

the action of the heart is constantly much too rajiid,

and is not infrequently excessively accelerated from
the diminution in the inhibitive control of its move-
ments, while the carotid artery and the vessels of the

thyroid gland are relaxed and dilated. If the mal-
ady is treated by the antagonists to such a condition

of the heart and vessels before structural changes
occui', it is usually small ; and these remedies are gal-

vanism (applied to the pneumogastric and cervical

sympathetic), digitalis, and ergot, which increase the

inhibition and the vascular tension, and thus sub-
stitute a slow and regailar movement for the wild
disorder of the disease. In some affections, such a
strong inhibitive influence descends along the pneu-
mogastric that the heart is restrained and its move-
ments greatly retarded ; or, again, the heart may be
slowed by agencies paralyzing the accelerative ap-

jjaratus or the motor ganglia. The excess of inhibi-

tion is overcome by such an agent as aconite, which
depresses the functions of the inhibiting nerve

;

while the jiaralysis of the accelerator apjjaratus is

overcome bj' the stimulants of the motor ganglia,

such as atropia. Pali:>itation proceeding from irregu-

lar and explosive discharges of nervous force coming
from the accelerator nerves is best controlled by
such an agent as bromide of potassium, and palpita-

tion resulting from paroxysmal loss or depression of

the inhibition by such an agent as digitalis. The
most important antagonist to states of depression

(provided certain conditions are observed) is, un-

doubtedly, digitalis ; but I am convinced that the

employment of digitalis in the treatment of cardiac

weakness is frequently carried much too far. Digi-

talis increases the inhibition, slows the heart by
lengthening the diastolic interval, stimulates the

heart-muscle, and facilitates the passage of blood

into the coronary artery by increasing the force of the

recoil, while it also raises the arterial tension. Long-
continued medicinal doses, however, as well as lethal

doses, have been proved to exhaust the irritability

of the apparatus on which the action of the remedy
is exerted ; and the jsractical deduction is, therefore,

that digitalis should be given in moderate doses, and
not too frequently, on account of the prolongation

of its effects. In the condition of fatty heart the

use of this agent is more than doubtful, owing to the

fact that it decidedly increases the arterial tension,
and thus imposes additional labor upon tlie heart.

AVith mitral lesions the heart is weak and acits (piick-

ly (from relaxation of the inlii])ition), the arterial sys-

tem has relativel_y much less, and tlie venous system
much more, than the normal quantity of blood ; the
arterial tension is low, and tlie nervous tension too
high. Hence, digitalis, as it opposes these condi-
tions, if employed in tlie proj^er manner, is indi-

cated, and can be used with advantage ; but, as may
be inferred from what has just been said, if it is

given too frequently or in too large doses, it will

cease to antagonize the symptoms on account of
which it was i^rescribed.

Tlie antagonism between remedies and diseases is

well showii in the medicinal treatment of aneurism.
If the blood-current is slowed, and the calibre of the
peripheral vessels diminished, the blood may be caused
to coagulate in the sac, when the clot may organize,

and a ciare perhajis be effected. When Langenbach
learned of the success of Hildebrandt in treating
uterine fibroids by the hypodermic injection of ergot,

he determined to make trial of the same means in
the case of aneurisms. His idea seems to have been
that ergot, by causing contraction of the muscular
fibre of the aneurismal walls, gradually compressed
the sac, and thus effected a cure. It has been urged,
accordingly, that ergot injections could be of no ser-

vice in aneurisms of the aorta, since the latter has
no muscular coat ; but those raising this objection
seem to have forgotten the imjiortant fact that the
solidification of the sac is produced by the coagula-
tion of the blood within it, as well as that the condi-
tions most favorable to such coagulation are a slow
action of the heart and increased tension at the jjer-

iphery, both of which result from the injection of

ergot.

In the arrest of hemon-hage the same principles

of antagonism are dej^ended upon. No one now
thinks of trusting to opium, acetate of lead, tannin,

suli^huric acid, and the medley of ancient astrin-

gents. Modem pharmacological researcli has placed
in our hands the most efficient remedies for hemor-
rhage, which are agents whose action is antagonis-
tic to the conditions from which the hemorrhage
results. These conditions are increased action of
the heart and relaxation of the vessel-walls, and the
most efficient remedies in antagonizing them are
ergot, digitalis, bromide of i^otassium, veratrum
viride, etc. In aiTesting pulmonary hemoiThage the
subcutaneous injection of ergotin is the most jjrompt
and certain means at our command, while menor-
rhagia is usually more speedily arrested by bromide
of potassium. These remedies may be given in com-
bination with good effect : bromide of potassium and
digitalis by the mouth, and ergotin siibcutaneously.

The application of cold and heat for the jiurpose of

arresting hemorrhage is based on the same principle.

The first effect of cold is to cause prompt contrac-

tion of the arterioles ; but this is followed by their

relaxation. Heat, on the contrary, first causes re-

laxation, and subsequently, contraction—the latter

being more energetic than that which is primarily
caused by the application of cold.

RESPIRATION REMEDIES AND DISEASES.

I have already dwelt sufficiently upon the action

of those remedies which are employed to antagonize
the neuroses of the respiratory organs. As to those
which have a depressing eflect upon the function of

respiration, it wiU be enough to remark that the only

piirpose to which they can be applied with advau-
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tftj?e is to impose rest on tlio breftthinf» orpann by
(liiniuishiiip tlic luiinlMr uiul forco of thi* rospinitory

offDrts. As rcf^anls tli(> n^jfoiits whi«'h Htiiuuliit<! tliis

fmi'-tion, much t^ood rosnlts from thoir timely use.

Strycluiiii, an lins hovn ]tohitoi\ out, is a rospimtory
stimulant of j^roat activity, and of much valuo in

suitable oases. In tlio <'arboiiic acid narcosis, which
rosnlts from respinitory failure in acute ])ulmf>nnry

atfections, and in some cases of eiuphyscnia and
chronic bronchitis, it isantasj^onistic and undoubtedly
of the fjreatest service; and ])r<)liably no remedy so

generally jirevents the retlex nausea and vomiting
which occur in phthisis. In capillary bronchitis,

when hsematosis is suspended and carbonic acid nar-

cosis comes on, and in ]meumonia when abortive at-

temj)ts at crisis are made, it seems altogether ])rob-

ablo (on theoretical grounds) that the hypodermic
injection of strychnia would prove nf great service.

The utility of stryclmia in chronic broncliitis and
bronchoiTlnea, however, is attested by an immense
experience.

But, as a rule, atropia is a more nsefnl respiratory

stimulant than strychnia. It is frequently employed
in certain neuroses of the lungs, l)ut its greatest use-

fulness lies in its power to inci'ease respiration wlien
depressed from a variety of causes. Not only does
it stimulate the respiratory centre, but it also dimin-
ishes the irritability of the sensory nerves of the
lungs, and increases the circulation through these
organs. In caseous pneumonia, before the process
of softening and extension of the caseous matter has
begun, atropia frequently has a distinctly beneficial

effect upon the local lesions, as well as the general
state.

INTESTINAL REMEDIES AND DISEASES.

In the diseases of the intestinal tract the action of
antagonistic remedies is well shown. Thus, a serous
diarrhtea is promptly averted by the use of bella-

donna. Oijium suspends intestinal movements and
stops secretion, and therefore relieves conditions of

an ojjposed kind, viz., diarrhoea and dysentery. Con-
stipation dejjending on torpor or paresis of the mus-
cular layer of the bowel, is often promptly cured by
the faradic cui-rent. When the muscular coat is

paretic and secretion is deficient, the relief afforded
by antagonistic agents is very remarkable ; and the
appropriate agents opposed to this condition of
things are nux vomica, belladonna, and pbysostigma.

REMEDIES ACTING ON THE SKIN.

In the night-sweats of consiimi^tion, atropia, duboi-
sia, hyoseyamia, and other similarremedies antagonize
the conditions present, and dry the skin, the value
of this treatment being very great ou account of the
immense loss of material which takes place through
the skin. Sometimes the remedies acting by simi-
larity, such as Dover's powder, pilocarpine, and pi-
crotoxine, have a good effect ; but their action is

much less certain and permanent, and they should
never be resorted to in this connection unless the
other class of agents have failed. When there is a
deficiency in the quantity of cutaneous secretion,
sudorific agents may be called for, and the most
prominent of these is pilocarpine. Picrotoxine has
also some value as a sudorific, but is far inferior to
the latter. Local sweating can usually be arrested
by the application to the part of belladonna or atro-
pia. The milk-gland being in reality a sweat-gland,
with pecuUar characteristics on account of its sijecial
office, is acted on by antagonists in a manner similar

to the Hkin. Thn«, pilocarpine increaBeH the flow of

milk, wliilo atropia diminishes or arrests it.

I(KME1>IE.S ACTINO O.N THE KIDNEYS AND III.ADDEK.

Ah on<^ would naturally HU])])OHe, from the vicari-

ous action of the skin and the kidneys, thoso remedies
which a<'t on the skin are antagonistic to those which
stimidate the renal secretion.

A condition of diminished activity of the kidneys
is oi>posod by those agents which have a Hi)e(!ial diu-

retic; action. Substances excreted by tlie kidneys
and acting as irritants ])romoto the urinary discharge,

as coj)ail>a, cubeb, turjientine, etc. ; but these are

not ))roi)er antagonists, liemodies such as digitalis

and squill, wiiich increase tlie pressure in the renal

vessels, and also directly stimulate the secretion, are

tlie i)roper antagonists to the state of diminished
activity.

Very admiralde results are obtained in vesical irri-

tability by the ap])ropriate and timely use of antago-
nists. Tims, in the form of this which is usually

seen in women, where there is an ex(ressive intoler-

ance of the presence of urine in the ))ladiler (though
the mucous membrane is unaffected and the urine
unaltered), complete relief is often afforded by the

use of tincture of cantharides. The treatment of

nocturnal incontinence of urine is mo.st effective

when based on antagonism of action, and this affec-

tion demonstrates how, in the search for antagonists,

we must carefully study the physiological pathology
of the disease. If it depends on weakness and relax-

ation of the sphincter, belladonna and ergot would
be the apjiropriate remedies ; if on intolerance of

the mucous membrane, bromide of potassium and
alkalies ; and if on the imtaViility of the muscular
layer of the bladder, such remedies as gelsemium,
conium, and chloral would be called for.

(Dric^iual Coimuunicatious.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ECZEMA OF THE
ANUS AND GENITAL REGION.
By L. DUNCAN BULKLEY, A.M., M.D.,

ATTBSDINO PHYSICIAX FOR SKIJJ AND VENERBAI, DISRASBS AT TIIK
ODT-PATIK.NT DEPARTMENT OF THE NEW YORK HOSPITAL ;

I.ATB PIIVSICIAN TO THE SKIN DEPARTMENT,
DEMILT DI.SPBN.SARY, NEW YORK, ETC.

(Read before the New York Academy of Meiliclne, December 2, ]h80. i

The misery endured by patients affected at all se-

verely with eczema about the anus or genital region
can be little understood except by those who hav«
thiis suffered, or who have had much to do with
those thus afiiicted. From the number of these
cases which have come under my care, and from
their previous duration, I fear that the imjjortance
of the disease in this locality is not fully appreciated
by the profession, and that the measures which will

give permanent relief are not as well understood as
they might be. It has occurred, therefore, that a
practical consideration of the subject might not be
without interest at the present time, hoping that
thereby some may be enabled to give relief to many
of these distressing cases, whose existence, I am sure,

is far more common than is generally supposed.
Thus, of 700 cases of eczema occurring in my own
private practice, there were seventy-three in which
these parts were invaded, or over ten per cent, of
the whole number. The records of my dispensary
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and hospital cases have not been kept with sufficient

accuracy to allow of analyzing them in this resjiect

;

biit, from the very many instances which I have seen
in public! ijractico, I think I do not exaggerate in

placing the ratio at at least one-tenth of all the cases
of eczema. That statistics do not represent the real

frequency of the disease is evident, for I know that
sufferers from eczema of the anus or genital region
often, if not generally, hide their trouble until it is

no longer bearable ; especially is this true of females.

The reasons for this concealment are several. Shame
undoubtedly jirevents many from exposing disorders
of these parts to tlie knowledge of others. The idea
is more or less j^revalent that any disease in this

region may have some connection with sexual trans-

gressions. Again, many with eczema of the anus
imagine that they have "jnles;" indeed, cases of

this trouble very often pass among the general pro-

fession as "itching piles," while, of course, every
disease about the anus is thus named by the " jnle

doctors " to whom these unfortunates often api)ly.

Eczema about tlie genital folds also often passes for

simple chafing, until it is deep-seated and the long
continuance of the causes and results have rendered
the condition very rebellious to cure. Still another
cause operating for the continuance of these cases
and neglect of treatment, it must be acknowledged,
is the feeling which has long pervaded the people
tliat disease affecting the skin is a sjjecial dispensa-
tion of Providence, which it is wrong or useless to

interfere with, or which will in some way right it-

self ; while, no doubt, there has been also the feel-

ing that affections of the skin were not amenable to

treatment to the same degree as are other maladies.
Hajipily, popular and professional scepticism in re-

gard to the success of the treatment of skin diseases

is fast i^assing away before the rapid progress which
has been made in dermatology within the last five-

and-twenty years, so that this once-neglected depart-
ment may now be reckoned one of the most certain

branches of medicine, if, indeed, it is not the most
certain and definite in the matters of diagnosis and
treatment.
Eczema of the anus and genital region does not

differ essentially from the same disease as manifested
elsewhere, and my object in treating of the eruption
in this pai'ticular location is to call special attention

to its freqiiency, its obstinacy if not i:)roperly man-
aged, and last, but not least, to some of the measures
which I am constantly using with success in its re-

moval. While, as has been remarked, the disease

does not differ in nature from eczema of other
parts, there are some jjeculiarities in its phenomena
and their treatment to which it may be well to call

liarticular attention, for the text-books are meagre
so far as relates to this special manifestation of ec-

zema.
Acute eczema of the anus is not very common, but

is seen more or less frequently on the genitals. Its

management generally presents but little difficulty,

and differs little, if any, from that of service in a

similar state elsewhere. Kest, absorbent powders, or

lotions with a powder in them, generally suffice.

The i:)resent paper has to do with those many cases

of chronic eczema where the disease or irritation has
lasted for weeks, months, or years.

All degrees and gi-ades of this eruption may be
observed in the regions under consideration, and
often those cases presenting the least external signs

will give the most distress. About the anus we may
sometimes have but a slight amount of thickening of

the muco-cutaneous surface, with a little purplish

congestion and perhaps a few rather superficial ex-

coriations or abrasions in the folds of the opening
,

and yet the distress with itching and i)ain may be
intense, and prevent or greatly disturb sleep, and
even rob the patient of i>eace and comfcnt. Or,
again, there will bo very little to be seen on a
scrotum, except some marks of scratching, and,
on close examination, only a moderate thicken-
ing of the skin is felt on innching the i)art, and
yet the annoyance or even distress of the itching
will be such as to be a real burden to the ])atient.

We may also have mucli the same state of aflUirs ex-

isting about the female genitalia, and, though not
])resenting much to the eye, the condition may be
the occasion of great suffering. In eac;h of these in-

stances there is a deej) sensation of itching, for

which they will pinch, or jjress, or rub, or scratch
the part, and even thus can only with difficulty reach
the seat of annoyance ; nor can these patients by
force of will abstain from thus seeking relief.

Many of these cases have been called pruritus, or

even prurigo of these parts ; but in by far the larger

share of cases the real trouble will be found to be
an eczema, which sooner or later would or does de-

veloj) into more characteristic features.

But the really severe cases show, of course, mani-
fold more external signs of the disease, and we may
have the entire anal region the seat of a greatly thick-

ened, red, moist, exuding surface. Very often the
condition even seems to be only a whitened, soggv'

state of the jDarts between the buttocks, the natural
furrows in the mucous membrane being deepened,
and some few abrasions being seen. This condition
gives rise not only to periodical or permanent itch-

ing, but even to great pain on sitting, or during
defecation. This state may affect the region of

the aniis alone, or may extend to and involve the
entire male and female genital region ; or these latter

may be affected alone even to a very severe degree
without the process extending to the region of the
anus.

Eczema of these regions is by no means always
associated with eczema on other jjarts of the body, for

in some of the worst cases which I have been called

upon to treat there has been no sign of cutaneous
disease except upon the anus or genitals, or both, al-

though I have also frequently seen it associated wdth
a similar eruption elsewhere, or with a history of

preceding eczema of other jiarts.

I will not occupy your time with entering upon the

exact clinical features of eczema in the locations un-
der consideration, or of the differential diagnosis

from other lesions likely to occiir here. I will only

remind you of the absolute necessity of a coiTect

diagnosis in this as in other diseases of the skin,

without which, of course, no management can be
successful. This remark is not as unnecessary as it

may appear to some, for I have seen a number of

cases where quite different states have been regarded
as eczema by those who had previously seen the

case.

It is well always, as a matter of routine, to elimi-

nate the matter of pediculi pubis, for they may be
sometimes found, as also the other varieties of the
pediculus, even in the highest wallis of life, and may
give rise to an itching which closely resembles that

of eczema, and the subsequent scratching may cause
abrasions simulating this eruption.

Scabies should always, also, be borne in mind, for

in males lesions are very commonly found on the

penis and scrotum, and it would be quite possible

for the manifestations elsewhere to be very light, or
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to have been removed by trentment wliile they re-

iiiaini'd on tho ponis or Hcrotuin. Or, ft^rni". vorv
scvoro treatment for Kcuhies nmy Iiavo left behind it

an artitiriftl intlanunation n»s(>niblinf» oc/oma.
Oiio of the most common complicationH of oc/enia

in the genital ro^^ion, and also tho lesion which per-

haps is most often mistaken for it, is the vef^ctaltle

parasitic eruption, the so-called eczema murprinatiim,

or rinf^worm of tlic thigh —tinea trichophytiiia cruris.

As renuirk«>d, this may be a K<'parato afl'ection or it

may complicate an eczema, and occasionally ve ob-

serve at one and tho same time the characteristics

of the jjurasitic disease : the shar|ily defined margin,
advancing as the surface dears more or less behind
it, and the irregular, blotchy patches of eczema near
by. The eczema may exist lirst, and the j»arasitc,

finding an ai>i>roiniate soil, may grow u])on it ; or

the i)arasitic eruption may be of old date, and tho
eczema may develop uj)on it from the severity of the
itching and the stimulant api)lications given to re-

lieve it, or from the scratching itself. Now, uidess
this parasitic element is recognized and met thera-
peutically, the case will ])rove most rebellions.

On a nundter of occasions I have seen syphilitic

lesions about the anus and genital region which had
been called eczema and treated as such. I need but
suggest this, for the lesions of the two are so mark-
edly distinct when carefully considered that they
should never be confounded.
Herpes of the genital organs is more frequently

mistaken for venereal ulcers, but may also resemble
eczema in a measure, and should always bo differen-

tiated.

Finally, many cases of pruritus of these parts un-
doubtedly do occur which shoTild not be classed as
eczema, although, as remarked tirst, more cases arc
proViably classed as pniritns and in-urigo of these
regions which are in reality eczema, than there are
cases of pruritus which are called eczema wrongly.
On sevei-al occasions I have seen the jiruritus ac-
companying glycosuria develoji an eczema, and I have
seen as a further complication a distinct eczema
marginatum or ringworm formed later.

This is not the time or place to enter upon an ex-
tended study of the nature or causes of eczema in
general, nor to give views as to its jirognosis. As
regards, however, eczema affecting the regions under
consideration, I may say that I do not regard it as of
local origin, but that it invariably indicates a state
or habit of body which, unless it is jiroperly reached,
will certainly render the ati'ection incurable. On the
other hand, I firmly believe, and know from expe-
rience, that if careful, proper, and sutticient care be
taken of these cases in ever\' respect, they are most
certainly curalde, and that permanently : unless, in-

deed, the patient again transgresses all rules and
excites a fresh attack, which need not happen, and
which is rare in those wLo have been faithfully treat-

ed. I refer, of course, to the intelligent imtients of
private pmctice, for, however valual)le public prac
tice is for diagnosis and teaching, far less reliance can
be i^laced on therapeutical deductions there formed
than on those obtained by the careful study of pri-
vate patients.

It will be understood here, however, that I by no
means ignore local causes as determining agents in
the production of the eruption at any jiarticular

place and time, for this is confirmed in regard to
eczema of other parts as well. Thus, I have no
doubt but that the irritating natxire of some vaginal
and uterine secretions may provoke a pruritus which
may end in an eczema. Also, the perspiratory or

sebaceouH secretions of tho parts in question may
perchance bo more irritating than usual, or may
have been confined and become «lecomposed, and
thus act as a local excitant; a neglected erythema
intertrigo may develop into a very intractable ecz«'ma.

Irritating underclothing, ns also bad water-closet

paper, may afford tiie jirimary cause, and jjerhaps

many other local elements may lie of mor(> or less

importance, and should, of course, l)e taken into

con«idi>ration m the management of tlie erujition.

But all tli(>se—indeed, many local causes may ex-

ist in certain individuals and yet never jtrovoke an
eczema ; and they may even have occurred to tlie

same person on jirevious occasions and yet hav«'

proved innocent. There certainly is some other state

or element which requires to be recognized and met
in order to give these patients i)erfect and i)ermanent
relief.

The most common single, general symptom ol»-

served in patients with eczema of the anal or genital

region is consti])ation, or, as it might be more pro])-

erly called, imjx'rfect intestinal excretion, generally
with faulty liver-action ; indeed, this almost inva-

riably exists to a greater or less extent, and reqtiires

to lie looked for and managed properly. So com-
monly have I found this in the very consideraVde
number of ca.ses of eczema of the anus and genital

region which have been under my care, that I had
felt that I could almost state it to be an invariable

accompaniment of this condition ; but, on going over
my notes of cases, I find a certain small jiroportion

in whom it is stated by the patients that the bowels
acted regularly once or twice daily. This is not.

however, convincing proof to me that the inte.stinal

action was perfect, and I still believe this to be the
most important single factor in the disease. Quite
possilily the irritating character of the excrement it-

self is an efficient local cause of the jiresence and
continuance of the eru])tion.

This imperfect intestinal excretion should be cor-

rected, if jiossible, and very great care will sometimes
be necessary to accomplish this. It is not enough
to give occasional purgatives, nor even to prescribe
daily laxatives ; for, unless much caution is exercised,

the ultimate resTilt in this direction may be bad in-

stead of good. These remarks in regard to the man-
agement of this imjiortant element may seem trite

and out of place before this learned body, btit I wish
to imjiress the very great imiiortance of dealing with
this portion of the treatment rightly as a sine qua firm

of the successful manageipent of eczema of the parts
under consideration.

All the elements which conduce to bring about a

healthy action of the bowels and organs of digestion
must therefore be attended to, and, consequently, in

the treatment of eczema about the anus and genitals

we must not be content with a few general direc-

tions, or the prescri])tion of one or another purga-
tive or laxative remedy. On the contrai-y, it may re-

quire no little trouble to ensure a healthy evacuation
of the bowels daily, and this is accomplished by diet,

exercise, regularity in attending to the call of na-
ture, and such assistance from medicine as may be
necessary.

A very common accompaniment of eczema of the
regions under consideration is a greater or less con-
gestion of the portal and hemorrhoidal circulation,

manifested by a i^uiiilish congestion of the mucous
membrane of the anus, or very commonly by a greater
or less degree of intei-nal or external piles. These
latter may not be sufficient to be recognized by the
patient, and yet be an element indicative of the exist-
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ing state wbich must be regarded. It is well, there-
fore, in examining patients tlins allected, to have them
strain or bear down to bring the decider i)ortions to

view.

When this congestion of the hemorrhoidal vessels

exists I almost invariably give the time-honored mix-
ture of i)reeipitatod sulphur and cream of tartar, in

quantity suiHcient to secure one or two loose move-
ments from the bowels daily. I never give it witli

svru]), as I believe this often ferments or acits i)reju-

dieially in the stomach, and in a measure impairs
the good effects. I order a mixture of the sulphur
and bitartrate of potassa in equal quantities, and
direct that from one to two teaspoonfuls be taken at

night on retiring, rubbed up with water into a paste.

The dose is not a very pleasant one, but it is readily

taken, even by ladies.

Where there is no marked hemorrhoidal conges-
tion I emi^loy a pill of two grains and a half eacli of

blue mass and compound extract of colocj-nth, with
a quarter of a grain of powdered ii^ecac in each i)i]l

;

two such i)ills to be taken at night and two on the
second niglit after, followed each morning by a seid-

litz powder or Kissingon water. These pills are to be
taken only twice, and are not resorted to again at

a less interval than a week or two ; but they may
be tlms used rei)eatedly with good effect.

If there is simply a sluggish action of the bowels,
I have had most excellent results to the accompany-
ing eczema from the use of a pill composed of half

a grain of the extract of socotrine aloes with a grain
of dried sulphate of iron and a little aromatic jjow-

der and confection of roses, one pill being taken di-

rectly after eating. Very much may be accomplished
by this combination in the way of joermanently over-

coming the constipated habit if the pills are em-
ployed regularly and systematically according to the
following directions : at first one pill is taken di-

rectly after each meal, three times daily ; in a few
days the noon pill is omitted, and a few days later

one is taken after the evening meal only, and soon
this is required less frequently, and subsequently
omitted. The point to be insisted on is that the
pills shall be used regularly in the above manner
until the bowels acquire the habit of daily excreting
and discharging a normal amount—if they are taken
irregularly simjily for a cathartic action, no ultimate
good results follow ; but I can bear testimony very
strongly to the value of this jslan of treatment, and
could adduce many cases where this has constituted
one of the chief means of speedy and permanent
(aire of long-standing cases of eczema of the anal and
genital regions.

It is a very common custom with many to give

mineral waters to these patients, witli tlie simple di-

rection that they keep the bowels open therewith.

In my experience this is an unwise ijrocedure, and I

believe that many persons are to- day suffering from
constipation and consequent eczema of the lower re-

gion because of the constant stimulation of the in-

testinal tract with these or other purgatives, while
the cause of the intestinal inactivity—sedentary hab-
its, over-indulgence at the table, etc.—has been al-

lowed to go on unchecked. I never oi'der mineral
waters to be taken for a length -of time, and con-

stantly discountenance their use.

Nor is it at all sufficient, in these cases, simply to

secure an emptying of the lower bowel by means of

an enema, even if employed daily. In my jiidgment
enemata are to be iised only very rarely, for a definite

purpose, and the habit of a dependence iijion water
injected to excite the intestines to contraction is

worse even than to have them depend upon mineral
water ])<mred into the otlier end of tlie digestive
tube. Nor will an action (jf tlie bowels secured by
enema at all lielj) an eczema of the anal or genital
region; for I have seen some very had cases of the
eruption in this locality wliero this means of empty-
ing the bowel was practised.

I will not hero enter more largely into this subject,
which is a prolific one, nor will I detail further rem-
edies whic^h might be of service ; but I have dwelt on
it thus long because the more I see of these cases
the more convinced I am that imperfect liver-action
and imperfect intestinal excretion are at the bottom
of very many of them. As mentioned before, he will
but poorly treat these cases who contents himself
with prescribing in a routine manner this or that
remedy which has been ])roi)osed or vaunted, and he
will but poorly manage the intestinal excietion who
is satisfied with giving casual prescriptions to loosen
the bowels. The ])hysician must give definite in-
structions to the patient in regard to his mode of life,

diet, and hygiene, and must even extend it to secur-
ing that the call of nature, thoiigh it be light, be
answered promptly at a regiilar time each day, pref-
erably after the morning meal.
Next to imperfect bowel-excretion I would i)lace

deficient kidney-action as an element to be regarded
in the cases under consideration. The urine of these
patients is seldom that of health ; the most varied
conditions may be reported, but not at all infre-
quently it is recognized by the ijatient as leaving a
deposit in the chamber and staining the same. Fre-
quent and imperative micturition is not at all un-
common, and the repeated calls to urinate at night
and the itching will often act and react on each
other, rendering sleep almost imi^ossible.

Most of these cases, therefore, require also an alkali,

and I find the best results from acetate of potassa
with a bitter, as in the following mixture :

IJ . Potass, acetatis =
j.

Tinct. nucis vomic 3 ij.

lufus. quassite ? iv.

M. Teaspoonful after eating, in water.

This is often continued during the entire course of
treatment, and frequently for some time after the
complete disapiaearance of the eruption and cessation
of all itching.

Not infrequently, however, cases of eczema of the
anus and genitals will be associated with a large
amount of oxaluria, and will be quickest relieved
liy the strong nitric acid internally, in doses of about
two drops after eating. The well-known mixture of
sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of iron, sulphiiric

acid, and infusion of orange-peel, is sometimes of
much service, esjiecially when there is a tendency to

sluggishness of the bowels, which does not remain
corrected with diet, etc., after a course of the pills

mentioned.
In some cases the disease is largely due to simple

debility, and iron and other tonics which give life

and tone to the system will do the most good to the
eczema, often in the way of rendering the processes
of assimilation and disassimilation more jjerfect,

whereliy the liver, bowels and kidneys share the
healthful activity.

These are the main internal remedies of seiwice in

this oftentimes very troublesome affection, and if the
homely nieasiires I have bi'iefiy alluded to are faith-

fully carried out and combined with proper local ap-
plications, they will, I am confident, secure the per-

manent removal of a complaint which is at this
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moment ronderinjf many individuals very uncom-
fortiihlo, if indot'd it is not in somo cases almost

uiftkin^ life u Imnlon.

It will 1)0 noticiMl, porliai).s, that arHenii^ lifts not

boon montionod, and yot I am i)ositivo that uii(>-hftlf

of the (^con >ral i)rat;titi()nors wouKl kivo arsoiiit- at tlio

first visit to ono Hun'.'riii-^ from tho conditions under

considomtion. I will say that I had vol ))nri)oscly

omittod mentionin<; arsenic, l»nt that inoroly it had

not oconrrod to n»o to si)eak of it, becanso, jn-obably,

I so seldom uso it for thoso cases. When there is a

marked eczematuns habit, and when, after all tho

above measure.s have been attended to, and others

perhaps in the same line, if then there remained a

tendency to the disease, I might and do employ it

in connection with other remedies, bnt never as a

curative measure at tho bej^inning of the case, and

especially never in cases presentiu)^ acute .symptoms.

As a moditior of the nutrition of the skin, arsenic

holds a high place among other medicines, but not

as a controller of congestion or inriammatory action.

If internal and general measures are iuiportant in

eczema of the anus and genital region, local meas-

ures are, if possible, of even greater importance ; it

is much not ta do the wrong thing, and still more to

do just the right thing. This remark is made be-

cause one occasionally sees cases which have bt^en

greatly aggravated by previous treatment, which
yield promptly to proper measures. Tho maiii

point to be ever borne in mind in the treatment of

those parts is that more harm than good may be

done by too strong ai)plications, and that the sootli-

ing plan must be followed as far as possible, certainly

while there are signs of inliammation, stimulating

measures being adopted only in later stages of treat-

ment, an I to reoiove the remains of the disease, as

thickening of the skin, and not for the arrest of the

eczema.
The itching of these cases is often most intense,

and the patient will plead that if he can only have
something to stop the itching tho disease will get

well. And sd I have repeatedly had cases where all

sorts and kinds of measures had been previously

prescribed with a view of arresting the itching, but

in vain, whereas the ease yielded speedily when com-
jilete treatment was instituted, inchiding only very

mild local measures. Quite recently a jjliysician

brought a patient in consultation, not in regard to

any general management of the case, but only to

sequent itching. But tho water should be indeed
hot, and not warm

—

ho hot that tho hand cannot be
thrust wholly into it and it should be used in exactly

the manner now to b«) describcsd. I speak thus po.si-

tivoly because I occasionally hoar it asserted by jia-

tients that it is not of K<a-vice, and on inquiring I

find that the exact rules have not been followed, or

that it has been used for a longer time or oftener

than ])rescribed. The patient should sit on tho edge
of a chair and have a basin with tho very hot wat«'r

and a soft handkerchief in it. This latter is tluMi

picked uj) and held in a mass to tho anus or genital

parts, as hot as can be borne, say for a minute, and
then dipped in tho water again, and tho i)rocoss re-

peated three times, the whole not lasting more than
two or three minutes ; too long bathing, or too fre-

quent sopping of tho jiart or rubbing with the cloth,

etc., makes matters worse.

Before the hot water is gotten ready, I have the

ointment which is to be employed si)read thickly on
the woolly side of .surgeon's lint, cut of a size to cover

the affected jjarts only, and laid close by ready for

immediate use. After the parts have been soaked
with the hot water for the ])re3cribed time, they are

rapidly dried by pressing a large, soft linen napkin
upon them, with absolutely no friction, and the al-

ready spread cloths are immediately ai)])lied, the ob-

ject being to at once exclude the air entirely. Ordi-

narily it is necessary to use tho hot water only a

single time in tho twenty-four hoiu's, namely, after

undressing, and when ready to get into bed. It

must be premised that the i^atient is to so manage
as not to indulge in the usual scratching before un-
dergoing these manii)ulations. Ifthis desire is given

way to beforehand, the treatment will not always
control it at once ; but if tlie patient can avoid even
touching the parts except as described, he or she
will commonly be quite able to go to sleep immedi-
ately. I have repeatedly had those thus alliicted say

that the first night of treatment was the first real

rest they had had for months or year.s.

If the case is very severe, and if there are spells of

recurrent ittdiing, the hot water may be repeated oc-

casionally ; but it is commonly sufficient simply to re-

new the ointment one or more times in the day,

especially in the morning on lising, ^vithout the rep-

etition of the hot water, which latter, I think, some-
times acts prejudicially in softening the jiarts if used
more frequently. It should be added that the oint-

have my opinion in regard to the probable utility of ment should always be sjiread on lint and never be
applying the actual or galvanic i-auteiy to the parts to

arrest tlie itching. And so I have had cases which
had previously been given stronger and stronger lo-

cal applications, with a view of checking the itching,

after the failure of recognized neiirotic local reme-
dies, until the parts had been brought to a terrible

state of intiammation from such applications as

strong citrine ointment and the like. Now, while

these may succeed in some cases in which, perhaps,

a transient, digestive disturbance was the starting-

point of the eczema, I am confident that in the main
all such attempts in the way of a local treatment of

eczema in these parts is false in theory and injurious

in practice.

The measures which I am about to detail may be
simple, but will in most, if not all cases, be sufficient

as local treatment, provided that all else has been
carefully attended to as implied in the preceding
brief mention of dietetic, hygienic and internal med-
ication.

I place great reliance upon hot water as a means
of relieving the congestion of the parts and the con-

rubbed to the part ; also, that in aj^plying the lint it

should be kept in close apposition to the diseased
surface, and that by means calculated to heat the
parts as little as possible ; and finally, that in renew-
ing the dressing the fresh cloth should be .spread and
ready, near by, before removing the previous one,

that the access of air to the parts may be i^revented

by changing the coverings as quickly as possible.

The ointments employed must vary somewhat with
the case, and no single one could be mentioned which
would be invariably of service. That which I most
commonly prescribe is made as follows :

IJ . Unguent, picis 2 j.

Zinci oxidi 3 ij.

Unguent.- aqu:e rosae (U. S. P.) 3 iij.

M.

This should be of a consistence which spreads
easily and remains soft, which may be easily regulated

by varying the proportion of the spermaceti in the
rose ointment or cold cream. I may add that I never
employ the recent products of petroleum, cosmoline
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and vaseline, as a basis for these ointments where
Ijrotection of the surface and exchision of air is de-
sired, as they have not body enoiigh to remain as a
tliick coating uiiou the Hmb, but rapidly soak in and
leaves the i)arts diT and exposed.

I will not oecnpy time with further details of oint-

ments, as this is sufficient to indicate the j>lan or
idea of treatment which I wish to present as of'ff^ring

success in the class of cases under consideration
;

while the ointment is not a matter of indilVerence,

the same result can be obtained I believe by other
remedies than the one mentioned, and my case-rec-

ords would undoubtedly show many others of value.

It is the method of employing remedies and strict

attention to details which gives success, and I feel

certain that the i)oints I have given are very impor-
tant and will be of the greatest service if carefully

carried out.

Brief mention might be made of other applications
which have rendered me good service, although, as

before remarked, remedies must vary for different

cases, and it is beyond the limits of the present paper
to detail all that might be used and to give their

possible indications. The following combination is

very effective :

IJ . Unguent, picis 3 iij.

Unguent, bellad 3 ij.

Tinct. aconit. rad 3 ss.

Ziuci oxidi 3 j.

Unguent, aqute ros 3 iij.

M. Ft. ung.

Tlie ointment of chloral and camphor, of each a
drachm or two to the ounce, will often, jjrove a very
efficient anti-praritic, as first described by the pres-

ent writer several years ago.

Lotions are sometimes of much service, especially

in eczema of the penis and scrotum, and the following
can be recommended

:

5 . Bismutha subnitrat 3 ij.

Acid, hydrocy. dil 3 j

.

Emuls. amygd 1 iv.

M. Ft. lotio."

This of course must not be used where the skin is

much torn or broken.
A word may be added in regard to the employment

of stronger local measures, for they are not infre-

quently of value in projier cases and at the proper
time or period in the disease. When congestion has
ceased, and there is still some thickening and a

tendency to slight cutaneous fissures, we may use
the green soap or the compound tincture of green
soap.

B . Saponis viridis,

Olei cadini.

Alcohol .

.

" Jva 5 j-

M.

with good effect. With this we need friction, and a

piece of muslin (subsequently white flannel may be
used to give greater friction) is wet with the lotion

and nibbed briskly over the parts for a few moments,
which are then to be immediately covered with a

mild ointment. For this jnirpose the ordinary zinc

ointment, half a drachm to the oimce of the unguen-
tum aquae ros;e (U. S. P.), answers well, or the sub-

nitrate of bismuth, or calomel, either in the same
strength. We may also use with good effect the

unguentum diachyli of the German Pharmacopoeia,
as introduced by Hebra ; but this is apt to be too

stimtilating for some skins. It is quite as well not
to have any tar in these ointments, because, having
stimulated witli a tarry lotion, the parts nev.d com-
lilete rest. AVe may sometimes obtain exc(>llent re-

sults from the use of caustic; potassa in solution, used
in much the same way, but some caution will be
necessary in order not to overstimulate the i)art. A
lotion of five to ten grains to the ouncje is all that

can be borne in many instances ; but if carefully ap-

plied, especially by the 2)hysician, one of the strength
of fifteen, thirty, or even sixty grains to the ounce,
may be qiiickly brushed over the i)art, and cause an
exudation which is followed by relief to the itching

and diminution of the disease. These strong ai^pli-

cations are to be advised with caution, and care

should be taken that soothing measures, as cold-water
dressings, are emj^loyed afterward.

When the tendency to slight fissures of the muco-
cutaneous fold still remains, we will have great bene-
fit from touching the latter carefully with a stick of

pure nitrate of silver, and afterward j^acking in a

little cotton ujion the parts. But I must advise this

also with caiition, because one of the worst cases of

acute eczema of the scrotum and anus which I ever

had under my care, and which had confined a gentle-

man to bed for several weeks, was started up by
ha^^ng an old eczema of the anus thus touched with
hinar caustic by a gentleman of great eminence in

the profession ; in a case of my own also, there was
very considerable inflammation excited by a similar

application made by myself, but it passed off in a
day or two, and with great subsequent benefit to

the parts.

Time does not permit me to go into the subject

more fully, though there is very much more which
might be said. Eczema about the female genitals

presents some features still different from those
mentioned, and often j^roves very rebellious, but is

in the main entirely amenable to very carefully di-

rected treatment on the jjlan of that here detailed,

and that in a reasonably short time. When consid-

ering the matter of diagnosis, mention was made of

the frequent occurrence of a vegetable parasitic

erujition about the genital region, the eczema mar-
ginatum of former ^Titers, and of the liability of

confounding it with eczema of these parts. The rather

sharply defined border of the enii^tion and the ten-

dency to clear in the centre are points which will

first attract attention to this tinea or ringworm of

this region, and frequently, though not always, the

pai'asite, the same as in tinea tonsurans and circi-

nata, may be made out in the scales by the micro-
scope. When this is determined to exist, we may at

once use anti-parasitic remedies, or it may be neces-

sary first to treat the eczema element for a while

until the acute inflammation has in part subsided, in

the manner previously detailed, and afterward the

parasiticide may be applied without causing iiri-

tation. The i^arasiticide which I most frequently

employ is the strong, undiluted sulphurous acid,

freely bathed on the jjart, which will give the gi-eatest

relief to the itching, and if persisted in will singly

and alone cure the case. But, as I have freqiiently

mentioned elsewhere, the suli)liurous acid must be
fresh (and I always instruct the patient to procure an
original, unopened package), for, if used as ordinarily

found in the drug-shojis, it has altered by constant

exposure to the air, and the SO-, has become sul-

phuric acid, SO3, and is of course very irritating and
not efficient as a parasiticide.

Eczema of the anus and genitals i^ not infrequently

seen in children, and causes gi-eat distress. I have had
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a numhiT of cohcs whicli had been rt'ltollioiiH, but
whirli _vi«'l<lt>tl to the princiith'.s ulroady tlisnisscil.

In rlDsiii^ tliis rather oh'ini'ntarv ami soincwliat
tlosultorv paper, I liave to be^j your iiubilgi'Mee for

it.s iniperfeetiou.s. 1 preferred t^> present a lioiuely

subjeet in a pmctieal manner, rather than to detail

new observations or rehite rare eases, boeauso I be-
lieve tiuit our province is to cure disease and alleviate

human trouble. If, therefore, 1 sliall have assisted
any one in mana<7in^ ee/.ema of the anal and genital
roj?ions, whieh I know to be most distressing^ to tliose

aiUieted with it, I shall be eontent and shall williuf^ly

bear the odium of ^joing ovrr ha<'kneyetl >^round, and
l>erhaps of presentin<^ uiueh tliat was already known
to some, if not all, of my liearers.

CASES OF riloLArsUS ANI
SuCCESSFlTIiLY TREATED HY Hvi'ODERMIC INJECTIONS

ov Stkyciinia.

By LEONAIID WEBER, M.D.,
NEW TOUK.

N£l\ton was the first, I believe, to recommend the
use of strychnia for the cure of simple prolapsus
ani. Whether he or any one else had used stiychnia
hypodermically for that purpose before I did, in
18G8, 1 do not know.
In that year I was consulted by a merchant, about

forty-tive years of age, who had sulFered from jjro-

lapsus ani for three years. It came on after a pro-
longed attack of dysentery. Not more than one inch
of mucous membrane protnided.

It was easily reduced, but as readily came down
again. Sphincter very weak and dilatable, but con-
trol over bowels satisfactory. At stool he would
often lose small quantities of blood, and a slight but
constant sero-.sanguinolent discharge from the pro-
truiled mucous membrane was quite annoying to

him. The usual remedies had been applied without
success, and to the application of uiti-ic acid, or the
actual cautery, I could not persuade him to submit.
It occurred to me to inject strychnia hypodermically.
Inserting the needle about three-fourths of an inch
from the anus, and directing it upward and i)arallel

to the gut, I injected one-twelfth of a grain of the
remedy, repeating the injection in forty-eight hours
upon the opposite side, and continuing in this way
until six injections had been made. The pain ac-
companying the injection was insignificant, no in-

flamniation or abscess followed, the bowel ceased
coming down, and the cure then effected has been
permanent.
Case II. (1870).—Boy, eight years old, somewhat

aniemic, muscular system poorly developed, had had
repeated diarrhoea! attacks. His mother said his
" body " had been coming down for a long while.
Prolapse half an inch. Sphincter very weak and di-

latable. I injected one-eighteenth of a grain as
above. The relief was comjilete after eight injections,

given in the coiu-se of four weeks.
I have lost sight of this patient, and do not know

whether the cure has been permanent.
Case III. (1877).—Boy, four years old, healthy and

strong ; prolapse of three-fourths of an inch, quite
.relucible, for about a year. Cure after four injec-

tions of gr. /^ of strychnia, each given as above.
Patient has remained cured.

Case IV. (1878).—Boy, live years old. No organic
disease, but rather weak ; troubled by frequent
epistaxis. Prolapse nearly one inch long, in conse-
quence of dysentery. Has had it for eighteen months.

and l>een unrelieved by treatment so far. Four in-

I jections of gr. ,'4 of strychnia each were made, when
the patient cea.sed coming to the oflice, and was lost

sight of.

I

Case V. (187!)).— (tirl, six years old, somewhat
I

aniemic, but well d(!veloped. Prolajjse of half an
! inch, with considerable sero-sanguinolent discharge

I

from the protruded mucous membrane, and occa-
1 sional loss of blood at stool. It had existed more or

I

less for two yeais, and had also followed dysentery.
Cure after four injections of gr. ^4 of strychnia each.
Patient has remained cured.

I

This was the only case in whicli I had to etherize

I

the patient, owing to her excessive fear of being hurt.

In all Hve ea.ses the usual local and general treatmcmt,
tonic and astringent in character, had been tried

without any benefit.

A speedy and permanent cure I know to have been
obtained by tlie injection of strychnia, in loco viorli,

in three eases. No jiain of any conseipience was in-

flicted by the procedure, nor unpleasant syni])tom8,

inflammation or abscess, foUoweil the injections. No
such results have been obtained in my practice, in

similar ca.ses, by other remetlies short of severe sur-

gical measures.
It appears, then, from the record of these cases,

that the hypodermic injection of strychnia in hco
7»orhi, in cases of simple prolapsus ani, has a direct

and rapid efl'ect iipon the sphincter muscles, re estab-
lishing the physiological tone after comjjarativelT
few injections. This mode of treatment is i)erfectlT

safe, and ajit to effect a speedy and pennanent cure.

136 W. Tmuxr-KOUBTH Street, New Yoiik.

progress of iHctiical ^cicncf.

ExTRA-PEKiTONEAii OvARioTosiY.—W. A. Meredith
records in the London Luncet, August 21, 1880, the
following case as oftering an example of a completely
extra-iieritoneal ovarian cyst. He has seen but one
other at all resembling it in nearly tlu'ee hundred
abdominal sections at which he has assisted. Patient,

a delicate-looking woman, aged twenty-seven years,

gave the following histoiy : Menstniation occuri'ed

for the first time shortly after her marriage, at the

age of twenty-four ; the flow, which was scanty, re-

cuiTed at irregular inten'als during the first two
years of married life, but for the last eighteen
months she had seen no further signs of it. She
had never been pregnant. Shortly after the last ap-

pearance of the menses she noticed some increase

of size in the abdomen, and was troubled with drag-
ging pains in the left side. This swelling suddenly
began to diminish coincidently with the i>assing of

a considerable quantity of clear, pale urine. Six
months subsei[uently the jjain and swelling returned,

accompanied by considerable discomfort from flatu-

lence. Upon examination the abdomen was uni-

formly distended by an elastic, indistinctly fluctua-

ting tumor, which extended upward to about mid-
way between the umbilicus and the xijihoid cartilage.

Palpation conveyed the idea that the gi'owth was
closely adherent anteriorly to the al)dominal wall.

Fluctuation was at first tolerably evident, but became
less distinct owing to increased tension. The per-

cussion note was clear over the epigastrium, the

resonance extending downward somewhat below
the umbilicus ; it was also clear in the right lumbar
region, but absolutely dull in the left flank. The
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girth at the umbilical level was thirty inches. On
pelvic examination a cyst was felt distinctly, in front

of the cervix. The uterine sound passed in two and
one-half inches, and showed tlie uterus to be })ressed

backward in tlie hollow of the sacrum, with mucli
impaired mobility. Diaj^nosis : " Broad ligament
cyst, with very broad and close attachment to right

side of the uterus, and extensive parietal and intes-

tinal adhesions in the abdomen." At the operation

the cyst was tapped and emptied, and the capsule

was then removed in parts with much diHiculty,

owing to the extreme thinness of the cyst-wall. The
short i>edicle left included the cut end of the right

Fallopian tube. On examination, subsequently, the

parts removed were found to consist of an extremely

thin-walled multilooular cyst, partly encapsulated in

loose connective tissue, and having an enlarged

cystic ovary closely adherent to its base. The
patient had slight elevation of temperature during

the first three or four days after the operation. The
sutui'es were removed on the tenth day, and she left

the hospital on the twentieth day. The details of

the operation leave no doubt as to the truly extra-

peritoneal nature of the cyst, inasmuch as all

attempts made to open into the general peritoneal

cavity, either by passing the hand upward over the

upiier margin of the tumor, or by endeavoring to

effect an opening through the base of the cyst into

Douglas' pouch, failed entirely in effecting their

object. When attempting the former procedure,

the operator, Mr. Thornton, came upon the ctecum

and vermiform appendix completely enclosed in

loose vascular connective tis.sue, and closely applied

to the cyst-wall. This condition of things was evi-

dently due to the adhesive inflammatory action set

up in its immediate neighborhood by the rapidly

growing cyst. Regarding the mode of develojimeut

of the tiimor the following explanation is given :

the cystic disease, commencing in the outex end of

the ovary, probably gave rise to the formation of a

true ovarian cyst, lying at first encapsulated in the

cellular tissue between the layers of the broad liga-

ment. In the subsequent course of its growth this

cyst, distending the layers of the broad ligament,

continued to develop in the direction of the least

resistance—viz. : more or less directly outward

—

until, having reached the seat of reflection of the

parietal peritoneum, it gradually opened up the layer

of subperitoneal cellular tissite which lies beneath

the transversalis fascia lining the abdominal wall.

On the StmultaneousEmployment of Calomel and
Iodide of Potassium in Diseases of the Eye.—The
following are the conclusions drawn by Dr. Schlaefke

in a paper v\ith the aV)ove title published in the

Archill far Oplithdbnolngie : 1. Where a patient is

taking iodide of iiotassiiim internally, the local ap-

plication of calomel to the eyes excites an acute in-

flammation. This fact was recognized in the past,

but has been forgotten. 2. Iodide of potassium,

when taken internally, is rapidly disseminated through

the organism ; it appears rapidly in the different

secretions, where its presence can be detected at the

end of a few minutes. 3. When the iodide is given

in doses of six grains twice a day, it is always found

in considerable quantity in the tears. 4. Although
calomel is only very slightly sohible in water, it is

ten times more soluble in a solution containing 0.75

jiarts per 100 of chloride of sodium. 5. When
dusted on the conjunctiva, calomel is readily dis-

solved, and exercises a chemical action. G. If it is

thus employed while the patient is taking iodide of

potassium, the iodide and biniodide of mercury are

found in the tears, and these caustic substances ex-
cite inflammation. Hence, it follows that calomel
should not be applied topically to the eyes while
the patient is taking iodide of potassium.

—

La France
medicale, September 4th.

Cancer of the Spleen and Stomach in a Child.
—This case was observed at the Strasburg clinic; for

diseases of cliildren, and Dr. SchefFer, who reports it,

exi^resses an opinion that it is uni(pie. It certainly

illustrates the diflicidties attending the difl'erential

diagnosis of primary gastric cancer from a similar "

splenic affection. The patient was fourteen years
old, and on admission gave a history of nine weeks'
previous illness, with pains in the left side. Upon
examination an abdominal tumor was found in the
left hypochondriac region. Its surface appeared
smooth, and the spontaneous ijainfulness became in-

ci'eased on pressure. There was loss of api^etite

and vomiting. The vomited matter showed no
traces of blood or other abnormal admixture un-
til three hours before the patient's death, when
considerable luematemesis occurred. During the
course of the illness vomiting took place only three

times. There was rapid and intense emaciation,

with marked cachexia. Symjitoms of dysj^ncea several

days before death. Some jjleurisy on left side.

Increase in the projoortion of leucocytes. Febrile

movement of an iiTegularly recurrent type, and a

pulse-rate of 124 to 148. The disease reached a

fatal issue after about three and a half months.
The diagnosis of splenic cancer was made by the

method of exclusion, and the neoplasm was thought
to be jiiimary in the spleen. At the autopsy, made
by Prof. V. Recklinghausen, an ulcerating encepha-
loid carcinoma of the fundus ventriculi, with perfo-

ration into the spleen, was discovered. The fundus
of the stomach was the seat of a large, rounded can-

cerous ulcer leading into a cavity in the spleen.

There were numerous adhesions between the differ-

ent organs in the neighborhood of the new- growth.
The author believes that the secondary affection of

the spleen, as revealed by the autopsy, occurred by
a growth of the tumor in a directly continuous
sense, and not by metastatic transmission through
the lymphatic channels. He also calls attention to

the fact that the gastric symptoms may, as in the

present instance, be so insignificant, as compared
with other morbid manifestations, that the diagnosis

of cancer of the stomach is made practically im-
possible.

—

Jalirh. fur Kinderheilkunde, September
2, 1880.

The Treatment of IjRiEjnA in Children by Pilo-

carpine.—From the study of eleven cases, all treated

by muriate of pilocarpine, Dr. Praetorius, of Mayence,
arrives at the following conclusions : the action of the

alkaloid of jaborandi on children may be recognized

by active carotid pulsation, reddening of the face, and
profuse perspiration, which begins on the forehead,

upper lii^, and chin, and gradually extends over the

whole body. These symptoms appear about three to

live minutes after hypodermic administration of the

dnig. Accompanying the diaphoresis a profuse

salivary secretion is observable. In infants the siala-

gogue action is the more reliable of the two. The
temperature is affected only in so far as the evapo-

I'ation from the sweating cutaneous surface produces
a slight secondarv lowering. The single dose of the

di-ug is h to I of a grain (0.002-0.02). The children,

as a rale, complain of severe nausea, and vomiting is

frequent. Conditions of slight colla^jse are some-
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times noticeable. The following rexumi of inferences
is ftpi»ontlo«l to tlie jjiipor :

1. Tlio titMitiiiiMit of iiriumia by hy})0(lormic use
of jiilocarpiiui j^ivi's KiitiHfiictory rcsiiUs. It ap-
pears advisalilc to resort to tliis jduii of treatiiuMit us

Boon as licailiicho, an iin>;<iilar imlsc, and vomitiiif,'

point to till' prol>al>iIity of ronid (•om])Iications.

'2. Till' contraindications for its («nii)lovnient are:
tlio ])rt>s»'iu'e of (^ravo i'oin])liefttions. abnormal weak-
ness, eollai>.so, or {general cutaneous droj)sy.

8. It ajtpears that in " f^h)inendar " nepliritis jiilo-

ear])ine fails to jiroduce a beneficial ettect. Ibit as
this variety of Hrif^ht's disease cannot be difTerenti-

ated from other forms by our present methods of

examination, this condition cannot, of course, be
classed with the contraindications.

4. In addition to the diai>horetic action of the
muriate of pilocarpine, a direct influence on the renal

secretion appears to exist.

—

Jnhrb. far Kinderheil-
kmuie, September 2, 1880.

The HTiuc-TntE of the Si:doru>aroi:s Glands.—
According to Ranvier {(ai^. de Paris, 8, 1880), who
Las reinvestigated the histology of the sweat-glands,
their excretory ducts have a double or triple lining
of s(juamous epithelial cells. The cells of the inner-
most layer are furnished with a so-called cuticula.

The secreting epithelia form only a single layer of

lining corpuscles, and lack this cuticula, a fact which
Heynold has already pointed oiit. Tlie cells of the
glandular i>ortion show granular stri;e resembling
those of the convoluted renal tubules. Fat molecules
normally occur in the cells of the sweat-glands.
Alcohol dissolves them, and osmic acid colors them
black. The sudoriparous epithelia lack separate mem-
branes, but their free extremities sometimes show a
border to which droi)lets of a colloid substance are
attached. The lumen of the glands is continued be-
tween the cells, and the minute channels thus formed
proceed up to the membrana projn-ia. There is a
subepithelial muscular layer, the smooth fibres of
which are separated from one another. The proto-
plasm and nucleus of these elements occujjy that
side which is directed toward the lumen.
The sudoriparous glands are known to develop

from the stratum mucosum of the epidermis, which
sends down into the corium ei^ithelial oflfshoots. By
simple ditlereutiation Itauvier believes that the most
external of these cells become muscular fibres. In
other words, they are said to be derived from the
ectoderm. The glandular lumen is not formed by
fusion of the central cells of the ei)ithelial process,
but by the ajipeai-ance of the cuticnila. The lumen
is first seen somewhat above the base of the epithe-
lial pegs, and begins to extend in a direction toward
the epidermis, leaving the secreting portion of the
gland below it. Later, of course, it reaches this part.—Schmidts Jcihrb., September 27, 1880, vol. clxxxvii.

Insolation at Algiers.—Dr. Barbier, of Algiers,
has recently studied the subject of sunstroke at Al-
giers, and communicates his opinions to the Com-rier
m'dical, Sejitember 11, 1880. He believes that in-
solation is not necessarily the result of direct ex-
posure to the sun, but that it is essentially " une
affaire de thermoinetre." The insolation of hot cli-

mates resembles the heat-stroke of veterinarians, viz.,
" sudden intense congestion of the lungs, intestines,
or brain during work." The symi)toms, as observed
by the writer, were : sudden invasion, the patient
being prostrated, stupefied, with blanched face,

feeble pulse, slow respiration, and cold, moist skin.

Apparently little siiffering and comjilaints of head-

ache only. The attacks often prove rapidly fatal.

Sometimes there are ])roiiounced cerebral manifes-
tations, Huch as acut(! delirium. Thus, the author has
seen two suicides committed after sunstroke. The
best curative results have be(!n obtained by Barbier,

witli the tincture of aconite in daily dos<'s of ten to

thirty drops in orange-llower syru]). The action of

the drug he finds to l^e dia}>horetic and diuretic.

The Hiktoi>ooy op the Vulvo-Vaoinal Glands.
—Although the naked-eye apjiearances of the glands
of Bartholin have been adequately described l)y

Huguier {Mimoire si/r /fs ajijturri/s st'-creteurn dt's or-

fjnne.R <ihiil(iii.r ivtn'ncs (h- hiftnumi' i:t chez leu fniiinttiiir.

Ann. d. sr. nnl., vol. xiii., April, 1850), and although
Langerhans ( \'irr//(>ir's Arr/iir, vol. Ixi., p. 208,

1874), has investigated their histology, yet there were
certain ])oints left undetermined. De SinCty has re-

cently coni])leted a minute research into the stnic-

tural conditions of these glandular bodies. A com-
munication embodying the results of this examination
was read at the iSociffi' <//' hiolof/ie. He finds that the
gland is not enclosed in a distinct capsule, as had
been hitherto supposed, but that it is reju'esented

by a ditiuse collection of small glandular masses,
disseminated without regularity and often separated
by varying amounts of connective tissue and striated

rnuscular fibres. The secretory lobules have a lining

of goblet-shai)ed epithelium, resembling that found
by the author in the cervix uteri. This would ex-

jjlain the similarity of the products of secretion of

these two regions. The secreting vesicles {lol)ules,

acini) emjity with a constricted portion into sinuses

lined with cuboidal epithelium. From these sinuses
start the excretory ducts, rather narrow canals, lined

with a single stratum of cylindrical epithelia. The
common excretoiy duet shows several epithelial lay-

ers, and the cells a2)proach the sfpiamous type as the
outlet is reached. This duct throughout its entire

extent, almost to its vulvar orifice, shows additional
glandules, which open directly into it. These acces-

sory glandular collections are rich in neiwes and have
an abundant vascularization. The connective tis.sue

of the viilvo-vaginal glands contains many smooth
muscle-fibres i)rincii)ally disposed around the exere-

toiy canals. Strii)ed muscular elements also form a
thick layer both within the gland and outside of it.

The author thinks that the existence of acini open-
ing directly into the common duct may account for

the formation of certain ^-ulvo-vaginal fistules, with
multii>le intercommunicating orifices, sometimes ob-
sen'ed in inflammations of the gland. He also be-
lieves that deep cysts of the inferior third of the
vagina, may be developed at the expense of one or
more of these disseminated secondary glands. —
Gazette obstetricnle, September 20, 1880.

A Case of Gangrene of the Uterus Followtn-q
Operative Delivery.—Dr. Walbaum, of Gerolstein,

Germany, reports the case of a rachitic juimipara
with contracted pelvis, in whom a protracted opera-
tive delivery was followed by gangrene of the utenis,

with an ultimate cure after complete loss of the or-

gan. The patient was twenty-six years old, and had
a i^elvis measuring two and a half inches in the con-
jugate diameter. She was first seen when pregnancy
had already advanced to full term. The uterine con-
tractions were almost entirely lacking, and the child
was dead. With the gi'eatest difficulty the fo-tus was
delivered i^iecemeal, and the maternal parts were un-
avoidably bruised and lacerated. The operative
manipulations lasted almost eight hours. On the
two days following this procedure the patient's tern-
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peratiire was subnoi'mal. Then, with the develop-
ment of peritonitis, it rose to 105'. About two
weeks later portions of necrosed uterine tissue of

penetrating fetid odor began to be discharged jier

vaginani. Large lumps, some of which retained the

outline of the womb, continued to pass away. These
discharges lasted about three weeks, the patient
meanwhile suttering from hectic fever and absolute
incontinentia urime. There was, however, no vesico-

vaginal fistula. In-igations of the genital canal with
a three per cent, aqueous solution of carbolic acid

were continuously employed. No internal medica-
tion. Some four weeks later the condition of the

patient gradually im^^roved. The febrile movement
slowly subsided with the aj^pearance of a less fetid

and more purulent discharge. Finally the only re-

maining symjitom was incontinence of the bladder.

Vaginal exploration now revealed loss of the litems,

the impinging finger coming upon hard tissue at

the vaginal termination. A miniite opening was
still found at the upper end of the vagina, and a

sanguinolent discharge continued to occur. It was
not ascertained whether or not the ovaries had also

been destroyed by the morbid process. The writer

thinks it a remarkable fact that the patient bore
this extensive and severe disease so well, compara-
tively, being now able to walk long distances with-

out other discomfort than that which is due to the

persistence of the vesical incontinence.

—

Ally. med.

Cent. Zeit., September 18, 1880.

Amyloid Degeneration.—The pathogeny of this

morbid process has been made the subject of recent

extensive investigations by Prof. Eberth, of Zurich
(Virchow's Arcliiv, vol. Ixxx., p. 138). The most im-
portant result of his investigations has been to show
that this infiltration does not, as was generally held
to be the case, affect the most heterogeneous histo-

logical elements, but is confined to the tissues be-

longing to the connective-substance group. Thus,
the glandular ei^ithelia, muscle-cells, etc., are not
invaded by the amyloid material. Wherever and
whenever the parenchyma appeared to participate in

the change, it was ascertained to have merely under-
gone simple atrophy, from the pressure of the en-

croaching amyloid masses deposited in the blood-
vessels or connective tissue. The true parenchyma
of the affected organs is never destroyed by second-
ary amyloid infiltration or degeneration of its con-

stituent elements. The morbid process originates in

the cai:)illary adventitia, the basement substance of

connective tissue, the stroma of the liver, the mem-
branes of the renal tubules, the internal perimysium
of muscles, in the reticulated tissue of the lymphatic
glands and the spleen, and the tissues corresponding
to these structures.

—

Centralhlatt f. Cliir., September
18, 1880.

A New Method of Operation for Kanula.—Dr.
Krabbel [Ceniralblatt f. Chirin-gie, No. 37, 1880) re-

ports the successful operation of a large sublingual

cyst by a method not hitherto described. It is well

known that, apart from complete extii^iation, the

ordinary methods, such as puncture, the injection of

irritant fluids, j^artial excision, etc., by no means al-

ways result in a complete cure. Krabbel recently

had occasion to observe a large raniila, in which pre-

vious remedial measures had been imsuccessful. He
adopted a plan of operative procedure which was
suggested to him by a consideration of Volkmann's
method of radical operation for hydrocele. Accord-
ingly, the sac of the cyst, which formed an externally

visible prominence, was exposed by an incision from

without, and an oval jjiece of its wall excised. The
cyst-wall was now united by silk sutures with the in-

tegument ; then a se(H)nd i)iece was incised from
within, and the walls similarly united with the buc-
cal mucous nu'nd)rane. A drainage-tube was in-

serted, and carbolic in-igation practised. All the
dressings were antiseptic. Eight days later the
drainage-tube was removed, and the wound soon
closed by granulation, the collai^sed cyst-walls be-
coming united by adhesive inflammation. The exter-

nal cicatrix was (piite inconspicuous, and internally

there only remained a little hardening to indicate
the site of the former cyst.

—

AUg. med. Cent. Zeit.,

September 22, 1880.

Milk Diet in Heart Diseases.—Prof. Potain con-
cludes a somewhat lengthy paper on this subject f.s

follows : The " regime hide " is particularly efficacious

in secondary cardiac disease, that is, in simple hyjier-

trophy or dilatation of renal or gastric origin. In
one case the milk diet favorably alters the condition
of the kidneys, and in the other the gastric state.

But in order to give these organs the needed repose,
it appears essential to make the milk diet absolute
and to prolong it for a greater or less length of time.

A good action of this regimen is also observable in

those cases of simple reflex palpitation, which de-
pend upon gastric disturbance. In dropsy accom-
panying secondary renal lesions, the diuretic action
of milk may act advantageously. This exclusive milk
diet can, however, be persisted in only when the sys-

tem readily tolerates it.

—

La Tribune mcdicale, Sep-
tember 19," 1880.

SiTRUNGUAL Sarcoma of the Fingers.—Dr. P.
Kraske rejiorts a case of this kind, which was ob-
served at the clinic of Prof. Volkmann. A woman,
forty-two years old, came to the clinic, stating that
the nail of the middle finger of her left hand had
been the seat of painful sensations for about twelve
years. She further said that four years before that
time it had been severely bruised. The substance
of the nail had been scraped away above the spot
of greatest tendernessy^but this and other measures
had afforded her only temporary relief. About the
central part of the nail a blue spot was seen to shine
through from the mati-ix. On pressure this proved
exquisitely i^ainful. A subungual tumor was diag-
nosticated, and the tip of the finger removed. The
wound healed kindly, and the jjatient was discharged
after a few days.

A close examination of the tip, after ablation of

the nail, showed a little hard nodule, which extended
down to the bone, was inclosed in a fibrous capsule,

and had, on section, a grayish white ajipearance.

This little tumor was found to belong to the group
of neoplasms, which Kolaczek {JDeutsd/e Zeitschrifl

fiir Cltirurgie, vol. ix.) has described as angiosarco-

mata, and which have been varioiisly called cancer,

cylindroma, siphonoma, tubular cartilaginous tumors,
etc. This author, it will be remembered, found the
following to be characteristic of such growths : a re-

ticulated arrangement of cellular groujjs, sometimes
enclosing vessels, the ejnthelioid form of the cells,

and an incipient hyaline degeneration. In his Ber-
triige znr Cltirurgie, Prof. Volkmann has called atten-

tion to the suintngual origin of such malignant
growths, and it was a knowledge of his previously
described cases that led to the early operation in

this instance. Volkmann's former cases were all of

an excessively malignant type, and proved rapidly
fatal in spite of rei)eated operations.— Centralbl. fiir

Chir., September 18, 1880.
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THE INSANE ASYLUM INVESTIGA-
TION.

The work of the Senate Asylum Comniittee in this

city ended on the 9th inst. In onr hvst issue we gave

the principal facts testified before it, and not very

mufh of importance was contributed after that re-

port. A great deal of attention was excited by the

evidt^nce given, and a large space was devoted to it

in the daily papers. One of the most important ob-

jects desired by the reformers, therefore—that of en-

lightening the public as to the facts in the case—was

accomplished.

Testimony was given by more or less expert wit-

nesses on both sides of the question. This testimony

furnished very little that was really new to those

acquainted with the facts of the controversy. The

old chai'ges were reasserted, and wei-e for the most

part sustained. All that can j^ossibly be claimed by

the opponents of the reform movement is that they

showed the fact of a considerable imijrovement in

the New York and Kings County Asylums during the

past two years.

On the other hand, the facts of overcrowding,

poor diet, poor attendance, insufficient employment,

political influences, etc., were very clearly demon-

strated.

There were some special controvei'sies develojied

during the investigation, wliich made the meetings

more lively, but did not increase their value. The

committee concluded their work by a tour among

the asylums on the islands. It should be said of its

members that they seem to be investigating the sub-

ject assigned them with intelligence and impartiality.

If this is the case, the evidence collected during

their two weeks' stay in this city^can hardly fail to

show them the very great need of reforms in asylum

management.

And we beg to suggest to the committee that such

reforms, speaking generally, should be in the follow-

j ig directions

:

First.—The sepurution of the acute and chronic in-

.sane.

Si'iidkI. INfaking tlic asylums for the acute insane

more, in spirit uiid managouicnt, like ordinary general

ho.spitals.

Tliinl.—Severing jiolitics fnjm the medical or

executive manngeinent of the asylumH.

/•ox/V//.—Establisiring a lunacy comminnion whicli

shall secure a thorougli central state suporvisiou and

control, and whicli shall Ije the medium of ensuring

protection to the rights of the insane, as well as of

keeping the public clearly informed as to the condi-

tion of its unfortunate wards.

If any radical reform is undertaken, it must be in

one or more of the above dii-ections. It is scarcely

possible that the committee will not see the neces-

sity of some attempts at improving the present

status of affairs. The cry of the superintendents

and office holding i»oliticians, that all is as well as it

can be under the circumstances, will not answer ; it

will not satisfy the demands of intelligent citizens.

PKIM.\RY CaKcER of TUE LUNOS.

At the recent meeting of the New York Pathological

Society, as will be seen from our rejaort elsewhere, a

veiy interesting, rare, and instructive specimen was

presented of primary infiltrating cancer of the lung.

The gross appearances, wliich resembled pneumonic

tissue in the stage of gi'ay hejiatization, were quite sat-

isfactorily exhibited. The patient's clinical history,

as communicated by Dr. Ripley, in whose service

at the St. Francis Hospital the case came under

observation, showed anew the difficulties attending

the diagnosis of this uncommon affection. Doubt-

less the discovery of a circumscribed area of dulness

or flatness in the infracla\'icular region of one side

would strengthen an already existing suspicion of

jjulmonary neojilasm. But in the absence of other

jironounced symptoms, both local and constitution-

al, this per .s^ would be clearly insufficient to estab-

lish a legitimate diagnosis. The raj^id supervention

of sanguinolent pleuritic effusion was likewise inad-

equate to fully confirm even a rising conviction of

the presence of malignant j^ulmonai-y deposit. Kor
would the absence of bulging at the intercostal

spaces furnish any additional clue to the existence

of such disease.

It appears, therefore, that in its clinical aspects

the case before us only corroborates previous ex-

perience, showing that i)athognomonic symptoms of

pulmonaiy cancer do not exist, or, at all events, are

not yet known to us. Thus, while it may happen

that a chain of suspicious morbid manifestations may
point to the probability of cancer, the fact remains

that positive evidence of its existence is, as a rule,

obtained only by post-mortem examinations.

In the i>resent instance, the pathological rejjort of
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Dr. AVendt would make it appear prol)al)lo that tlio

disease started in the ui)per lobe of the left luiif? and
then spread to the other lol)es, and, finally, also in-

vaded the entire right lung. In his remarks upon
the case Dr. Wendt called attention to the proba-

bility of extension along the lymphatic channels, as

demonsti-atod by the presence of a subphinral net-

work of lymph-vessels containing epithelial corpus-

cles. Whether or not the endothelial lining of these

vessels remained intact was not stated, though this

would appear to be a point of great interest. This

lymi^hatic transmission was also alluded to in the

light of affor<ling a possible explanation of the ex-

treme rapidity of the cancerous invasion. Finally, it

was pointed out that, ajiart from other things, the

presence in both kidneys of miliary carcinomatous

dejjosits constituted the case an exceptional one.

la glancing over the literature of this subject, we
are at once struck with the paucity of well-observed

cases of primary cancer of the lungs. In 1878, Rein-

hard {Arch.filr Heilk., xix., p. 369) published a sta-

tistical report, enlbracing the record of only twenty-

eight cases, collected from vai-ious sources. In all

these cases of primary cancer only one lung was

affected, eighteen times the right lung, and nine

times the left one. Moreover, the bronchial glands

were generally the seats of cancerous deposits. As a

rule, extension took j^lace in the direction of the

bronchial tubules, or along the vascular sheaths.

Symptoms of pathognomonic importance were not

ascertained. In suspicous cases, however, it was

thought that enlarged supraclavicular glands might

become characteristic.

One of the most perfectly observed cases on record

was made the su]>ject of a separate thesis by Dr.

Schottelius, first assistant to Professor Rindfleisch.

In this case the participation of the lymj^hatic ves-

sels was so conspicuous that the pathological condi-

tion of the lungs was denoted by a special name, viz.,

"lymphangitis carcinomatodes." It would appear

that Recklinghausen was the first to call attention to

tJie plugging up of lymphatic vessels with cancerous

coi-jiuscles. But his investigations were made in con-

nection with cutaneous epithelioma. Cornil (Gaz.

med. (le Parift, 1877, No. xii.) also described a case of

cancerous implication of the hmgs, due to transmis-

sion along the lymph-channels. From the observa-

tions of Hanot {ArcJi. gen. de med., 1877), Rabaste

{These de Paris, No. 295), Potain [Gaz. des hop.. No.

45, 1877), DaroUes (These de Paris, No. 340), and

others, no positive conclusions as to the frequency of

this mode of extension can be drawn. But the fact

remains that this is one of the ways in which cancer

of the lungs spreads, and the case which suggested

these remarks would make it appear probable that

when the lymphatics are thus involved the extension

of the neoplasm is a very rapid one.

The detection of cancer of the lungs during life it

seems, therefore, is always diflicult, and often im-

possible. Nor does it appear that its recognition

could be regarded as more than a triumph of scien-

tific diagnosis, for our chances of successful treat-

ment would not be likely to be enhanced by a knowl-

edge of its presence. Nevertheless, the pathological

interest in cancerous neojilasms of the lungs will con-

tinue to exist despite the impotency of our therajjy

to effect more than the jialliative improvement of ex-

isting symptoms.

SHALL WE HAVE A SAKTTAEY SUNDAY?

It has alwaj's been the pui-pose of the Record to

encourage in every way the develoi^ment of sanitary

science. It has been l-ecognized from the first that

prevention is to form a large and essential ])art of

the medicine of the future. We shall not be misun-

derstood, therefore, if we at times protest against

some of the exaggerations into which those affected

too deeply with the sentiment of saniias sanitatum

occasionally run. Such exaggerations inevitably

lead to a reaction, which Punch has recently given

expression to in one of liis cleverest lyrics :

'' Sanitas sanilat?ini

Is all very fine,

But my uUimntum
Is this—I mnst dine."

Our esteemed contemporary, the Neio YorTc Times,

has recently had a touch of the hygienic afflatus, and

argues very ably for a " sanitary Sunday." It ad-

\'ises that persons, having perhaps devoted an hour

or two to religious exercises or moral reflections,

spend the rest of the day in getting themselves as

healthy as i^ossible. Sunday, it is said, is the work-

ingmau's day for bringing back to a normal eciuili-

brium the functions perturbed by his week's work.

Now, it will probably surprise the sanitarian to

learn that health can be greatly promoted by devot-

ing only one day in seven to its pursuit, for it has

been generally taught heretofore that the only way

to keep in good jihysical condition is to adopt a

well-ordered life all the time. And the tendency of

a knowledge that there is a day whose special func-

tion is rejuvenation would be, we think, to furnish

to it the conditions requiring rejuvenation. Among
a very large class, the Saturday night debauch would

be thought a legitimate initiation of the sanitary Sun-

day, for the children of darkness are still in a de-

cided majority, and the desire to lead a sanitary life

is a very slight incentive for them to lead a moral one.

In England, Professor Tyndall has been advocating

sanitary Sundays with that same pleasing eloquence

which some time ago gained for him; in a few weeks,

a popular reputation as a great authority on all the

arts of diseasG-germs. Bat in England, if we may
believe reports, the workingmen, when left to the

impulses of their "humanity," generally get drunk

Saturday night and stay so until Monday.
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Wo Jo not believe that workingmon, or even peo-

ple of hi^fluT duMses, whetluT in Kn^cliiml or this

country, can bo mailo to fti)i)r»>c'iato the bcuutiful

utility of a sanitary Sunday. ^Vhen relcaseil from

work, the teutleucy is, as a rule, not to hygiene, but

to ])leasure ; not to oxygen, but to beer. Societies

for ethical culture may eloquently demonstrate the

sweet reasonableness of remaining in a scjber and

sanitary condition ; but neither sanitary precepts

nor a dilettante religion can prevent the people, if

otherwise imchecked, from turning the professed

"sanitary Sundays "into grand festal days—which
are not hygienic institutions.

We do not wish to bo understood as advocating

the Puritan Sabl)atli, and it is no jmrt of our work

to discuss theological i)oints. We simply do not be-

lieve that it would benefit the health of the people to

have the word " sanitary," or the idea of sanitation,

so jirominently associated with Sunday. If a man
has those motives of conduct which cause him to

lead a correct life, he will be likely to lead a sanitaiy

one. Hence, the time spent in inculcating those

motives is, indirectly, health-gixnng. Health, on the

other hand, though intimately connected with right

conduct, is very far from insuring it ; and the de-

sire to be healthy, we repeat, has very little i:)0wer

among those who would take the most advantage of

a " sanitary Sunday." Let there be healthy relaxa-

tion, and even innocent recreation, if need be, on

that day. But we would have something higher

than " sanitation " associated closely with it. We
have one national wash-day on Monday ; there is

no need of two.

PROGRESS OF DIPHTHERIA AND SCARLATINA.

Wb took occasion, in a previous number of the

Kecord, to call attention to the prevalence of con-

tagious diseases, and notably of scarlatina, diph-

theria, and small-pox, in this city. Xor have these

diseases, since we noticed their increase, shown any
tendency to abate, either in the number of cases or

in the proportion of deaths. For the week ending

December ith there were one hundred and fifty-one

cases of scarlet fever, and one hundi-ed and sixty-

seven cases of diphtheria reported ; while, for the

succeeding week, the numbers were one hundred
and eighty and one hundred and sixty-six respec-

tively. It will thus be seen that the former disease

is still spreading, while the latter maintains the high

figure which had pre\iously been attained.

In view of the great prevalence of these diseases,

a special investigation was made by the health au-

thorities, to discover whether defective hygienic

conditions played any very marked part in the

etiology, and the result was far fi-om satisfactory, as

tending to prove any constant relation between con-

tagion and bad sanitaiy conditions. Both sanitary

physicians and sanitary engineers agreed that the

houses which they had especially investigated, be-

cause of their having been the seat of many cases o!

diphtheria, were, hyfe'ienicuUy Hi)oaking, rather abovt

than below the average; and in many of them the

arrangements were such that they could not be im-

proved upon with our ])resent knowledge. It was

possible that unsanitary surroundings might have

tended to increase the severity of the disease, when

it did occur ; but even this fact cotild not be said to

have been demonstrated.

Every physician has met, in his practice, with

many cases in which foul gases were the only assign-

able cause of contagious diseases. The emanations

from decomj)osing animal and vegetable matter have

been regarded, at various times, as the agents in pro-

ducing many disturbances in the human economy.

Gradually, as research has been carried on more sci-

entifically and rigorously, this theory of their origi-

nation has become more and more circumscribed,

until to-day it is only believed to api)ly to diphtheria,

typhus, and, ijerhajis, typhoid fever. We shall not at-

tempt to discuss this very important and much-argued

subject here, but, imtil the question is decided,beyond

the shadow of a doubt, the duty of the physician in the

matter is clearly to take no risks. He should inquire

into and, as far as possible, make a personal investi-

gation of the sanitary condition of the premises.

This should include the dryness of the cellar, the

purity of the water-supply, the appliances for the

prevention of the escape of sewer-gas, and the in-

oflfensiveness of the pri\*ies and water-closets. Grant-

ing that sewer-gases alone are not cajjable of produ-

cing the disease, still it is quite possible that they

should be the means of conveying the germs or

materies viorbi in some form or other. But, on the

other hand, whether he has found the hygienic con-

ditions as they ought to be or not, the physician

should not rest content in the belief that here is the

sole cause of trouble, or that the air is the vehicle

of contagion. He should endeavor to discover, by

a vigorous search, where the disease came fi'om, and

in some cases the knowledge thus gained will be of

advantage in jjreventing the same cause from operat-

ing again. Isolation and disinfection should be

practised as thoroughly and completely as circum-

stances will peimit ; and where, as in scarlatina, the

desquamated skin is supposed to be the carrier of

the disease, it adds not only to the comfort of the

patient, but also to the safety of those around, to

anoint the patient with some oily material, which

shall render the scales heavier and prevent them
from flying about.

We would continue to call attention to the respon-

sibility of the physician in regard to vaccination.

During the week ending December 11th seven per-

sons died of small-i)ox in this city, all of whom ha 1

either never been vaccinated, or had not been for a

number of years. When it is remembered that variola
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lepends solely upon contagion, and that the means
>f prevention are at our command, simple and almost

mtircly free from danger, no one can hold a physi-

iian quite free from blame in the family of whose
jatients a case of this disease occurs.

Dn'HTHERIA FROM THE TRACHEOTOirY-TlTBE.

We are again called upon to record the death, from

Jijihtlieria, of a member of our profession, who con-

tracted the disease during the performance of tra-

heotomy upon a diplitheritic subject.

Dr. Sandford B. Hunt, of Greeupoint, N. Y., was

the victim. The simple, but suggestive story of

his attack is that a tracheotomy-tube, which he had
been using upon his patient, became choked ujj,

when he cleared it by placing it to his mouth and

blowing through it. There is so much of melancholy

regret about such occurrences that it is liable to

swallow tip every other feeling. But there are

other aspects in which to view the question. It

is high time that we stop to consider the lesson

which the present case affords. Although we are

taught almost from oiir medical cradle never to be

backward in "hazarding life in the jierformance of

professional duty," it sometimes behooves the phy-

sician to consider whether the end aimed at always

justifies the means. We contend that it does not, in

a desperate case of diishtheria, where the positive

chances of infection from such a cause as stated are

taken into account. It is not the duty of a medical

man to jeopardize his valuable life against any such

odds. The motive is a laudable one, which, on the

spur of an emergency, would make the surgeon for-

get everything but his i^atient, but in being actuated

by such a motive, he is not exjjected to be fool-

hardy. It must be admitted that the i:)rompt clear-

ing of a tracheotomy-tiibe is very important, but

there should be other ways of doing it than by the

direct apj^lication of the surgeon's mouth. A sim-

ple api^aratus for the irarpose should be as indis-

pensable to the surgeon in such cases of tracheotomy

as the tube itself. In these days of surgical inven-

tion, it seems strange that no suitable instrument

for such a purpose has been made. The necessity

for it is emphasized eveiy time a new death occurs

from blowing into a poisoned tracheotomy-tube. The
mourning for Dr. Hunt is invested with a peculiar

sadness in that his death might have been prevented.

-^-^ w
T' Bacteria in the Air.—The average number of

bacteria in the air, according to Dr. Miguel, is about
200 per cubic metre. This number is diminished in

winter, increases in spring, reaches its height in

summer and the first part of autumn, and raj^idly

diminishes during frost. There are, however, in

addition, various paroxysmal variations in the num-
ber of atmospheric bacteria. And we are told that

every increase in the bacteria of the air is followed

eight days later by an increase in the deaths from
contagious and epidemic diseases.

Kcuinus anti Uoticcs of ^oolu

Practical Lithotomy and Lithotritt ; or, an In-
quiry into the l)est Modes of Kemoving Stone
from the Bladder, liy Sir Henry Thosipson,
F.Il.C.S. 8vo. Philadelphia : Presley Blakiston.

Certaini^t no man now living is better able to speak,
and speak with authority, of the subject of which
this work treats than its distinguished author; not
only from his very extended exjierience, but also
from the eminently scientific character of his mind

—

the alnlity to weigh facts, or alleged facts, and to de-
cide as to their value, both absolute and relative.

The book, as its name indicates, is a practical one ;

no time is expended and no space is taken up with
the consideration of the causes, symptoms, diagno-
sis, etc., except as, incidentally, mention is made of
them in connection with the oi:)erative procedures
which constitute the author's theme. After defining
the terms lithotomy and lithotrity, the author de-
votes the first part of the work to the consideration
of the former, bringing all the operations under two
lieads : those by which the bladder is reached
through the perineum, and that by which it is

reached above the pubes ; and the first class he
again divides into lateral and central. In taking up
the anatomy of the parts concerned, the outlet of the
male j^elvis is compared neither to a triangle nor to
a lozenge, but to the conventional ace of hearts, with
the apex upward. After the usiial dissections have
been described, the reader is reminded of the direc-

tion in which he can cut with the greatest impunity,
and of the parts i)articularly to be avoided.
Chapter II. begins the consideration of lateral

lithotomy, with a descrijjtion of the instruments, as-

sistants, and other aids essential to the projier per-
formance of the oiDcration ; and among the former,
the air-tampon, consisting of an inflatable i-ubl)er

bag attached to the drainage-tube, by the expan-
sion of which an even pressure is obtained for the
arrest of any hemorrhage, after the op?ration, be-
yond the reach of the ligature. The question of the
relative usefulness of the scalpel, the probe-pointed
knife, and the gorget is discussed, the i^reference
being given to the former on the score of ease and
simplicity, unless in exceptional circumstances. The
position of the patient, the incisions, and the other
steps of the operation are next described in the usual
manner, especial stress being laid on the necessity
of slow and cautious action in witlidrawing the for-

cei^s, the importance of which "it is quite imjiossi-

ble to overestimate." In the after-treatment, the
author does not give opium as a matter of routine,
but only if the symj^toms seem to call for it ; and the
question of the use of a tube is left open.
In Cha25ter III. the central oi^erations are de-

scribed, including the bilateral, medio-bilateral, me-
dian, and recto-vesical. The combination of lithot-

omy with lithotrity is one which the author thinks
will not likely be necessary, since lithotrity has been
so much improved. The subsequent chapter de-
scribes the supra-jjubic operation.

Chapter V. takes up the causes of death following
lithotomy, and adults are considered sejiarately from
children. Those aflfecting adults are divided into

those arising from eri'or or accident in the perform-
ance of the operation, and those arising from other
circumstances, particularly the constitution of the
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jmtioiit. Iiitiltnition of uriin» is shown to \m hy no
moans tlu' but^ltfur coninionly snpposcd, tho bad rtj-

sults f^fncmlly attiiliutod to it Ix'iiif?, in the author's
opinion, dai> to" vioItMirc in opcnin^^ \ip the internal

part of tho wonnd, and lactMiition of tho tissnos

there." Attention is again called to tho importance
of slowly and K'*'i"l'>'i"y dilatinj? the neck of tho
bltttlder and tho incisions. In children, the greatest
number of deaths are found to be caused by peri-
tonitis and exhaustion.

C'hai)ter VI. dist-nsses the difHeultios and dangers
met with in lithotomy. Tho former are considered
under tijroe heads : those peculiar to tlie patient's

age, those peculiar to the subject, and those peculiar
to the stone, and under the last heading the ]»roces-

ses of breaking the stone are described. The non-
fatal accidents are then discn.ssed, as well as the
manner in which they may be avoided or remedied.

IJut probably the most interesting portion of this

part of tho work is Ciiapter VII., on the results of lith-

otomy. Tiio average of the past for all cases would
seem to bo about one death in every eight and a half
case.s. But, below the age of si.vtecn, the deaths are
one in fifteen and a half, above that, one in live. But
for the future, since the great improvement in lithot-

rity, the figures will have to be changed ; and, as the
result of his exi^erience in five hundred carefully
recorded ca.ses, the details of which are given in a
copious appendix, the author finds that he has lost

one in every two and three-quarter cases by lithoto-

my, and one in rather more than thirteen by litliot-

rity. The worst cases, esiiecially those of large
stones, were lithotomized.
However much we may admire the clearness, fair-

ness, erudition, and moderation of the first part of
the work, we are more interested in the second

—

that devoted to lithotrity. The bearings of lithoto-

my are generally understood and well defined, ex-
cept in its relation to lithotrity ; but the latter

siibject opens up a tield which may still be described
as new. After a brief historical survey of the growth
of the operation and of iireliminary treatment, in
which he jirefers as a demulcent the decoction of
the ungi-ound stems of trilivmn j-qjcns, the author,
in Chapter IX., defines the objects of lithotrity and
the principles on which instruments should be con-
structed. And, on what seem to be good grounds,
he thinks his own instrument fulfils the indications
most fully.

After this introduction, the steps of the operation
are described in C'hapter X.—the best position of the
patient and of the operator ; the method of intro-
ducing the instrument, of seizing and crushing the
stone, and of removing the fragments and debris.
Injection of the bladder is not considered necessaiy,
and slow, slight, and deliberate movements of the
instmment are again impressed on the reader.

Chapter XI. is on Uthotritv at a single sitting, as
Sir Henry Thompson prefers to call litholapaxy.
While giving due credit to Prof. Bigelow (of Hirr-

rard (?), United States), he thinks that experience
was gradually tentling in that direction, especially
since the introduction of the aspirator of Clover.
He objects to Bigelow's instmaments as unnecessari-
ly large and clumsy for at least three-fourths of the
cases ; and gives the details of his own thirty-tive

cases, all of which have been successfiil.

In the complications of litlioti-ity, stricture of the
urethra is .shown to be not so formidable an obstacle
as generally supposed, as it may in most cases be
overcome l\y continuous dilatation. In estimating
the results of lithotrity, in Chajjter XIII., the diffi-

culty of the study of this part (»f the subject is ])oint-
ed out, on account of thc! great imi)roveiiient which
has taken jdace within late year.s. \Vhile not en-
deavoring to (h'tract from the; glory of Civiale, the
author rejects his conclusions as biassed Ity his
ju-ojudice. A correct estinuitf* can oidy be made by
regarding the age of the patient and the* size of the
stone in <'a<'h <-as(?. In considering the causes of
death in his own :V2 fatal cases out of •422 ojierated
on by this method, ht> finds nephritis, ])yolitis, and
cystitis the most fre<]uent. He concludes that the
danger is in direct ratio to the size of the stone,
and that for those smaller than a nut the operation
is almost free from risk.

The concluding chapter, XR^, is on the clioice of
proceeding. This may, the author thinks, in most
cases, be decided by the age of the i)atient, but
that, before any decision is reached, the size, form,
and nature f>f the stone should l)e made out. From
birth to fourteen years, lithotomy is, in almost all

cases, the best oi)oa-ation ; above"^ twenty, lithotrity
is, under ordinary circumstances, to be i)referred ;

from fourteen t(j twenty the choice must depend
upon local conditions. In healthy adults, if the
.stone is of medium size or smaller, it should be
crushed ; if it is large, the lateral operation will
generally be best. In feeble patients with no urinary
disease, lithotrity is jireferable ; in cases complicated
with obstinate stricture of the urethra, lithotomy is

more advisable. In view of the increased danger
arising from the fact of the stone being large, the
author draws the important practical conclusion that
it should be recognized as early as possible.
Viewed as a whole, the work must be regarded as

eminently scientific. Facts are closely .scrutinized
and clearly an-anged, and deductions are logical and
free from prejudice. However much future investi-
gation and experience may alter or overthrow por-
tions of it, up to the present time it cominises the
results of wide exiierience in a condensed and tangi-
ble form.

The Medical Recoed Ylsiting List or Phtsician's
DiAKY FOR 1881. New York : Wm. Wood & Co.

The Record Visiting List, besides enabling the
physician to record in easily acces.sible form his
daily and weeldy business, contains many facts which
will be found useful to have on hand at short notice.
It is printed on strong paper, with gilt edges, and is
bound in durable leather. It is furnished with a
pocket and pencU and with a scale of sounds, both
according to the French and English methods. It
is not so small as to render the use of unintelligible
hieroglyphics necessary, nor yet so large but that it

can be conveniently canied in the pocket.

The Phtsici.\x's VismxG List for 1881. Philadel-
l^hia : Lindsay k Blakiston.

The fact that the issue before us is the thirteenth
annual edition is jm'ina facie evidence that this visit-
ing list has met and maintained the contideuce of the
profession. Nor need we seek far in order to discover
the reasons of its popularity ; it is neat, compact,
and durable, contains a gi-eat deal of useful informa-
tion in a readily accessiljle form, and, with a little

ingenuity on the part of its owner, it can be made to
serve the purjioses of a day-book, journal, and cash-
book in one. At the end of the year, whether he see
twenty-five or fifty patients weekly, the phy.sician
can see, almost at a glance, his annual business, as
well as how the accounts of his various patients stand.
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tUpovts of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Novemhei' 24, 1880.

Dr. T. E. Satterthavaite, President, in the Chair.

recurring tterine fibroma.

Dr. Post presented a fibroid tumor which had been

removed by operation from the posterior lip of the

cervix uteri. The patient was between thirty and

forty years of age. The special interest in the case

was"the return of the disease. Seven years ago she

entered the Woman's Hospital and a tnmor was re-

moved from the posterior lip of the cervix. Three

years later the growth reappeared in the same situa-

tion, distending the vagina and completely tilling the

pehds. In this condition she entered the Presbyte-

rian Hospital. The tumor was of such enormous
size that Dr. Post was unable to remove it except by
preliminary disintegi-ation by the actual cautery, and

the final use of the ecraseur to the stump. She left

the hospital in the course of a couple of months

after. A few weeks since she sought advice for an

intestinal trouble, and, among other things, stated

that since the operation four years ago she had been

the subject of a slight mucous and bloody discharge.

On examination a tumor the size of a duck's egg was

discovered attached to the original site. The opera-

tion was performed November 24th, by drawing down
the uterus and including the mass in the loop of a

wire ecraseur. After the main growth was removed

it was necessary to take away smaller masses. A re-

moval of the portion of the posterior lip of the cer-

vix to which the tumor was attached was contem-

plated, but it was found impossible to bring down
the uterus sufficiently low for the purpose. Another

difficulty was the impossibiUty of defining the out-

lines of the growth, as the latter seemed to lose it-

self in the healthy tissue. A ragged cervix was left

behind, and was touched by a forty-grain solution of

chloride of zinc.

The gi-owth was softer than formerly, but Dr. P.

was inclined to think that it was non-malignant be-

cause of its slow growth.

On motion, the specimen was referred to the Mi-

croscopical Committee.

TRIMARY infiltrating MEDUXiliARY CARCINOMA OF LUNG.

Dr. Ripley presented a specimen of the above

with the following history : John Hague, aged fifty-

eight vears, widower, laborer, born in Germany, but a

resident of this city for the last thirty years, was

admitted into St. Francis's Hospital October 20,

1880. His family history was exceptionally good,

and he himself had always been healthy until three

months ago. He was a temperate man, and had

never had'svi)hilis. Three months prior to entering

the hospital he first noticed that he had a slight

cough, and this had since continued, but withoiit

getting worse ; the expectoration accompanying it

had been simply mucus. During the two weeks pre-

ceding his admission he had comi)lained of some

pain and soreness in the sternal region, of dyspiitea

on exertion, and of weakness. A physical examina-

tion of his chest was made by Dr. Haupt, the house

physician, October 21st, with the following result

:

Marked dulness under the left clavicle, extending

downward about three inches, with loss of vocal res-

onance over the same region, and only distant bron-

chial breathing heard on auscultation. No other

abnormal i)hysical signs were observed at this time,

although both lungs were examined.

I first saw the patient October 20th, and observed

the following changes in the physical signs : left side

of chest comparatively immovable, with reti'action of

lower intercostal spaces in front. Vocal fremitus

lost over left chest in front, increased over upper

third behind, but diminished over lower two-thirds,

over right lung increased jjosteriorly. Apex-beat of

heart found at ensiform cartilage.

y'CT-f?<.s.s70».—Flatness over the entire left chest in

front, dulness behind. No marked changes observed

on the right side.

AHtici(lt(ttion.—k.i the left apex, in front, distant,

feeble, bronchial breathing; below, absence of nil

sounds. Posteriorly, same side, brcuichial })reathirg

loud and superficial at the apex, feeble and distant

below. On the right side, posteriorly, feeble inspi-

ration and prolonged expiration.

The peculiar grouping of the physical signs, taken

in connection with the history of the ailment, made

us suspect malignant disease of the lung, although

the case in most respects resembled a descending

pleurisy. After introducing a hypodermic needle

into the left chest, both in front and behind, and ob-

taining at each trial a syringeful of bloody seium,

we prettv much decided that it was a case of simple

subacute pleurisy, and that the blood was a result of

the tearing off of old adhesions.

As the respirations at this time were hurried (40

per minute), the house physician was directed to

draw oft' a portion of the fluid, and accordingly the

following day removed thirty-two ounces by aspira-

tions. No marked relief followed. The patient

died rather unexpectedly of exhaustion, November

5th, without any further physical examination hav-

ing been made. The urine had, however, in the

meantime, been examined, Init with negative results.

The posl-mortem examination was made twelve

hours after death, by the curator. Dr. Wendt, and is

detailed below.

The bodv was that of a powerful, muscular man,

and was biit slightly emaciated. The heart appeared

normal, barring some incipient atheromatous deposits

just above the aortic semilunar valves.

The jjericnrdicd sac contained a small quantity of

yellowish fluid. The left parietal pericardium showed

a collection of small, whitish deijosits at a point cor-

responding to a rather firm adhesion of the sac to

the lung.

The Ifft lung showed adhesions of its pleural cov-

ings, especiallv at the anterior border of the superior

lobes, where they were quite firm. The pleural cav-

ity contained about one quart of a bloody, rather

turbid fluid. On cutting the pulmonary tissue, all

the lobes were found to be more or less solidified.

The impression conveyed at first sight was that of a

catarrhal pneumonia, or a croupous pneumonia, with

incipient purulent resolution. There were between

the rounded areas of grayish white solidified lung

patches of hypersDmic and partially atelectatic pul-

monary tissvie. Numerous slate-colored or black

streaks were also found througliout the parenchyma.

A beautifully marked white reticulum, with polygonal

meshes, was seen just beneath the pleura. On pres-

sure, the infiltrated portions yielded a muddy fluid

of creamy consistence. At the apex some breaking

down had occurred.

The right lung was also infiltrated, but much less

extensiveiv, and the disease was confined almost ex-
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cluHively to the lower lobps. Tho j»lpuml cavity
contained a few ounces of bloody Henun. There
were also some pleunil adliesions, Imt tliey were less

extensive and less resisting than those of the oppo-
site side.

Tho hrnnchial fflmid.t were qnito hard, enlarged, and
iiniforinly Mack.
The (esophagus, stomach, and intestines appeared

normal ; the s])leen was small and soft. The liver

was healthy, though somewhat hypenemic. IJoth

kidneys showed slightly ailherent cai)sules. After
removal of the latter, the surface of the organ was
seen to he studded witli numerous whitish d(>j)osits,

most of which were of miliiiry size. The interior of
tho kidney also showed these 8i)rinklings, l)ut in ap-
parently less abundance.
A microscoj)ical examination of the juice A-ielded

on pressure of the lungs revealed the excessive pres-

ence of large polymorphous, epithelial cells, with
one or more distinct nuclei. Many of these cells

were in a condition of fatty degeneration. A further
examination proved that the pulmonary condition
was one of primnri/ intiltnitiuij medullmy cancer, and
that the miliary renal l>odies were secondary can-
cerous deposits. The pulmonary alveoli were dis-

tended with the cancerous infiltration ; the ^^sce^al

l^leura was not much thickened. The subpleural
white reticulum was found to correspond to a net-

work of lymphatics, and the black streaks were the
pigmented interalveolar septa.

Dr. Wexdt remarked that perhaps the case was a
unique one. Apart from the great rarity of primary
cancer of the lungs, the fact that in the iwesent instance
all the lobes of both lungs were infiltrated, constituted
this case an exceptional one. Moreover, the extreme
rapidity of the invasion, as indicated by the clinical

observations, apparently left no time for a secondary
afifection of the lu-onchial glands. An additional
jjoint of interest was found in the presence of second-
ary miliary deposits in both kidneys. Generally the
liver was the first organ to be imijlicated by metas-
tatic tumors. Of course, when the disease had
become so extensive as in this case, it was no longer
possible to determine with accuracy the histological
origin of the neoplasm. Its mode of growth was
l^robably along the lymphatic channels, and not by
simply spreading to the contiguous tis.sues. The ex-
istence of the subpleural reticulum of lymphatics
containing epithelial bodies, justified this assump-
tion. Ordinarily pulmonary- carcinoma was fo\;nd
in larger or smaller nodules, although the infiltrating

variety was also known to occur. The freedom of
the pleura from canceroiis transformation was an-
other noticeable feature of the ease. The morbid
process had probably started in the apex of the left

lung, where some breaking down was discovered,
constituting what had been described as cancerous
phthisis. Perhaps the rapidity of extension was
due to transmission along the lymphatic channels.
Dr. Ripley stated that the views of Hertz that

cancer of the lung had its origin in the parenchyma
of the organ, appeared to be in accordance with
clinical experience in the present case, viz., that the
air-cells were the last to be affected. In answer to a
question from Dr. Sattherthwaite he stated that there
did not appear to be a doubt that the disease had
commenced in the left lung. Regarding the diag-
nosis of such a disease, there was always great diffi-

culty even when there was not the complication of
pleuritic effusion. In fact it was the rule to make
the diagnosis at the autopsy.
Dr. Sattektht\aite remarked that there was a

rea.son why tho diagnosis was obscure in such cas«>s,

viz., that the deposit of cancerous material was
dis.seminated pretty eveidy throiighout tho extra-

alveolar tissue of the lungs, in this resj)ect resem-
bling miliary tulx-rcle, which, it was well laiown,

might infiltrate the same tissue easily and exten-
sively and, yet give ri.se to no special i)hysical signs.

D«. Lkwis S.mitii remarked, ai)roj»os of tho diag-
nosis in such cases, that inflammatory lung troubles
in infants, when disseminated throughout the i)ul-

monary tissue, were difficult and often impossible of

detection.

Dr. C.\rpevter asked if there were any canceroiis
dejwsits in the jdeura.

Dii. AVksi/t rejdied that the lymphatics in the sub-
pleural spaces were filled, and exhiliited to the naked
eye well-marked networks. Microscopic examina-
tion sub.seipiently showed that they contained-
epithelioid corpuscles similar to those in the lung-
cancer.

AORTir VALVE WITH FOUR Ct'SPS.

Dr. Peabody presented a specimen of aortic valve

with four cusps. The fourth cusp was quite small
and was interposed between the angle of junction of

two others. The heart apj)eared perfectly nomial.
The anomaly in the valve was evidently congenital.

The man from whom the specimen was taken died
as the result of violence. The valve was found to

be sufficient. In this connection Dr. Peabody called

attention to an anomalous condition of the aortic

valve previously presented to the Society, in which
only two cusps were discovered.

Dk. Satterthwaite thought that the extra cnsp
was a mere accessoiy rudimentary organ without
special function.

Dr. Peabody remarked that the cusp was so situ-

ated as to be hidden when the valve was distended.

VALUE OF THE WATER-TEST.

Dr. Ripley asked the president if he considered
the water-test a satisfactory one.

Dr. S.vttertiiwaite remarked that it was not
altogether trustworthy, inasmuch as a perfectly

healthy valve might fail to close with the water-test

at post-mortem, while a diseased valve might often
be made to close, if the heart were held in some
particular position.

Dr. Ripley said that he had frequently failed in

closing the valves by the water-test, when he was
quite certain that there had been no valvular mur-
murs diuing life.

THE MTCOUS MEMBRANE OF THE UTERUS DURING MEN-
STRIATION.

Dr. Peabody exhibited the uterus with ovaries at-

tached, and removed fi'om the body of a woman
aged twenty-five years, who died the day preriously
from the effects of very extensive burns. She was
in perfect health at the time of her death. At the
autopsy there were found no lesions of the viscera,

excejJt congestion of the l)rain, lungs, and kidneys.
The interest in the case centred in the condition of

the uterine mucous membrane, which was uniformly
thickened throughout the body of the organ. This
thickness was equal to six or eight millimeters. Dr.
Peabody had not met with a similar condition before,

in an ajjparently healthy utems, but Prof. Dalton, who
had seen the specimen, had informed him that it was
a normal condition of the uterine mucous membrane
preceding menstruation. The coiTectness of this

view was proven by the existence of a corjius luteum,
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;hree weeks old. In the opposite ovary was found
I cyst large enough to admit the tip of the* thumb.
Dr. Carpentku referred in this connection to the

researches of Dr. Englemann, of St. Lonia, who, with
Dr. Kundrat,* of Vienna, liad established tlie facts

that tlie mucous membrane of the uterus, during the
period of maturity and functional activity, was a
little over O.Oi (1.0 mm.) of an inch thick at the fun-
dus and the anterior and posterior walls ; and that
during the menstrual period it was swollen from
O.llS to 0.236 of an inch (3-0 mm.) in thickness.

Dr.. Tauszky referred to similar observations made
by Dr. Williams, of London. He asked if there were
any evidences of endometritis in the sj^ecimen.
Dr. PE.A.B0DY remarked that there were no such

evidences.

UTEErSE MYOMAT.V WITHOUT SySIPTOMS.

Dr. Peabody also exhibited two uteri showing
myomata in various stages of development. One
was removed from a i)atient, aged fifty-two years,

who died of ajioplexy ; and the other from a patient,

aged fifty years, who died from an attack of acute
tonsillitis while siifl'ering from softening of the brain.

In the former case no history of uterine disease could
be discovered, and in the latter no complaint refer-

ring to the uterus was made by the patient during
two months that she was under observation at the
hosi^ital.

AMYLOIB DEGENERATION FROM CACHEXLV.

Dr. GnjNT2T presented a specimen of dry caries of

the dorsal vertebras associated with the condition of

waxy kidney. The si^ecimen was removed February
19, 187'J, fi-om the cadaver of a boy who died the same
day, and was presented to place on record a case of

amyloid degeneration of the liver and kidney, which
developed without a history of either syjiliilis or

suj^puration. Carious ostitis was essentially a suppu-
rating disease. Notwithstanding this fact, however,
there had been no congestion abscess, and no pro-
longed supjjuration such as usually preceded the

pathological condition of the organs mentioned.
The case contained many other points of interest,

and he proposed to give it in detail :

March 7, 1878.—I recorded notes of this patient,

David D , aged fourteen years, who had been an
irregular attendant in the out-door department of

the Hospital for the Ruptured and Crij^pled since

October 10, 1872, on which date caries of the first,

second, and third dorsal vertebne had been diagnos-

ticated and treatment begun therefor.

The i:)aternal family histoiy was tuberculous
through two generations.

During the early part of his treatment he became
liaraplegic and was totally unable to walk for three

or four months. Has been in moderately good health

since his recovery from the paraplegia, but for the

past two years his fingers have been growing clubbed,

and now this deformity is very marked. From time
to time examinations have seemed to reveal cavities

in tlie lungs, yet the constitutional disturl)ance has
not been suiHcient to warrant such a diagnosis.

Recently, oedema of the feet and legs has appeared,

and dyspncea has accompanied this condition. Now,
there is a very large abdomen, with fluctuation quite

distinct, great oedema of tlie feet and legs, and pufti-

ness about the face. Urine abundant in quantity,

straw-colored, containing a flocculent deposit, and
fifty iier cent, albumen by the nitric acid and heat

* Strieker's Medizlnlsche Jahrbiicher, l&TS,

test, and hyaline and granular casts, probably fatty.

Ophthalmoscopic examination negative.

The height of tlio vertobi'al |)rominence is two
inches, and there is no sign of congestive aljscess.

Is ordered infusion digitalis, 3ij.t. i. d. After a

few days the oedema })ecame less, and he went about
as u.sual. On December 7th his Ijlood was exam-
ined microsco])ically, and no evidence of leucocythe-

mia found. His liver and spleen were found on per-

cussion to be enormously enlarged.

January 19, 1879.— Anasarca increased, and his

dyspiuea became distressing. The usual diuretics

and cathartics afforded temporary relief, but his

sym2>tom3 finally returned, and he died after a few
con\'ulsions on the 19th of February, no coma having
been present.

Dr. J.vneway kindly assisted me at the autop.sy,

eight hours after death.

Lower half of body, including the extremities, cede-

matous. Abdomen greatly distended, was jiunctured

and about three quarts of clear serum drawn off.

hirer greatly enlarged, filling the larger i)art of

the abdominal cavity, extending on the right side up
to the third rib and down to a jioint four and a half

inches below the border of the free ribs. The lower

border rounded and about two inches thick. The
left lobe was also enlarged, yet its lower border m as

sharp. "Weight four and three-quarters pounds ;

dark colored and veiy solid ; surface smooth and
shining, and waxy to one's touch. On section the same
color was ohsen-ed, and Dr. Janeway pronounced
it tyjjically amyloid. The iodine test confirmed this

opinion.

Spleen enlarged, weighing nine ounces, irreg-ularly

lobulated ; hard, shining, and waxy in ai:)pearance.

Kidneys.—Weight of each, eight ounces ; surface

smooth, but covered with small lobules ; color, a

clear white mottled with red at intervals. Cajjsules

for the most part strip oft' readily, though at a few
points adherent, tearing away the substance of the

gland with it. On section, the enlargement was seen

to be due to thickening of the cortex, which in some
places amounted to a half-inch. This was of a homo-
geneous dead white color, against which the pyramids,

which appeared natural, stood out in bold relief. No
cysts in the cortex or pyramids. On treating the cor-

tex with compound solution of iodine, dark mahogany
stria3 were brought out, showing the waxy infiltration

in the walls of the tubes and vessels. This color was
not changed on the addition of sulphuric acid.

Thora.r.—No considerable amount of fluid in the

pleural cavity. Chest explored through the dia-

phragm, and the examination was not fully satisfac-

tory. The right lung, as far as could be judged by one
hand, it not being removed, was normal. The left was
removed, and a dense hard mass was felt at the apex,

which, on section, showed fibrous induration, but no
cavity or tubercle found. Very little if any extra

fluid in pericardium, and the heart, though not re-

! moved, seemed about normal in size.

The dubbed fingers Dr. Janeway attributed to the

dyspnoea.
Spine.—The whole dorsal region was removed by

sawing through transverse process.

At the apex of the angle of the kyi^hos, on the left

side, was observed a cheesy mass, through which the

saw passed.

A section matle through the portion of the column
removed, l)eginning from below, gave : Bodies of the

twelfth and eleventh dorsal vertebra intact, and also

the inter-vertebral disk. The disk between the

eleventh and tenth was represented only by the artic-
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ular oartilapTPs, tlie body Ix^itiR R}»spnt ; but the bod-
ies of till' fonti^^iions vortf'brc did not fiu'o toj^otlicr.

In tlio body of tlif tontli was iv nivity nt tho ui))K'r

two-thirds, and {)ost<'iiorly enrroacliinf^ upon tlio

body of tho nintii. Those vcrtcbno worn fnsod to-

Rothcr at tlit» anterior portion. Tho oavity was ono-

half inch antoro-post4>riorly and vortically, and about
one oifjchth laterally. The intorvortobral disk bctwoon
the tenth and ninth was tho last one wo could rccoi^ni/.e

as we passed u])\vard until wo reached the one l)et\voen

the third and N(>cond. Tho intervening^ bodies, i.e.,

tho ninth, eif,'hth, seventh, sixth, tifth, fourth, and
third, were fused tof^ether into one solid mass, wliich

measured alonij its anterior border one and a (piarter

inches. The an^le in the spine thus formed was a lit-

tle less than W) , the ape\ being at the sixth dorsal.

Behind this mass and more to the rii^ht side was a
cavity communicatiii'^ with tlie spinal canal and a])-

parently formed at the ex])ense of the sjunous ]>ro-

cesses. It wonld hold about I iij. of fluid, and was
lined by an enoi'mously tliickened dura and pacliy-

inenin'.,'eal tissue, in all about throe-eighths of an
inch thick.

The cord was a little smaller than normal, and on
section jn'esents notliing microscopic except a faintly

grayish hue in anterior cornual left side. On inner
side of the meninges was a well-marked false moTn-
brano to all appearance fully organized. These tis-

sue thickenings extended fi'oni this point up and down
one inch. Sections of cord at ditierent points showed
nothing microscopic.

On remo\ing the soft parts it was seen that the
jjedicles of the tifth, sixth, and seventh vertebrje form-
ed the angle of the prominence, and were liere firmly
fused together, the sixth and seventh being joined
through nearly their whole extent. The spinous
processes of these vertebrjo were also fused, forming
a continuous and regular arch of bony siibstance.

There was nothing left of the fourth vertebra except
the pedicles, and these were small. All that remained
of the bodies of the fifth, sixth, and seventh, was a
piece thi-ee-eighths l\v one (piarter inch in size. A
bridge of bone connected the fourth and fifth ante-
riorly, so that virtually the pedicles of the fourth,
tifth, sixth, and seventh were fused together into one
mass. These articular remnants between the third
and fourth showed loss of synovial membrane—in fact,

there seemed to have been here a true arthritis with
destruction of surface.

Dk. EoniNSON asked if there had been any history
of malaria in the case, as such might, in the absence
of other causes, explain the condition of waxy kidney.

])i{. (tibnbt replied in the negative.

Dr. Sattertitwatte asked if there had never been
any i)revious sup])uration in any portion of the body.
Dr. Girxey rejilied that there was no evidence of

any, except that of a small ehee.sy mass, referred to
in the history. In this connection he remarked that
in most of the cases of amyloid degeneration there
was a tuberculous diathesis associated with the con-
dition of suppuration.
Dr. IUpley asked if cases of amyloid degeneration

depending upon jirolonged suppuration did not im-
prove when the cause of the suppuration was re-

moved.
Dr. Gibkey replied affirmatively.

Dr. Rri'LEY remarked that such a view militated
against the existence of a tuberculous diathesis in
these cases.

Dr. (tibney stated that there was no evidence that
waxy degeneration disappeared entirely, as noautoii-
sy could prove siieh a point. It was not unfre-

qnently the case that young patients \t ho had exhibit

ed these dilliciilties iin])roved until the jieriod of jtu

berty, or when jihthisis was most a])t toilevelop itself

and tlu'U tin'V would succumb to the; latter disease.

Du. Itii'LEV remarked that such cases might recovei

from the waxy degeneration and have ]ihthisis after

ward. Several years ago he ani))utated tlw- thigli of

!

boy for suppurating disease of tlie knee-joint, which
was associated with waxy degeneration of the liver.

Hj)Ieen, and kidney. After the ojjoration tho liver

and sj)leen decreased in size, the urine ceased to fur-

nish casts, and to all apjiearances the child entirely

recovered.

Dr. Wkspt replied that the reduction in the siza

of these organs might liave been due to the absor))-

tion of the fatty def)osit Avhich frequently coexistecl.

Dr. liii'LEY said that clinically it was hard to de-

termine whether the organs were fatty or waxy, 1 tut

it seemed to be a fact that when these organs were
subject to so-called waxy degeneration the jtatients

were in very ])oor hcaltli, and that when these organs
were reduced in size the health returned. It was
also a fact that patients with large fatty livers often

enjoyed verv good health.

Dr. Pearody remarked that waxy degeneration wan
a compound condition. In the liver and spleen it

was made up of a fatty and of an amyloid dei)osit,

but in the kidneys it was associated with an extra

pathological change, viz., that of chronic diflfn.se ne-

lihritis. Taking tliis view of the question it wa.'^

])ossible to conceive how the organs might be reduced
in size and yet not return to an absolutely healthy
condition. At least such a supposition coiild be
tenalde regarding amyloid kidney, a disease which
was considered incurable.

Dr. KiPiiKY understood such views to be merely the-

oretical, as there woT-e no means of pi-oving that waxy
kidney could not be cured. It used to be held that

when a patient had Bright's disease of any consider-

able standing tliat he must die. Now it was known
that the most marked evidences of Bright's disease

might show themselves, and that the ])atient, so far

as was known, got well, or at least lived for years.

It might 1)0 said that this kidney disease would re-

turn, but it was hard to ]irove it.

Dr. Pbarody remarked that waxy kidney was con-
sidered incurable, because when it had been diagnos-

ticated liefore death it was always found post-mor-
tem, notwithstanding the fact that the spleen and
liver were deci-eased in size and that the patient had
imi)roved in health as the immediate rcsiilt of arrest-

ing the suppurative discharge.

CASTS AS A SYMITOM OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

Dr. Ajodon presented a specimen of urinary casts,

which was interesting as bearing upon the question
of the prognosis in kidney disease. The specimen
was ol)tained eighteen months ago from an engineer
of a Pacific mail steamer, Avho was sutTering at the
time from symptoms of southern malarial fever. A
diagnosis was made accordingly. On examining a

specimen of urine under the microscope the follow-

ing day Dr. Amidon was veiymuch surprised to find

casts of all varieties except the hyaline. The urine

contained five per cent, of albiimen and two and
eight-tenths of urea. Dr. A. was so much alarmed
at the condition of tlie urine that he made haste to

modify his original diagnosis by adding thereto the
grave one, of complication of acute nephritis. An un-
favorable prognosis was also given. Quinine was
administered hypodermically. The next day the

temijerature had fallen almost to the normal point,
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;he specific {gravity of the urine increased, there was

10 albumen, but few casts, and tlie urea was increased

;o three and (^iglit-tonths per cent. The patient con-

tinued to improve, so that at the end of a week he

was fairly convalescent. The patient at the time of

Making tlio rei)ort was in perfect health. Here, then,

R-as a case in wliicli all the varieties of casts save one

were found in the urine, and yet the patient recovered.

Dr. Tauszky reuiarked that in the specimen pre-

sented he did not see any more than two varieties of

tibrinous casts.

DU^THEItlA.
m

Dr. LE^v^s Smith presented a specimen of diph-

theria removed from a child one year old, who died

a few days after having been attacked with the dis-

ease. The exxulatiou was noticed ujion the uvula,

both tonsils, and posterior ])ortion of the pharynx,

and at the autopsy was found to extend as fur down-

ward as the Ijii'urcatiou of the bronchi. The urine

was albuminous, but no examination had been made
for casts. He presumed that casts of the usual va-

rieties, granular and hyaline, would have been found

because of the intense congestion of the kidney that

was present.

Dr. Smith, in alluding to the general characters of

the disease, took occasion to remark that it was es-

sentially constitutional from its inception.

Dr. Eipley concurred with the latter view, main-

taining that the symptoms were those of special

poisoning rather than of ordinary septicaemia.

Dr. PiOBiNSON remarked that the albuminuria could

be explained in such cases by the existence of bron-

cho-pneumonia, from extension of the disease, and

also from high temperature.

TEMPERATURE IN DIPHTHERIA.

Dr. Ripley said that as a matter of fact it was not

necessary to the production of albuminuria in these

cases to "have .either lung complication or high tem-

perature ; that with low temperature, and with no

lung trouble, casts were often found in the urine.

As a rule, diiihtheria was not accompanied with a

high temperature ; indeed, the worst cases had very

often a low temperature.

Dr. Robinson said that it was very rare in his ex-

perience to see a case of diphtheria die from the dis-

ease uncomplicated with the lesion of some internal

organ.

Dr. Ripley was surprised to hear such a state-

ment, as patients were known to die of the poison

within twenty-four hours after the invasion , and before

there was time for any special lesion to show itself.

Dr. Robinson stated that he had made thirty very

thorough post-mortem examinations during an epi-

demic of diphtheria, had watched the cases from the

inception of the disease, and his statements were

founded upon the facts which such a study demon-

strated.

Dr. Lewis Smith remarked that in malignant cases

during the first forty-eight hours the temperature

was usually low. When such cases continued for

four or five days they were attacked with nephritis.

BIUABY calculi WITHOUT SYMPTOMS.

Dr. Denslow presented a large number of gall-

stones removed from the body of a woman who had

exhibited no symptoms of their presence during life-

time.

Dr. Carpenter remarked that it was not uncom-

mon to find gall-stones at the autopsy without a

clinical history pointing to them.

Dr. Peabody alluded to the frequency with which

gall-stones were found in some parts of (Germany.

Most of these cases presented no symptoms during

lifetime.

absc:ess op the liver—absence op all hepatic

SYMPT05IS.

Dr. Wendt ])resented a specimen of abscess of the

liver witli the following history :

The case, which had ])eeu obseiwed at the St. Fran-

cis' Hospital, in the service of Dr. Lellman, illustrated

the occurrence of purulent hepatitis Avithout a single

symptom pointing to disease of the liver. An ab-

stract of the history was obtained from the house

physician, Dr. Neumer.
G. S , aged sixty-two years, (iorman, married,

by iirofession a driver, was admitted to the hospital

August 80, 1880. For eight weeks previously to ad-

mission he had suffered from an intractable dysen-

tery, and although he had been formerly a ro])ust

and powerful man, he was now emaciated and troubled

with night-sweats. Upon examination, aloud, blow-

ing murmur was found over the apex of the heart.

The liver dulness was much increased, the lungs ap-

peared normal, and the urine tests gave negative re-

sults. He complained of no pain. The enteritis

was never completely controlled. He underwent an

attack of peri-endocarditis, and died of pulmonary

(edema on the 9th of November. The temperature

had never exceeded 101° F., except during his attack

of pericarditis.

On the next day an autopsy was made, and the fol-

lowing notes taken : Position of alulominal organs ap-

parently normal, except that the liver extends lower

down than usual. On the left side the diaphragm

was at the level of the fifth intercostal space ; on the

right side it was pushed up to the upper border of

the fourth rib.

The spleen was healthy. The left kidney was

large and pale. The riglit kidney had a uniformly

yellowish white appearance in its upper third, and

the whole organ was smaller than tlu^ left.

The bladder, stomach, and small intestine seemed

normal.
The liver was very much enlarged ;

there was a

conspicuous bulging of the organ upward, affecting

the right lobe. This was found to be the seat of a

large abscess of oval shape, which left a margin of

liver-substance varying in tiiickuess from one-eighth

of an inch to about one and a half inches. This ab-

scess showed no distinct lining membrane, but there

was a pretty sharp line of demarcation separating it

from the surrounding hyperremic parenchyma. The

cavity of the abscess was occupied by friable masses

and "irregular lumps, as well as firmer bands and

shreds, the whole bathed in a dirty, purulent fluid.

At the most convex portion of tlui right lobe the

diaphragm was firmly adherent, and on forciljle re-

moval the al>sccss was here found to have almost

reached it. The pulmonary surface of the diaphragm

showed a rich subiileural network of newly formed

vessels just above the adherent portion. The other

liepatic lobes were only moderately hypersemic in

their portal vessels.

Both hmgs showed widespread oedema affecting all

the lobes. 11-11.1 i

The heart was found to be moderately dilated and

hvpertrophied, these changes being rather more

marked on the right than the left side. The aortic

semilunar valves were thickened, principally at the

Arantian nodules. Just above the bulbar there was

a posterior dilatation, resembling incipient aneurism.
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Slight atheroma was also found. One coronary ar-

tery WHS alinoraially situatod about au inch liiRhor

up than usual. Its orilice was also conHj)ifU()Usly

onlarf^oil, and the o.ilibro of tho wlio'i^ vessel much
increased. The otlier valves wore likewise thick-

ened, except the somiluiiar jMilinonary valves, which
were fenestrated at their free borders.

The rolmi and n-ctum, biit es])ecially the latter,

showed ffreat thickeninpf, which involved mainly the

mucous and .submucous coats. Tiie internal surface

was slate-colored or black, and rouj^hened from the

presence of many superrtcial nlcers, with japfp^ed

edf^es. There were also numerous ecchymoses, and
here and there diphtheritic slouj^hs had occurred.

The raesent<^ry and its crlands were not altered.

Dr. Caui'ENTER asked the question as to whether
any pyogenic membrane existed in this case, and
being answered in the negative, remarked that such
a fact had an important bo.iring upon the statement
made regarding tlie curability of hejjatic abscess

after aspiration. It was claimed by those who have
aspirated the liver and evacuated pus that there was
no necessity of repeating the operation, inasmuch as

there was no ]>yogonic membrane, and that the ab-

scess healed at once. A clinical feature in that case

worthy of notice in connection with aspiration was
that there were no symptoms of the presence of the
abscess during life.

Dk. Delavax ])resented a specimen of epithelioma
of the larynx, after which the Society went into Ex-
ecutive Session.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Slated Meetinfi, Dec. 2, 1880.

FoRDTCE Barker, M.D., LL.D., Pkestdent, in the
Chair.

The Librarian reported that since the last stated

meeting the library has received 78 bound and 29
unbound volumes, 185 pamphlets, and ISl medical
journals. Four volumes jiresented by Dr. Wiener
possessed si^ecial value.

THE management OF ECZEilA OF THE ANUS AND GEN-
ITAIi REGION

was the title of a paper read by Dr. L. Duncan
BuLKLEY (see p. 670).

The paper being before the Academy, was dis-

cussed by Dr. Fred. R. Sturgis, wlio concurred with
the author of the paper in the doctrines which it

contained. He directed attention to a variety not
mentioned, namely, that occurring in gouty subjects.

He also believed that the eczema, with the thicken-
ing of the skin, were secondary to the imtation pro-
duced in trying to relieve the itching. Local reme-
dies he regarded as purely palliative, and relied upon
internal remedies, the most eliicient of which were
the mineral acids. He also believed that a distinc-

tion must be made with reference to the age of the
disease when considering the question of local ap-
plications. In chronic cases in which the skin was
thickened, but no fissures existed, he had seen ex-
cellent results follow the use of cai-bolic acid and
f/l'/crinp, in the proportion of a drachm of the crystals

to the ounce of glvcerine, as recommended by Dr.
Bronson, of the New York Dispensarv. Flexible
collodion had proved serviceable, and the object of
its application was twofold : first, exclusion of air

;

and second, sej^aration of tlie parts so that friction

was excluded. The compressing action of the col-

lodion was also beneficial. He agreed with the
author of the ])a]»er in the statement that arsenic
was inert in that <'lass of cases.

])ii. Saitkkmck agreed substantially with Dr.
Bnlkley in his vimvs concerning the management of

the afVection under consideration. Tiie i)]an of

treatment which ho commonly adoj)t(Ml, however,
was even 8im])ler than that descril»e<l. He thought
that the combination of a saline cathartic, a saline

diuretic and an alkali, sim])litied the treatment and
also prevented the ])atient from taking too much
medicine. \Vith regard to local ajjplications, he re-

garded the tinctnre of tar as the simplest and mo.st

eflPective—tar dissolved in methylic sjnrit and a])-

plied twice a day, directing that the ])arts l)e washed
once a day witli tar- or castile-soap and water. If

the tincture of tar was too stimulating, tincture of

opium might be added with ])enefit. The saturated
solution of tar in methylic alcohol, diluted accord-

ing to re({uirements might be used. Tlie smartinpf

which it produced when first applied soon passed
away.

Dr. H. G. Piffard said that the internal treat-

ment which he had found most serviceable consisted

essentially in the use of oxidants, alkalies, which
acted as adjuvants to the oxidants, and cholagogues.
Of the oxidAntH, cJiiorafe nf potn<isa and nitric and
were those which he commonly employed ; of the
alkalies, the salts of lithia, especially the benzoate,

had the i^reference ; and of the cholagogues, the J>liie

^arj was his favorite, administered in doses of ten

drops of the tincture t. i. d., which was usually jno-
gi-essively beneficial—immediate benefit not being
prodiiced. But the local treatment must not be
neglected ; and, for the purely acute eczema—occur-

ring, perhaps, in a patient who lived somewhat
sumptuously— a full dose of calomel would frequently

relieve him very much, and white precipitate

ointment was probably as good a local remedy as

could be used. In cases of chronic eczema, the in-

dications, besides the use of internal remedies, were
first to relieve the pi'uritus, and second to diminish
the infiltration ; and as a rule, the pniritus was not
relieved until the infiltration was reduced. To re-

duce that he knew of nothing more beneficial than
strovfj alkalies, such as liquor potassa, tincture of

soap, etc. For the pruritus, aconite and digitalis

had been used with good results, also staphysagria
and stramonium. The cahtdium ser/uinum in tinctiire

he had also used sometimes with most excellent re-

sults, and again without any benefit whatever. He
had seen one case of wrist-drop from the prolonged
use of diachylon ointment.

^
In many cases fissures coexisted with the eczema,

and. if they were not deep, many of them could be
healed by the use of suppositories containing five to

ten drops of the tincture of rhatany and one or two
gi-ains of pure plumbago.
Dr. C. Heitzman, on invitation, remarked that true

science did not deal with imagination and opinions.

If the question was asked, had it been proved that

gout or kidney disease, etc., caused eczema, cer-

tainly the answer would be in the negative. Eigh-
teen years of experience, mostly under the guidance
of Hebra, had taught him that the disease should be

j

regarded, primarily, as a local affection, and sec-
\

oudarily. as a complication of other diseases. Dr
j

Bulkley had mentioned defective intestinal excretior

as a cause of eczema, and it was probably true that

persons affected with eczema of the anus sufferec

from constipation ; but, had we any valid reasor

^or supposing that the peculiar quality of the fjeces.
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or the condition of the itrine, or the acridity of the
l)ilo, or the shiggishness of the jiortal circulation,

in-odiiced the disease V Most certainly not. It

slioidd suliico to say that fissures were very com-
monly produced by the passage of hardened ficces,

and the local irritation produced might cause eczema.
The perspiration from the parts might be of such a
natui'O as to give rise to eczema about the anus and
the genitals. So far as his experience went, he must
positively say that all the articles of the pharma-
coiJada mentioned by the author of the pajier and
the speakers by whom he had been ju'eceded, were of

no value whatever in the treatment of eczema. Surely
the regulation of the stomach was beneficial in the
treatment of skin diseases ; but, was it not excellent

in the treatment of any disease ? Unfortunately, in

vei'y many cases it was one of the extremely diflicult

things to accomplish, and how often did we siicceed ?

The same thing could be said with reference to

kidney disease and other diseases upon which the
local disease had been supjiosed to dejiend.

Local treatment was sufficient to cure a certain

percentage of all the cases of eczema, and a certain

percentage of cases would inevitably remain uncured
despite any plan of treatment. If removed tempo-
rarily, the disease will return in those obstinate cases.

The treatment of acute eczema should be entirely

different from that adopted for the chronic form of

the disease. In the acutest conditions everything
that irritated, including all ointments, and also water,

should be entirely avoided. The parts should be
kept dry by the use of some kind of powder.
In the pustular stage of eczema ointments were

indicated, and first among these was the diach;/lon.

He had not seen lead-poisoning follow its use, but
could understand that such a result might follow its

steady use for six mouths.
In the squamous stage the tincture of tar was his

favoiite local remedy. About four or five per cent,

of the patients were made worse by the use of tar,

but in the ninety-five or ninety-six per cent, simple
tar acted wonderfully well.

For chronic eczema the treatment naust be entirely

different. In such cases, with thickened skin, etc.,

irrilation was indicated. Hot water, then, might be
of service, carbolic acid, green soap, etc. The ob-

ject was to change the chronic into an acute condi-

tion, and then cure the acute disease. In a cer-

tain number of cases that could be done, and in a

certain number of cases it could not be accomplished.

With reference to eczema marginatum, a few ex-

l^eriments had led him to the conclusion that sul-

phurous acid was not a parasiticide.

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton regarded the chronic

malady as both local and constitutional in a majority

of cases. It was local in certain parts of the body,
for reasons which could be read.ily appreciated. But
it was especially obstinate in patients whose consti-

tution had in some way been broken, and most fre-

quently they were in an anamiic condition. His mem-
ory, during the discussion, had been burdened with

panaceas, and he had been led to the conclusion that

something was lacking in the mode of bringing the

subject before each other. We should have some
broader principles than could be deduced from the

mere relation of personal experience. It was evident

that the majority of remedies recommended for

chronic eczema were stimulating, and that unless

they did produce irritation they were useless. Dr.

Hamilton referred to one case in which the eczema
was aggravated by the use of tobacco, thus showing
a possible neurotic element in certain cases.

Dr. Sturols entered his protest against the doc-

trine that eczema was a purely local affection. He
believed, despite the fact that it might not be scien-

tific, that in very many of the cases the eruj^tion

was the localized nuinifestation of a constitutional

aftection, and that, although local remedies were
undoubtedly serviceable, internal medication was ne-

cessary to effect a permanent cure.

Dr. Piffard believed that if physicians were
obliged to depend u])on facts alone, they would have
but little upon which to de])end. Something miist

be done in accordance with inference. C!onstitu-

tional conditions preceded and coexisted with the

development of eczema, and when those conditions

were removed, or even relieved, in many cases the

skin disease disapjieared. It was a legitimate in-

ference, therefore, that the eczema was only a local

manifestation of a constitutional condition, even if it

was not proved positively that the one caused the

other.

Dr. Sherwell, of Brooklyn (on invitation), had
studied with Hebra, and had gi'eat respect for his

teacher, but, at the same time, believed that he was
mistaken concerning the i)urely local origin of all

skin diseases. Dr. Sherwell believed that eczema
was caused by diathetic conditions. It was natural

that all should seek to cure eczema with local reme-
dies, and there was a certain jalan of local treatment

by which a large number of cases could be cured. He
believed in the dei)urative action of many remedies,

especially of calomel, and knew that it was beneficial

in many cases of this affection. He thought it

unwise to adopt exclusively the views of any single

school of observers.

Dr. Bulkley remarked that cases of eczema had
been treated year after year with local remedies with-

out benefit, and then ciu-ed by the simple addition

of constitutional measures, hygienic, etc. ; thus prov-

ing that the disease had had other than a local

origin.

The resignation of Dr. E. E. Squibb as a resident

fellow was accei^ted, after which the Academy ad-

journed.

Corrcsponticiicc.

SUBCUTANEOUS EMPHYSEMA DURING
LABOR.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir—In the MedicAii Kecorb, No. 520, page fi29, I

find that subcutaneous emi)hysema is rejiortcd as

being of somewhat unusual occurrence, and con-

cluded, Avith your permission, to place another case

on record. It is as follows :

Rosa P , aged nineteen years, primipara. Was
called to see her April 13, 1880. She was a healthy,

vigorous i)erson, slightly below medium size. A
midwife who had been in attendance, when she found
the breech jn-esenting, gave up the case and said a

physician must be called. She had been in labor

several hours ; the uterine contractions were not very

strong ; considerable time elapsed before the body
of the child was delivered : in order to expel the head
she made several very i)owerful eflbrts at bearing

down. Immediately after the child was born she

complained of jiain in her throat, her neck was swol-

len, and slight crepitation could be felt. The swelling

increased rapidly ; her face became cyanotic ; she
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comploinod of an unoomfortablo sensation about
her nook ami clutst ; swallowing cnusud n \min us

if a pin woro Htirkiiifj in in-r throat.

I onlt'reil cold applications to hor n(>ck, told hor
not to l>o aliinncii, and that sho would hi* better

in the morninff. When I aj^ain Haw her the next
morning hor face was disfiKurcd by the swelling,

her neck was j)ufVt>d out even with her cheeks, crepi-

tations <-ould 1)0 felt all over the temporal and occi-

l)ital bones, and downward the emi)hysema extended
as far as the lower edj^e of the miimmie and ensi-

form cartiliifife of the sternum, and both arms almost
to the elbow-joints.

I Wius very much alarmed when I saw hor in this

condition, but. aHccrtainin^^ that there was no dys])-

noca and that she could swallow lluids readily, be-
sides not knowin;^' what to do to jirevent any further
swelling, I concluiled to let her aJone and await fur-

ther developments.
The emphysema did not extend any farther, and,

after remaining in this condition about two days
longer, it began to subside. Ten days after her con-
tinement no crepitations could be felt anywhere.

Yours, resjiectfullv,

L. Haui>t,*^M.D.
03 UiviSGTON Street, N. Y.

AN UNUSUAL CASP] OF INTUSSUSCEP-
TION.

To THE Editob op The Medical IlECORr.
~

StK—Tlie following case, which has been recently
the subject of remark in the Eecord, presents some
])oints of unusual interest and importance in the
diagnosis of intestinal intussusception :

F. A. F , colored, aged six months, was brought
to my oflice August 3, 1880. His mother, an iutelli-

gent mulatto, otiered the following history : The in-

fant, who had been quite healthy from his birth, ex-
cept that, as the mother expressed it, " he always
was a very colicky baby," awoke about 5 a.m. on the
preceding day, cr\-ing out in an ajipareut attack of
ordinary colic. This attack soon passed by, and the
infant continued, to all appearances, as well as usual
during the remainder of the day, though his Ijowels
moved three times. He slept well during the early
l)ortion of the succeeding night, but awoke again
early on the morning of the 3d, and renewed his
screams of pain. Ordinary domestic remedies fail-

ing to procure relief, he was brought to my office

about 10 A.M. The mother reported that he had
been vomiting frequently during the morning, but
that lie had no diarrhoea, and his bowels had beeo
moved by an enema. At this time the infant was
slee{Mng in his mother's arms, but occasionally
moved uneasily with a half-8uppre.ssed cry. His
skin was cool, bowels soft and free from tenderness,
and the vomiting had ceased for an hour or two.
Supposing the case to be one of ordinary indigestion,
castor-oil was prescribed to move the bowels, and an
ojiiate mixture for subsequent administration.
About two o'clock of the succeeding night (4th) I

was called to see the child, and informetl that the
castor-oil and several doses of the mixture had
been taken, but that no movement of the bowels
had ensued until about half-past one, a.m., when a
bloody stool had been passed. The napkin was
shown to me. and apparently contained about one
ami a half to two tluid ounces of bloody serum, with
little or no fecal matter. No vomiting had occurred,
although the infant had nursed several times, but

attacks of oolioky pain and straining had been fro

qiient an<l severe. TcMnpenituro in rectum, 101' 1'.

bowels soft and free from tenderness. Susjiecting i

]M)ssible intussuscej)tion, the rectum and abdomei
were carefully examined, but no tumor was detetrted

1 ordered a ilax-seed ]>oultice to the abdomen and li(|

morphine sulph. ( V. S.;, gtt. v. every one to two hour:
until jHiin and straining were relieved.

1 l.iiU A.M. - Infant fully undertho influencoof mor
phine ; no vomiting, no m(jvem<'nt of bowels, whid
continue soft and fn>o from ai)j)arent tenderness. Ai
etlbrt was made to inflate the bowels through a ca
theter in the rectum, but i»roved ineflec'tual, as thi

air escaped per auum in si>ito of compression. Mor
l)hine continued p. r. n., and poultice to the abdo
men.

H P.M.—Infant has manifested very little pain,

though no morjjhine has Ijoen given since my pre-

vious visit. No vomiting or movement of the bowels.
Suspicion of a tumor in left iliac fo.s.sa, where somo
tenderness, resistance to deep jnessure, and slightly

imi)aired resonance are manifested. No tumor in

rectum. Child inverted \ij)on arm of a lounge and
about three-fourths pint of warm salt water slowly
injected until returned by anus. Bowels gently
kneaded, and child kept inverted for half an hour.

Third day, 1) a.m.—Child passed a veiy restless

night, ciying out frequently with i)ain. Injection of

last night came away, but no feces. Infant quiet
uneler morjjhine at present. No vomiting has oc-

curred, but he refuses to nurse. Injection of salt

water repeated, and apparently passed some distance
into the descending colon, producing duluess nearly
uj) to the ribs on the left side. Consultation projjosed
looking to operative interference.

4 P.M.—No marked change. Injection came away
without fecal matter. As a last resoi-t, the infant

was inverted, and two oiinces (by weight) of metallic
mercury injected through an elastic catheter &n
high as jiossible into the rectum. The inverted po-
sition was then maintained for a full hour without
api^arent sulfering.

8.30 P.M.—Kequested my friend, Dr. S. WhitaU, to

see the case with me, prepared to operate should
such a course seem justitiable. A i)ortion of the
mercurial injection had escajjed on the restoration

of the infant to the erect i:)osition ; the remainder
came away during Dr. "Whitall's examination. Pulse,
160 ; temperature (rectal), 102^ F. Considerable
tymijanitis ; no tumor discoverable either in rectum
or abdomen ; no vomiting, no movement of bowels,
very little apparent pain or straining. After a pro-
longed and careful examination. Dr. \\'hitall declined
a positive opinion, considering a differential diagno-
sis between intestinal obstruction and peritonitis un-
certain for the following reasons : 1st, the entire

absence of vomiting since the first day ; 2d, the ab-
sence of bloody stools since the same day ; 3d, the
slightly marked character of the pain and straining

;

4th, the absence of any apparent tumor ; oth, the
elevated temperature. While strongly inclined to
consider the case one of intussusception, I could not
fail to recognize the justice and importance of Dr.
Whitall's objections, and after some discussion we
both concluded that, as considerable doubt remained
regarding the diagnosis, so severe an operation as

abdominal section would be unjustifiable. Wo there-
fore decided to adminster calomel, gr. vi., with mor-
phine p. r. n., and to apply turpentine stupes to the
abdomen.
Fourth day, 9 a.m.—Pulse, ICO ; temperature,

103}° F. No movement of bowels ; tympanitis
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uuch increased ; turpcutino enemas administered

neffoctually. Ordered brandy, gtt. x. every hour,

with mori)hiue for jiain.

} P.M.—No change. Abdomen punctured in two

points with hyi)oderniic needle. Gases escape with

listinct whistling sound and fecal odor. Tension

of abdomen distinctly diminished.

8 P.M.—Pulse, 180"; tomi)erature, 105^' F. Abdo-
men greatly distendcMl, punctiired again but without

ipparent eft'ect. Infant takes milk freely, and has

vomited once during the day.

Fifth day.—Infant died at 7 a.m.

Fost-morti'jn (3 p.m.).— Present : Drs. Whitall,

Hawea, and Handerson. Abdomen alone opened.

No evidences of peritonitis. Small intestines greatly

listended. A portion of the ileum and the caput

coli invaghiated within the ascending colon for about

three inches. The invaginated intestine, though
much congested, was withcli-awn without gi-eat diffi-

culty, and no adhesions were discovered. Mesenteric

and solitary glands enlarged. The tumor formed by
the intussusception was found in the epigastric re-

gion, totally covered and concealed by the distended

small intestines. Its position was due to a displace-

ment of the ascending colon, and not to an invagina-

tion of the bowel as far as this point.

It may not be superfluous to summarize the fore-

going history as follows : A case of intussusception

proceeds to a fatal issue on the fifth day, having mani-

fested as symptoms : 1, one single bloody stool, oc-

curring wdthin the first twenty-four hours ; 2, no
vomiting of importance after the first six hours ; 3,

no very intense pain nor straining ; 4, no discoverable

tumo/; 5, a considerable elevation of temperature ;

<), obstinate constipation.

H. E. Handekson, M.D.
781 LExrNGTON AvEKUE, Kov. 211, 1880.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from December 5, 1880, to December 11, 1880.

Brown, J. M., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Granted
leave of absence for one month, with j^ermission to

ap2)ly for three months' extension. S. O. 26-1, De-
l)artment of the Missouri, December 2, 1880.

O'Beilly, Pv. M., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. The
extension of his leave of absence on account of sick-

ness granted him August IG, 1880, still further ex-

tended six months, on surgeon's certificate of disa-

bility. S. O. 259, A. G. O., December 7, 1880.

De Loffoe, a. a., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Be-

lieved from diity at camp on White River, Col., and
assigned to duty at Fort Wallace, Kan. S. O. 2(39,

Department of the Missouri, December 8, 1880.

Hall, Wm. R., Capt. and Asst. Surgeon. Assigned

to duty at camp on W'hite River, Col. S. O. 269,

C. S., Department of the Missouri.

ilUtiicnl 3tcm3 aiiti )Xt\\s^,

The State Charities Aid Association held a two

days' conference in this city last week. Various pa-

pers upon the subject of how to take care of the in-

digent, the i^aupers, and the insane, were read. All

these papers and the discussions that followed wei-e

adverse in spirit to the practice of indiscriminate giv-

ing. Nothing was said, however, about one of its

worst forms of charity, that of indiscriminate medi-

cal relief.

Contagious Diseases — WEEKiiT Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseasea

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,
for the two weeks ending December 11, 1880.
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read, inclmlinf; oiio by Dr. A. N. IJolI, o^New York,
on tho *' lieliitions of ('ortain Filth Diseases to ('old
Woathor." A (joncnil diHcussion of all the jmjx'rs on
eomumnicablc diseases ensued. Sccretarv Janes read
a paper of Mr. James (talhitin, PresidentOf the Sani-
tary Keforni Society of New York, on tenenient-houso
reform in that eity. Prof. T. E. Chaille, Af.D., of
New Orleans, followed with a pajier on "Tlie Control
of Contacjious Diseases in Relation to the Doctrine
of Evolution." Tho lion. Erastus lirooks, of New
York, read a paper on " The Duty of the State to the
People." Tlio i)roi)osition demonstrated was tliat

the public health was public wealth, and that tho
science of he.vlth was hi<,'hest in jjolitical economy.
On tho last day, in addition to tho discussion of re-

ports, resolutions, etc., Prof. li. E. Chaille, of New
Odeans. read a paper giving a summary of the con-
clusions of the Havana Yellow Fever Commission, of
which he was President. Dr. J. D. Brun.s, of New
Orleans, road a i)aper on " Fevers of the Lower
Coasts."
There were nearly thirty pajiers read in all.

Among tho resolutions offered was one by Dr. Mc-
Cormick, of Kentucky, ajipointing a committee to
consider the advisability of establishing a National
Museum of Hygiene.
Dr. Chancellor, of Maryland, offered a resolution

advising legislation for the better i)rotection of the
jjubhc health, and imposing a severe penalty against
any person wilfully sj^reading any dangerous, con-
tagious, or infectious disease. Mayor Waltham, of
Mobile, introduced a resolution ajiijointing a com-
mittee to prepare and recommend a measure for the
more efficient management and control of future
epidemics, and for the training of nurses. The Ad-
visory Committee submitted a report treating of the
sanitary bills before Congress, especially the bills

relative to the international conference on quaran-
tine, and for increasing tho efficiency of the National
Board of Health. It does not recommend any
change in existing legislation, but urges that Con-
gress make suitable appropriations for the work of
the National Board, and authorize the prompt pub-
lication of reports.

_
The Committee, with Dr. Elisha Harris, of New

York, Chairman, appointed to consider certain por-
tions of the President's address, reported resolutions
commending the eff'orts of the National Board of
Health to secure uniformity in the notation and no-
menclature of diseases and causes of mortality, and
requesting medical and health authorities to do what
they can to promote this uniformity. A committee
was appointed to draw up a project for State Boards
of Health of a law to prevent venereal diseases. Res-
olutions were adopted requesting the passage of a
law to i^revent the spreading of infectious and con-
tagious diseases.

The following officers of the Health Association for
the ensuing year were elected : President, Dr. Charles
B. White, of New Orleans ; First Vice-President, Dr.
R. C. Kedzie, of Lansing, Mich. ; Second Vice-Presi-
dent, Dr. Henry F. Campbell, of Augusta, Ga. ; Secre-
tary, Dr. Azel Ames, of Boston ; Treasurer, Dr. J.
Berrien Lindsay, of Nashville ; Executive C^ommittee,
Drs. D. C. Halliday, of New Orleans, E. M. Hunt, of
New Jersey, George M. Steinberg, U.S.A. ; E. S.
Griffin, Wisconsin ; J. G. Thomas, Savannah ; Thomas
F. Wood, North Carolina.
The Association adjourned, to meet next year at

Savannah, Ga.
At the same time with the American Public Health

Association meeting, the Sanitarv Council of the

Mississippi Valley and the Quarantine Conventioi
held their annual sessions.

TnK MriiMONitKK*; HoHriTAii is tho name of a new
institution, nearly completed, in Plainheld, N. J.

Tlui bounl of managers have completed tho organi
zation of the? medical l)oard as follows :

M<-diral Jl(Hin/.—Dr. H. D. liurlingham. Physician
in-("hief; l^r. Chas. A. Hart, Surgeon-in-Chief ; Dr
C. II. Stillman, CJonsnlting Pliysician ; Dr. J. E.
Janvrin (New York), Consulting JSurgeon; Dr. C. M.
Field (Bound Brook), Consulting Surgeon. Mef/iat,
*SV;rr/c«;.—Dr. J. B. Probas{;o, Dr. T. H. Tomlinson,
Dr. W. ('. lioone. SurgiaUiService.—Dr. M. V>. Long,
Dr. G. W. Endicott.
The building will accommodate twenty patients.

The MinAt'LE-CuKE.s at LomDE.s and KNOfK.

—

Something of a sensation has of late been aroused
regarding the subject of the reputed miraculous
cures at Lourdes, in France, and at Knock, in Ire

land. Some remarkable cases have been reported in
the daily jiapers. An eminent Episcopalian divine,
Dr. Stephen Tyug, Jr., has announced from his pul-
pit that he has visited both ])laces, has examined
into the occurrences, and believes in their super-
natural character. The Xew York 7'i7nes, in an edi-
torial comment, gives what is apparently meant as
an endorsement of Dr. Tyng's belief. Of course, the
religious weeklies have taken their share in the dis-
cussion, generally repudiating the phenomena alto-
gether.

The two localities in question have obtained a
remarkable reputation, and there is the })rofoundest
conlidence in their virtues among faithful Catholics,
as well as many others.

The question of whether or not miracles do occur
there is not worth discussing. Tho matter is a very-

interesting one in its psychological aspects, however,
and undoubtedly would' well repay any careful and
scientific study that might be put"^ upon it. Unless
the numerous instances of relief obtained are entirely
fictitious, which is highly improbable, the influence
of the mind upon the body and the power of " ex-
pectant attention " are vividly illustrated in some of
these " miraculous " cures.

State E^^GRANT Ltjnatio Asylum.—Dr. Louis L.
Seaman was ajjpointed Superintendent of the Stata
Emigi-ant Lunatic Asylum on Ward's Island, in place
of Dr. S. Feinberg, resigned.

A Pein'ce Earning his Living as a Phisician.—It
is stated that Charles Theodor, Duke of Bavaria,
who recently received a medical degree, has success-
fully performed his second operation for cataract. A
correspondent of the London I'elegraph writes con-
cerning him :

" The prince is a regular attendant at Prof. Arlt's

lectures on diseases of the eye, and has in no respect
relaxed the arduousness of his studies since he has
become a regularly licensed member of the Faculty.
Indeed, if reports sjieak truly, his Royal Highness,
Dr. Charles Theodor von Wittelsbach, is fairly on the
way to attain high rank among the more eminent
practical oculists of Southern Germany. In choosing
so noble a i^rofession, not as a mere pastime, but
with the high resolve of alleviating human suffering,

this illustrious gentleman has set a splendid example
to his fellow-princes, the majority of whom, unfortu-
nately, have hitherto displayed a greater predilection
for the study of science aiming at the destruction
rather than at the saving of life."

i
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(©rigiiml Cccturcs.

ON THE VALUE OF

PARTIAL INTOXICATION IN THE PRE-
VENTION OF SHOCK DURING OPER-
ATIONS.

A CLiNicAii Lecture.

By STEPHEN SMITH, A.M., M.D.,

SaRGEON TO BELLKVUE AND ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITALS, NEW VOKK

Gentlemen—This young lady is about to submit to an
operation for tlie removal of dead bone from the re-

gion of the hip-joint, the result of long-continued
disease at that articulation. I shall reserve to

another occasion the discussion of some interesting

questions bearing on tlie management of this and
similar cases, and occupy the few moments allowed
me in exijlaining what is to you the most prominent
feature of her case, viz., unusual good humor and
vivacity, as compared with young women brought in-

to this room for serious operations.

As you notice, she is in an extremely haijpy frame
of mind for one e\ddently so sensitive and excitable.

Her face is flushed, her eyes suffused, her skin warm
and natural, her pulse full and slow, her breathing
quiet and undisturbed. Although she has been in

great dread of being brought into your presence, and
of undergoing an operation, yet she talks and laughs
like one whose nervous system was simjjly exhila-

rated by the society of friends or the stimailus of an
exciting but agreeable scene.

The explanation of her condition is this : she is

partially intoxicated, or " half seas over," using a

common but expressive phrase. We have purposely
brought her into this state in order to prepare her
for the operation. During the last five hours she
has been supplied with whiskey at regular intervals,

until she has taken six ounces, when the desired
effect was secured, viz., partial intoxication. She is

perfectly rational when you talk with her, and knows
her condition, but is disposed to regard everything
you may say as ludicrous—that is, she is insensible to

danger, and in the most hopeful state of mind and
body, in good condition for the operation.

My justification for this treatment is based on no
inconsiderable experience. It happens, not very un-

frequently, as some of you have witnessed, that oj^er-

ations are inteiTupted by the sudden and unexj^ected

collapse of the patient. The surgeon may have
reached a point, perhaps, at which there is a slight

hemorrhage, when the patient quickly passes from a

state of iiroj)er narcosis to that of profound jH-ostra-

tion. The face assumes a deathly pallor, large drops

of sweat start fi-om the forehead, the skin becomes
cold and clammy with persisiration, the breathing is

irregular and scarcely perce^Dtible, the pulse is fee-

ble, rapid, and irregular, and eveiy sign and symptom
indicate immediate dissolution. The operator and
attendants are alarmed, the operation is abandoned,

and all hands and heads are turned to avert impending
death. In the belief that too much ether has been

given the anajsthetic is withdrawn, the chest is vio-

lently comi^ressed under the pretence of causing

artificial res^Diration, brandy or ammonia is injected

under the skin, and at length the patient usiially re-

covers sufficiently to allow of the rapid completion

of the operation. But occasionally death supervenes

despite the most persistent efforts to prevent it. If

the patient recover from the dei)ression, convales-

cence is slow and tedious, and the operation wound
heals tardily and with an unusual tendency to si;p-

puration.

An attack of this kind is not narcosis from anassthe-

sia, but shock, and generally in its most aggravated
form. It occurs especially in those of great nervous
susceijtibility, or who have already suffered severely

from the sliock of injury, or who are i)rostrated by
the exhaustion consecjuent upon long-continued ill-

ness, suppuration, or other cause.

As a preventive measure against shock in these

cases, diiring an operation, i)artial intoxication of

the patient with whiskey, brandy, or rum, will be
found safe and reliable, and far preferable to (quinine,

opium, etc. The patient who has been laboring un-

der great excitement in anticipation of the operation

gradually becomes quite indifferent, or even bold

and daring ; the pulse is full and slow ; the respira-

tion' undisturbed ; the ether is quietly inhaled ; but
little, comparatively, is required ; the stage of ex-

citement is brief, or is jjassed without a struggle.

During the oi)eration, however prolonged, the pulse

varies but slightly, unless there is a considerable loss

of blood, and even in that case it maintains sufficient

force to allow the operation to j^roceed to its com-
pletion. After the operation the pulse maintains its

vigor, there is slight if any reaction, and the tem-
perature remains nearly normal for the first twenty-

four hours.
This practice is based upon the exi^erience of sur-

geons anterior to the period of the use of anaesthet-

ics. With them it was a well recognized fact that

jjersons partially intoxicated at the time of the acci-

dent which necessitated the amputation, not only

bore the operation with slight evidence of pain or

shock, but made the best recovery. In a case of this

kind I was impressed with the behavior of the pa-

tient. A man partially intoxicated entered the hos-

pital with a crushed foot, which necessitated the am-
putation of the leg. He was talkative and quite

indifferent both to the accident and to the proposed
operation. Though the injury had occurred two
hours before admission, there were but slight evi-

dences of shock. His pulse was full and little ex-

cited, the skin was warm, the respiration undisturbed.

I took advantage of his condition to ampiitate im-

mediately. It was noticeable that he required but

very little ether, that his pulse and respiration did

not vary ; in a word, that there were no evidences of

shock. For twenty-four hours after the operation

his pulse remained undisturbed, his skin warm and

natural. He recovered within a period less than that

usually occupied by similar operations.

The" first case in which I purposely induced par-

tial intoxication to prevent shock occurred many
years ago. The patient was a young woman of natu-

rally great nervous susceptibility, who was reduced

to a very feeble condition by long-continued sui)pura-

tion from caries of the tarsus. Amputation was ad-

vised, and although she Avas extremely anxious to

have the operation performed, yet when the effort

was made her excitement was so great that it was
deemed dangerous to proceed. Twice she was
placed upon the table, and the anesthetic, at one
time chloroform and ether at the other, was admin-

istered ; but her pulse became so rapid and feeble,

her respiration so embarrassed, her lips becoming
purple, that the operation was abandoned. Finally,

as a last resort, it was determined to give stimulants

several hours before the operation, and until she was
decidedly intoxicated. The result was most happy.
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When sin- liml tak«Mi «'if?lit ouncos 8lit> wjis in tlie

(*on<liti(iii (if tliis piiticiit, (piiU' indillon-iit to the
Min>ruti<>ii. Ii«'i- puis*' wii.H fjiU (at IMi). and Iht respira-
tiou traiKpiil. IJnt a vi-rv Hiiiall ainonnt of rtlicr was
r«'(luir(Ml. th<' amputation was ju'ifornu'il, the limb
was dre.s.Hpd, an»l shr was phu-eil in bed. Tlicn- was
no variation in tin* jinlst' or hreatliiii^r dnrinj^ the
oponition. nor for tw(Mity-fonr lionrs after. She did
not discover that tIteam]>utatioii liad l>een performed
for sixt«'en hours, and. on h'arnin<^ tlie faet, was
ovorjovetl. She made a rajiid reeov«'rv.

There is another chiss of cases that is veiy favor-
ably afi'ectetl by stimulants taken duritif; sevcnd
houi-s jiivcedinp: an oj>eration, to the extent of partial
intoxication. They are ]>ersons sufVerinf^ from an
enfeebh>il condition of the heart, and are noticeal)ly

overloaded with fat. They are very liable to succumi)
to even a very slij.?ht shock of the ojieration, when
combined witli the ertects of the an:esthetics. The
face i-a])idly becomes dusky, the lips juirple, the
respimtion embarrassed, and the jiulse feeble and
irregular. Kt1"orts at resuscitation sometimes prove
unavailinJ,^ and the patient dies upon the table. .\s

a preventive measure we usually give an onncc or
two of whiskey just jireceding the operation, and
doubtless it often does prevent disaster, by arousing
the heart and in\igorating the circulatory organs.
lint such results are far more likely to be obtained
if the stimulus is steadily given, in tjuantities suited
to the condition and habits of the patient, for several
hours preceding the ojieration. Kevevting again to
our iiatient, I must state that she is eminently a
projier subject for this ])rej)aratory treatment. She
entered the hospital a fortnight since, sutlering fi-om
sujipuratiou throughout the thigh, due to exten-
sive and long-existing caries at the hip-joint. She
was cadaverous in appearance, had in-egular chills

followed by profuse pei-spiration, a rapid, feel)le

pulse, and no appetite. Under an active tonic treat-

ment her general condition has improved, but she is

not in a state to bear safely the slightest dejiression
fi-om shock. The eftect of" the stimulant has been to
give more strength and steadiness to her jnilse, a
warmer skin, and more cheerfulness than at any time
since her admission. I do not doubt that slie will
bear the operation well, and that there will be no
shock, unless there should be a sudden loss of a veiy
large amount of blood. The plan whii-h I pursue is

to commence the intoxicant live or six hours before
the oi)eration, and give one, two, or three ounces
eveiy hour, according to the habits and condition of
the patient. This ])atient required six ounces of
whiskey to bring her into her pi-esent state, the tii-st

ounce ha\-iug been taken six hours ago. A few days
since, an old cbinker reciuired sixteen ounces to in-

duce the condition of this young woman. I have
always used whiskey, and have occasionally given it

in the form of milk-punch.
[It should l)e stated that during the operation the

jjatient reiiuired but little ether ; the pulse continued
at {•(). full and soft ; the respiration was umlisturlted.
After the operation the pulse and- respiration con-
tinued unattected : there were no e^idences of shock

;

no fever supen-ened ; suppuration i-apidly subsided ;

her general condition improved sui-prisingly, and in
two weeks she re.siimed her hip-splint.]

A Biological Club has been organized in Wash-
ington. It includes some of the prominent medical
men of the city, and many of the naturalists con-
nected with the Smithsonian Institution.

CDriiVnuU Communications.

cm.oij.XL ii\])i;.\'rK.

I'.v n. H. kanp:, m.d.,
NKW VOUK.

DEATHK FUOH (^iiriOltAI..

To one una<-(piaint<'d with the litcratun- of the sub-

ject the number of n-corded deaths from ddoral
hydrate is astounding and greatly to be dejilored, as

in the. majority of instances they have been due to

ignoi-anc(> or carelessness on the part of pliysician

or dniggist.

It has been asserted by some that susceptibility

to the ])oisonous efrects of chloral is in direct ratio

to the cerebral development of the animal or man.
This is, at best, a supposition, and is in great need
of positive facts to .support it.

The ff)llowing are the most important ca.ses of

death of which I have been able to obtain any reli-

able information, and they supplement, very aptly,

what has been said regarding poi.soning by cliloral

hydrate.

Dr. ('has. A. Hart * gave twenty grains to a patient

suffering from neuralgia. Death followed in thirty

minutes, probably from failure of the heart.

G 1 gives the ca.se of a man aged forty-nine

years, with ulceration of the mucous membnme of the

iiladder, and bronchial trouble, where fifteen grains

of chloral liydrate seemed to cau.se death. He had
a hoiTor of chloroform, and in fa<'t, of all narcotics,

believing that he was nearly killed once by chloro-

form. He died suddenly while at stool, foui-teen

hours after haNing taken the d«)se. There was no
autopsy, and the facts do not wan-ant us in saying

that death was due tft the small dose of chloi-al.

Dr. H. W. Fuller J rei^orts the case of a yoimg
lady in excellent health, who, for sleeple.s.sness, was
given thirty gi'ains of chloral. It at first produced
pain and burning in chest and considerable excite-

ment. This jiassed ott" and she fell asleep. Be-
came piilseless, with cold extremities. Responded
somewhat to stimulants and warmth, Imt never re-

gained consciousness. Dose given 10 p.m. of the

31st of December. Died January 2d, about 9 a.m.

Mr. Tuke informed the author of the case of an
intemperate man who nearly died from the same
dose. A similar case, in an old man, was related to

him by !Mr. Fred. "NVebb.

In the last Ahu^riciin /'rctvtifioin'f in i-ecorded an
instance of remarkable and fatal susceptibility to

cliloral. A physician of Louisville was called to a
healthy-looking woman tlueat^ned with premature
labor, and gave her fifteen grains of chloral every
fifteen minutes. Four doses were taken, the last

being increased to twenty grains, making sixty-tive

grains in all. Soon after .she sank into a jirofound

stujjor with slow and stertorous breathing, scarce

percejitil )le pulse and cyanosed skin. Atropia,

strschnine, whiskey, sti-ong coft'ee, carbonate of am-
monia, electricity, etc., were used, but without bene-
fit ; s)ie died next day. Premahire delivery occurred
some hours before death : the child was still-bom.^

Ingallsll reports the case of a jierfectly healthy

* X. Y. Medical Kecohd, 1871, p. 164.
t Lanc«t, Juno, 1871.

t Ibid.

§ Western Lancet. January, llftO.

I Chicago Medical Examiner.
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xerman woman avIio was given ten grains of chloriil

o dull tlie pain of having a tooth drawn. In an

lonr's time she was given ten grains more, twenty

n all, and she soon fell into a state of coma and died

lespite every effort to save her.

Dr. Samiiel T. Hnbbard * reported to the Now
ifork Academy of Medicine the case of a lady who
lad an old prescription for chloral hydrate renewed,

ook ninety grains and died. No autoi)sy.

Dr. A. K. Kilpatrick of Navasota, T(>xas, writes :

' A druggist who had suffered long with listula was
mwilling to sulnnit to an operation without an

lUiesthetie. The physician who was to ])erform the

)peration was an enthusiastic advocate for chloral,

all cases jirefeiring it to chloroform. The patient

vas in favor of chloroform, but the doctor induced

lim to substitute chloral. Everything was made
•eady and the chloral was administered in unknown
Xuantities, as he, the doctor, poured out the salt in

lis hand and poured it in a goblet, made the solution

md gave two or more doses. (?) As the j)atient be-

anie insensil:)le, a thorough examination of the

istula was made, which he never woidd submit to

before, and it was found there was either tubercular

)r cancerous complication. At this stage of the

proceedings the patient became blanched and cya-

osed, the respiration was imi)eded, and other marks
jf dissolution were present. All efforts at restoration

failed, and the patient died. It was known that

one or both lungs were tuberciilous. This was
Ln 1871. There was no autopsy. It was believed,

md so stated by some of the physicians present, that

the patient iirobably took over two hundred grains,

or perhaps more, of the hydrate of chloral, in a

space of time not over two hours."

Another case of death from an overdose of chloral

hydrate may be found in the London Lancet, Febru-

ary 27, 1875, also in the Medical Freati and Circular,

November 12, 1879, the victim being a physician, a

Dr. Win. Hav, a well-known practitioner at Carlisle.

Dr. J. W. F. AVebb, of Liberty, Miss., writes me
of two deaths fi-om chloral hydrate occun-ing near

that place. One was that of a physician who be-

lieved that chloral was harmless in any dose, took

480 grains, and paid the penalty of his ignorance

with his life.

r. JoUyt {Bajier. uerztl Intell.-Iilalt) states that,

in the course of two years, during which he has em-
ployed the hydrate of chloral in the treatment of the

insane, he had met with two cases of sudden death

foUowiug its use. The dose was in each case below

the average, and the drug was chemically pure. The
patients during life presented no contra-indications

to the use of the remedy. One had taken chloral at

night for four evenings in siiccession. On the fifth

evening after taking it the respiration and circulation

at once ceased. The necropsy showed ana-mia of the

brain, acute oedema of the lungs, liyper:emia of the

abdominal organs, a perfectly healthy heart and ves-

sels, and dark fluid blood.

In the other case chloral had been given twelve

days in succession, with the effect of producing sleej},

after a short stage of excitement. On the thirteenth

day the patient died, after some stertorous breathing,

a quarter of an hour after the dose. There was

found moderate ledema of the lungs ; blood was

fluid, and normally distributed ; the heart was large

and flabby, and its muscular stnicture was pale but

not friable.

Prof. Nathan R. Smith rei)oits * a case of death

from 180 grains of chloral in divided do.ses. The
same gentleman reports another case where death

was caused by chloral after a sixbcutaneoiis injection

of morphia.
Win. 15ragg, of Brooklyn, aged twenty-seven years,

worn out with watching a sick father, saw a bottle

labelled "Hydrate of Chloral;" sent to the drug
store and had it tilled, took ninety gi'ains, and died.

(Coroner's jury censured druggist.

t

Dr. T. (i. Finnell % reports the case of a ballet girl,

aged twenty-tliree years, who al)orted at six months.

Little hemorrhage, and patient seemed doing well.

Somewhat restless. Attending physician, to procure

sleep, gave about 3 ss. chloral at 10 a.m. Slept well.

Dose repeated by husband, according to the doctor's

orders, at 8 p.m.
' Half an hour later the woman died.

The friends noticed that after tlie first dose sIk^ be-

came cold, and that after the second the coldness

suddenly became alarming, when she died.

At the autojisy, fourteen hours after death, the

weather being intensely cold, and the body being

kept in a cold room, Dr. Finnell was surprised to find

marked evidences of decomposition—even more than

that found in bodies of persons dying of sunstroke

in hot weather. Only the abdominal and pehdc cav-

ities could be examined, owing to interference of

friends. Everything was found i)erfectly healthy.

Members of the Pathological Society, before whom
the history of the case was read, Avere of the opinion

that no conclusions could l)e drawn from it, owing to

the imperfection of the autopsy and the fact that no

inquiry had been made as to the purity of the drug.

Dr. Edward Bradley, of this city, writes me of a

case where 240 gi-ainsVere taken for suicidal pur-

poses with success.

Death fi-oni 480 grains in an hour's time is reported

in the Pharmacentiad Journal, July 2, 1870.

Dr. G. G. Davis, Frewsburg, N. Y., writes, but can

give no particulars, of a case where fifteen grains

l)roved fatal. It was given to quiet sleeplessness of con-

sumption. The coroner's jury decided that death was

due to the chloral. It occun-ed near Pittsburg, Penn.

In the JoKrn<d of P><iic]ioli)(/ic((l Medicine, for 1871,

Dr. Geo. C. Needliam reports a case of death from

chloral. The lady, a very nervous and excitable wo-

man, was seen l)y'Dr. Needham, who called Dr. AYm.

A. Hammond iii consultation in November. He
found the retinal vessels, especially the veins, en-

larged, tortuous, and increased in number, and was

of the o])inion that there was a condition of passive

cerebral congestion i)resent, and that there was a

strong hysterical diathesis existing in the patient.

He recommended chloral hydrate for this condition.

This drug, with potass, bromid. and zinc, oxid., was

used with apparent l)enelit. A seton was also put in

the nape of the neck. This in Feln-uary.

In October she became again worse, being ex-

tremely violent, due to the circumstances attending

the death of a relative. Her condition being appar-

ently the same as in the preceding fall he ordered

chloral. On the day before taking chloral she had

had 115 gi-ains potass, bromid., and was strongly un-

der its influence. The chloral was put up by a reli-

able dniggist in the doctor's presence. He gave in

all six doses, a part of each dose being spilled in

giving. On the 21st October she had two doses,

thirty gi-ains each ; on the 22d the same ; on the 23d

three doses, same ; in all, 210 gi-ains.

* N. Y. Medical Record. 1871. i>. 37!^.

t Ibid , 1S72. p. .324.

* Boston Medical and Surijical Journal, 1871.

t N. Y. Medical IIkcokd. 1871, p. 134.

t Il>id., p. Itl. _
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She wiiH fournl Hl(«t'i)iiiK on tho 'J'id, nl.so at two
visits on tlu' 'J.Wl. On the 24tli lie ht'i-anif iilarnied

at her i)roh)ngoil sh'<']», and cMnh'avonMl to awaken
her. In tliis he was only jiaitiallv successful. I'lilse,

lOH ; respiration, '21. Pn|iils moderately contra<'ted.

Did not respond to calling or any irritation. Three
subcutaneous injections of strychnia (one-thirtieth

gn\in each) were given during night of '24th. Breath-
ing 2H-;$(t, somewhat stertorous ; catarrhal accumu-
lations in fauces. Pulse, 1(»H-11(), strong l)ut not
full. Pupils contracted. Some voluntan- motion of
HiuIks slight during <hiy ; more j>ronounced during
niglit. At 4 .\.M.. 'jr)th, jtinie of last injection of
strychnia, she grew worse. Pulse, 12(1. Tempera-
ture of head slightly diminished. Died at :5.55 p.m.,

couuitose.

Autopsy, six houi-s after death. Head alone ex-
amined. Made by Dr. T. M. IJ. Cross, Resident
Physician New York State Hospital for Diseases of
the Nervous System. No^ traces whatever of previ-
ous inflammation.

" Tlie ves.sels of the ]>ia mater were enormou.sly
enlarged and gorged with blood, and there were very
many more of them visil)le than are seen in a normal
brain. In the meshes of this vascular membrane
there was intiltrated a sero-gelatinous exTidation,

more marked along the course of the arteries and
veins than elsewhere, and which appeared to l)e in
the ai"achnoid, but this was not the case." Cerebrum
normal, save for excess of blood. No fluid in ventri-
cles. Blood present in very marked excess.

" The pons varolii was surrounded by such a plexus
of capillaries that its tissue proper could hardly be
distinguished. All the sinuses of the brain were,
like the longitudinal, completely tilled with blood."
The ganglia, cnira, choroid jilexuses, nerves, and all

other parts abnormally vascular, otherwise normal.
Blood in vessels more or less coagulated, but no nij)-

ture and no extravasation found.
There had been suspicion of heart disease bv a

physician who had jn-eviously attended her, but Dr.
Needham had examined the chest several times, and
could find nothing.

If it was not for the theory that chloral acts by
transformation into chloroform. Dr. N. would believe
that the lady was killed by the cumulative action of
the drug.
He says, also : "It seems to me not unlikely that

it will be found dangerous to administer the full dose
of chloi-al immediately after the suspension of a long
course of bromide of potassium, since the power of
the latter to contract the cerebral vessels must tend
to diminish their natural contractility, and the reac-
tion therefrom may allow of so great an increase of
the normal jirimary ett'ect of the cliloral as to pro-
duce fatal congestion."
This is negatived by the case of an epileptic boy

(Hammond), who took 75 gi-s. cldoral, with benefit,
daily, for fifteen days. He had j^reviously been ujDon
the bromides.
Dr. Schlangenhausen, First Asst. Phys. to the Lu-

natic Asylum, Hall, Tyrol, reports* two cases of
death, possibly from cliloral hydrate. In one, a hard
drinker, death followed two doses (60 and 30 gr.) in
an hour's time. The dmg was given to quiet very
severe delirium. The autopsy showed acute oedema
of the brain.

In the other case, that of an insane lady, aged
forty-five years, who had been using chloral for some
months in daily doses of 2 grammes, death took

• By letter.

j)la<'e four liours after a dose of CO grains. Aiitojtsy

showed chronic hyilrocejihalus, with liypertroi)hy oJ

the heart and njitral insufliciency.

Dr. ^Villis P. King, of Sedalia, Mo., writes me ol

a woman who was given 4(( gi'ains to jjroduce ann-s-

thesia suflicient to permit the extraction (jf a tooth,

She was twenty-eight years old, and liealthy. The
dose was repeated in twenty minutes (80 grs. in all).

She j)assed rapidly into ])rofound coma, with raj)id

pulse, cold extremities, danjmy perspiration, et<'.,

and died within an hour. No autopsy. The physi-

cian ran away.
A physician in New Ham])shire sends me the de-

tails of a case where a i)atient, who had used mode-
rate do.ses of the following when necessarj', took
one-half of it at one dose :

IJ . Chloral hydi-ate ? iij.

Potass. 1 iromid ? iv.

Morphia- sulph gr. vi.

Ext. belladonnje ... gr. iij.

Aq 2 iv.

Patient was insensible in fifteen minutes, and died
with all the symptoms of chloral- poisoning, desjnte
the most approved treatment. He i-allied for a time
under atropia, l)ut finally sank. This case was re-

ported in the Boston Med. and Surg. Journal foi

Ajn-il, 1879, and the amoiint of chloral erroneously
made 3 iij. instead of r iij.

The following letter from Dr. John Bowen, Resi-

dent Physician at Riverside Hospital, New York
city, exi)lains itself

:

" I have known of three deaths which I attriV)ut€

to chloral. The patients were all cases of chronic
mania, in good physical condition, and the dmg wat
given at night to jn-event them from making a noise
The amount given could not be reliably ascertained
It was prescribed by an associate in gr. xx. doses
and left with a night nurse, with dii-ections to re]ieai

it in an hour if necessary. In each instance the pa-

tient was found dead by a day nurse, on entering
the room next morning. In one instance the jm
tient was sitting in a corner of the room. She
had evidently been dead for several hours, as th<

body was cold and stiff. In each of the.se cases ]

made an autopsy. There was in every case a large

black clot filling the right ventiicle of the heart
The other organs, including the brain and cord, wer<
perfectly noimal to the naked eye, and nothing coulc

be found to account for death. As aU of these casei

occurred in the sei-vice of the same night nurse, anc
there was an absence of anything else to account fo]

death, the inference is that she gave the medicini
in larger doses, oftener, and at shorter inten'als thai

was directed, and the jjatients becoming quiet, sh(

did not again enter their rooms, and thus they wen
not discovered until next morning.

Dr. R. Hazlehurst, of Brunswick, Gra., reports (bj

letter) a case of death from 125 grains, taken without
medical advice.

Habitual users of the drug often take an overdose
with fatal results. Such a case is reported (bj

letter) by Dr. F. B. Florentine, of Saginaw, ^lijh
The patient, a lady, in this instance, however, tool

an enormous dose, 240 grains, jirobably with the in
tention of committing suicide. She died. Dr. Flo-

rentine was called too late to be of any service.

Death from 130 grains,* and from 125 grains,! sole

fireely by a driaggist to an habitue, is reiJorted ; alst

* Lancet. April 21. 1877.

it Ibid., Januan- 22, 1876.'
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in unknown quantity with clilorodyne ;* also another
case, quantity xmknown.f
A medical student was in the habit of taking chlo-

ral hydrate in large anioimt to procure sleep. One
night he took ninety grains, from which lie died.^

The I>ri/ish ^f('(/ioll Joitrmi/^, i-oinnun\tmg on the
death of Dr. Mercer from chloral, ])()ints out that sci-

entific opinion inclines to the view that chloral hy-
drate, when taken continuously for some tinu^ ovcni

in moderate doses, exercises a paralyzing influence

over the vaso-motor nervous system, and leads to a
failure of the heart's action. This eliect may occur
suddenly without any serious warning, and it is

thought not improbal)le that in some cases in which
it has been assumed that because death su])tn'Vened,

an excessive (juantity of the drug had been taken, the
assumption has l)een groundless. It may have been
that the ordinary dose had been adhered to, but that

the cumulative weakness which its oft-repeated ac-

tion had induced, ended in the stojipage of the vital

processes.

Dr. J. H. Huglies, of St. Louis, Mo., the talented
editor of the A//t'»/st whI JVeiiro/or/is/, writes :

" Sev-
eral cases—not less than five— of sudden death, ap-
parently from heart-paralysis, in persons who had
become chloral habituates, and had become accus-

tomed to take the drug ad UhituDi. They were under
no physician's treatment at the time."

Dr. A. Atkinson, of Baltimore, rejoorts, by letter,

a death from sixty grains of chloral, that occurred
in the practice of another physician.

The death-rate from this cause among alcoholic

subjects is large, partly, i)erhaps chiefly, because
through ignorance and rashness they take the drug-

in enormoiis doses, and partly because, owing to con-

. tinned debauch the system, esjiecially the vascular,

is so weakened as to be unable to withstand the ef-

fect of so powerful a drug.
The following is kindly sent me by Dr. A. Ady, of

Logansport, Indiana, who clip^jed it from the (Cin-

cinnati Commercial of June 13, 1880 :

Death fkom CnLORAi,.—Ottmer Hill, a pnnter,
who had worked in nearly all the German printing' offi-

ce.s in this city, died suddenly, yesterday afternoon, iu

his room in the third story of No. 21 Woodward Street.

He had been a hard drinker, and addicted to the use of

hydrate of chloral. Yesterday he swallowed a large

quantity at a dose, whether in a fit of delirium or with
suicidal intent is not known, but it caused his death.

Dr. A. R. Griffiths, of Oil City, Pa., has sent me a

copy of the Oil Citti Derrick, in which is related a

death, from an overdose of c^hioral, in an alcoholic

subject who had been on a three weeks' spree. He
took about 200 grains at one dose and died.

Dr. Geo. C. Catlett, of the Lunatic Asylum, St.

Joseph, Mo., states
II
that he knows of three well-

authenticated cases where death ensued from ordi-

nary doses of chloral hydrate in delirium tremens.

No particulars are given.

Dr. Hugh Norris reports If the case of a lady, aged
forty-six years, who was addicted to the use of liqu(n-.

He gave her chloral for hysteria and spinal irrita-

tion. She continued its use herself. She took 712

grains in nine days, 2(50 grains of which was taken

within thirty-five hours. Death sudden. Pupils di-

* Lancet. Octc ber 4, ISTO.

tlbW, September 1, 18T7; also Ibid.. Oetober 14, 1870.

t Medical Times and Gazette, April 5, \h~?>.

§ Drugg'ipts' (^ircnlar, April, 1877.

II
New York JIkdical Record, 1870, p. 4.30.

•f Lancet. May. 1871.

lated. No abnormality of any organ suiricient to ac-
count for death. No congestion of the brain.

In the London Lnva't for October 20, 1S77, is giv-
en the case of a drnnlien woman who took an over-
dose of chloi-al and died ; and in the same journal
of December 7, 1872, another death from 400 gi-ains,

l)rescribed by a druggist, is given. The lalinglou.

(lazetli\* May 5, 1872, records the death of a man
from forty grains of chloral and forty gtt. tinct.

oi)ii., taken after a spree, for the imrpose of "taper-
ing oft'."

Dr. C. T. Jowett, of this city, tells me of the case
of a young man aged thirty-five years, suft'ering from
acute alcoliolismus. H(! ordered for him a nuxture
containing ;500 grains of cidoral. The ))atient out-
witted his attendants, took the whole amount in four-

teen hours' time, getting 120 grains at one dose. Ho
died.

Dr. S. Barruch, of Camden, S. C, writes me of

the case of a young man who died from the eft'ects of

a dose of eighty grains taken at the end of a si)ree to

quiet nervousness.
Dr. A. P. Brown, of Jefferson, Texas, writes me of

three cases of death from chloral in drunkards.
Amount taken not known.

Dr. Carroll. t of the United States Army, relates in

the Medical Timex the case of an inebriate who took,

at one dose, an ounce of chloral with suicidal intent.

He died. Autojisy revealed fatty degeneration of the
heart and liver.

Dr. James Perrigo, of Montreal, Canada, wi-ites me
of the case of an old tipjjler who is sui:)iJosed to have
died from the use of this dnig. He had been on a

spree for five weeks, and in trying to stop took a dose
of chloral and died.

Dr. William G. Wilson, Assist. Surgeon, U.S.A.,
Fort Niagara, Youngstown, N. Y., writes me of two
cases of death : one, a surgeon in the United States

army, who died from a dose of sixty grains. He was
a hard drinker. The other was a stout, healthy sol-

diei', who was brought to the post hospital. Fort
Brown, Texas, in the spring of 1871, suft'ering from
an attack of delirium tremens. 'After an emetic had
been given and had acted, thirty grains of chloral was
administered. It did not produce sleej), but in the
course of an hour the patient died suddenly. Dr.
Wilson says :

" Though the case was reported as a

death from delirium tremens, I have always, since I

became acquainted with the eft'ects of chloral, been
more and more convinced that his death was the re-

sult of the drug."
(To be continued.)

Nephro-lithotomy is an operation wdiicli has re-

cently been successfully performed, for the first time,

upon a healthy kidney, by Mr. Henry Morris. The
disease was nephritic colic. The i)resence of a

stone was susptMded, and incision being made an
oxalate-of-lime calculus weighing thirty-one grains

was removed from the pelvis of the kidney. The
case was especially important, because^ it showed
that a healthy kidney could be cut into without ex-

citing hemorrhage or causing a urinary fistula. The
facts established by INIr. ]\Iorris will doubtless lead

to a more frecpient emjiloyment of the operation.

Even in case the diagnosis proves false, and ni)on ex-

posure of the kidney no stone is found, no harm need
ensue, for the wound readily heals and the counter-

irritation produced by it has a beneficial effect.

Lancet, May 11, 1872.

t Druggist's Circular and Gazette, February, 1879.
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FACTS AM) FKilRKS OX CKHKIiliAI.
'I'llKK'MO.MKTRV.

]Jy I:. W. AMIDOX, M.l).,

NKW YORK.

I>nKiN<i i\w last f«>\v moiitliM (U>ci(l«'(l s(r('|)ti«'isiii Ims
bo»'n eviiiciHl on tlic jmrt of iiiiuiy iiicilical iikmi iiiul

jonnuils us to the value of cranial tt'iiip(!iatur('s as an
indication of ttMupcnitiire chanfj^cs in the nn(l('rlyin<^

brain. This widcspreatl scopticisni had its orij^in

in the results of experiments jxTfonned by M. Fran-
cois Frank, of Fans, eoinninnieated to tlu; Society of

Biolof^y of Faris, and published in the I'nxpu's miili-

vdl of Faris, .fune r»th and "idth, and in the (iuzi't/a

meiliiulf of Faris, Jtily .'{, ISHO, and cpioted in tiie

London Lam-ft. Au}^ust'21, iSHO, the Ani>-rii(tii.li>urn(d

of fiutaniti/, July, l>SS(t, and the Jmn-n'if i>f .Vrrroits

and Af>mf'(il /hsl-iis.-s, October, ISHO.

The experiments referred to were intended to as-

certain the exact condu(;tibility of the cerebral en-
velopes to heat.

Tile experimenter heated the internal surface of
human skiills by jdacinpf thorn over a box of hot
water, by j)assing hot water tliroufi;]! a coil of lead
pipe laid against the dura mattn-, or, in living dogs, by
the load coil or injection of hot water into the brain
itself.

Knowing the temperature of the water applied in-

ternally, he sought by thermometers externally aj)-

plied to ascertain the exact conductibility of the
cerebral envelopes. Through fresh bone 8 mm.
thick he obtained in fifteen minutes no rise of tem-
perature by injecting water the temjjerature of wliich
had risen one degree (C). 2° internal elevation
produced a doubtful v'ii° externally ;

3"" internal ele-

vation caused ,\
^ externally ;

4° internal elevation
caused i^ externally; and 5° caused /„° external
rise. He found abont the same resistance mani-
fested by the skin, and so we see if we i)ut the dura
mater, skull, and scalp together, making in all abont
10 mm. of tissue, it would necessitate an internal
elevation of 6^ (C.f to canse an elevation externally
of -i\° (C). He arrived at almost identical conclu-
sions from his experiments on living dogs, and con-
cludes that the cei'ebral envelopes are such excessively
bad i-onductors of heat that cranial thermometry can
hardly be accepted as any indication of cerebral tem-
peratures. Knowing that, if M. Frank's experiments
were correct, all our deductions from cerebral ther-
mometry, clinical, pathological, and i>hysiological,
were worthless, I resolved to repeat them.
My first experiment, in which I was aided by Pro-

fessor E. C. Seguin and Dr. AV. K. Birdsall, consisted
in thrusting a coil of lead tube through the brain
against the dura mater of the human head, in inject-
ing warm and hot water through this coil and noting
by surface thermometers placed on the shaved scalp
any external rise of temjjerature. It was noted that
quite hot water had to be injected for a long time
(fifty minutes) before even a small external rise took
place.

It was then remarked by Professor Seguin that the
lead pipe was an excessively jjoor conductor of heat,
and on examination it was found that while very
warm water was circulating through the tul)e the
surface of the tube was hardly warm to the touch.
For this reason alone all of M. Frank's experiments
with the lead tube ought to be disregarded, for while
the conductibility of gold is 1000, that of lead is only
179, and hence entii-ely unfitted for such an exi)eri-
ment, unless its resistance was calculated.

To obviate this objection I next emjiloyed injec-

tions of warm water against tlie t/i/ru innh'r itsf/f by
means of a glass tulie, open at fnie end ami closed at

th(! other ])y a cork tliroiigli which jiassed two i)ii)eH,

The open end of the tube r«^sted against the; tlura

mat<>r (see Fig. 1 ) ;

while through one
tube warm water waH
iiij(!cted by means of

a l)ulb-syringe, from
the other the water
again escai)ed. By
this means a cf)n.stant

stream of warm water
was fonred against the
internal surface of the
dura mater. The tt;m-

perature of the water
injected was denoted
by a thei'mometer ly-

ing all the time in the
recepta<'le frf)m whi(!h

it came, while the ex-

ternal variations were
marked Ijy a surface

thermometer i)laced

on the shaven scalp

directly over the mouth of the glass tube. The re-

sults of an experiment in wliich I was aided by Pro-
fessors Heguin and Maiy Putnam-Tacobi and Doctors
A. li. ]3all and W. R. Birdsall will be narrated in

full detail with an explanatory chart.

The dura mater, skull, and scalj) were warmed in a
water-bath to the temperature of 95.5' F. (35.8 C),
Then injection of water at the temjierature of 117.5"

F. (4:7.5° C.) was commenced. In six minutes the
temperature of the injected water had fallen to 117°

F. (47 C), while the surface of the scali> had warmed
f ' F., standing at 96.25° F. (35.7' C). In the next

I'IG. 1.

'f
MhMMmAlkh'ikiM!V,tVnMMAM.-i]ki,M^k

IMIMl

nil
nil
nil
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IPII
IMI
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IMI
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i£ll
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lk«l
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IIHIII
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ii«
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two minutes the temi)erature of the water had fallen

1°, while the external temperature had risen over f
F., and so on till at the end of nineteen minutes the
water internally had fallen to 110 F. (43.37=^ C),
while the exteraal thermometer indicated 97" F.
(36.2° C). At this point the water was allowed to
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<jool dovvii to !*'.». 5° F. (:57.5 (J.), when the external
thermometer indicated HHIy' F. (;{1.5 ('-.). At tliis

time the water injected Avas rapidly heated to ascer-

tain the length of time consumed by the heat in

traversing the cerebral enveloi)es. The n^sults of

this second experiment are depicted in the accom-
panying chart, whei-e the higher tnirve denotes the
internal, while the lower denotes the external tem-
peratures which were read liy I'lofessor Seguin.

In the first two minutes, while the water rose 1.5^

F. the surface fell 1.25" F. At the fourth minute the
water stood at 102.5 F., ;{!).2 C, while the external

temperature had fallen another .25° F. (to 87° F.,

31° C). At i\\e Jiflli minute, however, the water hav-
ing already attained the temperature of 107.5^ F.
(41.9 ' C. ), the surface temperature began to rise. This
rise shows that the length of time consumed by the

heat in travei-sing the cerebral envelo])es is about five

minutes, which is singularly in accord with most ex-

periments on living subjects. During the next fifteen

minutes, while the water oscillated from 111' F.
(43.9° C), to 107.5° F. (41.9° C), the external tem-
pei*atui"e gradually rose to 92° F. (33.4° C), making
an external rise of 5° F. (3° C), to corresijond to an
internal i-ise of 8.5° F. (4.5° C).
At this time, the twentieth minute of the experi-

ment, the temi)eratnres stood—internal, 107.5' F.

(41.9° C.) ; external, 92^ F. (33.4° C.) ; and the water
was again suddenly heated in eight minutes, the tem-
pei-atiu-es reaching—internal, 122.5° V. (50° V,.) ; ex-

ternal, 95° F. (35° C).
From this time the water was allowed to gradually

cool, the external temperature continuing to rise

until it attained, four minutes after the maximum
internal temperature was reached, the temperature
of 97.5° F. (3G.4° C). From that time till the end
of the experiment both temperatures gradually sank,

the internal much faster, till, at the hundredth min-
ute, the water internally stood at 99° F. (37.25 C),
while the external temperature Avas 87° F. (30.75° C).
A careful compilation of this and other similar ex-

periments, not inserted, demonstrates the following

facts

:

1st. That heat can be transmitted through the
dead human cerebral envelopes in very ai)precial)le

quantities.

2d. That it is better transmitted when the envel-

opes are themselves warmed to more nearly simulate

the living textures (see first and second part of above
experiment).

3d. That the rise of temperature commences ex-

ternally in from four to eight minutes after the in-

ternal elevation, and attains its maximum in fi-om

eight to twelve minutes, and that the fall of the two
temperatures pursue the same course.

4th. The average of eighty temperatures taken
shows a ratio of the internal temperatures to the ex-

ternal of 2 : 1.

This ratio is much diminished when the media are

warmed, hence it is natural to suppose that in the

warm, living state the ratio would be smaller still.

I take great jileasure in bringing these data, cor-

roborated by such observers as Jacobi, Segiiin, liall,

and Birdsali, before the medical pnlilic, and contend
that these results, carefully ascertained as they were,

give our long and tenderly cherished cerebral ther-

mometry a new lease of life.

It is now nine months since I i)Til)licly announced
my conviction that willed muscular movements
caused a rise of temperature on the opposite side of

the head. Decided o])position has met this assertion

on many sides, but I still assert the fact. M. Paul

Bert {J'rof/ri'fi luri/iail. May 1, ISHO) and M. Francois
Frank {(luzi'lte nu'dicnh', >luly 3, 1880) assert that they
have performed the experiment with comj)l<ite fail-

ure. Let me here insert the tal)ulat(Hl result of an
experinuint ])orforme(l in i\\e. presence of Drs.

Fig. 3.—Curves of cranial temperatures during willed muscular
movements : R, temperature of right, Tj, of left parietal region.

Thomas A. McBride and William H. Halsted, at 5

P.M. on Tuesday, December 7, 1880.

The exjieriment was performed in the laboratory

of Dr. McBride, and the temperatures were read by
him.
The tem2Jerature of the room was 56" F. (12.5° C).

The subject was a vigorous boy of sixteen, with close-

cut hair. A surface thermometer Avas placed on each
parietal region, 40 mm. to either side of the median
line, and 195 mm back from the root of the nose, or

45 mm. behind the bregma. At the expu-ation of

about fifteen minutes the maximum elevation of

temperature had taken plai-e and the temperature of

the right parietal region was 93.5' F. (34.2° C), AvhUe

the left was 93° F. (33.9' C). At that time vigorous

contraction of the right biceps and triceps com-
menced, and the resulting temi^eratures recorded

every minute are best shown in the accompanying
table.

By consulting this chart it A\dll be seen that the

temperature on the same side as the moA'ements fell

during movements until the sixth minute, and then
rose until the ninth minute, Avhen it attained an ele-

vation of i° F. higher than when it started.

The temperature on the opi)osite i)arietal region,

however, rose in the first two minutes, and again

from the fifth to the seventh, till at the seventh min-
ute it had attained an elevation of 1" F. higher than
it Avas when movements commenced.

In exijeriments i)roperly performed I have found
the invariable results :

1st. That within the first two minutes a fall of tem-

perature takes place on the same side of the head as

the muscular movements.
2d. That this fall continues during the succeeding

four or five minutes, and mav attain the amount of

1°F.
3d. That at the end of the sixth or seventh minute

it begins to rise, and at the eighth to the fifteenth
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ininuto will rt»f?,iin its old position, and even, per-

liiips. a slightly hi^;her one.

4tli. That tlio tcii»))(>mtnn» on tho side of tlio head
opposite tho muscular niovonuMits sonictinios sli^^htly

falls at tirst, l>ut on or liffoio the fifth or sixth niiii-

utf li«'gins to rise, and liimlly attains a temi)eratnro

\ to 1° V. higher than it start«'d with.

Thes«> results are deduced from an immense num-
])er t»f observations, and must be exi)lained as each

one .sees tit. I myself adduce no theory to exj>lain

them. One thing, however, I will say, and that is, if

tids rise of temperature is jiroduced by cerebral ac-

tivity (and the time of the commencement of the rise

of temi)erature, after the movements commence, is

identical with the time consumed by the heat of

water to traverse the c-erebral envelopes), the ulti-

mate rise of temj)erature on the same side nmy be

caused by ditiuse radiation from the oi)posite side

—the brain, as is well known, being a good conductor

of heat.

A final word as to the cautions to be exercised to

make an experiment succeed :

1st. The subject should be strong.

'2d. The movements nmsl he vigorous.

;{d. The hair must be thin or short.

•4tli. The temperature of the room low (5G°-G0^ F.,

12.5°-16° v..) and equable.

Hcyorts of Qospitals.

PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL, NEW YORK.
SER^^CE OF Dr. ALFRED C. POST.

COSIPOT'XD FRACTURE OF THE .SKILL—URGENT SYMP-
TOMS OF CEREBRAL IRRITATION PROMPTLY RELIEVED
BY VENE.SEfTION — AMPUT.\TION OF HU'-JOINT FOR
RAILROAD INJURY—PERINEAL AB.SCESS—RETENTION
OF URINE.

I SEND you a report of a few cases which came
under my care, during my attendance in the Presby-
terian Hospital in the month of August. I am in-

debted to John A. Wells, M.D., late house surgeon,
for full notes of the cases included in the report.

C'.\.SE I.— Comjiouiiil Frctdiire of the Skull.—Ed-
ward Monroe, aged four years, admitted to Presby-
terian Hospital, August 2, 1880. One hour before
his admission he fell out of a third-stor^- window,
striking his head on an iron spike. On admission
there was found to be a compound comminuted,
depressed fracture of the frontal bone on the right
side. There was a small incised wound under the
right eye and there was moderate eechymosis in

the same region. There was a jjretty copious oozing
of serous fluid from the right ear. As the patient
was sufltei-ing fi-om the shoi-k of the injuiy, stimu-
lants were administered.

I saw the patient the same evening, and enlarged
the wound by a crucial incision, so as to expose the
fracture fully to >'iew. "With the aid of a rongeur I

removed the bony mai'gin overlapping the depressed
fragments, which I then removed with forceps from
the surface of the dura mater, which was exposed to
view and found to be uninjured. The wound was
lightly filled with lint soaked in carbolic acid 1 to 40.

August 3d.—The patient is semi-comatose, but
can be aroused so as to take nourishment.

August 4th.—Patient remains in about the same
condition. Temperature has not risen above 100 .

August r)th.—Stupor has increased. Respiration

has become sighing, ('onvulsions have HUjxTvened

Temperature has ris(;n to lOf) ; pulse, l(i((. Tin

w«*t i»ack was a]>])1ied, with ice to tho head. Five

grains su!i)hate i|uinin(f adnnnistered ])er rectum

Jii half an hour temi)eratnre was reduced to lOIi
,

but it soon rose again, and the patient died in con

vulsions at 7. MO a.m., .\ugu.st (ith.

Autopsy twelve hours after death. Considerable

eechymosis was found in the ti.ssues of the orbii

around the right eye. lieneath the cnicial incision,

tlirough the integnmcsnt, there was an irregidar

opening in the fnmtal bone of the size of a silver

half-dollar. When tlie seal]) was removed, ther<

was found efiusion of l)lood behind and above tin

middle of the right i)arietal bone. The sinuses and
veins of the dura nmter were fully distended with

blood, and contained a discolored coagidnm which

could be drawn out in long strings. With tlie removul

of the dura mater there was an escape of bloody

senim aroimd the opening in the frontal bone.

Betw(>en it and the dura mater there were a number
of small fragments of bone, but there was no marked
injuiy to the membranes. All over the convexity of

the right hemis))here was a layer of coagulated

blood of very dark color. The vessels of the pia

mater and arachnoid were deeply congested, l>ut

there was no evidence of actual inflammation at any
point. When the brain had been removed, consid-

erable bloody fluid remained behind in the sijinal

canal and the posterior fossa;. Ai-ound the right

jugular foramen was a large mass of dark coagtdated

blood. Sections through the brain- substance showed
the whole of the brain in a state of deep congestion,

the puncta vasculosa being veiy jM-ominent, and
blood and little i>lugs of coagula oozing from many
of them. Each lateral ventricle contained about an
ounce of bloody senim. An in-egular fracture ex-

tended from the ojiening in the frontal bone back-

ward and inward, across the orbital plate of the

frontal and ethmoid bones, terminating in the

median line at the junction of the ethmoid and sjjhe-

noid bones. Another fracture extended inward and
backward through the outer extremity of the lesser

wing of the sphenoid to the junction with the greater

wing, thence backward and outward across the gieat

wing to the middle of the srpiamous portion of the

temporal bone and the middle fossa of the skull,

and thence through the petrous portion of the tem-
poral bone, and finally terminating in the jugular

foramen. The length of the fracture, following all

its curves, was about eighteen centimetres.

In reviewing this case it is proper to obsen'e that

although the early .symjjtoms were not of extreme
severity, yet the oozing of serous fluid from the ear

rendered it highly probable that there was a fracture

through the petrous jjortion of the tempoi-al bone,

and suggested the probability of a fatal termination.

Case II.— (Mucnasion of the Brain—Dislocation of
Head of Femur on Dorsum Ilii— Urgent Si/mjytoms of
Cerebral Irritation jiromplh/ relieved hy Venesectiom.—
Walter Naughton, aged thirty years ; manied ; con-
ductor on elevated railroad ; admitted to Presby-
terian Hospital, August 28, 1880. He is a man of

very nervous temjierament, but of strictly temperate
habits. Half an hour before his admission he had
sustained a vers* severe blow in the right temi)oral
region, by striking his head against one of the pillars

of a station on the elevated road. The train was
running at full speed at the time, the jjatient leaning
over the guard-rail. The force of the blow was .suf-

ficient to cause him to turn a complete somersault,
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landing him on the platform. The left hip struck
against the guard-rail. While the patient was being
brought to the hospital he had a convulsion with free

vomiting. On admission, his pupils were found to be
normal, but there was very marked cerebral irritation

indicated by extreme restlessness, jactitation, and
impatience of restraint. Blood oozed freely from his
right ear. Tliere was vomiting of food, and after-

ward of blood. The temperature in the axilla was
normal

;
pulse, 100, and full ; surface covered with

clammy perspiration. It was impossible to arouse
him to an intelligent perception of surrounding cir-

cumstances. The left hip was found to be dislocated
on the dorsum ilii. The dislocation was readily re-

duced by Keid's method without the use of an anaes-

thetic. The knees were tied together, to guard
against a recurrence of the dislocation. Five hours
later, viz., at 7 p.m., reaction was established. Tem-
perature, 100'; i^ulse, 112

;
patient was very delirious.

An ice-bag was applied to the head. A full dose of

chloral hydrat. and bromid. potassii was administered
by the rectum. One drop of croton-oil was placed
on the back of the tongue. At 9 p.m., temperatui'e,
101"; pulse, 112. At midnight, temperature, 102^;

pulse, 120 ; wild delirium ; head shaved ; chloral

hydrat. and bromid. potassii repeated per rectum.
On the following morning, at 10 a.m., temperature,

103|°; pulse, 120, and full; noisy delirium. Con-
siderable force was required to prevent the patient
from throwing himself out of bed. Soon after this

I saw the patient for the first time, and ojiened the
median cejihalic vein of the right arm, taking from
the patient twenty fluid-ounces of blood. The violence

of the delirium was abated at once in a marked de-

gree. Chloroform was cautiously administered by
inhalation, until the patient was entirely tranquil-

lized. Two hours after the venesection the temper-
ature had fallen to 100"; pulse, 112. Tlie delirium
had completely subsided, and the patient was sleep-

ing quietly. The oozing of blood from the right ear

continued for thirty-six hours after the injury. Du-
ring the period of seventy hours following the vene-
section the patient was free from delirium, and the
temperature continued below 100°. At the end of

that time he had a severe chill, followed by a rise of

temperature to 103", with a full pulse of 120, and
active delirium. Phlebotomy was again resorted to,

and about ten fluid-ounces of blood were removed.
The delirium at once subsided, and, within an hour,

the temperature was reduced to 100", and the pulse
to 90 beats, the patient sleeping quietly for several

hours. After this time there was no further rise of

temperature. From the first of September the treat-

ment was directed by my colleague. Dr. Briddon.
On the 5th of September a mixture containing iodid.

potassii, gr. xv., tinct. belladonn;e, TT^x., ext. fluid secal.

cornut., 3 ss., and bromid. potassii, gr. x., was directed

to be given once in four hours, and there was gradual
improvement under its use. After a few days the
belladonna and the bromide were omitted from the

prescription. Blisters were applied behind the ears

at intervals of a few days. One month after his

admission the patient was discharged, perfectly

rational, and in excellent general condition. In the
review of this case it appears to me that the favor-

able result is largely to be ascribed to the abstraction

of blood, which on each occasion was promptly fol-

lowed by a marked abatement of the cerebral irri-

tation and of the febrile excitement. There is

scarcely any class of cases in which venesection is

better tolerated, and in which it affords more relief

than in traumatic hypersemia of the encephalon.

There is another feature of interest in this case,
viz., tlie oozing of blood from the meatus auditoriu.s
for the period of thirty-six hours after the injury. A
slight flow of blood from the auditory canal for a
short time after an injury of the head, is not to be
regarded as a grave symptom. But when the san-
guineous discharge is profuse, and especially when
it is long continued, it strongly indicates tlie'^proba-
bility of fracture through the j)etrous i)ortion of the
temporal bone, and unfavorably affects the prognosis.
Case III.

—

CompoH7id (hmminntcd Frdcture of the
Femur and Tibia—Amputalion althc. llip-j(jint—Death
from Shock.—Delia 15enson, aged twelve years. Ad-
mitted to Presbyterian Hospital, August 8, 1880. Her
parents represented that she had enjoyed good health
until the time of the injury. An hour and a half be-
fore her admission she had fallen from the front
platform of a Second Avenue horse-car, tlie wheels
of which i^assed over her left lower extremity.
When she was brought to the hospital she was suf-
fering fi-om the shock of the injury. The hemor-
rhage was very slight, and venous. Pulsation could
be detected in the posterior tibial ai-tery. The
pulse at the wrist was quite distinct. The left lower
extremity was terribly mangled. There was a com-
pound comminuted fracture above the middle of the
femur, a T-shaped fracture through the articular
end of the same, extending into the knee-joint, and
breaking off" the articular cartilages. There was, in
addition, a depressed compound fracture of the up-
per third of the tibia. The soft parts of the thigh
were crushed and mangled from a hand's breadth
below the groin down to the knee, and the integu-
ments of the upper jaart of the leg were also involved
in the injuiy.

I saw the patient in the evening, a few hours after
the injury, and deemed it impossible to save the
limb. The thigh had been bandaged firmly just be-
low the groin to arrest the hemorrhage. I did not
think it safe to remove the bandage, nor to leave it

in place until morning. The injury extended so high
up that the only feasible oiJeration seemed to be
amputation at the hip-joint, and there was not room
to make the anterior flap of the usual dimensions.
I performed the operation by the method recom-
mended by Prof. Wm. H. Van Buren, introducing a
sharp-pointed knife just below the anterior superior
spinous process of the ilium, and bringing out the
point of the instrument through the integument of
the upper and inner part of the thigh near the anus,
cutting downward with the edge of the knife very
near the anterior surface of the thigh-bone, until
there was sufficient si:)ace for my assistant, Dr. Wet-
more—who aided me in the absence of Dr. Wells, the
house surgeon—to introduce his hand into the wound
above the back of the knife, and behind the great
vessels, which he then efficiently compressed between
the hand in the wound and his other hand in front
of the integument. When Dr. Wetmore notified me
that the vessels were under his control, I turned the
edge of the knife forward and completed the anterior
flap, which I was obliged to make considerably shorter
than usual. The flap was then turned upward, and
ligatures were applied to the femoral and profunda,
which i)ulsated distinctly, but from which tliere was
no escape of blood. I then opened the cajjsule of
the joint, divided the ligamentum teres, and made a
posterior flap a little longer than usual, to make up
for the deficiency of the anterior flaj). There was no
bleeding from the vessels of the posterior flap, and
the pulse was imperceptible at the wrist. A hypo-
dermic injection of brandy was at once administered.
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an eiieniii contrtininj? l)mndy vas throwii into tho

rertnin, uiul tlic vupor of nitnto of iiiuvlwiis iidiiiinis-

tort'il by inlmlation, Imt tho ])iiti('iit <liil not riilly,

iind it soon ln-ciuno cviilt'nt tlmt the i)iiticnt luul tliml

from tli(> sli(H-k of tho oporiition Hiipt-rutUiud to that

of tlio injiirv. No tiiitopsy was aUuwoil.

Case IV. —/>»•»•/) I'lriikful Ahscfss— Ritfulinn o^

Urine.— I'lUil Laviil, \vat<-hniaker, uj^ed thirty-two

years, a nutivo of Switzorhuid, niarriod, wasadniitttMl

into the rreshyt<>rian Hosjiitiil, Aupni^t 2'.», IHHO, Ho
had had twoattaoivs of gonorrhoia. The first, two years

before his adniissicjn, was followed by retention of

tirino. Tlie second attack, a year afterward, was fol-

lowed by pjleet, with a diminished and twisted stream.

Ten days before his admission, after exjjosure toeold,

he had a severe rigor, followed by high fever, with

pain and heat in front of the anus, and he could only

void his urine by drojjs. Three days before his ad-

mission a steel sound, twenty-four millimetres in

circumference, was passed through the canal with

dirticulty, followed l>y slight hemorrhage from tho

urethra. On admission to the hospital, the i)atient

had not passed any urine for sixteen hours. Dr.

Wells, tho house surgeon, introduced a soft, flexi-

ble catheter without much dilHculty, and drew oil'

sixteen ounces of high-colored all)uminous urine.

There was decided tumefaction in the iierineura, with

localized heat and throbbing jjain. A mercurial ca-

thartic was administered, followed by an anodyne.
On the following morning I saw the patient for the

first time. I introduced steel sounds up to thirty

millimetres without ditKculty,'aud there was nothing
to indicate that they did not pass freely into the

bladder. I then passed a large silver catheter, but
no urine cathe away, but there was an escape of half

an ounce of thick, ropy pus, tinged with blood. Te-
pid water injected through the catheter came away
clear. "With some diflSculty a smaller silver catheter

was i>assed into the bladder, and eight ounces of

high-colored urine wore drawn off. Several hours
later the patient passed urine without any difficulty,

and the perineal pain was completely relieved. 'The

patient was discharged on the following day, and he
returned a week later with the report that he had
experienced no further difficulty in micturition. All

signs of inflammation in the neighborhood of the

neck of the bladder had disaijpeared.

Singing as a Cause of L'terixe Dlsease.—Dr.
Clifton E. AVing publishes in the Boston Medical and
Surqicdl JuitrniU some very interesting cases relating

to this suV>ject. He had several lady-patients, who
came to him for uterine trouble, and all voluntarily

asserted their belief that the complaints were due to

the "abdominal method" of singing which they had
\

been trying to leam. This consists in the cultiva- I

tion of diaphragmatic respiration at the expense of
j

thoracic. It naturally causes great pressure to be i

put upon the abdominal organs. One Boston teacher '

boasts that by "proper practice" such power may
|

be acquired that if the person be placed back against i

the wall, and a fiill-sized piano be moved up against

the retracted abdomen, the latter, by the " abdomi-
nal method," can be so foi'cibly expanded that the

piano will be pushed rapidly away. The new method
adds greatly to the power of the voice. Dr. Wing
found in the cases examined that it had caused a re-

troflexion or retroversion, with various coincident

ills. He believes that in the "abdominal method"
as now practised we have a fruitful source of uterine

displacement.

projjvfoo of iUctiical Scirncc.

HKMOURIIAnE CAUSED BY THE AciD NiTRATE OF MeR-
riRY. —Dr. Charles ]}. Nancredo rci)ortod to tho
Philadoli>hia County Medical Society, Septembers,
ISSO, an interesting case of hemorrhage caused by
the acid nitrate of mercury, which illustrates the dis-

advantage of ajiplyiiig this remedy to all sores upon
tho i)enis. He had bien called in consultation to see

tho case, and found an alarming hemorrhage from the
dorsal vessels of the penis, which came on after an
api)lication of this caustic. He was obliged to secure
both dorsal arteries by ac-u])re.ssure. Thei'e was sub-
se(piently some return of the hemorrhage, but it was
speedily checked. Sloughing also followed, which
opened the urethia, and required a plastic operation.

Tho patient finally recovered, and has had a healthy
child, so that in all jjrobability the first lesion was
not svphilitic.

—

I'hiitddphia Mcdiatl Times, October
y, 1880.

A CET.iiirT.orD Nose as a Substitute for Ineffec-
tual Khtnopla-sty.—A dentist in Bamberg, Dr. V.
lilumm {liai/er. wrztl. Int.-lUatt, 1H80), recently
modelled a celluloid nasal organ for a patient who
had lost his nose in consequence of lupus, lihino-
jilasty had been tried by Thierscli, but the absence
of the nasal cartilages made the operation an unsuc-
cessful one. The nasal i^assages were kept open by
the introduction of goo.se-quills, and the patient was
in a distressing condition. A plaster-of-Paris model
of the i>arts was first made, and then a wax nose
fitted to the same. This was afterward worked in

celluloid, and two little silver canulsc substituted for

the goose-quills. By a booklet the celluloid nose
was attached to a pair of spectacles. This apparatus
is cleaned twice daily, and occasions so little incon-
venience that the patient does not even remove it at

night.

—

Memorahilien, August 31, 1880.

Elephantiasis of the Leg treated rt Elastic
Bandaging.—At a meeting of the Clinical Society of
London, Dr. Stephen Mackenzie reported a case of
elephantiasis which showed the good effects of elastic

bandapring. Patient, male, aged thirty-three years,

worked always as a farm laborer in Ireland, and was
healthy until present disease. Never had S3"philis.

Had never eaten largely of fish. Ten years ago sus-

tained an injury to the leg, which was much bruised
and swollen. About three years after the accident
the leg \\as noticed to be larger than its fellow, and
from that time to his coming under observation the
limb continued to enlarge. About four times a year,
with a certain degree of regularity, the leg would be-
come acutely worse ; for a few days he would suffer
from nausea, headache, and shivering, and then the
leg would become sore and painful, feeling extreme-
ly hot, and looking red and steaming. After remain-
ing in this state for about a week the surface of the
leg would begin to discharge a clear fluid of offen-
sive smell. When admitted into the London Hospi-
tal, September, 1879, the limb was enormously swol-
len, presenting several large lobulated masses of
oedematous tissue, and the surface was covered with
abrasions of the cuticle and papillary elevations.

There were no enlarged glands. No changes in the
blood or urine. The patient was placed in bed and
Martin's bandage firmly apphed to the leg from the
toes up to the thigh. He was kept in bed, with the
exception of being allowed to go into the garden for
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one hour a day. The (Uminution in the size of tlie

limb from the time the niBber bandages wore applied
was almost nninterniptod and very remarkable. All
the lobulations subsided, and the papillary elevations
disajipeared. A good deal of fluid exuded from the
euticular abrasions, and the decrease in the limb
api^eared to ))e i)roi)ortionate to the fluid discharged.
The patient had no inconvenience fi'om the treat-

ment. Whilst the case probably diflered in its ori-

gin from the tropical ones, from which it differed
also in the absence of filariie in the blood, the dis-

ease reached almost as high a grade as the elephant-
leg of Barbadoes or India. It was found that the
swelling recurred when the bandages were removed,
so that it is probable that the bandages will have to
be worn permanently.

—

3Iedical Press and Circular,

October 13, 1880.

On the Removal of Uterine Tdjioes by Abdomi-
nal Section.—T. Spencer Wells, in his address de-
livered in the Section of Obstetric Medicine, at the
annual meeting of the British Medical Association
in Cambridge, August 13, 1880, introduced a discus-
sion on the I'emoval of uterine tumors by abdominal
section, and stated that since the delivery of the
Hunterian Lectures at the College of Surgeons he
has oi^erated antiseptically, and has had ten cases of

removal, with three deaths and seven recoveries ; also

five cases of incision and puncture, all recoveries ; or
three deaths in fifteen ojierations. His whole ex-

perience amounts to sixty cases : thirty-four of re-

moval, with eighteen deaths and sixteen recoveries
;

twenty-six of incomplete operation, with only one
death. The smaller mortality since adopting anti-

septic precautions is certainly remarkable. In these
operations the risk is very small, indeed, if the at-

tempt end in incision and puncture only, and it may
be exi^ected to become much smaller as experience
increases and the details of the diflerent steps of the
operation are more carefully studied and more fre-

quently practised. He insisted strongly on the ad-
visability of uniting divided edges of iDeritoneum to

each other. When the abdominal wound is united
the peritoneal edges should be brought together, to
insure the complete closure of the peritoneal cavi-

ty, and prevent the admission of fluids oozing from
wounded muscle, fat, and cellular tissue, and also to

prevent contact of intestine and omentum with any-
thing more than peritoneum. He strongly advised,
also, that the peritoneal edges of the divided uterine
Avail should be brought together by sutures along the
whole extent of the gap. Schroder, of Berlin, uses
two rows of sutures : first, one row which closes the
mucous surfaces of the uterine cavity, and is left to

I)as3 away downward by the vagina ; and a second
one, which brings the peritoneal edges of the fundus
and broad ligament together. Hegar, of Freiburg,
has returned to the extra-peritoneal treatment, and
is especially careful to close the peritoneal edges of

the lower part of the opening in the abdominal wall

very accurately around the peritoneal edges of the
uterine stump. Wells prefers the intra-jjeritonoal

treatment, provided the edges of the peritoneum are
accurately brought together. He had recently re-

moved a large fibro-cystic tumor which involved the
fundus and part of the body of the utenis. The pa-
tient was over sixty years of age. The operation
proved successful, which was due jirincipally to the
stitching together of the peritoneal edges of the di-

vided uterine wall, an opening being left for a little

oozing of blood through the vagina.

—

British Medical
Journal, September 4, 1880.

FoREioN BoiuES IN THE IIeotum.—The danger of
introducing foreign bodies into the rectum as a means
of arresting the discharges of dysenteric inflamma-
tions is exemplified by the following cas(!s. M. Ver-
neuil extracted a foreign body from the rectum under
the following conditions : An old soldier, tormented
by the frequent action of the bowels due to a chronic
dysentery, had adopted the habit of blocking up the
rectum by means of a tami)on, in the centre of which
he i)laced a piece of wood. Having neglected on one
occasion to envelop the piece of wood in linen, it

ascended into the rectum, and he w-as unable to ex-
tract it. When seen by Mr. Verneuil the i)iece of
wood was out of reach of the finger in the rectum,
but could be felt in the iliac fossa. In order to
reach it he was compelled to perform linear rectoto-
my, which ho did after the method of Lister, and
succeeded in saving his i)atient. Another case, re-
corded by Dr. Briggs, of Nashville, is that of a man
who introduced into the rectum a large wineglass,
which was removed under an aniesthetic. The glass
was found high \\\y in the rectum, the rim l)eing firm-
ly impacted in the mucous membrane. The posteri-
or wall of the gut was considerably lacerated, but not
perforated, where the glass had been imbedded.
There was no hemorrhage immediately after the
operation, but subsequently the patient lost a con-
siderable quantity of blood, and he succumbed,
thirty-six hours after the operation, to exhaustion
from loss of blood and diarrhoea.

—

Nashville Jonr. of
3Ied. and Surq., October, 1880.

Operation for Hepatic Echinococcus by Thoracic
Incision.—At the eighth meeting of German Surgeons,
Dr. Israel i)resented a patient, aged thirty-two years,
on whom this operation had been successfully per#
formed. Abdominal interference being rendered
impossible on account of the jjushing uj) of tlie dia-
phragm and the high position of the hydatid cyst in
the convexity of the liver, the following j^lan was
adopted : the pleural cavity was first opened and a
portion of the sixth rib excised. The costal and
diaphragmatic pleura) were here in close ai^ijosition,
so that there was little danger of air entering the cav-
ity. Seven days later the diaphragm was incised,
the cut including its peritoneal covering. After
nine days the serous coats of the diaphragm and
liver were found firmly united, and then the hydatid
sac was opened and a silver drainage-tube inserted.
In ten weeks the patient was cured. The author
mentions that traction of the hei:)atic cicatrix occa-
sions the characteristic reflex symptom of pain in
the right shoulder.

—

Memorabilien, August 31, 1880.

Multiple Cutaneous Gangrene due to Cachexia.
—In 1878, Prof. Simon first called attention to this
comparatively rare disease, which for the most jiart

afiects children of various ages, and has a malignant
character. Dr. Eichhoff recently observed a case of
this kind at the Breslau clinic for cutaneous and
syphilitic diseases. The child, three years old, was
first seen in April, and was then suflering from ex-
tensive eczema of the face, breast, and back. Con-
stitutional symptoms were not marked at this time,
and the eczema rapidly yielded to api^ropriate treat-
ment. In May the child was again brought to the
clinic, when its general health was found to be much
depreciated. The back had l[)een covered with dark
red patches, the largest about the size of a millet-
seed. Vesicles soon appeared above these patches,
but they rapidly collapsed, leaving ulcers, which soon
became gangrenous. The sloughing extended deeply
down into the subcutaneous connective tissue. Local
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and constitutional troatmont cauHocl thoso 8louKliin(?

iiku^rs to hoal, with ricatricos rosoml>liiiK thos*! of

variola. Sonio tirno aftor tiiis a coriifiil ulctr <lo-

velopo<l, and siiiuiltanoously with its nppfaninco tiie

hoa<l bfoinio airoctotl with j^an^^ronous ulcerB. The
lattor hlowly liouletl, loiivin^j dcop i-iciitricos. A hgc-

onil oxiu'i'ibiition occmrod in Jiiiio, luul a^nin a cor-

neal nicer was one of tlio coinplicatinns. Tlio oint-

ment, ai)plied locally, consisted of 15 i)arts each of

camphor and myrrh, with UH( j)rtrts of vaseline. The
pathofjenesis of this ail'ection was said to resemble

that of ordinary bedsores. The ai)pcaranco of the

corneal ulcers was exj)lained by the depreciation of

the child's ppneral health and insurticieut vis d tei-go.

— Ih-Htsch Med. W'och., Aufjrust 21, 1880.

Note on Tire EvOLITION of the GASTRO-lNTESTINAIi

Glani>s.—In a communication to the section of /,o()l-

ogv of the Associ(ttio)i /nnn'iiisc pnin' r<ir<incement ties

scifna-s. Dr. ('ondoreau makes known the results of

his researches on the evolution of the gastro-intesti-

nal glands. From a jdiysiological point of view ho
concludes that alimentation should correspond to

the digestive power, which depends upon the degree

of doveloj)ment of the gastro-intestinal glands, and
not upon the age of the being.

From an anatomical standpoint the following con-

clusions are given : 1. In the fcctus the gastro-intes-

tinal mucous membrane is thrown into folds cov-

ered with cuiJ-like epithelia. During the progress
of gestation these folds increase in number and ex-

tent, thus intercepting, as it were, certain spaces.

The form of the latter resembles more and more that

of glands, and in fact the glands originate in this

way. 2. It is only some time after birth that the

t glands ai-e definitively formed. 3. At birth the

glands are still very imperfect. The secreting tu-

bules, agglomerated by the surrounding tissue, are

as yet quite indistinct, but the epithelium is not so

clearly marked as in the fuL'tus or in the newly born
animal. 4. The glands in general, and especially

those of the stomach, gi-adually gi'ow larger until

a<^lult age is reached. During their growth and de-

velopment considerable variations occur in the rela-

tive size of their constituent elements. This propor-
tion may be regarded as definitely established about
the epoch of weaning. 5. During this period the
epithelia undergo remarkable transformations. The
epithelium of the mucous glands, at first very volu-

minous, gradually grows less consi^icuous, and at

length about the period of weaning attains its nor-

mal and permanent size. G. At birth, jjroperly

speaking, the pepsin-cells do not yet exist. The
cells are very minute, and their protoiilasm is hardly
granular. Gradually, however, these cells grow, and
their contents become more and more granular. The
evolution is completed at about the j^eriod of wean-
ing, although even then the cells are rather less

granular than at adult age. About the end of the
first third of the period of their evolution the pep-
sin-cells first begin to biilge out laterally from the
gastric tubules.—La tribune mediadc, August 29, 1880.

The Elastic Lig.ature in Fistula in Ano.—Dr.
A. W. Perry has found the elastic ligature efficient in

the treatment of fistula in those patients who dread
the use of the knife, and records two successful cases
in the San Francisco Western Lancet, October, 1880.

iSolid rubber cord, one-eighth of an inch in diameter
(elastic ligature), was used, and was pulled with a force

of four ounces. In one case the patient had suffered

from the fistula for many years ; its external opening
was three-quarters of an inch from the anus, and the

internal opening one and one-half inch above. This
cut through in six days. The ligature was tightened

on tlic third day. Jn the other case, IIhs fistula was
an incli from the anus, and outerod the rectum two
inches above. This was divided by tlie ligature in

seven days. In neither case was there any incon-

venience beyond a slight smarting tiie first day the

ligature was tightened. To perform tin; ojjeration a

Hexiblo silver probe, with an eye in ono end, armed
with silk, is j)assed through the fistula into the rec-

tum and out through the anus. IJy means of the silk

the elastic cord is pulled through, and the endn arc

tightened by a ])ull which would raise four ouncep,

and are then tied together close to the skin with silk.

If the ligature divides the tissues slowly, they will

heal up behind it. The after-treatment consistH in

the administration of Friedrichshall or Hunyadi
Janos water, or a saline cathartic in the morning
before breakfast, and immediately after the evacua-

tion an enema of warm water or infusion of mallow-
root or linseed. The parts are thus iirejjared for

healing. For want of such treatment one often sees

the cuts for fistula remain unhealed an indefinite

time.

Fatal Ulceration of Duodenum followino Lo-
cal Application of Hot Water.—J. E. Greenwood,
M.R.C.S., rejiorts, in the London Lancet, August 21,

1880, a case of fatal ulceration of the duodenum, pro-

duced through scalding by hot water used as a hemo-
static. The patient had an epitheliomatous growth
on the penis which invaded that organ as far as the

pubes, and amputation was resorted to as a means of

relief. Twenty-four hours after the ojieration there

was profuse hemoiThage from the wound. Stvptics

were applied, but without effect. The condition of

the patient rapidly became critical, and the doctor

finally employed the method advocated by Mr. Keet-
ley, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, viz., sponging
the bleeding surface with hot water. By this means
the bleeding was aiTcsted. The patient, however,

passed a bad night, comjolaining of pain and uneasi-

ness in the part, which wore a very unhealthy ap-

pearance. Early next morning he was seized with
an acute pain in the abdomen, accompanied by
vomiting, feeble pulse, cold extremities, and anxious
countenance ; the bowels were confined, and peri-

tonitis became well mai-ked. Temperature steadily

rose to 10G.3°. Death occurred within a few hours.

^l«/o/).sy revealed the following: heart hy])ertrophied

—weight, eighteen ounces ; valves healthy. Lungs
congested and oedematous. On opening the abdo-
men, a large quantity of opaque, greenish, stink-

ing fluid escaped ; a large, pale clot was seen lying

near the duodenum, and on pulling it aside a rent

through the peritoneum was discovered, near the

head of the jiancreas. On opening the duodenum a

deeiDly indented, elongated ulcer, w ith a well-defined

margin, about an inch long and half an inch broad,

was seen. All the coats of the intestine were de-

stroyed, so that the i)ancreas formed the base of the

ulcer. The visceral layer of the peritoneum was
everywhere vascular and opaque, the parietal layer

being coated with soft lymph. The rent into the

peritoneal cavity was close to the margin of the ulcer.

The duodenal complication was attributed to scald-

ing by the hemostatic used, which also caused the
sloughing of the wound.

The Treatment of Hip-Disease.—-Dr. E. H. Brad-
ford has recently given a very fair statement of the re-

sults of the various methods of extension, and cites

cases occuning in his own practice by way of iUustro-
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tion. By experiments on the cadaver he was unable,
with an extending force of one liundred and fifty

pounds, to i)roduce " distraction " (a term introduced
by Volkmann) or separation of the bones forming tlie

joint. On the body of a full-term fcctus, however, even
with one pound, he was able to sejiarato the bones one
millimetre. The explanation lay in the fact that the
libro-cartilaginoiis collar which siirrounds the head
of the femur in the adult is absent in the newly-born
child. If the relief which is given by extension be due
to actual sejiaration of the bones, it must be in cases

wherein the tibro-cartilaginous collar is loosened by
the disease, and in the early stages this is presum-
ably not the fact ; it, as a rule, is due to the control

of the muscles. There are instances, he cites, where
extension does not give relief, and is even uncom-
fortable. This he thinks might be explained on the
supposition that extension relieves muscular spasm
and the pain caused by the undue pressure of inflamed
surfaces of bone, but not that due to inflamed syno-
vial walls or the distention of a synovial cavity ; and
he adduces in sujiport of this the experiments of

Schultze, who found that extension of a distended
joint brought about an increase of the intra-articular

pressure, but that an extension of six poxmds con-

tinued for four or five days efifected a diminution of

this pressure, either by relaxing the ligaments or

bringing about an absorption of the fluid through an
increase of the pressure. As to the weight and pulley,

it is not a thorough means of extension, and is in-

capable of preserving the parallelism of the limbs,

an indication so imj^ortant that if neglected a cure
leaves the patient as much of a cripple as an ampu-
tation would.
While the "physiological method " advocated by

Dr. Hutchison, meets certain indications, it cannot
be relied upon in all the j^hases of the disease. As
a means of extension it is imperfect for the reason

that it is efficient only when the patient is upright.

It is not certain to protect the joint from jar. He
reports seven cases treated by this method, in four

of which the stiftness and tension of the adductors
remained the same after from six to eight montlis. In
one, Case XI. of the series, the cure at the time of the

report seemed perfect (only three weeks after treat-

ment was suspended). The fact that there had been
one or two cures and relapses in this case makes
the final result still questionable. Case XII. is not

complete, and the sex"(female), taken in connection

with the age, twenty years, makes one strongly sus-

pect a neiirosis of the hip. Case XIII. is similar to

Case XII. These results compare veiy unfavorably

with those given by Dr. Hutchison in his recent

work. Dr. Bradford has been imsuccessful with the

method of Hugh Owen Thomas, of Liverpool. The
author i)refers, for the majority of the indications,

the long splint employed by Dr. C. F. Taylor, al-

though this does not j^rotect the joint from a jar, and
is not a perfect means of fixation. He reasons that,

inasmuch as it has been clearly demonstrated by
Yolkman [Kl'mUche Vortricr/e, 168, 169) that in many
cases of hip-disease the lesion is. in the early stages,

a caseous degeneration or local tuberculosis in tlie

epiphysis of the head of the femur, and that the

joint is not primarily affected, it is certainly as bad
treatment to subject all cases of hip-disease to long

confinement as it would be to confine patients with

phthisis in order to prevent bronchitis. His con-

clusions are that the treatment should be based
neither upon any one method, nor upon the Tise

of any splint. At difterent times and in different

cases, one condition, and the consequent indication

for treatment, may be more prominent than an-
other. The greatest danger is from destructive
changes of the bone, and not from the synovitis ; and
hence, jar upon the inflamed tissues, when caused
either by locomotion or by muscular spasm, is espe-
cially to be avoided, and this must lie done until re-

covery has so far taken i^lace that there is no possi-
bility of relapse. This requires a long time, during
a large part of which motion may not be injurious.

The stage when jar must be i^revented is longer
than the stage when rest is required.— 77<e Boston
Medical and 8nrijical Journal, Nov. 11, 1880.

CATARRH.\ii GijAnd-Feveu is the name iiroposed by
Dr. Hugo Engel, of Philadeljihia (Medical and Sur-
gical Reporter, November i:-3, 1880), for an affection

which seems to be far from rare, but has not been de-
scribed in any of the systematic works on internal
medicine or books on surgeiy. Ho has seen nine
cases, one of which was in consultation with Dr. S.

D. Gross. There are but few complaints which, like

the one in qiiestion, experience so similar a course,
viz. : A person usually in perfect health, after an expo-
sure to cold and damp, has chilly sensations, followed
by increased temperature, fever, and a rapid j^ulse. Di-
gestion is disturbed ; bowels are sluggish ; urine high-
ly colored and very acid. From the veiy beginning of
the complaint the patient has pains all over, but es-

pecially in or near the inguinal regions, and most of
the superficial inguinal and a few of the superficial

abdominal glands on both sides of the body are en-
larged and painful ; these become painful and the in-

tegument over them is reddened. All these symptoms
continue for about three to five weeks, when one or
two of the glands last mentioned sujipurate. Then
the fever and the digestive disturliances commence
to decrease and then disappear, leaving the patient
in a debilitated condition, from which he slowly re-

covers. The weakness in the lower extremities is

especially apt to remain for a long time. While the
glands on both sides are affected, only those on one
side are apt to suppurate. No other glands of the
body, except those alluded to, are ever attacked in

this complaint. The disease cannot l)e mistaken for

any other. The fever and the acute beginning, a.s

well as the history of the case, distinguish it from
simple scrofulous enlargement and suppuration of

glands. The fact of the exposure and the number
of glands involved separate it from the bubo of syphi-
litic or blennorrhoeic origin. In lymishadenoma the
number of white corpuscles is increased, which is

not the case in the disease here described. There
is no abortive treatment of any kind. The disease
undoubtedly belongs to the domain of internal medi-
cine. It seems to attack only adult men, and affects

a patient but once. Almost without warning the
disease will incapacitate an active man for at least

six weeks for any work. As the disease will run its

course we can only try to jsrevent suppuration of

more than one gland, to hasten absorption of the
morbid products of the others, and to accelerate con-
valescence. The moment we attack the glands more
vigorously, to hasten either suppuration or absorp-
tion, we only prolong the case. In this disease the
doctor as well as the patient must have patience.

Iodide of potassium and iodoform are useless ; mer-
curial ijreparations do harm ; japorandi or other
diaphoretics debilitate without any benefit, and a
tonic treatment with iron, etc., from the beginning,
only disturbs digestion the more.

Cholera is very prevalent in British Burmah.
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THE PATIENT'S CONSENT TO AN OPER-
ATION AND THE SURGEON'S DISCRE-
TION.

The recent suit for malpractice against Dr. Henry D.

Noyes, of this city, involved not only a point of great

interest to ophthalmologists, liut also to general sur-

geons. The suit was brought as a test of the right

of a siargeon to alter his jtlan at an operation with-

out again consulting the patient. The facts broiight

out in the trial were substantially as follows : The

plaintiflf was a young man, a native of Massachusetts,

who had membranous cataract in both eyes, and who,

on November G, 187G, presented himself for gratui-

tous treatment in the service of Dr. Noyes, at the

New York Eye Infirmary. A cursory examination

was made of both eyes, showing the left to be the

better of the two as regarded cataract. The pa-

tient was advised to have both eyes operated upon,

and one at a time. The plaintiff claimed that when
this suggestion was made, he replied :

" I only want

an operation on the right eye. I don't think I shall

ever have anvthing done to my left eye." The mother

says she stated that under no circumstances would

she permit the left eye to be exposed to any risk, as

her son depended solely upon it for sight. His

father swore that he emphatically dissented' from

the doctor's proposition. After the exjjression of

opinion regarding the advisability of successive oper-

ations, atropine was used, the patient and his friends

retired for nearly an hour, when opportunity was

offered for consultation. At the end of that period

Dr. Noyes examined both eyes with the ophthalmo-

scope and oblique illumination, and deliberately re-

peated his decision regarding the operations, when
no dissent or reply was made by the patient or his

friends, they remarking that if they concluded to have

the oiJeration performed they would return on the

following Friday. They did return on that day, and

Dr. Noyes' statement of the succeediQg events was to

the effect that the young man placed himself ujjon a

table and was given an anocsthetic. Just l)efore be-

coming insensible the patient raised his hand and

l)lacingit upon his right eye said, " This eye, doctor."

Troceeding to operate on the right eye. Dr. Noyes

found that the pujul was filled with a material which

consisted of vascuhiri/.cd false membrane, mingled

with a plug of unabsorljed cataractous material. The
instrument used—a double-edged needle—not only

jHinotrated this intra-])upillary substance with un-

expected difiiculty, but i)roduced bleeding at the

periphery of the iris, and altogether gave such an

unfavorable outlook for the future of the eye that

the operation was abandoned. Dr. Noyes claimed

that nothing but a harmless exploration was made
of this eye—in other words, that no ojieration had

been performed ui)on it. Consequently, he thought

it his duty to operate on the other eye, inasmuch as

he concluded that ho would be keejnng his promise

not to operate on both eyes at once, and would give

the patient a chance for improved sight.

Accordingly the ordinary two-needle ojieration for

membranous cataract was performed on the left eye,

without accident, and was perfectly .satisfactory.

The jiatient, subsequent to the operation, and while

being led to the ward, remarked to his father that

both eyes had been operated upon, and neither

he nor his father entered any remonstrance. The

defendant saw the patient on the following Sunday,

and was alarmed and astonished to find a very se-

rious inflammation of the iris and ciliary body of the

left eye. An incision was promptly made through

the margin of the cornea, the plastic exudation re-

moved by the iris-forceps, and a small upward iri-

dectomy was jierformed, with the immediate result

of relieving pain. But the inflammation continued,

and the eye was finally destroyed by suppurative

irido-cyclitis. It was not until ten days had elapsed

from the time of the operation, and when the eye

was lost, that the mother, who was the constant at-

tendant upon tlie patient, made any intimation that

the left eye should not have been ojierated upon.

Dr. Noyes replied to her that he had performed the

operation in good faith, and that the bad result,

in his experience, was against all mle. Tliree weeks

subsequently to the operation, and while the patient

was still in the infirmary, the father ojjenly accused

Dr. Noyes of violating his agreement by operating on

the left eye without due authority, and this Dr. Noyes

at once emphatically denied.

The suit was subsequently brought for S10,000

damages. The skill in the performance of the opera-

tion was, as might have been expected under the cir-

cumstances, not questioned, the whole point of tlte

case turning upon the fact whether or no the surgeon

was entitled to alter the order of his operations with-

out additional and express permission from the

patient or his nearest kin. The defendant urged

that the silence of the parties when he proposed to
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operate first iipon one eye and then upon the other

was equal to acquiescence. Upon tliis implied author-

ity Dr. Noyes claimed that it was within his discretion

to change his ojunion as to which eye ho should oper-

ate on first after he had begun. In this he was ably

supported by the expert testimony of Drs. Loring,

Roosa, and Gruening, and Dr. Miller, of Providence,

who liad examined the patient there. They testified

that such action was entii'oly within the scojie of dis-

cretion ordinarily assumed by surgeons in such cases.

Judge Russell stated in his charge that he could

find no records of a similar case ; that it was an ex-

traordinary one, ip that it brought up the question

as to what constituted legal pei"mission—whether or

no thei'e was reasonable gi'ound for the doctor to

assume that his proposition was consented to. But
the point in law which has perhaps as much impor-

tance to the surgeon as any other brought out by his

honor is the charge that the jDatient iinder the ex-

citement of an impending operation was not compe-

tent to revoke any authority previously given regard-

ing the character or extent of the operation. The
juiy disagreed, but brought in a verdict of ten to two

in favor of the defendant.

As has been said, the plea of absence of authority

to perform'an operation is a new one in medical ju-

risjjrudence, and, as it will doubtless be urged again,

it behooves surgeons to be on their guai'd accord-

ingly. In the present case Dr. Noyes believed he

had the requisite authority and acted in good faith,

but it must be confessed that said authonity was given

by acts rather than by words. No question of want of

skill was raised, no one doubted the motives of the

operator in giving the patient the best chance in his

power, no claims were made that any special risk

was run in the performance of an operation on the

left eye—in fact, the disastrous result was against all

rule and expectation ; still, in the light of the pres-

ent experience in the case, it is safe to say that

neither Dr. Noyes nor any other careful man will

hereafter be satisfied short of a positively expressed

permission from the patient to be operated upon.

Under the circumstances of a possible suit for dam-

ages there should be no exception to such a rule, un-

less it can be proved that the life of the i^atient de-

pends upon it, and even then it would be safer to

obtain the requisite authority for such a possible

emergency, than to be without it on the forced as-

sumption of an extra responsibility.

QUACK MEDICINES AND THE KELIGIOUS PRESS.

In a previous issue we made some criticisms upon

the practice indulged in by religious journals, of ad-

vertising quack medicines. We believe that there

can be but one view taken of this practice in question,

which is that it encourages harmful impositions, and

is grossly inconsistent with the principles of Christian

morality professed by the papers in question.

There are some clergymen—and good ones too

—

who openly refuse to be trammelled by what they are

pleased to call the prejudices of doctors. As long

as this independence concerns only the adhesion to

the various 'pathies that dangle about real medicine,

we have nothing to say. The intelligence which can

be coerced into a faith in infinitesimals is too small

to affect anything but oiir sympathies, and we have

found the clergy, as a whole, quite above the weak-

nesses of dogmatic medicine. But this quasi-en-

dorsement of patented nostrums, which the organs

of the clerical profession give, is (piite another thing.

In almost every case there are statements regarding

the properties of the mixtures advertised, which are

absolutely false. Moreover, this falsity is too glaring

to allow of any excuses for its endorsement on the

score of ignorance. Every intelligent and well-in-

formed man, whether medical or clerical, knows that

there is no specific for consumption, or for cancer,

or for Bright's disease ; furthermore, every man
who assumes the resi^onsibility of a widely circu-

lated journal ought to act in accordance with such

knowledge. The advertisement of a i^atent medi-

cine, therefore, means in every case the proclama-

tion of a positive falsehood. Some advertisements,

to be sure, are ingeniously worded so as to give the

imi3ression that the drugs are specifics without ac-

tually saying so. But the lie is in them just the

same. Yet these untrue statements are published in

nearly every religious journal in the land, and are

read and doubtless believed in by thousands.

In an examination of the recent numbers of lead-

ing religious weeklies we found that the false asser-

tions (as defined above) regarding the efficacy of

quack remedies were advertised in about the follow-

ing i>roportionate number of times in each issue :

Zion's Herald, 11 ; Congregalionalist, 7; Kcaminerand

Chronicle,^; Independent, 'i ; Observer,! ; Advocate,

4 ; Baptist Weekh/, 3 ; Christlaii Union, 2 ; Appeal, 2 ;

Christian at Work, 6 ; Evangelist, 2. Total, 50.

It should be said in the above enumeration we

only count one mis-statement to each nostrum, when,

as a rule, there are half a dozen false statements or

imijlications attached to every announcement.

With regard to the character of the mendacity

thus so extensively perj^etrated, we gladly admit that

a certain j^roportion of the advertisements are, medi-

cally speaking, harmless. That is to say, the person

who buys an aiipliance which is advertised in the

Evangelist as "the only specific for malaria" will

probably not be directly injured by wearing the ap-

purtenance thus evangelically endorsed. On the

other hand, it is a fact that the sure and permanent

cures promised will not be made, and that any bene-

fit obtained will be due to some ordinary drug, or to

the imagination. On the whole, however, the efiect

of patent medicines upon the system, as well as upon

society, is extremely bad. Some are dangerous,
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some aro entiroly inert, jiU are riiliculoualy high-

prieoil, aiul all fail to fiiltil the ]iroini8es niado for

tlumi. The j)urchaser wastes his money, j>rolonp8

hi.s disease (ix-rhaps fatally), and deludes liimself

with a silly «-onfidence. What shall be said, then, of

those censors of morality who advertise these inju-

rious deceptions. They wrong their religion, they

impose upon their jiatronH, and they injure them-

selves and the high cause they assume to advocate.

There is something almost repulsive in the incon-

gruities which the union of religion and patent medi-

cines brings out. Can the mind jmss easily from

"Helps to Prayer" to "Vinegar Bitters?" ('an

" Golden Thoughts " retain their ethical value by
the side of cancer-cures and " the only genuine kid-

ney-cure " ? We had become much interested in a

tender and pathetic poem of which the first verse

was as follows :

" In jw-sturcs procn not nlways I[c

Who knoweth best in kindncHS Icudcth me,
lint "

and at this moment our eyes fell on the adjacent

column :
" 9,000,000 bottles of this wonderful remedy

sold in one year !
" or words to that etfect It is re-

volting to have a tribute to the comjiassion of our

Lord thus cheek by jowl with Congo Balsams and
South African Blood-Purifiers and Catarrh Cures !

There pervades through many of the religious

journals the woodcut of an ancient lady who sits,

splendhle viemhi.r, over an announcement of a wonder-

ful compound that lifts up the fallen womb and cures

all the diseases of women. " Stand fast by the

faith " is a l>eautiful religio-joumalistic motto which
may apply to more columns than was intended.

How very weak the gosi:)el truths ai)i-)ear when set

off by the advertisement of a cancer-cure !

Perhaps we have said enough for the present. We
shall have more to say by-and-by. Every week in-

creases the richness of our therapeutical collection

from religious literature. It will soon form a little

pharmacopoeia of itself—a pharmacopoeia not ham-
pered by the restraints of scientific method, but co-

l)ious in language, magnificent in promises, and as

fall of ingenious falsehoods as if the Father of Lies

himself were pharmacist, author, and rhetorician.

In conclusion we appeal to the clergy to use their

influence in checking this abominable practice of

advertising nostrums in religious journals, a practice

which, we repeat, they cannot but characterize as in-

consistent with high morality, injurious to religion,

and jiernicious in every way. We are glad to see that

some religious journals, notably the Evangelist and
the Appeal, indulge in the practice but mildly, and
appear to have a dim consciousness that it is not

noble or Christian to bolster up religion with patent

medicine lies. As for the clergy and Christian i>eo-

ple in general, we feel sure that it only needs a full

and frank statement of the facts in order to excite

tlieir condemnation of the practice.

HOaPITAIi BATHUOAY AND HUNDAT.

To-day and to-morrow will bo received 1)V the com-

mittee, organized for the purpose, contributions to

the Saturday and Sunday Hospital Fund for the

present year. Although this ])lan of making col-

lections for our charitable institutions is but a year

old, it has received such hearty au<l sul')Htantial en-

dorsements from everv- (piaiter that we can H])eak of

it as being firmly established in public favor, and

likely to become more and more popular as its real

objects are made known. Already other cities are

following the exami)le of New York, and we hear that

Philadeljdiia, Boston, Portland, New Orleans, and

other cities, are contemplating the initiation of this

laudable method of charity.

Extensive preparations have been made in the

direction of systematizing the collection of funds,

and there seems to be little doul)t that the sum total

for this year will be double that of last year. Not
only will good opportunities be given to the ever-

ready church contribution-box, but every other avail-

able means will be used to secure the end. The
officers of the Stock, Produce, and other exchanges

named last year acted as receivers for this fund ; but

this year, under committees of their own choosing,

they become collectors also. The Chamber of Com-
merce, for instance, has appointed a committee who
haye sent out circulars to every member of the Cham-
ber, calling the attention of the various business ex-

changes to the scheme and asking for individual con-

tributions. The Cotton Exchange has also, through

its committee, sent out a similar circular. Hospital

boxes are placed at the various railroad stations,

I

suburban and elevated, at hotels, ferries, drug-stores,

and other pixblic places, so that no one need be ex-

cused from giving from want of opportunity.

As an inducement to contributions by societies, by

large manufacturing and business establishments,

and in return for benefits from the theatres, it has

been arranged that any such society, establishment,

or theatre eontriljuting the amount required by any

one of the hospitals for the endowment of a bed in it

for a year, or perpetually, may have such amount ap-

plied for such endowment in the hospital it may
select, and thereby obtain the use of such bed for the

limited or unlimited time for any of its members or

employees.

It needs no words from us to urge the necessity of

contributions to the fund. The hospitals forming

the association have peculiar claims upon the charity

of the public. These institutions care for the sick

poor who are not paupers. Over ten thousand of these

patients are treated gratuitously each year. For such

medical men as are acquainted with hospital work it

is not difficult to answer the question : What would

become of these needy sufferers if the large hospitals

in this city tlid not offer their aid by supplying free

board, free lodging, and free medical service ? But
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tlie people need only to be told tlie needs of these

institutions to resi^ond to the calls now made upon
their charity.

The plan for distribiition will be the same this

year as last. Gifts designated by the giver, and col-

lections taken in churclies for any particular hospi-

tal, will be given to such hospital ; while undesig-

nated gifts wiU be distributed by a committee com-

posed of his honor the Mayor of New York, the Post,

master of New York, the President of the Chamber
of Commerce, the Kev. Thomas Armitage, D.D., and
Messrs. Frederick Sturges, Henry E. PeUew, and
Oliver H. Palmer, among the hospitals uniting in

this association, according to the amount of charita-

ble work done by each in the past year, with a dis-

cretion to the committee where the income of any

hospital has exceeded its expenses, or where the

designated gifts to it have been large.

It is not intended to interfere with the giving of

designated gifts, but the association has wisely

reached the conclusion that the greatest benefit to

the work which it represents, and in the end to each

hospital, will be accomplished by giving undesignated

gifts.

This would give the committee the fullest possible

scope for the exercise of discretion in the bestowal

of pecuniary help, and would insure its equal and

pro rata distribution among the hospitals.

THE AMERICAN PTTBLrlC HEAIiTH ASSOCIATION.

The recent annual session of this association at

New Orleans seems to have been one of rather more

than usual interest and success. The subjects of

yellow fever and quarantine, which formed the back-

bone of previous meetings, were kept in comparative

subordination on this occasion. There was, ot

course, the usual quota of ijapers showing the great

utility of Boards of Health, and the necessity to a

nation'.s prosperity of fully applying the latest and

best methods of sanitation. But the association

widened its field of discussion somewhat this year.

The subject of contagious diseases among cattle was

presented in a lengthy pajjer and received consider-

able attention.

The committee on the prevention of venereal dis-

eases presented also an interesting and, in some re-

spects, novel report. It recommended the enactment

by state legislatures of a law making it a criminal

offence for a person having a contagious disease,

whether venereal or otherwise, to knowingly com-

miinicate this disease to another. This recommenda-

tion, which was endorsed by the association, was ac-

companied by a formal list of facts that ought to be

generally known by the jjublic regarding the means

by which venereal diseases may be spread. This list

we give in another column. It appears to us to

represent the product of an imagination stimulated

to a high intensity by syphiliphobia and philan-

thropy. But it is a document that may have its

uses. Whether it should Vte made a popular health

tract is a (luestion requiring more consideration than

was given it by the association.

A discussion upon the diagnosis of yellow fever

occupied the last hours of the session and threatened

at first to make them inliarmonious. Matters were,

however, amicably adjusted at last, and the society

adjourned, leaving the impression tliat the memlxTS
had done rather more and better work than ever

before. This opinion was shared in by the i)ublic

press which gave the association full reports and a

hearty welcome.

UcuiciUQ mitr notices of Ooohs.

The Art of Prolonging Life. By Christopher
WrLLiAM HuFELAND. Edited by Erasmus AVii,-

son, M.D., from the last London edition. Phila-
delphia : Lindsay k Blakiston. 18H0.

" The Art of Prolonging Life," by Dr. Hufeland, a
Ijhilosophic physician and jirofessor of medicine in

the University of Jena, is, says the editor, a work en-
joying deseiTed popularity in Germany. It was
translated into English in 1797, l)ut is f^^carcely

known at all either in England or America. The
editor was struck with the little real progi-ess made
in the science of living during the more than half a
centuiy since the original work was written. It ap-
peared to him that it might be a useful thing to show
how much remained to be done before our knowl-
edge of the subject is complete.
The book is full of curious facts, historical and phys-

iological. Its physiology and its hygiene are in the
main jjretty coiTect, yet the work should hardly be
judged on its merits in these directions. The author
takes Bichat's view of life : that it is a continual activ-

ity of destnictive and creative powers within us. We
call it now " metabolism," but the idea is the same.
Life, however, with Hufeland, is the expression of a
vdtal force, this vital force being a kind of (leiia e.r

mac?iina, which co-ordinates nutritive and functional
actions. This latter agent is what the modem phys-
iologist would throw out entirely, since he finds that
he cannot weigh it in his scales. As life cannot yet
be explained, however, without assuming something
beside the molecular ris insita, it does not appear
that Professor Hufeland is so very far behind the age.

It is taken as the guiding i)i-inciple of the book
that length of life, other things being equal, depends
upon the hitenxireness of its activities. Life is com-
pared to a flame—the hotter it bums the more
quickly it is consumed. Many interesting facts in

animal and vegetable life are given to illustrate this.

The book is a very entertaining one, and there is a
great deal of sound sense in it on matters hyp^enic,
moral, and ])hysiological. Dr. Wilson has shown
excellent judgment in putting it before the public
and jjrofession again.

The Uses of Tar-Water in Orstetrical, ant) Gyne-
coLO(JiCAL Practice. By Dr. J. E. Allen.

It is recommended by Dr. Allen that tar-water be
substituted for carbolic acid in obstetrical and gyne-
cological practice, and some excellent reasons are
given for the change.
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Sevkn Cases or lUn"i«)FLKXH)Ns ok thk Uteius ;

witli PtTitoin'iil AdliosiuiiH of tlu» FuiuIuh in tlu?

Hollow of tlio Hiicnun. Troutod bv Forcihio Scp-
iiration of AilluisiouH. IJy Ai;<i. F. Kkicii, M.l).

The title of this ossny tells its niituro. The nntlior

inlvoc'iites the tnMitineiit of retroflexions inilicateil,

followed l),v tiie use of a uterine stem. It is a new
departure, and will be tiiought l>y many a dangerous
one.

A Case of Pi'eri'ehal EcLAsrpsiA, by Dr. J. E. Allen,
pre.scnt« the following points of iuti'rest :

1. The eontinuaneo of nausea and vomiting <luring

the latter months of pregnancy. 2. The reeurrence
of the eelamjisia on the third day after delivery. 3.

The therapeutie value of hydrate of ehloral. 4. The
great value of bloodletting in puerperal eclampsia,
and especially in apparently anaemic cases of the
a flection.

An Experimental Research on the Physiological
Action of Dmos on the Secretion of Bile. By
William KcTHKitFORD, M.D., F.K.S. Edinburgh :

Adam and Charles Black. Oct., 1880, jip. 173.

This book details the results of a series of nearly one
hundred carefully conducted e.v2)erimeuts, extending
over a long period of time, and undertaken to dem-
onstrate what were and what were not cholagogues.
The experiments were performed on dogs, which were
the animals selected, because the anatomical arrange-
meiit and situation of its biliary apparatus were suit-

able for experiment, and l>ecau.se their digestion and
susceptibility to the intluence of diiigs resemble that
of man. The animals were fasting, and under the in-

fluence of curare to j)revent interference with the
discharge of bile by contraction of the abdominal
muscles. Curare was shown to have no effect on the
secretion of bile. The fluid in question was coDect-
ed through a temporary biliary tistula, and after the
experiment an autopsy was made in each instance to
discover the effect on the intestinal glands of the
drug experimented with.

Previous to these experiments our knowledge of
the effect of drugs on the liver was meagi-e and un-

[

certain. AVhile it was known that certain dnigs in-
|

creased the quantity of bile in the f:eces, it was not
known whether they did so by increasing the secre-
tion of bile or by stimulating the expulsion of bile
already formed. The exi^eriments throw no light on
the latter question, but they bring the full glare of
the sun to bear ui^on the former. The drug to be
experimented with was injected into the duodenum,
so tliat the effect produced could not be by reflex
action from the stomach. The substances experi-
mented with, as regards their power of stimulating
the secretion of bile by the liver, may be classified
as follows :

1. Poirfrfiil: Podophyllin, sodium benzoate, am-
monium benzoate, benzoic acid (though less than its

alkaline salts), sodium salicylate, euonymin, phyto-
laecin, iridin, sanguinarin, sodium phosphate, ijjecac,

ammonium phosjihate, mercuric chloride (corrosive
sublimate), and aloes, colocynth, and colchicum in
large doses.

2. Moderateh/ potrerfnl: Leptandria, jalap, dilute
nitro-hydrochloric acid, sodium sulphate, potassium
sulphate, Calabar bean, baptisin, hydrastin, juglan-
din, rhubarb.

3. Feeble: Scammony, Roehelle salts.

4. Veri4 feeble : Crolon oil, senna, taraxacum, ja-

borandi, sodium chloride.

5. Xon-stimulants : Magnesium sulphate, gamboge,

castor-oil, ammonium chloride, sodium bicarbonate,
potassium bicarlionatc (unless in large doses), ])otas-

sium iodide, atroi)ia sulphate, meiiispermin, tannic
acid, manganese sul])hatc, m(iri*hia, hyuscyamus,
pure diluted alcolu)l, calomel.

T). Drjin-sstnits: J^ead ai-etate. Purgation l)y pure-
ly intestinal stimulants also diminished the secretion

of l)ile.

Of the hejjatic stimulants, classified oh *' power-
ful," the following also stimulated the intestinal

glands : Podophyllin iridin, sodium ]>hos))hate, phy-
toLiccin (slightly), and .iloes, colocynth, ami colchicum
in large doses. Those exi)eriniented with which did
not stimulate the liver, but stimulated the intestinal

glands, were : Magnesium sulphate, gamboge, castor-

oil, ammonium chloride, menisj)ermin (slightly).

Among the many changes which the generally re-

ceived therapeutics will have to undergo, as the re-

sult of this work, none are more noticeable than
those relating to the position of calomel and cono-
sive sublimate. The action of ipecac is defined;
euonymin, i)hytolaccin, iridin, sanguinarin, sodium
l)liosphate, etc., are brought to the notice of the
profession as powerful hepatic stimulants ; croton
oil is removed from the list ; while magnesium sul-

phate is shown to differ materially in its action from
potas.sium sulphate. In addition to the inestimable
value which it has from a therapeutical point of \iew.
this work, unless we are much mistaken, will neces-
sitate a change in the pathologj' of a number of dis-

ea.ses, notably dysentery, rheumatism, gout, syphilis,

and perhai>s diphtheria. It is a long time since so
valuable a contribution was made to pnxctical medi-
cine.

Report of Tex Cases of Gastric Ulceb, Etc. By
A. Van Der\'ekr, M.D. Albany. 1880.

The author of this pamphlet has made an interest-

ing contribution to the clinical history of gastric

ulcer. The cases illustrate, more than anything else,

the occasional difficulty of diagnosing the disease,

and the comparative in efficacy of medication. In the
case of a Miss D., for instance, the jjatient was told

: that she had cancer by five prominent physicians in

Eurojie and this country ; by five others she was as-

sured that she had gastric ulcer. She now seems to
be getting weD.

Walsh's Physicians' Haxdy Ledger. Ralph Walsh,
M.D. Washington, D. C.

This is a ledger which well deserves its name. It is

so arranged that each page is devoted to the daily

account of one patient for a year, with columns for

debit, credit, and date of payment. At the bottom of
the page is a space for sjjecial charges for obstetri-

cal, surgical, or miscellaneous sen'ices other than
daily visits. Not only is the account ^of each month
kept by itself at the end of its respective horizontal
line, but each day has its space. It is the best book
of its kind that we have seen.

China, Imperl\l Maritime Cusptoms. Medical Re-
ports for the half-year ending September 30, 1879.

Shanghai. 1879.

This report is one of a series which has been regu-
larly issued by the Insijector-General of Customs for

some years. It contains a monograph on Cholera
Epidemics in Jajjan ; notes on Filaria Sanguinis
Hominis and Filaria Disease in Amoy ; Lithotomy
Statistics from the Canton Native Hospital, and re-

ports on the Health of Canton, Shanghai, and several

other ports of China.
The article by Dr. D. B. Simmons, on Cholera
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Epidemics in Japan, we notice in the next column.
The article by Dr. Patrick Manson, of Amoy, on
Filaria Sanguinis Honiinis is well wortliy the at-

tention of patliologists. Dr. Manson is an ardent
believer in the parasitic theory of elephantiasis,

and he brings many new facts to the sui)i)ort of his

convictions. Some contributions are made also to

the life history of the tilaria. The article is illus-

trated by numerous photographs of cases. His con-
clusions are stated at too great length to be given
here. In general, he thinks that the ova or embryo
of the tilaria obstruct the lymph circulation through
the glands. If this obstruction be incom])lete, lymph
scrotum, or chyluria, or varicose groin glands result

;

if it be comj)lete, there is often elephantiasis.

The health reports of the different cities are well
made up, and doubtless have much local value.

Dr. Fleming Carrow gives a table of operations for

stone lierformed at the Native Hospital, Canton.
There were 140 operations, mostly by the lateral

method, and only eight deaths. The statement of

this remarkably low mortality rate is made without
comment or boasting, and is an evidence as much of

great modesty as of unusual skill.

Supplement to the First Annual Report of the
State Board of Health, Lunacy, and Charity,
containing the Rejiort and Pajjers on Public
Health. ^1879.

The present rej^ort, the first that has been made by
the combined board, shows no falling off in the ex-

cellency of the matter that has been annually fur-

nished by the health authorities of Massachusetts.
The list of articles is quite a long one. A i^aper by the
secretary on "The Pollution of Streams" gives the
results of a careful examination into the effect of

mill-refuse upon the jjurity of the rivers which re-

ceive the waste products of manufactories. No very
serious pollution seems to have been discovered.

The paper of the greatest scientific merit is that

by F. S. EiUings, M.V., on " Trichinije in Relation to

the Public Health." Dr. Billings gives the natural
history of the trichinfe, illustrating his subject amply,
auel concludes with advising certain measures of jDre-

vention to be adoj^ted by the State. These measures
include the examination of slaughtered pigs by com-
petently educated veterinary insjiectors.

A paper by Ellen H. Richards, on " The Adulter-
ations of Some Stajjle Groceries," has been already

commented on in this and other journals. We have
also noticed some of the facts given by Mr. E. W.
Bowditch in his paper on " The Drainage of Summer
Hotels and Country Boarding-Houses." The article

is profusely illustrated with diagrams and cuts, and
it is the best contribution that has yet been made to

a subject now deservedly arousing much attention.

There are half a dozen j^apers ujjon the vegetable
or other impurities in drinking-water. These have a

botanical quite as much as a sanitary value.

Several re^jorts ui^on tyjjhoid fever conclude the

volume.

Transactions of the Medical Association of Geor-
gia. Thirtv-first Annual Session, Augusta, April

21, 22, 23, 1880.

The oration of the President, Dr. W. S. Kendrick,
is eloquent, poetical, and eminently Southern in its

character. It is an appeal to his auditors to follow

the guidance of their nobler feelings, thus stri\-iug

to elevate themselves and their ijrofession.

Dr. Robert Battey fui-nishes an article on " Scrof-

ulous Disease of Joints Complicating Phthisis." He
<',ontends tliat in many cases it is advisabh; to remove
such joints by amputation, and he gives cases illus-

trating the benefits of the practice.

In a report of " Forty-two Cases of Uncomplicated
Stricture of the Urethra," by Dr. Wm. S. Armstrong,
more evidence is given in favor of dilatation as

against urethrotomy in the treatment of strictures.

Most of the other jjaijers are reports of special

cases. They include cases of "Polypus in the Rec-
tum," " Congenital Phimosis Causing Nervous Phe-
nomena," a case of "Doiible Ovariotomy, with Death
from Tetanus," "Siiermatorrluea," "Reijortson Gy-
necology," etc. The volume contains rather more
than the usual number of valuable pajjers.

Cholera Epidemics in Japan, with a Monogi-a]di on
the Influence of the Habits and Customs of Races
on the Prevalence of Cholera, by D. B. Simmons,
M.D., Chairman of the Yokohama Foreign Board
of Health, etc. Shanghai. 1879.

In this report and monograph Dr. Simmons has
given a very full histoiy of the cholera ei)idemics of

Japan as well as of China. With this are many in-

teresting facts regarding the disease as it apjjeared

lately in the former country, and regarding the ef-

fect of particular modes of life upon its course.

Dr. Simmons states that in the epidemic of 1877
in Jajjan there were 12,378 cases in a ijopulation of

32,000,000. Of these cases 52.58 per cent. died. In
1878 there were 975 cases, with 54.5(5 per cent, of

deaths, and in 1879, 104,274 cases, with a mortality

of 59.30 i^er cent. The disease was brought into the

country by foreign vessels, and, reaching the sea-

jiorts, it rapidly developed and spread despite active

sanitary measures.
The mode of contagion was chiefly by the poison-

ing of the drinking-water with excreta or vomit.

Contagion was sometimes earned also by moist,

heavy vapor from infected sewers or cellars, or by
inhalation during the process of washing clothing

soiled by choleraic discharges ; also by dust rising

from the dried evacuations of cholera patients. Dr.
Simmons admits no other means, but contends that

these are fully established. The treatment employed
did not seem to have much effect. The Chinese doe-
tors had about as good sticcess as the regularly edu-
cated medical men. Dr. Simmons had used pilo-

caipin for its action on the kidney, and speaks highly

of its efMcacy in many cases. Preventive measures,
such as secured good drinking-water, isolation,

proper food, and i^roj^er disposal of excreta, Yere
very efficient in limiting the disease. Disinfectants

are not rated very highly. The author gives some
curious facts regarding the mode of obtaining drink-

ing-water and of disposing of excreta among the in-

habitants of India, China, and Japan. The natives

of India will not use latrines. More than 150,000,000

of iJeople, therefore, in that country, deposit their

evacuations on the gi-ound. Their drinking-water is

obtained from wells, tanks, and streams, each of

which is liable to infection. These habits are the

chief causes, when taken in connection with tlie re-

ligious i)ilgiimages, of the existence and rapid spread
of the cholera.

In China, on the other hand, the excreta are de-

posited in boxes ; these are cleaned daily, i nd the

contents taken by the scavenger to be used as n.anure.

There is, in consequence, veiw little danger of con-
tamination of drinking-water ; and to this custom of

caring for the excreta, and of using better drinking-

water, Dr. Simmons ascribes the comparative im-
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rannity of China from great cholera epidemics, in
.sj)itc of its i)r()ximity to Iiidin.

Tlio Jii]>anost> use as latrines tanks snnk in the
f^ound. These very (ifton leak, anil tlicn'liv jioisoii

the soil ainl tlio (lrinkinf?-\vater. The Japanese are
h'ss careful tlmn the Chinese, tliough vastly more
than the Indians.

Dr. Sinunons' report contains nnnierons statistical

tallies, maps, toj^ctlier with niucli historical matter,
all compiled evidently with great care and lahor.

He is to ho complimented on having furnished a
valuahle contribution to sanitary science and ejji-

demiology.

TltVNSV'TIONS OK TIIK MuDICVrj AsSOriATIOX OF THE
Stati: oi' Missoi'iu. Twentv-third Annual Session,
Carthage, 'Slay IH, V.), and ''20, IHKO.

This volume, though small, contains several arti-

cles which have heen pretty extensively noticed
during tlu^ i)ast summer. Among these are Dr.
Kngeluiann's article on " The Dangers that Accom-
pany Uterine Manipulations." It represents much
research, and is an important contribution to gyne-
cology. Dr. Todd's paper on the "Dry Method of

Treating Discharges from the Ear" deserves atten-
tion also. The address of the President, Dr. Maughs,
on " Medical Ultraisms," contains some very sharp
hits on certain medical fashions and the vagaries of

specialists. The Report on Medical Education may
have l)3en written with the best intentions, but it is

an extremely weak document, viewed from any point
except that of an advertisement of the seven medical
schools of Missouri.

Traksactions of the Iowa State Medical Society,
Vol. IV., l.S7!)-80.

This volume has some lieculiar features in it which
lend considerable value to what, as a whole, is rather
commonplace. There are, for exami)le, a numlier of
excellent lithographs of deceased members of the
Society, and the necrological department, in conse-
(juence, makes quite a fine ajipearance. The book
contains also a complete list of the members of the
Society, the constitution and by-laws, and the medi-
cal laws of the state, including the recent one for
regulating the practice of pharmacy. The proceed-
ings of the Society at its meeting in June, 1879, and
in January, 1S80, are included in this single volume.
There are eighteen papers, and, as representing the
work of the Society for two years, they do not make
a very rich display.

A CONTRIIUTIOX TO THE StUDY OF INFLAMMATION, AS
Illustrated by Induced Keratitis. By W. T.
CouNCiLM.AN, M.D. Prize essay of the Baltimore
Academy of Medicine.

We can strongly commend this essay, both as show-
ing careful original work and a clear and concise
method of presenting it. Dr. Councilman's investi-
gations lead him to disagree with Strieker's theory,
that the corneal corpuscles proliferate into " wander-
cells." He believes that these latter cells come from
the blood-vessels, and that the corneal corpuscles in
2Jroliferating only reproduce cells of their own kind,
never pus-cells.

Dr. Councilman describes what he sees with jiow-
ers of a thousand diameters. This, together with
some of his diagrams, lead us to think that Ins con-
clusions cannot be considered final, though he makes
out a strong case.

.Den Miasmatiskt-Kontaoiosa LrxG-soTENS och den
.KRONLSKA LL'NOINFLAMMATIONENS VERKLIGA ORS.i£ER

oon medlen ATT FiiRFnyooA DEM. Af Med. Dit.

Fuedrik J'jvr.rM), I'orste ISataljons Jjakare vid
Kongl. Fhittans Station i Stockholm. Stockholm,
IHHO. l-Jmo, ]() pp.

The TrijeC'aise of SIiasmatic CoNTAfJioirs Phthisis
AND Chronic Pneumonia, akd Means for their
Piusvention.

The author, stationed at Stockholm, has at liis dis-

])osal an immense amount of material obtained from
tlie royal navy. He icgards jihthisis sputa, to a «'<'r-

tain ext(!nt, as the true (>xi)r«!ssion of t]w morbid
])henomena occurring in the lungs. He; finds that
the former contains thr(!c specific and characteristic

cell-forms, which are numerous in exact ])roportion
to the gi-avity of the case. These are: 1st, small,
round. lym])hoid cells, usually completely filled with
phthisis bacteria ; 'id, round cells with from three
to five nuclei ; these cells are alxmt the size of pus-
cells or white blood-cells, and either filled complete-
ly, like tho.se under No. 1, with phthisis micrococci,
or containing only a few (2-3-5) of the latter ; 3d,

elliptic and oval cells, nan'ower but longer than
those described under No. 2, but containing the same
number of bacteria as the latter. These bacteiia
are called " Micnxroccus Phthisis Diyotemenos."
The author instituted many experiments and exam-
inations to a.ssure himself that the above-de.scribf d
cells did not occur in the secretion of the salivary

or other glands, or in the mucous membranes of

healthy persons or of those otherwise afTected. All

the observations were made with Verick's objective
No. 8, eye-piece No. 3, with the tube drawn out full

length.

The author procured specimens of earth, mud, and
water from districts where phthisis jirevailed, as well
as decomposing vegetable and animal matters from
low marshy places, and constantly found in them
micrococci which were in all respects identical witli

phthisis bacteria. He therefore considers tubercu-
lar i)hthisis a miasmatic disease as well as a conta-
gious one, and that the above described cells, float-

ing in the air, constitute the contagious principle.

The preventive measures consist in di-ainage, ven-
tilation, cleanliness, dryness, etc.

CoiTcspoiiticnce.

HVSTERO-EPILEPSY OR HYSTERIA
MAJOR.

To THS Editor of Thk Medical Rbcoed.

Sir—After reading in your journal the interesting
letters of Dr. Morton, from Paris, on the above sul)-

ject, and by way of answer to the doctor's query,
"Where are our hystero-einleptics in America?"!
will report the following case, which will indicate
where, at least, one of them may be found :

Ella C , aged twenty years, single, domestic,
was admitted September 8, 1880, supposed to be suf-

fering from acute melancholia. Very little of her
history could be obtained, and the cause of her in-

sanity, as well as its duration, was unknown.
There was much cerebral excitement accompany-

ing her delusions, which were of an unusual character.
To her nothing was real. There were no jaeople, no
hoti.ses, no world. If asked about her appetite

—

there was no food. If how she slept—there was no
sleejj. Her expression and tone of voice, as well as
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delusions, indicated ntter despair. Her general
health was not much impaired—tongue slightly

coated, a23i)etite cai^ricious, bowels regular, heart
and lungs normal ; urine, specific gravity 1020, non-
albuminous and ])recipitating phosphates by heat.

Began menstruating day after admission. She was
soon placed on tinct. cinchon. co., and bromide
potass., gr. XX. t. d., with manifest im2)rovement,
after a week, in both mental and bodily symptoms.
Nothing jjeculiar occunotl in her case until Octo-

ber 7th, Avhen I was hastily summoned and found
her lying on the floor, with head strongly retracted,

neck rigid and swollen, face slightly congested, eye-
lids tightly closed, body contorted, and extremities
executing the most varied and violent movements.
At the same time she was directing the nurses to do
tliis and that for her, and frantically calling for wa-
ter, which, when given, was swallowed in small (quan-

tities and with the greatest difficulty, owing to the
trismic condition present.

It required but a moment to see that at least the
so-called hysterical element was prominent, and with
the thought, I dashed some cold water in her face.

She gasped, and with it disappeared all active move-
ments, but the relief was only momentary. As soon
as she was placed on the bed the contortions were
repeated. There was a brief period of tonic spasm,
or "tetanic rigidity," when the head was thrown
back, and the body became opisthotonos. Notice-
able features at this moment were the swelling and
widening of the neck, and the bulging, if I may so ex-

l>ress it, of the abdominal walls. Then followed the
clonic stage, when her floundering became most ex-

travagant, requiring four attendants to keep her on
the bed. Her eyelids were again firmly closed, and
she cried that her eyes were "biirsting." The lips

were soon covered with frothy mucus.
I succeeded, with difiiculty, in giving a hypoder-

mic injection of one-fourth grain morphia, but it

was of no avail. Cold water, though frequently

thrown in her face, had lost its effect.

The paroxysms were rapidly repeated, each lasting

fi'om three to four minutes, while the intei*val of repose
was not more than half a minute. There were brief

periods of entire loss of consciousness.

The temperature and pulse, though not accurately

taken, seemed but little affected.

It now occurred to me to try the procedure of

Charcot which I had formerly seen described in his

clinical lectures. Therefore, finding that there was
great sensitiveness in the left ovarian region, I made
fii-m and deep pressure during a seizure, with my
thumb and first finger at a point aboiit three inches

within the left anterior superior spinous process.

The effect was instantaneous. Complete relaxation

followed, though consciousness was not immediately
restored. Removing the thumb and waiting but a

moment, con%Tilsive movements again succeeded,

which were again ari-ested by compression.

This experiment was made again and again, until

there was left no doubt that the seizures were com-
pletely controlled by the pressure.

It was interesting to observe the facial expression

dui"ing compression. At first it apjieared to give her

intense jiain, but the deeper the thumb passed the

greater was the relief, until the face wore a com-
placent calm. Steady pressure was maintained

about twenty minutes, a hypodermic injection of

three-eighths grain morphia given, and a belladonna

plaster applied over left ovary.

She rested for some hours, but had a light attack

the same evening.

About a week subsequent to the above, when sho
seemed nearly as well as at any time since admission,
an attempt was made to artificially induce a seizure,
which would have been entirely successful had it

been carried far enougli. While she lay ui)or! th3 bed
I made gentle pressure in the same iliac regioi', wlieu
immediately ensued all the symptoms w hii h an-
nounce an attack — abdominal sjjasm and distention,
frequent attempts at swallowing, rolling of the eyes,
facial grimaces, and momentaiy loss of conscious-
ness. But removing the thumb at this instant, be-
fore the convulsive stage was inaugurated, she
quickly recovered, and looked about confused and
bewildered. Had the fit become fully established I
would merely have increased the pressure instead of
suspending it.

Since the above date (October 7th) she has had four
or five light attacks, differing materially from the
severe and jirolonged series above mentioned. Fifty
grains bromide of i)otassium have been given her two
hours after breakfast, and thirty grains of the same
bromide with fifteen of chloral hydrate at bedtime.
Cantharided collodion has been painted a few times
over the left ovarian region.
Her mental agitation and apprehension are much

less than formerly, and her delusions, while they
have not entirely disappeared, are rarely rei^eated.

Paralyses or contractures have not been ob.served,

though left hemianpesthesia is marked. Catamenia
have been regular. There are no evidences of spe-
cific taint.

SAjruEii Ayres, M.D.,
Assist. Physician Western Perm. Hospital for Insane.

DixMONT, Pa., November 27, 1880.

Uciu ^nstniniruts.

A CELLUr.OID CANULA FOR INTRA-
UTERINE INJECTIONS.

By J. D. TEASK, Jr., M.D.,

ASTORIA, NEW TORK.

The necessity of thoroughly washing out the uterus
in some forms of disease met with in the lying-in

is admitted by those having the most experience.

The canula used for this ojjeration should be so
constructed as to render the introduction of air into

the uterine cavity during the operation hiipossihle.

There should be ample provi.sion made for the
reflow of the fluid in those instances where the uterus
is liable to contract upon the instrument, as in cases

of post-partum hemorrhage where astringent injec-

tions are used.

The material of which it is made should be non-
absorbent, and its shape should be such as to render
its introduction safe and easy.

Not being able to find an instrument that answered
these requirements, I had Messrs. F. G. Otto & Sons
make for me the one here rejiresented.

It consists of two canulas, A, a, the inner one,

a, fitting snugly though moving freely within A.
The distal end of A is rounded and perforated,

while the inner tube is made to fit down upon its

" valve-seat " in the extremity of A.
J) is a guard sprung from one extremity to the

other, so as to prevent the uterus gi'asping the
instrument, and thereby cutting off" the escape of

the injected fluid.
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Tlio instniinont is plncotl in a Imsin of watt-r and tlic

iniKM- tnlio witliilniwn a sliort distiini-i-. sd tliat unv air

it may contain sliall lie ex-

ju'llt'd. Tli('tnl)pof thf (pre-

viously tilled) fountain hv-

rin^re is .sliiijied over the

shoulder of the inner tnlto

(I. autl '/ is finnly ]>ushed

down u])on A valvo-seat.

Tliis ))art of the operation

must be done under water.

We now have the instrument
" loaded," ready for intro-

duetion.and it does not con-

tain any air. When the eann-

la is introdured within the

uterus, the inner tube is

withdniwn a short distance

aiitl the injection flows out

throuf»h .1.

Hy the use of this in.stm-

ment the danger from the

introduction of air is avoid-

ed. There is ample pro-

vision made for reflow. The
material of which it is made
is a very great point in its

favor ; celluloid being as

light as meerschaum, as

strong as bi-ass, and sus-

ceptible of very high j)olish.

It is not acted upon by any
agent liable to be used as an injection. It should

not, however, be put in boiling water, as that ren-

ders it pliable.

The cut does not give a correct impression of its

projiortions. The tube .1 is five- eighths of an inch

in cliameter and twelve inches in length.

LOCAL MEDICATION OF THE DEEP
UKETHRA.

By CHARLES L. MITCHELL, M.D.,
philXdelphia, pa.

It is a fact recognized in all modern works on
urethral diseases, that in the majority of cases of

long-standing gonorrhcea or gleet the inflammation
is located in the deeper portions of the urethra.

Buuistead and Taylor, in their work on " Venereal'

Diseases," p. 39, speak as follows :
" We have reason to

believe that in the course of an attack of gonoiTluea
the disease gradually extends from the outer to the

deeper portions of the canal, and it is jh fhis hittei- situ-

ation thut it is jiroite to lurk for an indejrv He period."

Otis (" Stricture of the Male Urethra," p. 14) says :

" In cases of long-standing gleet the discharge is

often found to proceed ehietly, if not wholly, fi-om

the deeper parts of the iirethra, the bulbous and
even the prostatic portion." Again, in prostator-

r'lrea, spermatorrhoea, impotence, etc., a similar con-

dition is noticed. According to Dr. S. W. Gross,
" hypernosthesia in the curve of the urethra, which
e ubraces the prostatic and membranous regions, and
the portion one incli anterior to the triangular liga-

niint, is always found."
Exploration of these regions with the bougie-a-

\>onle will discover great tenderness, and the head of

the instrument will, on withdrawal, very often be
found coated with muco-purulent matter.

In the treatment of all these eases it lias been
deemed of great importance to bring the diseased

localities under the direct efVect of various remedies,

thos(^ of an astringent, stimulating, or sedative

character being generally prefern'd. Tlie agent most
employed for making these ajiplicatiomt is tlie ordi-

nary urethral syringe, but, when u.se<l, it generally

fails in rea<'hing the deejier portions of the channel

and jiroducing a beneticial result. I can do no Vict-

ter tiian (|uot(^ again from a very high authority on

this jioint (Ibimstcad and Taylor, p. SKJ). "In the

ordinary niethotl of injecting the male urethra it is

ditlicult to mak«( the lluid j)ass through the whole

extent of the canal into the bladder. After a certain

jKirtion (about half an ounce) of the contents of the

syringe has been injected, the remain<ler escai)eH

above the piston, or, however tightly the glans may
be compressed around the ])oint of the instrument,

Hows from the meatus. The obstruction to the en-

trance of the tiuid is due to the contraction of mus-

cular fibres (the compressor urethrje muscle) which
surround the menil)ranous ])ortion

and servo as a sj)hincter to the uri-

nary canal ; and this is the poslerir/r

limit of the upplicnlion of the fluid to

the urethi'til vuills liif the more coininrm

method of itijeclinrj." In order to

reach these deeper and more inac-

cessible parts it is therefore neces-

sary to make use of either the deep
urethral syringe (of which there are

several varieties) or the cui)i)ed oint-

ment sound. While acknowledging
the value of these instruments, the

writer wishes to call attention to a

new instrument and method for

making applications to the dee]i

urethra, particularly the prostatic

region, and which will far .surjiass

in favoralile re.sults the advantages
heretofore obtained by any other

method of local medication.

The instrument (see cut) consists

of a canula ten inches long, of the

calilire of a Number 20 sound (Fr.

scale), lient to a Thompson's curve

and graduated to a scale of inches,

commencing at the vesical ex-

tremity. Through this canula plays an elastic steel

stilette, tipped at one end with a probe-point, and
forming, when fitted into the tube, a rounded and
smooth extremity. With this instrument is used a

series of small, soluble bougies or suppositories about
an inch and a half long and of suitable diameter to

slip easily through the tube.

These bougies are best made from gelatin and gly-

cerine. This comjjound ofl'ers the advantages of

ready solubility and gi'eat flexibility, thus allowing

the bougie to jjass through the curve of the canula
with ease. Cacao butter can also be used as a vehi-

cle should the nature of the medicament be such as

to forbid the employment of gelatin. It cannot be
used alone, however, as it would make a stifi', brittle

suppository, and one which could not be forced

through a cni-^ed tube. It must accordingly be
kneaded in a mortar with a suitable quantity of pow-
dered gum tragacanth and glycerite of starch until a

flexible mass is obtained. This is then properly

medicated, rolled out on a pill tile or slab into thin

pipes, and cut to a suitable length. This compound
is only adapte<l for extemi^oraneous prescriptions, as

it will not remain solul>le or flexible and must be
used while fresh ; on the other hand, the gelatine

mixture wUl keej) in good condition for ,\ long while.

C^3
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The medicating ingredients nsed in these bongies
are sulphate, acetate and cliloride zinc, acetate lead,

tannic acid, iodoform, sulphate morphia, extracts of

belladonna, opium, hyoscyamus, gelsemium, hydras-

tis, and ergot, carbolic acid, liq. iodinii comp., etc.,

and can be varied in strength to meet the indications

of the case.

The method of apjilying the bougies is as follows

:

The i^articular spot desired to be treated having been
ascertained by the bougie-a-boule, or other conve-

nient means, and its distance measured from the mea-
tus, the bougie-carrier is passed into the urethra

until its extremity reaches the desired i)lace, this be-

ing ascertained by the graduation on the instrument.

The tube is then steadied, the stilette withdrawn, a

soluble bougie, well oiled, placed in the end of the

canula and then forced down with the stilette until

it is ejected from the instrument into the urethra.

The whole operation need not take a minute. The
patient should be instructed to jiass his water a short

time before the introduction of the instrument, so as

to allow the bougie as long a time as possible to act

before being washed away by the urine. No other

precaution need be observed, and he may go about
his business as usual. These applications may be
made daily, or every alternate day, as thought best.

This method claims the great advantages of locating

the remedy at one particular place, and direct and
jyrolonged action, the bougie gradually dissolving, and
thus exercising a continuous effect for a long period.

The use of these bougies has met with great success,

and I contidently believe that by their employment
the surgeon will be greatly assisted in the treatment
of many very difficult and annoying cases. While
not in any wise advocating the disuse of other long-

tried and well-known methods of procedure, I hoi:)e

this plan of treatment will be recognized as a far

8^^perio^ agent, and an important and useful factor

in bringing about a successful result.

830 Race Stheet.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cei-s of the Medical Department, United States A rmy,
from December 12, 1880, to December 18, 1880. •

Benham, R. B., First Lieut, and Asst. Surgeon.
Relieved from temi:)orary duty at Fort Snelling,

Minn., and assigned to diity at Fort A. Lincoln, L).

T. S. O. 165, JJeiiartment of Dakota, December 8,

1880.

iHctiical 3tcms auti Ucms.

Contagious Diseases — WeekijT Statement. —
Comparative statement of cases of contagious diseasee

reported to the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department,

for the two weeks ending December 18, 1880.
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roputation scarooly spcoiuI to that of his late towus-
nuMj, Dr. Stokt'H and Sir Dominic (^orriKau. Says
the Itritish Jlnlicul Jmtntnl, it was lie who tirst ^avo
a ratioDiil explanation of i\w pluMionuMion of tvni-

p.vnitif n'Honanoo over a soliditii'il \n\\\t,. To him
also was prohaldy ilno the iliscovory of tho vahio of

vocal fri'initUH as a diagnostic- si>^n, and by histoai-h-

inj? lu> did mnrh to oluridato tlio facts which make
the now K»'"«''^illy recognized distiuutions between
typhus ami typhoid fever.

(irv's HosriTAL has IHO beds closed, and there is

a deficit of i?50,0U() in its treasury. Dr. Hilton Fa<^;^e

and Mr. DaN-ies-Colley have been elected to tlie

vacaiu'ies caused by the resignations of Dr. Haber-
shon and Mr. Foster.

NoMENTLATfRE OF DISEASES OF THE RoVAL COL-
LEGE OF Physicians.—A committee of thirty, includ-

ing some of the most prominent medical men of

London and Wcinity, has been appointed to superin-
tend the decennial revision of the nomenclature of

diseases. It may be remembered that the National
Board of Health has apjiointed a committee to con-
fer with the one just appointed by the Royal College.

The American PruLic Health Association an-d

THE Puevention OF Venekeal Disease-s.—A commit-
tee was appointed by the American Public Health
Association, a year ago, to investigate and report
upon the subject of venereal diseases and the means
of preventing their sprea<l. This committee made
its report through Dr. Albert Gihon, U.S.A., at the
recent meeting of the association in New Orleans.
The committee asserted their belief in the efficacy of

regulating jirostitutiou, but they would not recom-
mend the measure at present. They said that as a
safeguard and warning everybody should know the
following facts—that venereal diseases are commu-
nicable :

1. By the blankets, etc., of a sleeping-car, and the
sheets, towels, and napkins of hotels and re.staurants.

2. Bv the di-esses, costumes, etc., rented for fancy
balls.

"

3. By the chipped edge of the coflFee-cup ; and by
the half cleaned knives, forks, and spoons of restau-
rants and hotels.

4. By the drinking-vessels in a railway car or sta-

tion.

5. By barbers' iitensils—brush and comb ; by hat-
ters' measure or by a borrowed or sam])le hat.

6. By surgeons' or dentists' instruments ; by the
vaccinator or lancet.

7. By toys sold to children by venders who have
been handling them with poisoned lips or fingers.

8. By the broom or dust-brush handled by the
housemaid, or by the spoon fouled by the mouth of

the cook.
9. By playing-cards and visiting-cards which have

been used by syphilitics ; by car-tickets and paper
money which circulates in a city where there are
many syphilitics.

10. By the pipe, cane, or glove loaned to a friend.

11. By the grasp of a friend's hand or the kiss of

an accepted lover.

In view of this alarming state of things the com-
mittee reported the following resohition, which after

some debate was adopted liy the Association :

Rennlt'd, That the American Public Health Asso-
ciation earnestly recommend the municipal and state

boards of health to urge upon the le^^islative bodies
of this country the enactment of a law constituting

it a criminal offence to knowingly communicate, by

any «lirect or indirect means, a contagious disease,

such as Hmall-])ox, scarlet fever, or venereal disease

;

and giving to said boards of health ami to the state

and municipal health officers under tlieir control the
same j)ower in the prevention, detention, and sup-
l)ression and gratuitous treatment of venereal aOec-
tions which they now possess in the case of small-

pox and other contagious di.seases.

HoHi'iTAL Fou IscrnAHLRs.—Heurv C. Gibson, Esq.,

a well-known citi/en of Philadel]ihia, has made a do-
nation of f?r)0,(K)() to the Inciirable Ward of the Hos-
pital of tho University of Pennsylvania. A V)all on
a large scale will soon be given by the leaders of

Philadelphia society for the purpose of raising addi-

tional funds for this laudable object.

Buchanan's Penalty.—The bogus diploma vender,
John Buchanan, has been sentenced to jjay a tine of

!!?50() and to undergo imprisonment for ten mouths
in the penitentiary,' for endeavoring to dt.-fraud the

United States Government of his bail by ])retending

to have committed suicide by drowning. This i)en-

alty has nothing to do with other crimes for which
Buchanan was arrested.

AjrERicAN Social Science As.socl^tion—Health
Department.—At a meeting of the Council of the
American Social Science Association, held in New
York on the 10th inst., the Health Dej^artment was
reorganized with the following list of members

:

Walter Channing. M.D., Boston, chairman ; E. W.
Cushing, M.D., Boston, secretary ; E. M. Hunt, M.D.,
Metuchin, N. J. ; Horatio Bridge, !M.D.. Chicago,
HI. ; Prof. W. H. Brewer, New Haven, t^onn. ; J. C.

Hamilton, M.D., Mobile, Ala. ; Geo. E. Waring, Jr.,

Newpoi't, R. I. ; Emilv Pope, M.D., Boston ; J. S.

Billings, M.D., Washington, D. C. ; S. B. St. John,
M.D., Hartford, Conn. ; David Hunt, M.D., Boston

;

Charles B. White, ]\r D., New Orleans, La. ; D. F.

Lincoln, M.D., Geneva, N. Y. ; Mary Putnam-.Tacobi,

M.D., New York ; Heurv B. Baker, Lansing, Mich.

;

John Eausch, M.D., Springfield, HI. ; Elliot C.

Clarke, Boston ; E. C. Seguin, M.D., New York ; Dr.
Plummer, San Francisco, Cal. ; A. N. Blodgett, M.D.,
Boston ; C. F. Wingate, New York ; Elisha Harris,

M.D., New York.

Dr. Antonio G. de Tetada died after a short ill-

ness, at his late residence. No. 54 West Thirty- fifth

Street, in this city, December 12th. He was born in

Carthasrena, United States of Colombia, in 1H45.

His father, Rafael G. de Tejada, was a merchant in

the Spanish trade in that city, who came to this city

in 18.55 and began business in Front Street. He
died two years later. Dr. de Tejada was educated
in St. John's College, Fordham, and subsequently
followed a course of study in Belle\-ue Hospital
Medical College, from which he was graduated in

1872. He was unmarried, and lived with a widowed
mother and four sisters.

Db. Pepper Nominated for Provost of the Uni-
versitt of Pennsylvania.—The trustees of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania have placed Dr. William
Pejiper, Professor of Clinical Medicine, in nomina-
tion for the provostship of the University. The
nomination lies over for a month, but there is no
nominee in oj^position to Dr. Pepper.

Death of Dr. W. T. C. Glazier.—We regret to

announce the death, on December 12th, of Assistant
Surgeon W. T. C. Glazier, U S.M.H.S. Dr. Glazier
died at his post in Key West, Fla., of yellow fe-

ver. He waa born in 1839, at Erie, Pa., and gi-adu-
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ated in uiedicine at the College of Medioine and
Surgery, Cincinnati, in 1871, and at tlie University
Medical College, New York, in 1870. He was acting

assistant surgeon U.S.A. from Aiigust, 1872, to

November, 1875, being post surgeon at Foi*t Ellis

part of that time. He was appointed on the Marine
Hospital Service in 1878. L)r. (Hazier lived in this

city for several years and was well kno^^•n to the pro-

fession here, where he was very much esteemed.
During his stay in New York he assisted Dr. Ste-

phen Smith in the preparation of his "Manual of

Operative Surgery," collecting material and contrib-

uting many of the illustrations. Since leaving New.
Y'ork he had been engaged in working up the sul)-

ject of " Trichinosis," and his completed monogi-aijh

has just been given to Congress for piiblication. It

is said to be the most exhaustive article upon the
subject that has yet appeared in this country, and
contains the results of much original work. Dr.

Glazier was a person of much energy of character,

industry, and executive capacity. When a boy he
had very slight educational advantages, but his in-

dustry and ambition atoned for this, and at his death
he was the superior of most jDrofessional men in gen-
eral and medical attainments. In his personal char-

acter Dr. Glazier was above reproach. He was a
genial companion, a true friend, and upright man.
He died of the ijestileuce while in discharge of his

duty. His death is an untimely loss, which will be
widely and sincerely lamented.

Injectton for Gonokehgea.—Dr. W. Thornton
Parker, of Plymouth, Mass., writes to us extolling

the following as an injection for gonorrhoea : 5 . Zinc,

sulphocarbolat., 3 j. ; aqua, y vi. ; mucil. acacia, 3 j.

;

ext. opii. aq., 3j. Use night and morning.

American Students Abroad.—Thirty-eight out of

ninety-five foreign students at the University of

Vienna, duri^ag the past summer, were Americans.

Small-pox has been increasing of late in London.

Typhoid Fever has been alarming the inhabitants

of Montreal. There have been over 100 cases there

at a time.

Guy's Hospital.—^Dr. Haberslibn and Mr. Cooper
Foster have at last sent in their resignations as

members of the visiting staff of Guy's Hospital.

Their letters of resignation are dignified in tone and
are accompanied with a protest against the nursing
system as it now exists at the hospital. The resigna-

tions were given so late that the sympathy with these

gentlemen will not be as full as it might have been.

Auscultatory Percussion.—This subject has been
revived by Dr. T. A. McBride, in the Arckire.t of
Medicine. He has de\dsed an instniment made of

hard rubber, and in shape something like the ordi-

nary common stethoscope without the mouthpiece.
With this placed in the ears, percussion marks out

the boundaries of the different viscera very accurately

so far as has been tried. Its chief superiority over

Camman and Clai-k's old instrument is that it can

be used by one person alone.

A Case of Congenital Absence of the Spleen is

related by Drs. Kods and Wachsmuth. The man
had lived to the age of forty-nine years in good
health. The other abdominal viscera were normal.

The patient died of typhoid fever.

Climate-Cure of Phthisis.—Several interesting

eases have been reported by Dr. Prosser James,

which show very strikingly that there is no single

best climate for phthisis case.s. Indeed, they rather

indicate that the chief factor in climate therajjeutics

is the change. The histories of five cases are re-

lated : in each case the ])atient went to another
climate than that ordered for him as the best one,

and in each case there was great imjjrovement or

entire cessation in the progress of the disease.

A Memorial in Favor of Cremation, signed by
over one hundred members of the British Medical
Association, has been presented to the Home Secre-

tary. The memorialists state that they disapprove of

the i>resent method of burying the dead, and pray that

the government will not oppose the practice of cre-

mation when it is done under projaer restrictions.

Phosphorus as a Preventive op Congenital Mal-
formation.—A coiTespondent of the British Afedical

Jo irrnal writes that he had attended a young married
lady in three successive confinements. Each time
the mother gave birth to a child more or less mal-
formed, having club-feet, twisted hands, spinal cur-

vature, etc. The lady came to him again in despair

saying that she was pregnant for a fourth time, and
begging him to do something for her. He put her

upon a preparation of phosphorus, and a healthy,

well-formed child was born in due time. The phos-

phorus was then discontinued, but, as lactation failed

to appear, the dnig was resumed. Milk was then
secreted in abundance and of good quality. On the

occurrence of a fifth pregnancy the i)hosphorus was
ordered again, and with the same results. The idea

of giving the drug was suggested by the reports of

its success when given to mares which threw mal-
formed foals.

Poisoning by Chlorate of Potash.—The Mar-
seilles Medical relates a case of poisoning by chlorate

of potash. An elderly man took by mistake for ep-

som salts thirty-five gi'ammes of chlorate of potash.

The death, which followed in seven hours, was pre-

ceded by the following symptoms : vomiting, colic

and diarrhoea, general weakness and rigidity of the

limbs. After death the stem of the dorsal regions

presented a slate-colored appearance.

—

Med. Press

and Circtdar.

Death of Professor Dumreichee.—On Friday, De-
cember 3d, was laid to rest, in the cemetery of Gratz, a

shining light in the world of medicine. But a few
weeks have passed since mother earth took back to

her bosom Professor Skoda, one of the pillars of the

new Vienna Medical School ; and now she has claimed

another great ornament of the faculty. Professor

Dumreicher, the founder of a school of surgery which
for many years will bear his name, has died in harness.

The other gi-eat wielder of the healing knife in Alma
Mater Rudolphina (as the Vienna University is called)

is Professor Billroth, still in the enjoyment of per-

fect health. Every surgical " alumnus " who has

risen to fame hails from one of these two schools,

whose chief difference consists in the after-treatment

of wounds. Signs that his ners^ous constitution was
seriously beginning to suffer under the stress of work
had not been lacking for some time jiast, and even

twenty years back did Skoda diagnose a " vitium

cordis " in his colleague. But the temptation to go
on working when once a high position had been won
proved irresistibly powerful, and now we hear that

the hard-worked Esculaiiian has succumbed to ner-

vous affection connected with the old heart-ailment

which for so many years warned him not to over-

exert himself. It was but a few weeks ago that Pro-

fessor Dumreicher, giving way to the entreaties of his
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fiimih rtiitl fiiniids, c'()nsont<»cl to ])ii.hh a short Hcanou
of " villo^'iiituru " on his estate in J)ulannitiu. Jtut

ho must hiiv»' folt own thi'n that it would soon \n' all

over witli him, for lio iusistoil on huiiiK lU'companiiHl

to the distant coast-lands l»y his wli()l«i family. His
forein)ilin^;s Imvo provfd hut too wtdl founded, for

hist wj'i'k tho groat surgt'ou breatlu'd his last, sur-

rouudi'd hy those dear to him. A year ago a j)atient

called on the professor and received the followinj.?

opinion: " My dear Herr H ."said Diuiireicher,

"von and I have the same conii)laiiit. We are
booked. It is but a matter of time witii iia ; and,
as you insist on knowing the tnith, not a very long
time either !

" Herr H • died on the same day as
Duinreieher !

—

Ltmdoit World.

Report oftite Niam ISlEDirAL RERvrrE for Novem-
ber.—At the meeting of the Board of Health, Decem-
ber 1-lth, Dr. Ewing, Executive Officer of the Night
Medical Service, re])orted that thirty-five calls had
been responded to during Noveml)er.

PLEllUO-PffEUMOXIA AMON(J AVeSTEKN Ca'PTLE.—In
a communication from the Agricultural Department,
transmitted by the President to the senate, the re-

sults of an investigation into the amount of jjleuro-

pneumonia in this country are given. Dr. (I P.
Lyman was sent to England to examine the Ameri-
can cattle landed at Liverpool, and see how much
contagious disease really existed among them. He
found a comj^aratively small amount, but did lind
some cases of pleuro-pneumouia. Tracing these
back to America, he came to the conclusion tliat the
animals must have brought the disease from some
Western centre, and his belief is that the dreaded
scourge exists iu Cliicago, Albany, Biittulo, Boston,
and Poi-tland. The.se conclusions regarding the
presence of ideuro-pneumonia among cattle ex-
ported to England and among Western herds are
stoutly denied bj many English and American veteri-
narians.

•* BlEXNIAIi RePOBT of THE VERMONT ASTLUM FOR
THE In'saxe, July, 1880.—Dr. Draper makes a rather
better report than the average asylum superinten-
dent, though in his remarks on treatment he does
not seem to be aware that the subject has been dis-
cussed outside of Brattleboro.
The number of inmates of the asylum is 447.

The mortality rate has been between four and five
per cent.

The percentage of recoveries on admissions is

twenty.

A large number of the inmates belong to the agri-
cultnral classes. This is considered natiu-al on ac-
count of the preponderance of that class in Vermont;
still it also shows that even a healtliy out-door exis-
tence, if it is also a slrurjgle for existence, may end in
mental disease.

Phy.siciaxs in Chicaoo.—There are 409 regular
physicians in Chicago in affiliation with the Code of
Ethics of the American Medical Association.

The IxDiA-EtTBBER Drainage-Tube as an Adjih-ant
IK Paracentesis AnnoMiNALis.—Dr. William A. Byrd,
of Quincy, 111., writes :

" It is nothing rare for a surgeon, when tapping the
abdomen for dropsy, to have the flow of fluid ar-
rested by the omentum, or a jiortion of the bowel
dropping against the internal end of the canula ; but
I have a case to report that is unique, in my j^ractice
at least.

" October ISth, with Drs. M. F. Basset and S. W^

Duruut, I tapped Henry S , who had been suflFer-

ing from general drojKsy for over a year, the result of

cirrhosis of th(^ liver. The patient had been a larr

j)owerful man before ho became Hick, and at ti

time of the oi)eration measured tlve feet four iucln

around the most j)rominent portion of tlie abdoun n

I plunged the trocar into the abdomen at the usu
site of i)uncture, its whole length, which was thr-

and one-half incii»;s, and withdn^w the Htyh;t, exi)eii

ing, ofcour.se, a flow of wat(!r ; instead, only four or

live droj)s of blood issued from the canula. Tl

gentlemen a.ssisting me lookeil peculiarly, as if tin

feared it to bo a case of "dry dropsy." The ])atit i.t

and his wife; were greatly frightened, and 1 felt very

uncomTortal)le ; but, calling for a couple of knittin"

needles, ran them througli the canula side by sid'

until the ])eritoneum was punctured with their ctmir.

points. Out came the fluid. The flow was accel'

rated by crossing the neetUes in such a manner as t

enlarge the opening in the peritoneum as much ;

possible. The flow was still so small as to be eiin

nently unsatisfactoiy. Happening to think of ik

drainage-tube I had in my pocket, with perforations

about half an inch apart for about three inches of

one end, I took it and turned a roll back, like a coat-

cufi, to catch the end of a knitting-needle as a car-

rier-in, and passed it through the canula into the

abdominal cavity ; then jjushed it on until there

was about six inches within the abdominal cavity.

The flow was now perfectly satisfactory, and con-

tinued until six gallons of fluid wei-e withdra^\^l.
" Such an arrangement could frequently be made

use of to advantage, as the 02)ening in the canula
would be kept patulous, and the end of the tube
dipping down into the abdomen; and the other end
being lowered, a siphon would be formed evacuating
the cavity more comidetely, as well as more rapidly,

tiian in the ordinary manner of operating."
^

Beriberi.—Dr. E. Hebersmith, in a note to Sut- ^
geon-General Hamilton, concerning the cases of beri-

beri taken into tlie U. S. Marine Hospital at San
Francisco, from the Brazilian man-of-war, says :

" It

is a disease of faulty hygiene, modified as to its caus-

ation by local, climatic, or possibly hereditaiy influ-

ences, i^roducing its effects primarily upon the blood-
corpuscles, causing disintegi-ation and death of the
red blood-corpuscles, and increase of the white blood-
corpuscles. The efl'ects upon the heart and circula-

tion are secondary, as are the effusions ; all follow as

a natural seqiience of the changes in the blood, and
the treatment is blood-lniilding. Certainly the suc-

cess in the treatment of these patients justifies the
correctness of the views expressed above. Of the
sixteen cases, two died the day after admission, and
one on the fourth day. Nine have recovered, and
four remain at the hospital convalescent, but await-

ing transportation. Some of those discharged nin
into cold weather on their way east, and I am fear-

ful of the result. As this is a disease prone to re-

lapse, some of the brethren east may have opportu-
nity to study it."

Case of Pernicious Feveb in New Jersey.—Dr.
A. C. Hofi"man, of Jersey City, N. J., after remarking
that pernicious fever is of exceeding rare occTirrenc«

in northern latitudes, reports the following case :

Matthew M , laborer, aged thirty-five years,

came under obsers'ation September, 1879. He was
born in New York ; during the last ten years had re-

sided in Jersey City ; had never been south. About
a year ago began working in a damp, malarious re-

gion of the country, turning up the soil, etc., for a
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new road ; he soon contracted a quotidian intermit-
tent, of wliioli he had several attacks during the year,

but all of mild type. In the latter part of Septem-
ber, 1S7U, 2>atient one morning while at work had a
ehiU, but not severe enough to cause him to go
home ; next morning went to work at 7 a.m., but
soon began to feel chilly and uncomfortable, vomited,
and went home, arriving there at 8 o'clock. In a short
time the constitutional symptoms seemed to be all

out of projiortion to the severity of the chill, the
rigor not being severe, but the coldness extreme

;

the face became of a death-like hue ; the jjatient

went to bed. Unfortunately, medical assistance was
not jirocured until nearly 1 p.m. At this time the
man was found lying upon his back ; there was
horrible embarrassment of respiration, it being hur-
ried, irregular, panting, while the restlessness and
jactitation was so extreme that the temperature could
not be taken. His apjiearance was strikingly jje-

culiar : the face, hands, and feet being of a livid pale-
ness, the eyes staring, the features shrunk and
strongly expressive of intense agony and alarm ; the
surface, partially covered with a clammy sweat stand-
ing out in large isolated drops like buUas

; pulse
small and irregular, 115 to the minute

; power of
speech lost, and considerable trismus, with a thick
froth about the fauces. The man was already mori-
bund ; however, active measures were at once be-
gun : quinine in sufficient doses was given per orem
and retained by the stomach, together with ammon.
carb., and a stimulating enema ; friction and warmth
apijlied to the surface, cupping over the chest, and
blistering by ammonia in posterior cervical region.
The muscles of deglutition becoming joaralyzed, a
hypodermic syiinge was employed, quinine being
administered thus, and stimulants. All, however,
to no purpose ; the man was beyond human aid.

The breathing became jjrolonged and stertorous,

the pulse lost at wrist and in lower extremities, the
limbs ijowerless, the pujjils dilated ; deeji coma su-

pervened, and death occurred about three o'clock in

the afternoon. Autopsy not permitted.

The EeijATIons of Goitre to Pregnancy and the
Dl.SEASES OF THE GeNEKATFS'E OkGANS OF "WoMEN.

—

In an elaborate article read by Dr. Edw. W. Jenks,
of Chicago, before the TriState Medical Society, the
view was maintained that goitre had a close relation

with the diseases of the female generative organs.

It was shown that goitre occurred much more fi-e-

quently in men than in women, the i>roportion given
by one writer being 26 to 474. Goitre first aj^pears,

generally, at the time of piiberty, and the thyroid
gland, whether diseased or not, often enlarges at the
time of menstruation. The author then cited a large

number of facts and cases to show that goitre is due
to some derangement of the female generative system,
the derangement being oftener functional than struc-

tural.

BrRDS OF A Feather.—A corresiDondent of the
CJdcago Medical Journal and Examiner refers to the

practice among Boston physicians of living in groups.

In one of the sti'eets where the profession thus cen-

tres there are sixty j^hysicians within one and a half

blocks. The same custom prevails to a considerable

extent in this city. There is one of the ujj-town

cross-streets so thickly settled with doctors that it

is poprJarly known as " Pill-row."

A NovEii Operation was recently jjerformed at the

German Hospital, Philadelphia. A patient over

fifty years of age, who had been sufl'ering for years

with trifacial neuralgia and had all the teeth upon

one side extracted without relief, came under the
care of Dr. Ferdinand H. Gross, one of the attend-

ing surgeons at the hosijital. It was a very severe

case of tic, involving all the three branches of the
right nerve. The patient was in almost constant
torture from the rapidly recurring pains. By press-

ing upon the common carotid artery of the right

side the attending surgeon found that the pains were
controlled, he therefore decided to follow the re-

commendation of Nussbaum and ligature the main
arterial trunk. This operation was accordingly jjer-

formed by Dr. F. H. Gross, a double ligature being
thrown around the right common carotid arteiy.

The patient rapidly recovered and the efl'ect was
very marked. Immediate relief from netiralgia was
exijerienced, and although in the course of about
two weeks .slight twinges were felt there has been
no retiu-n of the painful spasms. About a month
later the i^atient had an attack of pneumonia, which
he attributed to exposure after leaving the hospital,

but otherwise his recovery was not retarded, and the

relief exi^erienced far surpassed his exjiectations.

—

Clinical Xeica.

Medicine in Illinois.—The enforcement of the

medical registration and license law in Illinois

brought out the fact that there were 2,300 men prac-

ticing in the state who could not stand the very mod-
erate test of litness imposed bv the State Board of

Health.

An EprDEjnc of Typhoid Fever has existed in

Cook County Hosijital, Chicago. There have been
about twenty-live cases constantly in the hospital.

Hemiglossitis.—Dr. S. W. Greene, of Bethel, Vt.,

writes: "Having noticed the rejiort of a case of in-

flammation of one-half of the tongue, in your issue

of November 27th, I am reminded of an attack of the

same affection that occurred in my own person, in

November, 1878. The symptoms M'ere a sore throat

for a day, followed by gi-eat swelling and severe pain
in the left half of the tongue. The swelling was so

great that scarcely any food could be taken of the
simplest liquids. Speech was comi)letely abolished.

After suffering two days in the worst way, one fi-ee

incision was made which was followed by almost im-
mediate relief from pain, and gradual subsidence of

the swelling."

A Lethal Dose of Fluid Extract of Aconite
WITHOUT ANY Serious Eesults.—Dr. J. C. M. Floyd,

of Richmond, Ohio, writes: "Mr. S , a medical
student, jjicked ui^ a bottle of what he supjiosed was
extract of malt and hops, and swallowed not less than
two drachms. He noticed that it did not taste like

what he had been taking, so he immediately looked
at the label—which he should have done before—and
comprehended in a moment that he had taken a

deadly poison in sufficient quantity to i^roduce death.

He applied to me at once for an antidote. I gave
him thirty grains zinc, sulph., and followed it with
copious draughts of warm water and sweet-oil, which
produced free emesis in a few minutes, or about fif-

teen minu.tes after ingestion of the jwison. I tiien

gave large quantities of warm salt water and sweet
oil, until free emesis was again produced. He then
filled his stomach with warm water, and took a tea-

siioonful of gi-ound mustard. This acted in a few
minutes. As soon as he could retain it I gave him an
ounce of alcohol, twenty minims fld. ext. ginger, and
ten minims fid. ext. digitalis. After an hour and a

half, repeated the alcohol. For a few minutes after

taking the aconite he could scarcely articulate. The
warm water seemed to give immediate relief. The
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pnlsp rate was 72, ami renininod tliat thronp:li<nit,

l»ut beoaine perceptibly weaker after fonr and a lialf

Ixturs, at wliii'h time tlie extremities lieeaiiie nniiiU

ami weak, Imt it soon j)asse(l otV. ('ould not deteet

any elian-^e in tbe pupils, or any other eliaiiKes tiian

those alnaily stated. He laid eaten lireakfast aliont

twenty minutes before taking the aconite, whiclx will

partly a<'count for its light action."

Ch)lle(je of Physu'i.vns of PHiiiAi>ELrinA.—At a

recent meetinj; of the Collepje of Physicians of Phila-

delphia, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell made a <lonation of

SI,(MM) to he invested for the henetit of the librai-y.

It was the desire of the donor that the income be
xised for the purchase of current m(>dical journals.

Dr. Mitchell at tiie same time presented some inter-

esting ])hotognvphs of the tomb of Dr. William Har-
vey, which were ajipropriately framed. Two of these

photofjn\i>hs rejiresent \iews of the exterior of the

church, which dates back to the reign of Henr^• the

Seventh, and one of its interior with the Harsey
chai>el, a handsome little annex over the Harvey
family vault in the northeast corner of the church.

Two others represent the front and i>rofile view of

the marble tablets or monument containing the bust
of Harvey which is erected in the church. The or-

namentation of the tablet is bold and eft'ective, and
below the bust is a lengthy and approjn-iate Latin
inscription, a fac-simile copy of which Dr. Mitchell

obtained by rubbing on tracing paper.

The concluding photograph of the series is a \'iew

of the vault and of the sarcophagus containing the

remains of Haney, which was obtained by the aid of

the magnesium light. The leaden case or sarcopha-

gus is represented as roiighly shaped in the form of

the body. The head has the mde outline of a face,

with mouth, nose, and eyes ; the body is long and
tapering toward the feet. The breast plate is broad
and the inscription on it is in raised letters : "Doc-
ter William Harvey decesed tbe 3 of Ivne 1057, aged
79 years." A fac-simile coj^y of this Dr. Mitchell ob-

tained by rubbing.

These additions to the library of this venerable

medical body, which was incorporated in 1789, add
to its present usefulness, and will stimulate other
Fellows to like gifts. The library at present is said

to contain over 20,000 volumes, and is yearly increas-

ing. Many volumes are added annually by the

Medical Journal Association, a body comprised of

Fellows of the college, which subscribes for the cur-

rent journals and presents them to the college libra-

ry at the end of each year. This collection of medi-
cal works, in connection with the library of the
Pennsylvania Hospital, containing about 13,000 vol-

umes, woiild seem to give oiir Pliiladelijhia medical
brethren an abundance of literature on professional

subjects.

SPECi-Aii Medical Schools.—The demand for in-

struction in special subjects seems to be great in the

city of Philadelphia, for during the present winter

three new schools have been instituted. Previously

there was but one—the Philadelphia School of Anat-
omy, dating back as far as 1839, and for a number of

years i)ast under the care of Dr. John B. Roberts.

At the present time, however, there exists the Phila-

delphia School of DeiTuatology run by Dr. J. V.

Shoemaker, the Pennsylvania School of Anatomy
and Operative Surgery of Dr. W. S. Janney, and
the Philadelphia School of Oi^hthalmology, recently

started by Dr. P. D. Keyser. These schools are, we
presume, adapted for students and for those practi-

tioners who visit the large cities in winter for the

purpose of pursuing R))ecial studies and investiga-

tions. In one at least—the first mentioned—we
know that there is given a special post-graduate sur-

gical course.

Disi'ENSAiiiKs F<m Diseases of tiie Skin.—Patients
afflicted with cntanefms diseases should hie at once
to the city of brotlicrly love, where there are no less

than three dispensaries for the free treatment of skin
diseases, l)esides the Hi)ecial departments for such
ca.ses in a few of the large hospitals. It was the
fashion several years since to oi)en dispensaries for

diseases of the eye, now it is the jjroper thing to

inaugurate skin disj)ensarie8. What next ?

RErovERY OF Se\'ere iNMrRT OF Knee-joint wtth-
OT'T Antiseitu- Tueatment.—We have received from
Dr. P. M. Chadwick, late house physician of lielle-

vue Hospital, now of Omaha, Neb., an account of a
case of injury of the knee-joint, which he sends us
" for the benefit of the anti-antiseptics." W. E.
McKee, a barkeeper, received a i)istol-shot wound of

the thigh June 30th, the ball passing downward and
forward to the upjier part of the patella ; btit tlie

bullet could not be found at the time. There was
effusion into the joint, with local heat. The pa-
tient was ordered to bed, a posterior straight splint

applied, and cold compresses ordered. There was
no constitutional disturbance, the pulse, respiration,

and temperature remaining normal. After a week
tbe woiind had closed and the patient was able to be
up and about. About three weeks after the injury,

while forciV)ly extending tbe leg, the patient felt

something " give way," and the ball was found at

tbe inner side of the joint. From this situation it

was moved to the outer side of the joint, and then it

was cut down upon and removed, about three
drachms of fluid escaping. The finger was passed
into tbe joint, but no further damage was detected.

The wound was closed with a suture, which was re-

moved at the end of the third day, union ha\-ing

taken place by tbe first intention. Tbe former treat-

ment was resumed ; again there was no constitutional

disturbance, and the jiatient made a perfect recoveiy.

The Death of Dr. Edward Barringer.—Dr. H.
N. Battey writes fi"om Vienna :

" As no notice of the

death of Dr. Edward Bairinger seems to have been
jjublisbed in the New York journals, the following

particxxlars which I learned from the consul at Zu-
rich may interest the friends in your city, from some
of whom I have had letters of inquiry already, as we
travelled in Switzerland together. The accident oc-

curred on tbe 30th of August, whilst crossing the

mountains near Zernetz in company with a number
of jiassengers. By tbe ujisetting of the diligence

Dr. Barringer seems to have been thrown out, as the

body was found under the wagon. Death resulted

from injuries to the head. The remains, I suj>pose,

have been sent to the relatives in Schenectady, N. Y.

Tbe effects in Vienna were promptly attended to,

and are now in the hands of the consul."

Professor Roberts Bartholow having completed
the first Cartwright course of lectures, was on Tues
day evening tendered a reception by Dr. R. F. Weir
President of the Alumni Association of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New Y'ork. A large num
ber of representative medical gentlemen were present

and paid their respects to the distinguished guest.

Nrx Vo>ncA ik Chronic Gastritls axd Atont.—It

the report of Dr. Da Costa's clinic, page 658, i

should be stated that nux vomica was advised ii

eight-</ro^> rather than eight-drachm (!) doses.
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A

Abdominal section. 125 ; for the removal of uterine tu-

mors, o")?, 711.

Abortion, without hemorrhage, 607.

Abscess, lachrymal, 450 ; of liver, 154, 155, 183 ; of the
liver without hepatic symptoms, C95 ; of the nasal

septum. 319 ; of the spleen. 204 ; of thyroid body.

490 ; origin of deep-seated, 560
;
pelvic, 633

;
pelvic,

aspiration, 634; perineal, 710; peri-rectal. 38.

Accommodation, effects of electric light upon, 543.

Acne rosacea. 312, 670.

Acid, carbolic, perfumed. 265 ; chrysophanic. 308
;

maize and maizenic. 602 ; salicylic, in bromide rash,

544; salicylic, in iritis, 135 ; salicylic, as an anthel-

mintic, 234 ; salicylic, and rheumatism. 53 ; salicylic,

in rheumatic pericarditis, 599 ; sclerotic, 308 ; uric,

156.

Aconite, action of, 167 ; in rheumatism, etc., 419 ; lethal

dose of, 7:27.

Addison's disease, 41.

Adenoma of the coniuuctiva. 97.

Adulteration of food. 329. 331, 672.

Agnew. Dr. C. R. . clinical lecture, 169. 450; notice. 644.

.4.insworfch. Dr. F. C. , hydatids of the bladder, 346

;

treatment of fetid perspirations of the feet, 375.

Air we breath, as affecting health, 497.

.\ir-passages, chronic congestion of the upper, 213.

Albuminuria and peptonuria, 628.

Alcohol, influence of the excess of, on the death-rate,

251 ; in hospitals, 267 ; in the causation of insanity,

357 ; with tobacco, ambh'opia from, 649, 665.

Alcohol habit, erythroxylon coca in, 448.

Alimentation, rectal, 125, 504.

Allen, Dr. J. E . notice of essays by, 717, 718.
AUin. Dr. C'harles M.. the death of, 26 ; refjolutions re-

garding the death of, 477.

Amblyopia from the abuse of alcohol and tobacco, 649,

665. 668.

Ambrook. Dr. Charles, treatment of fetid perspiration of

the feet, 585.

Amidon, Dr. li. W., cerebral thermometry, 706.

Amenorrhcea, 40.

American Academy of Medicine. 408, 415.

American Association for the Advancement of Science,

325, 327.

American Association of Medical Colleges. 184, 195.

American Gynecological Society, 324, 439 ; notice of

transactions of, 269.

American Laryngological Association, 104.

American Neurological Association, 240.

Anierican Otological Society, 296.

American Pharmaceutical Association, 40.0.

American Public Health Association. 614 ; and the pre-

vention of venereal diseases, 724; annual meeting
of, 699, 717.

American Social Science Association, 329, 724.

American Veterinary Hospital, 250.

Americanized Metric System. 474.

Ametropia. 3U9 ; asthenopia in, 281.

Ammonium, bromide of, 362.

Amputation of the cervix uteri. 233 ; of inverted uterus.

182 ; immediate, Richard Wiseman on, 364.

Amaurosis following the administration of quinine, 608.

Amy), nitrite of, in convulsions, 386 ; and strychnia, 648.

Amyloid degeneration, 685, 693.

Anaemia, extreme anatomical characters of blood in, 180
;

pernicious. 251.

Anajsthesia. 21; in dentistry, 185 ; local. 182; turpen-
tine and chloroform for, 603.

Anaesthetic effects of cold upon the cornea, 349.

Andrews, Dr. Judson B., 337.

Aneurism, of aortic valve, 16 ; of arch of aorta, 102, 124,

465, 658 ; diffuse traumatic, 404 ; double, of aorta,

541 ; of the innominate arterj^ 136 ; of the middle
cerebral artery, 579; of middle meningeal, 296 ; new
method of applying pressure in traumatic, 571 ; sac-

culated, and heart-clot, 578 ; traumatic, new method
of employing pressure, 215.

Ani, prolapsus, in children, 263 ; cases of prolapsus of,

682 ; new method of operative treatment, 433.

Ankle, caries of, 68; excision of, 132 ; suppurative dis-

ease of, 197.

Annual report of the Sargeon-General of the 11. S. ma-
rine hospital service. 605.

Ano, fistula in, 712.

Anodynes and pain. 674.

Answers to correspondents, 476.

Antagonists, of the cardiac and respiratory depressments,
646 ; to mental states, 674.

Anthelmintic, salicylic acid as an, 234.

Anthrax, acquired on pasturage, 518 ; of fruit-trees, 328.

Antiseptic treatment of typhoid fever, 503.

Anus, cezema of, 676, 696.

Aorta, abdominal, embolism of, 518; aneurism of. 102,

124, 465, 658; compression of. through the rectum,
223 ; dissecting aneurism of, 326 ; double aneurism
of, 541.

Aortic valve, with four cusps, 692.

Aphakia, glasses in, 284.

Aphasia, induced, 469 ; obscure case of, 600 ; saturnine,

291.

Apolli Giovanni, 195.

Apomorphia in sunstroke, 234.

Appolinaris spring, notice of, 295.

Armstrong, Dr. C. T., physician and pharmacist, 348.

Arsenic in tincture and solution of perchloride of iron,

672.

Artery, aneurism of middle meningeal, 296 ; axillary,

rupture of, in dislocation of humerus, 404 ; innomi-
nate, aneurism of, 136 ; thrombosis of pulmonary,
132.
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Arteries. discaseB of the prcat thoracic, 2T>^ ; occlusion

of the coroiijiry, 2(52 ; Hypliilitic dcjfcucratioa of,

22!); thrombosis of poi)litonl, 41)5.

Arts, the hlnck, in iinMlicine, 270.

Asbestos rooting felt, 11)2.

Ascites, iliu' to stricture of the common bile-duct, 572;
fiir.i«liz:ition for, 511).

Asphyxia, blowinjj on the new-bom a remedy for, 012.

Aspiiiium nmrfjinale, 4 111.

Aspiration, early. 12; in pelvic abscess, d'M.

Aspirator, new form of, 82 ; use of, followed by fa;cal

fistula. 5m:{.

Association, National, for the Protection of the Insane,
5:i2.

Asthenopia, 281. .lOO.

Asthma, 31), ;j:i5; ethyl, iodide of, and pilocarpin in,

292 ; recurring in Bright's disease, iiSd ; spasmodic,
3(50.

•Astigmatism, 310 ; mixed, 38.

Astrag.ilus, excision of, 100.

Asylum mortality and non-restr.iint, 438, 500.

Asylums, insane, of the j^tate. 379 ; investigation, CG9.

Ataxics, changes in the maxillary bones in, 180.

Atrophy, acute muscular, without le.sion of the cord, 245.

Atropia, and chloral, 04(5 ; and oj)ium, 048 ; as a substi-

tute for morphia. 4l51 ; in asthenopia, 282; in con-

vergent squint, 310; morphine and daturine. 2(53;

physiological antagonism between physostigma, pilo-

carpine, muscaria, quinia, bromal hydrate, and
aconitine and, 017; relation of,-to opium-poi.soning,

491.

Atropine-poisoning, chloral hydrate in, 320.

Audiphone, 182; and the vulcanite denture, 364.

Auricle, futty growths in the right, 572.

Ayers, Dr. Samuel, hystero-epiiepsy, 720.

Axilla, red perspiration in, 55, 502.

B

Babies, quintet of. 301.

Back, lipoma of, 271.

Bacteria, in the air, G89.

Baldo-leaves, 308.

Balfour, Dr. M., notice of work by, 524.

Balleray. Dr. G. H., the treatment of recent lacerations

of the cervix uteri, 050.

Baltimore as a medical centre, 392.

Baltimore Sledical and Surgical Society, 040.

Bandage, elastic, in elephantiasis, 71 U.

Barberry, holly-leaved, 307.

Barringer, Dr. Edward, notice of death of, 728.

Bartholow, Dr. Roberts, notice of book by, 494 ; on the
physiological antagonism between medicines, and
between remedies and diseases, 501, 589, 017, 045,
073 ; reception to, 728.

Bartol, Dr. A., on the late Dr. Jackson, 363.
Barton's fracture. 96.

Bastian, Dr. Cbas. , notice of book by, 522.

Bates. Dr. Geo. F., suppression of urine for nine days,
431.

Bath, compressed air,' 251.
Bathing after meals. 303.

Baths, alcoholic, influence of. npon the skin, 543.

Battey's operation, 430 ; for hysteria, 615.

Beale, Lionel S., notice of book by, 495.

Beard, Dr. Geo. M.. notice of book by, 295 ; notice of

pamphlets by, 187.

Beef, corned, poisoning by, 25.

Belladonna and opium, antagonism between, 561, 589.

Bellevue Hospital reports, 11, 122, 290, 401, 627 ; inani-

tion at, 280.
Bellevue Hospital Medical College. 476.

Bentwick, Lady Harriet Scott, 380.

Beri-beri, 726 ; in San Francisco, 377.

Bernard. Prof. Claude, 307.

Bernhardt and histrionic death, 662.

Bigelow, Dr. Horatio R., a case of epilepsy, 539 ; simple
dilatation of the stomach, 373 ; the action of the
visual jiurple in the eel, 37.

Bile-duct, stricturo of the common, in etiology of jaun-
diire and a.scitcs, 572.

Biliarv coloring matter in urine, 573.

Itlack'haw, ;i()M.

Blackwood. Dr. W. R. D. , the treatment of hemorrhoids,
3(13, 3H5.

Bladder, atony of, 570 ; hydatids of, 340, 588; reniedi* u

acting upon the. 07(5; rui)ture of, 131.

Blodgett, Dr. All)ert N., hallux valgus, 34.

Blood, anatomical changes in, in extreme ana;mia, IfSO;

condition of, in diseases affecting the lymphatia
glands, 519; infection of, 356; inllufnce of music
on the circulation of. 043 ; transfusion of arterial,

519.

Blood-corpuscles and their relations to the marrow of

bones, 305.

Blood-globules, red, mushrooms on, 391.

Blood poisoning, death from, 072.

Blood-vessels, hyi)0(lermic injection of alcohol in disea-ses

of, 545.

Bodenhamer, Dr. Wm., the ligation of hemorrhoidal
tumors, 147.

Bones, affections of, in leucaemia, 235 ; cranial, practical

bearings of, 421 ; fractures of the temporal, 443
;

marrow of. relation of blood-corimscles to, 3)05
;

maxillary, changes in, in ataxics, 180; nasal, de-

pressed fractures of, 181 ; of the face, 425 ; frontal,

42:')
; occipital, 423

;
parietal, 424 ; temporal, 424

;

reunion of isolated pieces of long, 544.

Bone conduction, 298.

Bosworth, Dr. Frank IL, nasal catarrh, 505.

Boylston prize, 231.

Brain, concussion of, 708; effect of certain lesions of,

upon the excitability of the motor centres, 358 ;

sections of, new method of making, 134 ; structure

and nomenclature of, 328; tumor of, 383; venous
circulation of, 291.

Breast, carcinoma of, 583 ; cancer of, neglected symp-
tom, 263 ; mode of extirpating, 558 ; cancer of.

statistics, 127; erysipelas of, 13.

Breathing, rapid, as a pain-obtunder, 211 ; under water.

<>o.

Bridge, Dr. Norman, diabetes insipidis, 339.

Bright's disease, acute, 124 ; casts as a symptom of, 094
;

cerebral excitement in, 039 ; chronic, with acute
symptoms, 380; fuchsine in, 588; the ganglionic

centres in, 490.

British Medical Association, 140, 250. 351, 353.

Broca, Dr. Paul, notice of death of, 196, 364.

Bromides, therapeutical uses of, 362.

Bromidrosis, 503.

Brooklyn Board of Health. 171.

Brown, Dr. B. B., notice of pamphlet by, 186.

Brown, Dr. Judson C, poisoning by corned beef, 25.

Buchanan. John, 250, 292, 724.

Bulkley, Dr. L. D. . notice of health primer by, 523 ; the

management of eczema of the anus and genital re-

gion. 070.

Buckliu, Dr. C. A., convergent squint, 94, 429.

Buffalo General Hospital. (5().

Buffalo State Asylum for the Insane, 330.

Buhl, Prof., notice of death of, 391.

Burrall, Dr. F. A., liq. opii. comp. and tinct. opii. comp.

.

387.

Cachexia, amyloid degeneration from, 693 ; multiple cu
taneous gangrene due to, 711.

Cactus, Mexican, 308.

Cadaver, a gorilla, 196.

Cady. Dr. C. B., benzoate of soda in pneumonia, 24.

Caesarean section, 405.

Caffein, and morphia, 647; citrate of, 41.
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Jalcium, chloride of, in phthisis, 252 ; salicylate in diar-

rhoea, 401.

!alculi, biliary, GO.l ; olive-oil for the softening of, G29.

Jalculus, urethral and vesical, 477 ;
vesical, 1G3 ; a

large one, 428.

'alifornia laurel, ;508.

'allisectiou, 21!).

Jalomel aud iodide of potassium in diseases of the eye,

083.

'ampbell, Dr. A. Sibley, notice of pamphlet by, 438.

Campbell, Dr. II. F., notice of paper by, 438.

:;ampbell, Dr. Wellington N., 2o0.

)amphor, bromide of, 362.

'auada Medical As.sociation, 448.

Saucer, alkaline treatment of, 543 ; cbian turpentine in,

54, 84 ; cure by radical operation, 432
;
death-rate

from, 224; hepatic, (il)l ; in the lower animals, G33
;

of the breast, 583 ; of the breast, statistics, 127 ; of

the spleen and stomach, G83; of stomach, liver, and
mediastinal glands, 103 ; oleum terebinthinai in,

220
;
primary of the lungs, 086, 691 ; uterine, and

chian turpentine, 375 ; uterine, mastich in, 518.

3anula, celluloid, for intrauterine injections, 721.

'ardiac lesions and locomotor ataxy, 460.

"aries of ankle, 68 ; of ribs, 583.

Jarlsbad and its natural healing agents, 188.

varoba leaves, 308.

'arpus, dislocation of, 96.

parroll. Dr. Alfred L., medical registration law, 471.

Cartilages, costal, lesions of, in consumption, 491.

partwright lectures, 532, 561, 589, 617, 645, 673.

Mascara sagrada, 3U8.

lastle. Dr. F. A., intermittent hepatic colic and gall-

stones, 584.

yastration of dogs, 643.

Jasts, urinary, as a symptom of Bright's disease, 694
;

as prognostic signs, 039.

lat, anatomical uses of, 110.

'atalepsy, 4(i7

;atarrh, nasal, 505; discussion, 525.

Jatarrall gland-fever, 713.

!athcart. Dr. T. H., a series of complicated cases of

typhoid fever, 533 ; history of the blood-corpuscles

and their relations to the marrow of bones, 365.

Jatheterizatiou, of the larynx. 122.

'autery, actual, in cystitis, 272.

!ells, giant, and tubercles, 41.

'ensus, of idiotic and insane, 307.

Jerebral excitement in Bright's disease, 639.

Jervix uteri, amputation of, 233 ; chondromyxoma of,

628 ; laceration of, 141, 357, 656 ;
ulceration of, 443.

!hambers Street Hospital, 96.

'hancre, indurated, low organisms of, 403.

Charcoal, in infantile diarrhoea, 659

!harcot, Prof., 335.

:hase. Dr. Robert H., 50.

Jhaulmoogra oil, 308.

Iheek, cysts of, 583.

'heken. 308.

;heesman, Dr. Wm. S., 401; rheumatic inflammation

of the pericardium cured by salicylic acid, 599.

'henopodium, poisoning by oil of, 349.

ihest, remarkable course of a bullet in a gunshot wound

of, 55.

!hian turpentine, 308 ; and uterine cancer, 3<5.

:hicago Gynecological Society, 50.

;iiicken cholera, and vaccination, 585.

Tairurgie antiseptique, notice of, 436.

Cholera, copper against, 261.

:holera infantum, 183 ; treated by quinine, 3:jb.

Chloral, hydrate of, and atropia. 640; and picrotox-

ine, 646 ;
and strychnia, 645 ;

deaths from, 702

;

hypodermic injections of, 180; in acute gastro-en-

teritis, 207 ; in atropine-poisoning, 320 ;
in phthisis,

603 ; taste of, 588.

:hloroform, and diabetes, 51 ; influence of. upon labor,

607 ; mortality in England, 604 ; plea for, 23 ;
tur-

pentine with, for anaesthesia, 603.

Chondromyxoma of cervix uteri, G28.

Christie, Dr. James, notice of report by, 438.

Clirj-sophanic acid, 308.

Cinchonidia, hydrobromide of, in diarrhoea of children,

10.

Circles of mental disorder, 357.

Circulation, pulmonary, discovery of, 274 ;
venous, of

the brain, 291.

Cirrhosis, of liver, nou-progre.ssive, 027.

Cleborne, Dr. C. J., hemiglossitis, G12.

Cleft-palate, 037.

Climate-cure, 402 ; of phthisis, 540, 725.

Clinical advantages in Philadelphia. 009.

Cobbold, Dr., notice of pamphlet by, 525.

Coca, 308; for opium habit, 224, 261.

Cocaine and morphia, 047.

Cod-liver oil, in epilepsy, 071 ;
prophylactic use of, 74

;

tasteless, 395.

Coffee, and strychnia, 264.

Cold, in acute lobar pneumonia, 627.

Colic, intermittent hepatic, 552, 584; lead, electricity in,

573.

"Collary fantum," 250.

Color-blindness, 329, 420 ; and the physical examination

of seamen, o91.

College of Physicians in Philadelphia. 728.

College of Physicians and Surgeons, 334.

Colleges, American medical, 643.

Colon, rupture of an old cicatrix of, 100.

Coma, prolonged, in a child. 376.

Condyle, fracture of internal, of humerus, 319.

Confectionery, 335.

Conference of Charities and Correction, seventh annual,

194.

Conference on vital statistics, 221.

Congress, international medical, 222.

Conjunctiva, adenoma of, 97.

Connective tissue, general hyperplasia of, 264.

Connecticut Medical Society, 79.

Cook County Hospital, 154, 180.

Coomes, Dr. Martin F., notice of book by. 270.

Constipation, high temperature from, 320; infantile.

348.

Constitutional diseases. Dr. Roosa's lecture on, 532
;
and

eye troubles, 5GU.

Constitutional disturbance, 356.

Consumption, 157; contagion of , 90 ;
pulmona.ay, spon-

taneous cure of, 392 ;
therapeutic effects of moder-

ate altitudes in, 220.

Conventions, recent dental, 239.

Convulsions, nitrate of amyl in, 386 ; uremic, 180.

Copper, against cholera and typhoid fever, 261 ; sulphate

of, in syphilis, 67.

Cornea, anaesthetic effect of cold upon, 349 ; dermoid

tumors of, 348 ; injury of, 171.

Cortex quebracho, 3C8.

Councilman, Dr. W. T. . notice of book by, 720.

Cranium, sutures of, 422.

Crawford, Dr. J. L., ovarian tumor complicated with

pregnancv, 473.

Creveling, Dr.' J. P., idiopathic origin of deep-seated ab-

scesses, 560.

Cremation, 363, 725.

Croup, membranous, 216; laryngotomy for. 62.J : tra-

cheotomy in, 1, 29, 57, 85, 113, 452.

Crow, Dr. T. J., new ovum and placenta forceps, 61.>.

Crowded professions, 250.

Cruelty to shopwomen, 221.

Cutter, Dr. G. R., notice of book by. 268.

Cystitis, 17, 359 ; chronic, 73
;
gaultheria m, 262.

Cystotomy, and the .actual cautery, 272.

Cysts of the cheek, 583.

Dacryocysto-blennorrhoea, 377.

Damiara, 308.
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Dampness, (if thn 8oil nnd phtliiHis, rt4!{.
|

Daturin*', morphine, and iitropino, 2'!;{
j

l)i»vi>«, Dr. I'rank II., notice of death of, ;UV3.

Doath, inlluonco of the moon on, 110.

Death-rnte, and non-r<»traint in insani', '}H\ ; offect of
|

heat upon, 194; inlluence of the excos.s of alcohol
[

on, 251.

Degeneration, amyloid. CtHTt, 6!);? ; hyaline, of the iyniph-

fjlamLs, loH ; syphilitic, of artoric.H, 229.

Delirium tremens, 180.

Denprne, 44S.

Denison, Dr. Charles, notice of book hy, 45.

Dentist, ])o.sition of the, 71.

Dentistry, annc.sthesia in, 1^5.

Denture, vulcanite, and the audiphono, 304. I

Depressants, cardiac and respiratory, antaj^oni.sts to,
|

<i4<!. 1

Di'rmato'.opric.il A.ssociation, American, notice of transac- I

tion^ of, K>2').

Derm.-itology in America, 391.

De&sau, Dr. S. Henry, the subcutaneous use of liydro-

bromide of cinchonidia in the summer diarrluua

of children, 10.

Diabetes, 30 ; and chloroform, 51 ; insipidus, 339 ; insip-

idus and err^ot. 97, (iOO ; motallo-therapy for. 364.

Diagno.sis. abdominal section for purpose of, 125; case

for. 008; the microphone and dreams in, 572.

Diarrhoea, calcium salicylate in. 491 ; chronic. 40 ; in-

fantile, treated with charcoal, 059; summer, of

children, cinchonidia in, 10.

Diet, milk, and rectal alimentation, 504.

Dilatation, continuous elastic, 107 ; simjile, of the stom-
ach, 373.

Dilator, female urethral, 007.

Diphtheria. 189, 213, 419, 005 ; and scarlatina, 001. 088 ;

from the tracheotomy-tube, 089 ; inlluence of strong
winds u])on, 587 ; its relation to scarlet fever, 232

;

milk locally in, 182; new studies into the nature of,

403; of the penis, 50; pepsine in, 401 ; spread by
a cat, ;>01.

Diplomas, bogus, 22, 171, 189, 292.

Diploma-mills, 550.

Disch.arge, monthly sanguineous, in an infant, 207.

Discussions r.?. papers, 90.

Disease, and filthy streets, 031 ; epidemic, and sanitary

administration. 270 ; hereditary tolerance of, 528.

Diseases, and remedies, physiological antagonism be-

tween, 501 ; carJiac remedies in, 075 ; constitu-

tional, cure of by the use of glasses, 393 ; conta-
gious in (1879-8il). 071 ; milk diet in heart, 085;
nervoiTS and aural, the telejihone in etiology of, 671.

Dislocation, compound, of humerus, 319.

Dispens.ary for Women and Children, 195 ; Northwest-
ern, 00.

Dispensaries, for di.«!eases of the skin. 728 ; provident, 52.

Displacements, uterine, 278; reduction of uterme, 208.
Dissection and grave robbery, 331.
Dogs, castration of, 643.

Dogwood, Jamaica, 201, 308.

Dosage, increased range of, 15.

Douche, the hot rectal, 442.

Dowse, Dr. Thomas Stretch, notice of book by. 212.

Drainage, through, 381.

Drainage-tube, absorbable, 271.

Drayton, Dr. H. S.. notice of book by, 73.

Dreams, in diogno.sis, 572.

Drop.sy, articular, intermittent, 237.

Druggists, incompetent, 25.

Druggists .and physicians, 107, 128, 602.

Drugs, deteriorations, adulterations, and substitutions
of, 238 ; report on the adulteration of, 475.

Daig stores of Philadelphia, 28.

Drug trade, and the medical profession, 302.
Drysdale, Dr Chas. R., notice of book by, 032.
Duboisia, 308 ; in exophthalmic goitre, 348.
Duct, Steno's, fistula of. 163.

Dnrareicher, Prof. , notice of death of, 725.
Dunbar, Dr., 240.

I

Dunglison, Dr. Richard J., notice of book iiy, 10, 495
Duodenum, fatal ulceration of, 712.

Dwarf, mathematical calculation by a, 503.

Dyer's plan, 2H2.

Dysentery, II, 251 ; chronic, with absccHs of the liver,

005 ; of children, ergot in, 302.

Dyskinesia, uterine, 278.

Dyauicnorrhiea, pathology of, 577.

E

Ear, keloid growth of, 131 ; middle, purulent inflamma<
tion of, 208.

Ear-syringe, modified, 278.

Early rising, 585.

Eccl.ino 'occus, hepatic, 711.

Eclampsia, in a child, 370.

Eczema, chronic, 302 ; of the anus, 670, 696.

Education, the higher, of medical men, 415.

Eel, action of visual purple in, 37.

Effects of medical legislation in Illinois, 447.

Eklund, Dr. Frederik, notice of book by, 730.

Elbow, compound fracture of, 79.

Eldridge, Dr. Stuart, asbestos roofing felt for splints, 192,

Electricity, as a paralyzing agent, 500; doctor of. 118;
in intestinal obstructions, 459 ; in lead colic. 573

Electric light, effect of, upon accommodation, 543.

Elephantiasis, of the leg, 710.

Eli.\irs, 414.

Elsberg, Dr. Louis, notice of book by, 130.

Emanuel, Dr. Manley, 170.

Embolism, of the abdominal aorta, 518.

Emir.etropia, 309 ; asthenopia in, 281.

Emphysema, subcutaneous, occurring during labor, 029,

697.

Empyema, 12, 213. 217, 401 ; resection of the ribs

317; treatment with through drainage, 557.

Encephalon, tumor of, 245.

Endarteritis, 39.

Endocarditis, acute ulcerative, 131 ; foetal, 292.

English conjoint examining boatd scheme, 75.

Epidemic, at North Adams, 250 ; the Princeton, and iti

critics, 255.

Epicondyles, humeral, fracture of, 48.

Epididymitis, gonorrhoeal, changes in the seminal fluU

in connection with, 205.

Epiglottis, removal of, 420.

Epilepsy. 208, 539 ; bromide of ethyl in. 377 ; cod-livei

oil in, 071 ; dilated aud mobile pupil in, 246, 573

influence of, on the weight of patients, 519; Jack
sonian, 244 ;

thalmic, 243.

Epistaxis, surgical treatment of, 207, 834 ; spray of pel

chloride of iron in, 95.

Epithelia, new form.ation of, in cancer, 133.

Eiiithelioma, of the cervix uteri, 320 ; of the cheek, 101
;

of the rectum, 121.

Epitrochlea, fracture of, 556.

"Epi/.ooty," 420, 501.

Ergot, in diabetes insipidus, 97, 600; in dysentery of

children, 302.

Ergot-poisoning, 318, 473, 558, 644.

Erich, Dr. Aug. F., notice of essay by, 718.

Eructation, vulvar, 659.

Erysipelas, 13.

Erythrophleine, 236.

Erythroxylon coca in opium .and alcohol habits. 448.

Ether, sudden death from, 391 ; spray of, in the vomit-

ing of pregnancy, 474.

Ethics, question of, in Medical Society of County of

New York, 521 ; report of the committee on, of the

Medical Society of the County of New York, 039.

Ethidine, dichloride of, 100.

Ethnological phenomenon, 336.

Ethyl, bromide of, 60. 07, 84, 244, 431 ; as a local anaes-

thetic, 182 ; in hvsteria and epilepsy, 377 ; iodide of,

108; in asthma, "292.

Evetzky, Dr. E. , the relation of food to life, 139. i

4
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Evolution, of the gastro-intcstinal glands, 712 ; of man,
22:5.

Eyes, iodoform in affections of, 2G2 ; calomel and iodide

of potassium in diseases of, 08:3.

Exanthemata, diphtheritic, (iOl).

Excision of the knee and hip, 'Sr)4.

Experts, fees for testifying, 19.').

Exophthalmic goitre, duboisia in, ;i48; electricity in, 5G9.

Extension, and a new method for its production, 020.

F

Face, bones of, 425 ; erysipelas of, 13
;
plastic operations

on the, oOl.

Fallopian tube, rupture of vein in, 303.

Faradic current, in excessive perspiration of feet and
hands, -101.

Faradization, for ascites, /jiy ; of the liver and urea, 1S2.

Farnsworth, Dr. P. J., oleum terebintbiniB in cancer, 220.

Farr, Dr. Win. , ;!25.

Faster, death of a, 420.

Fasting frogs, 301.

Fasting, voluntary. 585.

Fatty growths in right cardiac auricle, 572.

Faulkner, ^Dr. R. B., treatment of spasmodic asthma,
300.

Favus, epidemic of. 433 ; of the penis, 50.

Feet, fetid perspiration of, 375, 5U3, 585, C59.

Felidas, habits and treatment in captivity, 279.

Femur, necrosis of popliteal plate of, 05.

Fennel, oil of, 221.

Ferguson and conservative surgery, 354.

Ferric hydrate, 412.

Fever, back-bone, 448; intermittent, iodine in, 182 ; in-

termittent, inoculability of, 491 ; intermittent, pilo-

carpin in, 302 ; malarial, treatment by ethereal oil

of mustard, 182; pernicious, 720 ; typhoid, 337,

379; typhoid, antiseptic treatment of, 503; typhoid,

complicated cases, 533 ; typhoid, copper agaiiist,

201 ; typhoid, parasites in muscles in, 235; typhoid,

prevalence and cause of, 043 ; typhus, salicylate of

soda in, 183 ; yellow, pathological histology of, 195.

Fibroid, uterine, 214 ; multiple, 008.

Fibromatosis, 204.

Fibula, undescribed fracture of, 182.

Fifty-cent doctors, 580.

Fingers, subungual sarcoma of, 084.

Finrock, Dr. J. II., inedical law in Wyoming, 559.

Fistula, congenital aural, 298 ; fecal, 583 ; in ano, 712
;

of Steuo's duct, 103.

Flint, Dr. Austin, typhoid fever. 337.

Flint, Dr. Austin, Jr., 504.

Fluid extracts, 412.

Foochow Medical Missionary Hospital, notice of annual
report of, 352.

Food, adulterations of, 329, 331, 072; its relation to life,

139.

Foramina of Monro, 150, 250.

Forceps, aural, 108 ; new needle, 193 ; obstetric, 498
;

ovum and placenta, 013 ;
Poullet's obstetric, 498.

Forearm, compound dislocation of both bones of, 49

;

dislocation of both bones backward, 130.

Forest, Dr. W. E., the treatment of post-partum hemor-
rhage, 250.

Formula;, in parts by weight, 175.

Fos.sa, nasal, 423.

Fossil, a costly, 12.

Fowl-cholera, 53.

Fox, Dr. Geo. H. , notice of work by, 130.

Fracture, compound, of the skull, 381 ; depressed, of

nasal bones, 181 ; of the patella, tendinous suture

in, 237 ; undescribed variety of, in the fibula, 182.

Franklin, Dr. T. M., 419.

Freckles and tan, 223.

French Academy of Medicine, 585.

Frontal sinuses, contributions to the pathology of, 233
;

polypus of, 233.

Fruit- syrups, 414.

Fuchsine, in Bright's disease, 588.

Fungi, in syphilis, 037.

G

Gall-stones, hepatic colic from, 552, 584.

Galviiiiic current, in goitre, 284.

Ganglion, 299.

Ganglionic centres, in Bright's disease, 490.

Gangrene, amimtation for, 105
; multiple cutaneous, 711;

of the foot and leg, 273 ; of the uterus, 084 ; spon-

taneous, 405.

Garrctson, Dr. James E., excision of the inferior dental

nerve, 449.

Gastritis, catarrhal, 280 ; chronic, 057; nux vomica in,

728.

Gastroenteritis, acute, hydrate of chloral in, 207.

Ga.strotomy, 27.

Gaultheria, in cystitis, 202.

Gay, Dr. C. F., clinical lecture, GG.

Geddings, Dr. W. H., report of cases of phthisis, 482,

513.

Gelsemium, and opium, 047.

General Medical Council and preliminary education, 222.

General practitioners and specialists, 588.

Gerster, Dr. A. G. , notice of case by, 438.

Gestation, double, 504.

Gibbs, Dr. B. F., portagious : the proper word to descriV)e

the etiology of certain zymotic diseases, 385.

Gibney, Dr. V. P., cervical pachymeningitis, 341.

Gladstone, illness of, 295.

Glands, gastro -intestinal, 712; lymphatic, condition of

blood in diseases of, 519 ; histology of the v Ivo-va-

ginal, 084; structure of sudoriparous, 084.

Glass, Dr. J. H., hair in the punctum lachrymalis, 012.

Glasses, cure of constitutional diseases with, 393.

Glaucoma, XJathology of, 359.

Glazier, Dr. W. T. C, notice of death of, 724.

Glycerine, in flatulence, acidity, and pyrosis, 320.

Goitre, relations of, to pregnancy, 727 ; exophthalmic,
galvanic current in, 284.

Gonorrhoea, abortion of the inflammatory stage of, 237

;

and micrococci, 301.

Goodell, Dr. Wm. , notice of book by, 72.

Gordon, Dr. Seth C, notice of address by, 525.

Goiilla cadaver, 190.

Gould, Dr. J. F., notice of book by, 522.

Granville, Dr. J. Mortimer, notice of book by, 73.

Greshara, Dr., 055.

Grindelia robusta, 308.

Griswold, Dr. Gaspar, poisoning with homoeopathic
granules of "nux," 374.

Gross, Dr. S. D., clinical advantages in Philadelphia, 009.

Guaranine, and morphia, 047.

Gull, Sir Wm. , and the Ingles' case, 335.

i Gutman, Dr. Edward, notice of book by, 45.

i

Guy's Hospital, 724, 725.

H

Hadden, Dr. A., tracheotomy in croup, 452.

Hacraoglobinuria, 207.

Ilailes, Dr. Wm. , an improved microtome. 109.

Hair, human, and skin, growth of, 224 ; in the punctum
lachrymalis, 012.

Hall, Dr. Jas. C. , notice of death of, 27.

Hallux valgus, 34.

Hamilton, Dr. Frank H., notice of brochure by, 271.

Hamilton, Dr. John B., notice of book by, 438.

Hand, restoration of, 202.

Handerson, Dr. 11. E. , an unusual case of intussuscep-

tion. 098.

Hargis, Dr. R. B. S. , notice of essay by, 292.

Harvard College, bequest to, 050.

Haupt, Dr. L., subcutaneous emphysema during labor.

697.
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Hay- fever, M\).

Ilcud, clTiirt to resuscitate a guilloLmed, 043; fcunshot
wouiul of, 1<>7; noises in, 401

;
poise of, 427; sur-

(,'iciil rc^rions of, M'.].

Headache, occipital, a.s a symptom of iira?mia, 204.

Health, aifected by the air we breathe, 4!)7 ; in lioston,

014.

Hcarinjr, by the aid of tissue-conduction, 182.

Heart, calcified degeneration of the niu.scul.nr w.ills of,

r)r»2 ; of a doff, buckshot in, i;{2; jierforation of

ulcer of stomach into. 202 ; perforating wound of
the loft ventricle of, 55(9 ; spontaneous hyp('rtroi)liy

and dilatation of, 544; valvular lesions of, 54;J.

Heart clot, and sacculated aneurism, rtlH.

Heart disease, orj^anic, medicolegal, 215.

Heart's action, suspension of , 251.

Heath, Dr. Christopher, riotice of manual by, 495.

Hebra, notice of death of, 'M'.i ; fuueral of, 070.
Hemiglossit s, 012, 727.

Hemiplegia, partial, with white cerebral softening, 21.'].

Hemorrhage, acid nitrate of mercury in etiology of,

710; post-p.artum, 214, 250, ;J04; secondary, pre-

vention of, 2;j:> ; secondary inierporal, 442; second-
ary, after labor, 123; uterine, 205.

Hemorrhoids, jjainless. cure of internal, ;J20 ; the treat-

ment of, ;>();{ ; treated by injection, ;}85 ; treatment
b3' crushing, lilU.

Hemostatics, uterine, 1550.

Heinigke, Dr. jMed. Carl, notice of book by, 45.

Hereditary tolerance of disease, 528.

Hernia, concealed, y02 ; cerebri, 105; inguinal, 190;
ventral, 580.

Herniotomy, 120.

Herpes zoster, pathology of, 284.

Hewitt. Dr. Grailly, notice of book by, 490.

Hip, congenital dislocation of, 037 ; excision of, 354.

Hip-joint disease, 381, 712.

Histology, of the vulvovaginal gland, 084
;
pathological,

of yellow fever, 11*5.

Hoffman, Prof. A. W., 335.

Hoffman and Schwalbe, notice of book by, 523,
Homatropin. 205.

Homoeopathic granules, poisoning with, 374.
Homoepaths and the regular profession, 071.

Homoeopathy in the United States, 015.

Horse-pox, 102.

Hospital for Incurables, 724.

Hospital management, 492, 574.

Hospital Saturday and Sunday Association, 420 ; t^atur-

day and Sunday, 710 ; Sunday collections, 84 ; Sun-
day fund. 004.

Hospital of University of Pennsylvania, 541.
Hospitals, alcohol in. 207; public, of the State, 379.
House-plants, and hygiene, 28.

Howard, Dr. R. P., notice of reprint by, 438.

Hudson, Dr. Alfred, notice of death of, 723.

Hufeland. Dr. Christopher W , notice of book by, 717.
Humeri, dislocation of both, 97.

Humerus, compound dislocation of, 319 ; fracture of the
internal corsdyle, 118, 130. 550.

Hunt, Dr. Eben, notice of death of, 419, 447.

Huntington, Dr. Geo., Does chloroform ever cause dia-

betes? 51.

Hutchinson, Dr. W. F., cases of neurasthenia. 398.
Hutchison, Dr. Joseph C, notice of book by, 187.

Hutton, Dr. T. J., blowing on the new-born a remedy for
asphyxia, 012.

Hydatiform mole. 111.

Hydatids, of the bladder, 340, 588.

Hydrocele, radical cure of, 572.

Hydrocephalus, external and internal, 405.

Hydrophobia, 504 ; in France, 447
;
pathology of, 271.

Hygiene, 130 ; and house-plants, 28 ; International Con-
gress of, 447 ; Parkes' museum of, 305 ; supple-
mentary report of Committee on, of the Medical
Society of the County of New York, 039.

Hygienic laws, unnecessary violation of, 351.

Hypermetropia, 309, 504.

Hypertrophy, cardiac, and renal diseane, 43.

Hypodermic syringe. eelluNjid, 192, 5S7.

Hyperplasia, general, of connective tissue, 204.
Hyi)n.'ipa(li:iH, 202.

Hysteria, IJattey's o|)eration for, 015'; bromide of ethyl
in, 377; in (•hildren, 291.

Hysterical somnambulism, 407.

Hystero-opilepsy, 240, 388, 720.

Iodine, in intermittent fevers, 182.

Idioform, correction of the odor of, 201 ; in affections

of the eyes, 202.

Illinois, effects of medical legislation in, 447.

Impressions, maternal, 3H0.

Index catalogue of the library of the Surgeon-General'B
office, 409.

Infanticides, distinctions in. 304.

Infection, fatal purulent, 490.

Inferior dental nerve, excision of, 449.

Ingalls, Dr. E. Fletcher, diseases of the great thoracic
arteries, 253.

Inflammations, changes of the blood-corpn.scles in, 209
;

rheumatic, of the pericardium, 599.

Inflation, artificial, of the lungs. 489.

Inhalation, portable appanatua, 544.

Injection, carbolic, in the treatment of hemorrhoids,
385 ; hyperdomic, of alcohol in diseases of blood-
vessels, 545 ; intrauterine canula for, 721.

Inoculability, of intermittent fever, 491.

Insane,' Association for the Protection of, 99, 532; asy-

lum investigation, 080 ; non-restraint in the treat-

ment of, 251, 304 ; non-re.straint of, and death-rat«,

584 ; investigation of asylums, 009 ; the protection

of, 403 ; treatment of, 330 ; treatment of, in Mas-
sachusetts, 580.

Insanity, alcohol in the causation of, 357 ; the preven-
tion of, 403.

Insolation at Algiers, 084.

Instruments, new aural, 298.

Insufllator, aural. lOS.

Intermittent fever, iodine in, 182.

International Lavyngological Congress, 404 ; Medical
Congress, 251, 31J4.

Intestine, peculiar disease of, 489
;
polypoid growth of,

551 ; twisting of, 558.

Intestinal obstruction, 532 ; electricity in, 459.

lutoxication.^partial, in the prevention of shock during
operations. 7Ul.

Intrauterine antiseptic irrigation. 543.

Intussusception, case of, 098 ; double, 551 ; symptoms
of, 584.

Inversion of the uterus, 489.

Ipecac in the treatment of jaundice. 351.

Iron, tincture and solution of perchloride of, arsenic in.

072.

Irrigation, antiseptic intra-uterine, 543.

Irritation, cerebral, venesection in, 708.

Iris, liaccidity of, in real death, 573.

Iritis, salicylic acid in, 135.

Jackson, Dr. Charles T. , obituary of. 304.

Jackson. Dr. John D. , notice of book by, 270.

Jackson, the late Dr., Dr. A. Bartol on, 303.

Jamaica, dogwood, 308.

Janney, Dr. W. S., 044.

Jaundice due to stricture of the common bile-duct, 573
;

treated by ipecac, 351.

Jeanc^'on, Dr. J. A., notice of atlas by, 130.

Jeffries, Dr. B. Joy, notice of paper by, 187.

Jennings, Dr. R. J., 28.

f
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Johnston, Dr. W. E., 363,

Judas tree, 308.

Jumping Frenchmen, 243.

K

Kane, Dr. 11. H. , hj'drate of chloral, 702 ; therapeutics as
based on the study of tendencies, 315.

Keating, Dr. John M. , ergot-poisoning, 318, 558.
Kedzie, Prof. R. C, 83.

Kelly, Dr. H. R., 19G.

Kelly, Dr. Webb J. , trephining, G4.

Keloid, of e.Tr, 131.

Kelsey, Dr. Charles B., death from retention of urine in

a case of peri-rectal abscess, 38.

Kennedy, Dr. Heniy, notice of book by, 72.

Keyt, Dr. A. T., water and air as media of transmission
for sphygmographs, 479.

Kidney, contracting. G3S; extirpation of, 114, 302, 441 ;

myxosarcoma of, 320 ; recurring a.sthma in Bright's,

039 ; remedies acting upon the, 070.

Kieruan, Dr. James G., non-restraint of insane and
death-rate, 584.

Klebs, Prof., ; 30.

Knee-joint, antiseptic incision of, 303 ; excision of, 354
;

recovery from severe injury of, without antiseptic
treatment, 728.

Kraus, Dr. J. , notice of book by, 188.

Kreider, Dr. Geo. N., the "Americanized" metric sys-

tem, 474.

Labor, influence of chloroform in, 007 ; instinctive and
physiological position of woman in, 441

; subcuta-
neous emphysema during, 097.

Laceration, of the cervix uteri, 141, 357.

Lactation, effects of long-continued, upon the uterus
and ovaries, 043.

Lacerations of the cervix uteri, 056.

Lange, Dr. Fr.d., extirpation of kidney, 144.

Laparotomy in rupture of the uterus, 442.

Laryngitis, tubercular, 41, 335.

Laryngotomy, for membranous croup, 025.

Larynx, catheterization of, 122; epithelioma of, 690;
fracture of, 100

;
primary tuberculosis of, 105.

Leale, Dr. Ghas. A., a plea against resection of the ribs

in empyema, 317.

Leary, Dr. M. F., the medical law of Kansas, 530; the
treatment of cystitis, 359.

Leeches, 559.

Leffingwell, Dr. A. J., "whether vivisection pays," 137.

Legg, Dr. J. Wickham, notice of book by, 494.

Legislation, medical, 70.

Leprosy, 40.

Leptandrin, 413.

Lester, Dr. F. AV.. the treatment of the vomiting of

preguancy with ether spray, 474.

Leucccmia, affections of the bones in, 235.

Leucin. metabolism of, 13.

Lducoderma, acquired, 571.

Leucorrhoea, causes and treatment of, in children, 230.

Librarj', of the physicians to the German Hospital and
Dispensary, 500.

Life, and mind on the basis of modern medicine, 015
;

our natural, 301; relation of food to, 139; the
problem of, 327.

Ligation, of hemorrhoidal tumors, 147.

Ligature, elastic, in fistula in ano, 712.

fjime, sulpho-carbolate of, in rickets, 014.

Lincoln, Dr. D. F. , notice of book by, 632 ; notice of

translation by, 033.

Lipoma, of the back, 271.

Liq. opii comp. and tinct. opii comp., 387.

Listerism, and ovariotomy, 502.

Litholapaxy, followed by adherent stone, 111, 400.

Lithophone, 55.

Lithotomy, bilateral, 103; consecutive, on a boy, 543.
Lithotrity, rapid, with evacuation, 09, 499.
Liver, abscess of, 154, 155, 183 ; abscess of, with chronic

dysentery, and without hepatic symptoms, 095

;

congenital atrophy of, 189; faradization of, effects
upon the excretion of urea, 182 ; sclerosis of, 39.

Localization, central. Dr. Amidon s essay on, 54.
Locomotor ataxy, and cardiac lesions, 400 ; and nerve-

stretching, 072.
Long Island College Hospital, 27.

Loving-cup, 475.

Lumbago, 504.
Lumleian lectures, 672.

Lunacy, increase of, 252.

Lung cavities, paracentesis in, the, 251
; gangrenous,

002.

Lungs, artificial inflation of, 489 ; erysipelas of, 13 ; fat
embolism of, 131

;
primary cancer of, 080, 091.

Lyman, Dr. Henry M. , hereditary tolerance of disease.
528 ; sanitary administration and epidemic disease,
276.

Ljmph gland.s, hyaline degeneration of, 158.

M

McClelland, Dr. M. A., some of the medical history
of Great Britain, 559.

McCoy, Dr. J. Cresap, quinine subcutaneously, 153.
McCrea, Dr. James, 65.

McDonald, Dr. Geo. E., compound di.slocation of the
humerus with fracture of the internal condyle, 319.

McGiffert, Dr. W. C. , on the relations of nerve and mus-
cle, 275.

McKinnon, Dr. J. A., hydatids in the bladder, 588.
MacDonald, Dr. J. H., 440.

Mackenzie, Dr. Morell, notices of books by, 548.
Maine Medical Association, 222.
Malaria, 352 ; civic, 521.
Malarial fevers, oil of mustard in, 182 ; mania, 500.
Malarial puerperal fever. 072.

Male-fern and tape-worm, 638.

Malformations, congenital, phosphorous in, 725 ; of the
hands. 326.

Malgaigne's hooks, modification of, 259.
Mammary gland, mode of extirpating it, 558.
Manaca, 308.

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, notice of report of,

438.

Mania, malarial, 408, 410.

Manslaughter at Guy's Hospital, 294.
Marine hospital service, U. S., 280.
Markoe, Dr. T. M., fracture of the intemal condyle of

the humerus, with dislocation of the head of the
radius, 118.

Massachusetts Medical Society, 22.

Massage, uterine, 440.

Mastich, in cancer, 518.

Mastitis, caused by psora, 349.

Mathis, Dr. J. T., a new forceps for holding curved sur-
gical needles, 193.

Maxilla, superior, osteo-sarcoma of, 18.

Maxillary bones, changes in. in ataxics, 180.

Meachem, Dr. J. G., Jr., notice of pamphlet by, 069.
Meals, bathing after, 303.

Meatus auditorius externus, congenital atresia of, 189.
Medical congress, international, 222.

Medical College of Virginia, 302.

Medical colleges, bogus, 420.

Medical Department of the University of the City of
Xew York, notice of catalogue, 187.

Medical Department of the Army, 194.

Medical education in the west, 251.

Medical history of Great Britain, 559.
Medical honor in Philadelphia, 361.

Medical law in California, 583.

Medical law, enforcement of, 630.
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Medical law of Kansan. rt'M.

Medic-Ill law in Wyoininp, A.")!).

Mi'dii'al liiliniry Jouriial. ."i.s.s.

Medical iiijjht MTvicc, ;!;>(».

Medical I'ostal Microscopical Society, 8:1.

Medical piaclico in Australia. (>70.

Medical practitioners in Brooklyn and New York, 01 4.

Medical practitioners in France, M.
Medical profession and the hoinucopaths, 071.

Medical r.form in France, ^t').

Medical registration law, .'ITS, 400, 471.

Medical schools, special. 72H.

Medical service, Anprlo-Indian. 5.").

Medical Society of New Jersey, 10.

Medical Society of the County of New York, 40, 134.

443, nOl ; annual meetin;,'. rt'27, 031), 00.").

Medical Society of the t'ounty of Westchester, 2.).

Medical Society of the State of Tennessee, notice of

transactions of, 212.

Medication, local, of deep urethra, 732.

Medicine, claims of comparative. 407; in the United

States, as others see it, 434 ; regulating the practice

of. 41."». •

Medicines, physiological antagonism between, 501, 389,

017. 045, 073.

Medulla oblongata, arciform fibres of. 544.

Membrana tympani. relaxation of, 209: rupture of, 109.

Memphis Hospital Medical College, 302.

Memphis, sanitary condition of, 15.

Meniere's disease, and quinine, 002.

Meningitis, tubercular, 405.

Menstruation, uterine mucous membrane during, 092.

Mental states and their antagonists, 074.

Menthol, 308.

Mercury, acid nitrate of. a cause of hemorrhage, 710. .

Mesencephalon, homologies of, 240.

Mesmerism, 54.

Metabolism, partial. 13.

Metallotherapy, for diabetes, 304.

Metric system* Americanized, 474 ; facts concerning the

use of. 012; in England, 252.

Metritis and vaginitis, diagnosis of, 132.

Michaels. Dr. J. E., 330.

Micrococci, and gonorrhoea, 301.

Micro-organisms, their relation to disease, 359.

Microphone, in diagno.sis, 572.

Microtome. 109.

Midwifery, meddlesome, 270.

Milbank, Dr. Robert, secondary peritonitis. 458.

Milk, and tuberculosis, 55; diet of. in heart disease,

084 ; in local treatment of diphtheria, 182.

Mind, the development of, in the infant, 434.

Mineral springs of Saratoga, 402.

Minnesota State Medical Society, 213.

Miner. Joel A., notice of case-book by, 523.

Miracle-cures at Lourdes and Knock, 700.

Mistletoe. 308.

Mitchell, Dr. Charles L., local medication of the deep

urethra, 722.

Modem scientific medicine, 353.

3Ionro. foramina of. 150, 250.

Montreal General Hc^piial, notice of report of, 180.

Morphia, and cocaine, theine, caffeine and guaranine,

047 ; atropia as a substitute for, 401 ; daturine and
atropine, 203 ; enormous doses of in peritonitis,

458 ; in intestinal obstruction, 20-3.

Morton. Dr. Wm. J., hystero-epilepsy or hysteria major,

240, 388 ; induced hysterical somnambulism and
catalepsy, 407.

Mott, Lucretia, 585.

Mouth, erysipelas of, 13 ; surgical region of, 597.

Mouth-gag and cheek retractor, 193.

Mouth -trumpet, 182.

Mucous membrane, uterine, during men.struation, 692
;

terminal distribution of nerves in, 003.

Muhlenberg Hospital, 700.

Murdock, Dr. J. B. . what is meddlesome midwifery ?

276.

Mancaria, and atropia, 019.

Muscle and nerve, relation of, 100, 275, 323, 445.

Musclci, abdomin.d, far.adization of for nscites, 519.

Mushrooms on the r< d blood-globules, 391.

Music as a therapeutic agent, 588.

Mustard, oil of, in malarial fevers, 182.

Mydriatic, a new, 2(i5.

Myelitis, swollen axis cylinders in, 240.

Myeloma (Virchow's sarcoma), 40(i.

Myopia, 310, 5l)4 ; kindergartens as a cause of, 240.

Myx(edema, 240.

Myxosarcoma, of the kidneys, 320 ; of the pharynx. 505.

582.

N

Nachtel, Dr. Henri, 392.

Narcolepsy, 370, 010.

Nails, transversii depressions of, 53.

Narcotic, a new, 20 1

.

Na.sal septum, peri(;hondritis of, 319.

Nashville Medical College, 200.

National Association for the Protection of the Insane
and for the Prevention of Insanity, 587.

National Board of Health, 330, 585.

National Medical Library, 223.

Neck, fungous growth at the upper part of, 583.

Necrosis, of popliteal plate of femur, 05.

Neilson Miss, cause of death of, 3(i3.

Nephritis, acute diffuse suppurative, 431 ; interstitial,

sudden death in. 490.

Nephro-lithotomy, 705.

Nerve, excision of the inferior dental, 419.

Nerve and muscle, relation of, 1(50, 275, 323, 445.

Nerves, action of on nutrition. 359 ; terminal distribu-

tion of in uterine mucous membrane, 003.

Neuralgia, aconite in, 419 ; of the testis, 321.

Nerve lesions, relation of to muscular spasm and rigid-

ity, 0.

Nerve-splitting, 348.

Nerve-stretching, 172, 183, 504; and sciatica. 11! ; in

locomotor ataxia, 072.

Nervous system, central, of reptiles and batrachian.s.

241.

Neuralgia, trifacial. 727.

Neurasthenia, 39^.

Nevins, Dr. J. Birkbeck, notice of reprint, 187.

Newton, Dr. Lucas V., 222.

Newton, Dr. Wm. K. , a case of stramonium poisoning.

289.

New Hampshire Medical Society, 189.

New Mexico as a field for doctors, 290.

New Y'ork, Health oi:, 84.

New Y'ork Academy of Medicine, 73, 101, 497, 525. 033.

003, 090 ; Obstetric Section of, 498, 007.

New York Hospital. 204.

New Y'ork Pathological Society, 16, 100, 131, 326, 380.

404, 551, 570, 037. 091.

New York Physicians' Mutual Aid Association. 015.

New Y'ork Society for the Relief of the Widows and

Orphans of Medical Men, 043.

New Y'ork Society of German Phvsicians. 189, 608.

New Y'ork State Board of Health, 84, 223.

New York Surgical Society, 48, 76, 130, 163, 271,

553, 582.

Night medical service. 14, 52, 2S0, 477, 504, 726.

Nipples, sore, 387.

Nitroglycerine, 308.

Noises iu the head, 401.

Nomenclature of diseases, 724.

Non-restraint of insane and death-rate, 584 ; in the Gov-

ernment Insane Asylum, 304. .

North, Dr. Alfred, laryngotomy for raerabranous croup.

025.

Nose, a celluloid, 710; surgical region of, 594.

Numbness. 245.

Nutrition, action on by nerves. 359.

Nux vomica in chronic gastritis, 728.

299,
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o

Observation, cumulative, 353.
Obstetric forceps, 498; mediciue, the teachings of, 35G.

Obstetrical cases, experience in eij^ht hundred, 4GG.

Obstruction, intestinal, morphine in, 203, 532.

Oclos-feli-paradalis, (>o3.

Octerlong, Dr. John A., lecture on tetanus, 312.

Ocular defects and constitutional diseases, 044.

Oesophagus, foreign bodies in, 038.

Ohio Medical Society 50.

Oil, chaulnioogra, 308 ; cod-liver, prophylactic use of,

74 ; cod-liver, tasteless, 395 ; of turpentine in can-

cer, 220; olive, and the easy expulsion of biliary

calculi, 029.

Oldberg, Oscar, the U. S. Pharmacopoeia of 1880, 175.

Olecranon, fracture of, 130.

Oleomargarine, 52.

Oophorectomj', 188, 330.

Operation, novel, 727 ; what constitutes a patient's con-

sent to, 714.

Ophthalmia, gonorrhoeal, 401) ; benzoate of soda in, 234.

Ophthalmic practice, clinical observations in, 024.

Opium, and atropia, 048 ; and belladonna, antagonism
between. 501, 589 ; and gelsemium, 047 ; and vera-

trum viride, 040.

Opium-habit, coca as a remedy for, 224, 201, 448.

Opium-poisoning, relation of atroina to, 491.

Opium smoking, 121.

Oppenheimer, Dr. H. S., extraction of foreign body from
the vitreous chamber, 540.

Optic nerve, atrophy of, 339.

Orbit, sarcoma of, 19 ; surgical region of, 590.

Organisms, low, of indurated chancre, 403.

Oroscope, 108.

Osteo-sarcoma, 18.

Ossicles of the ear, 134.

Otalgia, and irritation of the trigeminus, 301.

Otis, Dr. F. N., hypospadias, 202.

Ovary, anterior displacement of, 439.

Ovaries, fibrous bodies in, 003 ; removal of three, 043.

Ovaries and uterus, long-continued lactation. 043.

Ovariotomy, and Listerism, 502 ; complicated with preg-

nancy, 439, 473 ; extraperitoneal, 082 ;
in St. Louis,

308 : phlegmasia dolens following, 05 ; the history

of, 404.

Ovariotomies, a thousand, 240.

Pacchionian granulations, development of, 291.

Pachymeningitis, cervical, 243, 341, 539.

Pain and the anodynes, 074.

Pain-obtunder, rapid breathing as a, 211.

Papaine, 433.
Papaya juice, digestive action of, 209.

Papers versus discussions, 99.

Paracentesis, abdominalis, with drainage-tube, 720 ; for

lung cavities, 251 ; of pericardium, 055.

Paralyzers, and spasms, 073.
Paralysis, facial, new aspect of, 225 ; spinalis spastica,

207 ; treated with strj^chnia, 073.

Paraphimosis, simple method of reducing. 202.

Paraplegia, partial, stone in the bladder, 210.

Parasites, the muscle in, typhoid fever, 385.

Parotitis, acute, 403.

Pasteur's discovery of the "'vaccine" of fowl cholera,

030.

Patella, fracture of. 259 ; tendinous suture in, fracture

of, 237.

Pathology, astrological. 190 ; of oxalic deposits in hu-

man urine, 028 ; of the skin, 382.

Penis, favus of, 50 ; diphtheria of, 50.

Pennsylvania Ho.spital, 259, 057 ;
notice of epitome of

practice of, 180.

Pepper, Dr. William, 724 ; clinical note, 541.

Pepsine, in diphtheria, 401.

Peptonuria and albuminnria, 028.

Percussion, auscultatory, 725.

Periarthritis, 13.

Pericardium, paracentesis of, (i55.

Pericarditis, fibrinous, in a horse, 581.

Perichondritis, of the nasal sef)tura, 319.

Perineum, obstetric treatment of, 07.

Peritonitis, 11 ; secondary, 458.

Perityphlitis, 300.

Persinration, excessive, of feet and hands, faradic cur-

rent in, 401 ; fetid, of the feet, 375, 503, 585, 059

;

red, in the axilla, 55, 502.

Peters, Dr. Geo. A., pharyngeal tumor, 505, 582.

Pharmacist and physician, 111, 128, 159, 210, 217, 248,

305, 333.

Pharmacopoeia, the United States, of 1880, 175.

Pharmacopoeial weights and measures, 185.

Pharyngeal tumor, 505, 582.

Pharyngitis sicca, 104.

Pharynx. ery.sipelas of, 13.

Phelps, Dr. A. M., a new form of aspirator and needle, 82.

Phenomenon, arithmetical, 279.

Philadelphia, clinical advantages in, 0G9.

Philadelphia Hospital, OOO.

Philadelphia hospitals, 39.

Phlebetis, of lateral sinus, 290.

Phlegmasia alba dolens, 05.

Phosphorous, as a preventive of congenital malforma-

tion, 725.

Phthisis, pulmonary, 98 ; and dampness of the soil, (143
;

chloral in, 003 ; chloride of calcium in, 252 ;
climate-

cure of, 540, 725 ; lesions of costal cartilages and

ribs in, 491 ; report of cases of, 482, 513.

Physic, regulating the practice of, 239.

Physical injury to shop-girls, 98.

Physicians and druggists, 107, 111, 128, 159,210, 217.

248, 305, 333, 002.

Physicians, statistical returns from, 322.

Physicians and surgeons, an act to regulate the licei^sing

of, 249.

Physiological education, 000.

Physiology, of walking, 525 ; the professional aspect of,

355.

Physostigma, and atropia, 617.

Picrotoxin, 308.

Picrotoxine, and chloral, 040.

Piersou, Dr. William, transposition of abdominal and

thoracic viscera, 259.

Piesse, G. W. Septimus, notice of book by, 44.

Piffard, Dr. H. G., interpretation of the medical act, 471.

Pilocarpine, and atropia, 018 ; and baldness, 53 ;
in asth-

ma, 292 ; in intermittent fever, 302 ; in urajmia of

children. 083.

Pirogoft", 072.

Piscidia erythrina, 201.

•Pitkin, Dr. L. F., nitrite of amyl iu convulsions, 386.

Placenta, adherent, 404.

Plants, injuries in, 'A~ib.

Plethysmograph, :}27.

Pleurisy, putrid, ()(i2; subacute, 027.

Pleuro-pneumonia among cattle, 720.

Pneumonia, acute lobar, 027 ; benzoate of sodium in, 24
;

high temperature iu. 364 ; sudden death in, 123.

Pneumogastric nerve, tumor surrounding, 571.

Poetry for the tenement districts, 252.

Poisons, acts and ordinances to regulate the sale of, 575
;

the sale of, 642.

Poisoning, by chlorate of potash, 725 ; by ergot, 044
;

with homceopathic granules, 374.

PoUi, Prof. Giovani, notice of death of, 302.

Polypi, inversion of the uterus mistaken for, 489 ;
nasal,

treated by chloride of zinc, 433.

Polyuria, significance of, 039.

Pomeroy, Dr. O. D. , asthenopic symptoms in emmetro-

pic and ametropic eyes, 281, 309; modified ear-

syringe. 278.

Poole', Dr. Thomas W., electricity a.- a paralyzing agent
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in the trftntment of exophthalmic goitre, MO ; new
oMjMJct of fiiciiil jKiralysis, 'J'J'i ; <m the relation of '

inust;l« iiiul norve, 4 l.") ; rfliitioiis of nerve iiiul mus-
cle, 1(>T; relation of nerve-lesiouH to mnsciiliir ligid-

ity anil spa-sin, 0.

IV)oley, Dr. .1. II., nerve-Htretchiug, 172.

I'ortajjious. :{!<").

I'orter. Dr. U. II., narcolepsj'. (510.

I'ost, Dr. .v. (;., TilH; epithelioma of the recHuii, 121.

I'lt.st. Dr. (Jeorge E., necrosis of popliteal i)late of femur,
<$.) ; table of cases of ve.sical and urethral calculus,

477.

I'otassa, chlorate of, poisoning by, 72."».

l'ota.>4sium, bromide of. .{Ii2
; iotlide of, and calomel in

diseases of the eye, (58S ; nitrate of, as a test for

bili.iry coloring matter in the urine, 'u'^.

Powder, cjirbolic acid, 221.

Practice of medicine, rccpiircments for, in Norway, 44<).

Practitioners, impositions upon meilical, ;5:{2.

Prav, Dr. T. J. W. , notice of address on diphtheria by,

'4;J7.

Pregnancy, complicated ovariotomy. 4:5!), 47:5 ; duration

of, (>14 ; hemorrhage and sickness during. -V)!
;
posi-

tive sign of. 404 ; relations of goitre to, 727.; undis-

turl>ed by manipulation, (507 ; vomiting of. ether-

spray in, 474.

Preliminary examinations and the general i>ractitiouer.

Presbyopia, indications for the use of glasses in, 2s:5.

Presbyterian Hospital, 542, 708.

Presse, Dr. Louis, G4:i

Priapism, persi.steut, \'i, 192.

Prize E.ssays, Report of Committee on, of 3Icdical Soci-

ety County of Xow York, (;:{!).

Proctectomy, 104.

Prolapsus-ani. in children, 203 ; cases of, 082 ; new
method of operative treatment, 4.'J3.

Prostatitis, acute. 273.

Prostitution, the regulation of, 200.

Provident dispensary system, 302
; troubles of a private,

072 ; in England, 330.

Pruritus vulva;, 387.

Psora as a cause of mastitis, 349.

P.sychiatry, progress of, in this country, 'ylA.

P.sychology, and the baby, 434.

Pulmonary cavities, tapping of, 127 ; circulation, 274.

Pupil, dilated and mobile, in epilepsy, 246, 573.

Purple, visual, in the eel, 37.

Putzel. Dr. L., notice of book by, 496.

Pyajmia, 23.

Pyonephrosis calculosa, 97.

Pyrosis, glycerine in, 320.

Quack advertisements in the religious press, 602, 715.

Quarantine, steamers for interstate, 53.

Qua-ssia-poisoning, 404.

Quinine, amaurosis following use of, 608 ; and atropia,

019 ; in infantile cholera, 330; in Meniere's disea.se.

002 ; in obstetric and gynecic practice, 441 ; its use
with the nervous sedatives, 242 ; subcutaneou.sly.
153.

R

Radcliflfe, Dr. S. J., ergot-poisoning, 473.

Radius, dislocation of the head of, 118.

Ragwort, 308.

Ranney. Dr. A. L. . surgical regions of the head, 593 ;

tVie practical bearings of the cranial bones, 421.
Ranula, new operation for, 084.

Rash, bromide, .salicylic acid in, 544 ;
pustular, from

slieep-wa-shing, 125.

Rectum, epithelima of, 121 ; cancer of. 164
;
grave symp-

toms following exploration of, 002 ; rupture of, 629
;

treatment when impacted with watermelon need''.

5M0
; watermelon seeds packed in, 503.

Registration of plivhicians, 334.

RemiMlies, acting on the kidneys and bladder, 0»70; act-

ing on the skin, 070.

Remedies and diseases, jjliysiologicalantjigonism between,
5(!I ; cardiac, 075 ; intestinal, 070 ; respiration, 675.

Ilcnal disease and cardiac hypertroi>hy, 43.

Resection of the ribs in emi»yema, 317.

Kesorcin. 544.

Respiratory diseases, treatment with inhalation, 544.

Retina, photographing of, 391.

REvrEW.s AND Book Notices :

Address before the New Hampshire Medical Society,

437.

Affections of the middle ear during the early stages of

syphilis, 437.

An Experimental Research on the Physiological Action
of Drugs on the Secretion of Bile, 718.

Annual Report for 1879-80 of the Foochow Medical
Missionary Hospitiil, 352.

Annual Reports on the Progress of .\natomy and Phy-
siology, 523.

Antiseptic Surgerj-, 436.

Art of Perfumer}', 44.

Atlas of Human Anatomy, 130.

Bible Hygiene, or Health Hints, 130.

Black Arts in ^ledicine, 270.

Brain as an Organ of Jlind, 522.

Carlsbad and its Natural Healing Agents, 188.

Case of Puerperal Eclampsia, 718.

Case of Unilateral Excision of the Larynx, Hyoiil

Bone, and Base of the Tongue. 438.
( 'a.ses of Leucocythemia, 438.

Catalogue of the Graduates and Officers of the Medi-
cal Department of the University of the City of New

j

York. 187.

I

China, Imperial Maritime Customs, 718.

1 Cholera Epidemics in Japan, 719.
' Clinical Urinarj' Examinations, 522.

Common Mind-Troubles and the Secret of a Clear

j

Head. 73.

! Contribution to the Study of Inflammation, 720.
' Contributions to Orthopedic Surgery, 187.

I

Diagnosis of Malignant Tumors of the Upper Jau

.

438.

Diseases of the Pharynx, Larynx, and Trachea, 548.

Eleventh Report of the State Board of Health of Ma--
sachu.setts for the Six Months ending June 30, 187'.'.

212.

First Decennial Report of the Manhattan Eye and Ear
Hospital, 438.

Fourth Annual Report of the State Board of Health >

Wisconsin for 1879, 212.

Fracture of the Patella, 271.

Health of Health Resorts, 186.

Health and Healthy Homes, 490.

Hygiene and Sanative Measures for Chronic Catarrhal
Inflammation of the Nose, Throat, and Ears, 548.

Diseases of the Throat and Nose, including the Phar-
ynx, Larynx, etc., 548.

History of the United States Marine Hospital Service,

438.

Lessons in Gynecology, 72.

Malaria, 352.

Manual of Minor Surgery and Bandaging, 495.

Mechanical Treatment of the More Common AbnormaJ
Conditions of the Foot. 438.

I

Montreal General Hospital Records, 180.

I

Naso-pharyngeal Catarrh, 270.

Nature and Treatment of Syphilis and the other So
, called Contagious Diseases, 032.

Neuralgia. 212.

New Case-Record, 523.

i

New School Physiology, 495.

I

Notes on Peritj'phlitis, 1 87.

Observations^on Fatty Heart, 72.
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On a New Method of Operating for Rejiair of tlie

Female Perineum, ]8().

()u the Bile Jaumiice and Bilious Diseases, 494.

On the Relations of the Medical Profession to the

Trade Interests of the Materia Medica, 10.

One Thousand Deaths in " The Knights of Honor,"
187.

On Slight Ailments, 4!)5.

Ocean as a Health Resort, 495.

Ophthalmic Use of Quinine and^its Therapeutic Ac-
tion, 4i3S.

Paper on Color-Blindness, 187.

Pathogenetic Outlines of Homoeopathic Drugs, 45.

Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Diseases of

Women, 490.

Pneumatic Treatment of Diseases of Respiration and
Circulation, based on Pneumatometry and Spiro-

metry, 033.

Photographic Illustrations of Skin Diseases, 180.

Practical Lithotomy and Lithotrity, (589.

Practical Treatise on Nasal Catarrh, 548.

Practical Treatise on Sea-Sickness, 295.

Practitioner's Reference Book, 10.

Pregnancy Vomiting, 437.

Protection from Venereal Diseases in America, 187.

<Juestions submitted to the Graduating Classes of the
Medical Colleges of Ohio, from 1871-72 to the Pres-

ent Time, 352.

Reply to Criticisms on the "Problems of Insanity,"

with Remarks on the Gosling Case, 187.

Report of Ten Cases of Gastric Ulcer, 718.

Report of the Proceedings in the Case of Ruths c.v.

Reuling, 187.

Report on the Outbreak of Enteric Fever at Possil-

park, 438.

Reports, with Analyses, on the Appolinaris Spring, 295.

Retention of the Placenta after Abortiori, 18G.

Rocky Mountain Health Resorts, 45.

School and Industrial Hygiene, 032.

Second Annual Report of the State Board of Health of

Rhode Lsland for 1879, 212.

Seven Cases of Retroilexiou of the Uterus, 718.

Skin in Health and Disease, 523.

Students' Aids Series—Aids to Chemistry, 130.

Students' Manual of Venereal Diseases, 45.

Supplement to the First Annual Report of the State

Board of Health. Lunacy and Charity. 1879, 719.

Surgery in the Pennsylvania Hospital, ISO.

Surgerj', Surgical Pathology, and Surgical Anatomy
of the Female Pelvic Organs, 188.

System of Medicine, 10.

The Art of Prolonging Life, 717.

The Medical Record Visiting List, or Physician's Diary
for 1881.

The Phj-siciau's Visiting List, (J90.

The true cause of Miasmatic Contagious Phthisis and
Chronic Pneumonia, 720.

The Uses of Tar-water in Ob.stetrical and Gj'necologi-

cal Practice, 717.

Tliirteenth Report of the St. John's Hospital, at

Lowell, 1879, 180.

Throat and its Functions in Swallowing, Breathing,
and the Production of the Voice, 130.

Transactions of the American Gynecological Society,

209.

Transactions of the Indiana State Medical Society,

270.

Transactions of the Iowa State Medical Society, 720.

Transactions of the Medical Association of Georgia.

1880, 719.

Transactions of the Medical Association of the State
of Missouri, 720.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, 437.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State of

Tennessee, 1880, 212.

Transactions of the State Medical Society of Arkansas,

490.

Treatise on Comparative EmV)ryology, 524.

Treati^se on Surgical Aniusthesia, with the Description
and Mode of Apitlit;ation of the AnaBsthetic Method
of Paul J{ert, 524.

Treatise on the Common Forms of Functional Nervous
Diseases, 490.

Treatise on the Practice; of Medicine, for the Use of

Students and Practitioners, 494.

Treatise on Therapeutics, 033.

Walsh's Physician's Handy Ledger, 718.

Watering-Places and Mineral Springs of Geimany,
Austria, and Switzerland, 45.

What ( 'onstitutes a Discovery in Science, 187.

Wood's Ophthalmic Test-Types, 208.

Yellow Fever Quarantine of the Future, 438.

Reyburn, Dr Robert, *' Sanitary Administration and Epi-
demic Disease," 191, 418.

Reynolds, Dr. Dudley S., clinical observations in oph-
thalmic practice, 024.

Reynolds, Dr. J. Russell, notice of system of medicine
by, 10.

Rhamnus purshiana, 308, 413.

Rheumatism, aconite in, 419.

Rhino-cheiloplasty, 17.

Rhinoplasty, 710.

Rhode Island Medical Society, 27.

Rhus Aromatica, 308.

Ribs, caries of, 583; lesions of, in consumption, 491.

Richmond County Medical Society, 307; N. Y., alleged

irregularity of a member of, 391.

Rickets, of syphilis, 330 ; sulpho-carbolate of lime in, 014.

Rigidity, relation to nerve-lesions, (>.

Ripley, Dr. John H., tracheotomy in croup, 1, 29, 57, 85,

113.

Rizzoli, Prof., notice of death of, 302.

Robbins, Dr. M. M., a case of perforating pistol-shot

wound of the heart, 599.-

Roberts, Dr. John B., a successful case of paracentesis

of the pericardium, 055.

Robinson, Dr. Beverley, notice of book by, 548.

Rockwell, Dr. A. D. , the value of the galvanic current

in exophthalmic goitre, 284.

Rocky Mountain Medical Review, 545.

Roe, Dr. J. O. , combined mouth-gag and cheek-retractor,

193.

Roosa, Dr. D. B. St. John, amblyopia from the abuse of

tobacco, 008 ; the cure of constitutional diseases

with glasses, 393, 500.

Rottenstein, Dr. J. B., notice of book by, 524.

Rumbold, Dr. Thomas F., notice of book by, 548.

Rutherford, Dr. Wm., notice of book by, 718.

Ruths vs. Reuling, notice of trial, 187.

Sands, Dr. Henry B., notice of notes on perityphlitis

by, 187.

Sanguineous discharge in an infant, 2(i7.

Sanitarium, children's summer, 5(i4.

Sanitary administration and epidemic disease, 191, 210,

417, 530.

Sanitary matters in Japan, 107, 252.

Sanitary Reform Society, 010.

Sanitary Sunday, 087.

Sarcoma of orbit, 19
;
periosteal, 301 ; subungual of the

fingers, 085.

Sanitation in fashion, 55 ; value of, in New York, 520.

Satterthwaite, Dr. T. E. , suppurative disease of the

ankle-joint, 197.

Savage, Dr. Henry, notice of book by, 188.

Saxolinum, 014.

Scapula, removal of entire. 013.

Scarlatina, acute nephritis following, 431 ; and diphthe-

ria, 001, 008; from American hams, ()37 ; in the

horse, 581 ; its relation to diphtheria, 232.

Schwalbe, Dr. G., notice of book by, 523.
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Sciatica, .19,504; and ncrvo-stretchinjj, 111.
• Science," \W ; the gabble of, 'M'i.

Scieromucin, ItOS.

Sclerosis, initial, of syphilis, 21)1 ; multiple, 'V.I
;

pos-

terior, hyjjiene and therapeutics of, 2;]i>.

Scrotum, hydrc.clele of, 124.

Sea-sicknes.s, treatment of, 04;J.

Sea-water, ;J4.

Seaman, Dr. Louis L., 700.

Seavorns, Dr. .Toel, notice of pamphlet by, 187.

Sejjuin, Dr. Edouanl, obituary notice, ~t'M.

Seltzer, Dr. Chas. M. , foreipn body in the urethra, ~iH).

Seminal fluid, changes in, in gouorrh(i;al ejjididymitis,

2(;r..

Semple, Dr. C. E. A., notice of book by, 130.

Senecis aureus. oOS.

Sensations, the transfer of, 241.

Sentisection, 219.

Sex in utero, determination of, 110.

Sexton, Dr. Samuel, 108.

Shafusbury Lord, 280.

Shock, prevention of, during operations, 701.

Shopijirls. the health of, 295.

Shoulder-joint, amputation at, 404.

Shrady, Dr. Geo. F., articles by, 14, 128, 159, 185, 210,
293, ;!22, ;!78, 400, 4o7. 4t)2, 574, G04. 630, 662, 689,
714-716 ; transposition of viscera, 542.

Siamese twins, 54.

Sigmund, Prof. Dr., 392.

Simmons, Dr. D. B., notice of book by, 719
; sanitary

matters in Japan. 107.

Sims, Dr. J. Marion, 'M'.'> ; notice of reprint by, 437.
Singing as a cau.se of uterine disease, 710.
Sinus, frontal, polypus in, 233 ; lateral, phlebitis of, 296.
Sinuses, contributions to the pathology of. 233.

Skin, human, and hair, growth of, 224 ; compound frac-

ture of, 708 , contril)utions to the pathology of. 382 ;

prespiratory functions of, affected by^alcololic baths,
543 ; remedies acting on the, 676.

Skin-grafting. 9(>. 292.

Skull, base of, 425 ; compound fracture of, 381
;
punc-

tured wound of, 77 ; tablets of, 422 ; thickness of,

421 ; variation in the form of, 427.
Sleep, rationale of nervous, 547.
Small-fee system, 15.

Small-pox, 723; and vaccination, 00."); in birds, 217.
Smith, Dr. Stephen, 53 ; on the value of partial intoxi-

cation in the prevention of shock during operations,
701.

Smokers, juvenile, 224.

Snow, Dr. Norman L. , syphilitic degeneration of arte-
ries. 229.

Suow-blindness, 669.

Social Science Association, 325.
Sodium, benzoate of, 24; benzoate of, in gonorrhoeal

ophthalmia. 234 ; benzoate of, in whooping cough,
237 ; bromide of, 362 ; salicylate of, in typhus fever,
183.

Somnambulism, hysterical, 467.
Spasm, larj-ngeal. 122 ; and the paralyzers, 673 ; mus-

cular, relation to nerve lesions, 6.

Speculum, nasal. 108.

Spermatozoa, vitality of. 362.
Sphygmographic tests, 242.

Sphygmograph, water and air as media of transmission,
479.

Sphygmo.scope, 287.

Spina bifida, 41 ; fluid from. 466.
Spinal cord, diameters of the nuclei of the cells, 241

;

second brain in. 615.

Spleen, abscess of. 2l)4
; and stomach, cancer of, 683

;

congenital absence of, 725.

Splints of asbestos roofing felt, 102.

Squaw-weed. 308.

Squibb, Dr. Edward R. , notice of pamphlet by, 16.

Squint, convergent, 94, 429.
St. John's Guild, 71.

St. John's Hospital. 186.

Staining-rtuid for microscopical use, 134.

Stammering and Htramonimn-poisoning, 643.

Starling Medical College, 140.

State Charities Aid Association, <!l)lt.

Statu provision for the families of medical men, 304.

State IJoard of Health, 4(l7. 419, 5H(;, 642.

State IJoard of Health of Alassachusetts, notice of re-

port of, 212.

State Hoard of Health of Rhode Island, notice^of re-

port of, 212.

State lioard of Health of Vermont, 522.

State Hoard of Health of Wisconsin, notice of report of,

212.

Statistical returns from phj'siciana, 322.

Statistics, medical, of Russia. 527 ; relating to medical
education of women in Ru.ssia, 560 ; vital, of £aro.-

pean cities, 251 ; vital, conference on, 221.

Stenosis, nasal, 106.

Sterility, 126.

Stephens, Dr. F. P., 391 ; a sphygmoscope and its ap-
plication, 287.

Stevens, Dr. Geo. T., 644.

Stewart, Dr. F. E. , the drug trade and the medical pro-

fession. 302.

Stickler, Dr. J. W., ho.sjjital report. 542.

Stillicidium lachrymosum, 171, 451.

Stillman. Dr. Chas. F.. extension, and a new method for

its production, 620 ; notice of jiamphlet by, 4.38
;

talipes equino-varus cured by continuous stretch-

ing, 396.

Stomach, acute catarrhal inflammation of, 290 ; and
spleen, cancer of, 683 ; ulcer of, 501, 657.

Stone in the bladder, 216.

Stomach, simple dilatations of the, 373.

Stone, Dr. Geo H., abscess of the spleen, 204.

Strabismus, convergent, 310.

Stramonium-])oisoning, 289 ; and stammeiing, 643.

Stricture of the urethra, 460, 640.

Strychnia and chloral, 645 ; and coffee, 264 ; and nitrite

of amyl, 648 ; ecbolic effect of. 578 ;
hypodermics

of, in ])rolapsus ani. 682 ; in paralysis, 673.

Student Riot in Philadelphia, 725.

Sturgis, Dr. F. R., notice of book by. 45. 437.

Sudoriparous glands, structure of, 684.

Sugar, 224.

Suicide. 185.

Sunstroke, apomorphia in. 2-34 ; cases, 204.

Superfcetation, 251.

Suppression, of urine for nine days, 4.31.

Surgery, Hospital of Oral, 419.

Surgical regions, of the head, 593.

Sutton, Dr. R. Stanbury, laceration of cervix uteri, 141.

Suture, tendinous in fractures of the patella, 237.

Swimming-baths in New York, 54.

Syphilis, and rickets, 336 ; and sulphate of copper, 07

;

ante-Columbian existence of, 95 ; ear-affections from
congenital, 297 ; fungi in, 637 ;

prophylactic exci-

sion of the initial sclerosis of, 291 : secondary fever
of. 135 ; the beniguit}' of. 631.

Syringe, a new hypodermic, 644.

Taiuia, '' in situ," 560.

Tail, the human, 502.

Tait, Dr. Law.son, continuous elastic of uterine cavity,

107 ; notice of book by, 186.

Talipes, 396.

Tan. and freckles, 223.

Tanner's, Dr.. fast, 55, 84, 112, 140, 158, 160, 252, 352;
and the mean weight of man, 587.

Tape-worm, treatment of, 578 ; male fern in, 638.

Tapping pulraonarj' cavities, 127.
Tau.szky, Dr. Rudolph, therapeutical notes. 387.

Tejada, Dr. A. G. de, notice of death of, 724.

Telephone in the etiology of aural and nervous diseases,

671.
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Typhus lever, salicylate

Tyrosin, metabolism of,

Testicle, inflneuce on the nutrition of, by variocele, 68.

Tea, 224.

Temperature, coustii)atiou from high, o20 ; high, 'SCA.

Tenements, plans for liealthy, lOG.
Terrors, nocturnal, in children, 207.
Testis, neuralgia of, ;]21.

Test-types. Wood's ophthalmic, 2G8,

Tetanus, ;!]2.

Thalictrum macrocarpum, 181.

Theine and morphia. G47.

The right to oi)erate without the permission of the pa-

tient, 714.

Theodor, Charles, Duke of Bavaria, 700.

Therapeutical notes, 387.

Therapeutics, as based on the study of tendencies, 815

;

new departure in teaching, 500.

Thermometers, clinical, 170.

Thermometry, cranial, 327, 700.

Thompson, Dr. J. H. , on the relations of diphtheria and
scarlet-fever, 2:j2.

Thompson, Sir Henry, notice of book by, 680.

Thrombosis, arterite coronaria; cordei, 68 ; of pulmonary
artery, 132.

Through-drainage in empyemia, 557.

Thumb, resection of the metacarpal bone of, 271.

Thyroid body, abscess of, 400.

Thyroid gland, removal of, 209.

Tibia, abscess of, 49
;
bulletin the head of, 132; enlarge-

ment of upper end of, 101 ;
periosteal sarcoma of,

301.

Tiffany, Dr. L. McLane,' notice of monograph^by, 488.

Tissue-conduction, hearing by the aid of, 182.

Tobacco and alcohol, amblyopia from, 649, 665, 668.

Tonga, 308.

Tonsils, chronic hj'pertrophy of, 40.

Towels, ladies' sanitary, 377.

Trachea, rupture of, 003.

Trachelorrhaphy, in a case of cataleptic convulsions, 441.

Tracheotomy, in croup, 1, 29, 57, 85, 113, 216, 452; the

tulte in, 76.

.

Tracheotomy-tube, diphtheria contracted from, 689.

Transactions, of the Indiana State Medical Society, no-

tice of, 270 ; of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, notice of, 437 ; of the State Medical So-

ciety of Arkansas, 496.

Transfusion, arterial, 519.

Trask. Dr. J D. Jr., canula for intrauterine injections,

721.

Trelat, M., 861.

Trephining, 64.

Trichinae, in relation to public health, 559.

Trichinosis, 671 ; on the ship " Cornwall." 53 ; tunnel,

525.

Tri-State Medical Society, 642.

Tubercle, structure and development of, 157.

Tubercles, and giant-cells, 41.

Tuberculosis, acute miliary, 120 ; and milk, 55 ;
bovine,

transmutability of, 508; human and bovine, 129;
inoculability of in animals, 237.

Tuberculous laryngitis, 335.

Tumor, abdominal, relieved by tapping, 608 ;
malignant,

of breast, 190 ; malignant, of the upper jaw of a
horse, 580; embracing the pneumogastric nerve,

571
; of the encephalon, 245 ; of velum, 100 ; ova-

rian, semi-solid, 609
;
pharyngeal. 565, 582.

Tumors, dermoid, of the cornea, 348 ; hemorrhoidal,
ligation of, 147 ; tubercular, of the mammary gland,

68 ; uterine, removal of, by abdominal section, 357,

711.

Turpentine, chian, and cancer, 54.

Tympanum, 134.

Tyndale, Dr. J. Hilyard, therapeutic eflfects of moderate
altitudes in pulmonary consumption, 220.

Typhilitis, acute perforative operative interference in,

603.

Typhoid fever, 337 ; copper against, 261 ; new German
treatment for, 379 ;

parasites in muscles in, 235
;

treatment of brain symptoms in, 614.

L, .-.i..^j,«,.,^ of soda in, 183.

abolism of, 13,

U

Ulcer, duodenal perforating, 189 ; round, of the stomach,
501, ()57

;
perforation of round into the left ventri-

cle, 262.

Ulceration, fatal, of duodenum, 712 ; of the cervix uteri,

443.

Ulcers, statistics relating to chancroid and chancroue,
461 ; indolent, and their treatment, 66 ; varicose,

236.

Unsanitary condition of summer resorts, 298.

Unemia, headaclie as a symptom of, 264 ; treated with
pilocarpin, 683.

Urea, excretion of, affected by faradization of the liver,

182.

Urethra, foreign body in, 570 ; local medication of deep,
722 ; stricture of. 400.

Urethral dilator, female, (i07.

Urethrotomy, external, 124 ; internal, 161, 640.

Urine, biliary coloring matter in. 573 ; suppression of,

431 ; death from retention of, 38; death from sup-
pression of, 499

;
pathology of oxalic depo-sits in,

028.

Uterine displacements, reduction of, 208, 278.

Uterus, amputation of inverted, 182; and ovaries, and
long-continued lactation, 043

;
gangrene of, 684

;

inversion of, in a virgin, 607 ; inversion of, mistaken
for polypi, 489 ; management of, after labor, 50;
mucous membrane of, during menstruation, 692

;

occlusion of the gravid, 443 ; rupture of, 442 ; sing-

ing as a cause of disease of the, 710 ; treatment of
rupture of, 545.

Vaccine, and chicken cholera, 585.

Vaccine lymph, alleged deterioration of humanized, 224.

Vaccination, and smail-pox, 605 ; in Paris, 53 ; Pasteur's
theory of, 46.

Van Derveer, Dr. A., notice of pamphlet by, 718.

Vagina, noisy expulsion of gas from, 659.

Varicocele, influence of, on the nutrition of the testicle,

68.

Varioloid, in the new-born, 292.

Vaginitis and metritis, diagno-sis of, 132.

Velum pendulum palati, tumor of, 100.

Venereal diseases, prevention of, 724.

Venesection in cerebral irritation, 708.

Ventricle, cardiac, perforation of ulcer of stomach into,

262.

Veratrum viride, and opium, 646 ; as an antidote to
opium inebriety, 88.

Vermiform appendix, perforation of, 609.

Vermont Asylum for the Insane, biennial report of the,

j

726.

Verneuil, M., 335.

Version, spontaneous, 008.

I

Vertebraj, fracture of the ninth, 659 ; disease of the

j

upper cervical, 553.

I Veterinary Journal, a new, 274.

I

Veterinary Medicine, 419.

I Virginia Medical Societj', annual meeting of, 672.

Viscera, transposition of, 259, 542.

Vitreous, extraction of foreign body from, 540.

Vivisection, 42, 137, 336 ; horrors of, 147 ; two kinds,
219.

Voice culture, 106.

Volitional control over involuntary acts, 519.

I

Vomiting of pregnancy, ether-spray in, 474.

I Vulvo- vaginal glands, 684.
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Wiildenberg, Dr. L.. notice of book by, (Mii.

Waldo, Looniiril, S. D. , notes on the frror.s of cliiiicil

thcrinonieters. 170.

Walking, phy.Hiolofjy of. ."iS.").

Walsh Ralph, notico of hook by, 7lM,

Wutor, as a, prophyliictic and a remedj', 2X2.

Watermelon seeds, inipai'tftl, ;!;{."».

Weber, Dr. Leonard, treatment of prolapsns ani with

hypodermic injections of strydinia, <>S3.

Webster, Dr. David, a case of mi.xed ivstigmatism, ."JM
;

amblyopia from the abii.se of tobacco and alcohol,

()4!».

Weights and measures, IM.
Wondt. Dr. B. C, 105.

West, Dr. Charles. 'J8(i.

Wetherell, Dr. G. F., persistent i)riapi.sm, 19:3.

Wheeler. Dr. (\ S. . facts couceruing the use of the met-

ric .system, <n2.

Whittaker, Dr. James T.. the contagion of consumption,
00.

Whitall, Dr. S., the symptoms of intussusception. .")84.

WhoopinLr-cougli, benzoate of soda in, 237.

Wilder. Dr Hurt U.. vivisection, 210.

Williams, Dr. Win. \V. , notice of death of, 3(54.

Wilson, Dr. Oeorgo, notice of book by, 400.

Wilson, Dr. John, notice of book by. 18(i.

Wilson, Dr. Wm. S., notice of l)oi)k l»y. 40."i.

Wood, Dr. Thomas. 072.

Woman's Hos|»ital, tlie, 010.

Woman's .Medical College, (142.

Women, cruelty to, H'.i.

Worm, the guinea, O'i.

Worms, intestinal, .sympathetic affections caused by, niH.

Wound, pistol-shot, of the heart, 599; punctured, of the

.skull, 77.

Wyeth, Dr. John A., rapid lithotrity, 409.

Wythe, Dr. W. T., notice of death of. '2SU.

Yellow fever, a supposed case of, 270 ; at quarantine. 28
;

in Havana, 2 TO; patholojfic.d hi.stology of, 105.

Yerba Rheuma, 31)8.

Young. Dr. Arthur, a case of concealed hernia, 302.

Zinc, bromide of, 'M'fl ; chloride of, in the treatment of

nasal polypi, 433.
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